
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenilee Garner <~JGarner@at.gtaa.gatech.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2007 1:42 PM 

Amy Herman ~aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; I,ance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

B. Maloy <sbmaJoy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Green < sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Concmrent Enrollment Policies 

Your institution may refer to this as dual e~ollment. Basically we 
are asking what your institutional policy is on e~olling in classes at 
another institution while also being enrolled at your current 
institution (UNC) 

Thanks, 

Jenilee 

Jenilee Garner 
Georgia Tech Athletic Association 
Compliance Coordinator 
150 Bobby Dodd Way, NW 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0455 
Phone: 404-894-5507 
Fax: 404-894-4265 
j garn er@athletics.gatec h.edu 

>>> "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 10/2/2007 1:14 PM >>> 
Jenilee, 

I’m sorp)~, but we’re not sure what you mean by "concurrent enrollment" 
If you can explain, we’d be happy to tell you how UNC handles it. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Jenilee Garner" <JGarner@at.gtaa.gatech.edu> 10/2/2007 11:42 

Hello everyone, 

We are in the process of evaluating and possibly revising Georgia 
Tech’s concurrent enrollment policy and want to find out what policies 
are in place for other ACC institutions. Currently, Georgia Tech does 
not allow concurrent enrollment unless celtain specific criterion are 
met (i.e. limited to degree-seeking upperclassmen and is limited to 
schools comprising the Atlanta Regional Consorti~tm for Higher 
Education). 

If you have a minme, we would really appreciate any feedback you can 
provide about your school’s policy on concmient enrolhnent. 

Thanks, 

Jenilee 

Jenilee Garner 
Georgia Tech Athletic Association 
Compliance Coordinator 
150 Bobby Dodd Way, Nv¢~z 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0455 
Phone: 404-894-5507 
Fax: 4(;,4-894-4265 
j garner@athletics gatech.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock~ Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2007 5:39 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.e&~; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

cea3E~vi~inia.edu; ~Pmimp~umd.edu; reed@mia~ni.edu; dibley@miami.edu; ebookw~lter@mailer.fsn.edu; g~athe@umd.e&~; 
jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j garne@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8@viiginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edn; jon fagg@ncsu.edn; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@wfu.edu; Inarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sand2i@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edn; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgieen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherb@miami.edu; wslJh@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.e&~; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; themm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; McGlade, Bernie <bvmcglade@theacc.org> 

RE: WBB JambxJree 

Hi Everyone, 
Based on discussions through the CCACA the jamborees are considered "practice" since they are played prior to the permissible competition date for JUCO schools but after 
the permissible first date of practice. Here is what we’re saying about these Jamborrees: 
It is permissible for coaches to attend a JC Jamboree IF: 

~, It is conducted during a permissible recruiting period. 

~, The practice (jamboree) is conducted on the two-year college campus. 

~, Two-year coaches are administering the practice (jamboree). 

~, Try-year college recognizes the jamboree as a regularly scheduled practice. 

~, The practice (jamboree is conducted in a "scholastic environment" (meaning not for college coaches). 
Lindsey I(~ Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.or,~ 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2007 1:01 PM 

To: Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); ~uncaa.unc.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin 
(blocklin@vt.edu); Bob Minnix (rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brian Battle (bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu); Carly Pariseau 
(carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed 
(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Elizabeth Bookwalter (ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu); Greg Featherston (gfeather@umd.edu); Jamie Tsreal 
(jisrael@miami.edu); Jamie Pootrakul (jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jenilee Garner (jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu); Jerome Rodgers (jerome.rodgers.:t@bc.edu); Jim Booz 
(jwbSq@virginia.edu); Joe White (jwhite@clemson.edu); Jon Fagg 0on_fagg@ncsu.edu); Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham (kcunning@umd.edu); 
Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@w~u.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Lizzie Gomez (Igomez@umd.edu.); Michelle Lee 
(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Sandy Weber (sandyj@vt.edu); Sara Sikorski (sara.sikorski.i@bc.edu); Scott Byrd (byrdsm@wfu.edu); 
Sharon McCauley (skm6f@virginia.edu); Shauna Cobb (rcobb@vt.edu); Shelly Green (sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu); Shoshanna Engel (shoshanna_engel@ncsu.edu); Stephanie 
Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Clacherty (sclacherty@miami.edu); Steve Flippen (wsfJh@virginia.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker 
(tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu) 
Subject: WBB Jamboree 
Hi Everyone, 

Are any of your women’s basketball coaches planning on attending a JO damboree next weekend at Oentml Missouri State University? We’re looking for some additional 
information on the event as it appears to be impermissible for coaches to attend. 

Let me know if you have anything. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey tC Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Confc~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, October 5, 2007 4:55 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                     . @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 
rminnix@mailer.fsu.e~tu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; carly.paxiseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeatl~er@umd.edn; jisrael@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~xne@athletics.gatech.edn; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clmnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcutming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athg~llo@nncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; by~dstn@wfu.edn; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; 

shoshanna engel@ncsn.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheW@miami.edu; wsk~h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 

hairstc@wfi~.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; themandez@miamLedu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Dana, Greg <gdan@ncaa.org> 

October Cont~rence Call 

Supp.5.Itinera~.doc; October.Agenda.doc; Supp.l .minutes.doc; Supp.2a.FB Limits.doc; Supp.2b.Sqnad List.doc; Supp.2d.BB Skill.doc; 

Supp.3.JV-V.doc; Snpp.4.Tennis..doc 

Hi Everyone, 
Our October conference call will be Tuesday, Octobe[ 9m at I ’~ :00 a.m. (dial-in instructions below). Attached you will find the agenda and supplements. As you will notice 
we have a full agenda so let’s try and get staded as close to 11 as possible. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
Have a great weekend! 
Lindsey 
Phone Numbe~: 
Conference Entry Code: 
Lindsey K. P~bcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Complinnce & Governnnce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.or~ 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
October 9, 2007 

11:00 a.m. 

Phone Number: 

Conference Entry Code: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11 

12. 

AGENDA 

Welcome. 

Minutes of the September Conference Call. 

Eligibility Center Update. 

CCACA Update. 
a. Preseason Football Limit. 
b. NLI Early Signing Period/Update. 
c. Squad List Signatures (2005-41 - 30.13). 
d. Basketball Skill Instruction. 

Recruiting in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Varsity/JV Golf. 

Futures Tennis. 

Tennis Dates of Competition 

Comp. Admissions - Official/Unofficial. 

ACC SAAC November Meeting. 

Sharing Compliance Review Information. 

Other Business. 
a. November In-Person Meeting. 

i. Hotel/Travel Reservations. 
ii. Best Practices. 

(Babcock) 

(Dana) 

(Babcock/Wood) 

(P ootr aku l) 

(Babcock) 

(Battle) 

(Cobb) 

(Babcock) 

(~Vood) 

(Fagg/Le e) 

13 Adj ournment. 

Supplement 1 

Supplement 2 

Supplement 3 

Supplement 4 

Supplement 5 



Compliance Supplement No. 1 
October 2007 Conference Call 

Compliance Group Conference Call 
September 11, 2007 

11:00 am. 

Those present: 
Boston College - Jerome Rodgers, Carly Pariseau 
Clemson University - Stephanie Ellison, Brad Woody 
Duke University - Jamie Pootrakul, Todd Mesibov 
Florida State University - Brian Battle, Elizabeth Bookwalter 
Georgia Tech - Paul Parker, Katreshia Louis, Jenilee Garner 
University of Maryland - Dan Trump, Greg Featherston, Lizzie Gomez 
University of Miami - David Reed, Steve Clacherty 
University of North Carolina - Larry Gallo, Amy Herman, Susan Maloy, 

, Shelly Green 
North Carolina Sta~e - Jon Fagg, Shoshanna Engel 
University of Virginia - Steve Flippen, Craig Anderson, Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Shauna Cobb, Bert Locklin, Sandy Weber 
Wake Forest University - Todd Hairston, Scott Byrd, Kirsten Elleby 
ACC - Lindsey Babcock (recording secretary), Eric Wood 

Lance Markos, 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call at approximately 11:03 a.m. 

2. August Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

CCACA Update. Lindsey Babcock provided a brief update on the most recent 
CCACA conference call. The CCACA group agreed that high school sophomores (or 
non-contactable prospects) who are competing in an event on the institution’s campus 
may have contact with the institution’s coach (unofficial visit) after being released by 
their coach. It was recommended that this contact happen at the coach’s office and be 
initiated by the prospect. The CCACA group also agreed that it was not permissible 

to provide "awards" or tangible items for achievement in the weight room but 
"recognition", such as their name on a wall plaque, would be permissible. 

NLI Releases. Eric Wood explained that due to a future change in the operation of 
the NLI all releases should be sent directly to the conference office for processing. 
This will ensure that the NLI database is updated appropriately. The conference will 
then fo~ard those releases to the NLI office. Further, Mr. Wood reminded the group 
that all "null and void" NLI letters should be sent to the prospect, with a copy to Eric, 
within five days of termination of the NLI. 



Compliance Conference Call 
September 11, 2007 
Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

Use of Outside Training Facilities. Stephanie Ellison asked the group if they would 
allow- teams to use outside facilities for practice. For example, would it be permissible 
for the track team to go to a gymnastics facility in order to use the gymnastics 
equipment? The group agreed that as long as it was within the state or 100-miles it 
would be permissible. It was also noted that in this example it would not be 
permissible to provide mileage expenses to the student-athletes but the institution 
could provide the actual transportation. 

Baseball Playing and Practice Season. Lindsey Babcock revie~ved the baseball 
playing and practice season rules (attached). The group also addressed the issue of the 
bullpen catcher, which was discussed at the ACC head baseball coaches’ meeting. 
Ms. Babcock clarified that if the bullpen catcher is a student and performs normal 
managerial duties that person does not have to be included on the squad list. 
However, if catching in the bullpen is the only duty assigned that person would have 
to be certified as a practice player, be included on the squad list and count within the 
traveling limits, it was also stated that it was permissible for the bullpen catcher to 
wear a team uniform. 

Compliance Review Information. Jon Fagg and Michelle Lee questioned if the group 
would be interested in sharing information from their respective compliance reviews. 
Lindsey Babcock recommended that this could be done as a best practices session at 
the November in-person meeting. Overall the group supported sharing the 
information. The group will consider this issue again during the October compliance 
call after everyone has had the opportunity to discuss it on campus. 

Medical Absence Waivers. Eric Wood reviewed the process for applying for a 
medical absence waiver through the conference. 

Attachments to General Correspondence. Amy Herman raised the issue of 
attachments and the staff interpretation that anything on the institution’s website that 
was not in 13.4.1 could not be printed in black and white and sent to prospects as an 
attachment. Lindsey Babcock added that schedules could not be printed off the 
institution’s ~vebsite to be sent to prospects but the schedule could be printed from 

another source other than the institution’s (or coach’ s) website and sent. 

Other Business. 

Coaches’ Meetings. Anyone who is interested in receiving a copy &the proposed 
legislation that has been shared with the head coaches during their in-person 
meeting at the conference office should email Lindsey. 

b. Clearinghouse Registration. It was clarified that in order to be considered 
officially registered with the Clearinghouse the registration fee must be paid. The 



Compliance Conference Call 
September 11, 2007 
Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

group was reminded that prior to having an official visit the prospect must be 
registered with the Clearinghouse. 

November In-Person Meeting. The November in-person meeting will begin at 
11:00 a.m. on November 14tl~ at the conference office in Greensboro. On the 15th 
the meeting will be held at the Sheraton Hotel and Koury Convention Center and 
will end no later than 12:00 p.m. Attendees were encouraged to make travel 
arrangements and hotel reservations (Sheraton) as soon as possible. Meeting 
registration forms are due in the conference office by October 1 st. 

d. Future Conference Calls. The next conference call will be October 9th. 

11.    Adjournment. The call ended at approximately 12:05 p.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, October 8, 2007 10:57 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@demson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.l~u.edu; cady.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathm~bumd.edn; jisrad@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j game@athletics.gatech.edn; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clmnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcmming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athg~llo@nncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; by~tstn@wfu.edn; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; 

shoshanna engel@ncsn.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheW@miami.edu; wsk~h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 

hairstc@wfi~.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; thernandez@miamLedu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Hecker, Brad <bhecker@theacc.org>; Hnnt, Kathy 

<khunt@theacc.o~> 

Baksetball Otticiating Forms 

Hi Everyone, 
We always get this question around this time of the year and several of you have already asked this year. The forms that your basketball staffs must sign, regarding rules and 
officiating, goes through our men’s and women’s basketball staffs not compliance. So if you have any questions about men’s basketball contact Kathy Hunt 
(_k_[!_tj!?_t_~.~_!_h__~!_c___c_:_o_!Lq) or if you have questions about women’s basketball contact Brad Hecker (._b__h__~_c___k_~_!_@!__h_g’_a_c___c_’:_o_fcA). 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Govenmnce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

lbabcock@ttmacc org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, October 8, 2007 1:36 PM 

aake@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 
rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@demson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pa~sea@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathe~bumd.edu; jisrad@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j game@athletics.gatech,edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; 

jwbSq@virginia.edu; jwhite@demson.edu; ion fagg@ncsu.edu; ldouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcu~ming@umd.edu; ellebykc@~£u.edu; 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athg~llo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; by~tsm@wfu.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; 

shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherly@miami.edu; wsK~h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 

hairstc@wfi~.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miamLedu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Drug Testing Web Site 

Thought you should all be aware of this websRe. 

Lindsey 
h_t !p__;/LO_r__u_~_t~ti_n_M_Cg_e__-~%_h__o___s_!j_o_g:__b_Lz_/~__a_~__e_!:h_!m! 
Lindsey K. l~bcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~ence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 

babcock@t ~eacc.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hunt, Kathy <khun~theacc.org> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2007 9:41 AM 

Aaron Aaker <aake@bc.edu-~;                      ~ ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Markos 
<am@vi~inia.edu>; Bert Locklin <bk~cklin@vt.edu>; Bob Minnix <rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Bret Cowley <bcowley@mailer.t~u.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@raailer.fsu.edu-~; Carly Pa~seau <caxly.pariseau@bc.edu-~; Christopher B. 

Kenne@ <ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edt~-; Dm~ Trump <dtmmp@umd.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@rniami.edu>; Deborah Foley <~tfoley@rniami.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwdlter < ebool~valte@mailer.fsu.edu>; Greg Featherffton 

<gfeathe@umd.edu>; Jamie Isreg~ @srael@rniami.edt~-; Jmnie Pootralafl <jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu:>; Jenilee Garner 

<jgarne@athletics.gatech.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; Jim Booz --~jwb8q@irginia.edu>; Joe White 

<jwhite@clemson.edu>; Jon Fagg <~jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Katreshia Louis <klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcmming@umd.edu~; Kirsten Elleby <ellebykc@~vfu.edu>; Lm~ce Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu;,; Lan.5~ Gallo Jr. 

<athgallo@uncaa.tmc.edu~; Lizzie Gomez <lgomez@umd.edu.>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Paul Parker 

<pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu~; San@ ~Veber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Sara Sikorski <sara.sikorskiA@bc.edu~; Scott Byrd 

<byrdsm@wfu.edtr~; Sharon McCauley <skm6f@virginia.edu>; Shauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu-~; Shelly Green <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shoshmma Engel ~shoshamm engel@ncsu.edtr~; Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Clacherty <sclacherty@raiami.edu~; 

Steve Flippen <wsf3h@virginia.edtr~; Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tim Paxker <tparke@vt.edu-~; Todd HaJ~rston 

<hairstc@wtb.edu-~; Todd Mesibov <tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu>; ToW Hernandez <thernandez@mia~ni.edtr~ 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org >; Babcock~ Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org >; Hecker, Brad <bhecke@theacc.org >; Hicks, Karl 

<khicks@theacc.org>; McGlade, Bernie < bvracglade@theacc.org> 

MBB & ~VBB Verification Fo~rns for Viemng NCAA DVD 

07WBB Video Verification Forn~.pdf; 07MBB Video Verification Form.pdf 

Attached are the verification forms to confirm that your head men’s and your head women’s basketball coaches have viewed in the entirety the NCAA Rules Changes / Points 

of Emphasis DVD. Please t~turn via fax to Karl Hicks (MBB) or Bernie McGlade (WBB) as applicable. 
Please return by Friday, October 12, 2007. 

Kathy C. Hunt 

Assistant Director, Men’s Basketball 
ON) 336/854-8787 ext. 221 
(F) 336/851-6074 
(E) khunt@theacc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2007 4:47 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                      @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcoMey@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailerff~u.edu; cady.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.&&e.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtmmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@maAler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~@umd.edn; jisraei@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~:rne@atlfletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; 

jwb8@virginia.edu; jwhite@clelnson.edu; jon ihgg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kculming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athg~1lo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byldsln@wfu.edn; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@t.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; 

shoshanna engel@ncsn.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherb’@miami.edu; wsLqh@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 

hairstc@wfi~.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; thernandez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] Canada Basketball 

image003:ipg 

Please let me know if anyone has any questions about this "league". Others on CCACA have been saying that it is not permissible for coaches to attend as this appears to 
not be scholastic. 
Lindsey 
Lindsey tC Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Confc~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-J.0.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org] On Behalf Of Dell Robinson 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2007 3:32 PM 
To: ’CCACA Discussion’ 
Subject: [CCACA] Canada Basketball 

Canada Basketball announces rosters for NEDA 

Sep 8th, 2007 

(Hamilton, Ontario) Canada Basketball has officially announced the roster for the Girl’s and Boy’s National Elite Development Academy (NEDA) for the 
2007/2008 academic year. Beginning September 2007, NEDA welcomes Canada’s most talented young basketball athletes from around the country to 
train and develop their skills at an elite training centre in Hamilton’s McMaster University. This year marks the inaugural season for the NEDA Boys 
program, while the Women’s NEDA program will look to continue from last year’s successful first season. 

NEDA is an important part of Canada Basketball’s Elite Performance Program’s "Pathway to Excellence" which strives to develop world class athletes and 
grow a deeper and stronger talent pool for Canadian National teams to achieve international success in the future. The athletes are exposed to world 
class basketball education including nutrition, mental training, balanced training schedules, and proper strength and conditioning techniques. In addition to 
comprehensive training and development, these student athletes attend partnered high schools within the city. 

"As we head back to school in the second year, we are all anxious and excited to continue to build on the successes from last year and grow the 
program with this new group of talented athletes" commented Girl’s NEDA Head Coach Christine Stapleton. "It is going to be another big year for elite 
basketball development throughout the country" 

Athletes are selected to attend the academy from Canada Basketball’s national age group depth chart which is continually updated and managed by the 
NEDA Women’s and Men’s head coaches. Candidates are chosen by the NEDA coaches in consultation with the Senior National Team’s Head Coaches 
and the Managers of Canada Basketball’s Elite Performance. Players are evaluated not just on basketball skills, but also on physical, mental, social and 
physiological attributes. 

"Canada Basketball is very excited about the commitment these athlete’s have made," said Boy’s NEDA Head Coach Greg Francis. "I look forward to 
training with the boys on a daily basis and watching them continue to develop as well-rounded basketball athletes. I am positive that these players can 
consistently improve as individuals, and as a team." 

The following committed athletes will represent Canada Basketball and the National Elite Development Academy in the 2007-2008 academic year: 
Dell Robinson 

Associate Cornn’~ssioner!Leg_sla~ve & Compli2nce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2007 1:48 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                     . @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 
rminnix@mailer.fsu.e~tu; cbwoody@demson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; carIy.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathm~bumd.edn; jisrad@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j game@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clmnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcmming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athg~llo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; by~tstn@wfu.edn; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@t.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; 

shoshanna engel@ncsn.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheW@miami.edu; wsk~h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 

hairstc@wfi~.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; thernandez@miamLedu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

October Minutes 

October.minutes.doc 

Hi Everyone, 
Attached are the minutes from yesterday’s call. Due to the length of the call they are a little longer than usual. Please take a minute to look them over and let me know if any 
changes/corrections/additions need to be made. 

We’ll see you all November 14th[ 

Lindsey 
Lindsey If. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

.l_b_ ~ _o_ ~_-_k_ .@ !_~_~_e_’_a ~ ~ _r .g 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
October 9, 2007 

11:00 a.m. 

Those present: 
Boston College - Jerome Rodgers, Carly Pari seau, Aaron Aaker, Sara Sikorski 
Clemson University - Stephanie Ellison, Brad Woody 
Duke University - Jamie Pootrakul, Todd Mesibov 
Florida State University - Bob Minnix, Brian Battle, Elizabeth Bookwalter, Brett Cowley, Justin 
Kume 
Georgia Tech -Paul Parker, Katreshia Louis, Jenilee Garner 
University of Maryl and - Dan Trum p, Keli Cunni ngham, Greg Featherston, Li zzi e Gomez 
University of Miami - David Reed, Steve Clacherty 
University of North Carolina - Larry Gallo, Amy Herman, Susan Maloy, Lance Markos, 

, Shelly Green 
North Carolina State - Jon Fagg, Shoshanna Engel 
University of Virginia - Steve Flippen, Craig Anderson, Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Tim Parker, Sandy Weber, Rachel Munoz 
Wake Forest University - Todd Hairston, Scott Byrd 
ACC - Shane Lyons, Lindsey Babcock, Eric Wood 

Present for a portion of the call: 
NCAA - Greg Dana 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call at approximately 11:02 a.m. 

2. September Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

Eligibility Center (EC) Update. Greg Dana joined the call and provided the group 
with an update on the transition of the Clearinghouse from Iowa to the EC. 
Information was sent out to the group including the expected timeline. On October 
15th institutions will be urged to stop sending Clearinghouse documents to Iowa and 
forward those items to the EC. The Clearinghouse vvebsite will not be available from 
Wednesday, October 24th through Monday, October 29th during the transition. The 
target start date for the EC to start processing cases is November 1st. Additional 
updates will be sent through the EC listserve, the conference office and posted on the 
LSDBi announcements page. 

Mr. Dana noted that midyear enrollees can start signing their 10.1 statements online 
on October 15th and because the website will be shut-down on October 24th the group 
was urged to get as many 10.1 statements signed as possible during those 9 days so 



Compliance Conference Call 
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the amateurism staff can begin working on cases during the transition. Further, due to 
the approval of a recent ARS blanket waiver, prospects who are having an official 
visit during those 9 days will not be required to be registered with the Clearinghouse 
or be listed on an institution’s IRL but institutions will have to get all information to 

the EC as soon as possible after the website is up and running. 

Mr. Dana clarified that the Clearinghouse website (www.clearinghouse.net) would 
remain the same although there may be a few minor improvements to the site. Mr. 
Dana also indicated that preliminary certifications (2008-09 enrollees) would be on 
the top of the priority list and would be done as soon as possible but he would not 
specify an exact date. However, in an emergency, institutions can contact the EC and 
request a preliminary certification. 

CCACA Update. Lindsey Babcock and Eric Wood provided information from the 
most recent CCACA conference call. 

Preseason Football Limit. The CCACA agreed with the 9/6/07 staff interpretation 
that any football student-athlete that the institution provides expenses to be on- 
campus during preseason football must count within the 105 limit. However, the 
CCACA felt that this interpretation could be made a determination rather than a 
confirmation. Shane Lyons will pursue that clarification through LRIC and report 
back to the group. 

NLI Early Signing Period/Update. Eric Wood provided an explanation of the 
rationale behind eliminating the early signing period in cross country/track & 
field, which was proposed to the CCA by the track & field coaches. There seemed 
to be a perceived recruiting benefit for schools that do not sponsor cross country 
since the early signing period occurs during cross country season. Mr. Wood 
indicated that some coaches were surprised by the immediate effective date in that 
they intended this to be in effect for the 2008-09 academic year, not for the 2008- 
09 signees. It was confirmed that there will not be an early signing date for track 
this November; however, Mr. Wood will make sure that the comments regarding 
the effective date are for~varded to Greg Sankey, the CCACA liaison to the CCA. 
The group was also informed that the dead period in track surrounding the early 
signing period has been changed on the recruiting calendar to a contact period. 

Squad List Signatures. Lindsey Babcock reviewed bylaw 30.13 with the group, 
which was revised with the adoption of 2005-41, and requires the squad list to be 
signed by the head coach and athletics director. The CCACA agreed that these 
signatures must be received prior to any outside competition. Jon Fagg questioned 
if the legislation actually states that signatures are required prior to competition. 
Subsequent to the call it was clarified that 30.13 specifies that the squad #st must 

be signed by the head coach arid athletics director; 15.5.10.2 specifies that those 
signatures must be received prior to compe##on. Ms. Babcock will pursue 
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cor~rmation that the athletics director may appoint a desigr~ee to sign the squad 

#st in hi~:/her absence. 

Basketball Skill Instruction. The CCACA discussed the interpretation, which was 
sent to this group on 9/10/07, that basketball teams may conduct skill instruction 
on the same day as the first official day of practice as long as they don’t exceed 
four hours on that day. 

Recruitin~ in the Southern Hemisphere. Jamie Pootrakul revisited the topic of 
recruiting prospects in the southern hemisphere, which had previously been discussed 
at the May in-person meeting. Ms. Pootrakul stated that these prospects seem to be at 

a disadvantage because they are permitted to make an official visit prior to being able 
to receive recruiting correspondence and/or phone calls. Lindsey Babcock 
recommended forwarding the issue to the recruiting subcommittee for consideration. 

VarsitviJV Golf. Lindsey Babcock reviewed an interpretation that was forwarded to 
the group on 2/26/07 regarding how to count varsity and junior varsity competition, it 

was noted that the staff’s earlier interpretation was overruled by LRIC. Currently, in 
order for a contest to count as a varsity contest 50% of the participants must be 
considered varsity student-athletes (meaning they have participated in at least 50% of 
the varsity contests). If three student-athletes from one institution participate in a 
contest and one of those student-athletes is considered "varsity" that contest should 
NOT be counted as a varsity contest. 

Futures/ITF Tennis Events. Brian Battle asked the group if any of their tennis 
coaches had asked about paying for expenses and providing coaching for student- 
athletes to participate in the Futures or ITF events. Some institutions seem to be 
paying those expenses and then telling prospects that during the recruiting process. It 
was requested that the group check with their coaches and respond back to Mr. Battle. 

Tennis Dates of Competition. Lindsey Babcock reviewed information regarding how 

to count tennis dates of competition. It was clarified that if an institution has 4 or 
more student-athletes participating in an individual tournament it will count as a 
team date of competition, however, in order for a team tournament to count toward 
team limits there must be 5 or more student-athletes competing. Further, if 4 or more 
student-athletes total participate in individual tournaments on the same day but at 
different sites it would also count as a team date of competition (117.02.6.1). 

Complimentary Admissions - Official/Unofficial. Lindsey Babcock explained a 
situation where a prospect on an official visit brings siblings and those non-recruited 
siblings request additional complimentary admissions for an unofficial visit. The 
conference’s interpretation is that this would be impermissible as the siblings are on- 
campus as part of their brother/sister’s official visit so they can’t also be there on an 
unofficial visit simultaneously. Shane Lyons added that this is not specifically 
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prohibited legislatively but providing additional complimentary admissions to the 
siblings could be seen as not following the spirit or intent of the rule. The 
conference’s recommendation is to not mix complementary admissions for official 

and unofficial visits. 

10. ACC SAAC November Meeting. Eric Wood informed the group that the conference 
SAAC in-person meeting will be October 19th at the Conference Office. The SAAC 

will be reviewing select pieces of legislation at the meeting and then they’ll be asked 
to present the information on their campus in order to gather their institutional SAAC 
position on those items. Mr. Wood requested that the compliance staff assist those 
SAAC members in presenting the legislation but would prefer if the SAAC member 
did the actual presentation. 

11. Sharing Compliance Review Information. Jon Fagg revisited this issue from the 
September conference call. There was no opposition by the group to share 
information from each institution’s respective compliance group at the in-person 
meeting. Lindsey Babcock recommended that each institution be prepared, either in 
writing or verbally, to discuss a few of the major recommendations and/or 
institutional response to those recommendations. It was added that institutions should 
only provide information that they feel comfortable presenting. 

12. Other Business. 

November In-Person Meeting. Lindsey Babcock urged the group to make hotel 
and travel arrangements for the in-person meeting as soon as possible if they 
haven’t done so already. Further, a meeting itinerary was provided. 

Baseball Override. Shane Lyons reviewed 2007-9. The proposal received the 
necessary number of override votes and will be reviewed again by the Board of 
Directors at their November 1st meeting. If it isn’t amended by the Board, which 

is what is expected, it will be voted on by the membership at the Convention in 
January. Concern has been raised regarding the August 1, 2008 effective date. As 
it stands coaches won’t know if the legislation is in effect or not until after the 
early signing period. The conference has been advising institutions that they are 
not required to sign prospects to the minimum 25% in November but they would 

be required to increase the aid to at least 25% if the proposal is not overridden. If 
you do sign a prospect to less than 25% you are doing so at your own risk. The 
conference has been told that no waivers will be granted if an institution exceeds 
the maximum team limit of 11.7 or the 30 counter limit or the 35 roster limit. 

13. Adiournment. The call ended at approximately 12:28 p.m. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2007 1:47 PM 

cmc@virginia.edu; cwelltbrd@crim.umd.edu; cmccoy@med.miami.edu; daniel.schrage@aerospace.gatech.edu; donn waxd@ncsu.edu; 

jack evans@unc.edu; jbeckham@mail.coe.t?~u.edu; la~ry@vt.edu; rlla£g@clem~n.edu; putall~@duke.edu; ca~mich~wfu.edu; 

robert.taggar@bc.edu; kbarbaJc@clemson.edu; Bernie McGlade <bvmcglade@theacc.org>; bmiller@uncaa.anc.edu; cnickel@miami.edu; 

jsilar@duaa.duke.edu; jm2y@virginia.edu; mooradjo@bc.edu; kwo(thin@umd.edu; krecord@ma~ler.fsu.edu; noralynn finch@ncsu.edu; 

smcclosk@vt.edu; m, enzel@athletics.gatech.edu; walkerbg@wfu.edu; ckl9e@iiginia.edu; drad@athletics.gatech.edu; jgreve@fsu.edu; 

dyow@umd.edu; dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu; Gene.d@bc.edu; weaverj@vt.edu; alleva@duaa.duke.edu; lee fowle@ncsu.edu; 

pdee@miami.edu; wellman@wfu.edu; pterry@clemson.edu; aake@bc.edu;                       ))uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virgiNa.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminNx@ma~ler.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcoMey@mailer.fsu.edu; 

bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; 

dfoley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeathe@umd.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrak~l@duaa.duke.edu; 

jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu; j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8q@irginia.edu; j white@clemson.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; 

klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@mnd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; 

michellelee@ncsu.edu; pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; ~ndyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorskL l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@clem~n.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@irginia.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpaxke@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Hicks, Karl 

<khicks@theacc.olg>; McGlade, Bernie <bvmcglade@theacc.olg>; Elliott, Jeff<jelliott@theacc.org>; Swofford, John 

<jswoffoid@theacc.oig>; DiAmico, Cecelia <cdiamico@theacc.org>; Yakola, Alny <ayakola@theacc.org>; Whilfield, Davis 

<dwhitfield@tlmacc.org>; Kelly, Michael <mkelly@theacc.org>; Angela Lands ~Jands@athletics.gatech.edu>; BeckT Davis 

<rdp@virginia.edtc,; Beth Mahoney <Mahonebe@bc.edu>; Carmela Smirk <casmith@t.edu~; Debbie Gentile <dgentile@miami.edu~; 

Denise O’Rourke <dorourke@umd.edu>; Jeanne Holdren <jholdren@duaa.duke.edu>; Krista Holgate <holgatk@wfu.edu~; Libby 

Frederick <libby ffederick@ncsu.edu~; Pare Powell <wpamela@clemson.edu>; Tern Maynor <tmayno@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

2007 Legislative Packets 

FAR.Voting Summary.BLANK.dec 

Hi Everyone, 
The 2007 legislative packets were sent out yesterday via Fed Ex so you will either receive them today or tomorrow. Three packets were shipped to the athletics directors, 
which are for the athletics director, senior woman administrator and compliance coordinator. Please note the faculty athletics representative’s packets have been shipped 
directly to them. 
Attached to this email you will find an electronic version of the voting summary, which is included in your packet under supplement #3. If you would like to submit your votes 
electronically simply double click on the box next to your position on the form (e.g. support, oppose or abstain) and select "checked" within the menu that appears. You may 
also add comments on the form in the same way. If you have any questions about the electronic document feel free to contact me. 

We are requesting that all voting summaries, either electronic or hard-copies, be returned to me (via email or fax: 336-369-0065) as soon as possible but no later than ~:00 

p.m. on November 26th in order for us to prepare for the legislative meeting, which will be held in Jacksonville on November 30th. You will be receiving additional information 

regarding that meeting and agenda items shortly. 
If you do not receive your package tomorrow or you have any questions please let me know. 

Thank you! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. P~bcock 
AtlmNc Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.o~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, November 8, 2007 2:47 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.igu.edu; carly.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmtmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebook~valte@maAler.l;u.edu; 

gfeather(~umd.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j ga:me@atbletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clelnson.edu; jon _ihgg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athga~lo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@t.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@t.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitxw@duaa.duke .edu; themm~dez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] Fencing Dead Period 

Ok, I know that you all don’t sponsor fencing but at the risk of missing someone I’m just going to forward this to the entire group. If you don’t have fencing, please ignore. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (ceax) 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-:t0.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-:t0.org] On Behalf Of Carolyn Campbell-McGovern 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2007 .t:[:03 AN 
To: CCACA Discussion 
SubjeCt: [CCACA] Fencing Dead Period 

Hello All -- FYI, for those with schools that sponsor fencing_. 

The Ivy League applied for and received an ARS waiver to allow 4 of our coaches to officiate at the United States Fencing Association North American Cup (NAC) 

to be held November 9th through November 12th, 2007 in DaJlas, Texas. November 12 is the start of the NLI dead period, so their participation on Monday would 

have been impermissible. DI coaches M~o are not officiating may not attend the event on Monday. I have contacted the schools of the other officials US Fencing 

identified as college coaches, but there could be others out there. The ARS waiver policies allow may similarly situated coach to ott]ciate on Monday, but an ARS 

wmver ti~om each school should be submitted within 2 weeks to avoid a violation. Let me know if you want more in[bnnation, or a copy of the ARS waJ~ver written by 

Megan and approved by the NCAA. 

Carolyn Campbel!-gcGovem 
Senior Associate Director, Ivy" Group 
c__a_~:_oJ2_n__@Lv_3d_e__a_.g_u__e__s_#_o_~_jt_s__&o__r_~ 
609-258-6426 



Frolil: 

Sent: 
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Subje~: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 
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aaker@bc.edu;,                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeather(@umd.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~:rne@athletic s.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@cletnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athg~llo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@t.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@t.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.org>; Zeller, Leeland 

<lzeller@ncaa.org> 

Compliance Meeting Ulxtate 

1Agenda.doc; 0Itinera~.doc; Directions to ACC.doc 

Hi Everyone, 

As a reminder our fall in-person compliance meeting will be in Greensboro next week, November 14-15th. I’ve attached the agenda and itinerary for the meeting. We will 

provide you with a binder including all of the supplemental information when you arrive. 
We will begin our meeting at 11:00 a.m. at the Conference Office. I have attached driving directions to the office PLEASE DO NOT USE MAPQUEST DIRECTIONS as they 

are incorrect. Lunch and dinner on the 14th will be provided as well as breakfast on the 15th. As always we will request that Jon bring his bagged lunch while everyone else 

enjoys our catered food! 

Don’t forget that we will be meeting at the Sheraton Hotel on the 15th, rather than the Conference Office, and we will conclude no later than 12:00 noon. 

You will notice that Leeland Zeller, from the NCAA, will be joining us for the meeting and will be helping us address your questions regarding legislation as well as others 
issues. 
Let me know if you have any questions. Travel safely and we will see you next week! 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Complimice & Governmice 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcocl,z(@th e~c c org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday, [ 1: 52 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; jack evans@unc.edu; dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu 

MedicaJ Absence waiver 

UNC .doc 

Susan, 
Attached is the approval letter for the medical absence waiver request you submitted on behalf of 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
tel. 336.854.8787 
fax 336.369.0065 
http: //www.theacc.com/saac/ 

student-athlete 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant Athletic Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for        student-athlete, 
, has been approved for the Fall     semester. Please note that you may 

prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact that Mr. Buchanan initially enrolled on or after 
. Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ,~I)MINISTRATION F_~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON- COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE. UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE U2,,’IVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECtINOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L2,,-IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ° WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 12:13 PM 

Perry, Liz <lperry@ncaa.org> 

Henderson, Jennifer ~-~jhenderson@ncaa.org >; Groddy, Kelly <kgroddy@ncaa.org>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: Extension of the clock issues 

Liz, 

Is there any way you can re-send the reports for those particular students because apparently they have walked away from this office and neither of us here in compliance 
can find them. We think we may have archived the but the others should still be here if they were handed down from the Commissioner. Would it be possible to 

re-send for those student-athletes? 

The athletes in question are 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

fax 336.369.0065 

http://www.theacc.com!saac/ 

From: Perry, Liz [mailto:lperry@ncaa,org] 
Sent: Monday, 8:56 AM 
To: Wood, Eric 
Co: Henderson, Jennifer; Groddy, Kelly 
Subject: RE: Fwd: Extension of the clock issues 

Eric 

So sorr’y for the delay in getting back to you. 

Based on confidentiality issues, we cannot discuss specifics of cases. That said, we do send your office a copy of any decision letter’ for’a SA 

I am thinkin~ if we rendered a decision for the SAs you list below, your office should have 

you cow, tact the ii~stitutioi~s to discuss the specifics of each 

A:; you know from our c.:_~nversation last we,-A~, f ci~ review ex[:ensiot~s in ge~eral - how and why we gri~[: .... Cert~;i~ly h-_~t me know if you ~eed follow up in that 

regard. 

LeL me know if you have any questions --- sorry I cannot be ot: much rnor’e specific assistance. 

Perry 

From: Wood, Eric [mailto:ewood@theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2007 21:46 AM 
To: Perry, Liz 
Subject: FW: Fwd: Extension of the clock issues 

liz, 

Is there anyway you can help look into the sa’s listed in the e-mail below regarding this international transfer student-athlete issue ...from FSU and UVA? 

I realize there may be confidentiality issues so any help would be appreciated... 

Thanks! 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conferencel 



4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

fax 336.369.0065 

http://www,theacc.com/saac/ 

From: Michael Whittlesey [mailto:mjwhit@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:56 AM 
To: Wood, Eric 
Subject: RE: Fwd: Extension of the clock issues 

Yes 
Michael Whittlesey, Ph.D. 
UNC rAssistant 
(919) 962=5215 

> >> "Wood, Eric" <e_._w_..o_o__d_._@_t_h.e_.a__c_.q_=9_tg> 

Coach 

5:58 PM >>> 

Coach, 

Are these student-athletes from    with the exception of 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

fax 336.369.0065 

http://www.theacc.com!saac/ 

From: Michael Whittlesey [mailto:mjwhit@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:38 PM 
1"o: Susan B. Maloy 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Extension of the clock issues 

Susan is there a way to find out what the official ruling was not just that there must have been additional issues. The athletes in question are 
UVA 

Thanks 

Michael Whittlesey, Ph.D. 
UNC ZAssistant 

(919) 962-52i5 
Coach 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 11:59 AM >>> 
Hey Mike, 
I am fonNarding you the response that I received from the NCAA via the ACC regarding your concern about international athletes being granted a 6th year because they attended 
a foreign institution who did not sponsor the sport on the intercollegiate level and therefore, technically did not compete during the first two years of his/her five-year clock. It 
appears that on the face of that argument, a 6th year would not be granted. There must be some extenuating circumstances that we are unaware of. Let me know what 
thoughts you have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

This emall and aJay attachments may contain confidential and privileged intbrmation. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by remm 

email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this mtbnnation by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2007 9:56 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;,                      ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~bumd.edn; jisrael@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~:me@athletics.gatech.edn; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@cletnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcmming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athg~llo@nncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@t.edn; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; shosharma engel@ncsn.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Comply&Verity/ 

Hi Everyone, 

I’ve been in touch with Melanie Roberts about the Comply&Verify program. She is going to do about a 20 minute online demonstration during our December 11th conference 

call. We’ll start the call as usual at 11:00 and Melanie will join us at about 11:15 to start the presentation. 
I also spoke to Melanie about your financial questions. You may have already gotten an email from her about this but here is her response: 
Specifically, we would be willing to offer Comply&Verify to your institutions for the upfront cost of $9,000 with the $1,000 year recurring fee. Moreover, if five (5) or more 
institutions were to sign on...we would offer an additional $1,000 off the $9,000 upfront price. Therefore, we will only require $8,000 to initially purchase and install 
Comply&Verify. Then...the following year if less than 5 schools join on with us...the institution would be required to pay the remaining $1,000 purchase price and the first year 
maintenance fee ol $I ,000. However, if 5 or more schools do sign up._the institution would only have to pay the $1,000 maintenance fee. 

We will cimulate an email this afternoon outlining this significant offer to your schools! We truly hope this helps those institutions that have expressed a real interest in 
Comply&Verify, but had some budgeting concerns after the start ol the budget cycle this academic year. 
I’ll be sending out the dial-in information and agenda when we get closer to the call. Just wanted to make sure you had this information. 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Confc~ence 

Director of Cornplim~ce & Governm~ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabc ~el~fl]e~c c olN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2007 9:46 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@demson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathm~bumd.edn; jisrad@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j garne@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clmnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcutming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athg~llo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@t.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@t.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsn.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tkemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

November Meeting Minutes 

Minutes.doc 

Hi Everyone, 
Attached are the minutes from our November in-person meeting. Please let me know if any changes/corrections need to be made. As a reminder our next conference call is 

scheduled for Tuesday, December l’~th starting at 11:00 a.m. (dial-in instructions below). Please let me know if you have any agenda items ASAP. Melanie Roberts will be 

joining our December call to provide an online demonstration of Comply&Verify. 
Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Phone Numbe~: 
Conference Entry Code: 
Lindsey K. P~bcock 
AtlmNc Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (lax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.o~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 2:45 PM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu;jack ewns@unc.edu 

Wa~,ver Request 

UNC.I doc 

Attached is regarding the waiver request on behalf of 

Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey tC Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~,nence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, December 3, 2007 11:59 AM 

cmc@virginia.edu; cwelltbrd@crim.umd.edu; cmccoy@med.miami.edu; daniel.schrage@aerospace.gatech.edu; donn wm~d@ncsu.edu; 

jack evans@unc.edu; jbeckham@mail.coe.t?~u.edu; lm~@vt.edu; rlla£g@clem~n.edu; putall~@duke.edu; cmanich~wfu.edu; 

robert.taggart@bc.edu; ckl9e@virginia.edu; drad@athletics.gatech.edu; jgreve@fsu.edu; dyow@umd.edu; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Gene.d@bc.edu; weaverj@vt.edu; alleva@daaa.duke.edu; lee fowle@ncsu.edu; pdee@miami.edu; wellmanr@vvfa.edu; 

pterry@clemson.edu; kbarbar@clemson.eda; Bernie McGlade --~bv~ncglade@theacc.o~g>; bmille@uncaa.anc.edu; cnickel@miami.edu; 

jsil~:r@daaa.duke.edu; jm2y@virginia.edu; mooradjo@bc.edu; kwo(thin@amd.edu; krecord.~ma~ler.fsa.edu; noralynn finch@ncsu.edu; 

smcclosk@vt.edu; twenzel@athletics.gatech.eda; walkerbg@wfu.edu; aake@bc.edu;                      l@ancaa.unc.edu>; 
ajs~hae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virgiNa.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminNx@ma~ler.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcoMey@mailer.fsu.edu; 

bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtruml0@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; 

dfoley@miami.edu; ebookwaJte@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeathe@umd.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrak~l@duaa.duke.edu; 

jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu; j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8q@irginia.edu; j white@clemson.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; 

klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; 

michellelee@ncsu.edu; pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; ~ndyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@clem~n.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@irginia.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpaxke@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Woo& Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; DiAmico, Cecelia <cdiamico@theacc.org>; Swottbrd, John 

<jswofford@theacc.org>; Elliott, Jeff<jelliott@theacc.org>; McGlade, Bernie --~bvlncglade@theacc.org>; Hicks, Karl 

<ldficks@theacc.org>; Kelly, Michael <Inkelly@theacc.org>; Yakola, Amy--~ayakola@theacc.org>; Whitfield, Davis 

<dwhitfield@theacc.org~ 

FINAL InstittNonal Positions 

FAR.Voting Summary.FINAL.doc 

Hi Everyone - Please note the attached document that includes the ACC FINAL institutional votes on the 2007 NCAA proposed legislation. Our Management Council 
representatives (Shane Lyons, Charles Wellford and Nora Lynn Finch) will use this document, as well as the discussion from our legislative meeting, to cast our conference 
votes at the January Management Council meeting. 
Please let me know if any changes need to be made to the document. 
Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey I(~ Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.or,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, December 3, 2007 1:56 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; b]ocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@c]emson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.[~u.edu; cady.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.&&e.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmtmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@maAler.l;u.edu; 

gfeather(@umd.edn; jisrael@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~rne@athletic s.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clelnson.edu; jon ihgg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athg~1]o@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@t.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@t.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsn.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheriy@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.e&~; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; themandez@miami.edu 

l~V: [CCACA] FW: REMINDER: 2007-08 Post Season Football BoM Game Affidavits 

FYI - I sent this link out to you last week but here is an email from the AGA staff. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlant’c Coast Conference 

Dire( tot of Corn pliance & Governance 

336 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 

From: CCACA=talk@lists.pac-10.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org] On Behalf Of Joseph D’Antonio 
Sent= Monday, December 03, 2007 1:1~ PM 
To= CCACA Discussion 
Subject= [CCACA] FW: REMINDER: 2007-08 Post Season Football Bowl Game Affidavits 
Hello to All: 
Below please find an email that we have received from Rachel Newman-Baker regarding 2007-08 Post Season Football Bowl Game Affidavits. 
Best Always!! 
JOEY D. 

From= Newman, Rachel [mailto:rnewman@ncaa.org] 
Sent= Monday, December 03, 2007 1:02 PM 

To= Joseph D’Antonio; rheld@no~theastconference.org 
C¢= Shukie, John; Garner, Deana; Cretors, Angle; Price, David; Mallonee, Steve; Poppe, Dennie; Leech, Damani; Giles, Kimberly; Richardson, Kds; Brickell, Suzanne 
Subject= REMINDER: 2007-08 Post Season Football Bowl Game Affidavits 
Pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 18.4.1.4, the NCAA Division I Championships/Competition Cabinet has directed the football certification subcommittee to administer a certification 
procedure under which student-athletes participating in postseason football games are to complete and sign affidavits in the form included within this website. Please deliver a 
copy to each student-athlete you have certified or intend to certify as eligible for participation in the championship and request that the student-athlete complete the form and 
swear to its truthfulness before a notary public. 
Here is the link to the information: 
http://wvwvl.ncaa.orq/membership/enforcement/qamblin.q/affadavits/FB Affidavit.pdf 

Please note that if you select the above link and are prompted to enter a password, you may be required to create a customized account. Accessing the customization option 
of the new website will require users to create an account. Users who don’t create an account still will have access to the entire site, but the "MyLinks" list will instead feature 
a few of the most popular pages on the site. Creating an account will not require any sensitive information and will not take a lot of time. Users will need to create a user name 
and password. The log-in box will appear on the right side of the screen on almost all pages on the site. The affidavits can also be accessed by going to the "Sports Wagering" 
section of the website and selecting "Gambling Affidavits." 

Again, all student-athletes participating in a post season football bowl game are to complete and sign. The forms can be completed and left on file at the campuses; however, 
according to the sports wagering website, if a student-athlete answers one or more of the odd numbered questions other than "no," or refuses to agree to the 
continuing truthfulness of his answers, the school needs to forward a copy of his affidavit to the attention of Rachel Newman-Baker immediately (Fax number: 
317/917-6073). 
Thank you for your assistance---and please feel free to contact the AGA staff if you have any additional questions. Best of luck to you in your upcoming game! 
Rachel Newman-Baker 

Director of Agent, Gambling and A*nateurism Activilies 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

PO Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Phone: 317/917- 6222 

Fax: 317/917-6073 

mewman(d~ncaa.orp, 

This emaJl and any attachments may contain contidenfial and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notit~ the sender immediately by return 

email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this inlbnnation by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegaJ. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, 10:56 AM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Medical Absence 

UNC .doc 

Here you go ..sorry about that.. 

Eric A Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
tel. 336854.8787 
~ax 336.3690065 
http://www theacc cum/saac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Susan B Maloy [mailtu:sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:48 AM 

To: Woud, Eric 

Subject: Re: Medical Absence 

Hi Enc, 
I hate tu be picky, but would you mind reissuing the letter with 

name instead uf I think yuu must have been 
cutting and pasting frum a previous letter. Also it would be great if 
you could alsu add the wording " .prorate 9 hours toward degree for 
each semester in         .. 

Surry tu thruw this back at yuu because we certainly appreciate yuu 
taking the time to review and approve this case fur buth the fall and 
spring, but the changes would be helpful. 

Thanks Eric. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Wood, Eric" <cwood@thea cc. org> 10:10 AM >>> 
Susan, 

Attached is the approval letter for the Medical Absence xvaiver you 
submitted on behalf of                    student-athlete 

Please let me knoxv if you have any questions. 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336854.8787 

fax 336369.0065 

http://www theacc corrdsa ac/ 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for student- 
athlete, , has been approved for the . academic year. Please note that 
you may prorate 9 hours toward degree per term based on the fact that l          initially 
enrolled on or after       Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ,~I)MINISTRATION F_/LX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON- COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE. UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE U2,,’IVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECtINOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L2,,-IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, December 10, 2007 8:54 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; carly.payiseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@mailer.l;u.edu; 

gfeatl~er@umd.edn; jisrael@mianfi.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~:rne@athletic s.gatech.edn; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; 

jwb8@virginia.edu; jwhite@cletnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athg~llo@nncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; saelli@clemson.edn; sclacherty@Iniami.edn; 

wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: Recruiting Publication Sub~ription 

Hi Everyone - 
FYI - based on the information included on this website it does not appear that it would be permissible for your coaches to purchase the "Southeastern Hoops Report" as it 
charges a different rate for different classes of subscribers. According to 13.14.3.1 it must be the same rate for all subscribers. We have heard that there are coaches out 
there subscribing to this recruiting service. Please let me know if you have any questions or if you have any additional information about this. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

http:i/www.southeasternhoops report.corn/ 

13.14.3.1 Published Recruiting Services. 

An institution may subscribe to a regulmly published sconting service involving prospective student-athletes, provided this service is made available to all inslitutions 
desiring to subscribe and at the same fee rate for all subscribers. 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atl~ntic Coast Conference 

Director of Complimice & Governmice 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcocl,:(@th e~c c oN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2007 9:05 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                      /@uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@demson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.paxiseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeatl~er@umd.edn; jisrael@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~xne@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clmnson.edu; ion t~gg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcutming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athg~llo@nncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; saellis.a~clemson.edn; sclacherty@tniami.edn; 

wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Melanie Roberts <melanie.roberts@robertsinnovadons.com> 

December Cont~rence Call 

Supp. 1 .Nov.Minutes.doc; Dec.Agenda.doc 

As a reminder our conference call will be TODAY at 11:00 a.m. I have attached the agenda and supplement for the call. Melanie Roberts will be joining our call around 11:15 
to conduct the Comply&Verify demonstration so I’d like to start the call on-time so we can get through some other business before the presentation. Below are the dial-in 
instructions. 

Talk to you soon! 
Lindsey 
Phone N~mbe~: 
Confere~ce tStRry Code: 
Lindsey K. P~bcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Complinnce & Governnnce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.or~ 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
December 11, 2007 

11:00 a.m. 

Phone Number: 

Conference Entry Code: 

5. 

6. 

7. 

AGENDA 

Welcome. 

Minutes of the November Meeting. (Babcock) 

CCACA Update. 

a. Business Cards. 
b. 7-v-7 Football Camps. 
c. Bowl Travel. 
d. Graduate Student Managers - basketball. 

Baseball Academic Enhancement Proposals FAQ 

Summer Workshop Update. 

Comply & Verify Demonstration. 

Other Business. 

8. Adjournment. 

Supplement 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, December 13, 2007 3:52 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.&~ke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtmmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~@umd.edn; jisrael@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~zne@athletics.gatech.edn; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@cletnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcmming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athg~llo@nncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; saellis.a~clemson.edn; sclacherty@tniami.edn; 

wsl3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

December Conference Call Minutes 

Dec.Minutes.doc 

Hi Everyone, 
Attached are the minutes from our December conference call. Please let me know if any changes/corrections need to be made. Our next conference call is scheduled for 

January 8th beginning at 11:00 a.m. Feel free to send me any agenda items you would like to discuss on that call. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~nence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 



MINUTES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
COMPLIANCE COORDINATORS 

Conference Call 
December 11, 2007 

Those present: 
Boston College- 
Clemson - Nlr. Brad Woody 

Duke - Ms. Jamie Pootrakul, Mr. Todd Mesibov 
Florida State - Ms. Elizabeth Bookwalter, Bret Cowley, Justin Kume 
Georgia Tech - Mr. Paul Parker, Ms. Katreshia Louis, Ms. Jenilee Garner 
MalSqand - Mr. Dan Trump, Ms. Keli Cunningham, Mr. Greg Featherston, Ms. Lizzie Golnez 
Miami - Mr. David Reed, Mr. Steve Clacherty, Mr. Jamie Israel 
North Carolina - Ms. Amy Herman, Ms. Susan Maloy, Mr. Lance Markos, Ms. Shelly Green, 

North Carolina State -Mr. Jon Fagg, Ms. Michelle Lee 

Virginia - Mr. Steve Flippen, Mr. Craig Anderson, Mr. Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Mr. Tim Parker, Ms. Shauna Cobb, Mr. Bert Locklin 
Wake Forest - Mr. Todd Hairston, Ms. Kirsten Elleby, Mr. Scott Byrd 
ACC - Mr. Shane Lyons, Ms. Lindsey Babcock, Mr. Eric Wood 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order of the 
agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or "sense of 
meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call approximately at 11:00 a.m. 

2. November Meetina Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

CCACA Update. Lindsey Babcock provided information from the most recent CCACA 
conference call. 

Business Cards. The CCACA discussed some examples of where coaches are using 
business cards as note cards. Specifically, an institution made business cards to look 
like Monopoly money. It was agreed that although there is not a clear definition of 
what is and isn’t permitted on a business card there is a clear understanding of what a 
business card should look like and how they should be used. Any creative ways to 
use a business card as a note card or other any other recruiting tool is not permissible. 

7-on-7 Football Camps. Many football programs are advertising 7-on-7 football 
camps that do not include an instructional component. The CCACA agreed that in 
order for an event to be called a camp there must be some aspect of instruction 
included. The group was encouraged to look at their institution’s web sites and 
confirm that all 7-on-7 camps are including instruction. 

c. Bowl Travel. The CCACA discussed a May 24, 2000 interpretation that confirms 
that when calculating the cost of transportation the institution must use the actual 



Compliance Conference Call 

December 11, 2007 
Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

mode of transportation used by the institution to travel to and from the event (e.g., 
mileage, commercial airfare, etc.). Ms. Babcock reminded the group that according to 
16.8.1.5.1.1 the institution may provide the greater of the cost for the student-athlete 
to travel from campus to the event back to campus, from campus to home back to 
campus or from home to the event back home. 

Graduate Student Managers - Basketball. The CCACA clarified that managers who 
are graduate students should be held to the same standards as undergraduate 
managers and should therefore be performing "normal managerial duties" and may 
not provide skill instruction (12/4/06 ed column). 

Baseball Academic Enhancement Proposal FAO. Lindsey Babcock made a clarification 
regarding the baseball FAQ document that was sent out to the group one week earlier. 
The third question on page four should state when athletics intercedes in the financial aid 
process, NOT the admissions process. If athletics intercedes in the admissions process, 
but not the financial aid process, and the prospect does not receive an3, athletic aid that 
student-athlete would not have to count as one of the 27 counters and would not have to 
be awarded the 25% minimum. 

Summer Workshol~ Uladate. Lindsey Babcock updated the group regarding the ACC 
Compliance Summer Workshop. Due to a scheduling conflict the conference has 
tentatively scheduled the Workshop for July 16-17 at the Grandover Resort in 
Greensboro. The group was reminded that before any definite plans may be made the 
FARs must approve the expenditure for the Workshop, which will be discussed at their 
meeting in Februa~T. 

Comply&Verify Demonstration. Melanie Roberts joined the call and provided an online 
demonstration of the telephone call tracking program, Comply&VerifT. It was noted that 
the price of the program is now a one-time fee of $9000 with a $1000 yearly maintenance 
fee. If five or more ACC institutions purchase the program the one-time fee will be 
reduced to $8000. The one-time fee can be spread over two years. Anyone interested in 
purchasing the program or getting more detailed information can contact Melanie at 
Melanie.Roberts@robertsinnovations. com or 405-308-6315. 

Future Conference Calls. The next scheduled conference calls are Janual3~ 8th, Februal3~ 
12th, March 11th and April 8tu. 

Adioumment. With no further business to discuss the meeting ended at approximately 
11:45 a.m 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, Januao, 7, 2008 2:23 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virgmia.edu; blocklin@¥t.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.&~ke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeather(@umd.edn; jisrael@miami.edn; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~zne@athletics.gatech.edn; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@cletnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsn.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcutming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athg~llo@nncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; saellis.a~clemson.edn; sclacherty@tniami.edn; 

wst3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; m~esibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Januaty Con[~rence Call 

Supp.3.Travel Restrictions.doc; Jm~.Agenda.doc; Supp.l .Dec.Minutes.doc; Supp.2.Scouts.doc 

Hi Everyone - the first compliance conference call of 2008 will be tomorrow (Tuesday) at 11:00! Dial-in instructions have been included below and the agenda and supplements 
are attached, Let me know if you have any questions. 

Talk to you tomorrow! 
Lindsey 
Phone N~mber: 
Conferenee Entry Code: 
Lindsey K~ Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Confc~ence 

Director of Complim]ce & Govemm]ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcocl,:(@th e~c c oN 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
January 8, 2008 

11:00 a.m. 

Phone Number: 

Conference Entry Code: 

1. Welcome. 

AGENDA 

Minutes of the December Conference Call. (Babcock) 

CCACA Update. 

Videos on Websites. 

Supplement 1 

Professional Scouts at Camp. (Babcock/Trump) Supplement 2 

Departure/Return Restrictions. (Pariseau/Rodgers) Supplement 3 

Other Business. 
a. Future Conference Calls - February 12, March 11, April 8. 
b. Future In-Person Meetings: 

i. Compliance Spring Meeting - May 5 - 6 (Grandover). 
ii. Compliance Summer Workshop- July 16- 17 (Grandover). 

8. Adjournment. 



Compliance Supplement No. 1 
January 2008 Conference Call 

MINUTES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
COMPLIANCE COORDINATORS 

Conference Call 

December 11, 2007 

Those present: 
Clemson - Mr. Brad Woody 

Duke - Ms. Jamie Pootrakul, Mr. Todd Mesibov 
Florida State - Ms. Elizabeth Bookwalter, Bret Cowley, Justin Kume 
Georgia Tech - Mr. Paul Parker, Ms. Katreshia Louis, Ms. Jenilee Garner 
Maryland - Mr~ Dan Trump, Ms. Keli Cunningham, Mr~ Greg Featherston, Ms. Lizzie Gomez 
Miami - Mr. David Reed, Mr. Steve Clachert2y, Mr. Jamie Israel 
North Carolina - Ms. Amy Herman, Ms. Susan Maloy, Mr. Lance Markos, Ms. Shelly Green, 

North Carolina State - Mr. Jon Fagg, Ms. Michelle Lee 
Virginia - Mr. Steve Flippen, Mr. Craig Anderson, Mr. Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Mr. Tim Parker, Ms. Shauna Cobb, Mr. Bert Locklin 
Wake Forest - Mr. Todd Hairston, Ms. Kirsten Elleby, Mr. Scott Byrd 
ACC - Mr. Shane Lyons, Ms. Lindsey Babcock, Mr~ Eric Wood 

Those not present: 
Boston College 

[Note: ~Vhile certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order of the 
agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or "sense of 
meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call approximately at 11:00 a.m. 

2. November Meeting Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

CCACA Update. Lindsey Babcock provided information from the most recent CCACA 
conference call. 

Business Cards. The CCACA discussed some examples of where coaches are using 
business cards as note cards. Specifically, an institution made business cards to look 
like Monopoly money. It was agreed that although there is not a clear definition of 
what is and isn’t permitted on a business card there is a clear understanding of what a 
business card should look like and how they should be used. Any creative ways to 
use a business card as a note card or other any other recruiting tool is not permissible. 

7-on-7 Football Camps. Many football programs are advertising 7-on-7 football 
camps that do not include an instructional component. The CCACA agreed that in 
order for an event to be called a camp there must be some aspect of instruction 
included. The group was encouraged to look at their institution’s web sites and 
confirm that all 7-on-7 camps are including instruction. 



Compliance Conference Call 

December 11, 2007 
Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

Bowl Travel. The CCACA discussed a May 24, 2000 interpretation that confirms 
that when calculating the cost of transportation the institution must use the actual 
mode of transportation used by the institution to travel to and from the event (e.g., 
mileage, commercial airfare, etc.). Ms. Babcock reminded the group that according to 
16.8.1.5.1.1 the institution may provide the greater of the cost for the student-athlete 
to travel from campus to the event back to campus, from campus to home back to 
campus or from home to the event back home. 

Graduate Student Managers - Basketball. The CCACA clarified that managers who 
are graduate students should be held to the same standards as undergraduate 
managers and should therefore be performing "normal managerial duties" and may 
not provide skill instruction (12/4/06 ed column). 

Baseball Academic Enhancement Proposal FAQ Lindsey Babcock made a clarification 
regarding the baseball FAQ document that was sent out to the group one week earlier. 
The third question on page four should state when athletics intercedes in the financial aid 
process, NOT the admissions process. If athletics intercedes in the admissions process, 
but not the financial aid process, and the prospect does not receive any athletic aid that 
student-athlete would not have to count as one of the 27 counters and ~vould not have to 
be awarded the 25% lninimum. 

Summer Workshop Update. Lindsey Babcock updated the group regarding the ACC 
Compliance Summer Workshop. Due to a scheduling conflict the conference has 
tentatively scheduled the Workshop for July 16-17 at the Grandover Resort in 
Greensboro. The group was reminded that before any definite plans may be made the 
FARs must approve the expenditure for the Workshop, which will be discussed at their 
meeting in February. 

Compl~/&Verifi! Demonstration. Melanie Roberts joined the call and provided an online 
demonstration of the telephone call tracking program, Comply&Verify. It ~vas noted that 
the price of the program is now a one-time fee of $9000 with a $1000 yearly maintenance 
fee. If five or more ACC institutions purchase the program the one-time fee will be 
reduced to $8000. The one-time fee can be spread over two years. Anyone interested in 
purchasing the program or getting more detailed information can contact Melanie at 
Melanie.Roberts@robertsinnovations. com or 405-308-6315. 

Future Conference Calls. The next scheduled conference calls are January 8th, February 
12t~, March l lth and April 8th. 

Adioumment. With no further business to discuss the meeting ended at approximately 
11:45 a.m. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, Jannary 9, 2008 4:27 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;,                     ~ @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 
rminllix@mailer.fsu.e~tu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeatl~er@umd.edn; jisrael@miami.edt~; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j g~rne@athletic s.gatech.edn; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; 

jwb8@virginia.edu; jwhite@cletnson.edu; jon t~gg@ncsn.edu; kloui@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athg~llo@nncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; saelli@clemson.edn; sclacherty@tniami.edn; 

wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Ja~aua~" Minntes 

.lan.Minutes.doc 

Attached at~ the minutes from the January conference call. Please let me know if any corrections or changes need to be made. Our February call is scheduled for February 
12th at "i "~ :OO a.m. Send me any agenda items for that call ASAP. 
Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2008 5:52 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;,                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.igu.edu; carly.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmtmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@maAler.l;u.edu; 

gfeatlier@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgame@athletics.gatech.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon i:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparkel~bat.gtaa.gatech.edu; so~ra.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 

sclacherb/@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker~vt.edu; hairs~tc@v4"u.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

FW: Recruiting Website 

Have any of you heard of w, wv.firstchoiceathlete.com a web-based scouting service. There have been some questions circulating regarding to 13.14.3.2 and 11.3.2.5. I’d 
appreciate any information if you know about this site or have used it. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindse¥ K. Babcock 
Atlant’c Coast Conference 

Dfrector of Corn Nfance & Governance 

336 854 8787 

336 369 0065 {fax) 

IL~abcock@theacc org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2008 2:51 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.&&e.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtmmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathm~@umd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@mimni.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparkm~@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sa~ra.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edn; saellis@clemson.edn; 

sclacherb,@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker~vt.edu; haimc@v4"u.edu; tmesibov@duaa.dnke.edu; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

RE: CBC Skills cmnp Schedule...LAST ONE 

I’m hoping that this email will be the last regarding this baseball camp. 
Given the timing of this camp and the previous emails sent out by the CBC about the camp neither the NCAA nor the ACC can give our "blessing" for coaches to attend. That 
being said, since we won’t be attending the event there is no way for us to be certain if an instructional component will be part of the camp. 
Therefore, we have to throw this back to the coaches. If your coach attends he should be doing so as an employee of the camp and should be providing instruction, not 
going there with the intent to evaluate. If your coach is not planning on instructing then he should realize that it is not permissible for him to attend since this is a quiet period. 
Any coach who is at this camp should be held accountable so if your coach gets to the camp and realizes that he is not going to provide any instruction he should take it 
upon himself to leave, even if others are staying. 

It should be noted that the NCAA is aware of this event and others taking place during the quiet period. It is possible that they will follow-up on this issue later so we are 
advising you to make sure your coaches feel confident about their involvement in this camp (as well as others) and that they clearly understand the rules surrounding working 
camps during the quiet period. 
Hopefully this takes cam of it but let me know if you have any further questions. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~nence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (~ax) 

.l_b_ ~ _o_£k_.@!_LLc_~ ~ _r.g 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 

Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2008 12:49 AM 
To: Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); . @uncaa.unc.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin 
(blocklin@vt.edu); Bob Minnix (rminnix@mailer.fs~J.&du); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brian Battle (bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu); 

Cady Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); David 
Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Elizabeth Bookwalter (ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu); Greg Featherston (gfeather@umd.edu); Heather 
Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jamie Isreal (jisrael@miami.edu); Jamie Pootrakul 0pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jenilee Garner (jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu); Jerome 
Rodgers (jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q@virginia.edu); Joe White (jwhite@clemson.edu); Jon Fagg 0on_fagg@ncsu.edu); Katreshia Louis 
(klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham (kcunNng@umd.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Narkos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. 
(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Lizzie Gomez 0gomez@umd.edu.); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Sara Sikorski 
(sara.sikorski.J.@bc.edu); Scott Byrd (byrdsm@wfu.edu); Shauna Cobb (rcobb@vt.edu); Shelly Green (sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); 
Steve Clacherty (sclacherb/@miami.edu); Steve Flippen (wsfJh@virginia.edu); Susan Haloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston 
(hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Nesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu) 
Co: Lyons, Shane; Wood, Eric 
Subject; RE: CBC Skills camp Schedule...MORE 
Hi Again, 
As expected I’ve received several calls regarding this email from yesterday. Below is a response from Geoff Silver at the NCAA confirming the opinion that it does not seem 
permissible for coaches to attend this camp. Please pass this information on to your baseball coaches. 
Thanks! 
Lindsey 

From: Silver, Geoff [mailto:gsilver@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Thursday, January 17, 2008 1J.::!.0 AM 
Subject: RE: CBC Skills camp Schedule 

I agree. There does not appear to be an instructional component to this camp, Coaches therefore could not be employed by the camp and could not attend because 

i~:’s during a qt~iet p~-_~ri.:_~d (bylaws 13.11,I.5 and 13,~.2.:L3). 

G eoff 
Lindsey ~ ~bcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~ence 

Diredor of Compliance & Govmmnce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ib~cocl,:(~theacc org 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 

Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2008 5:26 PM 
To: Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); @uncaa,unc,edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin 
(blocklin@vt.edu); Bob Minnix (rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu,edu); Brian Battle (bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu); 
Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub,duke.edu); Craig Anderson (cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd,edu); David 
Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Elizabeth Bookwalter (ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu); Greg Featherston (gfeather@umd.edu); Heather 
Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jamie Isreal (jisrael@miami,edu); Jamie Pootrakul (jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jenilee Garner (jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu); Jerome 

Rodgers (jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu); Jim Booz (jwbSq@virginia.edu); Joe White (jwhite@clemson.edu); Jon Fagg (jon_fagg@ncsu.edu); Katreshia Louis 
(klouis@at,gtaa.gatech,edu); Keli Cunningham (kcunNng@umd.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr, 
(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Lizzie Gomez (Igomez@umd,edu.); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa,gatech.edu); Sara Sikorski 
(sara.sikorski.:i@bc.edu); Scott Byrd (byrdsm@wfu.edu); Shauna Cobb (rcobb@vt.edu); Shelly Green (sjgreen@uncaa,unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); 
Steve ClacheCcy (sclacherb/@miami.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia,edu); Susan Naloy (sbmaloy@uncaa,unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston 



(hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (themandez@miami.edu) 
Co= Lyons, Shane; Wood, Eric 
Subject= FW: CBC Skills camp Schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi Everyone - I’m forwarding this to everyone so you’re aware of it. This event is going to take place on ,January 20th! 

As you can see the below email was forwarded to me from the Southern Oonference~ According to them this "skills camp" has been set-up by the Garolinas Baseball Genter 
in order to get college coaches there to evaluate during a quiet period. Goaches are being paid as "instructors" but it doesn’t look like there really is any instruction going on. 
Please be aware that we don’t believe that it is permissible for coaches to attend this event. If you have any additional information to the contrary please let me know. 
The specific AGO schools mentioned in the email are UNG, Wake, Glemson, Virginia Tech, Duke and NG State but you all might want to make sure your coaches aren’t 
attending. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Complbnce & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Mr. Schaefer is apparently paying college coaches $200-$300 to serves as...you can’t really call them instructors as there appears to no instructional content to this Skills 
Camp. This appears to be nothing more than a means for invited coaches to observe prospects showcasing their skills during a Quiet Period. It appears to be a tryout event 
based on Bylaw 13.1:t:t 

Carolinas Baseball Center 

BASEBALL SKILLS CAMP 

ATTENTION 

BASEBALL PLAYERS GRADUATING 1N 

2008, 2009, 2010,11 

JANUARY 20th, 2008 

Caxolinas Baseball Center is bringing in college rec~afiters and major league scouts to evaluate your skills. This one day event gives you the opportunity to show 

the people who make the decisions on the next level what you cma do. 

THIS CAMP IS LIMITED TO 50 PLAYERS PER CLASS 

$150.00 

Colleges Represented 

Division I 
[INC, Wake Forest, Elon, Clemson, Marshall, West Virginia, Virginia Tech, Duke, NC State, Winthrop, UNCC, [INCG, App State, UNC Asheville, Western 

Carolina. UNC Wihnington, ECU, USC, High Point Davidson, Coastal Carolina, NC A&T 

Division II 

Lenoir 1Llayne, Catawba, M~xs Hill, Pfeiffer, Limes~tone, Wingate 

Division III 

Guilford, Belmont Abbey 

Division NAIA 

Brevard 

Junior College 

SC Sumter, Louisburg, Spartanburg Methodist 

*Major League Baseball will be represented by more than 10 MLB Scouts* 

To lock in your spot today call 704-499-9040 

..... Original Hessage ..... 

Frem: schaefe~@obcbasebali.net [maJ]to:schaefer@cbcbaseball.net] 

Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2@@8 12:24 PH 

Subject: CBC Skills camp Schedule 

We are pleased with the celr~rlJtment and level of talent that will be attending our skills camp. Belew is the sohedu]e we will 

be following on January 20th at Carolinas Baseball Center. If you have any questions regarding this emaii please feel free to 

contact me on either of the numbers below. 
Sincerely, 
Jeff Schaefer 
Carolinas Baseball Center 
325 Westinghouse Bird, Charlotte, NC 28273 
(O} 704-499-9040     (C) 704-340-1698 
SKILLS (:AMP SCHEDULE 
January 20th, 2008 
2008’s -9am to 12pm w/ registratie~ @ 8:15 2009’s -12-3pm w/ registration @ ]]:15 201O/ll’s-3-6pm w/ registration @ 2:15 
3 hour schedule 
8:15- <egistration 
8:50- opening remarks & staff introduction (Schaefer) 
9:00- Stretch & Form ~unning (Coach) 



9:20- SPARQ Grou~ by posiiiio~i (4 Stations / 4 Coaches} 

10:00- Position player defensive showcase 

OF~s- 5 throws (2 Coaches) 
INF’s- 5 grou[id balls & throws (2 C~aohes) 
C’s- 5 throws to 2B (2 Coaches: i throwing / i POP Timing) 

10:30- Position player offensive showcase 
Cage i- Tee work w/ coach 
Cage 2- soft toss w/ ooach 
Cage 3- front toss w/ coach 
Cage 4- short toss w/ coach 
Cage 5- live BP w/ coaoh 
Live BP on field fo~ ~valLH~tors 

ii:00-- Group academic & recruiting talk (SELECT COACHES) for all players & parents 
11:15- P’s stretch & get arms loose 

Position play}~s- talk on 5 tools & how to develop you:~ skills 
(Shiidt) 
11:30- P’s showcase 
ll:bS- closing re~’arks (Schaefer) 
12:00-]2:20- P’s s~:ay & get pitohi~g talk (Seleoted Coach) 

Lunch should be delivered around 11:30 & set up buffet style. 
12- 12 : 30-Lunch 
REPEAT SCHEDNLE FOR SESSIONS II & ~II 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, Jannary 18, 2008 11:50 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                      @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~bumd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@vvfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke~bat.gtaa.gatech.edu; sa~ra.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edn; saellis@clemson.edn; 

sclacherty@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker~vt.edu; hairs~tc@wl’u.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

New Legislation 

I’ve gotten several question about this so please be t~minded that any legislation that was adopted by the Board at their Januat¥ meeting, with an immediate effective date, is 
in effect NOW despite being in the 60-day override period. We move forward with the legislation but IF it receives enough override votes by March it COULD be suspended at 
that time. 
All that your coaches need to know is that it has been adopted and is effective immediately. We’ll keep our eye on the override votes. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey I(~ Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~ence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, Janualy 18, 2008 1:37 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                     _ @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 
nninnix@mailer.fsu.e~tu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?su.edu; bbattle@mailer.igu.edu; carly.paziseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmtmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@maAler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~0)umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athletics.gatech.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon i:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparkm~0)at.gtaa.gatech.edu; so~ra.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 

sclacherb./@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker~vt.edu; haimc@wl’u.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

Level II SecondaD~ Reports 

Please be reminded that our quarterly level II secondary violation report is due to the NCAA February 1st so please make sure that I have your most recent level II chart. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
AtlmNc Coast Conf~ence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

lbabcodc~Jheacc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, January 25, 2008 5:05 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.&~ke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeather(@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgame@athletics.gatech.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke~@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sa~ra.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 

sclacherty@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker~vt.edu; haimc@wl’u.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Zeller, Leeland <lzeller@ncaa.org>; Haith, Tracey 

<thaith@theacc.olg> 

Next week 

Hi All- Shane, Eric and I will all be out of the office Monday afternoon, January 28th through Wednesday, January 30th attending NCAA meetings. If you have any urgent 

issues you can reach us on our cell phones, otherwise we’ll return to the office on Thursday, January 31st. 

Have a great weekend! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Complim]ce & Governm]ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ib~bcock/@th e~:c ory, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, January. 31, 2008 5:32 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~bumd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@mimni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athletics.gatech.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke~bat.gtaa.gatech.edu; sa~ra.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 

sclacherty@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker~vt.edu; hairs~tc@wl’u.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Campus Tours During Camps 

Hi Everyone - several of you have asked me about providing tours during camps. If you remember this was an issue a few yem~ ago (2005) particularly in the sport of 
baseball. Please be reminded that it is NOT permissible to provide campus tours during camp. Below is an excerpt from our conference call minutes on September 13, 2005 
and an email sent by the staff through the CCACA listserve on March 14, 2006. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lindsey 
September 13, 2005 -ACC Compliance Conference Call: 
Campus Tour During Camp. Lindsey Babcock requested input t~garding institutions providing campus tours during camp. The staff and the CCACA both believe that campus 
tours during camp are precluded in as much as this activity is considered a recruiting activity. The group agreed that tours should not be precluded during camp. The 
conference will continue to challenge this interp. 

March 14, 2006 - CGAGA list serve: 
"We believe a campus tour for the purpose of showing the camp participants a tour of all the facilities they will be using during their stay, such as dorms, student-unions, 
athletics facilities or to provide some sort of informational material to the campers so that when there is down time, the campers will be able to negotiate themselves around 
the campus would be permissible. This is really a generic tour that simply provides them basic information about where everything is on-campus. We believe an organized tour 
promoting the benefits of a particular campus would not be permissible. Since the membership has attempted to clarify that recruiting activities should not occur at camps 
and clinics, we need to advise against any tour that, in essence, is designed to promote the benefits of the institution." 

LindseytCBabcock 

Atl~ltic Coast Confc~ence 

Dire~or ofCompliance&Govemance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, February 8, 2008 3:21 PM 

aaker@bc.edu; I                     ~@uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

nninnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; carly.pafiseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathe~@umd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke~@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sa~ra.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edn; saellis@clemson.edn; 

sclacherb,@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker~vt.edu; hairs~tc@v4"u.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

February ConI~rence Call 

Supp.3.Resnlts.doc; Feb.Agenda.doc; Snpp.l.Dec.Minutes.doc; Supp.2.Certitication.doc; Supp.3.Legislation.doc 

Hi Everyone - 

Please be reminded that our February compliance conference call is Tuesday, February 12th starting at 11:00 a.m. (dial-in instructions are below). Attached you will find the 

agenda and supplements for the call. As you can see it is a pretty full agenda so we’ll be starting as close to 11:00 as possible. 

Have a great weekend[ Talk to you on Tuesday. 

Lindsey 
Phone Number: 
Conference Entry Code: 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Confc~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
February 12, 2008 

11:00 a.m. 

Phone Number: 

Conference Entry Code: 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

AGENDA 

Welcome. 

Minutes of the January Conference Call. (Babcock) 

CCACA Update. (Babcock) 

a. Videos onWebsites. 

b. Departure/Return Restrictions. 

c. Counting Hours Toward Degree. 

d. Attachments to General Correspondence. 

e. Media Guide Supplements. 

NLI Updates. (Wood) 

Telephone Calls - 3 Minute Rule. (Babcock) 

Timing of Certification Ed Column. (Lee) 

Progress Toward Degree - 18-Hours. (Babcock) 

White Case Settlement. (Lyons) 

Legislation Update. (Babcock) 

Other Business. 

a. w~,.acsathletics, corn 
b. Future Conference Calls - March 11, April 8. 

c. Future In-Person Meeting - May 5 - 6 (Grandover). 

11.    Adj ournment. 

Supplement 1 

Supplement 2 

Supplement 3 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, February, 19, 2008 11:54 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.&tke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dibley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.I;u.edu; 

gfeatl~er@umd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; tnegm~ finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfn.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edn; 
saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.org>; Swofford, John 

<j swofford@theacc.org> 

Compliance Spring Meeting 

Meeting Memo.doc; Co~npliance Mtg Registration.doc 

Hi Everyone - Attached is information regarding our spring compliance meeting, which has been scheduled for May 5-6 in Greensboro. Please return the registration form as 
soon as possible and let me know about any agenda items, guest speakers or best practices topics that you would recommend. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K_ Babcock 
Atlarltic Coast Corlfcretlc~ 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcocl,:(@th e~c c oN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2008 12:13 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                      @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@demson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.paxiseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeatlmr@umd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@mimni.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgame@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; tnegm~ finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~l’n.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; tkemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Insqk ufion~1 Violations 

Hi Everyone - Please be reminded that all institutional violations of recruiting policies, although they do not have to be reported to the NCAA, must be reported to the 
conference office. All that is required is a letter outlining the violation sent directly to my attention. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. P~bcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Complinnce & Governnnce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.or~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2008 5:21 PM 

aaker@bc.edu; Cooley,               ~@uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; carly.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeatl~er@umd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgame@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; tnegm~ finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfn.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Febma~ Minutes 

Feb.Minutes.doc 

Hi Everyone - attached are the minutes from our February compliance conference call. Please take a minute to look them over and let me know if any corrections or changes 

need to be made. Our next call will be Narch 11th (which is one of our co-worker’s birthday_.hint...the person is a male and REALLY tall ~)) at 11:00 a.m. Please send me 

agenda items ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K_ Babcock 
Atlarltic Coast Corlfcretlc~ 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcocl,:(@th e~c c oN 



MINUTES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
COMPLIANCE COORDINATORS 

Conference Call 
February 12, 2008 

Those present: 

Boston College - Mr. Jerome Rodgers, Ms. Carly Pariseau, Mr. Aaron Aaker, Ms. Sara Sikorski 

Clemson - Ms. Stephanie Ellison, Mr. Brad Woody 

Duke - Ms. Jamie Pootrakul, Mr. Todd Mesibov 
Florida State - Mr. Bob Minnix, Mr. Brian Battle, Ms. Elizabeth Bookwalter, Ms. Aimee Carpenter, 

N~. Bret Cowley, Mr. Justin Kume 

Georgia Tech - Mr. Paul Parker, Ms. Katreshia Louis, Ms. Jenilee Garner 

Maryland - Mr. Dan Trump, Ms. Keli Cunningham, Mr. Greg Featherston, Ms. Lizzie Gomez, Mr. 

Jim Curry. 

Miami - Mr. Steve Clacherty, Mr. Jamie Israel 

North Carolina - Ms. Susan Maloy, Mr. Lance Markos, Ms. Shelly Green, 

North Carolina State - Ms. Michelle Lee, Ms. Megan Finch, Mr. Stephen Dolan 

Virginia- Mr. Steve Flippen, Mr. Crag Anderson 

Virginia Tech - Ms. Shauna Cobb, Mr. Bert Locklin, Ms. Heather Robertson 

Wake Forest - Ms. Kirsten Elleby, Mr. Scott Byrd 

ACC - Ms. Lindsey Babcock, Mr. Eric Wood 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 

meeting, all final actions ~vithin a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order of the 

agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or "sense of 

meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call approximately at 11:00 a.m 

2. January Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

CCACA Updates. Lindsey Babcock provided the group with information from the recent 
CCACA in-person meeting. 

Videos on Websites. The opinion of the CCACA group regarding videos on 
institutional websites was consistent with this group’s opinion (January 2008 
compliance conference call). All videos on institutional websites are permissible 
except for those that clearly demonstrate recruiting intent. 

Departure/Return Restrictions. The CCACA was not aware of the issue surrounding 
return restrictions from post season competition when classes are not in session 
(January 2008 compliance conference call). The group supported the idea of applying 
for a blanket waver for the rest of the 2007-08 year and the 2008-09 year and to 
sponsor legislation for the future. The compliance group also supported the ACC 
sponsoring such legislation, which will be presented to the FAR’s for their approval 
at their April 2008 meeting. 



Compliance Conference Call 

Februal5T 12, 2008 
Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

Countin~ Hours Toward De~ree. The CCACA discussed how hours should be 
counted toward degree and how differently that may be interpreted between 
institutions (November 2007 compliance meeting), it was agreed that additional 
education is needed in this area throughout the association. The NCAA staff agreed to 
look into issuing an interp and including specific information at Regional Seminars in 
the continuing education sessions. 

Attachments to General Correspondence. The CCACA confirmed the interpretation 
from staff that nothing may be provided to a prospect as an attachment to general 
correspondence if it appears on the institution’s website but is not listed in 13.4.1 
(September 2007 compliance conference call). The group supported proposing 
legislation that would permit anything on an institution’s website to be provided as an 
attachment. The compliance group also supported the ACC sponsoring such 
legislation, which will be presented to the FAR’s for their approval at their April 
2008 meeting. 

Media Guide Supplements. The CCACA group discussed media guide supplements 
and the difference between such supplements and a spring prospectus. It was 
confirmed that a media guide supplement must be in black and white and should not 
be done "professionally." The original intent was that these supplements be 
additional historical information that could not fit in the 208 page media guide and 
should not include pictures or bios currently in the main media guide. It was agreed 
that supplements should not be given to prospects and the group is going to pursue 
the idea of sponsoring specific legislation in the future to deregulate this area. 

NLI Updates. Eric Wood informed the group that he has been asked to sel~’e as a 
member of an NLI advisory group that will help the NCAA staff with issues of practical 
application now that the NLI is housed within the Eligibility Center and is no longer at a 
conference office. The group was reminded that if a prospect signed a mid-year football 
NLI in December and subsequently did not graduate that prospect would not be permitted 
to sign another NLI in the same academic year. Therefore that prospect could NOT sign 
in the regular football signing period in February but could receive a financial aid 
agreement from the institution. Lastly, the group was reminded that only the official NLI 
document from the NLI website (including the NLI watermark) may be used for signing. 
Documents that may be provided through compliance programs, such as CyberSports, are 
not valid. 

Telephone Calls - 3 Minute Rule. The group was encouraged to review telephone call 
rules with their coaches, particularly football coaches. The conference has become aware 
of new computer programs that send automated phone messages to prospects daily but 
claim to be permissible as the calls are less than three minutes in length. Lindsey 
Babcock reminded the group that if any recruiting conversation takes place, regardless of 
the length of the call, the phone call must be counted as an official phone call. 

Timing of Certification. Michelle Lee referred to the December 13, 2007 educational 
column regarding the timing of certification of aid and asked the group about the 



Compliance Conference Call 

Februal5T 12, 2008 
Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

practicality of getting all aid certified for nonrecruited student-athletes within the 45-day 
window. The group agreed although they agreed with the concept they did not feel that it 
could be applied practically since it may take months to track do~vn necessa~ 
information. It was requested that the conference ask for further clarification from the 
staff. 

Progress Toward Degree - 18 Hours. Lindsey Babcock provided an interpretation from 
the staff regarding certifying 18-hours. After discussion the group requested additional 
follow-up. Ms. Babcock will respond to the group after discussing the issue again with 
staff. 

Legislation Update. Lindsey Babcock referred to legislation summaries provided to the 
group as supplements. 

9. Other Business. 

a. ww~v.acsathletics.com Lindsey Babcock asked the group to look at the ACS 
Athletics website and consider having a webconference to learn more about the 
service. 

b. Future Conference Calls. The next scheduled conference calls are March |1th and 
April 8th. 

Future In-Person Meeting. The next in-person compliance meeting has been 
scheduled for May 5-6, 2008 at the Grandover Resort in Greensboro. The conference 
approval for the Compliance Summer Workshop has been deferred until the May 
spring meetings. Therefore the workshop will not take place this summer but is 
expected to occur in the summer of 2009. 

10. Adjournment. With no further business to discuss the meeting ended at approximately 
11:50 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2008 3:19 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                      @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

nninnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pafiseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~@umd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; tnegm~ finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparkel~@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfn.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Skype - IM 

Hi Everyone - I’ve been informed about a program out there called Skype. Some of you ate probably more familiar with this than I am but it appears to be new form of IM that 
allows you to make a phone call from your computer. 
Please remind your coach that what constitutes a telephone call is the voice to voice, real time communication. It doesn’t matter if you’re sitting in front of your computer or 
on your phone if you talk and someone else can hear you at the same time that is a phone call. Conversely, if you don’t have voice to voice, real time communication it is not 
a phone call and therefore is NOT permissible (unless it is an email or fax) until after the prospect has signed. That is basically the definition of an "instant message (IM)." 
Yes, I realize that is very basic so if you’re a super tech person please don’t chastise me about my over simplified definition. What I’m basically saying is if it walks like a 
duck and talks like a duck, it’s a duck, regardless of what you call it. So even if it’s called something else (Skype) if you’re typing messages into your computer or phone and 
it’s being "instantly" delivered and it’s not email,...it’s IM, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K_ Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Complim]ce & Governm]ce 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcocl,z(@th e~c c org 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2008 9:30 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtmmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~@umd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; tnegm~ finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparkel~@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfn.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@fl~eacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Whitfield, Davis <~dwhitfield@theacc.org>; Pierce, I<his 

<kpierce@theacc.org> 

Track Recruiting Calendar Reminder 

Hi Everyone - 

Please be reminded that due to the adoption of 2006-58-1 (effective August 1,2007) cross country and track & field have a dead period Ma~ch 14m {I2:01 a.m.} throt~gh 

Maf¢h 16m {I2:01 a.m.}. We understand that since this is the first year implementing the dead period there is some confusion among coaches. Please forward this reminder 

as necessary. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey I(~ Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~ence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (far:) 

Ibabcock(~theacc.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2008 2:37 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.igu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmtmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@maAler.l;u.edu; 

gfeatlmr@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgamer@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon i:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; Inegmi finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sik~rsld.1 @bc.edu; byrdsm@~4"u.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; 
saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tkemm~dez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] NEDA BasketbaJl Academy - Ontario, Canada 

FYI - the staff has determined that practices associated with the NEDA team (explained below) are NOT considered scholastic and therefore can’t be evaluated during the 
academic year. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

National Elite Development Academy (NEDA): ~?]~2g~y~b~b~1~[~gg~g~:~2~i~1~R~2~:~}1 

NEDA is an acadelny where Canadian basket~ll players fioln across the count" live and trmn. The playe~ a~end St. Maiy’s high school wlfich does not have a 

basketball tealn, a~d they practice at a local college (McMaster College). 

NEDA does schedule games against area High Schools, however NEDA practices have been deemed non- scholastic activities by the NC~. Thereibre coaches may 

not a~end NEDA practices. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, March 7, 2008 11:38 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; carly.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathm~bumd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgame@athletics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; rnegm~ finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparkel~bat.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfn.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tkemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

March Conference Call 

Supp.4.Review Intb.doc; March.Agenda.doc; Supp.l.Feb.Minutes.doc; Supp.2.Auto Form.doc; Supp.2.Employ Form.doc; Supp.3.Off- 

campus recmit.doc 

Hi Everyone - 

Attached you will find the agenda and supplements for our next conference call, which will be Tuesday, March ttth beginning at 11:00 a.m. Dial-in instructions are included 

below. Have a great weekend and talk to you Tuesday! 

Lindsey 
Phone Number: 
Conference Entry Code: 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
AtlmNc Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

lbabcock~Jheacc.org 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
March 11, 2008 

11:00 a.m. 

Phone Number: 

Conference Entry Code: 

1. Welcome. 

AGENDA 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Minutes of the February Conference Call. 

CCACA Update. 

ACC Vehicle & Employment Forms. 

Communicating via High School Coach 

Off-Campus Recruiting 

Compliance Review Composite Information. 

Other Business. 
a. 

b. 
C. 

d. 

(Babcock) 

(Babcock) 

(Babcock) 

(Herman) 

(Babcock) 

(Babcock) 

Supplement 1 

Supplement 2 

Supplement 3 

Supplement 4 

NAAC Convention June 7-9, 2008 - Dallas, TX. 
May In-Person Meeting - May 5-6, 2008. 
Future Conference Call - April 8. 
Gambling Affidavit Reminder. 
http :iiwww.ncaa.orgiwpsiportalihome? WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=iwp siwcmi 
connect/NCAA/Legislation+and+Governance/Eligibility+and+Recruiting/Sports+ 
Wagering/affidavit index 

9. Adj ournment. 



Compliance Supplement No. 1 
March 2008 Conference Call 

MINUTES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
COMPLIANCE COORDINATORS 

Conference Call 
February 12, 2008 

Those present: 
Boston College - Mr. Jerome Rodgers, Ms. Carly Pariseau, Mr. Aaron Aaker, Ms. Sara Sikorski 
Clemson - Ms. Stephanie Ellison, Mr. Brad Woody 

Duke - Ms. Jamie Pootrakul, Mr. Todd Mesibov 
Florida State - Mr. Bob Minnix, Mr. Brian Battle, Ms. Elizabeth Bookwalter, Ms. Aimee Carpenter, 

Mr. Bret Cowley, Mr. Justin Kume 
Georgia Tech - Mr. Paul Parker, Ms. Katreshia Louis, Ms. Jenilee Garner 
Maryland - Mr. Dan Trulnp, Ms. Keli Cunningham, Mr. Greg Featherston, Ms. Lizzie Gomez, Mr. 

Jim Curry 
Miami - Mr. Steve Clacherty, Mr. Jamie Israel 
North Carolina - Ms. Susan Maloy, Mr. Lance Markos, Ms. Shelly Green, i 
North Carolina State - Ms. Michelle Lee, Ms~ Megan Finch, Mr~ Stephen Dolan 
Virginia - Mr. Steve Flippen, Mr. Craig Anderson 
Virginia Tech - Ms. Shauna Cobb, Mr~ Bert Locklin, Ms. Heather Robertson 
Wake Forest - Ms. Kirsten Elleby, Mr. Scott Byrd 
ACC - Ms. Lindsey Babcock, Mr. Eric Wood 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order of the 
agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or "sense of 
meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call approximately at 11:00 a.m. 

2. January7 Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

CCACA Updates. Lindsey Babcock provided the group with information from the recent 
CCACA in-person meeting. 

Videos on Websites. The opinion of the CCACA group regarding videos on 
institutional websites was consistent with this group’s opinion (January 2008 
compliance conference call). All videos on institutional ~vebsites are permissible 
except for those that clearly demonstrate recruiting intent. 

Departure/Return Restrictions. The CCACA was not aware of the issue surrounding 
return restrictions from post season competition when classes are not in session 
(January 2008 compliance conference call). The group supported the idea of applying 
for a blanket waiver for the rest of the 2007-08 year and the 2008-09 year and to 
sponsor legislation for the future. The compliance group also supported the ACC 
sponsoring such legislation, ~vhich will be presented to the FAR’s for their approval 
at their April 2008 meeting. 
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Countin~ Hours Toward De~ree. The CCACA discussed how hours should be 
counted toward degree and how differently that may be interpreted between 
institutions (November 2007 compliance meeting), it was agreed that additional 
education is needed in this area throughout the association. The NCAA staff agreed to 
look into issuing an interp and including specific information at Regional Seminars in 
the continuing education sessions. 

Attachments to General Correspondence. The CCACA confirmed the interpretation 
from staff that nothing may be provided to a prospect as an attachment to general 
correspondence if it appears on the institution’s website but is not listed in 13.4.1 
(September 2007 compliance conference call). The group supported proposing 
legislation that would permit anything on an institution’s website to be provided as an 
attachment. The compliance group also supported the ACC sponsoring such 
legislation, which will be presented to the FAR’s for their approval at their April 
2008 meeting. 

Media Guide Supplements. The CCACA group discussed media guide supplements 
and the difference between such supplements and a spring prospectus. It was 
confirmed that a media guide supplement must be in black and white and should not 
be done "professionally." The original intent was that these supplements be 
additional historical information that could not fit in the 208 page media guide and 
should not include pictures or bios currently in the main media guide. It was agreed 
that supplements should not be given to prospects and the group is going to pursue 
the idea of sponsoring specific legislation in the future to deregulate this area. 

NLI Updates. Eric Wood informed the group that he has been asked to sel~’e as a 
member of an NLI advisory group that will help the NCAA staff with issues of practical 
application now that the NLI is housed within the Eligibility Center and is no longer at a 
conference office. The group was reminded that if a prospect signed a mid-year football 
NLI in December and subsequently did not graduate that prospect would not be permitted 
to sign another NLI in the same academic year. Therefore that prospect could NOT sign 
in the regular football signing period in February but could receive a financial aid 
agreement from the institution. Lastly, the group was reminded that only the official NLI 
document from the NLI website (including the NLI watermark) may be used for signing. 
Documents that may be provided through compliance programs, such as CyberSports, are 
not valid. 

Telephone Calls - 3 Minute Rule. The group was encouraged to review telephone call 
rules with their coaches, particularly football coaches. The conference has become aware 
of new computer programs that send automated phone messages to prospects daily but 
claim to be permissible as the calls are less than three minutes in length. Lindsey 
Babcock reminded the group that if any recruiting conversation takes place, regardless of 
the length of the call, the phone call must be counted as an official phone call. 

Timing of Certification. Michelle Lee referred to the December 13, 2007 educational 
column regarding the timing of certification of aid and asked the group about the 
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practicality, of getting all aid certified for nonrecruited student-athletes within the 45-day 
window. The group agreed although they agreed with the concept they did not feel that it 
could be applied practically since it may take months to track do~vn necessa~ 
information. It was requested that the conference ask for further clarification from the 
staff. 

Progress Toward Degree - 18 Hours. Lindsey Babcock provided an interpretation from 
the staff regarding certifying 18-hours. After discussion the group requested additional 
follow-up. Ms. Babcock will respond to the group after discussing the issue again with 
staff. Subsequent to the call Leeland Zeller confirmed the following: 

In the following1 situation: 
Fail 2005 - FT- 12 hours 
Spring 2006 - FT- 12 hours 
Fall 2006 - FT- 10 hours 
Spring 2007 - Not enrolled - 0 hours 

In order to be eligible for fail 2007 the student-athlete would be responsible for meeting 
18 hours in the previous 2 terms (spring 2007 and fall 2006) since he was enrolled in one 
full-time term during that academic year. You must use an exception (missed term, 
medical absence, etc.) for the spring 2007 term since he is 8 hours short of 18 (10 hours 
in the previous 2 terms). 

In the followin¢! situation: 
Fail 2005 - FT- 12 hours 
Spring 2006 - FT- 12 hours 
Fail 2006 - FT- Not enrolled - 0 hours 
Spring 2007 - Not enrolled - 0 hours 

In order to be eligible for fall 2007 the student-athlete would be responsible for meeting 
18 hours in the previous 2 terms (spring 2006 and fall 2005) since the 2005-06 academic 
year was the last academic year he was enrolled in any term full-time. In this case he 
would be meeting the 18-hour requirement from the previous 2 terms (12 hours from 
spring 2006 and 12 hours from fall 2005 total of 24 hours). 

Legislation Update. Lindsey Babcock referred to legislation summaries provided to the 
group as supplements. 

Other Business. 

a. www.acsathletics.com Lindsey Babcock asked the group to look at the ACS 
Athletics website and consider having a webconference to learn more about the 
service. 

b. Future Conference Calls. The next scheduled conference calls are March 11th and 
April 8th. 

c. Future In-Person Meeting. The next in-person compliance meeting has been 
scheduled for May 5-6, 2008 at the Grandover Resort in Greensboro. The conference 
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approval for the Compliance Sumlner Workshop has been deferred until the May 
spring meetings. Therefore the workshop will not take place this summer but is 
expected to occur in the summer of 2009. 

10. Adioumment. With no further business to discuss the meeting ended at approximately 
11:50 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2008 11:19 AM 

’Babcock, Lindsey’ <lbabcock@theacc.org>; aake@bc.edu; @nncaa.unc.edu>; aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu; 

am@i~inia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.tim.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@maJ~ler.fsn.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; 

carly.pa~i~au@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.&~ke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; reed@miami.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; 

ebookwalte@mailer.fsn.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; herobe(t@vt.edu; jismel@mi~mi.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edn; 

jgamer@athletics.gatech.edu; j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8q@irginia.edu; j white@clemson.edn; j on fagg@ncsn.edu; 

kloni@at.gtaa.gatech.edn; kcumfing@mnd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edn; markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athg~llo@nncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edn; 

megan finch@ncsn.edu; michdle lee@ncsu.edu; ppMce@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@vd’u.edu; rcobb@t.edu; 

sjgmen@nncaa.unc.edu; sadli@clemson.edu; sclacheW@miami.edn; wsf3h@vi~ginia.edu; sbmaloy@tmcaa.nnc.edu; tparke@vLedu; 

hairstc@wfi~.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; themandez@miamLedu 

’Lyons, Shane’ <slyons@heacc.org>; ’Wood, Eric’ <ewood@theacc.org> 

RE: March Cont~rence Call 

Student-Athlete Employment Fom~.doc 

Here’s our employment form. 

From-" Babcock, Lindsey [mailto:lbabcock@theacc.org] 
Sent-" Friday, March 07, 2008 11:38 Alvl 
To; aaker@bc.edu;      @uncaa.unc.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailenfsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 
bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc~edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia~edu; dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; 
dfoley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu; 
jerome.rodgersxl@bc.edu; jwbSq@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon_fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech~edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu~edu; 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa~unc~edu; Igomez@umd.edu; megan_finch@ncsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa~gatech.edu; sara.sikorski.:t@bc.edu; 
byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu~ sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu~edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 
C¢; Lyons, Shane; Wood, Eric 

Subject: March Conference Call 
Hi Everyone - 

Attached you will find the agenda and supplements for our next ~onferenoe ~all, which will be Tuesday, March ~’jth beginning at ~ ~ :00 a.m, Dial-in inatru~tions are inoluded 

below. Have a great weekend and talk to you Tueaday! 

Lindsey 
Phene Numbe~: 
Conference tSntry Code: 
Lindsey K. P~bcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.or f< 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katreshia Louis <KLoui@at.gtaa.gatech.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 11, 2008 12:01 PM 

ckennedy@acpub.dnke.edu; Paul Parker <PParker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu-~; jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu; aaker@bc.edn; 

carly.pariseau@bc.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; sara.sikorski. 1 @bc.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; j white@clemson.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; jtx~otrakul@duaa.duke.edu; trnesibov@duaa.duke.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; bcoMey@mailer.l;n.edu; 

ebookw~lte@~nailer.fsu.edn; nninnix@mailer.fsu.edu; dfoley@~nimni.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; reed@~niami.edu; sclacherty@miami.edn; 

thernandez@miami.edu; jon thgg@ncsu.edu; megan finch@ncsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; Dan Trump <~ttmmp@umd.edu>; 

gfeathe@utnd.edu; kcurming@nmd.edu; lgomez@umd.edu;                       ~nncaa.unc.edu>; aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; ~n~xkos@uncaa.unc.edu; sbmedoy@uncaa.unc.edu; sjg~een@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; 

cea3f@virginia.edu; jwb8q@vkginia.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; herobert@vt.edu; ~cobb@vt.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 

byrdsm@~xgu.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu 

Eric’ ’Wood <ewood@heacc.org>; Lindsey Babcock <’lbabcock@theacc.org>; Shane’ ’Lyons <slyons@heacc.org> 

Re: AIM 

Greeting everyone: 

My new E’~I screen name is: 

I know some of you were thinking "" V~rbIO IS THIS? .... 

Katreshia Louis-Verrett 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
Georgia Tech Athletic Association 
150 Bobby Dodd Way ix3,V 
Atlanta GA 30332-0455 
404-894-5055 (phone) 
404-894-4265 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2008 1:36 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                      ~@uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

nninnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@¥irgmia.edu; dtmmp(~umd.edu; ree~miami.edu; dibley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@ma~ler.l~u.edu; 

gfeathe@umd.edn; herobert@vt.edn; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athlefics.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; ~negm~ finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfn.edu; rcobb@t.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edn; 
saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

March Conference Call 

March.Minutes.doc 

Attached you will find the minutes from yesterday’s conference call. Please let me know if any changes or corrections need to be made. As a reminder our next call is 
scheduled for Tuesday, April 8, 2008 at ’1’~ :00 a,m. Feel free to send any agenda items for that call or the May meeting. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K_ Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Complimice & Governmice 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcocl,z(@th e~c c org 



MINUTES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
COMPLIANCE COORDINATORS 

Conference Call 
March 11, 2008 

Those present: 
Boston College - Mr. Jerome Rodgers, Ms. Carly Pariseau, Mr. Aaron Aaker, Ms. Sara Sikorski 
Clemson - Ms. Stephanie Ellison, Mr. Brad Woody 

Duke - Ms. Jamie Pootrakul, Mr. Todd Mesibov 
Florida State - Mr. Brian Battle, Ms. Elizabeth Bookwalter, Mr. Bret Cowley, Mr. Justin Kume 
Georgia Tech - Mr. Paul Parker, Ms. Katreshia Louis 
Maryland - Mr. Dan Trump, Ms. Keli Cunningham, Mr. Greg Featherston, Ms. Lizzie Gomez, 

Mr. Jim Curry 
Miami - Mr. David Reed, Mr. Steve Clacherty, Mr. Jamie Israel 
North Carolina - Ms. Amy Herman, Ms. Susan Maloy, Mr. Lance Markos, Ms. Shelly Green, 

North Carolina State - Mr.-Jon Fagg, Ms~ Michelle Lee, Ms. Megan Finch, Mr~ Stephen Dolan 

Virginia - Mr~ Craig Anderson 
Virginia Tech - Ms. Shauna Cobb, Mr. Bert Locklin, Ms. Heather Robertson 
Wake Forest - Mr. Todd Hairston, Ms. Kirsten Elleby, Mr. Scott Byrd 
ACC - Ms. Lindsey Babcock, Mr. Shane Lyons 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call approximately at 11:02 a.m. 

2. February Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

3. CCACA Updates. Lindsey Babcock presented issues discussed by the CCACA. 

Online Social Networks. The group discussed coaches using online social 
networks such as Facebook and MySpace in the recruiting process. It was agreed 
that the issue should be forwarded to staff and an interp or ed column should be 
released to clarify if communicating through Facebook or MySpace with 
prospects is permissible. 

Gambling ViolationsiFacebook Tournament Brackets. The group was reminded 
that teams are not permitted to bet on practice activities such as intra-squad 
scrimmages, foul shots, etc. This would preclude coaches from providing the 
winners of such contests with any benefit, including meals or different meals from 
the rest of the team. Shane Lyons added that institutions should be aware that the 
NCAA has partnered with Facebook in providing NCAA men’s basketball 
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brackets online. It should be noted that there are no entry fees and no prizes 
awarded to winners. 

Postcard Camp Brochures. An interp from the NCAA was shared that indicated 
that camp brochures may be in a postcard as a cost saving measure as long as the 
postcard is promoting the camp and not general recruiting correspondence. 

ACC Vehicle & Employment Forms. Lindsey Babcock reminded the group that 
although it is recommended that all student-athletes complete these forms the ACC 
only requires, per Article VI, Section VI-5 of the ACC manual, those receiving a full 
grant-in-aid to complete the forms. Further it was clarified that each school must use 
the form prescribed by the Conference. The group was encouraged to email 
recommendations on how the forms can be improved. The Conference will 
investigate the possibilities of merging institutional forms with the Conference form. 

Communicating via High School Coach. Amy Herman raised the issue of college 
coaches asking high school coaches to pass along information to freshmen or 
sophomore prospects who they are not yet permitted to write or call. The group 
agreed that based on the November 29, 1994 official interp it would not be 
permissible for a college coach to communicate through a high school coach for the 
purpose of setting-up an unofficial visit to campus for a freshman or sophomore 
prospect. However the interp would not preclude all communications with the high 
school coach regarding such prospects. After a lengthy discussion it was agreed that 
the Conference would raise the issue on a future CCACA call. 

Off-Campus Recruiting. The group was reminded to review Bylaw 11.7.4.3 with 
their coaches to make sure they understand the rule. 

Compliance Review" Composite Information. Lindsey Babcock provided the group 
with common recommendations made by the Conference during the first round of 
compliance reviews conducted between 2002 and 2006. The information will also be 
shared with the FARs and possibly Ads. 

White Case. Mr. Shane Lyons briefly overviewed the latest information available 
regarding the settlement of the White case. The group was encouraged to refer all 
questions from student-athletes regarding the settlement to the plaintiffs’ lawyers. 

9. Other Business. 

a. NAAC Convention. The group was encouraged to attend the NAAC Convention, 
which will be in Dallas, TX June 7-9, 2008. 
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10. 

May In-Person Meeting. The spring compliance meeting will be held May 5-6 at 
the Conference Office in Greensboro. The group was encouraged to return the 
meeting RSVP forms as soon as possible. 

c. Future Conference Calls. The next scheduled conference call will be April 8th. 

Gambling Affidavit/D\q). Everyone should have received the gambling DVD 
from the NCAA which coaches must watch prior to the NCAA tournament. The 
link to the gambling affidavits was also provided. 

e. NCAA Regional Seminar. Lindsey & Eric will be attending the San Antonio 
seminar. The group was encouraged to register as soon as possible. 

Violation Documentation. The group was reminded that any level I or level II 
secondary violations that are reported directly to the NCAA should be copied to 
the Conference Office. Further, the Conference should also be copied on all 
correspondence relating to letters of inquiry from the NCAA Enforcement staff. 

Adjournment. With no further business to discuss the call ended at approximately 
11:52 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, March 17, 2008 12:06 PM 

STEPt[ANIE A ELL[SON <SAELLIS@exchange.clemson.edu>; aaker@bc.edu; ,@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t?~u.edu; cbwoody@CLEMSON.EDU; 

bcoMey@mailer.fsu.edu; bbatfle@ma~ler.l;u.edu; cMy.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3t@virginia.edu; 

dtrump@umd.edu; reed@mimni.edu; dtbley@mia~fi.edu; ebookwalte@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeathe@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; 

jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j gm~e@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8@vi~ginia.edu; 

jwhite@CLEMSON.EDU; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; ldouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcmming@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

m~xkos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu; megm~ finch@ncsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@t.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; 

saelli@CLEMSON.EDU; sclache~@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker~vt.edu; hairs~tc@wl’u.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

RE: Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournament Reminders 

Lindsey K, Babcock 
Atlant’c Coast Conference 

Dire( tot of Corn pliance & Governance 

336 854 8787 

336 369 0065 (fax) 

From: STEPHANIE A ELLISON [mailto:SAELLIS@exchange.clemson.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2008 11:10 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey; aaker@bc.edu; ;      @uncaa.unc.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; 
cbwoody@¢LEMSON.EDU; bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu; bbattle@mailer.Nu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 
reed@miami.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisraelOmiami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 
jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu; jwbSq@virginia.edu; jwhite@¢LEMSON.EDU; jon_fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 
ellebykc@wfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; Igomez@umd.edu; megan_finch@ncsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@¢LEMSON.EDU; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; tmesibovOduaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 
Subject: RE: Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournament Reminders 

From: Babcock, Lindsey [mailto:lbabcock@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2008 11:03 AM 
To: aaker@bc.edu;      @uncaa.unc.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@CLEMSON.EDU; 
bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; 
dfoley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; herobe~@vt.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu; 

jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu; jwbSq@virginia.edu; jwhite@CLEM$ON.EDU; jon_fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; Igomez@umd.edu; megan_finch@ncsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; 
byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@CLEMSON.EDU; sclacherty@miamLedu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 
Cc: Hicks, Karl; McGlade, Bernie 
Subject: Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournament Reminders 
Importance: High 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BabcocL Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2008 11:53 AM 

aake@bc.edu; @uncaa.unc.edu-~; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.l;u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailerA~u.edu; bbattle@mmler.fsu.edu; carly.pariseatr@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea31@virginia.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dtbley@mimni.edu; ebookwalter@maJler.fsu.edu; 

gfeathe@ulnd.edu; herobe~@vt.edu; jisrael@mimni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgamer(~bathletics.gatech.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 

ellebykc@wfu.edu; m~xkos@uncaa.unc.edn; athga~lo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgolnez@umd.edu.; mega~ finch@ncsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke@at.gkaa.gatech.edu; saxa.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@cletnson.edu; 

~lacherb@miami.edn; wsf3h@vi~ginia.edu; sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; ha~rstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; 

tl~ernmadez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] ARS Blanket Waiver FYI 

Please be aware of the blanket waiver just approved for swimming. 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Complim~ce & Governm~ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (thx) 

Ibabcock(cl)~he~cc.or~,z 

NCAA Division 1 Byiaws ~ 7°02°6 (date of competition, countable, institutional), 17.02.8 (i~tercoliegiate competition), ~ 7.~ .I .1 (playing 
season -athletically relate~ activities), 17.23.1 0ength of pMy~ng season), ~7.23.5.1 (maximum ~mi~t~ons -~nstitutiona0, 17.23.5.2 
(maximum lim~tions - student~tNete) and 17,23.6 (out.f-season athletically related activities). March 14, 2008. The NC~ Division ~ 
Management Counci~ Adm~Nstrat~ve Review Subcomm~ee granted w~th conditions ~ Nanket waiver to permit men’s ~nd women’s swimming 
~udent-sthletes psA~cipst~ng ~# the 2008 NC~ Me#’s and Women’s Swimming ~nd D~v~ng Ch~mpionsNps to sw~m ~# the ~ong-~urse events 
scheduled the day s&er the conclusion of the NC~ champ~o~sNps [~.e., March 23, 2008, st The Ohio State Unive~si~ (s~te of the NC~ women’s 
championship) and March 30, 2008, at the University of Washington (site of the NC~ men’s champ~onsh~p)j. ~n granting the blanket waiver, the 
subcomm~ee noted an AdmiNstmtive Review SubcommiRee waiver was granted ~n 2004 for the same c~rcumstances under the condition that the 
request was a one4~me waiver a~d the issue ~eeded to be addressed legislatively ~n the &~tur8; however, the ~ssue was Rot addressed. The 
subcomm~ee also noted the m~sunders~ndi~g of the application of the ~egislat~on by the event orgaNzers who thought the 2008 long-course even~ 
wou~d be permissible u#der NC~ legislation. The subcomm~Ree noted p~ans h~d Nready been finNized to conduct the long-course mee~ ~n 
conjunction w~th both the 2008 men’s ~nd women’s swimming championships ~t the time ~t was d~scovered that s~other ws~ve~ was necessary. The 
Administrative Review Subcomm~ee w~l[ refer this ~ssue to the NC~ Men’s sn~ Women’s Swimming and D~v~ng Commi~ee to consider proposing 
a ~eg~s~at~ve exception speciSc to the Olympic Games as future waiver requests ~nvolving tNs c~rcums~nce may be den~ed. The subcomm~ee noted 
the request should be granted based on student-athlete we~-be~g a~d the e[~te ~nd uNque c~rcumsta~ces surrounding paA~c~pat~on ~n the O~ymp~c 
Games. F~nNly, the subcomm~Ree noted the ~ong-course events scheduled for March 23 and 30 fN~ w~th~n the 36-hou~ retum-expe#se restriction 
(NC~ Bylaw 16.8.1.2.1 ): therefore, ~t would be perm~ss~Ne for schools to continue providi#g expenses to those student-~tNetes who are remaining 
at the site of the championship to panic,pate in the ~ong-course event. Additionally, the subcommi~ee notes 8y~aw 17.23.6 ~s c~te~ in the blanket 
waiver to permit collegiate coaches to provide coacNng ~nstruction to his or her student-atNetes panic,paring in the ~ong-course even~ March 23 sn~ 
30. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, March 20, 2008 10:11 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; b]ocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@c]emson.edu; bcoMey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.i~u.edu; cady.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.&&e.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmtmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@maAler.l;u.edu; 

gfeather(@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@mimni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgarne@ath]etics.gatech.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon i:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; Inegmi finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@t.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheriy@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~sker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themm~dez@miami.edu 

F~V: Gridiron Bash 

Hi Everyone, 
The following email was sent to us by another conference regarding this Gridiron Bash, which seems to be an event that is being held in conjunction with spring football 
games. Let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Complim]ce & Governm]ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 

As a heads up, there are a series of events being promoted as "the Gridiron Bash" which are happening in conjunction with a number of schools spring football games. You 
can view some information about the event at [!_t_t_RL/_/__v_~=g!j__d_j_r__o__r_!__b_’_a___s_LL_c_’_O__Ln_. 

The series of events appears to be an outside event promoter using different institutions’ spring football games as a platform to promote a concert and other interactive 
events the night before the intrasquad contests. Another interesting thing is that based on attendance and how many fans send in a 99 cent text message, schools 
can win prizes up to $1 million dollars, so there is some pressure for institutions to help with promotions. 
There appear to be some compliance issues though in that the promoter has asked for student-athletes to be involved in the event in different ways. For example I’ve 
been asked if student-athletes can receive free admissions to the concert and be announced on stage and also whether student-athletes could be used to promote 
the event prior to the weekend. My initial answer has been that this is really just a concert the night before an intrasquad game, so it would not be permissible for 
student-athletes to receive free admissions or to promote the concert or whatever else happens on the Friday before the spring game in conjunction with this event. 

I’ve essentially told our schools that they need to be mindful of Bylaws 12 and 16 when this event is being protnoted by the sponsors. It appears though that the 
promoters (and schools) are arguing that there is a pre-concert "pep rally", with the view being that the student-athletes should be able to attend the pep rally and 
concert. In some instances it appears that the spring game may be on the same day as the concert. I haven’t bought into that rationale, but wanted folks to know it 
was out there. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2008 2:08 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pafiseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~bumd.edn; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@mianfi.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edn; jerotne.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; j wb8@virginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edn; jon fagg@ncsu.edn; klouis@at.gma.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@wfu.edu; tnarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@nncaa.unc.edu; lgotnez@umd.edn.; megan finch@ncsn.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pp~acke@at.gkqa.gatech.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; saellis.a~clemson.edn; sclacherty@tniami.edn; 

wsl3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

All- Star Ga~ne Reminder 

Hi Everyone - 
Please be reminded that high school all-star games are NOT considered regularly scheduled scholastic events (even if they are conducted by the state coaches association) 
and therefore it is NOT permissible for your men’s basketball coaches to evaluate all-star games during their March contact period (13.1.8.8-a-3) or for women’s basketball 
coaches to evaluate all-star games during the academic year (13.1.8.8-b-1). 
Below is an excerpt of a 3/14/2007 email from Lynn Holzman [~garding the issue: 

That is the rule for women’s basketball. A~l-star ~tames are not re~t~lar~ scheduled hi!~lh schoo! ~tames They are non-scholastic events--that 

is what the educational column was trying help clarify. For women’s basketball, evaluations at non-scholastic events may only occur the last full 

weekend of the fall contact period and the Friday, Saturday and Sunday of the spring evaluation period. 
We’ve been told that some of your women’s coaches are planning on attending the Georgia Athletic Coaches Association’s All-Star game in Savannah, GA next weekend. 
Please fonNard this information on to them and let me know if you have any fur/her questions. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Complimice & Governmice 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcocl,z(@th e~c c org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, March 27, 2008 9:19 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;.                     . ~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.&~ke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dtmmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeather(@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@mimni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jgarne@athletics.gatech.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; tnegm~ finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@t.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheriy@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; flaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

RE: Gridiron Bash...Follow-up 

Hi Everyone - The staff reviewed this event and has concluded that student-athletes’ involvement would be impermissible as this event does not meet 12.5.1.1. The student- 
athletes would need to purchase a ticket in order to attend the event. Further, the video footage used during the event should not include current student-athletes." Kris 
Richardson will be sharing the information with the promoter this morning. 
I know we only have one institution involved this year but thought I would follow-up with everyone in case your institution is considering this for the futut~. 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Complim]ce & Governm]ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2008 10:11 AM 

To: Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); @uncaa.unc.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin 
(blocklin@vt.edu); Bob Minnix (rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brian Battle (bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu); 
Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); David 
Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Elizabeth Bookwalter (ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu); Greg Featherston (gfeather@umd.edu); Heather 
Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); .]amie Isreal (jisrael@miami.edu); -]amie Pootrakul (jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); -]enilee Garner (jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu); .Jerome 
Rodgers (jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu); -]im Booz (jwbSq@virginia.edu); -]oe White (jwNte@clemson.edu); .]on Fagg (jon_fagg@ncsu.edu); Katreshia Louis 
(klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham (kcunning@umd.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo .]r. 

(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Lizzie Gomez (Igomez@umd.edu.); Megan Finch (megan_finch@ncsu.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Paul Parker 
(pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Sara Sikorski (sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu); Scott Byrd (byrdsm@wfu.edu); Shauna Cobb (rcobb@vt.edu); Shelly Green (sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu); 
Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Clacherty (sclacherty@miami.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker 
(tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu) 
Subject: FVV: Gridiron Bash 
Hi Everyone, 
The following email was sent to us by another conference regarding this Gridiron Bash, which seems to be an event that is being held in conjunction with spring football 
games. Let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Corlfcl"etlc¢ 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 

As a heads up, there are a series of events being promoted as "the Gridiron Bash" which are happening in conjunction with a number of schools spring football games. You 
can view some information about the event at http://www.gridironbash.com. 

The series of events appears to be an outside event promoter using different institutions’ spring football games as a platform to promote a concert and other interactive 
events the night before the intrasquad contests. Another interesting thing is that based on attendance and how many fans send in a 99 cent text message, schools 
can win prizes up to $1 million dollars, so there is some pressure for institutions to help with promotions. 
There appear to be some compliance issues though in that the promoter has asked for student-athletes to be involved in the event in different ways. For example I’ve 
been asked if student-athletes can receive free admissions to the concert and be announced on stage and also whether student-athletes could be used to promote 
the event prior to the weekend. My initial answer has been that this is really just a concert the night before an intrasquad game, so it would not be permissible for 
student-athletes to receive free admissions or to promote the concert or whatever else happens on the Friday before the spring game in conjunction with this event. 

I’ve essentially told our schools that they need to be mindful of Bylaws 12 and 16 when this event is being promoted by the sponsors. It appears though that the 
promoters (and schools) are roguing that there is a pre-concert "pep rally", with the view being that the student-athletes should be able to attend the pep rally and 
concert. In some instances it appears that the spring game may be on the same day as the concert. I haven’t bought into that rationale, but wanted folks to know it 
was out there. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, March 28, 2008 2:21 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.i~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmtmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@maAler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~bumd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@mianfi.edu; j pootrakul@dtma.duke.edu; jerolne.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8@virginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; Inarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgolnez@umd.edu.; megan finch@ncsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; ppaxke@at.gt~a.gatech.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis,a)clemson.edu; sclacherty@Iniami.edu; 

wsl3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] April Basketball Events 

Hi Everyone, 
Below is a link to the list of April basketball events that are sanctioned/sponsored by their respective state high school associations. As a reminder, the Ivy League has been 
nice enough to maintain this list for everyone for the last few years but they just update the list with information that other conferences provide. The list should just be used 
as a reference or a guide for your coaches and is NOT an exhaustive list. As you can see by the email below there are still about 15 states missing and the information will 
be added as it comes in so ask your coaches to keep checking t~gularly. In case you’t~ interested the ACC was responsible for Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia and Florida. 

As a side note, this will be the LAST year that the Ivy League will provide this service. Apparently they’ve received complaints from event organizers who claim that the Ivy 
League is telling coaches they can’t come to their events, when in fact they are just listing the information that others gather. I’m not sure if any other conference will pick 
this up for the future so stay tuned[ 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Complim]ce & Govemm]ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org] On Behalf Of Megan McHugo 
Sent-" Friday, March 28, 2008 1:21 PN 
To; CCACA Discussion 
Subject-" [CCACA] April Basketball Events 

Greetings CCACA, 

Below please find the link to the website fi~r the 2008 April Basketball Fxents. I am still waiting on intbrmation fl-om about 15 states, ,so let your institutions know to 

keep checking back. Please let me know if you expe~ence ditficulfies with the web site or if you get reports of problems ti~m your sehools. 
http:/Imonstermac.princeton.edu/basketball/ 

Cheers, 

Megan 

Megan McHugo 

Compliance Coordinator 

Ivy Group 

228 Alexander St 

Princeton, NJ 08540 

(609)258-6435 

._m_ ~q ~__n_@_ Lv2! J__e_a_ ~q _u___e_s_ p_ 9 £ _t_s__: _c_o__ ~. 

www ivyleaguesports corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2008 2:46 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowIey@maiIer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.t~u.edu; cady.pa~seau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmm~p@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebook~valte@ma~ler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~bumd.edn; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@mianfi.edu; j pootrakul@dtma.duke.edn; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edn; j wb8@virginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edn; ion fagg@ncsu.edn; klouis@at.gma.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@wfu.edu; tnarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@nncaa.unc.edu; lgotnez@umd.edn.; megan finch@ncsn.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pp~xke@at.gt~a.gatech.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edn; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; saellis@clemson.edn; sclacherty@tniami.edn; 

wsl3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Attendance at Coaches’ Convention 

Hi Everyone - please remind your men’s and women’s basketball coaches that although it may be permissible for your coaches to speak to high school coaches during the 
dead period they should not discuss a particular prospect or engage in any evaluation activities, 
Lindsey 

College coaches in attendance at coaches convention during dead periods 

Date Issued: Jan 25, 3_989 

Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 
a College Coaches in Attendance at Coaches Convention During Dead Periods: Reviewed a situation involving college and high school basketball coaches in atten&mce at coaches 
conventmns during the D~vision I Men’s and Women’s Basketball Championships; determined that it would be permissible for NCAA coaches to be present with high school coaches at 
such conventions during the "dead period" per Bylaws 13.02.44 (definition of dead period) and 13 1.3 (recruiting calendars), provided the member institutions’ coaches engage in no 
evaluation activities; noted further, that this legislation would not preclude a member institution’s coach from being involved in a general recruiting seminar at the conventions during the 
dead period, provided the coach does not make a recruiting presentation on behalf of his or her institution in conjunction with the appearance. 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conferonce 

Director of Cornplim~ce & Governm~ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabc ~el~fl]e~c c olN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, April 7, 2008 12:02 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bcowley@mailer.t?~u.edu; bbattle@mailer.igu.edu; carly.pa_riseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; dmtmp@umd.edu; ree@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalte@maAler.l;u.edu; 

gfeathel~@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerolne.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8@virginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; Inarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgolnez@umd.edu.; megan finch@ncsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; ppaxke@at.gtsa.gatech.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis,a)clemson.edu; sclacherty@Iniami.edu; 

wsl3h@irginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

RE: April Conference C~I 

Supp 2.Online Networks.doc; April.Agenda.doc; Supp 1 .March Minutes.doc 

Please disregard the attachments to the pt~vious email...het~ are the correct ones. 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Complimice & Governmice 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcocl,z(@th e~c c org 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2008 10:09 AM 

To: Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu);, @uncaa.unc.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin 
(blocklin@vt.edu); Bob Minnix (rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brian Battle (bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu); 
Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); David 
Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Elizabeth Bookwalter (ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu); Greg Featherston (gfeather@umd.edu); Heather 
Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jamie Isreal (jisrael@miami.edu); Jamie Pootrakul (jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jerome Rodgers (jerome.rodgers.:t@bc.edu); Jim Booz 

(jwbSq@virginia.edu); Joe White (jwhite@clemson.edu); Jon Fagg (jon_fagg@ncsu.edu); Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham (kcunning@umd.edu); 
Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Lizzie Gomez (Igomez@umd.edu.); Megan Finch 
(megan_finch@ncsu.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Sara Sikorski (sara.sikorski.J.@bc.edu); Scott Byrd 
(byrdsm@wfu.edu); Shauna Cobb (rcobb@vt.edu); Shelly Green (sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@demson.edu); Steve Clacherty 
(sdacherty@miami.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); lqm Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd 
Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu) 
Cc: Lyons, Shane; Wood, Eric 
Subject: April Conference Call 

Hi Everyone - attached is the agenda and supplements for the April conference call, which will be tomorrow (Tuesday), April 8th (dial-in instructions at~ below) starting at 

11:00 a.m. 
Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Phone Number: 
Conference Entry Code: 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Confc~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
April 8, 2008 

11:00 a.m. 

Phone Number: 

Conference Entry Code: 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

AGENDA 

Welcome. 

Minutes of the March Conference Call. 

CCACA Update. 
a. Communicating with Prospects. 

Tuition Stabilization. 

Online Social Networks Follow-up. 

Chuck Smrt Questions. 

Coach Interview During Team Workouts. 

Educating Outside Groups. 

May Meeting Agenda Items. 

Other Business. 
a. ACS Athletics Presentation. 

(Babcock) 

(Babcock) 

(Pariseau) 

(Babcock) 

(Babcock) 

(Babcock) 

(Rodgers) 

(Babcock) 

11.    Adj ournment. 

Supplement 1 

Supplement 2 



Compliance Supplement No. 1 
April 2008 Conference Call 

MINUTES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
COMPLIANCE COORDINATORS 

Conference Call 

March 11, 2008 

Those present: 
Boston College - Mr. Jerome Rodgers, Ms. Carly Pariseau, Mr. Aaron Aaker, Ms. Sara Sikorski 
Clemson - Ms. Stephanie Ellison, Mr. Brad Woody 

Duke - Ms. Jamie Pootrakul, Mr. Todd Mesibov 
Florida State - Mr. Brian Battle, Ms. Elizabeth Bookwalter, Mr. Bret Cowley, Mr. Justin Kume 
Georgia Tech - Mr. Paul Parker, Ms. Katreshia Louis 

Maryland - Mr. Dan Trump, Ms. Keli Cunningham, Mr. Greg Featherston, Ms. Lizzie Gomez, 
Mr. Jim Curry 

Miami - Mr~ David Reed, Mr. Steve Clacherty, Mr. Jamie Israel 
North Carolina - Ms. Amy Herman, Ms. Susan Maloy, Mr. Lance Markos, Ms. Shelly Green, 

North Carolina State - Mr. Jon Fagg, Ms. Michelle Lee, Ms. Megan Finch, Mr. Stephen Dolan 
Virginia - Mr. Craig Anderson 
Virginia Tech - Ms. Shauna Cobb, Mr. Bert Locklin, Ms. Heather Robertson 
Wake Forest - Mr. Todd Hairston, Ms~ Kirsten Elleby, Mr. Scott Byrd 
ACC - Ms. Lindsey Babcock, Mr~ Shane Lyons 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call approximately at 11:02 a.m. 

2. February_ Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

3. CCACA Updates. Lindsey Babcock presented issues discussed by the CCACA. 

Online Social Networks. The group discussed coaches using online social 

networks such as Facebook and MySpace in the recruiting process. It was agreed 

that the issue should be forwarded to staff and an interp or ed column should be 

released to clarify if communicating through Facebook or MySpace with 

prospects is permissible. Subsequent to the conference call Leeland Zeller 

provided the followinlz information: 

"We can’t apply a blanket prohibition on all communication mechanisms on 

social networking sites. As I mentioned before, at least on MySpace, you don’t 
have to be on another person’s page in order to send a message to that person. 

Each person has an in-box similar to traditional e-mail. There are other 

communication mechanisms, such as writing on another person’s wall, which 

would not be permissible. I realize that it may be difj~cult to distinguish some 

jbrms of communication, but we can’t simply say that all forms are 



Compliance Conference Call 

March 11, 2008 
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impermissible. Generally speaking if there is a fimction on the site that is 
basically the same as e-maiL it will likely be permissible." 

Gamblin~ ViolationsiFacebook Tournament Brackets. The group was reminded 
that teams are not permitted to bet on practice activities such as intra-squad 
scrimmages, foul shots, etc. This would preclude coaches from providing the 
winners of such contests with any benefit, including meals or different meals from 
the rest of the team. Shane Lyons added that institutions should be aware that the 
NCAA has partnered with Facebook in providing NCAA men’s basketball 
brackets online. It should be noted that there are no entry fees and no prizes 

awarded to winners. 

Postcard Camp Brochures. An interp from the NCAA was shared that indicated 
that camp brochures may be in a postcard as a cost saving measure as long as the 
postcard is promoting the camp and not general recruiting correspondence. 

ACC Vehicle & Employment Forms. Lindsey Babcock reminded the group that 
although it is recommended that all student-athletes complete these forms the ACC 
only requires, per Article VI, Section VI-5 of the ACC manual, those receiving a full 
grant-in-aid to complete the forms. Further it was clarified that each school must use 
the forms prescribed by the Conference. The group was encouraged to email 
recommendations on how- the forms can be improved. The Conference will 
investigate the possibilities of merging institutional employment forms with the 
Conference form as well as consider removing the requirement that all car 
registrations must be attached to the vehicle form. These suggestions must be 
approved by the Faculty Athletics Representatives. 

Communicatin~ via High School Coach. Amy Herman raised the issue of college 
coaches asking high school coaches to pass along information to freshmen or 
sophomore prospects who they are not yet permitted to write or call. The group 
agreed that based on the November 29, 1994 official interp it would not be 
permissible for a college coach to communicate through a high school coach for the 
purpose of setting-up an unofficial visit to campus for a freshman or sophomore 
prospect. However the interp would not preclude all communications with the high 
school coach regarding such prospects. After a lengthy discussion it was agreed that 
the Conference would raise the issue on a future CCACA call. Subsequent to the call 

this issue was discussed with the CCACA and that group agreed that the interp only 
precluded coaches from arranging unofficial visits through the high school coach and 
not general communication. 

Off-Campus Recruiting. The group was reminded to review Bylaw 11.7.4.3 with 
their coaches to make sure they understand the rule. 



Compliance Conference Call 

March 11, 2008 
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Compliance Review Composite Information. Lindsey Babcock provided the group 
with common recommendations made by the Conference during the first round of 
compliance reviews conducted between 2002 and 2006. The information will also be 
shared with the FARs and possibly Ads. 

White Case. Mr. Shane Lyons briefly overviewed the latest information available 
regarding the settlement of the White case. The group was encouraged to refer all 
questions from student-athletes regarding the settlement to the plaintiffs’ lawyers. 

Other Business. 

10. 

a. NAAC Convention. The group was encouraged to attend the NAAC Convention, 
which will be in Dallas, TX June 7-9, 2008. 

May In-Person Meeting. The spring compliance meeting will be held May 5-6 at 
the Conference Office in Greensboro. The group was encouraged to return the 
meeting RSVP forms as soon as possible. 

Future Conference Calls. The next scheduled conference call will be April 8th. 

Gamblin~ AffidavitiDVD. Everyone should have received the gambling DVD 
from the NCAA which coaches must watch prior to the NCAA tournament. The 
link to the gambling affidavits was also provided. 

e. NCAA Regional Seminar. Lindsey & Eric will be attending the San Antonio 
seminar. The group was encouraged to register as soon as possible. 

Violation Documentation. The group was reminded that any level I or level II 
secondary violations that are reported directly to the NCAA should be copied to 
the Conference Office. Further, the Conference should also be copied on all 
correspondence relating to letters of inquiry from the NCAA Enforcement staff. 

Adiournment. With no further business to discuss the call ended at approximately 
11:52 a.m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.ovg> 

Wednesday, June 1 l, 2008 3:02 PM 

aaker@bc.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; cbwoody@clem~n.edu; bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu; 

bbattle@maJler.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; cvinson@clemson.edu; cea3t@virginia.edu; 

dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dfoley@mia~ni.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; herobert@vt.edu; 
jisrael@miami.edu; j pootra£ul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8q@virginia.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@vvfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; tnegm~ finch@ncsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; sstrauch@athlelics.gatech.edu; rcobb,a)vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis,a)clemson.edu; sclache~W. @miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; sb~naloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tl~rke@vt.edu; 

hairstc@wfi~.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernandez@miamLedu 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Message from Eric Wood Re: SAOF 

By now you may have realized that the codes have been changed on the web base SAOF Report form (A-Z has now been changed to A-Q). If you cannot find the category for 
a particular expense, place it in the "Other" category and put an explanation on the supplemental form that is to be faxed or mailed to Eric. 
Eric is out of the office today and tomorrow conducting a coach’s exam at Boston College; however, he can be reached on his cell ( or email 
(._e__w_£_o___d__@!__h_g’_a_c___c_:_o_[9_) should you have any questions. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, March 9, 2009 4:45 PM 

Aaron AaJ~er (aaker@bc.edn); Alys~ Krop (a.krop@miami.edu); Amy Hemmn (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos 

(am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edn); Brad Woo@ (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsn.edu); 

Brian Battle (bbattle@mailer.fsn.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kemm@ (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); 
Comntney Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edn); Crmg Anderson (cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Trump (dtrum~,a~umd.edu); David Reed 

(reed@mimni.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Elizabeth Bookwalter (ebookwalte@mailer.fsu.edu); Heather Robe(tson 

(herobert@vt.edu); Jamie Isreal (jismel@miami.edu); Jamie Pootrakul (jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jeremy Izzo (izzqi@~vfu.edu); Jerome 

Rodgers (ierome.rodgers. l@bc.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q@virginia.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan Whitley 

(jwhitley@dtma.duke.edu); Katreshia Louis (kloui,N@~at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Ctmninghmn (kctmning@umd.edu); Kirsten Elleby 

(ellebykc@wfu.edn); Lance Markos (maxkos@uncaa.unc.edn); Larcr’ Gallo Jr. (athgallo@nncaa.unc.edu); 

~uncaa.unc.edn); Lizzie Gomez (lgomez@umd.edu); Megan Finch (megan finch@ncsu.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michellelee@ncsn.edu); Paul Parker (pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Scott Byrd (smbyrd3@gw.fis.ncsu.edu); Sean Strauch 
(sstrauch@athletics.gatech.edu); Shauna Cobb (rcobb@t.edu); Shelly Green (sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison 

(saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Clacherty (sclacherty@miami.edu); Steve Flippen (wslBh@virginia.edu); Su~n Maloy 

(sbmaloy@ancaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairs~ton (lm~rstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); 

Tony Hemandez (thernandez@miami.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 

Lyons~ Shane < slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Finc~ Nora Lynn <nlfinch@theacc.org> 

FW: [CCACA] WBCA High School All-America Game 

WBCA High School Q and A Legislation.doc 

Please make sure you pass on this information to your women’s basketball coaches. 

The WBCA has asked that I pass on this interpretation regarding contact with prospects at the WBCA High School All-America game that takes place at the Final Four - it 
is a dead period, however there is an exception that allows coaches to attend this game. Apparently there was some confusion regarding whether coaches could have 
conversations with their signed prospects in the arena after the game, and the NCAA has clarified that this is not permissible. They are getting the word out to coaches, but 
would appreciate your help to make sure all compliance people am on the same page. 
WBCA High School All-America Game presented by Nike: CONTACT NOT PERMITTED 
The NCAA Academic and Membership Affairs staff has assisted the WBCA by clarifying that institutional staff members are prohibited from in-person face-to-face contact 
with ALL prospective student-athletes participating in the WBCA High School All-America game. The exception to the dead period surrounding the Final Four is to attend the 
event itself. Once the game is over, the evaluation period ends and it is a dead period. Please see Q&A for further details 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
AtlmNc Coast Conf~ence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

lbabcodc~theacc.org 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, March 17, 2009 2:06 PM 

Aaron AaJ~er (aaker@bc.edn); Alys~ Krop (a.krop@miami.edu); Amy Hemmn (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos 

(am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (Nocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edn); Brian 

Battle (bbatlle@maJder.t~u.edu); Carly Pa~isean (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Courtney 

Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson (cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Tromp (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edn); 

Deborah Foley (dfoley@mian~i.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jamie Isreal (jisrael@miami.edu); Jmnie Pootrakul 

(ipootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jeremy Izzo (izzoj@wfu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (ierome.rodgers.l@bc.edu); Jim Booz 

(iwb8q@irginia.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan Whitley (jwhitley@duaa.duke.edu); Katreshia Louis 
(klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham (kcunning@um&edu); Kirs~ten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edn); Lance Maxkos 

(markos@uncaa.unc.edn); Larry Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edn);                      ~uncaa.unc.edn); Lizzie Gomez 

(lgomez@umd.edu); Megan Finch (megan finch@ncsn.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Paul Parker 

(pparker@at.gtan.gatech.edu); Scott Byrd (smbyrd3@gw.fis.ncsu.edu); Sean Strauch (sstrauch@athletics.gatech.edn); Shanna Cobb 

(rcobb@t.edu); Shelly Green (sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Clacherty 

(sclacherty@mia~ni.edu); Steve Flippen (wst3h@virginia.edu); Snsan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 

Todd Ha~rston (hairstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesitx~v (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (themandez@miami.edn); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu) 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric --~ewood@theacc.org> 

March Conference Call Minutes 

March.Minutes.doc 

Hi Everyone - 
Attached are the minutes from our March conference call. Please let me know if any changes/corrections need to be made. As a reminder our next call is scheduled for April 

"14th at ~ 1:00 a,m, Feel free to send me agenda items at any time. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. l~bcock 
AtlmNc Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.o~ 



MINUTES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
COMPLIANCE COORDINATORS 

Conference Call 
March 10, 2009 

Those present: 
Boston College - Mr. Jerome Rodgers, Ms. Carly Pariseau, Mr. Aaron Aaker, Ms. Yadira Reyes 
Clemson - Ms. Stephanie Ellison, Mr. Brad Woody, Ms. Courtney Vinson 

Duke - Ms. Jamie Pootrakul, Mr. Todd Mesibov 
Florida State - Mr. Brian Battle, Ms. Jody Smith, Ms. Elizabeth Bookwalter, Mr. Bret Cowley 
Georgia Tech - Mr. Paul Parker, Mr~ Sean Strauch 
Maryland - Mr. Dan Trump, Ms. Keli Cunningham, Ms. Lizzie Gomez 
Miami - Mr. David Reed, Mr. Jamie Israel, Ms. Alyssa Krop 
North Carolina - Ms. Amy Herman, Ms. Susan Maloy, Mr. Lance Markos, Ms. Shelly Green, 

North Carolina State - Ms. Michelle Lee 
Virginia - Mr. Steve Flippen, Mr. Craig Anderson, Mr. Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Mr. Tim Parker, Ms. Shauna Cobb, Ms. Heather Robertson, Mr~ Charles 

Holloway 
Wake Forest - Mr. Todd Hairston, Ms. Kirsten Elleby, Mr. Jeremy Izzo 
ACC - Ms. Lindsey Babcock, Mr. Eric Wood, Mr. Shane Lyons 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 

of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call approximately at 11:00 a.m. 

2. February Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

Centsports. Lindsey Babcock informed the group about a website (www.centsports.com) 
that gives an individual "play money" ($. 10) to use for placing bets on sporting events 
through the web site. Once the player reaches $20 he/she can cash out or continue 
playing. The NCAA staff has determined that once the individual receives the $.10 that 
money belongs to that individual so as soon as they use that money to make a bet he/she 
has given up an item of value in exchange for the possibility of gaining another item of 
value, which triggers the NCAA definition of gambling. The group was encouraged to 
properly educate their student-athletes and staff. 

Souvenir Cups. Todd Hairston asked the group if any other institution used pictures of 
current student-athletes and multiple commercial logos on their souvenir cups that are 
sold at athletics events. Craig Anderson indicated that Virginia has had pictures and logos 
on their cups in the past. Lindsey Babcock informed the group that the NCAA has said 
that it is not permissible to have pictures of student-athletes with eligibility remaining on 
a cup with multiple commercial logos. The ACC compliance staff is in communication 
with the NCAA regarding this interpretation and it is believed that a final resolution will 
be made soon. Updates will be forwarded to the group. 
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10. 

Camp Brochure Shapes. Lindsey Babcock informed the group that due to deregulation in 
the camp brochure area the only regulations regarding brochures deal with the use of 
student-athlete’s pictures and the maximum size permitted. Currently there are no 
regulations regarding the shape of a brochure. 

Male Practice Players. Art Markos asked the group if they used the 45-day certification 
deadline when dealing with male practice players and the amateurism clearinghouse. 
Most indicated that they did require male practice players to be certified through the 
amateurism clearinghouse because legislation requires it prior to being eligible for 
practice. Lindsey Babcock indicated that the Eligibility Center stated that male practice 
players do not need to go through the amateurism certification because they would never 
be certified for competition. Subsequent to the call the following confirmation was 

provided by Leeland Zeller and.forwarded the group: "Male students who practice with 
women’s teams only need to be certified academically by the EC if" (1) they wi# be 
prac#cing with a women’s team on a regular basis [see Bylaw 14.1. l l-(b)]; and (2) they 

are in their first year of enrollment or haven’t otherwise fuelled an academic year of 

residence. Currently, the EC policy is that they do not certify the amateurism status of 
students who only practice with a team of the opposite gender. " 

Videos on Facebook. Lindsey Babcock noted that there have been questions recently 
regarding coaches putting videos on their Facebook sites. The NCAA staff has said that if 
video content is not generally accessible to the general public it is not permissible for a 
coach to put it on his/her personal site or a Facebook site that only permits "Friends" to 
see it. If the Facebook site is not limited to only "Friends" it would be available to the 
general public. The March 14, 2007 Official interp was referenced. 

Summer Workshop Update. Lindsey Babcock provided an update on the ACC Summer 
Compliance Workshop. The registration information, which was sent to the compliance 
administrators previously, must be returned to the conference office no later than M~y 
15~. The group was reminded that the expectation is that the five paid individuals per 
institution would include at least one financial aid person, one eligibility person, one 
academics person, one compliance persona and one additional individual. It was noted 
that all attendees to the workshop are invited to the Tuesday evening dinner reception and 
to the Wednesday morning breakfast, regardless if they are one of the five paid attendees 
per institution. Additionally institutions were encouraged to consider the Raleigh airport 
when making flight arrangements. Anyone flying into Raleigh will be reimbursed for a 
rental car however cars will be limited to one per institution. 

May In-Person Meeting. The group was encouraged to send recommended topics and 
speakers for the May compliance meeting, which will be May 5-6, 2009 in Greensboro. 
The next conference call is scheduled for April 14th at 11:00 a.m 

Adjournment. With no further business to discuss the call ended at approximately 11:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, March 19, 2009 10:26 AM 

Aaron AaJ~er (aaker@bc.edu); Alys~ Krop (a.krop@miami.edu); Amy Hern~an (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos 

(am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brian 

Battle (bbatfle@maJder.i~u.edu); Carly Pa~isean (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Courtney 

Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson (cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Tromp (dtmmp@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@mianfi.edu); 

Deborah Foley (dfoley@mianfi.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jmnie Isreal (jisrael@mianfi.edu); Jmnie Pootralcul 

(ipootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jeremy Izzo (izzoj@wfu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (ierome.rodgers.l@bc.edu); Jim Booz 

(iwb8q@irginia.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan Whitley (jwhitley@duaa.duke.edu); Katreshia Louis 
(klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham (kcunning@umd.edu); Kirs~ten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Maxkos 

(markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu);                      ~uncaa.unc.edu); Lizzie Gomez 

(lgomez@umd.edu); Megan Finch (megan finch@ncsu.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Paul Parker 

(pparker@at.gtan.gatech.edu); Scott Byrd (smbyrd3@gw.fis.ncsu.edu); Sean Strauch (sstrauch@athletics.gatech.edu); Shanna Cobb 

(rcobb@t.edu); Shelly Green (sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Clacherty 

(sclacherty@mia~ni.edu); Steve Flippen (wst3h@virginia.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 

Todd HaArston (hairstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesitx~v (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hemandez (themandez@miami.edu); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu) 

I~NV: [CCACA] FW: Dropping Wrestling 

Permission to contact - Discontinuation of Wrestling (03-09).doc 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 
lbabcock@theacc.org 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org [mailto:CCACA-talk,@,lists.pac-10.org] On Behalf Of Jaynee Nadolski 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2009 6:51 PM 
To: CCACA-talk@lists.pac- 10.org 
Subject: [CCACA] FW: Dropping YVrestling 

Portland State is dropping its wrestling program after the 2008-09 season. 
Please distribute as you see fit. 

Thanks. 

Jaynee Nadolski 
Assistant Cormnissioner-ComplianceiSWA 
Big Sky Confcrence 
801.392.1978 ext. 15 

j nadolski@bigskyconference.org 
2491 Washington Blvd.; Suite 201 
Ogden, UT 84401 

P Please consider the er~vironment before printing this email. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged 
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 
mm~ediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 
dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended 
recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alex B ogoj evich <Alex.bogoj evich@j ompforward.com> 

Friday, Janoary 8, 2010 12:01 PM 

carly.pmiseau@bc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; charlJnalm@duaa.duke.edu; jlsmith@t?~u.edu; pparker@mhletics.gatech.edu; 

KLouis@athletics.gatech.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; maxko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; cea3f@virginia.edu; laportsp@t.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.o~> 

admn.mccombs@j umpforwa~rd.com; alex.bogoj evich@j umpforwmd.com 

Julnpforward webinar 

Per my conversation with Lindsey Babcock at the ACC I am passing along the information to log into the Jumpforward webinar on Tuesday January 12, 2010 at 11:15. 

Please use the log in below and type in your first name and hit submit. 

Myself and Adam McCombs look forward to introducing you and your compliance teams to the Jumpforward solution. If you have any questions before the 

meeting please feel free to contact me at 

Also, if after the meeting you are interested in speaking further about Jumpforward, I will be attending the NCAA meeting next week in Atlanta and will be at 

booth 221, so please feel free to stop by and discuss our solution. 

Thank you 

Alex Bogojevich 

Webinar Weblink: http:!iwebmeeting.dimdim.com!portal!JoinForm.action?meetingRoomName=amccombs 

:: ::*;; :: cid:ima~:~001 .png@01CA45[~6.A 14gFC30 

Alex gogojevich 

Vice President of Sales 

112 S. Sangarnon, 2nd Floor 

Chicago, I[. 60607 

Mobile: 

Fax: 773-~:?9--5063 
Main: 866-49%0564 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 10:43 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aake@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t?~u.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos 

(am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brian 

Battle (bbattle@mmler.fsu.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjone@admiu.fsu.edu); Chfi stopher B. Keunedy 

(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy H~mann (chaxtmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cou(tney Vinsou (cvinson@clemsou.edu); Cr~g Anderson 

(cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Trump (dtmmp@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@Iniami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@Iniami.edu); Heather 

Robertson (herobeN~!vt.edu); Jamie Isreal (jisrael@mimni.edu); Jamie Pootrg~cul (ipootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jennifer Santiago 

(iasantiago@admiu.fsu.edu); Jessica Everhart (jeve@umd.edu); Jim Booz (iwb8@virginia.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith(c)!fsu.edu); Jordan 
Whitley (jwhitley@dt~a.duke.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Katie Beckman (beckka7@wfu.edu); Katreshia Louis 

(klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham (kcunning@umd.edu); Kirs~ten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Maxkos 

(markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry GaJlo Jr. (atl~gallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Lawrence Matthews (mattlf7@wfu.edu); Lizzie Gomez 

(lgomez@umd.edu); Meeghan Ford (mford@tmcaa.unc.edu); Megan Finch (megan finch@ncsu.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michellelee@ncsu.edu); Natalie ttart (nhar~vt.edu); NC State Intern (cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Paul Parker 

(pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robiu Pate (robin~pate@ncsu.edu); Scotl Byrd (smbyrd3@gw.iis.ucsu.edu); Shelly Green 

(sjgreen@uucaa.uuc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saelli@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (wslBh@virginia.edu); Steven Shulks 

(s.shults@miami.edu); Susan Ma]oy (sbmaloy@uucaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstc@wii~.edu); Todd 

Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (themandez@Iniami.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesv@bc.edu) 

FW: January 2010 CCACA Update 

January.pdf 

F~m: CCACA-talk@lisN.pac-I0.or9 [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-I0.org] On Behalf Of Joseph D’Antonio 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 18, 2010 8:42 AM 
To: CCACA-talk@lisN.pac- 10.or~ 
Subject: [CCACA] Janua~ 2010 CCACA Update 
Hello to All: 
Attached please find the Janua~ 2010 CCACA Update that we have received form the NC~. 
Best Always~ 
JOEY D. 
Joseph F. D’Antonio, Jr., Esq. 
St. Associate Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 
The BIG EAST Conference 
222 Richmond Street, Suite 110 
Providence, RI 02903 
jdantonio@bigeast.oN 
Office: (401) 272-9108 ext. 118 
Cell: 
Home: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, January. 26, 2010 10:10 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aake@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t?~u.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos 

(am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brian 

Battle (bbattle@mmler.fsu.edu); Carly Parisean (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjone@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy 

(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy H~mann (cha~mann@duaa.duke.edu); Courtney Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Cr~fig Anderson 

(cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Trump (dtmmp@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@Iniami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@Iniami.edu); Heather 

Robertson (herokeN~!vt.edu); Jamie Isreal (jisrael@mimni.edu); Jamie Pootrg~cul (ipootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jennifer Santiago 

(iasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jessica Everhart (jeve@nmd.edu); Jim Booz (iwb8@virginia.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan 
Whitley (jwhitley@dt~a.duke.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Katie Beckman (beckka7@wfu.edn); Katreshia Louis 

(klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham (kcunning@umd.edu); Kimen Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edn); Lance Maxkos 

(markos@uncaa.unc.edn); Larry. GaJlo Jr. (atl~gallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Lawrence Matthews (mattlf7@wfu.edu); Lizzie Gomez 

(lgomez@umd.edu); Meeghan Ford (mford@tmcaa.nnc.edu); Megan Finch (megan finch@ncsu.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michellelee@ncsu.edu); Natalie Hart (nhar~vt.edu); NC State Intern (coiatern@gw.ncsu.edu); Paul Parker 

(pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate (robinAoate@ncsu.edu); Scott Byrd (smbyrd3@gw.fis.ncsu.edu); Shelly Green 

(sjgreen@uncaa.unc.e&0; Stephanie Ellison (saelli@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (wslBh@virginia.edu); Steven Shulks 

(s.shnlts@miami.edu); Susan Ma]oy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstc@wfi~.edu); Todd 

Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hern~ldez (themandez@Iniami.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesv@bc.edn) 

I~NV: discontinued sports release - Duquesne 

DU Discontinued Sports Release 1-25-10.pdf 

F~m: CCACA-talk@lisN.pac-10.or~ [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org] On Behalf Of Ed Pasque 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 25, 2010 9:52 PN 
To: CCACA Discussion 
G~: Jill Redmond; christensen@duq.edu 
Subject: [CCACA] discontinued sporN release - Duquesne 
To All: 

Please ~e below and distribute as you see fit. 

Than~, 
Ed Pasque 
Associate Co~issioner 

Atlantic 10 Coherence 

Ed: 

Dnquesne University annonnced today that it is discontinuing the sports of Baseball, Men’s Golf, Men’s S,Mmming and SVrestling, effective at the end of their 

respective 2009-10 seasons. 

Effective immediately, the inslitution is providing permission to contact for any member of these respective teams. 

Please difftribnte the attached announcement and list of s~dent-athletes with remaining eligibility after 2009-10. 
Thanks for your help. 

-Rick 
RICK CIII~[STI~SEN 

Assistant Athletic I)irector fo~ Corapliance 
Duquesne University Athletics 
600 Forbes Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15282 
()]![ice: (412) 396;-4917 
Cell: 
Fax: (412) 396-47~k5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carly Parisean <mllyc~bc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 9:17 AM 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@flaeacc.org>; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpenter@admin.t~u.edu); Amy Herman 

(ajschae@uncaa.nnc.edu); Art Markos (mn@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bret 

Cowley (bcowley@mmler.fsu.edu); Brian Battle (bbattle@mailer.l;u.edu); Carly Pari~an (cMy.pariseau@bc.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@adtnin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kenned?" (ckennedy@acpnb.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (charttnann@duaa.duke.edn); 

Cou(tney Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edn); Craig Anderson (cea3f@virginia.edu); Dan Trump (dtrum~,a~umd.edu); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@mimni.edu); Heather Robertson (herobeN~!vt.edu); Jamie Isreed (jisrael@miami.edu); Jamie 

Pootrakul (ipootrakul@duaa.dnke.edu); Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@ad~nin.fsn.edu); Jessica Everhart (jeve~(~bumd.edn); Ji~n Booz 

(jwb8q@irginia.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan Whitley (jwhitley@duaa.dnke.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edn); Katie 

Beckman (beckka7@~vfu.edu); Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cmmingham (kcunning@umd.edu); Kirsten Elleby 

(ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Lar~ Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edn); Lawrence Matdaews 

(mattlf7@wfu.edu); Lizzie Gomez (lgomez@umd.edu); Meeghan Ford (mford@uncaa.unc.edn); Megan Finch (megan finch(~ncsu.edu); 

Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Natalie Hart (nhart@vt.edu); NC State Intern (cointem@gw.ncsu.edu); Paul Parker 

(pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edn); Robin Pate (robinAoate@ncsu.edn); Scot1 Byrd (smbyrd3@gw.fis.ncsu.edu); Shelly Green 

(sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saelli@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (wslBh@virginia.edu); Steven Shulks 

(s.shnlts@miami.edn); Susan MaJoy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstc@wth.edu); Todd 

Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu) 

New Staff Member at Boston College 

To all, 

Our new staff member is starting today.her name is Brandi Kerrigan and she comes to us most recently from the NCAA as an intern with the Eligibili~" (;enter. 

Her email address is brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu and phone number is 617552.8570 

Please welcome her .and Brian...don’t scare her off...at least not yet. :-) 

Carly 

Carly Pariseau 
Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 

Boston College 
(O) 617.552.6210 

@’) 617552.8786 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <skirschne~@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 3, 2010 2:01 PM 

*Athletic Directors Staff<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edtr~; *Head Coaches <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

FYI on Clem~n swimming ~md diving 

Clemson to Begin Two-Year Phase Out of Swin~ming Programs 

Women’s Diving Program to Continue 

CLEMSON, SC - Clemson University will begin a two-year phase out of its men’s swimming and diving, and women’s swimming programs at the end of the 2011-12 academic 

year. The announcement was made Friday’, by Clemson Athletic Dh’ector Tetzy Don Phillips. Phillips said the women’s diving program would continue. 

"This was a difficult decision. It comes as a result of a long review of Clemson’s sport offerings in light of our mission to offer sports in which we have the best opportunities to 

be competitive," said Phillips. "Clemson’s all sports program approach requires review of facilities, coaching, and student-athlete recruitment opportunities for all sport offerings. 

Our job is to focus on areas where we have the necessary unde~loinnings to be successful." 

"\Vhile facilities are important in every sport, h~wing an Olympic size pool has become most important in swimming. We have made a decision not to build a 50-meter pool, and 
thus feel out" program is in a state where it will be vo’y dill]cult to compete at tile highest level in the ACC and nationally. 

"Coach Chris Ip, his assistants, and student-athletes have represented Clemson very well when all things are considered. From an academic standpoint the program has done 

remarkably well and their work in the community is an example to all teams. They are men and women of high character, and I know our student-athletes have performed to 

theh" utmost ability." 

Clemson will continue to compete in the ACC for the next two years in men’s and women’s swimming and diving, so current sophomores will be able to swim for Clemson until 

the end of their careers. 

All student-athletes who compete through the 2012 season will have the option of remaining at Clemson as students and receive the same level of financial aid through four years 

so long as they meet NCAA progress toward degree requirements. Also, all student-athletes will be afforded Vickery Itall support during this time as well. ~Mly student-athlete’s 
request to transfer to another swimming program will be granted. 

Phillips also stated that the recent sport offering evaluation has identified women’s golf as a likely choice for future sport sponsorship. "We’re being careful as we go forward to 
keep in mind the interests in South Carolina, the areas of athletic talent among South Carolina young people, our responsibilities under Title IX, and a variety- of other factors. 

Our analysis is ongoing and we’ll be very careful in moving tbrward." 

More communication is scheduled in the coming days and weeLs to provide information to coaches and student-athletes on the transition. 

STEVE ~RSCHN~P. 

Assodate Director of Athletics for Communications 

University of North Carolina 

Direct Office: (919) 962-7258 

Cell: 

ttome: 

Em ail: steveldrs chner(~ unc. edu 

Internet: TarHeelBlue.com 
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ATLANTIC COAST 
CONFERENCE 

MISSION STATEMENT 

~’he Atlantic Coast Co,~ference, through its member institutions, seeks 
to maximize the educational and athletic opportunities of its student- 

athletes while enriching their quali(v qf life. l~ strives to do so by 
¢ffording individuals equitable opportunity to pursue academic 

excellence and compete successfully at the highest level qf 
intercollegiate athletics competition in a broad ,~pectrum of sports 

and championships. The Conference will provide leadersh& in 

attaining these goals, by promoting dive~i& and mutual #’ust among 
its member institutions, in a ,~pirit qf J~irness for all. It strongly 

adheres to the principles of integri& and sportsmanship, and supports 
the total development of the student-athlete and each member 

institution’s athletics departmental stair with the intent qf producmg 

enlightened leadership for tomorrow. 
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HISTORICAL NOTE 

The ,Atlantic Coast Conference was founded on May 8, 1953 at the Sedgefield Inn near Greensboro, 
North Carolina, with seven charter members - Clemson University, Duke University, the University of 
Maryland, the University of North Carolina, North Carolina State University, fl~e University of South Carolina 
and Wake Forest University - drawing up the conference bylaws. 

The withdrawal of seven institutions from the Southern Conference came early on the morning of May 8, 
1953 during the Southern Conference’s mmual spring meeting On June 14, 1953, the seven members met in 
Raleigh, North Carolina where a set of bylaws was adopted and fl~e name b ecmne offi dally the Atlantic Coast 
Conferenceo 

Suggestions t?om fans for the name of the new cont~rence appeared in the region’s ne~vspapers prior to 
meeting in Raleigk Some of the names suggested were: Dixie, Mid-South, Mid-Atlantic, East Coast, 
Seaboard, Colonial, Tobacco, Blue-@ay, Piedmont, Southern Seven and the Shoreline. 

Duke’s Eddie Cameron recommended that the name of the conference be the Atlantic Coast Conference 
and the moti on was passed unanimously~ The meeting concluded with each member institution assessed 
$200~00 to pay for conference expenses. 

On December 4, 1953, conference offidals met again at Sedgefield and ot:I]cially admitted the University of 
Virginia as the league’s eighth member. The University" of Virginia was a former member of the Southern 
Conference. The first m~d only, withdrawal of an institution t?om the Atlantic Coast Conference came on June 
30, 1971, when the University" of South Carolina rendered its resignation. 

The Atlantic Coast Conference operated with seven members until April 3, 1978, when the Georgia 
Institute ofTecNlology ~vas admitted The Atlanta, Georgia institution had withdrawn fi-om the Southeastern 
Conference in Janua~" of 11964. Prior to membership in the Southeastern Conference, Georgia Tech was a 
charter member of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic A ssociati on. 

The Atlantic Coast Conference expanded to nine members on July 1, 1991 with the addition of Florida 
State University, a charter member of the Dixie Conference and former member of the Metropolitan Collegiate 
Athletic Conference. 

The Conference expanded to 11 members on July 1, 2004 ~vith the addition of the University of Miami and 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, both formermembers ofthe Big East Conferenceo On July 
1, 2005, Boston College, also a t:brmer member of the Big East Conference accepted an invitation to become 
the I eague’ s 12th m ember i nst~tuti on. 

When the seven charter Atlmltic Coast Conference i nstittNons withdrew fi-om fl~e Southern Conference, it 
was mutually agreed that the Office of the Commissioner of the Southern Conference would provide services 
to the new Atlantic Coast Conference for a period of one year. On May 28, 1954, the Atlantic Coast 
Conference elected its own commissioner. The Office of the Commissioner was opened in Greensboro, 
North Carolina on July 1, 1954~ 
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MEMBER INST~[TUTIONS 

BOSTON COLLEGE ................................................................................. Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 
Ft. William P. Leahy .................................................................................................................. President 
Robert Taggart ..................................................................................... FaculO’ Athle#cs Representative 
Gene DeFilippo ............................................................................................................ Athletics Director 

Jo@ Moomdian ........................................................................................ Semor ~Voman Administrator 

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ............................................................................. Clemson, South Carolina 
James F. Barker ........................................................................................................................ /’resident 
I_,ar~" LaForge ...................................................................................... l~bculO, A~h/etics Representative 
Terry Don Phillips ......................................................................................................... A~h/etics Director 

Barbara Kenne@-Dixon ............................................................................ Senior ~/oman Administrator 

DU~ UNIVERSITY. ...................................................................................... Durham, North Carolina 
RichaN H. Brodhead ................................................................................................................. President 

Martha Putallaz ..................................................................................... l~culO, ANletics Representative 
Kevin Whim ................................................................................................................. A~h/e#cs Director 

Jacki Sil~ .................................................................................................. Senior ~{7oman Adminis#~or 

FLORllDA STATE UND,,~RSITY ......................................................................... Tallahassee, Florida 
Eric Jo Barron ............................................................................................................................ President 

Joe Beckham ........................................................................................ f,acu/O~ Athletics Representative 
Ran@ Spetman ............................................................................................................ A~h/e#cs Director 
AllisonRich ............................................................................................... Senior ~g~oman Admi,#strator 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. .......................................................... Atlanta,, Georgia 
GP. "Bud" Peterson .................................................................................................................. Presidem 

Sue Nm Nlen ...................................................................................... !/acu/O~ A~h/etics Representative 
Dan Radakovich ........................................................................................................... Athletics Director 
Theresa We~el ......................................................................................... Senior ~g~oman Admi,#strator 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ..................................................................... College Park, Maryland 

TBD .......................................................................................................................................... Presiden~ 
Charles F. Wellford .............................................................................. FaculO~ Athletics Representa#ve 

’IBD ............................................................................................................................. A thle tics Director 

Kathleen Wo~hin~on ................................................................................ Senior ~4%mm 
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UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI .................................................................................. Coral Gables, Florida 
Donna E. Shalala ....................................................................................................................... President 
Clyde McCoy ...................................................................................... FaculO~ Athletics Representative 
KhSy HoctN ................................................................................................................ A N]etics D#’ec~or 

Connie Nickel ........................................................................................... Sea#or [42)ma~Adm##s~tor 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ................................................... Chapel }fill, North Carolina 
It. Holden Thorp .................................................................................................................... Chancellor 
Lissa Broome ....................................................................................... ]~k~c,lCy Athle#cx Representative 

Richard A. Baddour ..................................................................................................... 
Beth Miller ................................................................................................ Se~ior Woma~ Administrator 

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY ................................................. Raleigh, North Carolina 
Ran@ Woodson .................................................................................................................... Chancellor 

Sam Par&~e .......................................................................................... ]~k~culO~’ ANle#cs Representative 
Deborah A. Yow. ......................................................................................................... A ~hle~ics Director 

Michelle Lee .............................................................................................. Senior Womcm Administrator 

UNI’~RSITY OF VIRGINIA ........................................................................... Charlottesville, Vir~Nnia 
Teresa A. Sullivan ...................................................................................................................... Preside~tt 
Carolyn M. Callahan ............................................................................. Faculty Athletics Represe~ta~ive 
Craig Littlepage ............................................................................................................ A ~hle~ics Director 
Jane Miller ................................................................................................. Senior Woman Administrator 

~’3RGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE & STATE UND,,~RSITY ....................... Blacksburg, VA 
Charles W. Steger ..................................................................................................................... Preside~ 
La~), Killough ...................................................................................... Faculty Athletics Represe~ttative 
Jim Weaver .................................................................................................................. Athletics Director 
Sharon McCloskey .................................................................................... Senior Woman Administrator 

WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY .......................................................... Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Nathan O. Hatch ....................................................................................................................... Preside~t 
Richard Carmichael .............................................................................. FaculO’ ANletics Represe~ttative 

Ron Wdlman ................................................................................................................ Athletics Director 
Barbara WNker ......................................................................................... Senior Woman Administrator 



OFFICERS 

PRESIDENT 

La~, Killough ............................................................................................ Virgi~fia Polytech~fic h~stitnte & State U~fiversity 

VICE-PRESIDENT 

Carolyn M. Callatkan ............................................................................................................................. Universi~, of Virgi~ia 

SECRETARY-TRE~-kq URER 

Larcy LaForge ........................................................................................................................................... Clemson University 

EXT~WI’VE COM3~ 

Fr~ William P. Leahy ........................................................................................................................................ Bostm~ College 

Larry [_ aForge ........................................................................................................................................... Clemson University 

Clyde McCoy ........................................................................................................................................... Unive~L~ii,y of Miami 

Law Killo~@~ ............................................................................................ Vi~Ninia Polytechnic Institute & Stale U~fiversil~~ 

Carob:nM. CallaNan ............................................................................................................................. Umversi~, of VirgiNa 

Jim Wem~er ................................................................................ VirgiNa PolytecNfic Institute & S~te UNversi~,, 

John D~ Swof]brd ............................................................................................................................. Comnfissionec 

COUNCIL OF PRESIDENTS 

Fr~ WilliamP. Leahy ............................................................................................................................. Boston College, Chr¢ir 

James F~ Barker ........................................................................................................................................ Clemson University 

Richa~d H. Brodhead ..................................................................................................................................... Duke University 

Eric J. Ba~on ...................................................................................................................................... Florida SI~I,e Universil~~ 

G.P. "Buff’ Peterson ............................................................................................................. GeoNia Institute of TecN~ologs~ 

~D .................................................................................................................................................... Umversi~" of Ma~?qand 

Donna E. ShalNa ...................................................................................................................................... U~fiversily of Miami 

H~ Holden Tho~ ........................................................................................................................ U~fiversity of Noah Caroli~m 

Ran@ Woodson .................................................................................................................. North Carolina Slate Universil~~ 

Teresa A. SNlivan ................................................................................................................................. Universi~N of Virginia 

CMrles W. Stager ...................................................................................... Virgima Polytecl~c Institute & StNe Umversi~~ 

NNkan O. }latch ............................................................................................................................... Wake Forest U~fiversi~ 

JoN~ D. SwoffoN ............................................................................................................................. Commissioncc ex-qfficio 
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[Note: Foryour convenience, any changes m the 

2010-11 ACC Committees section have been underlined.] 

Article I. STANDING COmmiTTEES 

The rcporting lines for each Conference Standing Committee are as fbllows (see Appendix I of Bylaws): (Adopted: Ma~v 
2009) 

a. FACULTY ATHLETICS REPRESENTATIVES. Committee on Committees, Constitution and Bylaws Committee, 
Infractions and Penalties Committee, Student-Athlete Advisou Committee. 

b. DIRECTORS OF ATHLETICS. Men’s Basketball Committee, Women’s Basketball Committee, Football Committee, 
Officiating Committee, Sportsmanship Committee (with secondau~ reporting to the Senior Woman Administrators), Television 
Committee. 

c. SENIOR WOMAN ADMINISTRATORS. Awards Committee, Equity Committee, all Olympic Sport Committees, 
Student-Athlete Welfare Committee, secondary reporting of the Sportsmanship Committee. 

Section I-1.Appointments to Standing Committees. 

Members of standing conference committees shall be recommended to and approved by the faculty athletics 
representatives at the annual Conference meeting. The procedures for selections shall be as follows: 

1. A nomination form, wtfich includes all vacancies for the upcoming year, shall be distributed to member 
institutions two (2) months prior to the annual Conference meeting. 

2. The nomination form shall be returned to the Conference office six (6) weeks prior to the annual Conference 
meeting. 

3. The completed nomination form shall be reviewed by the President of the Conference, the Chair of the 
Athletics Directors and the Commissioner. Conmfittee appointments will be recommended to the Connnittee 
on Committees prior to the annual Conference meeting. 

4. The Conm~ittee on Conm~ittees shall present their recommendations for committee membership at the business 
session of the annual Conference meeting. 

Section I-2. Infractions and Penalties Committee. 

The purpose of the Committee on Infractions and Penalties is not to investigate or re-evaluate the facts of a specific 
case. Rather, it is the Committee’s role to determine if stffficient penalties have been assessed and to take aw additional 
action as determined by the Conmfittee. 

Major violations (as determined by the NCAA Committee on Infractions) by a member institution which result in 
actions taken by the NCAA Committee on Infractions will be reviewed by the Committee on hffractions and Penalties within 
thirty (3 0) dws after the NCAA Committee on Infractions report is released or the NCAA Committee on Infractions Appeals 
report is released, whichever is later. The committee will issue a written report regarding aw additional disciplinary action, 
which will be presented to the member_institution and the other members of the Atlantic Coast Conference. If the institution 
wishes to appeal the decision of the Committee, it must file the appeal within fifteen (15) days, and the hearing will be 
conducted at the next meeting of the full Conference membership. 

Among the disciplinaly measures, singly or in combination, that may be imposed by the Committee on Infractions and 
Penalties (or the full Conference membersl~ip on appeal) are those listed inAppendix I. 

Section 1-3. Officiating Committee. 

The Conference Committee on Officiating shall recommend to the voting delegates the method of selecting officials 
and the fees and allowances for officials. It shall recommend policies and roles governing the relations between coaches 
and officials. It shall serve in an advisoly capacity to the Conmfissioner with respect to training and appointment of officials. 
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Section I-4. Television Committee. 

The Atlantic Coast Conference Conm~ittee on Television shall have, as voting members, the athletics director of each 
member institution. The Committee shall further include, as nonvoting members, the president of the Conference, one or 
more faculty athletics represemative(s) and one or more senior woman administrator(s) as appointed by the president. 

Article II. SPORTS CO~MITTEES/COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

Unless otherwise stated in the Sports Operation Code, standing sports committees may meet two (2) times per year - 
once at: the site of the Championship and once at the Conference office or by telephone, depending on the natnre of the 
business. The Football and Men’s Basketball Committees are composed of the athletics director from each member institution 
with one designated as chairperson. The Women’s Basketball Committee is composed of an assistant/associate athletics 
director of each member institution with an athletics director designated as chairperson. The president of the respective 
conference coaches’ association is an ex-officio member of these three (3) committees as are faculD" athletics representatives 
appointed by the president of the Conference. Every other sports committee, which includes the head coach of that sport 
from each member institution, is chaired by a designated athletics director or associate/assistant athletics director and may 
have a vice-chair appointed by the president. These conmfittees shall function under the Constitution and Bylaws of the 
Conference and shall establish operating procedures for the respective sports. AW special regulations having to do with 
the respective sports must be approved by the Conference. Each sports committee shall file an annual report thirty (30) days 
prior to the am~ual Conference meeting. 

Section II-1. Committee Chair Responsibilities. 

a. Be present at: all Committee meetings or participate on all Committee conference calls. 
b. Preside over and conduct all Committee meetings with the Conference liaison. 
c. Facilitate and mediate discussion arising from agenda items. 
d. Be present at: the Championship site for the banquet, pre-championship meeting and throughout the duration of 

the championship, if possible. 

e. Serve as the Chair of the Protest Committee. 
£ Select the coaches’ representative to serve on the Protest Committee, if applicable. 
g. Address committee issues during the senior woman administrator meetings or with your respective senior woman 

administrator to be discussed at the annual senior woman administrator’s meeting. 
h. Assist with selecting a Vice-Chair when necessary. 
~ Assist: the Conference liaison with various logistical, operational and administrative issues that may arise at the 

Championship. 
j. Provide the Committee with Conference and/or national perspective. 

Section II-2. Committee Vice-Chair Responsibilities. 

a. Be present at all Committee meetings or participate on all Committce confcrence calls, if possible. 
b. Assist with the conduct of all Committee meetings and preside over in the absence of the Committee Chair. 
c. Assist with mediating discussion arising from agenda items. 
d. Be present at the Championstfip site for the banquet, pre-championship meeting and throughout the duration of 

the championship, if possible. 
e. Serve as the Vice-Chair of the Protest Conunittee, if applicable. 
f. Assist with selection of coaching representative to serve on the Protest Committee, if applicable. 
g. Assist the Conference liaison with various logistical, operational and administrative issues that may arise at the 

Championship. 

Section II-3. Men’s Basketball Committee. 

The Men’s Basketball Committee shall include, as a voting member, the athletics director of each member institution. 
The president shall appoint one or more faculty representatives to serve on the Committee as non-voting members. The 
president of the Basketball Coaches Association shall serve as a non-voting member. 
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Section II-4. Women’s Basketball Committee. 

The Women’s Basketball Committee shall include, as a voting member, a designated administrator from each member 
institution. The president shall appoint one facully representative and one alhletics director to serve on the Committee as 
non-voting members. The athletics director will chair the Conunittee. The president of the Basketball Coaches Committee 
shall serve as a non-voting member. 

Section II-5. Football Committee. 

The Football Committee shall include, as a voting member, the athletics director of each member institution. The 
president shall appoint one or more faculty representatives and a senior woman administrator to serve on the Committee as 
non-voting members. The president of the Football Coaches Association shall serve as a non-voting member. 
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Article lII. STANDING COMMITTEES COMPOSITION 

Committee appointments am July 1-June 30 unless otherwise noted. Representatives on standing com~tfittees will serve one 
three year term with a maximnm of up to one three-year mappoinlment term for aW merebet or ex-officio. All commiltees will 
meet via telephone conference call or in-person at least one time each academic year. The Commissioner is an ex-officio 
member of all Conference committees. ¢’~evised: Mqv 2008) 

Beth Miller (2011) ............................................................................................................ Universi ty of North Carolina, (;’hair 
Eric Ziady (12013) ............................................................................................................................................. Boston College 
Barbara Kennc~-Dixon (2013) ................................................................................................................ Clem son U niversi~~ 
Kevin White (2012) ....................................................................................................................................... D~Ne Universil~~ 
Brunn St~mrt (2011) ............................................................................................................................ Florida Slate Universil~~ 
Sue Am~ Allen (2013) ........................................................................................................... Georgia Institute of Tedmolo,w 
ThnE~t (2012) ........................................................................................... Virgima Polytecl~c Institute & StNe Umversi~~ 

Composition: Seven (7) voting members. At least onc (1) factflty athletics representative, one (1) athletics director and one 
(1) senior woman administrator shall serve as a votir~g or ex-officio membero (Revised: ,.~¢ay 2009) 

Primary Stall" Liaison: Amy Yakola ............................................................................................... Associate Commissioner 
Co-Staff Liaison: Kris Pierce .................................................................................................. AssisUmt Commissioner 

CO~,~MITTEE ON CO~DCIIT~_,ES 

Craig Litflepage (20 ] 2) ............................................................................................................... U~fiversi ty of Virginia, (;’hair 
Jo@ Moomdian (2013) ................................................................................................................................... Boston College 
Marlha Pmallaz (2011) ................................................................................................................................... Duke Universil~~ 
Jodi Smith (2013) ................................................................................................................................ Florida Smm Universil~~ 
Dawn Reynolds (2012) ............................................................................................................................. UNversi~: of Mia~ 
Simeon Yates (2012) ........................................................................................................... Noah Camlimq State Umversi~~ 
Ba~ara W~er (2013) ....................................................................................................................... W~e Forest UNversi~~ 

Composition: Seven (7) voting members. At least one (1) factflty athletics representative, one (1) athletics director and one 
(1) senior woman administrator shall serve as a votir~g or ex-officio membero (Revised: ,.~¢ay 2009) 

Primary StaffLiaison: ShaneLyons ............................................................................................. Associate Commissioner 
Co-Staff Liaison: Lindscy Babcock .................................................................................................................. Director 

CONSTITUTION AND B}qLA\VS COMMITTEE 

Joe Beckham (2011) ................................................................................................................ Florida State University, Chair 
Wew Don Phillips (2012) ......................................................................................................................... Clem son U niversil~~ 
Cindy Hartman (2013) .................................................................................................................................... D~Ne UniversiU 
Keli C~fingkmn (2013 ) ..................................................................................................................... Umversi~" of Mauland 
Tow Hm~mndez (2012) ............................................................................................................................ UmversW of Mia~ 
N~chel£ Lee (2013) ............................................................................................................... Noah Camlimq State UmversiB~ 
Steve Flippen ([201 ] ) .............................................................................................................................. University of Viginia 

Composition: Seven ([7[) voting members. At least one (1) faculty atNetics representative, one (1) atNetics director and 
one (1) senior woman administrator shall serve as a voting or ex-officio member. (Revised" Mc~, 2009) 

Primary StaffLiaison: Lindsw Babcock .................................................................................................................. Director 
Co-Staff Liaison: S£_ane Lyons ............................................................................................. Associate Commissioner 

lO 
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Natalie Hart (2011) ........................................................................... Virgi~fia Polytechnic Insti tute & State University, 
Carly Pa~iseau (2013) ....................................................................................................................................... Boston College 
Phil Grayson (201 l) ................................................................................................................................. Clemson U niversil~r 
Gerald Harrison (2013) ................................................................................................................................... D~Ne Universil~~ 
Randy Spetnmn (2011) ....................................................................................................................... Florida State Umversi~ 
Theresa We~el (2012) ......................................................................................................... GeorDa Institute of Tectmolo,w 
Katlfleen Wo~Nng~on (2012) ............................................................................................................ Umversi~" of Mauland 
Connie Nickel (2013) ................................................................................................................................ University of Miami 
Betl~ Miller (2012) ....................................................................................................................... U~fiversity of Noah Caroli~m 
Shannon YNes (2013) ........................................................................................................... Nm~h Carolina State University 
Carolyn Callahan (2013) ........................................................................................................................ U niversi~y of Virginia 
RichaO Carmichad (2013) ................................................................................................................. Wake Forest Universfly 
Katie Meier (2011) ................................................................................................................... U niversil~~ of Miami, ex-qfficio 
JoN~ Ke~ (2013 ) ............................................................................................................................ Duke Universig:, 

Composition: Twelve (12) voting members (one from each member institution) including at least two (2) faculty _Atkdetics 
representatNes, two (2) athletics directors, two (2) se~ior woman admfifistrators and six (6) at-large (assistanb;associate level 
or higher) o One (1) coach of a female sport and one (1) coach of a male spm~ shall serve as ex-of~icio members. The chair shall 
serve as a voting or ex-officio member of the Committee on Student-Athlete Welfare (Revised: aday 2oo~) 

Primary Staff Liaison: Nora Lynn Finch ........................................................................................ Associate Commissioner 
Co-Staff Liaison: Lindsey Rogers .................................................................................................... Associate Director 

FINANCE CO~’I~’ffITEE 

La~~ LaForge (2011) ..................................................................................................................... Clemson U~fiversity, Chair 
Robert Taggart (12013) ..................................................................................................................................... Boston College 
Martha Putallaz (2011) ................................................................................................................................... Duke University 
Ran@ Spe~man (2012) ....................................................................................................................... Flofi~ State Universfly 
Frank Hash, men (20 ] l) ........................................................................................................ Georgia Institme of Technology 
C~les F. Wearer (2012) .................................................................................................................. Universi~, of Mauland 
Dawn Rwnolds (2013) ............................................................................................................................. Universi~ of b’~a~m 
Jack Evam (2011) ....................................................................................................................... U~versi~ of Noah Carolina 
Sam Pardue (2013) ................................................................................................................. North Camli~m S~te U~iversiU 
Carolyn Callahan (2012) ........................................................................................................................ Universi~~ of Virginia 
Sharon McCloskey (2013) .......................................................................... Virgi~fia Polylech~fic Institule & State U~fiversity 
RichaN Cannictmel (2011) ................................................................................................................. Wake Foresl Universil~~ 

Composition: Twelve (12) voting members (one from each member institution). Six (6) faculty athletics representatives 
(including the Conference Secretau-Treasurer as chair) and a combination of at least one (1) athletics director, one (1) senior 
woman administrator, one (1) athletics financial officer and one (1) tmiversity financial officer shall fill the fh~a! six (6) voting 
member positions. (Revised" May 2009) 

Primary Staff Liaison: JeffElliott .................................................................................................. Associate Commissioner 
Co-Staff Liai,~on: Ly~me Hemdon ..................................................................................................................... Director 

AUDIT SUBCONINIITFEE OF ~I}~IE FINANCE COS/I~’IITI’EE 

Lan}, L~orge (2011) ................................................................................................................................ Clemson Universi~ 
Kirby Hocutt (2(t 13) .................................................................................................................................. U~iversi~ of Mia~ni 
CarolynM. Callahan (2012) ................................................................................................................... University of Virginia 
La~; Killough (2011) ................................................................................. Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State U~fiversity 
Dave Marmion .................................................................................................................................. Wake Forest University 

Compositiom Five (5) voting members. The Conference President, Vice-President and SecretauiTreasurer will serve as 
voting members in addition to one (1) athletics director and one (1) athletic financial officer. ¢qevised." May 2009) 

Primary Staff Liaison: JeffElliott ................................................................................................... Associate Commissioner 
Co-Staff Liai,~om Ly~me Herndon ..................................................................................................................... Director 
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INVESTMEN3" SUBCOMMITFE:E OF THE_,: FINANCE COMMITTEE 
John Zona ....................................................................................................................................................... Boston College 
Doug Richardson ..................................................................................................................................... Clemson University 
LaW LaFo~e (201 ~) ................................................................................................................................ Clcmson University 
C~olyn M. Callahan (2012) ................................................................................................................... U~versi~, of Virghna 
Lany Kill,ugh (2011) ................................................................................. Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 
Mi~s Riden~ur ........................................................................................ Vittoria Pob~techfic Institute & State U~fiversi~ 

Composition: Six (6) voting members. The Co~fference President, Vice-President and Secretary/Treasurer will serve as voting 
members in addition to three (13) institutional represe~tatives with im,’estment experienceo (Revised: M~ay 2009) 

Primary Staff Liaison: JcffElliott .................................................................................................. Associate Commissioner 
Co-StaiXf Liaison: Ly nne Herndon .................................................................................................................... Director 

INFRACTIONS AND PENAL3~ES COMMrI’TEE 
Richard Carmichael (2012) ...................................................................................................... Wake Forest University, Chair 
Robert Tagga~l (2012) ..................................................................................................................................... Boston College 
Lar~- Lagorge (2012) ................................................................................................................................ Clemson University 
Martian Putallaz (2011) ................................................................................................................................... Duke University 
Joe Beckham (2013) ............................................................................................................................ Florida State University 
Sue Mm Allen (12012) ........................................................................................................... Georgia Institme of Technology 
Charles F. Well ford (2012) .................................................................................................................. University o f Ma~,land 
Kirby Hocul3:(2013) .................................................................................................................................. Unive~sil~~ o f Miami 
Richard A. Baddour (2013) ......................................................................................................... University of Norfl~ Carolfim 
Deborah A. Yow (2013) ......................................................................................................... Noah Camli~m S~te U~fiversi~ 
CrNg Li~lepage (2012) .......................................................................................................................... Umversi~, of VirgiNa 
La~?, I~ough (2011) ................................................................................. VirNNa PolytecNfic InstitNe & State UNversi~ 

Composition: Twelve (12) voting members (one from each member institutio~L~ consisting of faculty athletics representatives 
and athletics directorso (Revised: ’~{qV 2009) 

Primary StaffLiaison: ShaneLyons ............................................................................................. Associate Commissioner 
Co-Sta~" Liaison: Lindsey Babcock .................................................................................................................. Director 

OFFICIATING COI~,P,,~TrEE 
Larry @allo (2011) ............................................................................................................ U~versi~, of Noah Caroli~m, (L@ir 
Robe~ Tagga~ (2012) ..................................................................................................................................... Boston College 
S~n Wilcox (2012) ........................................................................................................................................ Duke University 
Monk Bmmsorte (2011) ...................................................................................................................... Florida Slale University 
Kathleen Worthington (2013) ............................................................................................................ University o f Ma~, land 
Jason Bam~mn (2013) ............................................................................................................................ University of Virginia 
Jim Weaver (2013) ...................................................................................... Virginia Polytechnic Instil:me & State University 

Composition: Seven (7) voting members. At least one (1) faculty athletics representative, one (1) athletics director and one 
(1) seNor woumn administrator shall serve as a voting or ex-officio member. (Revised." ~,~lay 2009) 

Primary Staff Liaison: Karl Hicks .................................................................................................. Associate Comnfi ssioncr 
Co-Staff Liaisons: Nora Lynn Finch ........................................................................................ Associate Commissioner 

Micthael Kelly ............................................................................................. Associate Commissioner 

SPOR3[SMANSHIP COMMrFTEE 
John Blanchard (2013) ..................................................................................................... Universi~, of North Caroli~a, (5@ir 
Jamie DiLoreto (2013) ...................................................................................................................................... Boston College 
She Am~ Allen (2013) ........................................................................................................... Georgia Institute of Tectmolo~~ 
Kirby Hocutt (2011) .................................................................................................................................. Unh~ersity of Miami 
Dick Christy (2012) ................................................................................................................ North Carolina State University 
Michde Madison (2012) ....................................................................................................................... UN~’ersity of VirgiNa 
Sharon McCloskey (2011) .......................................................................... Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 

Composition: Seven (7) voting members. At least one (1) [’aculty athletics representative, one (1) athletics director and one 
(1) seNor woumn administrator shall serve as a voting or ex-officio member. (Revised." ~,~lay 2009) 

Primary Stall°Liaison: Amy Yakola ............................................................................................... Associate Coirmfissioner 
Co-Staff Liaisons: Kris Pieme ................................................................................................... Assistant Commissioner 

Shamame T. Brown .............................................................................................................. Director 
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STUDENT-ATHLETE A1)’~q[SORY COM3vl][TIT~E 
(Terms are for one year - appointments will be made in Augnst) 

Joe BeeCham (2013) ........................................................................................................... Flori~ Stale University, ex-q[ficio 
Nfichelle Lee (2012) ............................................................................................... No~th Carolina State Umversi~, ex-o~h’cio 

Composition: Twen~’-fonr (24) smdeN-mNetes (two from each member institution as voting members. One (1) Ncnl~ 
afldefics mpmsentatNe and one (1) senior woman administrator shall sea,’e as ex-officio nmmbers. (Revised: May 2009) 

Primary StaffLiaison: Slmmaree T. Brown .............................................................................................................. Director 
Co-Staff Liaison: Shasta Lyons .............................................................................................. Associate Commissioner 

Clyde McCoy (2013) .................................................................................................................... U~fiversity of MJ ami, (-5~,air 
Becky Bowman (20 ] 2) .............................................................................................................................. Clem son University 
Jacki Silar (2013) ............................................................................................................................................ Duke U~fiversity 
Ptryllis LaBmv (2012) ............................................................................................................ Georgia Institnte of Technology 
Chris Boyer (2013) .............................................................................................................................. Universikv of Maqvland 
VNefie RichaNson (2011) ...................................................................................................................... Universik~~ of Virginia 
Rey~m GiNe~ (2012) ................................................................................... Virgima Pob:tecl~c Institute & StNe Umversi~~ 
NatNie Ha~ (2011) ...................................................................... Virgi~a Polytec~c Institute & State U~versi~,, 
~D ...................................................................................................................................................... ACC SAAC. 

Composition: Seven (7) voli~g members. One (1)facnlty athletics representative and one (1) settler woman administrator 
shall serve as a voting or ex-officio membero The chair of the Committee on Eqtfity will serve as a voting or ex-officio member 
and a student-athlete from the ACC SAAC will serve as an ex-officio member. (t~evised." May 2009) 

Primary Staff Liaison: Stmmaree T. Brown .............................................................................................................. Director 
Co-Staff Liaison: Shane Lyons .............................................................................................. Associate Comnfissioner 

Ron Wellman ......................................................................................................................... Wake Forest Universily, Chair 
Gene DeFilippo ............................................................................................................................................... Boston College 
Terry Don Phillips .................................................................................................................................... Clemson U nive~ily 
Kevin WNte .................................................................................................................................................. Duke Umversib~ 
Randy Spetman .................................................................................................................................. Florida Stae Umversi~ 
Dan RadN{ovich ................................................................................................................... Georgia Institute of Tectmolo.~~ 
~D .................................................................................................................................................... Universi ty of Ma~,land 
Kirby Hocntt ............................................................................................................................................ University of Miami 
RichaN A. Baddour ................................................................................................................... U~fiversity of Noah Caroliim 
Deborah A. Yew ................................................................................................................... Ninth Carolina S~ate University 
Craig Litllepage ..................................................................................................................................... Universily of Virginia 
Jim Weaver ................................................................................................ Virginia Polyteclmic Institute & State University 
S~ron McClos~ (2012) ............................................................ Vir~Na Polytec~c InstiRlte & State UNversi~’, 
La~y I~ough (2011) ................................................................. Vir~Na Polytec~c Institute & State UNversi~’, 

Composition: Twelve (l 2) voting members consisli~g of the athletics director from each member institution. The cmvcnt 
chair of the faculty athlelics representatives and one (1) seNor woman admi~fislrator stroll serve as ex-officio members. 
(Revised: :~:~VV 200.9) 

Primary StaffLiaison: Michael Kelly ........................... Associate Commissioner 
Co-Staff Lm~sons: Nora Lv nn l--:inch ...................... Associate Comm~ss,oner 

Karl Hicks ................................ Associate Commissioner 
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Article IV, SPORT CO},,D’I1TTEES COS~OSITION 
Committee appointments a.re Jnly l-Jnne 30 unless othe,wise noted. Representalives on sport committees will serve three year terms 
with a maximmn of np to one three-yea.r reappointment term f~)r a.W member or ex-officio. Exceptions for sports committees may be 
grartted when specific expertise is warrartted. All committees will meet via telephone conference call or in-person a.t least one time each 
academic year. The Commissioner is an ex-officio member of all Conference committees. (I¢ewsed: ,~Iqv 2008) 

BASEBALL COMMITTEE 
larry Gallo, Jr. (2012) ........................................................................................................................ Urfiversity of North Carolina, Chair 
Wayne Hogan (2013) ............................................................................................................. Georgia institute of Technology, ~%e-Chair 
Comfie Nickel (2011) .................................................................................................................................. University of Miami, ex-qfficio 

(The remainder o~’the committee is composed o~ the head coach o~’each rrterrtber institution) 

Staff Liaison: Kris Pierce ................................................................................................................................... Assistant Commissioner 

MEN’S BASKETBALL COMMITTEE 
Ron Welhnan (2012) ................................................................................................................................... Wake Forest University, Chair 
Frm-A Haith (2011) ..................................................................................................................................... University of Miami, ex-officio 
Clyde McCoy (20l 1) ................................................................................................................................. University of Miami, ex-q[]icio 
Barbara Ken~e@-Dixon (2013) 

(_,’~xe remainder of the commi,:tee is composed of the afl~letics director of each member institution) 

Staff Liaison: Karl Hicks ................................................................................................................................... Associate Commissioner 

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL COMMITTEE 
Craig I ittlepage (2012) ................................................................................................................................... l Yni ver si~~ of Virginia~ Chair 
Jo@ MooraNan ................................................................................................................................................................... Boston College 
Barbaa-a Kennedy-Dixon ............................................................................................................................................... Clemson University 
Jacld Silar ........................................................................................................................................................................... Duke University 
Allison Rich ........................................................................................................................................................... Florida State University 
Theresa Wenzel ......................................................................................................................................... Georgia In stitute of Technology 
Micha.el I ~pitz ....................................................................................................................................................... Universi~ of Mmylm~d 
Connie Nickel .............................................................................................................................................................. University of Miami 
Beth Miller .................................................................................................................................................... University of North Carolina 
Michelle Lee .............................................................................................................................................. North Carolina State University 
Jane Miller ................................................................................................................................................................. University o f Virginia 
Sharon McClosk3, ........................................................................................................... Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 
Baa-baza Walker ...................................................................................................................................................... Wake Forest University 
Maa-tha Putallaz (2012) ..................................................................................................................................... Duke UniversiV, ex<~fjlcio 
Beth Dunkenberger (2011 ) ............................................................................ Virginia Polytechmc Institute & State University, ex-q[]icio 
Staff Liaison: Nora Lynn Finch ........................................................................................................................ Associate Commissioner 

FIELD HOCKEY COI~,,M1TTEE 
Jacki Silar (2011) .................................................................................................................................................... Dnke University, Chair 
Jo@ Mooradian (2012) .................................................................................................................................... Boston College, Vice-C,~air 

(The remainder ot’the cc~mmitlee is composed of the head coach c~t’each member institution) 

Staff Liaison: Lee Bntler ............................................................................................................................................. Associate Director 

FOOTBALL CO]~gMITTEE 
Gone DeFilippo (2011 ) ............................................................................................................................................ Boston College, (;hair 
Lain..’ LaForge (2011 ~ .................................................................................................................................. C lemson Univers%~, ex-ojficio 
Randy Shannon (2011) ............................................................................................................................... University ofMimni, ex-(~glcio 
Beth Miller (2012) ......................................................................................................................... 1Nivers~ty of North Carolina, ex-(~cio 

(~xe remainder of the committee is composed of the afl~letics director of each member institution) 

Staff Liaison: Michael Kelly ............................................................................................................................. Associate Commissioner 

MEN’ S GOLIF COMMITTEE 
Dick Christy (2012) ...................................................................................................................... North Caa-oli~m State University, Chair 
Mike Sobb (2013) ........................................................................................................................................... Duke Univcrsit?’, ~}ce-Chair 
Nora Lynn Finch (2011) .................................................................................................................... Atlantic Coast CoN?rence, ex-qg;iicio 

(The remainder of’the cc~mmitlee is composed of the head coach c~f’each member institution) 

Staff Liaison: Lee Bntler. ............................................................................................................................................ Associate Director 

WOMEN’S GOLF COMI~IITTEE 
Beth Miller (201 l ) .............................................................................................................................. University of North Carolina, (’hair 
Eric Ziady (2(! 12) ............................................................................................................................................. Boston College, Vice-Chair 

(7]ae remainder of the committee is compc~sed of’the head coach of each vnevnber instii~tion) 

Staff Liaison: Lee Buffer ............................................................................................................................................. Associate Director 

MP£N’ S LACROSSE COMb~TTEE 
Willie Scroggs (2011 ) .......................................................................................................................... University of North Carolina, Chair 
Boo Corrigm~ (20l 3) ....................................................................................................................................... Duke University, lhce-(’hair 
Jane Miller (2012) ..................................................................................................................................... University of Virginia, ex-o.fficio 

( _,’~xe remainder of the commit,:ee is composed of the head coach of each member institution) 

Staff Liaison: Kris Pierce ................................................................................................................................... Assistant Commissioner 
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WOMEN’ S LACROSSE COM~’IITTEE 
Jane Mi ller (2011 ) .......................................................................................................................................... Universi~" of Virginia, (;’hair 
Ran@ Eaton (2013) ........................................................................................................................... Urfiversity of Maryland, Vice-Chair 

(The remai:qder of the commit,:ee is composed of the head coach of each member i:qstitution) 

Staff Liaison: Kris Pierce ................................................................................................................................... Assistant Commissioner 

WOMEN’S ROWING COMM][TTEE 
Confute Nickel (2012) ....................................................................................................................................... Universi~7 of Mimni, Chair 
Ellen C uller (2011) ...................................................................................................................... Umversity of North Carolina. Vice-Chair 

(’]The remainder of the corrtmittee is composed of the head coach oJ each member institution) 

Staff Liaison: Donald Moore ...................................................................................................................................... Assistant Director 

MEN’S SOCCER COMMITTEE 
Barbara Walker (2011) ................................................................................................................................ Wake Forest University, Chair 
Kyle Young (2013) ................................................................................................................................... Clemson Umversity, Vice-Chair 

(The rerrtamder o:{’the committee is composed of the head coach o~each member institution) 

StaffLia~son: K~isPierce ................................................................................................................................... Assi~tar~t Commissioner 

WOMEN’S SOCCER COMMITTEE 
Sharon McCloskey (2011) ................................................................................. Virginia Polytedmic Institnte & Stale University, Chair 
Brandi Stnart (2013) ........................................................................................................................... Florida State University, ~)ce-Chair 

(The remainder of tbe commiltee ~s composed o:[’1 he head coach of each member insti~.~tJc~n) 

Staff Liaison: Ntis Pierce ................................................................................................................................... Assistant Commissioner 

SOFTBALL C OM~’IITTEE 
Bernie Waxman (2011 ) ............................................................................................................................... Florida State University, Chair 
Theresa Wenzel (2013) .......................................................................................................... Georgia Institute of Technology, 16ce-Chair 

(The remainder o:[’~,he cc~mmit~.ee ts composed of tbe head coach of each member institution) 

S~aff Liaison: Lee Butler ............................................................................................................................................. Associate Director 

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S SWIMMING AND DIVING C OI~gMRTTEE 
Michelle Lee (20 l 2) ....................................................................................................................... North Cm-olina State University, Chair 
John Blm~chard (2013) ................................................................................................................ University of North Carolina, Vice-Chair 

(The remai:qder of the commit,:ee m composed of the head coach of each member i:qstitution) 

Staff Liaison: Lee Butler ............................................................................................................................................. AssociaIe Director 

MEN’ S TENNIS C OMMITTEE 
Barbara Walker (2012) ................................................................................................................................ Wake Forest 1 lnivers~ty, Chair 
Tom Cofth~m~ (2013) ...................................................................................................................................... Duke Universi~ ~%e-Chair 

(The remainder of the committee ~s composed of the head coach of each member institution) 
Staff Liaigon: Lee Butler ............................................................................................................................................. Associate Director 

WOMEN’S TEN N] S COMMITTEE 
q?heresa Wertzel (2012) .................................................................................................................. Georgia [nsti’mte of Technology, Chair 
Phil Grayson (2013) ................................................................................................................................. Clemson Umversity, Vice-Chair 

(The rerrtamder o:{’the committee ts composed of the head coach o[’each rrterrtber institution) 

Staff Liaison: Lee Butler ............................................................................................................................................. Associate Director 

MEN’S ~ND WOMEN’S TRACK ±~,’ND CROSS COUNTRY COMMITTEE 
Barbara Kem~edy-Dixon (2011) ....................................................................................................................... Clemson University, Chair 
Dwight Lewis (2013) .......................................................................................................................... Wake Forest Umversily, ~}ce-Chair 

(She remainder of the committee ~s composed of the head coach o~ each member institution) 

StaffLiai~on: KrJs Pierce ................................................................................................................................... Assistant Commissioner 

WOI~IEN’S VOLLEYBALL COI~/IITTEE 
Belh Miller (2011) .............................................................................................................................. Umvcrsity of North Carolina. Chair 
Jody IVlooradian (2012~ .................................................................................................................................... Boston College, ~%e-C,~air 

(The remainder of~he cc~mmit~ee ~s composed of the head coach of each member institution) 

Staff Liaison: Lee Butler ............................................................................................................................................. Associate Director 

WRESTLING C OMT~glTTEE 
Jon Jaudon (2012) .............................................................................................. Virginia Polytechmc Institute & State University, Chair 
Valcrie Richardson (2013) ...................................................................................................................... Universivy of Virginia, Vice-Chair 
Kathleen Worfhington (2013) 

(The remainder of the committee is composed of the head coach of each member restitution) 

Staff Liaison: Lee Butler ............................................................................................................................................. Associate Director 
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Article X. SERVICE GROUPS 

Listed below arc the staff liaison(s) :~br the service groups that arc reimbursed expenses lbr in-persm~ meetings (See Article 
V. Section V- 11 of the Conference Bylmvs). 

DI~CTO~S OF ACADEMIC SUPPORT 

Primary Staff Liaison: Slmmame T. Brown ............................................................................................................... Director 
Co-Staff Liaison: S~ane Lyo~ ............................................................................................... Associate Co~fissioner 

COMPLIANCE COORDINA’I’O~S 

Primary Staff Liaison: Lindsey Babcock ................................................................................................................... Director 
Co-Staff Liaison: SNaae Lyo~ .............................................................................................. AssociNe Co~ssioner 

DE~LOP~’~NW D~CTORS 

Primary Staff Liaison: A~v Y~ola ................................................................................................ Associate Co~ssioner 

FACIL~IES AND OPE~TIONS DIRECTORS 

Primary S~aff Liaison: Michael Kelly ............................................................................................. Associate Commissioner 

S~ENT~ ~ DEVeLOPmeNT COOl.ATOmS ~ S~ ~l S) 

Primary Staff Liaison: Sl~marce T. Brown ............................................................................................................... Director 
Co-Staff Liaison: Shane I_yo~s ............................................................................................... Associate Commissioner 

MA~3~G DIRECTORS 

Primary Staff Liaisom Amy Y~ola ................................................................................................ Associate Commissioner 

~ T ~’~A GE~S 

Primary StaffLiai~on: JeffElliott ................................................................................................... Associate Commissioner 

COMMUNICATIONS D~CTORS 

PNmary Staff Liaison: Michael Kelly ............................................................................................ Associate Commissioner 
Co-Staff Liaisons: Brian Morfison .......................................................................................... Associate Commissioner 

M~e Fi~m .................................................................................................. Associate Comnfissioner 
An~v Yakola ............................................................................................... Associate Comnfissioner 
Liadsey Rogers ................................................................................................... Associate Director 

HEAD A~LETIC T~I~RS 

Primary StaffLiai~n: K~is Pieme ................................................................................................... Assistant Commissioner 
C~-Staff Liaison: Shamame To Brown ............................................................................................................... Director 

ASSOCE~i~SIST~T A~E~CS D~CTO~S 

Primary Staff Liaison: Nora Lyim Finch ........................................................................................ Associate Co~ssioner 
Co-Staff Liaison: Kfis Pieme ................................................................................................... Assistant Commissioner 
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APPENDIX I- PENALTIES 

1. The offending institution or staff member may be publicly reprimanded and/or censured by the commissioner and 
warned against repetition of the offense. 

2. The staff member found in violation of a recruiting role may be denied the privilege of contact with any prospective 
student-athlete for a period not to exceed one year; and the same penalty may be imposed upon all staff members 
of the sport involved. 

3. The institution may be denied the right to schedule games with other Conference members in the sport in which the 
violation occurred. This action shall be subject to approval of the Conference. 

4. The commissioner shall have the authority to fine any member institution a maximum of $5,000 for any violation of 
the Constitution and Bylaws. Fines assessed shall be paid within thirty (30) days after final detern~inations. 

5. The commissioner may order severance of athletic relations with the offending institution. This action shall be 
subject to the approval of the Conference. 

6. Member institutions prohibited from appearing on any ACC or NCAA controlled television program and/or 
prohibited from participating in ACC or NCAA preseason or postseason competition, including bowl games, shall 
not be entitled to participate in the distribution of Conference fl~nds derived :from those sources during the period 
of such prohibition. 

7. Prohibition of an institution from participating in sanctioned Conference competition versus non-Conference 
teams and from sharing in the revenue distribution derived from the event. 
NOTE: The above would include any television arrangement in which the Conference is a participant. 

8. Prohibition of an institution from participating in NCAA Championships or post-season bowl games. 
9. Prohibition of an institution from receivingAtlantic Coast Conference Championship tickets or tickets to Conference 

sanctioned competition versus non-Conference opponents. 
10. Prohibition of an institution from sharing in distribution of other Conference income (e.g., corporate sponsorship, 

NCAA grant money). 
11. Ineligibility of a team or teams for Conference championships. 
12. Determination that contests against a university on probation for violations in a sport may be deternfined not to 

count in Conference standings in that sport. 
13. Restriction of a coach involved in violations from aw coaching for a period of time. 
14. Reduction in the number of coaches in any sport. 
15. Reduction in the ~mmber of initial grants in football for one or more years. 
16. Reduction in the maximum allowable scholarship limits in a sport for one or more years. 
17. Disassociation of the institution from a booster club or the reorganization of such a club controlled by the 

institution. 
18. Restriction of a coach from having a television show. 
19. Restriction of a coach from summer sports camp activity. 
20. Restrict number of a coach’s remunerated public appearances. 
21. Required annual report from the coach and the athletics director concerning the status of compliance in a sport. 
22. Cancellation of a coach’s gratuities from athletic equipment companies. 
23. Reduction of the recruiting budget for a sport or coach. 
24. Requirement that an institution show cause as to why its membership should not be terminated if appropriate 

action is not taken against a coach found to have been involved in serious financial aid violations. 
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CONSTITUTION 
[Nole: P’oryour convenience, any changes in the 

2010-11 ACC Constitution have been underlined. 

Article I. NAME 

The name of this association shall be the Atlantic Coast Conference, hereinafter referred to as the Confemnce. 

Article H. PURPOSE 

Section H-1. General Purpose. 

It is the purpose and function of this Confemnce to enrich and balance the athletic and educational experiences of 
student-athletes at: its member institutions, to enhance athletic and academic integrity among its members, to provide 
leadership and to do this in a spirit of fairness to all. The Conference aims to: 

a. Enhance the academic and athletic achievement of student-athletes; 

b. Increase educational opportunities for young people; 

c. Foster qnality competitive opportunities for student-athletes in a broad spectrum of amateur sports and 

championships; 

d. Promote amateurism in intercollegiate athletics; 

e. Coordinate and foster compliance with Conference and NCAA rules; 

f. Stimulate fair play and sportsmanship; 

g. Encourage responsible fiscal management and further fiscal stability; 

h. Provide leadership and a voice in the development of public attitudes toward intercollegiate sports; 

i. Address the future needs of athletics in a spirit: of cooperation and mutual benefit of the member institutions; and 

j. Promote mutual trust and friendly intercollegiate athletic relations between member institutions. 

Section II-2. Principle of Equity. 

The Conference and its member institutions assert the value of intercollegiate athletics to all individuals. The Collfemnce 
and its member institutions are committed to providing equitable opportunities as mquimd by law for participation in 
competition, administration and governance in a spirit of fairness for all. Structure, programs, legislation, services and 
policies of the Conference and its member institutions shall affirm those principles. 

Article 11I. INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL 

Them shall be institutional responsibility and control of intercollegiate athletics at member institutions. Each institution 
is responsible for conducting its intercollegiate athletics program in compliance with rules and regulations of the NCAA 
and the Conference. The institution’s chief executive officer is ultimately responsible for the administration of all aspects of 
the attfletics program, including approval of the budget and audit of all expenditures. 

The institution’s responsibility for the conduct of its intercollegiate athletics program includes responsibility for the 
actions of its staff members and for the actions of aw other individual or organization engaged in activities promoting tl~e 
athletics interests of the institution. 

Article IV. MEMBERSHIP 

Section IV-1. Current Membership. 

The Conference is composed of the lbllowing institutions: 

Boston College 
Clemson University 
Duke University 
Florida State University 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
University" of Maoqand 
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University of Miami 
University of North Carolina 
North Carolina State University 
University of Virginia 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State U niversity 

Wake Forest Universib~ 
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Section IV-2. Required Teams. 

Each member institution shall have a men’s and women’s basketball team, a football team, and either a women’s soccer 
team or a women’s volleyball team. 

Section 1V-3. Admission of New Members. 

Prior to considering admission of new members, the Cotmcil of Presidents shall consider the desirability of 
expansion. The ramifications of conference reve,mes, scheduling, student-atNete welfare and t~he pool of prospective 
members may be considerations among other issues. A favorable vote of three-fourths of the total members of the 
Council of Presidents is required on the willingness of the Council to consider expansion before the conference 
can proceed to consider aw candidate institutions. 

b. New members must be proposed for admission by three members of the Council of Presidents, one of which must 
be from the prospective member’s state, if applicable. 

c. Upon proper nomination for admission as outlined in (b), an expression of interest for admissionby the prospective 
member institution with requested data shall be received by the Conference office. The data will be distributed to 
the chief executive officers, faculty representatives and athletics directors of all conference members. 

The prospective member shall submit to the Conference additional in~’m:mation regarding the institution’s academic 
and athletic cultures. Information shall include, bm is not limited to the most recent report of the accrediting 
agency for colleges and ~miversi ~ies, the Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act (EADA) report, and ~he NCA A 
Committee on Athletics Certification repro1. 

e. A favorable vote of three-fourths of the total members of the Council of Presidents is required to extend an 
invitation for membership to the Conference. 

f. Participation by the new member in Conference revenues will be determined at: the time of admission. 

g. Upon the admission to the Conference, a new member shall pay a fee to the Conference of at least an amount 
covering payment for a proportionate share of the ownership of all real and personal properties held in the name 
of the Conference. 

Section IV-4. Expulsion/Suspension/Probation of Members. 

A member institution may be expelled, suspended or placed on probation by the Conference only upon the favorable 
vole of three-fourths (excluding tile member under consideration) of tile members. To expel means a complete severance 
from the Conference in all sports. To suspend means a tempora~ severance under stated conditions from the Conference 
in one (1) or more sports. 

Among tile reasons a member institution may be expelled, suspended or placed on probation for good cause is if it no 
longer participates in one or more sports which are required for membership in the Conference or if the member is required 
by the NCAA to discontinue such required sport because of violations of NCAA regulations or becomes incompatible with 
tile objectives of the Conference. 

In the event of expulsion, the Conference must provide the member institution with the specific reasons for expulsion 
and one year notice (on or before August 15 of aw year in which event the expulsion shall be effective the following June 
30). The institution will be assessed or paid a proportionate share (currently one-ninth) of the :fixed liabilities or assets of the 
Conference and will receive a proportionate share of that year’s distribution. 

In the event of suspension or probation, the Conference may enforce penalties immediately. 
In any sport in wtfich a member is ineligible for postseason play because of violations of NCAA or Conference 

regulations, the member may be suspended in that sport. If suspended, the member shall not be eligible for the Conference 
championship in that sport. The institution may be required to forfeit its share of any or all Conference revenues generated 
by that sport. 
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Section IV-5. Withdrawal of Members. 

To withdraw from the conference a member must file an official notice of withdrawal with each of the conference 
members and the COlmnissioner on or before August 15 for the withdrawal to be effective June 30 of the following year. 

Upon official notification of withdrawal the member will forfeit the proportionate ownership share of all real and 
personal properties held inthe name of the Conference, be assessed a proportionate share of the Conference liabilities and 
receive 25% of its proportionate distribution share for the terminal year ending June 30. 

Article V. VOTING DELE GATES 

The members of this Conference shall be entitled to one vote each. The voting delegate shall be the representative of 

the member institution, appointed by" the president, or by the duly constituted authority of the institution, and shall be a 

regular full-time member of tile faculty at the time of appointment or an administrative officer in that institution. Tile voting 

delegate shall be one whose primary duty is not in athletics. (Revised." ~[a.v 2008) 

Article VI. OFFICERS 

Section VI-1. Officers. 

The officers of the Conference shall be a president, a vice-president and a secretary-treasurer. The above officers must 
be voting delegates of their institutions. 

The president shall be the official representative of the Conference in all relations concerning intercollegiate athletics 
and, in cooperation with the Commissioner. shall foster compliance with all NCAA and Conference rules and regulations. 
The president shall preside at all meetings of the Conference, shall appoint standing and special committees after consulting 
with the chair of the Athletics Directors Colmnittee and the Commissioner, and shall be an ex-officio member of all COlmnittees 
of the Conference. The president shall assure that proper notices of Conference meetings be given to the members and that 
an agenda be prepared for each meeting. The president shall have such other powers and duties as are normal and incident 
to such office (see General Policies & Procedures, Article X, regarding the President’s Award). (Revised." April 2008) 

The vice-president shall perform the duties of the president, until the next election, in the latter’s absence or disability, 
or when the presidency is vacated. 

The vice-president shall assist the president in the performance of Conference business when necessary and shall 
have other powers and duties as may be conferred by the president or by the Conference. 

The secretary-treasurer shall have supervisory responsibility of all records of the Conference, shall review the records 
of all meetings of the Executive Committee, shall report at each regular meeting the decisions of the Executive Committee 
rendered since the last regular meeting, and shall submit at the annual meeting a detailed statement of all receipts and 
disbursements of Conference funds. All accounts are to be audited by a certified public accountant. 

Section VI-2. Election of Officers. 

Officers of the Conference shall be elected at the meeting in May and shall continue in office from July 1 through June 
30. Candidates :for office must have served a mininmm of two (2) years as a voting delegate to be eligible for an office. 

Officers shall be elected according to a rotation determined by constituent members and on file in the Conference 
office. Generally, each year, the current vice-president becomes the new president and the current secretary-treasurer 
becomes the new vice-president. A new secretary-treasurer is nominated and elected based on who is next: in line for the 
position according to the Conference rotation. 

If the president’s position becomes vacant during the middle of a term of office, the vice-president shall assume the 
presidency of the Conference. If deemed necessary by the president, other vacant offices occurring between the meetings 
of the Conference shall be filled by the Executive Committee. 

The Executive Committee shall approve any needed adjustments to the rotation cycle. A new member to the Conference 
shall be added to the end of the rotation cycle. (Revised." May 2006) 

Article VII. COUNCIL OF PRESIDENTS 

The Council of Presidents shall be composed of the chief executNe officer from each member institution and shall have 
the complete responsibility for and authority over the Atlantic Coast Conference. The Commissioner shall serve on the 
Council as an ex-officio, non-voting member. 
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The chair of the Council shall rotate among the voting membership on an ammal basis and shall be chosen from an 
institution other than those already represented on the Executive Committee. 

The Council shall meet once in the fall (the second Tuesday and Wednesday in September) and once during the Men’s 
or Women’s Basketball Conference Championship, alternating ammally. The meeting during the Championship shall also 
include the faculty athletics representatives, athletics directors and senior woman administrators. 

Article ~,qlI. EXECUTIVE COMMITFEE 

The Executive Committee shall be composed of the president, the vice-president, the secretary-treasurer, the immediate 
past president, and the chair of the Council of Presidents. In the event the immediate past president ceases to be a 
representative of the Conference, a member-at-large shall be chosen by the Conference to serve on the Executive Committee. 
The Conmfissioner and the chair of the Athletic Directors shall serve as ex-officio members without vote. 

The Executive Committee shall transact the necessary business of the Conference between regular meetings of the 
Conference, subject to approval of the voting delegates at the next regular or special meeting. The Executive Committee is 
also charged with overseeing the management and operation of the Conference in accordance with its Constitution and 
Bylaws. 

A member institution may appeal to the Conference any decision or action of the Executive Committee. 
The Executive Committee may establish changes in the procedures for the general conduct of the Commissioner’s 

office. 
The Executive Committee shall meet at least two (2) weeks prior to file May meeting to review the budget prepared by 

the Commissioner and recommend a budget for the forthcoming year to the membership for approval at the May meeting. 
The Executive Committee shall conduct a mid-year budgetary review. 

Article IX. COMMISSIONER 

There shall be a Commissioner who shall be elected by a vote of three-fourths of the Council of Presidents at any 
regular or special meeting. The Commissioner shall serve as the chief administrative officer of the Conference and shall be 
responsible to the Executive Committee. The Commissioner shall ensure adherence to the principles of the Constitution and 
Bylaws by all members oft:he Conference. 

The Commissioner shall perform such duties as are prescribed in the Bylaws and such other duties as may be prescribed 
by the Executive Committee. The Commissioner shall have the powers necessary for the effective performance of the 
Commissioner’s duties. 

Article X.AMENDMENT 

Section X-l.Amendment Procedmxs. 

This Constitution may be amended at any regular or special meeting by three-fourths of the members. The proposed 
amendment shall be submitted, in writing, four weeks before the meeting, through the conmfissioner to the Constitution and 
Bylaws Conunittee for review. The Commissioner shall send complete copies of the proposed amendments to all members at 
least fifteen (15) days before the meeting. 

Section X-2. Effective Date. 

AW amendments to the Constitution and Bylaws are effective July 1 following enactment, unless provided othem~ise. 
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LA 
[Nole: Foryour convenience, an.v changes in the 

2010-I1 ACC Bylaws have been underlinedo ] 

Article I. SPORTSMANSHIP PRINCIPLE 

It shall be the responsibility of each member institution to insure that all individuals associated with the athletics 
program of that institution conduct themselves in a sportsmanlike manncr when rcpresenting their university. Unsportsmanlike 
conduct, when demonstrated by aw party associated with a member institution, will not be tolerated and may subject the 
individual to disciplinary action. The member institution with which the individual is associated may also be subject to 
disciplinary action if it is found that the institution’s actions, or failure to act, substantially contributed to the individnal’s 
misconduct. The duties with regard to sportsmanship of member institutions, the Conmfissioner, coaches, student-athletes, 
band members, cheerleaders, mascots and officials are elaborated in the Sportsmanlike Policy in the Sports Operation Code. 

Public criticism of officials or comments evaluating the officiating of particular contests is not in the best intercst of 
intercollegiate athletics. Institutional personnel are prohibited, therefore, from commenting on officiating, other than directly 
to the Conl’erence office. (See Article I in the Sports Operation Code for the Sportsmanlike Policy.) 

Article H. NCAA REGULATIONS 

The Confercnce and each of its member institutions shall be members of Division I Football Bowl Subdivision of the 
NCAA. Member institutions are bound by NCAA rules and regulations, unless Conference rules are more restrictive. 

Article IIL OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

Section III-1. Duties of the Commissioner. 

The Connnissioner’s duties shall include: 

a. CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER. Serve as fl~e chief administrative officer of the Confercnce. 

b. CONFERENCE RULES AND REGULATIONS. Interpret and enforce all rules and regulations of the Conference and 
of the NCAA. This responsibility includes, but is not necessarily limited to, broad discretionau powers to supervise 
investigations, hold hearings and impose temporary or pemkanent measures against member institutions, personnel, and 
student-athletes for conduct judged to be in violation of the spirit as well as the letter of Conference Constitution and 
Bylaws. The above shall be carried out under procedurcs as set forth in fl~e Confercnce Bylaws. 

c. EQUITY. Implement and advocate the principle of equity. 

d. COlVlMITTEE MEMBERSHIR Serve as an ex-officio, nonvoting member of the faculty athletics representative’s, 
Executive and athletics director’s committees, Council of Presidents and all other Conference committees. 

e. MEETINGS. Issue the call for regular and special meetings of the faculty athletics representatives, athletics directors 
and the Executive Connnittee. Make arrangements for the meetings of these groups, and for such meetings of the coaches 
or other employees of the athletics administration as may be authorized by the athletics dircctors, and be responsible for the 
publication and distribution of all minutes setting forth actions by any of these groups. 

f. CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS. Reprint the Constitution and Bylaws from time to time as may be necessa~, and 
distribute copies as appropriate to each member institution’s chief executive officer, faculty athletics representative, athletics 
director and senior woman administrator. 

g. ATHLETICS PROBLEMS. Study athletics problems of the Conference, offer advice and assistance intheir solution, 
and encourage and promote friendly relations among the member institutions, student-athletes and alumni. 

h. OFFICIATING. Assign football and basketball officials for all games between member institutions. Assig~wnents also 
may be made for non-conference football and basketball games and for other sports when requested. The Commissioner is 
authorized to expend funds :from his budget: lbr the improvement of officiating. 
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i. AWARDS AND TROPHIES. Purchase awards and trophies presented by the Conference. 

j. PUBLICITY. Conduct, through the print and electronic media, periodicals, various meetings and the general serdce 
of the Conference office, a continuing educational program to promote the development of better sportsmanship, respect 
for the amateur spirit, and understanding of the values of competitive athletics, and exert all reasonable effort to acquaint 
the public with the ethics and high ideals which motivate the Conference in its conduct of intercollegiate athletics. 

k. INCOME PRODUCING PROJECTS. Initiate and fornmlate, lbr the Conference, income producing projects. 

1. SCHOOL VISITS. Visit each Conference school at least once eachyear to inquire into and obsel~’e the operation of 
its intercollegiate athletics program. 

m. ASSISTANCE TO NON-MEMBERS. Stand ready to render assistunce to non-member institutions when solicited. 

n. CONFERENCE EMPLOYEES. Select and engage assistants and employees to assist in cawing out the above 
described activities; to choose titles for conference employees; and to fix their compensation within the limits of the 
approved budgets. 

o. EXECUTE CONTRACTS. Unless otherwise provided in the Bylaws, the Commissioner has the power to execute 
contracts. 

p. CONFERENCE BUDGET. Present a budget for consideration to the Executive Conm~ittee at least two weeks prior to 
the May meeting of the Conference. This budget requires Conference approval. 

q. OTHER DUTIES. Perform such other duties as the Council of Presidents, faculty atlfletics representatives, the 
athletics directors or the Executive Committee may direct or as required in Articles VIII and IX in this section. 

Section IH-2. Commissioner’s Contract. 

The Commissioner shall be paid a salary to be determined by the Conference. The term of the contract, including fringe 
benefits, shall be recommended by the Executive Committee and approved by two-thirds of the members of the Council of 
Presidents. 

Section III-3. Office of the Commissioner. 

The Office of the Commissioner shall be located at a place designated by the Conference. 

Article W. GOVERNANCE 

Section P¢-l. Organization. 

Each member instihltion will have one representative with voting power in each of the [bllowing governance groups: 
~dopted" May 2009) 

a. Council of Presidents 
b. Facul~ Atkdefics Represematives 
c. Directors of AtNetics 
d. Senior Woman Administralors 

Section ]W-2. Stnictnre. 

The Council of Presidents stroll have the complete responsibility for and authority over the Conference. The Executive 
Committee shall lransact the necessary business of the Conference between regular meeti~gs of the Confere~ce, subject to 
approval of the voting delegates at the next regular or special meeting, as well as oversee the management and operation of 
the Conference in accordance with its Constitution and Bylaws. The faculB, athletics representatives, as voting delegates, 
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per Article V of the Constitution, shall take final action on conference matters only during joint business sessions. See the 
governance structure detailed in Appendix I of" this section. ¢4 dopLed." .,~:iay 2009) 

Section P,7-3. Conference Meeting Dates and Sites. 

The faculty athletics representatives, athletics directors and senior woman administrators shall hold the annual 
Conference business meeting in May. Business meetings are also held in October and December. (Revised." May 2009) 

a. COUNCIL O1:" PRESIDENTS. The Council slmll meet once in the fall and once during the Men’s or Women’s 
Conference Basketball Championship, alternating aimually. The meeting during the Championship shall also include the 
faculty attfletics representatives, attfletics directors and seNor woman administralors. 

b. REGULAR MEETINGS. All of the governance groups slmll meet three times each year in October, April and May. 
Each group slmll meet separately before convening in a joint business session. 

c. FALL MEETINGS. This regular annual meeting of the faculty athletics representatives, athletics directors and senior 
woman aduffnistrators shall be held in October at the institution of the current conference president. 

do LEGISLATIVE MEETING. Annually the [’acuity athletics representatives and senior woman administrators shall 
meet jointly in December, at the site of the ACC Football Championslffp Game, to discuss aM formulate conference 
posilions on proposed NCAA legislation. 

e. WINTER Nff~ETINGS. Almnally the faculty athletics representatives and the athletics directors shall meet separately 
and jointly in Ja~maryLFebrna~. 

f. ,4PRIL MEETINGS. Tiffs regular annual meeting of tt~e faculty athletics representatives, athletics directors and 
senior woman administrators shall be in April and shall coincide wi th the A CC Post-Gmdtmle Sct~olar-Athlete Banqueto 

g. SPRING MEETINGS. This regular annual meeting of the facul~, athletics representatives, atllletics directors and 
senior woman administrators s[mll be t~eld in May. 

h. _ADDITIONAL Nff~ETINGS. Additional meetings may be called by the president or Connnissioner as deemed 
necessary or pt~rsuant to written request of not less t[mn two-thirds of tt~e members. In eilher case° the call shall state the 
reasons for the meeting. The site of the meeting will be determined by a vote of the Conference. Conference business may 
also be conducted by teleconference when authorized by the president or Commissioner. 

Section IV-4. Quorum. 

To constitute a qt~om.m :lbr tt~e transaction of bt~siness at a meeting of the Conference, two-thirds of the member 
institutions must be represented by voting delegates. 

Article V. FINANCES 

Section V-1. Conference Budget. 

The Finance Committee, comprised of one representative from each member institution, shall participate with the 
Conference office staff and Commissioner in preparing the annual operating budget for the forthcoming year. Once this 
budget process is complete, the Comnfittee will request that: the Commissioner :forward the :final draft: budget to the 
Execmive Committee and all twelve (12) institutions for review at least two (2) weeks prior to the May meeting of the 
Conference. The Executive Committee will recommend the final budget for approval at that meeting. The Conference budget 
shall include a ten (10) percent contingency amount. (Editorial Revision: 2008) 
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Section ¥:2. Distribution of General Revenue. 

The Conference shall distribute its revenue, including but not limited to revenue from television receipts, Conference 
championships, participation in preseason or postseason competition, and interest from Conference funds on deposit, 
according to the provisions set forth in this Article. 

Before distributing the revenue to each institution, the Conference shall deduct the funds reserved for the budget for 
the following year. including the ten percent contingency amount. Unless otherwise specified in this Article, the remainder 
of the Conference reve~me shall be divided equally among the Conference members and distributed in shares to each 
member by June 1, or the first business day" following June 1, in accordance with the distribution plan approved am~ually by 
the Executive Committee. 

Any distributable funds not received in the Conference office by June 1 will be distributed equally upon receipt. 
If income sources do not provide necessaly funds for the operation of the Conference office, an assessment shall be 

levied upon the member institutions in equal amounts. 

Section V-3. Conference Reselwe. 

The Conference shall maintain a reserve equaling one times the Conference approved annual operating budget. Any 
distribution of excess funds to the member schools shall be equal and calculated am~ually based on the Conference’s 

annual audited financial statements as follows: (Revised." October 2008) 

1. Total unrestricted net assets, net of property and equipment, less accumulated depreciation. 
2. Less the reserve as defined above. 

Section V-4. Postgraduate Scholarships. 

The Conference shall add the money received from player of the game awards presented during televised Conference 
football and men’s basketball games and other money as determined by the Executive Committee to the funds used for the 
Conference Postgraduate Scholarships. 

The scholarships are awarded to student-athletes who have completed their undergraduate degrees and who plan to 
attend a graduate program within three (3) years. 

Section V-5. Employee Insurance. 

The Conference shall be insured against dishonesU and theft by the Conunissioner and aw Conference employee and 
the cost of the insurance shall be paid from Conference funds. 

Section V-6. Indemnification and Liability. 

The Conference shall indemnify the faculty athletics representatives, the chief executive officers, the athletics directors, 
the senior woman administrators, the Commissioner, and the Conference staff against all costs (including attorney’s fees), 
expenses, judgments, fines, and other amounts reasonably incurred by any or all such persons, or any of them, in connection 
with any claim, demand, suit, or proceeding, civil or criminal, arising out of and related to the interpretation or enforcement 
of the Conference rules where the person to be indenmified acted in good faith and in a manner reasonably believed by such 
person to be in the best interest of the Conference and to be authorized by the rules of the Conference. 

Section V-7. Distribution of Revenue from the NCAA Men’s Basketball Championship. 

All receipts from the NCAA Men’s Basketball Championship (six-year performance histoly and broad base programs) 
will be divided equally among the member institutions after payments to the participating teams as outlined below. 

A team participating in the Men’s Basketball Championship will receive $40,000. A team advancing beyond the second 
round and playing east of the Mississippi will receive an additional $45,000. A team advancing beyond the second round 
and playing west of the Mississippi will receive an additional $55,000. Ifa team advances to the Final Four. it will receive an 
additional $85,000 if playing east of the Mississippi and $95,000 if playing west of the Mississippi. 

A team participating in the Women’s Basketball Championship will receive $25,000. A team advancing to the Regional 
will receive an additional $25,000 (for a total of $50,000). If a team advances to the Final Four, it will receive an additional 
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$50,000 (for a total of $100,000). Exception: if an ACC team hosts a first and second round site, and their team plays at that 
site, the institution would not rcceive the initial supplemental distribution. (Adopted: October 2007) 

Section V-8. Distribution of Revenue from the National Invitational Tournaments. 

A team participating in the preseason or the postseason National Invitational Tournaments shall keep all game receipts. 

Section V-9. Distribution of Revenue from Postseason Football Games. 

All receipts from postseason football games will be divided equally among the member institutions "after payments to 
the participating teams. Expense allowances will be provided to all teams participating in a postseason bowl game. The base 

expense allowance for all Conference bowl games is $1.1 million. BCS bowl gaines’ base expense allowances range from $1.7 
million to $2.1 million depending on the bowl game. Amounts are then adjusted in increments of $25,000 depending on travel 
distance between the institution and the bowl game site. Actual expense allowances are described in Appendix II of tiffs 
section. (Revised." December 2005, May 2008, May 2010; NCAA Revision: 2008) 

Should a team participate in a game not specified in Appendix II, distribution and expenses will be determined at a 

meeting of the Conference. Conference schools who participate in post-season bowl games are responsible for the sale of 

the first 6,000 tickets. After 6,000 tickets, the Conference will share in the expense of unsold tickets (calculated at the lowest 

ticket price available) as follows: 

a. From 6,001 through 7,000 tickets, the Conference will pay 50% of ticket cost. 

b. From 7,001 through 8,000 tickets, the Conference will pay 75% of ticket cost. 

c. From 8,001 through the contracted guaranteed amount of tickets at the respective bowl game, the Conference will 
pay 100% of ticket cost. 

AW flmds designated by the preseason or postseason game specifically for nonathletic scholarships will go directly 
to the participating institution and will not be included in the Conference reventle distribution. 

Section V-10. Early Distribution of Football Television Receipts. 

A member institution may elect a February distribution of football television receipts. The Commissioner shall poll the 
member institutions in September to determine whether they wish to receive an early distribution of the television receipts. 
This distribution will be made when the Conference office receives all of the funds due from the national networks. 
Institutions electing early distribution will not receive interest payment on the balance of funds left on deposit from national 
network receipts. 

Section V-11. Payment of Expenses. 

a. MEETING S. Among the meetings for which the Conference will reimburse business-related expenses for institutional 
personnel are: (Revised." May 2008, May 2010) 

1. Winter Conference Meetings (JanuaryiFebrual?.’): 
FAR (and adult guest), AD (and adult guest) 

2. CEO Meeting (March Men’s/Women’s Basketball Tournament): 

CEO, FAR, AD, SWA 
3. April Conference Meetings: 

AD, FAR, SWA 
4. April SWAiAssistantiAssociate AD Meeting: 

SWA, one selected Assistant/Associate AD 
5. Annual Spring Conference Meetings (May/June): 

FAR (and adult guest), AD (and adult guest), SWA (and adult guest), head football coach (and adult guest), 
head men’s basketball coach (and adult guest), head women’s basketball coach (and adult guest) 
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6. Division IAFAR Spring Board Meeting: 
FAR representative to the Division IA FAR group 

7. Fall CEO Meeting (September): 
CEO, FAR Chair, AD Chair 

8. Fall Conference Meetings (October): 
FAR, AD, SWA, SAAC Member 

9. FARAMeeting (November): 
Conference Secretary-Treasurer 

10. Legislative Meeting (December Football Championship): 
FAR, SWA 

11. Other Meetings: For a called Conference meeting, the school designated attendee(s) only shall be reimbursed 
for business-related expenses. 

All service groups, except compliance coordinators, will meet once per year and will be reimbursed for that meeting. 
Compliance coordinators will meet twice per year. One individual from each school will be reimbursed for all service groups 
meetings. Service groups include: academic advisors, compliance coordinators, development directors, facilities and 
operations directors, student-athlete development coordinators (life skills coordinators), marketing directors, ticket managers, 
sports information directors, athletic trainers and associate/assistant athletics directors. 

b. EVENTS. Among the events for which the Conference will reimburse business-related expenses for institutional 
persomael are: (Revised." October 2008) 

1. ACC Football Championship: AD 
2. Conference Champion Bowl or participating school’s bowl (three night allowance): 

CEO (and adult guest), FAR (and adult guest), AD (and adult guest), SWA (and adult gues0 
3. Conference ChampionBowl only: 

Head football coaches (and adult guest) 
4. ACC Men’s Basketball Championship: 

CEO (and adult guest), FAR (and adult guest), AD (and adult guest), SWA (and adult gues0 
5. ACC Women’s Basketball Championship: 

CEO (and adult guest), FAR (and adult guest), AD (and adult guest), SWA (and adult gues0 

The chair(s) and vice-chair(s) of the sports committees will be reimbursed for business-related expenses incurred while 
attending the Championship. Business-related expenses are defined as meals, lodging (single or double room rate) tips and 
gratuities, and transportation [coach aiffare, taxi, car rental plus gas, personal auto (current IRS mileage allowance)]. 

Section V-12. Football Ticket Return Policy. 

Two (2) weeks prior to the date of the game, the visiting institution should retain no more than 500 unsold tickets from 
the original ticket allotment sent by the home team. The remainder should be overnighted to the host institution at that time. 
Three (3) days prior to the game day, the visiting institution may return no more than 150 unsold tickets from the above- 
mentioned allotment, which should be overnighted to the host institution’s ticket office for next morning delive~,. Following 
the game, the visiting institution will be allowed to return up to 100 unsold tickets plus aw unused band tickets. 

The host school may modi~ the above policy to be less restrictive if circumstances allow. 

Section V-13. Amendment Procedures. 

Article V. (Finances) of tlfis section may be amended at aw regular or special meeting by two-thirds of all members. 
(4dopted." April 2006) 
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Article xq. RULES OF ELIGIBILITYAPPLICABLE TO ALL SPORTS 

Section VI-1. Conference Initial-Eligibility Rule 

A nonqualifier whose first full-time collegiate enrolhnent occurs at an ACC institution shall notbe eligible :for competition, 
practice, or athletically related financial aid at ar\v conference institution. On an annual basis, a conference member may 
permit a maximmn of four nonqualifiers (two in men’s sports and two in women’s sports with no more than one in a~7 single 
sport) who have been granted a partial waiver by tire NCAA Initial Eligibility Waiver Committee permitting them to rcceive 
athletic aid and/or practice per NCAA rules and whose first full-time collegiate enrollment occurs at an ACC institution. 
(Revised: February 2006) 

A nonqualifier who transfers to a confcrence institution from a two-year college must have graduated with an AA 
degree (or equivalent), satisfactorily completed a minimmn of 48 semester or 72 quarter hours with a cumulative GPA of 2.0 
on transferable degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate degree program at the certifying institution, and have 
attended the two-year college that awarded the AA degree (or equivalent) as a full-time student for at least three semesters 
or four quarters (excluding summer terms) in order to be eligible for competition, practice, and athletically related financial 
aid. (Revised." October 2007, May 2008) 

A nonqualifier who transfers to a conference irrstitution from a four-year college outside the ACC nmst, in addition to 
meeting all NCAA rules regarding such transfers, have satisfactorily completed 48 semester or 72 quarter hours with a 
cunmlative GPA of 2.0 on transferable degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate degree program at the certifying 
irrstitution, and have attended the immediately preceding four-year college as a firll-time student for at least three semesters 
or four quarters (excluding summer terms) in order to be eligible for competition, practice, and athletically related financial 

aid. (Revised." October 2007) 
A nonqualifier who transfcrs to a confcrence institution from a two-year college, subsequent to attcnding a four-year 

college outside the-ACC, must meet all NCAA rules regarding 4-2-4 transfers. 
Upon written application and good cause shown, the faculty representatives, acting as a committee of the whole, shall 

have the authority to grant exceptions to this rule based on objective evidence that demonstrates circumstances which 
warrant the waiver of the normal application of this rule (e.g., the student’s overall academic record, whether the student 
was recruited by the institution). An approved waiver requires an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the member institutions, 
with the involved institution being eligible to participate in the discussion but not in the final vote. A written summal3, of the 
faculty athletics representatives’ decision will be distributed to all Conference members and kept on file in the Conference 
office. 

a. INTERNATIONAL TRANSFER EXCEPTION. An international transfer student-athlete who did not take a 
standardized test before enrolling full-time at an international collegiate institution shall be immediately eligible for financial 
aid, practice and competition, provided the student-athletc meets all NCAA four-year college transfer requirements and the 
student-athlete was not recruited by any institution prior to enrolling full-time at the international collegiate institution. The 
student must demonstrate foreign residency and attendance at the foreign institution. (Adopted." May 2008; Editorial 

Revision: 2010) 

b. MALE PRACTICE PLAYER EXCEPTION. Male practice players are exempt from the conference initial-eligibility rule 
provided the student meets all NCAA eligibility requirements. (Adopted: May 2008) 

Section VI-2. Intra-Conference Tran sfer Rule. 

A student-athlete who transfers directly to all ACC institution from another ACC institution and who was recruited by 
the irrstitution from which they am transferring, for whom the athletics department irrterceded in the admissions process, or 
who received ar\,¢ athletically related financial aid during the academic year immediately prior to the transfer is required to 
complete one (1) academic year (two full semesters or three full quarters) of residency at the certifying ACC institution 
before being eligible to compete for or to receive athletically related financial aid from the certifying institution. Such an 
academic year of residency shall count as one of the student-athlete’s four (4) permissible seasons of competition permitted 
under NCAA legislation. During such a year of residency, the student-athlete is permitted to practice pursuant to NCAA 
eligibility rules regarding practice eligibility. A transfer student-athlete admitted after tire twelfth day of class may not utilize 
that semester or quarter for the purpose of establishing residency. Waivers of this ACC rule may be considered by the ACC 
faculty athletics representatives, acting as a committee of the whole, provided the student-athlete has qualified for an 
exception or waiver of tire NCAA four-year college transfer rule. Further, the waiver request must: demonstrate objective 
evidence that proves the student-athlete’s extraordinary personal hardship necessitates the transfer to another ACC 
institution. (Revised: February 2006, October 2008) 
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a. GRADUATION EXCEPTION. A student-athlete who receives a baccalaureate degree at one member institution and 
who has been adnfitted into a degree program at another member institution may transfer to another member institution 
without being subject to the intra-conference transfer rule. NCAA transfer regulations would apply. (Revised." February 

2006) 

Section VI-3. Intra-Conference National Letter of Intent Rule. 

An individual who signs a valid National Letter of Intent with an ACC institution and does not satisl), the one-year 

attendance requirement or the Junior College graduation provision of the National Letter of Intent nmy not represent 

another ACC institution in intercollegiate athletics competition until the individual has completed one (1) full academic 

years of residence at the latter ACC institution and shall be charged with the loss of one (1) season of eligibility in all sports. 

An individual receiving a complete release per Item 5 of the National Letter of Intent may not represent another ACC 

institution in intercollegiate athletics competition until the individual has completed one full academic year at the latter ACC 

institution and shall be charged with the loss of one season of eligibility in all sports. Waivers of the ACC rule must 

demonstrate objective evidence that proves the student-athlete’s extraordina~ personal hardship necessitates the transfer 

to another ACC institution. These waivers may be considered by the ACC faculty athletics representatives, acting as a 

committee of the whole, only after all appeals to the National Letter of Intent Steering Committee and the National Letter of 

Intent Appeals Committee have been processed. (Revised: April 2007, October 2008) 

Section VI-4. Medical Hardship Waivers. 

The Office of the Commissioner has the authority to administer all requests for medical hardship waivers per NCAA 
legislation. Institutions should submit such waiver requests on a form prescribed by the Conference office. All waiver 
requests received by the Conference should be complete upon submission and contain all the necessa~, and required 
NCAA and Coifference documentation. 

a. APPEALS. An institution may appeal the decision of the Office of the Commissioner to the faculty athletics 
representatives. If an institution wishes to appeal, a written appeal must be received in the Co~fference office within 30 calendar 
days from the date of the original decision letter. The facuhy athletics representative from the institution appealing the 
decision will present the appeal to the entire council of l\aculty athletics representatives for vote. The decision of the l\aculty 
athletics representatives will be final, subject only to an appeal to the NCAA. 

Section VI-5. Docu mentation of Summer Employment and Automobile Ownership. 

Each member institution shall document a~mnally information regarding various aspects of summer employment and 
automobile ownership or usage for all full grant-in-aid recipients. Specific infommtion prescribed by the Conference office 
is required to be included on institutional forms. (Rev~xed: May 200~) 

Section VP6. Eligibility. 

a. ELIGIBILITY CERTIFICATIONo It is the responsibility of each institution to certif}~ its student-athletes in 
accordance with all applicable conference and NCAA eligibility requirements prior to allowing the student-athlete to 
represent the institution in intercollegiate competition. 

b. FOR[:EITURE O[" GAMES. When a player is found to be ineligible for intercollegiate athletics, all athletic contests 
in which the student-athlete has participated, after the date of the act or conditions which rendered the individnal ineligible, 
may be forfeited to the respective opposing team or teams, and any individual championships may be forfeited. 

Section VI-7. Exceptions. 

Exceptions to the above rules of eligibility may be allowed in individual cases in which the circumstances arc extremely 
unusual and m which the exception will be in accord with the spirit and intent of all rules and regulations concerning 

eligibili~:. 
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Artide VH. ASSIGNING OFFICIALS 

The Conference office shall be responsible for the assignment of officials in the following sports: baseball, men’s and 
women’s basketball, field hockey, football, men’s and women’s soccer, softball and volleyball. In no event shall officials be 
employees of the Conference. 

Article VIII. ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURE 

Section VIII-1. Alleged Violations. 

The Commissioner may receive and im:estigate reports of alleged violations of roles and regulations of the Conference 
and of the NCAA and may interpret and rtfle upon such. 

In order to prevent escalation of intm-confcmnce problems and continuation of violations, tt~e following procedures 
are required: 

a. An inquiry or report of alleged violations by a Conference member should be sent from a senior level athletics 
administrator or compliance director from the institution making the allegation to a senior level athletics administrator or 
compliance director at the institution to which the allegation is made. In addi lion, lhe institution making the allegation 
should notil}, the Conference office. If the above option is followed, the institution making the allegation is considered 
pare/to any investigation and shall receive subsequent infornmtion as outlined in (c) below. An restitution nmy also utilize 
the conference compliance staff to communicate allegations from one Conference member to another; however, in this 
instance, the institution is not considered party to any investigation and shall not receive subsequent information. In ellher 
case, all findings should be reported to the Conm~issioner. 

b. The institution against which the allegation is made should consult with the Conference to procure advice and 
guidance in how to conduct the investigation, but should not rely upon the Conference to assist in the actual investigation. 

c. Only the institution which made the allegation shall receive periodic progress rcports throughout fl~e iuvestigation 
along with a final report at the conclusion of the investigation. That institution, shall not, however, release any infornmtion 
it receives to any other institution or entityo Violations of this will result in for[’citt~re of any subsequent inlbrmafion 
regarding the investigation or other sanctions. 

d. Once the investigation has concluded° the institution shall report its findings and, if applicable, any action taken to 
the Conference ancVor NCAA. Subsequent to any decision or determination by the Conference ancVor NCAA, only the 
institution which ~nade the allegation shall receive a fir~al report that shall include the following: 

1. Facts of the case as discovered through the investigation 
2 Findings based upon tt~e facts presented 
3. Action and/or penalties taken 

Section VHI-2. Investigations. 

The Commissioner is the principal enforcement officer of the Conference Rules and Regiflations but shall not undertake 
significant investigative responsibilities except in a supervisoi~ capacity. Upon the request of the athletics director or 
faculty representative of any member institution showing reasonable grounds or upon the Commissioner’s own initiative, 
the Comnfissioner shall initiate such investigation as may be necessary to detemfine whether there has been a violation. As 
part of such an investigation, the Conference office should assist the institution in: 

a. Detemfining whether the potential violation will be viewed as secondary or major by the NCAA Enforcement: Staff’; 

b. Identifying any mitigating circumstances; 

c. Determining the appropriate institutional action that should be taken to remedy the situation; 

d. Determining appropriate penalties that would likely be accepted by the Enforcement Staff, the NCAA Committee on 
Infractions, the NCAA Student-Athlete Reinstatement Staff, or the NCAA Student-Athlete Reinstatement Committee; 
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e. Processing secondary violations through correspondence to the Enforcement Staff; 

f. Processing major violations through summary disposition, or Committee on Infractions; or 

g. Processing any eligibiliU appeals through the NCAA-Student-Athlete Reinstatement Staff or the NCAA Student- 
Athlete Reinstatement Committee. 

Section VIII-3. Hearings. 

If the investigation reveals that a violation may exist, the Commissioner shall inform the president, the faculty athletics 
representative, and the athletics director of the member institution involved, and afford an opportunity to be heard. 

The Commissioner may elect to hear those cases deemed to be secondary in nature. Such hearing may" be conducted 
by an assistant commissioner designated by the Commissioner. If after a hearing or failure of all institution to appear for a 
hearing, the Commissioner concludes there is a violation, the Commissioner is empowered to impose penalties such as, but 
not limited to, those listed in Appendix I of the Committees section. 

All other cases will be heard by the Executive Committee. That body shall have the same power as the Commissioner 
to impose penalties. No representative of the institution for whom the hearing is being held shall have memberstfip on the 
hearing body. The institution and aw employee or student-athlete involved in the case shall have all opportunity to be 
heard and to be represented by legal counsel. The decision of the hearing body must be rendered within one week after the 
hearing. 

Section VHI-4. Unsportsmanlike Conduct. 

The Commissioner is authorized to investigate cases involving unsportsmanlike conduct of coaches, institutional 
officials or participants on teams representing member institutions and, if sufficient evidence is found that they have been 
guilty of unsportsmanlike conduct, the Commissioner is authorized to impose such penalties as in iris judgment the case 
warrants. 

Section VIII-5. Penalties. 

Penalties imposed by the Commissioner shall become effective immediately and shall remain in effect until and unless 
set aside by the Conference on appeal. 

Section VIII-6. Enforcement Reports. 

The Commissioner shall upon request, report to the Conference in executive session the results of al\v investigations 
into violations of Conference rules and regulations. 

Article IX. APPEALS 

Section IX-1. Appeal Procedures. 

The decision of the Commissioner or the Executive Committee in any proceedings under Article VIII may be appealed. 
Such appeal must be made by the institution involved within fourteen (14) days after receiving, by registered mail, the 
notice of such action. Appeals from decisions about interpretations or violations of the Conference rules and regulations, 
or penalties imposed under these rules, shall be made to the Conference through the Conference president. 

a. Final appeal of decision made by the commissioner normally is heard by the Executive Committee; however, at the 
request of the appealing institution, the Conference will hear the appeal in lieu of the Executive Committee. 

b. Final appeal of a decision made by the Executive Committee normally is heard by an Appeals Committee consisting 
of the past-president of the Conference from the Executive Committee, those faculb" athletics representatives who are not 
members of the Executive Committee, and two athletics directors appointed by the president in such maimer that no member 
institution will have both its faculty attfletics representative and athletics director serving on the Appeals Committee. At tile 
request of the appealing institution, the Conference will hear the appeal in lieu of the Appeals Committee. 
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c. The committee hearing the appeal may, if it so chooses, modify the decision as to guilt and/or penalty but may not 
increase the penalty. 

d. Appeals shall be limited in scope and will not constitute a newcomplete hearing of the case. Notice of appeal shall 
state specifically the findings of violations or penalties or both on which the appeal is being made and the reasons why 
these items are being appealed. 

Section IX-2. Appellate Decision. 

The decision as to the appeal shall be rendered only after "affording any institution, employee, or studem-athlete 
involved in the appealed portion of the case an opportunity to be heard and to be represented by legal counsel and must 
be rendered within one week after the hearing of the appeal. Such decision is final and is not subject to further appeal except 
trader provision of Section IX-3 (New Evidence or Prejudicial Error). 

Section IX-3. New Evidence or Prejudicial Error. 

The Executive Committee shall consider a request to reopen a case upon receipt of new evidence of fact or of prejudicial 
error in the hearing or appeals procedure. A decision not to reopen a case is not subject to further appeal. 

Article X. TELEVISION POLICY 

Section X-1. Conference Package Contracts. 

The Television Conunittee is authorized to negotiate the terms and conditions of contracts involving telecast of 
packages of football games and men’s basketball games. Such contracts shall be subnfitted to the member institutions for 
approval, disapproval or suggestions and recommendations, consistent with the terms of Conference contract policy as 
described in Section X-3 (Conference Television Comract Policy). 

Section X-2. Revenues From Sale of Rights to Package. 

All revenues from sale of rights to the Conference television packages referred to in Section X- 1 (Conference Package 
Contracts) shall be deposited with the Conference office. 

Section X-3. Conference Television Contract Policy. 

Negotiations for furore television contracts shall be conducted by the Commissioner with input fl’om a television 
snbco~nittee appointed by the Co~nissioner, in consnltation with the President of the CoMerence. The subco~nittee 

administrators. 
Discussio~ and mco~endatio~ from the television subco~ttee will be reposed om to the Nil television 

~[~.~__~J_~(~k~m~t~!!~_~:~!!_r.~Yi~:_t!~_~r~9osed temps and co nditions of the 

to the ~3cultv athletics representatives R~r their consideration and approval by two-thirds vote of the meuR~ers of the 
conference. 

ffpracticable, ~�1_�35~iq*~ contracts should be in }~:~_[~g,~ lb~n and signed by the RR~iViRR~i~g pa~ies within ~}. days of 
the time of the agreement. If possible, said contract(s) shall be signed no later than 30 days prior to the first televised event 
of spots covered witlfin tiffs agreemem. (Ad~(oted: Mql, 1992, Revised: 2anua<l’ 

Section X-4. Good Faith Effort not to Compete with Package. 

The Conference members will make every good faith effort not to participate in a football or men’s basketball game that 
will be televised in conflict with aw of the Conference television packages of games. "Televised" and "televisioff’ mean 
over the air or by cable. If a Conference member is to participate in a nonpackage televised game Milch conflicts with or 
overlaps with one of the Conference football or men’s basketball packages of games, the Conference member may participate 
in such nonpackage televised game only if (a) such nonpackage game is not distributed on television in the Conference area 
(defined as Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida), or (b) if the nonpackage 
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game is to be televised in the Conference area; such game may be televised only during a time period which does not 
substantially overlap the time during which a Conference package game is being televised. When it appears there will be an 
overlap, the matter shall be promptly referred to the commissioner, who shall then consider all relevant factors and make a 
final determination, in his sole discretion as to whether or not the overlap is substantial. 

Section X-5. Member Institution Contracts. 

Individual member institutions may enter into contracts for the telecasts of lbotball and men’s basketball games which 
are not a part of the Conference packages, but only if such contracts do not conflict with Conference package contracts 
referred to in Section X-1 (Conference Package Comracts) and also comply with all other provisions of this Article. 

Section X-6. Revenues From Non-Package Games. 

The revenues derived from participation by any Conference member in an3; televised game outside the Conference 
television packages shall be deposited with the Conference office. 

Section X-7. Conference Non-Package Contracts. 

In appropriate circumstances, the Commissioner’s office may negotiate television contracts for events that are not part 
of the Conference television package of gaines referred to in Section X-1 (Conference Package Contracts). However, such 
nonpackage contracts may, in the Commissioner’s discretiork be negotiated by the Committee on Television and/or submitted 
to the member institutions for approval. 

Section X-8. Rights Fee. 

The Television Commitlee shall establish a rights fee for any football game or men’s basketball game being televised 
which is not part of any of the Conference television packages of games. 

Section X-9. l) istribution of Revenu es. 

The revenues derived under Sections X-2 (Revenues From Sale of Rights to Package) and X-6 (Revenues From Non- 
Package Games) of this Article shall be divided equally among the Conference members. 

Section X-10.Amendment Procedures. 

Article X (Television Policy) of the Bylaws may be amended at any regular or special meeting by m-o-thirds of all 
members. (Adopted." @ril 2006) 

Article XI. GENERAL REGULATIONS 

Section XI-I. Booster Organ~ation. 

The athletics director shall serve as a board member of the institution’s athletics booster (fundraising) organization 
where one exists, and the employees of that organization shall be directly responsible to the athletics director or the person 
to whom the athletics director reports. 

Section XI-2.Annual Institutional Certification. 

A member institution shall not be eligible to enter a team or individual competitors in a Conference championship 
unless its governing board makes an animal institutional certification, on a form approved by the Conference office, 
attesting that: 

a. Responsibility for the administration of the athletics program has been delegated to the chief executive officer of 
the institution. 
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b. The chief executive officer has the mandate and support of the board to operate a program of integriB7 in full 
compliance with NCAA, Conference and all other relevant rules and regulations. 

c. The chief executive officer, in consultation ~,ith the facul .ty athletics representative and the athletics director, 
determines how the institutional vote shall be cast on issues of athletics policy presented to the NCAA and the 
Conference. 

Section XI-3. Nonprofit Operating Principles. 

a. INUREMENT OF INCOME. No part of the net earnings of the organization shall inure to the benefit of or be 
distributable to its members, trustees, officers or other private persons except that the organization shall be authorized and 
empo~,ered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered and to make payments and distributions in furtherance 
of the purposes set forth herein above. 

b. LEGISLATIVE OR POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. No substantial part of the activities of the organization shall be the 
carrying on of propaganda or othe~vise attempting to influence legislation by legal, governmental agencies, and the 
organization shall not participate in or intervene in (including the publishing or distribution of statements) any political 
campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office. 

c. OPERATION LIMI’[’ATIONS. Notwithstanding any other provisions of these articles, the organization shall not 
carry on any other activities not pe~rnitted to be carried on (a) by an orgm~ization exempt from Federal Income Tax under 
Section 501 (C) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or the corresponding provisions of any future United States Revenue 
L aw) or (b) by an organization, contributions to ~vhich are deductible under Section 170(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1954 (or other corresponding provisions of any future United States Internal Revenue Law). 

d. DISSOLUTION CLAUSE. Upon the dissolution of the organization, a committee composed of voting delegates and 
athletics directors shall, after paying or making provisions for the payment of all of the liabilities of the organization, dispose 
of all the assets of the organization exclusively for the purpose of the organization in such manner, or to such organization 
or organizations organized and operated exclusively for charitable, educational, religious or scientific purposes as shall at 
the time qualifk as an exempt organization or organizations under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or 
the corresponding provisions of any future United States Internal Revenue Law), as the Committee shall determine. Any of 
such assets not so disposed of shall be disposed of by the state court of jurisdiction in which the principal office of the 
organization is then located, exclusively for such purposes or to such organization or organizations as said court shall 
determine which are organized and operated exclusively for such purposes. 

Article XILAMENDMENTPROCEDURES 

AW amendments to the Bylaws require a three-fourths vote of the members of the Conference, unless otherwise noted. 
All other matters related to the general business and Sport Code of the Conference and not specified elsewhere shall be 
decided by majori~ vote of those present and voting on the issue. In accordance with Robert’s Rules of Order, abstentions 
shall not be counted as votes. (Revised: April 2006) 
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APPENDIX II- DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE FROM POSTEASON FOOTBALL GAMES 

Base Bowl Allowance Key 

Rose Bowl 
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl 
Allstate Sugar Bowl 
Orange Bowl 
Chick-fiI-A Bowl 
Hyundai Sun Bowl 
Champs Sports Bowl 
Franklin American Mortgage Music City Bowl 
Meineke Car Care Bowl 
AdvoCare Vl00 Independence Bowl 
EagleBank Bowl 

$2,100,000 
$1,950,000 
$1,700,000 
$1,700,000 
$1,100,000 
$1,100,000 
$1,100,000 
$1,100,000 
$1,100,000 
$1,100,000 
$1,100,000 

Tier 1 0- 250 miles Minus -$50,000 
Tier 2 250- 500 miles Minus -$25,000 
Tier 3 500- 750 miles Current Bowl Payout 
Tier 4 750- 1,000 miles Extra $25,000 
Tier 5 Over 1,000 miles Extra $50,000 

Institutional Bowl Allowance 

B6 $2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,750,000 $1,750,000 $1,150,000 $1,150,000 $1,150,000 $1,150,000 $1,125,000 $1,150,000 $1,075,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,700,000 $1,725,000 $1,050,000 $1,150,000 $1,100,000 $1,075,000 $1,050,000 $1,100,000 $1,100,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,725,000 $1,725,000 $1,075,000 $1,150,000 $1,100,000 $1,100,000 $1,050,000 $1,125,000 $1,075,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,675,000 $1,675,000 $1,075,000 $1,150,000 $1,075,000 $1,075,000 $1,100,000 $1,100,000 $1,125,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,675,000 $1,700,000 $1,050,000 $1,150,000 $1,075,000 $1,050,000 $1,050,000 $1,100,000 $1,100,000 

S2,150,000 $2,000,000 Sl,750,000 S1,750,000 S1,100,000 S1,150,000 $1,125,000 S1,100,000 S1,075,000 S1,150,000 S1,050,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,725,000 $1,650,000 $1,100,000 $1,150,000 $1,050,000 $1,125,000 $1,100,000 $1,150,000 $1,150,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,725,000 $1,725,000 $1,075,000 $1,150,000 $1,100,000 $1,100,000 $1,050,000 $1,125,000 $1,075,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,725,000 $1,725,000 $1,075,000 $1,150,000 $1,100,000 $1,100,000 $1,050,000 $1,150,000 $1,075,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,725,000 $1,750,000 $1,100,000 $1,150,000 $1,125,000 $1,100,000 $1,075,000 $1,150,000 $1,050,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,725,000 $1,725,000 $1,075,000 $1,150,000 $1,100,000 $1,075,000 $1,050,000 $1,125,000 $1,075,000 

$2,150,000 $2,000,000 $1,725,000 $1,725,000 $1,075,000 $1,150,000 $1,100,000 $1,075,000 $1,050,000 $1,125,000 $1,075,000 
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SPORTS OPERATION CODE 
[:Vote: Foryour convenience, any changes m the 

2010-11 ACC Sports Operation Code have been underlined. ] 

Article I. SPORTSMANLIKE POLICY 

With regard to the implementation of the provisions of Article I (Sportsmanlike Policy) of the Bylaws dealing with the 
Sportsmanlike Policy, the duties of the member institution, the Commissioner, coaches, student-athletes, band members, 
cheerleaders, mascots and officials include, but are not limited to, principles embodied in the following statements. 

Section I-1. Duties of Member Institutions. 

Every reasonable effort shall be made by competing institutions to emphasize the importance of good sportsmanship 
at all athletic events. However, in the event crowd control procedures must be initiated, this responsibility rests with each 
host institution, or with the tournament or meet director at off-campus championship events. The athletics directors or their 
designated representatives shall be available at the site of the competition to assist in controlling the crowd. 

Only participants, coaches, officials, and authorized personnel shall be allowed in the competition area belbre, during 
and at the conclusion of competition. 

No alcoholic beverages shall be sold to the public at the site of a Conference championship. 

Section I-2. Duties of the Commissionen 

Whenever the Commissioner concludes after a reasonable investigation that there has been a violation of tire 
unsportsmanlike conduct regulation, the Conmfissioner shall impose such penalty deemed appropriate by first giving 
notice to the individual and the institution. The Commissioner will provide the institution the time and opporttmity that the 
Commissioner corrsiders reasonable to take action and may adopt that action as Conference action if he or she deems 
appropriate. 

In the event the individual or institution believes that the Commissioner’s penalty is inappropriate or excessive in 
nature, an appeal may be initiated with the Executive Committee by filing a notice with the Conference President. The appeal 
must be filed within 48 hours of receipt of notification of the penalty imposed by the Commissioner. 

a. CARRYING PENALTY OVER TO NEXT SEASON. Whenever a penalty or suspension is imposed, such penalty to 
the individual may be carried over into the next season of competition at the discretion of the Commissioner. 

b. DEFINITION OF SUSPENSION. As used in tiffs regulation, "suspension" in the case of a player, means that: tire 
player cannot participate in the designated number of contests but may practice: in the case of a coach, ~’suspension" 
means tlmt the coach cannot be present in the playing area for the designated number of contests but may conduct practice 
sessions; in the case of a band member, cheerleader or mascot, ~"suspension" means that the individual cannot be present 
in the playing area for the designated number of conlests. 

occurrence, with such fines being put inlo the Weaver. James, Corfigan Scholarship account. (Ad))pged: January’ 20i 

Section I-3. Duties of Coaches, Student-Athletes, Band Members, Cheerleaders and Mascots. 

a. PUBLIC CRITICISM OF OFFICIALS. Public criticism of officials or public connnents evaluating the officiating of 
particular contests is not in the best interest of intercollegiate atlfleticso Athletics persmmel, players, band members, 
Cheerleaders arrd mascots are prohibited, therefore, from commenting while acting in official capacity on officialing other 
than directly to the Conference Office. Head coaches are responsible for the corm~ents of assistants and other athletic staff 
members associated wi th their teams~ 

AW coach, who violales the prohibitions of public criticism of officials, as stated above, will be suspended t’rom a 
future scheduled contest. Specifically, the coach will be allowed at the site of the contest up to an hour before the contest 
begins, after which he/she must vacate the playing area. This applies to all sports and includes all conl~rence as well as 
non-conference contests. 

bo COACH AND PLAYER DECORUM. While the Conference believes that or~e of the problems confronting 
intercollegiate athletics is the Jack of adherence and enforcement of roles of decorum, it is cognizant ttkat the majorily of 
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coaches, players, band members, cheerleaders, mascots, officials and administrators make a real effort to ensure contests 
will be condt~cted and played in a sportsmanlike manncro 

Coaches and administrators have the responsibility to set the tone for responsfble behavior on the pa~: of their teams 
and followers. It is an infraction of the roles for coaches, squad members, team attendants, band members, cheerleaders or 
mascots to conduct themselves in an unsportsmanlike manner. 

Acts violating coach and player decorum rules shall include, but not be limited to, the following and may subject 
violators to reprimand or suspension from additional contests as the Commissioner deems appropriate. (Note: Person, for 
the purposes of tNs section, means coaches, squad members, team attendants, band members, cheerleaders or mascots~): 

1. A~ person who strikes or pl\vsically abuses an official, opposing coach, player or spectator; 
2. Any person who intentionally inciles parlicipanls or spectalors to violent or abusive action: 
3. AW person who uses profanity, vulgarity, taunts, ridicules or makes obscene gestures; 
4. A~ person who publicly criticizes aW game official, conference personnel, a member institution or institutional 

personnel; 
5. A~\v person who engages in negative recruiting by making statements which are unduly derogalo~, of anot~her 

institution or its personnel to aprospective student-atNete, parents, high school coach, or other person inter- 
ested in lhe prospective student-attflete; 

6. AI\v person Who enlers the competing area for an unsportsmanlike purpose; 
7. A~ other act of unsportsmalllike conduct not specifically prescribed. 

Section I-4o Duties of Contest Officials. 

The Conference feels strongly that officials must have the courage to enforce the rules set forth by the Conference and 
covered in Section I-3-b (Coach and Player Decorum) of the Sports Operation Code. When officials enforce the decorum 
rules, they will be suppo~led by the member institutions of the Conference and the Conference Office. Failure to enforce 
rules may subject officials to reprimand or suspension by the Conference Office. 

Section 1-5. Conclusion. 

A copy of Article I (Spm~smanlike Policy) of the Sports Opemlion Code is to be given by the athletics director at each 
member institution to each head coach, assistant coach, band director, and cheerleading and mascot coordinator at the 
beginning of each academic year. A copy shall also be given to each smdent-atNete, band member, cheerleader and mascot 
at the squad meeting held at the beginning of each year. Acceptance of this document, pursuant to NCAA roles governing 
the student-athlete statement, will constitute agreement to conform to its requirements. 

Article H. CONFERENCE COMPETITION 

The Conference will be split into two divisions titled Atlantic (Maryland, Clemson, North Carolina State, Wake Forest, 
Boston College, Florida State) and Coastal (Virginia, Georgia Tech, No~:h Carolina, D~ke, Virginia Tech and Miami) in the 
spo~ls of football and baseball. 

In order to provide a regular and orderly means of competition between the teams of student-athletes of member 
institutions, the following a~ficles outline tlm principles and agreements among tlm atlfletics directors affecting the conduct 
of games, meets, matches, ton~mems and c~mpionsNps of the Cogemnce. 

As a basic p~nciple for intra-con[~mnce compefition~ all member institutions shall compete wi th other members in all 
spo~s :fielded whenever practicable. 

O.L 1 O0-Zhe ,~pec~/ic characteristics of a varsi?~ ,~or~jbr purposes ~[ C~@rence champ~onsD,T par~icipa~io~ are: 
(a) 77m coach be hired and paid Dy the Depar#nem c;//tUdetics and report ~o the athie~ic~~ director or his or her 
designated representative; (b) A!! team expenses such as ~ravel. un~;[brms, insurancejbr travel or 

etc., be paid [~v U~e Deparonent ~[Ath/et~cs; and (c) All s~udent-ath/e~es be elNib!e under NC?tA and Co@re~ce rules. 

Section H-1. Recognized Conference Sports. 

The Conference will conduct competition in the following sports: baseball; basketball-men’s/women’s; cross count,s- 
men’s/women’s; football; field hockey; golf-men’s/women’s; indoor track-men’s/women’s; lacrosse-men’s/women’s; rowing- 
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women’s; soccer-men’s/women’s; softball; swimming-men’s/women’s; telmis-men’siwomen’s; outdoor track-men’s/women’s; 
volleyball-women’s; and wrestling. 

O.L 1 O1-The ConJorence shall conduct a championship in any NCAA sport in which at leastjbur member institutions 

.field intercollegiate teams and certiJj~ that they desire to participate in a ConJbrence championship. 

The rules, regulations and athletics director’s agreements in the sports listed above shall be administered by the 
Conference. In all other sports, these rules, together with other Conference or NCAA policies, shall be administered by the 
institutions. 

Section H-2. Medical Regulations. 

A qualified athletic trainer and/or doctor shall be supplied by the home institution at all Conference regular-season 
contests and championship events. Medical coverage should be made available for all off-campus championship events. 
All athletic trainers traveling to Conference championships are required to participate in a meeting prior to the start of the 
championship. 

Section II-3. Code of Conduct. 

It shall be the responsibility of each institution to insure that all individuals employed or directly associated with the 
athletics program conduct themselves in a sportsmanlike manner. Unsportsmanlike conduct, particularly when demonstrated 
by coaches, players, band members, cheerleaders, mascots and/or athletics department staff members cannot be tolerated 
and shall be subject to individual disciplinary action. Institutional disciplinary action raay be initiated by the Colmnissioner 
if it is found that the institution’s policies, action or failure to act contributed to the individual’s misconduct. 

Public criticism of officials or comments evaluating the officiating of particular contests is not in the best interest of 
intercollegiate athletics. Institutional personnel are prohibited, therefore, from commenting on officiating, other than directly 
to the Conference office. (See Article I in the Sports Operation Code lbr the Sportsmanlike Policy.) 

Section H-4. Squad Sizes and Championship Reimbursement Limits. 

There shall be a limit on the number of student-athletes who may travel to intra-conference competition being held 
away from the institution’s home facility. [Note: These limits apply to all student-athletes, whether or not they are in uniform 
and intending to compete or accompanying the team to an away from home competition (e.g., redshirt, injured, etc.)] There 
shall be a limit on the nnn~ber of student-athletes in uniform at Conference championships. These limits are indicated below. 
When violations of the regular season travel limits occur the conference liaison will veri~ the number of travel members of 
the team in question and then will contact the institutional sport administrator. The Conference will then issue an official 
letter of reprimand to the institution. Exception: An institution playing a non-conference series or game adjacent to a 

Conference series or game is not prohibited by Conference rules from taking additional student-athletes to the Conference 
series or game. However. these student-athletes may not be in uniform, may not sit in the dugout or on the bench and may 
not take part in pregame activities. (Revised." May 2006, May 2007, October 2007, April 2008, April 2009, May 2009, 
October 2009, April 2010) 

# of Student-Athletes # of Student-Athletes Championship 
Travel During In Uniform For Reimbursement 

Sport Regular Season Championships Limit 
Baseball ....................................................... 27 .............................................. NCAA ............................................ 35 

Basketball-M ............................................ N/A .............................................. NCAA ................................ see sport 
Basketball-W ........................................... N/A .............................................. NCAA ................................ see sport 

Cross Country-M ....................................... 16 ..................................................... 10 ............................................ 11 

Cross Count~-W ....................................... 16 .................................................... 10 ............................................ 11 

Field Hockey ............................................... 25 .............................................. NCAA ............................................ 28 

Football ....................................................... 72 ..................................................... 72 ................................ see sport 
Golf-M!W ...................................................... 7 .............................................. NCAA .............................................. 7 

Lacrosse-M ................................................. 32 .............................................. NCAA ............................................ 40 

Lacrosse-W ................................................ 32 .............................................. NCAA ............................................ 34 

Rowing-W ................................................... 53 ..................................................... 32 ............................................ 38 

Soccer-M ..................................................... 24 ..................................................... 22 ............................................ 27 
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Soccer-W .................................................... 26 ..................................................... 24 ............................................ 29 

Softball ........................................................ 20 .............................................. NCAA ............................................ 28 

Swimming-Nfi’W. ..................................... 24* .......................................... NCAA* ............................................ 27 

Tennis-M/W ............................................... 10 .............................................. NCAA ............................................ 13 

Track-Indoor/Outdoor--M ....................... 38 ..................................................... 30 ............................................ 36 

Track-Indoor/Outdoor--W ....................... 40 ..................................................... 30 ............................................ 36 

Volleyball-W ................................................ 15 .................................................. N/A ......................................... N/A 

Wrestling ..................................................... 15 ..................................................... 12 ............................................ 16 
* Men’s/Women’s Divers Count 1/2 

Section II-5. Suspended or Cancelled Conference Competition. 

understood (Adopted: October 2009): 

1. Protocol for determi~fing if a suspension or cancellation is required is included in the specific sport’s Game 
.Qperations Manual or the ~:~!p.i.~..~p..~...r..t.~...P....~..[~...c.‘~..c.%.a..~!..d.....~....r..~..~..c...d.~..u...r.¢.~..~!j.~‘. 

2. If it is determined tlmt a regular season conference contest should be suspended or cancelled and it cannot be 
rescheduled, the contest will not be factored into the conference standing. Refer to the sport sections of the 
.~p..~..~.%.Q.p..c:.r..a...ti..~..u...(..~..~...d-e.....~..r...~p..~..g.~.~.~j.~.ii.~.~:~.gi~?g..p~.~!.~.~. 

Section II-6. Conference Championships. 

The Conference office, in cooperation with a designated representative from the host institution, or host support 
group, shall have charge of all championships. The host institution’s designated representative shall work together with 
the Conference office in developing a budget: for the Championstfip. The budget shall be submitted for approval by the 
Commissioner onbehalf of the Executive Committee. Thirb~ days after the Championship, the host institution shall submit 
a detailed statement of receipts and disbursements. All expenses shall be subject to approval by the Conference. 

The Games Committee, consisting of the head coach of each member institution, will serve to adjudicate protests and 
other scheduling decisions relating to the Championship unless a separate games committee has been determined. 

Unless otherwise specified, the Conference will reimburse institutions for championship expenses in the following 
manner: The Conference will reimburse each institution championship expenses for its student-athletes equivalent to the 
number of individual championslfip awards presented. The mileage rate is equivalent to the prevailing per mile round trip 
rate travel established by the Internal Revenue Service, with an additional meal allowance of $26.00 per day and a lodging 
allowance of $37.50 per day. The chair(s) and vice-chair of the sports committees will be reimbursed for business related 
expenses incurred while attending the Championship. In addition, ifa Conference Championslfip site is selected out of the 
"footprint" of the Conference consideration will be given to the impact on travel reimbursement (i.e., Disney). (Please see 
business related expenses in General Policies and Procedures Section II-5.) Member institutions may submit a waiver for 
additional reimbursement should their actual costs exceed their calculated reimbursement amount. (Revised." May 2009, 

October 2009) 

The following guidelines shall be used wlfile applying the above figures: 
1. A host institution may be reimbursed for selected meals on a case-by-case basis during a championship 

event. 
2. Meals will be reimbursed at $6.00-breakfast, $8.00-1unch and $12.00-dirmer. If a team leaves its campus after 

9:00 a.m. for a Conference Championship, it will notbe reimbursed for breakfast. Ifa team leaves 
its campus after 1:00 p.m., it will not be reimbursed for lunch. If a team arrives on its campus from a Conference 
Championship prior to 6:00 p.m. it will not be reimbursed for dimmer. 

3. Lodging reimbursement will be limited to the night before the first day of competition, plus the number of days 
a team remains at the Championstfip site while competing. Maximum number of nights lodging for championstfip 
events are as follows: (Revised." 2005-06 - Editorial) 

Baseball ................................................................................... 6 
Men’s Basketball ..................................................................... 5 
Women’s Basketball ................................................................ 5 
Men’s/Women’s Cross Countw .............................................. 1 
Field Hockey ............................................................................ 4 
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Football .................................................................................... 2 
Men’s Golf ............................................................................... 3 
Women’s Golf .......................................................................... 3 
Men’s Lacrosse ....................................................................... 3 
Women’s Lacrosse .................................................................. 4 
Women’s Rowing .................................................................... 1 
Men’s Soccer ........................................................................... 6 
Women’s Soccer ...................................................................... 5 
Softball ..................................................................................... 4 
Men’s/Women’s Swinnning & Diving ..................................... 4 
Men’s/Women’s Tc~mis .......................................................... 4 
Men’s/Women’s Indoor and Outdoor Track & Field .............. 3 
Wrestling ................................................................................. 2 

4. Discrepancies will be worked out through the Conference office and the business manager and/or assistant 

athletics director at the respective institution. 

O.L 102-1n order to qual~/j: fi)r reimbursement; a participant must be properly entered and present at the Championship. 

O.L !03-Expense sheets must be filed within a thirty day periodjbllowing the conclusion of the Championship, but 

in no event later than June 30. 

Section II-7.Advertising. 

Advertising and sponsorship policies :for Conference Championship events shall be consistent: with current NCAA 

championships regulations. Such policies are designed to exclude those advertisements that do not appear to be in the best 

interests of higher education. To the extent allowed by existing contractual relationships with third-party rights holders, the 

Commissioner shall have the authority to rule in cases where doubt exists concerning acceptable advertisers and advertising 

copy of championslfip game programs, broadcasts and telecasts of Conference Championships; further, the following 

expressly are prohibited: 

1. Alcoholic beverages (except as specified below) 

2. Cigarettes and other tobacco products; 

3. Professional sports organizations or personnel (except as specified for selected championships); 

4. Organizations promoting gambling. 

a. MALT BEVERAGES, BEER AND WINE ADVERTISEMENTS. Advertising of malt beverages, beer and wine products 
that do not exceed six percent alcohol by volume may be used in championship game programs. Such advertisements, 
however, shall not compose more than 14 percent of the space in the program devoted to advertising or not more than 60 
seconds per hour of any telecast or broadcast (either a single 60-second commercial or two 30-second commercials.) 

b. SPONSORSHIPS. Conference championships activity or promotion may not be sponsored by liquor, tobacco, beer 
or wine compalfies or by professional sports organizations or teams at aw time. 

Section II-8. Sportsmanship. 

Every reasonable effort shall be made by competing institutions to emphasize the importance of good sportsmanship 
at all athletic events. However, in the event crowd control procedures must be initiated, this responsibility rests with each 
host institution, or with the Championship manager at off-campus championship events. The athletics directors of the 
competing institutions are expected to commnnicate with their student:s and other interested fans to encourage enttmsiastic 
support within the confines of good sportsmanship. The athletics directors or their designated representatives shall be 
available at the site of the competition to assist in controlling the crowd. (See Article I - Sportsmanlike Policy). 

Only the participants, coaches, officials, and authorized persmmel shall be allowed in the competition area before, 
during and at the conclusion of competition. 

No alcoholic beverages shall be sold to the public at the site of a Conference Championship. 
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Section II-9. Experimental Playing Rules. 

An experimental change of playing rules may be adopted by the use of amendment procedures outlined in the Conference 
Constitution and Bylaws. Any such change will be valid for one playing season only and shall expire automatically unless 
formally rcadopted. 

Section II-10. Motion Pictures and Electronics Media. 

Motion picture and videotape cameras may be used by the institutions whose teams are competing in an athletic contest. 
(Restrictions on the exchange of film shall be as agreed upon annually by the coaches.) 

Section II-11. Artificial Noisemakers - All Sports. 

In all sports, artificial noisemakers (e.g., cowbells, wtfistles, clappers, thnndersticks) will not be permitted at any 
Conference sporting event including regular and postseason events. 

Artide HI. BASEBALL 

Section III-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING EveoT team will attempt to play a full 30-game Conference schednle with each team playing evelyone 
in their respective division and everyone except one team in the other division. Each institution will play ten conference 
opponents on a two-year rotation. The excluded institution will not be played for two consecutive years. Rainouts will be 
handled as follows: Revised: May 2007) 

1. If the first or second scheduled game is stopped before it becomes a regulation game (4-1/2 or 5 innings), it will 
be completed as a nine imfing game on the date of the next scheduled game between the two teams. The 
second game of the day will be a nine-inning game. 

2. If on the final date of the series, a doubleheader or one game plus is to be played, the first game or suspended 
game must be completed by 4:00 p.m. The next game will then be a nine-inning game. If the first game or 
suspended game is not completed by 4:00 p.m., the next game will not be played unless mutually agreed to by 
both coaches (no game may start after 6:00 p.m.). 

3. All games must be completed (nine innings) unless the final day of the series is stopped because of weather. 
In that case, the last game played will count if it has become regulation (4-1/2 or 5 innings). If the game has not 
become regulation, it: will be canceled. 

4. All doubleheaders are scheduled as two nine-i~ming games. 
5. No make-up games are allowed to be played after the last date of the scheduled series. 
6. Any alteration to the original conference schedule must be approved through the conference office. 

b. TRA’~L SQUAD. Regular season travel squads for baseball shall be limited to twenty-seven (27) student-athletes 
in intra-conference competition. (Revised: Ma.v 2007, @ri12009) 

c. UMPIRES. Umpires shall be contracted and assigned by the Coordinator of Baseball Umpires during regular season 
Conference competition. 

d. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

e. COMPLIMENTARY GAME ADMISSION. In any regular season game for which the host institution charges 
admission, the visiting team shall be provided a maximum of 50 complimentary admissions at its requests. 

f. NONCOACHING STAFF MEMBERS. Noncoaching staff members (e.g., Director of Operations) are precluded from 
wearing a team uniform during conference competition. (Adopted: December 2006, Revised." @ri12008) 
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Section HI-2. Conference Championship. 

a. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. An eight (8) team round robin season ending tournament will be plwed at a 
site with a lighted baseball field over a five-dw period to determine the Conference champion and the automatic representative 
to the NCAA Tournament. In the event that the Conference Baseball Championship is not plwed to completion, the # 1 seed 
in the tournament shall receive the NCAA Tournament automatic qualification. (Revised." October 2006, April 2007) 

b. CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFICATION. The top two teams from both the Atlantic and Coastal divisions, determined 
by conference wim~ing percentage, and the next four teams with the best conference wim~ing percentage regardless of 
division will be selected to participate in the Conference Baseball Championship. The two division champions will 
automatically be seeded number one and two based on winning percentage in overall conference competition. The remaining 
teams will be seeded (three through eight) based on winning percentage in overall conference competition withom regard 
to division. All ties will be broken using the tie-breaking provisions. (Revised: April 2006) 

c. SEEDING In the case of a tie in conference wim~ing percentage, championship seeding will use the tie-breaking 
procedures below with the following guidelines: (Revised: April 2006, October 2006, Editorial Revision 2008) 

When comparing tied teams and arriving at another pair of tied teams, use each team’s winning percentage against 
the tied teams as a group. For example, if Teams A and B have the same winning percentage as compared to Team 
C; then Teams A and B will be compared to Team D, but if Team D is tied with Team E, then Teams A and B will be 
compared to the winning percentage of Teams D and E collectively, not individually. 
When comparing records against a single team or group of teams, the higher winning percentage shall prevail even 
if the number of games played against a team or group of teams is unequal. If winning percentage of the tied teams 
is equal against a team, or a group of tied teams, continue until one team gains an advantage. 
If multiple teams tie and the tie can be reduced to two teams, the provisions for two team ties will be used from that 
point forward. 
One completed game of a conference series constitutes a common opponent for tie breaking purposes. 

Division Champions Determination. 
(a) The division champion will be the team in each division with the highest overall conference winning 

percentage. 
(b) Head-to-head conference competition between the tied teams. 

(c) Records of the tied teams within their division. 
(d) Head-to-head competition of the tied teams versus the team within the division with the best overall 

conference wi~ming percentage (divisional and non-divisional) and proceeding through the division. 
(e) Head-to-head competition of the tied teams versus common opponents in the opposite division with 

the best overall conference wim~ing percentage (divisional and non-divisional) and proceeding 
through the opposite division. 

(f) Coin flip. 

Seeds One and Two Determination. 
(a) Head-to-head competition in regular season conference plW between the two tied teams. 
(b) Head-to-head competition of the tied teams compared to common opponents (divisional and non- 

divisional) with the highest conference winning percentage and conti~ming until one team gains an 
advantage. 

(c) Coin flip. 

Seeds Three Through Eight Determinations. 
(a) Divisional Opponents. 

Two-Team Tie 
(1) Head-to-head competition between the two tied teams. 
(2) Records of the tied teams within the division. 
(3) Head to head competition of the tied teams versus the team within the division with the best 

overall conference winning percentage (divisional and non-divisional) and proceeding through 
the division. Multiple ties within the division broken from first to last. 
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(4) Overall record versus all common non-divisional opponents. 

(5) Combined record versus all non-divisional opponents. 

(6) Record versus common non-divisional opponents based on their order of finish within their 
division. 

(7) Coin flip. 

Three-or-nlore-teanl tie 

(1) Combined head-to-head record among the tied teams. 
(2) Records of the tied teams within the division. 
(3) Head-to-head competition versus the team witNn the division with the best overall (divisional and 

non-divisimml) conlbmnce winNng percentage, and proceeding through the division~ Multiple ties 
within the division will be broken first to last. 

(4) Overall record versus non-divisional opponents. 

(5) Combined record versus all common non-divisio~m] opponcnts~ 

(6) Record versus common non-divisional opponents with the best overall conference (divisional and 
non-divisional) winning percentage and proceeding through the other common non-divisio~ml 
opponents based on their order of finish within the division~ 

(7) The seed(s) shall be Chosen by a draw. 

Non-Divisional Opponents. 
Two-team tie 
(1) Head-to-head conference competition between the tied teams. 
(2) Head-to-head competition of the tied teams compared to common opponents with the [fighest 

overall conference winning percentage and continuing until one team gains an advantage. 
(3) Coin flip. 

"Fhrce-or-more-tea ms tie 

(1) Combined head-to-head record among the tied teams (if common opponents). 
(2) Head-to-head competition of the tied teams compared to common opponents with the [fighest 

overall confcre~me winning percentage and continuing until one team gains an advantage. 

0) The seed shall be chosen by a draw. 

Once the Championship seeds have been determined, the Conference Office will determine the sequence of games to 
be played. The bracket will be adjusted to allow the highest seeded local team(s) to play in the \Vednesday eveNng session. 
If two or more local teams arc in the same bracket, the Conference Office may opt to adj ust the sequence of games, but not 
tim brackets. (Revised: Apri! 2008) 

d. CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGEMENT. The designated Championship Manager, as appointed by the Committee on 
Baseball, will work with the Games Committee to determine whether a game will be started in the event of inclement weather. 
The Games Committee has the authori~" to make aw adjustments it nmy deem necessary inthe championship format should 
inclement weather interfere with the schedule. Details for the conduct of the Championship will be contained in a bulletin 
prepared by the Championship Manager. 

e. TEN-RUN RULE. A ten run rule will be in effect after the seventh inning for all Conference Championship Tounmment 
games except the championship game. 

f. UMPIRES. Championship umpires will be nominated and selected by the Coordinator of Baseball Umpires. 

g. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Baseball Championship shall be the same as the NCAA Championship 
limit: 

h. DUGOUT. The dugom limit for the Conference Championship is thiW-five (35). 64dopted." May 2006) 

i. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 
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j. NONCOACHING STAFF MEMBERS. Noncoaching staffmembers (e.g., Director of Operations) are precluded from 
wearing a team uniform during the Conference Championship. (Adopted: December 2006. Revised." @ri12008) 

Article IV. BASKETBALL--MEN’S 

Section IV-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each of the twelve (12) conference institutions having abasketball team shall play a sixteen (16) game, 
three (3) year rotating conference schedule with two (2) primaly partners. 

b. OFFICIALS. The Office oft:he Commissioner will be responsible for the appointment and coordination of basketball 
officials. The expenses of the coordination of officials will be included in the Commissioner’s budget. 

The Officiating Committee shall recommend the method of selecting officials and the fees and allowances for officials 
in basketball. It shall recommend policies and rules governing the relations between coaches and officials. It shall serve in 
an advismy capacity to the Commissioner with respect to training and appointment of officials. 

c. UNIFORMS. The home team will wear light uniforms and the visiting team will wear dark uniforms. 

d. TICKETS. The visiting team will be given seventy-five (75) complimenlary tickets (reserved seats), all of which must 
be located behind the visiting team bench with no more than twenty-five (25) seats on any one (1) row. 

e. DRES SING ROOMS. The home team shall provide the visiting team a dressing room, prior to the game, with water, ice 
and if requested, a carbonated beverage for use at half-time and at the end of the game. 

f. PEP BANDS. No visiting team pep bands shall be permitted at Conference basketball games. Home team pep bands 
play shall be restricted to pre-game, half-time, post-game and during timeouts. There shall be no playing of band instruments 
during a free throw, throw-in, jump ball or live ball situation. 

g. CHEERLEADERS. No visiting cheerleaders are permitted to travel to regular season Conference games. 

h. INTRODUCTIONS. Visiting team starters will be introduced first, followed by home team starters. Visiting teams 
shall be treated with courtesy when introduced. 

i. RULES. 
1. Approved Rules. Competition will be conducted under the nfles and regulations of the NCAA. 
2. Proposed Interpretations. Proposals for rule interpretations by the Conference basketball coaches shall be 

subject to approval by the commissioner, athletics directors and facul~ athletics representatives. 
3. Protest of Officials’ Decisions. Decisions of game officials are final. 

Protests arising from the decisions of the officials or al\y inadvertent misinterpretation of the rules will not be 
considered by the Conference office. 

j. PRELIMINARY GAMES. There shall be a set period of at least fore.--five (45) minutes prior to tip-off of the varsity 
game when the court will be cleared and available to both teams. 

Section 1V-2. Conference Championship. 

a. CHAMPIONSHIR There shall be a single elimination basketball tournament held under the direction of the Men’s 
Basketball Committee and the winner shall be the Conference Champion. Details for the condnct of the Championship will 
be contained in a participant’s manual prepared by the Championslfip Manager. Dates and sites of the Conference 
Championship will be selected by the attfletics director and faculty athletics representative and announced from the 
Conference office. 

b~ SEEDING Seeding :lbr the Basketball Championship will be determined by the regular season Conference standings. 
In case of a tie, tim following formula will be used: 

1. When two teams are tied in the standings, regular season head-to-head results are used as the tiebreaker. 
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2. If the tied teams plwed each other twice in the regular season and split their games, then each team’ s record 
vs. the team occupying the highest position in the final regular season standings (or in case of a tie for first 
place, the next highest position in the regular season standings) and then contint~ing down through the 
standings until one team gains an advantage. 
(a) When a~viving at another pair of tied teams while comparing records, use each team’s record against the 

collective tied teams as a group (prior to their own tie-breaking precedures), rather than the performance 
against the individual tied teams. 

(b) When comparing records against a single team or a group of teams, the higher winning percentage shall 
prevail, even if the number of games played against a team or group is unequal (i.e., 2-0 is better than 3- 

1; 1-0 is the same as 2-0; 2-0 is the same as 4-0; 2-1 is the same as 4-2:1-0 is better titan 1-1; 0-1 is the same 
as 0-2; 0-2 is the same as 0-4)~ If the wi~ming percentage of the tied teams is equal against a team° or a 
group of tied teams, continne down through the standings until one team gains an advantage. 

3. If tt~ree or more teams are tied in the standings, the following procedure will be used: 
(a) The combined record of conference games between the tied teams involved will be compiled. Ties will be 

broken and seedings assigned based on the whining percentage of the combined conference records. 
The Ngher wi~ming percentage shall prevail, even if the number of games played against the team or 
grot~p is unequal (i.e., 2-0 is better than 3-1; 1-0 is the same as 2-0; 2-0 is the same as 4-0; 2-1 is the same 

as 4-2; 1-0 is belier ttkan 1-1 ; 0-1 is the same as 0-2; 0-2 is the same as 0-4). 
(b) If procedure (a) fails to break the tie, then each tied team’s record shall be compared to the team 

occupying the Nghcst position in the final regular-season standings, continuing down through the 
standings until one team gains an advantage by a higher winning percentage. 

(c) If the tie is broken by (a) or (b) regarding one or more teams, but tl~ree or more teams reumin tied, then 
procedures (a) and (b) will be re-applied among those tied teams only. 

(d) If two teams remain tied, proce&~res (1) and (2) will be followed. 
4. If there is more ttkan one tie in the standings, and when utilizing the tie-brealdng procedt~res there are a pair of 

teams tied, a team’s recordagainst the combined tied teams (prior to their own tie-breaking procedures) is 
used, rather than performance against the individual tied teams. 

5. If procedt~res (2) and/or (3) fail to establish an advantage, a coin flip to break the tie will be conducted by the 
commissioner after the final regular season game before the Conference Championship. 

6. If a coin flip or da’aw (for a three or more team tie) is required, the procedure takes place immediately following 
the conclusion of the last regt~lar season game prior to the Conference ChampionsNp. The procedure is 
ad~tfinistered by the commissioner or a designated assistant. This session is open to the media and to 
athletics department representatives from the tied teams. 

c. POST-SEASON PLAY. The winner of the Conference Basketball Championship shall be nominated for the NCAA 
Basketball Tournament. If the wim~er of the Conference Basketball Championship is ineligible for NCAA postseason 
participation; the other finalist shall be nominated for the NCAA Tournament. 

Any team other than the Confercnce Champion may be permitted to participate in other Conference approved postseason 
touruaments if invited. 

d. TRAVEL SQUAD. Travel squads for the Men’s Basketball Championship shall be the same as the NCAA Championship 
limit 

e. RULES. 
1. Approved Rules. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 
2. Proposed Interpretations, by the Conference basketball coaches shall be subject to approval by the 

Commissioner, athletics directors and faculty athletics representatives. 
3. Protest of Officials’ Decision. Decisions of game officials are final. Protests arising from the decisions of the 

officials or any inadvertent misinterpretation of the rules will not be considered by the Conference office. 

f. TELEVISING OF AWARDS. There shall be no live televising of awards ofa~~ type during the Basketball Championship 
unless a Conference-related person is the recipient of the award. The Executive Committee is empowered to set aside this 
restriction on a case-by-case basis. 

g. REIMBURSEMENT. The Conference will reimburse each institution championship expenses based on the following 
formula: Maximum reimbursement limited to 75 based upon a maximum of 32 inthe official team travel paW, a maximum of 30 
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band members, and a maximum of 13 cheer/mascot members; $150 per person per diem; and the prevailing per mile round trip 
rate established by the ACC Finance Committee for ACC Championships for travel of 250 miles or less one way or actual 
coach air fare based on a 21-day advance purchase for trips of more than 250 miles on way. (Revised." October 2009) 

Article V. BASKETBALL---WOMEN’S 

Section V-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each of the twelve (12) conference institutions having a basketball team shall play a fourteen (14) 
game conference schedule. Three (3) games will be on a home and home basis and the remaining eight games will be four (4) 
home and four (4) away. 

Beginning witch the 2011-12 season each of t~he twelve (12) conference instih~tions ~having a basketball team shall play 
a sixteen (16) game conference schedule with m’o (2) primary partners, to mirror the sixteen (16) game, three (3) year rotation 
~..~...r.!..f.~.r...~.~1.c.‘.~...s.‘.q..~.kq.d...t.!.~...c.,....c.‘..uA.v...c.‘.~g~!~:. used in men’s basketballo (Adopted: ~L~ay 201 O) 

b. OFFICIALS. The Office of the Commissioner will be responsible for the appointment and coordination of basketball 
officials. The expenses of the coordination of officials will be included in the Commissioner’s budget. 

The Officiating Committee shall reconm~end the method of selecting officials and the fees and allowances for officials 
in basketball. It shall recommend policies and rules governing the relations between coaches and officials. It shall serve in 
an advisory, capacity to the Commissioner with respect to training and appointment of officials. 

c. UNIFORMS. The home team will wear light uniforms and the visiting team will wear dark UlliforIIlS. 

d. TICKETS. The visiting team will be given seventy-five (75) complimentary tickets (resel~ed seats, if available), all of 
which must be located behind the visiting team bench with no more than twenty-five (25) seats on aw one (1) row. 

e. DRES S1NG ROOMS. The home team shall provide the visiting team a dressing room, prior to the game, with water, ice 
and a carbonated beverage for use at half-time and at the end of the game. 

f. PEP BANDS. No visiting team pep bands shall be permitted at Conference basketball games. Home team pep bands 
play shall be restricted to pre-game, half-time, post-game and during timeouts. There shall be no playing of band instruments 
during a free throw, throw-in, jump ball or live ball situation. 

g. CHEERLEADERS. No visiting cheerleaders are permitted to travel to regular season Conference games. 

h. INTRODUCTIONS. Visiting team starters will be introduced first, followed by home team starters. Visiting teams 
shall be treated with courtesy when introduced. 

i. RULES. 
1. Approved Rules. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 
2. Proposed Interpretations. Proposals lbr rule interpretations by the ACC Basketball Coaches shall be subject 

to approval by the conunissioner, through the ACC Basketball Committee. 
3. Protest of Officials’ Decisions. Decisions of game officials are final. Protests arising from the decisions of the 

officials or any inadvertent misinterpretation of the rules will not be considered by the Conference office. 

j. PRELIMINARY GAMES. There shall be a set period of at least forty-five (45) minutes prior to tip-offofthe game when 
the court will be cleared and available to both teams. 

Section V-2. Conference Championship. 

a. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. There shall be a single elimination basketball tournament held under the 
direction of the Conm~ittee on Women’s Basketball and the wim~er shall be the Conference Champion. Details for the 
conduct of the championship will be contained in a participant’s manual prepared by the Championship Manager. Dates 
and sites of the Conference Championship will be selected by the athletics directors and faculty athletics representatives 
and am~ounced from the Conference office. 
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b. DATE & SITE. The ~Vomen’s Basketball Championship will be held one weekend prior to the Men’s Basketball 
Championship at a neutral site. 

c. SEEDING Seeding for the Basketball Championship will be detemfined by the regular season Conference standings. 
In case of a tie, the following formula will be used: 

1. When two teams are tied in the standings, regular season head-to-head results are used as the tiebreaker. 
2. If the tied teams played each other twice in the regular season and split their games, then each team’s 

record vs~ the team occupying the highest position in the final regular season standings (or in case of a 
tie for :first place, the next highest position in the regular season standings) and then continuing down 
through the standings until one team gains an advantage. 
(a) Whcnarrivingatanothcrpairoftiedteamswhilecompafing records° u.se each team’s record 

against the collective tied teams as a group (prior to their own tie-breaking procedures), rather than 
the performance against the individt~al tied teams. 

(b) When comparing records against a single team or a group of teams, the higher winning percentage 
shall prevail, even if the number of games played against a team or group is unequal (i.e., 2-0 is better 

than 3-1; 1-0 is the same as 2-0; 2-0 is the same as 4-0; 2-1 is the same as 4-2:1-0 is better than 1-1; 0- 
1 is the same as 0-2; 0-2 is the same as 0-4). If the winning pereentage of the tied teams is equal 
against a team, or a group of tied teams, continue down through the standings until one team gains 
an advantage. 

3. If three or more teams are tied in the standings, the following procedu.res will be u.sed: 
(a~ The combined record ot’confcrence games between the tied mares involved will be compiled. Ties will be 

broken and seedings assigned based on the wim~ing percentage of the combined conference records. 
The higher winning percentage shall prevail, even if the ~mmber of games played against the team or 
group is unequal (i.c., 2-0 is better than 3-1 : 1-0 is the same as 2-0; 2-0 is the same as 4-0:2-1 is the same 

as 4-2; 1-0 is better than 1-1; 0-1 is the same as 0-2:0-2 is the same as 0-4) 
(b) If procedure (a) fails to break the tie, then each tied team’s record, shall be compared to the team 

occupying the highest position in the final regular-season standings, continuing down through tim 
standings until one team gains an advantage by a higher winning percentage. 

(c) If the tie is broken by (a) or (b) regarding one or more teams, but three or more teams remain tied, then 
procedures (a) and (b) will be re-applied among those tied teams toffy. 

(d) If two teams remain tied. procedures (1) and (2) will be followed. 

4. If there is more than one tie in the standings, and when utilizing the tie-breaking procedures there are a 
pair of teams tied, a team’s record against the combined tied teams (prior to their own tie-breaking 
procedures) is used, rather than performance against the individual tied teams. 

5. If procedures (2) and/or (3) fail to establish an advantage, a coin flip to break the tie will be conducted by 
tim commissioner after the final regular season game before the Conference Championship. 

6. If a coin flip or draw (for a three or more team tie) is required, the procedure takes place immediately 
following the conclusion of the last regular season game prior to the Conference Championslfip. The 
procedure is administered by the commissioner or a designated assistant:. Tiffs session is open to the 
media and to athletics department representatives from the tied teams. 

d. OFFICIALS. Championship officials will be selected, assigned and contracted by the Conference office. 

e. POST-SEASON PLAY. The winner of the Conference Basketball Championship shall be l~olninated for the NCAA 
Basketball Tournament. If the winner of the Conference Basketball Championship is ineligible for NCAA postseason 
participation, the other finalist shall be nominated for the NCAA Tournament. AW team other than the Conference Champion 
nray be permitted to participate in other Conference approved postseason tournaments if invited. 

f. TRAVEL SQUAD. Travel squads for the Women’s Basketball Championship shall be the same as the NCAA 
Championship limit. 

g. RULES. 
1. Approved Rules. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 
2. Proposed Interpretations, by the ACC Basketball Coaches Committee, shall be subject to approval by the 

commissioner, through the athletics directors and facul~ representatives. 
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3. Protest of Officials’ Decisions. Decisions of game officials are final. Protests arising from the decisions of the 
officials or any inadvertent misinterpretation of the rules will not be considered by the Conference office. 

h. TELEVISING OF AWARD S. There shall be no live televising of mvards of any type during the Basketball Championship 
unless a Conference-related person is the recipient of the award. The Executive Committee is empowered to set aside this 
restriction on a case-by-case basis. 

i. REIMBURSEMENT. The Conference will reimburse each institution championship expenses based on the following 
formula: Maximum reimbursement limited to 75 based upon a ma~mum of 32 in the official team travel party, a maximum of 30 

band members, and a maximum of 13 cheer/mascot members; $150 per person per diem; and the prevailing per mile round trip 
rate established by the ACC Finance Committee for ACC Championships for travel of 250 miles or less one way or actual 
coach air fare based on a 21-day advance purchase for trips of more than 250 miles on way. (Revised." October 2009) 

Article VI. CROSS COUNTRY---MEN’S/WOMEN’S 

Section VI-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a cross country team shall schedtfle teams of other member institutions 
at its own option and discretion during the regular season. 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads shall be limited to sixteen (16) student-athletes for men and sixteen 
(16) student-athletes for women in intra-conference competition. (Revised." May 2007, May 2009) 

Section VI-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Cross Country Championship stroll be conducted on Saturday, two weeks prior to the NCAA 
Regioual Championships. The host institution has the option of hosting on Friday if there is a home football game. The 
course will be properly measured (i.e., USATF certified, by a registered surveyor, etc.). If held on a golf course, the course 
shall be closed during the meet. The site will be rotated, subject to approval by the Conference. (Revised." May 2006, @ril 
2008, April 2010) 

b. FORMAT. The men’s and women’s cross country championships will reflect the variances of course lengths 
indicated in the NCAA Men’s and Women’s Track & Field Rules Book. Both men’s and women’s team and individual 
champions will be determined at the Conference championship meet. 

c. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Cross Countu~ Championship shall be limited to ten (10) student- 
athletes in uniform per men’s team and ten (10) student-athletes in uniform per women’s team. (Revised." April 2008, May 

2009) 

d. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

Article VII. FIELD HOCKEY 

Section VII-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a field hockey team shall schedule each Conference team at least 
once each season. 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads for Field Hockey shall be limited to twenty-five (25) student-athletes 
in intra-conference competition. (Revised." May 200Z May 2009) 

c. OFFICIALS. Officials for conference matches will be assigned by a selected Coordinator of Field Hockey Officials. 
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Section VH-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Conference Field Hockey Championship will be held on a date and at a site recommended by the 
Field Hockey Committee, subject to approval by the Conference. 

b. SEED1NG Seeding for the Field Hockey Championship will be determined by the regular season conference standings. 
In case of a tie, the following formula will be used (Revised." @ri12008): 

1. Head-to-head conference game results between the tied teams. 
2. Goal differential in conference games only (goals for versus goals against; a maximum of three goals for 

any one conference game will be used. Results from all conference games will be used). 
3. Goal differential in conference games only between the tied teams (goals for minus goals against, maximum 

difference plus three for any one conference game). 
4. Goals scored in conference games only (maximum differential of three per game. Results from all conference 

games will be used). 
5. Goals scored in conference games only between the tied teams (maximum differential of three per game). 
6. Blind draw between the tied teams. 

c. FORMAT. The Field Hockey Championship will be a single elimination tournament. The team championship will be 
determined by this event. 

d. OFFICIALS. Championship officials will be selected by the Coordinator of Field Hockey Officials. 

e. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Field Hockey Championship shall be the same as the NCAA Championship 
limit. 

f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

Article VHI. FOOTBALL 

Section VIII-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Conference members shall arrange their schedule of games with one another prior to making contractual 
agreements with any team outside the Conference. The Conference Office must be consulted prior to scheduling any non- 
conference game on a specific date. (Revised." October 2006) 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads for football shall be limited to seventy-two (72) student-athletes in 
intra-conference competition. (Adopted: May 2009) 

c. GAME-SUSPENSION-POLICY. Should a game be suspended and cannot be resumed that day, the decision as to the 
status of that game would be determined by the Commissioner’s office. 

d. OFFICIALS. The Office of the Conunissioner will be responsible for the appointment of the Coordinator of Football 
Officials. The expenses of the Coordinator of Football Officials will be included in the Commissioner’s budget. 

The Committee on Officiating shall recommend the method of selecting officials and the fees and allowances for 
officials in football. It shall recommend policies and rules governing the relations between coaches and officials. It shall 
serve in an advisor3, capacity to the commissioner with respect to training and appointment of officials. 

e. JERSEYS. The visiting team will wear white jerseys and the home team will wear jerseys of a contrasting color. 
Exception: 7he home team may wear white jerseys when the teams have agreed beJbre the season. 

f. COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS. The complimentar3~ ticket policy for Conference football games shall be agreed on 
annually by the Conference. 

g. GAME GUARANTEES. The minimum game guarantee for Conference football games shall be agreed on almtkally by 
the Conference. 
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h. HALF-TIMES. All half-times shall be twenty (20) minutes in length. 

i. PRE-GAME WARM-UPS. The "L" system of pre-game warm-ups will be utilized prior to all Conference games until 
45 minutes remain on the pre-game clock. At that point, both teams will be able to work the entire width of the field from the 
50-yard line to their goal line. At the 22-minute mark on the pre-game clock in Conference games, both teams will be required 
to leave the field for pre-game ceremonies. Any special pre-game recognition, including senior day ceremonies, must be 
held between the 22-minute and four-minute mark on the pre-game clock. The visiting team shall have the choice of entering 
the field before or after the home team just prior to kickoff. 

j. CHEERLEADERS. Visiting team cheerleaders are limited to twelve (12) in number at all Conference football games. For 
the purposes of determining this limitation, mascots shall not be included in tiffs count. (A dopted: May 1971; Revised." 3/fay 
!975, April 2004) 

k. BANDS. Home bands are prohibited from being seated behind the visiting team bench area. If the band is amplified, 
speakers cannot be positioned as to be directed into the visiting team bench area. (Adopted." May 2006) 

1. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

m. COIN TOSS. A Conference coin shall be used for the coin toss at all Conference Football games. The wilming 
captain shall be presented the coin. 

n. PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT. The ACC Sportsmanship Public Service Announcement must be played at all 
home institutional football games. The spot must: run at least once between the coin toss and the end of the first quarter. 
(Adopted." ~day 2008) 

o. CAMPS. Football coactfing staffs may not conduct, attend, orbe involved with any football camps/clinics, including 
camps/clinics for non-prospect aged individuals, during the momhs of June and July or a~\v calendar week (Sunday 
through Saturday) that includes days of those months off their institution’s campus. However coaches may evaluate at 
such camps/clinics during the spring football evaluation period per NCAA regulations. Coaches may attend coaching 
clinics offtheir institution’s campus at a~\v time only when there are no prospective student-athlete’s enrolled in the clinic. 
On-field graduate assistant coaches are permitted to work one off-campus camp per year (institutions are not permitted to 
provide expenses to work the camp) for the advancement of their coaching career. This rule does not apply to noncoaching 
staff members. Waivers may be granted by the Commissioner when warranted. (Adopted: October 2005," Revised: April 

2007; Editorial Revision: 2010) 

Section VIII-2. Conference Championship. 

a. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. The divisional champions shall be determined on a percentage basis. Each 
team will be awarded one point for a conference win. The total number of points will be divided by the number of conference 
games played. The winners of each division (Atlantic and Coastal) will compete in the conference championship and the 
winner shall be the conference champion. Details for the conduct of the championstfip will be contained in a participant’s 
manual. Dates and sites of the Conference Championship will be selected by the athletics directors and faculty athletics 
representatives and announced from the Conference office. 

b. TIC~TS. Each member institution will receive fo~ (40) tickets for the championship game to be used at the 
institution’s discretion. Each participating institution will receive 10,000 tickets. Ten percent of the participating team’s 
lower seating allotment of eight hundred (800) tickets may be sold at a 50% discount at the institution’s discretion. It has 

been recommended that these discounted tickets be used for students. The Conference will share in the expense of unsold 
tickets (calculated at the lowest price available) as follows: (Revised." October 2005, January 2009) 

I. From 6~001 through 7,000 tickets, the Conference will pay 50% of ticket cost. 
2. From 7.001 through 8.000 tickets, the Conference will pa~, 75% of ticket cost. 

c. TRAVEL. The official travel paw size for the championship game will be 150 members (72 dressed limit) per team. A 
total of $160,000 per team will be provided for expenses other than travel. The Conl?rence office mnst approve all charter 
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travel. Teams located 250 miles (or bands located 500 riffles) or less from the Champio~stfip site must bus to the Champim~stfip 
site. Teams located more than 250 miles (or bands located more than 500 miles) from the Championship site may flyo 

Section VIII-3. Procedure to Determine the ACC Football Champion/Automatic BCS Berth ff the ACC Football 
Championship Game is not Played. 

Should the Conference not be able to hold its a~mual Football Championslfip Game, the Conference football clmm- 
pion will be the team that finishes the season with the highest wi~ming percentage in conference gameso If morn titan 
one team has the same winning percentage, the tied teams are declared co-champions. 

In order to determine the Conference’s representative to the Bowl Championship Series (BCS), the procedures listed 
below will be lbllowed. All references to rankings mt?r to the fi~al BCS standings released on Selection Sunday after all 
regular season games and Conference Championships Games arc completed. 

Section VIII-4. DMsional Tiebreakers. 

If more than one team in the same division is tied for the best winning percentage in its Conference games then, in order 
to determine the divisional champion, the procedures listed below will be followed. 

TWO-TEAM TIE. 
1. Head-toq~ead competition between thc two fled teams 
2. Records of the fled teams within the division. 
3. Head-to-head competition versus the [eam witNn the division with the bes[ overall record (divisional and 

non-dhdsional)o Conference record and proceeding though the division~ Multiple ties within ~he division 
broken :from :first to last. 

4. Overall record versus all common non-divisional opponents 
5. Combined record.vs, all non-division teams 
6. Recm~ versus common non-divisimml teams based on their order of finish (divisimml and non-divisimml) 

and proceeding tN’ough other common non-divisimml teams based on their order of fi~sh witNn their divi 
sion. 

7. The tied team with the highest ranking in the Bowl Championship Series Standings following the end of 
mgmlar season games snail be the divisimml represeNative m the ACC CMmpionsNp Game. 

8. The representative shall be chosen by a draw. 

THREE OR MORE TEA2vl TIE. (Once tie has been reduced to two teams, the two-team tiebreaker format is 
used): 
1. Combined head-to-head record among the tied teams 
2. Records of the tied teams witlfin the division. 
3. Head-to-head competi lion vs. the team within the division with the best overall (divisional and non-divi 

sional) Conference record, and proceeding through lt~e division. Multiple ties within the division will be 
broken first to last. 

4. Overall record lbr non-division teams 
5. Combined record versus all common non-divisio~ml teams. 
6. Record versus common non-divisimml with the best overall Conference (divisional aM non-divisional 

record) and proceeding through the other common non-divisional teams based on their order of fi~fish 
within the division. 

7. The tied team with the highest ranking in the Bowl ChampionsNp Series Standings following the conclu 
sion of regular season games shall be the divisional representative in the ACC Championship Game, unless 
the second of the tied teams is ranked within five-or-fewer places of tl~e highest ranked tied team. In this 
case, the head-to-head results of the top two ra~ked tied teams shall determine the representative in the 
ACC ChampionsNp Game. 

8. The representative shall be chosen by a draw. 

Section VIII-5. Automatic Qualifier. (Adopted: October 2005) 

a. TWO WAY TIE (between Teams A &-B). 
1. Team A defeats Team B and is ranked higher- Team A earns the BCS bido 
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2. Team A defeats Team B and is ranked lower, but in the Top 10 - Team A earns bid (*except if Team B is m~fl~ed 
#1 or #2 in the BCS standings, then Team B earns the BCS bid). 

3. Team A defeats Team B and is ranked lower, but is ranked live or fewer positions below Team B - Team A 
earns the BCS bid. 

4. Team A defeats Team B and is ranked lower, and morn t[mn five posi lions below Team B - Team B earns the 
BCS bid. 

5. Team A does not play Team B, then, wNchever team is ranked Ngher in the BCS standings earns the BCS bid. 
6. Team A does not play Team B, and neither Team A nor B are ranked in the final BCS standings, then the BCS 

Bowl would select the team of its choice from among tim tied teams. 
If two teams lmve the same m~king, or both are um’anked, the bid goes to the team tlmt has won the head-to-head 

game. 

b. THREE WAY TIE (’~’mi~i-conference" created among the three tied teams). 
Sce~mrio I - All three tied teams have each won one and lost one against the other tied teams in the mini-conference. 

1. In t~his case, the ~highest ranked team among t~he three earns the bid. 
2. If two of the three teams have the same ranking, the bid is earned by the team wi~ming the head-to-head nmtch- 

up. If the teams have not played each other, and they have the same ranking, then the B CS Bowl would select 
the team of its choice from among the tied mares. 

3. If none of the teams are ranked, the BCS Bowl would select the team of its choice from among the tied teams. 

Scenario II - All three teams have 6-2 conference records. Within the mini-conference. Team A is 2-0. ’ream B is 1-1, and 
Team C is 0-2. 

1. If Team A is ranked higher than Teams B and C, Team A earns the BCS bid. 
2. If Team A is not the Nghest m~ked, but is in the Top 10, Team A earns bid unless Team B or C is ranked either 

#1 or #2 in the BCS standings, then Team B or C receives the BCS bid. 
3. If Team A is not ranked, but the highest ranked team in the mini-cmt~?mnce is ranked #21 or lower, Team A 

earns the BCS bid. 
4. If Team A is not the highest ranked team and is ranked snore six or more spots below the highest ranked team 

in the mini-conference, Team A is elimi~mted from consideration. 

Subsequently, 
(a) [[ Team B is ranked higher than Team C, Team B earns the BCS bid. 
(b) If Team B is ranked lower than Team C, but is in the Top 10, Team B earns bid ~mless "ream C is ranked 

either #1 or #2 in the BCS standings, then Team C receives the BCS bid. 
(c) [[" Team B is ranked lower than Team Co bm ranked five or fewer spots below Team C, Team B earns bid, 

m~less Team C is ranked either #1 or #2 in the BCS standings, then Team C receives the BCS bid. 

(d) If Team B is ranked lower than Team C, but is ra~fl(ed six or more spots below Team C, Team C earns the 

BCS bid. 

Scmmrio III - Of the three teams wNch are tied, two or more have not played each other during the re,,m.llar season, and 
the ~fiN CoN~rence Team A is 2-0, Team B and Team C are each 0-lo then: 

1. If Team A is ranked higher than Teams B and C, Team A earns the BCS bid. 
2. KTeam A is not the highest ranked, but is in the Top 10, Team A earns bid m?dess Team B or C is ranked either 

#! or #2 in the BCS standings, then Team B or C receives the BCS bid. 
3. If’ream A is not ranked, but the higlmst ranked team in the mini-conference is ranked #21 or lower. Team A 

earns the BCS bid. 
4. If Team A is not the highest ranked team and is ranked more than :five spots below the Nghest ranked team in 

the mini-conference, then the BCS bid will go to the highest ranked team in lhe BCS from among either’ream 
B or Team C. 

Scenario IV - Of the three teams which are tied, two or more have not played each other during the regular season, and 
within the mini Conference Team A is 1-0. Team B, 1-1 and Team C is 0-1. then: 

1. If Team A is ranked higher than Teams B and C, Team A earns the BCS bid. 
2. If’Team A is not the Nghest m~ked, but is in the Top 10, Team A earns bid unless Team B or C is ranked either 

#1 or #2 in the BCS standings, then Team B or C receives the BCS bid. 
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3. If Team A is not ranked, but the highest ranked team in the mini-conference is ranked #21 or lower, Team A 
earns the BCS bid~ 

4. If Team A is not the highest raIhked team and is ranked more tlkan :five spots below the highest ranked team in 
the miN-conference, then Team A is eliminated and: 

(a) If Team B is ranked higher than Team C, "ream B earns the BCS bid. 
(b) If Team A is not the highest ranked, but is in the Top 10, Team A earns bid nnless Team B or C is ranked 

either #1 or #2 in tl~c BCS standings, then Team B or C receives the BCS bid. 
(c) If Team A is not ranked, but the highest ranked team in the mini-conference is ranked #21 or lower, Team 

A earns the BCS bid. 
(d) If Team A is not the [fighest ranked team and is ranked more than five spots below the [fighest ranked 

team in the mini-conference, then the BCS bid will go to the highest ranked team in the BCS from among 
either Team B or Team C. 

Scenario V 
1. If two or all of the tied teams have not played each other and none of the teams in the mini-conference has an 

advantage against each oll~cr then the BCS bid goes to the highest ranked team in the final BCS standings. 
2. If two or all of the tied teams have not played each other, and all three teams are not ranked, then the BCS Bowl 

would select the team of its choice from among the tied teams. 

I::OUR WAY ’-liE. 
Assumes: 
1. If a~D~ team should finish ranked # 1 or #2 in the BCS standings, they automatically will be the cou[brei~ce BCS 

representative. 
2. A seven-victm3~ mininmm m an 11-game season; an eight-victm3~ mininmm m a 12-game season. All wins 

calculated against I-A opponents only. 

Scenario 
1. 
2. 
3. 

1 - If Team A is 3-0, Team B is 2 - 1, Team C is 1-2 and Team D is 0-3, then: 
If Team A is the highest ranked team in the itfini-conference, fl~cn it receives the BCS bid. 
If Team A is ranked in the Top 10, then it receives the BCS bid. 
If Team A is ranked eight or fewer slots behind the highest-ranking team in the mini-conference, then it 
receives the BCS bid. 
If Team A does not have the victm)" miminum, then the highest-ranked team in the mini-conference receives 
the BCS bid. If no teams are rained in the BCS standings, then Team B will receive the bid. 

If Teams A and B do noI have the victm?~ mii~inmm, and i~o teams are ranked in the BCSo then Team C will 
receive the BCS bid. 

Scenario II - If Team A and Team B are 2-1 in the mini-conference and Team C and Team D arc 1-2, then: 
Assuming Teams A and B both have the victmy" miminum: 
1. If Team A defeated Team B and is ranked higher than Team B, Team A earns the BCS bid. 
2. If Team A defealed Team B and is rained in the Top l 0, Team A earns the BCS bid. 
3. If Team A defeated Team B and is ranked eight or fewer spots lower than "ream B, Team A earns the BCS bid. 
4. If Team A defeated TeamB butis ranked nine or more slots lower than TeamB, TeamB earns the BCS bid. 

Assuming either "ream A or B do not have the victou minimum: 
1. If Team A has the victory minimum and Team B does not and Team A is the highest-ranked team in the mini- 

conference, then Team A earns the BCS bid. 
2. If Team A has the victor, minimum and Team B does not and Team A is ranked in the ’Fop 10, then Team A 

earns the BCS bid. 
3. If Team A has the victo~ miifinmm ai~d Team B does not and Team A is ranked eight or IEwer slots beNnd the 

highest-ranked team in the mini-conference, then "ream A receives the BCS bid. 

4. If Team C or Team D kave the victoD~ minimum and are ranked nine or more slots ahead of Team A or Team B, 
then Team C or Team D receives the BCS bid. 

5. If neither Team A or B have the victmy" minimum, then the highest-ranked team in the mini-conference earns 
the BCS bid. 
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Scenario III - Assumes Team A and B did not play each other. 
Team A and Team B both were 2-0 in the miN-conl~rence, Team C is 1-2 and Team D is 0-3. The BCS bid goes 
to the highest ranked team from among Team A or B, mfless Team C or D are ra nked nine or more spaces above 
either A or B. If no team is ranked in the BCS, then the BCS Bowl chooses from among Teams A and B for the 
bid. 
Team B is 2-0. ’ream C is 2-1, Team A is 1-1 and Team D is 0-3 in tim mini-conference, then: 

a. If Team B defeated Team C and is ranked higher than Team C, Team B receives the bid. 
b. If Team B defeated Team C and is ranked in the Top 10, then Team B receives the bid (tmless Team 

C is ranked #1 or #2) 
c. If Team B defeated Team C and is ranked eight or fewer spaces below Team C, then Team B receives 

the bid 
d. If" Team B defeated Team C and is ranked nine or more spaces below ’ream C. then Team C receives 

the bid. 
e~ If no teams am ranked, then the BCS Bowl chooses from among teams B or C~ 

3. Team C is 3-0. ’ream B is 1-1, Team D is 1-2 and Team A is 0-1. The BCS bid goes to Team C. 
4. Team C is 2-1, Teams A and B are 1-1, Temn D is 1-2. The BCS bid goes to the Nghest ranked Team. If no teams 

are ranked, then the BCS Bowl chooses from among all four teams. 

Scenario IV - Assumes Team A does not play Team B and Team C does not play Team D. 
Teams A and B are 2-0 and Teams C and D are 0-2. The BCS bid goes to the [fighcr ranked learn of A or B, 
unless Team C or D are ranked nine spaces above the higher ranked erA orB. If no teams are ranked, then the 
BCS Bowl chooses from among Teams A and B. 

2. Teams A, B, C and D are all 1-1. The BCS bid goes to the highesl ranked Team If no teams arc ranked, then 
the BCS Bowl chooses from among all four teams. 

3. Team A is 2-0, Teams B and C are 1-1 and Team D is 0-2. Team A earns the BCS bid unless either Team B or C 
are ranked nine or more spaces above Team A. If no teams are ranked, lhen Team A earns the bid. 

Scenario 

2. 

V - Assumes Team A does not play Teams B and D. 
Team C is 3-0, TeamB is 1-1, TeareD is 0-2 and Team A is 0-1. Team C earns the BCS bid. 
Team B is 2-0, Team A is 1-0, Team D is 1-1 and "ream C is 0-3. "ream B earns the BCS bid unless Team A or 
Team D are ranked nine or more spaces ahead of Team B. If no teams are ranked, then Team B earns the bid. 
Team C is 2-1, Team B and D arc 1-1 and Team A is 0-1. The highest ranked team earns the BCS bid. If’no teams 
are ranked, then Team C earns the bid. 
Team D is 2-0, Team A is 1-0, Team C is 1-2 and Team B is 0-2. The highest ranked Team of A or D earns the 
bid uNess Team B or C are ranked hine or more spaces above the highest ranked of A or Be If no teams ranked, 
then Team D earns the BCS bid. 

Scenario VI - Assumes three of the fot~r teams do not play each other. In this case, the BCS bid goes to the highest 
ranked team. If no teams are ranked, then the BCS Bowl chooses from among all four teams. 

FIVE-~VAY T[Eo 
Assnmes: 
1. If a~ team shonld finish ranked # 1 or #2 in the BCS standings, they atitonmtically will be the co~fference BCS 

representative. 
2 An eight-victoD~ minimnm in a 12-game season. All wins calculated against I-A opponents only. 

Scenario I - Team A is 4-0, Team B is 3-1, Team C is 2-2, Team D is 1-3 and Team E is 0-40 
1. If Team A is the highest ranked team in the mini-conference, then it receives the BCS bid. 
2. If Team A is ranked in the Top 10, then it receives the BCS bid. 
3. If Team A is ranked eight or fewer slots behind lhe highest-ranking team in lhe mini-conference, lhen it 

receives the BCS bid. 
4. If Team A does not have the victor5.: minimtm~, then the highest-ranked team in the mini-conference receives 

the BCS bid. 
5. If Team A is ranked nine or more slots behind Team B or Team C in the mini-conference, then ’ream B or’ream 

C receives the BCS bid. 
6. If Team A is unranked, but Team B is ranked #17 or lower, then Team A earns the BCS bid. 
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7. If Team A is unranked, bt~t Team B is ranked # 16 or kdgher, then Team B earns the BCS bid. 
8. If all teams am unranked, then Team A earns the BCS bid. 

Scenario II - Team A and B are 3-1, Team C is 2-2 and Teams D and E are 1-3. 
1~ If Team A defeated Team B and is ranked higher than Team B~ Team A earns the BCS bid~ 
2. If Team A defeated Team B and is raIhked in the Top 10, Team A earns the BCS bid. 
3. If Team A defeated Team B and is ranked eight or fewer spots lower than Team B, Team A earns the BCS bid. 
40 If Team A defeated Team B bm is ranked nine or morn slots lower than Team B, Team B earns the BCS bid. 
5. If all teams am unranked, and Team A defeated Team B, then "ream A earns the BCS bid 
6. If Bowl chooses from among Teams A or B. 
Assuming either Team A or B do not have the victor~ miNmum: 
1. If Team A has the victmy minimum and "ream B does not and Team A is the highest ranked team in the mini- 

conference, then Team A earns the BCS bid. 
2. If Team A has the victo~~ minimum and Team B does not and Team A is ranked in the Top 10, then Team A 

earns the BCS bid. 
3. IF Team A has the victoo: minimum and Team B does not and Team A is ranked eight or fewer slots behind the 

Nghest-mnked team in the conference, then Team A recei~’es the BCS bido 
4. If Team C, D or E hm~e the victor5., minim~m and are rmhked nine or more slots ahead of’ream A or B, then Team 

C, D orE receives the BCS bid. 
5. If neither Team A or B have the victoR, ~tfinimum, d~cn the highest-ranked team in the mini-conl?mnce earns 

the BCS bid. 
6. If no teams are ranked who have the victmy minimt~m, then the BCS Bowl chooses from among the teams that 

do not have the victoR, ~tfinimum 

Scenario III - Teams A, B and C are 3-1, Team D is 1-3 and Team E is 0-4. A mini-conference is formed among Teams A, 
B, and C and the lhree-way tie-breaker is used to break the tie. 

Scenario IV - Team A is 3-1, Teams B, C and D are 2-2 and TeamE is 1-3. 
1~ If Team A is the Nghcst ranked team in the mini-conference, then il recei~’es ll~c BCS bid. 
2. If Team A is ranked in the Top 10, then it receives the BCS bid. 
3. If Team A is m~ked eight or fewer slots behind the highest-ranking team in the raiN-conference, then it 

receives the BCS bid. 
4. If’ream A does not lm~’e the victory minimum, then the highest-ranked team in the mini-conference receives 

the BCS bid. 
5o If Team A does not have the victoR, mini~tmm, and no teams arc ranked, then the BCS Bowl will choose the 

team to receive the BCS bid. 

Scenario V - Teams A, B, C, D, and E arc 2-2. The highest-ranked team earns the BCS bid. If no teams arc ranked° then 
the BCS Bowl will Choose the team to receive the bid. 

Article IX. GOLF--MEN’ S 

Section IX-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a men’s golf team shall schedule teams of other member institutions 
at its own option and discretion during the regular season. 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads shall be limited to seven (7) studem-athletes in intra-conference 
competition. (Revised." May 2007, May 2009) 

Section IX-2. Conference Championship. 

a. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. The Confercnce team and individual championship for men shall be dctcrn~ined 
by a 54-hole medal play touruament (18-hole contest on Friday, 18-hole contest on Saturday and 18-hole contest on 
Sunday) to be played on three consecutive days, with no rain day and with the understanding that the Championship will 
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conclude on Sunday, over a course selected by the Men’s Golf Committee. In case of inclement weather the Games 
Committee has the fight to make any adjnstments deemed necessary in the championship format. The Men’s Golf Committee 
also will recommend the dates for the Championship. A practice round shall be allowed the day preceding the first scheduled 
18-hole round. 

b. FORMAT. The tounmment field shall be composed of five entries from each school with the four low scores each day 
to count toward the team championship with the NCAA scoring system being used. No extra golfers will be allowed to enter. 
If two or more players tie for the individual championship, a sudden death playoff will be held immediately following 
completion of the final round (with play starting on a hole to be determined by the Committee) to determine the winner of the 
first place award. Ties for other places will remain and duplicate mvards will be sent. 

c. PAIRINGS. The players will be paired by teams. The relative starting times for the first 18-hole round will be drawn 
from a hat by the coaches at the preceding year’s pre-championship meeting. After the first round the team starting times 
will be determined by the team order of finish each day with the top teams teeing off last. 

d. PLAY ON TOURNAMENT COURSE. Men’s golf team members, individuals or teams, shall not be permitted to 
practice, play, walk the selected tournament course or ~se aw golf course facilities (incl~ding the use of practice areas, 
such as practice greens and range) between tim beginning of the academic year for each institution and tim :first official 
practice round of the Men’s Golf Championship (Exception: If the team member is a member of the club/course on which the 
men’s golf tournament will be played, he may play the course dufing the time mentioned above. Team members who are not 
members of the club/course are not permitted to play as guests of members during the specified time). Any men’s golf team 
members who practice, play or walk the tournament course during the time period memioned above, and are not members 
of that club/course, will be declared ineligible to compete in that season’s Men’s Golf Champions[tip. (]~;diloriai Revixion: 
3/Iay 2007) 

e. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Men’s Golf Championship shall be the same as the NCAA Championship 
limit 

f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the USGA. 

g. AUTOMATIC QU~4~LIFICATION. Should the Conference Championsl~ip conclude (after 54 holes) and co- 
Champions are named, the lbllowing procedures should be used to determine the Autonmtic Qtmlifier: g4dopted: April 
200,~) 

1. The lowest score between the tied teams’ fifth pIwers on the final dw of competition. 
2~ The lowest score between the tied team’s fifth plwers on the second dw of competition. 
3. The lowest score between the tied teams’ fifth plwers on the first dw of competition. 

Should the Conference Championship not be played due to inclement weather, the following procedures should be ~sed to 
determine the Automatic Qualifier: (Adopts’d: October 2005," Revised: Apri! 2009) 

1. Low score after completion of 36 holes. 
2. If 36 holes are not completed, low score after 18 holes or subseqt~ent increments of Nne holes are played and 

completed by all pa~:icipants. 
3. If still tied or unable to complete 18 holes, the average of the latest Golf week/Sagarin and Golf Star Polls prior 

to completion of the ACC Championship will detem~ine the ACC Champion and At~tomatic Qualifier. 
4. If still tied, the highest ranking in the latest Golf Sial: Poll pfior to completion of the Conference 

Championship will determine the Champion and Automatic Qualifier. 

Al~icle X. GOLF--WOMEN’S 

Section X-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a women’s golf team shall schedule teams of other member institutions 
at its own option and discretion during the regular season. 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads shall be limited to seven (7) student-athletes in intra-conference 
competition. (Revised: May 2007, ~.~[ay 2009) 
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Section X-2. Conference Championship. 

a. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. The Conference team and individual championship for women shall be 
determined by a 54-hole medal play tournament (18-hole contest on Friday, 18-hole contest on Saturday and 18-hole contest 
on Sunday) to be played on three consecutive days, with no rain day and with the understanding that the Championship 
will conclude on Sunday, over a course selected by the Women’s Golf Committee. In case of inclement weather, the Games 
Comlnittee has the right to make any adjustments deemed necessa~7 in the championship format. The Women’s Golf 
Committee also will recommend the dates for the Championship. A practice round shall be allowed the day preceding the 
first scheduled 18-hole round. 

b. FORMAT. The tournament field shall be composed of five entries from each school with the four low scores each day 
to count toward the team championship with the NCAA scoring system being used. No extra golfers will be allowed to enter. 
If two or more players tie for the individual championship, a sudden death playoff will be held inmaediately following 
completion of the final round, weather and time permitting, (with play starling on a hole to be determined by the Committee) 
to determine the winner of the first place award. Ties for other places will remain and duplicate awards will be sent. If a 
sudden death playoffis not possible (e.g., weather, time), co-champions will be named. If two or more teams are tied for the 
team championship, the Conference champion will be determined by using the tie-breaking procedures for the NCAA 
regional tournaments. 

c. PAIRINGS. The players will be paired by teams. The relative starling times :for the :first 18-hole round will be based on 
previous year’s Conference finish. After the first round the team starting times will be determined by the team order of finish 
each day with the top teams teeing off last. 

d. PLAY ON TOURNAMENT COURSE. Women’s golf team members, individuals or teams, shall not be permitted to 
practice, play and/or walk the selected tournament course or use aW golf course facilities (including the use of practice 
areas, such as practice greens and range) between the beginning of the academic year for each institntion and tt~e first 
official practice round of the Women’s Golf Championship. Exceptions include: 

1. If the team member is a member of the club/course on which the women’s golf tournament will be played, she 
may play the cot~rse during tt~e time mentioned above. Team members who are not members of the club/course 
arc not permitted to play as guests of members during the specified time. 

2. If a student-athlete has contracted with the host course professional for instructional lessons, she is permitted 
to use the following areas: 
(a) Practice Areas (three weeks prior to the Championship. only the driving range may be used). 

~_l Championship Course (during the first semester only). 

AI\’r~ women’s golf team members who practice, play an(tior walk the tournament course during the time period mentioned 

above, and are not members of tlmt club/course, or being instructed by the host course professio~ml, will be declared 
ineligible to compete in that season’s Women’s Golf Championship. (Adoiot~,d: ’~{¢V 2007: Revised: @ri! 200.9, Apri! 

20~0) 

e. TRAVEL SQU AD. The travel squads for the Women’s Golf Championship shall be the same as the N CAA Championship 
limit 

f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the U SGA. 

g. AUTOMATIC QUALIFICATION. Should the Conference Championship not be played due to inclement weather, 
the following procednres shonld be used to determine the Automatic Qualifier: ¢,idopt~’d: October 2005) 

1. Low score after completion of 36 holes. 
2. If 36 holes are not completed, low score after 18 holes or subsequent increments of nine holes are played and 

completed by all participants. 
3. If 18 holes or increments of nine holes are not completed by all participants, the committee will use head to 

head results in tournaments during the year to determine the champion. 
4. If still tied, use the stroke differential to determine a champion. 
5. If still tied, the average of the Golf week/Sagarin and Golf Slat Polls will determine the Champion. 
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Article XI. LACROSSE~MEN’S 

Section XI-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a lacrosse team shall play all other member institutions having 
lacrosse teams at least once each year. 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squad shall be limited to thirty-two (32) student-athletes in intra-conference 
competition. (Revised." May 2007, May 2009) 

c. OFFICIALS. Officials for Conference games will be contracted and assigned by the officiating coordinator of the 
USILA. 

d. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

Section XI-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Conference Men’s Lacrosse Championship will be held on a date to be deternlined by the 
Conference. The site will be rotated, subject to approval by the Conference. 

b. SEEDING Seeding for the Men’s Lacrosse Championship will be determined by the regular season Conference 
standings. In case of a tie, the following formula will be used: 

1. Head-to-head Conference game results between the tied teams. 
2. Record versus team(s) occupying the higher position in the standings (or in case of a tie for first place, 

the next highest in the regular-season standings and continuing down through the standings until one 
team gains an advantage). 

3. Goals allowed in Conference games between the tied teams. 
4. Goal differential in Conference games only (goals for, minus goals against between the tied teams). 
5. Blind draw. 

c. FORMAT. The Men’s Lacrosse Championship will be a single elimination tournament. The team championship will 
be determined by this event. 

d. OFFICIALS. Championship officials will be assigned by the officiating coordinator of the USILA. 

e. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Men’s Lacrosse Championship shall be the same as the NCAA 
Championship limit. 

f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

Artide XH. LACROSSF:--WOMEN’S 

Section XII-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a lacrosse team shall play all other member institutions having 
lacrosse teams at least once each year. 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squad shall be limited to thirty-two (32) student-athletes in intra-conference 
competition. (Revised." May 200Z May 2009, April 201 O) 

c. OFFICIALS. Officials for Conference games will he contracted and assigned by each institution. 

d. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations ofU. S. Lacrosse. 
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Section XH-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Conference Women’s Lacrosse Championship will be held annually, on a date to be determined 
by the Conference. The site will be rotated, subject to approval by the Conference. 

b. SEEDING. Seeding for the Women’s Lacrosse Championship will be determined by the regular season Conference 
standings. In case of a tie, the following formula will be used: (Revised." May 2007) 

1. Head-tu-head Conference game results between the tied teams. 
2. Record versus team(s) occupying the higher position in the standings (or in case of a tie for first place, 

the next highest in the regular-season standings and continuing down through the standings until one 
team gains an advantage). 

3. Goal differential in head-tu-head competition against tied teams (goals for, minus goals against, maximum 
difference plus five for any one game). 

4. Blind draw. 

c. FORMAT. The Women’s Lacrosse Championship will be a single elimination tourlrament. The team championship 
will be determined by this event. 

d. OFFICIALS. Championship officials will be assigned by an approved coordinator of officials. 

e. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Women’s Lacrosse Championship shall be the same as the NCAA 
Champiol~ship limit. 

f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of U.S. Lacrosse with NCAA Championship 
modifications. 

Article XIIL ROWING---WOMEN’S 

Section XIII-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING. Each member institution sponsoring varsity rowing shall schedule varsi~7 rowing programs of other 
member institutions at its own option and discretion during the regular season. 

b. TRAVEL-SQUAD. Regular season travel squad shall be limited to fifty-three ( 53 ) studem-athletes in intra-colfference 
competition. (Revised: May 2007, May 2009) 

c. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of US-Rowing, except as agreed upon by the 
participating coaches prior to the competition. 

Section XIII-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Rowing Championship will be held on a date to be determined by the Conference. If weather 
conditions do not permit the Championship to be held on the determined date, the Championship will be held on the 
following day. The site will be rotated subject to approval by the Conference. 

b. SEEDING. Seeding for the Championship will be determined by a vote of the head coaches. If there is a tie for 
seeds, all coaches will re-vote for the tied spots. If a second tie occurs, a coin will be flipped for ties between Bvo leams, 
and a draw will occur for ties among t~hree or more teams. (Adopted: @ri! 2008) 

c. TRAVEL SQUAD. Championship travel squad shall be limited to ttfirty-two (32) student-attfletes in ulfiform. (Revised." 
May 2009) 

d. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of US Rowing. 

e. JUDGE-REFEREES. The host institution shall be responsible for selecting the chief referee and his or her crew. 
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Article XIV. SOCCER--MEN’S 

Section XFV’-I. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a men’s soccer team shall play all other member institutions having 
men’s soccer teams at least once each year. 

b. RESCHEDULING REGULAR SEASON MATCHES. Postponed and rained-out games: Every effort will be made to 
play the game and the host team game admiulstrator will make a decision prior to begi~ming the game if it is going to be 
played or delayed. Once the game starts, it is in the hands of the official. If the game is halted and cannot be resumed that 
day, the achninistrators of the two schools will make eveu effort to reschedule the game (the next day, if possible). If the two 
schools cannot agree, the matter will be referred to the conference office. If the game cannot be rescheduled, it will be 
eliminated. 

c. TRA¥~EL SQUAD. Regular season travel squad shall be limited to twenB~-four (24) student-athletes in intra-conference 
competition. (Revised." May 200Z May 2009, April 201 O) 

d. OFFICIALS. Officials for Conference soccer matches will be assigned by the Coordinator of Men’s Soccer Officials. 

e. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the nfles and regulations of the NCAA. 

Section XIV-2. Conference Championship. 

a. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. The Men’s Soccer Championship will be determined by a single elimination 
tournament. Details for the conduct of the Championship will be contained in a bulletin prepared by the Championship 
Manager. 

b. SEEDING Seeding for the Championship will be determined by the regular season Conference standings [utilizing a 
point system (win = three points; tie = one point)[. Ties for any seeded position will be broken as follows: 

1. Head-to-head Conference game results between tied teams. 
2. Goal differential in games between tied teams (goals for, minus goals against). 
3. Goals scored in Conference games between tied teams. 
4. Goals scored in overall Conference games. 
5. Blind draw. 

c. OFFICIALS. Championship officials will be selected, assigned and contracted by the Coordinator of Men’s Soccer 
Officials. 

d. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Men’s Soccer Championship shall be limited to twenty-two (22) student- 
athletes. (Revised." ~,~la.v 200.9) 

e. TRA¥~EL TO CHAMPIONSHIP SITE. The following travel stipulations will apply to the Tuesday, Wech~esday, Friday, 
Sunday Championship format: (Revised." @ri12008) 

1. There will be no practices until after 5:00 p.m. at the championship site on Monday for those teams that 
compete on Tuesday. There will be no practices at the championship site until after 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday for 
those teams that compete on Wednesday. The Conference office must be advised if air travel requires an early 
departure from campus. 

2. There will be no practices on the game field. 
3. Teams that compete on Tuesday will not miss class on Monday. Teams that compete on Wednesday will not 

miss class on Tuesday. 
4. Upon elimination from the championship, all teams must depart and attend classes the day after uuless air 

travel will not allow a timely return. 
5. The three (3) Triangle teams must attend classes on the days between competitions if the championship site 

is WakeMed Soccer Park (Caly, North Carolina). 
6. The bracket times may be adjusted to accommodate travel. 
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f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

Artide XV. SOCCER--WOMEN’S 

Section XV-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a women’s soccer team shall play a ten (10) game round robin regular 
season schedule so ttmt home and away breakdown is reversed in consecutive years. (Revised: April 2008) 

b. RESCHEDULING REGULAR SEASON MATCHES. Postponed and rained-out games: Every effort will be made to 
play the game and the host team game administrator will make a decision prior to beginning the game if it is going to be 
played or delayed. Once the game starts, it is in the hands of the official. If the game is halted and cmmot be resumed that 
day, the administrators of the two schools will make every effort to reschedule the game (the next day, if possible). If the two 
schools ca~mot agree, the nmtter will be referred to the conference office. If the game cmmot be rescheduled, it will be 
eliminated. 

c. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads shallbe limited to twenU-six (26) student-athletes in intra-conference 
competition. (Revised." May 2007, May 2009) 

d. OFFICIAL S. Officials for women’s soccer matches will be contracted and assigned by the Coordinator of Women’s 
Soccer Officials. 

e. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

f. COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS. In aw regular season conference game for which the host institution charges 
admission, the visiting team shall be provided a maximum of fifty" (50) complimentary admissions at its request, to be used 
consistent with NCAA regulations. (Adopted: Ma.V 2006) 

Section XV-2. Conference Championship. 

a. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. The Women’s Soccer Championship will be determined by an eight (8) team 
single elimination tournament. Details for the conduct of the Championship will be contained in a bulletin prepared by the 
Championship Manager. 

b. SEEDING Seeding for the Championship will be determined by the regular season Conference standings [utilizing a 
point system (win = three points; tie = one point)]. Ties for any seeded position will be broken as follows: (Revised: April 
2008) 

1. Head to head Conference game results belween tied teams. 
2. Most wins between tied teams in Conference games only. 
3. Goal differential in overall Conference games (goals for, minus goals against, maximum difference of plus 

three for any one Conference game). 
4. Goals scored in overall Conference games. Maximum of three for any one Conference game. 
5. Goals allowed in overall Conference games. 
6. Wins versus team(s) occupying the higher position in the standings (or in case of a tie for first place, the 

next highest position in the regular season standing and then continuing down through the standings 
until one team gains an advantage). 

7. Blinddmw. 

c. OFFICIALS. Championship officials will be selected, assigned and contracted by the Conference office. 

d. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Women’s Soccer Championship shall be m’enty-four (24) student- 
athletes in uniform. (Revised." May 2009) 

e. TRAVEL TO CHAMPIONSHIP SITE. The following travel stipulations will apply to the Wednesday, Friday, Sunday 
Championship format: (Revised." May 2006, @ri12008) 
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1. There will be no practices until after 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday at the championship site. 
2. There will be no practices on the game field. 
3. No teams will miss class on Tuesday. Exceptions can be approved by the Conference compliance staff when 

limited travel options make that necessary. 
4. Upon elimination from the championship, all teams must depart and attend classes the day after unless air 

travel will not allow a timely return. 
5. The three (3) Triangle teams must attend classes on the days between competitions if the championship site 

is WakeMed Soccer Park (Cary, North Carolina). 
6. The bracket times may be adjusted to accommodate travel. 

f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the nfles and regulations of the NCAA. 

Article XVI. SOFTBALL 

Section XVI-1. Regular Season. (Revised." l~lay 2007) 

a. SCHEDULING Each team will play afidl conference schedule. Conference games shall be played as athree-game 
series. The site of the series will be alternat:ed each year. Rainouts will be handled as follows: 

1. If, on the final date of the series, a doubleheader or one game plus is to be played, the first game or suspended 
game nmst be completed by 4:00 p.m. ffthc first game or suspended game is not completed by 4:00 p.m, the 
next game will not he played mfless mutually agreed to hy both coaches (no game may start after 6:00 p.m.). 

2. No make-t~p games am allowed to be played after the last date of the scheduled series. 
3. Any alteration to the original conference schedule ~tmst be approved through the Conference ofl’ice~ 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads for softball shall be limited to twenty (20) student-athletes in intra- 
conference competition. (Revised." ~Vday 2007, ;~Iay 2009) 

c. UMPIRES. Umpires shall be contracted and appointed by the Coordinator of Softball Umpires. A three person crew 
will be used during regular season conference competition. 

d. HALTED GAME RULE. The halted game rule will be used for all Conference play. 

Section XVI-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Conference Softball Championship will be held on a date and at an on-campus site recommended 
by the Conference Women’s Softball Committee, subject to approval by the Conference. This site will be rotated subject to 
approval by the Conference. (Revised." April 2008) 

b. SEEDING Seedings will be based on wim~ing percentage for all Conference games. If, after figuring percentages, two 
or more teams are tied, the following procedures will be used to break the ties: 

1. Two Teams Tie. 
(a) Head-to-head competition. 
(b) Compare each team’s record versus teams occupying the highest position. The process shall still 

continue by comparing records against each succeeding finish until the tie is broken. 
(c) Run differential comparison against two tied teams. 
(d) A coin flip will be administered by the Conference Office. 

2. Multiple Tie (more than two teams tying at: a position). 
(a) Head-to-head competition. The tying team’s regular season head-to-head competition records shall 

be evaluated to determine if a team (or teams) has an advantage in wins. 
(b) ffthat process does not resolve the tie or reduce the multiple tie to two teams (when multiple ties are 

reduced to two teams, the ranking for remaining team(s) is resolved by following tiebreaking procedures 
described in Two Teams Tie above), then a comparison of the team’s records against the other 
Conference places of finish, beginning at the highest position shall be completed. This evaluation 
process shall continue against each succeeding team until the tie is broken. 

(c) Tie will be broken by coin flip administered by the Conference Office. 
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Excessive Ties (more than one tie). When more than one tie shall occur in the standings, the following tie- 
breaking system will be implemented. 
(a) When comparing teams tied at one position in the standings against teams tied at a lower position, 

those tied in the lower position shall, for purposes of comparison, be considered a single unit (e.g., 
Team A and Team B tied lbr first place shall compare against Team X and Team Y tied lbr third place 
as follows; Team A shall compare its combined record against X and Y, against Team B’s combined 
record against both X and Y). 

c. FORMAT. The Softball Championship will be a single elimination tournament. The team championship will be 
determined by this event. (Revised." April 2008) 

d. UMPIRES. Championship umpires will be nominated and selected by the Coordinator of Softball Officials. 

e. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Softball Championship shall be the same as the NCAA Championship 

f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

g. AUTOMATIC QUALIFICATION. Should the Conference Championship not be held or completed due to inclement 
weather the highest seed remaining in the Championship after the most recently completed fifll day of competition will be 
the automatic qualifier to the NCAA Championship. (Adopted: April 2009) 

Arlicle XVII. SWISZMING & DIVING--MEN’S/WOMEN’S 

Section XVII-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a swimming team shall schedule teams of other member institutions 
at its own option and discretion during the regular season. 

b. TRA\~L SQUAD. Regular season travel squads shall be limited to twenty-four (24) student-athletes in intra- 
conference competition. Men’s and women’s divers shall count one-half. (Revised." May 2007, May 2009) 

c. OFFICIALS. Referees, judges and other officials shall be contracted and assigned by the home team during regular 
season Conference competition. 

Section XVII-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Swimming & Diving Championship will be held the last full weekend in February or two weeks 
prior to NCAA qualification, or one month prior to the NCAA Swinwning & Diving Championships at on-campus sites to be 
determined. No facility will be opened more than twenty-four (24) hours prior to the event. 

b. FORMAT. Both Men’s and Women’s Swimming & Diving Championship formats will follow that outlined in the 
NCAA Men’s and Women’s Swimming & Diving Championships Handbook. 

c. OFFICIALS. Referees, judges and other Championship officials will be contracted through the Conference Office 
with prior approval of the Conference Swimming & Diving Committee. 

d. TRAVEL SQUADS. The travel squads for the Men’s and Women’s Swimming & Diving Championships shall follow 
the guidelines outlined in the NCAA Championship Handbook. Men’s and women’s divers shall count as one half (1/2). 

(N(2/tA Revision: 2008) 

e. TRA’~L TO CHAMPIONSHIP SITE. Travel will be restricted as follows: 
1. No teams will miss class prior to the initial day of championship competition. Exceptions canbe approved by 

the Conference compliance staff for individual competitors when limited travel options make that necessal?.’. 
(Revised." May 2006) 
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2. There will be no practices, with the exception of the host institution, in the competition pool prior to the initial 
day of championship competition. 

f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the roles and regulations of the NCAA. 

g. FACILITY REGULATIONS. Each institution desiring to host the Swimming and Diving Championships shall certify 
to the Conference office that their swimming and diving facilities meet minimum championship standards. Double lane lines 
shall be used at the Championships. 

Article XVIII. TENNIS~MEN’S/WOMEN’S 

Section XYqII-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a tennis team shall schedule all other member institutions once each 
year, with make-ups being scheduled, when reasmkable, between the two competing teams. 

b. INCLEMENT WEATHER POLICY. 
1. If raining, wait to determine if the match can be continued outdoors, if it cannot; 
2. Move the match indoors (schools with the availability of indoor courts within one hour’s driving distance 

should make prior arrangements when playing a distant Conference member over three hour’s driving distance). 

If indoor courts are not available; 
3. Complete the match the next day, if possible. If this is not feasible, the match should be rescheduled. No 

nkakeup temfis matches will be allowed to be played after the Sunday preceding the Conference Tennis 
Championships. 

4. If no agreement can be reached, refer the matter to the Conference office for assistance. 

c. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads shall be limited to ten (10) student-athletes in intra-conference 
competition. (Revised." May 2007, May 2009) 

d. BALL/COURT SURFACES. It will be the responsibility of the home coach to inform the opposing coach of the court 
surface. 

e. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA and the ITA. All Conference 
matches will use the regular scoring system. A mininmm of six (6) ITA officials will be at every conference tennis match. 
(Revised: May 2008) 

Section XVHI-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championships will be held the last weekend in April (Thursday- 
Sunday), or the last spring weekend prior to the beginning of the earliest final exam period of a member institution, 
whichever occurs last. The site will be at a facility suitable for a combined championship. 

b. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. The team championships will be determined by a single elimination tournament 
format. 

c. SEEDING Seeding for the Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championships will be determined by the regular season 
Conference standings. Ties for aw seeded position will be broken as follows: (Revised: :L~av 2006) 

Regular Season Seeding: 
k Each team will be awarded one (1) point for a conference win. 
2. Each team will be awarded zero (0) points for a conference loss. 

Tournament Seeding: 
I. Seed teams by accumulation of total points, not percentages. 
2. If two or more teams tie (total points), the tie breaker will be: 

(a) Head-tod~ead competition between the tied teams~ 
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(b) If still tied or no head-to-head competition, record versus team(s) occupying the higher position in 
the standings (or in case of a tie for first place, the next highest in the regular season standings and 
continuing down through the standings until one team gains an advantage). 

(c) Total number of ACC individual matches won (the doubles matches = one point; singles matches = 
one point). 

(d) Blind draw. 

d. BALL/COURT SURFACES. It will be the rcsponsibiliU of the Championship director to inform the coaches of the 
surface. Tennis balls used in the Championship shall be the balls specified in the Conference Telmis ball contract. 

e. OFFICIALS. Officials for the Tennis Championship shall be assigned by the Coordinator of Tennis Officials. 

f. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championships shall be the same as the 
NCAA Championship limits. 

g. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA and the ITA. All Conference 
matches will use the regular scoring system 

h. AUTOMATIC QUALIFIACATION. Should the Conference Championship not be played due to inclement weather, 

the highest seed remaining in t~he Championship at the suspension of play will be the Automatic Qualifier to the NCAA 

Championship~ (/tdop~ed: @ril 2008) 

Article XIX. TRACK& FIELD- INDOOR/OUTDOOR-MEN’S/WOMEN’S 

Section XIX-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a track & field team shall schedule teams of other member institutions 
at its own option and discretion during the regular season. 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads shall be limited to thirty-eight (38) studem-athletes for men and 

foW (40) studem-athletes for women in intra-conference competition. (Revised." ~’~lay 200Z ~[a.F 2009) 

Section XIX-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Indoor Track & Field Championship will be held two weeks prior to the NCAA Indoor Track and 
Field Championships. The Outdoor Track & Field Championship will be held the next to the last weekend inApril (Thursday- 
Saturday) or the last weekend prior to the beginning of the final exam period of a member institution, whichever occurs 
earlier. (Revised." May 2006) 

b. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. Team championships will be decided on the basis of final team standings in 
the Conference Championship meets. 

c. FORMAT. The Outdoor Track & Field Championship is to be rotated among Conference members. The order of 
events of Indoor and Outdoor Track & Field Championships will follow as per the NCAA Men’s/Women’s Track & Field 
Championship Handbooks. 

d. OFFICIALS. The Championship Referee and the Championship Appeals Comnfittee shall be made up of individuals 
outside the coaching ranks of the Conference. Individuals selected to officiate Conference Indoor and Outdoor Track & 
Field Championships shall be approved by the Committee on Track. 

e. TRAVEL SQUAD. Championship travel squads shall be limited to thirty (30) student-athletes in uniform each. 
(Revised." ~,~/Iay 2006, Aday 2009) 

f. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 
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Article XX. VOLLEYBALL--WOMEN’S 

Section XX-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a Women’s Volleyball team shall plW a 20-game regular season 
conference schedule. Each nmtch will be the best three (3) of five (5) games. (Revised." April 2008) 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads for Women’s Volleyball shall be limited to fifteen (15) student- 
athletes in intra-conference competition. (Revised." May 200Z May 2009) 

c. OFFICIALS. Officials for Conference matches will be assigned by the Coordinator of Women’s Volleyball Officials. 

d. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA Volleyball Championship. 

e. AUTOMATIC QUALIFICATION. The NCAA automatic qualification will be determined by conference winning 
percentage during the regular season. In the event of a tie, the following procedure will be used: (Revised." April 2009) 

1. Head-to-head results between tied teams. 
2. Head-to-head game results between tied teams. 
3. Head-to-head point differential between tied teams. 
4. Compare match record against the highest ranked opponent continuing down until one team gains an 

advantage. 
If still tied, 
5. Coin :flip or blind draw if more than two teams are tied. 

Article XXI. WRESTLING 

Section XXI-1. Regular Season. 

a. SCHEDULING Each member institution having a wrestling team shall schedule all other member institutions at least 
once each year. 

b. TRAVEL SQUAD. Regular season travel squads for dual meets in Wrestling shall be limited to fifteen (15) student- 
athletes in intra-conference competition. (Revised." May 200Z May 2009) 

c. OFFICIALS. Officials shall be contracted and assigned by the home team during regular season Conference 
competition. 

d. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA. 

Section XXI-2. Conference Championship. 

a. DATE & SITE. The Conference Wrestling Championship will be a one day meet (Saturday or Sunday), held two 
weeks prior to the NCAA Division I Championships. The site will be rotated among participating institutions. (Revised." 
April 2008) 

b. SEEDING The following tie breaking procedure will be used should a tie occur when determining seeding for the 
ACC Championship: ¢4dopted." April 2010) 

l. Head-to-head competilion. 
2. Win-loss percentage of all common opponents (conference and non-conference). 
:}~_ ~_V___i_~!__-_D_:%’___p__c_’_r_~__e_~!_t__a_g_e____:a_gainst conference __o_p__ponents entered in the tonr*mmenL____Q!!J~:__j_~___t_~N__~:__e_ig_h_t_____c_’_l_~__s_’:%_i_~! 

which the wrestler is entered. 
4. Vote of the head coaches. 

c. CHAMPIONSHIP DETERMINATION. The team championship will be decided on the basis of final team standings 
in the Conference Championship. 
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d. FORMAT. The Conference format will be consistent with the NCAA Division I fore, at. 

e. OFFICIALS. Championship officials will be nominated and selected by the Committee on Wrestling. 

f. TRAVEL SQUAD. The travel squads for the Wrestling Championship shall be limited to twelve (12) student-athletes 
in uniform. (Revised." May 2009) 

g. RULES. Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of N CAA. 
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Article XXH. AWARD S. 

Section XXII-1. AII-AC C Academic Teams. 

All-ACC Academic teams will be selected for those sports in which the Conference designates a conference champion. 
The teams will be selected by a special committee comprised of league office staff. 

To be eligible for consideration in all sports other than men’s and women’s basketball, men’s and women’s swirmning 
and wmstling~ a student-athlete must have earned a 3 o00 grade point average for the previou.s semester and maintained a 
3.00 cum~flative average during his/her academic career. 

In men’s and women’s basketball, men’s and women’s swinm~ing and wrestling, a student-athlete must have earned a 
3.00 grade point a~erage for the immediately preceding fhll semester and nmintained a 3.00 cmtmlative grade point a~erage 
during his/her academic career. 

In Nl sports graduate studems must have a cumulative undergraduate GPA of 3.00 or greater and at least a 3.50 or 
greater in graduate school in order to be considered for an All-ACC Academic Team. 

Throughout the selection process prima~y consideration will be accorded to the student-athlete’s athletic accomplish- 
ments during the current athletic season. Fall sports teams released by mid-JannaB,. Winter and Spring sports teams 
released by last week in Juneo 

"II~e maximmn size of each team is as follows: Baseball 40; BasketbN1 (Men) approx. 10-15; Basketball (Women) approx. 
10-15; Cross Country (Men) 20; Cross Country (Women) 20; Field Hockey 30; Football approx. 50: Golf (Men) 20: Golf 

(Women) 20; Indoor Track & Field (Men) 40; Indoor Track & Field (Women 40; Lacrosse (MelL~ 30: Lacrosse (Women) 30; 
Rowi~g 30; Soccer (Men) 30; Soccer (Women) 40; SoftlbN130: Swimmi~g & Diving (Men) 40; Swimming & Divi~g (Women) 
40; Te~mis (Me~) 20: Tennis (Women) 20; Ontdoor Track & Field (Men) 40; Outdoor Track & Field (Women) 40; Volleyball 
30; Wrestling 20. ~evised." May 2006. 3/lq!’ 2007, October 200Z October 

Section XXII-2. Scholar-Athlete of the YearAward. 

a. FOOTBALL. One football student-athlete will be recognized as the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year and will receive 
the Jim Tatum Award, Milch will be selected by the Commissioner’s office upon receiving nominations from the member 
institution’s Academic Advisors. The criteria for selecting the award recipients arc as follows: 

1. Candidates must be a senior football student-athlete. 
2. The award will be based on 50% academic achievement and 50% athletic achievement. 

b. SPORTS OTHER THAN FOOTBALL. One member of each of the Conference’s remaining 24 sponsored sports will 
be recognized as the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year. The criteria for selecting the award recipients are as follows: 
(Adopted." October 2007) 

c. CRITERIA FOR NAMING THE AWARD. Only ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Awards are eligible to be named. 
Each award may have multiple names. (Adopted: May 2009) 

I. Eligibility is not limited to aw specific group(s). 
2. The official nomination will originate from the member institution where the nominee was last in a position of 

influence. 
3. A minimum period of two-years must pass (from when the nominee vacated his/her position) before an 

individnal is eligible to be nominated. 
A nominee should be one whose reputation exceeds that of a sports celebrity. The nominee should be 
renowned [’or exceptional personal quNities, such as character, leadership, integril~; national influence, and 
for excellence in intercollegiate athletics. The nominee should have demonstrated a conm~itment to academic 
and atNetic balance. In addition, consideration will be given to the nominee’s university and community 
influence and service beyond the sports arena. 

d. PROCESS FOR NAMING THE AWARD. ~4dopted." ~vlay 2009) 
1. A formal nomination will be submitted to the Office of the Commissioner hy the nominee’s institution. 
2. The specific sport committee (to which the award would potentially be named) will be advised of all relative 

nominations and will bare the benefi t of discu.ssion. The opinion and feedback from the sports commi tree will 
be expressed to the awards committee for their consideration. 
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3. The nomination will be presented to the awards cormnittee for consideration. If endorsed by the awards 
committee, the nomination will be appropriately fom, arded as part of the committee’s a~mnal action items. 

4. Pending the approval of the awards committee, the nomination would be forwarded through the conference 
governance structure. 

e. MEN’ S BASKETBALL. The ACC Men’s Basketball Scholar-Athlete of the Year will be officially named the "Skip 
Prosser Award". 

f. WOMEN’ S BAS~TBALL. The ACC Women’s Basketball Scholar-Athlete of the Year will be officially named the 
"Kay Yow Award". (Approved." 2008-09) 

g. FOOTBALL. The ACC Football Scholar-Athlete of the Year will be officially named the "Jim Tatum Award". 
(Editorial Revision: 2010) 

h. MEN’S GOLF. The ACC Men’s Golf Scholar-Athlete of the Year award will be officially" named the "Rod Myers 
Award". 

Section XXII-3. ACC Sportsmanship Award. 

One female and one male ACC student-athlete will be awarded the ACC Sportsmanship Award annually. Additionally a 
team could also be selected if warranted. NCAA Sportsmanship Award qualification criteria will be used in selecting all 
nominees and award recipients. (Adopted." October 2008) 

Section XXII-4. Conference Awards. 

The Commissioner of the Atlantic Coast: Conference is instructed to purchase such plaques and troptfies as arc 
necessal?." for Conference championships (including the Cmfference plaques awarded for excellence in scholarship and 

athletics) as follows: 

a. A plaque shall be awarded to a senior male and senior female of each institution for excellence in scholarship and 
athletics, and these awards will be presented at Commencement or an appropriate awards day. 

b. The Conference will provide an award for All-Conference, Freshma n o f the Year. Play er (s) of the Year and Coach of 
the Year in all spmls. For additional Conference authorized awards, see mdividnal sprat 

c. All teams that tie as the ACC Conference champion will be awarded troplfies. (Adopted: May 2006) 

Section XXH-5. All-Conference Teams. 

a. BASEBALL, FIELD HOCKEY. SOCCER, VOLLEXtq3ALL, LACROSSE, GOLF, SOFTBALL, TENNIS AND ROWING If 
four schools participate in a sport, a first team (based on the number of student-athletes on the field/court/boat) will be 
named. If five schools participate in a sport, a first team plus 25% (based on the number of student-athletes on the field/ 
court/boat) will be named. If six schools participate in a sport, a first team plus 50% (based on the number of student- 
athletcs on the field/court/boat) will be named. If seven or morc schools participate in a sport:, a first and second team (based 
on the number of student-athletes on the field/court/boat) will be named. (Revised." 3!lay 2009) 

b. SWIMMING, TRACK, CROSS COUNTRY AND WRESTLING The All-Conference team will be based on the 
student-athlete’s place at the ACC Championship. (Revised." May 2009) 

c. CHANGES. Any changes to the above policies must be recommended to the Awards Committee. (Revised." May 

:009) 
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Section XXII-6. Baseball. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Baseball are as follows: (Revised." October 2005, l¥1ay 2007, 

October 2007) 
40 All-ACCAcademic Team 
32 All-Conference Team (First, Second Team) 

1 Freshman of the YearAward (true freshman only) 
1 Playerofthe Year 
1 Pitcher of the Year 
1 Coach of the Year 
1 Championship Team Trophy 

35 Individual Awards for Members of the Wi~ming Team 
11 All-Tournament Team 

1 Championstfip Most Valuable Player 
2 Divisimkal Championslfip Troplfies (Atlantic and Coastal) 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the’fear 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The All-Conference Baseball Team will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. Two 
(2) si~een (16) member teams will be announced as first and second team, including the following specific positions for each 
team: first baseman, second baseman, third baseman, shortstop, catcher, outfielder (3), starting pitcher (3), relief pitcher, 
DHiUtility player and three (3) at-large selections. (Revised." Ma.v 2007) 

b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Baseball Freshman of the Year must be a true freshman and will be selecled by a 
vote of the head coaches. 

c. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Baseball Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

d. PITCHER OF THE YEAR. The Baseball Pitcher of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

e. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Baseball Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

f. ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM. The Baseball All-Tournament Team will be selected by a vote oflhe media in attendance. 
An eleven (11) member team, by po sition and including the M¥~P, will be named. 

g. CHAMPION SHIP MOST \~AL U ABLE PLAYER. The Baseball Championship Most Valuable Player will be selected 
by a vote of the media in attendance. 

Section XXII-7. Basketball-Men’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Men’s Basketball are as follows: (Revised." October 2005, October 

2007," Editorial Revision: 2008) 
15 All-Conference Team (First, Second, Third Team) 
5 All-FreshmenTeam 
5 All-Defensive Team 
1 Defensive Player of the Year 
1 Rookie of the Year 
1 Playerofthe Year 
1 Coach of the Year 
1 Championship Team Trophy 

25 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 
10 All-Tournament Team (First and Second team; 5 people per team) 

1 Championship Most Valuable Player Award 
1 Regular Season Championship Trophy 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year (Skip ProsserAward) 
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a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The All-Conference Men’s Basketball Team will be selected by the Atlantic Coast Sports 
Media Association (ACSMA). A first, second and third team will be named. 

b. ALL-FRESHMEN TEAM. The Men’s Basketball All-Freshinan Team will be selected by ACSMA. 

c. ALL-DEFENSIVE TEAM. The Men’s Basketball All-Defensive Team [five (5) members] will be selectedby ACSMA. 

d. DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Basketball Defensive Player of the Year will be selected by 
ACSMA. (Editorial Revision: 2008) 

e. ROOKIE OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Basketball Rookie of the Year will be selected by ACSMA. 

f. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Basketball Player of the Year will be selected by ACSMA. 

g. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Basketball Coach of the Year will be selected by ACSMA. 

h. ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM. The Men’s Basketball M1-Toumament Team will be voted by select media in atlendance. 

Ten (10) members will be announced as a first and second team. 

i. MOST X/AL UABLE PLAYER. The Men’s Basketball Championship Most Valuable Player will be selected by a votc of 
media in attendance and is included in the ten-member All-Tournament team. 

Section XXII-8. Basketball-Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Women’s Basketball are voted on by a Blue Ribbon Panel, which 

consists of coaches and media familiar with women’s basketball, and arc as follows: (Revised: A¢a.v 2004, October 2005, 
May 2007, October 2007, l~la3, 2008) 

15 All-Conference Team (First, Second, Third team) 
5 All-Freshmen Team 
5 All-Defensive Team 
1 Rookie of the Year 
1 Defensive Player of the Year 
1 Sixth Player of the Year 
1 Player of the Year 
1 Coach of the Year 
1 Championship Team Tropl\,~" 

25 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 
10 All-Tournament Team (First and Second Team; 5 people per team) 

1 Championship Most Valuable Player 
1 Regular Season Championship Trophy 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year (Kay Yow Award) 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The All-Conference Women’s Basketball Team will be selected by the Blue Ribbon 
Panel. Fifteen (15) members will be announced as a first, second and third team. 

b. ALL-FRESHMEN TEAM. The Women’s Basketball All-Freshinen Team (five (5) members) will be selected by the 
Blue Ribbon Panel. 

c. ALL-DEFENSIVE TEAM. The Women’s Basketball All-Defensive Team (five (5) members) will be selected by the 
Blue Ribbon Panel. 

d. ROOKIE OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Basketball Rookie of the Year will be selected by the Blue Ribbon Panel. 

e. DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Basketball Defensive Player of the Year will be selected by the 
Blue Ribbon Panel. (Adopted." May 2004) 
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f. SIXTH PLAYER OF THE’~AR. The Women’s Basketball Sigh Player of the Year will be selected by the Blue Ribbon 

Panel. (Adopted: May 2007) 

g. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Basketball Player of the Year will be selected by the Blue Ribbon Panel. 

h. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Basketball Coach of the Year will be selected by the Blue Ribbon Panel. 

i. ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM. The Women’s Basketball All-Tournament Team will be selected by a vote of the media 

in attendance. Ten (10) members will be almounced as a first and second team. 

j. MOST "VALUABLE PLAYER. The Women’s Basketball Championship Most Valuable Player will be selected by a vote 
of media in attendance and is included in the ten-member All-Tournament team. 

Section XXII-9. C~ss Country-Men’s/Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Men’s and Women’s Cross Countly are as follows: (Revised: 

October 2007) 
20 All-ACC Academic Team- men and women 
14 All-Conference Team 

1 Freshman of the Year - men and women (true freshinan only) 
1 Coach of the Year - men and women 
1 Championship Team Trophy - men and women 

11 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team - men and women 
1 Individual Champion- men and women 
1 Individual Second Place - men and women 
1 Individual Third Place - men and women 
1 Scholar-Atlflete of the Year - men and women 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Men’s and Women’s Cross Cotmtry All-Conference Teams will be composed of the 
top fourteen (14) male finishers and the top fourteen (14) female finishers in their respective Conference Championship. 

b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. Tile Men’s and Women’s Cross Count~ Freshman of the Year will be the first men’s 
and women’s cross country student-athletes to cross the finish line at the Conference championship. 

c. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s Cross Country Coaches of the Year will be selected by a vote of 
the respective head coaches. 

Section XXH-IO. Field Hockey. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Field Hockey are as follows: (Revised." October 2005, October 

2007) 

17 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

11 

1 

1 

1 

All-ACC Academic Team 
All-Conference Team 
Freshman of the Year Award (true freshman only) 
Offensive Player of the Year 
Defensive Player of the Year 
Coach of the Year 
Championship Team Trop~ 
Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 
All-Tournament Team 
Championship Most Valuable Player 
Regular Season Championship Trophy 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Field Hockey All-Conference Team will be one seventeen (17) member team selected 
by a vote of the head coaches. 
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b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Field Hockey Freslnnan of the Year must be a true freshman and will be selected by 
a vote of the head coaches. 

c. OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Field Hockey Offensive Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the 
head coaches. 

d. DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Field Hockey Defensive Player of the’fear will be selected by a vote of the 
head coaches. 

e. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Field Hockey Coach of the’fear will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

f. ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM. The Field Hockey All-Tournament Team will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 
Au eleven (11) member team, including the MVP, will be named. One ( 1 ) member from each of the losing teams on Thursday 
and Friday, three (3) members from the runner-up team of the Championship game, and four (4) members, including the 
Championship M¥~P, from the winner of the Championship game. (Revised." April 2008) 

g. MOST VALUABLE PLAYER. The Field Hockey Championship Most Valuable Player will be determined by a vote of 
the head coaches. 

Section XXII-11. Football. 

Awards authorized and presemed by the Conference for Football are as follows: (Revised." October 2005, October 2007," 

l~2ditorial Revision: 2008) 
50 All-Conference Team (First and Second team; 25 people per team) 

1 Rookie of the Year 
1 Offensive Rookie of the Year 
1 Defensive Rookie of the Year 
1 Offensive PlayeroftheYear 
1 Defensive Player of the Year 
1 Player of the Year 
1 Coach of the Year 
1 Most Courageous Award (Brian Piccolo Award) 
1 Senior Scholar-Athlete Award (Jim Tatum Award) 
1 Most Outstanding Blocker Award (Jacob’s Blocking Trophy) 
2 Divisional Championship Trophies (Atlantic and Coastal) 
1 Championship Team Tropl\v 
1 Championship MVP Trophy 

110 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM - ACSMA. A first and second All-Conference Football Team will be voted on by the 
ACSMA. Each team shall consist of an eleven (11) man offensive team, an eleven (11) man defensive team and three 
specialists (place kicker, punter and return specialist). 

b. ROOKIE OF THE YEAR. The Rookie of the Year will be selected by ACSMA. 

c. OFFENSIVE ROOKIE OF THE YEAR. The Football Offellsive Rookie of the Year will be selected by ACSMA. 

d. DEFENSIVE ROOKIE OF THE YEAR. The Football Defensive Rookie of the Year will be selected by ACSMA. 

e. OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Football Offensive Player of lhe Year will be selected by ACSMA. 

DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE’~AR. The Football Defensive Player of the Year will be selected by ACSMA. 

g. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Football Player of the Year will be either the Offensive or Defensive Player of the Year 
with the most votes as voted by ACSMA. 
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h. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Football Coach of the Year will be selected by ACSMA. 

i. BRIAN PICCOLO AWARD. The most courageous football player in the Conference will be selected by the 
Conm~issioner’s office upon receiving nominations from the member institutions head football trainers. 

j. JIM TATUM AWARD (Scholar-Athlete of the Year). The top senior football student-atlflete will be selected by the 
Commissioner’s office upon receiving nominations from the member institutions Academic Advisors. The selection will be 
based 50 percent on academic performance and 50 percent on athletic performance. 

k. JACOB’S BLOCKING TROPHY. The most outstanding blocker is selected by a poll of the league’s defensive 
coordinators and/or head coach. 

1. CHAMPIONSHIP MVP TROPHY. The most valuable player of the Championship game is chosen by selected members 
of the media. 

Section XXII-12. Golf-Men’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Men’s Golf are as follows: (Revised." October 2007) 
20 All-ACC Academic Team 
12 All-Conference Team 

1 Freshman of the Year (true freshman only) 
1 Player of the Year 
1 Coach oftheYear 
1 Championship Team Trop~ 
7 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 
1 Individual Champion 
1 Individual Second Place 
1 Individual Third Place 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year (Rod Myers Award) 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Men’s Golf All-Conference Team will be determined by a vote of the coaches. A 
twelve-(l 2) member team will be named. The individual medalist in the Conference championstfip is an automatic All- 
Conference team member. (Revised." May 2007) 

b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Golf Freshman of the Year must be a true freshman and will be selected by 
a vote of the head coaches. 

c. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Golf Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

d. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Golf Coach of the Year will be determined by a vote of the head coaches. 

Section XXH-13. Golf-Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference lbr Women’s Golf are as follows: (Revised October 2007) 
20 All-ACC Academic Team 
12 All-Conference Team 

1 Freshman of the Year (true freshman only) 
1 Player of the Year 
1 Coach of the Year 
1 Championstfip Team Trophy 
7 Individual Awards for Members of the Wi~ming Team 
1 Individual Champion 
1 Individual Second Place 
1 Individual Third Place 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
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a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Women’s Golf All-Conference Team will be determined by a vote of the coaches. 
One twelve (12) member team will be named. The individual medalist in the Confercnce Championship is an automatic All- 

Conference Team member. (Revised." Ma.v 2007) 

b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Golf Frcshman of the Year must be a true frcshman and will be selected 
by a vote of the head coaches. 

c. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Golf Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

d. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Golf Coach of the Year will be determined by a vote of the head coaches. 

Section XXII-14. Lacrosse-Men’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Men’s Lacrosse are as follows: (Revised." October 2005, May 

2007, October 2007) 
30 All-ACC Academic Team 
11 All-Conference Team 

1 Freshman of the Year (true freslmmn only) 
1 Player of the Year 
1 Coach of the Year 
1 Championship Team Tropl\v 

40 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 
11 All-Tournament Team 

1 Championship Most Valuable Player 
1 Regular Season Championship Trophy 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Men’s Lacrosse All-Conference Team will be determined by a vote of the head 
coaches. An eleven (11 ) member team will be named. 

b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Lacrosse Freshman of the Year must be a true freshman and will be selected 
by a vote of the head coaches. 

c. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Lacrosse Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

d. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Lacrosse Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

e. ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM. The Men’s Lacrosse All-Tournament Team will be selected by a vote of the ACC 
Sports Information Directors and media in attendance. An eleven (11) member team, including the MVP, will be named. 

f. MOST VAL U ABLE PLAYER. The Men’s Lacrosse Championship Most Valuable Play er will be selected by a vote of 
the media and ACC Sports Information Directors. 

Section XXII-15. Lacrosse-\Vomen’s. 

Awards authorized and presemed by the Conference for Women’s Lacrosse are as follows: (Revised." October 2005, May 
2007, October 2007) 

30 All-ACC Academic Team 
18 All-Conference Team 

1 Freshman of the Year (true freshman only) 
1 Player of the Year 
1 Coach of the Year 
1 Championship Team Trophy 

34 Individual Awards for Members of the Wimfing Team 
12 All-Tounrament Team 

1 Championship Most Valuable Player 
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1 Regular Season Championship Trophy 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Women’s Lacrosse All-Conference Team will be selected by a vote of the head 
coaches. An eighteen (18) member team will be named. 

b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Lacrosse Freslm~an of the Year must be a true freshinan and will be 
selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

c. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Lacrosse Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

d. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Lacrosse Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

e. ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM. The Women’s Lacrosse All-Tournament Team will be selected by a vole of the ACC 
Sports Information Directors and media in attendance. A twelve (12) member team, including the MVP, will be named. 

f. CHAMPIONSHIP MOST ~VALUABLE PLAYER. The Women’s Lacrosse Championship Most Valuable Player will be 
selected by a vote of the ACC Sports Information Directors and media in attendance. 

Section XXlI-16. Rowing-Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presemed by the Conference for Women’s Rowing are as follows: (Revised." May 2006, October 

2007) 

14 
1 
1 
1 
1 

38 
1 
1 

All-ACC Academic Temn 
All-Conference Team 
Varsity Crew of the Year (5 or 9 individual awards) 
Freshman of the Year (true freshman only) 
Coach of the Year 
Championship Team Trophy 
Individual Awards for the Wimfing Team 
Award for Each Evem Champion (5 or 9 individual awards) 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Women’s Rowing All-Conference Team will consist of a fourteen (14) member team 
selected by the head coaches. 

b. VARSITY CREW OF THE YEAR. The Crew of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

c. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

d. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Freshman of the Year must be a true freshman and will be selected by a vote of the 
head coaches. 

Section XXH-17. Soccer-Men’s. 

Awards authorized and presemed by the Conference for Men’s Soccer are as follows: (Revised." October 2005, October 

2007) 

11 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

All-ACC Academic Temn 
All-Conference Team (First, Second Team; 11 members per team) 
All-Freshmen Team (true freshmen only) 
Freshman of the Year (true freshman only) 
Offensive Player of the Year 
Defensive Player of the Year 
Coach of the Year 
Championship Team Trophy 
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27, Individual Awards for the Winning Team 
11 All-Tournament Team 

1 Championship Most Valuable Player 
1 Regular Season Championship Trophy 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Men’s Soccer All-Conference Team will be determined by a vote of the head 
coaches. A twenty-two (22) member team will consist of the top eleven (11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the 
top goalkeeper being designated as first team and the next eleven (11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the 
second goalkeeper being designated as second team. 

b. ALL-FRESHMEN TEAM. The Men’s Soccer All-Freshmen Team [eleven (11) members] must be true freslnnen and 
will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

c. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Soccer Freslnnan of the Year must be a true freshman and will be selected 
by a vote of the head coaches. 

d. OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Soccer Offensive Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the 
head coaches. 

e. DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Soccer Defensive Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the 
head coaches. 

f. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Men’s Soccer Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

g. ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM. Tile Men’s Soccer All-Tournament Team will be selected by a vote of the ACC Sports 
hfformation Directors and media in attendance. An eleven (11) member team, including the MVR will be named. 

h. CHAMPIONSHIP MOST VALUABLE PLAYER. Tile Men’s Soccer Championship Most Valuable Player will be 
selected by a vote the ACC Sports Information Directors and media. 

Section XXII-18. Soccer-Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presemed by the Conference for Women’s Soccer are as follows. (Revised: October 2005, October 

2OO7) 

11 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

29 
11 

1 
1 
1 

AI1-ACC Academic Team 
All-Conference Team (First, Second Team; 11 members per team) 
All-Freshmen Team (true freshmen only) 
Freshman of the Year (true freslmmn only) 
Offensive Player of the Year 
Defcnsive Player of the Ycar 
Coach of the Year 
Championslfip Team Trop~ 
Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 
All-Tournament Team 
Championslfip Most Valuable Player 
Regular Season Championship Trophy 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Women’s Soccer All-Conference Tcam will be determined by a vote of the head 
coaches. A twenty-two (22) member team will consist of the top eleven (11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the 
top goalkeeper being designated as first team and the next eleven (11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the 
second goalkeeper being designatcd as second team. 

b. ALL-FRESHMEN TEAM. The Women’s Soccer All-Freslnnen Team [eleven (11) members] must be true freshmen 
and will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 
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c. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Soccer Freshman of the’tEar must be a tree freslmaan and will be selected 
by a vote of the head coaches. 

d. OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Soccer Offensive Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of 
the head coaches. 

e. DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Soccer Defensive Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of 
the head coaches. 

f. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Soccer Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

g. ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM. The Women’s Soccer All-Tounkament Team will be selected by a vote of the ACC 
Sports Information Directors and media in attendance. An eleven (11) member team, including the MVP, will be named. 

h. CHAMPIONSHIP MOST VALUABLE PLAYER. The Women’s Soccer Championship Most Valuable Player will be 
selected at the conclusion of the ACC Women’s Soccer Championship by a vote of the ACC Sports Information Directors 
and media in attendance. 

Section XXII-19. Softball. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Softball are as follows: (Revised." October 2005, May 2007, 

October 2007) 
.30 All-ACCAcademic Team 
20 All-Conference Team (First, Second Team; 11 members per team) 

1 Freshman of the Year (true freshinan only) 
1 Player of the Year 
1 Pitcher of the Year 
1 Coach of the Year 
1 Championship Team Trophy 

28 Individual Awards for Members of the Wi~ming Team 
11 All-Tournament Team 

1 Championstfip Most Valuable Player 
1 Regular Season Championship Trophy 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the’tear 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Softball All-Conference Team will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. A 
twenty (20) member team, regardless of position will consist of the top ten (10) vote recipients being designated as first team 
and the next ten (10) vote recipients being designated as second team. 

b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Softball Freshinan of the "tear must be a true freshinan and will be selected by a 
vote of the head coaches. 

c. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Softball Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

d. PITCHER OF THE YEAR. The Softball Pitcher of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

e. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Softball Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

f. ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM. An eleven (11) member All-Tournament Team, including the MVP, will be selected by 
a vote of the head coaches, ACC Sports Information Directors and lhe media in attendance. 

g. MOST VALUABLE PLAYER. The Softball Championship Most Valuable Player will be determined by a vote of the 
head coaches, ACC Sports Information Directors and the media in atlendance. 
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Section XXII-20. Swimming & Diving-Men’s/Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Men’s and Women’s Swimming & Diving are as follows: (I~evised." 

October 2007) 
40 AI1-ACC Academic Team - men and women 

Awards--All-Conference 
1 Freshman of the Year - men and women (true frestnnen only) 
1 Swimmer of the Year - men and women 
1 Diver of the Year - men and women 
1 Coach of the’tear- men and women 
1 Championship Team Trophy - men and women 

27 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team - men and women 
1 Championship Most Valuable Swimmer - men and women 
1 Championship Most Valuable Diver - men and women 
1 Award for Each Event Champion 
1 Award for Each Event Second Place 
1 Award for Each Event Ttfird Place 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year - men and women 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE. First, second and third place finishers in each event plus all first place relay teams in the 
Conference Championship will be named All-Conference. 

b. FRE SHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s Freshman of the Year will be determined by a vote of the head 
coaches. 

c. SWIMMER OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s Swimmer of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head 
coaches. 

d. DIVER OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s Diver of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 
(Revised." May 2007) 

e. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

f. MOST VALUABLE SWIMIMERiDIVER. The Men’s and Women’s Most Valuable Swimmer from the Conference 
Championship will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. The Men’s and Women’s Most Valuable Diver from the 
Conference Championship will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. (Revised." 3!Ia,v, 2007, April 2008) 

Section XXII-21. Tennis-Men’s/Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Men’s and Women’s Tennis are as follows: (Revised." October 

2005, Ma3’ 2007, October 2007) 
20 AI1-ACC Academic Team- men and women 
18 All-Conference Team - men and women 

1 Freshman of the Year - men and women (true freshmen only) 
1 Player of the Year - men and women 
1 Coach of the’tear- men and women 
1 Championship Team Trophy - men and women 

13 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team - men and women 
1 Championship Most Valuable Player - men and women 
1 Regular Season Championship Trophy 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year - men and women 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Men’s and Women’s Tclmis All-Conference Team will be determined by a vote of 
the coaches. An eighteen (18) member team will be named. 
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b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s Tennis Freslmaan of the Year must be a tree freslmrm and will 
be determined by a vote of the head coaches. 

c. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s rellllJS Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head 
coaches. 

d. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s Tennis Coach of the Year will be determined by a vote of the head 
coaches. 

e. MOST’~ALUABLE PLAXt~R. The Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championship Most Valuable Player will be selected 
by the head coach of the ACC championship team 

Section XXH-22. Track & Field-Indoor/Outdoor-Men’s/Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Men’s and Women’s Indoor and Omdoor Track & Field are as 
follows: (Revised." May 2006, October 2007, April 2009) 

40 All-ACC Academic Team - indoor and outdoor, men and women 
Awards--All-Conference 

1 Freshman of the Year Award - men and women (true freshmen only) 
1 Coach of the Year - men and women 
1 Championship Team Trophy - men and women 
36 Members of the \Villning Team - men and women 
1 Most Valuable Performer, Track - men and women 
1 Most Valuable Performer, Field - men and women 
1 Award for Each Event Champion 
1 Award for Each Event Second Place 
1 Award for Each Event Third Place 
1 Indoor Track Performer of the Year - men and women 
1 Indoor Field Perlbrmer of the Year - men and women 
1 Outdoor Track Performer of the Year - men and women 
1 Outdoor Field Performer of the Year - men and women 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year - men and women, indoor and outdoor 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE. The top three filfishers in each individual evem plus all members of the first place relay teams 
in the Conference Championship will be named All-Conference. 

b. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s Freshman of the Year will be selected by a vote of the 
coaches. 

c. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Men’s and Women’s Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the coaches. 

d. MOST VALUABLE PERFORMER, TRACK/FIELD. The Most Valuable Performer in Track and the Most Yhluable 
Performer in Field will be selected by a vote of the coaches. 

e. PERFORMER OF THE YEAR, TRACK/FIELD. The Performer of the Year in Track and the Performer of the Year in 
Field will be selected by a vote of the coaches. 

Section XXH-23. Volleyball-Women’s. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Women’s "volleyball arc as follows: (Revised: October 2007, April 

2009) 
30 All-ACCAcademic Team 
18 First Team All-Conference Team, including two defensive specialists 
6 All-Freshmen Team (tree freshmen only) 
1 Freshman of the Year (true freshilmn only) 
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1 Player of the Year 
1 Defensive Player of the Year 
1 Coach of the Year 
1 Championship Team Trop~7 
22 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM. The Women’s Volleyball All-Conference Team will be selected by a vote of the head 
coaches. An eighteen (18) member first team will consist of the top eighteen (18) vote recipiems, regardless of position bm 
including two (2) designated "defensive specialists." 

b. ALL-FRESHMEN TEAM. The Women’s Volleyball All-Freshmen Team [six (6) members] must be true freshmen and 
will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

c. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Volleyball Freshman of the Year must be a true freslunan and will be the 
player with the highest number of votes from the All-Freshman Team. 

d. PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Volleyball Player of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

e. DEFEN SIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Volleyball Defcnsive Player of the Ycar will be selected by a votc 
of the head coaches. 

e. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Women’s Volleyball Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of head coaches. 

Section XXII-24. Wrestling. 

Awards authorized and presented by the Conference for Wrestling are as follows: (Revised." October 2007) 
20 All-ACC Academic Team 
20 Awards--All-Conference Team (First, Second Team; 1 0 members per team) 

1 Wrestler of the Year 
1 Freshman of the Year (true freslunan only) 
1 Coach ofthe Year 
1 Championship Team Tropl\v 

16 Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 
1 Championship Most Valuable Wrestler 
1 Award for Each Weight Class Champion (All-ACC) 
1 Award for Each Weight Class Second Place (All-ACC) 
1 Award :for Each Weight Class Third Place 
1 Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

a. ALL-CONFERENCE. The champion and runner-up in each weight class will be named All-Conference. 

b. WRESTLER OF THE YEAR. The Wrestler of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. 

c. FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR. The Wrestling Freslm~an of the Year must be a true freslunan and will be selected by a 
vote of the coaches. 

d. COACH OF THE YEAR. The Wrestling Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the coaches. 

e. MOST "vALUABLE WRESTLER. The Championship Most Valuable Wrestler will be selected by a vote of the 
coaches in attendance at the championship. 
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Article XXIIL PROCEDURES FOR MODIFICATION OF THE CODE 

Recommendations for modifications in the Sports Operations Code shall be submitted to the membership by the 
Conm~issioner at any regular meeting of the Conference and may be adopted by a majority vote of the voting delegates 
present and voting on the issue. Changes which are approved, unless otherwise specified, shall become effective July 1 
following enactment. (Revised." April 2006) 
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ATLAN’r~C COAST CONFERENCE 

APPENDIX I 

AUTOMNFIC QUALWICATION 
(Adopted: ~’~/ay 2005, Revised: April 2008, April 2009, October 2009) 

The following sports receive an automatic qualification (by team) to the NCAA Championships by wi~ming their respective 
ACC Championship. In the event that the ACC Championship cannot be held or completed the regular season champion 
will receive the automatic qt~alification. 

Men’s Basketball 
Women’s Basketball 
Field Hockey 
WorileIl’ s Lacrosse 
Men’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 

The following sports receive an automatic qualification (by team) to the NCAA Championships by wimting their respective 
ACC Championship. In the event that the ACC Ctmmpionship ca~mot be held or completed the highest seed remaining in 
the Championship at the suspension of play, or after the most recently completed f’ull day ot" competition in softball, will be 
the autonmtic qualifier to the NCAA Clmmpionship. 

Men’s Tennis 
Women’s Tennis 
Softball 

The following sports receive an automatic qualification (by team) to the NCAA Ctmmpionships based on the regular- 
season standings with aW lies being broken t~sing the tie-breaking procedure. 

Volleyball 

The t’ollowing spm~s do not receive automalic qualifications (by team) to the NCAA Championships. 

Men’s Cross Count~, 
Women’s Cross Country 
Men’s Lacrosse (currently not enough teams for an AQ) 
Rowing 
Men’s Swimming & Diving 
Women’s Swiirmling & Diving 
Men’s indoor Track & Field 
Women~s Indoor Track & Field 
Men’s Outdoor Track & Field 
Women’s Outdoor Track & Field 
Wrestling 
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ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

GENEIL&L POLICIES & PROCEDURES 
[Note: For your convenience, any changes in the 

2010-11 ACC General Policies and Procedures have been underlined.] 

Article I. GAMBLING POLICY 

In recognition of the serious threat gambling poses to the integrity of intercollegiate athletics, the Atlantic Coast 
Conference requires that each member institution; 

L At least once each academic year, arrange a presentation regarding gambling for all student-athlete, coaches and 
athletics department staff members. 

2. Review NCAA Bylaw 10.3 aI all team certification meetings. 
3. Develop an atlfletics department written policy on gambling for appropriate distribution (e.g., compliance manuals, 

stt~dent-athlem handbooks, game programs, media guides, booster broOmrcs, websites, etc.). 
4. Designate a primau liaison to assist in coordinating institutional educational and monitoring ef[b~s regarding 

gambling. 
5. At least once each academic year, distribute to student-athletes, coaches and athletics depal~mcnl staff members 

information (e.g., newspaper/magazine aI~icles, videotapes, poster) regarding gambling. 

Article H. NCAA STUDENTASSISTANCE FUND 

The Atlantic Coast Conference requires that each member institution adhere to the following principles regarding 
tile NCAA Student Assistance Fund: 

1. ACC member institutions should avoid use of the fnnd in a maimer that could be construed as attempting to 
gain a recruiting advantage or disadvantage another institution and should insure that all st~dent-attfletes have 
equal access to the fired. 

2. The ACC principles should be conveyed to the NCAA. 
3. The ACC principles should be conveyed to other conferences. 

Article llI. COMMUNICATION GUIDELINES 

A necessary elemenI in an effective flmctioning Conference governance structure is the establishmenI of policy and 
procedures to build an effective and efficieN commuNcation process witNn the Coherence. TNs includes, but is not 
limited ~o, the sharing of i~[b~ation, timely notification, certainty ofj~fisdictional authority and limitations, and the 
estN~lishmenI of regular persmml interaction. 

Ill order to assist in lhe achievement of the above objective, the following guidelines will be executed: 

1. Consultationbetween members of the Council of Presidents and Joint Group (i.e., Faculty Athletic Representatives, 
Athletics Directors and Senior Woman Administrators) is expected on most matters reserved for Council of 
Presidents that are not precluded by confidentiality. 

2. Chairs of the Faculty Atlfletic Representatives and Athletics Directors are normally in attendance at the Council of 
Presidents meetings. 

3. Agenda and minutes of the Joint Group and Council of Presidents will be shared with all members of the governance 
structure. An executive summau of the minutes from the Joint Group shall be submitted to the Council. 

4. There will be an aImual meeting involving Council of Presidents and Joint Group which shall normally alternate 
between the Men’s and Women’s Conference Basketball Championslfip. 

5. The goals and objectives of the Conference will be shared almually with the Joint Group and the Council of 
Presidents. 

6. The Executive Committee, the Joint Group, and the Council of Presidents shall review and comment on the goals 
and objectives of the Conference. 

7. An executive summary oflhe NCAA Board of Directors actions will be provided to the members of the Commil of 
Presidents. Information on major issues on the agenda of the Council of Presidents will be provided to the 
members prior to the meeting. 
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Article W. INTER-INSTITUTIONALACADEMIC COLLABORATIVE 

The member institutions of the Atlantic Coast Conference share a commitment to academic excellence in m~dergmdu- 
ate, professional and graduate education, research and public service. These joint interests have often led to collaborative 
academic iNtiatives among many of the member institmions. With the expansion to twelve members opportnnity exists for 
a more diverse set of such collaborative activities. 

To provide a formal mechaNsm to explore areas where groups of member institutions might want to work collectively 
on issues, the Inter-institutional Academic Collaborative (IAC) is created. The IAC will be formed by a Council of CNef 
Academic Officers witch a Chair that rotates ammally among the member institutions. The Council would be charged with 
drafting a charter for the IAC that promotes collaborative activities from a long term perspective, but the IAC structure will 
be flexible so it can reflect opportmfities and isst~es that arise from time to time. Participation in IAC activities will be 
voluntary, reflecting the interests of those who elect to take part. 

ArficleV. MEDIA GUIDELINES FOR CONFERENCE COMPETITION 

Section V-1. Working Conditions. 

An appropriate post-game interview area for all sports shall be provided by the host sports information director. 
Security from fans, and for football, adequate coverage from inclemem weather, must be provided when designating a post- 
game interview area. When possible, accessibility from the press row and to the media work room should be considered. 

The media work room for football, men’s basketball and women’s basketball should be designated for the sole use of 
attending media before, during and immediately "after the evem. The media work room should be manned by security 
personnel consistent with its hours of operation. The media work room should include sufficient standard phone line 
access and power sources. 

Press row security for football, men’s basketball and women’s basketball should be consistent with that of a paying 
customer with special consideration toward post-game crowd control. 

Section V-2. Post-Game Interview Policy forAll Sports Except Men’s and Women’s Basketball and Men’s and 

Women’s Lacrosse. 

All post-game interviews with coaches will be conducted in a press interview area designated by the host sports 
information director. There will be a maximum ten-minnte "cooling off" period, at which time the winning head coach must 
enter the interview area. 

The losing head coach should enter the interview area not more than ten minutes after the start of the interview of the 
winning head coach. 

Once a head coach exits his/her locker room for the post-game interview, that team’s locker room will then be open to 
the media. The players will be made available to the media in the locker room or an area designated by the sports information 
director. 

The host sports information director, per mutual agreement with the visiting sports information director, may adjust the 
order of the above post-game interview procedure as long as media access to coaches and players is guaranteed. (Revised." 
April 2010) 

Section V-3. Post-Game Interview Policy for Men’s and Women’s Basketball and Men’s and Women’s Lacrosse. 

All post-game interviews with coaches will be conducted in a press interview area designated by the host sports 
information director. 

There will be a maximum ten-minute "cooling off’ period, at which time the first available head coach will begin a ten- 
minute interview session in the interview area. Should both coaches be ready to begin their interviews at the same time, 
preference for the first session should be given to the visiting coach. The second head coach should be ready to enter the 
interview area not more than ten minutes after the st:art of the first interview. 

Once a head coach exits his locker room for the post-game interview, that team’s locker room will thenbe open to the 
media. The players will be made available to the media in the locker room or an area designated by the sports information 
director. 

The host sports information director, per mutual agreement with the visiting sports information director, may adjust the 
order of the above post-game interview procedure as long as media access to coaches and players is guaranteed. (Revised: 
~Vlay 2008, @ril 2010) 
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Section V-4. Post-Game Reporter for Officials Locker Room. 

ACC allows for the host sports information director only to enter the officials’ locker room after a game. Guidelines to 
be followed for a post-game interview situation are as listed below. The question by the SID, and subsequent statement, 
should be limited to the play, or call, in question. 

a. A potential fighting situation that results in a techilicaliunsportsmanlike foul. 
b. Unsportsmanlike conduct that results in a technical/unsportsmanlike foul. 
c. A technicalhmsportsmanlike foul as a result of a coach leaving the coaching box area. 
d. An unusual situation that needs an explanation for media clarification. 
e. No explanations of judgment calls will be allowed. 

Article VI. CHEERLEADINGPOLICY FOR MEN’ S AND WOMEN’S ACC BASKETBALL CIL4AMPIONSHIPS 

Tosses will only be allowed when a total of two people arc involved, i.e., only one person tossing another person into 
the air. 

Article VII. OLYMPIC SPORT CHAMPIONSHIPPOLICIES 

Section VII-1. Olympic Sport Championship -Venue Completion. 

Recommended Olympic Sport Championship venues must be completed at the time of conference approval. 

Section VII-2. Bands, Cheerleaders, Mascots and Dance Teams. 

Pep Bands, Cheerleaders, Mascots and Dance Teams are not allowed to attend Olympic Sport Championships. 

Article VIlE GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OL~qVIPIC SPORT CHAMPIONSHIPS 

The following guidelines have been endorsed by the Atlantic Coast Conference and member institutions and are 
recommended to be followed and used throughout the regular season and for championship events. 

Section VIH-1. Annual Committee Meetings. 

Head coaches are expected to attend the annual sport committee meeting or conference call. If the head coach is not 
able to attend, an institutional administrator is to notify the ACC director of championships prior to the meeting or 
conference call. (No more than one team representative will be allowed to attend the annual committee meeting.) 

Air travel to attend the annual committee meeting should be made 21 days in advance, whenever possible. 

Section VIII-2. Championship Host. 

When hosting an Atlantic Coast Conference Olympic sport championship, the host championship manager should be 
a full-time employee of the host institution. 

The host institution shall provide neutral music for Olympic sport championships (e.g., pregame, halftime, etc.) 

Section VIII-3. Championship Competition and Practice. 

Each member institution is permitted to practice at the site of competition one day prior to that institution’s first 
competition at the respective championship. 
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Article IX. PRESIDENT’S AV~JdlD FOR EXEMPLARY" SERVICE TO THE ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

The President, including consultation with the Commissioner, faculty athletics representatives and athletics directors 
(if applicable), is solely responsible for selecting the recipient of this award, which may be presented during the May spring 
meeting banquet. The President may also choose not to present an award. (Adopted: @ril 2008) 

a. ELIGIBILIT’~: Full-time employees of the Conference are not eligible to receive the award. Additionally individuals 
who have announced their retirement or departure from the Conference and those associated with the president’s institution 
would also not be eligible. 

b. CRITERIA. The criteria for selection of the award would be the President’s assessment that the individual had 
provided exemplary service to the Conference in a specific task, in a series of efforts during the year of the President’s 
service, or over an extended period of time. 

Article X. NCAA COACHES’ CERTIFICATION RECRUITING TEST 

The annual coaches’ certification test: shall be administered by e~er the Conference Office staff or the faculty athletics 
representative (or designee who is an institutional staff member outside of the athletics department). (Editorial Revision: 
2010) 

Article XI. PROCEDURES FOR MODIFICATION OF THE GENERALPOLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Recommendations for modifications in the General Policies and Procedures shall be submitted to the membership by 
the Commissioner at any regular meeting of the Conference and may be adopted by a majority vote of the voting delegates 
present and voting on the issue. Changes which are approved, unless otherwise specified, shall become effective July 1 
following enactment. (Revised." April 2006) 
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ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS 

BOSTON COLLEGE 

Robert Taggart 
~,cu[(v Athletics 
Boston College 
Carrol Graduate School of Mmmgement 
Ftflton 320B 
Cheslnut Hill, MA 02467 
(617) 552~5104 (O) 

Gene r0eFilippo 
Director c;f Afhietics 
Boston College 

Conte Forum 320, 140 CormnonwealthAve. 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02463 
(617) 5524680 (O) 

,lodyMooradian 
Senior ~bman Administrator 
Boston College 
Conte Forum 320. 140 CommonweNth Ave. 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 
¢~7) 5524~0~ (O) 

~) 

DUKE UNIVERSITY 

N~ar~ha Putallaz 
1.Z, cu/ty Athletics Representative 
Duke University 
Talent Identification Program 
1121 West Main St. 
Durham, NC 27701 
(919) 660-5736 (O) 

c) 

Kevin White 
Director c;f Afhietics 
Duke University 
Box90555 
105 Cameron Indoor Stadi~m~ 
Durham, NC 27705 
(919) 684-2431 (O) 

3acki Silar 
5’enior ~bmao Admimstrator 
Dnke University 
Box90555 
Cameron Indoor Stadium 
D~rham, NC 27705 
(919) 6844685 (O) 

H) 

{ZLEMSON UNIVERSITY 

LarLw LaFo~e 
t~g, cuIty Athletics Representative 
Clemson University 
RO. Box 31 
Clemson, SC 29633 
(864) 656-3758 (O) 

H) 

Terry Don Phillips 
Director c;f A~hietics 
Clemson University 
RO. Box 31 
Clemson, SC 29633 
(864) 656-1935 (O) 

H) 

Barbara Kennedy-Dixon 
Senior ~bman Administrator 
Clemson Universily 
RO. Box 31 
Clemso~k SC 29633 
(864) 656-1918 (0) 

(~) 

FLORIDAS%’-\TE UNIVERSITY 

Joseph Bed&am 
1.E, cu/ty Athletics Representative 
Florkta State University 
Edcuational LeadersNp and Policy Studies 
0113 Stone BuilNng 
qSllahassee, FL 32306-1410 
(850} 644-5553 (O) 

P~andy Spetman 

Director c;f A~hietics 
Florida State University 
RO. Drawer2195 
Tallahassee, FL 32316 
(850) 644-2648 (O) 

Allison Rich 
Senior ~bman Administrator 
Florida State University 
P.O. Drawer2195 
Tallahassee, FL 32316 
(850) 6444933 (O) 



GEORGL41NSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY LrNIVERSIT~1OF MARYL~,N]) 

Su e An n Allen 
Uacultv Athletics [~eprese~imtive 
Georgia Institme of Technology 
School of Chemical and Biomolecnlar Engineering 
311 Ferst Drive 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0100 
¢04) 894-2872 (()) 

Dan Radakovich 
Director @4ddetics 
Georgia Institme of Technology 
150 Bobby Dodd Way, NW 
_Atlanta, GA 30332-0455 
(404) 894-5411 (O) 

There,~a Wenzel 
Se~ior ~I~bman Admimstrator 

Georgia Institute of Tectmolo~,w 
150 Bobby Dodd Way, NW 
Atleml~ GA 30332-0455 
(4043894-4462 (O) 

H) 

UNIVEIqkSITY OF MIAMI 

Clyde McCoy 
Facuhy Athletics Representative 
Ulfiversity of Mianfi 
Department of Epidemiology and Pt~blic Health 
1120 NW 14lh Street, Room 906 
Miami, FL 33136 
(305) 2434005 (O) 

Kirby Hoc~tt 
Director of)l¢h!e~ics 
Ulfiversity of Mianfi 
5821 SanAmaro Drive 
(2)ml Gables, FL 33146 
(305) 284-2(573 (O) 

(c) 

Connie Nickel 
Se~ior ~l~bman Administrator 

Ul~iversity of Mianfi 
5821 SanA~tmro Drive 
(2)ml Gables, FL 33146 
~05) 2S4-265 ~ (O) 

Charle.~ E Wellford 
Uacuitv A#detics Represe~mtive 
University of Mauland 
Depl of Criminology & Criminal Justice 
2220 LeFrk Hall 
College Park, MD 20742-8235 

(301)405-4701 (()) 

TBD 
Director @~#detics 
University of Mauland 
RO. Box 295 
College Paa’k, Ivff) 20742 
(30 l) 314-7078 (O) 

Kathl~n Worthington 
Se~ior ~I~bman Administrator 

Universi~ of Ma~,land 
P.O. Box 295 College Park, MD 20742 
(301) 314-7078 ((3) 

~) 

UN|VE~SITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Lissa Broorae 
Facully Athletics Representalive 

Ulliversi~, of Noah Carolina 
160 Ridge Rd 

CB 3380, Van Hecke-Wctlach Hall 
CMpel H~l, NC 27599-3380 
(919) 962-7066 (O) 

Richard A. Baddour 
Director of)lih!e[ics 
U~fiversi~, of North Carolina 
Smith Center 
RO. Box 2126 
ChapelHill, NC 27514 
(919) 962-6000 (O) 

H) 

Beth Miller 
Se~,ior PI~bman Administrator 

Ulfiversi~, of North Carolina 
124 Cam~ichacl Auditoritm~ 
RO. Box 2126 
ChapelHill, NC 27515 
(919) 9624)463 (O) 



NORTH CAROLINASTATE UNIVEF~ITY UNIVERSITYOF~qRG~k 

Sara Pardue 
Facu[@’ Ath~’etics Representative 
North Carolina State U~fiversity 
203 Scott HN1 
Campus Box 7608 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7608 
(919) 515-5540 (O) 

(c) 

DeborahA. Yow 
Director oj A~h~’etics 
North Carolina State University 
Campus Box 8502 
RNeigtk NC 27695-8502 
(919) 515-2 ~09 (O) 

Michelle Lee 
~enior II~)man Administrator 

North Carolina State University 
Campns Box 8502 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
(919) 515-5076 (O) 

(c) 

Carolyn ~. C’,dlahan 
Facu#y Athletics’ Representative 
University of ~v~ rgi~fia 
405 Emmet Street 
179 Rtkffner HN1 
RO. Box 400265 
(434) 924-0791 (O) 

H) 

Craig Litllepage 
Director of Athletics’ 
University of ~v5 rginia 
RO. Box 400845 
Charlottesville, \~ 22903 
(1434) 982-5100 (O) 

Jane Miller 
,5’enior ~man A dminis¢ra~or 
U~iversity of Virginia 
RO. Box 400845 
Charloltesville, VA 22903 

N) 

¥IRGINIAPOLYTECttNIC IN S]TI[’IU~I~ & S~IATE/JNIVERSITY 

Larr3, Killough 
["aculO, A~h/etics t~epresen¢a~ive 
Virginia Polytecbmic Institute & State University 
Jamerson Athletic Center (10502) 
Bla:cksbu~g, \,;4~ 24061-0502 
(540) 231-~5542 (O) 

Jim Weaver 
Director c;[ANietics 
Virginia Polytechnic Instilute & Stale University 

JamersonMNetic Center (0502) 
Blacksbu~, VA 24061-0502 
(540) ~ ~-~977 (O) 

Sharon [VlcCloskey 
5’enior ~}m~an Adminixtrat~r 
Virginia Polytcclmic Institute & State U Nversity 

JamersonAthletic Center (0502) 
Blacksbt~rg, \4k 24061-0502 
(540) 231-3977 (O) 

FOREST ![3NIYEI~SITY 

Richard Carmichael 

[,aculO, A~h/etics Representative 

Wake Forest U~iversi~ 

Box7388 

Winston-Salem, NC 27109-7388 

(336) 758-5357 (O) 

Ron Wellraan 
Director cL[Athietics 
Wake Forest University 
RO. Box 7265 
~mston-Salem, NC 27109 

Barbara Walker 
Senior ~bman Adminixtrat~r 
Wake Forest University 
RO. Box 7346 
\Vinston-Salem, NC 27109 
(336) 758-4620 (O) 



2010-2011 ACC MEETING CALENDAR 

Council of Presidents .................................................................. September 14-15, 2010 
Duke Universi~l 

~~all (t~’AR, ?all) & SWA) ...................................................................... October 5-6, 2010 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 

Legislative (FAR & SWA) .................................................................. December 4, 2010 
Charlotte, NC 

Winter (FAR & AD) ........................................................................... February 3-4,2011 
Lago Mar, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 

Associate/Assistant AD ........................................................................ February 9, 2011 
Greensboro, NC 

Senior Woman Administrators ............................................................ February 10, 2011 
Greensboro, NC 

CEO (CEO, FAR, A J2) & SWA) ............................................................. March 11,2011 
Greensboro, NC 

Legislative Teleconference (t~’±-M~, AD & SWA) .......................................... April 8, 2011 
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

Athletics Directors ............................................................................... April 12-13, 2011 
Koury Convention Center/Sheraton Hotel, Greensboro, NC 

Senior Woman Administrators ............................................................. April 12-13,2011 
Koury Convention Center/Sheraton Hotel, Greensboro, NC 

Faculty Athletics Representatives .............................................................. April 13, 2011 
Koury Convention Center/Sheraton Hotel, Greensboro, NC 

Scholar-Athlete Banquet ............................................................................ April 13, 2011 
Koury Convention Center/Sheraton Hotel, Greensboro, NC 

Spring (t~’±-M~, AD, SWA & Head IVIBB, WBB, FB Coaches) ................ May 8-11,2011 
The Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island, FL 



2!)10-2011 ACC CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Men’s and Women’s Cross CountD7. ......................................................................................... October 30, 2010 
Boston College 

Women’s Soccer .......................................................................................................... November 3, 5 & 7. 2010 
WakeMed Soccer Park, Car3/. NC 

Field Hockey. ............................................................................................................... November 4, 5 & 7.2010 
Wake Forest University 

Men’s Soccer ...................................................................................................... November 9, 10. 12 & 14, 2010 
WakeMed Soccer Park, Car3/. NC 

Football ..................................................................................................................................... December 4, 2010 
Bank of America Stadium, Charlotte, NC 

Women’s Swimming & Diving & Men’s Diving ................................................................. Febma~, 16-19, 2011 
Geo~ia Institute of Technology 

Men’s Swimming ................................................................................................................. February 23-26, 2011 
GeoNia Institute of Technology 

Men’s & Women’s Indoor "ISack & Field ........................................................................... Febmao~ 24-26, 2011 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 

Women’s Basketball ................................................................................................................... March 3-6, 2011 
Greensboro Colise~m Complex 

Wrestling ........................................................................................................................................ March 5, 2011 
University of Virginia 

Men’s Basketball .................................................................................................................... March 10-13, 2011 
Greensboro Coliset~m Complex 

Women "s Golf ............................................................................................................................ April 15-17, 2011 
Sedgefield Count~~ Club, Greensboro. NC 

Men’s & Women’s Outdoor Track & Field ............................................................................... April 21-23, 2011 
Duke University 

Women’s Lacrosse .......................................................................................................... April 2 l, 22 & 24, 2011 
WakeMed Park, Cary. NC 

Men’s & Women’s Tem~is ......................................................................................................... April 21-24, 2011 
Ca~, Tennis Center, Caw, NC 

Men’s Golf ................................................................................................................................. April 22-24, 2011 
The Old North St;-~te Club at Uwharrie Point, New London, NC 

Men’s Lacrosse ..................................................................................................................... April 22 & 24, 2011 
Duke University 

Rowing ............................................................................................................................................. April 23,2011 
Lake Hartwell (Hosted by Clemson University) 

Softball ....................................................................................................................................... May 13-15, 2011 
GeoNia Institute of Technology 

Baseball ..................................................................................................................................... May 25-29, 2011 
Durham Btdls Athletic Park. Dt~rham, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 10:51 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); AJmee Carpenter (acarpenter@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu); Amy Hemmn 

(ajschae@uncaa.nnc.edu); Art Markos (mn@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brandi Kemgan (bra~di.kemgan@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbI~a)vt.edu); Carly Pariseau 
(carly.parisean@bc.edn); Cmrie Doyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Chrislopher B. Kennedy 

(ckennedy@acpub.dnke.edu); Cindy Ha~mann (chazrttn~n@duaa.duke.edn); Cody Gambler (cgamble@mnd.edu); Courtney Vinson 

(cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson (ceandeN@gw.ncsu.edn); Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan ’][’rump (dtruml0@umd.edu); 

David Reed (reed@tniami.edu); Deborah Foley (dtbley@mimni.edn); Lindsey, Erin --~elindsey@uncaa.unc.edtt>; Heather Robertson 
(herober ~vt.edn); Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q~virginia.edu); Jim Curry (jmcuro@umd.edu); Jody 

Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan Redavid (~davi&~}miami.edn); Julie Heyde (julieheyde@ncsn.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); 

Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lm~ce Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Laro’ Ga~lo 

Jr. (athgallo@tmcaa.nnc.edu); Lizzie Gomez (lgomez@nm&edu); Mao’ Giardina (mgiardin~dtma.duke.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michellelee@ncsu.edn); NC State Intern (cointeru@gw.ncsn.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Parker 

(pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate (robin~oate@ncsn.edu); Shelly Green (sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edn); Stephanie Ellison 

(saellis@clem~n.edu); Steve Flippen (wst3h@virginia.edu); Snsa~ Maloy (sbmaloy@nncaa. unc.edu); Tim Parker (tpaxke@vt.edu); Todd 

Hairston (hairstc~wfu.edu); Todd Mesibxw (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn); Tony Hemandez (theruandez@miami.edu); Va~essa Fuchs 

(vfuchs@fsu.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 

Lyons, Shane <slyon@theacc.org>; Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

I%V: 2010 NFHCA Division I Senior Game Information 

Hi Everyone- 

I know this rnay not apply to all of you but jusL wanted to make sure you are all aware in case something similar cornea up in the future. The CCACA had been 

discussh~g tNs all-star fie~d hockey event and trv~ng to determine if ~t would be permissible for h~stitutions to use the SAg to pay for expenses for their student- 

athletes to attend s~nce ~t wouJd not be permissible for the institution to pay such expenses otherwise, ~t was u~timately determined that you couM use the SAg 

because although this is ~t~ ad~letics event i~: ~s coupled w~l:h i~t~ ~ward ceremony where ~:he s~:udent-athletes w~H be honored, 

Let me ~now ~f you have any questions. 

Lindsey 

I_,gabeoe~ thence,or g 

F~m= Jennifer Goodrich [mailto:executived~rector@nfhca.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 20~0 4:54 PN 

Te= execut~ved~rector@nfhca.orq 
C¢; ’Sykes, Philip D’; ’S~ve Jennings’; ’Ainslee Lamb’; ’Starr, Sarah F’; Tara Harrington;a#!)_£g=~NN#£~f@_~£9_t)#_=A#M; Donna ~ Hornibrook; 
fieMhockey@drexel.edu; ’Beth Bozman’; ’SCHANNE, ~LEEN’; prudv@~hup.edu; pbustin@lou~sv~lle.edu; jose~e.babineau@um~t.mah~e.edu; mlmterp@umd.edu; ’Justine 
Sowry’; pankra~@umich.edu; ’Balducci, Robin’; Karen Shelton;wilkinson.48@osu.edu; eanders@odu.edu; Gina Lucido; tdaNe~son@stanford.edu; Ange Bradley; ’Nichele 
Nadison’; ~A[i[~g_@~#_=A#_~; ’Amanda Janney’; ’Ryan A Bowles’ 

Subject; 20~0 NFHCA Division I Senbr Game Information 

Congratulations on your selection as a 201 0 NFHCA Division ~ Senior Game pa~cipant. A~ached please find a copy of the press release 

announcing this year’s Senior Game selections. 

This year’s Division I Senior Game is scheduled to be played on Saturday, November 20, 2010 at the University of Maryland (College Park, 
MD). Game time is 1:45 p.m. The University of Maryland will be hosting a televised football game that evening so the campus will be very busy. 
Please advise any family and friends who are coming to watch the Senior Game to plan to arrive at the field prior to 1:45 p.m. as the University of 
Maryland will be charging a $15 parking fee to those who arrive after 2 p.m. 

The NFHCA is pleased to announce that the U.S. Women’s National Team and its staff will be travelling to College Park, MD to compete against 
the Division I Senior Game participants. This year’s Senior Game participants will face off against the U.S. Women’s National Team as well as 
against each other in a series of four (4), 25 minute sessions. The schedule is as follows: 

12:45 p.m. - Senior Game Participants to Arrive at FieM 

1:15 

1:45 

2:10 

2:30 

2:55 

3:00 

3:25 

3:30 

~.m. - Active Warm-Up Begins 

~.m. - Home Senior Squad vs. Away Senior Squad 

~.m. - Intermission 

3.m. - Home Senior Squad vs. U.S. Women’s Nationa/ Team 

~.m. - Intermission 

3.m. - Away Senior Squad vs. U.S. Women’s National Team 

~.m. - Intermission 

~.m. - Home Senior Squad vs. Away Senior Squad 



4:00 p.m. - Awards/Post-Game Reception 

Listed below are some important details regarding this year’s game: 
¯ CLICK HERE to access directions to the University of Maryland and their Field Hockey & Lacrosse Complex= 
¯ The selection committee will be splitting participants into two teams during the coming weeks. All participants will wear their 

college/university uniforms as their Senior Game uniform. Please bring both your Home (light) and Away (dark) uniforms with you to 
College Park. This should include your game jerseys, your kilt(s), your shins/socks and any other equipment you will need to play in the 
Senior Game including mouthguards, sticks and GK gear. 
The NFHCA will be holding a brief awards ceremony at the conclusion of the game= Each participant will receive an award from the NFHCA 

at this time. 
The NFHCA & USA Field Hockey will also be holding a post-game reception in the Comcast Center for all Senior Game participants, their 
family and friends. Please plan to stick around for a few minutes after the game and socialize with your Senior Game teammates and their 
friends and family. Members of the U.S. Women’s National Team and its staffwill also be in attendance. 
If you or your family are looking for a sleeping room while in College Park, we recommend that you try one of the following hotels: 

Greenbelt Marriott * www.marriott.comiwasgb 
Greenbelt Courtyard * www.marriott.comiwasgr 
Courtyard New Carrollton - Landover * ~___m____a___r__r_[_o__~:__c___o____m__!___w____a___s_g_r_ 

Please do not hesitate to contact me at executivedirector@nfhca.org should you have any questions prior to your arrival in Collge Park. 
Congratulations, once again, on your selection! 
Jenn 
Jennifer Goodrich 
NFHCA Executive Director 
P 0 Box 13289 

Chandler AZ 85248 

Office: 480-895-5751 

Cell: 

Fax: 480-895-5818 

www,nfhca.org 



Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 2:20 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Oa[Io <athga[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <s]green@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC Admissions Policies 

Thought you might be interested in seeing this. 

Amy 

> > > Carlene Pariseau <carlene.pariseau @bc.edu > 11/23/2010 2:17 PM > > > 

In case anyone is int~-_~rested in wl’u~l: I g~thered., here is ~ spr~-’_~adsheet with ew~ryoneE~s d~fferent 

Hope everyo~e has a great 

Carly 

Athlelics 

Logo 
(~ n [eHock~ 

ACC Admissions Policies,xlsx Ni,:;rb 21. ~"eb 2~i.1..1.4:.1.7:3g 0SO0 -~3.1-~2t~’YI~-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parker. Tim <tparke@exchange.vt.edu> 

Monday, February 7, 2011 12:07 PM 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Aaron Aaker (aaJ~e@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acm~pente@admin.fsu.edu); Alex 

Dominato (adominato@i~u.edu); Amy Herman (aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Marie Rossi (adr08d@fsu.edu); Art Markos 

(am@i~inia.edu); Locklin, Bert <blocklin@t.edu>; Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Kerrigan (brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu); 

Bret CoMey (bcoMey@mailer.fsu.edu); Brugger McSodey, Bridget <mcsodbb@t.edu>; Cady Pariseau (carly.pariseau~!bc.edu); C~me 

Doyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjone@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kenne@ (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy 

Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Courtney Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); CraAg Anderson 

(ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Tromp (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@mimni.edu); Deborah 

Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edtc,; LaFon, Heather <herobe~vt.edu>; Jennifer Santiago 

(jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q@virginia.edu); Jim Curt?’ (jmcuny@umd.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan 

Redavid 0edavid@miami.edu); Julie Heyde (julieheyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@mimni.edu); Kat~eshia Louis 

(klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. 

(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mary Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); NC State Intern 

(cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Can~pbell (ncmnpbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul PaJrker (ppaxker@at.g "taa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate 

(robinAgate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (ws~3h@virginia.edu); Susan Malay 

(sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Todd Hmrston (hairstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez 
(thernandez@miami.edu); Trover Wright (tkw09@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuch@fsu.edu); Sarfo-Kantanlca, Viclde 

<vsarfoka@vt.edu>; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); slyons@theacc.org; Brown, Sham~:ree (sbrown@theacc.org); Barwick, Seth 

(sbara, ick@theacc.org) 

RE: February Conference Call 

Two quick L~rlough[:s Or~ tOpiCS co~zere[J of? today’s co[?~ere[?ce call: 

Regarding recruking services (e.g. Univers~Ly Athlete),.. 

There seem to be three ~g~vens": 

l) The current legislation, Bylaw t3.t4.~, seems to be working as p~anned for basketball 

2) Bv~aw 23.14.3 has Htde or no e[fecl:on most sports 

(vo~eyba~ and University ALMete), and may result in more ~n the fuLure. 

In fisht of these three givens, the mosL ~ogica~ and efficient solution appears Lo be a return to the odgina~ intent of the proposa~ (2009--56), which came [:rom the 

Basketball ~ssues Commktee and originally applied to basketball only. ~s there any way that this proposa~ could be re-v~s~ted, and h~ tNs way the ~ssue managed 

more quickly than the norma~ ~egislat~ve/amendment process? Shane, ~s there another governance option thst we could use here? 

Regarding ~:ex~: messag#~g ... 

~ m~st respectfully d~sagree w~Lh any claim thaL communical:~ng w~th "adults~ v~a text n~essaging is sometMng that Leenagers are uncomfortable with. As the parent 

o[: two teenagers, ~ can say that boLh of them .-- and many o[: their friends .-- communicate regularly v~s text message w~th parents, coaches, uncles, aunts, 

grandparents, etc., with no proMems or fee~ngs of "weirdness/’ ~ strongly support re-cstegorizing text messages as correspondence (in spite of the fact that it puts 

me on the same sMe of the argument as £eed). 

We now return yot~ Lo your reg~lady-scheduled programming. 

Thanks, 

parker 

Senior Assistant A[hlet~cs Director 

ONce: (540) 231..2937 
Mobile: 

F~m= Babcock, Lindsey [mailto:lbabcock@theacc.org] 
Sent= Nonday, ~brua~ 07, 20~1 10:47 AN 
Te~ Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpenter@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Dominato (adomina~@fsu.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Narie 
Rossi (adr08d@fsu.edu); A~ Narkos (am@virginia.edu); Locklin, Be~; Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Kerrigan (brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu); Bret Cowley 
(bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brugger NcSofley, Bridget~ Cady Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 
(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Chris~pher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (cha~mann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); 
tourney Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed 
(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Fo~ey (dfNey@miami.edu)~ Erin Lindsey (elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu); LaFon, Heather; Jennifer Santiago 0asantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jim Booz 
0wbSq@virg~nia.edu); Jim Cur~ 0mcurry@umd.edu); Jody Smith 01sm~th@fsu.edu); Jordan Redavid (redavM@m~ami.edu); Julie Heyde 0u~ie_heyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly 
(k.kel~y2@miami.edu); Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.gtaa.ga~ch.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@~u.edu); Lance Narkos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Lar~ 6MIo Jr. 
(athgMIo@uncaa.unc.edu); Na~ Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Nichelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); NC State Intern (cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell 
(ncampbel~@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pa~ (robin_pa~@ncsu.edu); StephaNe Ellison (sael~is@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen 
(wsf3h@virgiNa.edu); Susan HMoy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Parker, ~m; Todd Hairs~n (hairstct@~u.edu); Todd Nesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez 
(themandez@miami.edu); Trover Wright (tk~9@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (duchs@fsu.edu); Saffo-Kantanka, Vickie; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 
Su~ject~ N: ~ebrua~ Conference Cal~ 

Hey Everyo~le -Jk~st wanted to rem~nd you that our call ~s th~s morr~it~g. Talk to you i~1 a few minutes. 

Thanks! 

Lindsey 



From: Babcock, Lindsey 

Sent-" Friday, February 04, 2011 4:44 PM 
To-" Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpenter@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu,edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Marie 
Rossi (adr08d@fsu.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Kerrigan (brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu); Bret 
Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy 3ones 
(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); 
Courtney Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d~rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed 
(reed@miami.edu)~ Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Erin Lindsey (elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 3ennifer Santiago 
(jasantiago@admimfsu.edu); 3im Booz (jwb8q@virginia.edu); ,lira Curry (jmcurry@umd.edu); 3ody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); 3ordan Redavid (redavid@miami.edu); 3ulie 
Heyde (julie_heyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miamLedu); Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos 
(markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo 3r. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mary Giardina (mgiardina@duaa~duke.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); NC State Intern 
(cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate (robin_pate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison 
(saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd 
Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu); Trever Wright (tkw09@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu~edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka 
(vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 
Cc; Lyons, Shane; Brown, Shamaree; Barwick, Seth; ’Zeller, Leeland’ 
Subject-" February Conference Call 

Hi Everyone- 

Please note that our February conference call will be MONDAY, ~=ebrua~y 7th~ be~in~i~ ~t ~:~00 A~, Attached are the supplements and a~enda for the call, 

Leeland Zeller will be joinin~ our call to provide additional information particularly in our discussion of actual vs average financial aid and in-~ame promotions 

involvin~ student-athletes. Below is the dial-in number. 

Have a ~reat weekend! 

Lindsey 

Participant pass~ode: 801849 

Dial in Phone Number: 1-888-450-5996 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.oro~ 
336-854-8787 (phone) 

336~369-0065 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 12:51 PM 

Parker, Tim <tparke@exchange.vt.edu>; Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Aaron Aaker (aake@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter 

(acazpente@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Marie Rossi 

(adK)8d@fsu.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Locklin, Bert <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad Woo@ (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi 

Kerrigan (brandi.kermgan@be.edu); Bret CoMey (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brugger McSorley, Bridget <mcsorlbb@vt.edu>; Carly 

Pariseau (c~xly.pa~seau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (c~me doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. 

Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn); Cindy H~xtmmln (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Co@ Gambler (cgamble@mnd.edu); Courtney 

Vinson (cvinson@cle~nson.edu); Cr~fig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); D~n Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan ’][’rump 

(dtrump@nmd.edu); David Reed (veed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@tmcaa.unc.edu~; 

LaFon, Heather <herober~vt.edtc,; Jennifer Santiago (jasanliago@admin.fsu.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q@vi~ginia.edu); Jim Cnrry 

(jmcun)@umd.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan Redavid (redavid@miami.edu); Julie Heyde (julie heyde@ncsu.edu); Km~en 

Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos 
(maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mary Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michellelee@ncsu.edu); NC State Intern (cointeru@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Parker 

(pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate (robin~pate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen 

(wstSh@virginia.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Todd l)][aJ, rston (hairstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesitx~v 
(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn); Tony Heru~ndez (themandez@mimni.edu); Trever Wright (tk~9@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 

(vfuchs@fsn.edu); Sarfo-Kantanka, Vickie <vsarfoka@t.edu>; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Brown, Shmn~:ree 

< sbrown@theacc.org>; Barwick, Seth <sbarwick@theacc.org > 

RE: February Conference Call 

b~ regard to your first issue on the scouting services and having them NOT apply to sports other’ than MBB, d~is was briefly discussed at the January meeting but 

not see any way other than sponsoring ~egisladon to do away w~th them. ~ thb~k the staff ~s woddng on some th~ngs as a result of the Volleyball s~uat~on but I have 

not seen anything from them on this matter. I guess we wiJi get an update at the I.GC meeting h~ April. 

Shane 

F~m= Parker, Tim [ma~lto:tparker@exchange.~.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, Februa~ 07, 2011 12:07 PN 
Te~ Babcock, Lindsey; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpenter@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu); Amy Herman 
(ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Nar~e Rossi (adr08d@fsu.edu); A~ Narkos (am@virginia.edu); Locklin, Be~; Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Kerrigan 
(brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brugger HcSorley, Bridget; Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); 
Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Ha~mann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler 
(cgambler@umd.edu); Courtney Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump 
(dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@m~ami.edu); Erin Lindsey (el~ndsey@uncaa.unc.edu); LaFon, Heather; JenNfer Santiago 
0asantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jim Booz 0wbSq@virginia.edu); Jim Cur~ 0mcur~@umd.edu); Jody Smith 01smith@fsu.edu); Jordan Redavid (redavid@miami.edu); Julie 
Heyde 0ulie_heyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.g~a.gatech.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@~u.edu); Lance Narkos 
(markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Na~ Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Nichelle Lee (m~chelle_lee@ncsu.edu); NC State Intern 
(cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.ga~ch.edu); RoNn Pa~ (roNn_pate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison 
(saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu); Susan Naloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@~u.edu); Todd Nesibov 
(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu)~ Trever Wright (tk~9@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@fsu.edu); Saffo-Kantanka, Vickie; Yadira 
Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Lyons, Shane; Brown, Shamaree; Ba~icK Seth 
Subject~ RE: February Conference Call 

Two qu~ck thoughts on topics covered on today’s conference cal~: 

Regarding recruiting services 

There seem to be three 

:].} The current ~egislat~on, Bglaw I3~I4~3, seems to be workh~g as p~anned for basketball 

2} Bylaw ~.3A.4.3 has ~itt~e or no effect on most sports. 

(vo~eyba~ and University AtMete), and may result in more ~n the future. 

b~ ~ight of these d~ree givens, the most ~ogica~ and effident solution appears to be a return ~o d~e origina~ intent of the proposa~ {2009-55}, which came from the 

Basketball ~ssues Committee and originates applied to basketball only. ~s there any way that this proposa~ could be re-visited, and ~n this way the issue managed 

more quk:My than [:he normal ~egislat~velamendment process? Shsne, ~s there another governance opth:m ths~: we couk] use here? 

Regarding text messaging.. 

~ rnust respect[:u~ly d~ssgree w~th any c~a~m that communicatb~g with "adults" v~a text messaging is something that teenagers are uncomfortaMe with. As the parent 

of two teenagers, ~ can say that both of them --- and many of their friends --- comrnun~cate regularly via text message with parents, coaches, uncles, aunts, 

grandparents, etc,, with no proMems or fee~h~gs of ’%’e~rdness." ~ strongly support re-categorizing text messages as correspondence (in spite of the fact that it puts 

me on the same s~de of the argument as Reed). 

We now return you to your regulsdy.-scheduled programming, 

parker 

Senior Assistan[ Athletics Director 

Office: (540) 231-2937 
Mobile: 

F~: Babcock Undsey [mailto:lbabcock@theacc.org] 
S~t: Honday, ~brua~ 07, 
T~: Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpenter@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Domina~ (adominato@fsu.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Harie 



Rossi (adr08d@fsu.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Locklin, Bert; Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Kerrigan (brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu); Bret Cowley 
(bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brugger McSorley, Bridget; Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 
(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); 

Courtney Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed 
(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Erin Lindsey (elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu); LaFon, Heather; Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jim Booz 
(jwb8q@virginia.edu); Jim Curry (jmcurry@umd.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan Redavid (redavid@miami.edu); Julie Heyde (julie_heyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly 
(k.kelly2@miami.edu); Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. 
(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mary Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); NC State Tntern (cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell 
(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate (robin_pate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen 
(wsf3h@virginia.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Parker, Tim; Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez 
(thernandez@miami.edu); Trever Wright (tkw09@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Sarfo-Kantanka, Vickie; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 
Subject-" FW: February Conference Call 

Hey Everyone ---Just wanted to remind you that our call is this morning. Talk to you in a few minutes, 

Thanks! 

Lindsey 

I~ind,,my K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissinne~’~ Cnmplia~lce & 

Atlantic (?oast Con 

LBabeoek@theaee.org" 

~m; Babcock, kindsey 

~t= Priday, Kebmaw 04, 2011 4:~ PM 

T~= Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpenter@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Domina~ (adominato@fsu.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Harie 

Rossi (adr08d@fsu.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.calM); Be~ kocklin (blocklin@~.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoodg@clemson.edu); Brandi Kerrigan (brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu); Bret 

Cowley (bcowleg@mailer.fsu.edu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carlg Pariseau @arly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Dogie (carrie_dogle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Chris~pher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (cha~mann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); 

Cou~ney Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Crai9 Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah ~ley (dfoley@miami.edu); Krin kindsey (elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu); Heather Robe~on (herobert@vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago 

0asantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jim Booz 0wb8q@virginia.edu); 3ira Cur~ 0mcur~@umd.edu); 3ody Smith 01smith@fsu.edu); Jordan Redavid (redavid@miami.edu); 3ulie 
Heyde Oulie_heyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Katreshia Louis (klouis@at.g~a.ga~ch.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@~u.edu); Lance Harkos 
(markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Ma~ Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); NC State Intern 
(cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate (robin_pate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison 
(saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu); Susan Haloy (sbmaloyOuncaa.unc.edu); ~m Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairs~t@~u.edu); Todd 
Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu); Trever Wright (tk~9@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Saffo-Kan~ka 
(vsaffoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 
~= Lyons, Shane; Brown, Shamaree; Ba~ick, Seth; ’Zeller, Leeland’ 
Subject= February Conference Call 

Hi Everyone- 

Please note that our February conference call will be MONDAY, February 7 , beginning ~t ~2:00 AM, Attached are the supplements and agenda for the call, 

Leeland Zeller will be joining our call to provide additional information particularly in our discussion of actual vs average financial aid and in-game promotions 

involving student-athletes. Below is the dial-in number. 

Have a great weekend] 

Lindsey 

Participant passcode: 801849 

Dial in Phone Number: 1-888-450-5996 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcoek@tlmaec.o*~ 
336~54~787 (phone) 

336~369~065 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 3:50 PM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amy tterman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Marie Rossi (adr08d@fim.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert 

Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bmudi Kerrigan (brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu); Bret Cowley 

(bcoMey@Inailer.fsu.edu); Bridget McSofley (Incsorlbb@t.edu); Carly Paziseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle 

(carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjoues@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Keunedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Ciudy Hartmann 

(chaxtmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Courtuey Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson 

(ceandeN@gw.ncsu.edu); Dau Raben (d.rabenl @miaani.edu); Dan TPdmp (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@miaani.edu); Deborah 

Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uucaa.unc.edu>; Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago 

(jasautiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q@virginia.edu); Jim Cur~’ (jmcuny@umd.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan 

Redavid (mdavid@miami.edu); Julie Heyde (julieheyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miaani.edu); Katveshia Louis 

(klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lauce Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. 

(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mary Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); NC State Intern 

(cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Canapbell (ncmnpbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul PaJrker (ppaxker@at.g "taa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate 

(robinjpate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (ws{3h@virginia.edu); Susan MaJoy 

(sbmaJoy@tmcaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairslou (haJrstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); 

Tony Hemandez (themaudez@miaani.edu); Tiever Wright (tkw09@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka 

(vsaffoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 

FW: March CCACA Update 

Atlanti~ Coast Cont,,renew, 

From: CCACA-talk@lis~.pac-10.org [mail~:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org] On Behalf Of Joseph D’An~nio 
Sent= Friday, Narch ~8, 20~2 ~2:22 PN 
To: CCACA Discussion 
Subject= [CCACA] Narch CCACA Update 
Hello to All: 
AItaohed please find the Mamh 2011 GGAGA Update that we have ~oeived form the NG~. 
Best AlwaysH 
dOEY D. 
do~eph F. D’Antonio, dr., Esq. 
Sr. As~ooiate Oommis~ioner for Oov. & Oomplianoe 
The BiG EAST Oonferenoe 
15 Park Row West 
Pmvidenoe, RI 02903 
~dantonio~Ngeast.or~ 
Offioe: (401) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
Oell: 
Home: 

Fax:    (401) 273-0424 

CCACA Narch.p____d_[ 1i ~.:. 5.i5 3~.:: 205.1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Katreshia Louis < KLouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 2:02 PM 

(aaker@bc.edu), Aaron Aaker; (adr08d@fsu.edu), Anne Marie Rossi; (aeaton@umd.edu), Alex Eaton; 
(ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu), Amy Herman; (am@virginia.edu), Art Markos; (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu), Larry Gallo Jr.; 
(blocklin@vt.edu), BertLocklin; (dfoley@miami.edu), DeborahFoley; (dtrump@umd.edu), Dan Trump; 
(hairstct@wfu.edu), Todd Hairston; (jlsmith@fsu.edu), 3ody Smith; (jmcurry@umd.edu), Jim Curry; 
(markos@uncaa.unc.edu), Lance Markos; (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu), Mary Giardina; (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu), 
Michelle Lee; (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu), Niesha Campbell; (redavid@miami.edu), 3ordanRedavid; (reed@miami.edu), 
David Reed; (reyesya@bc.edu), Yadira Reyes; (robin_pate@ncsu.edu), Robin Pate; (saellis@clemson.edu), Stephanie 
Ellison; (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu), Susan Maloy; (tparker@vt.edu), Tim Parker; (vfuchs@fsu.edu), Vanessa Fuchs; 
(vsarfoka@vt.edu), Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka; (wsf3h@virginia.edu), Steve Flippen; Anderson(ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu), Craig; 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Booz(jwb8q@virginia.edu), 3ira; Carpenter(acarpenter@admin.fsu.edu), 
Aimee; Cowley(bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu), Bret; Dominato(adominato@fsu.edu), Alex; Doyle(carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu), 
Carrie; Elleby(ellebykc@wfu.edu), Kirsten; Gambler(cgambler@umd.edu), Cody; Hartmann 
(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu), Cindy; Hemandez(thernandez@miami.edu), Tony; Heyde(julie_heyde@ncsu.edu), 3ulie; 
3ones(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu), Cathy; Kelly(k.kelly2@miami.edu), Karen; Kennedy(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu), 
Christopher B.; Kerrigan(brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu), Brandi; Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; McSorley 
(mcsorlbb@vt.edu), Bridget; Mesibov(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu), Todd; Pariseau(carly.pariseau@bc.edu), Carly; Raben 
(d.rabenl@miami.edu), Dan; Robertson(herobert@vt.edu), Heather; Santiago(jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu), Jennifer; 

Vinson(cvinson@clemson.edu), Courtney; Woody(cbwoody@clemson.edu), Brad; Wright(tkw09@fsu.edu), Trever 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey 
<thaith@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; sbarwick@theacc.org 

Re: Farewell ACC Friends 

Conference Colleagues: 

I have accepted a position at North Carolina A&T State Universib; as the Associate Athletic Director for Compliance. My husband and I are excited about this new 

oppormni~. I have treasured my time working with each one of you. I hope to continue to use each one of you as a resource as I approach this new endeavor. I will truly 

miss the kinship of this cont~rence. 

I will miss those cont~rence calls at 11 ._ 
Please keep in touch by email         ~gmail.com or by phone i              I should hope our paths cross again in the futare. 

Sincerely, 

Kat~eshia Louis-VerretL JD 

Assista~lt Director o[ Cor~lplia~lce 

(-~eor~i~3 rech Ath~el:h:: Association 

~50 Bobby Dodd Way NW 

Atlanta GA 30332-0455 

~4-894-5055 

¯ 34--894- 4265 

"Verify i[ you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday 10:19 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@tT~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amy tterman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Marie Rossi (adr08d@fim.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert 

Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bmudi Kerrigan (brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu); Bret Cowley 

(bcoMey@Inailer.fsu.edu); Bridget McSofley (Incsorlbb@t.edu); Carly Poriseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Come Doyle 

(carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjoues@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Keunedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Ciudy Hartmann 

(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cod?, Gambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Courtuey Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson 

(ceandeN@gw.ncsu.edu); Dau Raben (d.rabenl @mioani.edu); Dan TPdmp (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@mioxni.edu); Deborah 

Foley (dfoley@miomi.edu); Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uucaa.unc.edu>; Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago 

(jasautiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q@virginia.edu); Jim Curry (jmcurry@umd.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jordan 

Redavid (mdavid@miami.edu); Julie Heyde (julieheyde@ncsu.e&0; Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@mimni.edu); Kat~shia Louis 

(klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lauce Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Lorry Gallo Jr. 

(~thoallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mary Gio~dma (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); 

mcaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointem@gw.ncat.edu); Niesha Can~pbell (ucampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Parker 

(pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate (robin~pate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen 

(wsl3h@irginia.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.~mc.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstc@wfi+.edu); Todd 

Mesibov (m~esibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hemandez (themaudez@miami.edu); Tiever Wright (tkw09@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 

@fuchs@fsu.edu); Vicld Saffo-Kanto£a (vsaffoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 

I~TV: Wrestling blanket pemfission to contact 

IAndsey b2, Babeocl+ 

Atlanti~ Coast ConiC,renew, 

Nent: Frida} :16 PN 

T~; ’CCNC~ Discussion’ 

~ nmNitor@mail.unomaha.edu 

N~]~ [CC~C~] ~: Wr~stlin~ blanket D~rm]ssion ~ contact 

~oo~ A~rnoon All, 

Pkase see the a~ache6 Blanket permission to contact Ior Un]versitg of NeBraska at Omaha’s wmsflin~ program (Divis~on II). 

Thank gou and have a ~reat weeken6. 

jeond{~r{~s@b~qe{~sl.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13,2011 4:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 

image001 .j pg 

Yes on all counts for me ! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~Nue.cstv.co~r~~ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalo~mac~.unc.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:57 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Townsend, Jenn; Amy Kleissler; Orr, Kym N; 
Overstreet, Tia; Mercer, Robert J Jr; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 
Importance: High 

Hello All, 
As I mentioned during the staff meeting last week, I need to find out from each of you what your plans are for attending the ACC 
Compliance Workshop in Greensboro on June 21-22, 2011. The agenda (that could be subject to change) is attached for your review. 
If you are unable to attend both days, I still would encourage you to attend the other day if possible. NCAA staff members will be 
participating in the presentations. 

The information that I need from each of you and will need to provide to the ACC very soon is as follows: 

1. Do you plan to attend the workshop on June 21,2011? 

2. Do you plan to attend the workshop on the second day, June 22, 2011? 

3. Do you plan to stay in the hotel overnight on Tuesday, June 21,2011? (We may have as many as 2 hotel rooms that the ACC will 
provide for Academics Staff members.) 

4. Do you plan to attend the Reception from 6:30-8:00pm on Tuesday evening, June 21,2011? 

5. Do you plan to attend the breakfast on Wednesday morning, Jtme 22, 2011? 

I’d like to hear from each of you on this matter as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 
Susan 



Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu<mai~o:sbmak~v~uncaa.~nc.ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, 4:53 PM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amy tterman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Anne Marie Rossi (adr08d@fim.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert 

Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Bmndi Kerrigan (brandi.kerriga~@bc.edu); Bret Cowley 

(bcoMey@tnailer.fsu.edu); Bridget McSofley 0ncsorlbb@t.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle 

(carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann 

(charbnann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben 

(d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan TPdmp (dtPdmp@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@mimni.edu); Debordt~ Foley (dfoley@tniami.edu); Heather 

Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gma.gatech.edu); Jim Booz 

(jwb8q@irginia.edu); Jim Cure/(jmcur~@umd.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Julie Heyde (julie heyde@ncsu.edu); Kamn Kelly 

(k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. 

(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edn); Mao~ Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); 

~uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate 

(robin~ate@ncsu.edu); Shane Kelley (skelley@miami.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen 

(stlippen@athletics.gatech.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hg~rston 

(hg~rstc@wfu.edu); Todd MesiIx~v (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmemm~s (timmermaa~ uncaa.unc.edu); Tony HernaMez 

(thernmidez@miami.edu); Trever Wright (tl~v09@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Km~taka (vsarfok@vt.edu); 

Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org>; Barwick, Seth < sbarvvick@theacc.org>; Pierce, Kris 

<kpierce@theacc.org> 

FW: Women’s Soccer Start Dates fo~ 

Hi Everyone - 

Please note the i~formation below that was sent to your women’s soccer coaches t:rom our Championships staff. There was a change to the wome~’s soccer start 

date for the     season so I wanted you to be aware in case you were looking for the date before the new NCAA manuals are out. 

Atla*~tie Coast Conf~rene~ 

8394~694)(}68 ({~x) 

F~m= Pierce, Kris 
Nent: Wednesday, .4:24 PN 

T~ Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Brian Pensky (bpensky@umd.edu); Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu)~ Eddie Radwanski 

(eradwan@clemson.edu); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu)~ Mr. Steve SprMgthorpe (steven_springthorpe@n:su.edu); NobNe Chur:h (robbie.church@duke.edu)~ 

Steve S~anson (sswanson@virgMia.edu)~ Tom Anagnost (tom.anagnost@miami.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu) 

~¢: Allison Rich (arich~fsu.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@demson.edu); Barbara Walker (~alkerbg@~u.edu); Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Connie Nickel 
{cnickel@miami.edu); 3aclyn "3acki" Silar Osilar@duaa.duke.edu); 3ane Niller Om2y@virgiNa.edu); 3ody Nooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu)~ Laura ~ellon 0feIIon@umd.edu); 

Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Sharon McCIoskey ($mcclosk@~.edu); ~eresa Wenzel (~enzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Wons, Shane~ Babcock, Undsey~ Finch, Nora 

L~nn 

Subject: Women’s Soccer Start Dates for 
Importance: High 
Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

I have received a couple of questions from you regarding the statl dates for the 

on this date in the NCAA Manual, and the memo from the NCAA on 

fo~ 

Therefore, the first weekend for ACC play will be 

and Sunday, 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks! 
Kris 
Kris W. Pierce 
Assistant Commissioner, Championships 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
P - 336.854.8787 ext. 240 
M- 
F - 336.369.1203 

kpierce@theacc.oN 

season. The first competition date for :    will be          . Them was a discrepancy 

however, we have confirmed with the NCAA that the first competition date is in fact          ’ 

, and the tentative dates for the ACC Championship will be Sunday, (quarterfinals), and Friday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jody <jlsmith@admin.fsu.edu; 

Friday, 10:29 AM 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; asJaer@bc.edu; aeaton@umd.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@vi~inia.edu; 

blocklin@vt.edu; cbwoo@@clemson.edu; brandi.kerriga~@bc.edu; mcsorlbb@t.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; carriedoyle@ncsu.edu; 

ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu; chartmann@duaa.duke.edu; cgamble@umd.edu; ceander4@gw.ncsu.e&~; d.rabenl@miami.edu; 
dtrump@umd.edu; ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu; reed@miami.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; herobert@vt.edu; JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jmcunT@umd.edu; julie heyde@ncsu.edu; k.kelly2@mimni.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; marko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athg~1lo@uncaa.unc.edu; mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu     @uncaa.unc.edu; cointern@gw.ncsu.edu; 

nca~pbell@duaa.duke.edu; robin pate@ncsu.edu; skelley@~niami.edu; saelli@clemson.edu; sflippen@athletics.gatech.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; fimmermans@uncaa.unc.edu; 

thernandez@miami.edu; tbv09@fsu.edu; vsarfoka@vt.edu; reyesya(,@bc.edu 

Barwick, Seth <sbarwick@theacc.org> 

RE: Florida State Universi~ - Job Opening - Jody’s Farewell 

Hi everyone, 

Yes, that is my position! For those who have not heard, today, 

© 

is my last day at FSU. Can’t believe I have been here 3 yeats...time flies by when you are having fun 

I have taken a position at the University of North Carolina @ Greensboro (yes, back with Battle), as the Associate Athletics Director for Compliance. I am really excited for the 
new challenges/opportunities ahead, but sad to leave FSU and the ACC. Luckily, the ACC Office is in Greensboro and I am near to numerous ACC schools so I will be sure to 
crash the ACC meetings and visit for games! 
I do not have my new contact information yet, but wanted to forward you my personal information until I get settled. 
Please feel free to contact me if I can ever be of help or just say hi. I am sure I will be touching base with you all for guidance and inpuL 

Personal Cell: 
Personal Email: ~ g_[__n__’_a_i]~_£ _o__[__n_. 

Take care and best of luck to all of you. 

Jody 

From: Babcock, Lindsey [mailto:lbabcock@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday,            9:51 AN 
To: Aaron Aaker ~aaker@bc.edu); Leturmy, Aimee; Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu); Alex Eaton (aeaton@umd.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Rossi, 

Anne Harie - Student; Art: Harkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@demson.edu); Brandi Kerrigan (brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu); 
forward-bcowley; Bridget McSorley (mcsodbb@vt.edu); Cady Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); .]ones, Catherine 
Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Had:mann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgamNer@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan 
Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); Dannie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley 
(dfoley@miami.edu); Heather Robed:son (herobert@vt.edu); Santiago, .]ennifer A.; .]aroma Rodgers (.]Rodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); .]im Booz (jwbSq@virginia.edu); 
Curry 0mcurry@umd.edu); .]ody Smith (jlsmit:h@fsu.edu); .]ulie Heyde (julie_heyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten EIleby (eIMbykc@wfu.edu); Lance 
Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo .]r. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Hary Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Hichelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); 

_~uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate (robin_pate@ncsu.edu); Shane Kelley 
(skelley@miami.edu); Stephanie EIlison (saellis@demson.edu); Steve Flippen (sflippen@athletics.gatech.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker 
(tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairst:on (hairstd:@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmermans (timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hernandez 
(thernandez@miami.edu); Trover Wright (tkw09@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsaffoka@vt:.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 
Cc: Barwick, Seth 
Subject: FW: Florida State University - .]ob Opening 

FYI --- feel free to contact Brat if you have any questions. 

Lir~dsey 

Department of Athletics -Assistant Director of Compliance ~ob ID# 331.12 

Qualifications 
A Bachelor’s degree and four years relev~.nt experience. Must possess an advanced-level knowledge of NCAA and ACC legislation. Excellent interpersonal and 

communication sldlls. Ability to ~-:~f fec~iw:_~ly tram and direct the work of o~hers. AMlil:y [:o perform accurately ~n a de~a~l orien[:ed environment. 

Responsibi~:~es 

Adrnh~Bter and oversee dsi~y aspects of ath~edc depsrtrnent compliance program. Supervise compfisnce office ~n absence of Associate Athletic D~rector for 

Compliance. Possess an advanced-.level know,edge of NCAA and ACC ~egislation~ Provide rules interpretations on a dsi~y basis to coaches, staff, student-atMetes 

and other university entities that are responsiMe for compliance w~th NCAA ~u~es. Oversee and initiate updates to Athletics Department Compliance MamJa~ on 

a~lmJa~ basis. Assist with development and h~p~ementation of new!revised compliance policies and procedures~ Act as Hsison with Athletics 8us~ness Office on 

aspec~:s of a{Metics ex~)ense reports, ~:eam and recru~:mg {ravel vaca{~on period e’,<penses and NCAA championship ~nciden{a] expenses. Ac~: as hanson to Atb]el:h:: 

F~nanda~ Aid SpecialBt and urdvers~l:V’s Finandal A~d OffR:e on a~ aspects of al:hh~d:ics scholarship) program (~nduding finanda~ aid for gradua~:e assistanB, 

managers, etc). Assist w~th supervB~on of staff, indudb~g delegation of day-to-day compliance responsibilities M accordance with compliance team structure. 

Collaborate with and provide feedback to other members of the compliance team~ 

How to Apply 

if qualified and interested ~n a specific vacancy ss advertised, apply to Fk)rids State Urfiw~rs~ty at https:/ijobs.rsu.edu. 

Applicants are required to complete the online application with atl applicable information. Applications must include work history and all education deLaits (if 

applicable} even if attachb~g a resume. 

EquM Em#oyment O##o~un~ty 

F~odda State Un~verskv is sn Equa~ Oppottunity!Access/Affirmst~ve Action Employer. 

I,Babco{~l~@~ hea ec .or~ 
386~B54~787 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 30, 2008 8:52 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo 
Rucinski <tj rucinski@uncaa.unc, edu> 

FALL BASEBALL PLANNING!! 

I know, it is too early to begin planning the fall already but here goes anyway: 
please check the schedule below and let me know if these dates, times, etc. work for you. If not I will adjust. 
thanks! time to get ready for another year already ! !! 

Mon. Aug. 18 9:00am-5:00pm: MEDICAL SCREENINGS-entire team 
Rucinski and staff 

FETZER TRAINING ROOM Terri Jo 

Tue. Aug. 19 CLASSES BEGIN 

2:00pm: TEAM MEET1NG- Returning players only RAMS ROOM- KENAN 

3:15pm: TEAM MEETING- Entire team RAMS ROOM- KENAN Introduce everyone!!!! 
4:00pm: TEAM MEETING-New players onlycedures RAMS ROOM- KENAN 

Wed. Aug. 20 12:00-3:45pm: PHYSICALS- New players only SPORTS MEDICINE Dr. Ciocca 
4:00pm: ACADEMIC MEET1NG- Entire team ACADEMIC CENTER AUDITORIUM Brent Blanton 
4:45pm: WEIGHT LIFTING- New players only KENAN-- dressed for lifting Greg Gatz 

7:00pm: ELIGIBILITY MEETING- Entire team ACADEMIC CENTER AUDITORIUM Susan 
Maloy 

Thur. Aug. 21    2:00pm: TEAMMEET1NG 
2:30pm: PHYSICAL TESTING 

LOCKER ROOM- KENAN STADIUM 
NAVY/EHAUS FIELD             TRAINERS!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 7, 2009 6:11 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Battle, M Allison <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, 
Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt 
<jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Martin <jmartin@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jen Ketterly 
<ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael (;rowe <mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sue 
Walsh <swalsh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey 
Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Dave Arendas - Director of Baseball Operations 

Hello everyone, 

I am very pleased to announce that Dave is now our full time Director of Baseball Operations! 

Dave will have a wide range of responsibilities within our program including: 
Team Travel, Budget process, Endowed Scholarships, Diamond Heels Club, Purchasing, Umpires, 
Bryson Field at Boshamer Stadium-maintenace, security, etc., Video/Technology, Team Memorabilia/autographs, 
Eligibility,Tickets/Pass lists, Team media/marketing, Public Relations, Program Outreach, Game Day operations, 
Post Season, Team drug testing, Recruiting, Summer school GIA, Housing, visiting teams, 
Game contracts, Player insurance, Nutrition, and our Nike budget. 

Please add Dave to your baseball email and contact him in regards to any of those items listed above. 
His email address is darendas@uncaa.unc.edu. His telephone number is 962-6999 

Thank you. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 29, 2009 7:14 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo 
Rucinski <tj rucinski@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fall, 2009 Baseball 

Hello everyone, 

Time to begin planning for the fall. Here is our tentative schedule for first week of classes. 
Just want to check on dates and times for our availability. It is similar to the past few years. 

Mon. Aug. 24 Medical Screenings-Fetzer or Boshamer? 9-5pm Terri Jo 

Tue. Aug. 25 All baseball meetings 

Wed. Aug. 26 New players physicals at Student Health 12-4pm Dr. Ciocca could have about 17!! 
Academic Meeting after physicals            Brent Blanton 
Wt. Lifting orientation after academic meeting Greg Gatz 
Eligibility Meeting 7pm.                   Susan- same as last year? 

Thur. Aug. 27 Physical Testing -afternoon 

Let me know when you can if these dates and times will work with you. 
Thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 9:34 AM 

Blanton, Brent S < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo Rucinski 
<tj rucinski@uncaa.unc.edu > 

First week of fall baseball 

Hello, 

This is how I would like to schedule first week. Can you look at this and tell me if medical screenings, 
physicals, eligibility meeting, academic meeting and weight liffdng orientation fit into your schedule for 
baseball this first week. 
Thanks 
Mike 

WEEK ONE 
Mon. Aug. 23 9:00am-5:00pm: MEDICAL SCREENINGS- 

BOSHAMER TRAINING ROOM 

SEE $CHEDUL~ FOR YOUR T:[M~ 

Tue. Aug. 24 

Wed. Aug. 25 

CLASSES BEGIN 
2:00pm: TEAM MEETING- Returning players only 
3:15pm: TEAM MEETING- Entire Team 

12:00-4:00pm: PHYSICALS- New players only 

$~ $CHEDUL~ FOR YOUR T:[~4~ 

PLAYERS~ LOUNGE 

PLAYERS~ LOUNGE 

SPORTS MEDICINE 

CENTER 

4:15pm: ACADEMIC MEETING- Entire team 
5:00pm: WEIGHT LIFTING- New players only 

BOSHAMER WEIGHT ROOM 
7:00pro: ELIGIBILITY MEETING- Entire team 

POPE BOX 4th floor 

SMITH 

Fri. Aug. 27 2:15pm: PHYSICAL TESTING NAVY FIELD 

Sun Aug. 29 4-player workouts-l:00-5:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 1:55 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard 
< rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 
Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Baseball- First week meetings, etc. Fall, 2011 

Hello everyone, 

Trying to line up first week with my players and knock out all 

Here is the schedule I have come up with. Please let me know if these days and times work for you. Thanks 

Mike 

Mon. Aug. 22 9:00am-5:00pm: MEDICAL SCREENINGS- Entire team BOSHAMERTRAINING ROOM 

Tue. Aug. 23 2:00pm: TEAM MEETING- Entire team 
3:00pm: LOCKER ROOM/APPARELMEE-FING- New players only 
3:00pm: TEAM MEETING- Returninq players only 
3:30pm: New Players only 

PLAYERS~ LOUNGE 

LOCKER ROOM 

PLAYERS~ LOUNGE 

PLAYERS~ LOUNGE 

Wed. Aug. 24 1:00-3:15pm: PHYSICALS- New players only SPORTS MEDICINE 

3:30pm: Alcohol, substance prevention workshop BOSHAMER 

4:30pm: ACADEMIC MEE-[-ING- Entire team      BOSHAMER PLAYERS LOUNGE 

5:00pm: WEIGHT LIFTING ORIENTATION- New players only BOSHAMER WEIGHT RM 

7:00pm: ELIGIBILITY MEE-[-ING- Entire team      CARMICHAEL ARENA 

Thu. Aug. 25 1:30-5:00pm: HIGH ROPES CHALLENGE COURSE OUTDOOR ADVENTURES 

Fri. Aug. 26 12:45pm: TEAM MEE-[-ING 
l:30pm: PHYSICAL TESTING 

4- player workouts-3:30-6:00 

LOCKER ROOM 

NAVY FIELD 

Sat. Aug. 27 OFF 
Sun Aug. 28 4 player workouts-tba 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thu rsday, 8:49 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Player Mike Zolk participating in AAABA Tournament on 

Hi Mike, 
Below in blue is my correspondence with Lance regarding the AAABA tournament. Just to recap, [ think is fine to participate as long as he is certain about the following: 
~L. All players in the event are amateurs. 

2. The time spent with the team concludes before school starts in 

3. No more than 4 UNC players (including     . are on the same team. 

4.     may not receive any benefits over and above actual and necessary expenses. 

[ agree [ don’t see an issue wiLh iL from our end. As long as they’re all amateurs and he’s done by the time school starts in L, ] don’t see an issue~ 
Lance 

>>> Susan Maloy :L:1:28 AM >>> 

Lance, 

This looks like an amateur league with high school and college players, i’m thinking it is alright for 

http:i/www.aaabatou rnament,com/a bout.html 

1hanks, 

to play, but wanted to double check with you. 

Thanks for checking in on this. 

Susan 

>>> Susan Maloy 3:55 PM >>> 

Mike, 
This appears to be an amateur event that I don’t believe we would have a concern with other than making sure no more than 4 of our UNC players are on the same team and 

that     is not receiving any benefits over and above actual and necessary expenses.. However, ] did forward this to Lance as well since ] am beginning the transition over to 

Academic Support, and Iwould like to get his take on it also. 

I will get back to you again after I hear from him. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

> > > Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.u nc.edu >          9:54 AM > > > 
coach have you ever heard of AAABA nationals? Johnston PA 

Susan. Can play in this? Other current college players have to my knowledge Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             6:06 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Meeting with SS guys tomorrow 

On 

¯ Should they go to testing at 3 now ? 

at 6:03 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <Nanton@uncaa¯unc¯edu> wrote: 

They do. I believe it’s and I cannot remember the third¯ 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Mike Fox" <mfox@..ancaa~ur~c¯ed~> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <Nan’~or~@ur~caa¯ur~c¯edu> 
Subj ect: Meeting with S S guys tomorrow 
Date: Tue,            6:00 pm 

Three guys have testing? Please check with Beth on them 

On , at 5:52 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <bla~ton~anc~¯unc¯edu> wrote: 

> Hi Mike, 
> Thank you sir. It was a good vacation and the transition back to work has been good¯ The freshmen have been 
outstanding and they were all there today, and were not. 
> 
> The meeting tomorrow is on the third floor at 3:30 and it is with Dean Woodard and the Advising office to go over 
changes in schedules needed in August. I am not sure what to expect, so I will be there to listen along with the guys. 
> 
> It seems to be a good group. 
> 

> Brent 
> 
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 
> 

Reply message ..... 
> From: "Mike Fox" <mfox@tmcaa¯uac.eda> 
> To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blar~to~(c~ancaa.mac.eda> 
> Subject: Meeting with SS guys tomorrow 
> Date: Tue, 5:30 pm 
> 

> 

> 

> Brent, 
> 
> Welcome back! You meeting with the guys tomorrow at 3:30pm regarding regislxation? 
> Were they all there today at 4pm? 
> Who do I need to stay on here? 
> 
> Mike 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:44 PM 

Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes < sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~@email.unc.edu>; 

Diive.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

’@[ive.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >: 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@era ail.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@[ive.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~@live.unc.edu > 

Demail.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 

Guys, 

Good final meeting with you freshmen today. ] am anxious to see your grades but do believe that you made the most of your five weeks on campus! Good luck on your finals! 
Remember to see Terri Jo tomorrow before 3:30pm to get your bands for stretching. 
~eport to Coacl~ G~tz at :[:45 for your final lift of the summer with him~ 

After workouts tomorrow (between 2-3:30pm!!) turn ~n your UN~ apparel (shorts, tee, hat, bats, loop, etc.), clean out your locker 

completely and sign out with Tyson. DO NOT EEAVE ANYTNING IN YOUR 

THIS INCLUDES 
And below is your reminder about academic!fall registration meeting with Susan Maioy. 
Be on t~me for this meet~ng~[ No hats and be prepared to look at your fall schedule closely. 

ACADEmiC CENTER 

9:00a~ 
9:30a~ 
1~:30a~ 
22:00p~ 
12:30p~ 

3:00p~ 
Remember what we talked about at our meeting. ~ontinue what you sta~ed here this summer: self- 
discipline, time management, work ethic, conditioning, arm ca~e, commitment, etc.~ 
Enjoy the ~est of you~ summe~ but wo~k~ And, as always, DO THE RIGHT THING~ 
~oach 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, ’. 7:18 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Jackson < sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

,@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

Gem ail.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

:@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

:@live.unc.edu > 

,@live.unc.edu >; 

:@live.unc.edu >; 

Cc: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: FALL CLASSES- 

@earthlink.net>; 

@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

I@email.unc.edu >; _~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >: ~@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

_~e mail.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; _~email.unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu >; 

_~live.unc.edu >, 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >;                            ’@live.unc.edu >; 

~@live.unc.edu >; 

~@live.u nc.edu >;                      @live.u nc.edu >; 

,@live.unc.edu >;                           @msn.com > 

Guys, 

] am getting excited for the fall! Be ready! 

An important reminder that you can begin adding/deleting classes on Many of you need to make changes to your schedule!! 

You may begin doing this         . Go on line to Connect Carolina and begin this process. The earlier you begin the better!!! 

Start now please looking at classes. This is your responsibility! 

And remember, there is no easy route to a Carolina degree, nor should there be! 

Also, it will make your life easier if you can purchase an S 10 Boshamer parking pass! Go to DPS website and check on this please, www,dps.unc.edu 
See you soon. 

Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 9:~14 AM 

Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes < sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@earthlink.net >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@emaiLunc.edu>; 

@em ail.u nc.edu > 

@em ail.u nc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@msn.com > 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu > 

~email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >. 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu > 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu > 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@emaiLunc.edu >; 

Demail.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

Guys, 

Today is the day you may begin editing your fall schedule!! 

Your fall classes and class schedules are very important. Please stay on this. 

You must have a~[ of this completed in order to be eligible for the fall 

DO NOT iGNORE 
Contact Susan Maloy at sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu if you need assistance on your schedule, 

Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Friday’, 7:30 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: <From the desk of 

Good for 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 
Date: 11:45:49 PM EDT 

To: "Mike Fox" <mibx@nncaa.nnc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: <From the desk of 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Date: 5:35:58 PM EDT 

To: " ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: <From the desk of~ 

Yongot~ in the course--well done’, rm not sure why this wouldn’t appeax online, but Connect Caxolina is confusing. 

Best wishes for your future ffmdies and music listening! 

:@unc.edu 

On~ at 4:26 PM, wrote: 

Professor 

My grade tbr the class is not appearing online, and I was just wondering if there was any way you conld e-mail me my final 

grade tbr the class because my academic advi~r is reqniring me to send her my grade, rm sorry for bothering you during your 

maternity leave and w~mted to thank you for an awesome class. 

Thank You, 

On ~ at 5:40 PM, ’ ~&email.unc.edu" < ~’(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Final grades are in; please do tbel free to drop me a note iftbr some reason you haven’t received nay comments 
on your final projects or waist to stay in tonch. 



Thanks for an especially creative and engaging class! I am now offfor matemi~ leave as I await the ea~riva] oftny 

baby boy this month. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:20 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu > 

Academic Team Captain 

Susan, 

Mike 

, will senJe as our academic team captain this year. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               6:25 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: R/V: Calculation Error and Grade Change 

FW_ Calculation Error and Grade Change (3.06 KI3).msg 

Susarl, 

F¥[ from 

Mike 

did not have on my grades that he made an in Soci.! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:20 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Calculation Error mad Grade Change 

Coach, 

My sumlner school grades are a . in comm and an in soci    Summer ball ended last night with a loss to Fayetteville. 

From: _ t@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:19 PM 

To: 

Subject: Calculation Error and Grade Change 

I warned to contact you to let you know that a grade calculation error was discovered on the Sako~ site for your class. While it did not effect Inost students, a couple of 

students’ final grades require a slight change. You were one of these students. I am in the process of resolving this Inatter with the Friday Center, and unfortunately it 

may take some lime, but your grade will eventually be changed from 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc~ 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa,unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ ’. 7:59 PM 

Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes < sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@earthlink.net >                        @email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@em ail.u nc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

;@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

.@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; ..... 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

,@live.unc.edu >; )@msn.com > 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PACKING BOOKS ONLY FOR THOSE PLAYERS ON BOOK SCHOLARSHIP, E-MAiL, etc. 

@email.unc.edu >; ¢@email.unc.edu >; ~ 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@em ail.unc.edu >; @em ail.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@em ail.u nc.edu >; @em ail.u nc.edu >; 

@em ail.unc.edu >; l(~em ail.u nc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; .@emaii.unc.edu > 

~@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

Dlive.unc.edu >; 

:@live.unc.edu >; 

’@live.unc.edu >; 

:@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

Guys 

]n my previous e mail regarding text book packaging (follow up to Susan’s email) ] wrongly sent this to even./player. 

ONLY PLAYEI~S ON BOOl( SCI’IOLA~FIIP RECEDE TFII~ ~ERV~CE AND Si~tOULD RE~POND TO SUSAN. 

Only the players who received the original e mail from Susan should respond accordingly. 

Also, some of you freshman are confused. We (baseball, compliance, academics, etc.) use your UNC e-mail address only to communicate. We will not use any other 
address. 

Begin checking your UNC e-mail daily!!! 
When you receive and email from anyone in Compliance (Lance, Amy,      , Tom) respond quickly and appropriately. 

The ACS emails have been sent out and therefore you should complete all of these forms. 

] am not sure if the e mail has gone out regarding your twitter and facebooks account. If you don’t receive one by the end of the week please let Dave Arendas know 
(darendas@uncaa.unc.edu. Dave handles all of this paperwork and reporting of who has and has not responded. 

Also, you are not permitted to practice on the field until we meet and until you are cleared by both compliance and our medical staff. 

Coach 

Dave, Susan,        Lance- These are all the players correct UNC e-mail addresses. 



Sent: Monday, 10:56 AM 

To: sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Advi~r approval form 

Attach: pdf 

Good Morning Susan! 

Thanks for all your help on Friday! Attached you will find ; Advisor approval form. He enrolled for his online classes on Friday so with this he should be ready 

to go on Friday. Let him!me know if there is anything else is needed. His phone number is and mine is as I am not at work today. 

Thanks! 



Advisor/Dean Approva  Form 

You must print this form and obtain the signature of your academic advisor or dean if you are a 
[fNC-Chapel Hill undergraduate student who is academically ineligible or not cnrrently attending, 

Applicant name .... 

Courses requested 1) 

PID 

semester 

semester 

We recommend that you select substitute courses approved by your advisor’s office in case your firs~, 
choices are not availab|e~ 

Alternate 1.~j’%2~’?] C4 Alternate 2 ~ ,alternate 3 

These comics cannot be taken with the PasslD+iD/fail option. 

Advisor/Dean signature 

Printed Name of Advisor/Dean DepffOffice 

Sign, date, and mail or fax to the Friday Center 

~ understand that intbrmation submitted will be relied upon by the officials of UNC-Chapel Hill to 
determine my status tbr enrollment. I certify that the information in this application is complete and 
correct and understand that the submission oflMse information is grounds for rejection of my 
enrollment, cancellation, - .............. -" ......................... 

Student~" s signature __ 

Mail or fax to: 
Credit Programs tbr Part-time Students 
CB# 1020 The Friday Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

Fax 9 I. 9-962-5540 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:38 PM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Scott Forbes < sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson 
< sjackson@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo Rucinski 
<tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Practice 

.xls 

Coaches, 

See attached for who is eligible from my end to start working out tomorrow. As of right now,        and 

are NOT cleared to start any workouts/testing when classes open tomorrow, i’ve got 38 other SA’s who are 

cleared from my end and who may start as soon as Terri Jo says they can from the Sports Medicine side of things. 

Don’t let    or           do anything until i’m able to confirm they are good from my end. if you have any 
questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



Sport PID Athlete 

NCAA Drug Testing 

Consent All Forms 
Incomplete 
Incomplete 

Partially Complete 
Partially 

Partially 

Partially 

Partially 

Partially 

Partially 

Partially 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Com 

Complete 
Complete 
Complete 
Complete 
Complete 
Complete Added 2 forms after he had completed everything else - LM 
Complete 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 
~leted 



Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 



Fro~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               8:39 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Baseball structured study 

@gmail.com 

SusaD, 

Besides our 15 freshmen and new transfers and 

the following returning players should be assigned "study hall" I believe, 

We just have to decide how. 

Are you going to have tutors, etc, tomorrow? 
JUNIORS 

SOPHOMORES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:55 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

He is going to drop Geog 

wants to drop Drama    ’ thoughts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Geology: 

I made a on the and he does drop the lowest 
your help. 

Thankyou, 

grade. 1 do think I can make it in this class, I just wanted your feedback on moving forward. Thank you for 

From; Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 10:09 AlVl 
"ro; 
Subject: Re: Geology 

Hi 

What was your grade? Do you know if your prof will drop the lowest grade? We do have drop-in tutoring now 3 days a week. If you dropped this, what other 

science do you think you would want to take or do you think you would simply want to try this at another time? So give me a little more detail before we consider 
dropping, if you don’t mind. 

On another note, I do you have pencil case in ,ny office in case you are looking for it. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
I~-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-.%2-9892 (office) 
919-.%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ’ @live.unc.edu> 

Dear Mrs. Maloy, 
7:55 AM >>> 

I did not do well on my first Geology . Do you think I should drop the class or continue taking it? Thank you for your help. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:47 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: o 

Fwd_ 

HE COMMITTED TO US!!!! 

thank you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 3:35 PM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Early Warnings for Student Athletes 

Ath EW 9 20 - 10 1.xls 

Early Warnings so far; I believe each of you has a student or two on the list. 

Thanks, 
B 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 12:23 PM 
To: Bridger, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Jennifer Townsend; Wally Richardson 
Subject: FW: Early Warnings for Student Athletes 

Please share with your counselors, as needed. 

Harold 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 11:36 AM 

To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Early Warnings for Student Athletes 

Hi, Dean Woodard. 

Attached please find a list of all student athletes receiving early warnings between 9/20/12 and 10/1/12o 

The early warning period ends on Monday, October 8, 2012. I will share weekly updates with you through this date. 

The last day to drop a course Monday, October 15, 2012. 

Thank you, 

Cynthia Demetriou 

Director for Retention 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

UNC Chapel Hill 

3016 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

(919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

Please consider the environmental impact before printing this e-mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 3:59 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hey Susan, hope all is well. 

Here are our names and PID 

Tyson Lusk 

University of North Carolina Baseball 

Equipment!Clubhouse Manager 

College World Series 1960, 1966, 1978, 1989, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 

Office (919) 962.6998 
Cell 

>>> Susan Maloy 12:29 PM >>> 

Mike, 
Do you have names and PID#s of who should be included on the priority registration list? 

Thanks, 

Susan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:03 AM 

Su~n Ma]oy (sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu) 

FYI: 

M. Fox has nominated , for the Scholar-Athlete Award. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:57 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Advising Workshop Follow-UP 

Susan, 
] told the guys to get there tonight or tomorrow night. Just sent them this email about 

Thanks 

Mike 

>>> Susan Maloy 8:20 PM >>> 

Hey Mike, 

Many of the guys attended the Advising Workshop tonight. I learned that Advisors will be coming back to Loudermilk on Monday      and Thursday,      from 6 8pm 

for more hands on advising primarily for the ,, I really think some of them may still benefit even though we are going over it to some extent as well, Please 

post these dates. If some of the ~ have specific questions, they may attend also. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



D 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A 

Descr 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

B 
Sport ID Last 

E 

First Name 

F 

Start Date 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/8/2012 

G 

Start Time 

8:45:00 AM 

1:45:00 PM 

11:45:00 AM 

11:45:00 AM 

11:30:00 AM 

2:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 AM 

8:45:00 AM 

11:15:00 AM 



H               I 

1 Srv Ind Cd De.~cr 

2 CPD Account Past Due 

3 CPD Account Past Due 

4 CPD Account Past Due 

5 RTE Parking &Transportation 

6 CPD Account Past Due 

7 RTE Parking &Transportation 

8 CPD Account Past Due 

9 CPD Account Past Due 

10 RTE Parking & Transportation 



J 

i Descr 

2 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@un 

3 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@un 

4 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@un 

5 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 

6 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@un 

7 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 

8 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@un 

9 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@un 

10 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 



K L 

1 Descr Active Dt 

2 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

3 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

4 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

5 Dept Hold- Enrol/Trans/Diplom 10/3/2012 

6 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

7 Dept Hold- Enrol/Trans/Diplom 10/23/2012 

8 Account Past Due 8/31/2012 

9 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

10 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 10/3/2012 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Chloe <cjmssel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:16 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet 

pdf 

Your academic worksheet is attached. Please let me know" if you need anything else. 
Best, 
Ms. Russell 
Chloe I. Russell, M. Ed. 

Academic Advisor 

Di~dsion of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sciences and Oeneral College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel tiill 

] 005 Steele Building, 2] 4 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3~ ~0 

919-843-S9~2 ~) 

9~9-962-6888 {0 

advisinR.unc.edu 

CONFIDENT~LITY NOTICE: 
This e- mMl, including any a~achments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) ~d i~y contain legally pfivil~ ~d/or confidontial information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are horohy notified 
that any use, dissenfination, copying or rotention of tfiis e-mail or the information contain~t heroin is strictly profiibit~. If you fiave r~eived tfiis ~ mail in orror, pl~se immediately notify tfie sender by tolepfione or 
reply hy e-mail, and permanently delete this e- raM1 froln your colnputer syst ore. ’O~ank yon. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:06 AM 

Maloy, S usan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Study Hours Yesterday 

Susan, 

I wrote down 6:00 because that was the time I planned on leaving once we arrived. I did not realize that we were required to sign out with our one 

cards after a certain time. I apologize for this misunderstanding and it will not happen again. 

Thanks, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                1:44 PM 
To:       @email.unc.edu;       ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: Study Hours Yesterday 

I have to ask you about your s~dy hour yesterday from 5-6pro. One of my monitors noticed that you signed in at 5pro, which was great. At 5:45pm, she took the sign-in 

sheet offthe counter and you both had already signed out with a time later than 5:45ptn. She did not log your hour as a result. Cam you explain what went on with this? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L,~’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbma loy@uncaa.unc.edu 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:47 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Susan, 
As ] read over this ] am depressed. 

]t is like you are talking about jr. high school children!! Some of these comments about these players are really like you are talking about a 12 or 12 year old. 

Must do this and must do that. 

What the heck is wrong with these kids. Have not checked on this, not checked on that. 

This is unreal to me how we (you) are having to baby sit some of these kids. 

This generation? 

Seems to me are the worst and none of them are going to make our team in the spring and none are on scholarship. Perhaps they know. 

] don’t trust at all. Don’t spend much time on him. ]f he doesn’t register he doesn’t register. 

we are dealing with but early signs are he will not finish his career here, 

Girlfriends are UNDEFEATED!! 

Mike 

>>> Susan Maloy 4:10 PM >>> 

Hi Mike, 
Attached is the report for the week, 

The following still have holds on their accounts: 

The following guys have registered as of today: 

15 hrs, 

13 hrs. 

15 hrs. 

12 hrs. 

12 hrs. 

12 hrs. 

9 hrs. 

15 hrs. 

15 hrs. 

12 hrs. 

15 hrs. 

14 hrs, 

15 hrs. 

I have not had a chance to check whether or not all of these hours are degree applicable yet, but at least they have registered, 

A 2nd round of progress reports have been sent out. Hopefully they will begin coming back in soon to give us a better idea of where the guys stand going into exams. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you and have a great weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:47 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Susan, 

Sorry for the late notice but I am taking part in some volunteer work with Coach Fox and a few of the guys. We are going to the Children’s Hospital to help kids make 
¯ We leave tomorrow right after class and should be headed there by :l:t am. I realiz that is when my meeting is scheduled for you. Is there any way I could 

still take part in this event and miss our meeting? I told you about getting into the EXSS    class¯ I have finished my GEOG     and will be turning it in tomorrow as well as 
finishing up my PHIL    ¯ and emailing it to him either Friday or Saturday for him to revise it. I have not received any new grades besides a on               in IvlUSC 

: . Once again I’m sorry for trying to get out of another meeting with you, I’m not doing it on purpose! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:38 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Re: Meeting 

Hi 

I appreciate your email. I most definitely want you to participate in the volunteer opportunity. That sounds awesome!!! I am totally fine with you missing our meeting today, 

especially since you provided a little update for me in your email. Just PLEASE promise me that you will go to the E,XSS    drop in at 6 7pm and 7 8pm on Sunday 

prepare for your    on Monday. Remember you needa or better in this class. 

Have fun at the Children’s Hospital!! And have a wonderful 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>> @live,unc.edu> 8:46 PM >>> 
Susan, 

Sorry for the late notice but I am taking part in some volunteer work with Coach Fox and a few of the guys. We are going to the Children’s Hospital to help kids make 
¯ We leave tomorrow right after class and should be headed there by :t:[ am. I realiz that is when my meeting is scheduled for you. Is there any way I could still take part in 

this event and miss our meeting? I told you about getting into the EXSS    class¯ I have finished my GEOG     and will be turning it in tomorrow as well as finishing up my 
PHIL     and emailing it to him either Friday or Saturday for him to revise it. I have not received any new grades besides a on               in MUSC    Once again 
I’m sorry for trying to get out of another meeting with you, I’m not doing it on purpose! 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:02 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Weekly Report 

WR pdf; Grade Report pdf 

Coaches, 

Attached is this weeks report as well as a grade report. We are starting to get the 2nd round of progress reports coming in. 

As far as               study hours. There was a note in the sign in book that highlighted a problem with his hours for Thursday. In the book,     recorded 4:30 7:30pro 

but the monitor logged in a 7pro start time. Not exactly sure what happened here, so it looks liken no hours were recorded for him yesterday. Perhaps can explain. 

Hope you all have a nice weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  8:04 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Susan 
Neither are with us any longer. ] informed them before 

Hope you had a nice . Keep me informed! 

Mike 

So [ am not sure if they make their meetings with you or not this week. Just wanted to let you know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:45 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Psyc - Genera] Psychology -- IMPORTANT 

Hey Mrs. Maloy 

Just wanted to forward you this email and get your opinion on it. 

Thanks 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

Erom: < loeb~unc.edu> 

Date: 4:33:12 PM EST 

To: <loeb(dbunc.edu> 
Subject: Psyc - General Psychology -- IMPORTANT 

Dear students, 

We are very excited that you will be joining us next semester ~ for Psyc -General Psychology,. Just a couple things to be awaxe of: 

1 ) Please note that the exam policy is such that there are NO MAKEUP EXAMS in this course. This is especially important tbr UNC ATHLETES to 

take note since there may be a time when you will need to miss a~ exam due to a university game. The way that we handle things like game~ illnesses, 

family crises, etc. is fl~at we automatically drop the lowest of Exams 1 through Exam 3 (everyone must WJae the cumulative tinal exam). If this policy does 

not work for you, you will want to consider a~other class b/c we will strictly adhere to course policy in order to make sure that everyone receives the 

same oppoi~nities. So again, please understand that there axe NO MAKEUP EXAMS in this course, but that we instead drop your lowest of Exams 1 

thi~ugh Exam 3--or, if you miss an exa~l (NOT recom~nended), that exam will be dropped. A second missed exam is a zero. 

2) This class meets on M & Ws and then there is a heavy homework component (and thus, no Friday classes). Additionally, this course does not have a 

recitation component. 

We are looking forward to meeting you soon. Good luck with Fall final exams!! 

Dr. Loeb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edtP 

Saturday, 8:16 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: This Week’s Academic Report 

Neither i                    are on GIA so if they bomb then that makes it easy for me 
has been a high maintenance 

Student and player since he arrived here. Lazy! 
He is a jumor for gosh sakes! 
We will see how they all do I guess 
Thanks for this. 
I hope you did not stay up all night doing this!’. 
Mike 

On , at 11:23 PM. "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> Hey Coaches, 
> 

> Attached is this week’s report and an updated grade report that includes a fe~v new Progress Reports Can you please be sure the guys are aware that since final exam week begins next 
week, the Academic Center will be open Sunday through Friday      until 1 lpm each night. (The AC is normally not open on Friday nights throughout the semester) We will open again 
on Sunday from    pm tl~rough Friday      (the last day of exams). By Monday or Tuesday next week, I should have a final exam review session schedule to send to you to post for the 
guys. I really ~vant to encourage them to attend as many reviews that are applicable to them. After stu@ing a lot on their own, it will be good for them to get with a group to study as well 
> 

> Please note in my report that ;rades are really borderline this semester. They each have an opportunity to change that tl~rough their exams, but they really 
need tu apply themselves and wurk hard. Must ufthe guys have a week ur mure to prepare for their exams, which sets them up nicely to have plenty uf time to study I am pushing them tu 
use their time wisely rather than waiting a day or two befure each exam. They will ubviously have tu discipline themselves to do this. 
> 

> Hope yuu guys have a great weekend Let me knuw if you have any questiuns. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

> 

> Susan Maluy 
> 

> Tuturial Coordinator/Academic Counselur 
> UNC Academic Support Prugram fur Student-Athletes 
> 919-%2-9892 (uffice) 
> 919-962-8247 
> sbmaluy@uncaa.unc, edu 
> 

> 

> <TEXT.htm> 
> <W]; .pdf> 

> <Grade Repurt pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 9:18 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

and his professor 

RE_ FALL AWARDS MEETING (4.87 KB).msg 

Hey Susan, 

talked to me about this today and was upset that he was being singled out as 

an athlete, He is a good kid. 

Not sure what you do with this but professors like this are very’ disturbing. Shows prejudice 

when you lump all athletes into one of course. 

She should be called out for singling out any group of students. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~[ive.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:15 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FALL AWARDS MEETING 

Coach, 
I’m sending you the conversation that I had today with my AFAM    proffesor. 
Her name is Zawadi Barskile. My paper was supposed to be given back at the beginning of class today but she told the class to pick up their papers during her office hours. When 
I went to pick up my paper at office hours Ms. Barskile told me that she had not graded my paper because she thought that none of the athletes in her class would be able to 
pick up their papers until wednesday. This troubled me because the class received instructions not to put our names on any of the actual pages of the paper because she did not 

want to know who’s paper she was grading. When I asked about my performance in the class and told her my grades she also said to me "those grades are really good for an 
athlete," 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 9:40 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Writing tutor 

Yes mam, the professor helped explain where I went wrong. T will try to complete it tomorrow before I see the tutors. Thank you. 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:28 AN 

To 
Subject-" Re: Writing tutor 

Yes° tJ~ere will be two writing tuto~ on Thin, day and Friday from 7-9pro only. So get there promptly at 7pro and you should be good to go. Do you understand the 

prompt now? 

Su~n 

>>>                ~live.unc.edu>          ):25 AM >>> 
Hi Susan my History teacher is allowing me to rewrite a paper that I failed badly because I misinterpreted the prompt, Are there any writing tutors available ~morrow or friday 

who could help me with this? Thanks 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, _~:26 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Weekly Report 

Grade Report pdf; WR pdf 

Hi Mike, 
Attached is this weeks report. Admittedly, [ did not record as I normally do because I mainly spoke about exam preparation with all of them. Everyone showed up this week 

except for            I have not seen him since the Friday before Thanksgiving. 

i’m not sure if I remembered to tell all of them, but there is no need for us to meet officially next week. However, they are certainly welcome to drop by and let me know how 

things are going at any time. if you are able to get word to them on this as well, that would be great. 

I’ll be in touch one grade at a time per your request. : ) Only kidding, but i will keep you informed, i will be out all day on Wednesday, but other than that, feel free to call me 

if you need to. 

Have a great weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbcnaloy@u ncaa.u nc,ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:14 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Please do not contact him. We are thinking we should cut our losses with him and tell 

him not to return. If he does then he has a 1.40 cumulative and then has to have like a 2.60 

not to be an 0 2! We cannot risk that. 

He says his F will be changed but I have heard that before. 

To answer your earlier email if students take on lines classes during the academic year is 

it not part of their normal classes? I don’t have funds during the year to pay for on line 

classes and can’t put it as part of his scholarship. 

>>> Susan Maloy            d,:09 PM >>> 

Yes to your first question, And yes to the second. He would be a 1/2 if probation status is granted, because he would be considered eligible to return in the spring even if 

he does not in fact return. I sent an email to advising to see if he would have to request probation or if he meets the standard for automatic probation, in which case he 

would not have to submit an appeal. I’ll let you know what I learn, Hopefully eligibility status will be recorded in ConnectCarolina by Wednesday of this week, 

I’ll keep you posted. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> Mike Fox 2:10 PM >>> 

Susan, 
If       appeals and is allowed back to UNC for the spring BUT does not return 

he is only a 1 2 on our APR right? 

We lose a retention point but not an eligibility point, 

What if he just does not return. 1 2 still even though he is below a 2.00gpa? 

Mike 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Chloe <cjruss~l@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 8:10 AM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Automalic Probation 

This strident will be granted automatic probation because they passed 9 hours in the Fall term. 

Chloe 

Chloe ~. Russt:l{, M. Edr 
Academic Advisor 
l)~vis~mt of Sodal and Behavioral 
College ofAr~s & Scieuces a~ad (}e~era] College 

1005 Steele Building, 2 I4 East Cameron Aveuue, 
Chapel [ifl], NC 27599-311 t) 
91%843-8912 (p) 

advis~ng,unc,edu 

CONFIDENTIALI~ NOTICE: 

This e- nmil, including any a~achments, is intended for the sole use of the add~ssee(s) ~d may contain legally priviloged m~d/or confidential infom~ation. If you are not the intond~t recipient, you ~e hereby notifi~ that 
any uso, dissomination, copying or rotontion of this e- marl or lhe in[~rmation contNned horein is strictly prohibited. If you have recNved this e- toNI in error, pl~se immediately noli~ the sender by telephone or reply by 
~ raN1, and pormanenfly delele Ibis e-mail from your compnter syslem. Thank you. 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Monday, December 17, 20:t2 3:25 PM 
To-" Russell, Chloe 
Subject; Automatic Probation 

Hi Chloe, 

Glad you could join us for lunch today. 

~ don’t feel well versed enough on automatic probation vs. probation. Would this student 

appeal to request probation? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Pro0ram for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

9"19 962 8247 (fax) 

sbrnaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

be granted automatic probation as a first year student or must he 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 7::15 AM 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

APR list- CONFiDENTiAL 

All, 
There was a mistake on the APR projection sheet [ handed out at the meeting 

It had name on the sheet as one of our 19 on GIA for That 

is not correct, s not on aid this year so he is not an APR ’counter’. 

Js however! 

Not a good exchange as has about a and has a 

So our risks for this is from a GPA standpoint. 

are risks as well with current cumulative GPA’s of 

Of course we have summer school for them if they drop below a 2.000 as well as 

we cannot count on summer school as you know. 

We are going to have to check these guys classes closely before they begin the semester 

then we are going to have to each take one and follow them closely, Imperative for our program. 

Coach 



From: 1 ~live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:01 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Academic Advising 

Ms. Maloy, 
I have been notified that I am on academic probation. Does this mean I have the spring semester to bring my grades up and get off of academic probation. Does this make me 
ineligible to play sports? 
Also, if I got D’s on my report card and they were in "core" classes, do I have to take these classes over again to count towards my major? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:54 AM 

~@live.unc.edu > 

Re: Academic Advising 

Hey 

Being on Academic Probation does not make you ineligible to play provided you have the required NCAA cumulative GPA. Although for Freshman after their first 

semester, there is no NCAA GPA requirement. [n future terms there will be, however. (So you are still eligible to compete next semester.) UNC does not allow you to be on 

academic probation for two semesters in a row. So you will have to work hard between the Spring and Summer terms to raise your GPA above a 2.0 in order to work your 
way off of probation to be eligible to return to UNC in         Does that make sense? As an student on Academic Probation, UNC will require you to take certain steps to 

meet with the Academic Advising Office, etc. throughout the Spring term. So please pay close attention to all emails that come from the institution as there may be some 

instructions for you yet to come. 

As for the D’s, the courses that you earned D’s in do not require a C or better, But that is a good question to ask, because there are some courses or majors that required C 

or better in certain courses. EDUC , GEOL    , and GEOG    do not require a C or better. 

So take some time over the break to think about last semester and some things that you would do differently moving forward. I know that you are a good student capable of 

turning this around. 

Enjoy the Christmas holidays and I look forward to seeing you next semester, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ,@live.unc.edu> 10:01 PM >>> 
Ms. Maloy, 
I have been notified that I am on academic probation. Does this mean I have the spring semester to bring my grades up and get off of academic probation. Does this make me 

ineligible to play sports? 
Also, if I got D’s on my report card and they were in "core" classes, do I have to take these classes over again to count towards my major? 
Thank you, 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:58 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Study Hall, meetings this spring 

Susan, 
I hope you had a good break and had some time to relax. 

as we review our team and grades we plan to monitor the following players 

over here with study hail during the day/practice (since we can only go 4 players 

at a time) class check, etc. 

we will need to get together on how we plan to monitor these players 

this spring. 
Returninq plavers 11 

Freshrnen 6 

Please help us check their spring class schedules. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:16 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: grade concerns 

- grade concerns (10.4 KB).msg 

susan, 

can you help me respond to please? she is a sweet lady and ] like the fact 

that she cares enough about her son’s academic to write such an e mail, 

don’t get that from many. 

you want to get together? 

mike 



From: @conehealth.com> 

Sent: Thursda5 10:31 AM 

To: mtb~uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: - grade concerns 

Coach Fox, 

Just as you are concerned about grades, so am I. I’ve had a hard time since he was younger trying to decide laziness from He was tested for 

IO. when he went into middle school to be in advanced classes - and had an extreme ICL but was told he was driving it like a Volkswagen van. At that time -laziness 

became my decision. Following him through high school and at UNC -I am not so sure anymore. I don’t believe he has given his best effort, but also starting to 

~ nave Been very ~nvo~vea in n,s acaaemms ana can say tnat ne finally caugnt on about i nanKsowng on now to use tne library ana now to approacn studying. I ne 

last two weeks of class and exam week was spent in the library. 

Now that he understands that process, I want to find the tutoring that teaches skills on how to take notes in class and how to organize during the study hall time. 

These are my thoughts and concerns and looking to you for your thoughts 

Thanks 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday,              8::[7 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Spring Academics 

Spring Academics (3.90 KB).msg 

Susan, 

~L2 players we are going to track this spring. 

5 upperclassmen 

7 frosh 
at least in the beginning. 
This is what we discussed so make sure I am ~ght. 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8::10 AM 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Spring Academics 

Good morning. Cold in Chicago!!! 

Go Redskins! 

Susan and [ met and I have been giving a lot of thought to it as well. 

I think we should meet Monday or Tuesday before the team meeting. I have a meeting Monday morning at 9:30am on construction of our new home and not sure how long 

that is going to take. 

Tuesday the pre construction meeting at ::LZam and FPB meeting at Zpm then team at 4pm. 

So I will work it out but let me know the best time for you please. 

Bottom line: 

Upperclassmen, not on GIA They have been give academic support and responsibilities in the past= It has either not 

been used or beneficial. Therefore going fo~vard they will NOT be required to do study hall, have academic meetings, tutors, nothing. 

They either do it or they don’t! Susan, us, etc. don’t need to spend anymore time with them. 

We may need to include in this group See below 

UPPERCLASSMEN 

we must track and hold accountable will get tutors in COMM and History. He has not used them in the past. If he does not this semester we (I) will 

have a decision to make. 

the same. We must CLASS CHECK both of these kids from day one. 

I will probably take both of these players. 

(morn involved so we okay with I think), (had a long talk with him last night) we must follow, meet with, etc. 

Pick one each! 

FRESHMEN 

will be required study hall, tutors, academic meetings, AND CLASS CHECK. 

Pick two! 

We have limited time and so does Susan, academic center, etc. Therefore we use our time and resources on the right players those onGlA, those who will or we want to 

return, those who can hurt our APR. 
it is what it is. 

MF 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:28 AM 

~em ail.u nc.edu >; ~em ail.u nc.ed u > 

_~email.unc.edu >; - @email.unc.edu >; 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Spring Academic Performance 

Spring Academic Performance (4.59 KB).msg 

@email.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu> 

You will have no academic responsibilities this semester. 

No required meetings with coaches or Susan, no required study hall hours in AC 

no required tutors, no class check. 

Coach Fox 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:39 AM 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >: 

.@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Academic Performance 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu > 

If you are receiving this e-mail you are required to attend study hall AND ~class check~ 
beginning          Either because of your cumulative GPA, fall term GPA (or both) or your chronic poor academic performance you are 
determined to be performing well below the standards of UNC baseball. 
"Class check" will consist of you reporting to Boshamer Stadium every morning to physically see either Coach Forbes or Coach Gaines before 
either an 8:00, 9:00 or 10:00am class MWF or 8:00 or 9:30am class T-TH. This will be required. 

Class attendance is the single biggest factor in poor academic performance. 
Eighteen of you listed below will have study hall time at the stadium beginning 
It will be on the practice plan. 
Starting then bring your books, laptop, PASS book, syllabus to the stadium and begin 
preparation for the spring semester. 
You will also have required hours in the Academic Center along with tutors when this begins. 
Each of you will significantly improve your academic standing this spring as we want all of you to graduate from Carolina and use that all 
knowing degree to have a wonderfully successful life. 
Returning players 

Freshmen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:24 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Spring Academics 

Yes, [ think you are right. My notes match the email that you sent to the guys this morning, [ will plan on arranging weekly meetings and tracking study hall hours for the 

following guys: 

Upperclassmen 

Freshmen 

Thanks for meeting on Friday, it was good to have some t~me to talk. 

Susan 

>>> Mike Fox 8:17AM >>> 

Susan, 

]_2 players we are going to track this spring. 

5 upperclassmen 

7 frosh 

at least in the beginning. 

This is what we discussed so make sure I am right. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:19 PM 

Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.edu> 

Letter to Professors 

Hi Chloe, 
Thank you for helping with this. If letters could be sent to his 

professors informing them of this, that would be great. It is my understanding that he has emailed them also. Do you need anything else from the student in order to do this? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: ~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 12:44 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: S~tlabus 

Attach: SYLLABUS    pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Saturday 12:54 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Engl    Syllabus 

Syllabus Engl version 5 Jan .doc 



From: 

Sent: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ENGL Tutor Appt. @ 9pm 

Hey 

I wanted to let you know that I have an ENGL    tutor appointment scheduled for you every Monday at 9pm with I’d like for you to begin attending 

tomorrow night since we will not be open on the evening of MLK Day, which means you would not meet again until 1/28. Let me know if you are unable to meet 

tomorrow night. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:17 PM 

~@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

;@live.unc.edu > 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

study hall 

@email.unc.edu> 

]@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@[ive.unc.edu >; 

’@live.unc.edu > 

you have a required 7.5 hrs. per week (mon thur) at least until 

maybe longer 

this DOES NOT include the time at the stadium. 

you have five nights to get 7,5 hrs. minimum, use it wisely 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betla Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:13 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

missed ~neeting 

Hello 

We were scheduled to meet today at Ii:00 am. This is your scheduled meeting time with me and an important part of your probation obligations. Please let me 

know if this time is not convenient so we can reschedule a more suitable time if necessary. 

l look forward to hearing from you! 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Forrest Spence 

< forrestspence@gm all.tom > 

Weekly Report 

WR pdf 

Hi Coaches, 
Attached is a abbreviated weekly report. Looks like all the guys earned their study hours for the week. Note that 

good idea at this stage. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Hope you have a nice holiday weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

would like to drop PHIL I think it may be a 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:34 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Weekly Report 

WR pdf 

Hey Coaches, 

Attached is the weekly report for this week. [ believe [ have all weekly meetings scheduled at this point. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks and have a great weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Chloe <cjmssel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               11:54 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet 

COMM.pdf 

Your academic worksheet is attached. Please let me know" if you need anything else. 
Best, 
Ms. Russell 
Chloe I. Russell, M. Ed. 

Academic Advisor 
Di~qsion of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

] 005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-8912 (p) 

919-962-681313 (f) 

advising.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This e- mail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee{s/and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you arehoroby notified 
that any use, dissenfination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone or 

reply .... by e ma 1 and permanently delete this e- mail from vo|lr co np lter syst ore. Thank VO|l. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, [0:36 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: <From the desk of RIC}LARD CANTE>basic syllabus intb 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <rcante@email .unc.edu-~ 

Date:                11:01:44 AM EST 

To: <rcante(a)emml .unc .edu> 
Subject: <From the desk of RICHARD CANTE>basic syllabus info 

COMMUNICATION STUDIES SPRING 

Dr. Richard C. Cante Office Hours: Tues 2:00-330pm, and by appointlnent 

Office: Bingham 201A 
Email: rcante(~ email.tmc.edu 

Mailbox: Bingham 105 Class Meetings: 

Tnes 11-1215 pin, New West 219 Course Description 

This class examines qnestions abont sexuality in the United States, and how it has changed over time, through documents from various media of visual 

communication. We will also consider selected key figures both male and l~male who~ work in making and interpreting visual culture has been 

pa~calarly intfuential or interesting in terms of sexuality (including hetero~xuality). 

Eval~uation 

6 "atrprise" in-class screening/reading quizzes 30% (5% each) 

Take- Home Midtem~ 30% 

Take-Home Final 40% ***PLUS ATI’ENDANCE POLICY AS NOTED IN #2 BELOW*** 

Important Things to Know at the Outset 

1. Given the lecture and discussion-lmsed nature of this class, attendance and particitmtlon a~ce actually worth even MORE of your grade than might first 

be clear from the below attendance policy. It will be virtually impossible to pass this course without regular attendance at course meetings, and withont 

having done the required work each week before you come to class. The screenings and other required outside viewings are as fundamental to this course 

as the other parts (the readings and our discussions). Do not fall into the trap of thinking screenings are "supplemental." They are not. Also, you will need 

to need to RE-VIEW any films that you may already have seen in order to be appropriately engaged in discussions. This is due to the level of detail at 
which we roll be discussing these materials. 2. Attendance Policy: 

(Exclnding exceptions in the case of gennine emergencies that are reported to College of Arts and Sciences advising office.) 

You are allowed two free misses during the semester. After that. the first class session you miss will lower your FINAL COURSE GRADE (the tally of 

your grades on the two exams) one half letter grade; e.g., ficom A m A-, or from B- to C+. Each class session you miss therealter will further lower your 

FINAL COURSE GIL~\DE (the tally of your grades on the two exams) by another halfofa full letter grade. This is beyond the hit your exams will take 

flom your having missed the actual content of those lectures, as well as beyond any applicable hit to quiz grades. Attendance is taken at beginning of class 

only, and a presence is only wal~anted by a session for which you stay through to the end of class. 

*Note: these attendance policy dockings to yonr final grade are in addition to the ways that the quali~ of your work will already sutt~r horrendously from 

having missed the materials covered in those missed classes. 

3. You cannot receive a grade other than F in this course without completing the midtelmand the final paper on fune. 

4. Except in the case of serious and documented personal emergency, no incompletes will be given. 5. There will be no make-np quizzes. You need to be 

at class on time, as quizzes and attendance sheets will only be administered and passed around at ONLY the outset of each class session. 6. Only in cases 

of serious and documented personal emergency-documented with the college via proper customao, channels, that is will exceptions be made to 

attendance, deadline, and late grading policies. 7. No late midterms or final papers will be accepted. ***Note: Obviously, the selection of materials ti~r 

this course necessarily assumes that you are adults who are here to seriously think through issues connected to sexuality. (These are hum~m issues of great 
impo(t.) Given their nature, you might find some of these issues or materials dis~rbing, unsettling, arousing, etc. Please consider this carefully at the outset. 

If for any reason you might be unwilling or unable to deal with such materials, this is obviously not the right course for you and you should drop it. *** 

What Grades Mean: 

A excellent, extraordina~’ 
B good 

C average, wholly acceptable for course credit 
D marginally acceptable tbr course credit 

F does not warrant credit for course 

COURSE SCHEDULE 

Coining in Separate Ema~l... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:10 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: meetings with Beth Lyons 

Sure[ 

Mort 12:00 

Tues 11:30 

Wed 9:00 

~ied 1]:00 

Wed :[2:00 

- Thurs 

Friday 11:00 

I hope practice is starting off well. The guys seem really pumped about everything starting up. 

Susan 

>>> Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 12:50 PM >>> 

Ok, Can you give me those days and times please with Beth 

On. at 12:41 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

On another note, missed his 12pm appointment with me today. 

and Idid meettoday as a make up from missing on Monday. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> Mike Fox 11:33 AM >>> 

Susan, 

Besides who else on the team meets 

with Beth Lyons? 

thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Satu rday, 8:48 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Report 

WR pdf 

Thanks for understanding. Attached is the official report. Let me know if you have any questions. 

] hope you have a good weekend, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Mike Fox          k:16 PM >>> 

HAHA. no problem, quality over timing! 

last two days and missed practice. 

He should have contacted you though!! trying to teach them respect is hard. 

is just not with it. 

This is good for me to have now. 

Whenever you can get the report to me that is fine! 

Mike 

>>> Susan Maloy 3:00 PM >>> 

Hi Mike, 

No matter how hard I try, I just can’t get this weekly report to you before noon on Friday. :( ~ like to review it thoroughly before [ send it to you, and ]just haven’t been able to 

do that yet today.                                   ~elow are their study hall hours for this week,                did not make their meetings with me this week. 

Although      had to reschedule because he has a recitation during our scheduled meeting time. Nonetheless, ] hope the info below gives you a little something to work 

with until [ am able to get the full report to you later this weekend, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:52 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]ncoming Freshman - Orientation 

Orientation Session Dates_2.doc 

Hi Mike, 
It’s hard to believe we are already thinldng about incoming freshman and Orientation this summer. But registration for Orientation will begin . Can you provide 

me with a list of your incoming freshman with their full first and last name and PID#, and the dates of Orientation when you would like to suggest that they come? Keep in 

mind that second session summer school begins on         Attached is a list of the Orientation dates throughout the summer. 

If you can get this to me by Friday that would be a huge help. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 6:50 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: STOR Tutor 

Just that one time I was there accidently. But even then last week when I sat there with for only an hour I learned the information right away~ But I will talk to him about it 
tonight 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:46 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: STOR Tutor 

Talk with       your tutor torfight, and see if he has any aYa~labilit.3~ that matches your availability perhaps &rang the day. You can always use drop-in every day. Have 
you tded that yet’? 

Susan 

~@live.unc.ed~>         6:43 PM >>~ 

Susan, T was wondering if it would be possible to get an additional day of the week where I could visit a STOR tutor. The class just moves pretty fast and im afraid if I dont get a 
good handle of everything in there I will need to drop it which 1 dont really want to do because I would have to take multiple summer online classes. 

Thanks. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Chloe <cjmssel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday 3:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet 

UNDC.pdf 

Your academic worksheet is attached. Please let me know" if you need anything else. 
Best, 
Ms. Russell 
Chloe I. Russell, M. Ed. 

Academic Advisor 

Di~dsion of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sciences and Oeneral College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel tiill 

] 005 Steele Building, 2] 4 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3~ ~0 

919-843-S9~2 ~) 

9~9-962-6888 {0 

advisinR.unc.edu 

CONFIDENT~LITY NOTICE: 
This e- mMl, including any a~achments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) ~d i~y contain legally pfivil~ ~d/or confidontial information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are horohy notified 
that any use, dissenfination, copying or rotention of tfiis e-mail or the information contain~t heroin is strictly profiibit~. If you fiave r~eived tfiis ~ mail in orror, pl~se immediately notify tfie sender by tolepfione or 
reply hy e-mail, and permanently delete this e- raM1 froln your colnputer syst ore. ’O~ank yon. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:02 PM 

Fo~ Mike <tbxc@email.unc.edu> 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edu>; bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu 

Weeldy Report 

WR .pdf 

Coach Fox, 

I just left the game after scored the first run. What a great day for the first game! I hope the weekend finishes out well for you guys. 

Attached is the weekly report,                             were the only missed tutor appointments this week. If they need to cancel for some reason, I need 
for them to let me know so that I can actually inform the tutor that the appointment has been canceled for the night. 
I hope all else is well. 
Have a great weekend. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 
sbrnalo v~) uncaa, uric .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:16 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Repori 

susan 

don’t spend much time with any longer, he is not on our roster any longer as you know and 

he does not care about his academics, i don’t see him stayinq with our program. 

They two players who are top priority are 

We have to have them meet with me and you each week trom now on please! 

I will tell them not meeting with you each week is not an option even if they or you have to re schedule. 

snow today!! 

mJl<e 

>>> I’Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 5:02 PM >>> 

Coach Fox, 

I just left the game after     scored the first run. What a great day for the first game! I hope the weekend finishes out well for you guys. 

Attached is the weekly report,                             were the only missed tutor appointments this week. If they need to cancel for some reason, I need for 
them to let me know so that I can actually inform the tutor that the appointment has been canceled for the night. 
I hope all else is well. 
Have a great weekend. 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oltice) 

919- 962- 8247 (lax) 

sbmalo~-~;uncaa.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, Z:44 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 2/15/13 

says he has his Drama    book and has had it. [ think there was a mix up 

He told me he has had it since the start of the semester. 

>> > "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 5:02 PM >>> 

Coach Fox, 

I just left the game after     scored the first run. What a great day for the first game! I hope the weekend finishes out well for you guys. 

Attached is the weekly report,                             were the only missed tutor appointments this week. If they need to cancel for some reason, I need for 
them to let me know so that I can actually inform the tutor that the appointment has been canceled for the night. 
I hope all else is well. 
Have a great weekend. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~uncaa.unc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Chloe <cjmssel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 ~: 12 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet - 

EXSS.pdf 

Your academic worksheet is attached. Please let me know" if you need anything else. 
Best, 
Chloe J, Russell, M, Ed. 

Academic Advisor 

DMsion of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-S43-139~2 (p) 

q19-962-6[!8~ (f) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This e- illail, including any attadm~ents, is intended for the sole use of the add ~ssee[s) and may contain legally privileged and/or con~dential in[ormation. I{ you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
fl~at any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have receivad this ~ mail in error, please immediately notify the send or by tdephone or 

reply by e-mail, and permanently delete this e- mail from your computer system. Thank you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David t3 Navalinsk~., -~bnav@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:12 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

DRAM 

Hi Susan, 

My name is David Navalinsky and I teach the DRAM course and have several players enrolled. I wanted to touch base with you because (hopefully) 

your students mentioned that my midterm is on th~ and th~ team will be traveling. I am trying to set up a time with them to take the exam and 

thought you could be helpful. The exam is on Sakai ana ~hey can use their notes just not each other so they pretty much just need the internet. I talked with 

. and he thought they may have time on the evening of the to take the exam. I was hoping you could help coordinate so that I can release the 

exam once for the five of them. I appreciate the help. 

Thanks 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

919-962-1557 

navalinsky@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Navalinsky, David B <a:lbnav@emaila~nc.edu; 

Friday 9:14 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: DRAM 

I am ok with that and I appreciate the help, Whenever you figure out a time 1 will set up Sakai to release the exam to them. 

Thanks 

D a v e 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 9:12 AM 
To: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject: RE: DRAM 

Hi Dave, 

Thank you for reaching out to me. Yes, we have been discussing vour exam and I am happy to coordinate a make-up opportunity for the 

Are you comfortable wid~ d~em atl taking the exam on the evening of the 

Center at a certain time if you are comfortable with that 

Thanks so much, and 1 will be in touch again soon. 

Susan 

Fro~: David B Navalinslet [mailto:dbnav@email.unc.edu] 
Seat: Friday, 8:12 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: DRAM 

Hi Susan~ 

My name is David Navalinsky and I teach the DRAM course and have several players enrolled. I wanted to touch base with you because (hopefully) 

your students mentioned that my midterm is on the and the baseball team will be traveling. I am trying to set up a time with them to take the exam and 

thought you could be helpful. The exam is on Sakai and they can use their notes just not each other so they pretty much just need the internet. I talked with 

and he thought they may have time on the evening of th~ to take the exam. I was hoping you could help coordinate so that I can release the 

exam once for the five of them. I appreciate the help. 

Thanks 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

919-962-1557 

student-athletes. 

prior to their departure? I could possibly have [hem supervised here in the Academic 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:54 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: DRAM 

Can you also confirm which students are        players in my class? I have travel letters from 

Rumor has it a manager for the team is in the class as well and I’m not sure if he is included in this list. No rush to know, when we set up a t~me is fine. 

Tha~ks 

Dave 

~= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 9:32 AN 
To= Navalins~, David B 
Subject= RE: D~M 

Tha~k you, 

Susan 

F~m= Navalins~, David B 
Sent; Friday, 9:14 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: D~M 

f am ok w~th thaL and I appreciate the he~p. Whenever you figure out a time ~ wfl~ set up Saka~ to reiease the exam to them 

Tha~ks 

Dave 

Emm= Maloy, Susan B 
SeBt= Friday, ): $2 AN 
To= Navalins~, David B 
Sabject= RE: D~ 

Hi Dave, 

Thank you for reacNng out to rne~ Yes, we hsve been d~scuss~ng your exsm and I arn happy to coordinsLe a make-up opportunity for Lhe 

Are you comfortable with them a~l taking the exam on the evenh~g of the 

Center at a certain thee if yo~ are comfortaMe with that. 

Tha]lks so much, a[xt ] wfl] be ~t~ touch agahl soon. 

F~m= David B Navalins~ [mailto:dbnav@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 8:~2 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: D~M 

Hi Susan, 

My name is David Navalinsky and I teach the DRAM course and have severa~ baseball players enrolle& I wanted to touch base with you because (hopefully) 

your students mentioned that my midterm is on the and the baseball team will be traveling, i am trying to set up a time with them to take the exam and 

thought you could be helpful The exam is on Sakai and they can use their notes just not each other so they pretty much just need the interneL I talked with 

and he thought they may have time on the evening of the to take the exam~ I was hoping you couM help coordinate so that I can release the 

exam once for the five of them. I appreciate the help. 

Thanks 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

919-962-1557 

navalinsky@unc~edu 

~tudent-atMetes~ 

prior to thek departure? I could possibly have them supervised here in the Academic 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo,~-~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:21 PM 

Fo~ Mike <foxc@email.unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; B~ant Gaines 

(bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Weekly Repor~ 

WR pdf 

Happy Friday Guys! Attached is the weekly report is the only one who did not show up or contact me otherwise. Everyone is attending their tutor 

appointments as well. I added a BUSI tutor appointment for at 7pro on Thursdays to begin on can certainly sit 
in with them if he would like to. 

Please remind the guys tha is the last day to drop a class. So if anyone is still contemplating this, we should take care of this by Monday when you get 
back from Texas at the latest. 
Thanks and best of luck this weekend! 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryant Gaines < bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday 9:20 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RN: 

Susan, 
Dr. Hogan would like to take his exam while we’re in Houston (see below), f can proctor him taking the exam, but ]want to be sure we go about it the right way. Should 

I just email Dr. Hogan and figure out details or do you need to get involved? 

Thank you! 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

919 962 7006 Office 

919 962 3865 Fax 

bagaines@u ncaa.unc.edu_ 

> > >                  @live.unc.edu >          9:16 AM > > > 
Hey coach could you email my Biology professor about proctoring while were in Houston 

From: Hogan, Kelly A [leek@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, 3:49 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: 

There is no rescheduling You can take the exam on the road at the same time. You will need to set this up by getting a coach to email me about proctoring, Thanks. 

Kelly Hogan, PhD 

Department of Biology 

UNC Chapel Hill 

On at 9:12 AM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> [ sent you an email Friday about my        schedule for next week and ~ wasn’t sure if you got it. Anyways we will be traveling to Houston Texas on the     and will be 
9etting back late on the : thus our second exam is scheduled for the 1st I will need to reschedule my exam, If you could email me back sometime today that would be 

great. 
> 

> Thank you 

> 

> 

> 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, ):54 AM 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

RE: FW: 

Bryant, 

Please go ahead and email Dr. Hogan since she appears to have already agreed to tbis~ But please copy me on the email and perhaps reference that you are copying 

academic counselor on the details in case Dr. Hogan would like to further discuss this situation with me. 

From: Bryant Gaines [mailto: baqaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:20 AM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Fwd: FVV: 

Susan, 
Dr. Hogan would like to take his exam while we’re in Houston (see below), I can proctor him taking the exam, but I want to be sure we go about it the right way. Should 

I just email Dr. Hogan and figure out details or do you need to get involved? 

Thank you! 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

919 962 7006 Office 

919 962 3865 Fax 
baqainesd~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 

> > >                 i@live.unc.edu >          9:16 AM > > > 

Hey coach could you email my Biology professor about proctoring while were in Houston 

From: Hogan, Kelly A [leek@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, ,3:49 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re 

There is no rescheduling You can take the exam on the road at the same time. You will need to set this up by getting a coach to email me about proctoring, Thanks. 

Kelly Hogan, PhD 

Department of Biology 

UNC Chapel Hill 

On at 9:12 AM,’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I sent you an email Friday about my        schedule for next week and I wasn’t sure if you got it. Anyways we will be traveling to Houston Texas on the     and will be 

getting back late on the thus our second exam is scheduled for the 1st I will need to reschedule my exam, If you could email me back sometime today that would be 

great. 
> 

> Thank vou 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:05 PM 

l,@Jive.unc.edu>: 

@live.unc.edu> 
~live.tmc.edu>; 

~@ive.unc.edu>; 

~)live.unc.edu>; 

(~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edtc>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu> 

@live.tmc.edu>; 

Fo~ Mike <tbxc@email.unc.edu> 

LAST DAY TO DROP NEXT TUESDAY 

@live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

,~live.unc.edu>; @live.tmc.edt~>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @hve.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

,~!live.unc.edu>; ,~!live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

~hve.unc.edu>; @live.unc 

~live.unc.edu>; ~Jive.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live .unc .edu>; @live.unc.edu’-; 

" ~live.unc.edu>; ~hve.tmc.edw~; 

~live.tmc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Hey Guys, 
Looks like the season is off to a great start!! I know that you will be traveling late this week, so I want to be sure to get this reminder to you now. 

Please let me know ASAP if you are hoping to drop a class. 

Thanks a bunch, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:03 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: DRAM 

Thanks. Yep it’s on Sakai and they can use their notes, they iust need to have internet access. The exam will open at 8:00pro and close at 9:].Spm. Not really a big 

deal on my end, I mean st the end of the day it’s sort of my job 

Thanks for your help 

Dave 

F~= Maloy, Susan B 
Senti Monday, 2:00 PM 
To= Navalins~, David B 
Subject= RE: D~M 

Hi Dave, 

those four guys at that dine. Are you comfortable wid~ d~son your end? ~ bel~eve you sa~d that the exam isonline, but is there anything ~ wH~ need in order to 

~rocto~ U~e exa m ? 

As for , he w~ not be traveling w~th the te~m this semester, so he shotdd not be missh~g your exam on the 

Thank you so much ~or assi~d:~ng these s[:udenl:-athlete~; w~th [:h~s impor[:ant process, 

F~m= Navalins~, David B 
Sent~ Friday, 9:54 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: D~N 

Can you also confirm whh::h students are         p~ayers ~n my class? t have l:raw~l Ietters from 

Rumor has ~: a manager [or ~he team b in the class as well and ~"m not sure i~ he ~s included h~ tMs ~sL No rush to know, when we set up a tkne is ~ine. 

Thanks 

Dave 

F~ Maloy, Susan B 
$eBtl Friday, 9:32 AM 
To~ Navalins~, David B 
SubjeCt~ RE: 
Ok greaL f will be back m ~:ouch. 

Thank yeu~ 

F~m= Navalins~, David B 
Sent= Friday, 9:~4 AN 
To; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: D~M 

I ~m ~k with ths~ and I sRRreci~e ~he he~p, Whenever you figure out a time ~ wH~ se~ up Sska~ ~o release the exsm ~ ~henl. 

Thanks 

Dave 

Fmm~ Maloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Friday, 9:12 AN 
To~ Navalins~, David B 
Su~jeet~ RE: 

Hi Dave, 

Thank you for reacNng out to me. Yes, we have been d~scuss~ng your exam and I am happy to coord~ns[e a make-up opportunity for [he s[udent-athletes. 

Are you comfort:able w~:h ~:hern al~ taking the exam on the evening of the 

Center at a certain t~rne if you are comfortable with that. 

Thanks so nmch, and ~ w~l~ be it~ touch again soon. 

Susan 

F~m= David B Navalinsky [mailto:dbnav@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 8:~2 AN 
To; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: D~M 

Hi 

~y name is David ~avali~ky a~d I teach the DRA~ ~ourse a~d have several players enrolled. I wanted to touch ba~e with you because (hopefully) 

your students mentioned that my midterm is on the ~    and the baseball team will be traveling. I am tryin~ to set up a time with them to take the exam and 

thought you could be helpful. The exa~ is o~ Sakai and they ca~ use their notes just not each other so they pretty much just need the intemeL I talked with 

and he thought they may have time on the evenin~ of the to take the exam. I was hopin~ you could help coordinate so that I can release the 

exam once for the five of them. I appreciate the help. 

Thanks 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

9:19-962- :1557 

navalinsky@unc~edu 

prior to tfu:_~ir departure? I could possibly have Lhem supervised her~? in the Academic 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bryant Gaines < bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 8:59 AM 

Hogan, Kelly A < leek@email.unc.edu > 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Great. Thank you for your help! 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 
919 962 7006 Office 

919 962 3865 Fax 

bagaines@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > > "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@email.unc.edu > 12:07 AM > > > 
Thanks, rll email you the exam as soon as it is complete. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hocjan. Shemer 
https://www.facebook.com/UNCBiologyUndergrads 

From: Bryant Gaines [bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 20:00 AM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: ’ Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

My nmne is Bryant Gaines and I mn an assistant baseball coach here at UNC. I’m emailing you to see what you need me to do in regard 

be his proctor for the exam. 

Please let me know what yon need me to do, I’m more than willing to help in any way I can. 

Tha~ you ve~ much! 

Bryant Gaines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
919-962-7006 ©]~ice 
919-962-3865 

bagaines(~t)unc aa.unc, edu 

exam. I will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Atheletic Travel 

This email is to confirm that I am aware ol           upcoming absence from English 
possible Please let me kno~v if there’s any more information that you need from me. 

All the best, 

and that I ~vill be signing another athletic compliance sheet for him as soon as 

From 

Sent: Wednesday: 12:49 PM 
Tc 
Subject: Urgent! 

The athletic compliance sheet that I had you sign in the beginning of the semester has been misplaced.The department needs me to have you sign another one if AT ALL POSSIBLE. I 
greatly apologize for the last minute scramble I know I won’t be able to make any of your office hours today due to our game at 3pro. Therefore I was hoping that you could send an email to 
my Academic Advisor stating that you have been aware, for the past two weeks, of my absence tomorrow. Again I’m sorry that we have to do this and for the inconvenience, but your email 
will permit me to travel to t]uston. 

sbmaloy@email.unc, edu 

Thank you so very much! 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

KellyA Hogan <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:44 PM 

Bryant Gaines < bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE 

Exam 2 Biol .docx 

Bryant, 
Attached is the exam fo~ He should take the proctored exam at 9AM on Friday with a scantron. He can use scrap paper but no calculator. You can then scan the 
scantron for me and send via email on Honday~ 

Tf he will not be able to take this at 9AM, please let me know what time, as close to this, he will start. Students taking the exam on campus at 9AM will walk out of the exam with 

their exam sheets (thus it won’t be secure after about 9:45). 

Thanks. 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.corn/Hogan Shemer 

https:/!www.facebook.com/UNCBiologyU ndergrads 

From-" Bryant Gaines [bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 8:59 AM 
To-" Hogan, Kelly A 
(::c= Susan Maloy 
Subject: RE: BiG Exam 

Great. Thank you for your help[ 

Bryant Gaines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-.o62-7006 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 

bagaines(&unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> "Hogm~, Kelly A" <leek@email.uuc.edu;- 

Thanks, rll email you the exam as soon as it is complete. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hoqan Shemer 

https:/!www.facebook.com/UNCBiologyUndergrads 

12:07 AM >>> 

From: Bryant Gaines [bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday 10:00 AM 
To." Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: BiG Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is Brym~t Gaines and I am an assistant baseball coach here at UNC. I’m emailing you to ~e what you need me to do in regard 

be his proctor tbr the exam. 

Please let me know what you need me to do, I’m more than willing k) help iu any way I can. 

Thank you ve~y ~nuch! 
Bryant Gaines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
Univel-siW of North Carolina 
919-962-7006 Ofi]ce 
919-962-3865 Fax 
bagaines@unc aa.unc, edu 

exam. I will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:53 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: DRAM 

It will still come through so no need to worry. 

Thanks for the help. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:31 PM 
To: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject: RE: DRAM 
We just finished up moments ago and it appears tha~            ubrrfission may noL have gone through. It was righL at 9:~6 when he tried to h~t subm~L He 

thought that the time limit would not show Mm to modify h~s answers any longer, but he d~d not realize that it wou~d not allow Mm to submit altogether. ~’m not 

sure how to advise him at th~s poh~t. Any help you can provide would be great. 

Tha]~k you, 

F~= Navalins~, David B 
Sent: Monday, 8:03 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: D~M 

dea~ on my end, I mean at the end oF ~:he day it’s ~or~: of my job 

Thanks for your help 

Dave 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 2:00 PM 
To: Navalins~, David B 
Subject: RE: D~M 

Hi Dave, 

~ have spoke~ with about tak~ your exam on Wednesdsy st 8pro. ~ wi~l plan to proctor the exsm for 

those four ~uys at that tk~e. Are you comfortsbl~ w~th th~s on your e~d? ~ bel~eve you sa~d that the exam is onl~ne, but is there anythinA ~ wH~ n~ed in order to 

proctor the extol? 

~s for b he w~l noL be trave~h~ w~th the team thi~; semester, ~;o he shouM not be rnissk~g your e:<am on ~he 
Thank you so much for sssistb~ these student--sthleLes w~th th~s importsnt process. 

F~= Navalins~, David B 
Seat= Friday, 9:54 AN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: D~M 

Can ~ou also confirm wNch s~uden~s ~e ba~ebat[ players in mV class? ~ have ~ravel 

Rumor has ~t a manager for the team ~s in the class as wel~ and I’m not sure if he ~s included k~ th~s Hst. No rush to know, when we set up a dme is fine. 

Thanks 

Dave 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Friday, 9:32 AN 
To~ Navalins~, David B 
Subjeet~ RE: D~N 
Ok great. ~ will be bad( ~n touch. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~= Navalins~, David B 
Seat= Friday 9:$4 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: D~M 

~ am ok w~th thaLa~d I appreciate the he~p. Whenever you figure out a time ~ wH~ set up Saka~ to ~e~ease the exam to them~ 

Thanks 

Dave 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Friday, 9:12 AN 
T~ Navalins~, David B 
Su~je~t~ RE: 

Hi Dave, 

Tha]]k you for reachk~g out to me Yes, we have been d~scussmg your exam a]]d I ar~l happy to coordk~a~:e a make-up opportu]]~ty for Lhe         s~:udent-atMetes 

Are you com[:ortsble w~th them a~ taMng the exam on the evening of the 

Center at a certain time if you are comfortable with that. 

Thanks so much, and I will be in touch again soon. 

~mm= David B Navalins~ [mail~:dbnav@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Friday, 8:$2 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan R 
Subject: D~M 

Hi Susan, 

My name is David Navalinsky and I teach the DRAM course and have several 

prior to their departure? I could possibly have them supervised here in the Academic 

flayers enrolled. I wanted to touch base with you because (hopefully) 



your students mentioned that my midterm is on the h and the        team will be traveling. I am trying to set up a time with them to take the exam and 

thought you could be helpful. The exam is on Sakai and they can use their notes just not each other so they pretty much just need the internet. I talked with 

and he thought they may have time on the evening of the to take the exam. I was hoping yogi could help coordinate so that I can release the 

exam once for the five of them. I appreciate the help. 

Thanks 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

919-962-1557 

navalinsky~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 8:47 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: DRAM 

It’s a weird system and it took me a while to figure out which was the right box to check so that 1 did not have to appeal to the "Sakai gods" to allow the exam to 

actually be released, 

Not a proMm~ glad to help 

Dave 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 3:45 AN 
To= Navalins~, David B 
Subject= Re: DRAM 
Oh wonderfuH Thank you. That is a relief. Thanks again for allowing the guys to do this yesterday. 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:53 AM, "Navalinsky, David B" <dbnav@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It will still come through so no need to worry~ 

Thanks for the help. 

Fro~: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:31 PM 
To: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject: RE: DRAM 

We iust finished up moments ago and it appears that           submission may not have gone through. It was right at 9::[6 when he tried to hit 

submit. He thought that the t~me Hmit wou~d not a~low h~m to modify Ms answers any ~onger, but he did not realize that k wouM not a~ow him to 

submit: aH:ogether, i’m not sure how ~:o advise him a~: this point, Any heip you can provide would be great. 

Thank you, 

SusaR 

~ Navalins~ D~vid B 
gen~ ~onda~, ~:03 PM 

To: Malo~, Susan B 

Thanks. Yep ~t’s on Sakai and they can use ~:heir notes, ~:hey ~tESt need to have h~ternet access. The exam w~ll open at 8:00pro and close a~: 9:1Spin. Not 

resl~y s b~ deaf on my end, ~ mean at the end of the day Ws sort of my~ob ~) 

ThaRks for you~ he~p 

Dave 

F~= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, 2:00 PN 
To= Navalins~, David B 
$~bject= RE: 

t-t~ Dave, 

~ have spoken w~th about taking your exam on Wednesday at 8pm~ ~ w~]~ plan to proctor the 

exam for those four guys at that t~me. Are yov comfortaMe with th~s on your end? I beheve you said that the exm~ ~s onhne, bvt is there anything ~ 

wH] need in order to proctor the exam? 

As for , he w~l~ not be travelb~g w~th the team this semester, so he should not be m~SS~R~ your exam on the 

Thank you so much for assist~n~ these student-athletes w~th th~s knportant process. 

F~= Navalins~, David B 
Sent= Friday, 9:5~ AM 
To= MMoy, Susan B 
$~bject~ RE: 
Can you a~so con~:~rm wMch students are        p~ayers ~n my class? I have trsve~ letters from 

and . Rumor has ~[ a manager ~:or the tearn ~s in the class as well and ~"m not sure if he ~s included in th~s I~sL No rush to know, when we se[ up 

a t~me is fine. 

Thanks 

Daw~ 

F~: Haloy, Susan B 
$e~t: Friday, ~:32 AM 
Te: Navalinsky, David B 
$~jeCt[ RE: 
Ok great. ~ wil~ be back ~n touch. 

Thank you, 

~usat~ 

F~m= Navalins~, David B 
Sent= Friday, 9: ~ AM 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: D~H 

~ a m ok w~th th a~: a nd I a pprecia ~:e th e he~p, Wh en ever you figu re out a tim e I will se~: u p Sa kai ~:o reiease the exa m to t bern. 

Thanks 

Dave 



From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday~ 9:12 AM 
To: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject: RE: DRAM 

Thank you for reachir~ out to me. ~es~ we have been discu~a~ing you~ exam and I am h~ppy Lo coordinate a make.-up opportunfl:y ~or the 

student-athletes. Are you comfortable w~th them al~ takh~g the exam o~ the eve~i~g of the ~ prior to their departure? I could possibly have them 

supervised here ~n the Academic Ce~ter at a certain time ~f you a~e comfortable with that. 

Thanka so ~luch, and I will be ~ ~ouch a~a#~ ~oo~. 

Susar~ 

F~m: David B Navalins~ [ma~Itoz#_~D_aZ@#_~_e~_~%,A#_~] 
Sent: Friday, 8:~2 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: D~M 

Hi Susan, 

My name is David Navalinsky and I teach the DRAM course and have several baseball players enrolled. I wanted to touch base with you because 

(hopefully) your students mentioned that my midterm is on the and the baseball team will be traveling. I am trying to set up a time with them to 

take the exam and thought you could be helpful. The exam is on Sakai and they can use their notes just not each other so they pretty much just need 

the internet. I talked with , and he thought they may have time on the evening of the to take the exam. I was hoping you could help 

coordinate so that I can release the exam once for the five of them. I appreciate the help. 

Thanks 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

919-962- ~557 

navalinsky@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:20 PM 

Fo~ Mike <li)xc@email.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines (bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu); Jack,n, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edw~; Forbes, Scott 

<stbrbes@unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Grade Report .pdf 

Hey Coaches, 
i hope the trip is going well so far. Attached is the weekly report in addition to a current grade report, as the first round of progress reports are beginning to come 
in. Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryaut Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:12 PM 

Hogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

I administered exmn at 9:00 am Friday morning. He filled om a scantron along with wriling on the test. I collected both the scantron along with his actual test. 

Untbrtunately I will not per~mally be able to scan the scantron and email it to you tomorrow morning. Coach Mike Fox, the head ba~ball coach, will do this tomorrow 

morning. I’ve given him tx~th ~ exam and scaJ~tron. Our flight back to Raleigh from Texas got overtx~oked tonight, resulfing in me having to ~y here in Houston 

so our players get back tbr class. 

I wrested you to be awaJce that Coach Fox knows the situation a~d will be sending you 
inconvenience this ~nay have caused. 

materials. Thank you for your undelstanding. I’m sony for any 

Blyant Gaines 

Assistaut Baseball Coach 

919-525-5822 

On , at 9:44 PM, "Hogau, Kelly A" <leek~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bryant, 
Attached is the exam for . He should take the proctored exam at 9AM on Friday with a scantron. He can use scrap paper but no calculator. You can 
then scan the scantron for me and send via email on Monday. 

If he will not be able to take this at 9AM, please let me know what time, as close to this, he will start. Students taking the exam on campus at 9AM will walk out 

of the exam with their exam sheets (thus it won’t be secure after about 9:45). 

Thanks. 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.com!Hoqan Shemer 

https://www.facebook.com/UNCBiNogyUndergrads 

From: Bryant Gaines [baoaines~uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:59 AM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Cc: Susan Maloy 
Subject: RE: Bio Exam 

Great. Thank you for your help! 

Bryant Gaines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7006 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 

bagaines@uncaa unc.edu 

>~ "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek(~email.unc.edu~ 

Thanks, rll email you the exam as soon as it is complete. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hoclan Shemer 

h~ps: !!www.facebook.com/UNCBiologyU ndergrads 

12:07AM>~> 

From: Bryant Gaines [baqaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                10:00 AM 



To," Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject-" Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is Bryant Gaines and I am an assistant baseball coach here at UNC. I’m emailing yon to ,see what you need me to do in regard to 

~ exam. I roll be his proctor for the exam. 

Please let me know what you need me to do, I’m more than rolling to help in any way I can. 
Thank you veD~ much! 
Br,iant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

Umversity of North Carolina 
919-%2-7006 Office 
919-%2-3865 I~’ax 
bagaines(~,unc aa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly A Hogm~ <leek@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:42 PM 

B~ant Gaines <bagmnes@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Bio Exam 

Thanks, not a problem. Have a good flight back. 

Kelly 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hoqan. Shemer 
https: !/www.facebook.com/UNCBiologyUndergrads 

From: Bryant Gaines [bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:11 PM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Cc: Mike Fox; Susan Maloy 
Subject: Re:          Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

I administered’ exmn at 9:00 am Friday morning. He filled om a scantron along with writing on the test. I collected both the scantron along with his actual test. 

Untbrtunately I will not per~mally be able to scan the scantron and email it to you tomorrow morning. Coach Mike Fox, the head ba~ball coach, will do this tomorrow 

morning. I’ve given him tx~th exam and sca~tron. Our flight back k~ Raleigh from Texas got overtx~oked tonight, resulfing in me having k~ ~y here in Houston 

so our players get back tbr class. 

I wmited you to be awaJce that Coach Fox knows the situation a~d roll be sending you 
inconvenience this ~nay have caused. 

materials. Thank you for your undelstanding. I’m sony for any 

Blyant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

919-525-5822 

On at 9:44 PM, "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bryant, 
Attached is the exam for He should take the proctored exam at 9AM on Friday with a scantron. He can use scrap paper but no calculator. You can 
then scan the scantron for me and send via email on Monday. 

If he will not be able to take this at 9AM, please let me know what time, as close to this, he will start. Students taking the exam on campus at 9AM will walk out 

of the exam with their exam sheets (thus it won’t be secure after about 9:45). 

Thanks. 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.com!Hoqan Shemer 

https://www.facebook.com/UNCBioloqyU ndercjrads 

From: Bryant Gaines [baqaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:59 AM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 

Cc: Susan Malnv 
Subject: RE: r Bio Exam 

Great. Thank you for your help! 

Bryant Gaines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 



919-;~62-7006 Office 

919-962-3865 I~’ax 

ba~aines(@unc aa unc. edu 
>>> "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek(~:email.~mc.edu> 
Thanks, I’ll email you the exam as soon as it is complete. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.corn/Hogan Shemer 
https: !!www.facebook.com/UNCBioloqyU nderqrads 

12:07 AM >>> 

From= Bryant Gaines [baaaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday 10:00 AM 
To= Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject= Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is Bryant Gaines and I am an assistant baseball coach here at UNC. I’m emailing yon to ,see what you need me to do in regard to 
exam. I will be his proctor tbr the exam. 

Please let me know what you need me to do, I’m more than willing to help in any way I can. 

Tha~ak you very much! 
Bryant Gaines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
Univclsit~- of North Carolina 
919-962-7006 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
bagaines(~,unc aa.unc, edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday~ 12:30 PM 

@live.~mc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

@live. unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

FoN Mike <foxc@email.unc.edu> 

IMPORTANT - Tutor Appt. Time Changes 

@live. unc.e&t>; 

@live.~mc.edu-~; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live. unc.edu>; @live.unc.e&t~i 
@live.unc.edu> 

Hi Guys, 

Please make notations on your calendars of the following time changes for Monday and Wednesday tutor appointments. All appointments need to be pushed back 

30 minutes. Therefore, 6pm appointments are now 6:30pro, 7pro appointments are now 7:30pm, etc. on the dates below. These changes begins this Wednesday 

Wednesday, 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Monday, 

Wednesday, 

Monday, 

Wednesday, 

Monday, 

Wednesday 

Despite this change, I would encourage those of you who have writing appointments to attempt to meet at your normal time. It is likely your tutor will be able to 

begin working at that time. 

Let me know if you have any questions, but please be sure to mark your calendars with this change. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:38 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: iMPORTANT - Tutor Appt. Time Changes 

susan, 

can drop. that is going to put him at 48 after this semester, he plans to stay here 

this summer. I told him I can’t promise him SS funding, etc. 

he is not on GIA but we need him to stay eligible!!! 

mike 

>>> "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 12:29 PM >>> 
Hi Guys, 

Please make notations on your calendars of the following time changes for Monday and Wednesday tutor appointments. All appointments need to be pushed back 

30 minutes. Therefore, 6pro appointments are now 6:30pm, 7pro appointments are now 7:30pm, etc. on the dates below. These changes begins this Wednesday 

(3/6). 

Wednesday, 

Monday, 

Wednesday, 

Monday, 

Wednesday, 

Monday,, 

Wednesday 

Monday, 

Wednesday 

Despite this change, I would encourage those of you who have writing appointments to attempt to meet at your normal time. It is likely your tutor will be able to 

begin working at that time. 

Let me know if you have any questions, but please be sure to mark your calendars with this change. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Acadetnic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~uncaa~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Navalinsky, David B <a:tbnav@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday 5:15 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: DRAM 

Just realized that      exam came through but it was blank. I’m out of town the rest of this week but we can figure something out. 1 am going to put a post-it on 

Lhe progress r~-_~porL holing something.. Sorry f didn’t pick up on this ~-_~arli~-_~r it’s been a m~-_~ss th~-_~s~-_~ last fl-:~w days 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Senti Thursday, 8:45 AM 
Te: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject: Re: DRAM 
Oh wonderful! Thank you. That is a relief. Thanks again for allowing the guys to do this yesterday. 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:53 AM, "Navalinsky, David B" <dbnav@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

it wilt still corne through so no need to worry. 

Thanks for the help. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:31 PM 
To: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject: RE: DRAM 
We ~ust finished up rnomenLs ago and it appears thaL           submission may noL have gone through. It was righL at 9::15 when he tried to hit 

submit. He thought that the t~me I~mit wou~d not allow h~m to modify h~s answers any ~onger, but he did not realize that ~t wou~d not a~ow him to 

submit altogether. Fm not sure how to advise him at tNs poh~t. Any he~p you can provide would be great~ 

Than]~ you.. 

~usan 

F~m: Navalins~, David B 
Se~t= Monday, 8:03 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: D~M 
Thanks. Y~ ~t’~ on Sakai an~ t~ey can v~ their note~, they)~t need to ~av~ ~t~rnet acce~. T~ ~xam w~l~ o~n at 8:00pm an~ dos~ ~t 9:~5pm~ Not 

Th~nk~ for yo~ help 

Dave 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, ~:00 PM 
To= Navalins~, David B 
Subject= RE: D~M 

~ h~ve ~poke~ wkl                                                 about taMng your e~arn on W~dnesday     at ~pm. ~ wH~ pla~ to proctor the 

~x~m for tho~e fo~ guy~ at that t~me. Are you comfo~taMe with th~s on your end? I beH~ve yo~ ~id that the e~am ~s online, but is the~e anything ~ 

wH~ need h~ order to proctor the exam? 

Thank you so much for a~isdn~ the~e studenbath~etes w~th tMs h~lportan~ proce~. 

Susan 

F~m: Navalins~, David B 
Se~t: Friday, 9:54 AM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: D~M 
Can w)u a~so confirm which students are         p~ayers ~n my class? I have ~:rave~ ~el:ters from 

Rumor has ~t a manager for the [eam ~s in the class ss we~ and ~’m not sure if he ~s included in [h~s Hat. No rush to know~ when we set up 

a t~me is fine. 

Thanks 

Dave 

~= Maloy, Susan B 
$e~t~ Friday, 9:32 AM 
Te~ Navalins~, David B 
$~jeCt= RE: D~M 

Ok great. ~ w~l~ be back h~ to~ch~ 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~m: Naval~ns#. David B 
Senti Friday, 9:~4 AM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: D~M 
] m~ ok w~th that and I appreciate the he~p. Whenever you figure out a time I w~H set up Sakai to rNease the exam to them. 

Thanks 

Dave 

From: Maloy, Susan B 



Sent= Friday, 9:12 AM 
To: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject= RE: DRAN 

Hi Dave, 

Thank you for [eachin~ out to me, Yes, we have been discussin~ your exam and [ am happy ~o coordinate a make--Lip opportunity for the 

s~udent-athletes~ Are you comfortable with them a~l ~akb]~ ~he exam on the evenb]g of ~he prior to ~heir departure? I could possibly have ~hem 

supervised here ~n ~he Academic Center a~ a (:e¢~a~n ~me ~f you ace comfor~:aMe wRh ~:hal:. 

Thsnks so much, and I will be ~n touch a~a~n soon, 

Susa~ 

F~m= David B Navalins~ [mailto:dbnav@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 8:~2 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= D~M 

Hi Susan, 

My name is David Navalinsky and I teach the DRAM ~ourse and have several players enrolled. I wanted to touch base with you because 

(hopefully) your students mentioned that my midterm is on the and the baseball team will be traveling. I am tryin~ to set up a time with them to 

take the exam and thought you could be helpful. The exam is on Sakai and they can use their notes just not each other so they pretty much just need 

the internet. I talked with and he thought they may have time on the evenin~ of the to take the exam. I was hopin~ you could help 

coordinate so that I can release the exam once for the five of them. I appreciate the help. 

Thanks 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

929-962- 2557 

navalinsky@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Navalinsky, David B <a:lbnav@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:11 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: DRAM 

I suppose I can schedule another time. Like 1 said I am out of town after tomorrow but I can still set up in Sakai. Not sure how I feel about that at this point. It’s odd I 

had plenty of other auto-submit but his was completely blank_. 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Seat= Tuesday, 6:05 PN 
To= Navalins~, David B 
Subject: RE: D~M 

Oh nor I was afraid of something I~l<e d~at, P~ease ~et me know if there is anything I can do to help. 

Thank you, 

E~m= Navalins~, David B 
Seat= Tuesday, 5:~5 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Sabject; RE: 

.Just realized that      exm~ came through but it w~s blank. ~’~ out of town the rest of tMs week but we cm~ figure sometMn8 out. I m~ Ao~n8 to put a post-it on 

the progress report not~n~ sometMng... Sorry ~ didn’t: pick up on tMs earlier it’s been a mess these Isst few days. 

E~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Seat= Thursday, 8:45 AN 
To= Navalins~, David B 
$abject= Re: DRAM 
Oh wonderfuH Thank you. That is a relief. Thanks again for allowing the guys to do this yesterday. 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:53 AM, "Navalinsky, David B" <dbnav@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It will still come through so no need to worry. 

Thanks for the help. 

From: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:3.t plVl 

To: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject: RE: DRAM 
We jus[ t:inished up moments ago and i[ appears that           submission may not have gone [hrough. It was Hght at 9:16 when he tried to hit 

submk. He thought that the t~me Hmit wou~d not a~low h~m to modify h~s answers m%, ~onger, but he did not realize that ~t wou~d not a~ow him to 

submit a~together. ~’m not sure how to advise him at th~s point. Any he~p you can provide would be great. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~m~ Navalins~, David B 
Sent= Honday, 8:03 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: 

Thin, ks. Yep ~t’s on S~k~i and they can use their notes, they just need to have h~ternet access. The exam w~H open at 8:00pro and dose at 9:15pm. Not 

real~y a Mg deal on my end, ~ mean at the end of the day R’s aort of my~ob @ 

Thanks for your he~p 

Dave 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B 
Se~t= Monday 2:00 PN 
To~ Navalins~, David B 
Subject: RE: 

~ have spoken w~th                                                about taken8 your exam on Wednesday     ~t 8pro. ~ w~ plan to proctor 

exam for d~ose four ~uys at that t~me~ Are you comfortable with th~s on your end? I believe you said that the exam ~s online, bu~ is there anythin~ ~ 

w~l~ ~eed ~n order to proctor the exam? 

As fl:~r ~ he w~l~ not be travelh~8 w~:h ~:he ~eam ~his aemeater~ so he should not be m~s~n~ vour exam on the 

Thank you so much for assist~n~ these student-.ath~etes w~d~ d~s knportant process. 

Susa~ 

~ Navalins~, D~vid B 
Sent: Friday, 9:54 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: D~M 
Can you a~so confirm whk:h ~;tudents are         ph~yera in my class? I haw~ traw~ ~e[ten; flom 

Rumor has i[ a reshaper for the tearn bin the classas well snd ~"m not sure if he is included in thblbL No rush to know, when we se[ up 

a time is fine. 

Thanks 

Daw:~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 9:32 AM 
To: Navalinsky, David B 



Subject: RE: DRAM 

Ok greaL I will be back in ~ouch. 

T’ha nlg you, 

Susa~ 

From: Navalinsky, David B 
Sent: Friday, 9:14, AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: D~M 

t a m o k with th a I: a n d I a p precia l:e th e h el p, Wh en eve r yo u figu re o ut a ti m e I will s e ~: u p Sa ka i ~:o tel ea se th e e xa m to t h e m, 

Dave 

F~m= Haloy, Susan B 
Se.t: Friday, 9:12 AM 
To: Navalinsky, David ~ 

Subject: RE: D~M 

H~ Dave, 

Thank you for reaching out to me, Yes, we have been discussing yeur exam and ~ am hap{}y to coordinate a make-up opporturdty for the 

student-athletes. Are you comfortable w~th them al~ taking the exam on the evening of the prior to their departure? I could poss~My have them 

superv{sed here {n the Academic Center at a certa{n thee {f you are comfortaMe wkh thaL 

Thanks so much, and I will be in touch 8ga~n soon, 

5uSS~ 

F~= David B Navalins~ [mail~:dbnav@emaiLunc.edu] 
5e~t= Friday, 8:~2 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
S~bje~t= D~N 

Hi Susan, 

My name is David Navalinsky and I teach the DRAM    course and have several        players enrolled. I wanted to touch base with you because 

(hopefully) your students mentioned that my midterm is on the and the baseball team will be traveling. I am trying to set up a time with them to 

take the exam and thought you could be helpful. The exam is on Sakai and they can use their notes just not each other so they pretty much just need 

the internet. I talked with              and he thought they may have time on the evening of the    ~ to take the exam. I was hoping you could help 

coordinate so that I can release the exam once for the five of them. I appreciate the help. 

Thanks 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

919-962-1557 

navalinsky@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:17 PM 

Cowell, Glynis S. <g~owell@emaJl.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Missing Class 

We are missing four Fridays this season. The most ever. 

I told    to attend her class Thursday. 
Just letting you know 

Mike 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: Ca)live.unc.edu>" ~ " 

Date: 6:43:40 PM EST 

To: "Mike Fox" < mfox~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Missing Class 

" @live.unc.edu> 

Coach, 

I emailed my TA to inform her that I will be missing recitation because we are leaving at :12. She told me that attendance is mandatory for success in the class 
and that she recommends I go to her Thursday section at 3:30, but that is during practice. She did not say anything to me when I missed last weeks class. What 
should I do? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:55 AM 

Maloy, Susan B ~sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mtbx@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Missing Class 

Hi Mike, 

Can you tell me which class and the professor or TAs name? rll follow up with Abigail Panter. One of us will follow up on this. Have any other players had similar issues? 

Best, 
Glynis 

GlyNs Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
005 Steele Bldg. 

The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Mike Fox [mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:17 PM 
To; Cowell, Glynis S.; Susan Maloy 
Subject; Fwd: Missing Class 

We are missing fonr Fridays this season. The most ever. 
I told    to attend her class Thur~tay. 

Just letting you know 

Mike 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: ~)live.unc.edu>" 

Date: 6:43:40 PM EST 

To: "Mike Fox" <mfox~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Missing Class 

~live.unc.edu > 

Coach, 

I emailed my TA to inform her that I will be missing recitation because we are leaving at 12. She told me that attendance is mandatory for success in the class 
and that she recommends I go to her Thursday section at 3:30, but that is during practice. She did not say anything to me when I missed last weeks class. What 
should I do? 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bryant Gaines < bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 9:53 AM 

Hogan, Kelly A < leek@email.unc.edu > 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

I have the hard copy of 

you need. Thank you! 

exam still with me. I just want to be sure you received the scan we sent on Monday. Please respond so we can be sure you have all that 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

919 962 7006 Office 

919 962 3865 Fax 

baqaines@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > > "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@email.unc.edu > 
Thanks, not a problem. Have a good flight back. 

10:41 PM >>> 

Kelly 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hogan Shemer 
https:/!www.facebook.com/UNCBiologyUndergrads 

From: Bryant Gaines [bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:11 PN 
To-" Hogan, Kelly A 
Cc= IVlike Fox; Susan Maloy 
Subject: Re:          Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

I administerec exam at 9:00 am Friday morning, tte filled out a ~a~atron along with writing on the reset. I collected both the scantron aJong with his actual test. 

Untbrtunately I will not personally be able to scan the scantron and email it to you tomorrow monaing. Coach Mike Fox, the head baseball coach, will do this tomorrow 

morning. I’ve given him bott ; exam and scantron. Our flight back to Raleigh from Texas got overbooked tonight, resulting in me having to s~y here in Houston so 

our players get back for class. 

I wanted you to be awaxe that Coach Fox lmows the situation and will be sending you 
inconvenience this may have caused. 

, materiaJs. Thank you for your understm~ding. I’m sorry, for any 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

919-525-5822 

On ~ at 9:44 PM, "Hogan, Kelly A" <leel~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bryant, 
Attached is the exam for He should take the proctored exam at 9AN on Friday with a scantron. He can use scrap paper but no calculator. You can 
then scan the scantron for me and send via email on Monday, 

If he will not be able to take this at 9AM, please let me know what time, as close to this, he will start. Students taking the exam on campus at 9AN will walk out of 

the exam with their exam sheets (thus it won’t be secure after about 9:45). 

Thanks. 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.corn/Hogan. Shemer 
https://www.facebook.com!UNCBiologyU nderg fads 



From: Bryant Gaines [baqaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:59 AM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Co: Susan Maloy 
Subject: RE: Bio Exam 

Great. Thank you for your help’. 

B~¢ant Gaines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
Universi~¢ of North Carolina 
919-%2-7006 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 

ba~aines@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> "Hogan, Kelly A" <leekr~email.unc.edu> 

Thanks, rll email you the exam as soon as it is complete. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.corn/Hogan. Shemer 
https://www.facebook.com!UNCBiologyU nderg fads 

12:07 AM >>> 

From: Bryant Gaines [baaaines@uncaa.unc.edu_] 
Sent: Monday, 10:00 AM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is BiTant Gaines and I am an assistant baseball coach here at UNC. rm emailing you to see what you need tne to do in regard to 

exam. I roll be his proctor for tke exaJn. 

Please let me know what you need me to do, I’m more than willing to help in any way I can. 

Thank yon ve~ mnch! 
Buant Gaines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-%2-7006 Office 
919-%2-3865 Fax 
ba~ainesO~uncaa.unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

KellyA Hogan <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:54 AM 

Bryant Gaines < bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Bio Exam 

Bryant, 
Sorry if you did not receive my previous response. Yes, I have all I need. Thanks for your help. 

Thanks. 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.com!Hogan Shemer 
https://www.facebook.com/UNCBioloqyU nderqrads 

exam is graded and posted for him on Sakai. 

From: Bryant Gaines [bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday 9:52 AlVl 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Co: Susan Maloy 
Subject: RE: 3io Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

I have the hard cow of’ 
all that you need. Thank you! 

exam still with me. I just want to be sure you received the scan we sent on Monday. Please respond ~) we can be sure you have 

B1Tant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

Umversity of North Carolina 
919-~52-7006 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu 
~>> "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@email.unc.edu> 
Thanks, not a problem. Have a good flight back. 

10:41 PM >>> 

Kelly 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hogan. Shemer 

https://www.facebook.com/UNCBiologyU ndergrads 

From: Bryant Gaines [bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:11 PM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Cc: Nike Fox; Susan Maloy 
Subject: Re:’         Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

I administered’ exam at 9:00 am Friday morning. He filled out a scantron along with writing on the test. I collected both the scantron along ruth his actual test 

U~ffortnnately I will not personally be able to scan the scm~tron and email it to you tomorrow morning. Coach Mike Fo~ the head baseball coach, will do this tomorrow 

morning. I’ve given him bott , exam a~d scmatron. Our flight back to Raleigh [?om Texas got overbooked tonight, resulting in me having to stay here in Houston so 

our players get back for class. 

I wanted you to be aware that Coach Fox knows the situa~don and will be ~nding you’ 
inconvenience this may have caused. 

s materia] s. Thmak you tbr your ~mdersta~ding. I’m sorry tbr any 

BD~ant Gsines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 

919-525-5822 



On at 9:44 PM, "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bryant, 
Attached is the exam for . He should take the proctored exam at 9AM on Friday with a scantron. He can use scrap paper but no calculator. You can 
then scan the scantron for me and send via email on Monday. 

If he will not be able to take this at 9AM, please let me know what time, as close to this, he will start. Students taking the exam on campus at 9AM will walk out of 

the exam with their exam sheets (thus it won’t be secure after about 9:45). 

Thanks. 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hogan Shemer 
https://www.facebook.com/UNCBioloclyU nderq fads 

From: Bryant Gaines [baqaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:59 AM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Cc: Susan Maloy 
Subject: RE: Bio Exam 

Great. Thank you for your help’. 

B~/ant Gaines 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
ETniversi~/of North Carolina 
919-%2-7006 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
bagaines~uncaa.unc edu 

>>> "Hogan, Kelly A" <leekr~email.unc.edu:~ 

Thanks, I’ll email you the exam as soon as it is complete. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hoqan Shemer 

https://www.facebook.com!UNCBiologyU nderg rads 

12:07 AM >>> 

From: Bryant Gaines [bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:00 AM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: Bio Exam 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is Bo;ant Gaines and I am an assistant baseball coach here at UNC. rm emailing you to see what you need me to do in regard to 

exam. I roll be his proctor for t1~e exmn. 

Please let me know what you need me to do, I’m more than rolling to help in any way I can. 

Thank yon ve~ mnch! 

Bryant Gaines 
Assistant Baseba]l Coach 
University o:[’Nnrth Carolina 
919-%2-7006 Office 
919-%2-3865 Fax 

bagaines@uncaa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday: 9:15 AM 

Fo~ Mike <foxc@email.unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <slbrbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; Buant Gaines 
(bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Weekly Report 

Grade Report .pdf; WR .pdf 

Hi Coaches, 

Attached is the weekly report and a grade report with progress reports that I have received thus far. (How many times can I use the word "report" in one 

sentence?! HA!) 

Let me know what questions you have. 

I hope the game today goes as well as Friday and Saturday!! 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



I::ror~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > 

.@live.unc.edu >. 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > 

@live.unc.edu >; 
@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; i 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 

< sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson < sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: iMPORTANT - Tutor Appt. Time Changes 

[M PORTANT - Tutor Appt. Time Changes.msg 

NO EXCUSES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:30 PM 

@live.~mc.edu-~ 

~@live.unc.edtr~; 

,@live. unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; 

FoN Mike <foxc@email.unc.edu> 

IMPORTANT - Tutor Appt. Time Changes 

:@live.unc.edu>: 

~live.tmc.edu-~; @live. unc.edu>; 

@live. unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu> 

Hi Guys, 

Please make notations on your calendars of the following time changes for Monday and Wednesday tutor appointments. All appointments need to be pushed back 

30 minutes. Therefore, 6pm appointments are now 6:30pro, 7pro appointments are now 7:30pro, etc. on the dates below. These changes begins this Wednesday 

Wednesday, 

Monday, 

Wednesday, 

Monday, 

Wednesday. 

Monday, 

Wednesday, 

Monday, 

Wednesday 

Despite this change, I would encourage those of you who have writing appointments to attempt to meet at your normal time. It is likely your tutor will be able to 

begin working at that time. 

Let me know if you have any questions, but please be sure to mark your calendars with this change. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: HIST    Recitation 

Coach Fox shared the email below. WoL~ld you like for me to contact the professor or have you passed this on to Ab~gai~ Panter? I am happy to do th~s but wo~ld 

I~ke to speak wi~h you vi~ phone ~:o make s~re 

Best, 

G~ynis 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
$ent: Monday, ~:39 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan 

Cc: Fox, Mike 
$ubject: HIST    ReciMtion 

Susao~ 
I spoke with my professor after class as well as 
professor told me to just do my best with the assignments and real~y show that I understand the maMria~ and that meeting in his office hours would not do any good. Overall, 
there was a negative approach to the whole situation. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:59 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Registration - PREPARE NOW’. 

Ok yeah I was planning on doing that but I didlft get in. I would like to declare public ielations within the journalism school but I’m not sure if that requires 

application or not. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:57 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmalo¥~emaikunc.edu~ wrote: 

H~ 

The ~.~vstem has you ~s ~ BUSI ma~or Fhat"s why I didn’t: include you on the lbt. But yes, ~f you do no~: intend to fro;jar ~n BUSI, we should get th~;~: 

chst~ged as soo~ as you can, 

Thin, ks, 

Sent= Tuesday, 8:54 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Fall Registration - PREPARE NOW[ 
I still haven’t declared my major yet, do I have more time to figure it out? 

Thanks for the help, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:37 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo~/@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Guys! 

The season is off to a fantastic start! So fun to watch. Keep it up. 

I need to remind you guys to start thinking about what you want to register for in Summer and Fall. Registration is right around the 

corner, and it’s time to start loading your shopping cart!!! Please check your account for holds that will prevent you from registering, and 

take care of them right away. You should get in the habit of checking each day to be sure that nothing new is added to your record right 

before your registration date. Registration dates are as follows: 

Marcl- Summer Registration (This is also the deadline to apply for a 9th semester if necessary to graduate.) 

Aprii - Rising Senior Fall Registration 

April - Rising Junior Fall Registration 

April - Rising Sophomore Fall Registration 

Check me on this, but based on your game schedule, I don’t believe any of these dates should conflict with priority registration times 

which, if approved for this term, should be at 8am on each day mentioned above. Your current registration day and time is already noted 

in Connect Carolina for you. The only thing that will change is the time of day if priority is approved. If for any reason you are unable to 

register during your assigned time, please notify me well in advance. 

The following guys must officially declare your major as soon as you can. Please come by my office to start this process. 

I know you are on the road this weekend, but during your down time in the hotel, it may be a good opportunity to start searching classes 

and adding them to your shopping cart. Please come by my office in the coming days to talk about what you would like to take. And 

remember to utilize Academic Advising in Steele Building to assist you with your course selection. Please know that I will be out of the 

office        . So if you would like to discuss your plans with me, please attempt to do so before 

PREPARE YOURSELF NOW!] YOU DON’T WANTTO MISS YOUR REGISTRATION DATE BECAUSE YOU ARE uNPREPARED!!]! 

I’m happy to help in any way that I can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Snsan Ivl a lay 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:52 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

.pdf 

Dear Susan-- 

The student listed below is currently on Academic Probation for the Spring[ semester: 

The attached document contains the student’s responses to the Self-Assessment as well as the student’s cell phone number. 

The Self-Assessment is desig[ned to g[ive students an opportunity to reflect on their experiences at the university and to start thinking[ of ways to improve their 

academic performance. 

The student listed you as the preferred adviser on the Self-Assessment. 

If you have any questions, please contact Cynthia Demetriou (cyndem@emaikunc.edu). 

Thank you, 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:19 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Hi Susan,     has completed the Self-Assessment a[~d the Probatio[~ Co[~tract, so he does not have a Hold on his account, but he still needs to make a second 

appointme~t with his adviser. As far as I know, that is his final step~ 

gest, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 12:00 PM 
To: 
Subject: R~ 

Thank you so much. Do you ki~ow if he has any other steps to complete tile probation requirements? 

S u s ~i r~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:52 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Dear Susan-- 

The student listed below is currently on Academic Probation for the Sprin~ semester: 

The attached document contains the student’s responses to the Self-Assessment as well as the student’s cell phone number. 

The Self-Assessment is designed to give students an opportunity to reflect on their experiences at the university and to start thinking of ways to improve their 

academic performance. 

The student listed you as the preferred adviser on the Self-Assessment. 

If you have any questions, please contact Cynthia Demetriou (cyndem@email.unc.edu). 
Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:17 PM 

Fo~ Mike <tbxc@email.unc.edu> 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.e&t>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines (bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Weeldy Report 

WR pdf; Grade Report pdf 

Hey Coaches, 

Attached is the weekly report in addition to the Progress Report status. Not too many updates since the last time. I did not hear from 

for the last few weeks for that matter. Not sure what is going on there. 

The big need right now is getting them to begin loading their shopping cart with classes for Fall Registration will begin 

about this, but anything you can do to encourage this as well would be great. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Best of luck this weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy(a~mcaa.nnc.edu 

this week nor 

sent them all an email 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

Mike Fox <mtbx@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

registered for EXSS    in SSI today. HewiN need to drop this no later than May :iSti~ ifhe does not end up needing the course. We are Nso looking ahead to 

regist:er for Fall      I~nowing that: he can drop out depending on the draft ~3et:ter to have the courses registered now just ~n case, We played w~th the GP~ cak:u~ator 

and it looks Nke he w~[I still be able to s~:ay above a 2.0 even with 2 Ds, g, and a C. 

Thanks, 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:58 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan 13 
Subject: RE: 

problem with SSI is IF we make it to Omaha, big IF as we know. 

then that last week is an issue. 

told players to talk to prof. before signing up 

ones who could be ineligible we told them they could not take on line. 

no way to track them. 

> > > "Maloy, Susan B" <.s___b_L’O__a__Lo_y_~__e_L’O__a_j_Lu__r_Lc_~__e__d___u_.> 9:52 AM >>> 

Sure thing! I assume you are thinking SSI would be bes[ as opposed [o online, right? 

From: Mike Fox fmailto:mfox(i~uncaa.unc.edq] 
Sent: Monday, 9:27 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Scott Forbes 
Subject: 

When you meet with him at 10:15am please find a good SSI class for him to sign up for 

please. Just in case. 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edus, 

Tuesday, 2:l0 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Student-Athletes- 

Here’s your answer!! 

Barbara I.ucido 

Assist:ant Dean, Academic Ad~ising Program 

The Un~w~rs~ty 

College of ArLs & Sdences and Genera~ College 

1002 Steele Bu~dk~g; CB 

Chapel H~, NC 

Phone: (919) 843--334I Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: h[tp:!/advis~ng.unc.edu 

F~ml Nay, Lee Y 

Sent~ Tuesday, 2:08 PN 

To~ Lucido, Barbara E 
Subjeet~ RE: Studenb~tNetes- 

Yes, ~ be~k~e that we bare done l:b~s [)eft?re. When we Be[: closer, we w~H need a I~st o~ students and thek dasse~. 

F~m= Lucido, Barbara E 
Se~t: Tuesday, 2:03 PN 
Tet Nay, Lee Y 
Subject: Student-Athletes--baseball 

Lee 

I received a call from Susan Maloy about the possiNlity that our team will be participating in the which begins 

Final exams for SSI are scheduled for the Susan wants to know if it would be possible for us to provide exam excuses under these circumstances. I 

told her I’d run it by you first, since you are likely the only one who could authorize this. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~10 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:41 PM 

Mike Fox <mtbx@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Looks like     needs a rain. of 3 Cs and a B in order to bring his cure GPA to a 2.027. Or’an A, D, and 2 Cs for Lhe same result. AnoLher combination is ~C, and a B 

for a cure GPA of 

If he brings his GPA above a 2.0 after Spring      what is your thought on summer school? My first thought was to not take summer school, but he will have 30 hour~ 

remaining and anything he can do ~r~ the summer wH~ hghten h~s ~oad next year when he has primarily al~ major courses and foreign ~anguage remakdng. So I kinda 

thought it m~ght be good for him to take a ma~or dass. But I am (:ertah~y open ~:o your thoughts on thb 

Let me know whaL you think. 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:30 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE 

good. 

can you give me the same information on 

worst case 

please! 

> > > "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu > 11:15 AM >>> 

lha~:’s because the B is the equalizer He had already done some (:ak:ula~:ing on his own and knew this was most likely the case. Although, I a(:~:ually just plugged in 2 

Ds and 2 Cs to the GPA cafcula[or and that still keeps his cure at a 2.008~ Due to NCAA regs, after Lhis semester he has no more electives remaining [oward his degree. 

So in order to complete his degree, he must take all Gen Eds and major courses from Lhis point forward. 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:01 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 

Wow. Don’t tell him that. He can make t~vo D’s and stay above a 2.00? You sure. 

On at 10:56 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbrn~doy(~emaJl.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Colin registered for EXSS     n SSI today. He will need to drop this no later thm~         if he does not end up needing the course~ We are also looking 

ahead ~:o register for Fali 2013, knowing that he can drop out depending on the draft. Better to have the courses reg~s~:ered now just m case. We piayed 

with the GPA cah::u~ator and ~t ~ooks Hke he wi~ stH~ be aMe to stay above a 2,0 even with 2 Ds, B, and a C 

Thanks, 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox@uncaa.unc.edu_] 
Sent: Monday, 9:58 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

problem with SSI is IF we make it to Omaha, big IF as we know. 

then that last week is an issue. 

told players to talk to prof. before signing up 

ones who could be ineligible we told them they could not take on line. 

no way to track them. 

> > > "Maloy, Susan B" <_s__b__r_R_a_j£Ay__@gr_L~[jJ~_L_[D__%e___d__L_[> 9:52 AM >>> 

Sure thing! I assume you are thinking SSI would be best as opposed to online, right? 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:27 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Scott Forbes 
Subject: 

When you meet with him at 10:15am please find a good SSI class for him to sign up for 

please. Just in case. 



thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:16 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

I~LI Tutor Appt 

Hey Matt, 

Joel is unable to work on Monday So he has agreed to meet you at 9pm on Sunday 

to make a 9pm appointment. Please be sure to mark your calendar for that week. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (of’l-ice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax’{) 

as a make-up. With a lpm game on Sunday, I thought you would be able 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesda3 2:5 8 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;, 

Subject: Tutoring Thursday l a~d Sunday Canceled 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu>; .~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu~ @live.unc.edu> 

Hey Guys, 

I just wanted to be sure you were all aware that the Academic Center will be closed tomorrow night due to the long holiday weekend. Thus your tutor 

appointments this Thursday and Sunday will be canceled. 

will not be available to tutor DRAM on Thursday as well. 

Please note your calendar with these cancelations. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (of[ice) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lora Wical <lor%wical@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1: 5 8 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@enmil.unc.edu> 

FW: Moving          Final Exam during Summer School I 

After all that, I forgot to copy you on the message, so I am forwarding it instead. 

Lora Wical .: Senior Associate Director of Advising and Administration, Undergraduate Business Program 
UNUsKenan-FlaglerBusinessSchool Campus Box 3490 : McCollBuilding 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 : tel 9:L9.962.3170 :. fax 93_9.962.6964 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

F~m: Wical, Lora 
Sent: Thursday, 1:19 PM 
TOI ’ 
Subject= RE: Moving Final Exam during Summer School I 

The Undergraduate Busin~-’_~ss Program will wri[e an exam excuse., bu[ we w~] provh~e ~t [o you c~oser to f~nals for summer session ] ~n [he event that circumstances 

change, such as you drop the course or UNC does not trsve~ for the 

Thanks, 

Lora W~ca~ 
Lora Wi~al .: Senior Associate Director of Advising and Administration, Undergraduate Business Program 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3490 :. McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 .: tel919.962.3170:, fax 919.962.6964 
wical~Dunc.edu : www.kenan-fiagler.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:45 PM 
To~ Wical, Lora 
Subject= RE: Moving Final Exam during Summer School I 

~ would have to raise           during summer ~es~on ~, and ~f we left for the      we would leave around I wou~d have to take the final e’,<a[T~ a few 

days early, so ~ just wanted to make sure that we wouk~ be aMe to wod~ around the dates before ~ registered [or the class. 

We would find out the week before ~, around because the post-season is based on elimination p~ay. 

Best, 

From: Wical, Lora [mailto: lora wical .@~_e_._O__a_L~_-__f_La__g!_e_._L#__&c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:23 PM 
To’, 
Subject: RE: Moving Final Exam during Summer School 

I’m confused about what summer session you are referring to. Summer session I exmtos are              , and .session 11 exmt% are. 

When will you find ouL whether or not you’re ~n the ? 

Lora W~ca] 
Lora Wical . Senior Associate Director of Advising and Administration, Undergraduate Business Program 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3490 . McColl Building 
Chapel HilI, NC27599-~490. te1919.962.3170. fax 919.962.6964 
w[cal@unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders ~ Driving Results 

~mm~ [mailto: ~@live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3:0~ PM 
To~ Wical, Lora 
Subject~ RE: Moving Final Exam during Summer School 1 

Mrs. W~cs~, 

Yes ma’am, ~ have emai~ed Professor Asu~lar and he referred me to the Dean of S[udents, who risen referred me [o my ma~n advisor to grant permission. Because 

the Business school ~s a professional school, you Lake precedence over my odser advisors so I wan[ed to square it away w~th you before sign~n8 ~p ~:or the class in 

Summer so,tool, 

Thanks ~o much ~or your belp~ 

From: Wical, Lora [mailto: lora wical .@~_e_._O__a_L~_-__f_La__g!_e_._L#__&c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent; Wednesday 2:00 PM 
To; 
Subject; RE: Moving Final Exam during Summer School 

Have you talked to the professor for the (:lass in question? 

Iota W~ca~ 

Lora Wi~al . Senior Associate Director of Advisin~ and Administration, Undergraduate Business Program 

UNC’s Kenan-Fla~ler Business School Campus Box ~490 . McColl Buildin~ 

Chapel HilI, NC27599-~490: tel959.962.~$70: fax 959.962.6964 

w~cal~}unc.edu ¯ www.kenan.-flaRler.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: [m~jltol ,~live.unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:47 PM 
To: Wical, Lora 
C¢: Dawson, Alice (Academic Advising) 

Subject: Moving Final Exam during Summer School I 

Hello Mrs. Wical, 

I wanted to reach out to you with a quick question. I am trying to work towards my double major steadily by taking a summer school session I class this summer. 

The final exam will be held on         However, I am on the Varsity        team, and there is a chance that I could be leaving        for the 
Fendering me unable to take the final. Would it be possible for you to grant permission for me to take the final exam a couple days early in order to allow 

both the academic and athletic sides work smoothly? Thank you so much foF your help! 

Sincerely, 

UNC Chapel Hill’ 

@lNe.unc.edu 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, g:46 AM 

Fo~ Mike <tbxc@email.unc.edu> 

Bryant Gaines (bagaJ~nes@uncaa.unc.edu); Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@emaikunc.edtr~ 

Weeldy Report 

Wl; .pdf; Summer I Class Schedule .pdf; Summer II Class Schedule pdf 

Hey Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report and the summer school schedule for sessions I and II. A couple things to be sure the guys are aware of: 

1. Monday . . and Thursday     next week Academic Advisors from Steele Building will be present in Loudermilk from 6:30pm-Spm to discuss course 

planning, major changes, and remove advising holds as necessary. This would be a good opportunity for the guys to take care of some business (particularly 

the guys who need to officially declare their major or desire to change) and establish connections with these folks. This is the second opportunity that they 

will be available partly because the previous times they came to Loudermilk Baseball was unable to attend due to competition. They are wanting to be as 

accommodating as they can. 

2. Priority registration was approved for Fall    ;!!!! The changes to this are that all student-athletes will receive a registration time of 8am-8:3Oam on their 

respective dates. If they fail to register during this half hour, they will be locked out until their regularly scheduled registration time. No one has indicated 

that they are not able to register on their specific day and time, but please let me know if this is the case for anyone so that I can be of some help. I would 

need to know this ASAP in order to discuss with Advising. Please be sure managers are aware of this registration matter as well. 

Also, just to let you know, I will be out of the office next Wednesday-Friday. So if any needs arise, please have the guys see me on Monday and/or Tuesday. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Good luck this weekend with Clemson and Happy Easter! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo%i~ uncaa.unc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday~ 2:59 PM 

Fo~ Mike <tbxc@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

WR .pdf 

Hey Mike, 

Since I am trying to get out of town for the rest of the week, I wanted to get you the weekly report as it stands now. I was able to meet with everyone except 

yesterday and today (although did not show up yesterday). 

Have a great rest of the week! 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:31 AM 

Russell, Chloe <qirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

- Declare COMM-MSP 

Hi Chloe, 

I understand that met with you this week. He mentioned that you briefly discussed COMM as a potential major for him. He would like to go ahead and 

officially declare COMM Media Studies and Production.     also said that all you needed was an email from me to go ahead and initiate this change. I am certainly 

comfortable with this major for     and hope that by declaring this officially COM M course options will open up for him next semester. Please let me know if 

there is anything else that you need from me. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Smdent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy@~mcaa, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Chloe <cjmssel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:1 0 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm81oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: - Declare COMM-MSP 

No problem! Here is a copy of the email he received regarding the major cbange~ It should be processed by N,> m if not before. 

Thanks, 

@hloe 

Students Name 

UNC Emaii 

’@We.uric edu 

Primao/Major Information 

Primary Major 

Communication Studies -AS BA COMM 

Primary Major Sub Plan 

Media Studies and Production - MSP 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a second major? 

No 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

Supplementary Questions 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

Yes 

Staff Information 

Advisor Completing this Form: 

cjr ussel@email, u rlc ed u 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

jgale@email.unc.edu 

Chloe ] Russell, ~’,,~ [~d. 
Academic Advisor 
Divis[o~ of Social a~d BeltavJoral Sciences 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
University el’North Carolil~a at Chapel HIll 
1005 Steele Building, 214 East Camero~ Avcm)e, CB ¢3110 
Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3110 

CONFIDENTNLITY NOTICE: 
This e- IIINL including any a~admmnts, is intended for the sole use of the add ~ssee[s) ~d may contain legally pfivfl~ and/or confidontiN ingormation. If you are not the intended recipient, you are h oreby notified 
that any use, disse~Nnation, copying or retention o[ this e-mail or the information contain~ heroin is strictly prohibitS. If you have r~eived this ~ mail in error, please immediatdy noti~- the send or by tdephone or 
reply by e-mail, ~d porm~mntly dolote this e- raN1 from your computor systom. ~ank you. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:3~ AN 
To= Russell, Chloe 
Subje¢t= - Declare COMM-NSP 
Hi Chloe, 
~ understand that met with you this week. He mentioned that you briefly discussed COMM as a potential major for him. He would like to go ahead and 
officially declare COMM Media Studies and Production     also said that all you needed was an email from me to go ahead and initiate this change. I am certainly 
comfortable with this major ~or     and hope that by declaring this officially COM M course options will open up for him next semester. Please let me know if 



there is anything else that you need from me. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[YNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ofl]ce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) sbmalo 
y__~(_a~__~_Ln_c_~ &Lr_Lc_:_e_ ~t___u- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Chloe <cjmssel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:20 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - MATH 

He is eligible to era’oIl in MATI-t o~>camptts if he wot~ld like~ In my opiuion, [ do not think it is tlecessary %r him to compDte a QR cotFse that reqtdres MATI-t 

Chloe 

Chloe ]. Russell M. Ed 

Academic Advisor 

I) iv[sio~ of Soda[ and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Scie~ces and 6eneral College 

U~ive~’si~g o{~North Carol[ra at Chapel 

C hat,el Hill, NC 27599-3110 

CONFIDENT~LITY NOTICE: 
This e- raN1, incfi~ding ally aRachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee{s) and ~y contain legally p~vil~ ~d/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, yo~ are herohy notified 
that any use, disse~Nnation, copying or rotention of this e-mail or the information contain~ heroin is strictly prohibitS. If you have r~eived this ~ mail in orror, pl~se immediatdy noti~ the sendor hy tdephone or 
reNy by e-mail, a~d pormamnHy ddole this e- mNl l)om your computor sysl ore. Thank you. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

To: Russell, Chloe 

Subject: RE: Declare COMM-MSP 

Thank you so r~mch. Can you double check me or~       MATN requFer~ent? ~ believe he can Lake MATH    w~tbout hav~ng to take the SAT ~1 based on h~s MATH 

score on the origh~al gAT~ As a COMM major do you recommend he take MATH or ]ook in to taking MATH ~ Certainly taking MATH expands his Math 

options, but just wanted to get vour thoughts, 

S~san 

~ Russeii, Chloe 

5e~t~ Wednesday, 9:[0 AN 

¯ ~ Maloy, Susan B 

5~bje~ RE: - Declare 

Susan, 

No proNem~ t-lere ~s a copy of the ema~I he iecetved regard~l~g the r]la}o~’ chatlge. ]t should be processed by N con if riot before, 
Thanks, 
Chloe 

Students Name 

PID 

UNC Email 

’~live unc.edu 

Primary Major Information 

Primary Major 

Communication Studies -AS BA COMM 

Primary Major Sub Plan 

Media Studies and Production - MSP 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a second major? 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

Supplementary Questions 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

Yes 



Staff Information 

Advisor Completing this Form: 

cjrussel@email.u nc.edu 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

j~ale@email.unc edu 

(:]’.~oe ]. Russell, ~,~. 
Academic Advisor 
Di’~risior., of Social and [~el:,avioraI Sciences 
College of ~M~ts & ~c{ences and General College 

advisin~mc,ed t~ 

CONFIOENT~LITY NOTICE: 

This e- raN1, including ~y anachmonts, is intonded [or the sole use o[the addro~ssee[s) ~d may contNn legNly privileg~ and/or confidential in[om~ation, l[you are not the intonded r~-ipiont, you are herohy 
that any use, dissemination, copying or rotention o[ this e-mail or the infi~rlnation contain ~ he~in is strictly prohibitS. I[ yon have r~eived this ~ mail in error, pl ~se ilnmediatdy noti~ the sender hy 
reply hy e-marl, ~d porm~mntly dolote this e- mNl from your computor syst ore. ~ank you. 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:32 AN 
To= Russell, Chloe 
Subject= - Declare COHH-NSP 

Hi Chloe, 

I understand thal met with you this week. He mentioned that you briefly discussed COMM as a potential major for him. He would like to ~o ahead and 

officially declare COMM Media Studies and Production.     also said that all you needed was an email from me to ~o ahead and initiate this chanse. I am certaiNy 

comfortable with this major for     and hope that by dedarin8 this officially COM M course options will open up for him next semester. P~ease ~et me know if 

there is anythin8 else that you need from me. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~emic Counselor 

L~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo>~i~ uncgm.unc~edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:10 PM 

Fo~ Mike <tbxc@email.unc.edu> 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edtr~; Bryant Gaines (bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Weeldy Report 

Grade Report .pdf; WR pdf 

Hey Mike, 
Attached is this week’s report as well as a grade report. A second round of progress reports are beginning to come in, and I have noted them on the attached. 
Thanks a good luck this weekend. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.nnc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:04 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

We had study hall here and I went over Comm classes etc with guys. 
Worried about He can’t fail a class. Tolc If he 
fails Drama he carmot go play for USA He does not go to class! ! !’. !! 
He will pay. 

On 

wrote: 
, at 12:11 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.uaac.edu> 

> He?, Mike, 
> Attached is this week’s report as well as a grade report. A second 
round of progress reports are beginning to come in, and I have noted 
them on the attached. 
> 

> Thanks a good luck this weekend. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

> Susan Maloy 
> Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Couaaselor 
> UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 919-962-9892 (office) 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> s bmaloy @uncaa.un c edu<maiIto :sbmaloy(~uncaa unc edu> 
> 
> <TEXT.htm> 
> <Grade Report 
> <WR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 2:42 PM 

~live. unc.edn); 

@live.unc.edu2; 
~live.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu; 

FoN Mike (foxc@email.unc.edu) 

Mon. & Wed. Tutor Appt. Moved back to 6-10pm 

~live.unc.edu);                      ~live.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu); 

~!email.unc.edu; ~em~fil.unc.edu 

Hey Guys, 
I just wanted to let you know that your tutorial appointments on Monday and Wednesday nights have been moved back to their regularly scheduled times from 6- 
lOpm. So if you have been meeting with a tutor at 6:30pro over the last 4 weeks, you will now go back to meeting at 6pm, etc. This change begins right away on 
Monday (4/15/13). Sorry for any confusion. Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~) t~ncaa.tmc ~edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday-, 11:45 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Co: Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Hist 

When I bring the hard copy we can setup a time to meet. I am copying Susan Maloy, my academic advisor from the 
Here are the recitations that I missed. 

we traveled to Houston, IX 
I came to March 7 recitation on Thursday due to team traveling to Wake Forest 
- I did not miss this recitation as planned due to away travel was canceled. I came to class 

- we traveled to Virginia Tech on Thursday which did not allow me to come to Thursday’s recitation. 
Total classes missed are 2. T should not have to miss any additional classes. 
See you tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

From: _~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday,. 11:24 PM 

To:. , 
Subject: RE: Hist 

Please bring ,ne a hard copy on Monday. Also, we will need to set up a time to meet next week to discuss your progress in the course. From ,ny records, I have noted 

more than 2 absences. 

From= 

Sent: Thursday 

To= 
Subject= Hist 

7:30 PM 

I am out of town with the team and will not be in recitation tomorrow. We left today, which did not allow me to come to today’s recitation. I am attaching my post to 
the email. 
I am very concerned for my grade and want you to be sure that I have been working hard in the class with the readings and discussion and writing assignments. I did not have 
to miss as many recitations as originally thought by being able to come to the Thursday class one week and one of our out of town trips was cancelled and I was able to come 
to class. 
This will be my last miss. This leaves me with I believe two missed recitations. 
Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 12:11 PM 

Russell, Chloe <qirus~l@emaJl.unc.edt~ 

- Declare COMM-IOC 

Hi Chloe, 

I understand that met with you last week. He mentioned that you briefly discussed COMM as a potential major for him. He would like to go 

ahead and officially declare COMM Interpersonal Organization.     also said that all you needed was an email from me to go ahead and initiate this change. I am 

certainly comfortable with this major for     and hope that by declaring this officially COMM course options will open up for him next semester. Please let me 

know if there is anything else that you need from me. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stt~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy@~mcaa, unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday-, 1:24 PM 

To: @email.nnc.edtr> 

Cc: MaJoy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Hist 

I am available in the mornings after class. On Tue, Wed, and Fri - I have       games and cannot meet in the afternoon. You said today that the meeting and my grade is in 
my hands. I care about my grade and my performance in this class. Below is when I can meet and discuss my progress. 
In the mornings my availability is: 
Tues - until 915am 
Wed - until 945am 
Thurs - until 915am or at 1220pm 
Frid - until 1045am 
Can we meet during any of these times? I have class at noon on Wed and cannot stay after class. 
I have worked hard in the class on my recitation writings as well as our paper assignments. I come to class except for the missed classes for out of town baseball games. I do 
not want my grade to suffer. 
Can you also send me the grade of my last paper assignment? I felt I took your feedback and wrote a paper that was relevant to the teaching in class. 
Thank~ 

From: 

Sent: Sunday 

To: Lucero, Bonnie 
Cc: Maloy, Susan 
Subject: RE: Hist 

11:44 PM 

When I bring the hard copy we can setup a time to meet. I am copying Susan Maloy, my academic advisor from the baseball team. 
Here are the recitations that I missed. 

we traveled to Houston, TX 
I came to March 7 recitation on Thursday due to team traveling to Wake Forest 
- I did not miss this recitation as planned due to away travel was canceled. I came to class 

- we traveled to Virginia Tech on Thursday which did not allow me to come to Thursday’s recitation. 
Total classes missed are 2. I should not have to miss any additional classes. 
See you tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:24 PM 
To 
Subject: RE: Hist 

Please bring me a hard coW on Monday. Also, we will need to set up a time to meet next week to discuss your progress in the course. From my records, I have noted 

more than 2 absences. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday 

To: 
Subject: Hist 

7:30 PM 

I am out of town with the team and will not be in recitation tomorrow. We left today, which did not allow me to come to today’s recitation. I am attaching my post to 
the email. 
I am very concerned for my grade and want you to be sure that I have been working hard in the class with the readings and discussion and writing assignments. I did not have 
to miss as many recitations as originally thought by being able to come to the Thursday class one week and one of our out of town trips was cancelled and T was able to come 
to class. 
This will be my last miss. This leaves me with I believe two missed recitations. 
Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Chloe <cjmssel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 3:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm81oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: ,- Declare COMM-IOC 

~ [lave changed tile maior in the system, See below for details, 

Chloe 

Studenfs Name 

UNC Emaii 

@live.uno edu 

Primaw Major Information 

Primary Major 

Comrnunication Studies -AS BA COMM 

Primary Major Sub Plan 

Interpersonal Organization -lOG 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a second major? 

No 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

Supplementary Questions 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

Yes 

Staff Information 

Advisor Completing this Form: 

cjrussel@email.u nc edu 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

jgale@email.unc.edu 

Ck[oe ] Russell, I’d Ed. 

5el~Jor Acade ink: Advisor 

D B~is~ol! of Serial a~d BeEavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sdences and General College 

University el’North Caro~il~a at Chapel 

1005 Steele Building, 214 East Caamro~ Aven~)e, CB ¢3110 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3I~0 

~ 19-843 -}~ 2 

CONFIDENTNLITY NOTICE: 
This e- IlINL including any aRadmmnts, is intended for the sole use of the add ~ssee(s] a~d may contain legally pfivfl~ and/or confidontiN information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are h oreby notified 
that any use, disse~Nnation, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contain~ heroin is stridly prohibitS. If you have r~eived this e mail in error, please immediatdy noti~- the send or by tdephone or 
reply by e-mail, a~d pormamntly delete this e- raN1 from your computer system. ~ank you. 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 12:11 PM 

To: Russell, Chloe 

Subject: - Declare CONN-I~ 

Hi 

I understand that met with gou last week. He mentioned that you briefly discussed COMM as a potential major for him. He would like to go 

ahead and officially declare COMM ~nterpersonal OrgaNzat~on.     also sa~d that all you needed was an email from me to go ahead and initiate this change. I am 

certainly comfortable with this major fo~     and hope that by declaring this officially COMM course options will open up for him next semester. Please let me 



know if there is anything else that you need from me. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (fa~x) sbmaloy__,(_a~__g__n___c_~:_g__rLc_:_e_~t___u- 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Co: Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: HIST vleeting for 

I mn more than hapw to meet with yon, however the times you specify are extremely limited and do not coincide with any times in which I do not have teaching 

obligations. As I said before, I can meet you on Friday- after ,section, Wednesday afternoons before 4pm, or Monday between 1 and 2pm. If these times do not work, 

I may be able meet wifl~ you beIbre lecture on Monday, or Wednesday. 

Please ~lect one of these times and come prepared with specific questions as well as a list of strategies you will employ to ensure your success in this class. I would 

pretbr to meet with you this week, to resolve a~y pending issues before your next paper is due. 

All the bes~t, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 

Subject: Meeting 

10:33 PM 

I have looked at my schedule for the rest of the week and the only times I have available are early in the mornings Thursday and Friday. If those work please let me know. 
am sorp/for the inconvenience. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ; 5:47 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Bryant Gaines (bagmnes@uncaa.unc.edu); Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Repo(t 

WR .pdf; Grade Report .pdf 

Hey Coaches, 
Attached is the weekly report as well as the grade report with any new progress reports received within the week. Let me know if you have any questions. It’s hard 
to believe next week is the last week of class. One question for you..., on reading days will practice times be in the morning or afternoon? 
Thanks and good luck against Duke. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)uncaa.unc~edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:12 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Looks like 

Will know by end of week but he has the ~orrn, is meeting again, and hasta]ked with dad, me 

Etc. 

My question is can he attend second session summer school? He has to reap#y for admission 

gfter this but not sure i[: that applies to summer. 

m~ke 

F~= Naloy, Susan B 
$e~t= Tuesday, 9:22 AN 

T~= Fox, Mike 

Thanks for the heads up. Yesterday, we had set up a Lithe to meet today. So hope~:uHy he wil~ show at 1~:30 today. 

Thanks, 

F~= Mike Fox [mail~:mfox@unc.edu] 
$eBt= Tuesday, 8:39 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

came to me yesterday and he has bombed this semester it seems. Shocker. 

Kid is a mess. 

He has a cumulative so we will see what he can salvage. 

I told him to come see you to see if he can get some help last two weeks. 

But he doesn’t seem to want to help himself so we will see. 

Can’t help lazy kids. 

Mike 



A 

1 Thursday, April 25 

2 DRAM 115-001 

3 

4 Sunday, April 28 

5 COURSE 

6 BIOL 101 

7 PSYC 101 

8 MATH/STOR 

9 PORT 101-203 

10 FREN 101-203 

11 SPAN 101-203 

12 HIST 107 

13 ECON 410-002 

14 

15 Monday, April 29 

16 COURSE 

17 MATH/STOR 

18 PORT 101-203 

19 FREN 101-203 

20 SPAN 101-203 

21 DRAM 115-001 

22 ECON 101-007 

23 ECON 410-002 

24 

25 

26 Tuesday, April 30 

27 COURSE 

28 ECON 101-007 

29 DRAM 116-001/002 

30 MATH/STOR 

31 GEOL 

32 GEOL 

33 PSYC 101 

34 CHEM/PHYS 

35 CHEM/PHYS 

36 HIST 128-006 

37 HIST 128-007 

38 

39 

40 Wednesday, May 1 

41 COURSE 

42 BIOL 101-002 

43 BIOL 101-001 

44 ECON 101 

45 EXSS 

46 CHEM/PHYS 

6-7pm 

TIME 

6-7pm 

6-7pm 

7-10pm 

6-7:30pm 

7:30-8:30 

8:30-10pm 

9-10pm 

9-10pm 

TIME 

1-3pm 

1-2:30pm 

2:30-3:30 

3:30-5pm 

4:30-6pm 

2-3:30pm 

2-3pro 

TIME 

7-Spm 

8-9pm 

7-10pm 

6-7pm 

8-9pm 

8-9pm 

6-7pm 

9-10pm 

9-10pm 

9-10pm 

TiME 

2-3pm 

3-4pm 

6-Tpm 

6-Tpm 

6-Tpm 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Spring 2013 

C D 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

2310C 

ROOM 

23103 

2310C 

2301 

2310A 

2310A 

2310A 

23103 

2310C 

ROOM 

2301 

2310A 

2310A 

2310A 

2406 

2406 

2310C 

ROOM 

2301A 

2306 

2301 

2310B 

2310B 

2310C 

WL1 

WL1 

2310A 

2310A 

ROOM 

2310C 

2310C 

2310A 

2306 

WL1 



A 

47 CHEM/PHYS 

48 MATH/STOR 

49 PSYC 101-002 

50 ECON 

51 

52 

53 

54 Thursday, May2 

55 COURSE 

56 HIST 128-006 

57 HIST 107-001 

58 PSYC 101-002 

59 PSYC 101-001 

60 PSYC 101-003 

61 DRAM 116-002 

62 HIST 140 

63 MATH/STOR 

64 GEOL 101-001 

65 BUSI 101-001 & 002 

66 

67 

68 Friday, May 3 

69 COURSE 

70 HIST 128-007 

71 BIOL 101-002 

72 BIOL 101-001 

73 BUSI 101 

74 GEOL 101-001 

75 AFAM 101-003 

76 AFAM 101004 

77 PSYC 101-001 

78 PSYC 101-003 

79 MATH/STOR 

80 ECON 101-006 

81 

82 

B 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

6-7pm 

9-10pm 

TIME 

6-7pm 

8-9pm 

2-3pm 

3-4pm 

4-5pm 

8-9pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

11-12pm 

8-9pm 

TIME 

3-4pm 

3-4pm 

4-5pm 

5:30-7:30pm 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

8-9pm 

6-Tpm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

4-5:30pm 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Spring 2013 

C 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

83 Sunday, May5 

84 COURSE 

85 BIOL 101-001 

86 AFAM 101-004 

TIME 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

87 HIST 128-007 

88 EXSS 175-001 

89 MATH/STOR 

90 ECON 101-006 

91 BUSI 101 

92 HIST 128-006 

8-9pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

8-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-8pm 

TUTOR 

D 

WL1 

2301 

2310B 

2310C 

ROOM 

2310A 

2310A 

2310C 

2310C 

2310C 

2306 

2310B 

2301 

2310B 

2310C 

ROOM 

2306 

2310C 

2310C 

2310C 

2310B 

2310A 

2310A 

2306 

2306 

2301 

2301 

ROOM 

2310A 

2310B 

2310B 

2310A 

2301 

2310A 

2310C 

2306 



93 

94 

95 

A 

Monday, May 6 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Spring 2013 

C D 

96 COURSE 

97 HIST 128-006 

98 HIST 128-006 (FB) 

99 

100 Confirmed 

101 Emailed Tutor Schedule 

TIME 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

TUTOR ROOM 

2310C 

2310C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.uuc.edtv~; Bryant Gaines (bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Weekly Report 

WR .pdf; Grade Report .pdf 

Hey Mike, 
Attached is last week’s report in addition to the final grade report. I believe only a handful of progress reported grades have been added since I last sent this to 
you. Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)uncaa.unc~edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:08 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Review Session 

Dear Susan, 

There is a review session at the Business School at 6 tonight that all of us are attending. I do not think we will be able to make the tutor session at the LCE. Just wanted to let 
you know. Thank you for your help. 

Thank vou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu~, 

Fridav, 10:13 AM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

- Academic Worksheets 

.pdf 

Dear 

Attached are copies of Four Economics and Management & Society worksheets. Let me know if you have questions. 

Good luck through Omaha! 

Best, 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The Universit,/of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: .h_ _t_t_p__:J_/_~_d_._v_!__s_!.n__g: .u_n__c_.__e_.d_u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:03 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: (haduafi ng 

He?’, 
I kno~v you don’t do this anymore but do we get a point back on by chance? 
He finished here in after his junior year. Signed pro so I am sure we did not 
Lose a point! 
Mike 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froln (a?y ahoo. corn] 
Sent: Tuesday: 11:50 AM 
To: Fox, Make 
Subject: Graduating 

Hey Coach Fox, 

You will be happy to hear I am graduating Sunday! Took me almost 9 years but I did it. Thank you ibr giving me the opportunity’ to attend and receive a degree from such a great institution 
I plan to continue playing and after that possibly get into coaching Good luck the rest of the season. I thili,: this is the year for Carolina baseball. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Semester Grade Report 

This is a good semester for us so far. I have not spoken to 

will make a B!C in his EXXS class so he should n~ake over a 2.00 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 9:47 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Semester Grade Report 
Hey Mike, 

Attached is the grade report from late yesterday. A few additional grades have come in this morning that have not been uploaded into our system yet. 

Of note: 

- Finished with a B in BUSI    and a 2.535 cure GPA 

- Finished with a C in BUSI    and a 2.813 cure GPA 

- Finished with a C+ in COMM and a 2.122 cure GPA 

-Still has one grade out but earned a C+ in COMM     His current cure GPA is 2.047 

- Finished with a B in PHYS and a 3.579 cure GPA 

- Finished with a B+ in MATH and a 2.293 cure GPA 

is registered for I (3hr) online course in summer school, which he will definitely need in order to work himself off of Probation since his cure GPA is 

currently below 2.0. He may want to consider taking another course as well this summer. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Good luck against Georgia Tech this weekend. 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

taking class at Davidson county community college as well as 

Said the}, had cleared it with you and Beth? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:10 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Summer School 

Ok great. He just ~:orwarded me the ern~i~ from yesterday. 

The good thing for is that h~s online ~s showing up and h~s EXSS 

Thanks, 

S u s a n 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:43 AN 
Tot Maloy, Susan B 
Subje~t= Re: Summer School 

sent itH 

bet. 

has officially been dropped ~.lready. He should be all set. 

On , at 9:18 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 
My notes are noted in red below. Let me know if you have any questions. 
SSI in class: 

8-12 4 hr. lab 
9:30 (9:45am-ll:lSam) 

11:30-Ipm 
ii:30- lpm 
11:30- ipm 

course is still showing as enrolled. 
enrollment, so I believe that should clear up in a day or bzvo. I met with 
yesterday, but he did not copy me, so I am not sure if he did so or not, 
S$1 on-line class 

JOMC 
Comm 
Comm 
Musc. 
Comm 
EXXS 
EXXS 

institution. 
Comm 

COMM 
From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Jackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: Summer School 
Susan, 
This is what I have from the guys today. Please confirm for me: 
SSI in class: 

8-12 4 hr. lab 
9:30 
11:30 
11:30 
11:30 

SSI on-line class 
~OMC 
Comm 
Comm 
Musc. 
Comm 
EXXS 
EXXS 
Comm : 

copied me on the email they sent to cancel their 
about this yesterday and told him to send this email by 5pm 

Not enrolled 
Not enrolled unless they are transferring this course in. ]: know was considering taking this course at another 



Fl’olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Summer School 

[ talked much more at length about this with 

before taking the class at Davidson CC so they know it will transfer back. 

process r~-:~gardless, f hope they haw~ each done ~:h~s. 

F~m: Fox, Hike 
Sent= Tuesday,. ~:34 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Summer School 

taMng class at Dav[dson county community college as well as 

SaM they had cleared it w~th you and Beth? 

F~= Naloy, Susan B 
Se~t~ Tuesday, [0:~0 AM 
Tet Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Summer School 
Ok great. He just forwarded me the emai[ from yesterday. 

The good thing for is that his online b showing ug) and h~s EXSS 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~: Fox, Mike 
Se~t: Tuesday, 9:43 AM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer School 

sent 

¯ They both, however, should know that they needed to get this approved through UNC Admissions 

found the course on a transfer list, but he must still go through the approval 

bet. 

has officially been dropped aheady. He should be all set 

On , at 9:18 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <._s__b___n_!_a__[_o__~L__@___e___m____a_)_[_.__u___n__£:__e__d___u__> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 
My notes are noted in red below. Let me know if you have any questions. 
SSI in class: 

8-12 4 hr. lab 
9:30 (9:45am-11:15am) 

11:30-ipm 
11:30- lprn 
11:30- lpm 

course is still showing as enrolled~ 
enrollment, so I believe that should dear up in a day or b,~o. I met with 
yesterday, but he did not copy me, so I am not sure if he did so or not. 
SSI on-line class 

30MC 
Comm 
Comm 
Musc. 
Comm 
DO(S: 
EXXS 

institution. 
Comm 

COMM 

From= Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 PM 
To= MMoy, Susan B 
C¢: Jackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
S,,bject: Summer School 
Susan, 
This is what I have from the guys today. Please confirm for me: 
SSI in class: 

8-12 4 hr. lab 
9:30 

11:30 
11:30 

.......... 11:30 
SSI on-line class 

JOMC 153 
Comm 100 
Comm 100 
Musc. 141 
Comm 100 
EXXS 141 

copied me on the email they sent to cancel their 
~bout this yesterday and told him to send this email by 5pm 

Not enrolled 
Not enrolled unless they are transferring this course in. I know was considering taking this course at another 



EXXS 
Comm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 10:50 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

MATFFSTOR Drop-In Tutor Session 

@live.unc.edu> 

He,~ 

I just wanted to be sure that you were both aware of the MATH!STOR drop-in tutorial sessions in Loudermilk on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:00pm throughout 

Summer Session I. Please take advantage of these opportunities when you are available. 

Good luck in the ACC tournament this week!!! 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

Fox, Mike <mfo:@unc.edu> 

COMM Drop-In Tutor Session 

@live.unc.edu~; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu:- 

Hey Guys, 
I just wanted to be sure that you were all aware of the COMM drop-in tutorial sessions in Loudermilk on Thursdays at 7:00pm throughout Summer Session I. Please 
take advantage of this opportunity when you are available. 
Good luck in the ACC Tournament this week!! 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:23 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Travel Letter [br Summer 

Sulnmer Travel Letter.dot 

Hi Mike, 

I am not exactly sure of your team travel plans during the ACC tournament and beyond, but attached is an updated travel letter for the guys for their summer 

school professors. 

Good luck this week!! 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:49 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CONGRATS ACC Chmnps!!’. 

Tha~ks a ton and thank you for all you do for our guys, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:49 AM 
To; 

Co: Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Bryant Gaines (bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: CONGRATS ACC Champs!!! 

Hey Guys! 

I just wanted to congratulate each of you on an incredible ACC Tournament run!!! Your perseverance throughout the Tournament was AMAZING! Let the 

tremendous success of this season propel you into greater things in the NCAA post season, I am so proud of each of you ! Keep working hard, I’ll be watching as 

often as I can, 

CONGRATS ACC Champs!! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~i~ uucaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:50 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CONGRATS ACC Chmnps!!’. 

Thanks so much Susan! It was awesome! 

From= Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:49 AM 
To= 

l::c= Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Bryant Gaines (bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject= CONGRATS ACC Champs!!! 

Hey Guys! 

l just wanted to congratulate each of you on an incredible ACC Tournament run!!! Your perseverance throughout the Tournament was AMAZING! Let the 

tremendous success of this season propel you into greater things in the NCAA post season. I am so proud of each of you ! Keep working hard. I’II be watching as 

often as I can. 

CONGRATS ACC Champs1! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             12:37 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:            - APR vs. Summer School 

He iust fell on it correct? That means he is eligible to return simply on AP, so ! wouldn’t think it necessary. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wed nesday, 11: 50 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: - APR vs. Summer School 

Brent, 

Can we talk about and whether or not he should be in Summer School since he is on Academic Probation? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yes!’.! I was just going to call him!! Will wait now. 

On at 5:32 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo~)email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 
I just reached out to our Retention Coordinator and Academic Advising to request confirmation in writing of 
Probation" status and whether or not this status is effected if he does not take summer school at all. So before 
good to have this in writing. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalo~uncaa.unc.edu 

"Eligible - On Academic 

decides anything, it would be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demelriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 8:50 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi, Susan~ 

The stuch:_~r~t is "Eligible - On Academic Probatior~" which is techni(:al~y good standing. ~f he leaves the U~ivers~Ly now, he ca~ reLurn without issue. He will ~usL 

need to a~iy for re-.admh;s~ot~ through the ~dmiss~ot~s O~fice, f~ h~ summer t course changes h~s e~g~b~Hty sLatus to h~el~g~ble than he wHI only be abh~ to return 

[o ot~l~ne courses o~ summer school. 

hope this helps. 

Cyt~:hia Demetriou, D.irector for Retet~Liot~ 

Undergraduate Retention, Of[:ice of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolh~a at Chapel HH[ ~ (9:].9) 843-50:].5 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

~:_~J_~_~[#_~_[RD_:_~_~_:~_~. 

Confidcr!tiaiity notice: lhis e mail message, including any att;~cl!n]ents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(5~ and rn;~y contah~ confidential and pFiwleged h~format~on. Any 

un;~t~tho:qzed review, use, disclosure or distribt~tion ~s prohibited. 

From: Haloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:06 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Cc: Caldwell, Andrea L; Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: 

Hi Cynthia, 

Would you mind looking over this student’s record to be sure his "eligible-on Academic Probation" status will not change if he decides to drop his online summer 

school course and not attend summer school at all? He may have an opportunity to play professionally next semester, and we want to be sure if he decides to 

leave the institution that he leaves "eligible". 

Thanks so much for your help, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fa~x) 

sbmalo’~)uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday 10:23 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Scholax-Athlete of the Yeax - Need Nominees 

Yes     ACC pitcher of the year, etc. atMetically. 

You need anything else from me or can you get his athletic stuff from Dave Schmidt ? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, ::tO::t8 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year - Need Nominees 

Hi Mike, 

It is that time of year to submit nominees for the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year award according to the criteria below. I assume you would like to nominate 

, but wanted to check with you to see if there is anyone else you would like to put forward, (of course we may only nominate one student-athlete per 

sport). 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 

2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 

3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during each of the last two semesters 

4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

I apologize for the short notice, but was just informed myself that we need the names of nominees by the end of the day tomorrow. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday~ 12:16 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: COMM    - Summer Withdrawal 

I think he is focussed on the regional and still thinking about taking the class, 

If h~:" FAll_5 it h*-’_~ is still ok so AU_ OF YOU A[~{~ "]’E[.I_tNG M E He sees no risk to keeping 

The class since he has already pa~d and can’t: get h~s mo~ey back AND ~: ~toes cout~: ~:owards 

Hours for graduation. 

Mike 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Senti Monday, LI: 57 AM 

~c= Fox, Mike 
S~bje~t= COMM - Summer Withdrawal 

Hi 

I noticed that COMM is still showing up on your class schedule for the summer. Did you email the scanned form to Carol McDonnell at the Friday Center? If so, 

did you receive a confirmation of your email? Please get back to me as soon as you can so we can be sure this is removed from your record. It may still take a 

couple days to process, but wanted to check in with you on the status. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~da] Coordinator/Acadomic Counsolor 

~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sbmaloy@~mcaa, nnc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hurtle, Am~e <ahurrle@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:37 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

I am looking for the team’s cure GPA and a list of all graduating seniors, I also need the individual with the highest cure gpa, 

Anne 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June :I:t, 20:[3 :t2:35 PN 

To: Hurrle, Anne 
Subject: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

Hi Anne, 

When you ask for "the cumulative GPA and all graduating seniors" are you looking for the team’s cum GPA and the names of graduating seniors? Just not sure 

exactly what you need. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Dave, 

I need the following info for UNC. The student-athlete with the highest cumula~ve GPA on the teatn’s roster, the cutnulative GPA and all graduating seniors. We 

need this info by i1 PM today for the opening ceremonies on Thursday. 

Thanks, 

Anne 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 

9 ] 9-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

This ema~l and any attachments may contain NCAA confldentia1 and privileged iiffonnalion. If you axe not the intended recipient, please noti~ the sender ilnmediately 

by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and may be illegal. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Schmidt, Dave <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

Thanks Susan. Did you nominat~ for the Elite 89 as well? 

On at 12:41 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks. 

Highest individual cure GPA is sophomore Team’s cure GPA is 2.628, Senior who graduates in 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

From: Hurrle, Anne 
Sent= Tuesday, ~2:37 PM 

To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

~ am h:x?]dng [or the team’s cure GPA and a fist o~ aH g~aduating sen~o~s. I Mso need the individual w~th the h~ghest cure gpa. 

Th a n ks ! 

Atme 

From-" Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t; Tuesday, 12:35 PM 

To: Hurtle, Anne 
$~bject: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

Hi Anne, 

When you ask for "the cumulative GPA and all graduatin8 seniors" are you looking for the team’s cum GPA and the names of 8raduatinB seniors? Just 

not sure exactly what you need. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Dave, 

I need tile follo~ving info for UNC The student-athlete ~vith the highest cumulative GPA on the team’s roster, the cumulative GPA and all graduating 

seniors. We need this inl~b by ~ PM today for the opening ceremonies on Thursday. 

Thanks, 
Anne 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Studenl-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy¢~ uncaa.unc.edu 

This email a~d any attachments may conto~n NCAA confidentiaJ a~d privileged information. If you axe not tile intended recipient, please notify the sender 

immediately by return emaJJ, delete this message and destroy an5’ copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended 

recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schmidt, Dave <dhschmid@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:09 AM 

Fox, Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Schmidt, Dave -~<lhschmid@email.unc.edtr~; Malay, Sus~m B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: All-ACC Academic Baseball Team 

He did not pitch enough to be considered. 

On at 9:55 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox,~unc~edu> wrote: 

[)id not qui~lify for ~:his? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: AII-ACC Academic Baseball Team 

Coach, 

First I would like to congratulate you, your staff and the team on a successful post season. The team really played hard and never ~ave up. We 

watched every innin~ and cheered them on whether it was in the stadium or ~lued to the TV in New Jersey. 

What a huge honor to have 5 student athletes on the AII-ACC Academic team this year. I cannot help but notice that      is not on the list. I certainly 

do not understand all the requirements to be considered other than the ones stated in the article, but it does seem to me that      met those 

requirements. I realize that      was not part of the post season roster and I am not sure if that is the criteria that was used. I would certainly hope 

that was not the case, as he worked hard both on and off the field, in and out of the classroom and was a member of the team for the regular season. 

While       suffered many personal disappointments this season, I think he put the team’s ~oals and successes before his own.      would not 

want me to write this email as personal recognition is not what motivates him, however, I wanted to make sure I understood the reason for the 

omission so that I did not speculate and it was meaningful to me. 

I am not necessarily expectin~ a reply but I felt that I needed to express my concern and confusion. 

This tra~smission may contain intbrmation that is privileged, contideatial, legally privileged, a~d/or exempt th~m disclosure under applicable law. If you are 

not the intended recipient, you axe hereby notified that may disclosnre, copying, distribation, or use of the information comaJmed herein (including may 

reliance thereon) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Although this transmission and ~y attachments axe believed to be free of any virus or other detect that 

Inight Mt’ect any computer system into Milch it is received mid opened, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no 

responsibility is accepted by JPMorgan Chase & Co., its subsidiaries and affiliates, as applicable, for any loss or dmnage arising in ~:ay way from its use. If 

you received tliis transmission in error, please im~nediately contact the sender mid destroy the material in its entirety, whether in electronic or hard cow 
format Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Schmidt, Dave <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.e&~> 

RE: All-ACC Academic Team 

Susan arid Dave, 

IS ACC Honor roll an average of both fall and spring of a 3.00 and without consideration of playing time!! 

Obviously as      made it and he was not even eligible to play.> And 

So ACC AH-Academk: ~:eam ~s a 3.00 prevk)us semes~:er and s 3.00 cumulative. That ~s what: is on the release 

Without any men~:ion of ph~ying time. 

So we leave            off because he                     P ~s that right. Where does ~t say anything 

about athletic performance from the ACC. ~ ~eed to see ~t to explain to mother. She has questioned 

why he was not named~ 

[ can say he did not play enough just want to ma[~e sure he is the only one. 

However h~ the past we haw~ never not nominated a player because of playing tkne as we were tryk~g to get 

As many players as possible recognized~ To my know[ed£e anyway, 

TNs shoutd have been d~scussed w~th me prior to release or the retease shouid have made reference to piay~ng dme~ 

M~ke 

F~= Naloy, Susan B 
Seat= Tuesday, $$: 20 AM 
Te= Schmidt, Dave; Fox, Hike 
Subject; RE:     AII-ACC Academic       Team 

Sounds Hke this could be different from the ACC Honor Rotl because 

Thanks, 

F~= Schmidt, Dave 
Seat: Tuesday, $0:09 AN 
To= Fox, Mike 
6¢= Schmidt, Dave; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re:     AII-ACC Academic       Team 

He did not enough to be considered. 

was clearly submitLed on the ACC Honor Roll. 

On at 9:55 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

Did      not qualify for this? 

From: [[nailto: @chase.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: AII-ACC Academic Team 

Coach, 

First I would like to congratulate you, your staff and the team on a successful post season. The team really played hard and never gave up. We 

watched every      and cheered them on whether it was in the stadium or glued to the TV in New Jersey. 

What a huge honor to have 5 student athletes on the AII-ACC Academic team this year. I cannot help but notice that      is not on the list. I certainly 

do not understand all the requirements to be considered other than the ones stated in the article, but it does seem to me that      met those 

requirements. I realize that      was not part of the post season roster and I am not sure if that is the criteria that was used. I would certainly hope 

that was not the case, as he worked hard both on and off the field, in and out of the classroom and was a member of the team for the regular season. 

While      suffered many personal disappointments this season, I think he put the team’s goals and successes before his own.      would not 

want me to write this email as personal recognition is not what motivates him, however, I wanted to make sure I understood the reason for the 

omission so that I did not speculate and it was meaningful to me. 

I am not necessarily expecting a reply but I felt that I needed to express my concern and confusion. 

This transmission may contain information that is privileged, confidential, legally privileged, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are 

not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distributior~ or use of the information contained herein (including any 

reliance thereon) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Although this transmission and any attachments axe believed "to be free of any virus or other detect that 

might a£fect any computer system into which it is received a~d opened, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no 

responsibility is accepted by JPMorgan Chase & Co., its subsidia6es and Mtiliates, as applicable, tbr any loss or dmnage arising in a~y way from its use. If 

you received this transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender a~d destroy the material in its entirety, M~ether in electronic or hard coW 

format. Thank you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Cancel Enrollment tbr Summer II 

H 

Check out this link in order to cancel your enrollment for Summer Session II http:!!advising.unc.edu!policies-and-procedures!cancellation-of-enrollmenti. 

Please take note of the following: 

"On or after the first day of class, you may cancel enrollment only if you have not attended class. To proceed with a cancellation, you must contact your college or 

school dean’s office. You may be asked to obtain "letters of non-attendance" from your instructors to show you have not attended any classes. If you have 

attended classes but wish to drop all classes, you will need to seek a withdrawal." 

With that said, and since you have not attended class this term, it appears that an email to Andrea Campbell, Asst. Dean for Academic Advising, at 

andreac@email.unc.edu requesting a cancelation based on the fact that you never attended class should be the first step in canceling your enrollment for Summer 

Session II. She may ask you to secure a letter from your professor as proof to your attendance, however. Please email Andrea ASAP before the semester ends on 

so that this does not become a retroactive withdrawal which could be a more complicated process. 

Keep me posted on how this is going. If you want to copy me on the email, that would be great. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)uncaa.unc~edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu:~ 

RE: Grade Report - Summer I and II - 

Summer I Grade Report pdf; Sum~ner II Grade Report .pdf 

Hi Mike, 

I believe                  were going to take a class at Davidson Comm. College, but I do not h,~ve official proof of that. 

ended up dropping his summer school courses. 

finished with an A in MUSC on~ine. 

Att~ched are the grade repor~:s for SS~ and fk [.e~: me know if you have arw o~:her questh:ms, 

Thanks, 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:34 AM 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Wha~ did ~e ~ake in ~u~ic 

Did 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <shinaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Ms. Mdtoy, 

Thmik you so much for your email. I have not received amy notification from the bank that there were not enough funds in our account to cover our payment. There has 

always been enough money in the account to cover any debits. The oNy explanation I cm~ think of is that we transposed a number when entering into the ustem. I have 
left a message ruth the person referenced in your email. We roll get this corrected ASAP. I will let you know as soon as we have this problem corrected. 

Thank you, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:26 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Susan B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

I j ust spoke to Cassandra. Since I repaid the deposit ruth the checking acct (we do not have a MasterCard only Visa) we have to wait 10 days before they can lift the 
hold. I had to ask if we could pay in person and was told we could, and I will do this today. 

Thank you so much for all of your help! 

On Wed at 11:08 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(a)email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

f do not know this person specifically, bu~: s~:,e if Robin is able to assist you with the:, contact info b~:,low. This would b~:" a good ~)la(:e ~:o start sinc~-’_~ you have no~: 

been abh-:~ t.:_~ get through to Cassandra dir~-:~ctly. 

Robin Bowmma Student Accounts Assistant rbbowmma~email.unc.edu 919-962-9483 

Hope this helps. 

Tha~ks, 

Susan 

From: ,~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:25 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 

I have tried to reach Cassandra malay titnes, but her phone goes straight to voicetnail. From what I was able to find out is that the payment was returned becaase the 

acct did not exist. We must have entered it incorrectly. Cassandra’s voicetnail states that she tnay not contact as for up to 48 hours. Is there anyone else that we 

could speak with? 

Thank you, 

On Wed, at l 0:10 AM, Maloy, Susm~ B <sbina]ov(~a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for your email. Yes, please keep me posted on this. Hopefully Cassm~dra Gregory will be of some help for you. 

Thank you and look forward to bearing back from you soon. 

From: .~qmail.com] 
Sent: ~uesaay, ~:zu v~vl 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Ms. Maloy, 

’I’hm~k you so much for your email. I have not received any notificalion frotn the bank that there were not enough funds in our account to cover our paytnent. There 

has ahvays been enough money in the account to cover aaay debits. The only explm~ation I can think of is that we trm~sposed a number when entering into the system. 

I have left a message with the person referenced in your etnail. We will get this corrected ASAP. I will let you know as soon as we have this probletn corrected. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Automatic reply: 

Good news! and I went to the Cashier’s Office this afternoon and were able to take care of everything! came home m~d was able to sign- up tbr his 2 

summer school classes. 
Thank you for all of your help. I know that you have been out of your office, so and I really appreciate the fact that you responded so qnickly to all of our 

questions and emails. 

is scheduled to attend the 5tJa orientation session, but if we need to meet ruth you before then we can since we live here in Chapel Hill. Just let us know. 
Thank you again and have a great weekend. 

On Tue,           at 8:19 PM, Maloy, Susm~ B < sbmalov~)elna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for your email. I am currently away from the office and plan to return on Monday, .     . I will have limited access to email while I am away, but will do my 
best to respond as soon as I can. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Brent Blanton at 962-9536 or blanton(~,unc.edu. 

Many thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:16 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.nnc.edu> 

Susan, 
This is I am sorry about all the confusion about orientation. I will call you In the morning to discuss sun,met classes. Thank you for trying to arrange for me to attend orientation 
on June 17th My cell number i~              Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om ¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,. 12:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Freslm~a~ Physicals 

Some have physicals Friday, 

1- Pm 

2- Pm 

3- Pm 

f just sent them all a letter of ew-:~rything so you wi~ need to tel~ them aH tMs at CROPS or via ernaH. 

rvl~ke 

E~= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:38 PN 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: OrienMtion - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Naloy 

~es, I did not copy you on aH of them, but Lhey al~ received the 5;ame 

Hopefkd~y you won’t be back yet, buL geth wou~d I&e to meeL with sl~ of them Friday afternoon, June 2L Do you see any proMem 

with that? 

Fmm: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:35 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: OrienNtion - Schedule a Meeting w! Susan NMoy 

Awesome. g number o[: them for this one. We wil~ not be here so good luck with thern. 

They have a ~etLer from me about summer school, etc. 

Thanks 

M~ke 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Wednesday 9:58 AN 
To’, @aol,com 
Co: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w! Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my ~n~erstan~iog that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to Vou during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on cam~s) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as Vou can to let me know whether or not ~ou will be able to meet at 8am. (We will ~l~n to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday (6/18)~ your Orientation Leader will direct Vou to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

mee~ng at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a mee0ng on their OdentaOon schedule on Tuesday (6/18) with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting Vou next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if yo~ can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic A~visiog Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for         classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to EEE:_~_~_~:_~_~_~:~, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link ~nde~ "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from Vou soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutodal Coordinator/Ac~emic Connselor 

£~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~d~unc~m.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfox~unc.edu> 

Thursday,            7:51 AM 

@gmail.com ~yahoo.com; ~comcast.net; ~yahoo.com; i        ~gmaJl.com; 

@optonline.net; @yahoo.corn; @yahoo.corn; ~yahoo.com; @gmail.com; 

!@gmml.com; ~student.capehenty.org; @embarqmail.com; ~gmml.com; 

~gma~l.com; @a~l.com 

Maloy, Susan B <sblnaloy@email.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@elnail.unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Gaines, 

Blyant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edtc" ,~@raid.n.com 

SUMMER SCHOOL AND OMAHA 

Guys, 

~ sent each of you a letter yesterday detailing next week. Many of you are attending C-TOPS Monday and Tuesday next week 
as well. Susan Maloy, 

your academic counselor has sent you an email detailing meetings with her during orientation. These are very important. 

I was scheduled to meet with you all on Wednesday, June :19 but as you know we are heading to Omaha today. 

Summer classes begin Thursday 
The letter will have a schedule for your Lewis dorm in move in, medical screenings and physicals. You will also be asked to meet with Beth Lyons on Friday, June 

for academic testing. Susan will let you know about these. Be sure to make all of these appointments!!! You will have to ask around ahead of time where things 

are. You can figure it out! 
You will not have access to the stadium until we return. You can begin working out in the LCE wt. room on Monday,        after you have been cleared medically. 

Coach Gatz is going with us but he has informed his staff to be ready for you guys mid-afternoon each day. Attend your summer classes, eat lunch and go to the wt. 

room. Susan will also have tutor help and structured study for you as well, either late afternoon or evening. It is very, very important that you do well in your two 

classes this summer. Do not ever miss a class. 

Bring a baseball or two so you can throw on E’haus turf fields until we return. 

I hope we are not back until or so! See you then. 

Coach 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@embarqmafil.com> 

Tuesday, 1:48 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Screening Meeting 

Hi Susan 

Thank you for your help. Yesterday I received a packet from Coach Fox regarding Summer School. The packet has me listed as taking classes this summer, but I did 

not enroll in Summer School because I roll be on a church mission trip to Guatemala. I called the Athletic Department earlier today’ and left a message with Mr. 

Blanton (Joan Holt is in Omaha ruth the tean~.) Also, yesterday I received an email regarding physical times. My nmne was not lis~ted. I assume my physical is still 

scheduled for Friday at 3:00, following my academic screening. 

If you can oiler any answer~ I would appreciate hearing ficom you. 

Thank you so much for your help! I look lbrward to meeting you on Friday. 

On . at 2:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo¥~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Per my email from earlier today regarding a meeting on Wednesday for Academic Screening, I just spoke with Beth Lyons (who will be conducting the 

screening), and she can meet with you at 1:30pro on Friday    . No need to make a special trip on Wednesday. Beth is located just down the from my 

office in the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

parking deck and the baseball field. Please know that there is a possibility that your physical time could change, but I informed the dr. that you were 

planning on a 3pro physical on Friday. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday 9:33 AM 

@live. unc.edu> @live. unc.e&~; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

Requiied Meeting with Beth Lyons - Monday 6/24 at 8:45am 

,~live.unc.edtv~; @live.unc.edu> 

Hi 
Please meet with Beth Lyons on Monda~ at 8:45am in her office down the hall from me to begin working on a tutorial plan for your SOCI class. She will be 
devising a weekly plan for the 4 of you to meet with her to discuss your assignments in the course. This should give you plenty of time to get to your 9:45am class. 
Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Meeting Tuesday at 8:15am wi Beth Lyons 

@gmail.com 

Hi 

I hope you are settling in to your classes so far this session. 

Please plan to meet with Beth Lyons tomorrow (Tuesday at 8::lSam to discuss the questionnaire that you completed last week. Please respond to my email so 

that I know you received it and are planning to meet Beth at 8::lSam. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday~ 12:53 PM 

~aol.com;              ~live.unc.edu> 

Meeting Tuesda?     at 8:30am wi Beth Lyons 

Hi 

I hope you are settling in to your classes so far this session. 

Please plan to meet with Beth Lyons tomorrow (Tuesday ) at 8:30am to discuss the questionnaire that you completed last week. Please respond to my email so 

that I know you received it and are planning to meet Beth at 8:30am. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:54 PM 

@yahoo.corn: 

Meeting Tuesda.v at 8:45am wi Beth Lyons 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Hi 

I hope you are settling in to your classes so far this session. 

Please plan to meet with Beth Lyons tomorrow (Tuesda,~ I at 8:45am to discuss the questionnaire that you completed last week. Please respond to my email so 

that I know you received it and are planning to meet Beth at 8:45am. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~x) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:59 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Tuesday    at 8:45am w/Beth Lyous 

Ok ill be there. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 12:54 PM 

To:               Nyahoo.com; 

Subject: Meeting Tuesday at 8:45am w/Beth Lyons 

Hi 

I hope you are settling in to your classes so far this session. 

Please plan to meet with Beth Lyons tomorrow (Tuesday 

that I know you received it and are planning to meet Beth at 8:45am. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordiuator/Academic Counselor 

IfNC Academic Support Program Ibr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

at 8:45am to discuss the questionnaire that you completed last week. Please respond to my email so 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 1:34 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Tuesday    at 8:30ran w/Beth Lyons 

Hi Susan 
Ok sounds good. I’ll be there. 

at 12:52 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~a~emailamc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi 
I hope you are settling in to your classes so far this session. 
Please plan to meet with Beth Lyons tomorrow (Tuesda~ at 8:30am to discuss the questionnaire that you completed last week. Please respond 
to my email so that I know you received it and are planning to meet Beth at 8:30am. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Acade~nic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~tmcaa.t~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:55 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; _                ~live.unc.e&~>; ~live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edtv~; ~unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-~; ~emaJd .unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; ,~!live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>i 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Sunday - Hour Study Session 

A~i of yo~ plan to ~ th~r~ this $~ncM¥ 

Co~ch 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 9:~ AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Sunday    - Hour Study Session? 
Hi Mike, 
l’m not SUFe what the fFeshman ~uys aFe up to this weekend, but do you think I could ~et them to~etheF on Sunday night at 7pm foF two LeaFnin~ Assistants 
and       to conduct a ~roup session on how to conduct online reseaFch such has how to find scholaFly aFticles, etc.? Sounds like some of them aFe not suFe 
exactly wheFe to ~o to FeseaFch online, and I think this would be helpful foF all of them. 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-A~etes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~)t~nc~.tmc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:31 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Recognition 

Acade~nic Recognition- Players .docx 

Good job!! See attached. 

Can you tell me who is in SS2 and provide grades for SS1 please. 

thanks 



BASEBALL 
Academic Recognition 

ACC HONOR ROLL (3.0+ Fall & Spring) 

DEAN’S LIST (3,5+ GPA) 

ACC ALL-ACADEMIC 

3.0 GPA previous semester and 3.00 cumulative GPA 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~unc.edu> 

Friday,            11:20 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

SS class & Student Asst. Coach 

Susan, 

Talked to both of them. 

has finished his paper for the class and plans to turn it in by the deadline. 

- teacher was out of the country when we got back from Omaha and could not 

Give him the final and said he had until the end of the fall semester. 

Both are on it. 

Just an FYI 
Also,            is coming to see you. He is going to be our undergraduate student asst. 

Coach this year. He needs early classes this fall and spring! Help him please. 

thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtr~; MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Please see below. 

Thanks, 

From: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Friday, 11:21 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom, 

is back finishing his degree work after four years of professional baseball. 

Do we have a way to help him financially? I assume he does not fit the 5th year 

Award criteria? 

Mike 

Could you let me know what st~ll needs to do to complete his degree. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., La~’ A. <athgallo@unc.edu-> 

Friday, 12:38 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmemmns@unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.e&~> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

’Ihmqks for the heads-up, Tom. 
Coach. if we award     any scholarship tnoney, he will have to ’~,vork" in some capaci~ ’~to earn it." If I atn correct, and if you approve of this, I believe that he can be 
an undergraduate assistmat coach per the NCAA rules ~- BUT FIRST, MAKE SURE YOU CHECK WITH COMPI ~IANCE F’OR APPROVAL. 

Larry 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

~tom: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Friday, 11:21 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom, 

CotEId you k_~[: ~’~e k~.:_~w whist still needs [:o do t.:_~ comi:~lete his degree. 

is back finishing his degree work after four years of professional baseball. 

Do we have a way to help him financially? I assume he does not fit the 5th year 

Award criteria? 

Mike 



i From: 

!I"o: 

i S~bj~c*: 

Susan B <sbma~ey@email.unc.e&~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:53 PM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

HI Tom, 

I just met with After Summer Session II, 

to take this online), he should be able to complete all coursework in Fall     and Spring     in order to graduate in May 

with Advising in terms of curriculum changes and overall degree corn#et~ot~ mat~:ers and has an appom~:met~t scheduled for Monday 

will have 27 hours remaining to complete his degree. Provided he can enroll in SPAN    in Fall (he may need 

made a list of items to clarify 

However, t l:hink he 

Could you le[: n’~e know what still t~eeds [:o do to complete his degree. 

ch-:ffinitely has dir,-:~ction on what he ne,-:~ds to raise to c.:_~n’~plet,-:~ his degn-:~e. 

Let rne know if there is any[hing else that you need [:rom me. 

Susan 

F~m: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
¢c~ Galio, Jr., Larw A.; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

PJe~se ~H~e below. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

~rom: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Friday, 11:21 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom, 

is back finishing his degree work after four years of professional baseball. 

Do we have a way to help him financially? I assume he does not fit the 5th year 

Award criteria? 

Mike 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <~immennan@nnc.edu> 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Laity A. <athgallo@nnc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Thanks Susan. 

To complete the picture: 

we provide to     (can be from 0 to 

Mr Galk): Pleas~-:~ let me know if the! (t~-:~partment of athh:_~tics wouk~ ~ke to provkte GfA to at~d at what level 

Thanks, 

Tom 

~tom: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday,            %:53 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Fox, Mike 

Ce: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: RE: 

I just met w~th      After Sumn~e~ Session H,     will have 27 hours rema~nk~ to complete h~s de@~ee. Provided he can enroll k~ SPAN 

to t~ke tNs onHne), he should be able to cornple[e al~ coursewo~k ~r~ F~ll     and Spdn@     ~n order to @raduate ~r~ May 

w~th Adv~s~n~ ~n temps of curriculum ch~n~es and over~H degFee completion matteFs and has an appointment scheduled for Monday 

received each year in GIA when he was at U NC (this averages out to 38%). We have no restriction on how much GIA, if any, 

Could you let me know what st~ll needs to do to complete his degree. 

definitely has direction on what he needs to take to complete his degree. 

f_et me Imow if there is atwthing else tha~: you ne~:_~d flom me. 

~ Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 11:23 AN 
To: Fox, Mike 
Cc: Gallo, 3r., Lar~ A.; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

Plea3e see below. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

~mm: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Friday, ~1:21 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subje~t: 

Tom~ 

~s back finishing his degree work after four years of professional baseball. 

Do we have a way to help him financially? I assume he does not fit the 5th year 

Award criteria? 

Mike 

in Fall (he may need 

made a list of i[ems to clarify 

However, I think he 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M -~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            2:53 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

M~Joy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.ed~ 

Tesfi~ 

Hello 
I have scheduled a testing time for Wednesday (tomorrow). We need to tease campus at 2:30 in order to get to the testing site on time 
Please meet me at Susan’s office at 2:30. If this conflicts with any         activities please let Susan know ASAP so she can alert coaches/trainers/etc of this appointment 

Please respond to this message do I know you have received it and understand it 

Regards, 
Beth Lyons 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aguilar, Alafin J <alaguila@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CLASS CANCELLED TODAY - 

Unfortunately, since your group presented today, you will have to do something else to satisfy the presentation 
requirement (20% of your final grade). I’ve decided that you will have to write a paper an 8-10 page paper on the same topic: Coping with and Managing Stress. This will be 
due on the last day of classes (one week from today). 

If you want I can help you create an outline to get started, 

Alain 

Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES/CPT/PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetxer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
(0 919-843-4982 
Office Hours:T!Th 1-4pm and F 10-12:30am Woollen 314 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: http://exss.unc.edu/underqraduate-pr~qram/ba-in-exss/~tness-pr~fessi~na~/~verview/ 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:17 AM 
To: Aguilar, Alain J 
Subject: Re: CLASS CANCELLED TODAY 

AI~Ar~ I have been throwing up aJ1 night I won’t be in class today 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 7:05 AM, "alaguila(~email.unc.edu" <alaguila~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipiems 

From: Alain AguilaJc 

Students, 
The group who was suptx)sed to present k~day will do so 

tomorrow. Fxeryone will just be bumped back a day. Please spread the word about class being ca~celled to your other friends in the class. I’m sure not 

eveL~one checks their email in the morning. 

Take Care, 
Alain 

This fom-aKled message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: EXS S       .S 

.SI ;" site. To leply to this 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AguiD~; AlaJn J <alaguila@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:46 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CLASS CANCELLED TODAY - 

Thanks for all your help Susan. I know you’re doing all you can for the 

Alain 

guys. I’m meeting with tomorrow at 2pro. I’m sure it will go well. 

Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES/CPT/PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-84-3-2033 
(c) 
(0 919-84-3-4982 
Office Hours:T/Th 1-4pro and F 10-12:30am Woollen 314 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: hE~p://exss.unc.edu/underqraduate-pr~qram/ba-in-exss/~tness-pr~fessi~na~/~verview/ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:28 PM 
To: Aguilar, Alain J 
Subject: RE: CLASS CANCELLED TODAY - 

Hi Alain, 

Thank you very much for keeping me informed about this assignment for 

will certainly focus on this durin£ his study sessions. 

Thank you, 

Emm= Aguilar, Alain ] 
Seat; Tuesday, 9:05 PN 

C~= Naloy, Susan B 
Sabje~t= RE: C~SS CANCELLED TODAY - 

, It’s my understanding that he has a meeting scheduled wkh you tomorrow, We 

Unfortunately, since your group presented today, you will have to do something else to satisfy the presentation 
requirement (20% of your final grade). I’ve decided that you will have to write a paper an 8-10 page paper on the same topic: Coping with and Managing Stress. This will be 
due on the last day of classes (one week from today). 

If you want ~ can help you create an outline to get started. 

Alain 
Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES/CPT/PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - C8 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
(t’) 919-843-4982 
Office Hours:T/Th 1-4pro and F 10-12:30am Woollen 314 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website:..!]~‘-‘jj.e---x--s--s-.#--~--c-=e--c-~--u-~-.u---n--d---e-..r-g[-a---d---u-.a--t--e-----p-L~--gLa-L‘~j-b---a----~.~-----e--x---s--s-/--f-)-t--n-.-e--s-.s----~D~-f---e--s-.s-.!-~-£La-J~9-v--.e--~Le-..-w--/-- 

From: 

Sent= Tuesday, 9:17 AM 
To: Aguilar, Alain J 
Subject= Re: CLASS CANCELLED TODAY 

Alain, I have been fire, wing up all night I won’t be in class today 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On at 7:05 AM, "al~uil~%mail.unc.edu" <~l~uil~)em~dl.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Undisclo~d Recipients 

From: Alton Aguilar 

Students, 

The group who was supposed to present today will do so 
tomorrow. Everyone roll just be bumped back a day. Please spread the word abont class being cmicelled to your other friends in the class. I’m sure not 

everyone checks their e~nail in the morning. 



Take Care, 
Alain 

This forwaMed message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 
message click this link to access Messages for this site: EXS S       .2 

.SI " site, To reply to this 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:56 AM 

Rucinski, Tern Jo <tjmcinski@unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Markos, Lmace M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

All - 

has been accepted here at UNC-he has been to CTOPS-all of it. 

He will be given a chance to make our team this fall, I would like for him to have full participation with us as soon as classes start, 

Is there anything I can tell him before he gets here that would help speed things up? Physical? EIg Center? Thanks! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:09 PM 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; Rucinski, Terri Jo <tjrucinski@unc.edu>; Fo~ Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timmenna~s, Tom <tinunermm~s@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Eligibilibl Center Info Sheet.doc 

I need two things from my end. One, send Tom a Change ot:StaLus adding     to the team. And two, 

moving; instr~ctions ~re attached. Let me know when he tells you he’s registered. Th~nks!! 

[,3,, n c e 

From: Jackson, Sco~ C 
Sent: Friday,           11:56 AM 
To: Rudnski, Terri 3o; ~x, Mike; Markos, Lance M; MMoy, Susan B 

Subject: 

All - 

has been accepted here at UNC-he has been to CTOPS-all of it. 

He will be given a chance to make our team this fall. I would like for him to have full participation with us as soon as classes start. 

Is there anything I can tell him before he gets here that would help speed things up? Physical? EIg Center? Thanks~ 

isn’t regisLered with the Eligibility Center, so get him 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike ~’mfo~unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:14 PM 

Rucinski, Terri Jo <tjrucinskJ@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu>; Timmermm~s, Tom 

<timmermans@unc.edu-*; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocc@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Markos, Lm~ce M 
<maxko@email.unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu-*; Carrick, C&sey 

L <ccamck@etnail.unc.edu>; Hundley. Bobby <hundley@etn~dl.unc.edu> 

Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu> 

Baseball Fall meetings 

Hello everyone, 
I hope you summer is going well and SLOW! 
My first attempt at setting up our first week with the baseball team. This is the schedule we have used in the past and would like to stay with this fall as 
much as possible. Would you please look it over and the area that pertains to you please let me know if this day and times works. 
I realize we have done physicals and medical screenings for the SS guys but we will have a few extras like 

that were not here and will need this. 
I really like to introduce our entire support staff and would like to do this at our team meeting on Monday,         at 3:00pm. But I can also possibly 
do this Tuesdav afternoon,          as well. 

i plan’~o send ~y le~er out’and the" fall sc’heduie sometime around. 

Mike 
WEEK ONE 
Mon. 9:00am-3:00pm: 

All returning players plus any other missed during summer                   Boshamer Training Room 
TIME- 

I will send you list- right now 27 returning players plus 
2:00pro: LO~k’~R ROON/APPAP-~L-NEE’I~NG- New players only Locker Room 

2:30pro: New Players only- UNC BASENALL POLIClrES Players’ Lounge 
Players’ Lounge 

4:00pro: TEAM MEETING- Returninq players only Players’ Lounge 

Player’s Lounge 

5:00pro: CONCUSSION TESTING- ? returning players???                  Spod:s Medicine 
Wed. 1:00pro: PHYSICAl- SPORTS MEDICINE 

1:45pm: Class schedule meeting with Coach Fox 
3:00pro: ACADEMIC MEETING- Entire team S~ Players’ Lounge 

4100pro: COH~H~NG- Entire team ~ Players’ Lounge 

7:00pro: ~M~- Entire team ~? CARMICHAEL ARENA 

Thu. 1:15pm: TEAM MEE’E[NG 
1:30pro: WT, LIFTING ORIENTATION 
2:00pro: PHYSICAL TESTING 
3:00-5:30: 4-player workouts 

Please look this over and get back with me when you can. Thanks 

Locker Room 

Boshamer Weight Room 

TBA 



Fronl~ 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rucinski, Tern Jo ~tjrucinski@unc.edu> 

Saturday,            8:00 AM 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; Fo~ Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu~; Maloy, Susan 

B <sbmaloy@email.unc.e&~ 

P,25: 

Coach Jackson 
If       will be around Chapel Hill sometime prior to start of school he could call sports medicine and set up a physical with Dr. Ciocca prior to the start of school. He could 
call 9:19-966-3655 and ask to get on Dr. Cioccas schedule for a physical - he will need to tell them that he is with baseball. Let me know if that will work for him and I will send 

sports med an email and let them know that he may be calling. 
Thanks 
Terri Jo 

From: Jackson, Scott C 
Sent: Friday, : :t:t:55 AM 

To: Rucinski, Terri Jo; Fox, Mike; Markos, Lance M; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

All - 

has been accepted here at UNC-he has been to C-FOPS -all of it. 

He will be given a chance to make our team this fall. I would like for him to have full participation with us as soon as classes start. 

Is there anything I can tell him before he gets here that would help speed things up? Physical? Elg Center? Thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:34 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Fall meetings 

Wait until the         I just introduce everyone even though you know everyone. 

If you are not here on the that is ok too!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 3:30 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Fall meetings 

The at 3pro and the 

? 
Thanks, 
Susa~l 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday, July 12:14 PM 

at 3pro work for me, I have the dates and times on my calendar. On the , do you need me to present anything or wait until the 

To: Rucinski, Terri Jo; Maloy, Susan B; Gatz, Gregory; Timmermans, Tom; Ciocca, Mario F; Lane, Cricket; Markos, Lance M; Beale, Michael; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Carrick, 
Casey L; Hundley, Bobby 
Cc: Arendas, Dave 
Subject: Fall meetings 
Hello everyone, 
I hope you summer is going well and SLOW! 
My first attempt at setting up our first week with the baseball team. This is the schedule we have used in the past and would like to stay with this fall as 
much as possible¯ Would you please look it over and the area that pertains to you please let me know if this day and times works. 
I realize we have done physicals and medical screenings for the SS guys but we will have a few extras like 

that were not here and will need this. 
I really like to introduce our entire support staff and would like to do this at our team meeting on Monday, ~        at 3:00pm. But I can also possibly 
do this Tuesday afternoon,         as well. 

I plan to send my letter out and the fall schedule sometime around 
Mike 
WEEK ONE 
Mon. 9:00am-3:00pm: MEDI~ S~REENINGS 

All returning players plus any other missed during summer 

I will send you list- right now 27 returning players plus 
2:00pro: L~KER RO~/@PA~E~EET~G- New players only Locker Room 

2130pm: New Players only- UNC 8~SEBALL POL~CIIES Players’ Lounge 
Players’ Lounge 

4:00pro: TEAM MEE~NG- Returnin~ players only                  Players’ Lounge 

Tue. CLA~S~S 
Player’s Lounge 

5iOOpm: CONCUSSION TESTING- ? returning players??? Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine 
Wed. :l.:OOpm: P~SICA~- SPORTS MEDICINE 

1:45pm: Class schedule meeting with Coach Fox 
3:00pro: ACADEMIC MEETING- Entire team S~ Players’ Lounge 

4:00pro: COM~i~I~- Entire team ~ Players’ Lounge 

7100pro: ~M~NG- Entire team J.~E~ CARMICHAEL ARENA 

Thu, 1:15pm: TEAM MEETING 
1:30pro: WT. L~FTING ORIENTATION 
2:00pro: PHYSICAL TESTING 
3:00-5:30: 4-player workouts 

¯ Please look this over and get back with me when you can. Thanks 

Locker Room 

Boshamer Weight Room 

TBA 

Boshamer Training Room SEE SCHEDULE FOR YOUR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday,            3:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

baseball players- Fall 

Susan, 
Fall Baseball Players- keep the number to yourself please: 
Returnin(i olayers right now! 

Freshmen: 

possible walk-on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B ~<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Rucinski, Tern Jo <tjrucinski@unc.edu> 

Remove him from your list please. 
He will not be with the program any longer. 
Thanks 
M~ke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aguila~:, Alafin J <alaguila@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Exams Posted - 

You were not there for the presentation, therefore I cannot give you a grade for the presentation or your preparation. If I was trying to "punish you" for being sick, I would 
have given you 0 points for the assignment. I understand that sickness happens, which is why I gave you an alternate assignment. Although it was the same topic, it was a 
distinctly separate task. Therefore, I graded it independently, without comparing it to your former group. 

In addition, I tried to help you be successful on the paper. I scheduled time to sit down with you and create an outline. I asked you to turn in a first draft last Saturday so that I 
could give you feedback. When I did receive your paper, on Monday, I quickly graded it and got it back to you with feedback so you could revise and turn it in the next day. 
When I gave you the feedback, I told you that at its current state it would earn a 70%. 

You earned an    , which was an improvement from the first draft. The justification of your grade is as follows. On the minor end, there were grammatical errors and 
sentence structure problems which made parts of the paper difficult to comprehend. In addition, as my comments on your first draft suggested, I was looking for more content 
development. You developed some parts of the paper adequately, however there were others that needed more work. Two specific instances are the physiologic responses to 
stress and methods for coping. You added a few sentences for each of these, however I was looking for more development. Originally I asked for 8-3.0 pages which I felt 
would be the right length to develop each section well; however, your final draft was 4 3./4 pages in length. While page length does not need to be a primary factor in crafting 
a paper, it is clear that this was not adequate for development of your topic. 

I hope this clarifies your grade on the alternate assignment. Best of luck during Fall Quarter. Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 

Alain 

Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES!CPT!PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
(f) 93.9-843-4982 
Office Hours:T/Th 3.-4pm and F 3.0-3.2:30am Woollen 33.4 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: http://exss~unc~edu/underqraduate~pr~qram/ba-in-exss/~tness-pr~fessi~nal/~verview/ 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 2:48 PM 
To: Aguilar, Alain .1 
Subject: Re: Final Exams Posted 

Or at least an .... but I don’t see how I can get punished for being sick and the other people in the group get my grade and they didlft help me and out. 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 2:3.3 PM 
To: Aguilar, Alain .1 
Subject: Re: Final Exams Posted 

Is there a~yway I cm~ get the same grade as my group did on the project? I don’t think I should be punished tbr being sick when I did more work on the project than 2 

of the group members. I don’t see how that’s fair that I did the majority of the work with     and I get an and they got an : ..? 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On , at 1:43 PM, "alaguila~emaAl.unc.edu" <alaguila(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Alton Aguilar 

Hello Fxeryone, 

Your final exam grade is posted. You cmi also see your course grade (in percentage) on the sakai grade book as well. A few notes about the exmn: 

Originally, the class average was an 80%, which I thought was low. I looked over the questions that were frequently missed and found one answer 

incoirectly keyed and another question which had two valid answers. I went through your sc~ltrons and awarded points back where they were 

necessmy. The average was still low, so I decided to give a class wide grade adjufftment of 4%. The grade you see on sakai has the adjustment included. 

If you have concerns or questions, please email me by 5pm today. If you do, I’ll schedule you to meet me tomon~ow morning before I post the exams at 



NO011. 

Thanks for the great semester! Take caxe. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 
message click this link to access Messages for this site: EXS S       .S 

.S " site. To reply to this 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:58 PM 

FoN Mike <mii~x@unc.edtr~; MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Outstanding chalge - 

Susan and Mike, 

has an .~823 outstanding charge related to summer. He is responsible for this charge. The cashiers office has notified me that his classes will be dropped if 

he doesn’t pay ASAP. I don’t have an email for him, so please let him know. 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin, Aid University of North Caroiina 

Office 9:[9.962,785::[ I Celi I Fax 9::[9.962.6002 

~ 
I~ IMAGE 55 1 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennan@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, ~ 5:11 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Books? 

Straight tuition. No books 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:01 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(?~email.t~nc.edt~> wrote: 

Tom, 
scholarship does not cover books does it? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yalaoo.com> 

Monday, 10:06 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hello Susan, 
I don’t mean to bother you guys, but I just wanted to let someone know this, doesn’t have a computer right now. 
The Institutional Grant was given to him at such a late date that the Aid Office told me this morning that their report only 
runs once a week. When we tried to obtain his computer it would not process our request. The lady at the Financial Aid 
office told me that he will get a computer but only af[er their report ran on Wednesday and he could get one on Thursday 

I know that their will be things that you and the baseball staff will need from him. I just ask that he is given the 
opportunity to get to the ~ibrary to print or ~ook at emai~s and stuff. Thank you, and a~ of the baseba~ coaches, for a~ that 
they have done for . It means a lot to me and 
Have a great day! 

Take Care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <’mfo~unc.edu> 

Friday,               9:45 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmoloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: class this summer at 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’~2~live.unc.edu> 

Date: 9:29:47 AM EDT 

To: "Fox, Mike" <mibx(~bunc.eda> 
Subject: Re: dass this smnmer at 

Yes sir I did. 

Sent fix3m my iPhone 

On at 7:40 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfoz<g~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Did you guys take a class here? 
Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:54 AM 

@live.unc.edu:~; 

~live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.uuc.eda>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Weekly Academic Meetings 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu>; ~ 

@live.~mc.edu>; ~live.unc.edt~; @live.unc.edw~; 

~z~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edtc,; 

~live.uuc.edu>; @live.uuc.edu); @email.uuc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu;                      ~live.unc.edtc> 

He}/Guys, 
Please come b,/my office as soon as you can to schedule a standing weekly meeting appointment for the Fall semester. It would be much easier for me to handle 
the scheduling of these meetings in person with each of you rather than through email. Please swing by when you can. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy~;email.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:01 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

MATH -Sunday - @ 6pm 

DRAM -Tuesday - @ 7pro BEGINSTONIGHT!! 

MATH -Tuesday - @ 9pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

PHYS -Wednesday - @ 7pm 

GEOG - Wednesday - @ 8pm 

DRAM -Thursday - @ 7pro 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

@live. unc.edtr~ 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

POLl : - Monday - @ 6pro 

DRAM - Monday - @ 7pm 

ECON - Monday - @ 8pm 

PSYC -Tuesday - @ 9pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

DRAM -Wednesday- @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:07 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

BIOL - Sunday - @ 8pm 

POLl - Monday - @ 6pm 

ECON - Monday - @ 8pm 

ECON -Thursday - @ 6pro 

BIOL -Thursday - @ 9pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 9:09 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!!- 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

SPAN -Sunday - @ 7pm 

SPAN - Monday - @ 9pm 

ECON - Wednesday - @ 8pm 

POLl -Thursday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~5NC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:10 AM 

@live.~mc.edu-~ 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

ECON - Monday - @ 7pm 

GEOG -Tuesday - @ 8pro BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

ECON -Wednesday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:12 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

HIST - Monday - @ 6pm 

PORT - Monday - @ 7pm 

PORT -Wednesday- @ 7pro 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:14 AM 

’@live.unc.edu-~ 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

MATH -Sunday - @ 6pm 

GEOG - Monday - @ 8pm 

PSYC -Tuesday - @ 8pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

MATH -Tuesday - @ 9pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

PSYC -Wednesday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:16 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

GEOL - Monday - @ 6pm 

DRAM - Monday - @ 8pm 

ANTH - Monday - @ 9pm 

GEOL - Wednesday - @ 6pm (you may need to leave early to get to class) 

ECON -Thursday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:19 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

DRAM -Sunday- @ 6pm 

SPAN -Sunday - @ 7pm 

ECON - Monday - @ 8pm 

SPAN - Monday - @ 9pm 

GEOG -Tuesday - @ 8pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

GEOG - Wednesday - @ 8pro 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:21 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!! 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

HIST - Monday - @ 6pm 

ECON : - Monday- @ 8pm 

MATH -Tuesday - @ 7pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

MATH -Wednesday - @ 7pro 

BIOL -Thursday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:23 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

EXSS - Monday - @ 6pm 

EXSS -Wednesday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnmloy@emaAl.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:25 AM 

.@live.~mc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

POLl - Monday - @ 6pro 

DRAM - Monday - @ 7pm 

DRAM -Wednesday- @ 7pm 

ECON - Wednesday - @ 8pro 

GEOG -Thursday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

DRAM -Sunday- @ 6pm 

SPAN -Sunday - @ 7pm 

SPAN - Monday - @ 9pm 

ECON -Wednesday- @ 8pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooMinator/Academic Counselor 

~5NC Academic Support Program [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalov~;email a~nc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:28 AM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

GEOL - Monday - @ 6pm 

DRAM - Monday - @ 8pm 

POL - Tuesday - @ 7pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

GEOL -Wednesday - @ 6pro 

DRAM -Wednesday - @ 8pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 9:30 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

GEOG - Monday - @ 8pm 

DRAM -Tuesday - @ 7pm BE61NSTONIGHT!! 

MUSC -Tuesday - @ 8pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

DRAM -Thursday - @ 7pro 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 9:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

EXSS - Monday - @ 6pm 

MATH -Tuesday - @ 6pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

MATH -Wednesday - @ 6pm 

EXSS -Wednesday - @ 7pro 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~5NC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday,. 9:34 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

PORT - Sunday - @ 9pro 

PSYC -Tuesday - @ 8pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

PSYC - Wednesday - @ 8pm 

PORT -Wednesday - @ 9pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~5NC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:38 AM 

.@live.unc.edtr~ 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

GEOL - Monday - @ 6pm 

PORT - Monday - @ 9pm 

ENGL: -Tuesday - @ 7pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

GEOL - Wednesday - @ 6pro 

ECON -Wednesday - @ 7pm 

PORT -Wednesday - @ 9pm 

ENGL: -Thursday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:40 AM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

PORT: - Monday - @ 7pm 

DRAM - Monday - @ 8pm 

GEOG -Tuesday - @ 8pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

PORT -Wednesday- @ 7pm 

ECON - Wednesday - @ 8pm 

GEOG -Thursday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:43 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

POLl - Monday - @ 6pro 

ECON - Monday - @ 7pm 

PHYS -Tuesday - @ 8pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

POLl -Wednesday- @ 6pro 

ECON -Wednesday - @ 7pm 

PHYS -Wednesday - @ 8pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:45 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

GEOL - Monday - @ 6pm 

HIST -Tuesday - @ 6pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

DRAM -Tuesday - @ 7pm BEGINSTONIGHT!! 

GEOL -Wednesday - @ 6pro 

HIST -Wednesday- @ 7pm 

DRAM -Thursday - @ 7pro 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:47 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! - 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

DRAM - Monday - @ 7pm 

ECON - Monday - @ 8pm 

ITAL -Tuesday - @ 7pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

GEOG -Tuesday - @ 8pro BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

DRAM -Wednesday- @ 7pm 

ITAL -Thursday - @ 6pm 

GEOG -Thursday - @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~)email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:54 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!’.! - 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.mac.e&t>; 

I hope the first few days of the semester are going smoothly for each of you. 

I have set up a few standing weekly tutor appointments for each of you this semester. Please note your schedule below. Tutoring begins tonight!! Please be sure 

that you are on time and ready to work. 

ECON -Wednesdays @ 6pm 

PORT -Sunday @ 7pm 

PORT -Thursday @ 7pm 

MATH -Sunday @ 6pm 

PORT -Sunday @ 7pm 

EXSS : - Monday @ 6pm 

PORT -Thursday @ 7pm 

STOR -Wednesday @ 6pm 
Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~email.tmc,edn 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:56 AM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Can you have      show up to his tutoring tonight at 6pro not 7pm? 

I had to switch a few people and now the 6pm was going to be a 1-on-1 instead of a group. 

He will be in a group for DRAM 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 93[9-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:59 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! 

Tutor Schedule .pdf 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the tutor schedule that has been set up thus far for each of the guys who will have a MAP and a few extras. I have emailed everyone individually to let 

them know that tutoring begins tonight, but will be closed on Sunday and Monday due to the Labor Day holiday. See the sample email below of what everyone 

was told. Anything you can do to help reinforce their tutor schedules would be great. The remainder of the MAPs as far as study time has not been officially 

scheduled yet, but we wanted to get tutoring up and running as soon as we could. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

POLl - Monday - @ 6pm 

DRAM - Monday - @ 7pm 

ECON - Monday - @ 8pm 

PSYC -Tuesday - @ 9pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

DRAM -Wednesday- @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:23 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

UPDATE Tutor Appt. Tonight @ 7pm - 

Hi 
We had to move your 7pm appointment for DRAM to 6pro tonight. Please note the change in your schedule and arrive at 6pm tonight. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:07 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!’. 

Hey Susan 

I dropped port 

Thanks, 

just letting you know- 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 ¯ at 9:33 AM, "Malov, Susan B --sbmak~ ic~emafl.unc.edu/- wrote. 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALl_ 

tutoring begins tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, 

notes, and all other helpful course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get 

everyone started with tutors as soon as possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each 

hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

PORT - Sunday - @ 9pm 

PSYC : - Tuesday - @ 8pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

PSYC : - Wednesday - @ 8pm 

PORT -Wednesday - @ 9pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

ssbmal ov,~ ~emai 1. unc .edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:15 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~; Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu-~ 

Rucinski, Terri Jo <tjrucinski@~mc.edu>; Hundley, Bobby <hundley@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

and Dave, 
Please remove his name plate and picture. Keep his shoes, spikes, tees, shorts!! He has decided to focus on his academics. 
Dave- I guess we need to do a Change of Status form on him. 
I will let Terri Jo and Bobby and Susan know. 
Thanks 
Coach 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:16 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Susan, 

Remove from the tutors, etc. he just emailed me that his heart was not in it!! 

Oh well. 

Sorry for your time. 

Mike 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:59 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the tutor schedule that has been set up thus far for each of the guys who will have a MAP and a few extras. I have emailed everyone individually to let 

them know that tutoring begins tonight, but will be closed on Sunday and Monday due to the Labor Day holiday. See the sample email below of what everyone 

was told. Anything you can do to help reinforce their tutor schedules would be great. The remainder of the MAPs as far as study time has not been officially 

scheduled yet, but we wanted to get tutoring up and running as soon as we could. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

POLl - Monday - @ 6pro 

DRAM - Monday - @ 7pro 

ECON - Monday - @ gpm 

PSYC -Tuesday - @ 9pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

DRAM -Wednesday- @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 12:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Susan and Kym, 

Please notify and that their sessions tonight with 

Thank you 

/.-:~ e n 5:h~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

is cancelled. He is home sick. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:48 AM 

M~loy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.mac.edu> 

Tutor Schedule 

Hey, 
Hope you had a good Labor Day, 
I know you are still working on tutors. 
When you can it would really help me to have them by day. I am trying to have those guys 
with 6:00pm ones done. It would help to have them 7pm or later however! So that they have time 

to eat. In the future. 
A few tonight for example have to hustle to get there. 

Thanks 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.org> 

Tuesday, 9:56 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

- Class and Computer 

Ms. Maloy, 

I hope you are doing well and had a nice Labor Day. I wanted to let you know that dropped one of his classes . Apparently, things were not 

going well in the class. I think that he dropped the class last night. Does     need to sign up for something else? What do you recommend? 

Also, I wanted to ask your advice about      computer. Apparently, the computer that he was issued in July is not working properly,     plans to take the 

computer to the bookstore today. I am concerned that he may get behind in school if it is not repaired soon.     requested to upgrade the computer to the MAC, 

which we are happy to pay the difference, if it is possible. There seems to be some advantages to the functionality of the MAC that the Think Pad does not offer for 

participation in class. We are comfortable paying towards the expense. I just want to make sure that has what he needs to be successful. 

Any advice that you can offer is greatly appreciated. Thank you so much for your help and support. 

Thank you, 

Important: This electronic transmission and all attached documents are intended for the nmne recipient(s) and/or entiF to which it is addressed and may contain 

infom~ation that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you ale not the intended recipient and have received this 

transmission in enor, please notify the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribulion, or copying of this information is prohibited. 



Fi~oiil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:17 PM 

Gaine~ Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc .edu> 

RE: drop 

Yes! 

From: Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:10 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject= RE: drop 

dropped T~esday ThL~rsday aL 8:00, n,ow has I0 Tuesday Thursday. Was he the one’??’? 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

9J.9-962-7006 Office 

919-962-3865 Fax 

bagaines@unc.edu 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:08 PM 
To: Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: drop 

Gaines, 

You know about dropping his 8 am T-TH. dropped his as well those days. 

Take them off class check for those times. 

One other player told me yesterday after practice but forgot to text me. Can’t remember 

Who it was. 8:00am gets them I guess! 

Coach 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:28 PM 

To: .org> 

Subject: RE: - Class and Computer 

Hi 

Thank you for letting me know about dropped course, It is too late to register for an additional class at this point, Not to worry. He is enrolled full-time, the 

required amount of houP.~ to be eligible t:o pract:ice and compete. 

As for ~:he computer, I spoke wRh     today and he seems ~:o ~:hmk he has every~:hmg fixed ~or the most part. ~ a~so tokt h~m about the Frs Help Desk in ~:he Library 

Lhat she shokHd take advantage of for assistance w~th fixing h~s computer at any L~me. As for upgrading Lo a Mac, ~ conLacted Compliance and was tok~ thsL ~t is past 

the deadline Lo return the computer and request an upgrade through the loaner program. 

let me know if you have any ~dditiona~ questions. 

Tha]~k you, 

F~m: .org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 9:56 AH 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: - Class and Computer 

Ms. Maloy, 

I hope you are doing well and had a nice Labor Day. I wanted to let you know that     dropped one of his classes (Women in Turkey). Apparently, things were not 

going well in the class. I think that he dropped the class last night. Does     need to sign up for something else? What do you recommend? 

Also, I wanted to ask your advice about      computer. Apparently, the computer that he was issued in July is not working properly,     plans to take the 

computer to the bookstore today. I am concerned that he may get behind in school if it is not repaired soon.     requested to upgrade the computer to the MAC, 

which we are happy to pay the difference, if it is possible. There seems to be some advantages to the functionality of the MAC that the Think Pad does not offer for 

participation in class. We are comfortable paying towards the expense. I just want to make sure that has what he needs to be successful. 

Any advice that you can offer is greatly appreciated. Thank you so much for your help and support. 

Thank you, 

Important: This electronic transmission and all attached documents are intended tbr the nan~e recipient(s) and/or entib~ to which it is addressed and may contain 

information that is privileged and confidential, the disclosnre of which is governed by applicable law. If you am not the intended recipient and have received this 

transmission in error, please not@ the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this infommtion is prohiNted. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M --~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:12 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: f~E: RE: f~: 

HI 
Unless I am missing something, it seems as though you are free on Tuesday morning before you 9:30 class. We could meet at 8:30am on Tuesday Please let me know if this is possible. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: Re: RE: RE: RE: 

12:51 PM 

have guided study from 8 to 10 on Tuesdays and we have practice at 2 on Thursday 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:45 PM; "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <emlyons@emaii.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
(;an we meet at 8:30 on Tuesday or Thursday at 2:00? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Mi~nday, 9:42 PM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: Re: RE: RE: 

Sent from my fl~hone 

On at 1:38 PM, "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <emiyons@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> What is your class schedule on Tuesday? 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: 

>> Sent: Monday, 1:37 PM 
>> To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
>> Subject: Re: RE: 
>> 

>> I only have one tutor at 7 on Tuesday- so any time before that or after 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On , at 1:27 PM, "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <emlyons@cmail.m~c.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I was thinking that our schedule would have to change. \:~2~en are you free on Tuesdays’.’ 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: 
>>> Sent: Monday, 1:15 PM 
>>> To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
>>> Subject: 

>>> Hey Beth, 
>>> I can’t meet today at 4 due to practice, is there any other times I can come in? I have tutoring at 6 and 8 tonight 

>>> Sent ftom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

He paid a hefty price. 

On at 6:27 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,,(/~emedl.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hey there, 
Just letting you know that did not show up for his 12pm meeting with me today. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~> 

Friday, i ,2:01 PM 

~live. uuc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edu:~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Ap~al Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for being more than 5 minutes late in your PHYS    tutoring session on 

documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

at 8i~p~. This is your first 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all Lu[orial services will be suspended un[il a manda[ory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been ._H_.E_~._D_: 

Appeal Process: 

if the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

it is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (ASPSATutoring@unc.edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Saturday,                  3:10 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B ~.sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday iutt~ring 

Susan, 

I have family in to*vn this weekend and I was wondering if I could miss my Sunday night guided stu@’s so that I can spend time with them If its too late that’s alright just let me know. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 6:08 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday tutoring 

Ok that’s fine. Thank you 

Sent from my/phone 

at 5:45 PM. "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Per the tutor policy, we would need to discuss cancelations of Sunday appointments by noon on Fridays. Otherwise not attending Sunday would count as an infraction I know you 
definitely had plans of study tasks to accomplish during Guided Stu@. I would base your decision on this as well as the policy 
> 
> Thales for checking in 
> 

> Susan 
> 

> Sent Iicom my/Phone 
> 

> On , at 3:38 PM. @live uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> 

>> Susan, 
>> 

>> I have family in tuwn this weekend and I was wondering if I could miss my Sunday night guided study’s su that I can spend time with them ]£ its tou late that’s alright just let me know 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent frum my !phone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

I: 
Thanks! 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:21 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

while pitching today so I have a on Monday and maybe on Tuesday. I will let you know- more detail tomorrow 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Monday, 4:03 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Appointments 

Hey Susan, 
My is going to be on Thursday in Florida. I will need to canceltonight’s and tomorrow and Wednesdays I am at home resting. 
Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:37 PIVI. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

He?’ 
I hope you are feeling alright 

Thank you, 
Susan 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Saturday: 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Hey Susan, 
>I 

Thanks[ 

Sent from my iPhune 

mentioned that 

7:21 PM 

while pitching today su I have a 

may be on Wednesday this week. Please let me kno~v what tutor sessions you will need to cancel this ~veek ASAP. 

on Monday and maybe on Tuesday I will let yuu knuw mure detail tomorrow. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:11 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Bio Drop In 

Miss Susan, 

I am not able to attend the bio drop in tonight. The Gullivers travel reading is almost 60 pages, and I was not able to finish the online Econ assignment in the tutor session. 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday, 10:29 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Appointments 

Hey Susan, 
I emailed all my teachers and letthemknow. I will be back on Monday and willsta~ normal ~om there. 
Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:10 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

So sorry this has happened to you. I have canceled your tutor appointments for this week. Have you informed your professors? If so, did you get an?’ responses from them? 

Keep me posted on your recovery and when you think you may be able to return to a regular routine 

Susan 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 4:03 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Tator Appointments 

Hey Susan, 
My is gmng to be on Thursday in Florida. ! will need to cancel tonight’s and tomorrow and Wednesdays. I am at home resting 
Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

©n at 3:37 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <s bmaloy@ email, unc. edu> ~vrote: 

>> Hey 
>> I hope you are feeling alright. Terri Jo mentioned that your 
>> 

>> Thank you, 

©riginal Message ..... 

>> Sent: Saturday, 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Sutzject: 

>> Hey Susan, 

>> Thaaks[ 

>> Scnt from ray iPhone 

7:21 PM 

while pitching today so I have a 

may be on Wednesday this week Please let me know what tutor sessions you will need to cancel this week ASAP. 

on Monday and maybe on Tuesday. I *vill let you know more detail tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:33 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Retx~rt 

Hey 

Thanks! 

in Florida Thursday. ~Vill miss classes wed-Friday. He emailed his profs. 

Anytl~ing we can send out would be helpful as well. 

Thanks 

O11 at 9:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is last week’s report that normally comes on Friday, but I was out of the office. When reviewing independent study hours earned for each 

student, please know that we had some bumps in the road with setting up our log-in system last week. All should be up and running more accurately 

for this coming week. Ideally if someone did not log study hours for the week, the category would not show up on the report. Please remember that 

not all students are required to earn independent hours, as most of their MAP is made up of tutor hours, guided study, and weekly meetings. 

Let me know if you have any questions about this new report. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

<WR .pdf> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:44 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Relyort 

He probably missed class yesterday too. Went today 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:44 AM 
To= Fox, Mike 
Subject= Re: Weekly Repor~ 

I heard about that. Sorry this happened. I will have Advising send correspondence to his profs. Do you think he will miss anymore class than 3 days? I was under the 

impression that he was home and not in class yesterday, but maybe I am mistaken. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at :10:32 PM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Thanks! 

in Florida Thursday. Will miss classes wed-Friday. He emailed his profs. 

Anything we can send out would be helpful as well. 

Thanks 

On at 9:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is last week’s report that normally comes on Friday, but I was out of the office. When reviewing independent study hours 

earned for each student, please know that we had some bumps in the road with setting up our log-in system last week. All should be up 

and running more accurately for this coming week. Ideally if someone did not log study hours for the week, the category would not show 

up on the report. Please remember that not all students are required to earn independent hours, as most of their MAP is made up of 

tutor hours, guided study, and weekly meetings. 

Let me know if you have any questions about this new report. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

<WR .pdf> 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucinski, Terri Jo <tjrucinski@uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Susan 
left today for Florida - He will be staying overnight most likely in Florida Thursday night and will 

return sometime late Friday. He should be in attendance for all classes next week. 
Terri 3o Rudnski 

M.A., ATC, I_AT, PT, CSCS 
Head Athletic Trainer - Baseball 
Coordinator of Physical Therapy Services 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-428-3667 
Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipients(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Rucinski, Terri _1o 
Subject: 

9:16 AM 

Hi Terri Jo, 

I received your voicemail yesterday about So sorry that happened, sent me an email and said he will be going to Florida 

Thursday. Would you mind sending me a brief synopsis in writing so that I can forward to Academic Advising who will then forward on correspondence to 

profs asap? Sounds like he will miss class all week this week. Do you anticipate him being out of class any time next week as well? 

Please feel free to call my cell phone as well as my office line if you need to. 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 

on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:29 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: PSYC Tutor 

Hey Susan,. 

I origina]ly thought rising stars was at 8 but it was 645 to 8 so I chose to go to that since attendance is required and I have a PSYC tutor tolnoirow night. Hope that’s 

ok 

Thanks, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 9:22 PM, "Malw, Susan B" <sbmakw(a;email.uac.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Looks like you missed your PSYC tutor last night 
appointment, but I honestly don’t recall. 
Let me know. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmal or(a) email, unc .edu 

What happened with that? Perhaps you mentioned something to me about missing this 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: PSYC Tutor 

H~ 

Thanks for getting back to me. Per policy, you will receive an infraction warning since you didn’t officially email ASPSAtutoring@unc.edu to cancel the 

appointrnent. You are right: that R~sing Stars rneetings are mandatory We ~.ESt r~eed you to get ~n the habit of o[fk:ia~y canceling your ~:utor appointmen~:s. So not a 

huge dea~ right now, ~ just wsnt ~:o be sure you know how the ~olicy works for al~ students. Let me ~now ~f you baize a~V Gues[ions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent; Tuesday, 9:29 PN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: PSYC Tutor 

Hey Susan, 

~ originally thought rising stars was at 8 but it was 645 to 8 so I chose to go to that since attendance is required and ~ have a PSYC tutor tomorrow night. Hope that’s 

ok 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:22 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Looks like you missed your PSYC tutor last night 

appointment, but I honestly don’t recall. 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

What happened with that? Perhaps you mentioned something to me about missing this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday 8pm Tutor Session is CANCELED 

Hey 

I just found out that will not be available to tutor on Sunday night, therefore, your 8pro tutor session on 

for your MAP for next week, please attend Foreign Language drop-in sessions with next week as follows: 

Monday @ 6pm and 7pm 

Tuesday @ 6pm and 9pm 

Wednesday @ 6pro and 7pm 

Thursday @ 7pm 

Be sure to sign in and out with 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnmloy@emaAl.~mc.edu 

is canceled. As a replacement for this 

to get the credit, or add an hour of independent study for the week (3.5 hours instead of 2.5 next week). 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 1:40 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor C~cel 

I would like to cancel my tutor appointment tonight, Wednesday the    , because I have to work on a group project with my peers. This is the only time 

available that all our our schedules cooperated. I apologize for the inconvenience, 

Thankyou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 8:51 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

Math Tutor Session on CANCELED 

~live. unc.edu> 

Hey, 
your MATH    tutor, will not be able to tutor on Tuesday night      at 9pm. Please attend the Math Drop-In session on Tuesday in Room 230:1 

with between 6pm-:IOpm and be sure to sign in and out with the attendance sheet in the room in order to get credit. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 9:37 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

PSYC 7pro Session on - CANCELED 

, your PSYC tutor, will not be available to tutor on Monday Hopefully this will not be too much of a problem since you will have just had a 

test earlier that day (I believe). However, please be sure that you are attending the review session on Sunday at 8pm in room 23:10A. Remember to sign in and out 

on the Attendance Sheet. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:07 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edtr~; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weeldy Report 

WR .pdf 

Hi Mike, 

I hope you all have had a great week. I’m seeing a bunch of 

I think the guys are now settling into the weekly routine. 

study hours as noted on the attached report. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I hope the report is helpful. 

Thanks and have a great weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

lately. I hope the healing process is quick. © 

were the only students who missed either a tutor session or required independent 

all attended their tutor sessions. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 2:56 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu:~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PORT tutoring session on at 9100P~ and for not showing up in your 

AN~H tutoring session on        at 8’.O~P~. These are your fi~ ~d ~d documented infractions and shall be considered your first warning and Strike one. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd in[faction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services will be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~~,~u) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments ~pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Malay or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, 2:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu:~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Ap~al Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your P~C session on 

and shall be considered your first warning. 

at ~iOOp~. This is your fi~t documented infraction 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infrac[ion = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tu[orial services will be suspended un[il a manda[ory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ L_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business doys from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (A~~~,un.’: edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:14 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

I~NV: Weeldy Infiaction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Fyi this was because he went to CLA Rising Stars 

BUT 
Then did not think ahead and email you before noon!!!! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Friday. 2:58 PM 
To: 
C¢; Fox, Mike; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ESY~ 

and shall be considered your first warning. 

session on at ~:OOPm. This is your f!~t documented infraction 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history o[ infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

:[st infraction = Warning 

2rid infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, a~l tutorial services w~l] be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate d~rector of 

academic support, and tutorial coordina[or has been HE[D~ 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 ~usiness d~gs from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~.~.~.(~!~}~.9~.{?.gJ~{.M~15:~.~t~) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9~9-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

~en ,~heu 
AssBtant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: Fox, Mike <mfo\@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:26 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subje~’t: FW: classes 

fyi 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 8:16 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Re: classes 

Yes sir. There were none mon wed or fri before 9:30. 

Sent from 

On at 8:09 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

I had you out at 12:50 on Wed.? Now Friday too? 

Sent= Wednesday, : 2013 9:32 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: classes 

Coach, 

I have finalized my schedule. I have a recitation on friday from          I have attended the past 3 weeks for 15 minutes before heading to the 

stadium to make sure that I wanted to stay in Hist    This rec. is for that history. I have spoken with the teacher and he understood that I was unsure 

about the class and that I had practice to attend. I HAVE turned in all 3 assignments to the TA and he understands that I will be in class for the duration. 

I am on track in this recitation and it is now final for 

Thanks Coach, 

Sent from 

On at 9:07 PM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

Guys, 
We purchased 4 new pool sticks and a new net ping pong system for you today. Please take care of it!! 
Do not take the remote controls from the locker room to the Players’ lounge!!! 
If you break something in the stadium or something is not working tell Dave- we need to get it repaired. 
Like the computer chair? 
You treat the stadium and equipment, etc. good we treat you good! OK 
Good day today. You guys lifted hard according to Coach G. Catchers had fun it seems and young guys got a lot of swings/base 
running. Pitchers got your lifts in and know the touch system, bullpens so we are ready to go tomorrow! Use 
your time w~sely! 
CLASS CHECK 
TEAM STANDARD: "DON’T MAKE EXCUSES" 
LEADERS: BE A SPARK OF ENERGY AND ENTHUSIASM TOMORROW 

FLU SHOTS NEXT WEEK 
GROCERY SHOPPING NEXT WEEK 

l~arly Work Thursday 
l:00: ON FIELD 
1:20: 2B WORK 
1:30: PITCHERS DRESSED AND ON FIELD 
1:50: TEAM DRESSED hustle to field- EAT BEFORE CLASS) 
2:30/2:40: SCRIMMAGE 
See you tomorrow, 
Coach 

MATURITY 
~ATUR~T~ IS THE ABILIT~ TO CONTROL ANGER AND SETTLE DIFFERENCES WITHOUT 
VIOLENCE. 
~ATU~ IS PATIENCE. IT IS THE WILLILNGNESS TO PASS UP IMMEDIATE PLEASURE 
IN FAVOR OF LONG-TERM GAIN. 
MATURIT~ IS PE~EVE~NCE, THE ABILI~ TO SWEAT OUT A PROJECT OR A 
SITUATION IN SPITE OF HEAVY OPPOSITION AND DISCOU~GING SETBACKS. 
NATUR~ IS TH~ CAPACI~ TO FAC~ UNPLEASANTNESS AND FRUSTRATION, 
D~SCOHFORT AND D~F~AT~ WITHOUT COHP~INT OR COLLAPSe. 
HATUR~ IS B~ING BIG ~NOUGH TO SAY"I WAS WRONG". AND, WHEN RIGHT, THE 
MATURE PE~ON NEED NOT EXPE~ENCE THE SATISFACTION OF SAYING "I TOLD 
YOU SO". 



MATURITY IS THE ABILITY TO MAKE A DECISIOP~ AND STAND l~Y IT. THE IMMATURE 
SPEND THEIR LIVES EXPLORING ENDLESS POSSIBILILTIES AND THEN DO NOTHING. 
MATURITY MEAN DEPENDABILILTY~, KEEPING ONE’S WORD AND COMING THROUGH 
IN A CRISIS. THE IMMATURE ARE MASTERS OF THE ALIBI. THEY ARE THE CONFUSED 
AND THE CONFLICTED. THEIR LIVES ARE A MAZE OF BROKEN PROMISESr FORMER 
FRIENDS~, UNFINISHED BUSINESS AND GOOD INTENTIONS THAT SOMEHOW NEVER 
MATERIALIZE. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Jackson, Scott C <sj ackson@unc.edu~" 

Sunday,                  2:15 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu~ 

- withdraw 

Hey’ Susan! Hope you are having a great wknd 

mother called me to let me know he is still receiving a bill for $15k because he was supposed to withdraw and has not done so. 

Which direction do I need to point her to get this done? Can it be done online? Does he have to do it in person? 

I am sorl3z to bug you with this but I wasn’t sure who could point me in the right direction. 

Thanks ! !! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live,unc,edu;, 

Sunday, 8:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

He?’ I have a conflict with financial education even tomorro~v. I have an Econ midterm Tuesday. So I will be studying. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

7pm 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:45 AM. "Maloy, Susari B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What time is the financial meeting? 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 9:08 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Meeting 

He?’ Susan, 

I have a tutor tonight @8, which may interfere with the financial meeting tonight Just wanted to run this by you. 

Thanks 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:05 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subjet’t: RE: Tutor Session 

Susan - I was a little late- having to find a parking spot. I don’t know if it was past 5 minutes or not. I didn’t see him leaving when I was coming in and I 

asked      where     was and he didn’t know. I would take his word for it - but then again it doesn’t seem quite accurate...I am sorry I don’t have a 

definitive time for when I entered the building. 

One follow up question on TIMS- should I approve my time card? That is what I have done in the past- or just leave it for you to do? 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Monday, 2:56 PM 

To; 

Subject; RE: TIMS 

Hi 

HR wilt look at your" hourly rate issue tomorrow morning. Beth Thompson asked me to see if you could tell your other supervisor to only Approve your time card 

and not Sign-Off on the dine card also. She w~]i do the offida[ Sirra-Off when atl parties have approved your Lime card, ~ ~elieve when someone other Lhan Beth 

actualJy S~gns Off, [ am no [onAer able to see you on my TIMS ~ist, RiAht now, [ am not able to see you o[1 my I~st agah~ to verify your hours, 

On another note, did you arrive a Jittle late last night?            sa~d that he was there at 5pm for your session and waited for a little whi~e and then left. ~ just 

hate to penalize Mm ~f you were not able to be there at 5 miracles past the hour. Thanks For your he~p to dear th~s u~ 

Thanks, 

Susan 

~re~= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sen~= Nonday, 10:36 AM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 

~rom: 

Sent: Sunday, 9:59 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: hour approval 

Susan {or Ben) can you approve my hours? 

I know that Susan was checking on the hourly salary - so I don’t know if you would rather delay submitting these hours until that issue is resolved. 

The reason I didn’t approve them is b/c {as you will see) Sunday I signed out at 9:16 (last student did show) and somehow signed back in ...I fixed the 

issue by signing out - but I was given that extra minute (from 9:$6 to 9:17) and indicated that I should just email you to ask that you approve the 

time instead. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 9:44 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Class Check - 

Susan, 
has said that his class on has been cancelled on the past 3 weeks, and the week before that he was "sick." I want to 

trust these guys but it sounds super fishy. Is there any way you can verify that it’s been cancelled that many times? Having been a student, I know professors don’t 

cancel class that much, especially a twice a week class. 

I haven’t said anything to     yet. But I thought you may have more insight than me. 

Thanks again for all you do for our guys, you’re such a valuable part of what we do. 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

9~L9-962-7006 Office 

9:19-962-3865 Fax 

bagaines@unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Class Check - 

’][’hat’s COITect, the axt class that meets at Thanks for the help. 

On at 3:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(/~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Hm! I was noL aware o[: Lhat. You are referring to his ART class, right? Looking at the syllabus, there is no ~ndication of a p~anned class cancelation 

that ~ can see. In fact, the syllabus reads that class attendance ~s mandatory. F~na~ grade ~s lowered one letter grade wkh 4 absences, 2 ~etter grades 

w~th 5 absences, etc, Before I reach out to the professor, ] )Jst want to be sure that you and ] are ta~Mng about the sm~e class, 

]hat~ks~ 

Susan 

~m= Gaines, B~ant Anthony 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AN 
Te= NMoy, Susan B 
Subject= Class Check - 

Susan~ 

has said that his        class on                       has been cancelled on        the past 3 weeks, and the week before that he was 

"sick." I want to trust these guys but it sounds super fishy. Is there any way you can verify that it’s been cancelled that many times? Having been a 

student, I know professors don’t cance~ class that much, especially a twice a week class. 

I haven’t said anything to     yet. But ~ thought you may have more insight than me. 

Thanks again for all you do for our guys, you’re such a valuable part of what we do. 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carofina 

919-962-7006 Office 

919-962-3865 Fax 

bagaines@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2013 5:33 PM 

Gmnes, B~ant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc .edu> 

RE: Class Check- 

Hi Bryant, 

I have not reached out to his professor yet, but and I talked a little this morning about this class, and it sounds like he really wrests to drop it. He said he just 

discovered that there ~s a h:~t of reading and he ~s not keep~t~g L~p. My guess is your ~ns~:mct wRh tNs may be correcL f dot~’t thh~ dropping the course wouM h~rt 

him ~n ~mV way other ~:han Ios~t~g 3 h(mrs closer to Ns degree What do you l:hh~]~? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Fmm~ Gaines, B~ant Anthony 

Sent~ Tuesday, 9:44 AN 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject; Class Check- 

SUSaR~ 

has said that his        class on                       has been cancelled or         the past 3 weeks, and the week before that he was "sick." I want to 

trust these guys but it sounds super fishy. Is there any way you can verify that it’s been cancelled that many times? Having been a student, I know professors don’t 

cancel class that much, especially a twice a week class. 

I haven’t said anything to     yet. But I thought you may have more insight than me. 

Thanks again for all you do for our guys, you’re such a valuable part of what we do. 

B~ant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

9~9-962-7006 Office 

9~9-962-3865 Fax 

bagaines@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 6:37 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Class Check - 

Hey Susan 

Thanks for the feedback. As for the academic side of things, your judgement is best. If you think he’d be better offdropping, and it’ll just cos~t him hours, then maybe 

that’s what he should do. Coach may have a different opinion, but it sounds like that’s the best option. 

However, if he did in fact skip those classes and told me they were cancelled, then I’ll have to deal ruth him personally. I’ll just ask him face to face and see what he 
says. I guess you can wait about asking the prot}ssor. 

Thanks again tbr your help. 

B .ryant 

On at 5:32 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <~._b_Ln_ia_! _o’i’.(_a~_email.unc.edu> wrote: 

~-ti Bryant, 

I have not reached out to his professor yet, but and I talked a little this mornir~g about this class, and it sounds like he really wants to drop it. He 

said he just discovered that there is a lot of reading and he is not keeping up. My guess is your instinct with this may be correct, I don’t think dropping 

tfu-:~ course wouk~ hurt him ~n any way other Lhan Ios~g 3 hours closer to h~s degree What do you th~rt~? 

F~m: Gaines, Bwant Anthony 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:44 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Class Check - 

Susan, 

has said that his        class on                       has been cancelled on        the past 3 weeks, and the week before that he was 

"sick." I want to trust these guys but it sounds super fishy. Is there any way you can verify that it’s been cancelled that many times? Having been a 

student, I know professors don’t cancel class that much, especially a twice a week class. 

I haven’t said anything to     yet. But I thought you may have more insight than me. 

Thanks again for all you do for our guys, you’re such a valuable part of what we do. 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

9~9-962-7006 Office 

919-962-3865 Fax 

bagaines@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:13 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - Dropping ART 

Susan, 

Are you ok with Dropping Art? Leaves him no morning classes hardly 
He loves to sleep! 
Will he have enough cum. Hours after this fall? 

Mike 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ivlaloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thm-sday, 4:27 PM 
To: Fox, 
Sulziect: RE: class this morning 

Not that I recall. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fox, 
Sent: Thm-sday, 11 : 10 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re class this morning 

Did he noti~ you? 

On 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
SubJect: 

at 10:48 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> wrote: 

did not show up today. Now I am booked with students until 12:30 today. 

8:13 PM 

class this morning 

> Subject: Re: class this morning 
> 

> Dang. That is his class right? 
> 

>> On at 3:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hey- Mike, 
>> 3 other students in the class confirmed attending CO~V2v{ this morning at 
>> 

>> Thatiks, 
>> Susan 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Fox, Mike 
>> Sent: Wednesday-, 1:23 PM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Subject: class this morning 
>> 

>> Susan 
>> Any;vay to check on his class being cancelled this morning. 
>> Don’t trust him. 

3:56 PM 

class this morning 

3:53 PM 

See what you can find out. 

thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Fox, Mike 

SubJect: 

Yes, CONL’vl at 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fox, Niike 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

> At your meeting with him tomorro*v morning ask him how this class is going. Don’t let him know that we know the class met He text Coach Gaines that the class was not meeting! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:40 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edtv~; Gaiues, Bryant Anthony <bagaiues@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly Report 

WR pdf 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the report for the week. For the most part everyone is attending their tutor sessions. Your reminder about the cancelation protocol notification before 

12 noon was helpful. Although            had his first infraction on Sunday      night. He said he was there, but the tutor was late and he did not wait around. 

confirmed this with the tutor, but the session did still occur. 

A few of the guys were short on earning their independent study hours according to our records: 

(He did not add an hour this week as a replacement for his missed tutor that he and I discussed during our meeting.) 

You will notice that I have been talking with the guys who I meet with about scheduling an appointment with an Academic Advisor some time this semester. This is 

actually a requirement for all student-athletes, including upperclassmen. I will need to send an email to everyone, but if you can also inform the team of this 

requirement that would be great. Spring registration begins on                but they can schedule an appointment now if that works in their schedule. The 

meeting will focus on progress toward graduation, campus resources, etc. and will not be solely focused on course registration. 

As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks and have a great weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~> 

Friday, 5:16 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your MATH tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

at 6i00p~. This is your fi~t documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infrac[ion = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ L_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

it is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~~~..=n.: edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Be,,:, Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc,edu~ 

Sunday, 9:43 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring ca~cela’6 on 

Susan, 

Could I cancel my 7:00pm Geology tutoring tomon-ow because I had my geology midtelrn last Thursday and I do not have any work. \~z parents will also be in town for the game and I 
would like to go out to eat with then before nay 9:00pm tutor Thankst 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Sent: Monday, 9:29 AM 

To: @live.tmc.edtr> 

Subjet’t: RE: - Tutoring cancelation 

Hi 
Thank you for ?’our email. Normally I ~vould say that this is a good opportunity’ to work ahead on the syllabus with your tutor But given the fact that you have a game today and your 
parents will be here as ~vell, I support the cancelation of your 7pm appointment tonight Please plan to attend your 9pm appointment. 

To complete the protocol, please email ASPSAtutoring@unc.edu and copy me sbmaloy@email.unc edu by 12noon today to officially request the cancelation. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutoring cancelation 

9:43 PM 

Susan, 

Could I cancel my 7:00pm Geology tutoring tomol~cOW because I had my geology midterm last Thursday and I do not have any work My parents will also be in town for the game and I 
would like to go out to eat ~vith then before my 9:00pm tutor. Thanks[ 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:33 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cm~celation 

My name is 

Thanks, 

my PID is and I would like to request to cancel my 7:00pm geology tutoring monday night. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:36 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I would like to cancel my 7pm psyc tutor session due to mandatoW rising starts from 6:45 to 8 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  11:15 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu~ 

Tutor tomght 

Susan, 

I emailed the ASAP tutoring already about me now being able to attend my 7 port tutor because of rising stars and just wanted to inform you as well 

Thanks, 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:53 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 7 o’clock tutor 

Thank you 

I have noted it. Please remember to CC your counselor on the initial email Also include the tutor’s name and what course you’re specifically getting tutor in - IE. PORT 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: 7 o’clock tutor 

11:13 AM 

I will not be able to attend my 7 Portuguese tutor because of rising stars tonight. 

Thanks, 

Sent from lay iPhone 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:25 PM 

To: Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: RE: withdraw 

Attacl~: Cancelation Letter of No Attendance lona instmctions.docx 

Hi Scott, 
Sorry for this delayed response In order to eliminate the charges, 
sent to Julia Nichols, Academic Advising Program’s Student Services 2vlanager. Professors may send this in the tbrm of an email to julianichols@unc edu 
email to advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu requesting a cancelation of his enrollment for Fall     indicating that he never attended class. 

I hope this helps. Let me kno~v if you have any ti~rther questions 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jackson, Scott C 
Sent: Sunday’, 2:15 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Sutzject:           - withdraw 

Hey Susan! Hope you are having a great wknd. 

mother called me to let me know he is still receiving a bill for $15k because he was supposed to withdraw and has not done so. 

Which direction do I need to point her to get this done? Can it be done online? Does he have to do it in person? 

I am sorry to bug you with this but I wasn’t sure who could point me in the right direction. 

Thanks! !! 

Sent l?om my iPhone 

will have to reach out to each professor with the attached instructions and request a "Letter of No Attendance" to be 
~vill then need to send an 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Class 

This is a good explanation!! I gave him the go ahead, 

Frem: 
Sent: Monday, 7:40 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Class 

iCoach Fox, 

Last Monday Miss Susan and I had talked about dropping my                          This is my                          and requires a ton of 

reading. Miss Susan suggested that I drop that class and focus on my ECON and BIO classes because it is important to keep my grade in Econ high, as well as my 

overall GPA in order to get into the Business School. This English class is a basic LA requirement and Miss Susan and I talked about completing that class later in my 

sophomore year after my Business School Pre-Req’s are complete. If I drop this class I will still have 13 credit hours, as well as the 115 credits I have from summer 

school and AP classes. Is it okay to continue the drop class process? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 10:39 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

dropping a rotor session 

I am dropping ANTH 

Thank you, 

and I will not need my tutor session for this class anymore at 7 P.M. on Monday evenings, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:43 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

meeting with advisor 

Hey Mrs. Susan, 

I just wanted to let you know that I went by office hours for advising tonight and spoke with Spencer. I have my appointment scheduled with him in early 
November, but in regard to me dropping my class he told me to come back Thursday evening and he would help me drop my class. I just wanted to make 

sure that I can meet with him instead of Roger? 

Thank you so much for all of your help, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:40 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Econ Exam I 

Miss Susan, 

I just wanted to shoot you a quick email, my Econ professor has made an adjustment to the exam scores because he incorrectly worded a question. I received 

points for this question now, and my grade on the test is now a 

Thank you! 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:01 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: SOCI 

Hey 

I hope all is going well with you. 

I just received a progress report for your SOCI class, and the professor mentioned that you have stopped attending class. Are you planning to drop the course? 

(The last day to drop is           ) Earlier when we met, you said the course was not what you expected but you thought you would be able to handle it. 

Currently you do not have a passing grade in the class. 

Please get back to me as soon as you can about this. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~’(a)emaJl, m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:08 PM 

@live.unc.edn 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancelling a Tutor Session 

DearASPSA, 

I willnot be able to attend my tutorat7:00tutoronWednesday night due to a group meetingforanotherclass, 

Thankyou, 



Sent: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               8:15 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring < ASPSATutoring@unc.edu > 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu; 

Cm~celling my 7:00 Tutor Session 

Dea r ASPSA, 

will not be able to attend my tutor at 7:00 Portuguese tutor on Wednesday night due to a group meeting for another class. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 2, 2013 10:09 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Asia FYS student-athlete progress report 

From: Lipton, G. A. 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 11:30 AM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Asia FYS student-athlete progress report 

Dear Michelle, 

Now that I’ve transitioned to primary instructor for ASIA 
you indicated was o.k. to send via email (email below). 

I am sending you a student-athlete progress report, which 

I have both~ and in class. Their attendance has been perfect. 

Currently has a B+ and "a B. 

needs to work on his critical writing and reading skills, and I have indicated to him via email that I am willing to 
help on these issues. 

Please let me know if you have any further questions, 

Gregory 

G. A. Lipton 

Department of Religious Studies 

125 Saunders Hall 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

You never know what is enough until you know what is more than enough. N William Blake 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 7:02 PM 
To: Zulfikar, F Canguzel 
Cc: Lipton, G. A. 
Subject: RE: abut two student athletes from Asia FYS class 

Dr. Zulfikar, 

Thank you for the email and for letting us know about your time away from the university. We will work directly with 

Dr. Lipton. 

Dr. Lipton, if you would like to respond to me via email about the status for their academic progress that would be 

great. We are really looking to see if there are any attendance issues, what current grade they currently have in the 

course, and any additional comments that you might want to share. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you. 



Regards, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

From: Zulfikar, F Canguzel 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 9:49 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Lipton, G. A. 
Subject: abut two student athletes from Asia FYS class 

Dear Dr. Brown, 

I teach at the Department of Asian Studies. I am writing you in regard to two 

These students are in my First Year Seminar class, Asia 

Their names are: 

players’ progress reports. 

I will be taking a personal leave of absence beginning from Monday, 9/30, 13 till the end of the semester. 

There is a smooth transition and Dr. G. A. Lipton will be taking over this class. 

May I please request that you send a letter to his name for evaluating these two students’ performance in class with Dr. 

Lipton’s name to the CB #3267, 113, New West? 

Or, if you prefer to contact him, I am cc’ing his email address, lipton@email.unc.edu 

Thank you very much, 

Sincerely, 

F. Cang~izel Z~ilfikar, PhD in History 

Turkish Studies Lecturer 

canguzel@email.unc.edu 

Office phone: 919-962-1037 

http://asianstudies.u nc.edu/people/faculty/canguzel-zulfikar 

Department of Asian Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



223 New West, CB#3267 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3267 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:23 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

- Dropping a Class 

I am okay with this. What a kid this is huh!!! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:03 AM 
To: Fox, Hike 
Subject:, - Dropping a Class 

Hey coach, 

I am dropping Anthropology . It met on and my recitation on 

Thankyou, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:57 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Tutor Feedback 

You’re not kidding!! He is awesome to work with, Really works hard and takes care of his business. 

On another note, I just wanted to show you a comment that came back from a tutor who works w~th 

Feedback from the GEOG tub:or indicated that i~: is get~:mg increasingly diffR:t~lt to get the baseball students to pay at~:entkm and cooperate during the session A 

"dor~’t <:are attitude" is bei~g di%~ayed. 

~ w~l~ speak with them about tffis, but ~ just want to be sure they are showing respecL Lo Lhe tutor during each session. They are al~ great guys and generally very 

respectful, and ~ love meeting with them all each week. gut as I have noticed once ~n a while in my counselor guided sLudy sessions, when they get together in a 

grou~, they ~ike to have fun and ~t appears that they don’t have any sense of urgency regarding their academics. Fm not sure that i5 necessarily true, but that ~s how 

t:heir act:~ons can be perceived by those who are trying t:o he~p them. ~ certainly want them to have fun, but I also want them to get t:heir work done dt~dng Lhe 

times that they are in Lhe LCE so that they have L#~u~ for fun afterwards. 

Let me know ~f you wou~d I~ke to ta~k furLber. 

Thanks, 

~= Fox, Nike 
Seat= Wednesday, ~:23 PM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: ~: Dropping a Class 

I am okay with this. What a kid this is huh~[[ 

Fmm= 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~:03 AM 
Tot Fox, Mike 
Subject: Dropping a Class 

Hev coach, 

I am dropping Anthropology It met on and my recitation on 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Dropping a Class 

I reemed all of them pretb~ good today. I would not exNct amy more problems with thegn! 

They are good kids. 

On , at 1:56 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Yot~re t~ot kidding!! He is awesome to work with. £eally works hard and takes care of his bushiest;. 

On another note, ~ just wan[ed to show you s comment that came back frorn s tu[or who works w~th 

Feedback from the GEOG tutor indicated that ~t ~s getting ~ncreas~ng~y d~ff~cu]t to get the basebal~ students to pay attention and cooperate dtlr~ng the 

session. A "don’t care attitude" is beh~g d~splayed. 

t w~U speak with them about th~s, bu~: ~ just want to be sure they are showing respect to the tu[:or dt~ring each session. They are aU great guys and 

generally very respecl:ft~l, and ~ h:~ve meet~t~g w~th them a~] each week. g~t as I ha~e not~(:ed ot~(:e ~n a while ~n n~y cout~selor guided study sessions, 

when they get together in a group, they I~ke to have fun and ~t appears that they don’t have any sense o[: urgency regarding their academics. I’rn no[ 

sure that is necessarily true, but that ~s how their actions can be perceived by [hose who are trying to he~p them. I cer[ain~y want them to have fun, 

but ] also want them to get their work done during the times that they are ~n the [.CE so that they have t~me for fun afterwards. 

Let me know if you wou~d ~ike to talk further. 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent~ Wednesday~ 1:23 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ ~: - Dropping a Class 

I am oka~ with this. What a kid this is huh~H 

F~m~ 
Sent~ Wednesday, 11:03 AM 
To~ Fox, Mike 
Subject~ D~opping a Class 

He~ coach, 

I am dropping Anthropology It met on and my recitation on 

Thankyou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:39 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.e&t~ 

6pm rFAL Appoinunent Tonight - CANCELED 

Hi 

I wanted to let you know that your ITAL tutor appointments on Tuesdays and Thursdays have been canceled beginning tonight. Until we are able reschedule these 

sessions, your MAP is adjusted to include 2 independent study hours that you must log each week (to begin next week). We can discuss this further during our 

meeting on Monday. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mtbx@unc.edu:~; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu:~; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Gaines, Bumat Anthony 

<bagames@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

WR pdf; Glade Report .pdf 

Hi 

Attached is this week’s report as well as a current grade report. When it says Progress Report and a grade out to the right, this is officially reported from the 

professor. All other grades are self-reported and on some occasions pulled from their Sakai site when we look at the grade book together. Everyone made their 

tutor appointments or followed the proper protocol to cancel this week. The independent hours are still short for some guys as follows: 

-slightly short 

- is not actually short hours, even though it is noted on the report since the 2 required independent study hours will not start until next week due to 

dropping the ANTH    tutor session. 

I also have a couple reminders for the guys. 

1. CREED for ist years on - Must send an email to ASPSAtutoring(~unc.edu to cancel the 7pm tutor session. 

2. Major Exploration Night for ist years and sophomores is on Wed. : at 7pm on the 3rd floor of the LCE. Some have tutoring and will need to talk with me 

before they elect to cancel their session in order to attend Major Exploration Night. 

3. All student-athletes should be scheduling an appointment with an Academic Advisor in either Steele Bldg or Loudermilk for the Fall semester. 

4. Last Day to Drop a class is Monday, 

5. Spring Registration begins November 

Academic Center will be closed on the following dates: 
Fall Break 
Wednesday, (All sessions after 5pro are cancelled and independent Study Room closes at 5prn) 

fhursday, 

Friday, 

Sunday, 
Halloween 

Tha r~ksgivir~g 

Tuesday, 

Wednesday, 

fhursday, 

Friday, 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~email.tmc,edn 

(All sessions after 5pro are cancelled and Independent Study Room closes at Spin) 

(Ali sessions after 5pro are cancelled and Independerlt Study Room cioses at 5prn) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 4:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

EXSS    Tutor Sessions CANCELLED 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Hey 
Just wanted to let you know that your EXSS : sessions this Monday and Wednesday (for 
week. Please plan to attend his EXSS Drop-In session on Sunday night at 7pm in Room B as a substitute. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalov~emaiLunc.edu 

are cancelled. Your EXSS tutor has a conflict this coming 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               6:15 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edt¢~ 

Monday night tutoring 

Susan~ 

~ will be missing my 7 o’clock tutoring tomorrow night due to CREED. I have already emailed the ASPSA Tutoring and also wanted to inform you so that 

there were no loose ends. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday,               7:01 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

M~]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr> 

Tutor Cancellation 

I need to cancel my 7:00pm geology tutoring because I have a CREED meeting at 7:00pm that night. My name is            Thanks, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday 7:39 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

Subject: tutoring 

will be missing 7:00 Geology tutoring tomorrow for creed. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live,unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:42 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancelled tutor 

I have to cancel my tutor session tomorrow at 7 for creed but I do not know ho~v to do it. Can you help me get to that website? 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:36 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Cancel tutor session 

Hi, I need to cancel my tutor session for tomorrow at 7 pro. It is a geology session. 

Thanks! 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thanks 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup~ 

Monday,’              8:52 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: rlkltonng 

This has been taken care of. 

For all future cancellations, please also CC your advisor on the email. 

~en Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Co.:_~rdin~;LoriAcadernic Counselor 

U NC Acsdemic Support Program for Student..Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

From: 

Sent: gunday, ~:~2 PM 

To: A$P~A Tutoring 

Subject: Tutoring 

To who~ it may concern, 

will be missing my Monday tutoring appointment with 

Thanks, 

in room G Econ due to Creed at 7:00, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~, 

Monday, 9:00 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!! 

I need to cancel my ECON tutor with 

Thanks, 

at 7 pm because I have the mandato~ creed meeting that I have to go to. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:59 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Canceling my tutor for 7:00 

I need to cancel my tutor for Creed tonight. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:17 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Tutor Report from Last Night 

Hey Mike, 

Just wanted to make you aware of a few details from last night’s tutor reports, did not attend his SPAN tutor session at 7pm last night and 

therefore, will receive an infraction since he did not initiate an official cancelation that I can recall,            apparently arrived on time to his session, but the 

tutor excused him for "extenuating circumstances". So it appears that the session did not actually occur. I don’t know any more details than that at this point 

regarding      Finally,              did not show up for his Guided Study session last night, which I believe you thought might be the case. I also have not heard 

from him about our individual meeting today at 12noon. I guess I should remove him from my schedule. 

did not show up for our meeting today at 11:30am, and I did not hear from him regarding any need to change the meeting. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy’,&_-~!ema~l.~mc.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:24 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Repo(t ficom Last Night 

He told me he was going to try and go to his tutor. 

will not show for anymore ifI had to Guess. 

Just talked to his dad and told him we would keep supporting him (they aJl ask) so don’t tally remove him. Does that make sense. 

Not sure abont 

Generation of irresponsible kids and I have my percentage on the team it seems! 

O11 at 12:16 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo~’@emaiLunc.e&t> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 

Just wanted to make you aware of a few details from last night’s tutor reports, did not attend his SPAN tutor session at 7pm last night 

and therefore, will receive an infraction since he did not initiate an official cancelation that I can recall,            apparently arrived on time to his 

session, but the tutor excused him for "extenuating circumstances". So it appears that the session did not actually occur. I don’t know any more 

details than that at this point regarding      Finally,              did not show up for his Guided Study session last night, which I believe you 

thought might be the case. I also have not heard from him about our individual meeting today at J.2noon. I guess I should remove him from my 

schedule. 

did not show up for our meeting today at 11:30am, and I did not hear from him regarding any need to change the meeting. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

ssbmal ov,~ ~)emai 1. unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:37 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Repori ficom Last Night 

"forgot". And believes his was "cancelled" 

Swears you told him. 

He is BS artist because his parents are though!!’. 

On at 12:16 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 

Just wanted to make you aware of a few details from last night’s tutor reports, did not attend his SPAN tutor session at 7pm last night 

and therefore, will receive an infraction since he did not initiate an official cancelation that I can recall,            apparently arrived on time to his 

session, but the tutor excused him for "extenuating circumstances". So it appears that the session did not actually occur. I don’t know any more 

details than that at this point regarding      Finally,              did not show up for his Guided Study session last night, which I believe you 

thought might be the case. I also have not heard from him about our individual meeting today at 12noon. I guess I should remove him from my 

schedule. 

did not show up for our meeting today at 11:30am, and I did not hear from him regarding any need to change the meeting. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

ssbmal ov,~ ~emai 1. unc .edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:28 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Repo(t ficom Last Night 

As I said he is an idiot. Good player but a con man. He knew this. 

Your emails aren’t tapped are they????? 

On at 1:16 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu~ wrote: 

session was canceled on Sunday not this past Sanday. He [~lust have been thinkit~g abouL that. I had s~-:mt him t:he email below about that 

on 

Hey 

I just found out that will not be available to tutor on Sunday night, therefore, your 8pm tutor session on is canceled. As a 

replacement for this for your MAP for next week, please attend Foreign Language drop-in sessions with next week as follows: 

Monday @ 6pm and 7pm 

Tuesday @ 6pm and 9pm 

Wednesday @ 6pm and 7pm 

Thursday @ 7pro 

Be sure to sign in and out with 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 12:37 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject: Re: Tutor Report from Last Night 

"forgot". And believes his was "cancelled" 

Swears you told him. 

He is BS artist because his parents are though!!! 

to get the credit, or add an hour of independent study for the week (3.5 hours instead of 2.5 next week). 

On at 12:16 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov@emaiI.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 

Just wanted to make you aware of a few details from last night’s tutor reports, did not attend his SPAN tutor session at 7pm last 

night      and therefore, will receive an infraction since he did not initiate an official cancelation that I can recall. 

apparently arrived on time to his session, but the tutor excused him for "extenuating circumstances". So it appears that the session did 

not actually occur. I don’t know any more details than that at this point regarding      Finally,              did not show up for his 

Guided Study session last night, which I believe you thought might be the case. I also have not heard from him about our individual 

meeting today at :12noon. I guess I should remove him from my schedule. 

did not show up for our meeting today at :Ll:3Oam, and I did not hear from him regarding any need to change the 

meeting. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Malay 

Tntodal Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Stadent-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy~email, anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

DRAM 6pm Session on - CANCELED 

Hi 
your DRAM tutor, will not be available to tutor on Tuesday 

study hour as a replacement for this canceled tutor session this week. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[YNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

Therefore, your 6pm session tomorrow is canceled. Please log an independent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

@live. unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

DRAM    7pro Session on - CANCELLED 

~live. unc.edu> 

Hi 
your DRAM tutor, will not be available to tutor on Tuesday 

study hour as a replacement for this canceled tutor session this week. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 

Therefore, your 7pm session tomorrow is canceled. Please log an independent 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup, 

Tuesday, 10:05 AM 

@live u ~c edu> 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cm~cel tutor 

I’m going to go ahead and assume that you attempted to send this yesterday and your phone didn’t process it until this morning. 
If that’s not the case: CREED ~vas yesterday. I hope you attended. 
I am NOT putting in a cancellation f,ar tonight. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppurt Prugram ]2~r Student-Ath letes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Ceil: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:46 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Maluy, Susan B 
Subject: Cance] tutor 

Eli, 
I need tu cancel my tutor sessiun [’or drama tonight at 7 because I have CREED at that time. Thanks. 
Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:07 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel tutor 

I’m sorw, this email was not suppose to send. I sent another one yesterday from my computer that explained I needed to cancel my tutor for yesterday I will be at alls my tutor sessions 
tonight. See you at 9 Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:01 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbma loy@email.unc, edu > wrote: 

I thought you had CREED last night, not tonight. What is the meeting tonight? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:46 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Cancel tutor 

>Iti, 
I need tu cancel in?’ tutor session for drama tunight at 7 because I have CREF.D at that time. Thanks 
Sent from my iPhune 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:21 PM 

,~live.unc.edu> 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@emaiLunc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Support - 

Although you are no longer a member of the baseball team I wanted to let you know that you still have access to all academic and medical support here 
at UNC. Susan is there to help you finish this semester strong. You did not report for your meeting with her or your Guided Study hours Monday but I did 
want you to know you have access to all of this. It is your choice if you wish to continue. You need to do well here academically this semester! 
Also, you have access to all medical support and counseling as well. Dr. Mario Ciocca is willing to speak with you at any time. I suggest you take 
advantage of this support while you remain at UNC. I believe you may possible need some help. 
I will give your personal items to ’ to bring to you. 
Coach Fox 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Tuesday,, 12:28 PM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu~ 

Support - 

Although you are no longer a member of the baseball team I wanted to let you know that you still have access to all academic and medical support here 
at UNC. Susan is there to help you with academic support if you choose to need tutors or direction academically. It is important you have a good 
semester academically. 
Also, you have access to all medical support and counseling as well. Dr. Mario Ciocca is willing to speak with you at any time. I suggest you take 
advantage of this support while you remain at UNC. I believe you may possible need some help as we discussed. 
Again, this is your choice but I strongly encourage you to take advantage of any and all help available to you here at UNC. 
Coach Fox 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Tuesday,               8:21 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Dear ASPSA, 

Tomorrow night is Major Exploration night and I would like to attend but I have a physics tutor session at 7pro and need to cancel Thank you for your help. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edt~> 

Wednesday,               10:56 Alvl 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MoJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor cancellalion 

I need to cancel my 7:00pm Econ tutoring tonight because I am going to attend major exploration night. Thal~ks ’ 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup> 

Wednesday, 12:50 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tt~ofing 

Thanks 

I’ve noted this, 

For future cancellations, please CC your advisor on the email. 

Assist~n~: Tutorial CoordinatoriAcad~:-~n’fic Counselor 
U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

Office: 9I 9-8~3-2328 
Ceil: 

From~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:04 AM 
To: ~SPS~ Tutoring 
SuNe~t: Tutoring 
I am going to cancel mg 7 o clock medieval historg tutoring session tonight because i will be attending exploration night for majors. 

sincerelg, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Hi Mike, 

I have received a 2nd progress reports for that mentions a large number of missed classes, "roughly half of classes." His SOCI mentioned that he is having 

health issues, and he missed the mid term and other assignments. It looks like he is not passing the class right now in addition to SOCI I am not aware of what 

is going on with      but I’m wondering if there needs to be discussions about medically withdrawing from the Fall term? I certainly don’t want to assume 

anything, but I am just throwing the idea out there. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:08 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Wow. Had a long talk with 

He does not say much. 

This is tl~e only way he roll be eligible for the spring! 

Otherwise another senior casualty. Get this close to a degree then jnst s~op going to class. I may just dismiss him! 

There is nothing medically wrong with him to my knoMedge. 

O11 at 3:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emailatnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 

I have received a 2nd progress reports for that mentions a large number of missed classes, "roughly half of classes." His SOCI mentioned that 

he is having health issues, and he missed the mid term and other assignments. It looks like he is not passing the class right now in addition to SOCI 

I am not aware of what is going on with     , but I’m wondering if there needs to be discussions about medically withdrawing from the Fall 

term? I certainly don’t want to assume anything, but I am just throwing the idea out there. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:33 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: PORT Tutor Session Tonight      CANCELED 

Thanks for the update Susan. I was not aware until practice today when Coach informed me because my email has not been working until just now. 

Hopefully I can get into another session soon but I will talk to you about that tomorrow. I met with        last week to knock out my adviser meeting and 

he also filled out my drop form for CMPL    so I can bring that in tomorrow to finalize. Thanks again and see ya tomorrow 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:49 PM 

To: 

Cc: Fox, Mike 

Subject: PORT Tutor Session Tonight CANCELED 

Hi 

I just wanted to be sure you are aware that your PORT tutor session on Wednesday nights has been canceled, We are in the process of trying to resolve the matter. 

I will keep you in[orrned of any addi[ional changes as they occur. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~ria] Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[~’,’C Academic Support Program [br Student-AtNe[ea 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:35 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

¯ Independent Study Hours 

Hey Mrs. Susan, 

I saw my academic report from last week and saw that I had completed 1.6 hours of independent study but was required to get two. I know that with me 
dropping my ANTH    tutor on Monday nights that an extra hour has been added to my independent total. I have fulfilled that this week. I did not last 
week because I emailed ASPSA on Monday morning but didn’t receive a response until the following day, so I went to my session at 7 on Monday night and 
did not go to any extra time of independent because I went there. 
I am sorry for the long email I just wanted to clarify why I had not met the required hours that my report had said. 

Thank you for all that you do! 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                11:20 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@uuc.edu~ 

M~Joy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Caa~celing my 7:00 rotor 

I am canceling my 7:00 tutor session to meet with my Economics group to ~vork on our pro. ect tonight. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my/Phone 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:30 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Susan, 

Tried to call you 

Wow. That is unreal. So you can walk in after an entire semester and erase it that late. 

I talked to     Don’t say much to him about this yet. 

I want to see if he will start attending class and TRY. 

The WD is an easy way out which I am not willing to give him right now. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, :10:53 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: 

Essentially before the exarn per’iod which begins 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, 10:41 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

Is there a deadline to medically withdraw? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:02 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: 

Hi Mike, 

I have received a 2nd progress reports for that mentions a large number of missed classes, "roughly half of classes." His SOCI mentioned that he is having 

health issues, and he missed the mid term and other assignments. It looks like he is not passing the class right now in addition to SOCI I am not aware of what 

is going on with      but I’m wondering if there needs to be discussions about medically withdrawing from the Fall term? I certainly don’t want to assume 

anything, but I am just throwing the idea out there. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: ~live.t~nc.edu~ 

Sent: 10:56 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Tutor 

I need to cancel my tutor for sunday night at 6 pm lviy morn will be in town for the weekend and since she lives in       I only have limited time ~vhen she comes and during the duration of 
the year to see her because of the distance I received an on my math test that I took this past monday and there is nothing due at all next week so I do not have anything to really 
prepare for. Please let me know if this is alright with you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:28 AM 

Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: List of Managers - Priorib~ Registration 

Dave, 
Handle this please 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:57 AM 
To: Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott C; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Forbes, Scott 
Subject: List of Managers - Priority Registration 

Hi Coaches, 

I am on a bit of a time crunch with this request. Can you tell me which managers should be submitted for Priority Registration for the Spring term? We are 

compiling our application for the committee review now. If you could provide me with their full name and PID # that would be great. 

The list below are all of the players who will be submitted for priority registration as well. Please take a quick glance and let me know if anyone appears to be 

missing. 

Thank you for your help, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:04 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: List ofManagels - PrioriF Registration 

Hey Susan, 

Here is the information for our student managers: 

That should be everyone... 

Dave 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday, 1:[: 28 AM 

To: Arendas, Dave 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 

S~bject: FW: List of Managers - Priority Registration 

Dave, 

Handle this please 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:57 AM 
To: Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott C; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Forbes, Scott 
Subject: List of Managers - Priority Registration 

Hi Coaches, 

I am on a bit of a time crunch with this request. Can you tell me which managers should be submitted for Priority Registration for the Spring term? We are 

compiling our application for the committee review now. If you could provide me with their full name and PID # that would be great. 

The list below are all of the players who will be submitted for priority registration as well. Please take a quick glance and let me know if anyone appears to be 

missing. 

Thank you for your help, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 



Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program fbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (otlice) 
919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy ~b~ern~J 1. unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu.; 

Friday,                1:22 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

Advising Appointment - 

I have canceled your academic advising appointment on             Since you are in the School of Journalism, your academic records have been transferred to 

that office. You must see an advisor in 156-158 Carroll Hall for your advising. No appointments are required; they are open 8am-5pm. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College o[ ~-kts and Sciences and the General College 

GO08 Steele 
Campus [.~ox 

Universky of North Carolina ~t Chapel Hill 

Ch, apel @ill, NC 27S99~3Z10 

Office: (929) 962~3404 

Fax: (919) 962~6888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 1:47 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mtbx@unc.edn>; Gaines, B~ant Anthony <bagaine@emml.unc.e&~; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott 

<stbrbes@nnc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

WR pdf; Grade Report pdf 

Hi Coaches, 

Attached is this week’s report. Everyone completed everything that was required for the week taking into consideration all session cancelations except the 

following: 

- One Infraction and 18 minutes short of Independent Study Hours 

- (slightly short) 9 minutes short of his required study time. Both tutor sessions were canceled by his tutor this week. 

- 38 minutes short of his required study time. 

-(slightly short) 8 minutes short of his required study time 

- 18 minutes short of his required study time 

- One Infraction - Missed Counselor Guided Study on Tuesday night. 

FYI             tallied 6 infractions this week and did not attend any of his required sessions. 

The following guys attended Major Exploration Night: 

Thank you for reminding the guys to schedule their Academic Advising appointments. Last day to drop is Monday, 

Academic Center will be closed on the following dates: 
Fall Break 

Wednesday, : (Ail sessions afte~ 5pro are cancelled and independent Study Room closes at 5prn) 

Thursday, 
Friday, 
Sunday 
Halloween 

Thanksgiving 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday, 
Ti~ursday, 
Friday, 

Let me know if you have any questions. Have a great weekend] 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sbmaloy~em~Lunc.edu 

(All sessions after 5pro are cancelled and Independent Study Room closes at 5prnl 

{All sessions after 5pro are cancelled and Independent Study Room closes at Spin) 

no later than Spin. 



From: Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:17 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com 

Subject: 

did not attend any of his tutor or Study Sessions this week. He had six tutor infractions this week alone, 
We must drop him from our academic support program as it is clear he does not wish to use 
these services any longer- obviously since they are no longer required. I cannot have my team’s academic counselor time wasted further. 
We must move on with our program. I wish you the best with 
Mike Fox 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 4:07 PM 

,~live.uuc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu:~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in all of the following tutoring sessions: 

GS on at 6:00pm 

POLl on : at 6:00pm 

CGS on at 8:00pm 

PSYC on at 9:00pm 

LS on at 9:00am 

DRAM on at 7:00pm 

This is a total of six infractions. At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial 

services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges, 

1st infraction = Warning 

2rid infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been H£LD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~.~.~’.~.~.~.!~3g~.!~!~:~!~!) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 
For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~?n Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~> 

Friday-, 4:07 PM 

~live. uuc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu:~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your SDAN    tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at ~iOOP~. This is your [i~ documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infrac[ion = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ L_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (A~~~,un.’: edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:19-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Be,,:, Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~:~h ~.~ ~.~:~ ~.!!.:~ r,.~.~.~.~. 
Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:38 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weekly Int~action Nodce - 

Infraction AppeaJ Fonn.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Delete him from the system please 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Date: at 4:06:33 PM EDT 

To: 
Cc: "Fo~ Mike" < ~2~2:~:~.L~5:::~.~’, "Maloy, Su~n B" 

Subject: WeeNy ~tYacfion Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in all of the following tutoring sessions: 

GS on at 6:00pro 

POLl on at 6:00pro 

CGS on at 8:00pm 

PSYC on at 9:00pro 

LS on at 9:00am 

DRAM on : at 7:00pro 

This is a total of six infractions. At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of 

receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cumtdative[y for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordina~_or has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal 

form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, 

it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~!):~;.~:{k~t~!~!:!~,~.!~.!).~:~!~.) within 

the timeline listed below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:[9-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:[9-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 9:29 PM 

To: Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Tuto6ng 

He)’ rm-s. Malay. Coach Fox told me i missed study hours and i did not 
know ~vhat he meant and thought he was talking about independent study 
and i just realized he was talking about the stu@ on tuesday night. 
I stayed in the loudelrnilk center after tutoring to study for 

i just completely forgot to go into the room with 
you I am very son5’ but i got a lot of studying in by myself and 
think i made an A on the test i took wedaaesday. 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:56 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - ACT 

Hi, 

We do not have any A<gF results for him, official or unofficial, He may have forgotten to have official scores sent to 

Sorry, 

}mv~a~ ]. Polk 

0 f~k:c o[I hx~e vgrad~m[e 
[]~}ive vsil~; o[ North (]arolbm at CImpel }{ill 
Pho~}e: 9"19-96~-3989 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 8:38 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: - ACT 

Hi Barbara, 

I was just meetin~ with , a first year student on the team, and he mentioned that he took the ACT, yet I do not see this score in Connect. Do you 

have any record of this score? We were needin~ this for his Math placement score. 

Thanks for your help, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tukmal Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[~C Academic Suppo~ Program tbr Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:44 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:           - Monday @ 7pro due to Rising Stars 

Thalzks 

Please remember to CC ?,our advisor on all cancellation emails in the future 
I’ve noted your cancellation 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

9:37 AM 

will be unable to make my Monday night 7pm tutor due to rising stars tonight 645-8 

Thanks, 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 12:55 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

plan on going tomorrow- and wedaaesday as long as I dont have a fever and i have alrea@ talked to my professors regarding todays classes 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:16 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Loudermilk - 2nd Floor Hours of Operation 

Sorry to hear you are feeling so bad Do you think you will be able to make it to class this week at all? I am concerned since it appears you have missed a large number of classes alrea@ this 
semester and I would hate for missed class time to affect your grade. Please be stare you find out what you missed in class this week and do what you can to make it up. 

hope you feel better soon 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 10:05 ./~M 
Tu: Maloy, Susan B 
SubJect: RE: Loudermilk - 2nd Flour Huurs of Operatiun 

Hey Susan, 
Found out i have this morning and doctur sent me hume, im emailing all my prufessurs and i have ductorw nutes su they are excused absences. 

Frum: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:17 AM 
Tu: 

Cc: Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott (2; Furbes, Scott; Gaines, Bryant 
Subject: Loudermilk - 2nd Fluor Huurs of Operatiun 

Hey Guys, 
Please see the reminder to all student-athletes below from uur Director, Dr. Michelle Bruwn. Let me knuw if you have any questions abuut this Please nute that the 3rd and 5th flours are not 
open for free sturdy time at any time during the day or night All academic wurk must be done in the Academic (;enter on the 2nd fluur. 

Thanks and hupe you have a great weekend! 
Susan 

Hello, 

We would like to provide you with the following reminder regarding the 2nd floor of Loudermilk hours of operation and when it is available for student-athletes. At all other times, the 
facilities are closed. In addition, the third and fifth floors of Loudermilk are closed at all times unless it is opened for a scheduled function or cvent. 

The 2nd floor of Loudemfilk is open during the following times: 
Monday through Thursday 8:00amto 10:00pmFriday 8:00amto 5:00pro Sunday 6:00pm-10:00pm 

Please let your counselor know if you have any questions. Thank you. 
Dr. Brown 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Suppolt Program for Student-Athletes Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu<mailto :michellebrown(~unc.edu> 
office: (919) 962-9533 
~ax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu<mailto :sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nalin Pafikh <nparikh@physics.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:32 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Performance of 

I curious to see why ~ve have such a discrepancy in his performance report. 

Hope he comes to see me. 

- Nalin Parikh 

On            1:23 PJ~ Maloy, Susan B wrote: 
> Thank you so much for taking the time to send this to me I will encourage him to meet with you as soon as possible 
> 

> Thank you again, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Nalm Parikh [mailto :nparikh@phvsics.unc edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 1:08 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Sulziect: Performance of 
> 

> Hi Susan, 
> 

> I am Dr. Nalin Parikh, faculty in the Physics and Astronomy and teacher of Phys I left a w~ice mail on your machine. ’]’his is about performance of player He 
is getting failing grade and also his attendance is poor in the class. I dropped the written report in the mail. Sorry it long so long to report but was waiting ~2~r the result of the last SQ I gave 
to the class 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> - Nalm Parik_h 
> 

> 

> 



From: Nalin Pafikh <nparikh@physics.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:37 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Meeting 

Sure. 

Come during my office hours. 

- NaJin Parikh 

On 1 : 35 PM, @live.unc.edu wrote: 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 

Professor l?arikh, 

Could I set up a meeting with you this week for strategies to do better in your class because I take notes all the time and come to class but I miss all the 

clicker q’s and don’t do well on the quizzes in class when I feel well prepared for them. 

Thank~ 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages frotn the "PHYS 

to access Messages for this site: PHYS       F~A 

FA ’ site. To reply to this message click this link 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: - PHYS 

Maybe the kid is conning us. 

I will check. 

On , at 3:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 

I just received another progress r~-_~por[: 

DRAM in addidon to PHYS 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, I:53 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: - PHYS 

said there are 200 in the class and is swearing to us he has not missed it. 

that does no~: seem to add up with the grades he has been telling m~-_~. He is currently not passing 

On , at 1:39 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I asked        to email his prof ASAf." to arrange a meeting to discuss this situation and bring his notes from his classes or anyLhing else 

that would prove attendance. The professor is curious about the extreme deficiency as well.        must dear this up. The professor 

dkt read the correct PtD# to me to be sure we were speaMng about the same s[:udenl:. I1: does seem strange, however. 

~m= Fox, Mike 
Sent= Monday, ~:3~ PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
SubjeCt: RE: - PHYS 

We just talked to . He hasn’t missed a class check and says he has not missed a class? 

Something not right here. We need to double check this. 

Prof have right kid you think? 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, ~:20 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: - PHYS 
Hey Mike, 

I lust received a phone call from         PHYS    professor. He is concerned about his performance in the class and said that he has not 

been attendin~ class resularly. The 8rades that the professor reported were not even close to what        has been reportin~ to me. 

The professor has asked        to come and see him ASAP about his ~rade and overall performance in the class,        and I will not 

have our meetin8 this week due to Fall Break, but I will attempt to speak with him tomorrow nisht durin~ Guided Study. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Su sa n M a 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic 

~C Academic Sup~ £ro~ram £or Smdent-At~otes 

919-962-9~92 

9 ] 9-962- 8247 

sbmalo~i~ema~l.unc.edu 



Frorm 1;ox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:33 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaikunc.edu> 

Sut~je~’t: Re: - PHYS 

Well this is not good. 
The kid must be lying to us. I will foitow tl~ru. 

> On 
> 

> ofiice) 

at 3:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hey 

Since 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

PHYS Drop-In at 7pm 

is not going to be here tomorrow, please plan to attend the PHYS drop-in with at 7pm on Tuesday as a replacement. Remember to 

sign in to get credit. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



Fl’olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:10 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: your grades 

This is what I got back from . Half way thru the semester and he is trying to figure out how teachers are testinc!? 

Sent: Monday, 9:08 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Re: your grades 

Coach, 

I told Susan l’m struggling with my drama class and I shouldn’t be failing that. In physics I didn’t no well on my first exam and last quiz so that may be why i’m not 

passing. But as far as attendance I have only missed two classes and none of them are in these classes. I lust seem to be struggling with the material and am trying 

to figure out how my teachers are testing. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:01 PM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

I just received another progress report for        that does not seem to add up with the grades he has been telling me. He is currently not passing 
[)RAM in addit:ion to PHYS 

- we have to talk about this. Are you telling us all the truth here. Does not add up. I want verification that you are attending these 
classes. How in the world could you be failing Drama ? 
Coach 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, l 1:48 AM 

To: MaJoy, Sumn B <sbnmJoy@email.unc.edu~ 

Subject: Tutor 

Hi Susan, 

have a psychology exam review at 9 and I also have a math tutor at 9. I think it would be best that I attend the psychology review. Wanted to run this by you 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, 12:30 PM 

Gmne~ Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc .edu> 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

.docx; .docx; (1).docx 

Hey guys, 

Attached are the transfer credit evaluations for both and . They’re both heading in the right direction to me. They’ll each need 48 

hours of degree credit for next fall, so they’re both well on pace considering we haven’t even gotten to the spring vet.             stuff, most of which he took 

while in HS, is really helpful to him. And           is tracking well too since he’ll likely be a 2-year transfer who is a qualifier. We’ll want to help advise them on 

spring schedules when that time comes but for now things look good. 

Susan - they each have a good number of Gen. Ed’s that would transfer in but wanted to get your take on degree applicability to be sure. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutormg@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Math Tutor 

Yes, please plan to attend the PSYC review tonight at 9pm. But I ~vould it would be a good idea for you to attend the \SXTH drop-in at 7pm or 8pm as a replacement for the Math tutor 
appointment. Please send an email to ASPSAtutoring@unc.edu to cancel your MATH appointment for tonight 

Thanks for checking in ~vith me on this, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutor 

II:48AM 

Hi Susan, 

I have a psychology exam review at 9 and I also have a math tutor at 9 I think it would be best that I attend the psychology review. Wanted to mn this by you. 

Thanks, 

Sent from lay iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

Math Tutor Session Cancelled tonight 

Hi 
Your MATH session tonight is canceled. Tutor has a conflict. Please plan to attend the Math drop-in session as a replacement for this session. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnlaloy(?~email.unc.edt~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

FW: POLI Tutor CANCELLED tonight 

Be sure you get this done and talk to Susan tonight!!!! 

Coach 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Tuesday, 2:42 PM 
To-" 
C¢: Fox, Mike 
Subject: POLI Tutor CANCELLED tonight 

Hey 

has had a death in the family and is unable to conduct your POLl tutor session tonight. She left the note below for things for you to work on. 

- POLl 

This week’s lecture is on the court system (judiciary). I was going to have him review this case about how the Supreme Court got its power and discuss the relevant 

book chapter/finish reading. 

http://www.lawnix.comicases/marbury--madison.html 

Also, I need to cancel our meeting tomorrow morning. I have a meeting on campus that I need to attend. We can touch base tonight on how things are going. 
See you then. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program Ibr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email.unc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

FW: Math Tutor Session Cancelled tonight 

Be sure you do this!!! 

Coach 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:37 PM 
To: 
Co: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Math Tutor Session Cancelled tonight 

Hi 

Your MATH session tonight is canceled. Tutor has a conflict. Please plan to attend the Math drop-in session as a replacement for this session. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: Fox, Mike <mfo\@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:20 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edtv~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Eligiblity - 

I am required to information you that you must have a 2.00 cumulative GPA at the end of the fall, semester to be NCAA eligible for participation in 
the spring,     season. 

The NCAA minimum GPA for a student-athlete entering his 8th semester is a 2.00. There is no appeal process if you fall below a 2.00. You currently 

have a 2.037 cumulative GPA. 
Coach Fox 



From: Fox, Mike <mfo\@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

To: @duke-energy.corn 

Co: @hell.ruth.net 

Subject: Eligibiliw - 

I am required to information you that you must have a 2.00 cumulative GPA at the end of the fall, semester to be NCAA eligible for participation in 
the spring,     season. 

The NCAA minimum GPA for a student-athlete entering his 8th semester is a 2.00. There is no appeal process if you fall below a 2.00. You currently 

have a 2.037 cumulative GPA. 
Coach Fox 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Meeting Tomorrow 

Thanks 

Next time we meet, we should discuss attending a MATH drop-in in place of one independent hour and adjust your MAP accordingly. 

I hope you have a nice break, but please be sure you prepare somewhat over the break for your SOCI and your GEOG exams 

See you next week 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:24 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Meeting TomolTow 

Hi Susan, 

I ju st took my psyc exam today, I turned in my geog paper, got a 90 and a 100 on the last two map quizzes, got a 67 on my math test, next test in there is 
mid term next Tuesday. 

, and I have a sociology 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

> On , at 4:27 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaii.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> I have a meeting on campus at 8:30am tomorrow, and I’m not sure if ! will be back in time for our meeting at 10am or not. (;an you give me an update on how things are going with you and 
any new grades? If you would do that for me, we can go ahead and cancel our regular meeting time [’or tomorrow 
> 

> Thanks and I hope you have a good [’all break. 

> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, 11:48 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Tutor 
> 

> Hi Susan, 
> 

> I have a psychology exam review at 9 and I also have a math tutor at 9 I think it would be best that ! attend the psychology review Wanted to run ~his by you 

> Thanks, 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

PORT Tutor Wednesdays at 9pro 

Hi 
I just wanted to let you know that I have rescheduled your PORT 

at 9pm. 
Thanks and have a great Fall Break. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 

tutor session with a new tutor, ¯ Please plan to begin attending next Wednesday, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail,com> 

Monday,                9:28 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu~ 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel tutor 

I need to cancel my 7pm tutor tonight due to the financial edt cation meeting also at 7 tonight. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 9:32 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@~mc.edtr~ 

Tutor Cmacellation 

I need to cancel nay 7pro tutor tonight with 

Thanks, 

to go to my professors review session for the exam on Thursday at 7 in Carroll Hall 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:08 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 7 pm tutoring 

Is it safe that I am assuming that’s supposed to be "financial" seminar? 
For future cancellations please be stare to CC your advisor on the email as ~vell. 
I have noted the cancellation 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Ath [etes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Ceil: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: 7 pm tutoring 

10:42 AM 

I will not be able to attend my 7 pm tutoring session tonight for Port with 

Thanks, 

because of the funicular seminar tonight. 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.e&~> 

Advising Appointment Today 

Hi 
I just heard from , and he said that you missed your Academic Advising appointment with him today. Please reach out to him to apologize and 
reschedule the appointment online ASAP. Let me know if you need assistance with the online appointment scheduling. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalov,@~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:10 PM 

@live.unc.edtv> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.e&t> 

Advising Appointment Today 

Hi 
I just heard from , and he said that you missed your Academic Advising appointment with him today. Please reach out to him to apologize and 
reschedule the appointment online ASAP. Let me know if you need assistance with the online appointment scheduling. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy,@~emaiLunc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fyi on 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Class Drop 

Coach, 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:12 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Class Drop 

6:44 PM 

I am following up our conversation today about me dropping my 

semester. 

Sincerely, 

LFIT class. This means I am now at 13 credit hours for this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:25 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Mis~d Apv)intments 

Thanks, both have contacted 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sdences and the General College 

Campus Box 32~0 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.3~ 10 

Office: (~19) 962-.34.0~ 

F:ax: (919) 
http:iiadvb;inB,u nc.ed u 

~ * Confidenfi~ity notice: This emM1 message, incNding ~y ~mchments, is tbr flxe sole use of inmnded recipient(s) mid may contMn confidentiN mid plivileged 

information. ~y un~flaor~ed review, use, disclosure, or disn-ibufion is prohNited. 

Fmm: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 12:13 PN 
To: KaNan, Roger Jay 
Subject: RE: Missed Appointments 

Hi Roge< 

This is certainly d~sappoh~dng. Frn sorry that happened. I have reached out to them to reschedule. I’m guessing they may need to schedule wid~ someone else at 

thb point if your’ schedub is already booked, would you agree? 

Thanks for letting me know. 

F~m= Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Senti Nonday, 12:01 PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Missed Appointmen~ 

Susan, 

and both missed appointments that had scheduled with me today. Could you please help them reschedule their appointments. 

Thanks. 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor" 
College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

GOO8 Steele 

Campus Box 3ti0 

Un~versiW of North Carolina at Chapel H~ll 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599~3110 

O[[~ce: (9~9) 962~5404 

Fax: (9~9) 962~6888 

http:/iadv~s[nRmnc.edu 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:22 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Report 

Let me look into the best time next week. 

We are still working out some and the guys need about 30 minutes for their costume change!! 

So maybe like 3:15 or so. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:14 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 
Ok great! I will plan on that. What time should I come to assist the guys in loading their shopping carts? It seems that having an hour for them to work on this would 

be good, Some may not need that much time, however, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:24 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Weekly Report 

Sure! 

On , at 10:14 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t1: I was only abh:_~ t.:_~ stay until 5:30pro would I s[:ill be o~ help as a judge? ~ would love to see the guys dressed 

Susan 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 7:21 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Gaines, B~ant Anthony 
S~bject: RE: Weekly Repo~ 

You could come       and help them register then seine as a judge for our Halloween Costume Show~ 

That is at 5:00pro, What do you think? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Repo~ 

~ thk~k ~ext week would be ~est. Worm T~esday or Thursday be ~etter? Say 2pro before lfftin~? Thst way we would hsve 

tha~ hour ~f ~ecessary. 

Let me k~ow what you 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, ~: ~9 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Weekly Repo~ 

An a~ernoon would work. We li~ each day at 3:45pm. 

Thu~day is our Fun Days wNch begin around 2:ISpm. 

We li~ early Friday morning to g~ve them Friday a~ernoon off. 

This week or ne~ week? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:~0 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Cc: Gaines, B~ant Anthony; Jackson, Sco~ C; Forbes, Sco~ 
S~bject: Weekly Repo~ 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the Grade Report and the Weekly Report for this short week. Please do not hold the Buys accountable to their independent study hours 

this week as it was not consistent across the board. Next week we will resume full MAP requirements. The 8rades on the risht hand side of the report 

came straisht from professors through our first round of Progress Reports. 

The only Infraction this week was          missin8 his meetin8 with Beth Lyons. Unfortunately, I was not aware of this on Tuesday nisht to address 

this with him, so I am not aware of why he missed. I know this is a newly added time on his schedule, so it is possible that he forsot. But this is 

definitely a meetin8 that he must consistently attend for the remainder of this semester as I am quite concerned about his 8rades risht now. 

I did not hear back from PHYS professor, but said that he met with him and cleared up some of the confusion resardin8 his absences. 

I have a few details in the report that shared with me. 8rades in most of his classes are of concern, althoush I believe he is capable of 

pullinsthem up before the end of the term if he works hard. 

Most of the first year Buys have scheduled their Academic Advisin8 meetinss. Please remind the upperclassmen to set this done as soon as they can 

as well. It is also now time for the Buys to search for classes for the Sprin~ and load their Shoppin8 Carts. It would be 8rear if they would all schedule at 

least one meetin8 with me to discuss the courses they hope to take and make sure they all apply toward their desree. Or, just thinkin8 out loud, but 

would it be possible to schedule an afternoon team meetin8 where they all brin~ their laptops to search for classes, and I rotate around to touch base 

with everyone? Just a thousht, but misht be a 8ood way for me to be able to reach them all in some way. Thoushts? 

Fall Break comes at a 8ood time. The Buys seemed tired and just READY for a bream Hopefully they will come back ready to di~ deep academically for 

the last 6 weeks. It will 8o by fast. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will be out of the office tomorrow. 



Have a great weekend! 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 12:58 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Meeting - 

Miss Susan, 

We looked in the course guide and it showed we needed to have 1 of several Maths for ECON    , and it was a list of Maths including    or stor    . I’m not positive, I’m just going by 
what Mr.        said 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 12:54 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.m~c.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi 
> Thank you for your email. I am glad your meeting went well. Are you sure you will not have to take STOR 
for most other majors accept the B-School, since it says on the worksheet that you must have credit for NEATH 
STOR    ). I’ll reach out to Advising to double check as well 
> 

> Thanks again for keeping me informed. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> }:rot:n: 

> Sent: Wednesday, 12:04 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Academic Meeting 
> 

> Miss Susan, 
> 

> Just checking in to let you know my advising meeting went ~vell. I actually found out I no longer need to take stor 
now try, to take either stor or Econ in the spring 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 

if you are applying to the Business School? If feel as though this is correct 
and     in order to not have to take the math requirement at UNC (ie. 

, because my math credit takes the place of the pre req. I will 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5: 5 5 PM 

To: MaJ~oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: RE: Tut~)rs 

I am unable to do Monday nights because of Rising Stars which is 6:45pm-7pm. Are there any other nights available? 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Thursday,                5:00 PM 

Subject: RE: Tutors 

Hi 

I can add you into a STOR    session on Mondays at 6pro and a PSYC    session on Mondays at 7pro, Would that work for you? Keep ~n mind th~L o~ce Lhese 

sessions are added, Lhey w~ be required fo~ Lhe ~ema~nder of the session. Are you ok w~th th~L? 

Let me know ~f th~s work~ and Iql add ~he appointment~ to the schedule 

Thanks~ 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:31 PH 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 

Dear Susan, 

Could I start getting rotors [br PSYC and STOR    ? Thank ?~)u for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:29 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

He?’ coach I have at1 hour left on my study hall hours but have to ~vork on nay my communications paper rewrite with a girl in my class at the UL, just wanted to give you a heads tap that I 
won’t be at louder milk tonight for my last hour 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~; 

Friday,                9:20 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Missed Acadelnic Advising Appointment 

You missed your scheduled academic advising appointment with me last night. As you know you are required to have one appointment each semester. Please 

return to http:!/advsched.oasis.unc.edu to schedule a new appointment. 

In the future, if you will not be able to make your appointment, please cancel it online and/or notify the advisor so that another student can use that spot. 

Hope your semester is going well. 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

GO08 Steele 
Campus ~]ox 3.1.K~ 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Chapel H~ll, N£ 27599~3~0 

Of:rice: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919) 

~ * ConfidenfiNi~ notice: This emNl message, inch~di~N m~y ~achments, is for the sole use ofinmnded recipient(s) m~d may contMn confide~NN m~d privileged 

information. ~y un~dior~ed review, use, disclosure, or dis~Nufion is prohNited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:24 AM 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplm~@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Missed Academic Advising Appointment 

linage001.png; image002.png 

I am so son7 1 missed our meeting. I re-schednled it for Monday. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:20 AM, "Kaplan, Roger Jay" <~aplan(~g!lg.edu> wrote: 

You missed your scheduled academic advising appointment with me last night. As you know you are required to have one appointment each 

semester. Please return to http:iiadvsched.oasis.unc.edu to schedule a new appointment. 

In the future, if you will not be able to make your appointment, please cancel it online and/or notify the advisor so that another student can use that 

spot. 

Hope your semester is going well. 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts ~-~nd 

GOOS Skeele 

Campus Box 3220 

Universky of North Caroi~na a~ Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.3~ i0 

Office: (919) 962-.3404 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

ht%p:iiadviing.u nc~ed u 

<:imageO01.png><irnage002~p~g> 

* * Confiden~ality nonce: This email message, includiug a~y amchmems, is tb~ ~m sole use of inmnded recipient(s) m~d may cont~n confidenO~ and 

privileged information. _&~y unm~flmr~ed review, use, disclosure, or disnibuoon is prohibited.* * 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edu~; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weeldy Report 

WR pdf; Grade Report pdf 

Hey Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report in addition to an updated grade report¯ Not too many new official progress reports from professors, but the guys have reported 

additional grades, which are noted¯ 

Everyone met their tutorial requirements this week, but the following guys were short on their independent study hours, which you can see on the report. 

Because of Fall Break, there was one less day to get these hours in, but still plenty of time to meet the requirement. 

-he sent the email to explain 

-the 2 hours is new to his MAP and should begin next week 

-only slightly short 

Three guys missed their Academic Advising meetings and had to reschedule (           , and    ). 

With Thanksgiving in the mix, there are only 5 weeks of class remaining. Many of them have quite a few assignments during these last four weeks that can really 

make a difference for their final grade if they really push hard. I’m trying to warn them that these 5 weeks will fly by, and they must use their time wisely. I am also 

informing them that once Thanksgiving gets here, they must be in final exam mode because there will only be 3 days of class when they return before finals begin. 

I will plan to come to the Players Lounge on Thursday      at approx. 3:15pm to work with the guys on loading their shopping carts for registration that begins on 

¯ Please remind them all to have their laptops with them so they can search during that hour. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much and have a great weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbma/oy@email.unc.edtt> 

Friday,                3:12 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu> 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <sIbrbes@unc.edt~~; Games, Bryant Anthony <bagames@email.unc.edu-* 

Weeldy Report ~ UPDATE 

WR        Update.pdf 

Hi Mike, 
I made a mistake with the weekly report and did not run the report through today’s date; therefore the hours from last night were not captured. The only guys who 

were slightly short were           , and       . I apologize for this, as I know this puts you in a bad spot since you have already communicated this to the guys. 

Attached is an updated report with the new numbers. 

Thanks, and I apologize once again. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tt~torial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

Sbmaloy@email.unc .edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:42 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I need to cancel my 7pm tutor tonight due to rising stars at 6:45 to 8 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: @live.t~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:10 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Tutor 

Hello Susan, 
I need to cancel my tutor for tonight for exss I have been sick since Thursday night and I pulled through and ~vent yesterday to the math tutor because we have a test Wednesday but I 
tried going to class today and i just need another day or t~vo to get bad to nom~al. IfI am better by Wednesday I will drop in that night I hope this is not an issue. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday,                11:43 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

7pm Tutoring 

I will not be able to attend my 7 tutor for port     with      tonight due to Rising Stars. 

That.s, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:30 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutors and Spring Scheduling 

Dear Susan, 

Are there any other nights that I could get tutoring in PSYC 

spring? 

Thankyou 

and STOR ? Also can I come in at some point and talk to you about classes for the 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:00 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Tutors 

I can add you into a STOR    session on Mondays at 6prn and a PSYC    session on Mop, days aL 7prn. Would that work for you? Keep ~n rni~d that once these 

session, s are added, Lhey w~{ be required for Lhe remainder of the sess~o~. Are you ok with th~L? 

Let me k~ow if this works a~d Iql add the appointments to the schedu~e~ 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sen~: Thursday, ~2:3~ PH 
To: Haloy, Susao B 

Sub~ec~: Tutors 

Dear Susan, 

Could I slart get*lug tutors lbr PSYC arid STOR    ? Thank you [’or yore help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gaines, Bryam Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:32 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ga~, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu>; Beg]e, 

Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu-~; Gallo, Jr., I,arty A. <athgallo@unc.edtr>; Rucinski, Tern Jo <tjrucinski@unc.edu> 

I~E: BASEBALL HALLOWEEN SHOW THURSDAY 

Can you all do 4:30 instead of 5:007 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

9~L9-962-7006 Office 

9:19-962-3865 Fax 

bagaines@unc.edu 

From: Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:48 AM 
To: Bingham, Mary Ellen; Gatz, Gregory; Maloy, Susan B; Beale, Michael; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. (athgallo@unc.edu); Rucinski, Terri 3o 
Subject: BASEBALL HALLOWEEN SHOW THURSDAY 

Hey Everyone, 

Congratulations! You have been selected as a judge for the 2013 UNC Baseball Halloween Show. 

The show will take place on Thursday October 3~1st at 5:00 pm in the players lounge. Please respond back t~ this emai~ so I’1~ know if you can/cannot at[end. 

Thanks again! 

Bryant Gaines 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7006 Office 

919-962-3865 Fax 

bagaines@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:          rotor at 7 this eveniug 

I have notified your tutor to give you an extra ~0<].5 minutes to arrive to your tutoring, I have NOT cancelled this so make sure you still plan to go. 

Please also remember to CC ~our counselor on a~ cancellation red,ted ema~s~ 

Thanks, 

~en Sheu 
Assistant ]utorial Coord~ea[:oriAcadernh:: Counselor 

U N C Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt Pro~ra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-84g-2328 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, ~0:09 AM 

To: A$P~A Tutoring 

Subject: tutor ~t 7 thi~ evening 

I ~ave a o~oject to do with ~y g~ouo fo~ a Halloween event. I a~ goingto make it back to tutoring but if I a~ late I did not want to ~eceive an inf~action. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:36 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:          tutor at 7 this eveniug 

Sorry I just saw this email- I thought you had just sent the same thing and I realized the last line was different~ 

I have put it in as a cancellation for your 7pro, but plan on attending ~f you are able shoe there are other students, she wi~ stH~ have a session. 

~ have NOT c~t~cel~ed your 8~m~. You should st:~H p~an on attending t:hat sess~ot~. 

Ple~se ~:on~munk:ate with Sus~n ~f you 8re unable to al:l:er~d e~t:her sessk~n, 

Ass~st~nt: Tutorial Coordit~atoriAcademic Counsek~r 

U ~IC Academic Support Program for Student-Adfletes 

Office: 9I 9-8~3-2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject:          tutor at 7 this evening 

I have a project to do with my group for a Halloween event. I am going to make it back to tutoring but if I am late I did not want to receive an infraction. 

Therefore if my tutor session needs to be cancelled I want to do that. I plan on making it back in time but just want to be sure in case I did not. 

Thankyou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:37 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@uuc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancellation 

I need to cancel my Econ tutoring tomorro~v at 7:00 because of the required life skills session. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Tuesday, 8:15 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu~ 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Dear ASPSA, 

I have talked to Susan Maloy and I need to cancel my MATH tutor session on Sunday 

Thank you 

at 6:00 PM. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 8:30 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

cancel tutor session wednesday 

Please cancel my 7:00pm tutor session and please inform my 8pm tutor session with 

Thank you, 

so I do not receive an infraction. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 8:31 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

cancel tutor 

Because of a life skills seminar- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 8:59 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@uuc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

- ECON Tutoring 

I need to cancel my tutoring at 7 PM with 

Thanks, 

to go to the Life Skills Seminar at 7 PM. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:03 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@uuc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Tutoring on 

Please inform the tutor for my 8:00 session that if I’m late that I’m coming from a mandatory life skills seminar. I would appreciate this so I won’t be 

issued an infraction. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:46 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel tutor 

H~ 
I need to cancel my tutor session at 7 tomolTow and may be a little late for my 8 due to a mandato~’ life skills seminar. 
Thanks’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:3 8 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel Tutor 

I would like to cancel my 6 pm math tutor with because I took my math test today and will not need a tutor tonight. I spoke to Susan about this and 

I need to start preparing for two big tests next week. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:5 7 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

7pm tutoring tonight 

I will not be able to attend nay 7pm tutoring tonight for Port with 

Thanks, 

because of the life skills seminar 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:44 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Tutor 

I forgot to mention that I have the outreach meeting @7 tonight and my psyc tutor is at the same time. 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 4:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor session 

Thanks 

I have noted this cancellation. 

Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation emails. 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Ath [etes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Ceil: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday: 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutor session 

10:33 ~\~i 

Please excuse my tutor session with 

Thanks, 

due to mandatory life skill seminar 

Sent fi-om my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:43 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Date: at 12:12:38 PM EDT 

To: "ASPSAtutoring~b~unc.edu" <ASPSAtutoriug@unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor 

Hi, 

I need to request a ca~lcellation of my psyc 

Thanks, 

tutor touight at 7pm due to a Inandatoiy Ineeting at Laudennilk at 7pm 

Sent farm my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, 2:07 PM 

@live.nnc.edu-~; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

POLI 6pro Session on Monday CANCELED 

@live.unc.edw~ 

Hi        and , 
I wanted to let you know that your POLl tutor,                , will not be able to meet on Monday (    ) at 6pm, although she has left instructions for you to 
prepare the readings (Chapter :13 Elections) for this week’s lecture. Please log :1 independent study hour to replace this tutor session. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaikunc.edu 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 10:59 AM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Suh.ieet: RE: Spring Class Schedu|e 

Hi 

Did gou receive confin-nation from Advising that I6 hours is what you need to complete your degree? Right now I m~ ~howing :[3 hours remaining after 

whk:h ~t~dude~ a~l o~ ~:he cou~ses that you mentioned and ~. ~dd~ti.:?na~ ek~ctiw~ hour’. ~:eel fl’ee to s~:o~ by to review your work~heet a~a~t~. 5~ru::e you met w~:h 

th~s past summer, R wouldn’t hurt for you to doubk~ check with her as we~l. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Fmm~ [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, 7:24 PM 
T~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subjeet~ Spring Class Schedule 

Susa~ 

I’ve ~en wor~ng with the shopping ca~ on Co~ec~a~olina, ~ of fight now I have; 

COMM 

COMM 

MATH 

SPAN 

I need 16 hou~ to gradual, ~us leaving me with 4 hours letl to till. Any recommendations on closes? I believe ~ have aJl my requirements ~ken care of and the final 4 

hours will ~ electives. Any ideas? Thm~ you~ Looking [~)~vaJd to seeing you on Th~day~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:22 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.e&~> 

Additional PORT Session on Tuesdays 

Hi 
I have officially added a 2nd PORT tutor session for you on Tuesdays in Room Q. This session will begin next week on 
independent study hours that you will be required to earn each week to 2.5 total hours¯ 
Please be sure to put this new appointment on your calendar¯ 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalo,/@iema~l.tmc.e&~ 

¯ This reduces the number of 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 11:24 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Spring Class Schedule 

Susan, 

I actually looked again and it is 13 honrs. I will make another appointment with to review it. Thank you! 

On Fri, a’t 10:58 AM, Maloy, Snsan B <sbmaJoy,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

f:)id ¥o(~ receive:, confirmation from Adv~sir~g ths;t: :[(~ ho(ars i~; whs;t: you need to com~)iete yot~r degree? tt~ght now ~ arn showing 13 hours rernainir~g after r:a1~     , 

which ~t~ck~des a~l o~ [:he coufses that you mentioned and 1. ~dd~tiona~ e~ect~ve hour. Fee~ free to stop by to review your worksheet again. Since you met with 

Chloe R~sse]~ this past sugln~er’, ~L wouldn’t hurt for’ you to double check w~Lh her as well. 

Thanks, 

From: [mailto: @qmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, 7:2~ PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Spring Class Schedule 

Susa~ 

I’ve ~en wor~ng with the shopping ca~ on Com~ec~arolina, as of fight now I have; 

COMM 

COMM 

MATH 

SPAN 

I need ] 6 honB to graduate, thns leaving me with 4 hours ]e~ to fill. ~y recommendations on closes? I ~lieve I have all my requirements token care of and the final 

4 houB will be electives. ~y ide~? Thank yotfi Loo~ng fo~vard to seeing you on Thur~ay~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc,edu~ 

Friday, 11:40 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrow@unc.edu> 

Honor Court meeting 

Honor Court meetings next week and where they will be located: 

Team         Date               Time and Location 

3:30pro l_oudermilk O:_mLer for [{xceHence 

Pleurae let me know ~f you have any questh:ms, 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Room # 

Rooms 2406- 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:01 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scort C <sjackson@unc.edtv~; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly Report 

WR pdf 

Hi Mike, 

Thank you again for including me in yesterday’s Halloween events. It was fun to be a part of![ Don’t worry.....l’ll handle "Big Santa".....:) 

Anyway, attached is this week’s report. There were numerous cancelations due to Life Skills and everyone seemed to communicate these appropriately accept for 

. Therefore, he was issued an Academic Infraction for not canceling properly (assuming he missed due to the Life Skills Meeting). 

also received an Infraction for his Guided Study appointment last Sunday. He informed me on Sunday that it was his Grandfather’s birthday and they 

were going to the fair; therefore, he would not be able to make the appointment. Per the policy, Sunday sessions must be canceled by noon on Friday. Because 

this did not happen, he was issued an infraction; but I did appreciate him letting me know, even though it was late. 

was the only student who did not appear to earn all of his independent study hours. 

Overall, it was a good week. I’m just trying to push them down the stretch. Not sure that all of the 1st year guys are quite realizing just how costly these last few 

weeks can be if their efforts are not focused on their studies. I continue to encourage them to meet with their professors to discuss their grades, review old tests, 

and gain advice on papers and how to prepare for the next tests. The time to meet with them is now if they have a concern about their grade and not at the end of 

the month when there is no more time for them to do anything to impact their grade. 

We should be sending out the next request for progress reports next week. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I hope you all have a great weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~> 

Friday, 2:39 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu:~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your GS tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 6i~pm. This is your fi~ documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infrac[ion = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ L_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (AS~~~,un.’: edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:19-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Be,,:, Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:40 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

FW:         - Independent Study Time 

Mike, 

liust checked with one of our monitors who said he was checking in with on Tuesday night, (which our system has no record of} to verify that he was there, 

And ~ccording t.:_~ the ~[:tach~-_~d ema~,     confirmed th~:     was present. So ~t sounds I~ke he d~d earn well over 2 hours of ~t~dependent s~:udy tkne ~:h~s p~st 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: ~riday, 3:29 PM 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject; RE: Independent Study Room on Tuesday 

I h~l Nm in there al~ night acmal]y~ And I ~mem~r logging t~m out m the end of the night because he w~ fhe very last person to check out m~d he h~l ~en m fhere 

most offhe mght~ That’s very weir& I wonder what happened. 

So~’ lbr the confi~sion. ~ am real]y Naflled~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 3:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: Independent Study Room on Tuesday 

Hi 

Do you have any recollection of studying in the Independent Study Room on 2 different occasions on Tuesday 

times, but I do not see any time logged in the system for Tuesday for 

Thanks for your help, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

EFNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(E~email.uuc.edu 

? He said he checked in with you both 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., LarD’ A. --~athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 4:55 PM 

Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B qsbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu>; Ga~, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu-*; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

<binghaJnm@ema~l.unc.edu>; Rucinski, Tern Jo <’orucinskJ@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbea]e@unc.edu> 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott < sforbes@unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu>; Gaines, BD~ant Anthony 

<bag~fines@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Friday; 

Fine ~just tell 
FAMILY ALWAYS KNOWS WHERE YOU ARE, 
Be caxeful out there! 
Don Cofleone 

Executive Ass~ciatc Dh~ctor of AtNetics 

University ofNorJ~ C~olina at Chapel }51l 

to remember to sleep with one eye open for the rest of his life if he is even thinking about getting even with any of the judges ~ AND THE 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday, 8:55 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Gatz, Gregory; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Rucinski, Terd Jo; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Friday, 

You are definitely on his naughty list now! 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday,                8:54 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Gatz, Gregory; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Rucinski, Terd Jo; BeaM, Michael 
Subject: Fwd: Friday, 

Santa Clause is not happy with results of Halloween Show!! He is a ~entle ~iant but there were miles on the line here. 

AND he knows who and where you are!!!! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: i @live.unc.edu> 

Date: at 9:28:25 PM EDT 

To: "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Friday, 

I believe we need to review the rules of what a Halloween "skit" requires. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:15 PM, "Fox, Mike" < .m__ _f_o__x_@_.u__n__c__._e__d_ .u_> wrote: 

Guys, 
ATTEND CLASS 
RECRUITS TOMORROW- APPEAR PROPERLY, TNTRODUCE YOURSELF 
Halloween Show results: 
1. (134) --2, 
2. (132) -.£ 

3. (128) 
4. (108) 
5. (105) 
6. (103) 
7. (86) 
8. (6S) 
9. (59) +1 
THANK-A-THON calls Friday: 9:00- 12:00- 
1:15: PITCHERS LONG TOSS: 

THROWING 
Ii50i ~EAM IN DUGOU~ ( and g~t t0 LCE ~!ght af~ ~lass) 
2:00: TEAM UFT @ LCE 
HITTERS- CAGES OPEN 3:15-4:30 
Coach 
TEAM STANDARD- DON’T THINK YOU ARE BETTER THAN ANYONE ELSE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 5:17 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancellation 

I need to cancel my 7:00 geology tutoring Monday because I must attend a creed meeting. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 8:53 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Tutor Cmacellation 

I need to cancel my tutor session with 

Thanks, 

at 7 tonight to go to the Carolina Creed Meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 9:29 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel rotor 

I am canceling my 7 pm tutor tonight because I have a creed meeting. 
Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:55 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel rotor 

H~ 
I need to cancel my tutor session for tonight at 7 due to a creed meeting. 
Thanks’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:00 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

6pro Appt. on Wednesady is cmaceled - 

Hi        , 
is unable to tutor this week; therefore, your 6pm appointment on Wednesday 

MAP for this week as a replacement for this tutor session. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalov~emaiLunc.edu 

has been canceled. Please add :l independent study hour to your 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:31 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tutoring - 

[ have noted your cancellation. Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation 

Thanks! 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Progn~m for Studenl:-A~:hhel:es 

Office: 9~9-8q~-2328 

Ce~l: 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:03 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: tutoring 

i am goingto have to cancel my 7 o clock tutor session tonight because of creed, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 10:37 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 8pm Appt. on Wednesday - Canceled 

Okay thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:31 AM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sbmaloy~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi and 
is unable to tutor this week; therefore, your 8pro appointment on Wednesday 

hour to your MAP for this week as a replacement for this tutor session. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tntorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;emaiDmc.edu 

has been canceled. Please add 1 independent study 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:07 AM 

MaJ, oy, Susan B <sbmaJ, oy@emaJl.unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoning@tmc.edu~ 

Tutor Cancelation 

Hello, tonight i have a creed meeting at 7:00 p.m. that all freshmen athletes are suppose to attend. Due to this, I need to cancel mv 7:00 p.m. drama tutor 

session. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:23 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor cancellation 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Date: ,11:22:03 AM EST 

To: " ~b~live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmakw(~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tutor cancellation 

Thanks 

I have noted this ca~ncellation. 
Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation ema~ls. 

Thank you, 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Coun~lor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

bshetr@email.unc.edu 

Oitice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Tutor cancellation 

My na~ne is , PID 

Thales, 

9:57 AM 

, and I am requesting nay 7pm geology tutor tbr Monday the be cancelled due to CREED. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: C~cellalion 

Thanks 
I have cancelled this. Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation emails 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Ofiice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sut~ject: Cancellation 

1:49 PM 

Canceling my 7:00 tutor for CREED workshop. Thank you. 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:41 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel Tutor 

I would like to cancel my math tutor for Tuesday night (    ) because I have two big exams the following day (    ) that I need to study for. I spoke with 

Susan about this and she is okay with it. I completed all assignments due this week for math and I have another math tutor Wednesday night that I will 

attend. 

Thankyou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:06 AIVl 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutors and Spring Scheduling 

Susan~ 

That sounds great. I’ll do PSYC tutor Wednesdays at 7pm if that works, and the STOR tutor sounds good too. Thank you so much for your help~ 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:37 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Tutors and Spring Scheduling 

How about PSYC on either Tuesday @ 8pro, Wednesday @ 7pro or 8pro? 

And how abo~t STOR    at 6pro on Sundays? There is one other student in th~s session from a d~ffere~t section, but I th~nk she could work w~th each of you at the 

~r~ the meantime, t:here is a PSYC drop-m on Wednesdays at 6pro and oF course MArHiSTOR dropqns Sundsy--[hursdi~y 5--1.0pro. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Monday, 9:30 PM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 

Subject= Tutors and Spring Scheduling 

Dear Susan, 

Are there any other nights that I could get tutoring in PSYC and STOR ? Also can I come in at some point and talk to you about classes for the 

spring? 

Thankyou 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:00 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Tutors 

I can add you into a STOR    session on Mondays at 6pm and a PSYC    session on Mondays sL 7prn. Wou~d that work for you? Keep ~ rnin~ that once these 

sessions are added, they w~H be required for the remainder of the session. Are you ok w~th that? 

Let me know ~f tNs works and Iql add the appointments to the sched~e~ 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sen~: Thursday, ~2:3~ PH 
To: Haloy, Susao B 
Subject: Tutors 

Dear Susan, 

Could I s~.art getting tutors lbr PSYC and STOR    ? Thank you l~or your help. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

7pm EXSS Tutor Appt on - CANCELED 

Hi 
is unable to tutor this Wednesday night. Therefore your 7pm EXSS session is canceled on . Since you will have just had a test that day, I’m guessing this 

will not be a problem, but there is a drop-in on Wednesday night at 8pm and Thursday night at 9pm that you should consider attending. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:13 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mfo:@unc.edu> 

DRAM Tutor Sessions CANCELED ’][’his Week ( 

@live.unc.edu>; 

and 

We have just been informed that your DRAM tutor had a death in the family and is unable to tutor this week. Therefore, your sessions today and Thursday have 

been canceled. Please plan to earn two additional independent study hours this week (perhaps during your normal scheduled DRAM tutor time). 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:14 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

"tlltoring 

i am going to have to cancel my 7 o clock tutoring session for hist    tomorrow 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 5:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

7pro DIL~\M    Appt. on Thursday - CANCELED 

@live.unc.edu> 

and 
Your DRAM tutor is not available to tutor tomorrow night 
replacement for this cancelation. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaikunc.edu 

); therefore, your 7pro session is Canceled. Please log an additional independent study hour as a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:41 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

7pro POLI Appt. Thursday ( CANCELED 

Hi 
Your POLl tutor is not available to tutor tomorrow night ( 
replacement for this cancelation. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu 

); therefore, your 7pro session is Canceled. Please log an additional independent study hour as a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:52 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
< @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

(@ive.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edt~- 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Regifftration for Firs~t Year Seminars 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.uuc.edt~-; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

Hey Everyone, 

I lust learned somethin8 today that I wanted to share with each of you re~ardin~ resistration for First Year Seminar courses for the term, as I know 

many of you are hopin~ to take at least one next semester. Students who are currently enrolled in a First Year Seminar for the Fall term MAY NOT enroll in a FYS in 

the Sprin~ until at :12:01am. If you are not currently enrolled, you should be able to resister for a FYS on your resularly scheduled date of registration, 

(which for most of you is at 8am). 

For those of you who are not able to re~ister until , please be sure to lump online as soon as you can on the . Anticipatin8 that this could be 

competitive, it will be very important for you to have back up course options already in your Shoppin8 Cart. In fact, it would be best to 8o ahead and resister for the 

alternative course and use the SWAP option to add the FYS on . That way you can be assured that you have a full schedule set and ready to 8o. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’/(?~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Saturday 

Sure. Let me know. Would love to have you and Coach gatz at Boshamer. 
We are thinking of food so you and your family could eat!!!! 
Only perk I can offe!!!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:01 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Saturday 
I think I can, but let me discuss Saturday morning plans with rm/husband just to be sure there is something I am not thinking of. Can I get back to you tomorrow? 
Would you want me to meet the prospects at 8oshamer or Loudermilk? 
S u s a ~ 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:57 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Saturday 
Susan, 
Could you possibly help us with all our recruits Saturday? 
We have a bunch of young kids coming in and really need to make a good impression. 
ll:OOam? Sorry for the late notice but this turned into a big weekend for us. 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, 1:47 PM 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplm~@unc.edu> 

- ENGL Requirement 

Hi Roger, 

Thank you for meeting with all of my students during this busy time. 

Recently there has been some question about the ENGL requirement for students such as 

worksheet includes ENGL and . Will he be held accountable for an additional 3 hours of ENGL since he took ENGL 

would be great. 

Thanks so much. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Smdent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc.edu 

who came to UNC in Fall and took ENGL .The 

? Any guidance you can provide on this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:48 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Requesl tbr Pictures 

Hi Susan! 

I should have some things I can contribute but do you have any more specifics about what you might need? Just wanted to have a bit more detail to know what 

should be cal:edng ~:owards in my real:eclats. 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: Request for Pictures 

Hi 

We are putting together a presentation that talks about the unique experiences our student-athletes have. Do you have any pictures of opportunities you have 

taken advantage of during your time at UNC that you could send to me? If you can attach a brief synopsis of your experience, that would be great too. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Stt~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edtr~; Gaiues, Bryant Anthony <bagaiues@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly Report 

WR .pdf 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report¯ Everyone met their requirements this week; although 

to his new PORT session on                    shows a few deficiencies, but that is because he was sick on Tuesday night according to 

numerous cancellations this week, the guys did a good job of making up the time with independent study¯ 

Let me know if you have any questions¯ 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordiuator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

was issued an infraction since he was more than 5 minutes late 

¯ Due to the 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, 4:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edu:~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received an infraction for showing up more than 5 minutes late in your PORT tutoring session on at 8i~P~. This is your 

~hi~d documented infraction and shall be considered Strike two. 
At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 
privileges. 
1st infraction = Warning 
2rid infraction = Strike one 
3rd infraction = Strike two 
4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory mee[ing wi[h [he s[udent, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 
academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 
Appeal Process: 
~f the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 
Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 
all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 
It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~t~.[~..}.~.~.L~J;:~£)~N:~L~).#:f4.~) within the timeline listed 
below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 
For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 
For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 
If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 
Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutofia~ Coo~d~nato~ 
UNC Academic Support Pms~m fo~ Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-~3~8 
Ce~h 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:04 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

Dear Susan, 

I will not be able to make my Stor 

Thank you, 

tutor tonight because I am out of town. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc> 

Monday, 7:38 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Registration Holds 

I had an account past due hold on friday and so I had my dad pay it and it said to email cashier@m~c edu to remove the hold, which I did, but they haven’t gotten back to me or removed the 
hold. I keep getting an automated message that they put up over the weekend. This is frustrating because nobody has responded all ~veekend Thal~fully there isn’t a class that I really need 
for this semester since I emailed Anna ivlillar and she said she would absolutely allow me to take Econ over the SUlnmer and that she would make a note in my application. So I’m just 
sitting here hoping that they removed the hold and it just hasn’t showed up yet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:08 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cm~cellation 

I need to cancel my Port    tutoring tonight at 9pm because I have my second mid-term today in the class and therefor will have no work. I would like to 

use this time to study and do homework for other classes. Thanks. 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> 

Sere: Monday, 10:49 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: - Tutor 

Hey 

Thank you for letting me know. But just to be sure you know that when Vou need to cancel a Sunday appointment, Voka mu~t send a reques~ ~o cance~ emaH to 

ASPSAtutor~ng@unc.edu ~md copy me by 12noon on Friday, A~ ~ re~u~t, you will receive an infraction [or the no show, But t:his w~ll just be your first w~rning As 

long ~s you phm to attend ~ other ~p~x~ntrnents or c~mcel ~ppro~date~y, tMs should not be a proMem. FY[ 1o cancel an appoh~tment during d~e week, you must 

send an ernaH by $2noon on the day of your appointment. You may not have remembered this discussion at our beginning of the teRt~ team meeting. But rnovb~g 

forwa[d this process ~s required for a~ tutorial appointments. LeL me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Se~t= Sunday, $0:04 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
S~bject= Tutor 

Dear Susan, 

I will not be able to make my Stor    tutor tonight because I am out oftowu, 

Thank you, 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:53 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: - Tutor Cancelation 

He?’ 
Thank you f,ar letting me know. But just to be sure you know that when you need to cancel a Sunday appointment, you must send a request to cancel email to ASPSAtutoring@unc.edu and 
copy me by 12noon on Friday. As a result, you will receive an infraction tbr the no show. Let me know if you have an?’ questions. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 11:51 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

I’VIy s. Susan, 

I won’t be back m time for nay 7 o’clock tonight. 

Sent from 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11: 52 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I won’t be able to make nay 7pm psyc tutor due to rising stars. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:31 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Managers 

said she is a grad student athletic trah~er that will be workh~g with        in the spring, said 

will nol: be traveling with us so won"t be m~ss#~g any claas ...not sure what the conK~s~on wou~d be on her part accordk~g to 

respond to help if needed 

Dave 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent; Monday, ~2:59 PN 

T~= Arendas, Dave 
C~= Fox, Mike 
$~bjeet= Managers 

Hi Dave, 

Isthere an individual by the name of 

me, but it has come to our attention that she is trying to take a class in the Spring where she claims she will miss 6 times due to work with the 

Can you give me a little background on this so that I know better how to help her? 

working with the team this year? She was not on the list for priority registration that you had originally given to 

team. 

said she gets priority registration anyway and she 

I c.:_3pi~?d her Ot~ your n.:_M:e, sh~-’_~ may 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a?email, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:34 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you. I will meet with her. She should not say that she has notes from the athletic department because it is not athletics that requires she be there it is her 

clinical assignment from our program. Th~s does not have anything to do with you guys. I am not rea~ happy at this point and I w~] manage it. 

Mered~Lh 

Meredith Pe~schauer, PhD, ~T, ATe 
Department of Exerdse and Sport Science 

2202 Stal~ings Euans Sports Medicine Center 

U NC -CH CB#8700 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-87043 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:29 AN 
Te= Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject: RE: 

Sure! Below is her or~ghaal em~ that has made ~ts way to us through the faculty. Let me know ~f can he~p. At th~s pohat, the,i have den~ed her opportunky to t~ke 

~:h~s class and have referred her to me. ~ have no~: heard from her at: th~s point. 

Thanks for the help. 

Date: at 10:04:39 PM EST 

To: "madison haves@uuc.edu" <madi~n haves(d4uuc.edu> 

Subject: PUBH 

Ms. Hayes, 
I am very interested in the PUBH course, I am preparing for PA school and find the topic very interesting. I will be registering for this tomorrow. Next 
semester, I will be working for the UNC        team. As a result, there is the potential that I will be traveling or required to be working their Tuesday 
night games, up to 6. This would have me missing the class but I would have game and travel notes from the Athletics department allowing this. I just 
want to make sure that this would not hugely affect my ability to take this class. Please let me know! 
Thank you, 

From: Meredith Petschauer [mailto:mbusby@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:06 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susan, 
Caa~ you ~nd me the email ti~m ? She is an athletic training student and I would like to know what she is asking. All the athletic training students are granted 
priority registration, but as a senior she should already have registered tbr class. 

Meredith Pet~hauer, PhD, ATC, LAT 
2202 Stallings Evans Sports Medicine Center 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

919-962-1110 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:04 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Regis~ation 

Thanks 
I kept reminding them. is not on the ball and neither is or 
Not surprised it was these three, had his dad her Sunday at the stadium helping him study. 
YES I walked in on them in the press box while we were having camp. 
I think that is a first for me!!!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Spring Registration 
Hey Mike, 

Looks like most of the 1st year guys did really well with registration this morning,                  is the only one with less than 12 hours and most have 15. 

and have two Maths. Not sure why. Those will need to change. The 2nd year guys appeared to have some trouble filling a full schedule. 
Not exactly sure why, unless they were trying to register for restricted courses which means they will have to call the departments and request permission to 
enroll. They can be doing so now. 
Anyway, just thought you might like to see how the week for registration went overall. Attached are their schedules as of 8:45am this morning. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~email amc,edn 



Frolll~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;- 

Wednesday,                  1 l: 17 AM 

ASPSA Tutol~ng <ASPSATutofng@unc.edu> 

M~3 oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emai|.unc .edtt> 

Tntor cancellation requestion 

I would like to cancel my 8 pm ECON    tutor tonight so that I can see the play Metamorphoses. I am YeW confused with this play and I would like to see it again so I can take notes andbe 

better prepared for the paper that is due on it. I tried to see it last night but the play was sold out. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, 11:54 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Physics 

I think bet-a, een my exan~ and quiz scores they are s~till low but with ~W lab and homework it shouldfft be an F and I met ruth him after class one day but I’ll ,neet ruth 

him again. But I think he is just basing my attendance offmy test scores and I go all the time I don’t .see why he would say that. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 11:45 AM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emailamc.e&~> wrote: 

Hey         , 
I just received another progress report from your PHYS    professor. Your current grade is still an "F", and he commented that you never came to see 
him and that your attendance continues to be poor. I recall you telling me that you did meet with him to sort out the differences from the first 
progress report. Can you clarify what is going on with this class? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 



i$:~t: Wednesday, 11.:5 5 

~S~bi~ct: C~cetat 

~o~ld you excuse me from ~-n~ tutor session w~tR for Anatom,# due to ha:ring a: :~rou£ pro~ect tt3at I have t~ a~ended at the same t~me 

~Thank ~,ou: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:03 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Progress Reports 

Grade Report pdf 

Hi there, 

I just received a handful of progress reports today and there were a few alarming grades that I thought you should see before Friday’s report. 

- SOCI 

- PORT and SOCI 

- ECON and PHYS 

- LING 

- LING 

In the report, the grades out to the right hand side of the page are the official grades from the professor. At the top of the notes for each student, you will see the 

date when the progress report was received. Any report received in 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

is considered the    round of reports. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 3:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
< @live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mfo:@unc.edu> 

DRAM    Session Tonight - CANCELED 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

, and      , 

is out of town attending a conference and will not be available to tutor this evening. Therefore, your 7pm and 8pm DRAM sessions are canceled tonight. 

Please be sure to log an extra independent study hour or attend a drop-in writing session as a replacement for any remaining papers. If you attend a drop-in, be 

sure to log in and out in order to receive credit. 

and , this also means that your GEOG session at 7pm tomorrow ( ) is canceled as well. I know you have a GEOG writing assignment coming 

up. Time would be well spent working with a writing tutor. Either way, you will need to log a total of 2 extra independent study hours as a result of these canceled 

sessions this week. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)email, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TBMOSS3] 

1:56:51 AM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

RE: Request for Pictures 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Attached are some pictures and a brief synopsis of the best: experiences I’ve had since I’ve been at: Carolina° 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 2:01 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Request for Pictures 

Bullet:ed is fine with enough detailed info that we can talk about. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

F rom: 

Sent: Friday, 12:26 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Request for Pictures 

Awesome! Yep t can surely send you pics of all this. Also, for my synopsis, should it be in bulleted form or written out? 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                 9:57 AM 



To: 

Subject: RE: Request for Pictures 

Things like special places that you have traveled, national team participation, internships or work experiences you may 

have had over the summer or during the year, community service opportunities, if there is anything you have done with 

your musical talents_,things of that nature, 

Does that help? I don’t want to take a lot of your time with this, But anything you can send would be great, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F rom: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Request for Pictures 

9:48 PM 

Hi Susan! 

1 should have some things I can contribute but do you have any more specifics about what you might need? Just wanted 

to have a bit more detail to know what I should be catering towards in my materials, 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email,unc,edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:09 PM 

To: 

Subject: Request for Pictures 

Hi       , 

We are putting together a presentation that talks about the unique experiences our student-athletes have. Do you have 

any pictures of opportunities you have taken advantage of during your time at UNC that you could send to me? If you 

can attach a brief synopsis of your experience, that would be great too. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan . taEo  
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 



919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy~,email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:57 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edu~; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly Report 

WR pdf 

Hey Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report. All tutor sessions and study sessions look good accept was about 15 minutes shy of his 2 )i hours and he was issued an 

infraction for missing his Sunday appointment at7pm. He had sent me an email on Sunday about this, but since he did not follow the appropriate procedure of 

emailing the general account by :[2noon on Friday, he was issued an infraction. I am not aware of the circumstances around this missed session, bu shows" 

may go through the appeal process if the student chooses to do so. 

did not show up for our meeting yesterday, and I did not hear from him about the need to miss. 

Please know that all tutor sessions will continue throughout the final exam period until each final exam has occurred. We will also schedule final exam review 

sessions around their appointments as well. I’ll send you that schedule as soon as I have it finalized. 

Over Thanksgiving, the AC will be closed Tuesday,      at 5pm thru Sunday,     . All tutor sessions will resume on Monday 

Let me know if you have any questions. I hope you all have a great weekend. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc,edu-; 

Friday,                  9:42 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emai|.unc.edu> 

Tutor cancellation 

I am requesting that my Guided Stu@ sessiorl for Sunday at 7prn be cancelled I will be attending a two hour review session for my geology    lab final on Wednesday. 

Tha~s, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:07 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Tutor Schedule 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutor Schedule 

9:34 AM 

Hello ASPSA tutoring, 

I need to cancel my 6 pm EXSS     tutor for tonight due to a finalization of a ten page paper that is to be turned in this ~veek I am seeking help from the writing center to help make sure that 
my paper is completely finished before hand in Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday,                  10:28 AM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

M~Joy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Schedule 

Thanks 

I have noted 3’our cancellation Please remember to cc your counselor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppurt Prugram ]2~r Student-Ath letes 
bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Munday, 
To: ASPSA Tutur~ng 
SubJect: Tutur Schedule 

9:34 AM 

Hello ASPSA tuturing. 

need to cancel my 6 pm EXSS     tutor for tunight due tu a finalizatiun uf a ten page paper that is to be turned in this week I am seeking help from the writing center tu help make sure that 

my paper is completely finished beJ2~re hand in Thank yuu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:31 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor Schedule 

Hello Susan, 

This is a forwarded message I sent earlier to ASPSA tatoring to cancel for tonight. I have a ten paper due this week that I need to finalize. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: at 9:33:49 AM EST 

To: <ASPSAtutorin~@unc.edu> 
Subject: Tutor Schedule 

Hello ASPSA tutoring, 

I need to cancel my 6 pm EXSS    tutor for tonight due to a finalization of a ten page paper that is to be turned in this week. I am seeking help from the 
writing center to help make sure that my paper is completely tinished before hand in. Thank you 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Petschauer, Meredith A <~mbusby@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, 11:24 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: 

It has been worked out. Just a communication issue. Sorry you were invoIved~ 

Meredith 

Mer~-’_~dith Petschauer, PhD, tAT, ~rc 
E)e~)artme~)t of ~}xerc[ge aild Spots Science 

2202 S~alHngs Evans Sports Medicine Center 

U NC ---CH CB#8700 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-87~ 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Tuesday, ll:00 AN 

T@~ Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subjeet~ RE: 
We appreciate this. Thanks Meredith. 

SL~san 

F~m~ Petschauer, Meredith A 
Sent~ Tuesday, 10:34 AN 
T~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

Thank you. [ w~[ meet w~th her. She should not say that she has notes from the athletic dep~r~ment because [~ ~s not athletics that requires she be there it is he~ 

d~n~cal assignment from our program. This does not have anything to do w~th you g~r~s. [ am not ~eal happy at th~s poklt and ~ w~ manage 

Thm~k you, 

Meredith 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, tAT, ATC 

Department of Exerdse and Sport Science 

2202 S[alHngs Evans Sports Medicine Center 

U NC -CH CB#8700 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599-87~O 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Tuesday, 10:29 AN 
To~ Petschauer, Meredith A 

Sure~ Below is her oMginal ernNI that has made ~ts way to us through the faculty. Let rne know if can help. At tNs poinL they have den~ed her oppor[urfity to take 

thisdass ~nd have referred her to me. ~ have not heard from her ~t this 

Thanks for the help. 

Fr~: ’" 
Date: at 10:04:39 PM gST 

To: "madison ha~,es(a~nnc.edu" <madi~)n ha~,es(a~nnc.edw* 

SuMect: PUBtI 

Ms. Hayes, 

I am very interested in the PUBH course, I am preparing for PA school and find the topic very interesting. I will be registering for this tomorrow. Next 

semester, I will be working for the UNC        team. As a result, there is the potential that I will be traveling or required to be working their Tuesday 

night games, up to 6. This would have me missing the class but I would have game and travel notes from the Athletics department allowing this. I just 

want to make sure that this would not hugely affect my ability to take this class. Please let me know! 

Thank you, 

From: Meredith Petschauer [mailto:mbusby@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 4:06 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Ca3a you ~nd me the email ti~)m          ? She is an athletic training student aM I would like to know what she is asking. All the athletic training students are granted 

priorib, registration, but as a senior she should already have regis~tered for class. 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, ATC, LAT 

2202 Starlings Evans Spo(ts Medicine Center 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

919-962-1110 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.nnc.edtc. 

Monday, 11:28 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Tutoring 

I need to cancel both my tutoring sessions tonight. Econ    and Span , in order to study for a mid telan tolnolrow. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dressier, Cafly <cldressl@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:02 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: hours 

It went well. I was a little o~t of sorts last fright becau~ I had a migraine (hence why I tbrgot to write what           w~ working on). All ~e 

well They all came in, and staried woNing immedia~ly. They hM an idea betbre they came in on wha~ fl~ey wanted m work on du~ng ~e hour (or2 in 

case). Seemed t~o be a lot of final papers and last extorts ~fbre the final fl~at people were sm@ing for or wrifng. 

(.arB~ Dre~skr 

cld~ssl(~:~email.unc 

F~m: Naloy, Susan 8 
Sent: Monday, 11:59 AM 
To: Dressler, Carly 
~bje~t: RE:      hours 
Y~s~ I sa~, y’our note, ~ have added the th~ to your card. Should be aH seL How d~d th~ ~v~ded stvdv ~o ~ast ~ht? 
Tha~ks~ 

F~m: Dressler, Carly 
~ent: Monday, 10:I0 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: hours 
Su~: 

I left a note on your door Iast nigN abo~t my hours last nigN. I j~s~ went to approve, but it doesn’t look like they’ve been inputted yet. I j~s~ wanted to be sum they 

would [~ included since you alma@ approved my ho~rs. 

Sunday 5:50pm-9:05pm 

Thanks, 

Car~ty Dre.~s~ter 

cld~ssl(i:~,email.unc.ed~ 

guys worked 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:23 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Schedule 

Naval science    . It’s a lot of my grade. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 12:00 PM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sbmalov@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

What is the pap,:_~r 

From: 
Sent: Monday, J.0:3:!. AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: Tutor Schedule 

tiello Sus~, 

This is a tbrwarded message I sent earlier to ASPSA tutoring to cancel tbr tonight. I have a ten paper due this week that I need to finalize. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu~ 
Date: at 9:33:49 AM EST 

To: <ASPSAtutoring@nnc.edu-~ 
Subject: Tutor Schedule 

Hello ASPSA tutoring, 

I need to cancel my 6 pm EXSS    tutor for tonight due to a finalization of a ten page paper that is to be turned in this week. I am seeking 

help from the writing center to help make sure that my paper is completely finished before hm~d in. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.e&~> 
Monday, 5:08 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tonight’s tulx~ring 

Yes and I will also try to make an appointment ~vith either her or my TA on Wednesday to make up for my missed tutoring session 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:39 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 9:15 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tonight’s tutoring 

I will not be able to attend my 5 pm Ling 

Thanks, 

Sent fi-om my iPhune 

¯ I hate to see you miss LING¯ Were you able to meet with your LING professor last Friday? Will you meet again this Friday? 

or my 7 pm Port tutoring sessions tonight because of the financial seminar tonight as well as a mandatoly meeting for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Cancellalion - 

Thanks 
I have noted ?’our cancellations. 
Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edn 
O]Tice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutor Cancellation 

11:50 AM 

I need to cancel my 6PM tutoring with 

Thanks, 

and my 8PM tutoring with 

Sent li*om my iPhone 

tonight to allow more time to study [’or my economics exam tomorrow 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:47 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: RE: 

Hi 

Perhaps the confusion is that next Tuesday ( ) you will not have your tutor session because we will be closed for Thanksgiving~ But all tutorial sessions will 

res~m~e on l:hro~gh yo~r [~nal exams. W~:h ~:hat sam and ~mowing th~: [reals are right around the corner.. I wouM rather you not cance~ tordght. 

Thanks, 

8ent~ Wednesday, 1:36 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 

I fl~onght he said next Tue~tay was going "~ be our last session. I was not aware of that. I apologize. 

........ OfigitM message ........ 

From: "MaJoy, Susan B" <~_b_~r_a_J_~?.~!@_e___n_!_a_4_l_=_uj!_c_:__e__@_.> 

Date: 12:04 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ((-~live.unc.edu> 

Snbject: RE: 

Hi 

Just got a progress repor’t t:or you in this class of a 87%. Why not begin practice problems for the final exam in your session tonight? FYI RegulaHy scheduled tutor 

sessions ,,,viii continue up until your final exam; theret:ore, you will condnue to meet th~ough 

Thanks, 

Sent: Wednesday, :tJ.:4:t AlVl 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
~¢; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; 

I would like to cancel my math tutor tonight with 

to use drop-ins and review sessions until my final exam, 

Thank you, 

because I took my last test today before the final exam. I will not need this session tonight. I plan 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 10:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: LING 

4:30 1 meant to type. Sorry about that. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:54 AM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sbmalo¥~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Can you come at either 4:30 or 5:30pn17 Preferably 4:30 ~f Vou can. 

"l’hat~ks~ 

Susa~ 

~en~ Thursday, ~0:$3 A~ 

To: Nalo~, Susan B 
Subject~ Re: LING 

Susan, I can meet with you after the Winter Olympics today. I do plan to meet with her again, I’m still working on the problems she has given me. ~ 

have been to every single lecture, so I’m a little confused by that. But I wouM be glad to meet with you later this evening. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:38 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo~’@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please come talk to me about your LING    class. Your professor has contacted us about your progress in the class and is very concerned. 

She mentioned that she has given you practice problems to work through and sounds as though she is expecting you to come back in to 

meet with her to discuss the practice problems. Do you plan to do so? She has also mentioned that your attendance in lecture has not 

been consistent. Please know that tutors are available in LING even though you have not been required to use them this semester. At 

this point, you should plan to attend tutor sessions with on Mondays at 5pro. Perhaps we can add some additional sessions as 

well. 

Let me know when you can meet with me. I am available after 2pro today and tomorrow as well. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’y~/~emaJl.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 11:17 AM 

@med.tmc.edtr~ 

[,EGG 

I would like to see if you can meet with and perhaps one other student for some additional LING sessions during Final Exams. Would the following 

dates and times work for you? 

Thursday - 6pm-8pm 

Monday - 5pm-7pm 

Wednesday - 6pm-8pm 

Thursday - 6pm-8pm 

I was thinking these later days would work since the PORT exam will have already occurred and your schedule should open up. 

Please let me know so that I can confirm with 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:39 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: PSYC 

I have attended the review sessions and meet with a TA and feel a lot better what exactly I need to study for the test I will come talk to you ASAP. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:42 AM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sbmaloy,@~emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Please come talk to me about your PSYC    class. I just received a progress report for you for PSYC    . Have you attempted to attend drop-in PSYC 

tutoring this semester? Please know that tutors are available even though you are not required to utilize them this semester. There will be an exam 

review this Sunday night      at 8pm that you should definitely plan to attend. We will also have some final exam review sessions that you should 

attend as well. I will get that schedule out as soon as I can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo(t Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (i:ax) 

sbmaloy~em~l.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 1:57 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu:~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your GS tutoring session on 

int?action and shall be considered Strike one. 

at 6 00~. This is your se~6iid documented 

A]! infi:aclions will be recorded cumulalively [br the semes~rer (not by iadividual class). Stadents who have a histoD’ ofint?actions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1 st int~.ction = "Wan~ing 

2nd miiaction = Strike one 

3rd ini?cactiorx = Strike two 

4th infiaction = S~rike fl~ree 

With Strike three, all tuto,{al sereices may be suspended until a mandatoD, meeting with the studenk head coach~ academic counselor, associate director of academic 
support, and tutorial coordinator has bee,~ HELD~ 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal mus* state all 
pertinent f~cts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibili~ to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your apI~ointment, it is your 

..?......~::.2.......~. ............ ?: .................. responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (.~,.S [ S,~%~r~:rina@~oc.edu) within the timeline listed below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Aptx)intments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments betbre 8pm - Appointments mus~t be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct quefftions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

LING    Tutor Sessions 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Hi and 

, our LING tutor, has agreed to work extra with you to prepare for your LING 

Monday @ 5-Tpm 

Wednesday @ 6-8pm 

Please mark these dates and times on your calendar. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

exam on the following dates and times: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:33 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

On 

was sick this morning. Got a text at like 4:30a~. He did go to class however supposedly. 

you won’t have to woiry about much longer. 

, at 5:21 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmalo,,l({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report and grade report. There are only a few new progress reports included this week. All met their requirements except for 

¯ He did not log any independent study hours and missed his meeting with me today that was rescheduled from yesterday. 

also missed his meeting with me today, which was also rescheduled from yesterday, but he did complete his MAP for the week. 

Next week is obviously a very short week, but tutoring will run as normal on Sunday (     I and Monday (     ) nights only. We will close at 5pm on 

Tuesday (     ) thru Sunday night (    ). All tutorial sessions and Independent Study hours will resume on Monday (    ). The Academic Center will 

be open until 11pm beginning Monday ( ) thru Thursday ( ). This includes Friday ( I. We will also be open for study on Saturday ( ) from 

10am-4pm. 

The week after Thanksgiving will be a normal week of MAP hours and tutorial sessions. Independent Study hours will end on Friday (    I, but tutor 

sessions should continue until each student’s final exam in each course. We will also have final exam review sessions mixed in with general tutor 

sessions. I will send this schedule to you once it has been finalized. 

Since next week is so short, i will go ahead and cancel my Monday meetings and will resume the following Monday¯ 

As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

I hope everyone has a wonderful Thanksgiving Holiday if I don’t see you before then. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Malay 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(f~)email.unc.edu 

<Grade Report l 1.22.13.pdt>- 

<WR 11.22.13.pdf:~ 



FFOB" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:15 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yes. But not sulprising. 

On , at 10:08 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy,@~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

That’s disappointing[ I will go ahead and cancel his sessions for the remainder o[: the semester. 

That~ks, 

F~m~ Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 10:01 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

He was not told anytNng. He will not use any more of the se~ices here at UNC. 

I would not pay for any more tuto~ for him. 

He bad mouthed our Academic suppo~ program and LCE on way out unN I stopped him. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 9:04 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: 
Sorry for the follow-up. ~ assume h~s Lutor schedule should continue through the remainder of the term, correct? ~s that what he has been to~d? 

Thanks, 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Sunday, 8:23 PM 
To: Rucinski, Terrl Jo; Ga~, Grego~; Hundley, Bobby; ; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

~I, 

He is no longer a member of our program. 

MF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:04 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Grades Since Last Meeting 

Hi Susan, 

Here are a list of grades I’ve received in the past ~veek: 

3rd bio exam: 74% C+ 

2nd poli paper : E 

Math draft: 5/5 

Bio Lab Final Exam: 28/50. As my grade stands right now- I have a 66.6% This is completely uncurved so this will most likely be a C or C+. Our TA informed us the class will be curved on 
other lab sections. 

Thank you and have a great Thanks Giving! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc> 

Monday, 11:17 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel tutoring 

I need to cancel my 7:00 pm tutoring session tonight for Drama, I need this time to finish up my geography project 
Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~, 

Monday,                  3:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

That~ks 

I have noted your cancellation Please remember to CC ?’our advisor on all cancellation emails 

Thanks 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Ath [etes 

bsheu@email unc.eda 
O:flfce: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:50 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: sus 
Su~iect: 

I need to cancel my 7pm tutor tonight due to a group meeting Jbr any other class I realize I am 45 minutes late but just found out about our meeting 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:04 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor cancellalion 

I am requesting my 7pm tutor session for Geology to be cancelled due to CREED meeting. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:46 AIVl 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I need to cancel my 7pm psyc tutor tonight due to meeting ~vith another tutor at 7. I have discussed this with Susan 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:54 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel rotor 

Hi, I need to cancel my tutor session at 7 due to a mandatoly creed meeting 
Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:04 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edu"~ 

cm~celalion 

Please cancel my 7:00 pm tutor for tonight due to a Creed meeting that is mandatory for me to attend. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc> 

Monday, 12:09 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr> 

I need to cancel my 7 pm tutoring with 

Sent from rny iPhone 

tonight to go to the creed ~vorkshop 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - C~cel 

Thanks 
I have noted your cancellation. 
Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation emails. 

Thanks. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppurt Prugram ]2~r Student-Ath letes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tuturing 
Subject: Cancel 

0:37 AM 

I need to cancel my 7:00 tutor sessiun tonight because of creed 
’]?hanks, 

Sent li’um my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 5:08 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbooks tbr the Spring 

Yes, I’m still in the process oflooldng for one 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:06 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Are you Lhit~king of ~;dding another couP.;e? 

Sent: Thursday, 5:06 PM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Textbooks for the Spring 

No not at all, l’d rather it be like that. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:32 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks . Looks like you are going to have a lot of heavy reading courses next semester, Do you mind that? 

Susa~ 

Sent-" Thursday, 3:58 PM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
$,,bject-" Re: Textbooks for the Spring 

Hi Susan, 

I’m comfortable with all my classes I have so you can pre-package the books. Thanks Susan! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:53 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just wanted to see if you would like me to have your books pre-packaged for the Spring. If so, please indicate which courses 

you would like included no later than Sunday 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Acadelnic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@grn~J 1. unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc 

Thursday,                9:25 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Mo]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor cancellation 

I am requesting my guided stu@ session on Sunday, 
be cancelled so I can attend a geology review session in preparation for my exam. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:24 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Cum GPA Based Projected Grades - 

I was just plugging the potential final grades into the GPA calculator in Connect Carolina and I want you to know the results as you enter your final exams. 

With the following potential worst case: 

C = PORT 

F = LING 

B+ = INLS 

B = HIST 

Your cum GPA comes to a 1.993, which means that you would be Ineligible to return to UNC and would have to appeal to get back into school. When I replaced the F 

with a D in LING    and kept everything else the same, your cum GPA came to a 2.064 which should take you off of Academic Probation. Plug some different grade 

combinations into the GPA Calculator yourself so that you can see how your cure GPA is affected. Just so you are aware the deadline to submit an Academic 

Appeal is            . Stay focused during this exam period and work hard. I know you can do this!! 

Let me know if you need any help with anything. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-A/Netes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaikunc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:48 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Scott C <sj ackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edtr~; Gaiues, Bryant Anthony <bagaiues@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly Repo(t 

WR pdf; Grade Report pdf 

Hi Coaches, 

Attached is this week’s report. I’m wondering if there was confusion on the independent hours and tutors, since there was a higher number of guys coming in 

short this week. This week should have been a normal week for a MAP requirements. Below are the following deficiencies: 

-0 hours (required 2.5) 

-missed Guided Study (no-show) 

-missed PSYC tutor and did not attend the review either according to the sign in sheet 

- missed PSYC tutor 

-0 hours (required 5.5) 

-0 hours (required 1) 

-0 hours (required 2) 

- missed PORT tutor 

- missed PORT tutor 

- missed STOP,    tutor 

-short 20+ min. 

-short just over 1 hour 

being on Probation this Fall semester, I am concerned about his grades at this point. With the following potential scenario: 

CONCERNS 

With 

C = PORT 

F = LING 

B+ = INkS 

B = HIST 

his cum GPA comes to a 1.993, which means that he would be Ineligible to return to UNC and would have to appeal to get back into school. When I replaced the F 

with a D in LING    and kept everything else the same, his cum GPA came to a 2.064 which should take him off of Academic Probation. If he should not get a 2.0 

cum GPA he will be ineligible to return to UNC and will have to appeal. Just so you are aware the deadline to submit an Academic Appeal is            . He really 

seems to be doing well in everything except LING    , but he has met with his professor 3 times recently, we have added some extra tutor time, and he seems to 

really be trying hard in this class. 

and       seem to also be a concern, but I think their summer school courses are going to be a great help to their cum GPA. 

This was our last week of individual meetings, but I will be here next week if anyone needs anything. The facility is open tonight until llpm and Saturday from 

lOam-4pm, in addition to all next week until 11pm each night. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:37 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Defl~ 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ~S tutoring session on 

and shall be considered your warning. 

at ? O0p~. This is your fin documented infi~action 

A]! infi:aclions will lm recorded cumub~lively [br the semes~rer (not by iadividual class). Students who have a histo~’ ofinti~ctions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1 st int~.ction = ~Van~ing 

2nd ini}~on = Stdke one 

3rd mi>~Oon = St~ke two 

4ill infiaction = Strike fllree 

With Strike three, all tutoi{al ~I~ices may ~ suspended until a mandak~’ meeting with t~e studenC ~e~ coach, ac~emic cou lselor~ associale director of academic 

suppoi~, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 
If the you ~lieve a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days fiom the &te of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal fo~) to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal fo~ must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Co~h and then brought to the Tntor Coordinator. The appeal mns* state all 

pe~inent thcts and provide any other proof to suppo~ the student-athle~’s position. 

It is your responsibili~ to keep track of your tutor appointmen~ and your schedule. If you am traveling and know you cannot keep your apg~intment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tmor during your ~ssion prior to traveling and emml the tutor coordinators (:i~{~.{):{~g:~3;.~:{~:~5~) wifl~in the fimeline lis~d ~low. 

For Appoin~ents 5pm or later - Ap~)intments must ~ cancelled no later fl~an noon that day. 

For AppoMnnents betbre 5pm - Appointments mus~ be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For S~day AppoMnnents - Appoinnnents must ~ cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal tNs i~ractio~ please file file a~ched appeal fo~ in Nrson to Sumn Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincelely, 

Assistant Tutofid Coordinator 
UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Smdent-A~etes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edtv~ 

Weeldy Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received m~ infraction for not showing up in your PS~ tutoring session on at ? 0~. This is your ~ documented 

inl[~action and shall be considered your warning. 

All infi:aclions will be recorded cumulalively ibr the semes~rer (not by iadividual class). Students who have a histoD’ ofinti~ctions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1 st irtt~.ction = ~Van~ing 

2rid ini}~on = StNke one 

3rd mi?~hon = Strike two 

4fl~ infiaction = S~rike tt~ree 

With Strike three, all tutorial ~r~ices may ~ suspended until a mandak~D’ meeting with the studenk he~ coach, ac~emic cou ~se~or~ associate director of academic 

suppo~, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD~ 

AppeM Process: 

If the you ~lieve a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the ~te of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal fo~) to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal fo~ must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Co~h and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeN mus~ state all 

peainent t~cts and provide any other proof to suppo~ the student-athle~’s position. 

It is your responsibili~ to keep track of your tutor appointmen~ and your schedule. If you am traveling and know you cannot keep your apg~intment, it is your 

..?......~.2.......~. ............ ?: .................. responsibility to inform your tutor during your ~ssion prior to traveling and emml the tutor coordinators (,:~S[ S~%~r~r~na@~c.edu) wifl~in the fimeline lis~d ~low. 

For Appoin~ents 5pro or later - Ap~)intments must ~ cancelled no later fl~an noon that day. 

For Appo~nents betbre 5pro - Appointments mus~ be cancelled no later fl~an noon the previous day. 

For S~day Appo~nents - Appoin~nents must ~ cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal tNs i~ractio~ please file fl~e a~ched appeal fo~ in Nrson to Su~n Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant TutofiN Coordinator 
UNC Academic Suppog Program for Smdent-A~etes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received m~ infraction for not showing up in your PS~ tutoring session on at ~ ~!. This is your ~d documented 

inI?action and shall be considered Strike one. 

AI! infi:acdons will 1~ recorded cumulatively [br the semes~rer (not by iadividual class). Students who have a histo~’ ofinti~ctions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1 st ird~.ction = Wanting 

2nd ini}~on = StNke one 

3rd ini~Oon = St~ke two 

4fl~ infiaction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutoi~al ~Ivices may ~ suspended until a mandak~D’ meeting with the studenC he~ coach, ac~emic counselor, associate director of academic 

suppoi~, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you ~lieve a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the ~te of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal fo~) to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal fo~ must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Co~h and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeM mus~ state all 

peainent thcts and provide any other proof to suppo~ the student-atNe~’s position. 

It is your responsibili~ to keep track of your tutor appointmen~ and your schedule. If you am traveling and know you cannot keep your apg~intment, it is your 

..L....~.2.......’. ............ ?: .................. responsibility to inform your tNor during your ~ssion prior to traveling and emml the tutor coordinators (~:~S [ S~%~r~w~na@~mc.edu) mfl~in the fimeline lismd ~low. 

For AppNn~ents 5pm or later - Ap))intments must ~ cancelled no later fl~an noon that day. 

For AppoMnnents beibre 5pm - Appointments mus~ be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For S~day AppoMnnents - Appoin~nents must ~ cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal tNs i~ractio~ please file file a~ched appeal fo~ in Nrson to Su~n Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assis~nt Tuto6~] Coordinator 
UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-A~etes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received m~ infraction for not showing up in your 

inIkaction and shall be considered your warning. 

tutoring session on at ? 0~. This is your ~ documented 

AI! infi:acdons will be recorded cumulatively ibr the semes~rer (not by iadividual class). Students who have a histoD’ ofinti~ctions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1 st ird~.ction = Wanting 

2nd mi}-~on = StNke one 

3rd mi~Oori = St~ke two 

4fl~ infiaction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutoi~al ~Ivices may ~ suspended until a mandak~D’ meeting with the studenC he~ coach, ac~emic cou lselor~ associate director of academic 

suppoi~, and tutorial coordiuator has beei~ HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you ~lieve a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the ~te of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal fo~) to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal fo~ must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Co~h and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeM mus~ state all 

peainent thcts and provide any other proof to suppo~ the student-atNe~’s position. 

It is your responsibili~ to keep track of your tutor appoiutmen~ and your schedule. If you am traveling and know you canuot keep your apg~intment, it is your 

..L....~.2.......’. ............ ?: .................. responsibility to inform your tNor during your ~ssion prior to traveling and emml the tutor coordinators (~:~S [ S~%~r~w~na@~mc.edu) wiflfin the fimeline lismd ~low. 

For AppNn~ents 5pm or later - Ap))intmeuts must ~ cancelled no later fl~an noon that day. 

l;or AppoMnnents bei~re 5pm - Appointments mus~ be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For S~day AppoMnnents - Appoin~nents must ~ caucelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal tNs i~ractio~ please file file a~ched appeal fo~ in Nrson to Su~n Maloy or direct ques~ious to 919-962-9892. 

Sincelely, 

Assis~nt Tuto6~] Coordinator 
UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-A~etes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Weeldy Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received m~ infraction for not showing up in your P0~ tutoring session on at ~ ~. This is your ~d documented 

inIkaction and shall be considered Strike one. 

AI! infi:acdons will 1~ recorded cumulatively [br the semes~rer (not by iadividual class). Students who have a histo~’ ofinti~ctions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1 st ird~.ction = Wanting 

2rid ini}~on = StNke one 

3rd ini~fion = StNke two 

4fl~ infiaction = S~rike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial ~rvices may ~ suspended until a mandak~D’ meeting with t~e studenk ~e~ coach, ac~emic counselor, associate director of academic 

suppo~, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD 

AppeM Process: 

If the you ~lieve a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the ~te of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal fo~) to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal fo~ must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Co~h and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeN mus~ s~te all 

peainent t~cts and provide any other proof to suppo~ the student-atNe~’s position. 

It is your responsibili~ to keep track of your tutor appointmen~ and your schedule. If you am traveling and know you cannot keep your apg~intment, it is your 

..?......~.2.......~. ............ ?: .................. responsibility to inform your tutor during your ~ssion prior to traveling and emml the tutor coordinators (,::~S [ S~%~r~w~na~i~mc.edu) wifl~in the fimeline lismd ~low. 

For AppNn~ents 5pro or later - Ap~)intments must ~ cancelled no later fl~an noon that day. 

For Appo~nents beibre 5pro - Appointments mus~ be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For S~day Appo~nents - Appoin~nents must ~ cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal tNs i~ractio~ please file fl~e a~ched appeal fo~ in Nrson to Su~n Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assis~nt Tuto6~] Coordinator 
UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-A~etes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:38 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received m~ infraction for not showing up in your S~QR tutoring session on 

inIkaction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 6 0~. This is your ~ documented 

A]! infi:acdons will be recorded cumub~lively [br the semes~rer (not by iadividual class). Students who have a histo~’ ofinti~ctions may lose their tutoring privileges. 

1 st ird~.ction = Wanting 

2rid mi}-~on = StNke one 

3rd mi~Oori = St~ke two 

4fl~ infiaction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutoi~al ~Ivices may ~ suspended until a mandak~D’ meeting with the studenC he~ coach, ac~emic cou lselor~ associate director of academic 

suppoi~, and tutorial coordiuator has beei~ HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you ~lieve a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the ~te of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal fo~) to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal fo~ must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Co~h and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeM mus~ state all 

peainent thcts and provide any other proof to suppo~ the student-atNe~’s position. 

It is your responsibili~ to keep track of your tutor appoiutmen~ and your schedule. If you am traveling and know you canuot keep your apg~intment, it is your 

..L....~.2.......’. ............ ?: .................. responsibility to inform your tNor during your ~ssion prior to traveling and emml the tutor coordinators (~:~S [ S~%~r~w~na@~mc.edu) wiflfin the fimeline lismd ~low. 

For AppNn~ents 5pm or later - Ap))intmeuts must ~ cancelled no later fl~an noon that day. 

l;or AppoMnnents bei~re 5pm - Appointments mus~ be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For S~day AppoMnnents - Appoin~nents must ~ caucelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal tNs i~ractio~ please file file a~ched appeal fo~ in Nrson to Su~n Maloy or direct ques~ious to 919-962-9892. 

Sincelely, 

Assis~nt Tuto6~] Coordinator 
UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-A~etes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:02 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tonight’s tutoring 

I will not be able to attend my guided study sessions tonight with Frank because of a coN’lict with nay exam reviews that are going on tonight 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 1:43 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: L1NG 

We were given a liszt of,naterial to go over in class on Wednesday and were told to do whatever review problems available elsewhere from the book or any other 

source available. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:39 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(a)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Do you have access to study guides with your textbook in LING? Is your textbook titled "Contemporary Linguistics Fifth Edition"? Lucia has some study 

materials from the 5th edition, but my concern is whether or not these materials can be accessed by others in your class. What types of materials have 

been provided by your professor? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a Joy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~t Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 



From: ~live.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Sunday, 1:43 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: L1NG 

And yes I believe that is my book 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:39 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(a)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Do you have access to study guides with your textbook in LING? Is your textbook titled "Contemporary Linguistics Fifth Edition"? Lucia has some study 

materials from the 5th edition, but my concern is whether or not these materials can be accessed by others in your class. What types of materials have 

been provided by your professor? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 



From: Fox, Mike <~mfo\@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:30 AM 

To: ,~aol.com; : ~aol.com; ~msu.com; ~cnpapers.com; ~assuregrp.com; 

~carolina.rr.com; ~carolina.mcom; ~ unitedpm~tingnc .corn; ,~windstream.net; 
~yahoo.com; @aol.com; @yahoo.com: ~gmail.com; ~davidson.kl 2.nc.us; 

~,triad.mcom; ~waynecc.edu; ~,aol.com: ~verizon.net; @yahoo.com; 

~ya2aoo.com; ~optonline.net; @comcast.net; ?~msn.com; ~juno.com; 

~z~gmail.com; ~)ya~hoo.com; ~yahoo.com 

Subject: GIA Deferrment 

Bills for the     spring semester are due by Tuesday,             which is prior to the first day of spring semester classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship 

funding be applied to your account. Therefore, all student-athletes who are receiving Grant-in-Aid to cover any portion of their funding will need to go through the 

process of deferring their charges so that their courses are not dropped. YOL~ g~St r~q~l~S~g t~ deferment before the due date o~ the 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here axe the instructions to deter: 

t.og in to MyUNC and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Center. 

Look at the Finances Section and select Request Deferment from the drop down box. 

Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment AND the Statement of Understanding and then click submit. There will be a confirmation screen after you 

hit submit, click OK. 

Click the Account Inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. 

Please note that the due date on the invoice will not change, only the due dates for the individual deferred charges, which you can see in the "Details by 

Due Date" section. 

Should you need further assistance, contact the Cashier’s Office at 919-962-1368 or by email at _c_’_~s_’!~i__e__r).~_t_Lr_Lc_:_e_~t___u_. 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

Universi~ of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 11:16 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor Cancellation 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: )b~live.unc.e&t> 
Date: at 11:15:18 AM EST 
To: "a.spsatumring@unc.edu" <aspsatutoring@unc.edu> 
Subject: Tutor Cancellation 

Hello, 

I would like to cancel my Econ    tutor at 8pm with I aa~ going to be attending a review session mn by the professor from 7-9pm. 

Thanks 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Tutor Tonight 

need to cancel my 8 o’clock session (ECON 

Thankyou 

tonight because it conflicts with a review session for an exam tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:15 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: and others 

I think he has a C- in a~other. He is not going to ~nake it I don’t believe. 

On at 10:51 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,~(/~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

So [:ar only one grade is in.._D it~ SOCI 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:50 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re:             and others 

On at 9:29 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s___b___m____a_!__o__y____@____e___m___a__!!_.___u__n___c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 

Not a ton of grades in yet, but so far has an F in PHYS    and a C- in DRAM Mth ECON 

He said his ECON exam was hard, and he does not have the POLl exam until Friday. 

has earned a D+ in BIOL Lab, a D in MATH    and a C+ in MATH    so far. 

has earned a D in EXSS    and a D in MATH    so far. 

There were several D’s in PSYC    as well. 

On a good note, continues to earn his normal A- and A grades, has an A in GEOG ~nd an A- in ENGL And 

there are definitely some other good grades in as well. See the attached for the current grades. Feel free to call me if you need any 

updates. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~)email.unc~edu 

~nd POLl still out there. 

<Grades as of 9.15am.xlsx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:31 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: grades 

Both say they had a B- going into final in INLS. I have reamed them both good!!! 

We will see if it gets changed. I have heard that before. 

Thanks for this. Have a great weekend!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 5:05 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: grades 

Yes, he sure did!! The attached is from a grade report from an upload at 2:~Opm today. So his LING grade is not showing up on this atta.ched report, but he did earn a 

D+. I’ll send you another report on Monday. A couple disappointment grades to note are and 

Have a great we~-_~kend. 

Susan 

I=ro~: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday, k52 PM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: grades 

Susan, 

Any update today? 

See where      made it!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:45 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Susan, I agree with you about both. is ineligible due to his GPA and it looks like is eligible. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:02 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Subject: 

Hi Brent and Crystal, 

I believe the only student-athlete who will be ineligible to compete per NCAA in the Spring is I 

Coach Fox wants an official word to support me. Can you both take a few minutes to look at his record and let me know 

if you are in agreement? 

is below a 2.0 but has passed 9 hours, so I believe he will be ok. But if you could look at him as well, that 

would be great. 

Thank you so much, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                  10:55 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

That should serve for Hike. I’ll have reports out by Friday if he is looking for anything else. 

From: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:45 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: 

Susan, ! agree with you about both. is ineligible due to his GPA and it looks like I is eligible. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:02 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent b; L~net)erry, Lrystal Nolan 
Subject: 

Hi Brent and Crystal, 

I believe the only baseball student-athlete who will be ineligible to compete per NCAA in the Spring is 

Coach Fox wants an official word to support me. Can you both take a few minutes to look at his record and let me know 

if you are in agreement? 

~ is below a 2.0 but has passed 9 hours, so I believe he will be ok. But if you could look at him as well, that 

would be great. 

Thank you so much, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:13 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

RE: F1NAI, GRADES? 

Semester Grade Report pdf 

Hi Mike, 

Looks like one of grades is still out, but all others are in. said that he should have a grade change in ECON but that is not showing up yet. 

and are the only two showing up as E~ig~ble, but on ~5~_g_#_~__~_[9_~_~!~!2_~ for the Spr~ng for LJNC as we had suspected. All others are ~n good 

academic standing [or Spr~ng. 

Begin~ng this afternoon, [ w~l~ be out of the office until January 2r;d. I [~ope you all have a wonderful holiday wkh [:amPly and [:r~ends[! 

Best w~shes th~s Chr~stmas! 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Se~t= Thursday, 4:~6 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= ENAL GRADES? 

Susan, 

We expect them in tomorrow ~ hope? 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 9:19 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Eligibility 

Brent, 
Eligibility Concerns for per UNC and NCAA. The following baseball student-athletes are on Academic 

Probation and eligible to return to UNC in the Spring: 

- Ineligible per NCAA for Spring competition due to GPA 

- Eligible per NCAA for Spring competition 

Please let me know if you disagree. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:09 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: F1NAI, GRADES? 

Ok thanks. 

Please let me know if grade comes in. did let me know. 

and       are saying they are trying to get one changed as well. We will see!! 

eligible UNC wise but ineligible NCAA wise!! 

Have a wonderful Christmas!! 

Mike 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Friday, 9:13 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject; RE: FINAL GRADES? 

Hi Mike, 

Looks like one o1: grades is still out, but all others are in. said that he should have a grade change in ECON but that is not showing up yet. 

and               are the only two showing up as Eligible, but on ~t~___c__a__,_d___ej~j__r:___P__r_£_k2~__t_!9_[! for the Spring for UNC as we had suspected. All others are in good 

academic standing for Spring. 

Beginning this afb:_~rnoon, f will be out of the office until January 2nd. I hope vot~ all have a wonderft~l holiday with family and fri~:_mds!! 

Best wishes this Christmas! 

Susan 

Frera: Fox, Mike 
Sent-" ,2013 4:16 PM 
To; Maloy, busan I~ 
Subject; FINAL GRADES? 

Susan, 

We expect them in tomorrow ~ hope? 

Mike 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:23 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

RE: F1NAI~ GRADES? 

I believe a B in ECON e’ould bring his semester gpa to a 2.425 and Isis cure gpa to a 2.667. 

And yes, the IN for is keeping a potential 3~0+ off the board right now. 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday, 10:13 AN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: FINAL GRADES? 

Could you calculate what GPA would be with a B in Econ instead of a C+ please. 

hu~ing us right now too~ 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Friday, 9:13 AM 
To= Fox, Mike 
Subject= RE: FINAL GRADES? 

Hi M~ke, 

Look~ ~k~ one of         ~rad~ ~ 3t~l~ out, bvt al~ oth~r~ are in.      sa~d that he ~hou~ have a ~rade cha~e h~ ~CON     bvt that ~ not ~howh~ up 

Be~innin~ thi~ aftemoo~, I w~l~ ~e out of the office u~til Ja~u~y 2~d~ I hope you a~l hav~ a wonderfu~ holiday wkh ~:am~ly and 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, 4:16 PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= NNAL GRADES? 

Susan, 

We expect them in tomorrow I hope? 

Hike 



FFOB" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:11 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu> 

RE: 

is enrolled f~all-time in the 8~asiness School this spring semester. He has not graduated yet and has tO~5 total hours completed. 

was part-time in       and appears to be registered part-time in         as well, He has 80 tota~ hours completed. 

~ do see that ~ave corn~eted thek degrees Thanks for keeping us ~msted w~t:h t:hese guys. 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
$emt: Friday, i:~ PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susan~ 

A~empt~ng to update all my former players and their academic status. 

Can you help me w~th                       and 

They both remained a~ u~L aEer e~mer qu~mng or being cut from our team. I t~Jnk both are or 

have graduated. 

Also, who last played in received h~s UNC degree th~s Decembed H 

And who last played in also earned h~s UNC degree. May have already told you this. 

Get the ~rd outH~ 

Than~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:43 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu~ 

Is no longer on our team, Sent Coach Forbes (I never got one) a TEXT MESSAGE 7 minutes before our team meeting! 
This job never ceases to amaze me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:18 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

a~eekly meeting 

Hey Mrs. Susan, 

I could have my weekly meeting with you on M~VF either at 8-8:15 or after 10:50. Not sure what is available or what is best for you, but those are the times I could have my meeting. 

Thank you for all you do, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:09 AM 

Rucinski, Terri Jo <tjrucinski@unc.edu>; ttundley, Bobby <hundley@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Ga~z, 

Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Holt, Joan M --~jholt@unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu> 

Morning all, 
is no longer in our program. Please remove him from all your lists, etc. 

His parents know he will no longer be receiving support services from UNC. 
Have a great day! 
Mike 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

This review was done in .lul%_this does not include summer or fall completion 

a) PORT 

c) Experiential Education 

a} Three of Must earn C or better ~n each. Because student has a~ready passed bod~ and w~th a grade less than C ~n each, he w~l[ ~eed 

to repeat at least o~e o[: d~em and the hours for the repea~ed courses wi[[ ~o~ cou~ toward ~raduatiom 

b) Three courses ~n concentration a[~ must be >400 At least o~e must be graded C or better 

Student’s fal~ enrollment needs to be chan~ed Whib~ COM M are al~ in h~s intended major concent:rath:m~ none are above 400 and student needs at 

least 3 above 400. 

Was to~d to schedule an advising appob~ment ~o review requirements. 

From Ro~ers Appointment k~ November: 

updated/reviewed worksheet. Wants to graduate ~n summer d~d plannh~g for both sprin!!summer. Needs to repeat one COM M so needs 22 hrs to graduate. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:20 plVl 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: 
Hi Spence, 
Thanks for the help. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Underload approved 

Hi, 
Yes I did receive this emaA1 this morning. I had added a class last night and have now dropped it. I was plamiing on sending you an elnail about it later today, but you 

beat me to it. Thanks 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 , at 2:49 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov@emaiLtmc.edn> wrote: 

Hi 

I just found out that your underload was approved for 9 hours, and that you are all set to graduate in May upon completion of and 

Did you receive confirmation of this information as well? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               8:57 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: IMPORTANT! May     Final Graduation Requirements ( 

From: Graduation Advising 
Sent: Thursday, 8:39 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT! May Final Graduation Requirements (- "    " 

From: graduationadvisinq@unc.edu [mailto:graduationadvising@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:20 AM 
To: 
Subject: IMPORTANT! May Final Graduation Requirements C 

Dear 

Our office received your graduation application. Your academic record has been reviewed and a summary is 
provided below to inform you of your remaining graduation requirements. At the end of the term your record 
will be reviewed again to confirm that these requirements have been met. If your graduation plans change for 
any reason please notify our office immediately. 

ALL requirements including coursework from transfer credit, Study Abroad, self-paced courses etc. must be 
completed by the end of the term (last day of final exams). Failure to complete the coursework by the end of the 
term will result in the withdrawal of your graduation application. You will then need to re-apply to graduate in 
the term in which you are certain all requirements will be fulfilled. 

If you would like to discuss the contents of this letter please visit us during walk-in advising hours or schedule 
an appointment with a graduation advisor. Walk-in hours are Monday-Friday 11:00 am - 12:00 noon and 2:00 
pm - 4:00 pm in the Fall and Spring semesters, and 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm during the summer. If you would prefer 
to make an appointment with a graduation advisor follow the instructions on our website: 
http://advising.unc.edu/. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the graduation 
process, requirements, or your academic record. We are here to help you! 

Sincerely, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte N. Waterhouse, M.Ed. 
Graduation Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill G-017B Steele Building, CB#3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
(P) 919-962-3758 



**Please DO NOT reply to this email as this address is for outgoing e-mail only.** 

First Name: 

Last Name: 

PID: 

Email Address: 

~email.unc.edu 

Graduation Status: 

Pending-You will be approved for your degree if all remaining requirements are satisfied. 

Graduation Date: 

May 

Comment: 

To graduate in May with a BA in MNGT, you must pass BUSI 
approved for 9 hours. 

, ECON    & SOCI Undefload 

Reminders: 

A minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 is required to graduate from UNC-CH 
120 earned credit hours are required to graduate from UNC-CH (some majors require more than 120 
hours) 
All maj ors require a minimum of 18 hours of C or better coursework (some maj ors require more than 18 
hours of C coursework) and minors require a minimum of 12 hours of C or better coursework 
A course for which you have already received credit may not be taken a second time for credit. Please 
check the Undergraduate Bulletin, ConnectCarolina, or with an advisor regarding exceptions to this rule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               9:10 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

FW: IMPORTANT! May     Final Graduation Requirements ( 

From: Graduation Advising 
Sent: Thursday, 9:08 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT! May Final Graduation Requirements ( 

From: qraduationadvisinq@unc.edu [mailto:qraduationadvisinq@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:08 AM 
To: 
Subject: IMPORTANT! May Final Graduation Requirements 

Dear 

Our office received your graduation application. Your academic record has been reviewed and a summary is 
provided below to inform you of your remaining graduation requirements. At the end of the term your record 
will be reviewed again to confirm that these requirements have been met. If your graduation plans change for 
any reason please notify our office immediately. 

ALL requirements including coursework from transfer credit, Study Abroad, self-paced courses etc. must be 
completed by the end of the term (last day of final exams). Failure to complete the coursework by the end of the 
term will result in the withdrawal of your graduation application. You will then need to re-apply to graduate in 
the term in which you are certain all requirements will be fulfilled. 

If you would like to discuss the contents of this letter please visit us during walk-in advising hours or schedule 
an appointment with a graduation advisor. Walk-in hours are Monday-Friday 11:00 am - 12:00 noon and 2:00 
pm - 4:00 pm in the Fall and Spring semesters, and 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm during the summer. If you would prefer 
to make an appointment with a graduation advisor follow the instructions on our website: 
http://advising.unc.edu/. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the graduation 
process, requirements, or your academic record. We are here to help you! 

Sincerely, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte N. Waterhouse, M.Ed. 
Graduation Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill G-017B Steele Building, CB#3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(P) 919-962-3758 

**Please DO NOT reply to this email as this address is for outgoing e-mail only.** 

First Name: 



Last Name: 

PID: 

Email Address: 

., @email.unc.edu 

Graduation Status: 

Pending-You will be approved for your degree if all remaining requirements are satisfied. 

Graduation Date: 

May 

Comment: 

To graduate in May with a BA in HIST (US), you must pass HIST 
, CLAS     & GEOG    . Underload approved for 9 hours. 

& 6 hours elective (2 of AMST 

Reminders: 

A minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 is required to graduate from UNC-CH 
120 earned credit hours are required to graduate from UNC-CH (some majors require more than 120 
hours) 
All maj ors require a minimum of 18 hours of C or better coursework (some maj ors require more than 18 
hours of C coursework) and minors require a minimum of 12 hours of C or better coursework 
A course for which you have already received credit may not be taken a secor~d time for credit. Please 
check the Undergraduate Bulletin, ConnectCarolina, or with an advisor regarding exceptions to this rule. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:39 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: M_AP Meeting 

Let’s do 12 pm on Mondays. 

Thanks, 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 12:36 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We could either meet at 12pm on Monday or 8am on Tuesday VVhich do you pretEr? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 10:58 A\{ 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Sulziect: Re: MAP Meeting 

I am done class at 11:50 on Monday and Wednesday, as well as I don’t start class until 9:30 on Tues&ly. 

Sent from my ~Phone 

>> On at 10:06 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> So what open 30 rain slots do you have on Monday, ’]Tuesday, or Wednesday mornings through 12:30pm? That may be the easiest way to handle it. ’]’hen I can let you know if the slot is 
open on in?’ schedule 
>> 

Ori~zinal Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Friday, 9:56 AM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Sut~ject: Re: MAP Meeting 

>> I have class at 10, so if it’s a 15 minute meeting yes, 30 mins no. 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>> On at 9:32 AM; "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Would Wednesdays at 9:30am work for you’? 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> Sent: Friday, 9:21 AM 
>>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>>> Subject: MAP Mceting 

>>> Miss Susan, 

>>> What tirues do you have available for our weekly meetings? 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:17 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Appointmenks Begin Stmday 

Hi 

Below is your tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday However Grant Gearhart will not be available, therefore, your only session is at 8pm on Sunday. 

Please let me know when we can schedule our weekly meeting as well. 

SPAN Gearhar[, Grant 

MUSC 

PSYC 

SPAN GearharL Grant 

HIS[ 

GS 

CGS Maloy, Susan 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 07:00 PM V 

Sunday 08:00 PM G 

Monday 06:00 PM U 

Monday 07:00 PM F 

Monday 09:00 PM P 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 6:22 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tntor Appointments Begin Sunday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

DRAM Rosendahl, [odd 

STOR 

SPAN 

BUSI 

STOR 

Have a great weekend. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

Sunday 08:00 PM [ 

Monday07:00 PM H 

Monday 08:00 PM R 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

lhu rsday 09:00 PM 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 9:58 PM 

~live.nnc.edu> 

Your Tntor Appointments Begin Sunday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

MUSC 

DRAM Rosendahl, Todd 

MATH 

SPAN 

DRAM 

GS 

MATH 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Sunday 07:00 PM G 

Sunday 08:00 PM T 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM R 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

[hursday 08:00 PM 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~email.tmc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:03 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Your Tntor Appointments Begin Sunday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

GS 

GS 

PORT 

PORT 

GEOG Rosendahl, [odd 

POLl 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 08:00 PM K 

Monday 08:00 PM K 

Monday 09:00 PM R 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

[hursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:05 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Monday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

MATH Monday 07:00 PM Q 

HIST Monday 08:00 PM P 

MATH Thursday 08:00 PM 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Monday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Monday Grant Gearhart is not available to begin on Sunday. We are still in the process of adding 

appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during 

our meetinR. 

SPAN GearharL, Grant 

SPAN Gearhart, Grant 

ECON 

MATH 

ECON 

MATh 

Have a nice weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

lhursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

V 

F 

N 

Q 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

IfNC Academic Support Program [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbnlalo’~@)emaJd.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:13 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Monday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Monday Grant Gearhart is not able to begin on Sunday. We are still in the process of adding 

appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during 

our meeting. 

SPAN GearharL, Grant Sunday 07:00 PM V 

ECON Monday 07:00 PM N 

AAAD Monday 08:00 PM N - 

ECON Thursday 07:00 PM 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnmloy@emaAl.~mc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:15 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

ENGL Sunday 06:00 PM WL 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:19 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Monday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Monday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

GS Monday 08:00 PM K 

HIST Monday 09:00 PM 

COMM Thursday 06:30 PM 

COMM Thursday 07:00 PM 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Su sa n M a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:22 PM 

~live.unc.edn> 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

GS 

MUSC 

ENGL Crosby, Kathleerl 

HIST 

ENGL Crosby, Kathleen 

CGS Maloy, Susan 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 07:00 PM K 

Sunday 08:00 PM G 

Monday 07:00 PM WL 

Monday 08:00 PM P 

1 hursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:27 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday Grant Gearhart is not able to begin on Sunday so your only appointment this Sunday is the 

Guided Study appointment at 8pm. We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible some changes could be made to your 

schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our weekly meeting, which I need for you to schedule with me as soon as you can. 

SPAN Gearhart, Grant 

GS 

SPAN Gearhari, Grant 

ECON 

MATH 

ECON 

AAAD 

MATH 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 07:00 PM V 

Sunday 08:00 PM K 

Monday 06:00 PM F 

Monday 07:00 PM N 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

lhursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~’;) 

sbmaloy(tbemaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:31 PM 

~live.nnc.edu-~ 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday, We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our weekly meeting, which I need for you to 

schedule with me as soon as you can. I also need for you to contact Beth Lyons, if you have not done so already, to schedule a weekly meeting. 

GS 

ENGL 

PSYC 

SOCl 

PSYC 

ENGL 

CGS Maloy, Susan 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 08:00 PM K 

Monday 06:00 PM WL 

Monday 07:00 PM U 

Monday 09:00 PM S 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

MUSC Sunday 07:00 PM G 

HIST Sunday 08:00 PM g 

ENGL Crosby, Kathleen Monday 07:00 PM WL 

GS Monday 08:00 PM K 

ENGL Crosby, Kathleen 1 hursday 07:00 PM 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:36 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday I . We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

GS 

HIST 

MATH 

COMM 

CGS Maloy, Susan 

MATH 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

K 

P 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:39 PM 

~live.nnc.edtr~ 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

MUS( Sunday 07:00 PM G 

PORT Sunday 08:00 PM V 

STOR Monday 07:00 PM H 

BUSI Thursday 06:00 PM 

SIOR lhursday 09:00 PM 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



Flnm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:41 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Sunday 

And I also switched my soci class with port 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 10:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~’(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday 1     . We are slJll in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it 

is possible some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our weeldy meeting, which I 

need for you to schedule with me as soon as you can. I also need for you to contact Beth Lyons, if you have not done so already, to schedule a weekly 

meeting. 

GS 

ENGL 

PSYC 

SOCI 

PSYC 

ENGL 

CGS Maloy, Susan 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 08:00 PM K 

Monday 06:00 PM WL 

Monday 07:00 PM U 

Monday 09:00 PM S 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
ssbmal ov,~ ~)emai 1. unc .edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday I ,. We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

PORT Sunday 08:00 PM V 

GS Monday 08:00 PM K 

PORT Thursday 07:00 PM 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Monday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Monday i . We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

PORT Monday 07:00 PM R 

MATH Monday 08:00 PM G 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:50 PM 

~live.nnc.edu> 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday ). Although your first appointment will not be until 7pm since Grant Gearhart is not able to 

start on Sunday. We are soil in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible some changes could be made to your schedule within 

the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

SPAN Gearhari, Grant 

GS 

MUSe 

SPAN 

GS 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 06:00 PM V 

Sunday 07:00 PM K 

Sunday 08:00 PM G 

Monday 07:00 PM Q 

Monday 08:00 PM R 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:52 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tntor Aptx~intmenk~ Begin on Snnday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our weekly meeting, which I need for you to 

schedule with me as soon as you can. 

GS Sunday 07:00 PM K 

DRAM Sunday 08:00 PM ¯ 

GS [hursday 07:00 PM 

DRAM ¯hursday 08:00 PM 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:54 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule Begins on Thursday 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Thursday (1/16). We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible 

some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our weekly meeting, which I need for you to 

schedule with me as soon as you can. 

DRAM I hursday 07:00 PM 

AAAD Thursday 08:00 PM 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:04 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Sunday 

Yeah that works! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,i(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I h a ve sore con e a t B :i~()a m bu [: c.:_sul d m e~-’_~t a[ ga m on 7u,-’_~s da ys~ 

From: 
Sent: Friday, ll:01 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Sunday 

Can you do 8:30 on Tuesday mornings? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:58 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I won’t be working on Sundays consistently. What times are you available on Monday, Tuesday, or’ Wednesday mornings? 

Thanks for letting know about the SOCL ~ wHI cancel that appoh~tment and attempt to add two PORT appointments. ~’~ have to get 

back to you w~th an updated schedule as soon as ~ can. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Friday, 10:36 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Sunday 

Thank you] 

Can we do our weekly meeting on Sundays before my tutor session or after? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday We are st:ill in the process of adding appointments 

for students. Therefore, it is possible some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we 

can talk about this during our weeldy meeting, which I need for you to schedule with me as soon as you can. I also need for 

you to contact Beth Lyons, if you have not done so already, to schedule a weekly meeting. 

GS 

ENG[ 

PSYC 

SOCI 

PSYC 

ENG[ 

CGS Maloy, Susan 

Have a nice weekend] 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Sunday 08:00 PM K 

Monday 06:00 PM WL 

Monday 07:00 PM U 

Monday 09:00 PM S 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

I hursda¥ 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Studem-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:23 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Underload Hours 

Susan, 

My underload was approved by admissions and online it says that I do not have enough hours to be given my scholarship aid. Do I have to have 12 hours 

no matter what to receive scholarship money or will it process later? 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.nnc.edtc, 

Sunday, 3:55 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Tntor Appointments Begin on Monday 

Ok, sounds good 

On at 10:13 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo5~)email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Monday ~rant Gearhart is not able to begin on Sunday. We are still in the process of 

adding appointments for students. Therefore, it is possible some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can 

talk about this during our meeting. 

SPAN GearharL Grant Sunday 07:00 PM V 

ECON Monday 07:00 PM N 

AAAD Monday 08:00 PM N-T1 

ECON [hursday 07:00 PM 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maioy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Acade~nic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday,               8:20 AM 

~live.unc.edu>- 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring Schedule Change - - C, uided Stud>" 

Your schedule has slightly changed for Thursday. Your GS will be at 8pm with 

~:rt 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 

Cell: 

and your Drama tutoring will be at 7pro with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup, 

Monday, 8:22 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Schedule Chm~ge -               - DRAM 

As you guys discussed last night, your tutoring will change slightly. 

Sunday, you will meet with for DRAM tutoring at 6pro. 

B~n Sh~-?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Progn~m for Studenl:-A~:hh~l:es 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday,               8:23 AM 

~live.unc.edu>- 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edw~ 

Tutoling Chm~ge - 

As you guys discussed last night, your tutoring schedule will change very slightly. 

Sundays, you will meet with for DRAM tutoring at 9pro. 

B~n 5h~.?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Progri~m for Studenl:-A~:hlel:es 

Off:ice: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:05 AM 

@live uric edu-~ 

RE: Underload ttours - 

Are you seeing this "online~ on Connect or is it specific to your financial eid peckage? 

Normally beir~g enrolled ~t~ ar~ approved undedo~d ~s r~ot an ~ss;ue, unless your 21~d ~)21ckage s~)eci[i(:a~y 5;l:~tes [:[~211: you [nkESt De enrolled ~t~ a mir~mum of 12 hours, 

You may war~t to cont:act ,JacMe Copehmd [r~ the Finar~(:i~;I A~d Office, She handles studenbathlet:e accotmts Her number ~s 962-4161. £emember that the last d~y 

add is to~T~orrow [r~ case you do need to enroll ~n 12 hours. 

Let rne know how this works ouL or ~f you need anything 

Thanks, 

Seat= Sunday, $$:23 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$abje~t= Underload Hours 

Susan~ 

My underload was approved by admissions and online it says that I do not have enough hours to be given my scholarship aid. Do I have to have 12 hours 

no matter what to receive scholarship money or will it process later? 

Thank you, 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:46 AM 

To: @live.tmc.edu> 

Cc: ~li~Te.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: STOR at 7pm Monday’ 

Thank you for bringing this to rny attention 

MATH!STOR Drop-in each week~ 

Thanks, 

S L~s a r~ 

Seat: Sunday, $$:05 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: STOR    at 7pm Nonday 

Susa~ 

and [ have our BUSI    recitation tomorrow from 6:30-7:45pm, but we also have STOR 

this due to the recitation. If we could move it to 8pm or 9pm that would be great. Thanks. 

I will cancel this session and get back to you once we have been able to find another opportunity. Please utilize 

is available for MATH/STOR Sunday-Thursday 6pm-~Opm~ So you could work with him any night of the week. 

tutoring scheduled for 7pm. We would not be able to make 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:04 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Question 

Susan, 

My name is              , and I’ve been the                           the past two seasons. I spoke with Terri Jo over the weekend about meeting 

with Dr. Ciocca regarding study medication specifically for ADD/ADHD. She suggested that I contact you to set up a test before meeting with Dr. Ciocca. Is 

there any way that we could possibly meet and start this process? I was previously diagnosed with either ADD or ADHD (though I forget which one) in 

elementary school; however, my parents decided against medication at that time. Having spoken with them over winter break, we think it’s in my best 

interest to at least be tested again and review the results. Thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live a~nc 

Monday, 11:19 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Tntor Appointments Begin on Monday 

Hey Susan, 

When we taJked on fi-iday you mentioned for Iny Math    tutor that it could count for guided study hours if I signed in. Is that correct or does it not count towards 

that? 

On at 10:44 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Monday (       We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it 

is possible some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our meeting. 

POR~ Monday 07:00 PM R 

MATH Monday 08:00 PM G 

Have a nice weekend! 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday~ 2:31 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Comm 

Mrs. Susan, 

The Comm    class that I was 3rd in line for never accepted me. I have been through the Friday center tbling to enroll for the online class. However it roll not allow 

me to. I have spoken to temn mates and I now have the name of the online teacher (Wen@), yet I can’t get her email because she sends her mail through "no-~eply" 

from Saka~. Do yon have any suggestions? And Comm     int~o to Gender and Commnnications, may I take it online? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 10:41 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

By now you should have hopefully picked up your pre-packa~ed books on the first floor of Student Stores if you made this request. I just wanted to let 

you know that you have until TONIGHT to pick up your packaged books. Otherwise they will all be put back on the shelves, and you will have to 

purchase your books through the paper form¯ 

REMINDER that Compliance will be in Room 2417 in the Academic Center to take care of any of your textbook needs from lOam-2pm until Wednesday, 

¯ Any needs that arise after the ~.5th, please come see me. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suply.~rt Program f~r Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 



From: ~live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:42 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Done! Thm~k you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:25 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaioy({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tuesdays at 12pro? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:15 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 

Mrs. Susan how abx~ut Tuesdays? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 2:40 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(~em~Jl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thursdays are going to be my late night. So I won’t be arriving to the o[:fice until :[pm. Not sure if 5:30pm is too early [:or you in terms of 

when pracdce ends, but I do have that slot open. Looking at your class schedule, other potential ti~’r~e slots would be Monday or’ 

Wednesday at :1.2:20, Tuesday at 12pro. But give me some other potential times and FII let you know if it works. 

Th a n ks, 

Susan 

Sent: Monday, 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Hi Mrs. Susan, 

1:32 PM 

Good to be back! May I meet with you on Thursdays? 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:00 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

No ma~. The dram mid AAAD class are the m,o that strike tne so f~x. So thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:54 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Thanks, 

Susa~ 

~en~ Tuesda~ ~2:42 P~ 

To: Nalo~, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 

Done~ Tha~ yon 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On at 11:25 AM, "Maloy, Susm~ B" <sbmalo,/-,~;email.unc.edu~> wrote: 

Tuesdays at :12pm? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:15 AM 
To: Plaloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 

Mrs. Susan how about Tnesdays? 

Sent t~m my iPhone 

On at 2:40 PM, "Malov, Susan B sbmalov,&emafl.unc.edu~~ wrote: 

Hi 

Thursdays are going to be my late night. So I won’t be arriving to the office until :IOta. Not sure if 5:30pro is too early for you 

in terms of when practice ends, but I do have that slot open. Looking at your class schedule, other potential time slots 

wouhJ be Mondav or Wednesday at 12:20, Tuesday at 12pm But g~e me some other poten[:~N times and ~’~ Bd: yot~ know 

it works. 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sent= Nonday ~ 1:32 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Hi Mrs. Susan, 

Good to be back! May I meet with you on Thursdays? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edtr> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mfo:@unc.edu> 

Career Preparation Program - TONIGHT 7-8pm 

~rogram.jpg 

~live. unc.e&~: ~live.unc.edtv 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edw ~live.unc.edu-: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hey Juniors and Seniors, 

I wanted to let you know about a Career Preparation Program tonight ) at 7-Spm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. It will provide interview tips in specific, and in 

general a good overall foundation heading into the job/internship hunt. Casual dress is permitted and coming a little late or leaving a little early is ok if you need to. I know this is 

late notice, but I encourage you to stop by for a little while if you can. You will all be looking for a career in the near future. Gaining tips now on how to go about the process will be 

very helpful. It will be a good use of 30-45 minutes of your evening. I hope you can make it. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc.edn 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:13 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Susan, 

Good afternoon. 

know you are very busy this time of year, but I wanted to follow up so I can better understand the process. Thank you again for your help. 

Sincerely, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

Subject: RE: 

Susan, 

11:11 AM 

Good afternoon. 
very busy this time or year, Du~ ~ wantea to ronow up so ~ can petter unaerstana me process. ~ nanK you again rot your neap. 

Sincerely, 

I know you are 

From: 

Sent: Monday 

To: Maloy, Susan 

Subject: 

Susan, 

My name is 

10:03 AM 

and I’ve been the the past two seasons. 

Best, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:37 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Oh crap. 

I’ve already filled with other students for another class... I car~ move his BUSI to Thursday (he’ll go 7pro, 8pro and 9pro). 

B~n 5heu 
Assistai~t Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Support Program for Stude~t-A~:hletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, ~:4~ AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE 

~en~ 

has a BUSI class on Monday n~ghts and can’t have anyth~]g before 8~m. AtW way to readjust si~]ce you had #~ your mind how the schedule should work for 

F~m~ ASPSA Tutorin~ 
Sent~ Tuesday, 7:37 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: 
Hey Susan, 

I moved from his DRAMA with     to join a session with          on Thursdays. I also moved his Business tutoring from Thursday to Monday. This way we can 

make better use of    and      time (they had 1-on-Ys at the time). 

Just FYI so you can send him a new schedule. 

My plan is to resend schedules to tutors at the end of the week along with notification about Sunday/Monday stuff. 

Ben 5heu 
~ssista~)L Tutorial Coordinat.:_~riAcad,:_~mic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Stude~t-ALhletes 

Office..~.~9-o4.~-,:. 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:32 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your MAP Update - 

MAP.pdf 

We had to make some adjustments to your MAP tutor appointments. Please see the attached as your new MAP which takes away your Sunday time. Let me know if 
you have any concerns. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabeth M <emlyons~enmil.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 2:12 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Sure, I can meet with him, I~ he going to be on the roster? If not, I’m not sure we could offer funding but I can give him informatiom Is he a freshman? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Wednesday, 2:08 PM 
To= Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: ~: 

Beth, 

~ have to be out of town tomorrow and ~r~d~y. Can I ~sk you to connect with this student? I am not sure how we handle requests for students who ~re not on the 

official roster~ But perhaps we can provide him some direction. 

Tha~ks ~ i~dvi~ce. 

Susan 

Sent~ Wednesday, ll: ~3 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: 

Susa~ 

Good afternoon 
know you are very busy this time of year, but I wanted to follow up so I can better understand the process. Thank you again for your help. 

Sincerely, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Susan, 

11:11AM 

Good afternoon 
very busy this time of year, but I wanted to follow up so I can better understand the process. Thank you again for your help. 

Sincerely, 

I know you are 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Maloy, Susan 

Subject: 

Susan, 

My name is 

10:03 AM 

~nd I’ve been the the past two seasons, 

~est, 



From: Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:31 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE~ 

Her email is emlyons@email.unc.edu and phone number is 919-952-8247. ~ w~lJ be ouL of [:own the ne>:t two days, but p]e~;se feel [ree to reach out to Beth. ~ have 

a~ready fl)rwarded your erna~ to her so that she is familiar w~th your requesL 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Sent: Wednesday, ~: ~3 AN 
T~ Malay, Susan B 
Subje~tt RE: 

Susan~ 

Good afternoon 
know you are very busy this time of year, but I wanted to follow up so I can better understand the process, Thank you again for your help. 

Sincerely, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Susan, 

11:11AM 

Good afternoon. 

very busy this time of year, but I wanted to follow up so I can better understand the process. Thank you again for your help. 

Sincerely, 

I know you are 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Maloy, Susan 

Subject: 

Susan, 

My name is 

10:03 AM 

and I’ve been the the past two seasons. I spoke with Terri Jo over the weekend about meeting 

Best, 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: MAP Update - 

Attach: IVL&P.pdf 

Hi 
Attached is an update to your MAP. There were some changes made. For example a PORT session on Mondays was added and your ENGL and PSYC times were flip- 
flopped on Thursday night. Please review closely and make note of any additional changes. 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (tKx) 
sbmalov@emaiLunc.edu 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:58 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: MAP Update - 

Allach: MAP.pdf 

Hi 
Your MAP did change slightly. Note the switch in time for MATH and SPAN ~n Monday nights as well as the different tutor for SPAN 
is attached. Let me know if you have any questions. Remember that independent hours begin this week. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalov@emaiLunc.edu 

Your updated MAP 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               5:43 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma~oy@emaiLtmc.edu> 

FW: 

pdf 

I ~,pologize but l just found this i~ rny ernail when I searched I know this is late but perhaps it can still help you when working with 

M~chel~e 

Sent: 11:42 AN 

To: Brown, 
Subject: 
Dear Dr. Brown, 
The student ~sted above is an athlete and is currently on Academic Probation for the        semester. 

The a~ached document contains the student’s responses to the SelffAssessment as well as the studenes cell phone number. 
The Self-Assessment is designed to give students an oppo~uni~ to reflect on their experiences at the universi~ and to sM~ thinking of ways to improve their academic 

performance. 
You can find a copy of the Se~bAssessment at h~ps://unc.qualtr~csocom/SE/?SID=SV 8~KuO6HN40izk0. 
If you have any questions, please contact Cynthia Demetriou 
Thank you, 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wedne sday, 5: 54 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MAP Update - 

MAP 2.pdf 

Hi 
We have had to make some adjustments to your tutor appointments. Note the new times on Thursday effective tomorrow. Also, are you able to attend the 7pm 
session on Monday due to your evening class? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 11:09 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor cancellation - 

Hi 
Your cancelation is noted, but please add another hour to your independent hours for next week. You will be required to complete 3.5 total independent stu@ hours next week 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subj ect: Tutor cancellation 

11:05 

I am going to the basketball game on Sunday and ;vill not be able to attend my tutor session. If you could please cancel this session. 
Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

10:16:25 PM 

Fox, Mike [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mike Fox (foxc)] 

Jackson, Scott C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Scott C Jackson (scjackso)]; Forbes, Scott [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rodney S Forbes 

(rsforbes)]; Gaines, Bryant Anthony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bryant Anthony Gaines (bagaines)98d] 

Weekly Report 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hey Mike, 

I hope the semester is starting off well for you guys. I know you probably wish it was a little warmer for practice. © 

Attached is this week’s report that also includes my meeting notes from last week. I did not require independent hours 

for the guys until this week, but tutor sessions have been required since January 12th. The following two guys did not 

make their independent study hours this week: 

= 0/1 

= 0/4.5 

said that he forgot and did not notice the requirement written on the MAP that I provided.) 

Tutor sessions were well attended these last two weeks. Although you will notice an Infraction for last 

week. This was a session that was added last minute during the time of his Rising Stars meeting. This does not concern 

me since is usually very good about canceling his sessions appropriately. So I don’t see this as an issue moving 

forward, is also noted as missing a session, but that is for a course that he dropped and I told him that he did not 

need to attend the session, on the other hand, talked with his tutors last night to report in and then left to work 

with a writing tutor instead. I will try to work with him more closely on planning his study time more efficiently so that 

he does not give up valuable tutor sessions to work on another assignment that perhaps could have been done outside 

of these sessions. He had asked me if he could work with the writing tutor during our Guided Study session, which I 

approved, but did not know he was referring to all of his tutor sessions that night. 

On the topic of Guided Study sessions ..... I was not pleased with the way our sessions went last semester. I think I had 

too many guys at one time, which made for great distractions for some of them. This semester I want to be more 

deliberate with these sessions and require the guys to have a study goal for each hour session on Thursday 



nights. Doing something simple like this should hopefully better direct their attention. Not to mention, I have cut down 

on the number of students in each group so that I can be of better service to them. 

Professors’ signatures from the Travel letter are slow to come in. If you can remind them to drop them by my office, 

that would be great. Those who have completed the task and turned them in are as follows: 

FYI, there will be a Career Fair for Student-Athletes on Tuesday, Jan. 28 from 6:30pm-8pm on the 3rd floor of 

Loudermilk. Please encourage the guys to attend. A flyer is attached. All classifications can benefit from something like 

this. Dress code is casual for the event. For those who have MAPs, I am willing to adjust an independent study hour for 

the week if they attend and can show proof of their attendance. 

Sorry for the long email and all of the attachments. But since changes to tutor sessions have reduced significantly over 

the last few days, I thought this would be a better time to send you their tutor schedules by day as well as their MAPs. I 

also included a pdf of the Drop-ln Tutor Sessions that are available currently. 

As always, let me know if you have any questions. And if I missed any other information in the attachments that you 

need, just let me know. 

Scott J, thanks again for getting me the names and PIDs of our incoming freshman so quickly. I’ll be back in touch as I 

receive more instructions from the Orientation Office. 

Thanks and have a great weekend. 

Susan 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (offi ce) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: Not a good start 

Susan, 

I called out somewhat. I like pushing buttons on occasion. 

Great response from him and I told him so today. 

Not throwing you under the bus but I believe these kids need to know what is being reported on occasion. 

They talk amongst themselves and I think it helps. 

is a disaster it seems! 

Exciting Sat. night reading this report which is quite extensive- thanks for that!! 

M~ke 

Seat; Friday, 9:4-1 PM 

Te: Fox, Mike 
$,,bject; Re: Not a good start 

Coach, 

I value my academics here and don’t take it for granted at all. School does not come easy for me it is something I have to work aL I am actually off to a great start 

this semester. I already have received a 90 and two lOOs on sociology quizzes. I have turned in every assignment on time and have not fell behind whatsoever in 

any class, last night instead of wasting time with my comm tutor working on homework that I had already finished I asked if I could begin a sociology paper to stay 

ahead instead of wasting an hour. Her response was "yes I would rather you be productive than waste time in here". We can talk tomorrow more because me not 

caring about academics is not true. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:17 PM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc~edu> wrote: 

This is the first academic report on you. 
on the other hand, talked with his tutors last night to report in and then left to work with a writing tutor instead. I will try to work with him more 

closely on planning his study time more efficiently so that he does not give up valuable tutor sessions to work on another assignment that perhaps 
could have been done outside of these sessions. He had asked me if he could work with the writing tutor during our Guided Study session, which I 
approved" 
You made a 2.00 GPA your first semester here and made a 2.175 last semester. From where is am looking it is growing evidence that you 
perhaps don’t really care all that much about your academics here. 
You cannot give up tutors sessions (that are paid for on your behalf!!) to work on another assignment. You have had all the time in the world 
since classes started 3anuary 8. Why are you behind already? There is no excuse here except that you appear to be behind already. 
[ will speak with your tomorrow about this. This is a disappointing start. 
Coach Fox 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday,               2:25 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu~ 

award - 

Award Winner Me,no Jocx 

Congratulations! You have been selected to receive the 

your time here at Carolina. 

Attached is information regarding the award ceremony that will take place at halftime of the U NCiMaryland M en’s Basketball game on 

carefully in order to RSVP to the event¯ 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me or your academic counselor if you have questions¯ I hope to see you there¯ 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

award. You should be proud of your accomplishments during 

¯ Please read 



Sent: Sunday, 2:42 PM 

To: Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor 

Susan, 

I war,ted to ask ifI could get out of my EXSS    tutor. I understand its supposed to be a difficult class but I feel confident about this semester. Its also late on Sunday 

night and now that we are in season, I’m probably going to be exhausted. I’ll stop by yottr office this week to talk about ever~thing. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:16 AM 

~live.unc.edu>;                    ~live.unc.edtr~; 

~live.unc.edtr~;                      ~live. unc.edu>; 

@live. unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~; 

~ema~l.unc.edu>; Zv!live.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.coIn> ,~!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~unc.edt~-; 

,@live.unc .edu>; ~live.unc.edu~; 

@live.tmc.edu~ @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc .edu~ @live .t~nc.edu~; 

(~live.tmc.edtr> ~live.unc.edu~; 

@live.unc.edtr~; @unc.edu>; 

<, @unc.edu>; ,~live.tmc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu> @live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu-- ~live.tmc.edu> 

Ma]ov; Susan B <sbmaloy@elnail.unc.edu> 

TRAVEL LETTERS SIGNED AND BACK TO SUSAN 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edtc, 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~hve.unc.edtr~; 

~live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

By Wednesday this week. Take them to your profs today and Tuesday. 
Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:40 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cm~cellalion 

Why do you need to cancel? 

Also, please remember to CC yoL~r advisor on all cancellation emails. 

B~n Sh~.?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosram for S~u&:mt-A~:hh:,tes 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From 

Sent: Sunday, 6:44 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject Cancellation 

Hi, 

I will need to cancel both of my sessions for tomorrow night {Monday, 
and I have a guided study at 8, 

Thankyou, 

¯ My sessions tomorrow are at 7 and 8 o clock. My 7 o clock is English 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete awaacd 

Hi Susan! 

So hoi~ored! Would you be able to give me gim Orr’s email? I can’t see the attached hlfo for RSVP’ing and need to get on that ASAP. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:55 AM 
To: 
Cc: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete award 

Congratulations Well deserved! 

Susan 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Sunday, 2:25 PM 
To: 
Co: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete award 

Congratulations! You have been selected to receive the 

your time here at Carolina. 

Attached is information regarding the award ceremony that will take place at halftime of the UNCiMaryland Men’s Basketball game on 

carefully in order to RSVP to the event. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me or your academic counselor if you have questions. I hope to see you there. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete award. You should be proud of your accomplishments during 

Please read 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:06 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 7pm tutoring 

Thanks 

I have noted your cancellation 
Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation emails 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Ath letes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: 7pm tutoring 

10:20 AM 

will not be able to attend in?’ 7pm stoi 

Thanks, 

tutor tonight because of rising stars. 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 4:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

PSYC Tutor Session Tonight CANCELLED 

Hi 

is sick and will not be available to tutor PSYC tonight. As a make-up, please plan to attend her session at either 8pm on Tuesday night or 

6pm on Wednesday night       That way you won’t miss out on PSYC for the week. I know these are not your regular nights, but thought you might be able to 

attend since we haven’t started our midweek games yet. Let me know if either of these options won’t work for you. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:55 PM 

@live.unc.edtr>; 

PSYC Tutor Session Tonight - CANCELLED 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hi[ 
is sick and will not be available to tutor PSYC tonight. I know you have another PSYC session later in the week, but as a possible make-up if you 

feel like you need more than one session this week, please plan to attend her session at either 7pro, 8pro or 9pm on Wednesday night I    ). I know this is not 
one of your regular nights, but thought you might be able to attend since we haven’t started our midweek games yet. Let me know if this is something you want to 
take advantage of. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livea~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Reschedule our Meeting Tomorrow 

I have 3 classes on Monday; Wednesday, Friday. Tuesday is the only day I’m available. I have all oflny week planned out as well. 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 2:36 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo?~i~ema~il.unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi 
I just wanted to let you know that I will not be in the office tomorrow morning and will need to reschedule our weekly meeting if we can. Can you 
reschedule for Wednesday morning some time or any time after 9:30am on Friday this week? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbma]oy~iemail.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 5:20 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: PSYC Tutor Session Tonight CANCELLED 

Both of these times will work ibr me! I roll attend one of the,n this week I’m not sure which one right now but will definitely go to one! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:44 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~a)email.unc~edu;> wrote: 

is sick and will not be available to tutor PSYC tonight. As a make-up, please plan to attend her session at either 8pm on Tuesday 
night      or 6pm on Wednesday night,     . That way you won’t miss out on PSYC for the week. I know these are not your regular nights, but 
thought you might be able to attend since we haven’t started our midweek games yet. Let me know if either of these options won’t work for you. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~)email.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:59 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete awa, d 

Thanks so much Susan! 

I did not get the busi professors to sign because I am only taking the busi classes mon/wed and Econ classes tues/thurs so they’ll be the only classes I miss when 

we trav~?l. 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete award 

Sur~-’_~ thing! It’s orr@emaii.unc.edu. Or g47;-2_425. 

On other note. I received your prof signatures. Wilt you not be m~ss~ng your BUS~ classes at aU s~nce you d~d not have their signatures? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent~ Monday, 10:58 AM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete award 

Hi Susan[ 

So honored! Wou~d you be aMe to g~ve me g~m Orr’s emaU? ~ can’t see the attached b#o for RSVP’ing and need to get on that ASAP. 

Have a great day~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B [_r[)_a__[Lt£z_s__b____m___a_!_o__y__,r~__e_t~_a_!J_#__[)_c__#__c_!_u_] 
Sent: Monday, 7:55 AM 
T( 
Co: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete award 

Congratulations ! Welt deserved! 

Susan 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Sunday, ~ 2:25 PM 

Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete award 

Congratulations! You have been selected to receive the 

your time here at Carolina. 

Attached is information regarding the award ceremony that will take place at halftime of the UNC!Maryland Men’s Basketball game or 

carefully in order to RSVP to the event. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me or your academic counselor if you have questions. I hope to see you there. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete award. You should be proud of your accomplishments during 

Please read 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livea~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbinaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Reschedule our Meeting Tomorrow 

Yes mam, I also was very interested in dropping my math tutor. With regaxds to the tutor, I would feel a lot better about going into drop-in hours ifI need them during 

my guided stu@ hours. I hope this is not an issue but I do not believe I need to be in this session. I really like my portuguese tutor and he is a big help. Please let me 
know about your thoughts. 

On at 10:07 AM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

I understated, f’m glad you have your plan for the week. Weql just plan to connect next wee]~ as normal 

Susa~ 

Sent: Monday, £19 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Reschedule our Meeting Tomorrow 

I have 3 classes on Monday, Wednesday, Friday. Tuesday is the only day l’m available. I have all of my week planned out as well. 

Matt 

Sent from my iPhone 

On ~t 2:36 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I just wanted to let you know that I will not be in the office tomorrow morning and will need to reschedule our weekly meeting if we 
can. Can you reschedule for Wednesday morning some time or any time after 9:30am on Friday this week? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy@email, u~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livea~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Reschedule our Meeting Tomorrow 

I am grasping the material on my own. I thii~ I would use the drop-in for test purposes 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 10:58 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Is your concern with the tutor specifically, or are Vou graq:~ing the ma[:erial c.:_~mplet,:_~ly on Vour own? 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:16 AN 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Reschedule our Heeting Tomorrow 

Yes roam, I also w~s ve~ interested in dropping my math tutor. Wifl] regazds "~ the tutor, ~ would t~el a lot ~tter about going into drop-m hours iI’I need 

them during ~ny guided study hours. I hope this is not an issue but I do not ~lieve I need to ~ in tNs ~ssion. I really like {ny po~gue~ ~tor and he is a 

big help. Plea~ let me ~ow a~m your thoughts. 

OI1 at 10:07 AM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

I understand. Fm glad you have your plan for the week. We’ll just plan to connect next week as normal. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 2014 5:19 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Reschedule our Meeting Tomorrow 

I have 3 classes on Monday, Wednesday, Friday. Tuesday is the only day I’m available. I have all of my week planned out as well 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:36 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <._s__b___n_!_a__L_o_y___@______e____m___a_!_L.__u___n___c_:__e_d__u__> wrote: 

Hi 
I just wanted to let you know that I will not be in the office tomorrow morning and will need to reschedule our weeldy meeting if we 
can. Can you reschedule for Wednesday morning some time or any time after 9:30am on Friday this week? 
Thank you, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic SupIx)rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a~email, unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:11 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Loudermilk - CLOSED Due to Adverse Weather 

Yes mdam. Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:53 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~a)emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 

Please make a~ atLer~pL, but if you are unable to reach the fuJ~ requirement th~s will ~)o1: be hekl agah~st you. Does that r~ake 

Sent: wednesday, 3:51 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Loudermilk - CLOSED Due to Adverse Weather 

Miss Susan, 

Are we still ~oin~ to be required to meet hours? I won’t be able to he 3.5 hours tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:48 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Everyone, 
I just wanted to let you know that the Loudermilk Academic Center will close at 5pm today (Wednesday, i due to inclement weather. 
All tutoring, study hall, and athletic counselor sessions scheduled for 5pm and later are cancelled. Please let me know if you have any 
questions. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sblnalo,i~emaiLunc~edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:33 AM 

~live,unc.edu>;                    ~live.unc.edw~; 

@live.unc.edtr~;                     ~live. unc.edu>: 

@live. unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~; 

~email.un£.edu>; "~!live.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.coln>; ~!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~,@ive.unc.edu>; 

@ive.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edt~-; 

~hve.unc .edu>; ~live.unc.edu~; 

~live .tmc.edtv~; @live.unc .edu>; 

@live.unc .edu~; ~live .unc.edu~; 

?-))live.tmc .edu~; ~live .unc.edu~; 

@live.unc.edw~; ~unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; ~live.tmc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu% 

~live.unc.edu-~; ~live.tmc.edu> 

Susan B <sbmaloy@e~nail.unc.edu> 

TIL~kVEL LETTERS 

.~live.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com>; 

~live.m~c.edtc,; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.~nc.edt~; 

~live.unc.edu>; " " 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~liveounc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edw~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>: 

Players, 
~ will extend the deadline to Friday with classes cancelled, etc. 
Take them to your professors today and Friday if you have not already done so and get them to Susan by Friday. 
No exceptions. 
Coach 
Susan- please let me know Friday before practice if you have all players letters! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:39 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-> 

RE: Sunday Futoring ?? 

Do you think it is feasible to get a couple of the guys to come from ~O-I2pm to meet with tutors just for content as opposed to Guided Study? Below is who I have 

in mind based on the tutors who are avaHaMe to work with students at roam on Sundm{. We are stH~ wa~fing to hear back from a few otl~er tutors, spec~ficaUy 

MATH, which may add a few more guys ~:o ~:he list i[ the tutor ~s avaHaMe, 

DRAM - loam 

- DRAM --, loam 

- ENGL    .-loam 

-- H]ST --. 

PSYC ~ - ].(}am 

- PSCY    - 

-PSYC -- ~Oam 

¯ -- PORT -- 

-- PORT    -- 

-- PORT    -, 

- PORT    - 13.am 

PORT - ~.Oam 

~CON --. loam 

. --- ECON -- loam 

Let rne know wh~t you th~nk. Otherwise, Sunday sessions ~,UI be c~nceled ~I] together~ 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Sent~ Thursday, 10:49 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: TRAVEL L~ERS 

We will scrimmage Sunday like 1:30-4:00 or so. 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Thursday, lO: 20 
Te~ Fox, Mike 
Subject= Re: TRAVEL L~ERS 
I’ll definitely let you know. 

What time will the guys be practicing on Sunda~     We are going to be open for some tutoring (depending on the availability of tutors) and individual studg time 

from ]Oam-2pm or 4pro on Super Bowl Sunday instead of closing all together. I’ll get back to you when we firm this up, but ~ wanted to have an idea if the guys 

could even make tutor sessions at that time. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:33 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

Players, 
I will extend the deadline to Friday with classes cancelled, etc. 
Take them to your professors today and Friday if you have not already done so and get them to Susan by Friday. 
No exceptions. 
Coach 
Susan- please let me know Friday before practice if you have all players letters! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmafil.com> 

Thursday, 5:30 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Academic meeting 

Hi Susan, 

My name is I was a student athlete in the program in gave me your contact infolrnation because I was interested in setting up a meeting to 
review my academic standing. I am CUlTently still playing but wanted to look into taking some online courses this year to make some progress to~vard my degree I 
understand you are busy but if you have some free time to meet ~vith me in the near future, I would greatly appreciate it. Thales and hope to hear back from you soon 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:55 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.e&~>; 

~live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtc,; 

Fox, Mike <mfo:@unc.edu> 

RAMS Module - PLEASE COMPLETE!’.!!! 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtr~ @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Hey Guys: 

I hope practice is off to a good start for each of you despite the snow! © 

You should have received an email from Academic Advising last semester that contained the contents below about completing a training module for First Year 

students (R.A.M.S). I just wanted to remind you all to complete this module as soon as you can if you have not already done so. (Note that this is different than the 

module you completed before coming to UNC in the Fall.) The University will place a hold on your record on February 3rd to prevent you from registering for Fall 

2014 classes until this module is complete. It is my understanding that the module could take up to 20 minutes to complete. Please schedule some time in your day 

to get this done within the next week or so. The link to the module is below entitled First Year RAMS. 

Let me know if you have any questions or if I can help in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Dear First-Year Student, 

The First-Year Registration and Meeting Supplement (RAMS) and Pre-Registration Workshops are now available. In order to register for classes for fall semester 

you will need to do both of the following before April 1: 

1. Complete the First Year RAMS 

2. Schedule and attend an appointmentwith an academic advisor or attend a group advising workshop 

First-Year RAMS 

This module is a guide to course registration, the curriculum, Tar Heel Tracker, academic eligibility rules, and other important topics. Please complete this module 

as soon as you are able. The module should take you around half an hour to complete and it contains quiz questions at the end. To access the module, c_!_!c__E___h_.e__r__e.. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support 1~ rogram for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmafil,com> 

Thursday, 6:07 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic mee’6ng 

Great, thank you I will be in Chapel Hill all next week and can meet any day after 12:30 so let me know ~vhat day works for you and I will be able to meet with you then. 

Thanks, 

> On at 5:57 PM. "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> 

>Hi 

> I would be happy to meet with you. Are you in Chapel Hill where you could meet some afternoon next week? 

> 

> Thanks, 

> Susan 

> 

> 

> Susan Malay 

> Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

> UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> 919-%2-9892 (ofiice) 

> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 

> sbmaloy@email uric edu 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: .~r!~rn ai[. cum] 

> Sent: Thursday: 5:30 PM 

> To: Malay, Susan B 

> Subject: Academic meeting 

> 

> Hi Susan, 

> 

> My name is I was a student athlete in the UNC gave me your cuntact informatiun because I was interested in setting up a meeting tu 

review my academic standing. I am cun-ently still playing but wanted to tuok ~ntu taking some unline courses this year tu make sume prugress toward my degree. I 

understand you are busy but ifyuu have sume :free time to meet with me in the near :future, I wuuld greatly apprecmte it. Thanks and hupe to hear back frum yuu suon. 

> 

> Best. 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:25 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Sunday 2/2 Tutoring ?? 

They just want to sleep!!! 

Most will be with their parents Sat. night after the banquet anyway 

I don’t want them going out so get them in there if you would like. They can leave at 12pm and go eat then we will practice! 

They will be fine. Get their butts out of bed!!! Haha 

Especially 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 20:[4 :[0:22 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sunday 2/2 Tutoring ?? 
Yes, I know, I know. @ We are not trying to compete with church. But f am g~ad to hear that you were raised as church-go#~g gentleman. @ 

gctuaHy, I talked w~th a bunch of the guys ton~ghL and ~t doesn’t sound ~ike they fee~ they need these sessions since they wi~ have anod~er session it~ these same 

subjects the very next night. Perhaps I should back off in making th~s required at ~Oarn. Just th~nldng ouL loud here. Thoughts? 

Susan 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Sent= Thursday, 10:15 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
S~bje~t= RE: Sunday 2/2 Tutoring ?? 

WOW. Tuto~ on Sunday morning~ You are ~Iking to the wrong guy probably. 

1 was brought up that you were to be in church at ~lam eve~ Sunday~ 

Haha 

I ge~ it though so let’s do it. 

1 will tell them ~0 go ~0 Church Sunday Nght during ~he Super Bowl. I have about as much chance of that 

As Sunday at ~am~ 

Mike 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:39 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sunday 2/2 Tutoring ?? 

Do you think ~: ~s h~asib[e to get a couple o~ the guys ~:o come fl’om ~O-.I2pm to meet w~th tutors just for content as opposed to Guh~ed Study? gelow ~s who ~ have 

in m~nd based on the Lutors who are avaHaMe to work with students at IOam on Sunday. We are stflf wa~dng to hear back ~:rom a ~:ew other’ tuLors, spedfica~ly 

MATH, which may add a few more guys ~o d~e fist if the tutor is available. 

-- DRAM -- ~Oam 

- DRAM    - 10am 

- ENG~ - IOam 

--. I-t~ST -- loam 
¯ PSYC : ¯ 10am 

ette --- PSCY -- :lOam 

PSYC - roam 

- PORT - llam 

- PORT - llarn 

PORT - llam 
--- PORT llam 

.... PORT - ~Oam 
- [{CON 10am 

- ECON - 10am 

Let me know whs[ you tkfink, Otherwise, Sund~y sessions w~l be csnceled sl~ to~ether. 

Thanks, 

F~= Fox, Mike 
Seat= Thursday, ~0:49 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject; RE: TRAVEL L~ERS 

We will scrimmage Sunday like ~:30-4:00 or so. 

~1 Maloy, Susan B 
Seat; Thursday, ~0:20 AN 

To= Fox, Mike 
Subject= Re: TRAVEL L~ERS 
1’1~ definitely let you know. 

What time will the guys be practicing on Sunday 2/27 We are going to be open for some tutoring (depending on the availability of tutors) and individual study time 

from ~Oam-2pm or 4pro on Super Bowl Sunday instead of closin~ all together, i’ll get back to you when we firm this up, but [ wanted to have an idea if the guys 

could even make tutor sessions at that time. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:33 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 



Players, 
I will extend the deadline to Friday with classes cancelled, etc. 
Take them to your professors today and Friday if you have not already done so and get them to Susan by Friday. 
No exceptions. 
Coach 
Susan- please let me know Friday before practice if you have all players letters! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:18 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: Drop Courses 

Susan, 

Are you okay with this and dropping Hist. 

Coach 

Seat; Thursday, 7:03 PM 
Te: Fox, Mike 
Subject; Re: TRAVEL LETTERS 

Coach, 

I meant to talk to you today about dropping my POLl    class. It will be a lot of work to keep up with during the season and I don’t want to end up going back into 

probation because I’m overloaded with classes during games. I talked to Susan about this already and she thinks it’s not a bad idea. Let me know what you think 

about this please and if you need I can talk to you about it in person tomorrow before or after the scrimmage. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:33 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

Players, 
I will extend the deadline to Friday with classes cancelled, etc, 
Take them to your professors today and Friday if you have not already done so and get them to Susan by Friday, 
No exceptions, 
Coach 
Susan- please let me know Friday before practice if you have all players letters! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~’c: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~, 

Friday,               2:49 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@emai|.unc.edu> 

Sunday Tutoring (2/2) 

Your tutoring schedule for Sunday has been updated. 

You will meet with                  for PORT    @ loam in Room V. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

/.-~ e n ,~:h ~u 
#,:;sistant rutori~l Coordir~:3~oriAc~demic Counselor 

LJ NC Ac~dernic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu:" 

Friday,               3:12 PM 

~live~unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday Tutoring (2/2) 

Your tutoring schedule for Sunday has been updated. 

You will meet with Todd Rosendahl for DRAM @ lOam in Room C. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

/.-? e n 5:heu 
Assistant Tul:ori~l Co.:_~rdin~[:o~iAc~demic Counselor 

U NC Ac~dernic Support Prograrn for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Ceil: 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu:" 

Friday.               3:13 PM 

~|ive.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday Tutoring (2/2) 

Your tutoring schedule for Sunday has been updated. 

You will meet with              for DRAM    @ loam in Room C. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

/.-:~ e n Sh~u 
Assistant Tutori~l Co.:_~rdiru~ toriAc~demk: Counselor 

U NC Ac~dernic Support Prograrn for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:23 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday Tutoring (2/2) 

Your tutoring schedule for Sunday has been updated. 

You will meet with            For PSYC    @ lOam in Room 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

~en ,S:h ~u 
Assisi:ant ]utori~l Co.:_~rdir~:oriAc~demic Counsek)r 

U N C Ac~ d em k: 5 u ppo rt Progra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

CNI: 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edtc" 

Friday,               3:25 PM 

~live.unc.edtr"~ 

MaJoy. Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday Tutoring (2/2) 

Your tutoring schedule for Sunday has been updated. 
You will meet with              for ENGL    @ loam in the Writing Lab. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 
[.~en ,Sh~u 

Assistant "]’ul:ori~l Coordiru~:o~iAc~der~ic Counselor 

U NC Ac~dernk: Support Prograrn for Student--Athletes 

Office: 



FFom: 

Sere: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday,               3:29 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday Tutoring (2/2) 

Your tutoring schedule for Sunday has been updated. 

You will meet with              for ECON    @ loam in Room H. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

/.-~ e n ,~:h ~u 
&ssista~t rutori~l Coordiru~ ~oriAc~den~ic Counselor 

U NC Ac~dernic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-232~ 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup" 

Friday,               3:30 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday Tutoring (2/2) 

Your tutoring schedule for Sunday has been updated. 

You will meet with             for ECON    @ :]LOam in Room H. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Assisi:ant Tutorial Co.:_~rdinal:o~iAcademic {::ounselor 

U NC Ac~dernic Support Prograrn for 31:udent--Athletes 

Office: 919-84~-2328 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday,               3:38 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunchy Tutoring (2/2) 

Your tutoring schedule for Sunday has been updated. 

You will meet with              for HIST    @ lOam in Room O. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

/.-~ e n ,~:h ~u 
Assistant rutori~l Coordir~toriAc~demic Counselor 

U NC Ac~dernic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-232~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:40 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scort C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

WR pdf 

Hey Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report. I was certainly not into a good rhythm this week due to the weather. But the snow was sort of a fun change of pace. © Some of guys 

were not able get all of their study hours, which I did not hold against them since we were closed 2 nights this week. They did meet all of their tutor sessions, 

however. 

As we have discussed, we will be closed on Sunday night, but open for tutoring and independent study from lOam -4pm on Sunday 2/2 instead. The following guys 

will have appointments at iOam on Sunday: 
¯ -- DRAM    CO loam in Roorn C 

--- DRAM    ~) l0 in Room C 

--. ENGL    @ loam in the Writing Lab 

- HtST @ 10am in Room 0 

PSYC ~3 loam in Room F 
¯ PORT @ loam k~ Room V 

-- ECON @ 10am #~ Roon~ H 

I also emailed all freshman to remind them to complete an online training module required through the Office of Academic Advising. The University will place a 

hold on their account by Feb. 3 that will prevent them from being able to register for Fall if they do not complete the module. The hold will be removed upon 

completion of the module. 

I received travel letter signatures from everyone except: 

Scott J., I found out this week that registration for New Student Orientation will go live on Feb. 12. All incoming students who have been officially admitted may 
register for Orientation at this time. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan NI aloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@email.tmc,e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:07 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

~hve.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.ed~; 

MNoy, Su~n B <sb~nNoy@emml.unc.edw" 

~W: SuMay 2/2 Tutom~g 

~live. unc.edu>: 
~?live unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edw~; 

~live unc.edu>; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:04 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.e&t> 

Sundays tutoring 

Susan, 

I came to LCE for my 11 am tutoring like the sheet said at the stadmm but there was no tutoring for port     at the time and I also checked with the people at the licont desk and they said I 
wasn’t on any list for tutoring for an?- of my classes Just wanted to let you know in case anything came up from this. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:41 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emml.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>;                               ~live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~hve.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> ~live.unc.edu>; )!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~- 

RE: RAMS Module - PLEASE COMPLETE!!’.!! 

Guys, 

Get this done today please. Confirm with me you have completed this, 

Coach 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 5:55 PM 
To-" 

¢¢: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RAMS Module - PLEASE COMPLETE!!!!! 

Hey Guys: 

I hope practice is off to a good start for each of you despite the snow! © 

You should have received an email from Academic Advising last semester that contained the contents below about completing a training module for First Year 

students (R.A.M.S). I lust wanted to remind you all to complete this module as soon as you can if you have not already done so. (Note that this is different than the 

module you completed before coming to UNC in the Fall.) The University will place a hold on your record on February 3rd to prevent you from registering for Fall 

classes until this module is complete. It is my understanding that the module could take up to 20 minutes to complete. Please schedule some time in your day 

to get this done within the next week or so. The link to the module is below entitled First Year RAMS. 

Let me know if you have any questions or if I can help in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Dear First-Year Student, 

The First-Year Registration and Meeting Supplement (RAMS) and Pre-Registration Workshops are now available. In order to register for classes for fall semester 

you will need to do both of the following before April I: 

1. Complete the First Year RAMS 
2. Schedule and attend an __a_p__pointmentwith an academic advisor or -a--~--t--e-~-n-~-d-~~-a-~g~--~---u-~--~-a-~-d-~-v-j--s~[-n-~g~~--w-~-~-~-r~[£s---h--~--~- 

First-Year RAMS 
This module is a guide to course registration, the curriculum, Tar Heel Tracker, academic eligibility rules, and other important topics. Please complete this module 
as soon as you are able. The module should take you around half an hour to complete and it contains quiz questions at the end. To access the module, click here. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:56 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

c~ncellafion 

have to cancel my 7:00 spanish tutoring tonight because of creed. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 9:03 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Cancel 

ASPSA Tutorin, 

Due to Creed tonight at 7pro, I need to cancel my Spanish 

Thanks, 

tutor with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring 

Please let my Econ 

Thankyou 

tutor that I need to cancel my 7 o’clock tutoring session tonight due to CREED. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:19 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel rotor 

H~ 
I need to cancel nay tutor for 7pm tonight due to a mandatoW creed meeting. 
Thanks’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:09 PM 

aspsatutoring@emml.unc.edu.; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Cancel 

I need to cancel my tutor for 7 pm clue to a creed meeting. 

Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmafil.com> 

Monday, 1:32 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic mee’6ng 

Susan, 

I just realized I don’t know exactly where I’m supposed to meet you. "¢~qaere is your office located? 

Thanks, 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 9:25 ~vl, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi’ 
> How- about Tuesday    at 2pm? We also have an Academic Advising team who is specifically working ~vith former student-athletes who are coming back to complete their degrees. I 
would also like for you to arrange a meeting ~vith Assistant Deans Spencer Welborn or Andrea Caldwell Iicom this advising team The?’ can both be reached at 
advisingforstu dentathletesAAP@unc .edu 
> 

> Thanks so much. I look forward to seeing you next week. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Origina[ Message ..... 
> Prom: [mailto: i~maail corn] 
> Sent: Thursday, 6:07 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Re: Academic meeting 
> 

> Great, thank you I will be in Chapel tlill aH next week and can meet aW day after 12:30 so let me know what day works for you and I will be able to meet with you then 
> 

> Thanks, 

> 

>> On at 5:57 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>> Iti 
>> I would be happy to meet with you Are you in Chapel tIill where you could meet some afternoon next week? 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> Susan Maloy 
>> Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor UNC Academic Support Program 
>> for Student-Athletes 
>> 919-962-9892 (office) 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> sbmaloy@emaihunc.edu 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> Froru: ruailto ~gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, 5:30 PM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Subject: Academic meeting 

>> Hi Susan, 

>> My name is             I was a student athlete in the UNC         program in          Coach Fox gave me your contact information because I was interested in setting up a meeting to 
review ray acaderuic standing. I am currently still playing professional        but wanted to look into taking some online courses this year to make some progress toward my degree. I 
understand you are busy but if you have some free time to meet with me in the near future, I would greatly appreciate it. Thanks and hope to hear back from you soon. 

>> Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thanks 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:40 PM 

~Iive.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Cancelation 

I have noted your cancellation. 

Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation emails. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program for S~udenl:-A~:hh~l:es 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Ce~l: 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, ~0:47 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

To whom it may concern, 

i will be missing my Monday tutoring appointment with 

Thanks, 

in room B Span due to Creed at 7:00. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday,                1:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: cancellation 

Thanks 

I have noted your cancellation Please remember to CC ?’our advisor on all cancellation emails 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject:           cancel lation 

12:55 AM 

I ~vill need to cancel my 7 o clock tutor session tomorrow night due to (?REEl). 

Thank you, 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:07 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoriug 

Thanks 

lust to clarify: I have noted your cancellation for TONIGHT 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 
Cell 
~[om: 
Sent: Monday, 11:09 AM 
To: ASPSA TutoHn8 
Cm: Maloy, Susan B 
SubjeCt: Tutorin8 
Please let mv Econ 
Thank Vou 

NOT I’m assuming you just typed the wrong date in the subject line. 

tutor that I need to cancel my 7 o’clock tutoring session tonight due to CREED. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: C~celiug my rotor. 

Thanks 

I have noted your cancellation 
Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation emails 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppurt Prugram ]2~r Student-Ath letes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Monday, 
Tu: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sut~iect: Canceling my tutur. 

11:57 AM 

I need to cancel lay 7:00 tutor fur CREEl) 

Sent li’um my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Baseball <~carolinabaseball@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:55 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

A Note From 

Use Lhis link to view a web version of the email 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:00 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: Travel Letters 

I am done with travel letters!!! 

haha 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:28 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

There were two travel letter sheets and I got the wrong one signed. I’ve talked to my professors though, and I will only be missing one day of class 

anyhow. I will remind them before that date. 

From: Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:38 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: Travel Letters 

What is the deal here? 

Coach 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Date: at 4:34:50 PM EST 

To: "Fox, Mike" <mfax@unc.edu> 

Subject: Travel Letters 

Hey there, 

brought in his Travel Letter signa[ures [oday~ had someone else drop it off to me, and he actually had the professors sign the le[ter 

instead of the Signature Form, which makes me think his professors do not actually have a copy of the letter. We would pre[er the Signature Form, 

but this should work as long as he is sure to remind h~s professors when he is going to be away. 

sam he would bring me h~s signatures tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

SUS~B 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Smdent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (o~ce) 

919-962-8247 

sbmaloy~;email,~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 11:59 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Mrs Susan, I am pinched for time on this one. Could you let my 7 o’clock tutor know that I will be absent today for my Carpe Diem program? 

Thank you so much! 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Friday, 4:19 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu> 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edtr~; Gaiues, Bryant Anthony <bagaiues@email.unc.edw~ 

Weekly Report 

WR    pdf 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report. Over all it was a good week. I have not spoken with              about this yet, but I did just send them a text to inquire about 

their independent hours, did not appear to log any hours this week, and was approximately 35 minutes short. The report shows that he is required 4.5 

hours, but that change is effective for next week, and he was only responsible for 4 hours this week. 

is showing a deficiency in his hours, but I approved that last night when he came in to tell me that he had completed everything pressing for the week. 

The Student-Athlete Career Fair has been changed to Monday at 6:30pro-Spin on the 3rd floor of the LCE. 

Have a great weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., La~’ A, <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Friday, 5:46 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Baseball ~- APR Points 

Susan ~- 
I have been meaning to ask you, mad I AM SURE you axe awaxe of this 

a~nd have gradnated; and will ~aduatc this may/summer 
We cma get back some APR points, co~ect? 
Also, you know            ~aduated ~- did we get amy poin~ back for him? 
~m~ ~-this h~ been on tny ~nind m~d I have been me~ing to YOU~ (Paul can find out later~) 
Have a great weekend[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:08 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Canceling my 8:00 tutor 

To whom it may concern, 

I am requesting to cancel my 8:00 tutor because I am having some relatives in town who would like to take me to dinner. 
I will stay in ibr another hour of independent study in exchange for this tutor session. 
Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:38 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Canceling Iny 8:00 tutor- 

Unfortunately, your email came too late for us to process. Your cancellation was not marked and you were marked with an infraction. 

Please remember our cancellation procedures: 
For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day 
For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day 
For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Ath [etes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 11:08 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Canceling my 8:00 tutor 

To whom it may concern, 

I am requesting to cancel my 8:00 tutor because I am having some relatives in town who would like to take me to dinner. 
I will stay in [’or another hour of independent study in exchange for this tutor session. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;" 

Monday, l 1:00 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu~>: 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edw~; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live. unc.edu-* 

Younk Touy <toms.ount~unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greeuem@e~nail.unc.edu:>; Malo~; Susan B <sbmaJoy@em~il.unc.edu>; 

b~unc.e&~:~ 

HIST Tutor UnavaJ|able 

Student-Athletes, 
, your HIST tutor, is unavailable tonight. Your sessions tonight have been cancelled. Please contact your advisor if this causes an issue for you. 

Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

tJ NC Academic Support Program ~or Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:[ 9.4:~43-.2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arendas, Dave <arendas@nnc.edu> 

Monday, 12:34 PM 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: List of Managers - Priority RegiS_ration 

Hey Susan .... 

Dave 

return, graduates...tha~lks do lbllowing up 

........ Original message ........ 
Froln: "Malay; Susan B" 

Date:          12:28 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Arendas, Dave" ,"Fox, Mike" 

Subject: RE: Lisl of Managers - Priori .ty Regislrat~on 

Hi Dave, 

Do you know if these same managers will be returning in the fall and will be in need of priority registration? Or do you know of any other managers who will be in 

need of priority registration in the Fall? 

Thanks, 

F~m= Arendas, Dave 
8ent~ ~riday, 12:04 PM 
Te~ Fox, Nike 
~¢~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: List of Nanagers - Prbri~ Registration 

Hey Susan, 

Here ~s the h~format~on for our student managers: 

That should be everyone._ 

Dave 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 11:28 AM 

To: Arendas, Dave 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: List of Managers - Priority Registration 

Dave, 

Handle this please 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:57 AM 
To: Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott C; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Forbes, Scott 
Subject: List of Managers - Priority Registration 

Hi Coaches, 

I am on a bit of a time crunch with this request. Can you tell me which managers should be submitted for Priority Registration for the Spring term? We are 

compiling our application for the committee review now. if you could provide me with their full name and PID # that would be great. 

The list below are all of the players who will be submitted for priority registration as well. Please take a quick glance and let me know if anyone appears to be 

missing.              . 



Thank you for your help, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[YNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ofl]ce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: IMI~)RTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

I will check. Are we looking for another ti~ne tomorrow or another day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:07 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,,(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

I hope you had a nice weekend. 

An academic warning note was recorded in Advisor Notes in ConnectCarolina for your COMM class. See the note below in italics. 

Academic Progress Report J:or COMM    INTRO INTERPER/ORG COMMAcademic Progress Report reasons: Immediate Action Suggested and General 

Concern 

Please reach out to your professor right away to find out what is going on, and let me know what you find out as soon as you can. 

On another note, I need to rescheduie our meeting tomorrow. When would be another time during the week when you could meet? 

Thanks and hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaJ os@email.m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday 3:02 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Suuday Schedule Change- 

There have been some changes to your tutoring schedule -You will still meet with 

You will meet with ~ 7pm for HIST 

You will meet with @ 8pm for MUSC 

Please see your advisor if you have any further questions. 

Assistan[: Tutorial CoordinatoriAcad~:_~n’fic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Stude~t-Ad~letes 

Office: 9I 9-8~3-2328 

Cell: 

, but the times will now be swapped. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 3:41 PM 

Johnson, Shelley tt <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Gaines, Brymat Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Malce up for missed rising st~xs 

Shelley, 

Here are a few of the points I came up with after watching the video of Anson’s ant speech 
Points throughout speech: 
1. Jescribes confidence as a key factor in her success here at UNC. 
2. An son spoke of       excellent leadership skills and how by her senior year she ~vould ask players to fix their mistakes during games and if they did not do these she would raise her 
voice and request to the coach for them to be taken out of the game. 
3. When      :alks about her transition as a leader she describes being a captain or a leader as a person who is in the position of trying to get the best out of her teammates. 

will also not be able to attent tonight’s rising stars because I have an extremely busy school week with multiple tests and a paper and need to attend all of my tutors tonight ~[~you are able 
to I would like to reschedule so that we can have a make-up session. I am available ]VP&~F from 8-930 and 12-1 and T,~I]a from 11-1 or awtime after 5 on Tuesday and Wednesday Please let 
me know if any of these times work for you so that I do not receive another une×cused absence and can continue in the rising stars program 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:46 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Academic Progress Report - SPAN 

Hi 

I noticed an Academic Progress Report recorded in Advisor Notes for you pertaining to your SPAN class. See the note below in italics. 

Academic Progress Report for SPAN    INTERMEDIATE SPANISH IAcademic Progress Report reasons: Quiz/Examination Performance and Class Participation 

It is difficult to tell with this message if this is a positive or negative report. Please reach out to your SPAN professor to inquire about this report and let me know 

what you find out. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Malay 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stt~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email.tmc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 3:50 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: IM1K)RTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

Wednesday @ 10 1 can do 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 3:38 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaJov(d~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will not be in the office until 1pro on Thursday. Can you m~-:~et: Wednesday 9:30--1Iam or ~2:30pm or r:riday mornh~g any t:~me after ~0:30am? 

Sent: Monday, 3:37 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bje~t: Re: IMPORTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

How is Thursday &~? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:22 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Either Wednesday or Friday rnorning or Thursday afternoon. 

Susan 

Sent: Monday, 2:54 PM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: [NPORTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Neeting 

I will check. Are we lookin8 for another t~me tomorrow or another day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:07 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

I hope you had a nice weekend. 

An academic warning note was recorded in Advisor Notes in ConnectCarolina for your COMM class. See the note below 

in italics. 

Acodemic Progress Report for COMM    INTRO INTERPER/ORG COMMAcodemic Progress Report reosons: Immediote Action 

Suggested ond General Concern 

Please reach out to your professor right away to find out what is going on, and let me know what you find out as soon as you 

can. 

On another note, I need to reschedule our meeting tomorrow. When would be another time during the week when you 

could meet? 

Thanks and hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(c-~email.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:03 PM 

~live. unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtc 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tutor Cm~celation Policy 

Student Tutor Agreement.docx 

~live.unc.edtr~; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>: ....... ~live.unc.edtr~; 

~live.~mc.edtr~; ~)live. unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~)live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edtc,; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Hi Everyone, 

With our competition season about to begin and the need to cancel a tutor session due to competition and travel may be a possibility, I thought it might be a good 

ides to remind everyone of the tutor cancelation policy in order to avoid academic infractions. 

Remember that tutor sessions should not be canceled beyond special circumstances, i.e. team competition and travel, CREED, and Rising Stars, etc. At the same 

time, please know that YOU are responsible for canceling your sessions when you are required to attend CREED, competition, etc. The cancelation process is as 

follows: 

For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

In order to cancel an appointment, please send an email to ASPSATutoring@unc.edu and copy (CC) me as well (sbmaloy~ernail.unc.edu). As all cancellations 

outside of team travel and competition must be approved through me BEFORE being emailed to the tutorial staff. In your cancelation email remember to include 

the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for cancellation. 

Let me know if you have any questions at all, and we can talk through the process as necessary. Each of you signed the attached Student Tutor Usage Agreement in 

the beginning of the Fall, but I thought it would be good for you to review it once again. 

I know you are all anxious for the opening series this weekend. I am excited for you! Good luck this weekend! Play hard and have fun! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:19 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Class Schedule 

Hi 

I am on]g in 12 hours this semester, ] a~’n in 6 hours for economics a[~d 6 hotJrs for busk~ess. Will this catJse f)roblen~s? 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :tO: J.8 AM 
To: 
Subject: Your Class Schedule 

Hi 

Will you be registering for 2 more rood classes this semester so that you will have 9 BUSI hours all together this semester? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa2;) 

sbmalo’~,(~)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:31 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Class Schedule 

I take    the first half of the semester and    the next half of the semester~ They are both :L5 hour classes that add up to :l semester 3 hour class. So, I’m in a total 

of 6 busi hours right now for this semester. I probably could register for 2 more roods but it will be extremely hard to work it in. What requirement is that again? ls 

l:hat for the school or for ncaa? Is ~1: for a major or for ~ust s~mp~y towards gradua~:~on? i’m confused~ Thanks [or the ema~l Susan~ 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:23 AM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Your Class Schedule 

Since you only had 9 BLJSI hours lasl: semester, you need 9 BUSt hours this semester to meet the 18 hour requirernent, is ~t ew~n possiMe for you to register for 2 

more roods for the second haft o~: d~e sernes~er at this point? 

How is BUS~ and set up? Are you ~n one now and the other ~n the 2nd haft of the term? 

Susan 

Sent= Tuesday, ~0:~9 AM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Your Class Schedule 

Hi Susan, 

~ am only h~ t2 hours tMs semester, ~ sm h~ 6 hours for economics and 6 hours for bus~ness. WN this cause proMems? 

Best, 

From= Maloy, Susan B [._t!)_a__[L~__o_Ls__b____m___a_!_o__y_,@__e_t_n___a_!J_#__t)_c__#_~!~] 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:18 AM 
To= 
Subject: Your Class Schedule 

Hi 

Will you be registering for 2 more rood classes this semester so that you will have 9 BUSI hours all together this semester? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:32 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Class Schedule 

If it helps, I am a double major? 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 10:23 AM 
To: 
Subject-" RE: Your Class Schedule 

Since you only had 9 BUSI hours last semester, you need 9 BUS~ hours this semester to meeL the 18 hour requireme~L. ~s ~t even possiMe for you to register’ for 2 

more roods ~:or the second half of the semester a[ this point? 

How is BUS~ and se~: u~? Are Vou ~n one now and the other ~n the 2nd h~f o[ ~:he term? 

Susan 

Sent; Tuesday, $0:~9 AN 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= ~E: Your Class Schedule 

~ am orfly ~n I2 hours ~:h~s semester, t am ~n (5 hours for economics and 6 hours for busk~ess W~ this cause proMems? 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, i0:18 AM 
To; 
Subject; Your Class Schedule 

Hi 

Will you be registering for 2 more rood classes this semester so that you will have 9 BUSI hours all together this semester? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:39 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Class Schedule 

Alright that sounds good, but I talked to someone in the advising offices on campus who indicated that splitting it would work also if I was a double major. I am on 

track to graduate a semester early and have not failed a class yet, so would they penalize me for th~s? A~so, I was p~anning on takh~g a class k~ the summer for my 

bus~ ma~or. lh~s wouldn’t count I’m assuming? 

Thanks Susan[ 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:36 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

~’he rule is the I8 hour rule h:~r the NCAA where you must pass 18 hours toward your degree between ~:a~l and Spring combined. The issue with BUS~ ~s ~:hat BUSf ~s a 

BS degree and ECON is a BA degree. So you have to take courses toward one degree or the other ~n order to ap#y the ~8 hour ru~e. We wi~ discuss w~th the 

Registrars Office to see what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Se~t: Tuesday, ~0:32 AM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 
if it helps, ~ am a double major? 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, ~0:23 AM 
To: 
Subject~ RE: Your Class Schedule 

Skate you only had 9 BUS[ hours ]as[ semester, you need 9 BUS] hours this semester to rneet the ~8 hour requirement. Is ~t even possible for you to register for 2 

more roods for the second hNf of [he sernes[er at this point? 

How is BUS~ set up? Are you ~n one now and the other ~n the 2nd haft of the termP 

S u S a ~ 

Seat= Tuesday, $0:$9 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bjeCt= £E: Your Class Schedule 

Hi Susan, 

f am only ~n $2 hours th~s sen]ester, ~ am ~n 6 hours for economics and 6 hours for business. W~[ this cause problems? 

Best, 

Benton 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbma~og@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday,               ~0:18 AN 

Su~ject~ Your Class Schedule 

~i Benton, 

Will you be registering for 2 more rood classes this semester so that you will have 9 BUSI hours al~ together this semester? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~emic Counselor 

~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (otlice) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(t~emaJl, unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Class Schedule 

Sounds good, thanks so much Susan. Appreciate the concern, hopefub/we can get this resolved sooner than later! Worst case scenario what happens out of 

curiosity? 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ::[0:42 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 
I think an NCAA waiver would be approved given your academic record, but we would just have to indicate why you were not in 9 BUSI this semester to begin with. 

[et’s stay ~n touch on this. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Seat= Tuesday, $0:39 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Sabject= RE: Your Class Schedule 

A~rish[ [hat sounds good, but ~ talked to someone in d~e ad~sb~8 offices on campus who indicated that splittin8 it wouh~ wod~ a~so if ~ was a douMe ma~or. ~ am on 

Lrack to graduate a semester early and have no[ [a~led a class yet, so wouh~ they penMize me for th~s? A~so, I was p~anning on taking a class ~n [he summer for my 

bus~ major. TMs wouMn’t count I’m assuming? 

Thanks Susan~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               20:36 AM 

Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 
The rule is the ~_8 hour rule for the NCAA where you must pass 28 hours toward your degree between Fa~l and Spring combined. The issue with 8US~ is 

55 de~ree and ECON is a £A ~egree~ So you have to take courses toward one ~egree o~ the other ~n order to apply th~ ~].8 hour ru~e. W~ wN discuss w~th 

Registrars Office to see what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, 20:32 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 
~f it h~10s, ~ am a double major? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 20:23 AM 

Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

S~nce you only had 9 ~US~ hours ~ast semestec you need 9 BUS~ hours this semester to meet the :].8 hour requirement. ~s ~t even possiMe for you to register for 2 

more roods for the second half of the semester at this point? 

How is BUS~ seL up? Are you ~n one now and the other ~n the 2nd half oF Lhe term? 

Susan 

Seat= Tuesday, $0:$9 AM 
To; Naloy, Susan B 
Sabject= RE: Your Class Schedule 

Hi Susan, 

~ am orfly #~ $2 hours LMs semester, ~ sm b~ 6 hours for economics and 6 hours fo~ bus~ness~ W~I this cause proMems? 

Best, 

Benton 

~mm= Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaby@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday,               $0:$8 AN 

Sabject= Your Class Schedule 

Hi 

Will you be resisterin~ for 2 more rood classes this semester so that you will have 9 BUSI hours all tosether this semester? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sbmaloy~emNLunc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Class Schedule 

Understood~ I dropped it because I always take :1.2 hours during the spring because of my difficult course load, I am taking all 4 and 5 and 5 hundred level classes 

which are all rigorous and 15 hours isn’t manageable for 2 degrees in seasom I dropped it after the first class during the second week of school. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, IO: 50 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 
Unless there is a new rule change that I am not aware of, we would have to declare you h~el~g~ble and submit an NCAA Progress Toward Degree Waiver to waive 

the I8 hour ru~e~ Can you te~ me when and why you dropped BUS~    ~ 

Tha~ks, 

Susan 

F~m: 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:43 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

Sounds good, ~:hard~s so much Susan. Appreda~:e the concern, hopefully we can get this resolved sooner than later! Worst case scenario what happens ou[: o~ 

curk)s~ty? 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :10:42 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

f think an NCA~ waiw:,r would be ap~roved giw-:m your academic record, but we would just haw:_~ to indicate why you were not in 9 BU5~ this semester to begin with. 

Let’s stay ~n touch on this. 

Thanks, 

Se~t~ Tuesday, ~0:39 AM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject~ RE: Your Class Schedule 

A~right that sounds good, but ~ taH<ed to someone in the adv~sb~g off:ices on campus who indicated ths[ spHttin~ it would work abo if~ was a douMe major. ~ am on 

trsck to graduate a semester eaHy and have not fa~ed s class yeL so would they penalize me for tMs? A]so~ I was p~anning on taMng a class ~n the summer for my 

bus~ major, Th~s wouMn’t count I’m assuming? 

Thanks Susanl 

From: Maloy, Susan B [E~__a__[L~9_Ls__b____m___a_!_9_y_,@__e_t_n___ajJ_#__t~__c__#_~!_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:36 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

The rule is the 18 hour rule for the NCAA where you must pass :].8 hours toward your degree between Fall and Spring combined. The issue with BUSI ix that BUSI is a 

BS degree and ECC)N is a BA degree. So you have ~:o ~:ake courses toward one degree or the other in order to apply the _[8 hour rule We will discuss with the 

Registrars C)~fice to see what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:32 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

It: it helps, I am a double major? 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :[0:23 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

Since you only had 9 BUSt hours last semester, you need 9 BUSI hours this semester to mee~: the 18 hour requiremenL Is it even ~x)ssible for you to register for 2 

more roods [or ~he second hail of the semester a~: this point? 

How is BUSI            set up? Are you ~n one now and the other ~n [he 2r~d half of the term? 

Se~t~ Tuesday, ~0:[9 AM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject~ RE: Your Class Schedule 

Hi Susan, 

~ am only ~n I2 hours th~s semester, ~ am in 6 hours for economics and 6 hours for bus~ness~ W~]I this cause problems? 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [t_n___aj!_t_9_Ls___b___m___aJ__o_y_@__e_rj__~_a__[!,_~_n___c_,__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10::t8 AN 
T~: 
Subject: Your Class Schedule 



Hi 
Will you be registering for 2 more mod classes this semester so that you will have 9 BUSI hours all together this semester? 
Please let me know as soon as you can. 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooMinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Snpport Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~;email a~nc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:41 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

- Eligibility 

Hey Mike, 

I wanted to make you aware of an eligibility matter for that will come up at the end of this semester. In review of his course schedule for this semester, 

even though he is a double major, it appears that he is only enrolled in 6 hours toward this BS degree in In the Fall, he completed 9 hours toward his BS 

degree in        . With this said, he will be 3 hours short of the 18 hour rule. He was enrolled in 9 degree applicable hours at the beginning of the term, but 

dropped one of the courses so that he would not have such a heavy load of 400 level courses while in season. Brent and I have reviewed this with the Registrars 

Office and have brought Lance in Compliance into the loop today as well. 

what NCAA Progress Toward Degree Waivers are for. With his incredibly strong academic record and the precedent of an almost identical case last summer, this 

should pass through the NCAA without a problem. But we won’t be able to file the waiver until this summer when we have spring grades on record. 

I know this is not the kind of news that you want to hear, but I really am not concerned about how this will play out and it certainly has no effect on his eligibility 

for this season. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

IfNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email.tmc,edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:45 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Class Schedule 

I will inquire about this but at the same time may not think this is the wisest decision because it will be a LOT of work to put on myself at a key point in the season. 

If at all possible, avoiding this would be great but 1 understand that if no other work arounds exist that ~ must do what I have to 

Thanks so much~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:14 AM 
To’. 
Subject: Re: Your Class Schedule 

Hi 

I woke up this morning continuing to try to think of a solution. I actually would like you to inquire about adding 2 more mods for a total of 3 hours. Since we are still 

in a drop period (last day is Mar. 5), you could drop one of your ECON classes if you are able to add 2 degree applicable BUSI mods. That way you would still have 12 

hours, which would include the 9 BUSI hours that you need to meet the 18 hour rule. 

So please inquire through the B School if it is even possible to add at this point. Don’t make any schedule changes yet. But let me know what you learn and we will 

discuss a plan further. If this is all possible, it seems to me that we would not be in need of a waiver at all for next Fall. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:53 PM, i)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Understood. i dropped it because I always take :1.2 hours during the spring because of my difficult course load. 1 am taking all 4 and 5 and 6 hundred 

lew:,l classes whk:h are a~ rigorous and ].S hours ~sn’t manageable for 2 degrees h~ season, t dropped ~t after the first class during ~:he second week of 

school 

From: IVlaloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:50 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 
U nh:_~’.a; th~-:~re is a new rule change that lain not aware o[, we wouk~ haw~ to declare you ~nelig~ble and submit an NCAA ~’rogress roward Degree 

Waiver to wNve the 18 hour ru~e. Can you tel~ me when and why you dropped BUSI ? 

Thanks, 

SUS~ 

Sent: Tuesday 10:43 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 
Sounds good, thanks so much Susan. Appreciate the concern, hopefuliy we can get this reso[ved sooner than islet! Worst case scenario what happens 

out of curiosity? 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:42 AN 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 
I think an NCAA waiver would be approved given your academic record, but we would just have Lo indicate why you were not in 9 BUS~ this semester 

to beg~n with. Let’s stay in touch on th~s. 

Thanks, 

Susa~ 

~ent= Tuesday, ~0:39 AM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
~bject= RE: Your Class Schedule 
AIr~ght that sounds good, but I t~lked to someone ~n the advising offices on campus who indicated that splitting k wouM work also ~f I was a double 

major, f am on trad~ ~:o graduate a semester early and haw~ not failed a class yet, so would ~:hey penalize me for l:h~s? Also, f was planning on ~a]dng a 

class hi the summer for mv busi major. This wouldr~’[: cou[~[: ~"m assumk~g) 

Thanks 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:36 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 
The rule is the :].8 hour rule for the NCAA where you must pass ~.8 hours toward your degree between Fa~ and Sprk~g combined. The ~ssue w~th BUS~ ~s 

thai BUS] ~s s BS de~ree and ECON is a BA degree. So you have to take courses toward one de~ree or the other in order [o apply the ~8 hour rule. We 

will discuss with the Registrars O~:fice to see what our options are. 

Thin, ks, 

Susan 

Sent= Tuesday, 20:32 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 



Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

If it helps~ 1 am a double major? 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:23 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

Since you only had 9 BUS~ hours ~ast ~eme~ter~ you need 9 BUSI hours th~ semester to meet the I8 hour requirement. 13 ~ eve~ possible for you to 

register for 2 more mods for the second half of the semester at th~s point? 

How is tUSt set up? Are you in one now a~d ~:he other m the ]ind hall of the term? 
SusaR 

gen~ Tuesda~ ~0:~9 A~ 
To~ ~alo~, Susan B 
g~je~ RE: Your Class Schedule 

H~ Susan, 

I ~m only in Z2 hours thb semester, I arn ~n 6 hours for economics and ~ hours for business. Wil~ this cause problems? 

test, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:18 AM 
To: tbmoss3 
Subject: Your Class Schedule 

Hi 

Will you be registering for 2 more rood classes this semester so that you will have 9 BUSI hours all together this semester? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~email.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                2:34 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr~;                      ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>: ~live.unc.edu~; ~live.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> @live.unc.edu; ~}live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ~!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~}live.unc.edu> 
....... ~live.unc.edu~; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edtc,; 

~live .tmc.edu~; ~live .unc .edu~; ~live .unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu~ 

" "    "_(~live.unc.edu>                              "_(~live.unc.edu~; ’                            ~live.unc.edu;~; 

,~live.unc.edu>;                              ~live.unc.edu-~;                     ~live.unc.edu> 

Fo~ Mike <mtbx@unc.edtr~; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@m~c.edtr~; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Gaines, B~mat Anthony 

<bagaJmes@email.unc.edu-~ 

Loudennilk - CLOSED Due to Adverse Weather 

Hey Everyone, 

As you probably expected, the Loudermilk Academic Center is closed effective immediately today (Wednesday, 2/~2) throush :Ham tomorrow due to inclement 

weather. All tutorins, study hall, and athletic counselor sessions scheduled between now and i:lam on Thursday (2/:13) are cancelled. I will send a separate email 

resardin~ the plan for tomorrow evenins. Stay tuned and let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:10 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Class Schedule 

If J dropped one econ class I would still have to add 2 additional classes for a net equivalent of 15 hours of BUSI!ECON work in season, which would be tough (I did 

tills last fall and it was very, very tough), I’ll let you know when I hear back from them! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:48 PM 
To’, 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

Even if you dropped one of your ECON classes to reduce your load after adding the roods? Regardless, it would be good to know ~f ~t ~s even an option to add at this 

point. Let me ~now what you Find out. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent~ Wednesday, 12:45 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Your Class Schedule 

~ wH~ mqu~re about tMs but at the same tm~e may no~: think th~s ~s ~:he w~sest decbkx~ because ~t w~H be a LOT or work to put on myself at a ~ey point in ~:he season. 

~[: at a~l poss~Me, avoiding this would be great but I understand that H: no od~er work arounds exist ths~ I rnust do what I have to 

Th an ks so m uch [ 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:14 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Your Class Schedule 

Hi 

I woke up this morning continuing: to try to think of a solution. I actually would like you to inquire about adding 2 more roods for a total of 3 hours. Since we are still 

in a drop period (last day is       , you could drop one of your ECON classes if you are able to add 2 degree applicable BUSI mods. That way you would still have 12 

hours, which would include the 9 BUSI hours that you need to meet the 18 hour rule. 

So please inquire through the B School if it is even possible to add at this point. Don’t make any schedule changes yet. But let me know what you learn and we will 

discuss a plan further. If this is all possible, it seems to me that we would not be in need of a waiver at all for next Fall. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:53 PM, ~[[_v_.e_._u__~)_c_:_e_._d_..u_> wrote: 

Understood. I dropped it because I always take 12 hours during the spring because of rny difficult course load. I am taking all 4 and 5 and 6 hundred 

level classes which are all rigorous and :15 hour’s isn’t manageable for 2 degrees in season. I dropped ~t after the first class during d~e second week of 

school 

From: Maloy, Susan B [Ln___a_jJ_t__o__Ls___b_g]_a__[_o_~_@_e____m___a_!L_u___n__c_=e__d___u_] 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:50 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

Unless there is a new rule change that I am not aware of, we would have to declare you ineligible and submit an NCAA Progress Toward Degree 

Waiver to waive the 18 hour rule. Can you tell me when and why you dropped BUSI ? 

Thanl~s, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:43 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

~ounds good, ~:har~ks so nlucb Susan .~pprecia~:e ~:he co[?c~:~rn, hope[ull~/we can gl:_!t this resolv~:~d soo[?er [:han lat~:~[! \,~’ors[: cas~:~ scenark) w]la[ happy?ha 

our: of curk~s~[:y? 

From: IVlaloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, .10:42 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Class Schedule 

t thinl~ an N(:AA waiw:’r would be approved giw~m your academic record, but we would just haw~ to indicate why you were not in 9 BUS~ this semester 

to begin with. [.e(s sta ~in touch on tb~s 

Thanks, 

~en~ Tuesda~ ~0:39 A~ 

To: Malo~, Susan B 
g~je~ RE: Your Class Schedule 

Aldght tha~ sounds good, but I ~alked to sonleone ~n the advising o~:fices on canlpus who indicated that splitting ~t wouM work also ~f I was a douMe 



ma))r, f am on tracl~ I:o graduab-:~ a semesb-:~r early and haw-:~ not failed a class yet, so woukt ~:hey penalize me for this? Also, f was planning on [airing a 

class in the summer for my busi major. This wouldn’L counL I’m assuming? 

Thanks Susan! 

From= Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday,               $0:36 AlVl 

Subject= RE: Your Class Schedule 
The rule is the :18 hour rule for the NCAA where you must pass :18 hours toward your desree between Fall and Spdn~ comMned. The ~ssue w~th BUSI ~s 

that BUS~ ~s a BS de~ree and ECON is a BA de~ree. So you have to take courses toward one de~ree or the other ~n order to apply the t8 hour rule. We 

will discuss with the Registrars Office to see what our options are. 

Se~t= Tuesday, $0:32 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Sabject= RE: Your Class Schedule 
~f k he~ps, ~ sm a douMe major? 

~= Naloy, Susan B [mai~to:sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu] 
$eat= Tuesday, $0:23 AN 
Te 
$abject= RE: Your Class Schedule 

Sh~ce you only had 9 BUS~ hours ~sst semester, yo~ need £ BUSI hours th~s semester to meet the I8 hour ~eq~rement. Is ~t even possible for you to 

resister for 2 more mods for the second half of the semester at this point? 

How h~ BUSt 404 and 8(}~ set up? Are you in one now and ~:he other m the 2nd hal~ of the term? 

Susa~ 

Sent~ Tuesday, 10:19 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Your Class Schedule 

H~ Susan, 

~ sm only in ~2 hours tMs semester, I arn ~n 6 hours fo~ economics and ~ hours for b~siness. W~I~ this cause proNems? 

~eSt, 

From= Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:$8 AM 
To= 
Subject= Your Class Schedule 

Will you be registering for 2 more rood classes this semester so that you will have 9 BUSI hours all together this semester? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~f~email.unc.edu 



From: Fox, Mike <mfo\@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:15 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE - EligibiliN 

Susan, 

We should not ask to sign up for classes second half of the semester. He told me that you all are suggesting this? 

He should not have to do this and does not want to do it. This was not his doing and he does not want to add classes during the season 

and the most important time of his career. 

We will need to talk 

M~ke 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:41 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: - Eligibility 

Hey Mike, 

I wanted to make you aware of an eligibility matter for       that will come up at the end of this semester. In review of his course schedule for this semester, 

even though he is a double major, it appears that he is only enrolled in 6 hours toward this BS degree in        . In the Fall, he completed 9 hours toward his BS 

degree in         With this said, he will be 3 hours short of the :18 hour rule. He was enrolled in 9 degree applicable hours at the beginning of the term, but 

dropped one of the courses so that he would not have such a heavy load of 400 level courses while in season. Brent and I have reviewed this with the Registrars 

Office and have brought Lance in Compliance into the loop today as well. I have talked with       a few times today as well. I told him not to worry, that this is 

what NCAA Progress Toward Degree Waivers are for. With his incredibly strong academic record and the precedent of an almost identical case last summer, this 

should pass through the NCAA without a problem. But we won’t be able to file the waiver until this summer when we have spring grades on record. 

I know this is not the kind of news that you want to hear, but I really am not concerned about how this will play out and it certainly has no effect on his eligibility 

for this season. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fa~x) 

sbnmloy’,~!emaJd.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday 11:00 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Caucellations 

I will need to cancel my tutor sessions on Sunday evening at 7 and 8 o clock and Monday at 7 and 8 o clock due to our schedule change, we are traveling 

to College of Charleston this weekend. We play on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. Do I still need to make this up with four additional independent hours? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.nnc.edu;, 

Thursday, 1:02 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

M~Joy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutors Sunday, Monday 

Need to cancel my tutors for Suaaday and Monday due to games 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:56 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor cancellations 

My name is 

Thanks, 

and I am requesting my Monday tutoring to be cancelled (Econ at 8pm and math at 9pm) clue to our travels to South Carolina. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:13 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Cancellation 

I am going to have to cancel my sunday and monday tutoring because i will not be in town. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday and Monday nights tutoring. 

I will not be able to attend my Sunday nights tutoring with 
travel schedule 

Thanks, 

for guided study or my Monday night tutoring for guided study, stor or port due to games this weekend and out 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday 12:23 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Exam 1 

My professor emailed Kyln instead of you, what should I do? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Rim A Balaban <balabanr$~emaAl.unc.edu> 

Date: at 12:09:51 PM EST 

Cc: ’ ~i~live.unc.e&~>, "Orr, Kym N" <orr(c~email.anc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Exam 1 

Kym, 

Because classes were cancelled today, I rescheduled ~ny ECON    exam for Monday,                       will be unable to attend b/c he will be 

in             with the       team. Can you please let me know if there is somebody who can proctor his exam from 10:00am- 10:50am? If not, 

then I roll add the weight of this exam onto his final exam. 

Thanks for your assisIance. 

Rita Balaban 

On 3:05 PM, wrote: 

Professor Balaban, 

My name is          and I am in your Econ    10AM class. Due to the weather, the       team will be traveling to the 

tomorrow and roll be returning late Monday night. If classes are cancelled and the exam is pushed to Monday, I will not be able 

to attend class and take the extort. Will I be able to take that test or will my fi~ture exams carry, more weight? Thanks for you time and 

understa~ding, I look fola~-ard to hearing your response. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:30 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancelling tutors 

I need to cancel nay tutors for Sunday and Monday night due to competition. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:31 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

H~ 
Due to the baseball team traveling I will not be able to attend tutoring sessions on Sunday and Monday evenings 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~:05 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbnMoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Proctor Exam For and 

I would be willing to have the exam proctored by an academic advisor at      However, I really prefer that. and    take the exam together at 10am wNch 

coincides with the same lime as the class. I’m womed about them communicating exam content to each other and to their peers via cell phone, computer, etc. If this 

request cannot be respected, then the weight of the exam can be transferred to their final exam. I do not give make-up exams b/c it takes me about 4 hours to write 

each one. 

BesL 

Rita BaJabaJ~ 

On 1:39 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Hi Professor Balaban, 

One of my students, , forwarded your email below to me. I believe , another one of my students, is in your class as well. 

According to Kym Orr, it is my understanding that you were working with him on a similar issue with one of his students. If I am able to reach an 

academic counselor at the                    , would you be willing to email the exam to them to have it proctored? Also,    will be busy with 

pregame activities at lOam Monday morning, would you object to the test being administered at 8am on Monday morning instead? Unfortunately this 

weather has really caused some unplanned consequences for the team. These games were supposed to be played here this weekend, and 

they were not supposed to miss class on Monday. 

Thank you so much for your help. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan B. Maloy 

Kym, 

Because classes were cancelled today, I rescheduled my ECON    exam for Monday,                        will be unable to attend b!c he will be 

in              with the        team. Can you please let me know if there is somebody who can proctor his exam from ~.O:OOam-lO:5Oam? If not, 

then I will add the weight of this exam onto his final exam. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

Rita Balaban 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbrnaloy@email.unc.cdu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday 2:47 PM 

tillerk@cotE.edu 

UNC Baseball - Exam Proctor 

Hi Kate, 

I have confirmed with our Head Baseball Coach, Mike Fox, that the two students, and , will take the ECON exam at loam on Monday 

morning. I have emailed the professor, Rita Balaban, to provide her with your email address so that she can send you the exam. 

The team is staying at the Hampton Inn and Suites. 

678 Citadel Haven Dr. 

Charleston, SC 29414 

They will plan to meet you at 9:45am in the lobby, and you can then proceed to the meeting room to begin the exam at loam. The professor does not want them to 

take the exam any earlier than loam. 

I can’t tell you how much I appreciate your help with this. The fact that you are willing to go to their hotel has made all the difference with setting this up. Thank 

you thank you. Feel free to call me this weekend if there is anything else that you need. 

If we can ever be of assistance to you all in the future, please don’t hesitate to call on us. 

Thanks so much once again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(tbemail, mac.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tiller, Kate Bradley---qTillerK@cofc.e&~> 

Friday, 3:07 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbm~3oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Baseball - Exam Proctor 

I’m sorry I missed VeLar call! This all sounds great. 1’11 be at the hotel at 9:45 for the exam at 10:00. Also, Iql let you know when I get the exam from Professor 

Balaban; t ~mow that:’s the next thing ~’d be worried about~ 

Best, 

Kate 

Kate B. Jilter, MPA 

Learning Specialist 

College of Charleston 

TD Arena, Room 

P: 84~953.3660 

C: 

E~m= Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t= Friday, 2:47 PM 
To= Tiller, Ka~ Bradley 
S~bject= UNC Baseball- Exam Proctor 

Hi Kate, 

I have confirmed with our Head Baseball Coach, Mike Fox, that the two students, and will take the ECON : exam at loam on Monday 

morning. I have emailed the professor, Rita Balaban, to provide her with your email address so that she can send you the exam. 

The team is staying at the Hampton Inn and Suites. 

678 Citadel Haven Dr. 

Charleston, SC 29414 

They will plan to meet you at 9:4Sam in the lobby, and you can then proceed to the meeting room to begin the exam at lOam. The professor does not want them to 

take the exam any earlier than lOam. 

I can’t tell you how much I appreciate your help with this. The fact that you are willing to go to their hotel has made all the difference with setting this up. Thank 

you thank you. Feel free to call me this weekend if there is anything else that you need. 

If we can ever be of assistance to you all in the future, please don’t hesitate to call on us. 

Thanks so much once again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~emic Counsdor 

L~C Academic Suppo~ Program £or S~dont-AtMctes 

9 ] 9-962-9892 

9 ] 9- 962- 9247 

sbma]oy(~emaJ], uric 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tiller, Kate Bradley <TillerK@cofc.edu> 

Friday, 3:57 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Baseball - Exam Proctor 

My FAR happened to be sitting in my office and is going to get me some scantron sheets for Monday. Would the professor then just want me to seal them up in an 

envelope and return with a coach? 

- K a t ~-’_! 

KaEe B. Tiller, MPA 

Lemn~ng Speda~fst 

College of Charleston 

TD Arena, Room fl126 

P: 843.953.3660 

C: 

Col(2 "07 and "20 

F~m~ Nalog, Susan B [ma~]to:sbmalog@ema~l.unc.edu] 

Senti Friday, 3:36 PM 
To= Tiller, Ka~ Bradley 
Subject~ Re: UNC Baseball- Exam Proctor 
Thank you Kate. Would you by chance have scantron sheets? I am doubtin~ the Buys came prepared with scantrons. 

Thank you a~ain, 

SusaR 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:10 PM, "Tiller, Kate Bradley" <TillerK@cofc.edu> wrote: 

I’m sorry I missed your call! This all sounds great. I’ft be at the hotel at 9:45 for the exam a[ :10:00. Also, I’ll let you know when I get the exam from 

Professor galaban; I know that’s the next thing Fd be worried about! 

Best, 

Kate 

Kate g. Tiller, MPA 

Learnfng Spedalist 

College of Charieston 

TD Arena, Room #:L26 

P: 843.953.-3660 

C: 

Fr~: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Friday, 2:4-7 PN 
Te: Tiller, Kate Bradley 
S~bject: UNC Baseball- Exam Proctor 

Hi Kate, 

I have confirmed with our Head Baseball Coach, Mike Fox, that the two students, and , will take the ECON exam at :lOam on 

Monday morning. I have emailed the professor, Rita Balaban, to provide her with your email address so that she can send you the exam. 

The team is staying at the Hampton Inn and Suites. 

678 Citadel Haven Dr. 

Charleston, SC 294:14 

They will plan to meet you at 9:45am in the lobby, and you can then proceed to the meeting room to begin the exam at :10am. The professor does not 

want them to take the exam any earlier than loam. 

I can’t tell you how much I appreciate your help with this. The fact that you are willing to go to their hotel has made all the difference with setting this 

up. Thank you thank you. Feel free to call me this weekend if there is anything else that you need. 

If we can ever be of assistance to you all in the future, please don’t hesitate to call on us. 

Thanks so much once again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tiller, Kate Bradley---q]llerK@cofc.e&~> 

Friday 6:25 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Baseball - Exam Proctor 

Of course. I can do that! 

- Kate 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:27 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbnmloy(d~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you to your FAR. You a]l have been mn~ing’. ! 

I fl~ink the prof would still pret~r the test aM original be mmled if you don’t mind. 

Thm~k you agaAn, 

Susan 

Sere from my iPhone 

On at 3:57 PM, "Tiller, Kate Bradley" <TillerK~cofc.edu> wrote: 

My FAR happened to b~-_~ sit:ring in my office and b.; going t:o get me some scantron ~;heets ~or Monday, Would the profes>:?r then just want: 

me to sea~ them up in an envelope and return w~th a coach? 

-.Kate 

Kate B, ]~er, MP~ 

Learning gpec:iaHst 

College of Charleston 

TD Arena, Room #I26 

P: 843.953.3660 

C: 

~m~ MMW, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 3:36 PN 
To: Tiller, Kate Bradley 
Subject: Re: UNC BasebMI - Exam Proctor 

Thank you Kate. Would you by chance have scantron sheets? I am doubting the guys came prepared with scantrons. 

Thank you again, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:10 PM, "Tiller, Kate Bradley" <TillerK@cofc.edu> wrote: 

Vrn sorry I missed your call! This all sounds great. VII be at the hotel at 9:4S for the exam at 10:00. Also, VII let you know 

when I get the e>:am from Profl-:~ssor {~a~a]~an; ~ know that:’s the next thing t’d be worried about[ 

Best, 

Kate 

Kale B. FH~er, MPA 

Learning Specialist 

College of Charleston 

TD Arena, Room #~26 

P: 843~953,3~60 

C: 

CofC ~07 and ~0 

From= Naloy, Susan 8 [mailto:sbmaloy@emaH.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 2:47 PM 
To= Tiller, Kate Bradley 
Subject= UNC Baseball- Exam Proctor 

Hi Kate, 

I have confirmed with our Head Baseball Coach, Mike Fox, that the two students, and will take the 

ECON    exam at lOam on Monday morning. I have emailed the professor, Rita Balaban, to provide her with your email 

address so that she can send you the exam. 

The team is staying at the Hampton Inn and Suites. 

678 Citadel Haven Dr. 

Charleston, SC 294~4 

They will plan to meet you at 9:45am in the lobby, and you can then proceed to the meeting room to begin the exam at 

2Oam. The professor does not want them to take the exam any earlier than 2Oam. 

I can’t tell you how much I appreciate your help with this. The fact that you are willing to go to their hotel has made all the 



difference with setting this up. Thank you thank you. Feel free to call me this weekend if there is anything else that you 

need. 

If we can ever be of assistance to you all in the future, please don’t hesitate to call on us. 

Thanks so much once again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~’(~email amc~edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~:29 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Dear ASPSA tutoring, 

Due to the weather, our games have been moved to 

Sunday: 
MUSC 

Monday: 
PSYC 
SPAN 
HIST 

Thanks, 

I need to cancel all of my Sunday and Monday night tutors They are: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Lm’ry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, Februao~ 16, 2014 4:09 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: The Times News 

Susan ~- 
Ca~a we discuss tolnolTow/Monday morning? Tha~ you. 

ExecutNe Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 
Unive~i~y ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chat~l Hill 

F~m~ CunNngham, Bubba 
Sent~ Friday, [ebrua~ 14, 20~4 10:30 PN 
T~ Gal]o, Jr., kar& A. 
Su~jett~ The T~mes News 
Fill me in when you get a chance. 

ht~p:)~m~thetimesnews.c~sp~rt~acc-s~s~fonner-gmham-camher-n~-longer-~i~h-mr-heels-b~ebN~-~eam- 1.276803 

Former Graham c tcher no longer with Tar Heels b sebM! team 
By Times.Vews 

Published ~’e~tesd*N, ~?bma~ 12, 2014 at 19:56IL~. 

C~PEL HILL Ma~ Robe,s won’t be playing a seNor sea~n wifli Noah Carolina’s basebM1 team. 

Robe,s, a catcher who was a s~er for most of last season until a postsea~n iNu~-, isn’t on the roster as the ~ason begins this week. 

He’s a former Graham standout. 

No(th Carolina coach Mike Fox stud Robe(ts won’t be Noimng the ~mn. The player had gone through thll pr~tices with flae roam. Fox stud he couldn’t comment 

beyond that. 

Robe(ts made 44 sm~s last sea,n, batting .195 with two home runs. 

Ro~ was primarily a backup to Jacob S~lings during his firs~ gvo seasons wi~ the Tar Heels. 

Ro~s w~ dried by the Ai~ona Dimnondbac~ in the 38~ round out of Ngh school, but he had made his intentions cle~x m join the Noah Carolina program. 

Bubba 
Sent ti-om my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:18 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Baseball - Exam Proctor 

Susan, 

Both kids are taking their test, 

Thanks again. 

M~ke 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, Z:47 PM 
To: tillerk@cofc.edu 
Subject: UNC Baseball- Exam Proctor 

Hi Kate, 

I have confirmed with our Head Baseball Coach, Mike Fox, that the two students, and , will take the ECON exam at lOam on Monday 

morning. I have emailed the professor, Rita Balaban, to provide her with your email address so that she can send you the exam. 

The team is staying at the Hampton Inn and Suites. 

678 Citadel Haven Dr. 

Charleston, SC 294:14 

They will plan to meet you at 9:45am in the lobby, and you can then proceed to the meeting room to begin the exam at iOam. The professor does not want them to 

take the exam any earlier than iOam. 

I can’t tell you how much I appreciate your help with this. The fact that you are willing to go to their hotel has made all the difference with setting this up. Thank 

you thank you. Feel free to call me this weekend if there is anything else that you need. 

If we can ever be of assistance to you all in the future, please don’t hesitate to call on us. 

Thanks so much once again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tiller, Kate Bradley---qTillerK@cofc.edu> 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

Balaban, Rim A <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Proctoring Exams for UNC Student-Athletes 

.PDF; PDF 

Good morning Professor Balaban, 

Isn’t Marcia wonderful! We love working with her.    and    completed their exams with about 2 m#~utes to spare. We attached their scantrons and will put 

hardcop~es of the exm~ and the scantrons h~ the ma[] th~s afternoon. Please ]et me know if ~ can be of any further assistance, 

Have a great day[ 

- K a t e 

Kate B. Tiller, MPA 

Lemn[ng 5peda~fst 

College of Charleston 

TD Arena, Room #126 

P: 84~.953.3660 

C: 

Cof(2 ~07 and ~0 

F~m= Rita A galaban [mailto:ba~abanr@email.unc.edu] 

Sent; ~riday,               3:18 PN 

¢¢~ Naloy, Susan B 

Subje¢t~ Proctoring Exams for UNC StudenbAthletes 

Kate, 

I understand that Susan Maloy, who is a counselor in UNC’s Academic Support Program for Stu&nt-Athletes, has made arrangements to have you proctor exams for 

hvo of my students:          and 

A copy of the exam is attached and hem are the directions: 

1. The exam will start at 10am and end at 10:50am on Monday, 

2. The students should put all of their m~swers on a scantron sheet ruth a #2 pencil. 

3. They a,e permitted k) use a basic calculator. Programmable, graphic, scientiIic, finm~cia], etc. calculators are not permitted. 

4. Please scan the scantron sheet and email it to me upon completion of the exam and then send the exam a]]d the original scantron and exam back to me by regular 

mail. My address is in the tboter of this email. 

I am grateful for your assistm~ce. I have a fond place in ,ny heart for CofC. I taught in the School of Business from 2000-2006. Marcia Snyder, who you well know as 
the number one fan of Cougar baseball, is a veU good friend. 

Best, 
Rita 

Rita A Balaban 
Department of Economics 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200E Gardner Hall, CB #3305 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.843.8823 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:28 AIvl 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Cancel Tutor - 

Student Tutor Agreemeut.docx 

Hi 
Unfortunately, this will have to count as your 1st infraction, ~vhich is considered a warning Cancelations for Sunday appointments must be made no later than 12noon on the prior Friday 
per policy¯ I sent an email about this policy to you guys on 2/10 so that you would know ~vhat to do when competition begins and you need to cancel tutor sessions¯ Did you see that email? 
Below is the contents of the email for your reference as ~vell as the attached Student Tutor Agreement ~vhich includes the Infraction policy Students are granted 2 warning Infractions So I 
don’t see this situation hurting you as long as you take care of future cancellations appropriately. Let me know- if you have any questions¯ 

Thanks, 
Susan 

With our competition season about to begin and the need to cancel a tutor session due to competition and travel may be a possibility, I thought it might be a good idea to remind everyone 
of the tutor cancelation policy in order to avoid academic infractions. 

Remember that tutor sessions should not be canceled beyond special circumstances, i.e team competition and travel, CR[~[~D, and Rising Stars, etc. At the same time, please know that YOU 
are responsible for canceling your sessions when you are required to attend CREED, competition, etc. The cancelation process is as follows: 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 
For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day 
For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday 
In order to cancel an appointment, please send an email to ASPSATutoring@unc.edu and copy (CC) me as well (sbmaloy@emaii.unc.edu). As al[ cancellations outside of team travel and 
competition must be approved through me BEFORE being emailed to the tutorial staff. In your cancelation email remember to include the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for 
cancellation. 

Let me know if you have any questions at all, and we can talk through the process as necessary. Each of you signed the attached Student Tutor Usage Agreement in the beginning of the 
Fall, but I thought it would be good for you to review it once again¯ 

I know you are all anxious for the opening series this weekend I am excited for you! Good luck this weekend! Play hard and have :gun! 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 

Sent: Monday, i 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Cancel Tutor 

Due to series against 

5:44 PM 

¯ I ~vill not be able to make ray English tutor session scheduled for 7 pm on Sunday 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:51 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s meeting 

Yes that’s perfect Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:50 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for letting me kno~v. I am normally not in the office on Thm-sdays until lpm, but I could try to be here to meet at 12:30pm Would that ~vork for you? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:47 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Today’s meeting 

Susan, 

I have to do a make up test today for Portuguese at 12 so I will not be able to make our normal time. Is there al’~y way we could reschedule from tomorrow between 11-1 ? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Checking Iu - 

Hi 

I just wanted to check in with you on two things: 

:l. How is your class schedule going for you so far this semester since you have two different MATH courses? You only need one of the MATH courses to 

complete the MATH requirement, but that depends on what you are thinking for a major. If you are considering dropping at all, the last day to drop is March 

Sth. 

2. Per NCAA rules, you must officially declare your major this semester. Let’s talk about what you are thinking. And go ahead and schedule your meeting with 

Advising this semester so you can officially make this declaration. 

I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:20 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Checking In 

Dear Susan, 

Classes so far are going well, I am enjoying them so far. Currently I’m waiting for some tests and a paper to be returned which I think I did well on all of 
them. Can I come in sometime tomorrow or early next week and talk with you about moving forward? Thank you for your help. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

To; 

Cc; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Checking In 

Hi 

I just wanted to check in with you on two things: 

L How is your class schedule going for you so far this semester since you have two different MATH courses? You only need one of the MATH courses to 

complete the MATH requirement, but that depends on what you are thinkin~ for a major. If you are considering dropping at all, khe last day to drop is March 

5th. 

2. Per NCAA rules, you must officially declare your major this semester. Let’s talk about what you are thinking. And go ahead and schedule your meeting with 

Advising this semester so you can officially make this declaration~ 

I look forward to hearing back from yotL 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susa~ Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [br Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (ofi~ce) 

919-962- 8247 (t~x) 

sbmaloy(g~)email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:47 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

olld 

Susan, 
Both approached me about dropping classes: 

¯ Econ    made 60 on first test. Needs it for major however. 
Currently has 46 cumulative hours. 
Said he plans to attend first session SS and take it but that might be di~cult with us playing 
Also said he could make a C in it possibly?? 

Comm 
Elective class he says 
Currently has 46 cumulative hours as well. 
What are your thoughts and I will let them know. 
M~ke 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:12 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emaJ.~mc.edtr"~ 

Cancelling Tutor for 

Hello, 

I would like to request that my 9:00 PIVI Math    tutor be cancelled so that I can work on my 
tonight to recieve extra credit for AAAD    that I would like to do as well. 

Thank you, 

project for Spanish and I have an opputunity 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:26 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Hi Mike, 

Dropping down ~:o 12 hours ~:his s~-:m~est~:_~r would give      58 ~:otal hours u~x~n successfu~ (:ompkd:k)n, which ~s we~l abow~ the 48hrs required for N{::AA and 5I 

required for UNC. So from an e~igibH~tv standpoint, ~ think thb is fine. ECON    w~l~ be, as you sakt, ~ major course once he .:)ff~c~Hy declares M~magemen~: h~ 

Sodety, but he can chose to take either ECON    of ~CON    w~LNn his major. So he w~H have to take one of these Lwo cour’ses at some point. The course a~so 

does not require a of better, but ] am sure he is wor’@ng about his GPA H: he ~s not aMe to rnake a or better. I know Lhat some of the guys have been tslkb~g 

~d)out ta~dng Seems ~:o me the d~fference form ~ast ye~r ~s that f don’t rec~l~ us trave~k~g other th~n to ~3ut l:h~s t~me we 

will be go~ng to , which I’m guessing (:ou~d melon that they wou~d m~ss 3 di~ys o[ c]i~ss right ~n the begh~nk~g of the semester Depending on ~:he (:h~ss and 

professor, that could be pr’oMemsdc. Long story short, I arn fine with dr’oppb~g this class with the under’standk~g that he w~l] have to take ~ at some point, 

Perhaps th~s is just not the Hght time for’ h~nL 

mentioned wanting to drop COM M    to me earlier this week. We reviewed his major worksheet and looked at his total hours if he drops down to t2 and 

passes all :].2 hours this semester In ~:hat case,     w~l~ also have a ~:ota~ of 58 hours, well ~d)ove the UrIC ~nd NCAA el~g~biHl:y requkement to enter 

semester. COMM    is only counting ~s ~n elective at ~:h~s point. He should be ~d)[e to pk:k up other electives wRhout ~ problem in ~:he future. Therefore, I am fine 

with him dropping this cfass at d~s t~me~ So ~ am fine with this drop a~so~ 

Let me know ~f you have any other questions. 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Se~t= Thursday, 7:47 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susan, 

Both approached me about dropping classes: 

. Econ    made on first test. Needs it for major however. 

Currently has 46 cumulative hours. 

Said he plans to a~end and take it but that might be di~cult with us playing 

Also said he could make a in it possibly77 

- Comm 

Elective class he says 

Currently has ~ cumulative hours as well. 

What are your thoughts and ~ will let them know. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:44 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu~>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Sunday Tutorial 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>: ~live.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>;                       " 

@live.unc.edu>;                            @live.unc.edu>; 

Hey Guys, 

I just wanted to remind you of the tutor cancellation policy for Sunday tutor sessions. You must send an email by 12 noon on Friday to avoid any infractions. 

But please be sure to talk with me about the need for any possible cancellations first. The hope is that with a lpm game, you should be able to make your sessions, 

with the only potential questionable time being the 6pm session. So perhaps no cancellations will be necessary, especially since we had to cancel last Sunday and 

Monday night for most of you. Although, I know that some of you may have family in town for the first home series and would like to spend time with them on 

Sunday evening. Please try to plan around your tutor schedule if you can. But just talk to me and let me know what you have going on. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:53 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

i~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>;                                   @unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 

< gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Myers~ Leslie <lesmyer@elnail.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

- Unavailable 

~live.unc.edu>; ~]ive.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

Student-Athletes, 

will be unavailable from 7pm-10pm tonight. 

Please see your academic advisor for any further questions. 

B~?n Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counsefor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.ed~a 

O ffic*-:~: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 2:56 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~; ~live.uuc.edu>;, 

@live.uuc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>;                             @live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; 

@uuc.edt~~ 

- Unavailable 

Student-Athletes, 

will be unavailable tonight. 

Please see your academic advisor for any further questions. 

B~?n Stl~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Progr,am for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-Z~28 

Ce~l: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Cancelling Tutor for 

Yes mdam 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:59 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmJov(d~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You still plar~ to attend your 7p~’~ and 8pro ai:q)ointm~:,nt:s, right? 

Thst~ks, 

~en~ Thursday~ ~: ~2 AN 

To: ASPSA Tutoring~ ~aloy~ Susan B 

g~je~ Cancelling Tutor for 

Hello, 

I would Hke to request that m~ 9:00 PM Math 

opputunitv tonight to recieve extra credit for AAAD 

Thank gou, 

tutor be cancelled so that I can work on m~ 

that I would like to do as well. 

project for Spanish and I have an 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Checking In 

Dear Susan, 

Monday and Wednesday I have class at 9am and then 11am. What times are available for you on those days? 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Thursday, 1:56 PM 

To: 

Subject; RE: Checking In 

Yes of course~ Assuming you would need to meet in the morning, Monday and Wednesdays are usualfy better~ Tuesday mornings are l:u~ of meetings for me. What 

day and tirne wou~d work best for you? 

Thanks, 

Sent= Wednesday, 9:20 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 

Subject= £E: Checking I~ 

Dear Susan, 

Classesso far are going well, I am enjoying them so far. Currently I’m waiting for some tests and a paper to be returned which I think I did well on all of 

them. Can I come in sometime tomorrow or early next week and talk with gou about moving forward? Thank gou for gout help. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

To: 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Checking In 

Hi 

I just wanted to check in with you on two things: 

L How is your class schedule going for you so far this semester since you have two different MATH courses? You only need one of the MATH courses to 

complete the MATH requirement, but that depends on what you are thinking for a major. If you are considering dropping at all, the last day to drop is 

Per NCAA rules, you must officially declare your major this semester. Let’s talk about what you are thinking. And go ahead and schedule your meeting with 

Advising this semester so you can officially make this declaratiom 

I look forward to hearing back flom you. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susa~ Maloy 

Tul, maJ Coordina[or,’Academic Com~selor 

[Jq’,TC Academic Support Program l[br Stude~t-A[Ne[es 

919-962-9892 (ofi]ce) 

919-962- 8247 (ibex) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 5:16 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ENGE tutoring session on at 7i~P~. This is your fi~t documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 5:16 PM 

~@live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in your SPAN i tutoring session on at ~I00~ and for not showing up in your 

tutoring session on at 8i0~N. These are your ~!~ and ~hd documented infractions and shall be considered your first and second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 5:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Fox Mike <mfox@unc.edu:~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PORT tutoring session on at gi00p~. This is your fi~[ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual dassl. Students who h~ve a history of ~nfract~ons may lose their tutoring 

priviJeges. 

1st and 2nd ~nfraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Str~ke one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th ~nfraction = Str~ke three 

With Stri~e three, aH tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting w~th the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, assodate director of 

acaderrfic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Pro~ess: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ Business doFs from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~’~ ~~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments Bpm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunda~ Appointments and Monday Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ass~stan~ Tutorial Coordb~atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Saturday,                 5:24 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Unavailable - 

Student-Athletes, 

Unfortu nately 

short notice. 

Although your Spanish sessions with - 

listed their schedule below. 

Monday- -8pm 

Tuesday - - 9pm 

Wednesday - - 9pm 

Thursday - - 9pm 

will be unavailable for the next few weeks. He has to travel and will be out of town on 

are cancelled, I encourage you to attend some of our drop-in tutors. I have 

Please see your advisor for further questions. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu(a~emaikunc.edu 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell:~. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:50 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edtr~; Gaiues, Bryant Anthony <bagaiues@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly Report    m~d 

WR .pdf; WR pdf 

Hi Mike, 

I apologize for the lateness of the reports. We had an Staff Retreat all day yesterday. 

I have attached the weekly report from last week and this week. Since last week was a crazy weather week, I did not hold the guys to their independent study 

hours. This week I required all of the guys who traveled over the weekend 2 independent hours as well as their tutor sessions on Thursday night, even if they are 

normally required more than 2 hours each week. Everyone who traveled last weekend was able to earn their full two hours and tutor sessions,            said 

that he forgot about Sunday night       He reached out to me Sunday evening to inquire if the LCE was open and went right over as soon as I was able to respond. 

Unfortunately, it was at the end of his second session for the night and he received an infraction for both of this tutor sessions. 

A couple of items and dates to note: It’s time for the guys to schedule their Academic Advising appointments for this semester. If you can remind them of this, that 

would be great. I think I mentioned most of these dates to your earlier this week but important upcoming dates are as follows: 

- last day to drop a course 

Registration for Juniors and Seniors 

Registration for Sophomores and ist years 

Registration Begins 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much and good luck tomorrow. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tonight’s tutoring 

I will not be able to attend my 7 o’clock tutor for stor because is the 

Thanks, 

tonight. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup, 

Monday, 3:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-* 

,,@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaJl.unc.edu-* 

8pro session Cancelled 

Your 8pm session with        has been cancelled. 

Please see your advisor if you have any questions about your required hours. 

B~n Sh~-?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Progn~m for Studenl:-A~:hh~l:es 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 12:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

I will see you at 10? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 11:59 AM. "Maloy, Susari B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> What time on Friday could you meet after 9:30am? 
> 

> Susan 
> 

©riginal Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, 11:57 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Meeting 
> 

> NLrs Susan, 
> 

> Trouble with parking has me way away from the LCE and I was not anticipating this small hurdle. May we meet another time this ;veek? You just tell me a day arid time and i will be there. 
’]?he Turmel tu the LCE is blucked and :For game day without a pass I cannot pail; at stadium Pain l know. But two times and I will let you knuw ASAP which I will be at. 
> 
> Thank you [’or understanding 
> 

> Sent frum my fPhone 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:01 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Possible Idea - Game Day Study Session 

Susan, 

Well I am not under the impression they study much on home weekends. 

Friday they are dressed at 1:05 and finish at 6pm and it is Friday night. 

Right now with games at 2pm they eat pre-game at 10:30am, dressed at 12:05, BP at 12:30, game at 2 and they are done at 5pm. And it is Sat. night. 

Sunday we play at lpm they eat pregame at 9:30am, Chapel at 10:00am, Dressed at 11:05am, BP at 11:30am, game at 1 and they are done like 

4:30pm. 

I told them all Sunday to get to their 6pm tutors of course. 

Not sure other than when we play night games on Sat. at 6pm then we can have something. Hard to do now with games at 2pm Saturday. 

Let’s talk tomorrow if we can. 

Mike 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:34 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Possible Idea 

Hey Mike, 

Great win on Definitely an exciting finish. Hopefully we can carry that on to tonight. 

I just wanted to bounce something off of you. I’ve been talking with some of the guys about when they find time to study over the weekend during a 3-game 

series. I’m not sure I have a clear picture, however, other than Sunday night when everything is over. My hope is that they find a couple hours before Sunday night 

as well without interfering with their Game Day focus. What are your thoughts and expectations on this? Again, just thinking out loud which may not be feasible at 

all in your mind, but would holding a Saturday and/or Sunday morning study session be possible or helpful? My reason for asking is that grades are now starting to 

come in (which I will provide to you on Friday) that are in the     range (some below and some higher) and next week the guys have a lot of due dates before 

with papers and tests. I’m not exactly sure what time they need to be at the field on Saturday and/or Sunday, but what do you think of a study session 

in the morning? Anyway, let me know if you think I am crazy to try to expect this on the day of a game. I don’t even know if I would be available to run something 

like this, but just thought I would see what you think. Or perhaps this is something we can talk about at a later time. The most important point in all of this is just to 

make you aware that many of them do have a lot of tests and assignments next week since it is mid term. 

Best of luck in the game today! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnmloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:58 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Checking In 

Yes that is perfect. I will see you then. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:35 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Checking In 

Would you be available around 12:30 or Iprn today? 

Susa~l 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:11 PN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Checking In 

Dear Susan, 

~ am sorry for the late response. I actually have a midterm tomorrow so I was goingto use that time period before my ~$am class to study for that exam. 

Are there any other times that work for you? 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:05 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Checking In 

Hi 

Can you meet loam or IO:15am on Wednesday 

Thanks, 

Susa~ 

Seat= Friday, 8:57 AN 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
$~bjeCt= RE: Check#)g [n 

Dear SusaR~ 

Monday and Wednesday I have class at 9am and then 11am. What times are available for you on those days? 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Checking In 

Yes of course~ Assuming you would need to meet in the morning, Monday and Wednesdays are usua~fy better~ Tuesday mornings are l:u~ of meetings for me. What 

day and tirne wou~d work best for you? 

Thanks, 

Seat; Wednesday, 9:20 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
$ubject= RE: Check#)g In 

Dear Susan, 

Classesso far are going well, I am enjoying them so far. Currently I’m waiting for some tests and a paper to be returned which I think ~ did well on all of 

them. Can I come in sometime tomorrow or early next week and talk with you about moving forward? Thank you for your help. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

To: 

(:;c: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Checking In 

Hi 

I just wanted to check in with you on two things: 

How is your class schedule going for you so far this semester since you have two different MATH courses? You only need one of the MATH courses to 

complete the MATH requirement, but that depends on what you are thinking for a major. If you are considering dropping at all, ~he Bast day to drop is 

Per NCAA rules, you must officially declare your major this semester. Let’s talk about what you are thinking. And go ahead and schedule your meeting with 



Advising this sernester so you can officially make this declaration. 
I look forward to hearing back from you. 
Thanks, 
SL~san 

Su sar~ Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~|emic Cotmselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program ~br S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (,oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(t~email, m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday 7:18 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@hve.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu:, 

Re: Extra HIST    Session @ 7pm on Sunday 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

All of you roll be 

Coach 

On , at 4:40 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov{/~emafl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Each of you said that you made good progress toward beginning your history paper that is due on Monday in your HISI    session this week. I 

wanted to let you know that I have arranged an extra session with tutor, at 7pm on Sunday for each of you to have one last look 

at your paper to be sure you are on point with your topics. I think     is the only one who has a conflict, but I think attending this HIST session may 

be a good use of time during that hour. I believe I have only spoken directly with      about attending, but since      is making a special trip in on 

Sunday just to meet with each of you, please let me know if you are absolutely not able to attend. 

-[-hanks and I hope you each find this helpful. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo(t Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 

sbmalo}~ema~Lunc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:49 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: 

Susan, 

is going to keep this class he told me yesterday. 

I am speaking with    today about Comm. 

is going to drop Psych. 

I told to set up his advisor appt. with 

M~ke 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:26 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Mike, 

right away. 

Dropping down to :[2 hours this semester would give 

required for UNC. So from an e~igibH~tg standpoint, 

Sodety, but he can chose to ta~e either ~?CON    or E:ON    wh:hm his ma~or, So he w~H have to ta~e one of these ~:wo courses at some pok~l:. The course a~so 

does not require a C or better, but ~ am sure he is wor@n~ about h~s GPA ~f he ~s not aMe to make a C or better. I know that some o~ the ~uys have been talkh~g 

about taMng Seerns to me the d~:ference ~:orrn ~ast year ~s that ~ don’t recall us trave~b~g other than to the . But tNs t~me we 

wi]~ be go~ng to , which Vm guessing could mean that they wou~d m~ss :~ days of class right ~n the begh~nh~g of the semester~ Depending on the class and 

professor, that coukt be problematic. Long story short, I am fine w~th dro~mg th~s class wRh the understanding that he w~H haw~ to take ~: at some point, 

Perhaps tMs is)~st not the right ~ime for 

mentioned wandng to drop COM M    to me earlier this week. We reviewed his major worksheet and looked at his total hours if he drops down to 12 and 

passes all :].2 hours th~s semester~ In that case,     w~l~ a~so have a tota~ of 58 hours, well above the UNC and NCAA eligibility requirement to enter h~s 5th 

semester. COMM    is only countin8 as an e~ectNe at th~s poh~t. He should be aMe to p~ck up other NectNes w~thout a proMem i~ the future. Therefore, I am fine 

with hkn drop~#~g this class at ~:h~s l:~me So ~ am fine with this drop abo 

Let me ]~now ~f you have arw o~:her questions 

Thanks, 

Emm= Fox, Mike 
Seat= Thursday, 7:47 AM 
To; Naloy, Susan B 
Sabject= 

Susan, 

Both approached me about dropping classes: 

- Econ    made on first test. Needs it for major however. 

Currently has 46 cumulative hours. 

Said he plans to a~end and take it but that might be di~cult with us playing 

Also said he could make a in it possibly?? 

- Comm 

Elective class he says 

Currently has ~ cumulative hours as well. 

What are your thoughts and ~ will let them know. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:50 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Port drop on tutoring 

Susan, 

Are there an?- portuguese drop I’m tutor sessions tonight because I have to meet with my group at 630 to film our oral exam for Portuguese and ~vas wondering if I could still get some help 
going through the study guide in preparation for the midterm. If there is a time from 5-6 or 9-10 1 could likely make it Also if there are any Suaaday I could do that as well 
Please let me know as soon as u can. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:52 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tonight’s tutoriug 

I will not be able to attend my 7 tutor with 

Thanks, 

for port due to a group meeting I must attend for a port class project clue tomorrow 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:39 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Excusesz excuses, 

Prom: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:11 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Son)’ about that coach, I sent the email on the bus ride up to m~d I thought it went through. I should have made sure it went through but it is still in my drafts 

so I can appeal it, but we do get two warnings and this won’t happen again and I don’t miss my tutors. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 10:27 AM, "Fox, Mike" <~.~!)~.@,~!24:~!.~> wrote: 

Please provide me an explanation of this as you were told on numerous occasions to cancel all tutors prior to trip to 

COach 

From: ASPSA Tutorino 
Sent: Saturday, 5:16 PM 
To: 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B; Fox, Mike 
S,,bject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ENGE tutoring session on at 7i00~. This is your fi~t 

documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded c mmlatiwly for the serrLster (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions rnay lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory rneeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached 

Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, 

and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~SPS~T’~tr~ri~;~,~uP~c ~4 within the timeline ..,,.......,...,.,.........,............,...,..,,.,.’., 

listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments Bpm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Bpm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:19-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

~’n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:[9-843--232g 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thanks 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 3:02 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I have noted your cancellation 
Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation emails 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Ath [etes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Ceil: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

2:38 PM 

I would like to request a cancelation of’my 7-8 mp tutor session tonight for Dram 
’]?hank you 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

[ have a rescheduled class fi-om 5:30-7:30 that is an assigned make up from the 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:05 PM 

@live.~ nc edtr% @live.unc.edu-~; ¯ 

@live.unc.e£1tr-~; ~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                        @live.unc.edtc> 

On, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbma|ov@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@emad.unc.edu>, Myers, Leslie 

<lesmyers@email.uuc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <ove~stre@unc.ed~> 

Unavailable 

Student-Athletes, 
Your DRAM tutor, , is unavailable tonight, 

Ben 5heu 
Assista~L Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Offk:e: 919.-~:~43-.2328 

Please see your advisor in regards to your MAP, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday 4:50 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Port drop on tutoring 

No I didn’t go last night. I was really ~vorried about the amount of material we had covered in geography since we didn’t get any specifics to what was going to be on the test 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 1:13 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> There is no PORT drop-in tonight. Did you attend last night? 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Thursday, 10:50 AM 
> To: Malay, Susan B 
> Subject: Port drop on tutoring 
> 

> Susan, 

> 

> Are there any portuguese drop I’m tutor sessions tonight because I have to meet with my group at 630 to fihn our oral exam for Portuguese and was wondering ifI could still get some help 
going through the stu@ guide in preparation ~2~r the midterm. If there is a time from 5-6 or 9-10 I could likely make it Also if there are any Sunday I could do that as well 
> Please let me know as soon as u can. 
> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> Sent from my fPhone 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:09 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Port drop on tutoring 

thought it was tough but think I did good on it 

Sent from my iPhone 

> Or , at 4:51 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> How did the test go today? 
> 

©riginal Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Thursday, ¯ 4:50 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Re: Port drop on tutoring 
> 

> No I didn’t go last night. I was really worried about the amount of material we had covered in geography since ;ve didn’t get an?, specifics to what was going to be on the test 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On at 1:13 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> 
>> There is no P©RT drop-in tonight Did you attend last night? 
>> 

©riginal Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Thursday. 10:50 AM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Subject: Port drop on tutoring 

>> Are there any portuguese drop I’m tutor sessions tonight because I have to meet with my group at 630 to film our oral exam ]2)r Portuguese and was wondering if I could still get some 
help going through the study guide in preparation for the midterm If there is a time from 5-6 or 9-10 1 could likely make it. Also if there are aW Sunday I could do that as well. 
>> Please let me l~ow as soon as u can. 

>> Thanks, 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: 

wrests to drop computer science. 

Will give hi~n 30 hrs. Total for ye~:r 
This ok’? 

On at 1:42 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks. I think     has alr~:_~ady gone through wi~:h dropping COMIg,1 ~nd yes,      and I spol~e yesterday about him dropping PSYC 

likes the course, but rnaybe the Liming is not right. This should not be a problem from an eligibility standpoint. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Fro~: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, 9:49 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

Susan, 

is going to keep this class he told me yesterday. 

I am speaking with    today about Comm. 

is going to drop Psych. 
T told to set up his advisor appt. with 

Mike 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, ¯ 2:26 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: 

right away. 

Dropping down to 12 hours this semester would give      58 total hours upon successful completion, which is well above the ~lShrs required t:or 

NCAA and 51 required for UNC. So from an el~gib~Jity stm~dpoh~t, I thh~k this ~s fine. ECON w~H be, as you said, a major course once he officially 

declares Mm~agement ~n Society, but he can chose to take e~ther ECON or ECON within h~s major. So he wN have to take one of these two 

courses at some point. The course also does not require a or better, but ~ am sure he ~s worryh~g about his GPA ~f he ~s not able to make a or better. 

~ know that some of the guys have been ta~Mng a~out takk~g Seems Lo me the dH:ference form last year ~s that I don’t recsl~ 

us Lrave]ing oLher than to the . But th~s L~me we will be ~oing to which I’m guessing could mean that they wou~d miss 

class right ~n the beginning of the semester. Depending on the class and professor, that could be problemaflc~ I.ong story short, ~ am fine w~th 

dropping th~s class w~th the understandh~g that he wN have to take ~t at some point. Perhaps tMs is)Jst not the right t~me for 

mentioned wanting to drop COMM    to me earlier d~is week. We reviewed his major worksheet and looked at his totaf hours if he drops down 

to I2 and passes all I2 hours this semester~ k~ d~at case,     wH~ a~so have a tota~ of 58 hours, wel~ above the UNC and NCAA e]igib~iW requiremen~ 

to enter his 5th semester. CQMM    ~s only counth~g as an e~ective at tMs point. He should be aMe to p~ck up other electives without a problem 

the future. Therefore, I am fine with him dropping tMs class at this time. So ~ am fine w~th tMs drop 

[.el me ]~now if you have any other questions. 

Than]~s, 

Susan 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent= Thursday, 7:~7 AM 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject~ 

Susan, 

Both approached me about dropping classes: 

- Econ    made on first test. Needs it for major however. 

Currently has 46 cumulative hours, 

Said he plans to a~end and take it but that might be di~cult with us playing 

Also said he could make a in it possibly77 

- Comm 

Elective class he says 

Currently has ~ cumulative hours as well. 

What are your thoughts and Z will let them know. 

Mike 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:40 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Dropping a class 

Susan 

This should be ok fight’? 

Mike 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: kT~live.unc.edu> 

Date: at 5:21:0l PM EST 

To: "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> 
Subject: Dropping a class 

Hey Coach, 

I meant to talk to you today, I don’t know if you are still at the stadium or not, but I met with Susan the other day about dropping a class. I am 

going to drop my Stor:    class. I just did not do well on my first exam and I really want to focus on getting the best GPA possible this 

semester. All of my other classes are going really well. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:47 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancel rotor 

H~ 
I need to cancel my tutor session on Sunday at 8. I have to meet a group at Davis libra,’ to work on a project for English 
Thanks’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:08 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edtr~; Gaiues, Bryant Anthony <bagaiues@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly Repo(t and Grade Report 

Grade Report .pdf; WR i pdf 

Hey Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report as well as the Grade Report that includes the first round of Progress Reports submitted by professors. Grades submitted by 

professors are noted with an * 

Clarifications to the weekly report: 

Not sure why all of the hours are not being picked up on the report, but      total hours are actually 3.68 hours (less than 30 minutes short of the 

required 4 hours). 

2. , met his independent study hour requirement for this week even though it looks like he is I hour short. Since dropping his PSYC tutor session 

yesterday, I added one more independent hour to his MAP for a total of 2 hours, which will begin next week. 

3. met his independent study hour requirement for this week also even though it look like he is almost an hour short. His MAP was adjusted this 

week to account for the group meeting he had for a PORT project. 

received an infraction for not attending guided study on Sunday This will be considered his first of two warnings. It slipped my mind to ask him 

about this during our meeting this week, so we have not had a chance to talk about this yet. Normally he is very good about attending and/or submitting 

cancellations as necessary. 

One concern to note on the Grade Report is         STOR    grade and professor comments. We spoke about this for a while, and he committed to turning 

things around in this class. I also set him up to meet with another STOR tutor on Wednesday nights whenever he does not have a game, but I did not see any 

written indication from the tutor that he attended Wednesday      this week. He may have felt that he needed to put all of his study time into GEOG    on 

Wednesday night since he had a test the next day.       ~ should definitely meet with this professor regularly in this class. 

I sent the guys an email reminder about the last day to drop and the requirement to schedule a meeting with an Academic Advisor as soon as possible. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

All the best this weekend!! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 4:46 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your tutoring session on at 810~p~. This is your fi~ documented infraction 

and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 4:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for showing up more than 5 minutes late in your ENGE tutoring session on at ~ ~0~. This is your 

first documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 5:52 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cm~cel tutor - 

Thanks 

Just to claril~ I have NOT cancelled your 6pm session Only your 8pm session 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
E~C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
bsheu@email.unc, edu 
O]Tice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Sut~iect: Cancel tutor 

9:47 PM 

] need to cancel my tutor session on Sunday at 8. I have to meet a group at I)avis library to work on a prc~iect ]2~r English 
Thanks! 
Sent from my iPhone 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:06 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Gaines, Bo~ant Anthony <baga~,nes@email.unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edw~ 

I~NV: Weeldy Infraction Notice -               hffraction 

Susan, 
had said something to me but I had forgotten. 

However this does not explain this report from - "rarely attends" 
This better not be accurate from the professor. 
Mike 

Sent; Friday, .6:26 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 
Coach, 

It is the stone thing I talked to you about on Monday wifl~ me meeting with my Portuguese group. Susan said I would be able to put in a appeal Ibrm for it. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On , at 6:17 PM, "Fox. Mike" <mtb~aXmc.ed~i> wrote: 

I will call you to explain. 

Coach 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Date: at 4:45:46 PM EST 

To: ~live u~c.edl~> 
Cc: "Fo~ Mike" <~.~?.~2~;~!~5::~, "Maloy, Su~n B" 

SubjeCt: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your tutoring session on at 80~P~. This is your 

fif~t documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively [or the semes[er (not by individual class). Students who have a history of in[ractions may 

lose their tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, al~ tutor@ services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, 

associate director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been .~g~.~: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing 

(see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be si~ned off on and approved by the Head Coach and 

then brousht to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student- 

athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are travelin~ or required to attend CREED, 

Risin~ Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators 

(~~-:~u) within the timeline listed below and inform your tutor durin~ your session prior to missins. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 929-962- 

9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tut:oda~ CoordinatoriAcadernic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [:or Student-.AtMetes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Saturday,              8:3 8 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Weekly Report and Grade Report 

Grade Report      .pdf; WR       pdf 

For your information (and confidential)            has been suspended from our program. 
He has attended only three of the fifteen Classes in Stor. 
As you know he currently has the lowest cumulative GPA on the team. 
He was informed tonight. 

However, he is required for class check and ALL academic support. 

The consequences of him leaving here ineligible are devastating as you know! 

Mike 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 3:08 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Cc: Jackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: Weekly Report and Grade Report 

Hey Mike, 
Attached is this week’s report as well as the Grade Report that includes the first round of Progress Reports submitted by 

professors. Grades submitted by professors are noted with an * 

Clarifications to the weekly report: 
1. Not sure why all of the hours are not being picked up on the report, but total hours are actually 3.68 

hours (less than 30 minutes short of the required 4 hours). 

met his independent study hour requirement for this week even though it looks like he is I hour short. 

Since dropping his PSYC tutor session yesterday, I added one more independent hour to his MAP for a total of 2 

hours, which will begin next week. 

met his independent study hour requirement for this week also even though it look like he is 
almost an hour short. His MAP was adjusted this week to account for the group meeting he had for a PORT 

project. 

received an infraction for not attending guided study on Sunday      . This will be considered his first of two 

warnings. It slipped my mind to ask him about this during our meeting this week, so we have not had a chance to talk 

about this yet. Normally he is very good about attending and/or submitting cancellations as necessary. 

One concern to note on the Grade Report is         STOR    grade and professor comments. We spoke about this 

for a while, and he committed to turning things around in this class. I also set him up to meet with another STOR tutor 

on Wednesday nights whenever he does not have a game, but I did not see any written indication from the tutor that he 
attended Wednesday      this week. He may have felt that he needed to put all of his study time into GEOG    on 

Wednesday night since he had a test the next day. should definitely meet with this professor regularly in this 

class. 

I sent the guys an email reminder about the last day to drop and the requirement to schedule a meeting with an 

Academic Advisor as soon as possible. 



Let me know if you have any questions. 

All the best this weekend!! 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

FW: Suspended indefinitely - 

I failed to mention that you are to continue to meet all academic obligations- meetings, tutors, Guided Study, etc. 

Any and all extra tutor assignments that Susan sets for you must be attended. 

Coach 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Saturday, 8:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: Suspended indefinitely 

Based upon your declaration today that you have attended only three of the fifteen held classes in Stor    this semester and 

the report below from your Stor    professor, you are suspended indefinitely from our program. There is a strong possibility that you 
may not return this season unless you make dramatic improvements in your academics and not miss any more class. 

*Progress Report              (27% of grade) "Rarely attends. Except for the verg first lecture, 
has mot attended a simgle ~ect~re. Out of four assignments, he’s only done one." 

The above is very difficult~ if not impossible, to comprehend and even harder to fathom, considering you" 
Have been given an incredible opportunity here 
Have all the academic support imaginable available to you here 
Are fighting for your academic life somewhat 
Are taking only 12 hours- have already dropped a class. 
Class checked in each morning! 
You have only a     cumulative GPA after three semesters and a grade of in one       ¯ school class. This is currently the 

. Currently you have an in Stor. and also a reported in Port You have a reported in EXXS. and 
no grade reported in Geog. . Tf these current grades continue you will fall below the required UNC cumulative 2.00 and therefore be 

placed on academically probation after this semester. You are also in danger of falling below the NCAA required 1.90 GPA to enter your 5th 

semester. See below. You currently have 42 cumulative hours and must be at 51 to start the semester. 
ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

2ND semester 

3rd semester 

4m semester 

5th semester 

6th semester 

7th semester 

8th semester 

9th semester 

10~h semester 

2.0 cum gpa and 9 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 1.8 gpa and 24 totat hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 36 hours 1.8 gpa 

2.0 cure gpa and 51 hours 1.9 gpa and 48 DA (degree applicable) ho~rs ~ declare ma~or 

2.0 cum gpa and 63 hours 1.9 gpa 

2.0 cure gpa and 78 hours 2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 93 hours 2.0 gpa 

2.0 cure gpa and !05 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

Prior approval by a dean is required 2.0 gpa 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. 
You know our policies and how we emphasize academics in our program. You are not meeting these standards. 
I really don’t care if you like school or find it difficult here. ft was your choice to attend UNC and it has been your choice not to attend class, 
or classes. We, as coaches, now can only imagine how many other classes you have skipped since arriving on campus. Your grades reflect it 
could be more than this Stor. class perhaps. It is a deep regret now that I did not require you to                   prior to enrollment. 
You are in no such position to declare that "1 don’t like" a class and blow it off. You could be sealing your own fate by doing so. 

Also, you are on scholarship here (                                              ) therefore you fall under the APR cohort which 
means that you must remain academically eligible or you can and will severely hurt our program. You can do great damage to a program and 
coaches that have done nothing but support you since you committed to UNC!! The coaches, nutritionist and academic support staff have 
done all that we can do for you. Now it is up to you. 
You are suspended from the team until further notice. This means you cannot dress for any games, practice, attend any team events, meals, 

etc. 
HOWEVER, you must report each morning for class check. After doing so hopefully you will actually attend the class. The consequences if 
you don’t are devastating, for you AND our program. 
I am as disappointed in you as any player I have coached. I have lost your trust and hope that it means something to you that you will do all 
you can to earn it back. 

Coach Fox 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:30 AM 

aspsatutoring@emml.unc.edu.; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Cancel 

Hello, 

I need to cancel my 7pm tutor tonight because there is a 

Thank you 

meeting. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:30 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring tonight 

Can you please cancel nay tutor at 7 tonight because of 

Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:02 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Tomorrow Night 

Yes fliat works for me see yon then 

On , at 11:31 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo~)email.tmc.edt~> wrote: 

Can we push our meeting to 8pm instead of 7pm tomorrow night? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 12:08 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Guided Study on Thur~tay 

Hey Susan 
Since I were to the eV~a tutor last night that counts as one of my indepen&nt hours right’? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:57 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~a~email.unc~edu;> wrote: 

Hey 
I wanted to let you know that I will not be able to be here this Thursday night. Please earn an extra hour of independent study time this week as a 
result. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Acade,nic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~f~)email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: - Dropping SOCI 

Got it. He came to me. 

Thanks 

Please calculate semester and cumulative GPA ruth a in his class 

On at 1:33 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 

I believe is going to speak with you today about dropping SOCI If he drops down to :12 hours this semester and completes all 12 

successfully, he will have a total of 31 hours at the end of this which puts him ahead of the required min. 24 hours by 7 hours. I have no 

problem with him dropping this course giving him more opportunity to focus on his other courses in hopes of raising his GPA. Currently in the EXSS- 

Sport Admin. Major, I have SOCI counting as an elective as opposed to a General Ed requirement. 

Hope this helps. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo(t Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (i:ax) 

sbmaloy~em~l.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:24 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

Hi Susan, 

For some reason my e~nails aren’t sending so I’m trying this again. I don’t think I can make the meeting tomorrow because 
supposed to sign our lease tomorrow night at 630. 

and myself were 

O11 at 9:56 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo?~i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 
I need to move our meetings this week from Thursday to Tuesday night 
as soon as you can. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy,~;email.~mc.edu 

at our same time. Will that work for each of you? Please get back to me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             2:59 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLtmc.edu> 

Drop SOCI 

Hey Mrs. Susan, 

I talked to coach and I am good to drop the class 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:01 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

and I have a meeting with our future land lord that has been planned for a few weeks tomorrow at 6pm, so I can not make it. 

On at 9:56 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,i~a)email.unc~edu;> wrote: 

Hey 
I need to move our meetings this week from Thursday to Tuesday night 
as soon as you can, 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tntorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email.~mc.edu 

at our same time. Will that work for each of you? Please get back to me 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:42 AM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

RE: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

Ok thanks. Do you have any grade updates? How is preparing for your PLCY mid term coming along? Don’t forget to see the ne×t play for DRAM 

Make sure you know for sure whether or not you are required to see the p~ay, ~ do see ~t Hsted on your syllabus, kook ahead at your schedule, Next week since the 

plays do not run on Monday,s, you will not haw~ a n~gh~: aw~h~ble to ~ee the play during             due to games ut?~ess you [:h~t?k you ca[) ma]~e ~t alter a 4pro 

game th~e. Therefore, tomght, Thursday [light, or Saturday night wouh~ be your only options. Perhaps Saturday n~gh~: is the absoh.Ete bes[: [~ghL I_et me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

$e~t= Monday, 2:24 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

Hi Susan, 

For some reason my emails aren’t sending so I’m trying this again. I don’t think I can make the meeting tomorrow because and myself were 

supposed to sign our lease tomorrow night at 630. 

On , at 9:56 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s__b____m___a__!__o_Li___@___e____m___a__[!_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hey 
I need to move our meetings this week from Thursday to Tuesday night 
as soon as you can. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~ema~Lunc.edu 

at our same time. Will that work for each of you? Please get back to me 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:44 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

Ok thanks. Do you have any grade updates? How was your PORT exam? How is preparing for your PLCY mid term coming along? Don’t forget to see the next play for 

DRAM                 Make sure you know for sure whether or not you are required to see the play. I do see it listed on your syllabus~ I.ook ahead aL your 

schedule. Next week, since t:he DIays do not run on Mondays, you w~l] not have a n~ght available t:o see the play during             due to games u]l]ess you think 

you can ma]~e ~[: after a 4pro game time. Therefore, ~:on~ght, Thursday n~ghl:, or Saturday night wouM be your only opdons. £erha~)s Saturday [~ght is the absolute 

besL night. Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Monday, ~0:0~ PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

Susan, 

and I have a meeting with our future land lord that has been planned for a few weeks tomorrow at 6pro, so I can not make it. 

On , at 9:56 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbrnaloy@email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Hey 
I need to move our meetings this week from Thursday to Tuesday night 
as soon as you can. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy~-;email.~mc.edu 

at our same time. Will that work for each of you? Please get back to me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live ,t~nc .e du~-- 

Tuesday, 12:27 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly objectives 

Hello Susan, 

This week is probably one of my most busiest weeks. Each class it seems I have something due this week 

EXSS    : \~z midterm is Wednesday and I have an SBJ weekly drill due on Friday. I received a      on the Legal Brief case study and right now I have 4 SBJ assignments in the grade 
book (Not sure how many you have but they are                    The    on the one SB J was probably because I emailed it to her Iicom when we missed class when we were in 

and she told me to hand in a hard copy- from now on 

Port : My midterm is Wednesday as ~vell I received an on my essay and sometime soon I willget my Oral exam grade back 

Matl-    I have a quiz on Friday, unfortunately I received a     on my quiz follo~ving the test from a week or so ago The quiz itself ~vas not difficult, I made a minor en-or in the first part of 

a 3 part quiz which sort of messed the entire quiz up. Sometimes going with my first answer is better since I decided to erase my first answer which was the correct ~vay to do it and I messed 
that up 

Navs    : We did not have class today of course but there was supposed to be a quiz today so I am assuming that it is moved to Thursday so I am prepared for that Not sure if we spoke 
the last time regarding the previous quiz grade I received before the midterm but I got a     on it I will also hear back Iicom him this week regarding flae midterm grade 

Hist     \~z midterm started yesterday at 6 pm and is due on Thursday at 6 pm. It consists of a 3-5 page paper with a given topic to write about and the other part of the exam is 5 short 
answer responses on terms/definitions from the chapters. She has given us 10 to choose from and I have that completely finished so all I am ~vorking on now- is my paper. 

As you know the tutor was cancelled because of weather and [’or weekly independent hours I was wondering if getting 4.5 is reasonable with the closing Depending on what you agree on I 
will make as many as I can towards the 4.5 and at least 3 hours for the week. Also, this is the last time we will meet before and I was curious about I wanted to 
register to take ECON for the but I am still not sure about whether I want to take it in or online if I could so that I still have the opportunity to play ball 
following the season. Please let me l,mow and have a nice week/break. 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meet Tonight 

Yeah that works! See you then 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 12:36 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy,@~emaiLunc.edu~ wrote: 

] (:an’l: l:omorrow night. How about 8::-~O~m~ on Thursday Would that work for you? 

SLls~t~ 

~mt~ Tuesday, ~:~8 AM 
Tm~ Maloy, Susan B 
@~mt~ Re: Meet Tonight 
Hey, 
I won’t be able to make it tonishL i have to ~o sisn a lease ~oF a house tonisht at 6:30. Is theFe any way we can do ~t tomoFFOW Nsht? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On i, at 11:45 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Can we make up our morning meeting tonight at 6pm or 6:30pm? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

:s__bj:n__~!_oy__(q~_e__gra__iLu__r_~__c__:_e__d___u__ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

Extra IVL&I’H    session beginning 

Hi 

I have confirmed with , your MATH tutor, to add 3 additional MATH sessions on the following Wednesdays at 6pro: 

Please add these dates to your calendar and plan to meet        at 6pm beginning 
need to let me know if a Sunday will be necessary¯ (The Sundays that you appear to be available would be 
Let me know if you have any questions¯ 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 

¯ He may be able to work with you on a Sunday or two as well, but you will 

) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:53 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

RE: incomplete - Final Team GPA 

Yes, a in EXSS    brought             semester GPA to a 3~380 and his cure GPA to 

This brings the team    semester GPA to 2.594 and cure ~PA to 2..650~ 

Unfortunate~v, we i~ren’t id)~e to upload [:h~s grade change at this thole m or[ter [or it [:o appear on the (Sr~;~te [~eport. [{t~t feel flee [:o utilize these new number~; 

from this poh~t forward, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m~ Fox, N~ke 
Sent: Monday, 12:37 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: incomplete 

Susa~ 

He told me he made a B+ in the class. 

As soon as it post let’s get a new grade sheet. 

Than~ 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:57 PIVl 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

No grade update that I can think o£ PLCY is cotning along ok, just not really sure what to study because them is no stud?" guide,     and I are going to see the play 

tomorrow night since we have tutoring on Thursday mid I wanted to see at least once this week. Are you going to be in your office late tonighr? Still feel unsure 
about keeping PLCY. 

O11 at 11:42 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’ff/~email.unc.e&~> wr;Yte: 

Ok thanks, Do you have any grade updates? How is preparing for your PLCY mid ~:erm coming akmg? Don’t forget to see the next play For DRAM 
Ma~e sure you ~mow [or sure whether or not you are required to see the pk~y, ~ do see ~t flared on your sV~h~bus. Look ahead at your 

schedule. Next week s~Rce the p~ays do not run on Mondays, you w~H Rot have a n~ght avai~aMe to see the pby during            due Lo games 

unless you think you can make it after’ a 4prn garne dine. There[:ore. tonight, Thursday night, or Saturday night would be your only opdons. Perhaps 

Saturday n~ght ~s the absolute best n~ght, Let me know. 

Thin, ks, 

~usat~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:24 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

Hi Susan, 

For some reason my emNls aren’t sending so l’m trying this again, don’t think J can make the meeting tomorrow because and 
myself were supposed to sign our lease tomorrow night at 630. 

On , at 9:56 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

I need to move our meetings this week from Thursday to Tuesday night 

back to me as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

~_bj:n__~!py__(q~_e__gra__iLu__r_~__c__:_e__d___u__ 

at our same time. Will that work for each of you? Please get 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

I think we should be able to get the~e in time even if the game lasts 3 1/2 hours. 

quick to eat. 

mid I bought the tickets today to give us time a£ter the game to grab something 

On . at 5:10 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, f am in the offic,:_~ until lOpm tonight instead of Thursday l:h~s week. I have mee~:~ngs from 7-8:300rn but otherwise available romorrow ~s the last 

day [:o drop. 

Do you th~nk you wi~ be aMe to get Lo Lhe p~ay ~n tkhe s[:ter your game? Don’t forget you need to p~ck up your tickets no later than 30 rninuLes before 

the show. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent= Tuesday, 4:57 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

No grade update that I can think of. PLCY ~s coming along ok, just not really sure what to study because there is no study guide. 

see the play tomorrow night since we have tutoring on Thursday and I wanted to see 

~ate tonight? Still feel unsure about keeping PLCY. 

and I are going to 

at least once this week. Are you going to be in your office 

On at 11:42 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks. Do you have any grade updates? How is preparing for your PLCY mid term coming along? Don’t forget to see the next play for 

DRAM                , Make sure Vou know for sure whether or not you are required to see the play. I do see it listed on your syllabus. 

[.ook ahead at your schedule. Next week since the p~ays do no[: run on Mondays, you w[l~ not have a night available to see the #ay during 

due t.:) games unless you think you can make i1: after a 4pro game time. Therefore, ~:on~ght, ]hursday n~ghl:, or Sa~:urdav n~ght 

would be your only options. Perhaps Saturday n~ght is the absoluLe best n~ght. Let nle know. 

Th a n ks~ 

Se~t= Monday, 2:24 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Weekly Meeting Moved to Tuesday 

Hi Susan, 

For some reason my emails aren’t sending so I’m trying this again. I don’t think I can make the meeting tomorrow because 

and myself were supposed to sign our lease tomorrow night at 630. 

On at 9:56 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 
I need to move our meetings this week from Thursday to Tuesday night 
you? Please get back to me as soon as you can. 
Thank you, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 
sbnMoy(cTemail.unc.ed u 

at our same time. Will that work for each of 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:58 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: incomplete - Final Team GPA 

Great news. But I would like to have another Grade Report reflecting this for my entire team. 

Is that not qoing to be possible? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:53 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: incomplete - Final Team GPA 

Yes, a in EXSS ’arought semester GPA to a 3.380 and his cure GPA to a 3.108. 

This brir~gs the team    semester GPA to 2.584 and cure GPA to 2,550. 

Ur~fortunately, we aren’t able to upload this grade change at this time h~ order for it to appear on the Grade Report. But feel free to ut~Hze these new mm~bers 

From this ~x)ir~t forward, 

Thanks, 

E~= Fox, Mike 
Sent= Monday, 12:37 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: " incomplete 

Susan, 

He told me he made a B+ in the class. 

As soon as it post let’s get a new grade sheet. 

Than~ 

Mike 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:43 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: class drops, etc. 

Oh yes. Sorry! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:42 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Cc: Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject-" RE: class drops, etc. 

"i’ha~k yo~,      you rner~tion~:_~d this morning as well, H~-_~ is goit~g to drop ~CON right? 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:41 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Co: Forbes, Sco~; Jac~oo, ScoE C; Gaines, B~ant Anthony 

Subject: class drops, etc. 

Sosao~ 

Good to talk this morning. Just to follow up: 

is on his way to you regarding Hist. 

keeping his ~S class 

keepio~ Poll. class 

dropping 

flropping 

dropping 

Tha¢ should be it I think. 
Than~ 

Mike 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:07 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Who Must Declare Major 

Hi Mike, 

just wanted to give you a list of the 

- Peace War and Defense 

students who still need to officially declare their major for eligibility purposes. 

- ECON 
- Management and Society 

- I have asked him to stop by to talk about this, because I am not sure what his back-up plan to B-School is. 
-Sociology or EXSS 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnmloy@ema~l.tmc.e&~ 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:21 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: ~hool 

everything is going well i have turned in my music project and have worked on my anth project, i am in the process of studying for my friday test in 

math and i am in the math drop in tutor for my ind hour. I signed in with him as well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:52 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto~ng@unc.edu~; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.~mc.edu"~ 

Tutor’s 

Hello, 

I would like to cancel my8 and 9 pm tutors for tonighL I am going to see the play 
see the play being that I will be living off campus during            for 

ThankYou, 

tonight. This seems to be the last time that I will be able to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 10:32 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@uuc.edu> 

M~]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Drain 

Due to last nights 
class of five. 

Thank you, 

game, I had to move my class from Wednesday to Thursday Iicom 5:30-7:30 I will not be able to make my 7pm session for Dram    . This is my fourth 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday,              3:14 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc. edu>; B eatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc. edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Unavailable 

Student-Athletes, 

Your tutoring session with       has been cancelled tonight. 

Please see your advisor for any questions regarding your schedule. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emailouncoedu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cel! 

is at a conference out of town. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday,             3:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Mo]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cancelation 

Thanks 

I have noted your cancellations Please remember to CC ?,our advisor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
TUNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Cancelation 

11:38 AM 

Hello, 

l need to cancel my tutors tonight at 7:00 and 8:00 due to a play l have to see 12)r my drama 

Sent from my iPhone 

class. Thank you. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:01 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Score C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Score <sIbrbes@unc.edtr~; Gaiues, Bryant Anthony <bagaiues@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly Report 

WR .pdf; Grade Report .pdf 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report in addition to a Grade Report with Progress Reports from professors noted with an (*). 

Everyone met their tutors this week, but a few needed to cancel Thursday night appointments in order to see the DRAM play. seemed to come up 

slightly short on their independent hours this week. I have not spoken with them to find out why, but we were closed on Monday night due to the weather and I 

know had a , class to attend on Thursday night. 

-Short 1.5 hours 

- Short 30 min. !     is always good about this. So there must be some explanation.) 

The main reminder for this week continues to be for everyone to schedule a meeting with an Academic Advisor. I have tried to get the students I meet with to do 

so during our meeting, but I don’t think I have gotten to everyone yet. Also, during the Break, they should take some time to think about courses they want to take 

in . They can now access the courses offered this    in Connect Carolina, which means they can begin loading their Shopping Carts at this time. 

Let me know if you have any questions and good luck against this weekend. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

IMPORTANT - Apply for 9th Semester by (deadline) 

@live. unc.edu> 

Hey 

I hope you are enjoying so far! 

I am not sure what your plans are academically for         but if you plan to return in         to finish up your degree, you MUST apply for a 9th semester (since 

will be your 9th term) by the deadline of Even if you are unsure about whether or not you plan to return, I recommend that you apply anyway 

so that you have the option and are able to register. It is likely that you currently have a hold on your account informing you of this and preventing you from 

registering for the 

The additional semester application can be found on the Academic Advising webpage as well as the link below: 

https://advising.unc.eduiresources/request--to-enrolM n-additional-sernesteri 

Please schedule a meeting with an advisor ASAP to discuss this and keep me informed as well as to what you plan to do. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday,              1:34 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring on Sunday 

I’m not suxe if’ is back tlais Sunday or aot, but if he is, I need to cancel my tutoring session for Suaaday night because I will be a~vay for a game. Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 2:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Canceling tutols 

Tutorial services will be fully functioning on Monday, 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Ceil: 

You will not have an?’ normal sessions on Sunday 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
SubJect: Canceling rotors 

1:32 PM 

need to cancel my Sunday tutor since I will be traveling with the team and in 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sunday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATntoring@unc.edu~, 

Thursday,              2:02 PM 

@live,unc.e&~> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbma|oy(~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring on Sunday 

Tutorial sel~,’ices ~vill be fully functioning on Monday, 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
LcqC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc, edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

You will not have any normal sessions on Sunday 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Thursday, 1:34 PM 

Tu: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Maluy, Susan B 
Subject: Tuturing on Sunday 

I’m nut sure if is back this Sunday ur not, but if he is, I need to cancel my tuturing session fur Sunday night because I will be away’ l\~r a game. Thank you 



From: Fox, Mike <mfo\@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:00 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.tmc.edtr~; 

t@live, unc.edu> 

Subject: l~W: Who Must Declare Major 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~;                         @live.tmc.edu;~; 

Need you guys to get tNs done tNs week p!ease! OFFI~ALLY 

Coach 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:07 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Who Must Declare Major 

Hi Mike, 

I just wanted to give you a list of the 

- Peace War and Defense 

students who still need to officially declare their major for eligibility purposes. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Su sa n 

- ECON 

- Management and Society 

- I have asked him to stop by to talk about this, because I am not sure what his back-up plan to B-School is. 

-Sociology or EXSS 

M a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Your Academic Worksheet (’ 

.pdf 

) - Completed by Roger Kaplan 

From: Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: Your Academic Worksheet 

Here is your academic worksheet; if you have at’_,? questions, please fee1 flee to contact me. 

Roger 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 
Senior Academic Advisor 
Coilege of A~ts and Sciences and the Genera1 Coliege 
G008 S~eie 
Campus Box 3 i 10 
UpAversi~- of North Ca~;oiina at Chapel P_ili 
Chapei Hili, NC 27599-3110 
Office: (919) 962-3+% 
Fax: 1919) 962-6888 
http://advising.unc.edu 

**Confider_,,:iaiity notice: ~xis cmail message, including any atta&m~ents, is f~,r r.he soie use of intended recipient(s) and ma? contain cotff’.,de~:,tial and pr:,viieged i~fformation. Any 
tmamhorized review, use, disciosore, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:46 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Who Must Declare Major 

1230 works best 

Sent from my iPhone 

. at 10:45 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~)email.unc.e&~> w~me: 

Yes, f am aw~ilabh:_~ t.:_~ men-:d: be[:we~:_m ~.2:30-2pr~ today. Whe~ wouk[ you like to meet? 

That~k~, 

Susa~ 

~en~ ~onday, 9:34 A~ 

To: Malo~, Susan B 
Subject~ Re: Who Must Declare Major 

Hey Susan, I met with an advisor and everything and l’m going to declare an Econ major and an entrepreneurship minor that I just applied for. Are you 

free anywhere between 12 and 2 today? Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or , at 8:59 AM, "Fox, Mike" <m[ox@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach 
F~m: Maloy, Susan R 
Se~t: Wednesday, 1:07 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Who Must Declare Major 

Hi Mike, 

I just wanted to give you a list of the 

- Peace War and Defense 

students who still need to officially declare their major for eligibility purposes. 

- ECON 
- Management and Society 

- I have asked him to stop by to talk about this, because I am not sure what his back-up plan to B-School is. 
-Sociology or EXSS 

Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suptx~rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oltice) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaJoy~)em~dl.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

@live.unc.edtp 

RE: - Transt;er Course Application m~d Database 

Thank you 

This link https:!!www.unc.edu!sis!adm!xfereq.html is the Transfer Course Equivalency Database for you to search what courses from ’ have transferred 

I:o UNC in th~-_~ past. At~d ~:his link http://adm~ssi~ns.unc.edu/exp~re/academics/cred~t-f~r-~uts~de--c~ursew~rk/transfer-credib-eva~uati~n-f~r-current-- 

students/course-approval-rules/~t~dudes the ~i~k to ap#y k~r a course to transfer to U NC. Keep in rnmd that you need to aliow at ~east 3 weeks from the day you 

submit the request for approval before reg~steNng for the course at Therefore, you should begin @arming ahead now so that you don’t 

miss any regis[~at~on deadlines at 

[et me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Nentl Monday, 10:39 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: ~: Your Academic Worksheet 

From: Kaplan, Roger Jay <k_a_R[_a___n____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Sent: Monday, 6:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: Your Academic Worksheet 

Mete is your academic wotksheet Kyo’a have any questions, p]ease fee1 free to contact rne 

R oger :ray Kaplan, Ph D 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences arid the General College 

G008 S~eie 

Campus Box 3110 

Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hili 

Chapel Hi[k NC 27599-3110 

Office: (919) 962-3+~N 

Fax: (919) 962--688~ 

ht ti?;//avdvi s~ n~. unc. edu 

**Confidemiaiity notice This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may con,.am confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disciosate, or distribution is prohibited ** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:41 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Academic Worksheet ( ) - Completed by Roger Kaplan 

Hi 

Please note a necessary change to your Academic Worksheet that Roger Kaplan sent to you. Below, you can see my quesLion to him as well as his response, Please 

Lake a ~ew minuLes to review the commenLs bek)w so thaL you are aware. Esser@a~ly th~s means Lhat you have one more ~ew~l class outide of }} XSS or R}K:R 

requhed to com#et:e your degree, unless you complete the Coaching M~nor. M~nors Mso satisfy the Sunup Ed requ~remenl:. 

Please leL me know ff you have a~y questions. 

Thanks, 

Wow... you are 100% concc[ However. if he does plm, on finishing fl~e coaching minor, fl~en @at will fi~fiff the Supplememal Educa[ion requiremct,t: if not @et, he 

wi~l ~eed one mmv cm~rsc 0~ot EXSS, KECR~ I ,FIT, PHYA)~ 
Thanks t~r calchi~g flint. 

R oger 

Hi Rogen 

mentioned fl~at lm met wifl~ you recently. He shared Ns academic wor~heet with me. I have one question for clm~ficadon. I nodced &at you were counting 

RECR    as a Supp Ed requirement. I a~ ac~Nly not counting it flmm since I was under tim impression &at ~CR courses me considered under &e EXSS 

deN~ment (Ns major &paYment). ~ I ~sessing ins coume inconecfly in mnns of&e Supp Ed mqNmment? 
Tha~ m much for your help. 

Susan 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= ~: Your Academic Wor~heet ( ) - Completed by Roger Kaplan 

I:rom: Kaplan, Roger Jay <~_a_j&[_a___n____@____u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Sent: Monday, 6:36 PM 

To: 

Subje¢t: Your Academic Worksheet 

Nete is your academic wotksheet if you have any questions, please fee] ,qee to contact rne 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph D 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences arid the General College 

G008 S~ele 

Campus Box 3110 

Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hili 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3110 

O~ lice: (919) 962-3~N 

Fax: (919) 962--6888 

ht ts);//acdvi si hA. uric. edu 

**Confiden,’aaiity notice This email message, including any attachmen,:s, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and rnay comam confid~ntia] and privileged imrormation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disch)sute, or distribution is prohibited ** 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:28 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Registration Holds 

Holds Report xlsx 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is a report listing the guys with registration holds on their account. I had emailed and over Spring Break about the need to submit an 

application for a 9th semester. That would take care of the Academic Advising hold for them if they plan to return in         The others appear to have charges on 

their accounts. We are now entering that time period when all of the students should be checking their holds several times each week prior to registration so they 

have time to take care of any needs they may have before their registration date. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu 
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H 

1 Descr 

2 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

3 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

4 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

5 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

6 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

7 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

8 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

9 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

10 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 
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1 Descr 
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End Term 
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End Date 

3 Account Past Due 

4 Dept Hold-Admit/Enrol 

5 Account Past Due 

6 Account Past Due 

7 Dept Hold-Admit/Enrol 

8 Dept Hold-Admit/Enrol 

9 Account Past Due 

10 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 



From: Fox, Mike <mfo\@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:37 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu>; 

Subject: IaNT: Registration ttolds 

Attach: Holds Report .xlsx 

~live. unc.edu> 

Please take care of this right away. 

TEXT me when you have done so. 

Coach 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 5:28 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Registration Holds 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is a report listing the guys with registration holds on their account. I had emailed     and      over Spring Break about the need to submit an 

application for a 9th semester. That would take care of the Academic Advising hold for them if they plan to return in        . The others appear to have charges on 

their accounts. We are now entering that time period when all of the students should be checking their holds several times each week prior to registration so they 

have time to take care of any needs they may have before their registration date. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 
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1 Descr 

2 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

3 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

4 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

5 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

6 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

7 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

8 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

9 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

10 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 
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1 Descr 

2 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

3 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

4 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

5 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

6 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

7 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

8 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email 

9 cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registration and release 

10 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:37 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: Registration Holds - 

fyJ 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:22 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Registration Holds 

I did this yesterday 

From: Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:37 PM 

To; 

Subject: FW: Registration Holds 

Please take care of this right away. 

TEXq- me when you have done so. 

Coach 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 5:28 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Registration HoMs 

Hi Mike, 

Attached ~s a report listing the guys with registration holds on their account. I had emailed over about the need to submit an 

application for a 9th semester. That would ~ake care of the Academic Advising hold for them if they plan to return ~n The others appear to have charges on 

their accounts. We are now enterh~g ~hat t~rne period when all o~ the students should be checking ~heir holds several times each week prior ~o registration so they 

have time to take care of any needs they may have before their registration date. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

"[’u~dal CooNinator,’Academic Com~selor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Smdem-AtNctes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (l:ax) 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Advising Module - YOU MUST COMPLETE ASAP 

Hey 

I wanted to let you know that Academic Advising has no record of you completing the Advising module at the link below. You currently have a hold on your account 

that will prevent you from registering until you complete this module. Please let me know when you have completed this requirement so that I can follow-up with 

Advising to have the hold removed. 

._h_t__t_p___s_;ZLa___d__~Ls_L_n_~.___u___n__c_:__e___d___u_i_ ~r...e.~!.s..t.r.~.t~!9~.n..:~..n..d.~..m....e...e..t.L~.~.-~.s..u.~p~p~L.e...m..~ k m_~_~_~ J_~Z 
Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stt~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo:z@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:41 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Regis~tmtion Holds 

On 

told me they have taken care of thi!!! 

. at 5:27 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy,@~emaiLunc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is a report listing the guys with registration holds on their account. I had emailed over about the need to submit 

an application for a 9th semester. That would take care of the Academic Advising hold for them if they plan to return in . The others appear to 

have charges on their accounts. We are now entering that time period when all of the students should be checking their holds several times each 

week prior to registration so they have time to take care of any needs they may have before their registration date. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;emaiDmc.edu 

Holds Report xlsx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live,t~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:15 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly meeting intb 

Hello Susan, 

It has been a while since our last meeting so I am letting you know of all the grades that I have received since that are either on sakai or not. Here is all the information: 

which affects my grade a lot. I felt prepared for the exam but the information on the exam seemed rely detailed and somewhat trick?’. There was no study guide I do well on eve~’ 
assignment but I kno~v that there is no room for error and I must correct the mistakes for when the final comes. The Book Analysis is due next wednesday and the SWaT analysis is due on 
monday as well as another weekly drill due friday. 

NAVS    : Things are going well in this class. I received an 81% on the midterm that was 20% of my grade. The bad news for this class is that I got a 0/10 on the last quiz that we took on the 
thursday before break. There was major conti~sion on what to read for the quiz because of the cancellation on tuesday before. The majority of the class was contused and yet he still gave a 
quiz I do not think he drops the lowest quiz grade and I have the critical thinking exercise 2 due this coming thursday 

Hist    : The professor has not posted the grades for the midterm Not sure what the latest grade you have for the lessons but lesson 7 was an 86% and lesson 8 was an 87%. I feel 
confident in this course to maintain a B average and I have just completed the forum posts for lesson 9. 

Port     I do not know what grades you have but I know that I received an 83% on my essay 1 and unfoltunately an awful grade on my midterm, a35% The midterm is 20% of my grade 
which kills me right now-. I did not feel comfortable with an?’ of the material on the exam and I feel I was yew rushed ~vithin the 50 minutes we had I met with my tutor last night and went 
over it and felt a lot better after discussing the mistakes I made. Some mistakes were vely minor but I got stuck with pretty much guessing on about half of the exam because I ran out of time. 
I know what I must do to fix this by the end of the semester. We are watching a film this week and working on the film assigmnent that is due next week. I also have not received a grade back 
on the oral exam that was well before 

Math : Nothing really new in this class except we are getting into the calculus part of the course but it is still going welh We have a quiz tomorrow and I am prepared ~2~r it 

’]7he midterms separately I think overwhelmed me only because I had two of them on the same day as well as the online 5 page paper that I was writing at the same time. I believe I will 
bounce back from the EXSS and PORT grades and be prepared for the NAVS quizzes from here on out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

,@live.unc.edu>; 

@live. unc.edu>; 
,~!live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtc,; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Your Academic Advising Appointment 

@live.unc.edu-~;                              @live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edw~;                    @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.~mc.edtr~; @live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                              ,~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                              @live.unc.edt~- 

Hey Guys, 

I have received a report from Academic Advising listing all students who have completed their required Academic Advising appointment as of . I know 

that several of you have appointments already scheduled for this week and next week, but if you are receiving this email, you have not yet had your Advising 

meeting. So that I can be sure everyone has made their appointment, please respond to my email with the exact date, time, and advisor you will be meeting with. 

If you have not made an appointment yet, please do so ASPA at advising.unc.edu>schedule an appointment. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Academic Advising Aptx)intment 

Thursday at 1030 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy,@~emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Guys, 
I have received a report from Academic Advising listing all students who have completed their required Academic Advising appointment as of 

I know that several of you have appointments already scheduled for this week and next week, but if you are receiving this email, you have not 
yet had your Advising meeting. So that I can be sure everyone has made their appointment, please respond to my email with the exact date, time, 
and advisor you will be meeting with. 
If you have not made an appointment yet, please do so ASPA at advising:unc.edu>schedule an appointment. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:10 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Academic Advising Aptx~intment 

I just asked each on individually and all said yes except 

He was doing it on his phone as we spoke. He is slack and I am on him. 

On , at 2:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy,@~email~unc.edu.; wrote: 

Hey Guys, 

I have received a report from Academic Advising listing all students who have completed their required Academic Advising appointment as of 

I know that several of you have appointments already scheduled for this week and next week, but if you are receiving this email, you have not 

yet had your Advising meeting. So that I can be sure everyone has made their appointment, please respond to my email with the exact date, time, 

and advisor you will be meeting with. 

If you have not made an appointment yet, please do so ASPA at ._a___d__v__[_s_j__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e.__d__u__>sch edule an appointment. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 12:15 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Academic Advising Aptx~intment 

Mrs Maloy, 

My appointment is atll am. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 2:02 PM, "Maloy, Susau B" <sbmaloy@emailatnc.e&~> wrote: 

Hey Guys, 

I have received a report from Academic Advising listing all students who have completed their required Academic Advising appointment as of 

I know that several of you have appointments already scheduled for this week and next week, but if you are receiving this email, you have not 

yet had your Advising meeting. So that I can be sure everyone has made their appointment, please respond to my email with the exact date, time, 

and advisor you will be meeting with. 

If you have not made an appointment yet, please do so ASPA at advising.unc.edu>schedule an appointment. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:36 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Additiona] Semester Request Confirmation 

I got this email saying it worked ? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Academic Advising Program in the College of Arks and Sciences <noreply@unc.edu> 

Date: at 2:18:54 PM EDT 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Additional Semester Request Confirmation 

Dear 

You request to enroll in mi additional semester has been ieceived by Acadelnic Advising. Decisions will be sent to your UNC email. (If you did not 
provide a UNC email, your notification roll be mailed to the physical address provided on the form.) 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:53 PM 

,@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly meetiug iufo - 

Hi 
Thank you for all of this detail. Sounds like things are really up and down for you right now. I know that you are on top of your assigl~nents and due dates, perhaps you need to concentrate 
on starting earlier to prepare for exams, quizzes and other ~vritten assignments. Let’s really focus on using the daily task list in your planner to commit to what you plan to ~vork on each day 
You may even need to get as specific as outlining the time of day that you plan to work on each thing so you can see if your task list is realistic or not within the amount of time you have 
available each day 

Try this between now- and next Tuesday when ~ve meet again, and we can discuss. FYI, there is an EXSS tutor session at 8pm on Tuesdays. You could perhaps sit in on the Tuesday 
nights that you don’t have games Would you want to do that? 

Thanks again for taking the time to send me this detail Please feel free to stop by ant’ time if you need me or want to talk about things further. 

A couple other things, when is your Academic Advising meeting? Please remember to check your holds on your account several times a week before you register at 8am on 
registration begins for you on Right no~v it looks like you don’t have ant’ holds 

Let me know if you have any questions. Good luck this weekend. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday 
To: Malay, Susan B 
Subject: Weekly meeting info 

8:15 PM 

Hello Susan, 

has been a while since our last meeting so I am letting you know of all the grades that I have received since that are either on sakai or not. Here is all the information: 

EXSS    : I received a 20/20 on the                     and just turned in a weekly drill(sbj) yesterday. I also got my midterm grade back and was not too happy with it I got a 56% on it 
which affects my grade a lot. I felt prepared for the exam but the information on the exam seemed very detailed and somewhat tricky. ’]’here was no study guide I do well on every 
assignment but I know that there is no room for error and I must correct the mistakes for when the final comes. The Book Analysis is due next wednesday and the SWaT analysis is due on 
monday as well as another weekly drill due friday. 

NAVS    : Things are going well in this class. I received an 81% on the midterm that was 20% of my grade. The bad news fi~r this class is that I got a 0/10 on the last quiz that we took on the 
thursday before break. There was major confusion on what to read for the quiz because of the cancellation on tuesday before. ’]’he majority of the class was corffused and yet he still gave a 
quiz I do not think he drops the lowest quiz grade and I have the critical thinking exercise 2 due this coming thursday 

Hist ~Ihe professor has not posted the grades for the midterm Not sure what the latest grade you have for the lessons but lesson 7 was an 86% and lesson 8 was an 87%. I :Feel 
confident in this course to maintain a average and I have just completed the fi~rmn posts :For lesson 9. 

Port     I do not know what grades you have but I know that I received an 83% on my essay 1 and unfortunately an awful grade on my midterm, a 35% The midterm is 20% of my grade 
which kills me right now. I did not :Feel comfier table with any of the material on the exam and I feel I was ve~ rushed within the 50 minutes we had I met with my tutor last night and went 
over it and felt a lot better after discussing the mistakes I made. Some mistakes were vepf minor but I got stuck with pretty much guessing on about half of the exam because I ran out of time. 
I know what I must do to fix this by the end of the semester. We are watching a film this week and working on the film assignment that is due next week. I also have not received a grade back 
on the oral exam that was well before spring break. 

Math : Nothing really new in this class except we are getting into the calculus part of the course but it is still going well. We have a quiz tomorrow and I ara prepared for it. 

The midtem~s separately- I think overwhelmed me only because I had two of them on the same day as ~vell as the online 5 page paper that I was writing at the same time. I believe I will 
bounce back from the EXSS and PORT grades and be prepared for the NAVS quizzes from here on out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:02 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edtv~; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly Report 

Grade Report ..pdf; WR .pdf 

Hey Mike, 

Finally some good Baseball weather!!! 

Attached is this week’s report and the latest grade report. (Not too many more progress reports since the last report, however.) Speaking of the weather, it did 

cause a few issues for our weekly meetings since I needed to stay home with my kids as a result of their school closing. But I did my best to catch most everyone. 

This week there were 3 infractions with missing tutor sessions: both communicated with me and they 

will be able to appeal their infractions. I’m not sure why needed to miss. is also the only one who did not record any independent study hours this week. 

Otherwise, everything else as far as tutor sessions and study hours is good. 

As you know registration is coming up beginning The current will have a registration time most likely at 8am on. when we are in 

I have told some of them to make sure they have access to a computer and the internet in the hotel so they can take advantage of the priority registration 

time. I just wanted to put this on your radar to make you aware of what they need to do while on the road. Do you see any issues with that? 

Finally, I wanted to make you aware of a new service we are offering for the remainder of the semester. We have developed a partnership with the Library, and on 

Mondays and Thursdays from 7pm-lOpm we will have a librarian on site in the Writing Center area to assist students with their research needs. I think this will be a 

great resource for all students, not just those on MAPs. 

Let me know if you have any questions. And good luck this weekend. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu~; 

Sent: Sunday, 8:20 PM 

To: @email.unc.e&~y; 

Subject: 

:@live. unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emafil.unc.edtr"~ 

To ~Vhom This May Concern: 

1 was this weekend and I’m not going to be able to attend my classes tomorrow 

Thanks, 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:34 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your MATH tutoring session on at 9i00p~. This is your fi~t documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:35 AM 

@live. uuc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your DRAM    tutoring session on at ~i00~. This is your f!~ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:35 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PORT tutoring session on at ~I00~. This is your fi~ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,               10:11 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Maloy Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr’~ 

Tt~tor Cancel tbr i 

Hello, 

I would like to request that nay Math 
due of Thursday. 

Thar~k Y ou, 

for tonight be cancelled. We had a test today and I would rather use that time preparing fbr nay ECON 
exam later this week and AAAD paper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu.; 

Monday, 10:11 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Tutor cmacellation lbr 

My name is          and I would like to cancel my 9PM math    session with 
the other 2 exams I have this ~veek 

Thanks, 

Our class had a test today and we do not have any immediate work I will use this time to prepare for 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sunday Tutor Appointments 

Well I wish I could tell you. With lpm game and 9 innings we should be done at 4-4:30pm and back home in time. 

HOWEVER 

Mother nature, umpires, etc .......... could change all of that. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:35 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Sunday, Tutor Appointments 
Hey Mike, 

Do you think the guys would be back in time to meet a 6pro and 7pro tutor appointment on Sunday 

we will be playing at ? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

or should I just have them cancel for this Sunday since 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:26 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: S~mday Tutor Appointments 

That might be wise? 

You have registration dates and times yet for these guys? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:08 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sunday Tutor Appointments 
Perhaps we should have them cancel all sessions before 8pro in that case?? 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:57 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Sunday Tutor Appointments 

Well I wish I could tell you. With lpm game and 9 innings we should be done at +4:30pm and back home in time. 

HOWEVER 

Mother naturez umpires~ etc .......... could chancle all of that. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:35 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Sunday Tutor Appointments 

Hey Mike, 

Do you think the guys would be back in time to meet a 6pro and 7pm tutor appointment on Sunday 

we will be playing at 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 

or should I just have them cancel for this Sunday since 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:36 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Registration during Travel 

9:30am flight. 

They should be able to register at 8am somehow 

Frem: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:33 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sunday Tutor Appointments 
Yes see attached. Ir~ our staff meeting tomorrow, we are going Lo Lalk abouL how to handle situations ~ike 

reg~stral:k?n tkne occurs and kEru~b~e tO regisLer themselw~s. ~hat ~s correct ~sn’t ~t on 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, ~2:26 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Sunday Tutor Appointmen~ 

That m~ght be wise? 

You have registration dates and times yet for these guys? 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 

~ent: Tuesday, 12:08 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sunday TuMr Appointmen~ 

Perhaps we should have them cance~ a~ sessions before 8pro in that case?? 

F~m= Fox, N~ke 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:57 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject; RE: Sunday Tutor Appointmen~ 

Well I wish I could tell you. With 1pm game and 9 innings we should be done at 4-4:30pm and back home in time. 

HOWEVER 

Nother nature~ umpires~ etc .......... could chanqe all of that. 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:35 AN 
To= Fox, Mike 
Subject= Sunday Tutor AppNntmen~ 

Hey Mike, 

Do you think the guys would be back in time to meet a 6pro and 7pro tutor appointment on Sunday 

we will be playing at 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu’#fial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[~C Academic Suppo~ Program Ibr Student-A&le~s 

919-962-9892 (otlice) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 

who will be in an airplane when their 

you will bein the air around 8am? 

, or should I just have them cancel for this Sunday since 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:05 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

- Miaction 

Hey Mike, 

I just wanted to let you know that received an infraction for not showing up to his SPAN session last night. We talked about it today and it appears that he 

misunderstood the tutor to say that he would not be available for "our next session" which meant next Sunday night and not yesterday, thought he 

meant yesterday. He said he had no intention of missing the session. I can see why he misunderstood, but I did remind that he should receive an email from 

us if a session is truly canceled. It is fine for tutors to prepare students for their absence, but ultimately we do our best to communicate all cancellations to 

students via email, which is what he should be on the look out for. In other words, assume the session is on as scheduled unless you receive an email. I told 

that I didn’t think this was an appealable situation, but I do see how it was possible for him to misunderstand the tutor’s comment and wanted to make you aware. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucinski, Terri Jo <ljrucinski@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:01 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

Hi Susan 
Per our conversation earlier today I just wanted you to know that     has tentatively been scheduled for 
be in . May need to stay for a total of depending upon how i 
was going to contact his instructors this week and try to get his work done ahead of time. 
Thanks for all your help with this situation. 

Terri Jo 
Terri Jo Rudnski 

M.A., ATC, I_AT, PT, CSCS 
Head Athletic Trainer - Baseball 
Coordinator of Physical Therapy Services 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

He will need to 
I will let you know when all has been finalized,     said he 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipients(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Advising Appt. Rescheduled 

While I mn thinking of it we axe practicing at i Thursday night. I told guys about cm~celing their tutors. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~iv+~.++++c.ed++> 
Date: at 5:07:09 PM EDT 

To: "Mike Fox (!~+.,2i(+~.~!+:+:+:+!:+)" 

Subject: Ad~ising Appt. Rescheduled 

Coach Fox, 

Ihad en edvising appointmentscheduled forthis Thursday     et night, this eppointment wascencelled by the edvisor. Beingleterin the yearl 

rescheduled my epptfornext Monday,     @l:BO, figuringthat Mondeysare usuellytheleastbusy day. Willthis be ok? 

Thenks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:42 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Advising Appt. Rescheduled 

5:30-7:30. Back at 8pm hopefully or I can send a van back early. 

Will not take over there FYI 

Fr~m~ Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:40 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Re: Advising Appt. Rescheduled 

Oh good. Didn’t know that, so thanks for reminding them. Does that mean all sessions through 10pm? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:21 PM, "Fox, Mike" <~!~Q.5.@.!;..?.~:.e:.~.~.> wrote: 

While I am thinking of it we are practicing at Thursday night. I told guys about canceling their tutors. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 

Date: at 5:07:09 PM EDT 

To: "Mike Fox (~!.9.~.~.~.=~.~.t=i.)" 

Subject: Advising Appt. Rescheduled 

Coach Fox, 

Ihad an advising appointmentscheduled forthisThursday     at night, thisappointment was cancelled bythe advisor. Beinglaterin 

the yearlrescheduled my apptfornext Monday,     @l:30, figuringthat Mondays are usually theleastbusy day. Willthis be ok? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@uuc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Cancellations 

will need to cancel mv tutor thisThursdav at 7 with as we are practicing off campus and will not be back in time. 

I will also need to cancel my 7 o clock tutor session this Sunday as we are playing at and will not be back. 

will finally need to cancel my tutor sessions on Thursday, and Sunday, as we will be playing in 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:40 AM 

ttundley, Bobby <h~mdley@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Rucinski, Tern Jo <tjmciuski@unc.edu>; Galz, 

Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

- Quit Team 

For your information he has quit the team. 
Mike 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:33 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s meeting 

Yes that should be fine. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:29 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

Would 12:30pm tomorrow be possible? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:22 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Today’s meeting 

Susan, 

I have lay advising meeting tuday at 12 to declare my major and we have pregame meal tuday at 12:30. Is there any way we cuuld reschedule for tumurrow at 1130 ur 127 

Thanks, 

Sent frum my ~Phone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 9:04 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

FinaJ F~xaJlls - 

Hi 

Terri Jo has been keeping me posted on your situation. Please let me know if I can help you in any way. I know you have been communicating with your professors. 

We will do the same thing from our end to further confirm your absence. Can you make me aware of your final exam schedule? It would be helpful to have this just 

in case you need to request to have your final exams moved. Just so you are aware, professors are not permitted to move final exam times for students unless 

they receive approval from the Advising Office. The process for requesting exam excuses/reschedule is for the student to meet with an Advisor to discuss the 

situation and then the Advisor will send a form to the professor permitting them to reschedule the exam for the student. 

On another note, it looks like you are scheduled to register on 
selection? 
Keep me posted on things and let me know how I can help you. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbraaloy(a)email, unc.edu 

at 8am. Would you like to meet to discuss your academic worksheet and your course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:09 AM 

Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP <advisingtbrstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

FW:            - Update for Advising 

Hi 

I wanted to make you aware of a situation for one of our baseball players, that has just developed. He is going to have to travel to 

~-fe will need to b~-_~ away from campt~s for at ~east ~.0 days, whR:h means possibly a week and a ha~[ of class. He is a~readv comrmm~cating with h~s 

professors, b~t I was hopk~g we could send so~el:h~g o~ our e~xt to confirm/support h~s absence. 

It ~s our hope that he w~l~ not need to request any of his l:ina~ exams 

be moved, but that is a possibility as we~l. So ~ wanted to make you aware of that also. 

Please ~et me know what e~se you need [rom me, and I wi~ ge~: back ~:o you w~:h ~:he [inal~zed dates o[ h~s absence. 

Thanks, 

Frem: Rucinski, Terri ~o 
Sent: Tuesday, S:O:t PM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Fox, Mike 
Subject: 
Hi Susan 
Per our conversation earlier today I just wanted you to know that 
be in                       May need ~ s~y for a to~l of        depending 
was going to con~ct his instructors this week and try ~ get his work done ahead of time. 
Than~ for all your help with this situation. 

Terri 3o 
Terri 3o Rudnski 
M.A., ATC, ~T, PT, CSCS 
Head Athletic Trainer - Baseball 
Coordinator of Physical Therapy Se~ices 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

I will let you know when all has been finalized. 
He will need to 

said he 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipients(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, 12:25 PM 

@live.~mc.edtr~ 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Cancellalion - 

I have noted your cancellations with the following exception: 

This Sub, day,    , it is my understa~di~g that you are able to caducei your 7pro session, b~t you should be aMe to attend your 8pro session. P~ease p~an on attending 

on Sundi~y for your PORT rut.ruing ~f you are delayed by            iwe~:her, we wHJ adjusi: ~ccord~ng~y. 

~ have noted your (:an(:eHat~on for tMs ~hursd~y,      MUSC (:an(:eHat~on for Sunday     ~nd a~l c~m(:e~h~:~ot~s for 

Please remember to CC your counselor on a~l cancellation emaHs. 

Assistant Tutorial CoordinaLor/Academic Counselor 

[J NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Offk>:~: 9~.9- 847,-2:~28 

Ce[h 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:38 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Tutor ~ance~lation 

I need to cancel my BUSI and STOR 

because of travel. ~ need to cancel m~ 

Thanks 

tutor sessions on Thurs.     due to travel. I also need to cancel my MUSC and PORT 

and STOR    tutor sessions on Thurs.    and MUSC and PORT    on 

tutoring on Sun. 
because of traveling. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thanks 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tutoring - 

[ have noted your cancellation. 

Please remember to CC your co~mselor on all cancellation emails, 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program for Studenl:-At:hhel:es 

Off:ice: 9~9-843-2328 

Ce~l: 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: tutoring 

[ am goingto need to cancel my 7 o clock tutor session thursday with 

Thanks[ 

because we will be practicing then. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday,               1: l 1 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tlmrsday- 

Thanks 

I have noted your cancell,mtions for tomon*ow. P~ease remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh~atoriAcadem~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-[�43-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, ~0:03 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Thursday 

Hello, 

I would like to cance~ my Thursday tutoring sessions for 6 and 7 o’clock. 

Thank you. 

as well as Drama 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:49 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Important Dates 

I have such a big issue with the Life Skills stuff. It should not be mandatory in my opinion. 

If we have players who need tutoring they should go to tutoring. That is just me but hearing about Disney might not be in the best interest of one of my 

players with a 

They are all aware of it yes. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Wednesday, 12:32 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Important Dates 
So far, only       has registered for          A couple guys are thinking of registering for HIST    online in . and a few are looking at online classes 

. The deadline for and online classes is , the 2nd day of class. The issue is first corne first serve. So the sooner the register the 

better’. 

On another note, ~ believe there is a k~fe SM~Is meetk~g at 7pro on Monday S~nce this ~s mandatory for a~l student-atMetes, my p~an ~s to emai~ al~ tu[ors 

and cance~ NI 7pro sessions on Monday,        .~ Are the guys aware of this meeth~g? 

~’1~ ~eep you posted on those who haw~ registered for 

Susan 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
~ent= Wednesday, 11:52 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subje~t~ RE: Impor~nt Dates 

Susan, 

When you can would you send me those players who have registered for 

Is there a deadline for this? 

Than~ 

Mike 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Thursday, 2:33 PN 
To~ Fox, Mike 
Subje¢t= ImpoRant Dates 

Hi Mike, 

Just thought I would give you a few important dates to put on your radar. 

is the last day to drop a course this      semester. 

is registration for Juniors and Seniors. 

is registration for Sophomores and First Years. 

registration is about a week earlier than    registration which will be 

Also, it is now time for the guys to schedule their Academic Advising appointments for thB semester. They can schedule the meeting now for 3 weeks from now. 

But if they wait 3 weeks to schedule an appointment, their window of opportunity will be a lot less if they attempt to meet an Advisor before registration. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:10 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr"~ 

Tutor cancellation - 

My name is 

Thanks, 

and I ~vould like to cancel nay Econ tutoring session with Thursday and    clue to practicing at and our travels to next week. 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc,edtp 

Thursday, 9:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Cancellation 

need to reschedule our meeting for 7pm tonight because we will not be back yet. When is the best time for you? 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring; 

Subject: RE: Tutor Cancellation 

Hey 

According to my conw:_~r~.;al:ion with C.:_~ach     you shouh~ be able to a~:tend your 9pro se~;sion on Thursday (tomorrow). P~ease plan to attend your STOR sessb:?n. 

Therefore, this session w~l no b:?nger be consh~ered cancelled for ~f you have other concerns, please ~et me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent= Wednesday, ~2:25 PN 

C¢; Naloy, Susan B 
$ubjeet= RE: Tutor Cancellation 

I have noted your cancellations with the following excepLion: 

This Sunday      it is my understanding Lhat you are able to cancel your 7pro session, but you should be able Lo attend your 8pro session. Please plan on atLending 

on Sunday for your’ PORT tutoring if you are delayed by            ’weaLher, we will adjust accordir@y. 

I have noted your cancellation for this Thursday, MUSC cancellation for Sunday     and all cancellations for 

Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Support Prosram for S~udent-A~:hletes 

Off:ice: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:38 PM 

To: ASPSA Tu[or~ng 

Subject: Tutor Cancells~ion 

I need to cancel my BUSI and STOR 

because of travel. I need to cancel my BUSI 

Thanks 

tutor sessions on Thurs..     due to travel, l also need to cancel my MUSC and PORT 

and STOR    tutor sessions on Thurs., and MUSC and PORT    on 

tutoring on Sun. 

because of traveling. 



FYoill: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.m~c.edu> 

Thursday,              9:57 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc,edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor C~cel - 

Dear ASPSA, 
I need to cancel my 6 o clock spanish tutor and my 7 o clock guided study We are trax~eling to 

tonight to practice and I will be unable to attend. Thanks. 



From; 

Sent: 

Sub.je~: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              10:27 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hey Susan after meeting with my adviser yesterday and talking to coach i think im going to try and take comm 

online class and ill be done. I was wondering if i could come into your office tomorrow around 12 for help to get into this 

let me know what you think 

thank you 

class. 

and one 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 11:20 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Tutoring ToNght - 

will need to cancel nay tutor session and my meeting tonight because we have a late practice at . Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:35 AM 

aspsatutoring@emml.unc.edu.; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Tutor Cancel - 

Hello, 

I need to cancel my 7 pm tutor tonight. We will be practicing at 

Thanks, 

and I will not be back in time. 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:52 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - ’][’utor C~cdlation 

Thal~ks 
I have noted your cancellation for your 7pm COMNI session. I have NOT put anything in for your 

Also, please remember to include your counselor on all cancellation emails 
Thanks’. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppurt Prugram ]2~r Student-Ath [etes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Off-ice: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

with Susan. Please touch base with her regarding that session. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: ASPSA Tuturing 

Subject: 

9:08 PM 

need to cancel my 7 pm and 8 pm tutor tumurruw mght due to practice 

Thanks, 

Sent li*um my iPhune 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring -~ASPSATutoring@unc.edtc> 

Thursday,              1:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cancel tator - 

Thanks 
I have noted your cancellation for 7pm for ENGL with 

You still have all of your other sessions 
Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
bsheu@email.unc, edu 
O]Tice: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sut~iect: Cancel rotor 

9:10PM 

I need to cancel my tutor session at 7pro tomorrow night due to practice. 
’]?hanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Thursday,              2:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cmicel - 

Thanks 

[ have noted your cancellation. Please remember to CC your counselor on all canceUation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Pro~Iram for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From 

Sent: Thursday, 8:~_4 AM 

To: ASPSATutoring 

Subject: Cancel 

I need to cancel my 7 pm tutor session tonight because of practice. 

thank¥ou, 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:04 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Yes that’s what he said I’ll try. and take caxe of the holds today and I’ll come see you totnorrow 
Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 1:55 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu~ wrote: 

So            is saying you t’_!~]ly need 6 hours t.:) gr~duate pr.:)~ided you e~rn a .:)r be~:ter in COMM     r~ghl:? (;OMM    i~nd an elect~w?? I am 

happy [o mee[ w~th %)LE, bu[ [:here ~s no[ much we <:ar~ do troth yot~ get the holds (m your account removed. Yot~ w~ 

this is taken care o[:. If you stH] want to meet, ~ am available sL 12noon tomorrow. 

Thin, ks, 

Sent= Thursday, ~0:27 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= 

Hey Susan after meeting with my adviser yesterday and talking to coach i think im going to try and take comm    first semester 

and one online class and ill be done. I was wondering if i could come into your office tomorrow around 12 for help to get into this 

class. 

let me know what you think 

thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:12 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel tutor 

I am not sure yet so I went ahead and canceled it so I ~vouldn’t get an infraction if I did travel Chances are I won’t so I guess I can just keep my 7 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

Are you traveling with the team over to 

Thanks, 

Susan 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 

To: 

Cc: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Cancel tutor 

Thanks 

] have noted your cancellation ]’or 7pm for ENGL 

You still have all of your other sessions. 

at 2:07 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

tonight? If not, I would rather you not cancel any appointments. 

with 

Please remember to (;(2 your counselor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor UNC Academic Support Program ]’or Student-Athletes bsheu@email unc.edu 
©ffice: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:10 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Cancel tutor 

Hi, 
] need to cancel my tutor session at 7pm tomorrow night due to pracuce. 
Thanks t 

Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edtc, 

Thursday,              3:26 PM 

@live. mac.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:              - Tutor Caa~cellation 

Thanks 

I have Imted your cancellation 
Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
bsheu@email.unc, edu 
O]Tice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Su~qiect: 

11:26 KM 

Hey due to us practicing at : today :For need to cancel my tutor today which is at 6-8 ~2~r cotton Thanks 

Sent li~om my iPhone 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 3:48 PM 

@live u ~c edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cancelation - 

Thanks 
I’ve noted your cancellation. Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Thursday 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sut~iect: Cancelation 

2:11 PM 

I need to cancel my 7:00 pm tutor tonight because I’m going to tonight for 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

practice Thanks. 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GrawOzburn, Kara Allison <kar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Fo~ Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Scott, 

Catherine Elizabeth <catherine.scotl@unc.edtr~; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting to discuss       i academic plan as an Education Major 

Dear All 

As you all know was recently admitted into the Middle Grades program. As the requirements for an education program and athletic competition normally 

require extra time beyond the traditional 8 semesters I would like to request a meeting where all of us can sit down together and discuss how the next few years 

will look for      . It would be preferable to hold this meeting before      registers next week¯ Based on a conversation I had with      this morning regarding 

his class and practice / game schedule and my and Dr. Scott’s availability next week I would like to ask that we meet sometime between 12-2 next Wednesday, 

¯ Dr. Scott and I can come to Loudermilk. Is there a time in that window that will work for all of us to meet? 

Sincerely, 

Kara GrawOzburn 

Assistant Director of Student Affairs 

School of Education 

103 G Peabody Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB# 3500 

919-843-6245 

kara@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:04 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr> 

cancellation 

I am going to have to cancel my tutors on sunday because of the chance we could play multiple games. 

Thanks 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~unc.edu> 

Friday,               10:10 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

S~mday 

Stisanl 

Good chance that we play 811 day Sunday with rain today and Saturday, 
Guys need to perhaps cancel Sunday evening tutors or somehow there may need to be a vv~y to 

Get the word out from AC that this is situation with basebNi SA°s, 
Mike 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:11 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Cancellations 

Hello, 

I need to cancel my Sunday tutor 

and 9pro due to travel to 

Thank you, 

at 6:00pm, due to travel to 

, as well as my tutor on Sunday 

and possible              I will also need to cancel my tutors for Thursday 

at 6pro due to travel home from 

both 8 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:32 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Sunday 

Yes. 3pm today 

We could be over there until who knows when Sunday if we play 18 innings and don’t start until 1 

Then we go to next week!!! 

Fun fun 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:17 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sunday 

I understand. Our policy calls for students to cancel their Sunday sessions by noon on Friday. But if situations occur outside of their control sucll as the weather that 

cause them to miss a session they did not i[ltend to nliss, w*-’_~ will not hok] this against th*:_~m I beliew:_~ the guys wer~-’_~ planning to canc~:_~l [h~-Ar 5pro and 7pro s~-_~ssions 

on Sunday anyway. TheFe are 9 guys who have an 8pm appointment and no 9pro appoin[men[s. So if you [hink it is best foF them to cancel the 8pro as welt, they 

can go ahead and send the email today. 

I heard you have moved today’s game to 3pro, is that right? 

Thanks, 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday, 10:10 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Sunday 

Susan, 
Good chance that we play all day Sunday with rain today and Saturday. 

Guys need to perhaps cancel Sunday evening tutors or somehow there may need to be a way to 

Get the word out from AC that this is situation with baseball SA’s. 

Mike 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:33 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Sunday 

Not on travel roster for 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:20 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sunday 

Sorry ]:or the quick follow-up email, but kr~owing who I should expect cancellations from as far as who is actually traveling is helpful too. That’s another reason the 

ema~s are necessary from each student, because across aH sports, we won’t know who ~s on a travel squad and who 

Thanks, 

F~= Fox, Mike 
Seat= Friday, $0:$0 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bje~t= Sunday 

Susan, 
Good chance that we play all day Sunday with rain today and Saturday. 

Guys need to perhaps cancel Sunday evening tutors or somehow there may need to be a way to 

Get the word out from AC that this is situation with baseball SA’s. 

Mike 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.eduv 

Friday, 10:34 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yeah sere a check out in the InaJl and they should get it today so maybe thole waiting for the check before they take the hold off 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:06 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~)email.unc.edt~> wl~ote: 

Ok thanks For letting rne know . Did you get the holds r~-_~moved? 

Good k~ck this weekend! 

Sent: Friday, 9:58 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 

Hey Susa~ I’m not going to be able to come in today because they mowd our game time np to 3, but I’ll come in Monday around 12 so~ hope you have 

a good weekend 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On at 2:08 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <E_~?E!~J_£.~!@_e___n_)_~a__l_=_u_!)__c_:__e__@_.> wrote: 

Ok thanks. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 2:04 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 

Yes that’s what he said I’ll try and take care of the holds today and I’ll come see you tomorrow 

Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:55 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <~_D_n_)_~J_3?..v_@_e___r!LLU_!:__u__~Lc_:__e__d_t_ff- wrote: 

So            is sa¥ingyou only need 6 hours to graduate provided you earn a or better" in COMM     righL? COMM 

and an elective? I am happy to meet with you, but there is not much we can do until you get the holds on your" account 

removed. You will not be permitted to register until this is taken care of. if vou still want to meet, I am available at :[2noon 

tomorrow. 

TB a~lks, 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 10:27 AN 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Hey Susan afte~ meeting with my advise~ yesterday and talking to coach i think im going to tW and take comm 

and one online class and ill be done, I was wondedngif i could come into your office 

tomorrow a~ound 12 fo~ help to get into this class. 

let me know what you think 

thank you 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:59 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting to discuss      academic plan as an Education Major 

I need to be at this meeting? Would be a first. 

Just let me know when it is finalized please. 

I have a budget meeting over there at 11am april 2 

M~ke 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 5:31 PM 
To: GrawOzburn, Kara Allison; Townsend, 3enn; Fox, Mike; Scott, Catherine Elizabeth 
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Thank you for your email Kara. I would be happy to meet any time from I2:30-2pm o~ 

[:o my schedule ~f neces~ary, 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

F~m= GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Sent: Thursday, 4:24 PN 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Fox, Mike; Sco~, Catherine Elizabeth; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Dear All 

And if $2pm works better for everyone, I could make an adjustment 

Sincerely, 

Kara GrawOzburn 

Assistant Director of Student Affairs 

School of Education 

103 G Peabody Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB# 3500 

9:19-843-6245 

kara@unc,edu 

As you all know      was recently admitted into the Middle Grades program. As the requirements for an education program and athletic competition normally 

require extra time beyond the traditional 8 semesters I would like to request a meeting where all of us can sit down together and discuss how the next few years 

will look for It would be preferable to hold this meeting before      registers next week. Based on a conversation I had with      this morning regarding 

his class and practice / game schedule and my and Dr. Scott’s availability next week I would like to ask that we meet sometime between :12-2 next Wednesday, 

Dr. Scott and I can come to Loudermilk. Is there a time in that window that will work for all of us to meet? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Declare your Major - 

Hi 

I just put the note in the Connect Carolina system approving your COMM- major declaration. I also added a comment about approving the EXSS Coaching minor, 

however, moving forward all remaining electives must be for the minor in order to be degree applicable per NCAA regulations. By my count you have 10 hours of 

electives remaining toward your degree. So if you take electives other than EXSS they will count toward your degree up to 10 hours. Then all courses outside of 

General Ed or Major courses will no longer count toward your degree even if they are courses for your minor per NCAA regs. I can explain that to you again later. 

But the point is, you really need to get moving with your major courses. Which means declaring this major right away is IMPORTANT! So please go ahead and send 

Roger Kaplan (Kaplan@unc~edu) an email right away requesting to officially declare your major to COM M- You can wait on the declaration of the minor if you 

want to. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Good luck this weekend! 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~5NC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 4 2:50 PM 

@live. uuc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your S~AN    tutoring session on at 6i0OPN. This is your third documented 

infraction and shall be considered Strike one. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:08 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Cancellations - 

Fhanks 

[ have noted your cancellation. Please remember to CC your counselor on all canceUation emails. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcadem~c Counselor 

LJ ~C Academic Support Prosrm~ for Student-AtMetes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 
Cell: 
~[om: 
Sent: Friday, 10:06 AM 
To: ASPSA TutoHn8 
SubjeCt: 
Hello, 
~ will need to be canceHin~ aH tutorin~ for SundaVs session due to ~ames this weekend.Drama 
lhank Vou ve~ much. 

and Musc with 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:59 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ttolds 

I e,nailing roger but the account people told 

the hold is for? 

after that ticket was la~d for like I told you last week that he sent a check for than that was it. Do you know what 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:43 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(,a~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi 

It looks like you still have an Advising Hold. I have emailed Advising to find out what else needs to happen since you have already submitted your 9th 

semester application but have not heard back you. I suggest that you contact Roger Kaplan, or whichever Advisor you met with to inquire also. You 

will not be able to register tomorrow morning without this hold being removed as far as I know. Even if you only plan to register for to 

finish up, you still need this hold removed in order to register. Keep me posted. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~t Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:10 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Tutor Cancel Monday 

Hello, 

I need to have to mv 7 p.m. Econ tutor cancelled tonight because I will be attending the 

Thanks, 

session tonight which will be conflicting with mv tutor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:11 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Tutors Tonight 

need to cancel my tutor at 7 and may be a little late for my 8 o’clock because of the Session. Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday: 10:13 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Holds 

Okay I’ll work on it now and come to your office when I get done with class at 12 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:05 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(a)email.unc.e&~> wl~ote: 

There is an Advising hold, which I think is the 9th semester application hold through Advising and then an Account Past Due hold. You will need to stop 

by the Cashier’s Office today and emaii thern to request Lhe hoid to be removed since ps~d the biil. 

Th~nks, 

Sent-" Monday, 9:59 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Holds 

I emailing roger but the account people told after that ticket was laid for like I told you last week that he sent a check for than that was it. Do 

you know what the hold is for? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 9:43 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s___b___m____a_!__o__y___@__.___e____m___a__[!_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi 

It looks like you still have an Advising Hold. I have emailed Advising to find out what else needs to happen since you have already 

submitted your 9th semester application but have not heard back you. I suggest that you contact Roger Kaplan, or whichever Advisor you 

met with to inquire also. You will not be able to register tomorrow morning without this hold being removed as far as I know. Even if you 

only plan to register for to finish up, you still need this hold removed in order to register. Keep me posted. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic SupIx~rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy@email, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:18 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Holds 

’][’hat’s what roger sent me back is that fight? 

Does that mema tile applicalion hold is off ? 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kaplm~, Roger" <kaplan@tmc.edu> 

Date: at 10:16:42 AM EDT 

To: gb~live.unc.edtr> 

Subject: RE: Holds 

I’m not seeing a:ay holds on your account. If you do see it, a~d it is financial you need to contact the cashier’s oNce http:/icashier.unc.edu or 

cashier(~unc.edu 

Have a good day. 

Roger 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 
Senior Academic Advisor 
College of Arts a~d Sciences and tile General College 
G008 Steele 
Campus Box 3110 
University of Nortk Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
ONce: (919) 962-3404 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 
htlp://advising.unc.edu 

..... Ofigina] Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Kaplan, Roger Jay 

Subject: Holds 

9:58 AM 

Hey Mr. Kaplan it’s I’m ema~ling you ruth a qneslion it’s showing that I have a hold in my, account which I need gone I know       talked 

to the account people last week and sent them a check for a parking ticket that needed to be payed and they said that was it. Please let me know what 

you think the deaJ is 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GrawOzburn, Kara Allison <kar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:23 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting to discuss       academic plan as an Education Major 

Hi Susan 

Yes :1.2:30 would work for us, Please do check with Coach Fox to see if that will work for him as well and let me know. 

Thanks 

Ki; ra 

Kara GrawOzburn 

Ass~stan~ Director of Student Affairs 

School of Education 

103 G Peabody Hall 

U NC Chape~ 
Cg# 

9~9-.~73 -6245 

karm@unc.edu 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 12:02 PN 
T~: GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Hi Kara, 

[ believe Coach Mike Fox COLI]d make 12:30pm on . Let me know wha~ seems to work for everyone, and we can ~ef]nite]y find a place here in LoudermHk to 

Thanks, 

5~usan 

F~m: GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Sent: Thursday, 4:24 PN 

Townsend, 3enn; Fox, Mike; Sco~, Catherine Elizabeth; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Dear All 

As you all know was recently admitted into the Middle Grades program. As the requirements for an education program and athletic competition normally 

require extra time beyond the traditional 8 semesters I would like to request a meeting where all of us can sit down together and discuss how the next few years 

will look for       It would be preferable to hold this meeting before      registers next week. Based on a conversation I had with      this morning regarding 

his class and practice / game schedule and my and Dr. Scott’s availability next week I would like to ask that we meet sometime between ~2-2 next Wednesday, 

. Dr. Scott and I can come to Loudermilk. Is there a time in that window that will work for all of us to meet? 

Sincerely, 

Kara GrawOzburn 

Assistant Director of Student Affairs 

School of Education 

:103 G Peabody Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB# 3500 

919-843-6245 

kara@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:51 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting to discuss       academic plan as an Education Major 

Yes. Please remind me!!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: FW: Meeting to discuss      academic plan as an Education Major 

Looks like we are definitely on for 12:30 in the LCE on Wednesday Will this work for you? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: GrawOzburn, ~ara Nl~son 
Sent: Monday, 10:23 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Hi Susan 

Yes :12:30 wou~d work for us. Nease do check w~th Coach Fox to see if that wH~ work for him as well and ~et me know. 

Thanks 

Ka ra 

Kara GrawOzburn 

~ss~stsnL DirecLor of Student A[:fs~rs 

Schoo~ o~: Education 

:[03 G Peabody Hall 

UNC ChapN HHI 

919-.~]3-6245 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Friday, ~2:02 PN 
To= GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Subject= RE: Meeting to discuss 

~ believe Coach MU<e ~ox couM make 12._,~pm oR 

meet. 

Thanks, 

F~m= GrawOzburn, Kara Al~son 
Sent-" Thursday, . 4:24 PN 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Fox, Mike; Sco~, Catherine Elizabeth; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Dear All 

academic plan as an Education Major 

Let me know what seems to work for everyone, and we can definitely find a place here in Loudermitk to 

Sincerely, 

Kara GrawOzburn 

Assistant Director of Student Affairs 

School of Education 

:103 G Peabody Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB# 3500 

919-843-6245 

~ a_r_a__@ u__n_.£:.e__d__u_. 

As you all know was recently admitted into the Middle Grades program¯ As the requirements for an education program and athletic competition normally 

require extra time beyond the traditional 8 semesters I would like to request a meeting where all of us can sit down together and discuss how the next few years 

will look for       It would be preferable to hold this meeting before      registers next week¯ Based on a conversation I had with      this morning regarding 

his class and practice / game schedule and my and Dr. Scott’s availability next week I would like to ask that we meet sometime between :12-2 next Wednesday, 

¯ Dr. Scott and I can come to Loudermilk. Is there a time in that window that will work for all of us to meet? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:53 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Holds on Student Accounts 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :tO: 14 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Re: Holds on Student Accounts 

Yeah I know what they are ones a application I sent in for the 9th semester ones a bill that 

were working on it now 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:49 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI. BETTER GET ON THIS! 

paid for last week the holds just haven’t been taking off yet but 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <.s___b___m____a_J_9_y____@__e_m____a_!J_:__u_q_c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: at 9:40:56 AM EDT 

To: "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> 

Subject: Holds on Student Accounts 

Hi Mike, 
Attached are the holds that still exist. I have inquired about Advising hold this morning since he has already submitted the 

application for a 9th semester. Just waiting to hear back on this. I suggest that he reach out to the Advisor he met with as well. He is 
scheduled to register tomorrow but will not be able to until these holds are removed. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~)email.Uncuedu 

Holds Report xlsx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GrawOzburn, Kara Allison <kara@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:21 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting to discuss i      academic plan as an Education Major 

Wonderful 

Thank you for helping make this meeting happen. What floor is the conference room on? 

Ka ra 

Kara Gn~wC)zbun~ 

i4ssistan~: Direct:or o[ Student 

Schoo~ o[: Education 

:[03 G Peabody 

919-.~3-6245 

k~ra@unc~edu 

F~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~t~ Monday, ~0:~8 AM 
T~ GmwOzburn, Kam Allison 
~bje~t~ RE: Meeting to discuss      academic plan as an Education Major 

Coach Fox will be aMe ~:o mee~ at :12:30pm on Wednesday 

Thank 

Susan 

F~ GmwOzburn, Kam Allison 
S~Bt~ Monday,             ~0:23 
T~ Maloy, Susan B 
~bje~t~ RE: Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Hi Susan 

Yes 12:30 wou~d wo~ for us, Please do check w~[h Coach Fox to see if that wH~ work fo~ him as well ~nd ~et me know~ 

Thin, ks 

K~ ra 

Kara Gn~wC)zbun~ 

~ssbtan~: Direct:or o[ Student Affairs 

Schoo~ o~: Education 

:[03 G Peabody 

CB# 

919-.~3-6245 

F~ Malay, Susan B 
~Bt~ Friday, ~2:02 PM 
T~ GmwOzburn, Kam Allison 
~bje~t~ RE: Meeting to discuss 

~ be~k~ve Coach Mike Fox couM make ~.2:30pm on 

meet. 

Thanks, 

F~= GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Seat= Thursday, ¯ 4:24 PN 

Townsend, Jenn; Fox, Mike; Sco~, Catherine Elizabeth; Maloy, Susan B 
S~bje~[; Neeting to discuss      academic plan as an Education Major 

Dear All 

Le(s plan to meet in our conference roon’~, is [:hat ok with you? 

Sincerely, 

Kara GrawOzburn 

Assistant Director of Student Affairs 

School of Education 

103 G Peabody Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB# 3500 

9:19-843-6245 

kara ~@unc.edu 

As you all know      was recently admitted into the Middle Grades program¯ As the requirements for an education program and athletic competition normally 

require extra time beyond the traditional 8 semesters I would like to request a meeting where all of us can sit down together and discuss how the next few years 

will look for       It would be preferable to hold this meeting before      registers next week¯ Based on a conversation I had with      this morning regarding 

his class and practice / game schedule and my and Dr. Scott’s availability next week I would like to ask that we meet sometime between :12-2 next Wednesday, 

¯ Dr. Scott and I can come to Loudermilk. Is there a time in that window that will work for all of us to meet? 

academic plan as an Education Major 

Let me know what seems to work fix everyone, and we can definitely find a place here in Loudermilk to 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc,edu> 

Monday, 11:28 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: ttolds 

I emailed the cashier office to try to get them to take it off and ill get to call them as well 

From: Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:15 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Holds 
l ) The holds J~otn Athletics will NO’P affect yo~ registra[.lon. 
2) 75e hold ~r parking tic]~ets---send an etnai] to cashier@unc edu with you[ PI]3 telling them that you have paid your bill 
3) The Advisi~N hold is ~or your additional semester We expect ali students to hear about fi~ose requests by the end of today. 
If fi~ere is anything else, please let me Lqow. 

Roger 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D 
Senior Academic Advisor 
Ceilege of Arts and Sciences and the Genera1 Coliege 
0008 Sr.eeie 
Campus Bex 3110 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chs4;ei Hill, ~:C’ 27599-3110 
Office: (919) 9624’404 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 
http://advising.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: l\,4onda? 
To: Kaplan, Roger Jay 
S,abj oct: Holds 

[I:04AM 

it’s showing ail these holds on my account both the enrollment and account holds 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

-c~ncellation for tonight at 7 

I will need to cancel my 70 clock tutor because of the 
Thank you, 

session tonight 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:32 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutors Tonight - 

Thanks 

I’ve noted your cancellation for the 7pm~ 

Please know that you should NOT take a part in the video after the 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Program for Studenl:-A~:hh~l:es 

k~ S h e U @ e m ~. U (~:, e d u 

Off:ice: 9~9-8~-2328 

Ce~l: 

From; 

Sent; Monday, ~0:~ AM 

To= ASPSA Tutoring; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject; Tutors Tonight 

I need to csncel mytuto~ at 7 and may be a little late for my8 o’clock because of the 

order for you to make it to your tutoring. 

Session. Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday: 2:57 PM 

,@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor ca~cellatiou - 

Thanks 
I have noted your cancellation. 
Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutor cancellation 

Hello, 

My name is 

11:41 AM 

and I need to cancel my tutor session at 7 pm tonight because of meeting. Thank you 

Exercise and Sports Science: Sports Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~, 

Monday, 3:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-* 

Greene, Michael <greenem@email.unc.edu~; MaJoy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email .unc.edw*; 

@uuc.edt~~ 

Unavailable 

is unavailable tonight ( .). Your session with him has been cancelled for tonight. Please see your counselor for further instruction regarding your 

MAP. 

B~?n Sheu 

Assistan~ Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Support Progr~m for Student-A~:hletes 

Office: 919-8~73-2~28 

Ce~l: 



From: ,@live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:28 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Holds 

I think I took care of my holds, but can you double check for me to make sure I’m not missing anything? I got a conihlrnation email from the registrar’s office that I took care of my accounts 
past due so I think I’m good 
Thanks! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:33 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reschedule Our Weekly Meeting Tomorrow 

i can meet with you wednesday around 1130 if that works? 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:28 PM 

To: ’ 

Subject: Reschedule Our Weekly Meeting Tomorrow 

Hi 

Due to meetings that I have on campus tomorrow during our meeting times I need to reschedule our weekly meetings to another time this week i[ possible. Any 

chance we could get together Tuesday afternoon or some time on Wednesday. With registration beginnin~ this week, 

discuss your plan. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooNinator,’Academic Com~selor 

[~qC Academic Support Program [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email.tmc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:40 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Squad 

O11 at 8:31 AM, "Maloy, Susml B" <sbmaloy,~;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 
Just wondered if you knew who would not be traveling tomorrow? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (i:ax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:42 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Squad 

Will be at ailport. 

Flight at 9:05. Should be able to get on liue somewhere before boarding. 

8 or 8:30 

On at 8:41 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent; Wednesday, 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: Travel Squad 

will be able to regisb:_~r befor~-_~ g:3Oam tomorrow morning? 

8:40 AM 

On at 8:31 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s__b__9_!_a__L_o_y_~__e____m___a__[L.__u___n___c_:__e_d_u_> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 
Just wondered if you knew who would not be traveling tomorrow? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic SupIx)rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (ti~x) 

sbm aloy(a)~email, uuc .edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:45 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Squad 

I roll m~ke sure. 
Told all traveling to contact professors. 

On , at 8:44 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks, Their window closes at 8:30am fl:~r priority. S.:_~ they wH~ have to gel on by 8am Good k~c]~ Lh~s weekend. 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:42 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Travel Squad 

Will be at airport. 

Flight at 9:05. Should be able to get on line somewhere before boarding. 

8 or 8:30 

On , at 8:41 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you~ Do you still think 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: lvlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Travel Squad 

8:40 AM 

will be able to register before 8:30am tornorrow morning? 

On . at 8:31 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 
Just wondered if you knew who would not be traveling tomorrow? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy(c-~email.uuc.ed u 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 9:07 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

~l~ve.unc.edt~,; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mfo:@unc.edu> 

Cancel Tutors for Thursday and Sunday 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

Hey Guys, 
Just a reminder to send an email to _a___s_p___s__a___t__u__t___o__r_!__n_iL_@_.___u___n___c__.__e___d__u__ today to cancel your tutors for tomorrow    and Sunday Let me know if you need tutorial 
assistance and would like to reschedule any of your appointments. Those who will miss writing appointments should use the drop-in time available each night of 
the week. 
Thanks and good luck this weekend!! 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’/(g~)email, unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr> 

Cancellation 

i am going to have to cancel my thursday and sunday tutors because we are traveling to 

Thanks! 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:29 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Tutor 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @)live.unc.edu> 

Date: at 9:25:27 AM EDT 

To: <asapp@email.unc.edu>, ~@live.unc.edu" 
Subject: Tutnr 

Due to our 

Thm~s, 

~live.~mc.edu> 

I will be unable to attend my English tutor Sunday night at 7:00 pm. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:30 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cmicel - 

Thanks 

I have noted your cancellations Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Cancel 

9:27 AN] 

] need to cancel my tutors 12~r Thursday and Sunday due to travel. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 9:41 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Cancelation 

ASPSA, 
Tomonow I will need to cancel all nay tutors for the night since we will be flying out to 

Thanks, 

for the weekend. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday and Sunday rotors 

I will not be able to attend nay Thursday tutors ;vith for port and for geog or Sunday night with clue to travel to 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

for this weekends 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:35 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Can you Meet Tomorrow Afternoon 

Susan~ 

2:30pm tomorrow afternoon works good for me. See you then. 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:52 AM 

To: 

Subject: Can you Meet Tomorrow Afternoon 

Can we make up our meeting tomorrow afternoon around 2:_~0pm? 

Thanks, 

Susar~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutodal Coordinator/Academic Couriselor 

UNC Academic Support Program ~br Student=Atl’ik:tes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:18 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Cancellations - 

Fhanks 

[ have noted your c,~nceHation. Please remember to CC your counselor on all canceU,~tion em,~ils. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcadem~c Counselor 

LJ ~C Academic Support Prosrm~ for Student-AtMetes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 
Cell: 
~[om: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:19 AM 
To: ASPSA TutoHn8 
SubjeCt: 
Hello, 
~ would like to cancel all tutorin~ forThursdav and Sundav of this week. Our team will be in Thank you. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:32 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re - Major 

Just to inform you, I ~:m going to declare my major as EXSS 

meeting. 

I’m not sine what I need to do to decl~xe that so we cm, talk about that in our 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 11:35 AM, "Maloy, Susml B" <sbmaloy,~;emailamc.ed~> wrote: 

Ok thanks See you tomorrow. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:35 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: (;an you Mleet Tomorrow Afternoon 

Susan, 
2:30pm tomorrow afternoon works good for me, See you then. 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbrnaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:52 AM 

To: 

Subject: Can you Meet Tomorrow Afternoon 

Hi 

Can we make up our meeting tomorrow afternoon around 2:_~Opm? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [br Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~f~emNl.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

@aol.com> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:         Tlmrsday 

Thanks 
I have noted your cancellations. Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (~aohcom] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:31 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sul~j ect:          Thursday 

I am writing to whom it may concern, that due to 

Sent li~om my iPhone 

travel, I will be absent for my 7 & 8pro tutor sessions tomorrow night 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

,@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Fwd: Entrepreneurship Minor Application 

Hey Susan I got accepted for the entrepmneurship minor. I fol-warded the message they sent me about course registration which is kind of unclear 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "PetraJ~ka, Jeremy" <petranka,~;email.unc.edu> 

Date: at 5:40:14 PM EDT 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Entrepreneurship Minor Application 

Dear 

YES! 

Congratulations on you r admission to the Minor in Entrepreneurship at UNC starting in 

are excited to have you in the prog~am. 

¯ We are veU enthusiastic about the Minor and 

A few quick administrative notes: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->Please note that because the course is "by permission of instructor," you will not be able to regqster for 

the course online¯ Victoria Walker (vw~valker@email.unc.edu), will enroll you in the course xvhen your scheduled enrollment time comes. 

You will not be able to enroll for this course online¯ It may take up to a xveek ~i~r Vicki to get evewone registered but we are saving a place 

f-or you. The course meets TR 12:30 1:45. 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->Students who are majoring in business in the Kenan Flagler Business School currently cannot be in the 

minor. As tbings currently stand, if you apply to and aecept admission to the Business School, you will not: be able t:o continue in tbe 

Entrepreneurship MinoL A minor in Business is permissible. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Econ    witb a C or better is a prerequisite for the minor and must: be completed before the 

semeslet begins¯ 

While ~ve are excited about you joining the      cohort, we understand that your plans might have changed since you submitted an application. If 

you no longer intend to enrol] in the    , p]ease send me an emai] as soon as you can to let me know. We have a long waitlist of students and 

we’d like to in~-orm them if t:bere will be space in the Minor. If you do plan on joining us in t:be , please take a moment and join our Facebook 

group for this eoho rt: htt p s: / /www. [-ac ebo ok.eom 

We sincerely hope you will be joining us fbr this ventur!! 

Dr. Jeremy Petranka, Director of the Minor in Entrepreneurship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 7:34 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Tutors 

need to cancel my tutors for tonight and Suaaday    because ~ve will be in Thank you 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:52 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cancel Tutors - 

Thalzks 
I’ve noted your cancellation. Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
E~C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, _ 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sutziect: 

8:44AM 

I would like to cancel my 7 8 and 9 pm tutor tonight and 7 pm tutor Sunday night 

Thanks, 

Sent from lay iPhone 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu:, 

Thursday,            10:54 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Canceling tutols - 

Thanks 
I’ve noted your cancellations. Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Oflice: 919-843-2328 
Celk 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, _ 8:58 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Canceling tutors 

I need to cancel my Thursday and Sunday, night tutors due to competition. I will be in 

Se*~t li*om my iPhone 

with the team until late Sunday night. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:32 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cancel tutor - 

Thanks 
I’ve noted your cancellation for 7pm ONLY. 
Please remember to CC your counselor on all cancellation emails. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: rIInursday, 
To: ASPSA Tuturing 
Subject: Cance] tutor 

12:41 PM 

Hellu, 

I need tu cancel my mtur session for 7 tunight. [ traveled 

Thanks! 

Sent from lay iPhone 

yesterday and will not make it back until later tunight. ! will be able tu make my 8 and 9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, _ 2:03 PM 

,@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Entrepreneurship Minor Application - 

Yay! Congratulations! This is a great opportunity!! 

Have you responded to inform them that you plan to pursue the minor? I believe they asked in the email for your to respond if you were NOT going to follow 

through with the minor, but I would suggest thanking them for the opportunity and con[:irm that you do plan to move forward with the m~nor. [ am unsure ot: the 

class he ~s referring to, Nthough [ am guessing ~t ~s ECON    which meets at :12:30-:1.:45pm on T!Th, if you are not sure as we~[, in tNs same ema~l you can h~quke. 

Essentially, they are indical:k~g that you need to get started with the minor right away and they are saving a seat for you m t:he class even though you can’t: register 

for ~t on your own. Once you know the exact class, ema~ Victoria Walker on your registration day to request enrollment hs the course. Talk w~th Coach    about 

tMs ~:~me of day ~o be sure he ~s com[ortable w~th R He may not realke that this ~s a specialized minor w~:h po~enl:~aHy a I~:de more structure than most m~nors and 

one that you had to apply for. Be sure to explain that so he understands the need to take this course as soon as you can. 

Does this help? 

Good luck this weekend. 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:45 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: Entrepreneurship Minor Application 

Hey Susan I got accepted for the entrepreneurship minor. I forwarded the message they sent me about course registration which is kind of unclear 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Petranka, Jeremy" <petranka@ernail.unc.edu> 
Date: at 5:40:14 PM EDT 

To: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Entrepreneurship Minor Application 

Deaf 

YES! 

Congratu]ations on your admission to the Minor in Ent:repreneurship at UNC starting in 

are excited to have you in the program. 

We are very enth]siastic about the Minor and 

A ib~v quick administrative notes: 

Please note that hecm;se the eourse is "by permission of inst:mctor," you will not be able t:o register i-or the eourse online. Vietoria Walker 

(vwwalker@emaiLunc.edu), will enroll you in the eourse when your sehedu]ed enrollment time eornes. You will not he able to enroll i-or 

this course online. It may take up to a week I-or Vicki to gel: everyone registered hut we are saving a plaee for you. The eourse meets TR 

12:30 1:45. 

Students who are majoring in business in the Kenan Flagler Business School currently cannot be in the minor. As things currently stand, if 

you apply to and accept admission to the Business School, you will not be able to continue in the Entrepreneurship Minor. A minor in 

Business is permissible. 

Econ     with a C or better is a prerequisite for the minor and must be completed before the    semester begins. 

While we are excited about you joining t:be      cohort:, we understand that: your plans might have ehan~d sinee you submitted an application. If 

you no loner intend to enrol] in the     [)]ease send me an emai] as soon as you can t:o let me know. We have a long waitllst: of st:udents and 

~ve’d like to infon-n them if there will be space in the Minor. If you do plan on joining us in the please take a moment and join our Facebook 

group for this cohort: 

We sineerely hope you will be joining us for this venture! 

Dr. Jeremy Petranka, Director of the Minor in Entrepreneurship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:37 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Entrepreneurship Minor Application 

Yes that helps, thank you! I will leave that slot open for the class. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:03 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmakw(?gemml.utlc.edu> wrote: 

Yay! Congratulations! This is a grea~ opportunity!! 

Have you responded to inform them Lhat you plan Lo pursue the rninor? I believe they asked in the ernail for your to respond ~f you were NOT going to 

fo~bw through w~th the mh~or, but ~ would suggest thanldng them for the opportunity and confirm that you do p~an to move forward w~th the mh~or. 

am unsure o~: [he class he b referring to. ABhough ~ am ~uessing it b ECON    wMch meets at 12:30-&:45pm on TiTh. ~f you are not sure as we~, ~n thb 

same emaH you can hsquke. Essentially, they are h~d~cating that you need to get started with the mh~or right away and they are savh~g a seat for you ~n 

the c~ass even though you can’t register ~or it on your own, Once you know the exact: class, ema~ Victoria Waltzer on your regist:ratkm day to request 

enrollment in the course~ TaM< with Coach    about this time of day to be sure he ~s comfortaMe w~th it, He may not realize that th~s ~s a spedaHzed 

m~nor with pot:ent~aHy a I~t:de more structure than most minors and one that: you had to ap#y f~:~r, Be sure t:o expbin that so he understands the need 

to take th~s course ~s soon ~s you ca~L 

Does this help? 

Good tuck this weekend. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:45 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: Entrepreneurship Minor Application 

Hey Susan I got accepted for the entrepreneurship minor. I forwarded the message they sent me about course registration which is Idnd of unclear 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Petranka, Jeremy" <petranka@ernail.unc.edu> 
Bate= at 5:40:14 PM EDT 
To: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Entrepreneurship Minor Application 

Dear 

YES~ 

Congratulations on your ad*nlssJon t:o the Minor in Entrepreneurship at UNC starting Jn 

Minor and are excited t:o have you in the progtmn. 

-. We are very enthusiastic about the 

A fexv quick adn~inistrative notes: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Please not:e t~qat: beeause t~qe course Js "by pern~ission of instructor," you w{ll not be able 

to re~ster for the course online. Victoria Walker (v’w’walker(~)~ernail.une.edu), will enroll you in the course when your 

scheduled enrollment time cornea. You will not be able to enroll Kor this course online. It: may take up to a week for Vk:ki to 

get evewone reg’:stered but ~ve are saving a place for you. The course meets TR 12:30 1:45. 

<!--[if !support/ists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Smdents ~vho are majoring in business in the I’:cnan Flagler Business School currently 

cannot be in the minor. As things currently stand, if you apply to and accept admission to the Business School, you will not be 

able to continue in the Entrepreneurship Minor. A minor in Business is permissible. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Econ    ~vith a C or better is a prerequisite for the minor and n~ust be completed be}bre 

the     sen~ester beg{us. 

While we are excited about you joining the      cohort, we understand that your plans might have changed since you submitted an 

application. If you no longer intend to enroll in the     please send me an email as soon as you can to let me kno<v. We have a long 

waitlist of students and we’d like to infot~n them if there ~vill be space in the Minor. If you do plan on joining us in the , please 

take a moment and join our Facebook group for this cohort: t__Lt_]:t?_!!if_f_~__~____~__y_:_f__{!£?__k2_c2_9__k__:£_c2L!!/. 

We sincerely hope you will be joining us for this venture’. 

Dr. Jeremy Petranka, Director of the Minor in Entrepreneurship 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:24 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Class Schedule 

Susan~ 

I got into most of the classes that I needed for the . However I was unable to get into any Spanish classes because on it says that I do not fulfill the 

capacity requirements and most of those classes are for majors. What are your thoughts? 

Thank you, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 11: 56 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edtv~; Games, Bryant Anthony <bagames@email.unc.edu-* 

Weekly Report 

WR    .pdf 

Hey Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report. Not as much tutorial support this week due to the numerous cancellations as a result of the Sunday game and the trip, 

but most of them appeared to be able get their independent study hours despite the short week. I wanted them to get as close to their required hours as possible 

and most of them were able to do so. Below are the deficiencies from the report: 

- did not make an attempt to earn any study hours (0/4) 

- 1.5 hours short of the required 2.5 hours (1.05/2.5) 

-apparently forgot to send an email to cancel his Thursday appointments and was issued 2 infractions as a result 

- did not make an attempt to earn his study hours (0/2.5) 

- 3 hours short of the required 4.5 (1.53/4.5) 

- missed his Guided Study session last night. He had submitted a request to cancel his DRAM and GS sessions to work on a paper. I had 

approved the DRAM but not the Guided Study through email since that is what he should be using the Guided Study session for anyway. I never heard back from 

him on this.        also did not make our meeting this week on two different occasions. I texted with him to see if he was doing alright. He said he was but opted 

not to come to meet. This seems unusual for       ~ and has me a little concerned. 

Only    weeks left in the semester. I’m hoping they have it in them to really push through these final weeks academically!!! 

Let me know if you have any questions. Good luck this weekend! 

Thank you, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Friday, 12:16 PM 

Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP <advisingtbrstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

- Missing Class 

Hi 

It has been confirmed that will be having his_ . . He is scheduled to depart campus on and will be required to 

remain in for days. This means he will be away from campus and unable to attend class from Would you be able to 

send correspondence to his professors confirming his absence? If there is anything else that you need in order to do so, please let me know. He said he has 

communicated with his professors and is making arrangements to complete his remaining assignments before he leaves. I am not sure if or how this could impact 

his final exams, however. I know his goal is to be back in time for his first exam barring any complications. 

Thank you so much for your assistance with this, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:12 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Class Schedule 

Yes I need to add a lab. I will contact 

Thank you, 

and see what she says and let you know. 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:04 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Class Schedule 

Weren’t you going to register for a lab also.," would be the best time to do so. Just a ~emff~de~ that you must reg~ste~ ~:or the lab sepalate from the course. 

Thanks, 

Sent~ Friday, 8:24 AN 
To~ Naloy, S~lsan B 
Subject: Class Schedule 

Susan, 

I got into most of the classes that I needed for the . However I was unableto get into any Spanish classes because on it says that I do not fulfill the 

capacity requirements and most of those classes are for majors. What are your thoughts? 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:01 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Class Schedule 

Dear Susan, 

I talked to            , and she said that right now the registration is only offered to majors until Monday at 11:59 p.m. So after that minors can enter 
into those classes. Thank you for your help. 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Friday, 9:04 AM 

To: 

Subject; RE: Class Schedule 

Weren’L you going to register for a lab also? would be the best time to do so. Just a remi~der that you must register t:or the lab separate from the course. 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sen~: Friday, 8:24 AM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Sebje¢t: C~ass Schedule 

Susao~ 

I got into most of the classes that I needed for the    However I was unableto get into any Spanish classes because on it says that I do not fulfill the 

capacity requirements and most of those classes are for majors. What are your thoughts? 

Thank you, 



From: ,~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, _ 9:55 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Cc: MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

would like to cancel my 8 and 9 pm tutoring due to the tonight 

Sent from my iPhone 



Frolll~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~?live.unc.edu;- 

Monday,_            11:28 AM 

aspsatutoring@emafil.unc.edu.; Maloy, Susan B -qsbmoloy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Tutor Cancel request 

I need to cancel nay 9 pm tutor tonight I am meeting with a classmate to prepare for a test in AAAD     and that is the best time we can meet and I feel I have a good grasp on the material so 

it’s the best option for me to cancel 

That& you 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your COMM    tutoring session on at 6i00~ and for not showing up in your 

COMM    tutoring session on         at 7i~P~. These are your ~!~[ and ~ documented infractions and shall be considered your first and second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your GS tutoring session on at 8iQ~P~. This is your ~i~[ documented infraction 

and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



]Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,            11:54 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@m~c.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tonight’s tutoring 

I will not be able to attend my 7 tutor for stor with 

Thanks, 

or my 8 guided stu@ session due to the leadership academy banquet 

Sent from my iPhone 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday,            3:19 PM 

@live.unc.edw- 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - Tutor Ca~lcellation 

It is our understanding that the banquet should go until 8:30pro. We have NOT cancelled your 9pm session, you should plan on attending this session 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Sutzject: 

9:55AM 

would like to cancel my 8 and 9 pm tutoring due to the rising starts banquet tonight 

Sent li’orn my iPhone 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday,            4:19 PM 

~live. unc.e&~> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:              - Tutor Cm~cellation 

I have noted a cancellation for your 8pm session. However, the banquet is supposed to go until 8:30, therefore we have not cancelled your 9pro session. 

Please plan on attending this. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
bsheu@email.unc, edu 
O]Tice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:15 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sukiect: 

Hey I have rising stars recognition banquet tonight starting at 7:00 so if I could cancel my tutors tonight since I want be able to make it that would be great. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:13 PM 

To: Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: Fall Regi~xation Status as of Today 

A~tacl~: Fall Class Schedule PDF 

Hey Mike, 

I just wanted to give you an idea of how Fall registration went. In my quick review, 13 of 31 guys have a solid schedule, all others have some work to do. My hope is 

that they continue to work on this now because it is only going to get harder to fix the longer they wait. The following are some quick notes in order to get them to 

15 hours: 

-Needs 3 more hours 

-Needs 3 more hours 

-May need to drop COMM 140 due to the time and add 3 more hours 

- Needs at least 3 more hours 

- May just need to rework slightly due to electives and pre-requisites 

-Needs 3 more hours or a lhourlab 

-Should consider adding 3 more hours 

-Needs 3 more hours 

-Needs 3 more hours 

-Needs 3 more hours 

-Needs 3 more hours 

I feel like we talked about this a lot, but it did seem challenging for some to motivate themselves to prepare by loading their shopping cart with multiple choices. 

Attached is how everything currently looks. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~’~;email.unc,edu 



Report ID: NCSR028 
Term: Fall 
Sport: MBA 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID 

A ACTV 

NAHE 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

HAJOR 

BCHEXSS 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHPWAD 

2nd (HAJOR) SUBJ 

AAAD 

EXSS 

HATH 
~iATH 

PHIL 

SPAN 

AAAD 

DRAH 

ECON 

PHIL 

SPAN 

ECON 

HIST 

HIST 

MNGT 

SOCI 

SOCI 

STOR 

AAAD 

ANTH 

BIOL 

DRAM 

ENGL 

Page No. 

DRH~ 

POLl 

POLl 

PORT 

1 of 6 

CAT# SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START 

M 

M 

T T 

W 

END HRS 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 3 

10:00:00 HZ 10.25.00 HZ 3 

10:00:00 H~ 10.50.00 H~ 

09:30:00 HZ 10.45.00 HZ 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

W 

T T 

M W 

M W 

M W 

T 

T 

M W 

T 

T 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 3 

11:00:00 HZ 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 09:00:00 Hi 09.50.00 Hi 3 

M 

M 

M 

M 

W 

W 

W 

T 
T 

W 

F 10:00:00 Hi 10.50.00 Hi 3 

F 09:00:00 H£ 09.50.00 H£ 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

F 02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 H£ 10.45.00 H£ 0 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

M 

W 

W 

W 

T T 

T T 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 3 

F 09:00:00 H£ 09.50.00 H£ 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 3 

M 

M 

T 

W 
W 

W 

T 11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

10:00:00 H£ 10.50.00 H£ 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

F 09:00:00 H£ 09.50.00 H£ 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

15 

15 

15 

15 

12 



Report ID: NCSR028 

Term: Fall 

Sport: MBA 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAHE 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

HAJOR 2nd (HAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

PWAD 

ASTR 

C OHM 
CO~,@~ 
COHM 
C OHH 

EXSS 

PHIL 

SOCI 

BCHUNDC AAAD 

BUSI 

BUSI 

LFIT 

STOR 

BAEMGED ASTR 

ASTR 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

ENGL 

BCHUNDC BUSI 

BUSI 

HIST 

HIST 

LFIT 

SOCI 

STOR 

Page No. 2 of 6 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 
M 

M 

M 

T 

W 
T 

W 

T 

W 

T 

T 

W 
T 

W 

T 

W 
T 

W 
T 

W 

W 

T 

W 

T 

T 09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 3 

T 

T 

06:00:00 PH 07.50.00 PH 1 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

06:00:00 PH 08.01.00 PH 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

08:30:00 ~Z 09.45.00 ~Z 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 ~Z 12.15.00 PH 3 

T 

T 

11:00:00 ~Z 12.15.00 PH 3 

08:00:00 AM 09.30.00 AM 4 

06:30:00 PH 07.45.00 PH 0 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 1 

08:00:00 Hi 09.15.00 Hi 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

06:00:00 PH 07.50.00 PH 1 

07:00:00 PH 07.50.00 PH 1 

08:30:00 AM 11.00.00 AM 1.5 

05:00:00 PH 06.50.00 PH 2 

05:00:00 PH 07.50.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 ~Z 10.50.00 ~Z 3 

W 08:00:00 ~Z 09.30.00 ~Z 4 

07:15:00 PH 08.30.00 PH 0 

T    11:00:00 ~Z 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 0 

11:00:00 ~Z 11.50.00 ~Z 1 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

W    F 10:00:00 Hi 10.50.00 Hi 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

16 

11 

14.5 

14 



Report ID: NCSR028 
Term: Fall 
Sport: MBA 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAHE 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

HAJOR 2nd    (HAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

BCHECON 

BAHNGT 

BACOHM 

BAEX S S C O~@f2 ND 

BCHCOHH 

BAE C ON 

BIOL 

ECON 

LFIT 

POLl 

POLl 

SPAN 

DRAH 

ECON 

SOCI 

SOCI 

STOR 

COHM 

EXSS 

BIOL 

EKSS 
EKSS 

PORT 

PSYC 
PSYC 

ASTR 

ASTR 

C OHM 
CO~,@f 
COHM 

ECON 
ECON 

HATH 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W 

T 

M W 

M W 
T 

M W 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 
M 

M 

M 

T 

W 

W 
T 

W 

T 

T 

W 
T 

W 

W 

W 
T 

T 

T 

T 
T 

W 

T 

F 09:00:00 Hi 09.50.00 Hi 3 

11:00:00 ~ 12.15.00 PH 3 

08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 1 

11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.20.00 AM 0 

F 10:00:00 Hi 10.50.00 Hi 3 

T    11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 ~ 10.50.00 ~ 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

T    12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

T 

T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

08:00:00 Hi 09.15.00 Hi 3 

T 

06:30:00 PH 09.20.00 PH 1 

F 10:00:00 ~ 10.50.00 ~ 3 

11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 ~ 11.50.00 ~ 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

04:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 0 

T 
T 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

06:00:00 PH 07.50.00 PH 1 

09:30:00 ~ 10.45.00 ~ 3 

09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 0 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

T 
T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

08:00:00 ~ 09.15.00 ~ 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

13 

15 

13 

10 

Page No. 3 of 6 



Report ID: NCSR028 
Term: Fall 
Sport: MBA 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAHE 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

HAJOR 2nd    (HAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

BAJOMC HIST 
HIST 

BSBA ECON2ND 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHUNDC 

BCHEXSS 

JOHC 
JOMC 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ECON 

BIOL 

BIOL 

ENGL 

LFIT 

STOR 

DRAH 

LFIT 

~LATH 

DRAM 

EXSS 

I!ATH 

PSYC 

SOCI 

Page No. 4 of 6 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W 

T T 
M W 

M W 

T 

M W 

T 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

T 

W 

T 
T 

T 

W 
T 

W 

W 

T 

T 

W 

W 

T 

W 

W 

W 

T 

F 09:00:00 Hi 09.50.00 Hi 3 

F 10:00:00 /u~ 10.50.00 /u~ 0 

09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 3 

05:00:00 PH 06.15.00 PH 3 

T 

T 

T 

09:30:00 /u~ 10.45.00 /u~ 3 

09:30:00 ~Z 10.45.00 ~Z 3 

11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 Hi 10.50.00 Hi 3 

T 08:00:00 ~Z 09.15.00 ~Z 3 

T 11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

T 09:30:00 ~Z 10.45.00 ~Z 3 

T 

F 09:00:00 ~Z 09.50.00 ~Z 3 

06:30:00 PH 09.20.00 PH 1 

F 10:00:00 ~Z 10.50.00 ~Z 3 

11:00:00 /u~ 11.50.00 /u~ 1 

08:00:00 Hi 09.15.00 Hi 3 

T 09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 3 

10:00:00 ~Z 10.50.00 ~Z 1 

F 09:00:00 /u~ 09.50.00 /u~ 3 

T    11:00:00 /u~ 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 3 

F 09:00:00 ~Z 09.50.00 ~Z 3 

10:00:00 /u~ 10.50.00 /u~ 3 

T 09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 3 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

15 

12 

11 

15 



Report ID: NCSR028 
Term: Fall 
Sport: MBA 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAHE 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

HAJOR 2nd    (HAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

BAEXSS EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

COI~Z 
CO~f 

GEOL 

PHIL 

BCHUNDC AAAD 

EXSS 

GEOL 

PHIL 

PORT 

STOR 

BCHUNDC HIST 

HIST 

LFIT 

PORT 

BAEXSS ECON 
ECON 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

BHfNGT 

Page No. 

ECON 

ECON 

EXSS 

PSYC 

5 of 6 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M 
M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 
M 
M 

M 
M 

M 

T T 
T T 

W 

T 
T 

T 
W 

W 

W 

T 

W 

W 

T 

T 

W 

W 

T 

w 
w 
w 

W 
W 

W 

T 

T 
T 

02:00:00 PH 03 15 00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01 45 00 PH 3 

11:00:00 H£ 11 50 00 H£ 3 

01:00:00 PH 02 50 00 PH 0 

09:30:00 /94 10 45 00 /94 3 

11:00:00 H£ 12 15 00 PH 3 

T 09:30:00 H£ 10.45.00 H£ 3 

F 09:00:00 Hi 09.50.00 Hi 3 

01:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 1 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

T 

T 

F 10:00:00 AM 10 50 00 AM 3 

09:30:00 Hi 10 45 00 Hi 3 

07:00:00 PH 08 50 00 PH 1 

F 11:00:00 AM 11 50 00 AM 3 

F 09:00:00 Hi 09 50 00 Hi 3 

08:00:00 H£ 09 15 00 H£ 3 

T 11:00:00 H£ 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

10:00:00 H£ 10.50.00 H£ 1 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

10:00:00 H£ 10.50.00 H£ 0 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 09:00:00 H£ 09.50.00 H£ 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

T 

F 10:00:00 Hi 10.50.00 Hi 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 Hi 12.50.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

15 

10 

16 

12 

15 



Report ID: NCSR028 
Term: Fall 
Sport: MBA 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAHE 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

HAJOR 2nd    (HAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

PSYC 

SOCI 

BSBA BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

LFIT 

POLl 

BSBA ASTR 

ASTR 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

PHIL 

BCHUNDC AAAD 

ANTH 

DRAH 

SOCI 
SOCI 

BCHUNDC HIST 

HIST 

LFIT 

I!ATH 

PORT 

SOCI 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M 

T T 

05:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 0 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

M 

M 

M 

M 

W 
T 

W 
T 
T 

W 

W 

T 

T 
09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 3 

11:00:00 HZ 12 15 00 PH 3 

11:00:00 Hi 12 20 00 PH 1.5 

12:30:00 PH 01 50 00 PH 1.5 

08:00:00 H~ 09 20 00 H~ 1.5 

11:00:00 Hi 12 20 00 PH 1.5 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 1 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

M 

W 
T 

W 
T 

W 

T 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

06:00:00 PH 07.50.00 PH 1 

T 
09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 HZ 10.45.00 HZ 3 

08:00:00 Hi 09.15.00 Hi 3 

T 08:00:00 HZ 09.15.00 HZ 3 

M 

M 

W 

W 

T 

T 
T 

T 

F 10:00:00 HZ 10.50.00 HZ 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

08:00:00 HZ 09.15.00 HZ 3 

09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 3 

M 

M 

M 

T 

W 

W 

W 

T 

T    11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

10:00:00 Hi 10.50.00 Hi 1 

F 09:00:00 H£ 09.50.00 H£ 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T    09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

16 

16 

15 

13 

Page No. 6 of 6 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

We had a long talk with hiln yes~terday tiying keeping him engaged, etc. 
I roll ibllow up. 

On at 10:12 AM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sbmaloy,@~emaikunc.edu~ wmle: 

Thyroids s.:_~ much. t~ you are tradable to, [ und~:,rstand. ["ll wa~t to hear [)~::k from you. 

On ano[her note, ~’m a ~tt~e cot~cemed abou~         He d~d not show up for our meeting last week and has n~issed our n~eet~ng today as well I sent 

him a LexL ea~rlier this morning and have not heard t?ack. This is noL tvpicaf for him as far as our meetings have gone a~f year. Thoughts? 

Thanks, 

~; Fox, N~ke 
Seat= Wednesday, $0:09 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bjeet= Re: Ticke~ to NCST Game 

Susan 

I passed this alon~ to Dave Hopefully we can ~et you four. 

We have had a lot of requests and lain not sure of our allotment. 

W~II let you know. 

Mike 

On at 9:02 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 
I just wondered if you have 4 tickets to spare for the State game next week. No big deal if you don’t. I just thought I would ask. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbm~Jov(d~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:34 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tickets to NCST Game 

These kids are a constant challenge as we know. 

Also I think     Has been taken to HC. History. 

Will let you know how they role. 

Unreal. 

(I told he m~d not to take this class! ) supposedly not citing! 

O11 at 10:12 AM, "Malw, Susml B" <sbmaloy@emailamc,e&~> wrote: 

Thanl~s so much. t~ you are unable to, I understand. FII wa~t to hear back from you. 

(311 anot:her note, t’m a ~Rt]e cot}cerned about:          He dk~ not show up for our meeting last week and ha~; rni~;sed our meeting today ~s well I sent 

h~m a [ex[ earlier this morning and have not heard back. Th~s is no[ typica~ for h~m as far as our meetings have gone a~ year. Thoughts? 

Thanks, 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:09 AM 
To: Ma[oy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Ticke~ to NCST Game 

Susan 

I passed this alon8 to Dave Hopefully we can set you four. 

We have had a lot of requests and I am not sure of onr allotment. 

Will let you know. 

Mike 

On at 9:02 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <._s__b___n_!_a__L_o_w___@______e____m___a__[L.__u___n___c_:__e_d_u_> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 
I just wondered if you have 4 tickets to spare for the State game next week. No big deal if you don’t. I just thought I would ask. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan M[ aloy 

Tutorial Coordinato~;/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic SupIx~rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaJov(d~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:42 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tickets to NCST Game 

Me too! 

Got on all the players about their schedules. Man we bombarded them with aJl ofthis-emails, holds, shoppiug caxt, advisor meetings, etc. 
put it all on board and emailed many limes. 

Nothing else to do but threaten them I guess! That is dangerous as we know. 

I sat     one ACC game and he still missed all last week as you know!! 

Told him Sunday if he did not get five hours this week he could not dress for all ~F series. 

O11 at 10:36 AM, "Maloy, Susml B" <sbmaloy@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I have asked him to keep me posted as well I am hopeful this can be resolved without the need for the full process based on his explanation~ 

From: Fox, ~ike 
Se~t: Wednesday, 10:34 AlVl 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S,,bject." Re: Tickets to NCST Game 

These kids are a constant challenge as we know. 

Also I think    Has been taken to HC. History    (I told he and not to take this class!) supposedly not citing! 

Will let you know how they rule. 

Unreal. 

On at 10:12 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks so mucb~ If you are unable to, I understand. I’1t wait to hear back from you~ 

On another note, I’m a little concerned about         He did noL show up for our meedng ~asL week and has m~ssed our meeting today 

as we~L I sent him a text earlier tMs morning and have not heard back. Th~s is not typical for h~m as far as our meetings have gone ail year. 

Thoughts? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m~ Fox, Nike 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:09 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: ~ckets to NCST Game 

Susan 

I passed this along to Dave Hopefully we can get you four. 

We have had a lot of requests and I am not sure of our allotment. 

Will let you know. 

Mike 

On at 9:02 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 
I just wondered if you have 4 tickets to spare for the State game next week. No big deal if you don’t. I just thought I would 
ask. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator,’Academic Cotmselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmakw@emaJl.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson, Scott C <sj ackson@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 11:08 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Incoming Freshman - Orientalion Dates 

We would like to schedule all of our incoming players for Session 5 (June ~6-17) please: 

Aasist:ant Bas~eball Coach 
UniversiLy of NorLh Carolina 

Office: 919-962-03#8 
Fax: 
www.Goheels.com 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 4:41 PM 
To: Jac~on, Sco~ C 
C~: ~ox, N~ke 
Subje¢t: Incoming Freshman - Orien~tion Dates 
Hi Scott, 
We are working with the Orientation Office to attempt to reserve dates for our incoming students this summer and need to know the full name and PID# of 
incoming freshman baseball student-athletes along with the dates that they hope to attend Orientation. Attached is a list of the Orientation dates this summer. 

We need to have this information to the Orientation Office folks by Friday, January 31st. If you are able to get this information to me before then, that would be 

great. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~C Academic Snppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (t~x) 

sbmaloy~;email amc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson, Scott C <,sj ackson@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 11:16 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Incoming Freshman - Orientation Dates 

have PlD’s that were missing: 

Scott Jackson 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

U~]iversity of North Carolina 

sjackson@unc.edu 

Office: 919.-9(72-.0:~1~?. 

Fax: 919-9~2--38~5 

www.Goheels.com 

From: 3ac~on, Sco~ C 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 23, 20E4 El:08 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Incoming Freshman - Orientation Dates 

We wouh~ IH~e to schedule a~ of our ~ncoming players ~or Se~a;ion 5 (June 1~-~.7) ph~ase: 

Scott Jackson 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

Ur~iversity of North Carolina 

sjackson ~)unc.edu 

Oflk:e: 

Fax: 919-9~2--38~5 

www.Goheels.com 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anua~ 22, 20~4 4:4~ PM 
To: 3ac~on, Sco~ C 
Cc: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Incoming Freshman - OrienMtion Dates 

Hi Scott, 

We are working with the Orientation Office to attempt to reserve dates for our incoming students this summer and need to know the full name and PID# of all 

incoming freshman baseball student-athletes along with the dates that they hope to attend Orientation. Attached is a list of the Orientation dates this summer. 

We need to have this information to the Orientation Office folks by Friday, January 32st. If you are able to get this information to me before then, that would be 

great. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

TukmM Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program £or Smdem-A~etes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday,              8:42 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edt~> 

Toaiglffs tutoling - 

will not be able to attend my 7 pm tutoring session with         for port     due to a team practice held at Duke, 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: ~hedule 

Ms. Maloy, 

My name is             and I’m a         transfer                                                                                                                   Right 
now my intent is to apply to Kenan-Flagler for Fall admission (enroll next fall). Unfortunately being a vel~- late transfer, I didn’t apply/get in until late June of this sun~mer, so I really had ve~’ 
little time to register for classes. I also did not know which classes to take until last week al’ter going to Orientation where the class credits that transferred over and the prereq’s for the 
business school were laid out for me. That being said, I no~v know which classes I need to take and what 5 I need to be enrolled in this fall; STOR     STOR LATIN    , BUSI     and 
ENGL     Now out of those 5 classes, the only one that I could easily enroll in ~vas latin from 2:00 to 2:50, all of the others are closed. If you could please advise me on when I should go 
about emailing the instructors about trying to get into the class as I am a transfer that needs to (if that’s the proper protocol) or if there is something else that I should do like just show- up to 
the class on the first day, it would be of great assistance to me. I’d really appreciate your help as it’s pret~z daunting seeing that out of the required classes you need to take, you can only 
get into one Thanks a lot, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 8:46 AM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

RE: Fall Schedule for 

@live.unc.edu> 

Your fall schedule looks fine. 1 agree with Susan: Attempt to add Engl    to your schedule, replacing one of the courses currently there. The best way to do this is to 

add all of the sections of Engl that fit your schedule to your shopping cart~ That way you can see at a quick glance if a seat opens up. Then use the "swap" 

function. 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

:].002 S~:e@-’_~ Building; Cg 3Z10 

Chape~ HHL NC 2759%3110 

Phone: (919) 843--3941 Fax: (919) 9~2--~888 

Academic Adv~sing’s webpage: http:!!advising.unc.edu 

F~m: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Se~t-" Wednesday, ~:30 PM 
To-" 
~¢; Lucido, Barbara E 
$~bject: Re: Fall Schedule for 

Hey 

I think your balance of classes looks great. The only class that I hope you will continue to try to find is ENGL Which means that you may have to swap ENGL with 

something else if a section opens up. I am going to copy Barbara Lucido, Assistant Dean in Academic Advising, for her review of your schedule as well. Barbara, please let us 

know if you have any thoughts. 

Great job in your surnmer school classes!! 

See you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
.s___b_ LT_La__[9_ y_ ~ __u__n___c__a___a_~_u__r_]_c_~__e__d___u_. 

Dear Mrs. Maloy, 
I just swapped POLI for EDUC 

thank you so much. 

Thank you, 

~live.unc.edu > 12:09 PM > > > 

. Can you look at my schedule to make sure everything looks good and I am enrolled in a good schedule for the fall? I appreciate your help and 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:35 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: wait lists 

Ms. Maloy, 

Thanks a lot. I just added COMM     which is m~ online class (so I enrolled through the fridaycenter), and it knocks out a VP approach requimmem. I jus* wanted 

to check and make sure that it was okay that I am taking an online class as it seemed to be a win win in that it’s online, knocks out a requirement, and helps me get 

closer to getting 5 classes. Your advice is always appreciated, 

O11, at 11:25 AM, Susml Maloy wrote: 

Hi 

I don’t think there is a limit on number of courses that you may waitlist for. However, the issue you are experiencing my be specific to the class only. Some 

courses are still holding space for students in Orientation and may not allow the waitlist option at this time. Please know that the last day to waitlist for a 

class is         On         all waitlists will be purged. 5o if you are not added to the class by then, you will no longer be on the waitlist. I would 

encourage you to shop around for other open classes, even those that may not fulfill a B School prereq at this time. On            all students are 

permitted to register, so you cnay see more activity with courses opening and closing from the and beyond. 

Hope this is somewhat helpful. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9:1_9 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 
>>> @live.unc.edu> 2:42 PM >>> 

Ms. Maloy, 

5o far I am enrolled in Latin 

the sections), and am on the wait list for STOR 

that is perfect with my schedule as my ENGL 

website, it does not allow me saying I have already enrolled in the maximum number of wait lists (with the other STOR class being the only one). My 

question to you is, can I only enroll in the wait list for one class before school starts? I’d love to get be able to get on the wait list for this class too so 

hopefully I can finagle my way into getting both of these B School prereq’s out of the way first semester. Any advice is greatly appreciated. Thanks a lot, 

will shortly be enrolled in ENGL    (talked to the writing program assistant who is getting me into one of 

all of which meet before noon and none coincide. Now there is a STOR    that meets at 

should be meeting at 10AM, and there is a wait list for it, but when I try to enroll in the wait list on the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu 

Thursday, 1:09 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: wait lists 

I didn’t really look at other subject online classes beforehand (dumb), I just found that one and pulled the trigger really quicldy. However, I got an email saying that first year 

students at UNC may not take an online class without a Dean’s permission so hopefully that means they may have already cancelled the class to give me a chance to shop 

around. As of this year I am not on scholarship so I don’t think there would be any issues there. Yeah it’s not easy to build the schedule for noon with so many classes being 

closed and finding classes that meet requirements, I’m pretty much going down the catalog subject by subject haha, Hopefully I can get into one of these online classes and 

then find one more or get into one of those other classes after the     I’ll look at some other online classes and if I see something more appealing, I’ll try to cancel that one 
or not try to get approval from the Dean on it, Thanks again (sorry this is a long email), 

Sent via BlackBerry from T Mobile 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date: Thu, 09:25:34 0400 

To: ~live.unc.edu > 

Subject: Re: ~vait lists 

Online courses are fine. Just understand that UNC allows any student a total of 6 online courses (18 hours) that count toward your degree throughout your career. You are 

also not permitted to take more than one each semester. There are a lot of good online course choices, Did you take a look at all of them before choosing COMM 140? In 

fact, you might be able to knock out a Philosophy requirement with an online course, http://w~v.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html 
Also, I am not sure of your scholarship situation. Will you be receiving Athletics Aid this year? I ask because online courses effect scholarships differently and there is typically 

an approval process before taking an online course as a result. 

Sounds like you are really working at this to build a good schedule, Keep up the good work, 

Susan 

> > > @live.unc.edu > 1:34 AM > > > 

Ms. Maloy, 

Thanks a lot. I just added COMM 140, which is an online class (so I enrolled through the fridaycenter), and it knocks out a VP approach requirement. I just wanted to check 

and make sure that it was okay that I am taking an online class as it seemed to be a win win in that it’s online, knocks out a requirement, and helps me get closer to getting 5 

classes. Your advice is always appreciated, 

On at 11:25 AM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hi 

I don’t think there is a limit on number of courses that you may waitlist for. However, the issue you are experiencing my be specific to the class only. Some 

courses are still holding space for students in Orientation and may not allow the waitlist option at this time. Please know that the last day to waitlist for a class 

is         On          all waitlists will be purged. So if you are not added to the class by then, you will no longer be on the waitlist. I would encourage you 

to shop around for other open classes, even those that may not fulfill a B School prereq at this time. On            all students are permitted to register, so 
you may see more activity with courses opening and closing from the and beyond. 

Hope this is somewhat helpful. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@uncaa.unc,edu 
> > > Nive.unc.edu > 2:42 PM > > > 

Ms. Maloy, 

So far I am enrolled in Latin 

the sections), and am on the wait list for STOR 
is perfect with my schedule as my ENGL    should be meeting at 10AM, and there is a wait list for it, but when I try to enroll in the wait list on the website, it 

does not allow me saying I have already enrolled in the maximum number of wait lists (with the other STOR class being the only one). My question to you is, 

can I only enroll in the wait list for one class before school starts? I’d love to get be able to get on the wait list for this class too so hopefully I can finagle my 

way into getting both of these B School prereq’s out of the way first semester. Any advice is greatly appreciated. Thanks a lot, 

will shortly be enrolled in ENGL    (talked to the writing program assistant who is getting me into one of 

all of which meet before noon and none coincide. Now there is a STOR    that meets at           that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu 

Thursday, 3:54 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: wait lists 

Ms. Maloy, 

]was placed into the 12:30 ENG despite telling Ms. Sardi when she asked for my three top times that [ needed to be in one that finished before noon because of 

baseball. Should [ ask her to enroll me in a different time or will Coach Fox be okay with this? Thanks, 

Sent via BlackBerry from T Mobile 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date: Thu, 09:25:34 0400 

To: @live.unc.edu > 

Subject: Re: wait lists 

Online courses are fine, Just understand that UNC allows any student a total of 6 online courses (18 hours) that count toward your degree throughout your career. You are 

also not permitted to take more than one each semester. There are a lot of good online course choices, Did you take a look at all of them before choosing COMM    ? In 

fact, you might be able to knock out a Philosophy requirement with an online course, http://www,fridawenter,unc,edu!cp!cco!courses,html 

Also, ] am not sure of your scholarship situation, Will you be receiving Athletics Aid this year? ] ask because online courses effect scholarships differently and there is typically 

an approval process before taking an online course as a result, 

Sounds like you are really working at this to build a good schedule, Keep up the good work, 

Susan 

> > > @live.unc.edu > 1:34 AM > > > 

Ms. Maloy, 

Thanks a lot. ]just added COMM    which is an online class (so ] enrolled through the fridaycenter), and it knocks out a VP approach requirement. ]just wanted to check 

and make sure that it was okay that ] am taking an online class as it seemed to be a win win in that it’s online, knocks out a requirement, and helps me get closer to getting 5 

classes, Your advice is always appreciated, 

On at 11:25 AM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hi 

] don’t think there is a limit on nucnber of courses that you may waitlist for. However, the issue you are experiencing my be specific to the class only. Some 

courses are still holding space for students in Orientation and may not allow the waitlist option at this time. Please know that time last day to waitlist for a class 

is         On          all waitlists will be purged. So if you are not added to the class by then, you will no longer be on the waitlist. ] would encourage you 

to shop around for other open classes, even those that may not fulfill a B School prereq at this time, On            all students are permitted to register, so 

you cnay see more activity with courses opening and closing from the and beyond, 

Hope this is somewhat helpful. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> @live.unc.edu> 2:42 PM >>> 

Ms. Maloy, 

So far I am enrolled in Latin 

the sections), and am on the wait list for STOR 

is perfect with my schedule as my ENGL    should be meeting at 10AM, and there is a wait list for it, but when I try to enroll in the wait list on the website, it 

does not allow me saying ] have already enrolled in the maximum number of wait lists (with the other STOR class being the only one). My question to you is, 

can I only enroll in the wait list for one class before school starts? I’d love to get be able to get on the wait list for this class too so hopefully I can finagle my 

way into getting both of these B School prereq’s out of the way first semester. Any advice is greatly appreciated. Thanks a lot, 

, will shortly be enrolled in ENGL    (talked to the writing program assistant who is getting me into one of 

all of which meet before noon and none coincide. Now there is a STOR    that meets at           that 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:59 AM 

@ live.u nc.ed u > 

Re: wait lists 

[ think Coach will be able to work with this two days each week. ENGL    is so difficult to get into right now, and it is best that you take it in the fall rather than the spring. I 

would consider yourself fortunate to have been added to the class. You could certainly communicate back with her to see if there is a different time if you want to, but 

definitely ask her not to drop you from Section 087 unless there is another option. 

Looks like COMM is still showing up on your schedule even though you received the email about the dean’s approval. You may need to just go ahead and drop it online 

yourself for now. 

Looks like your Tuesdays and Thursdays are pretty loaded, which may not exactly be ideal, but it opens up the rest of the days for good study time during the day. 

Good job with all of this. Persistence will pay off for you. 

Susan 

>>> @live.unc.edu> 3:53 PM >>> 

Ms. Maloy, 

[was placed into the ENG despite telling Ms. Sardi when she asked for my three top times that ~ needed to be in one that finished before noon because of 

baseball. Should [ ask her to enroll me in a different time or will Coach Fox be okay with this? Thanks, 

Sent via BlackBerFy from T Mobile 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date: Thu, 09:25:34 0400 

To: @live.unc.edu > 

Subject: Re: wait lists 

Online courses are fine. Just understand that UNC allows any student a total of 6 online courses (18 hours) that count toward your degree throughout your career. You are 

also not permitted to take more than one each semester. There are a lot of good online course choices, Did you take a look at all of them before choosing COMM    ’ In 

fact, you might be able to knock out a Philosophy requirement with an online course, http:!/www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html 
Also, [ am not sure of your scholarship situation. Will you be receiving Athletics Aid this year? [ ask because online courses effect scholarships differently and there is typically 

an approval process before taking an online course as a result. 

Sounds like you are really working at this to build a good schedule. Keep up the good work. 

Susan 

> > > @live.unc.edu > 1:34 AM > > > 

Ms. Maloy, 

Thanks a lot. [just added COMM    which is an online class (so I enrolled through the fridaycenter), and it knocks out a VP approach requirement. [just wanted to check 

and make sure that it was okay that [ am taking an online class as it seemed to be a win win in that it’s online, knocks out a requirement, and helps me get closer to getting 5 

classes. Your advice is always appreciated, 

On at 11:25 AM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hi 

[ don’t think there is a limit on number of courses that you may waitlist for. However, the issue you are experiencing my be specific to the class only, Some 

courses are still holdinq space for students in Orientation and may not allow time waitlist option at this time. Please know that the last day to waitlist for a class 

is         On          all waitlists will be purged, So if you are not added to the class by then, you will no longer be on the waitlist. [ would encourage you 

to shop around for other open classes, even those that may not fulfill a B School prereq at this time. On            all students are permitted to register, so 

you may see more activity with courses opening and closing frocn the and beyond. 

Hope this is somewhat helpful. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 
> > > @live.unc.edu > 

Ms. Maloy, 

2:42 PM > > > 

So far I am enrolled in Latin will shortly be enrolled in ENGL 105 (talked to the writing program assistant who is getting me into one of 

the sections), and am on the wait list for STOR all of which meet before noon and none coincide. Now there is a STOR    that meets at that 

is perfect with my schedule as my ENGL    should be meeting at 10AM, and there is a wait list for it, but when I try to enroll in the wait list on the website, it 

does not allow me saying I have already enrolled in the maximum number of wait lists (with the other STOR class being the only one). My question to you is, 

can I only enroll in the wait list for one class before school starts? I’d love to get be able to get on the wait list for this class too so hopefully I can finagle my 

way into getting both of these B School prereq’s out of the way first semester. Any advice is greatly appreciated. Thanks a lot, 



From: @live.unc.edu > 

Sent: Sunday, 7:42 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Susan, 
T’m still messing around with my schedule. I am requesting with Dr. Salyer to sign me into her class. T had it this summer but dropped it since we were still playing and 
did not want to miss class. Other than that I have a class that doesn’t get out until 1:45. I want to get something earlier. 
Do I need to take the SAT2? I want to take the easiest to get me back into it and then take the required 
Thanks 

From: Mike Fox [mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:14 AM 
1"o: 

Cc: Maloy, Susan 

Subject: 

Guys, 

Today is the day you may begin editiug your fall schedule!! 

Your fall classes and class schedules my ve~ important. Please stay on this. 

Also, auy e:mails you received from ACS and :M~+y Herman or Natalie Lutz you need to pay atteufion to, These are your 

I.’orms~ etc, Y~u must have all of this co~npleted in order to be eli~ble lbr the tM1, 

DO NOT IGNORE THESE° 
Contact SusmJ Maloy at sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu if you need assistance on your ~hedule. 

Coach 

Drug Testh~g Consent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Education 

Dear Mrs. Maloy, 
I actually am going to stick with it I think I will be fine. My schedule is good to go now and I am comfortable with all of my classes. Thank you for your help. 

Thankyou, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:50 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Education 

What is making you second gness yourself with this class? I think the 12 other hours that you have axe really solid courses. But I also believe you will do well in EDUC 

What other subjects or topics interest you? What do you eNoy learning about? It may be easier to snggest conrses when I know your interests. Keep trying to find 

ENGL     At 5pm on          more seats in courses will open up, so I suggest getting on the system Friday evening and through the weekend to search. 

See you soon. 

Susan 

>>> [@ive.unc.edu> 9:05 PM >:~> 
Dear Mrs. Maloy, 

I am comfortable with most of my schedule and I had a question about education , I am second guessing myself on whether or not I want to take that class. What would you 
suggest as a substitute for that class with three credit hours? Thank you for your help. 

Thankyou, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:30 PM 
To: 
¢c: Lucido, Barbara 
Subject: Re: Fall Schedule for 

Hey 

I think your balance of classes looks great. The only class that I hope you will continue to t~y to find is ENGL Which tneans that you may have to swap ENGL with 

something else ifa section opens up. I am going to copy Barbara Lucido, Assistant Dean in Academic Advising, for her review of your schedule as well. Barb~:ra, please 

let us know if you have any thoughts. 

Great job in your summer ,school classes’.! 

See you soon, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbm~Joy,~uncaa.nnc.edu 
>>> ’ @live.unc.edu> 
Dear Mrs. Maloy, 

12:09 PM >>> 

I just swapped POLI for EDUC 
thank you so much. 

Can you look at my schedule to make sure everything looks good and I am enrolled in a good schedule for the fall? I appreciate your help and 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:17 PM 

Br~ile, Kyle H <kbr’~ile@ad hiss ons.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Kyle, 

We need help with a transfer student and his credit evaluation. Some of his transcripts were late coming in and I think we have not had a chance yet to 

enter all of his credit. Susan Maloy is working with him on his fall registration and had questions regarding the following courses: 

Bio 

Com 

Soc 

Would you mind taking a quick look and awarding the appropriate credit? Thanks! 

Susan.....The pscy course from            has been entered and you should be able to see the credit of that course. The three courses Kyle will be entering are all 

into courses in their respective areas: biology, communications and sociology. 

Thanks to both of you. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pre-Packaged Books 

He?’ Mrs. Maloy, 
As of now I switched Education in American Socie~(night lass) with Sociology I am going to try and get into English wednesday but if not I have the complete schedule that I 

need. Other than that I am set on my schedule so I wasn’t sure how the whole book process worked. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duncan, Heather M <hmduncan@email.unc.edu;> 

Monday, 10:06 PM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Another Drop Form 

Not a problem --we use the signature date for the week of a deadline, so this wifl be processed without the W grade. I’ll get this done tomorrow. 

Thanks! 

Heather 

F~m: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:08 PM 
To: Duncan, Heather M 
Subject: Another Drop Form 

Hi Heather, 
Attached is a drop form for one of our Baseball players, Apparently Advising sent the form to the Registrars Office without my signature. Attached is 

the blue student copy that I have since signed in hopes that this will be honored by today’s deadline. Please let me know if this is possible. My main concern was making 

sure this meets the drop deadline. 

Thanks so much for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duncan, Heather M <hmduncan@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Another Drop Form 

Just following up to let you know this has been processed. 

Thanks! 

Heather 

HeaLher M. Duncan, MgA 

Assistant R,-:~gisl:rar [or Registration Services 

Office of [he University Regis[rat 

UNC Chapel Hit~ 

SASB North, Suite 3100, Campus Box 2100 

Chapel H~IL NC 27599 

(P) 919,952.8292/([:) 919,952.2~2~49 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent-" Mtonday, 4:08 PM 
To-" Duncan, Heather M 
$,,bjeet-" Another Drop Form 

Hi Heather, 
Attached is a drop form for one of our Baseball players, Apparently Advising sent the form to the Registrars Office without my signature. Attached is 
the blue student copy that I have since signed in hopes that this will be honored by today’s deadline. Please let me know if this is possible. My main concern was making 

sure this meets the drop deadline. 

Thanks so much for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:09 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Schedule 

T just looked my classes and saw that there was a conflict with the recitation being full. T fixed and and added HIST 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:45 AM 
To: 
Subject: Spring Schedule 

Hi 

I just checked your spring schedule. Looks like you only have 12 hours. You need to add one more class. You had mentioned HIST but I did not see that on your 

schedule. Please continue to try, to add maother class. 

Thanks, 

Sumn 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
£7NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov, (@uncaa unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:47 PM 

Malay, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Psyc    Spring - General Psychology -- IMPORTANT 

Mrs Malay, 

Yes that helps a lot. Thank you! 

I didn’t think it would be any trouble since class is on Man-Wed. Jusl wanted to double check with you. 

Thank you 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 3:54 PM, "Susan Malay" <sbmaloy~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Thanks for forwaacding me this. I’m not really concerned about the No Make-Up Exams since mosl of the dab,s that you will ~niss axe Fridays and it 

doesn’t sound like you will have class on Fridays. As for the out of class work, I have been told there are 5 research projects that you must sign up for to 

participate in. I believe you can sign up for all 5 projects as soon as the semester staxts. You can put them on your calendar right away and plan arouud 

them. This means that you may be able to get this done before the season starts. I think you will be fine as long as you work on these things from the 

beginning of the term rather than wait until half of the term has gone by. 

Does that help? 

Su~n 

Susan Malay 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (o:ffice) 

919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥(h) uncaa.un c edu 

~> ~live.unc.edu;> 
Hey Mrs. Malay 

4:44 PM >~> 

Just wanted to tbrwaacd you this email and get your opinion on it. 

Thanks 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <loeb~unc.edu> 

Date: 

To: <loeb(~b~ unc.edu> 
Subject: Psyc    Spring 

4:33:12 PM EST 

- General Psychology -- IMPORTANT 

Dear sVddents, 

We are very excited that you will be joining us next semester (Spring, 

aware of: 

for Psyc    --General Psychology.. Just a couple things to be 

1) Please note that the exam policy is such that there are NO MAKEUP EXAMS in this course. This is especially important for UNC 

ATHLETES to take note since there may be a time when you will need to miss an exam due to a universiU game. The way that we handle 

things like games, illnesses, fancily crises, etc. is that we automatically drop the lowest of Exams 1 through Exam 3 (eyeD,one must take the 

cumulative final exam). If this policy does not work for you, you will want to consider another class b’c we will strictly adhere to course 

policy in order to make sure that eveD’one receives the stone opportanities. So again, please understand that there are NO MAKEUP 

EXAMS in this course, but that we instead drop your lowest of Exams 1 through Exam 3--or, if you miss an exam (NOT recommended), 

that exam will be dropped. A second missed exam is a zero. 

2) This class meets on M & Ws and then there is a heavy hotnework cotnponent (and thus~ no Friday classes). Additionally, tiffs course 

does not have a recitation component. 

We are looking forward to meeting you soon. Good luck ruth Fall final exams’.! 

Dr. Loeb 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

Bryant Gaines <bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

Gem ail.u nc.edu >; 

< @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu > 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SPRING CLASSES 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

Demail.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

_ @live.unc.edu >; 
@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu > 

~live.unc.edu > 

I hope each of you had a great Christmas day. 

I have been reviewing the spring classes and a few things jump out at me. I need for those below to not only respond to me please but look for alternatives if possible. 

Also, a number of you are not currently registered for the required 15 hours. This needs to be a priority. 

The following players are currently registered for a M W F class from 12:00 12:50. And many of you are not registered for a class at 9:00 or 10:00am on the same days. A 

class that ends at 12:50 is problematic in terms of lunch, treatment, practice, pre game BP, gametime, etc. Unless there is a compelling reason this class time slot is not 

appropriate for the spring semester. Five freshmen have this time slot as well which I have to question. Perhaps you searched hard for classes but, at first glance, it appears 

to me that some of you (not all of course) are choosing sleep over evens’thing else. 

Also, the following classes I noticed as well?: 

if there are any others I missed please let me know. 

Keep working! 

Coach 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:10 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SPR]NG CLASSES 

Coach and Susan 
I got my SAT2 Math score back. I scored a    . On the regular SAT, I scored a    on the math section. To get credit for without taking it the SAT2 score is tO be 
over 
Susan, can you verify if I need to take    ’ ~ so, I am also in         to meet the QR requirement and will take both this semester to meet the     and QR requirements. 

From: Mike Fox [mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 

"ro: 

9:15 AM 

Cc: Maloy, Susan 
Subject: SPRING CLASSES 

I hope each of you had a great Christmas day. 
I have been reviewing the spring classes and a few things jump out at me. I need for those below to not only ~lease but look for alternatives if possible. 
Also, a number of you are not currently registered for the required 15 hours. This needs to be a priority. 
The following players are currently registered for a M-W-F class from 12:00-12:50. And many of you are not registered for a class at 9:00 or 10:00am on the same days. A 
class that ends at 12:50 is problematic in terms of lunch, treatment, practice, pre-game BP, game time, etc. Unless there is a compelling reason this class time slot is not 
appropriate for the spring semester. Five freshmen have this time slot as well which I have to question. Perhaps you searched hard for classes but, at first glance, it appears to 
me that some of you (not all of course) are choosing sleep over everything else. 

Also, the following classes I noticed as well?: 

If there are any others I missed please let me know. 

Keep working! 
Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:26 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

spring schedule 

Susan 
If I drop the IVlath rll have 13 hours. What do you think about ENGL that is online? It will meet the LA requirement. 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:57 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Happy New Year! 

You do not have to take SPAN 203 this semester. I just figure it is more fresh in your mind to take it now, but you can certainly take it in the fall instead. Keep in mind that 
PSYC 101 also has a lot of out of class work that must be done in order to meet the requirements of the class. Not sure if this could be a challenge in-season or not. So if 
you are trying to decide which class to drop, you may want to consider either of those two courses. Also, know that if you decide to drop SPAN, the time to do so is before 
the semester begins, as the policy is to typically not allow students to drop foreign languages once the semester gets going. 

What’s on your mind with regard to our schedule? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalovCb.uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>                      @live.unc.edu>         6:41 PM >>> 
Mrs. Susan did we discuss that Spanish is a class in which I must take 2 consecutive semesters? Or can I take it next fall? 

Thank you and Happy Holidays! 

Sent from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 10:03 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Re: spring schedule 

I think ENGL ]_30 would be a good course, but keep in mind that online courses do cost more, which you would be responsible for. Have you taken an online course before? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> @live,unc.edu> 3:26 PM >>> 
Susan 
Tf I drop the lv~ath T’II have :[3 hours. What do you think about ENGL:[30 that is online? It will meet the LA requirement. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:25 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thank you Mrs. Susan. That’s what I needed to know. Being that I will be in Psych with temn mates, I think I would rather tackle it rather than Spanish in the spring, 

knowing the work load EVERY NIGHT at least 40 Ininutes. l?lease hit me back with your take and what class you feel I should/could substitate. 

As always thank you for your help, 

Sent from 

O11 at 11:57 AM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Happy New Year! 

You do not have to take SPAN 203 this s~mester. I just figure it is more fresh in your mind to take it now, but you can certainly take it in the fall instead. 

Keep in mind that PSYC 101 also has a lot of out of class work that must be done in order to meet the requirements of the class. Not sure if this could be 

a challenge in-season or not. So if you are trying to decide which class to drop, you may want to consider either of those lwo courses. Also, know that if 

you decide to drop SPAN, the time to do so is before the semester begins, as the policy is to ~pically not allow s~udents to drop foreign langnages once 
the semester geks going. 

What’s on your mind with regard to our schednle? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~t l?rogram for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 

sbma]o,/(~m~caa.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu>         6:41 PM >>> 

Mrs. Susan did we discuss that Spanish is a class in which I must take 2 consecutive semesters? Or can I take it next fall? 

Thank you and Happy Holidays! 

Sent from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu; 

Friday, 11:18 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Pre-Packaged Books tbr Spring 

That’s fine I’m staying in ILECR 

classes. Thanks 

as of now bc I havelft found a class to meet another tilne that fits my schedule. However, when I do I will just swap the two 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:49 AM, "Snsan Maloy" <sbmaloy~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Since your order was already submitted prior to these changes, you will need to open your package upon receipt at the bookstore a~d hand them back 

the books tbr RECR 430. You will also need to see me to complete the book tbnn for may remaining books that you did not receive. No big deal, just a 

couple more steps to the process. Sorry nothing more could be done with this. 

See you soon, 

Susan 

>>>            ~live.unc.edu>           12:38 PM >>> 

Hey Susan hope yon had a good Christmas Im not going to be taking RECR . But I do want to take Drama 

don’t have to Pre order my books. Thanks 

PYSC    and RECR    you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:52 AM, Susan Maloy -sbmalo., @uncaa.unc.edu~- wrote: 

Thanks        I’ll request the other courses. 

Have a great holiday!! 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 
Tutorial (~’oordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~x,-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov(C~uncaa.unc, edu 
>>>             ~live.unc.edu>           12:32 AM >>> 

Hey Susan you can Pre package all my books except for Drama and PSYC I’m not sure about those m,o yet. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:47 AM, "Snsan Maloy" <sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Guys. 

I know that some of you still may have a few exams remaining to finish out fl~e fall semester, but I do need your help k) prepare 

for the Spring     term. If you are receMng this email, your textbooks are covered by your athletic scholaJcship, and I need to 

know if you are comtbrtable with your current schedule for Spring for us to submit your name to have your books pre- 

packaged. 

The lists will be submitted to Student Stores by and then again on, Please provide one of the following 

responses so that I know how to proceed. 

1. I am comfortable with my schedule, please have my books pre-packaged 
2. I am confortable with most of my schechde; please pre-package all books except for (tell me the class’) 

3. I am not comfortable with my schedule; please DO NOT pre-package ~v books’. 

Please let me know as soon as you can, the bookstore is waiting on the liszt now so they can get started. 

Thanks so mnch and best wishes for a fantastic holiday!!! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (thx) 
sbmalov@uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 2:31 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Schedules 

Coach, 
T am working on my schedule. I dropped the religion class and added biology to be able to take my classes next fall. T would like to take even though it is late in 
day to be able to have my prereqs for     I will try to get signed into an earlier class if possible, right now all are full. Or I can take it this summer. I was planning to take both 
maths since both fulfill different requirements. I will send both of you an email before Monday letting you know my final schedule. I also have an email to a professor asking 
permission to get into a 8am class. 
Do you prefer I drop the and take in summer? Susan suggested that summer is the latest I should take it to get my exss prereqs in. 

From: Mike Fox [mfox@uncaa,unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, 7:35 AM 

To: 

Subject: Class Schedules 

Guys, 
Susan and I spent about three hours yesterday going over class schedules and talking about the spring semester. 
I text some of you during this meeting about your schedule and Susan even found some classes open for some of you and you added them. 
It is a challenging process but you have to stay on-line and get your classes for the spring. This is your priodty for the weekend and f4onday if 
you do not have 15 hours at the right time and the classes you need for your major and other requirements, 
If ¥o~ name is listed below respond to t[~is e-mail; 

- 9 hrs. but added 6 Friday as you text me. Times? 
? You need to change this 

Only 12 hrs. That is all you need to take just make SURE it is the right 12! 
’) and 

and in same semester- Business path? Two tough classes, 
You have to take 15 hrs. 
- 9 hrs. but added to 12. need another class 

4:00 MondaY??? 
class to take but no walk in the park) 

¯ 13 hrS. 
12 hrs. 

- 13 hrs. 
13 hrs. 

- 12 hrs, 
, we have text 

we have talked! 
- 12 hrs, 

¯ 12 hrs 
probably good class but bad time 
? Did you change 

Which     are you taking. 
¯ 15 hrs. right? 

Still in at right? 
Please remember to complete your Goal Sheet and have it ready for our meeting Tuesday at 4:00pm. 
Return with any       items as well. The locker room will be available Nonday.      has worked hard to have your locker ready and the 
locker room is clean and ready for you.    Do not bring personal items into the locker room please. 

Remember to dress in our practice clothing if you get on the field or in caqes, etc. before Wednesday. This will be on the board- NO shorts will 
be worn outside. 
Your appearance is important as well. 
Here is the book policy in case you forgot it. Susan asked you in the fall about pre-packaging your books so if you answered yes to that your 

books should be ready for you Otherwise following this process: 

BOOKS 
The process for S-As on a book scholarship will be the same in the Spring as it was for Fall      Samantha Kirby will be in Loudermilk 
Tuesday,         through Friday,           from 10am-2pm to collect book forms. Those book forms will be processed within 48 hours 
and S-As can the’n pick up books on the first floor of Student Stores. If a S-A pre-ordered books then those will be available for pick up on the 

first floor of Student Stores starting Saturday 

Travel safe. 
Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:06 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Friday Center conrse registration request 

Susan 
I dropped the Math 118. Below is my registration for English    through the Friday Center. I took 2 classes online last summer. T think I am set with my classes. 

From: cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu [cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday,              10:01 PM 

To:       @email.unc.edu 
Subject; UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Deal 

Re: IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON YOUR ONLINE COURSE ENROLLMENT. 

READ AND PRINT FOR YOUR RECORDS. 

Registration: 
We received your request for the course(s) below a~d it roll be reviewed. You will be contacted if we need additional information or need to ilffOrm you about 

problems. 

Course: ENGL 

Title: 

Type: Carolina Courses Online 

NC Residency Claim: NC Resident 

Term: Spring 

Tuition: $591.00 

Fees: Education aM Technology: $39.48 

Confirming enrollment: 
You will be sent confirmation/course access information through U.S. mail or email. IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED COURSE ACCESS INFORMATION 

PILIOR TO THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS., CONTACT OUR OFFICE IMMEDIATELY at bisese@unc.edu 

Check your enrollment in CormectCarolina: 

Eruollment in the UNC registration Wfftem should appear in a few days depending on your status with the university. 

1-3 days if you are a currently enrolled s~udent at UNC-CH 

3-4 days if you have never been enrolled at UNC-Chapel Hill or are being readmitted 

ConnectCarolina Student Center access to your schedule of classes: 

Go to my.unc.edu 

Sign in with your ONYEN AND ONYEN PASSWORD 

Click on ConnectCarolina Student Center 

BILLING: 
All student~ even full-time UNC-CH studeuts~ must pay the Mditional course tuition as stated at the Friday Center web site. You will be notified, by the Student 

Account Services office, via your UNC-CH email account, when your bill is ready to be viewed online and how to access the bill. 

Once you are confirmed in the class and class has begun, you are liable for tuition and fees. Deadlines for cancelling, dropping and withdrawing for tuition credit are 

stated at our web site. 

If you have questions atx~ut the Connect Carolina billing process, visit http://finance.unc.edu a3~d select Student Accomat Services. 

Credit Programs tbr Part-time Students 

The Friday Center tbr Continuing Education 
The Universi .ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 800-862-5669 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

fridaycenter.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:45 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math 

Dear Susan, 

I received a 

Thank you, 

on the Math level 2 subject test, I believe that does not put me into the course, is that correct? What should I do from here? Thank you for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:45 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Re: Math 

Hi 

It does appear that a score of    places you into MATH so you will need to drop MATH and continue to search for an alternate course. Looks like MATH is 

closed, but it may be possible for you to attend the class this week and attempt to sit in on the class if it appears that there are seats available. Is there anything else that you 

are interested in? Try searching for the time slots that you have available in your schedule and see what comes up. Try the search for open classes and then again for all 
classes to see if there is one that you would like to try to sit in on. 

Keep cne posted. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > > @live.unc.edu > 
Dear Susan, 

I received a 

11:45 PM >>> 

on the Math level 2 subject test, I believe that does not put me into the course, is that correct? What should I do from here? Thank you for your help. 

Thankyou, 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Class 

I went to it today and she added me and it seems alright so ill stay in it 
Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:34 AM. "Susan Maloy" amsbmaloy@uaacaa uric edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I hope your weekend ~vent alright 

I don’t know anything specifically about Aix,~2H 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> ~@live uric edu> 
He?’ rm thinking about added anth 

Sent from my iPhone 

but it does appear to meet a requirement that you need (¥VB). If this sounds interesting to you, I would say to go for it 

ll:17AM>>> 
it feels the requirement ~r13 and I think I need that? YVhat do u think about that? 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:49 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Class 

Hey i just went to my port    class for the 2nd time and im going to have to drop it because the teacher is so hard~ i want be able to do good what so ever in it, she only speaks 
Portuguese in class and expects you to know what she is saying, today we had to translate full sentences for her in port with words no one knows how to say in port like 
advertizing. So ill have to take it another time cause i want do good. 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:08 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Class 

Sounds good. Thanks 

Susan 

>>>                          @live.unc.edu:,         11:45 AM 
I went to it today and she added me and it seems alfight so ill s~y in it 

Thank you 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

On at 11:34 AM, "Susan Maloy" amsbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

> Hi Parks, 

> I hope your weekend went alright. 

> I don’t know anything specifically about ANTH 

for it. 
> 

> Thanks, 

> Susan 

> Hey I’m thinking about added anth 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

, but it does appear to meet a requirement that you need (WB). If this sounds interesting to you, I would say to go 

~live.unc.edu>          11:17 AM >>> 
it t~els the requirement WB and I think I need that? What do u think about that? 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:24 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Class 

Yes because I want the teacher that I had in had her for    last semester and said it wasn’t near as hard and she spoke English for the Inost part. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:22 PlVl, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have a feeling that may be the expectation of level regardless of who the pmt~ssor is. Do you think wailing to take it in the fall is going to help you? 

>>>                           ~live.unc.edu>          12:49 PM >>> 

Hey i just went to my port    class for the 2nd time and im going to have to drop it because the teacher is so hard. i want be able to do good what so ever in it, 
she only speaks Portuguese in class and expects you to know what she is saying, today we had to translate full sentences for her in port with words no one 
knows how to say in port like advertizing. So ill have to take it another time cause i want do good. 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy~0uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-¯ Monday, 12:08 PM 
To-" 
Subject; Re: Class 

Sounds good. Thanks 

Susan 

>>>                            (~live.tmc.edu>          11:45 AM >v> 

I went to it today and she added me and it seems alright so ill s~y in it 
Tha~k you 

Seat farm my iPhone 

On at 11:34 AM, "Susan Maloy" mnsbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 

> I hope your weekend went alright. 
> 

> I don’t know an.vthing specifically about ANTH 

would say to go for it. 
> 

> Thanks, 

> S usaJ~ 

> Hey I’m thinking about added anth 

> Sere from my iPhone 

but it does appeal to meet a mquimmeut that you need (WB). If this sounds interesting to you, I 

~live.unc.edu>          l l: 17 AM >>> 
it feels the mquirelnent WB and I think I need that? What do u think about fl~at? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:09 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Re: 

Not that I know of but I will look. 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:35 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Re: 

I have a feeling you roll probably be at 12 hours this semester instead of 15, but it would be nice if you had a choice of what to drop later in the semester. Do you have 

any other classes you have beeu thilfldug about adding? 

Susan 

@live.unc.edu> 
Im not sure yet. What do you think is the best way to go? 

9:11 PM >:a> 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: 

Hi 

Are you wmating to look for a replacement or are you certain that you waaat to keep the other four classes? This would obviously bring you dowu to 12 horns with no 

option of dropping anything else in the coming w-eeks. Let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>~> @live.unc.edu~ 1:37 PM >-’-~ 
Hey Susan, 

T would like to drop my Philosophy class if that is okay. Let me know what you think. 

thank you 



Sent: 

Subje~: 

Thursday,               1:01 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dropping His~t 

Dear Susan, 

Sorry for the really late email. I hope you had a good day~ 3[ think that T should drop the history class T am taking. I really want to focus on getting my GPA as high as possible ¯ emester as well as really focusing on Busi . T feel like dropping the h story class would benefit in order to help me focus on my GPA but also I think that T could get that 

t_h.~a ~s~u,~ v. ^~ ,,,~^~’~ ...... ~ another class that I would be more interested in. What are your thoughts~. Thank you for your help. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:02 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Re: Dropping Hist 

This was a late email. Don’t forget to get your rest. : ) 

[ think dropping H[ST    is fine. That’s kinda what we thought might happen anyway, and [ know you preferred to take H[ST    for your H[ST requirement to begin with. Are 

you satisfied with the rest of your classes leaving no chance of wanting to drop any of them? Do you plan to attend summer school? 
With 3.3 hours this semester, you will finish the year with 33. total hours which is really good. So dropping would not be a problem from a total hours perspective. Talk this 

over with Coach Fox also, but [ think it would be fine depending on how you answer my questions above. Let me know what you decide. You will now need a Dean’s signature 

as well as mine in order to get this done. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > > @live.unc,edu > 
Dear Susan, 

i:01 AM >>> 

Sorry for the really late email. I hope you had a good day. I think that I should drop the history class I am taking, f really want to focus on getting my GPA as high as possible this 
semester as well as really focusing on Busi    I feel like dropping the history class would benefit in order to help me focus on my GPA but also I think that I could get that credit 
of history in another class that I would be more interested in. What are your thoughts? Thank you for your help. 

Thankyou, 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 9:57 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Dropping Hist 

T am really satisfied with all of my classes T am really enjoying them and know T will do well this semester. I am not planning on going to summer school because I am going to 

Baltimore to play. I will make sure to talk to Coach Fox about this today. Also, do I need to go to the Steele building first or should T come to you first in order to begin the 
process of dropping this class?Thank you so much for everything. 

Thankyou, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:02 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Dropping Hist 

Hi 

This was a late email. Don’t forget to get your rest. : ) 

I think dropping HIST    is fine. That’s ldnda what we thought might happen anyway, and I know you preferred to take HIST    for your HIST requirement to begin 

with. Are you satisfied with the rest of your classes leaving no chance of wanling to drop any of them? Do you plan to attend summer school? 

With 13 hours this semester, you will finish the year with 31 total hours which is really good. So dropping would not be a problem from a total hours perspeclive. Talk 

this over with Coach Fox also, but I think it would be fine depending on how you answer my queslions above. Let me know what you decide. You will now need a 

Dean’s signature as well as mine in order to get this done. 

Thin,ks, 

Su~n 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
I_TNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov, (@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>’ ~live.unc.edu> 

Dear Susan, 

1:01 AM >>> 

Sorry for the really late email. I hope you had a good day. I think that I should drop the history class I am taking. T really want to focus on getting my GPA as high as possible this 
semester as well as really focusing on Busi . I feel like dropping the history class would benefit in order to help me focus on my GPA but also I think that I could get that credit 
of history in another class that I would be more interested in. What are your thoughts? Thank you for your help. 

Thankyou, 



Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:34 PM 

Ty~n Lusk <tslusk@,~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Fox~ Mike </L’OXc@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Managers - Priority Registralion ? 

Hi Tyso~, 

It’s priority registration dme again. Based ~n the list ~hat we submit~ed Ia~t semester, and a~er checMng their academic record t~ determine i~ they are gradu~ 

~n May or not, I am p~anning to submit the fo~owing three names for priority registration for the Fal~ term: 

Ar~-_~ there any mam~gers missing from this list who sho{~ld receive priority registrieS:ion? 

Th~nk you, 

From: Tyson Lusk [mailto:tslusk@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 3:59 PM 
To-" Susan Maloy 
$~bject-" Re: Managers 

Hey Susan, hope all is well. 

Here are our4 managers!bullpen catchers names and PID 

Tyson Lusk 

University of North Carolina Baseball 

Equipment!Clubhouse Manager 

College World Series 

Office (9Z9) 962.6998 
Cell 

>>> Susan Maloy :]_2:29 PM >>> 

Mike, 
Do you have names and P[D#s of managers who should be included on the priority registration list? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 5:43 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: MaJ~agers - Priority Registration ? 

We have one more- 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

(he’s doing study abroad this semester), not sure if that have o~y effect or not. Do you need his PID? 

at 5:34 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~) 9]--><’.--[endiI]--> 

Hi ]¥son, 

It’s priority re@st:ration time ~gain, gased on the l~st tb~t we submkted bst semester, and after checkh~g thek academic record to detectable ff they 

are graduatb~g #~ May or not, ~ am planning to submk the fo~fow#~g three names for priority regbtradon for the FaI~ term: 

Are there any managers missing from this list who should receive priority registration? 

Thank you, 

From: Tyson Lusk [mailto:tslusk@uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:59 PM 
To: Susan Maloy 
Subject: Re: Managers 

Hey Susan, hope all is well. 

Here are our 4 managers/bullpen catchers names and PID 

Tyson Lusk 

University of North Carolina Baseball 

Equipment/Clubhouse Manager 

College World Series 

Office (919) 962.6998 

Cell 

>>> Susan Maloy 12:29 PM >>> 

Mike, 

Do you have names and PID#s of managers who should be included on the priority registration list? 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ,7:37 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtv~;, ~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtv~; ~live.unc.edu>; v . @live.unc.edtv~; 
~live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edt~-; @live.unc.edu>; 

~z) live.unc.edu>; ?)live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ,~!live.unc.edu>; b!live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc .edu;~; ~live .unc.edu~; @live.unc .edu~; .. 
@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu;,; ~live.unc.edu;,; 

@live .unc .edu~; @live .unc .edu>; ~live.unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.e&~; ~live.unc.edw~; 

~live.unc.edtv~; ~live.unc.edtv~; ~live.unc.edu"~ 

Fo~ Mike <Ii~xc@email.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <sqiackso@email.unc.edu>; Bryant Gaines (bagaJnes@uncaa.unc.edu); Forbes, Scott 

<sforbes@unc.edu> 

Frill Registration - PREPARE NOW! 

Hey Guys! 

The season is off to a fantastic start! So fun to watch. Keep it up. 

I need to remind you guys to start thinking about what you want to register for in Summer and Fall. Registration is right around the corner, and it’s time to start 

loading your shopping cart!!! Please check your account for holds that will prevent you from registering, and take care of them right away. You should get in the 

habit of checking each day to be sure that nothing new is added to your record right before your registration date. Registration dates are as follows: 

- Summer Registration (This is also the deadline to apply for a 9th semester if necessary to graduate.) 

- Rising Senior Fall Registration 

- Rising Junior Fall Registration 

- Rising Sophomore Fall Registration 

Check me on this, but based on your game schedule, I don’t believe any of these dates should conflict with priority registration times which, if approved for this 

term, should be at 8am on each day mentioned above. Your current registration day and time is already noted in Connect Carolina for you. The only thing that will 

change is the time of day if priority is approved. If for any reason you are unable to register during your assigned time, please notify me well in advance. 

The following guys must officially declare your major as soon as you can. Please come by my office to start this process. 

I know you are on the road this weekend, but during your down time in the hotel, it may be a good opportunity to start searching classes and adding them to your 

shopping cart. Please come by my office in the coming days to talk about what you would like to take. And remember to utilize Academic Advising in Steele 

Building to assist you with your course selection. Please know that I will be out of the office . So if you would like to discuss your plans with me, please 

attempt to do so before 

PREPARE YOURSELF NOW!! YOU DON’T WANTTO MISS YOUR REGISTRATION DATE BECAUSE YOU ARE UNPREPARED!!!! 

I’m happy to help in any way that I can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 12:17 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

letter to PRAC 

PRAC Committee Letter- for Priority Registration Fall- 3-20-13.docx 

i threw this together!! 
hope it helps and makes sense 

attached 



March 20, 2013 

P.R.A.C. Members 

Dear P.R.A.C. Members, 

Thank you for serving on this committee and helping our student-athletes receive priority scheduling so that 
they can be successful both academically and athletically here at UNC. I am aware this is a challenge at times. 

I am writing on behalf of my baseball team and your consideration in these student-athletes receiving priority 
scheduling for the fall semester. This semester is technically considered our "non-traditional" or "off’ season; 
however, that is really not the case in terms of the time demands and practice schedule for our players. 

The fall season is a very important part of our program as we have a very limited time in the spring to prepare 
our team for the season. We are not allowed to begin team practices until late January and our season begins 
mid-February. Therefore, the fall is very important in terms of practice and preparation for these 35 players. 

We are allowed by the NCAA a 45-day window to conduct approximately 30 team practices. In addition to 
that, we are permitted to have individual practices throughout the fall, which we take advantage of as well. 
Being an outdoor sport with one facility we have a certain time frame in which we can practice and that is 
normally 100-500pm. Of course our players do not miss any class during the fall season. We also want to 
provide them opportunities for evening classes if necessary and tutors and academic support in the evenings as 
well. This makes our practice time of 1:00-5:00 a priority for us. 

We have 35+ players on the team in the fall. They do not all practice for these four hours but in many cases we 
need to either start a small group or half the team early and have the rest of the team practice the second half of 
the four hour period. So in essence we sometimes have two separate practices. This limits their time and makes 
it more productive time-wise for them; however, it necessitates an early start time for the first group of players. 

I know it is a little confusing but this all being said it is important that our student-athletes be able to take early 
classes during the fall semester. I am happy to come speak to the committee personally if necessary but do 
appreciate your consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Fox 
Head Baseball Coach 

MF:jh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:25 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Summer School registration!!!! 

Susan, 
] have talked to the team and sent you the email to them last night only so you could read what I have told them. 

must sicln up for SS classes. 

for sure SSL ~f they are close to 2.00 cumulative GPA they cannot take 

on line, 

So maybe as well. 

We will stay on them but ] told them all to get to you today!! Are you here? 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:58 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

problem with SSI is IF we make it to Omaha, big IF as we know. 

then that last week is an issue. 

told players to talk to prof. before signing up 

ones who could be ineligible we told them they could not take on line. 

no way to track them. 

>>> "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 9:52 AM >>> 

Sure thing! I assume you are thinking SSI would be best as opposed to online~ right? 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:27 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Scott Forbes 
Subject: 

When you meet with him at 10:15am please find a good SSI class for him to sign up for 

please. Just in case. 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:51 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: RegiStration Hold 

Ok I roll be them! I scheduled my advisor meeting but i’~s not until 

I roll be there thursday night to declare. 

so that is why I havefft been able to declare yet. 

O11 at 11:40 AM, "Malw, Susml B" <sbmaloy@emailamc.e&~> wrote: 

Hey 

I know we met about this already, but I wanted to be sure you were aware that you have a registration hold until you officially declare your major. 

This may be different than I had originally discussed with you in terms of a timeline for declaring, so please be sure to plan accordingly. Two 

important points about this: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Your registration time is 8am on Friday But you won’t be able to register without officially 

declaring your major. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Several Academic Advisors will be in Loudermilk on Thursday at 6:30pm-8pm to assist with closing 

the process for declaring a major and removing your hold. You M UST attend and bring your Major Declaration Form that we completed 

already!!!! 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaJoy(c-~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Audrea L -~andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 8:20 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: New submission l}om Major/Minor Declaration Form 

FYI 
From: Major!Minor Declaration [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 8:06 AM 

To: Caldwell, Andrea L 

Subject: New submission from Major!Minor Declaration Form 

Student’s Name 

PID 

UNC Email 

@ernail.unc.edu 

Primary Major Information 

Primary Major 

Communication Studies -AS BA COMM 

Primary Major Sub Plan 

Interpersonal Organization -IOC 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

~o 

Does this student have a second major? 

~o 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

Supplementary Questions 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

Yes 

Slaff Information 

Advisor Completing this Form: 

a~dreac@email unc.edu 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

i!~__r!_s___c__o__~ ~__m__~_!L_u___n__c__~_~_u_. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Audrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday,            8:22 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: New submission l}om Major/Minor Declaration Form 

From: Major!Minor Declaration [mailto       ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 8:05 AM 

To: Caldwell, Andrea L 

Subject: New submission from Major!Minor Declaration Form 

Student’s Name 

PID 

UNC Email 

~email.unc.edu 

Primary Major Information 

Primary Major 

Management & Society - AS BA MNGT 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a second major? 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

Supplementary Questions 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

Yes 

Stall" Information 

Advisor Completing this Form: 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

jldrisco@email unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Audrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday,            8:24 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: New submission l}om Major/Minor Declaration Form 

FYI 
From: Major!Minor Declaration [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 8:01 AM 

To: Caldwell, Andrea L 

Subject: New submission from Major!Minor Declaration Form 

Student’s Name 

PID 

UNC Email 

@emafl.unc.edu 

Primary Major Information 

Primary Major 

Exercise and Sport Science - AS BA EXSS 

Primary Major Sub Plan 

Sport Administration - SA 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

~o 

Does this student have a second major? 

Yes 

Secondary Major Information 

Secondary Major 

Communication Studies -AS BA COMM 

Secondary Major Sub Plan 

Interpersonal Organization -IOC 

Does this major require a change in the requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

Supplementary Questions 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

No 

Slaff Information 

Advisor Completing this Form: 

andreae@ema i l u n c.ed u 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 



From: "_c}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:54 PIVl 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fall Semester Classes 

Hi Susan I am attempting to get into sociology    which is a class for my major, however when I attempted to get into the class on friday it would not let me in. It said I 
needed department consent. I sent this email below to one of the heads of the sociology department, but have heard nothing back and was wondering what I should do. Thank 
you 

Hi my name is             and I am a rising Jr. Management and Society major. Sociology    is a course for my major, but it is not letting me get in the class without 
department consent. Am I able to get into the Tuesday/Thursday Soci :t:12 class? If so, will you please let me know how to do so, thank you. 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:44 PM 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

Post Semester Course Drop - 

.pdf 

Hi Andrea, 

Attached is a copy of the drop form that initiated on for MUSC He had never been through the drop process before, and 

said he was not aware that he needed to bring the form to me after meeting with an Advisor. He said that he assumed the drop was processed online once he met 

with Advising. As a result, his intent to drop MUSC    was never completed. Anything you can do to process a post semester drop with the attached supporting 

documentation and signatures would be fantastic! Let me know if there is any other information that you need. 

Thanks so much for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmalo%i~ uncaa.unc.edn 



REGBTRATION!DROP/AIDD/AUDIT FORM ~ PLEASE.. USE HARD-POINTED PEN 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Name: Term: Fall 1st Summer 2nd Summer 
Last First MI ~ ~’~ (circle one term) 

Person !D; School: ............ 
~ 

Major: ~X ~ ~ 

Year: 

INSTRUCT!ONS: (Note-If initia|ly registering, you must clear with University Cashier first,) 
1 - This form is to be completed when add or drop transactions cannot take place by web registration DURING THE CURRENT SEMESTER (After the 

last day to add a course: and after the last day to drop a course with credit on Student’s Financial Account each term). COURSE CHANGES AFTER 
. THE END OF THE LAST DAY OF CLASSES FOR THE TERM MUST BE SUBMITTED ON A POST=SEMESTER REGBTRATION/DROP/ADD FORM. 

2 = Do not use this form if dropping all courses, To drop all courses, you must follow University withdrawal procedures.. 

3 - After obtaining the required signatures below (departmental approval required for adding courses only), submit this form to the University Registrar’s 
Office, on the date signed by Adviser/Dean. 

Indicate 

"D" for Drop Activity Day/Time Dept. 
"A" for Add Class Course Section Type Credit Building Approval 

"AUD" for Audit Number Name Number Number Lab/Rec Hours Room (add only) (initial for adds 0nly) 

,SAMPLE 

6 

Original 
Pink 
Yellow 
Blue 

31970 AIS TiR 0i3111P 41011 L A B 3,0 

5397 E N Gi L 21 8 I 31 0 I 0 I 1 L E C 3,0 

University Registrar’s Office 
University Cashier’s Office 
School Dean’s Office 
Student 

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR USE ONLY 

EFFECTIVE DATE: 

MWF 8:00-8:50 PH 201 

Forqinq or aiterinq a~p~oved entries will be repo~ted as an Honor Code violation, 

t 

Date 

Date 

DCR 

Student’s Signature 

Dean’s Signature ~f ~e-quired) 

THE CHANGES ON THiS FORM ARE EFFECTIVE ON THE DATE SUBMITTED TO THE UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR’S OFFICE. UNC RR 20t 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Welbom, Spencer <sweltx~rn@emml.unc.edu>; Oldha~n, Ann B. ~aoldham@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: Post Semester Course Drop - 

.pdf 

Th~nk you, Susan. I will work with Ann ~o get the drop pr’ocessed. 

FYI Spencer’--.we will need to discuss post-semester’ drops with Ann, 

Andrea 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:44 PIv] 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: Pos~ Semester Course Drop - 

Hi Andrea, 

Attached is a copy of the drop form that initiated on for MUSC He had never been through the drop process before, and 

said he was not aware that he needed to brin8 the form to me after meeting with an Advisor. He said that he assumed the drop was processed online once he met 

with Advising. As a result, his intent to drop MUSC    was never completed. Anythin~ you can do to process a post semester drop with the attached supportin~ 

documentation and signatures would be fantastic! Let me know if there is any other information that you need. 

Thanks so much for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa, nnc.edu 



REGiSTRATION!DROP/ADD/AUDIT FORM 

Print 
Name:. 

Last First " 

Person 

~ PLEASE.. USE. HARD=POINTED PEN 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

MI (circle one term) 

School: ............ Major: 

Year: 

INSTRUCTIONS: (Noteqf initia|~y registering, you must clear with University Cashier first,) 
1 - This form is to be completed when add or drop transactions cannot take place by web registration DURING THE CURRENT SEMESTER (After [he 

last day to add a course: and after the last day to drop a course with credit on Student’s Financial Account each term). COURSE CHANGES AFTER 
. THE END OF THE LAST DAY OF CLASSES FOR THE TERM MUST BE SUBMITTED ON A POST-SEMESTER REGiSTRATION/DROP/ADD FORM. 

2 = Do not use this form if dropping all courses, To drop a~l courses, you must follow University withdrawal procedures.. 

3 - After obtaining the required signatures below (departmental approval required for adding courses only), submit this form to the University Registrar’s 
Office, on the date signed by Adviser/Dean. 

indicate 

"D" for Drop Activity Day/Time Dept. 

"A" for Add Class Course Section Type Credit Building Approval 

"AUD" for Audit Number Name Number Number Lab/Rec Hours Room (add only) initial for adds 0nly) 

SAMPLE 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

31970 

5397 E N GiL 

Original - University Registrar’s Office 
Pink - University Cashier’s Office 
Yellow School Dean’s Office 
Blue - Student 

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR USE ONLY 

o13111P 41011 
218131 olo11 

EFFECTIVE DATE: 

L A B 

L E C 

MWF 8:00-8:50 PH 201 DCR 

Forging or altering approved entries will be reported as an Honor Code violation. 

Student’s Signature 

Dean’s Signature ~f ~e-quired) 

Date 

Date 

Date 

THE CHANGES ON THIS FORM ARE EFFECTIVE ON THE DATE SUBMITTED TO THE UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR’S OFFICE. UNC RR 20t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:45 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

Dropping Summer I Couise 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Hey 

It’s my understanding that you guys may want to drop your Summer I course and not take summer school at all this year. If that is the case, you MUST take care of 

this before (the first day of class) in order to avoid any unnecessary charges. 

Because you will be going from 3 hours to 0 hours the process is not a typical drop. In fact, if you try to do so, the system will most likely not let you. So what you 

need to do is formally request a "cancelation" of your Summer Session I course. You must send an email to -r--e-~~Ls--t-£-a---t-L-~--n---s---e--r--v-!--c---e--s---@-.---u---n---c--.--e---d---u- PRIOR to the term 

starting (by Monday, ) to make the request, making sure to include your name, PID#, and a statement that you want to cancel your Summer Session I (and 

II or both) term(s) enrollment. 

Please be sure to take care of this on Monday at the latest. Let me know if you need any further assistance. 

Thanks and good luck this weekend!!! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:04 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Dropping Summer I Course 

Hi Susan, 
I sent an email yesterday about Iny cancelation of my SS1. I’m not sure what I do now. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 3:44 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbnmlo,/(/v)email.unc.edtt> wrote: 

Hey 

It’s my understanding that you guys may want to drop your Summer I course and not take summer school at all this year. If that is the case, you MUST 

take care of this before (the first day of class) in order to avoid any unnecessary charges. 

Because you will be going from 3 hours to 0 hours the process is not a typical drop. In fact, if you try to do so, the system will most likely not let you. So 

what you need to do is formally request a "cancelation" of your Summer Session I course. You must send an email to registrationservices@unc.edu 

PRIOR to the term starting (by Monday, ) to make the request, making sure to include your name, PID#, and a statement that you want to 

cancel your Summer Session I (and II or both) term(s) enrollment. 

Please be sure to take care of this on Monday at the latest. Let me know if you need any further assistance. 

Thanks and good luck this weekend!!! 

Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tntorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Studeut-Afllletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:21 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Cancellation of Summer session 1 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ))live.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:36:48 PM EDT 

To: "registrationservice~/unc.edu" <registrationservices@unc.edu> 

Subject: Cancellation of Smnmer session 1 

PID: 

I am reqnesting to drop my snmmer session 1 class. The reason I was enrolled into this class was because my GPA was lower than I expected. Well, this 

semester my grades were rather well and my GPA was brought up to ~    Also, I would to take a break and focus mainly on the sport I play, 

Thank yon 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:54 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; OUR Registration Services <registmtionservices@unc.edu> 

Snmmer Session 1 Cmacelation 

To whom it may concern, 

My name is 

Thank you, 

I am sending this email to ask that I be removed from summer classes. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:31 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Cancellation of S ummer session 1 

I went to the registration office ~ld they said they received it and that it would be dropped within the next day or two 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:26 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

Save this email so we cart refer back Lo it if necessary. The only other thing you cart do is physically go to the Registrations Office to fo~ow up your 

emsi~ and be sure the process is completed. Do you have time to do that r~ghL now? 

] forwarded your ema~l to a contact ~ have h~ the Registrars Office, but ~t appears she ~s out of the office until 

to go to the office to inquire. 

Thanks and keep me posted, 

Sus~t~ 

Sent= Nonday, ~:2~ AP1 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subje~t~ Fwd: Cancellation d Summer session ~ 

. So all the more reason for you 

Sent farm my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:36:48 PM EDT 

To: "mgis~ration~rvices!f~unc.edu" <mgistrationservices!f~unc.edu> 

Subject: Cancellation of Summer session 1 

PID: 

I am requesting to drop my summer session 1 class. The mason I was enrolled into this class was because my GPA was lower than I 

expected. Well, this semester my ~rades were rather well and my GPA was brought up to a Also, I would to take a break and focus 

mainly on the sport I play, 

Thank you 

Sent t~m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edup 

Tuesday, 9:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: SSI cm~cellation 

Sorry I forgot to cc you on this but I sent this yesterday at 3:23pro. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 3:23 PM 
To: registrationservices@unc.edu 
Subject: SS1 cancellation 

I would like to formally request a cancellation of my SS1 class of soci. 

Thank you, 
P.I.D # 

taking my stammer hours from 3 to 0. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 9:11 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Summer Classes 

Ms. Maloy, 

I was just wondering ifI go ahead and sign up for classes now or ifI wait till I meet with you at orientation. If I register now, which are the best classes for me to sign 
up for I heard english 100 was a good one and I kind of want to take economics if possible. Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma]l.com> 

Wednesday, 9:30 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RegiS_ration tbr S ummer Session II 

IVLrs Maloy, 

I’m emailing you concerning class registration for summer session II. YVhile I was on my official visit, I spoke with 
Sociology 124, but I wanted to ask your advice before registering I look forward to meeting you during orientation this summer 

Respectfully, 

and they recon~mended English 100 and 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 9:59 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer Classes 

I plan on s~dying        at Carolina which is why I aa~ thinking about taking     I have ta]cen this course in high school aa~d did enjoy it. If yon have a~ay 

suggestions on any other entry level courses that would be good for me to take please let me know. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 3:25 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmalo?~i~emaJl.unc.edn> wrote: 

H~ 

Thank you for your email What are you interested in studying at Carolina? This should certain~y pby a part ~n whaL courses you should conskler. 

wou~d be ~:k~e choices depending on whaL you wahl your major to be. Have you had any Economics courses h~ Mgh school? 

Yes, you Rlay a~d should register [:or summer school Row raLher than wait until Orientatio~L The sooner you register the more opdo~s you wJ[I have~ 

However the protocol is for all new students to ema~l two of our Assistant Deans within the Office of Academic Adv~sh~g, who we work very closely 

with, to further discuss the courses you plan to take. Their contact ~nformation ~s as follows: 

Spencer We~born - swelborn@emaiLunc.edu 

Andrea Ca]dwell--- andreacpemail.unc.edu 

P~ease be sure to ~dent~fy yoursN[: as an incoming basebMI student.-aLh~ete and provide them w~th your P~D# and remember Lo copy me 

on th~s emaH as we~L 

If you have trouMe navigating through the registration system within ConnectgaroHna, don’t hesitate to call me and we can tMk through it together 

(my office phone 919-,962-9892}, 

7’ha~1~5 so much and 5ti~y ~[~ touch. 

From: [mailto: @student.capehenw.org] 
$ent: Wednesday, 9: ~ AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
$ubject: Summer Classes 

Ms. MMoy, 

I was jnst woMefing if I go ahead and sign up for classes now or if I wait fill I meet with you at orientation. If I register now. which ~e the ~st classes for 

me m sign up for I heard          was a good one and I ~nd of want m take economics if ~ssible. Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma]l.com> 

Monday, 9:32 PM 

Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP <advisingtbrsiudentaihleiesAAP@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Regis~tration Ibr Summer Session II 

My name is         I’m an incoming baseball smdem-athlete (PID # 

SOCI    Please advise if this is acceptable. Thank you. 

Respectfully, 

). I will be attending Snmmer Session II and was planning to take ENGL    and 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edtr~ 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

SSII Classes 

Spencer Welborn and Andrea Caldwell, 

I mn emailing to not@ you all that I rash to take English    and Economics    during Summer Session II. I am an incoming baseball student-athlete and my PID# is 

. Thanks and have a great day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edn> 

Thursday,           9:24 AM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.ed~> 

SSII Classes - 

Thank you tb~ the ema~[ concerning yo~r s~m~mer school enrol[men* (ENGL    ~md ECON    1~ Your course sdec~on ott~:rs a c~mculum balance with ENGt, 

being a ~eq~med e~ecti~,e m~d ECON    sa~[~ing ~ne o[ voter three ~ocial ~ier~ces ~eqaired ~br t[~e mldergrad~.~a~e cumculum. P~ease do ~o~ hesi~de to c~n~tct us 

wia~ qt~es~oi~s t~:garding yo~r summer sct~edu~e a~M ~ er£onmge ~dl~’i~N t~:~urces o.{ti:md thmugt~ ~hc Ut~iversity as well as d~: Academic Snpt~:~ Program ~r 

Strident- Athletes. BoN e~tides will mo~ certainly #ay a mommaenta~ role i~ p:~ur acadcmic success~ 

semesler 

Sent: Tuesday,            10:58 AN 
To: Welborn, Spencer; Caldwell, Andrea L 
Co: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: SSII Classes 
Spencer Welborn and ~drea Caldwell, 
I ~ emailing to noti~, yon all ~at I wish to take English    and Economics    dnring Summer Session lI. I am an incoming 

Thanks and have a great day. 

student-athlete and my PID# is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 4:06 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mtbx@unc.edtv~; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu-~ 

Updated Orientation List 

Hey Scott and Mike, 

An update on who has not yet registered for New Student Orientation. There are six guys who must still register. If they do not do so by noon on Wednesday, 

we will lose our reserved seats, and they will be on their own and at the mercy of when the open slots are available throughout the summer. In addition, if 

they do not register by they will be charged 550 late fee. 

Let me know if you would prefer me to email each of them about these deadlines. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)uncaa.unc~edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com~ 

Sunday, 6:39 PM 

Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated Orientation List 

Coach Jackson and Ms. Maloy, 

I was unable to proceed on the orientation because my enrollment deposit payment had not been processed as of yet. I will continue to attempt to complete this registration. If 
there is anything I should do in the meantime, or if there is any way to push the payment processing, please let me know. Thanks. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 
To:                            @yahoo.com>; 

@aol.com) @aol.com>; 
Sent: Sat,             10:28 am 
Subject: FW: Updated Orientation List 

@msn.com) @msn.com>; @gmail.com>; 
@optonline.net> 

Guys [:] see below o please iump on this ASAPI! 
Remember tha~ you can choose any elthe listed sessions avail and we will have you moved into the session you requested. Jus~ make sure you are registered and in the 

sys[em. 
Thanks!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 4:06 PM 
To: Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott C 
Subject: Updated Orientation List 
Hey Scott and Mike, 

An update on who has not yet registered for New Student Orientation. Thet~ are six guys who must still register. If they do not do so by noon on Wednesday, we 
will lose our reserved seats, and they will be on their own and at the mercy of when the open slots are available throughout the summer. In addition, if they do not register by 

they will be charged $50 late fee. 

Let me know if you would prefer me to email each of them about these deadlines. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~.uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:57 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: First Year Orientalion Re~rvation On Hold 

I hope you had a great weekend and a Happy Mother’s Day!! 
I left you a voice mail this m.:_~rnk~g corH::errdr~g CROPS and Apparently they both need to wi~it for the payment to ~)ro(:ess before beir~g able 
to com~)~ete feg. 

~ was hoping that maybe you can help me get someone over’ at CTOPS to make sure they hok~ s£ots for both of then? and they don’t lose the dates they requested. 
Thanks ---always some last minute farniHes.._.sorry. 

From: @msn.com] 
Sent: Sunday, ~2:16 PN 
To: Jac~on, Sco~ C 
Subject: Re: First Year Orien~tion Reservation On Hold 
Sco~, 
Sho~ of sending a check to Ny, I am not sure what else needs k~ be done, which is why I am concerned that isn’t listed as registere& 
I chose the pay by check option just to be sum that his I~es weren’t already included in the monies received I?om t~C, as one of the sites said it could be....? 
I can mail a check ne~ week but it would most-likely amve after Wed. and I am now womed... 

ThmAs. 

Sent fmln my iPhone 

On at 5:40 PM, "Jackson, Scott C" <sci~k~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes mdam. Go ahead a~d complete it. I would go a]~ead an reg for both you and 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On . at 5:27 PM, ~_~!~!:~R~1~~ wrote: 

Sco~, 
Got yonr e-mail: see ~low, wNch I am pm~ sure I sent to you ~fore....? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tb~va~ted mes~ge: 

From: 

Date: 8:26:43 PM EDT 

To: @aol.com 
Cc: ~livexmc.eA~, &msn~com, ~ve~on~net 
Subje~: Brst Year Orientation Rese~afion On Hold 

A aitin9 Check: Reserqation 
10 Days 

to come down. VeD’ informative tbr all of you a]]d 

Hold for 

PID: 
Session 16: 

You have elected to pay your total of $413.00 by check or money order. Please make your 
check payable to UNC at Chapel Hill, put your PID in the memo line, and send your 
check/money order along with a copy of your reservation summary to: 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
CB# 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

Please remember that your payment must be received within 10 days or your 
Orientation reservation will automatically be cancelled. 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New Student Orientation! If you have 
questions about your reservation, please contact the Office of New Student and Carolina 
Parent Programs at newstudents(d]unc.edu. 



Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm Orientation 
reservations. At least two weeks before your Orientation session, please visit the New 
Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent 
._P___r:_o_g_rams website for updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For guests 
interested in learning more about local hotels1 the Office of New Student 8t Carolina 
Parent Programs is proud to partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels to offer 
special rates and accommodations while families visit UNC Chapel Hill. Click here for more 
information. 

A. Language Placement 

Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams will be 
facilitated online, prior to attending New Student Orientation. If you are taking one of 
these online placement exams, please follow the steps below to ensure you are prepared 
for your Orientation session. 

]. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc_id/services 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam at 

www.unc.edu/lanquaqeplacement 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to your 

Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and languages other 
than French, German, Latin and Spanish, please visit the Foreign Language Placement 
.__W_____e___b_p___a__q__e_. or call the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 

B. Academic Preparation 

Carefully review the information online at the Advising website to learn about the 
curriculum and begin planning your coursework. Visit advisinq.unc.edu, click on "For 
Students, Advice by Year" and read the "Newly Admitted Students" section.To help 
facilitate your Orientation experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to an 
on-line academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for Orientation 
email. All new first-year students must complete the on-line module in advance of coming 
to Orientation. Any questions or concerns related to academic advising will be addressed 
when you meet with an academic advisor at First-Year Student Orientation. 

C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 

If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact your ability to 
meet the various demands of University life, please visit 
..h-t..t.p.-tj.Z..a-.c-.c-e-.s-.s-~-b..j.~j.~-y.:.-u--n-..c.:.-e-..d-.u../-.s..~-~.#.~.~.#Z.~.#.~:.~.t£!.#.~3.~.#. to voluntarily self-identify with the 
Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 

We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to visit 

http:/lnewstudents.unc.edul to checkout additional information related to extended 
Orientation opportunities. New family members are encouraged to visit 
http:s/[parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family programs and opportunities. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New Student & 
Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304 or newstudentse,~unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:01 AM 

@aol.com>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.m~c.edu:~ 

RE: Updated Orientation List 

Hi 

Are you referring to your enrollment deposit payment for Admissions or payment for Orientation? If you have paid your enrollment deposit for Admission, please 

contiru.u:_~ to try to register ~or Oriental:h:m, and keep me po~d:ed .:)~ what is happening, You have unti~ 12:00noon on register ~n order to ul:~lize a 

reserved slot for Orientation. 

T~ank you, 

Susan 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Sunda~, 6:39 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Jackson, Sco~ C 

Subject: Re: Updated Orientation List 

Coach 3ac~on and Ms. Maloy, 

I was unable to proceed on the orien~tion because my enrollment deposit payment had not been processed as of yeL I wi, continue to a~empt to complete this registration. If 

there is an~hiog I should do in the meantime, or ~f ~here is an~ way to push the payment processing, please let me kno~. Than~. 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Jackson, Scott C <sciackso(~email.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.corn>; 
, @ _a___oJ :__c:_o__!_n_ ) @-_a___o_Lc___o_m >; 
Sent: Sat, 10:28 am 
Subject: FW: Updated Orientation List 

@msn.com) @msn.com>; ~..qmail.com>; 
@_Qg_!__O_L~_[i!Le_:p__&t.> 

Guys- .see.~ bek)w .- please.~ jump on this ASAP’.[ 
Remember that you ca~ choose any of the ~isted sessions avail and we w~H have you moved into the session you requested. Just make sure you a~e registered and ~ 
sys[em. 
Thanks~{ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
$ent: Friday, 4:06 PM 

To: Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott C 
Subject: Updated Orientation List 
Hey Scott and Mike, 

An update on who has not yet registered for New Student Orientation. There are six guys who must still register. ~f they do not do so by noon on Wednesday, , we 
will lose our rese~ed seats, and they will be on their own and at the mercy d when the open slots are available throughout the summer. In addffion, if they do not register by 

they will be charged $50 late fee. 

Let me know if you would prefer me to email each of them about these deadlines. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:19 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

Hey Mike, 
My notes are noted in red below. Let me know if you have any questions. 
SSI in class: 

8-12 4 hr. lab 
9:30 (9:45am-II:15am) 
ll:30-ipm 
11:30- lpm 
11:30- 1pro 

course is still showing as enrolled. 
believe that should clear up in a day or two. ][ met with 
me, so I am not sure if he did so or not. 
SSI on-line class 

JOMC 
Comm 
Comm 
Musc. 
Comm 
EXXS 
EXXS 
Comm 

COMM 

Frera: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
~¢: Jackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: Summer School 
Susan, 
This is what I have from the guys today. Please confirm for me: 
SSI in class: 

8-12 4 hr. lab 
9:30 

11:30 
11:30 
11:30 

S$I on-line class 
JOMC 
Comm 
Comm 
Musc. 
Comm 
EXXS 
EXXS 
Comm 

copied me on the email they sent to cancel their enrollment, so I 
about this yesterday and told him to send this email by 5pm yesterday, but he did not copy 

Not enrolled 
Not enrolled unless they are transferring this course in. I know was considering taking this course at another institution. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 2:15 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Academic Advising (Summer II) - 

The Academic Advising Program welcomes you to the University of North C~:rolina’. 

At this time, we would like to take this opportunity to introduce you to the Academic Advising Progrmn at the University of North Carolina. 

From orientation to graduation we are here to guide undergraduates in the College of Arts & Sciences and the General College on their academic path. We serve 

current and returning s~udents inclnding all firs~t-yeax and sophomore students as well as juniors and seniors with majors in the College of Arts & Sciences. Our goal is 

to assist students with all aspects of their academic planning while p~oviding a foundation for app~opriate academic decisions thronghont their undergraduate s~dies. 

Academic Advising does this by helping s~udents develop their educational plans; identi~ appropriate courses to explore and pursne educational goals; understand 
academic policies, rules, procedures, and requirements; identil}’ strategies ~md resources tier academic success; mad make timely and satistZactory progress towards 

graduation. 

All students at the University are assigned an academic ad~isor prior to beNnning their first semester at UNC. We work closely with the Academic 

Support Program for Student-Athletes to enhance the academic advising experience for our student-athletes. Student-athletes will meet regnlarly with 

both departments and wifi possess a worldng knowledge of the services provided by each. 

We are excited that you will soon begin your academic c~:reer at UNC. Prior to the beginning of sum~ner school, we ask that you contact the Acade~nic Advising 

Program (.@_y_i_s_’_i__r_~g_t_i?_N_i_t_!~t__e_n__t__-__~!![~N_~!~!_~:~_~!) to notify us of your summer school plans regarding course selection. We would love to have to opportunity to 

address any quesntions or concerns that yon may have at this time. 

Once on campns, students will have the oppo~Vanity to meet ruth both their academic cotmselor (Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) as well as their 

Academic Advisor in the Academic Advising Program. 

Thank you for yonr time and we look forward to meeting you in June. 

Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn 
Academic Advising Program for the College of Arts & Sciences and the General College 

Steele Building 

A dvi smgtb rst udentathletesAAP(a)~anc .edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 4:37 PM 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

~triad.rr.com’ 

RE: Orientation 

Thank you so much. 1 appreciate your support. 

Best regards, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4::[4 PM 
To: ; Jackson, Scott C 

@triad.rr.com’ 
Subject: RE: Orientation 

Hi 

We ar~-’_~ working or~ a pol:en~ial option [or the 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent; Nonday, $2:24 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B; Jackson, Sco~ C 

@triad.rr.com’ 
Subject: RE: . Orientation 
~p¢~anCe: High 

Ms. rvla~oy and Coach Jackson~ 

[or [:h~s sess~o~ since he was regis[:ered? 

Best regards, 

, f’1I be back in touch when I kr~ow mor,:_L 

(aNive.unc.edu account and he has a con[irma[ion for orientation on Can he b~-_~ considered 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :[2:04 PM 
To: @email.unc.edu’; ’.lackson, Scott C’ 
Co: @triad.rr.com’; 
Subject: . Orientation 

Ms. Maloy and Coach Jackson, 

I apologize for the confusion about the dates for orientation. The purpose of this email is to share with you what I think might have happened. 

I recall receiving an email from Coach Jackson many weeks ago requesting that we select a date for orientation. At that time, I selected as the 

date. Although I do not remember, I think that I may have registered him in the system at UNC for these dates. 

A few weeks later, I received a very lengthy email from Coach Jackson with instructions for the summer and fall and in the email, it stated that the player needed 

to attend the orientation session. In receiving this email, I thought that would not attend the session, rather he needed to make 

plans to attend the session. Then, we registered him in the system for these dates. I wonder if having 2 different registration dates might have created 

an issue in the system. I also wonder if should not have received this email from Jackson since it was sent to the players that had chosen the date. 

Finally, we discovered today that UNC has an email account listed for     that is inaccurate. The email account is active, however, it is not the account that we use 

on a regular basis. The correct account is     @. triad.rr.com,     received 2 emails on Tuesday of last week from the University. 

I apologize for all of the confusion. We had made plans to attend the orientation session and my husband and I had taken time off of work to 

attend. Unfortunately, we have been informed that there is no room for in the orientation session and he will need to attend the session. 

My husband and I will do our best to attend,     does plan to attend session 2 summer school. 

Please note that we have paid the orientation fee, completed housing and have made arrangements for monthly payments for the tuition that is not covered by 

his scholarship. I think our next step in to sign up for summer classes. 

Again, I am sorry for the confusion. We have tried very hard to stay on top of all of the requirements. Although it is very disappointing that is not able to 

attend orientation next week, I hope that we can work through the issues so that he has a fresh start at the University. 

Thank you for your support. Please call me at             if there are additional items that I need to take care of to complete the registration process,     feels 

very sad about what has happened and I hope that we can rectify the situation so that he can get on track. Coach Jackson, could you please provide Coach Fox with 

this information? Coach Fox was communicating with this morning, is very concerned that Coach Fox is aware of what might have happened and that he 

is informed of our plans going forward. 

Thank you for your help and support. 

Best regards, 

Important: This electronic transmission and oil attached documents are intended ibr the nanie recipient(s) and/or entib’ to which it is addressed and may contain 

information that is privileged and comqdentiaJ,, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

transmission in error, please notifT the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribu/ion, or copying of this information is proNNted. 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Jennifer C ~cthomps~n@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:47 PM 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@emal.unc.edu>; 

RE: Baseball 

~triad.rr.com" Jackson Scott C <scjack~@email.unc.eda-~ 

plans to attend 2r~ summer session. We will be glad "to make theft change to his r’ecor’d. 

or" you. 
Thank you for’ your’ emoil infor’ming us of 

We look fo~’ward to welcoming to campus this summee. Please Iet us know if we may of any additional assistance to 

SincePely, 

~Tenni for’ Thompson 

Administeative 5uppor’tiZl Specialist 

Off~ce of Lh~de~9~d~.m~e Admissions 

ONver’sity of Noeth Campaigns at dhape~ Hill 

Phone: 919--966--7194 

Sent: Monday, 11:34 AM 
To; Thompson, 3ennifer C 
Cc= Maloy, Susan B; @triad.rr.com’; 3ac~on, Sco~ C 
Subject= Baseball 
Ms. Thompson, 

I am writin~ on behalf of , an incomin~ baseball player. Ms. Maloy requested that I contact you and request that enrollment be moved from 

the Fall to Session 2 summer school, plans to a~end the summer session (2) at U NC. If you need to contact me, I can be reached at (cell). 

cell is Also, we have discovered that the University has an email account listed for that is inaccurate. The correct email account to correspond 

with is @triad.rr.com. Please remove ~ahoo.com. 
Thank you for your help. 
Best re~ards, 

Important: This electronic transmission and all attached documents are intended for the name recipient(s) and/or emi~~ to which it is addressed and may contain 
inlbrmation that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

transmission in error, please notit~j the sender immediately. AW dis~mination, dislfibulion, or copying of this inibrmation is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Je~mifer C ~cthomp~n@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday,             4:53 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emoil.unc.edu>; 

Baseball 

~triad.rr.com" Jackson, Scott C <scjack~)@email.unc.edu-~ 

Thank you for your request to enroll in summer courses. Please allow 24 hrs. for us to update our records so you can register for summer courses. Once we have 

made this change, you will be able to view and register for courses in your ConnectCarolina Student Center. 
Please be aware that since you were officially admitted for the fall semester, you will not be eligible for financial aid during the preceding summer term. This 

means you will be required to pay tuition, fees, and any other student account charges by the due date for the summer term, which is prior to the first day of the 

summer term classes. If you are awarded financial aid for the fall semester, those funds cannot be applied to your summer term charges. 

If you are a first-year student, please contact Marilyn Wyrick in Academic Advising so that you may begin to plan your schedule appropriately. If you are a transfer 

student, please contact your advisor listed under your Connect Carolina Student Center or contact Academic Advising at (919) 966-5~6 or 

~:!!a dvising.ut~c.edu~_. 

Please let us know if we may assist you further. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc,edu> 

Tuesday, 9:10 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Susan, 

This is I have signed up for the second session of summer school. I am taking English and sociology I am waiting to hear back from admissions to see if I can go to orientation 
on Monday Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9: 5 8 AM 

@aol.com 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.e&~> 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w___.__a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:01 AM 

@gmail.com 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IIVlPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!lg~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

On another note, I received a voicemail from your mother, but the connection was very poor and it was difficult for me to hear her message and the phone number 

to return her call. Please have her feel free to call me once again. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:02 AM 

@yahoo.com 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning,     after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!lg~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:03 AM 

@yahoo.corn 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!lg~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:04 AM 

@optonline.net 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!lg~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:04 AM 

~aol.com 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning I     after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!lg~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:05 AM 

@gmail.com 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!lg~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:06 AM 

~ml .corn 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!lg~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:07 AM 

@ya~oo.com 
Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!lg~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol.com> 

Wednesday, 10:07 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting ~;" Susan Maloy 

Ms. Maloy 

8:00 on Monday would be great. My parents and I roll see you then. Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 9:57 AM, "Ma] oy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(t~email. unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to 

you during Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after 

you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to 

give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not 
nd you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2 floor of the 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday 

your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student- 

Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, 

please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic Support Staff during 

the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

morning. You can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be 

able to register for    2013 classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to 

complete. To find the Module, go to www.advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First 

Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc,edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:08 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Susan, 

I coul&a’t find the socio class I ~vanted to take for the summer. I picked because that was my next choice If there is a better socio class than let me know. Thanks[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:58 AM, "iVlaloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Thank you for keeping me updated. Did you look at all the SOCI options before you chose SOCI ? I just want to be sure that is the SOCI class that interests you the most 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @llve.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:10 Pivl 
To: ivlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susan, 

This is ! have signed up [’or the second session of summer school. ! am taking English and sociolog3< I am waiting to hear back from admissions to see if I can go to orientation 
on Monday. Thanks 

Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:08 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting ~;" Susan Maloy 

I will be able to meet you at 8am and is it required that I take English ? I’In in there with my roommate 
still get credit for the course if I take ? 

so we would have the same schedule, would I 

On at 10:05 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy({~email.uuc.edt~> wrote: 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to 

you during Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after 

you have checked in to your dorm at 7::[5am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to 

give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not 

you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday 

your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student- 

Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, 

please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic Support Staff during 

the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

morning. You can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 9:19-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be 

able to register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to 

complete. To find the Module, go to www.advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First 

Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Stndent Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu: 

Wednesday,             11:43 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

M~Joy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: PID# 

Thank you tbr the em~ul concermng yot~ smnmer school enr,)~lment (EN (it,    mid SOCI )~ YouJ com’ye selection offers a nice contca~ b~ance 

being a mqai~ed electis e to p~gress to f~;N(}L     SOC[    will ~i~l~il] ~ne of t~e three social sciences req~ired by the undergradaa~e cur~c~[tm~. Year co~rse 

selection a~ts a t~ice balance lbr yo~r s~mmaer ~:hedn~e. 

Please do ~aot he~itak: k~ co~m(’.~ ~s ~id~ qt~e~ioi~s regarding yo~r s~mmaer schednle and we encore’age utilizing resonrces oflk~md tl~rough d~e Universit? as wall as the 

Aca&mic Supfx~ P~grmn lbr Smde~t-Adfle~cs~ Bod~ e~Nfies will mos~ certai~ly phi? a monume~ml ~]e m yo~r academic saccess~ 

We look gotsx, ard to worki~g win yo~ ~v~agboat year tim~ N UNC. P~e~s;e r<:men~k~r ~hat First Year Ofiea~don wil] c~wer pertinent info rotation regarding fl~e i"Nl 

semesIer. 
L;~s{l)-, ple~ begin {o u~i~ize and monik~r y~)ur [ ]NC emai] account lbr oNcial inlbm~a~ion comm unicated l?om fl~e ! lniversity. 

From: Oyahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 PM 
To= Advising for Student Athletes ~P 
Subject: PID# 
Hello, 
This is PID# I am a student athlete in basebMl. I was asked to contact you to make you aware tha I have signed up for summer clasps II. I 

spoke ruth Ms. Sus~ Maloy who recommended English    and Sociology. I have signed up for ~th. 

Plebe note fl~at fl~is is not the emml account t~at I use on a regular basis. My co~ect emml account is 

Can you please let me ~ow if them is anF~hing el~ that I need to do? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:37 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: - Orientation 

We just talked about him and need Lo leave him. He may now wa~L to come to CTOPS 

And SS. They are far apart!! 

Leave as is for now please. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 22:35 PM 
To: 3ackson, Scott C; Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: - Orientation 

Sorry to push this after such an exciting win yesterday, but Shy word from 

CWS~L_.A couldn’t be happ~e~ fo~ you guys~ 

S u S a ~ 

F~= Jac~on, Sco~ C 
Seat; Monday, 6:3~ PM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B; Fox, Mike 
$~bject= RE: - Orien~tion June 

Susan: 

~ talked to th~s afternoon - he hasn’t made Ms mind up ~00% but wi~ likely s~sn and wi~ let us know ASA~~ Wed morton8 

~= Naloy, Susan B 
Se~t~ Monday, 3:58 PN 
Te~ Eox, Mike; Jac~on, Sco~ C 
Subject: - Orientation 

Mike and Scott, 

Just thousht of somethins. If is not ~oin8 to be comin~ in the Fall, I assume this means he will not come to Orientation on the 

confirm? We may be able to slide into slot on the 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~emic Connselor 

I~C Academic Suppo~ Program lbr Student-A~le~s 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~i~ unc~m.unc.edn 

If so, problem solved. © Please let me know as soon as you can. 

either. Can you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@optonline.net> 

Wednesday, 1:13 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orienta’don - Schedule a Meeting wi Susan Malw 

Hello, 
I wrested to confirm that I will be able to attend our meeting at 8ran on Monday the 

Thanks, 

I aJso hM a quick question, is them a meaJ plm~ for this summer? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 10:03 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to 

you during Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after 

you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to 

give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not 
nd you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2 floor of the 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday 

your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student- 

Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, 

please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic Support Staff during 

the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

morning. You can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be 

able to register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to 

complete. To find the Module, go to www.advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First 

Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program lbr Student- Athletes 
919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com 

Wednesday, 3:36 PM 

MaJ~oy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orienta’don - Schedule a Meeting wi Susan Malw 

8 o’clock sounds good m~d we will be them. On Tuesday it would be nice if we could get the earlier session and I still need to sign up for sumtner classes as well. Look 
forward to seeing you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:01 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbnMoy(Fgen~ail.unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to 

you during Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after 

you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to 

give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not 
nd you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2 floor of the 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday 

, your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student- 

Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, 

please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic Support Staff during 

the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

morning. You can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be 

able to register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to 

complete. To find the Module, go to www.advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First 

Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 3:40 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: fieshma~ summer session 2 baseball 

Thal~ you for the email concerning your sunmaer school el~rollment (ENGL    and EXS S    ) Your course selection oilers a nice content balance with ENGL    being a required elective to 
progress in English. EXSS                      , in addition to ENGL     will give you three more elective credits needed for graduation. Please do not hesitate to contact us with questions 
regarding your summer schedule and ~ve encourage utilizing resources offered through the University as well as the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. Both entities ~vill most 
certainly play a monumental role in your academic success! 

We look forward to ~vorking ~vith you throughout your time at UNC. Please remember that First Year Orientation will cover pertinent information regarding the Fall semester. 

Lastly, please begin to utilize and monitur your UNC email account for official information communicated from the University. 

Best, 

Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:21 PM 
To: Advising [’or Student Athletes AAP 
Subject:               freshman summer session 2 baseball 

Hellu, 

My name is and I am respunding tu yuur request. Please :[’eel free tu cuntact me anytime. [ luok forward tu meeting my advisur to get my college career started. 

I am taking the following classes this smnmer 

LEC 
Green law - Rm 0317 

EXSS 
LEC 
Woollen Gym - Rrn 0301 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 7:07 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting wi Susan Maloy 

I am available to meet you at 8 am. My number is I was not aware we checked into the dorm monday. I thought the dorms opened wednesday at noon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:01 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(c~email.unc.ed~> wrote: 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to 

you during Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after 

you have checked in to your dorm at 7::[5am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to 

give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not 
nd you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2 floor of the 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday 

your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student- 

Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, 

please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic Support Staff during 

the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

morning. You can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 9:19-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be 

able to register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to 

complete. To find the Module, go to www.adv!sin~.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First 

Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

On another note, I received a voicemail from your mother, but the connection was very poor and it was difficult for me to hear her message and the 

phone number to return her call. Please have her feel free to call me once again. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Wednesday, 7:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School Registration 

Hi Susan 

Yes I did register for m~ English class. I was planning on etnafiliug you today to see if you had any idea of what other class I should be t~Jdng this summer? 
Thanks 

O11 , at 3:45 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalojy~i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I noticed that you have registered for one class for summer school (ENGL ). I am not aware of your scholarship situation, but please know that if an 
athletic scholarship is covering part of the cost of your summer school expenses, NCAA rules require that all student-athletes take 6 hours (2 courses) 
in summer school. You may need to go ahead and register for a second class now. Let me know if I can help you in any way. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalo~,(~tmcaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 7:59 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting ~;" Susan Maloy 

Hi Susan 

I already have co~npleted the module last night aud yes, I can meet you at that time. There is no problem thele. 

On at 10:04 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy({~email.uuc.edt~> wrote: 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to 

you during Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after 

you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to 

give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not 
nd you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2 floor of the 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday 

your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student- 

Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, 

please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic Support Staff during 

the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

morning. You can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be 

able to register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to 

complete. To find the Module, go to www.advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First 

Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@tmcaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 9:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting with Sus~m Maloy 

This is Do I follow this schedule on Monday 

Thank you for your help. 

for orientation? Do I move in to the dorm at 7:15 mn and meet with you at 8am? Where do I meet you? 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: " @yahoo.com" @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 AM 
Subject: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting with Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday 

your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further 

discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that 

they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday, with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm 

or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to _w____w____w__:__a___d__v__!_s__!_n__g_=_u___n___c_:__e___d__u__., then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

9:19-962-9892 {office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

.s_b___r_n__~J_g_~_@_y__n___c_~:~ :_y__n___c_:_~_~_y. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 12:32 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting ~;/Susan Maloy 

Thank you very mueh Mrs. Maloy, I will meet wit:h you at 8 on Monday however I do have a question about t:he Module. I did complete this hut: not sure if I 

need t:o print an~hlng out:. How do I know it: went t:hrough? Thank you very much and I11 see you very soon. 

I have my own e mail its @yahoo.corn if you need to send me anything. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.corn" @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:02 AM 
Subject: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the 

next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference 

room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the 

baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this 

meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academk 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to http:i!www.advising.unc.edu/, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First- 

year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@uncaa~unc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@comcast.net> 

Thursday, 1:35 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting wi Susan Maloy 

Thank you for the information update. Everything sounds great and I am excited to move in and start my journey at UNC. As for the 8:00 am and the 4:45 pm meeting, 

my father and I will be there. My father is also now aware of and will be attending the parent meeting on Tuesday at either 2:15 or 3:00 pro. Again I am looking for to 

getting down to Carolina and roll see you Monday mornin!! 

On at 11:50 AM, (a)ml.com> wrote: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Maloy. Susan B [sbmalov~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:06 AlVl Eastern Standard Time 

To: 

Subject: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting wi Susan Maloy 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation 

next week on           I would like to inform you aN)tit a couple oppoi~uiffties for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpfnl to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday Inorning,     after you have checked 

in to your dorm at 7:15an~ and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of 

what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 
nd 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2 floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, 

which is in the end zone of the tbotball field closest to the baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday      your Orientation Leader will direct 

you to a meeting ruth me (and the rest of our s~ft’within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further di~uss any remaining questions 

you have regarding regi~xation etc. Please plan to attend tNs meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please intbrm your parents that they will also have a meeting 

on their Orientation ~hedule on Tuesday t     ruth our Academic Support Staff during the breaJ~out sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking fol-vvard to Ineeting you next week. Please emo~l Ine as soon as you can tiffs week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

Inoming. You can also reach me on my cell phone at             or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessaly. 

IMPORTANT You roll also need to complete an online Academic Advising Modnle before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not 

be able to register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to 

complete. To find the Module, go to ~v.advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student hffo on the left, then click the link under "First Year 

Students" that Says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get s~arted. Let me know if you have 

any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinalx~r/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892(oNce) 

919-962-8247(Nx) 

sbmaloy~tmcaa.t~nc.edu 

This message, and any attachtnents, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietaa~y and 

subject to impo(tant terms and conditions available at http:/iv~a~av.banlcoi:axnerica.com/ema~ldisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete 

tiffs message. 



FFom: 

Sent: Thursday, 8:27 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

f want~:_~d to fl)llow up and let you keow that we wer~-:~ able to change orientation to and We w~H be there on Monday Thaek you for your 

he~p ~e this regard. 

~so,     received a response ~:rom Academic Advising that the classes that he selected are good for the summer. ~ know that you had asked     about the SOC 

class that he chose. Do you have any concerns about the class that he signed up for? Thank you for your advice. 

summer tuition, books and fees are paid by his scholarsNp accordh~g to Coach .Jackson. We have pa~d for the housing~ There ~s a balance ~eft on the 

account, which f suspect ~s ~:he ~ui~on Can you please d~rect rne ~o ~he person a~ UNC to talk wRh about the balance oe our account? 

Thank you fl)r a~ of your help and support. See you oe Monday. 

Have a great day[ 

BesL regards, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4::~4 PM 
To: Jackson, Scott C 

@triad.rr.com’ 
Subject: RE: - Orientation 

Hi 

We are working on a potential option t:or the 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent: Monday, ~2:24 PN 
To: ; Maloy, Susan B; Jackson, Sco~ C 

~triad.rr.com’ 
Subject: RE: Orientation 
Imoo~ance: High 

We just checked       ema~ account on 

~:or d~s ~e~s~on ~ince he was registered? 

~est regards, 

. I’lf be back in touch when I know more. 

.@._!jv_e_:_u_._n_£: .e_d_u. account and he has a cont:irmation for orientation on Can he be considered 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 12:04 PM 
To: ’sbmaloy@email.unc.edu’; ’Jackson, Scott C’ 
Co: @triad.rr.com’; 
Subject: ¯ Orientation 

Ms. Maloy and Coach Jackson, 

I apologize for the confusion about the dates for orientation. The purpose of this email is to share with you what I think might have happened. 

I recall receiving an email from Coach Jackson many weeks ago requesting that we select a date for orientation. At that time, I selected as the 

date. Although I do not remember, I think that I may have registered him in the system at UNC for these dates. 

A few weeks later, I received a very lengthy email from Coach Jackson with instructions for the summer and fall and in the email, it stated that the player needed 

to attend the orientation session. In receiving this email, I thought that would not attend the session, rather he needed to make 

plans to attend the session. Then, we registered him in the system for these dates. I wonder if having 2 different registration dates might have created 

an issue in the system. I also wonder if should not have received this email from Jackson since it was sent to the players that had chosen the date. 

Finally, we discovered today that UNC has an email account listed for     that is inaccurate. The email account is active, however, it is not the account that we use 

on a regular basis. The correct account is     @triad.mcom.     received 2 emails on Tuesday of last week from the University. 

I apologize for all of the confusion. We had made plans to attend the orientation session and my husband and I had taken time off of work to 

attend. Unfortunately, we have been informed that there is no room for in the orientation session and he will need to attend the. session. 

My husband and I will do our best to attend,     does plan to attend session 2 summer school. 

Please note that we have paid the orientation fee, completed housing and have made arrangements for monthly payments for the tuition that is not covered by 

his scholarship. I think our next step in to sign up for summer classes. 

Again, I am sorry for the confusion. We have tried very hard to stay on top of all of the requirements. Although it is very disappointing that is not able to 

attend orientation next week, I hope that we can work through the issues so that he has a fresh start at the University. 

Thank you for your support. Please call me at             if there are additional items that I need to take care of to complete the registration process,     feels 

very sad about what has happened and I hope that we can rectify the situation so that he can get on track. Coach Jackson, could you please provide Coach Fox with 

this information? Coach Fox was communicating with this morning, is very concerned that Coach Fox is aware of what might have happened and that he 

is informed of our plans going forward. 

Thank you for your help and support. 

Best regards, 

Imv~rtant: This electronic transmissiou and all attached documeuts axe iutended for the na~ne recipient(s) and/or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

inibrmation that is privileged and confidentia], the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the iutended recipient and have received this 

tra~smission in error, ple&se notify the seuder immediately. Any dis~miuation, distribution, or copyiug of this inlbrmadon is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:08 AM 

~yahoo.com~-- 
RE: Ofientatiou - Schedule a Meeting with Susan MaJoy - 

Yes, we will be meeting at 8am in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center in the [oudermilk Center for Excellence which is in the end zone of 

the football field closest to the Baseball field. Please plan to attend after you register for yoL~r dorm at 7:tSam, We wi~ meet again at 4:45 on Monday in Room 

3411ofLheSt~dentUnkm YourOr~entatkm Leader(Of_)shouh~d~rectyoutoth~sn~eetingatLhat~Jme. 

f ~.ESt mentioned to your mot:her that: you will probably want to change yot~r SO{::~    class bec~use of the t:~ming (3:1S-Spin) You will most ~ike~v haw? some 

struc~red~d~t1meandc~nd~t~ni~gacdvit~esduringtheafternoon/evenings,s~tw~u~d be better H: you were [:ree during the afternoon. So p]ease log 

ConnectCaroHna as soon as you can to contbme searching SS~ classes and poss~My SWAP you class. 

And don’t forget to complete the online Module referenced h~ the ema~l below before you arrive on Monday. 

{::all me if Vot~ need ally assistance. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: @yahoo.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 9:~7 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Orientation - Schedule a Neeting with Susan Naloy 

Su~, 

This is         . Do I tbllow tNs schedule on Mon&y     £~r ofien~tion? Do I move in to the do~ at 7:15 am and meet with you at 8am? Where do I meet you? 

Thank ~gu for your help. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbrnaloy@ernail.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.corn" < @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 AM 
Subject: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting with Susan Maloy 
Hi 
It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. FiBt of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and 

before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you roll be amving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next 
two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. Secoudly. at 4:45pm on Monday I     , your 

Orientatiou Leader will direct you to a meetiug with me (and the rest of our s~taffwithin the Academic Supv)rt Program tbr Student-Athletes) to further discuss any 

remaining questious you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please intbnn your paren~[s that they will a]so have a 

meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday      with our Academic Suplyort Stafl’during the breakout sessious at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forwmd to meetiug you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8an~ ou Mouday morning. You can 

also reach me ou my cell phoue at             if necessary. 

IMPORTANT Youwill also needto complete an online Academic Advising Module before you an-ive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this ouliue module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to ~x~x~v.advising.uuc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the li~k under "First Year Students" that says "First-yea~: 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get s~arted. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oil[ice) 
919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 3:07 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School Registration 

Hi Susan 
Sorry to get back to you so late. I have sort of an idea. I would like to do something aJong the lines of being a sports general Inanager. Most of those guys have 

Economics degree so I’m a little unsure of what to do there. Also, for SIx~rts Psychology    is there a prerequisite? 

O11 at 11:12 AM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What ~re you int~-_~rested in studying while you are ~[: UNC? Your k~eresl:s should cer[:ainly drive your course se~ectkm, Sorne good opl:kms for your 

first semester may be any of the    leve~ SOC~ classes or EXSS (Exerdse Sdence}, Star[ there and see ~f there is anythin~ ths[ ~ooks ~nterestb~g to you, 

] hope this helps g~ve you s ~ittle d~rection, Le[ me know what you dedde~ 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: £~ao].com] 
~ent= Wednesday, 7:39 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
~ubje¢t= Re: Summer School Registration 

Hi Susan, 

Yes I d~d re~ister for an English class. I was plannin~ on ema~lin~ you today to see if you had any ~dea of what other class I should be takin~ this 

summer? 

Thanks 

On at 3:45 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I noticed that you have registered for one class for summer school (ENGL    ). I am not aware of your scholarship situation, but please 

know that if an athletic scholarship is covering part of the cost of your summer school expenses, NCAA rules require that all student- 

athletes take 6 hours (2 courses) in summer school. You may need to go ahead and register for a second class now. Let me know if I can 

help you in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Malay 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic SupIx)rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbm alo~(~buncaa, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 4:02 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School Registration 

Hi Susan 

I jus~t went ahead and eraoiled in the sports psych class. I took it in high school and it looked interesting. 

O11 at 3:11 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo?~i~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

First of alI there is no prerequisite for EXSS    and I believe the time of the class should work out well ~or you. ~s for a spor~:s general rnanageL you 

cotdd go the EXSS Sport Management route, or an Economics or Management and Society major etc., but we can tafk about aH of that later on. No need 

to determine th~s now~ ~ just wanted to get an idea of what you were considering to he~p better guide you w~th course sNection based on your 

~nterests, Let me know when you have registered for the 2 

Thanks and see you on N,~onday 

F~m: @aol.coml 
Se~: Friday, 3:07 PM 
To: H~loy, Susan B 
Subjec[: Re: Summer School RegJs[r~Jon 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry ~o ~e~ b~ck [o you so I~[e. I h~ve sor~ of ~n ide~. ~ would like ~o do some~hin~ ~lon~ ~he lines of bein~ ~ spor~s ~ener~l m~n~er. ~os~ of ~hose 

~uys h~ve ~n Economics de~ree so I’m ~ li~de unsure of wh~ ~o do ~here~ Also, for Spor~s Psychology    is ~here ~ prerequisite? 

On at 11:12 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

W~qat are you interested in studyi[~g w~qile you are at UNC? Your interests shoukl certainly drive your course selection Some good 

options for your firsL semester may be any o[: Lhe level SOC~ classes or EXSS (Exercise Science). SLart there and see if there b anyLh~ng 

that looks interesting to you. 

I hope tNs he~ps g~ve you a ]~tde direction. Let me know what you dec~de. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:39 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer School Registration 

Hi Susan, 

Yes I did register for an English class. I was planning on emailing you today to see if you had any idea of what other class I should be 

taking this summer? 

Thanks 

On at 3:45 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I noticed that you have registered for one class for summer school (ENGL . I am not aware of your scholarship situation, 

but please know that if an athletic scholarship is covering part of the cost of your summer school expenses, NCAA rules 

require that all student-athletes take 6 hours (2 courses) in summer school. You may need to go ahead and register for a 

second class now. Let me know if I can help you in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Acadetnic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy(@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <~swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 17, 2013 8:56 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Mo&de 

Thanks for the feedback, All of the guys have completed the module. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Monday, June 17, 20:~3 8:54 AM 
To; Welbom, Spencer 
Subject; RE: Module 

He did not show up to my 8am meeting. I have not receNed any ~esponse from him, but Brent noticed that he signed a contract. So that should mean he is not 

planning to enroll. Does d~at mean that af~ of my othe~ guys who are in Orientation today have comrAeted the module, or do you need me to send you names and 

PIDs to check? 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~1 

F~m= Welborn, Spencer 
Sent~ Monday, June 17, 2013 8:19 AM 
To~ Brown, Michelle; Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B 

~¢~ Caldwell, Andrea L 
Su~ject~ Module 

Thank you all for communicating with your students in reference to the online module. It appears that we only have one student-athlete who did not 

complete the online module. Susan, I am guessing he is not coming to campus today. 

Spencer B. Welbern 
Assistant l)ean, Academic Advising Program 
College of~’ts and Sciences 
Universi~ of Norfll Carolina at Chapel lIfll 
20~8 Steele Building, CB #3] 1(1 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~] 0 
T: 919.843.89~7 
F: 9~9.962.6888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaikcom> 

Wednesday, 3:32 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

- former student athlete.....plea~ help’.! 

Hello, my name is              and I am a former               ~vho obtained your contact info Iicom          I have been out of school since     but have taken a few online course 
over the past few years. This fall I ~vanted to look into the possibili~ making a more significant debt in my remaining requirements 

My PID is I enjoyed 
the online classes i have taken m the past but just want to choose the best option towards getting my degree. Thal~k you ~or you tnne and please let me know what I can do to help the 
process and if you have any suggestions 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:15 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Advising Ii~r Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentatNetesAAP@unc.edu> 

RE: former student athlete.....please help!! 

Hi 
Congrats on your upcoming ~vedding[[ ! I’m glad you are considering returning to school to complete your degree. One question for you, I noticed that you have taken a few courses 
online, are you considering        as a ne~v major or do you plan to stick with                         ~ This ~vould be helpful to kno~v in order to determine what requirements you have 
remaining. Regardless, however, with 88 total hours completed you have at the veW least 32 hours remaining to complete your degree There are a couple of LqX-C policies that you ~vill need 
to consider when determining your plans. (1) L~NC will only accept 6 online courses (a total of 18 hours) toward the required 120 hours to graduate After taking a quick look, it looks like you 
have alrea@ complete 3 of the 6 online courses (2) And if you decide to attend a conrmunity college, keep in mind that 24 of your last 30 hours must be UNC courses in order to receive 
your degree from LrNC. 

I am going to copy two of our Assistant Dean’s within the Academic Advising Program for the College of Arts and Sciences, Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn, in order to get their 
perspective as well. 

Feel free to call me if you would like to discuss in more detail. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [m ailto ’(£~mail c om] 
Sent: \Vednesday, 3:32 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Sul~iect: former student athlete.., please h elp ! ! 

Hello, my name is              and I am a former        player who obtained your contact info from          I have been out of school since     but have taken a few online course 
over the past few years. This fall I wanted to look into the possibility making a more significant debt in my remaining requirements 

My PlD is ~ I enjoyed 
the online classes I have taken in the past ~ut j ust wa-nt to choose the be~t option toward~ getting my degree. ;Fhank {~ou for you time and please let r~e know what I can do to help the 

process and if you have any suggestions. 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Friday,              3:48 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

- Ba~ball- Fall Schedule 

i hope you are doing well.     has registered for classes this fall (15 hours). Can you please take a look at his schedule and give us feedback on what you think 

about the classes that he is taking? Your input is greatly appreciated. Have a nice weekend. 

Important: This electro~ic transmission and all attached documents are intended for the name recipient(s) and/or enfit?/to which it is addressed aJ~d may contain 

information that is privileged and confidential, the disclosnre of which is governed by applicable la~’. If you am not the intended recipient and have received this 

trm~smission in error, please notit~/the sender immediately. Any dis~mination, dis~tribu~ion, or copying of this in[brmation is prohibited. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:51 PM 

To: Ma1W, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Math    Placement 

Susan Maloy, 

~m looking at the prerequisites for Math    and it says that i need a 520 or higher on my SAT I to place out and I got a 570 on my math sat score, but it 

still says that I need to take it. Can you help me out with this? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 9:16 AlVl 

RE: - Baseball- Fall Schedule 

Hi 

I hope your summer has been great. It is amazh~g how fast iL goes by. 

L.:_~oking ~t:      schedule, it ~q:q)ears that he has derided to take a brand new ~mgu~ge wit:h French, Is that r~ght:? t think having t:wo Afric~m Amerk:an H~storv 

courses along with everythh~g e~e may be ch~l~engi~g I m~ght suggest g~icking the one that sounds most intere~;t~ng to h~rn at this p.Nr~t a~d then k)ok at perha~s a 

performing arts requiremen~ (ART, DRAM, M USC) or any other efec~ve tha~ wou~d fike. E~ect~ves are certa~n~y fine for him to consider a~ ~h~s point. 

Keep me posLed. 

Thanks, 

$e.t= Friday, 3:~ PM 
T~= Malw, Susan B 
Subject: ¯ Baseball- Fall Schedule 

Susan, 

I hope you are doing well.     has registered for classes this fall (~5 hours). Can you please take a look at his schedule and give us feedback on what you think 

about the classes that he is taking? Your ~nput ~s greatly appreciated. Have a nice weekend. 

Important: This electronic transmission and all attached documents are intended for the name recipient(s) and/or entib~ to which it is addressed m~d may contain 
information that is privileged and confidential, the disclosnre of which is governed by applicable law. If you am not the intended recipient and have received this 
trammission in error, please notig.. ~ the sender immediately. AW dis~mination, distribution, or copying of this inIbrmation is prohibited. 



From; 

Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbinaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Co: ~triad.rr.com’ 

Subject: RE: Baseb~]l- Fall Schedule 

Thanks for your input. I think that     signed up for any classes that he could find based on the scheduling limitations around training, I share your concern about 

French and the African American History classes. I will pass along this information~ I think the system comes up today so we can begin to make changes. 

ges~: regards, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9::~6 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: - Baseball- Fall Schedule 

I hope your summer has been great. It is amazing how fast iL goes by. 

Looking sL      schedule, ~t appears that he has derided to take a brand new ~anguage w~Lh French. ~s that r~ghL? I think having Lwo African Anler~can H~story 

courses a~ong wkh everything e~se may be challenging. I m~ght suggest pickh~g the one that sounds most h~terest~ng to h~m at tMs point and then ~ook at perhaps 

performh~g arts requirement (ART, DRAM, M USC) or any other elective that wotdd like, Electives are certa~n~y fine for him to consider ~t th~s poh~t. 

Keep me posted. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

8ent~ ~riday, 3:~ PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: . Baseball- Fall Schedule 

Susan, 

I hope you are doing well.     has registered for classes this fall (25 hours). Can you please take a look at his schedule and give us feedback on what you think 

about the classes that he is taking? Your input is greatly appreciated. Have a nice weekend. 

Important: ’][’his electronic transmission and a]l attached documents ~re intended tbr the nan~e recipient(s) and/or entib’ to which it is addressed and may contain 

information that is privileged and confidenti~2l, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

transmission in e~ror, please noti~ the sender immediately. Any dissemination, dislribulion, or copying of this information is prohibited. 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:05 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: Math Placement 

Hey 

Actually it looks to me like your MATH placement will be based on your Math ACT score~ I believe you earned a 26 on the Math section. Any score less than or equal 

I:o 2(’; allows you to t~ke MATH    dgh~: away. ()~:herw~se, if you went w~th the 570 on your General SAT, you will be req~m’ed to t~ke the SAT ~1 Math S~bject ~:est for 

placement., as any score i~bow? 500 on ~:he 5AT Math section requkes the p]i~cement test. So ~ wouM suggest go~ng with the AC] score and jtm~ping right ~nto MATH 

As far as your schedule is concerned, it looks like you have made a lot of changes and you have built a very challenging schedule at th~s pob~L What made you 

make aH of those changes? [ thought your origh~al schedule was off to a good start. Two ECON courses, PHY5, and MATH wouM not be a recommended 

combinath:m. Actua~lv ECON 

on tMs and whist chi~nges you continue to 

Fee~ free to ca~ me i[: you have more questions. Ofhce Hne is 919-962--989Z 

Thanks, 

Sent~ Sunday, 9:51 PM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Math Placement 

Susan 

Im looking at the prerequisites for Math    and it says that i need a 520 or higher on my SAT I to place out and I got a 570 on my math sat score, but it 
still says that I need to take it, Can you help me out with this? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:21 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Baseball- Fall Schedule 

Susan, 
I wanted to let you know that we rearranged schedule for the fall. I think the classes that we have selected will be much better. Thank you for the direction and help. If 
you have time, I would appreciate any additional feedback on the revised schedule. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:16 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: - Baseball- Fall Schedule 

Hi 

I hop*-:~ your sufrm~er has b*-’_~et~ greaL f[: is an~zing how fas[: ~t goes by 

Looking ~t      schedukh ~: a~pea~s that he has derided to take a brat~d t~ew ~anguage w~th French. fs that right? ~ think having two ~flh::~m Ame~~can H~story 

courses s~ong w~th everythk~g ebe may be chaHengir~g. I RlJght suggesL picking the one that sounds mosL ~nteresti~lg to him at th~s point and then ~ook st perhaps 

performing arts requirement (ART, DRAM, M USC) or any other e~ect~ve that would fike. [~ectives are certainly fine for him to consider at th~s po~nL. 

Keep me Oosted~ 

Thanks, 

Nentl Friday, 3:~ PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Baseball- Fall Schedule 

Susan, 

I hope you are doing well.     has registered for classes this fall (~5 hours). Can you please take a look at his schedule and give us feedback on what you think 

about the classes that he is taking? Your input is greatly appreciated. Have a nice weekend. 

Important: This electronic transmission and all attached documents are intended for the name recipient(s) ancFor entiU to which it is addressed and may contain 

infom~ation that is privileged and co~ffidential, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you me not the intended recipient and have received t]~is 

transmission in enor, please notify the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribulion, or copying of this information is prohibited. 

Important: This electronic transmission and all altached documents axe intended liar the nan~e recipient(s) and/or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 
inIbrmation that is privileged and contidentia], the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribution, or copying of flais inlbrmafion is prohibited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 10:00 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - Baseball- Fall Schedule 

Yes. :loves art. He tool< several classes in high school. He also took drafting 2 years. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:56 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: . Baseball- Fall Schedule 
[ think this k)oks great!Thank you for working with 

school? 

Susan 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Baseball- Fall Schedule 
Susan, 

to adiust his scheduF:~. Just a quk:k question regarding ~rt, ..has taken sin~ilar ~K1 courses in high 

@randolphhospital.org] 
8:21 PM 

I wanted to let you know that we rearranged      schedule for the fall. I think the classes that we have selected will be much better. Thank you for the direction and help. If 
you have time, I would appreciate any additional feedback on the revised schedule. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday,              9:16 AN 

Subject: RE: Baseball- Fall Schedule 

Hi 

I hope your summer has been greaL ILia amazing how fasL it goes by. 

Looking at      schedule, it appears that he has derided to take a brined new language w~th French. ~s that r~ght? ~ think having two African American H~story 

courses a~ong wRh everything e~se may be challenging I m~ght suggest picking the one that sounds most interesting to hirn at th~s point and then k)ok at perhaps a 

performing arts requirement: (ART, D£AM, M USC) or any other eie(:~:~ve tha~: wouM ii~e. E~ectives are (:ertair@ fine for him to consider a~: ~:h~s point. 

Keep me posLed. 

Thanks, 

Sent= Friday, 3:~ PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 

Subject: Baseball- Fall Schedule 

Susan, 

I hope you are doing wee     has registered for classes this fall (~5 hours). Can you please take a look at his schedule and give us feedback on what you think 

about the classes that he is taking? Your input is greatly appreciated. Have a nice weekend. 

Imtx~rtant: This electronic transmission m~d aJl attached documenLs a~’e intended tbr the nmne recipient(s) and/or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

inlbrmation that is privileged and confidentiaJ, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

trm~smission in error, please not@ the sender immediately. AW dis~mination, distribution, or copying of this inibrmation is prohibited. 

hnportant: This electronic transmission and aJ1 attached documents a~e intended for the nmne recipient(s) and/or entiF to which it is addressed a~d may contain 

infoimation that is privileged and confidentiaJ, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

trmismission in error, please not@ the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this information is prohibited. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:48 PM 

~gmml.com) 

Fall Courses Online - 

Hi 

I just looked over your curriculum worksheet, and it seems to me that you have approximately 21 hours of electives, 12 EXSS major courses, a US Diversity course, 

an Experiential Ed course, and a BIOL 101 Lab remaining to complete your degree. The electives set you up nicely to complete a few hours online. One course I 

noticed offered online this Fall that will also meet a US Diversity requirement is SOC1122. But really any course that you find interesting at this link 

.h---t-t--~--~/-~---w--~-w--~-w--~.-f--r--Ld---a-~y--c-~e--~n---t--e--r--~u--~n---c-:~-e-~-d-~u--~--c--~--~--c-~c--9~---c--~--~u--£-s--e---s-:~b~1! would count toward your degree and be fine to take. Let me know what you think you might want to 

register for. As I mentioned, I hope to be able to connect with Academic Advising to review your record and will be back in touch with you as soon as I can. In the 

meantime, continue to review the Friday Center Website and Carolina Courses Online at www.fridaycenter.unc.edu to find the steps to enroll and review courses 

offered in Fall. If you have any specific question, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnlaloy@ema~l.unc.e&~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 1:42 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Courses ONine - 

Hey Susan, 

I reaJly appreciate you getting back to me with this. I took a quick look at the courses online and will dive a little deeper into it tonight. Is it possible anywhere to see 

what classes I have taken, which requirements I need to fiflfill, and which classes fulfill those. What I am unders~nding is that I have basicaJly electives left pins 12 hours 

of major courses, is that conect? Will any of those classes online fulfill the elective reqnirements? I know I’m asking basically what yon just told me but I was 

wondering ifI could see it online in more detail somewhere. Thanks again, call or email me an.vtime. 

On Wed, at 12:47 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I just looked over your curriculum worksheet, and it seems to me that you have approxilnately 21 hours of electives, 12 EXSS major courses, a US Diversity 

course, an Experientied Ed course, and a BIOL 101 Lab remaining to complete your degree. The electives set you up nicely to complete a few hours online. One 

course I noticed offered online this Fall that roll also meet a US Diversii3~ requirement is SOCI 122. But really any conrse that you find interesling at this link 

htp0://w~-.frida’~’center.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html would count towaxd your degree and be fine to take. Let me know what yon think you might want to register 

for. As I mentioned, I hope to be able to connect with Academic Advising to review your record and will be back in touch with you as soon as I can. In the 

meantime, continue to review the Friday Center Website and Carolina Courses Online at ~vw.fridaycenter.unc.edn to find the steps to enroll and review courses 
olt~red in Fall. If you have any s~cific question, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 

Susm~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:17 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: Fall Courses Online - 

Yes, it appears that you have 2I hours of electives (any course that interests you), 12 hours of EXSS major courses, 3 hours of a I.JS Diversity course, B hours of an 

Experiential Ed course, and a ~ hours BlOt. :].0~ ~ab. Are you able to access your record h~ ConnectCaroHna at https:iimy.unc.edui ? Th~s ~s where you wi~ be aMe to 

see ~:he courses you ha~e taken and ~f you dick on the course, you can see what requirements ~:hey meet. You can also access your Tar Hee~ Tracker, which ~s 

essentbl an up to date degree audit so you can see where courses count You can a~so go under Gass Search to k)o]~ up a class [hat you want to take .:~[~r~e, dick on 

the course and it will tell you what requirements ~t fulfills. 

~:you need help nav~sdng the web s~te, give me s call and I can he~p you. 

Does th~s answer your questions? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:~2 PH 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ Re: Fall Courses Online - 

Hey Susa~, 

I really appreciate you geNng back to me ruth this. I took a qmck look at fl~e courses online and will dive a little deeper into it tomght. Is it possiNe a~ywhere to see 

what clasps I have token, which requirements I need to l~lfill, and wNch closes t~lfill ~ose. What I am unders~nding is that I have b~ically electives left plus 12 hours 

ofm~ior cou~e~ is that co~ect? Will any of~o~ classes online fulfill flae elective requirements? I know I’m asking ~sica]ly Mint youjus~ told me but I was 

wondering ifI could see it oNine in ~nore &mill ~mewbem. Thanl~ agmn, call or e~nail ~ne ~?~ime. 

On Wed, at 12:47 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I just looked over your curriculum worksheet, and it seems to me that you have approximately 21 hours of electives, 12 EXSS major courses, a US Diversi~ course, 

an Experiential Ed course, and a BIOL 101 Lab remaining to complete your degree. The electives ,set you up nicely to complete a few hours online. One course I 

noticed ot][~red online this Fall that will also meet a US Diversity requirement is SOCI 122. But really may course that you find interesting at this link 

http:/TwwwA’ridaycenter.unc.edt~cp’cco/courses.html would comat toward your degree and be fine to taJ~e. Let me know what you think you might want to register tbr. 

As I mentioned, I hope to be able to connect with Academic Advising to review your record and roll be back in touch with you as soon as I can. In the meantime, continue 
to review the Friday Center Website and Carolina Courses Online at __w__3:~_%~::_t_i~__d_OX__c__e__~£t__e__r_:_~_Ln_c_:_e_~t___u- to find the steps to enroll and review courses olt~red in Fall. 

If you have a~y specific question, don’t hesitate to contact Ine. 

Thanks, 

Susa~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

2__1__2:_2_~__2_:_2_~__SL2_. (olSce) 
2_1__2:_2_~__2_:_6__2___4__7. (fax) 
sbmaloy(/~)email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 1:52 PM 

MaJ, oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Courses ONine - 

Hey, 2 quick questions for you. Is there a minor in political science’? And could you send me a cop?" of my worksheet and/or transcript so I can see what I have already 

taken? 

Thanks, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 2:18 PM, "Ma]oy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, essentially a US Diversity course, an Experiential Ed Course, a I hour BIOl. tO1 lab and the rest are electives and ma~or courses. 

From: @gmail,com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 1:56 PM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: Fall Courses Online - 

I read my email again and realized it was a little confusing on what I was asking, Basically are those the only two requirements I have left and then the 

rest are electives and major courses? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <._s__b___n_!_a__L_o2t_~__e___m___a_!_[:__u___n___c_:_e__d_9_> wrote: 

Hi 

I just looked over your curriculum worksheet, and it seems to me that you have approximately 21 hours of electives, 12 EXSS major 

courses, a US Diversity course, an Experiential Ed course, and a BIOL :101 Lab remaining to complete your degree. The electives set you up 

nicely to complete a few hours online. One course I noticed offered online this Fall that will also meet a US Diversity requirement is SOCl 

:122. But really any course that you find interesting at this link http:/iwww.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cpiccoicourses.html would count 

toward your degree and be fine to take. Let me know what you think you might want to register for. As I mentioned, I hope to be able to 

connect with Academic Advising to review your record and will be back in touch with you as soon as I can. In the meantime, continue to 

review the Friday Center Website and Carolina Courses Online at www.fridaycenter.unc.edu to find the steps to enroll and review 

courses offered in Fall. If you have any specific question, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinatol;/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaJo,,(d~emedl.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:05 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Courses ONine - 

What do you think about soci    an geol    ’ The geology roll cover m~ elective correct? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:04 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~)email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

I r~].:_~ved tI’H:’[T~ to th*-’_~ Supp Ed requir*-:m~ents for courses above 199. This ~ust ~l]lows you to 

Keep me posted on your’ progress w~th regisLrat~on. 

Sent: Thursday, 4:55 PN 
To: Nalog, Susan B 
Subject: Re: ~all Courses Online - 
Hi SusalL thmik you for geeing all that i~o~ation to Ine. It’s been a Ng help. On my woNsheet why have geog 

mmked tNough in my electives? 

educ    and navs    been 

On Thursday, _ Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

I have at~mclred the worLstreet that we bare fi:~r you Let me kaow if there is iatbrmalion 1ha is diNctd~ lo reM. Ybeav is not a minor in          holed m 

the Bu]lefi[~. bu~ ?on co~dd certainty t~kc seYend      co~rses ~o cremate yo~r own conce~tration Jfyo~ wo~dd like 

I recewed your message abou~ your ON}%’.N. ] believe it is %lexw’. Bm yo~ can rese~ yo~r ONYEN m~d passwoN at ONYEN.unc.edu~ Lel me k~ow 

if yo u still need assistance wifl~ thi:s. I[ should walk 3ot~ fl~rough t~e process on ~he websi 

According t{) Andrea CNdwe]] m Academic Advi:~ing, m order k) regi:~ter lbr a~ o~]ine course yo~l wil] ~leed t{) take [he fb[lowmg :~teps in addition 

completi~N lhe ti)ml a[tNs link hltp:L’www.ti~daycenter.unc.edu/cNccoicco tb~CCO &an sig.Nf and tbrwa~ding it m the emal address wfemnced 

below. 

will need to compIete the Carolina Course On--line enroIIment inlbmmlion ([!~]_~!~j~}ycenter.unc.edu/cy~/cco/enrolhnent.htn~). Once the ~brm 
is ~eady ibr an advisor appro~ al, send it to ~:~.~?!:.~!~g~J~Ng~).~!.!~:.~!! so that Spencer ,)r ] can sign the ibI~n a~d then scan it directly t,) the 

FI~day Center. " 

So it seems like moav steps than it ma~ly is~ Bu~ let know ifa~vflamg is ~mclear. 

Sent: Thursday, 1:52 PN 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Fall Courses Online - 
H~y, 2 qu~ck ~u~stions £or you. Is there a minor h~ ? ~d conld you send me a copy o£ my worksb¢¢t anchor t~se~pt so I can ~� what 
have already token? 

Thanl~, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:18 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, essential]y a US I)is;ersit5, course, an Experiential Ed Course, a ] ]~our l!{I(:tl : l 0I lab and the re~t arc electives a~Jld major courses. 

From: [~ailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Fall Courses Online - 
I read my email again and realized it was a little confusing on what I was asking. Basically are those the only two requirements I have left mad 

then the rest are electives and major courses? 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 12:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbm~doy(~emaJl.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Hi 
I just looked over your curricnlum worksheet, and it seems to me that you have approximately 21 hours of electives, 12 ] 

major courses, a US Diversity course, ma Experiential Ed course, and a BIOL        remaining to complete your degree. 

The electives set you up nicely to complete a few hours online. One course I noticed offered online this Fall that will aJso meet a 

US Diversi~, requirement is SOCI     But really any course that you find interesting at this link 

http:/i~wvwA]cidaycenter.unc.edu/cp’cco/courses.html would count reward your degree m~d be fine to take. Let me know Mint 

you think you might want to register tbr. As I mentioned, I hope to be able to connect with Academic Advising to review your 

record a~d will be back in much with you as soon as I can. In the mematime, continue to review the Friday Center Website and 
Ca~colina Courses Online at ~y_sy__~,_:~_n__~__.~!_c_e__r_Lt__e_!_.__u__~£c::__e__d_t! to find the steps to enroll and review courses offered in Fall. If you have 



any specific question, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmalo~’(~email amc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 4:43 PM 

@gmail.com> 

RE: Fall Courses Online - 

H~ 

SOCI : would meet a US Diversity and would be 

Erie choice as we~J. I fu~w~ not fund anyo~e ~:ake (3EOL : on~h~e, so ~ am not exae~:~y sure how ~: w~J be, 

Yes, you may fax or scar~ your advisor ~p~rovak If you car~ scan ~: directly ~:o ~lvisingfo~dentatNctc~P(~unc.edu sad copy mc, that ~,o~dd be best Other~,]se 

you can ~hx it ~o me at 919-962-82,47 and I can [Urward it ~o Andrea and Spencer m Academic Advisi~N~ 

] hope ~bis hdps. 

Thanks, 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, ~2:~4 PM 
To= Maloy. Susan B 
Subject= Re: Fall Courses Online - 

Also oan ~ £ax over tlm advisor appmva~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 . at 5:04 PM, "MaJoy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I moved them to the Supp Ed requirements for courses above 199. This iust allows you to take more electives~ 

Keep me posted on your progress with registration, 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~-: 55 plVl 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Fall Courses Online - 

Hi Susa~ th~k you for go,ing ~ll thin i~ommtion to me. It’s been a big help. On my worksheet why Mvo geog 

marked through in my e]eciives? 

~duc, andnavs    been 

On Thursdw, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

1 have attached the worksheet that we have fur yon. Let me know ffthcre is irdbimafion tha is difl]cnk to re~L The~e is ,~ot a mi,~or in          noted m 

the Bu]letm, N~t you could cer~nly take ~s eral      courses to creae you~ own co~lcentralion if you would like to. 
I ieceBed ),our message abou~ your ONYEN. ] believe it is %]oxw". ]Sut you ca~ reset ),our ONYEN and passe, oN at ~)~’~:_g~R:~_g. Lot me know 

if you still need assistmme wifl~ tk~s~ It shon]d ~dk y~u d~rough the process o~ the website~ 

According k~ A,~drea Caldwcll i,~ Academic Advisi~N., in order ~o register tbr an oMi~ae course you will need k~ take {he K)lk~wing steps in additkm to 

completing Ne R~rm a{ this link hRp:,/iw~v.Ndaycenter.unc.ed~cgccoicco fom~ffCCO &an sig. Nf and fonvazding it to the emml address referenced 

below. 

"Yes., ~ill ~aeed~oc~mp1e~NeCaro~i~mC~rse~n"1mee~m:d~mert~i~mm~n(hN~:/~Td&ycenter.unc.edu/c~cc~/enm~hnent.htm ). Once the R~m~ 

is ~va@ [i)r an advisor appr~va], send it ~o advismgtbrsludentathlete~P@nuc.edu so flint Spencer or l can sign ~be [i)ma and filch scan it direcfl3 

Friday Cet,Ier. " 

So it :~ems ~ike more steps than it reN~y is~ ]Su~ ]et know ifawflaing is ~mclear. 

Sn~m 
From: [mailto: ,(~gmaiLcom] 
Sent= Thursday,_              ~:52 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= Re: Fall Courses Online - 
Hey, 2 q~dok questions £or you. ]s there a mi~or in ’ ~d oould you send m~ a oopy o£ my worksbe~t an&br tra~sofipt so 
have already token? 

Thanks, 

Sent from IW iPhone 

On at 2:18 PM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <._s__bjLn£_a_!__os:?.~emaiL unc.edu > wrote: 

Yes., essentially a US Divrersity collrse., a~l Exwrie~{ial Ed Conrse., a I hour BIOL       ) and the rest are electives aid major conrses. 

From: [m_a_flt___qi ......................... ~_g_m_a_!L_c__o____m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Fall Courses Online - 
I mad rny email again and realized it was a little confusing on what I was asking. BasicaJly are those the only two requirements I have left and 

then the rest are electives and major courses? 

Sent from my iPhone 



at 12:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,~({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I just looked over your curriculum worksheet, and it seems to me that you have approximately 21 hours of electives, 12 

major courses, a US Diversity course, an Experiential Ed course, and a BIOL       , remaining to complete your degree. 

The electives set you up nicely to complete a few hours online. One comse I noticed ofl’ered online this Fail that will aJso meet a 

US Diversib~ requirement is SOCI    But really any course that you find interesling at this link 

http://www.li~ida’~’center.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html would count toward your degree and be fine to take. Let me know what 

you think you might want to register for. As I mentioned, I hope to be able to connect ruth Academic Advising to review your 

record and roll be back in touch ruth you as soon as I can. In the meantime, continue to review the Friday Center Website and 

Carolina Courses Online at ~-w.ffida,,~center.u~c.edu to find the steps to enroll and review courses offered in Fall. If you have 

an5, specific question, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 

Su~n 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinato~;/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~,~email, m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu.; 

Saturday, 9:53 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Sereice - Fall - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

Yes. I had a hold that I have to get cleared first. I owed money for summer session 1 Should be done by Monday, so I will get 2 classes then 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:51 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

Thanks 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Saturday, 9:47 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - Fall 

I am comfortable with nay full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of’my books pre-packaged 

Looks like you only have 10 hours. Are you actively searching for 2 more classes? 

- MAKE YOU~ REQUEST NOW!’. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edt~- 

Monday,               12:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edtv~ 

Fall Clasps 

Susan, 

I am currently trying to work my fall schedule out and everything is looking okay except for Span 
I am 3 on the wait list for it and I’m not sure if I should email the teacher or not If I get 

that class I ;,~ill ~ave 15 credit ~ours. If you could just let me know what I should do so I can get this schedule worked out as soon as possible. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



S~b~ect: 

Hera is the schedule I hav~_ for Fall. I am taking a~,e online e{a~ss that will satis~ Worid g~om. ~ changed my biology ~ab to b~ ear~ar h~ th~ day to not miss 

Nor sure h:ov~, the Math     ~*,,orks ar:e you [am~liar w{it}~ this class? 

£et me know {f th~s Ioo~s ok to you:. 

Thanks 

(:[ass 

LAB . 

CLAR 

LEC 

LEC: 

LEC 

E×SS 

LEC 

MATH 

LEC 

Coker-Rm 0207 

Room: TBA 

Woollen Gym -Rm 0303 

Fetzer Hall - Rm 0:~[04 

Ph{liiips- Rm 0332 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:15 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: Fall Regigxation 

Susan, 

Of the two classes which should I drop and what should I pick up instead? 

On , at 10:14 PM. "Maloy, Susa n B" <sbmaloy @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Thanks 
some thought to changing one of these courses 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~gmail com] 
> Sent: Saturday, 10:02 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - 
> 

> Mrs Maloy, 
> 

> I am com[ortable with my ful[ schedule, please have all of my books pre-packaged 
> 

> Respectfally, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 9:32 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaIoy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

I will request books for all of your courses. My only concern with your schedule is having 2 sciences at the same time ~vith GEOL and PSYC 

- MAKE YOU]Z REQUEST NOW!’. 

You may want to give 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:20 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: RE: Fall Registration - 

I think it comes down to which one interests you the most Although, because PSYC requires out of class research hours, it may be best to consider taking PSYC 
season and wait on GEOL for the Spring. As replacement courses you could look at DRAM           an?- HIST, GEOG           or ENGL lit course 

hope this helps. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:15 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Sulliect: Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service -Fall - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW![ 

Susan, 

Of the two classes which should I drop and what should I pick up instead? 

in the Fall instead of in 

On at 10:14 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaibunc.edu> wrote: 

> ’]’hanks 
some thought to changing one of these courses¯ 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> [¢rom: ~a)~mail.com] 
> Sent: Saturday, 10:02 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> SubJect: Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - Fall 
> 
> Mm. MaIoy, 
> 

> I am comfortable with my full schedule, please have all of my books pre-packaged. 
> 

> Respectfully, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 9:32 AM, "]Vlaloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaibunc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> I am comfortable with my full schedule please have all of my books pre-packaged 

I will request books for all of your courses My only concern with your schedule is having 2 sciences at the same time with GEOL and PSYC 

- MAKE YOUR REQUE ST NOW [ ! 

¯ You may *vant to g~ve 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:12 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ~hedule 

Hi 

I hope you have had a good summer. 

I thir~k your sch~-’_~dule looks good. ~:hot~gh ~ dot~’t ]~r~ow anything abot~t CLAn bu~: you are fight ~: does cout~t as a Wg as well as a supp. Ed. £equh’emem:. As ~or 

how far" Nor~g ~r~ Math dkJ yotl go ~t~ high school? k~st ~:ryk~g to gauge your" farm~ar~ty w~th P~’e.-cak:ulus. ~:’s Nways good if you have had sonde 

backgr’ound ~n the course. Obviously, we have MATH tutors as we~ to assist you if necessary. 

See you soon. 

F~ 
S~t{ Tuesday, 3:~6 PM 

To{ Haloy, Susan B 

schedule 

Susa~ 

Here is the schedule I have for Fall. I am taking one online class that will satisfg World Before. I changed mv biologg lab to be earlier in the day to not miss 

practice, 

Nor sure how the Math    works are gou familiar with this class? 

Let me know if this looks ok to you. 

Thanks 

Fall Schedule 

Class 

BIOL 

LAB 

CLAR 

LEC 

EXSS 

LEC 

EXSS 

LEC 

EXSS 

LEC 

MATH 

LEC 

Schedule 

Coker - Rm 0207 

Room: TBA 

Fetzer Hall - Rm 0109 

Woollen Gym - Rm 0303 

Fetzer Hall - Rm 0104 

Phillips - Rm 0332 

Phillips - Rm 0332 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 10:36 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - Fall - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

Susan, 

I went ahead and made the switch on that GEOL Class and got GEOG in its place instead 

Respectfully, 

On at 9:20 P2~L "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

I thil~ it comes down to which one interests you the most Although, because PSYC requires out of class research hours, it may be best to consider taking PSYC 
in season and walt on GEOL for the Spring. As replacement courses you could look at DRAM           any HIST, GEOG          , or ENGL lit course. 

I hope this helps 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~mail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:15 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
SubJect: Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - Fall     - MAKE YOURREQUEST NOW!! 

Susan, 

Of the two classes which should [ drop and what should I pick up instead? 

On at 10:14 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" < sbmal oy@em ail.unc, edu> wrote: 

>> Thanks      I will request books for all of your courses. My only concern with your schedule is having 2 sciences at the same time with GEOI,    and PSYC 
some thought to changing one of these courses¯ 

>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: (@~mail corn] 

>> Sent: Saturday, 10:02 AM 

>> To: Maloy, Susan B 

>> Subject: Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Sepdce - Fall    - 2~KE YOUR RE@~’EST NOWtt 

>> Mrs Maloy, 

>> I am corrKortable with my full schedule, please have all of my books pre-packaged. 

>> Respectfully, 

>> On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@el~mil.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

in the Fall instead of 

¯ You may want to give 



From: @live.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:45 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: Classes 

Hey Susan, 

I have a medical screening tomorro~v at 1020. Could I stop by al’~er? I forgot I had this ~vhen I said I could come at 10 So1Ty[ 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:42 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> You can take online, but it costs more. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Friday, 5:28 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Su~iect: Re: Classes 
> 
> I searched alot of classes and the ones that are open are the same time as ones I am already enrolled in Could I possibly take an online? 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 
> 

> On at 3:39 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Try searching and enrolling after 5pm today as more seats may open up at the end of Orientation today. 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: [Vriday, 2:47 PM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Subject: Re: (;lasses 
>> 

>> I’ve been searching everything but can’t find any openings 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On at 2:45 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> You can always try to walk in, but there is no guarantee. So if you can resolve by adding now, that would be best Are you searching different combinations of requirements and subject 
disciplines? 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> Sent: Friday, 2:35 PM 
>>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>>> Subject: Re: Classes 

>>> It’s okay. rm in 9 hours would I be able to walk in a class the first day- and be added to the roll? 10 would work for me 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>> On , at 2:28 P_’vE "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@cmail.tmc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Hi 
>>>> How about we meet on Monday morning around 10am or after? Would that work for you? Sorts~ I have been so hard to reach this xveek. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>> Sent: Thursday, 9:01 PM 
>>>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>>>> Subject: Re: Classes 

>>>> Would it be possible for me to come in toraorrow at 830? 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>> On. , at 7:12 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Hi 
>>>>> I am literally in meetings tl~roughout the entire day today and tomorrow begirming at 9:30. Not sure if you will get this in time, but can you come first thing this morning around 8:30? 

>>>>> ~Vhat sort of trouble are you having t I noticed that you still under a full time load of 12 hours. 

>>>>> Let me know if you can come in this morning. 

>>>~. > Thanks and look for~vard to seeing you soon. 

>>>>> Susan 



>>>>> Sent t’rom my iPhone 

>>>>> On , at 10:32 PM, @live unc edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> tle’~, Susan 

>>>>>> I’m having a little bit of a problem with my schedule would it be possible lk~r me to stop by tomorrow? 

>>>>>> Thanks, 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday,               7:49 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cha~ge in Class Schedule 

I wanted to let you know that we changed one of      classes late last night. We swapped Art for a Communication Studies course. The art class was 2.2 miles 

away from his dorm. What should do about his books? Will the book store know to swap out the books (communication studies instead of art)? Thank you so 

much for your help and support, has not picked up his books yet. 

Thank you, 

hnpormnt: This electronic transmission and all attached documents axe intended for the name recipient(s) an&/or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain 

information that is privileged and confidentia]~ the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If yon are not the intended recipient and have received this 

tra~smission in error, please n~tify the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this information is prohibited. 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:47 AM 

RE: Change in Class Schedule 

I think he may be able to go through the packet before be leaves the bookstore and return the books be does not need directly to the bookstore staff members 

who issued him the package. At the very least, they can guide him at that time with what to do with the books he no ~onger needs. At the very ~east, he takes the 

books; to the 3~d f~oor arid returns them right aw~y arid gets a receipt showk~g the tram;actk?n to brk~g to me. gut [ wouM ha~e hm~ try opening the package 

immediately Lo discuss th~s w~th the bookstore sts[:f right away. 

Hope thb helps. 

Thanks, 

PS: ~ just: ched~ed       scheduN~, and it ~ow k)oks ~i]~e he has two ENGk List classes (ENGL    and ENG[.    ), ~ would ~ot recommend theft he ]~eep two ]~: 

~ am Rot sure which Comm Studies course you were referring 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:49 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subje~t: - Change in Class Schedule 

Susan~ 

I wanted to let you know that we changed one of      classes late last night. We swapped Art for a CommuNcat~on Studies course. The art class was 2.2 miles 

away from his dorm. What should Matt do about his books? Will the book store know to swap out the books (communication studies instead of art)? Thank you 

much for your help and support. Ma~ has not picked up his books yet. 

Thank you, 

Important: This electronic transmission aM all attached documents axe intended for the nmne recipient(s) and/or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

inibrmation that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

trm~smission in error, plea~se notify the sender immediately. Any dis~mination, distribution, or copying of flais inlbrmafion is prohibited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Change in Class Schedule 

I am sorry. You are correct that     has 2 English classes. We added the second English last night in place of the art class. Now,     says that the English class that 

he went to today ~s too hard and ~s fi~ied w~:h Juniors and Senior,s. I am not sure what to do. My hu~band and f revk~wed open da~a;es iast mght and we were not 

aMe to find an open class. Can you make a rec.:~mmendati.:~n on what to do? Thanks so much. 

Best regards, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:47 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Change in Class Schedule 
I think he may be able to go through the packet before he leaves the bookstore and return the books he does not need dkecdy to the bookstore staff members 

who ~ssued him the package. At the very least, they can guide h~m at that t~me with what to do with the books he no ~onger needs. At the very ~east, he takes the 
rd books ~:o ~:he 3 floor and re~:urns them right away and gets a receiver showk~g the transacBon [:o bring to me. But ~ wouk~ have hh~ [:ry opening [:he package 

immediately to discuss th~s wRh the boo~s~:ore s~:aff dgh~: away. 

Hope [h~s he~ps. 

Thanks, 

PS: ~ust checked       schedule, and it m~w k~o]~s like he has ~:wo ENGL Lis~: classes (ENG[.    and ENGL }. ~ would m~t recomrnend ths~: he keep ~:wo ~t classes. 

~ am not sure which Comnl S[:ud~es course you were referring to. 

8e~t~ Tuesday, 7:~9 AM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: - Change in Class Schedule 

Susan~ 

I wanted to let you know that we changed one of      classes late last night. We swapped Art for a Communication Studies course. The art class was 2.2 miles 

away from his dorm. What should do about his books? Will the book store know to swap out the books (communication studies instead of art)? Thank you so 

much for your help and support, has not picked up his books yet. 

Thank you, 

Imtx~rtant: This electronic transmission mad all attached documenks axe intended tbr the na~ne recipient(s) and/or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

inlbrmation that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

trmismission in error, please notif)l the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this information is prohibited. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:44 PM 

Change in Class Schedule 

Are you sure the ART class was that far of a walk, as that was a good option for 

over and over throughout the day and night for openings. I would suggest searching open classes in ENGL 

DRAM HIST t:o start with, 

~ hope that helps a IRtle, 

Thanks, 

S~san 

Sent= Tuesday, 2:~8 PN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Change in Class Schedule 

Susan, 

? Right now classes are constantly opening and closing so 

, EXSS, GEOG, ANTH, SOCI, DRAM 

should search 

DRAM 

I am sotW, You are correct that     has 2 English classes. We added the second English last night in place of the art class. Now,     says that the English class that 

he went to today is too hard and is filled with .Juniors and Seniors. I am not sure what to do. My husband and I reviewed open classes last night and we were not 

able to find an open class. Can you make a recommendation on what to do? Thanks so n~uch. 

Best: regards, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :[0:47 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: - Change in Class Schedule 
I think he may be able t:o go through t:he packe[: before he b~aves the bookstore and tel:urn the books he does no[: need dire(:dy to the books[:ore s[:aff members 

who issued him the package. AL Lhe very least, they car guide h~m at Lhat t~rne with what Lo do with the books he no longer needs. At the yew least, he takes the 

books to the :~rd floor and returns them right away and gets a receipt show~ng the transaction to bring to me. But ~ wou~d have hh-n try opening the package 
immediately to discuss th~s w~th the bookstore staff right away. 

Hope ~:h~s helps, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

PS: ~]us[ checked schedu~e~ and it now looks like he has two ENGL [ist classes (ENGL and ENGL ), ~ would not recornmend that he keep two ~[ classes. 

[ am not sure which Comm Studies course you were referring to. 

Se~t~ Tuesday, 7:49 AN 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Change in Class Schedule 

Susan, 

I wanted to let you know that we changed one of      classes late last night. We swapped Art for a Communication Studies course. The art class was 2.2 miles 

away from his dorm. What should do about his books? Will the book store know to swap out the books (communication studies instead of art)? Thank you so 

much for your help and support, has not picked up his books yet. 

Thank you, 

hnportant: This electronic transmission and ~11 attached documents axe intended for the nmne recipient(s) and/or entiF to which it is addressed a~d may contain 

infoiInation that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

transmission in enor, please notify the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribulion, or copying of this information is prohibited. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 8:25 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Change in Class Schedule 

Thank you for your help. I think we settled       schedule last night, He dropped both English classes. He added a Drama class and also an Asian Freshman 

Seminar, I hope thaI: this will work. He plans to get books today. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:44 plVl 

To: 
Subject: RE: ¯ Change in Class Schedule 

Are you sure the ART class was that far ot:a walk, as that was a good option for 

over and over Lhroughout the day and n~ght for operfings. [ would suggest searching open classes ~n ENGL 

DRAM HIST to start with. 

~ hope that helps a I~ttle. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Se~t= Tuesday, 2:18 PN 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: ¯ Change in Class Schedule 

? Right now classes are constantly opening and closing so 

EXSS, GEOG, ANTH, SOCI, DRAM 

should search 

, DRAM : 

I am sorry. You are correct that     has 2 English classes, We added the second English h~st n~ght ~n p~ace of the art class, Now,     says that the English class that 

he went to today b too hard and b fi~ed w~th Juniors and Seniors. I urn not sure what to do. My husband and I reviewed open classes ~ast n~ght and we were not 

aMe to find an open class. Can you make a recommendation on what to do? Thanks so much. 

Best regards, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [tD__a_j!_t__o__:__s___b___m___a_J__o_y_@__e_rj__~_a__[!:__u_p___c_:__e_~_~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:47 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: - Change in Class Schedule 
I think he may be able to go through the packet before he leaves the bookstore and return the books he does not need directly to the bookstore staff members 

who issued bin1 the package. A~: ~:he w:,ry least, they can guide him at ~:hat time with what ~:o do with the books he no longer needs, At the very least, he tal~es the 

books to the 3rd floor and returns them right away and gets a receipt showing the transaction to bring to me. But I would have him try opening the package 

immediately to discuss this with the bookstore sts~:f right away. 

Hope th~s he]ps. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

PS: ~ just: ched~ed schedule, and it now looks li~e he has two ENGL List classes (ENGL and ENGL ), ~ would not recommend that he ~eep two ~: classes. 

~ am not sure which Comm Studies course you were referrin8 

Seat= Tuesday, 7:49 AM 
To; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: - Change in Class Schedule 

Susan~ 

I wanted to let you know that we chan~ed one of      classes late last night. We swapped Art for a Communication Studies course. The art class was 2.2 miles 

away from his dorm. What should do about his books? Will the book store know to swap out the books (communication studies instead of art)? Thank you so 

much for your help and support, has not picked up his books yet. 

Thank you, 

Important: This electronic transmission and aJl attached documents are intended for the name recipient(s) and/or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain 

inIbrmation that is privileged and confidentiaJ, the disclosure ofwNch is governed by applicable law. If you are not’the intended recipient and have received this 

transmission in error, please notify "the sender immediately. Any dis~mination, distribution, or copying of this inlbnna’don is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmennan@unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:15 PM 

Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; CopelaM, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopelan&@unc.edu>; Grego~, Cassandra B 

<gregoryc@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: - Online Class Approval 

Thanks Susan. 

Tom 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Hi Tom, 

has been approved for one online class (COMM ). 

12:13 PM 

- Online Class Approval 

Just met with      and he would like to register for COMM    online through the Friday Center. I am in full support of this as he needs this class to graduate and 
is unable to enroll on campus as courses are full. Please let me know if there is anything else that you need from me in order for his scholarship to cover the cost of 
the online course. Will you be in contact with him so that he will know to go ahead and register online today?? 
Thanks for your help with all of this. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 8:40 PM 

To: Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

N~s. Susan, 

When registering this morning, I was denied the ability’ to ewoll in Carton for some resel-.zed time? How do I get into it? YVho is it reserved for? ~Saen can I then tiN again for it? 

Sent from 

> On at 10:52 AM. "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hey 
> Thank you for letting me know-. But just to be stare you know that ~vhen you need to cancel a Sunday appointment, you must send a request to cancel email to ASPSAtutoring@unc edu 
and copy me by 12noon on Friday. As a result, you will receive an infraction for the no show-. Let me know- if you have an?- questions 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Sua~day, 11:51 AM 
> To: Malay, Susan B; Malay, Susan B 
> Subject: 
> 

> Mrs. Susan, 
> 

> I won’t be back in time for my 7 o’clock tonight. 
> 

> Sent from 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Regis~ation 

Talked to them all 

business school classes are separate 

were locked out of three classes for some reason- COmm? Must declare major first? 

waitlisted for two he said. 

now in 12 

- lost cause! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:09 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Spring Registration 

Ok good. I see that now. has also added another class and is in I2 hours and waidisted for3 more. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:06 PM 
"re: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Spring Registration 

is in 12. He did not get into 12 at 8am but registered again at his regular time. 

You may want to check now as well. 

thanks 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Spring Registration 

Hey Mike, 

Looks like most of the :1st year guys did really well with registration this morning,                  is the only one with less than 22 hours and most have 15. 

have two Maths. Not sure why. Those will need to change. The 2nd year guys appeared to have some trouble filling a full schedule. 

Not exactly sure why, unless they were trying to register for restricted courses which means they will have to call the departments and request permission to 

enroll. They can be doing so now. 

Anyway, just thought you might like to see how the week for registration went overall. Attached are their schedules as of g:45am this morning. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Friday, 9:59 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Spring classes 

Dear Susan, 

I hope you have had a great and relaxing break. I am very eager to get back on campus. My Spanish    class got cancelled and I really don’t have any 
other room for a Spanish class but I obviously want to continue my Spanish. I searched some class and found that Spanish was available, it is Spanish 
for Business with an amazing professor but the only available Spanish class for me. I would also have to drop my History class in order to take that 
Spanish    class. What are your thoughts? 

Thankyou, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:35 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Spring classes 

Dear Susan, 

I swapped the Poli    class with the Span    class at 9am. Thank you very much~ I will see you on Tuesday~ I also have not heard anything from the 

Business School so I will keep you updated on that as well. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, :10:58 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Spring classes 

I hope you had a nice holiday break as well, 
Looking at the Hispanic studies minor, it doesn’t look like SPAN 

pre-req. So I don’t think that will be an option for you unfortunately, I do see SPAN open at 9am MWF, You may need to swap with POLl 

take SPAN, Just a thought. 

Have you heard anyth~eg from the B-School yet? 

Susan 

$e#t= ~riday, 9:59 AN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
$~bje~= Spring classes 

Dear Susan, 

I hope you have had a 8rear and relaxin8 break. I am very easer to set back on campus. MySpanish    class 8ot cancelled and I really don’t have any 

other room for a Spanish class but I obviously want to continue my Spanish. I searched some class and found that Spanish 

for Business with an amazin8 professor but the only available Spanish class for me. I would also have to drop my History 

Spanish    class. What are your thoushts? 

Thank you, 

would rneet the requirements ot: the rninor. IL also says Lhat you must have taken SPAN    as a 

if you still want to 

was available, it is Spanish 
class in order to take that 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Class 

Get Susan emailing to see if I really need this IDST    class I’m in right no~v it’s only a 1 hour class and I’m in 16 right now so can you look and see if I need it and if not I’m going to drop it it" 
that’s okay, so let me know what you think when you get a chance please 
Thank you Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:07 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Class 

Hi 
You need 4 hours of electives in order to graduate IDST will be one hour toward these electives. It is a lot easier to take a one hour class during the semester as opposed to the summer. 
Completing this course now would prevent you from having to take a 3hour class in the surmner, assuming you plan to graduate August      What is your graduation plan? If you plan to 
graduate in August, and you decide to drop IDST     you will have to take 7 or 9 hours (ifyou can’t find a 1 hour course)to graduate in the surmner. Other~vise, you will only need to take 6 

hours (COMM    and a 3-hr elective course). 

Does this make sense? My recommendation would be to stay in the course. It is a Pass/Fail course which should make for a better situation 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Class 

12:21 PM 

Get Susan emailing to see if I really need this IDST    class I’m in right now it’s only a 1 hour class and rm in 16 right no~v so can you look and see if I need it and if not I’m going to drop it if" 
that’s okay, so let me kno~v what you think when you get a chance please Thank you Susan 

Sent from lay iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan, 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:11 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: class drop 

Are you okay with this? 
M~ke 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:22 PM 
Te: Fox, Mike 
Subject; class drop 
Hey coach, hope your day went well. The class I am wanting to drop is called 

from ii to II:15. 
Thank you! 
Sincerely, 

. It is a first year seminar that meets on mondays and wednesdays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:09 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu-~; -ttead Coaches <- 
ttead Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyde@uncaa.unc.edu> 

!uncaa.unc.edt~-; LaiTy GaJdo <~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Lmice 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Chmige of Status 

Change of Status Fom~.doc 

All, 

In an effort to streamline the process of noticing the necessary individuals about student-athletes who leave their respective teams, I will be noti(ying various offices of this information. 
’]?he offices I will notil}’ include: Academic Support (;enter, Sports Medicine, Athletics Communications, and Dr. Miller’s office. 

Coaches, your process has not changed. You are required only to complete the attached :Form and return it to me. I have updated the form to include the listing of individuals to whom I will 
forward the information. I hope this makes the process easier on all of you 

Lee, Ann, Susan, Dr. Miller. As I’ve discussed with you, I will ~2~rward this int’ormation to you when I receive it It’you could pass it on to the appropriate personnel on your stall; that 
would assist me greatly-. In another email that I will send to you shortly, I will include a docmnent containing the ruost up-to-date list of changes in status that we’ve had to date. 

Thanks for your assistance with this. Hopefully this will help to make the roster-management process easier, and more efficient, for all of us. 

Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy S. Hermaa~ <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:20 AM 

~uncaa.nnc.edu-~; Larry Ga]lo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: re: trip to boston 

re trip to boston (1.18 KB).msg 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; La~ce 

FYI for you guys A little background Some rich people in Boston wanted to speak at their daughter’s bat mitzvah. (In case you’re wondering. ) 

’]7hey wanted to fly them up there, pay for stuff; and then make a donation to the Foundation. Tom asked about it, wondering, since they’d be making a donation, if it could be a fundraising 
activity that would be okay. 

See my response attached. A little lesson for you young’uns about how to give someone a thoughtful answer making them think that the?" might have actually had a chance. Let them down 
easy. :-) They get less mad that way.. 

Amy 



Finm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermaaa <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:38 PM 

Robert ttundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry GaJlo <athgallo@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: sb~2ll signees 

~uncaa. unc.edu>; Laa~ce 

Bobby, 

It’s fine to include pictures of prospects in the press release announcing their signing. 

About the signees. I’ve only received NLI’s for 
want you to do the release until they’re all in. 

I’m going to copy the rest of the Compliance staff on this emaih As soon as 
next week, drop them an email and they’ will let you know if it’s arr~ved 

Thanks, 
Amy 

I talked to and she said that the others should be here shortly But she doesn’t 

packets come in, one of them will notify you. If you don’t hear something from them early" 

>>> Robert Hundley 1:46:51 PM >>> 
Amy, 
Can you con:firm the status of the following recent softball signees? Also, can photos of signees be posted on the web site? 
Thanks. 

Bobby Hundley 
UNC Athletic Cormnunications Assistant 
bhundley @uncaa.unc. edu 
W- (919) 843-5678 
C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:44 AM 

Jenny Slingl uff- Levy <uncwla~ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fall/Winter Newsletter 

Jemay, 

Hope you have had a great holiday season so far! 

Couple of quick things about your latest newsletter (Fall/Winter Newsletter 2004) 

Just want to remind you to be careful about the verbiage you use regarding the "Carolina Fever" program Remember that though it’s fine for your coaching staff and student-athletes to 
help coach the team (as it’s a local sports club), it’s not permissible for UNC to "sponsor" the program in ant’ way. That being said, I would just caution you on the words you use to 
describe your relationship with that program and to, in the future, avoid using words such as "sponsoring". Not really a big deal, since it’s only semantics, but just wanted you to be aware 
of it. 

Next thing. On your list of recruits for the     zlass, I noticed that you have more prospects listed than you had signed NLrs. I’m assuming the other 3 (                         ) are 
either recruited walk-ons or spring NLI signees? Please veriI}’ that for me. Since we can’t release the names of prnspects until they either sign an B,ZI or return their ewollment deposit cards, 
we might have to report this as a violation Even though it’s just your alumni newsletter, it unfortunately is still a public release of the information and must follow the same requirements for 
release. If you can confirm the status of these prospects, I’ll let you know exactly what we need to do 

Thanks. Have a happy Ne~v Year! 

Amy 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:43 AM 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa. unc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DTH ad 

~uncaa. unc.edu>; Laa~ce 

Got your message regarding using a pic o17          in the DTH to promote an upcoming meet I understand that the ad will be sponsored by the Rat. It is ]fine [’or you to use a pic of a 
currently enrolled student-athlete, provided the only mention of the Rat in the ad is through the use of their registered trademark or logo No personal names, messages, or slogans o17 or 
from the Rat are permissible. 

So, essentially, it would need to be like a normal ad done by our marketing office which promotes the meet. ’]7he only addition to the ad can be the Rat’s trademark or logo 

Probably the best thing to do, if you have any question about this at al 1, is to let me take a look at the ad once you have a proof of it. If you are sure that what you have in mind meets this 
regulation, then this step is not necessary 

For more info and the actual wording of the regulation, please see Bylaw 125.1 1 on page 78 in the Manual All of the stipulations must be met, but I believe the one that most applies in this 
case is letter b. 

Let me know if you have any further questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:28 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.~uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo ~4athgallo@~mcaa.unc.edu>; 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>: Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Practicing 

~uncaa. unc.edu>; Laa~ce 

Anson, 

is no longer within her 5-year clock So, although she is taking courses to complete her degree, she is not eligible for practice. However, she would be able to participate ~n occasional 
practice sessions with the team as an alumnus (defined by the NCAA as a former student-athlete at the institution, even if they haven’t yet graduated) 

That being said, "occasional" does not mean regular. We have this question often, and we have said that these practice sessions may not occur more than 2 or 3 times per month, and you 
are required to log the times that these individuals practice and submit it to us at the end of the month. 

Hope this makes sense I’ve copied the applicable regulations below 

Thanks, 
Amy 

15.5 1.6 Eligibility’ Exhausted 

A student-athlete receiving institutional financial aid after having exhausted his or her eligibility’ in a sport is not a counter in that sport in subsequent academic years following completion 
of eligibility’ in the sport. For this provision to be applicable, the student-athlete is otherwise eligible :for the aid and is not permitted to take part in organized, institutional pracuce sessions 
in that sport unless the in&vidual has eligibility remaining under the five-year role. (See Bylaw 15.3.1 for eligibility for financial aid.) (Revised: 1/10/91) 

Alumnus participating in occasional practice session with former institution’s team 

][)ate Issued: Dec 03, 1992 
Type: Official 
Item Ref: 3 

Interpretation: 

3. Alumnus participating m occasional practice session with formcr institution’s team. It is permissible for an alumnus of an institution (e.g., former student-athlete) to participate in an 
occasional practice session with a member institution’s intercollegiate athletics team. [Reference: 14.1.6.1 (requirement for practice)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@tmcma.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

-Compliance <- Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Updated Coaches Designation 

Coaches Designation.xls 

Here is an updated copy of the Coaches Designation list. 

Please note the two changes to the Men’s soccer staff: 

JeffNegalha - Asst. Coach (replacing John Cone) 
Marco Genee - Vohmteer Coach 

Thanks! 

(,~uncaa unc. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:45 PM 

Spencer Frame <speuce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Compliance <- Compliance@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Re: Interview request / The Buffalo News 

Spencer, 

Your response looks good from the Compliance angle. It ~vas obvious you were careful not to refer to an?- of the prospects the the ~vriter alluded to in his email. 

Thanks for checking with us before responding! It certainly makes our job a little easier 

~uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Spencer Frame          1:26 PM >>> 
I was sent a message(bottom message ) which I have ~ped a reply but have not sent the background is we were recruiting one of the athletes mentioned but she has committed to 

can I reply with this message thanks spencer Frame Track and Field 

Not that big of a surprise, when you have a coach who understands the principal concepts of the vault, and you train good athletes from their beginning on a regular basis they are not 
allowed to develop the bad habits that other young vaulters who are not trained on a regular basis from the beginning, with good principals of vaulting, you will see them have an 
accelerated learning cur~e in comparison, so long as these athletes have a desire to become better and train hard and they have the tools they will be very successful under these 
conditions. If more highschool coaches understood the basic principals and had the ability to train their athletes in the same mariner, meaning facilities and equipment and time, there would 
be more successful athletes like these ladies in NY. 

Spencer Frame 
University’ of North Carolina 

AM >>> 
Spencer: 

Hello Bob DiCesare from ’]’he Buffalo News here I’m working on a column for tomorrow on the incredible rise of female pole vaulters in Western New York. We have three ranked in the 
top 25 in the country and two in the top 10, one of whom (i          ) UNC has been recruiting. 

\X&at’s astotmding is that all three are relatively new to the sport                   , who just won the indoor nationals, has been at it only eight months. 
It’you get this in time, could you please give me your thoughts on this development. I imagine it coraes as quite a shock to the college coaching fratemi~ that Buffalo has become a 

hotbed for female pole vaulters. 
thanks, 
bob 

>>> "DiCesare, Bob" <BDiCesare@bm"fnews.com:          10:27 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:39 AM 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Laxry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susmi B. M~oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Auction Question 

I think this this a problem from 2 different angles First, we have a commercial entity actually running the auction And second, even if all the proceeds are going to the Vohmteers For Youth, 
that organization helps I~ad programs for prospect-aged individuals. 

Looks like I’m going to have to send a Cease and Desist letter. Could you get me contact information for them? I probably will then have you guys ]2~llow up with your contact over there (do 
you have one?) to make sure they don’t do this again in the ]~ture Nothing we can do to stop it this time, I don’t think.. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Machael Beak 6:10 PM >>> 
Is it legal for InsideCarolina.com to auction off an autographed basketball with current student athlete signatures on it for a non-pro:fit charity (see the link below for the story) 

http:i/nor thcarolina.scout, con~,2/361872.htm[ 

Michael Beale 

Director of Marketing 

Universi~ of North Carolina Athletics Association 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-%2-5193 (W) 

919-%2-1653 (FAX) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday 9:13 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu; aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmaJm@miami.edu; am@virginia.edu; rbowma~@clemson.edu; 
rmir~nix@mailer.fsn.edu; bbattle@ma~ler.fsu.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtbley@mimni.edu; woodea@wfu.edu; 

hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j condaras@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jrigler@clemson.edu; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jsarra@umd.edu; jon fagg@ncsn.edu; jko31Y,~bvirginia.edu; kcunning@nmd.edu; bicld~am@umd.edu; 

woodsk@vt.edu; kkuhr@miami.edn; mmkos@uncaa.unc.edu; ]        ~)hotmail.com; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edn; deibler@mo~l.bc.edu; 

mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pkey@miami.edu; rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; md johnson@ncsu.edu; hugesk@~vfu.edu; 

San@ Weber <sandxi@t.edu>; asm02d@fsu.edn; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; schof@umd.edn; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyon@theacc.org> 

FW: [CCACA] FW: Final LRIC Minutes 

Final Interp Minutes.doc 

FYI 
kindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Director for Compliance and Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 fax 

From-" Lyons, Shane 
Sent: Monday, 9:08 AM 
To; ccaca-talk@lists.pac-i0.org 

Subject; [CCACA] FW: Final LRIC Minutes 
Please find the FINAL ’Mir~utes of LRIC attached. 
Shane 

From: Zeller, Leeland [mailto:Izeller@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Friday,             8:0:t AM 

To: Membership Services; Enforcement; Brown, Gary; Lyons, Shane; Lori Ebihara 
Subject-" Final      LRIC Minutes 

Attached are the final LRIC minutes from the ; telephone conference. Please let any of the staff liaisons know if you have any questions. 

Final Interp Minutes.doc>> 

Leeland Zeller 

Associate Director of Membership Services 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

Phone: 3J.7-917-6222 

Fax: 317-9:t7-6622 

This ema~l and any attachments may contain confidential a~d privileged information. If yon me not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by leturn 

email, delete this message and des~troy a~y copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is nnanthorized and Inay be 

illegal. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermaa~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:16 AM 

Steve Kirschner <skirschne@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Larcy Gallo ~athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susm~ B. Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

aud fl~e Durham Bulls 

Kirsch, 

According to this bylaw, only      could get the comp admission if he’s the only one being honored. If he wanted to take a teammate and have both of them be honored in some form 
(even just being announced) with just throwing the opening pitch, that would be fine But he wouldn’t be able to get an extra ticket [’or a random friend Just a teammate that is also 
recognized during the event. 

Let me know if you have any other questions about this. You can also tell the Durham Bulls that, per this bylaw, the?’ are permitted to promote 
pitch 

being there to throw out the opening 

Thanks, 
Amy 

16 11 1.8 Recognition by Professional Sports Organization 

A student-athlete may accept complimentary admission to a professional sports contest during which the student-athlete and/or collegmte team is being recognized by the professional 
sports organization :[’or extraordinary achievements. Further, it shall be permissible [’or the professional sports organization to promote this event to the general public. (Adopted: 1/9/96 
effective 8/1/96) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 12:58 PM 

Amy S. Herman ~ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Question - Situation 

Coach Dorrance via                father have asked another challenging question. Here is the scenario Spielberg has plans to release a movie next spring about a girl who wants to play 
soccer. She is stuck playing on a guy’s team but has dreams of playing on the the club team that and possibly others are on. The question is about 
use of some related pictures on posters in the girl’s room. One poster would possibly be a team pictures of the ~ and inclu& and others The other 
poster would be an action shot of        (in           jersey) Although this hasn’t been asked of them yet,         father also wanted to ask about ant’ mention of         name in 
the movie and if that would be allowed. Can the posters be used? Would they be able to use her name at ant’ point? 

In trying to find an answer, Lance pointed me to a new proposal recently passed and effective immediately. It is Proposal        egarding :footage of intercollegiate events used in 
commercial films. We think that this may be very similar to our s~tuation. ! have copied the proposal below for east" access. I would definitely appreciate your thougths. They are hoping to 
have some sort of answer by the end of the week if possible. 

Thanks. 

2005 -4 AMATEURI S M -- PROMOTIONAL A CTI VI’I~E S -- C OMME [Z(2 IAL FILMS 

Status: Adopted, 60-I)ay Override Period Process Diagram 

Iment: To eliminate the prohibition on using :footage of an institution’s intercollegiate contest or event or individual performance of a student-athlete in a commercial film 

Bylaws: Amend 125.23.4, page 82, as follows: 

"12.5 2.3 Specifically Restricted Activities A student-athlete’s involvement in promotional actiwties specified in this section is prohibited. 

[ 12 5.3 2.1 through 12.5.3.2.3 unchanged.] 

"12.5 2.3.4 Appearance in Commercial Films. Footage of an institution’s intercollegiate game or event or of the individual performance of a student-athlete may not be used in a commercial 
movie unless all individuals appearing in the footage have exhausted their seasons of eligibility." 

Source: NC2~% Division I Board of Directors [Management Council (Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet)(Subcommittee on Agents and 2,mateurism)]. 
Effective Date: Immediate 
Proposal Category: AmenNnent 
Topical Area: Amateurism 
Rationale: Current media activities legislation pen:nits a student-athlete to participate in radio and television programs, writing projects and commercial films, provided the student-athlete 
meets certain criteria. The criteria include prohibiting the student-athlete flora accepting compensation or cndorsing a commercial product. Expanding the application of the media activities 
legislation to permit the use of footage of an institution’s intercollegiate game or event or student-athlete’s individual performance will create consistency in legislation while not 
compromising amateurisrr~ principles or student-athlete xvell-being. The change also will eliminate the need for umxecessary reinstatement requests when footage appears in a corrm~ercial fihn 
without the knowledge of the institution or student-athlete. 
Estimated Budget Impact: None. 
Impact on Student Athlete’s Time: None. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:33 AM 

Pat Myers < pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu > 

~gmail.com; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 

< breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan B. Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 

Green < sj9 reen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Men’s Lacrosse - Volunteer Coach question .... 

RE_ Changes to 11.7.1.2.2 (25.8 KB).ms9 

Pat, 
Actually, volunteer coaches may not call high school coaches as only our three full time coaches may do so per 11.7,1,2 (b), listed below, The only time the volunteer coach 

may make recruiting calls to coaches, prospects, or family members is after the prospect signs an NLI with us, 

On the other hand, volu nteer coaches mav write prospects, their family members, or their coaches at any time as that bylaw was j ust opened up on August 1, 2008 (see time 

attached email from the ACC that we received last week), 

I hope this helps clarify what our volunteer coach can do when it comes to writing and calling during the recruiting process, If you need anything else, just let me know, 

Thanks, 

Lance 

11.7.1.2 Recruiting Coordination Functions. 

The following recruiting coordination functions (except related routine clerical tasks) must be performed by the head coach or one or rnore of the assistant coaches who 

count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4: (Revised." 4/27/06 e/°fective 8/I./06, 4/24/08 e~ective 8/1./08) 

(a) Activities involving athletics evaluations and/or selection of prospective student athletes; and (Revised: 4/24/08 e~ective 8/1./08) 

(b) Making telephone calls to or receiving telephone calls from prospective student athletes (or prospective student athletes’ parents, legal guardians or coaches). 

11.7.1.2.2 Exception -- Noncoaching Staff Member -- After National Letter of Intent Signing or Other Written 

Commitment. 

A noncoaching staff member may perform the functions set forth in Bylaw 11.7.1.2 (b) after the calendar day on which the prospective student athlete has signed a National 

Letter of Intent. 

> > > Pat Myers 9/3/2008 9:37 AM > > > 
Lance- 

Quick question for you .... 

I just wanted to find out if our Volunteer Coach can call High School coaches to inquire about prospects, 1 am assuming that since he is not making direct contact with the 
prospect, he should be fine but I wanted to double check, With that in mind, can he write letters to prospects? I am pretty sure the answer here is NO, but again it doesn’t hurt to 
ask, Thanks! 

Pat 

Patrick Myers 
Assistant Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu 

(’919) 962-2890 (w) 
(c) 



Subject: 

Attach: 

BabcocL Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, 3:01 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Lalxy Gallo <~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edt~-; 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

<ewood@theacc.org> 

RE: Changes to 11.7.1.2.2 

RE Phone Calls - Volunteer Coaches (11.8 KB).msg 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric 

Amy, 
I’m so glad you sent me this because it reminded me that I had already talked to you about volunteer coaches a few weeks ago and I just had a verbal interpretation at that time 
but never requested anything in writing. Wheew...attached is Leeland’s response confirming that there will be an editorial revision permitting volunteer coaches to make calls 
after a prospect has signed. 
Additionally, you’re correct that noncoaching staff members may now create general recruiting correspondence at any time as the new 13.4.1.1 (a) permits all institutional staff 

members to do so. 
Hope that helps. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey I~ Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Govemm~ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (l~&x) 

lb ab co ck (a)Jhe~c c.or,~z 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :t:t:34 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Ce: Larry Gallo; Lance Markos; Susan B. Maloy; 
Subject: Re: Changes to "l.t.7..t.2.2 

Lindsey, 

Couple of clarifications. I agree with you about the telephone call part, but these noncoaching staff members can actually write prospects at any time now, with the new 

13.4.1.1 (a), right? And I think I also checked with you about volunteer coaches. They would fall under the same guidelines as non coaching staff members, in that they can 

make!receive calls after NLI’s and can write at any time. 

Do I have all of this right? 

Amy 

> > > "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org > 11:15 AM > > > 
Please be reminded that based on the adoption of a noncoaching staff member may make telephone calls or receive calls and prepare general recruiting 
correspondence for a prospect on the day after that prospect has signed an NLI. For those not eligible to sign an NLI, such as four-year transfers, noncoaching staff members 
may perform those duties the day after the prospect signs the institution’s written offer of admission and/or aid. 
Further, due to the adoption of        noncoaching staff members are also permitted to send electronic correspondence to prospects who have signed an NLI, or for those not 
eligible to sign an NLI (four-year transfers), after signing a written offer of admission and/or aid. 
Note that noncoaching staff members are institutional staff members who do not count in the institution’s coaching limitations, provided such individuals are not identified as 
coaches, do not engage in any on- or off-field coaching activities (e.g., attending meetings involving coaching activities, analyzing film of opponents, etc.) and are not involved in 
any off-campus recruitment of prospects or scouting of opponents. Examples include but are not limited to academic advisors, life-skills coordinators, administrative assistants, 
directors of operations. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey I~ Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Govemm~ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (l~&x) 

lbabcock(a;Jhe~cc.or~,z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy S. Hermaaa <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, ;: 15 AM 

D.J. < ~aol.com>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taft Ann Toro 

<tatoro@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

~uncaa.unc.edt~-; Lmly GaJlo <~thgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~z)uncaa.unc.edu>; Lmice 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: Germmi Telmis First and Second Bun&sliga 

F~V Germm~ Tennis First and Second Bundesliga (8.26 KB).msg 

All, 

Please read and let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great weekend! Stay dry. 

Amy 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

Thursday, 11:00 PM 

thernandez~mlan~.edu; ~uncaa.unc.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; aan@virginia.edu; 

rminnix@maJder.fsu.edu; bbatlle@mailer.fsu.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; woodea@wfu.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; 

j pootraknl@duaa.duke.edu; j condaras@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8q@irginia.edu; j sarra@umd.edu.; 

jan thgg@ncsn.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcnnning@umd.edu; _ . ~uncaa.unc.edu; l&uh@mianfi.edn; athgallo@nncaa.nnc.edu; 

larogers@Iniami.edu; deible@mail.bc.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edn; rbowma, n@clemson.edu; rcobb,a)at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

cointern@gw.fis.ncsu.edn; hugesk@wfu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu 

FW: German Tennis Firs", and Second Bundesliga 

ALL: 
SEE NOTE BELOW FROM NCAA AGA STAFF. 
SHANE 
..... Original Message ..... 
From-" Garner, Deana [mailto:DGarner@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Wednesday,                 5:28 PM 
To; Lori@bigJ.2sports.’com; Lyonsl Shane 

Ce: Saum, Bill; Newman, Rachel; Price, David 
Subject; German Tennis First and Second Bundesliga 
Importance: High 

Hello- 

This is an FYI to inform you that based on reseamh that the AGA staff has gathered from German Tennis Federation representatives, the USTA and others, the NCAA 
Membership Set,/ices has made a determination that the teams which compete in the German First and Second Men’s and Women’s Bundesliga to be professional pursuant 
to NCAA Bylaw 12.02.4 inasmuch as the team provide player beyond actual and necessary expenses for their participation. The AGA staff want to inform you of this so you 
can pass it along to your various tennis committees. Additionally, please note that the NCAA website 

(htt/o://wwwl .ncaa.oLq/membershiplenforcement/amateurism/international/tennis/_qermany) now reflects this new information. 

Please pass along to all athletic compliance staff (conference and institutional) and tennis coaching staff. Let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you for your assistance in this regard. 

Deana 

Deana Y. Garner 
Associate Director of Agent, Gambling, and Amateurism Activities 
N CAA 
317/917~6222 (phone) 

317/917~6989 (fax) 
e-mail: dgarner@ncaa.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermaa~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:58 PM 

~email.unc.edu; Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ProtEssiona] Soltball 

Thanks for your call about potentially participating with the next summer. I need to give you some critical information so that your collegiate eligibili~z is not jeopardized 
for this year. 

You must retain your amateur status tl~roughout your senior softball season. That means that you can’t agree, either orally or in writing, to participate on a professional team (even though 
that participation *von’t begin until after your collegiate season is over) I don’t know what they are asking of you right now, but PLEASE DON’T AGREE TO ANYTHING, or it could make 
you ineligible for this year. 

This is a critical issue, and one that I’m sure the organization is familiar with (when it comes to current student-athletes). 

The most impoltant thing, is for you to understand that you pretty much can’t do anything until you finish playing college ball. You can’t promise that youql play, you can’t sign 
anything saying you’ll play, etc. 

Please let me know *vhat steps you have taken and what the organization is asking from you right now. We’ll look at it and see where we need to go. 

Thanks again for checking! 

Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:38 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu-~; LarD, Ga]lo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: I FL~kTE Amateurism 

RE I ftATE Amateurism (3.68 KB).Insg 

@uucaa.unc.edu>; La~ce 

FYI. Start from the bottom to get the gist of this one. 

Amy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:42 AM 

Jill Wil~m @ytle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Stx~rts Marketing <-Sports Marketing~b~uncaa.unc.edtr>; ~uncaa.unc.edtr>; Larry Gallo 

<~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance M~ackos < maxko@uucaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S-A’s Involve~nent in Promotiong~ Aclivity 

Jill, 

My concern with this is that      ~ was chosen out of the crowd because      recognized her and their "connection" was through w~lleyball. It was not as though she was chosen at 
random by a marketing staff member who had no idea she was a student-athlete. If this were a truly random selection (e.g, a drawing) in which all students had an equal opportunity to be 
chosen, then I would be more comt’ortable with it. But, because       picking her out of the crowd had a lot to do with       being on the VB team, I’m not comfortable calling it an 
entirely random selection. She’s going to need to turn down the gift certificates this time :-( 

I understand that this is a bummer fi~r        as I’m sure many of the students that night were chosen because they’re friends with the Carolina }"ever people helping to make the selections 
But when it involves a student-athlete, unfortunately we have to hold them to a higher standard because of NCAA amateurism regulations. 

Sorry. I’ll copy the marketing staff on this so they are aware of the situation 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Jill Wilson 1/27/2005 8:27 AM >>> 

Amy, 

was ()or t 

Jill Lytle Wilsun 

Assistant Coach 

Nol~h Carolina Volleyball 

(9195843-2041 office 

cell 

j wilson@uncaa.m~c, edu 

>>> .a~my S. Herman 01/26/05 5:14 PM>>> 

Who’s     ? 

in the ]’all She is one of the leaders of Fever 

>>> Jill Wilson 4:49 PM >>> 
Arny, 
Here is exactly what just wrote rue: 

"well, we ~vere all in the risers for the game and the proruotion people were 
walking around trying to choose people to do the contest thing, was ~vith 
them and ~vhen they walked passed, she ~vas just like "he? , wanna do 
promotion?" and i said sure. i’m assuming all studunts ~vere eligible bc all 
the other people who did it (at different timeouts) were students, i hope 
this helps!" 

Let rue know what you need her to do, and I will let her know. Thanks, Jill 

Jill Lytle Wilson 
Assistant Coach 
North Carolina Volleyball 

(919) 843-2041 office 
cell 

jwilson@uncaa.unc edu 
>>> Amy S. HelTnari 3:41 PM >>> 
What was the contest? And how did she get chosen for it? Was it a random drawing? 

>>> Jill Wilsot 3:15 PiVl >>> 
Amy, 
Quick question for you. One of my players did a contest at the bball game the other night and wanted to check with you about if she could keep it or not. 
She wun $100 in ;vilm dixie gift certificates in a contest that all students could do 
Thanks, Jill 

Jill Lytle Wilson 
Assistant Coach 
North Carolina Volleyball 
(919) 843-2041 office 

zell 
jwilson@uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy S. Hermaa~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:40 AM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Don John~n <djohnson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tari Ann Toro 

<tatoro@uncaa.unc.e&t> 

3!uncaa.nnc.edu>; Lally GoJlo <athgdllo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos --~markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susm~ B. Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: [CCACAI FW: Geimm~ Bundesliga 

I%V [CCACA]FW GermanBundesliga(751KB).msg 

All, 

I haven’t had a chance to read through this yet, but wanted to go ahead and get it out to you. Please read through carefully, and we can talk about it if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, 9:14 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu; aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmaJm@miami.edu; am@virginia.edu; rbowma~@clemson.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsn.edu; bbattle@maJler.fsu.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtbley@mimni.edu; woodea@wfu.edu; 

hmcatee@maiIer.fsu.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j condaras@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jrigler@clemson.edu; 

jwb8q@virginia.edu; jsarra@umd.edu; jan fagg@ncsn.edu; jko31Y,~bvirginia.edu; kcunning@nmd.edu; bicld~am@umd.edu; 

woodsk@vt.edu; kkuhr@miami.edn; mmkos@uncaa.unc.edu;          j~hotmail.com; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edn; deible@maJl.bc.edu; 

mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pkey@miami.edu; rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; md johnson@ncsu.edu; hugesk@~vfu.edu; 

Sandy Weber <sandxi@t.edu>; asm02d@fsu.edn; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; schof@umd.edn; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

FW: [CCACA] FW: German Bundesliga 

German Tennis Document.doc; German Tennis Attachmenks.cpy 

Please find information from the NCAA regarding German Tennis. 
Lindsey 

From: Garner, Deana [mailto:DGarner@ncaa.org] 

Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2005 4:25 PM 
To: Lyons, Shane; Lod@big:~2sports.com 
Co: MaryEIlen@big:~2sports.com; Strawley, .Jennifer; Perry, Liz; Cretors, Angle; Saum, Bill; Newman, Rachel; Price, David; Groddy, Kelly 
Subject: FW: German Bundesliga 
Importance: High 

Please distribute the information contained in these two attachments regarding the German men’s and women’s first and second Bundesliga. Feel free to contact us if you 

have any questions. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

<<German Tennis Document.doc>> 

<<German Tennis Attachments.cpy>> 

Deana Y. Garner 
Associate Director of Agent, Gambling, and Amateurism Activities 

N CAA 
317/917-6222 (phone) 

3171917-6073 (fax) 
e-mail: dgarner@ncaa,org 

This emaJJ and may attachments may contain confidential mid prwileged information. If you axe not the intended iecipient, please notify the sender ilnmediately by return 

email, delete this message and deslroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Babcock, Lindsey [Ibabcock@theacc.org] 

12:59:18 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; am@viq~inia.edu; 

rbowman@clemson.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

dfoley@miami.edu; woodea@wfu.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jcondaras@at.~taa.~atech.edu; jerome.rodsers.l@bc.edu; jri~ler@clemson.edu; jwbSq@virginia.edu; 

jsarra@umd.edu; jon_fal~;@ncsu.edu; jko3b@vir~inia.edu; kcunnin~@umd.edu; bickham@umd.edu; 

woodsk@vt.edu; kkuhr@miami.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; 

deibler@mail.bc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; pkey@miami.edu; rcobb@at.~taa.~atech.edu; 

rod_johnson@ncsu.edu; husesk@wfu.edu; Sandy Weber [sandyj@vt.edu]; Sharon McCauley [skm6f@vir~inia.edu]; 

asm02d@fsu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; schof@umd.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] FW: German Bundeslisa 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Hi Everyone, 
You may remember that I emailed you this document last week. Many of you had trouble opening the second attachment 

and therefore I faxed or mailed you a hard copy. I have been able to get that document in a PDF document. Let me know 

if you would still like me to fax or mail you a hard copy. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Director for Compliance and Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-8S4-8787 

336-369-0065 

Many of our institutions were unable to open one of the attachments to Deana Garner’s          email 

addressing the German Bundesliga, Deana faxed me those documents and they are attached in PDF format in 
case any of you were also unable to open them. 

The documents did not scan very well, but are a little clearer once you print them. 

From: Garner, Deana [mailto:DGarner@ncaa.org] 

Sent= Thursday,             4:25 PM 

To: Lyons, Shane; Lori@big12sports.com 

Cc: MaryEIlen@big12sports.com; Strawley, 3ennifer; Perry, Liz; Cretors, Angie; Saum, Bill; Newman, Rachel; Price, David; 

Groddy, Kelly 

Subject= FW: German Bundesliga 

Importance: High 



Please distribute the information contained in these two attachments regarding the German men’s and women’s first and 
second Bundesliga. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Deana Garner 

<<German Tennis Document.doc>> 

<<German Tennis Attachments.cpy>> 

Deana Y. Garner 
Associate Director of Agent, Gambling, and Amateurism Activities 
NCAA 
317/917-6222 (phone) 
317/917-6073 (fax) 
e-mail: dgamer@ncaa.org 

Thi s email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 
dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may 

be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, 3:16 PM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miaJni.edu;       ~nncaa.nnc.edu; mn@virginia.edn; nninni~mailer.fsu.e&~; 

bbattle@mailer.fsu.edn; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dfoIey@miami.edu; woodea@wfu.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; 

jtx~otraknI@duaa.duke.edu; j condaras@at.gVaa.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu; jrigle@clemson.edu; jwb8@virginia.edu; 

jsa~ra@umd.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; bickham@umd.edu; woodsk@vtedn; ldmhr@mimni.edu; 

marko@uncaa.unc.edu;         ~hotmail.com; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu;        ~uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edn; piscetmf@wfu.edu; pkey@mianfi.edu; pgrayso@clemson.edu; rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edn; 

rod johnson@ncsu.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; Sandy Weber <sands~@vt.edu>; Sara Sikorsld <sara.sikorsld. 1 @bc.edu>; Sharon McCauley 

<skm6f@vi~ginia.edu>; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; schof@umd.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaaamc.edu; 

tparker@vtedu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyon@theacc.org> 

Definition of Pml~ssional 

Hi Everyone, 
I know that this is Michelle’s favorite thing but I thought you might all be interested in this information as well! 
Bill indicated that the definition of professional (from the CAP) will be approved next week during the ad com conference call. In the last week of, there will be another 
series of teleconferences to explain some of the recent issues. The definition of professional will be released some time before those teleconferences. 

The definition that they are currently considering, and are likely to approve, states that the student-athlete would have to show that they are making the sport their profession. 
Being drafted alone would not be enough they would have to actually be on a team. Making money is not a requirement but the student-athlete would have to prove that it is 
their job. They couldn’t just tryout once and decide it’s not what they want to do. 
Also, institutions will be able to apply this exception retroactively but you only have one shot at it. In other words you will be able to go back once and make changes to your 
previous data this year. 
I hope this helps. I’ll make note of this information in the conference call minutes. 

Lindsey 



l~rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Lmry Gallo <athga~lo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 12, 2006 3:27 PM 

JeffCamarati <       ~mindspring.com>; Dana Gelin -~<lgelin@uncaa.unc.edtr>; Dave Loh~ <dlohse@uncaa.unc.e&t>; John Maartin 

<jmartin@uncaa.unc.ed~-; Kevin Best <kbesg~o)uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee ~lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers 
<mbowers@uncaa.unc.e&t>; Chris Alien <shicke@tmcaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirsclme@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

@yahoo.corn> 

-Compliance <-- Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu~" 

Important NCAA Ruling About Photos of Student-Athletes 

[SPAM] SA’s Photos (10.9 KB).msg 

Folks, 

Please refer to the attached information about the do’s and don’ts regarding pictures of student-athletes. Since the Athletic Communications Group appears to have the most interaction with 
photographers, I am requesting that you assist with the education and monitoring of this matter. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact a memt~er of the Compliance 

Staff. Please feel free to share this information with whomever you believe to be appropriate. 

Your cooperation and assistance is much appreciated. That’: you! 

Larry 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 4:05 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Carolina Dreams "iBeLLieve 5K" 

Carolina Dreams _iBeLLieve 5K_ (5.86 KB).msg 

Just wanted you to know what is going on. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:32 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Ga]lo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu 

Carolina Dre~uns "iBeLLieve 5K" 

Hope you are all having a great week thus far! 

I wanted to thank you all for your support of our Carolina Dreams inaugural 5K I can’t tell you how excited we are to put this on[ Many teams are already committed in full support behind 
this and evewthing is coming together so nicely. 

We would LOVE to have you come and/or participate if you would like! We are going to have a big BBQ afterward and just eRjoy the day, supporting two great causes and bringing the 
student-athlete community together with so many other groups on and off campus. I have attached some information on the race, and Mr. Baddour has nicely offered to speak before the 
start of the race 

I look for~vard to talking to you all soon- and maybe see you tonight at the "Old School Rules" basketball game The field hockey team anxiously awaits this game every year! (It gets very 
competitive.. ) 

Sincerely, 

P.S. Mr. Blanchard- I kno~v you have been training intensely for this race and I can’t wait to see you there! :) 

Carulina Dreams Website: http://carolinadreams.~veb uric edu/ibellieve-in-love-5k/ 

Online Registration: http://sportoften.com/events/eventDetails cIha?pEventId 6704 

Flyer.pdf Wed, 1,¢; 3_’.’. ; 48 -0400 .’.’_ 38 O 4 .’.’_ 1 b y t ea 

iBellieve in Love 5K General Information .doc We.q; ~ q :3.t :48 0400 33280byb:!~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

’Aaron Aaker <aaker@bc.edn>; ’Aimee Carpenter <acarpente@admin.fsu.edu-*; ’Alex Dominato <adominato@fsu.edu>; ’Alex Eaton 

~’<aeaton@umd.edn>; ’Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu-*; ’Anne Marie Rossi <adg)8d@fsu.edu>; ’Art Markos ~am@vi~inia.edu>; 

’Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr% ’Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; ’Brandi Kerrigan <brandi.kemgan@bc.edu>; ’Bret Cowley 

<bcoMey@mailer.fsn.edu>; ’Bridget McSofley <mcsorlbb@t.edu>; ’Carly Pariseau <carly.parisean@bc.edt~4 ’Carrie Doyle 

<came doyle@ncsu.edu>; ’Cathy Jones -cctnjones@admin.fsn.edu>; ’Christopher B. Kennedy <ckennedy@acpub.dnke.edu>; ’Cindy 

Hartanann <chartmann@duaa.dnke.edu:>; ’Co@ Gmnbler -ccgmnble@umd.edn>; ’Conrn~ey Vinson <cvinson@clemson.edu>; ’Craig 

Anderson <cemader4@gw.ncsu.edu>; ’Dan Raben <d.rabenl@miami.edu>; ’Dan Trump <~ttrump@nmd.edu>; ’David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; ’Deborah Foley ~xtfoley@miami.edu;,; ’Heather Robertson <herobert@vLedu;; ’Jennifer Santiago 

<jasantiago@admin.fsu.edw4 ’Jerome Rodgers <jrodger@athletics.gatech.edu>; ’Jim Booz <jwb8q@irginia.edu~; ’Jim Curry 

<jmcurD’@um&edu;,; ’Jody Smith @smith@fsu.edu>; ’Jordan Redavid <redavid@miamLedu;,; ’Jnlie Heyde <julie heyde@ncsu.edu>; 

’Karen Kelly <k.kelly2@miami.edu>; ’Kirsten Elleby <ellebykc@wfu.edn>; ’Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.nnc.edu~; ’LarD’ Gallo Jr. 
<athgallo@uncaa.ra~c.edu% ’Mary Giardina <mgiardina@duaa.dnke.edu% ’Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsn.edtr% ’ 

<     ~uncaa.unc.edtr% ’NC State Intern <cointern@gw.ncsu.edu>; ’Niesha Campbell <ncmnpbell@duaa.duke.edu% ’Robin Pate 

<robin~pate@ncsn.edtr% ’Stepha~fie Ellison <saellis@clem~n.edu% ’Steve Flippen <wst3h@virginia.edu>; ’Susa~ Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~; ’Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; ’Todd Hairston <hairstct@~vfn.edu-~; ’Todd Mesibov 

<tmesibov@dnaa.duke.edn>; ’Tom Timmennans <timmennans@nncaa.unc.edu:>; ’Tony Hernandez <them~dez@miami.edu>; Trever 

Wright <tk~9@fsn.edu>; Vanessa Fuchs <vfnchs@fsu.edu>; Vicld Sarfo-Kantaka <vsarfoka@vt.edu:,; Yadira Reyes 

<reyesya@bc.edu> 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

FW: NCAA Baseball Affidavits 

understand some o~ you ~re having probh?ms opening up the b~;sebal~ ~;ffR~av~L Undsey sent Vot~ I have att~ched the document to th~s erm;iL Please leL me know 

Tracey L. Haith 

AIlandc Coast Conlb~e~ce 

45 I2 Wcybridge l;~w 

(h’censbor% NC 27407 

Tdephone: (336) 854-8’787 ext, 245 

Facsim~Ie: (336) 369-0065 

P,’i.{-Sec~reStol° Stored: total 27346bytes; 

+MBA+AffidaviLpdf F~:’~, 10 ;4 3 ; 0_’.’. -O4OO 2 7"~4::q~y ~es 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, 9:51 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.tgu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clem~n.edu); Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brmidi Guerinot (brandi.gnerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy (     @~hoo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@admin.fsn.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgamble@umd.edn); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Dm~ Trump 

(dtmmp@umd.edn); Danielle Averill             @gmail.com); Darmie Dahfisio (ddaJuisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 

Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Cur~ (jmcurry@umd.edu); Justin 

Stweart (justin stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfi~.edu); Lance Markos 

(marko@uncaa.unc.e&0; LarO’ Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Fra~ck (mi~anck@umd.edu); 

~uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate 

(robin~pate@ncsu.edu); Steplm~ie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Susan Ma]oy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 

Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@&taa.duke.edu); Tom Timmennans (~mmerma~@~mcaa.unc.edu); Tony 
Hernmidez (thernmidez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsn.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu) 

I~NV: NFL/~qFLPA Educational Documents 

Attached please find the NFL Educational Memo and NFLPA Contract Advisor Regulations FAQ document that we have received from Marcus W~lson of the NCAA 
AGA staff. 

Atla~ti*~ Coast Confbrence 
LBa beock~t }leaee .org 
33{¢N5 L-8787 (phone) 
33(¢ggg,-O(}g5 (g~x) 

~1~1~ ACC email signature s~es 

i,!-~- Sec~reStor Stored: toted 203067bytes; 

Division I NFL -E-ducational Memo.pdf S~in, 0S:SL:SS ~5~0 LS:236gP. yb.~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesda5 12:49 PM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.tgu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agmy3@clem~n.edu); Amy Herman (aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brmidi Guerinot (brandi.gnerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy (     ~yahoo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@admin.fsn.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgamble@umd.edn); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Dm~ Tromp 

(dtmmp@umd.edn); Danielle Averill (~            ~gmail.com); Darmie DaMsio (ddaJuisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfolevQ@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 

Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Cur~ (jmcurry@umd.edu); Justin 

Stweart (justin stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfi~.edu); Lance Markos 

(maxko@uncaa.unc.edu); LarD, Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mfra~ck@umd.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michellelee@ncsu.edu);                ~uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointem@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell 

(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate (robinAoate@ncsu.edu); Sarah Helfer (shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Stephanie Ellison 

(saellis@clemson.edu); Susa~ Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Paxker (tpaxke@vt.edu); Todd Harston (haJrstc@wfu.edu); Todd 

Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmem~a~s 0immermais@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hemandez (themaidez@mimni.edu); 

Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Saxfo- Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 

Football BoM Ga~e Affidavits 

Attached is the        FB affidavit. Please make sure these are completed by your team prior to competing in a bowl game (if applicable), Vm not sure if this has 

been posted online yet so please keep this copy. 

Lindsey 
Li ad.~ey K, Babcock 

LBa beoek:~u:hea ee,or ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 9:03 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu2 

Re: Occasioual Meal 

Just Only one student-athlete 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 8:31 PM, "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> How many guys would be in attendance? ;Vho? Could probably swing a 4th meal for a couple of the guys 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On at 4:57 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ;vrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Lance, 
>> I spoke with Andre about the attached Occasional Meal, and he indicated that 
discussing Community Service). 
>> 

>> Is there any flexibility to approve this meal with the Professor Loeb? 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> Susan Maloy 
>> Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
>> UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> 919-962-9892 (ol~ice) 
>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
>> sbmaloy@email uric edu<mailto:sbmaloy (@uncaa.unc. edu> 

>> <Meal form pdf> 

will have aheady allocated the 3 meals for the Spring (Spring Game, Meal with Coach, and Meal 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Occasional Meal 

Gotcha That’s fine from my end 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 9:02 PM, "Maloy, Susari B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Just Only one student-athlete. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On , at 8:31 PM, "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Ho~v man?’ guys ~vould be in attendance? Who? Could probably swing a 4th meal for a couple of the guys. 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>>> On at 4:57 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi Lance, 
>>> I spoke with Andre about the attached Occasional Meal, and he indicated that ] 
discussing Community Service). 

>>> Is there any :tlexibility to approve this meal with the Professor Loeb? 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> Susan Maloy 
>>> Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
>>> UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> 919-962-9892 (office) 
>>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
>>> sbmaloy@email.unc.edu<m ailto :sbmalov(a)uncaa unc.edu > 

>>> <Mea[ form.pdJ~> 

will have alrea@ allocated the 3 meals ~l~r the Spring (Spring Game, Meal with Coach, and Meal 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 12:33 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Contact Inli~rmation 

Hi Susan--- 

Thank you for the welcome! I’ve seen your name on plenty of documents here as I’ve been sorting through everything (©. Hopefully you can also provide me a 

little persp~-:~ctive on where Compliance has been a~; f ~;ort out where we need to be moving forward 

Actually, you are already on my list of people to meet w~th. f had a chance to sit down w~th Brent yesterday and get some basics on ~:he ASPSA and ~:he working 

relationship with the Compliance Office. He mentioned that you had a TuLor Manual and PowerPoint as part of your’ trabJng prograrn ---~ wou~d ~ove to get a ~ook at 

everydJng you have. ~ know that the next snnua~ report to the ComnJLtee on kffrsct~ons is ~n my hands and that the NCAA has asked us to emphasize our tutor 

ru~es education and training (as was the case w~th the first report}. 

Please ~e~: me know when you hm~e some flee tm~e. Maybe towards the lat~:er part of next week? My schedule b wMe open. 

Thanks and I look forward [:o mee[:~t~g you ~n person~ 

MarieHe 

MarieHe A. vanGe[der 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phot)e: (919) 962- 7853 

Fa’,<: (919) 962--6032 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 12:10 PM 
Te~ Vangelder, Madelle A 
Subject: RE: Con~ct Information 

Hi MsrieHe, 

WNcome to Carolina! 

~ am the Tutorial Coordinato~VAcadem~c CounsNor h~ the Academic Support Program [or Student-.Athbtes, and just began in th~s ro~e last July 20~2. Previously, ~ 

worked ~n our Compliance unit w~th Lance for 6+ years. So ~ am certain~y familiar with what you are taking om P~ease ~et me know ~f I can be of any assistance to 

you ~n any way. 

~ know that ~ w~l~ be reachb~8 ou~: to you at some pom~ w~th regardm8 ~o NCAA Ru~es ~Education h:~r Tutors. i’d low~ for you to review our [orms and magnum at some 

point and would welcome your feedback. Nol:hb~8 we need ~o do rish~ away, but when you are feelin8 more settled, le~ me ~now when you haw~ some ~:ime to 

meet so I can brin~ you up ~o speed on compliance rnatters relative to the Tu~or~a~ Pros~sm. 

Look ~:orward to meetin8 you. 

Susan 

~m~ Vangelder, Narielle A 
Se~t~ Thursday, Nay 09, 20~3 ~0:45 AN 

Te: UNC~-Eve~one 
S~bject= Con~ct Znformation 
Thank you aH for the warm welcome. I’m exalted to be here and have s~arted to ~et settled b~. 

MV updated contact h~format~on ~s below: 

Ema~h mvan~elder@unc.edu 

Of[ice ~hone: (9~9} 962- 7853 
Cel~ ~bo~e: 

[[:[ can be of any assistance, please don’t hesitate ~o contac~ me. [ look forward to meeting everyone in person. 

MarieHe 

MarieHe A, vanGe~der 

~ssociate Ath[eth:: Direct:or 

Uniw?rs~tv o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (9~9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962--6~]2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, Play 07, 20~3 4:07 PM 

To: UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject= Marielle vanGelder - new Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
This note is a few days late, but we are excited to welcome Marielle vanGelder as the Associate Athletics Director for Compliance. Her first day was May 1. Marielle 

can be reached by email at mvan~elder@Amc.edu or by phone at 919-962-7853. 

Marielle has replaced Amy Herman and will be directing our compliance operation on a day-to-day basis. She has been at UConn most recently (her full bio can be 

accessed here: h[tp:iiwww.goheels.comiV~ewArticle.dbml?Dg LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCUD=207048761&SND=lO8097&SPSID=668181) 

Please welcome Madelle when you have the opportunity. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:57 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: not being a tutor 

Hi Susan--- 

Vm comfortable with this. I wouldn’t consider him an institutional staff member if he has never worked with our students nor accepted any money from 

Athh~d:k:s/AgPSA. 

Thanks for sharing -~t was defin~:e~y well thought oud 

MarieHe 

MsrieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

Uniw?rs~tv o[ North Carolina 

Phone: {9~.9} 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962--6~J2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Tuesday, 2:56 PM 
Te~ Vangelder, Nadelle A 
Subject~ N: not being a tutor 

Hi MsrieHe, 

This ~s a long ema~ but if you don’t m~nd taking a few minutes to review [:rom an h~st~tut~onN S~aff Member s~andpoint that wou~d be great      does not want to 

be considered an instimtiona~ staff: member simply by a~tend~ng training. He has never tutored for us nor been pa~d for any service. I think we are good with this, 

but wanted to run tNs by yotl s~nce he took so much time to articulate Ns thoughts and concerns so dearly. 

?hank you. I look forward to hearing bsd~ [rom you soon. 

F~m )qmaiLcom] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~0:14 A~ 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ not being a tutor 

Hi Su~ 

as I Inentioned in our phone call Saturday, I have decided not to work as an athletic tutor this year. Hopefully I was able to explaJ, n my decision over the phone, but I 

think mentioning ~ny reasons in an email could be useful. I decided not to be a tutor for two reasons: (1) I realized I need to be a more conscientious student myself aJad 

(2) I became concerned about potentidl problems that may arise ifI were an institutional staff’Inember mid tried to be involved in other groups on campus mad in the 

communi .ty that I am interesled in or already a pa(t of. 

Being in the training sessions and hearing about how to help others be better students made me realize that I need to be a more conscientious s~adent myself and I could 

use the extra time to focus on my own studies. I think it is a sale assumption that law- school roll be busier than I expect, so I think I should leave myself more time to 

study than I think I need. 

I also deckted not to be a tutor because I am involved or wmat to be involved in some groups where it seems like situations could arise that would be difficult Ii~r a~ 

institutional staffmember. 

It seems like that could lead to so~ne sticky situations if any of the high school s~dents were to be recruited by UNC or if any 

UNC athletes chose to help with the ministD’. I am pretty sure that no UNC student-atlfletes help out with RealiU mad I have no idea if any of the high-school 

volunteers are being recruited by UNC. Nevertheless, I want to avoid any potentially troubleso~ne situations. 

I also want to be involved in the graduate schoolg Honor Court as someone who either helps decide cases of alleged honor code violations or who represents or 

prosecutes the accused students. This is something I have wanted to do since the spring but until the tutoring ttaJning sessions lasl week, I didn’t think about how helping 

with the Honor Court could potentiaJly conflict with being a tutor. I’m not really sure how it would, but it just seems best to error on the side of caution. 

I am aJso concerned about how the limitations on institutionaJ s~aff’members could affect relationships I already have with student athletes at other colleges. I coached 

high school footbaJl ibr two years a£ter graduating college and have stayed in touch with a couple of young men who I coached and who are now playing Dill football 

in Illinois. I have also gotten to l~low several students w-ha play football at Davidson; my younger brother graduated l}om Davids~n this spring and he played football 

while he was there. I got to know some of his teammates when I wonld visit him at school or when he would bring friends from the team to our family’s house. Again, 

I’m not sure how being an institutional staff’member could affect these relationships, but I really value those relationships and don’t want to be in a situation w-here I 

would be required to limit those relationships or put any of us in trouble of any sort of violation. 

I initially wanted to be a tutor because I an interested in some day teaching mad coaching at a high school. Tutoring seemed like a good way "to gain experience 

interacting with students in an academic setting mad a good way to learn how to teach others stu@ skills. But being a~ institutional slat’member seems like it could 

actually consNct my work a~d relationships with sludents and that would det~at my puqoose for being a tutor in the first place, especially if being aJ~ institafional staff" 

member is a title you keep indefinitely. I didn’t realize aJl of the ilnplications of being an inslitutional staff’member when I decided to work as a tutor, but after learning 

about theln last week I quickly decided not to be a tutor. 

I never signed in on TIMS while I was at the training sessions. If it is ok for you to do this, I would ratJler not get paid for that time. I don’t mean to take the 

department’s money for being trained to do a job and then choosing not to do that job and I also don’t w-ant to be considered an institutionaJ staff’member. 

I also did not sign the "Academic Honesty and ContidenfialiF Agreement" at the meeting on Wednesday night because I was unsure ifI warned to be a tutor and did 

not want to sign aaayflaing that might make me an institutionaJ staff’member until I made up my mind. 

Sony for such a long email, but please feel free to share it with anyone who may need to see it. I hope I have shown that I chose not to be a tutor as soon as I 

understood the full implications that come with the job and being an institutional staff’member. I w-ould also like to clarify my status and see if it is ok for me to act as a 



regular person and not a~ institutional start’member. I don’t know any UNC student-athletes, any [YNC coaches, or mayone who is being recruited by [YNC, but I 

would just like the peace of mind of knomng I’m not bound by any extra regulations. If you could let me kmow nay status, I would really appreciate that. Agafin, please 

t~el free to share this email with a~yone el~ who may need to see it to consider my status. 

thmaks so much ibr your time, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Ma;ielle A <mvaaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:09 AM 

[YNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Maxkos, Lmace M <maJ~kos@email.unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@nnc.edu-~; ~email.nnc.edu-~; 
Strassner, Rachel <rstrassne@unc.edu>; Horton, Roclu <rockTh@email.nnc.edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clinebe~Ty@unc.edu:>; 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; BeaJe, Michael --~michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S 

<~abitting@unc.edu>; Brenner, Jolm F ~dolm Bmnne@unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <~nbunting@unc.edu>; Clem% Kenneth Eugene 

<kclemT@unc.edt~-; Cleec~ Karlton W <kcieech@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <ecnlle@unc.edu>; Cmmingham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Laro/A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwalmey@unc.edn>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~; 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu~;; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirsclme@unc.edn>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edn>; Miller, Beth 

<bethmille@unc.edu;,; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu;,; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@nnc.edu~; 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu~; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item-        - 14.4.3.1.2- Credit ttours for Transt~rs 

Good Morning--- 

Pleas,-:~ see todi~y’~.; Daily Complianc,-:~ H:em regi~rding credit hour requirements ~or 4.-4 trans[er student.-i~thhH:es. 

Let us; know ff you have any quesL~ons or concerns 

Thank you. 

MarieHe 

M~rieHe A, vanGe~der 

Associate Ath]et~c Director 

Univers~tv o~ North (:~rolkH~ 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9~9) 9~2--8~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

Kukka Burra is a field hockey student-athlete at Bay State College, 
Kukka will be transferring to Ocean State University in January, 
making her a 4-4 transfer, She attended Bay State College for a total 
of 3 full-time semesters, How many hours will Kukka need to have 
completed when she enrolls at Ocean State University in January? 

l. 6 hours 
2. 24 hours 
3. 30 hours 
4. There are no credit hour requirements for transfers 

The answer is _3. I~11::/~ g¥1a~ :t4.4.3.:t.2 states that to be eligible 
for competition, a transfer student-athlete must meet the following 
credit-hour requirements based on attendance at the previous 
institution(s) for the specified time and may use any hours of 
academic credit earned at any collegiate institution: (Adopted: 
10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a 
collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, Revised: 5/12/05) 
(a) Equivalent of one semester/one quarter: six-semester or six- 
quarter hours of academic credit; 
(b) Equivalent of one academic year (e.g., two semesters/three 
quarters): 24-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit; 
(c) Equivalent of three semesters/four quarters: 30-semester or 42- 
quarter hours of academic credit; or 
(d) Equivalent of four semesters/six quarters and thereafter: six- 
semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the previous 
term of full-time enrollment, if applicable (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2.1). 
This legislation is specific to Division 1. For Division II, 
NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1 states that eligibility for competition shall be 
based on the following requirements: (Revised: 1/10/92) 
(a) Satisfactory completion of six-semester or six-quarter hours of 
academic credit the preceding regular academic term in which the 
student-athlete has been enrolled full time at any collegiate institution; 
and (Adopted: 1/12/04 effective immediately following the institution’s 
2005 fall term; thus, applicable to hours earned during the 2005 fall 



term) 
(b) For a midyear transfer student-athlete, for a student-athlete 
following the student-athlete’s first academic year in residence or 
at~er the student-athlete has used one season of eligibility in any 
sport at the certifying institution, the certification shall be determined 
by the student-athlete’s academic record in existence at the 
beginning of the fall term or at the beginning of any other regular 
term of that academic year, based on: 
(1) Satisfactory completion before each fall term of a cumulative total 
of academic semester or quarter hours equivalent to an average of 
at least 12-semester or quarter hours during each of the previous 
academic terms in academic years in which the student-athlete has 
been enrolled in a term or terms; or 
(2) Satisfactory completion of 24-semester or 36-quarter hours of 
academic credit since the beginning of the previous fall term or since 
the beginning of the certifying institution’s preceding regular two 
semesters or three quarters. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. M~ielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc,edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 2:37 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item 1/10/14 - Current Event 

Incidental Expense Waiver Fonn.lxtf 

Good Afternoon .-- 

Please see today’s Dally Compliance Item regarding recent violations of extra benefit legislation committed at the University of Nebraska-Omaha, 

As we’ve previously communicated, we are permitted to file NCAA ~nddenta~ Expense Waivers 

o~:herw~se knperm~ss~bh~ benefits to a student-athlete or the studet~[:-athletes family, r:or your referer~ce, f have attached the ACC tt~ddental Expet~se Wa~w~r Form 

which ~ndudes ~nc~der~ta] exper~ses that have been pre~iouslv approved by the NCAA or~ a routir~e basis. 

Prior to the provision of ANY ~enefit to s student--athleLe in need, please make sure to contact the Compliance O~:fice for review. The Compliance Office will fi~e a 

waiver on behalf of the student-atNete to receive the required approva~ 

was the case at UNO, result ~n v~olat~ons which ~mpact student-athlete eHgib~Hty. 

Let us know ff you have any ques~:~of~s or concerns 

Tba~k you 

MarieHe 

Msriel~e A, vanGe~der 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Pbof~e: (93.9) 962- 7853 

F a’,<: (919) 

UNO coach Dean Blais, defenseman penalized 
for benefits violation 
Omaha.com 

A father’s gift stolen from the UNO hockey locker room 14 months 
ago led to a series of mistakes that will cost the Mavericks’ coach and 
top defenseman three games. 
Dean Blais and Jaycob Megna violated NCAA rules when the coach 
reimbursed the player $400 after Megna’s wristwatch was taken from 
the CenturyLink Center locker room in October 2012. They won’t be 
with UNO when it faces New Hampshire (Jan. 3-4) and Minnesota- 
Duluth (Jan. 10). The Mavs’ program won’t be subject to sanctions. 
"I don’t believe that it was malicious on Dean’s part," UNO Athletic 
Director Trev Alberts said in an interview. "I honestly believe Dean’s 
an old-school coach and felt bad for the kid and was trying to help 
him. But it’s a violation." 
Said BINs, reached by phone Monday: "I totally support the 
university’s and the NCAA’s decision on my suspension." 
Blais can conduct practices and will travel with the team to New 
Hampshire, but he must cease all coaching activities one hour before 
games. He is permitted to watch the action from the arena, but can’t 
be on the bench -- UNO assistants Troy Jutting and Alex Todd will 
take over head-coaching duties. Megna, by NCAA rule, won’t be 
allowed to travel. 
"My frustration is for the player," Alberts said. "Here’s a kid that has 
done everything right. He’s an amazing student. He’s from a great 
family .... Now he’s paying a price frankly for some university 
mistakes." 
Megna, whose older brother, Jayson, is a former Mav and current 
member of the Pittsburgh Penguins, received the watch from his dad 
after earning a UNO scholarship. 
During a game against Bemidji State in Megna’s sophomore season, 
an unidentified person broke into the Mavs’ dressing room through an 
unlocked equipment room door. Megna filed a report with the 
Metropolitan Entertainment and Convention Authority. Teammate 
Aaron Pearce also reported $100 missing. 
Megna never saw the watch again. The next week, compliance intern 
Sam Spomer asked his director, who has since left the department, if 



UNO could reimburse Megna. The NCAA has waivers for incidents like 
the watch theft. But UNO, which is going through a rigorous campus- 
wide transition to Division I, interpreted the rules incorrectly. The 
compliance director said no. 
"That was the wrong answer," AIberts said. "We couWve reimbursed 
him through the NCAA if we had just filled out a few forms." 
Over the next few months, the hockey coaches and the compliance 
officers miscommunicated. Megna believed UNO couldn’t reimburse 
him because the budget was too tight. 
In April, he purchased a new watch for $400. 
Nais learned of the purchase and paid Megna $400 cash from his 
pocket. BINs didn’t do it secretly, AIberts said. It happened in the 
weight room during a team workout. Regardless, "that’s an 
impermissible benefit," Nberts said. "Dean’s been a head coach a 
long time and should’re known." 
Fast forward to Dec. 4 and a monthly compliance education seminar. 
Coaches received a three-page "bylaw bulletin~" 
On page two, a recent violation report detailed how Alabama football 
player Ha Ha Clinton-Di× accepted $500 from a strength and 
conditioning coach after his car had been robbed. Ointon-Di× was 
suspended two games. 
BINs, en route to Colorado College a few days later, studied the 
newsletter and realized he’d broken an NCAA rule. When the team 
returned to Omaha, Blais reported his mistake. UNO called the NCAA 
on Dec. 11. 
Because the impermissible benefit was $~00 or less, NCAA rules 
dictate that Megna sit out 10 percent of the schedule -- three 
games. As part of UNO’s reinstatement request, Megna donated 
$400 to charity. 
Ironically, Megna was reimbursed by UNO after the department went 
through the proper waiver channels. UNO will also seek 
reimbursement for Pearce’s $100. 
Nais would’ve been suspended for one game by the NCAA. But 
AIberts determined his punishment should match Megna’s. 
"I told Dean, I can’t look myself in the mirror watching a kid sit three 
games and the coach -- who’s the adult and who gave it to him -- 
sits one. He didn’t disagree." 
Nberts says there’s much to learn from the incident. First, UNO has 
made changes to improve locker-room security; during Mike Kemp’s 
coaching career, his teams were occasionally victimized by theft, too. 
Bigger picture, AIberts said, it underscores the importance of rules 
compliance as the Mavs continue their Division I transition. 
"It’s a great lesson for us," Alberts said. "We’ve got more work to 
do." 
This article was selected for educational p~rposes only. 
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Jennifer M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Protbssor Providing Instructor Material s to Tutors 

Hi Susan--- 

Thank you for the message and email. The way I read the response from the instructor below, the tutors would only have access to the ebook and materials 

available to all s~:udenl:s ~t~ the (:~ass (e.g., quizzes, papers, syllabus, summark~s etc.) ~s it fair to say ~:hat the ~nformation being provk~ed to the l:u~:ors v~a access to 

the site could be provided d~recdy to ~:he t~tor by the student-.athlete? (:k~r t~tors w(mld not rece~w~ any materials or kfforma~:~on that ~s not also akeady available 

Lo the student-athlete? 

Am I reading that correctly? 

Thanks. 

MarieHe 

Marielk~ A. vanGe[der 

Associate Adfletic Director 

Univers~W of Nor[h Carolb~a 

Phone: (9:].9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6G92 

mw~ngelder@unc edu 

F~: Naloy, Susan B 
Se~t: Wednesday, 6:[2 PM 
Te: Vangelder, MaHelle A 
Subject: Professor Providing ]nstructor Materials to Tutors 

Hi Marielle, 

Below ~s the email stream from bottom to top that supports my voicemail this evening. The access may not be as great as I first thought based on this clarification, 

but I would still like for Compliance to review this scenario before our tutors continue to use the resource materials. 

Thank you so much for your assistance with this matter. 

Susan 

Hi Susan, 
I completely understand--and so sorry to complicate things! To answer your questions: 
:l. The ebook is the textbook that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instructor’s manual. 

2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chapter readings, study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guests," which means that they can see materials 
but they cannot do anything with them (so they have less access than students, who can download materials and submit materials...which guests cannot do). There are also 
several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can better help students who come to see them for help. 
] understand--and fully support--the need for due diligence! 
Thanks again, 

JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmclional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Deparbnent 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:32 PM 
To: Loeb, .leannie H; Brown, Michelle 
Subject; RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for your emaiL Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the complicated nature 

of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to continue to utilize these 

resources. In doing so, I have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what the ebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO website include? Are there answer 

keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC :10:~ have this level of access that will be used when working with any student in the course 

who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back 

from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be back in 

touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 



Sent: Wednesday, 1:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, I missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that I 
cannot single out athletes in the way rd been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc :t0:t, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, I learned 
that aside from the contact that I’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 
about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that as we move 
forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 

JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Thanks for letting me know, Ben! 
rve been in touch with both and 
with Becca). 
Hope you both are having a good week, 
JeanNe 

and they have been accessing the site and now also have an ebook available to them (as well as the hardcopy that T sent over 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmc/ional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie HaJ1 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent-" Tuesday,. .22:49 PM 
To-" Loeb, JeanNe H 
~:c; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hey .leannie, 

Thank you for all of your help in providing the materials for the course to our tutors~ As of the moment, and are the only two tutors who are tutoring 

PS¥C 

If that changes ~n the next few days, I w~ ~et you know. 

Thanks~ 

B~’n 5heu 

Ass~stan[ Tutorial Coordb~atoriAcadem~c 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@ema~Lunc.edu 

Of[ice: 9I 9.-843-.Z~28 

~rom: Loeb, Jeannie H 

Sent: Monday, 4:58 PM 

To: ; 
C¢: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Walo, Valerie; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hello evewone, 
I just wanted to let you know that the publisher represen~tive d the Psyc 101 re,book, Valerie (she is cc:ed above), has granted eboo~ as well as instructor materials for 

and      (please see below). 
If ~ can get the email!name of the tutor who did not agend the training session, I can submit it to Valerie as well to get him!her access (as well as access to the Sakai site). 

Than~, 
~eannie 



3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Walo, Valerie [Valerie.Walo@cengage.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, 4:49 plVl 

To: Loeb, ~leannie H 
Subject: RE: Weiten’s Psychology -- 8th edition, briefer veresion? 

Hi Jearmie, 

ibank~.~ for ,/our e-mail and Frn sorry ~or ~he dek~y m responding, ~ was at a week-.h:~ng mee~:mg m San Fran(:i~co and am traveling back today. I haw~ ordered e--books 

for ~oth TAs below and e--ma~l access should arrive to their ~nbox within 24 hours. ] also pre-re~stered them for ~nstructor access to the Faculty SSO we~site. They 

will receive an e--mail w[th[R 24 hours that asks them to complete the re~straL~on process. ORce their account ~s set-up, they’ll be able to log ~nLo the Fackdty SSO 

webs~te and download all instructor support materials for We~ten 8e Briefer (and any other Cengage text). Instructions w~th screenshots are I~sted below. Please 

feel free to forward along, or I’m happy to contact them dkectly. 

V~s~[ www,cer~gaF[e.comisso or~c:e your accou]~t ~s seb-up, See screenshots below: 

Cengage [ear[~i]~g S[;(:} Homepage, Login w~th your username and password here 

::~:: cid:imag~,0,:i j~(~0I~CF1127 0CCTOgS0 

Once logged in you will see your v~rtual bookshelf~ If this ~s yovr first visit, ~t will be empty, From here ,,ou can load every Cengage book yov use~ 

Search for your text via ISBN, author, or title in th~-_~ search bo>: in the n’fiddle of the page, The Weiten 8e Briefer ISBN is 9780495811336, Once added, you will haw-:~ 

instant access of tha~: title ~-:~ach tirne you log into y.:_~ur account, The ins~:rucl:or and student resources will b~-_~ separat~-:~ links, and will always b~-_~ listed directly bek)w 

the book’s image. A Rew wir~c’~ow witl open if you select the InsLructor or’ Stuc~ent Companion Website. Once added, you will have iRstar~L access of that title each 

Lime you log into your account. 

i,~,i cid:ims9~002 JP~,;~01C :1127 0C070850 

Let me know if you have questions or if ] can be of addi[ionaf assistance. 

Regarc~s, 

Valerie 

Va~,~rie .~, Wa~o 

’.~ellior [_earning Consultant, Academic & Professioaa~ 

Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Ceng~ge [.e~ rain9 

(p) 1-855-CENG~,G~ 0-855-23{~-4243) x9129 I(e) valens ,~,~a~o~ce~fs~as,com ~www:csnaa~e:com,’hk~hs~ed 



TECHNIC~,L SUP~’K~RT - ~800~354~9706 Option 5, ther~ Option 2 

Technical Support 

http://www.coursesmqd.com/instructors, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

I~C Academic Suppo~ Program lbr Student-A~le~s 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:19 AM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Protbssor Providing Instructor Materia] s to Tutors 

Hi Marielle, 

Below is the response from Dr~ I.oeb as clarification to gout question~ Seems like we may be all set, Below is also confirmation that the tutors’ "instructor access" 

has been r*-’_m~oved, per Valerie Wak), Senior I_earn~ng {::onsu~:ant. [.e~: me know ~f you have any concerns. Than]~s for your time on this matter. 

Susan 

Hi Susan~ 
Yes, that is the correct in~rpretation. Student-athletes (or for that mawr, ANY student in class) could provide all information ~ the tu~rs themselves. So basically, the tu~rs 
do not have access to any materials which studen~ do not have access to. 
Hope this helps--than~ 
JeanNe 

Jemmie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lectuier 

Director of Instmctiona] Development in Psychology 

Puchology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Hi Jeannie, 

Sure ~:hing, I will go ahead and delete th~:_~ir instructor accounts w~th (:engage. R will be effective ~mrnediate]y. They will sI:~H have access to the e-book but w~JJ not 

have access to the insLructor support msLerials for WeiLen. ~ hope tMs hNps and let me know ~f you have any additionai questions. 

Cheers, 

VaJerie 
Va~er~e J, Walo 

Senior Learning ConsLHl~nt, Academic & Prafess~ona~ 
Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Cengs~ge Lea rain9 
(p) 1- 855- CENGAGE (1-855-236-4243) x9!29 I (e) valeria wa~o(~cenqa~a.com ~ www.can~a~e.cam/~i~hare,:J 

F~J£’;HNK.’.C,k SUPF©RT - b-800--354--9706 Optian 5. then Optior! 2 

From: Loeb, .]eanpi~ M r~=il~.l~h~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday. 6::t9 PM 
To: Walo, Valerie 
Cc: Naloy, Susan B; Brown, Hichelle 
Subject: TA access to ebook, etc. 
Hello Valerie, 
I did not catch this earlier, but could you set things so that the psyc tutors (           ~) only have access to the ebook? It is extremely important that they not have access 
to any instructor materials which could make some question whether or not the ~tudents they tutor would have an advantage over other students. They should only have 

access to materials that all students would have access to. 
If this could be done quickly, it’d be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you, 
JeanNe 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, 3:52 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Professor Providing Instructor Materials to Tutors 

Hi Susan--- 

Thank you fnr the message and email. The way I read the response from the instructnr belnw, the tutors would only have access to the ebook and materials 

available to all students in the class (e.g., quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries etc.) Is it fair to say that the information being provided to the tutors via access to 

the site could be provided direcdy to ~:he tut.:_~r by the student-.athlet,:_~? Our tutors would not receiw-_~ any materials or kffom~a~:~on that ~s not also akeady a~a~lable 

[:o the student-.athlete? 

Am I read~ng that correctly? 

Thanks. 

MarieHe 

IV~arielk~ A. vanGeMer 

Associate A~:h~etic Director 

UniversiW of NorLh Carolb~a 

Phone: (9~9) 962--7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6~32 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Wednesday, 5:~2 PM 
To= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject; Professor Providing Instruc~r Naterials to Tutors 



Hi Marielle, 

Below is the email stream from bottom to top that supports my voicemail this evening. The access may not be as great as I first thought based on this clarification, 

but I would still like for Compliance to review this scenario before our tutors continue to use the resource materials. 

Thank you so much for your assistance with this matter. 

Susan 

Hi Susan, 
I completely understand--and so sorry to complicate things! To answer your questions: 
1. The ebook is the textbook that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instructor’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chapter readings, study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guests," which means that they can see materials 
but they cannot do anything with them (so they have less access than students, who can download materials and submit materials...which guests cannot do). There are also 
several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can better help students who come to see them for help. 

I understand--and fully support--the need for due diligence! 
Thanks again, 
3eannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instruclion~2l Development in Psychology 

Psychology Departtnent 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:32 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H; Brown, ~ichelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi JeanNe, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the complicated nature 

of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to continue to utilize these 

resources. In doing so, I have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what the ebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO website include? Are there answer 

keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC 101 have this level of access that will be used when working with any student in the course 

who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back 

from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be back in 

touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, L:22 plVl 

To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, I missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that I 
cannot single out athletes in the way I’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc 101, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, I learned 
that aside from the contact that rd had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 
about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that as we move 
forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 

JeanNe 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



Thanks for letting me know, Ben! 
I’ve been in touch with both 
with 
Hope you I~oth are having a good week, 

3eannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instrucdon~J, Development in Psychology 

P~,chology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3270 

and they have been accessing the site and now also have an ebook available to them (as well as the hardcopy that I sent over 

From: Sheu, Beniamin 
Sent: Tuesday, t2:49 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Cc; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hey .leannie, 

Thank you for all of your help in providing the materials for the course to our tutors~ As of the moment, are the only two tutors who are tutoring 

PS¥C IOL 

If that changes ~n the next few days, I wH~ ~et you know. 

Thanks~ 

B~’n 5heu 

Ass~stan[ Tutorial Coordb~atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@ema~Lunc.edu 

Of[ice: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

~rom: Loeb, Jeannie H 

Sent: Monday, ~:58 PM 

To: 

C¢: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Walo, Valerie; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hello eye,one, 
1 iust wanted to let you know that the publisher represenNtive d the Psyc 101 re,book, Valerie (she is cc:ed above), has granted eboo~ as well as instructor materials for 

’(please see below)¯ 
If I can get the email!name of the tutor who did not a~end the training session, I can submit it to Valerie as well to get him!her access (as well as access to the Sakai site). 

Than~, 
JeanNe 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Walo, Valerie [Valerie.Walo@cengage.com] 
Sent; Monday, 4:49 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject; RE: Weiten’s Psychology -- 8th edition, briefer veresion? 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thanks t:or your e-mail and I’m sorry for the delay in responding. I was at a week-long rneeting in San Francisco and arn traveling back toda% I have ordered e-books 

for both TAs below and e-ma~ access should arrive to their ~nbox within 24 hours. ~ also pre<eg~stered them for h~structor access to the Faculty SSO website. They 

wN receive an e-mai~ w[tNn 24 hours that asks them to complete the registration process. Once their account ~s set-up, they’H be able to log h~to the Faculty SSQ 

webs~te and download aH h~structor sk~pport rnateda~s [or WeRen 8e Briefer (and any other Cengage ~:ex~:) Instructions w~th screenshots are I~sl:ed below, Please 

fee~ free to [orw~rd a~ong, or I’m happy to contact them d~rectiy, 



Visit www.cen~age,comisso .:_~nc~:_~ your account is s~:_d:- up. See scr~-_~enshoLs below: 

Censage Learrfing SSO Nomepage. Logk~ with your username and password here. 

i:~i eic£in-~ageOO!.jF<j@O1CF1127.0CC7C850 

Once logged in you will see your virtual bookshelf. If this is your first visit it will be empty. From here ,,ou can load every Cengage book you use. 

Search for your te>;t via fSBN, author, or title in the search box in ~:he mMdh~ of the page. The Weiten 8e Briefer ISBN is 97804958I~33& Once added, you w~ have 

instant access of that title each t~me you log h~to your account. The h~structor and student resources will be separate I~nks, and wi~[ always be I~sted directly below 

the book’s h~~age, g new w~ndow wi[[ open if you sneer the Instructor or Student Companion Webs~te. Once added, you wi~[ have #~stant access of that t~de each 

time you ~og hlto your account. 

~[:e;~ cid:image0024:9@01OF1127.0CC7C850 

Let me know it: you have questions or if I can be of additional assistance~ 

Regards, 

Valerie 
Vale~ie J, Wa~o 

Senior Learnir~g Corrsultant, Academic 8, Pmfess~o~s~ 
Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Cengage I.ea m~g 

1-ECHNIG&L SUPF~ORT- 1400~35&9706 Option 5. then Option 2 
Technical Suppo~ www.cen~age.com/support 
~Guided Tour Video 

ht fp:!/www.coursesma rLcom!insfr uctor s, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~C Academic Snppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy~;email.tmc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:38 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Protbssor Providing Instructor Material s to Tutors 

Thanks Susan, I think we are all set! 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Al:hletic Director 

Universil:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (9~9) 962--7853 

Fax: {959) 962-5L~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Thursday lO: ~9 AN 
T~ Vangelder, Harielle A 
Subje¢t~ RE: Professor Providing Instruc~r Naterials to Tutors 

Hi MarieHe, 

Below ~s the response from Dr. Loeb as clarification to your question. Seems ~ike we may be all set. Below ~s a~so confirmation that the tutors’ "instructor access" 

has been remoued, per Valerie Walo, Senior [.e~rn~ng Consultant. ket me know if you have any concerns. Thanks for your time on this matter~ 

S u s a ~ 

Hi Susan~ 
Yes, that is the correct in~rpretation. Student-athletes (or for that ma~er, ANY student in class) could provide all ~nformation ~ the tu~rs themselves. So basically, the tu~rs 
do not have access to any materials which studenN do not have access to. 
Hope this helps--than~[ 
JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmclional Developmem in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Ha]l 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Hi .leannie, 

Sure thing, I will go ahead and delete their instructor accounts with Cengage. It will be effective immediately~ They will still have access to the e-book but will not 

have access to the instructor support rnateri~ls for We~ten. t hope ~:h~s he~ps and let me know ~f you have any addRionM questions 

Cheers, 

Va[erie 
va~eHe J, wa~o 

Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Cengage Learn~n9 
(p) 1-855-CENGAGE (1-.855-.236-.4243) x9129 I (e) vak~rie.wa~a{i~cen~aqe corn ~ www cen.:?a~la com/hi~lhered 

IECHNIGa, L SUPPORT- !-800-354-9706 Option 5,1:her! Opl:k)n 2 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H [mailto:loebCunc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 6:19 PN 
Te~ Walo, Valerie 
~¢~ Naloy, Susan B; Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: TA access to ebook, etc. 

Hello Vaierie, 
~ did not catch this earlier, but could you set things so that the psyc tutors ~           j only have access to the ebook? ~t is e~remely impo~nt that they not have access 
to any instructor materials which could make some question whether or not the ~tuden~ they tu~r would have an advantage over other student. They should oNy have 

access to materials that all studen~ would have access to. 
~f this could be done quickly, i~d be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you, 
3eannie 

F~: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent: Thursday, 3:52 PN 
To: Naioy, Susan B 
S~bject: RE: Professor Providing ~nstructor Naterials to Tutors 

Hi Susan --. 

Thank you [:or the message and ema~l. The way ~ read d~e response from the instructor below, the ~utors would orfly have access to the ebook and materials 

available to all students h~ the class (e.g., quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries etc.) ~s it fair to say that the information being provided to the tutors v~a access to 

the site could be provided dkect]y to the tutor by the student-athlete? Our tutors would not receive any materials or ~nformat~on that ~s not also already available 

to the stude~bath~ete? 

Am I readh~g the;I: correctly? 

Thanks. 



Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Adfletic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 

mvan~e!der.@unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, ~, 6:12 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Professor Providing Instructor Materials to Tutors 

Hi Marielle, 

Below is the email stream from bottom to top that supports my voicemail this evening. The access may not be as great as I first thought based on this clarification, 

but I would still like for Compliance to review this scenario before our tutors continue to use the resource materials. 

Thank you so much for your assistance with this matter. 

Susan 

Hi Susan, 
T completely understand--and so sorry to complicate things! To answer your questions: 

:t. The ebook is the textbook that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instructor’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chapter readings, study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 

4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guests," which means that they can see materials 
but they cannot do anything with them (so they have less access than students, who can download materials and submit materials...which guests cannot do). There are also 
several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can better help students who come to see them for help. 
T understand--and fully support--the need for due diligence! 

Thanks again, 

JeanNe 

Jemmie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of InstmctionaJ Development in Psychology 

Puchology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:32 PM 
To: Loeb, 3eannie H; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi JeanNe, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the complicated nature 

of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to continue to utilize these 

resources. In doing so, I have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what the ebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO website include? Are there answer 

keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC :10:1 have this level of access that will be used when working with any student in the course 

who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back 

from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be back in 

touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday. L:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, ] missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that ] 
cannot single out athletes in the way rd been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc :[0~, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, 1 learned 
that aside from the contact that T’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 

about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and 1 hope that as we move 
forward, 1 do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 
3eannie 

,]eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 



Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Thanks for letting me know, Ben! 
I’ve been in touch with both 
with     ). 
Hope you both are having a good week, 

JeanNe 

and they have been accessing the site and now also have an ebook available to them (as well as the hardcopy that I sent over 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmc/ional Development in Psychology 

Pwchology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:49 PM 
To: Loeb, Jeanme H 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hey Jearmie, 

Thank you for all of your help in providing the materials for the course to our tutors~ As of the moment, are the only two tutors who are tutoring 

PSYC 101. 

If theft: ch~mg~:_~s ~n the next few days, [ w~[ ~et you know. 

Thanks~ 

B~’n 5heu 

Ass~stan~ Tutorial Coordb~atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsheu@ema~Lunc.edu 

Office: 9I 9-843-2328 

Ce~l: 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 

Sent: Monday, 4:58 PM 

To: 

Ce: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Walo, Valerie; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hello evewone, 
I just wanted to let you know that the publisher represenNtive d the Psyc 10~ re,book, Valerie (she is cc:ed above), has granted eboo~ as well as instruc~r materials for 

" " . (please see below). 
If I can get the email/name of the tutor who did not agend the training session, I can submit it to Valede as well to get him/her access (as well as access to the Sakai site). 

Than~, 
JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Walo, Valerie [Valerie.Walo@cengage.com] 



Sent-" Monday, .4:49 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject-" RE: Weiten’s Psychology -- 8th edition, briefer veresion? 

~’hanks [or your e-mail and I’m sorry for the delay ~r~ responding. ~ was a~: a we@-long meetk~ ~r~ San Francisco and am l:ravel~n~ back today I have ordered e-books 

for both TAs below and e-ma~ access should arrive to their ~nbox within 24 hours. ~ also pre--reB~stered them for k~sLrucLor access to the Facu~Ly SSO website. They 

wi~ ~ece~ve an e-mai~ w~thh~ 24 hours that asks them to complete the ~eB~strat~on process. Once their account ~s set-up, they’H be able to ~o8 k~to the Facult,¢ SSQ 

webs~te and download aH instructor support materials for We~ten 8e Br~efe~ (and any other CenAa~e text)~ Instructions w~th screenshots are Hsted below. Please 

fee~ flee ~o h:~rward a~ong, or I’m happy ~o contact them d~recdy. 

V~s~l: www.cen~a~e.comisso once your account ~s set-u~. See screensho~:s below: 

Cenga~e Learnin8 SSO Homepa~e. LoBin w~th your usernsme snd password here. 

~:~ ,cid:knageOO!.jFg@OlOF1127.00C7C850 

Once lobbed in you will see your v~rtu~l bookshelf. If this ~s your first visit, ~t w~ll be empty. From here ,,ou can Io~d every Cenga~e book you use. 

Search for your te>:t via fSBN, author, or title in the search box in l:he middh-:~ of the page. The Weite~ 8e Briefer ISBN is 97B04958:~335o Once added, you will have 

instant access of d~at title each time you Io8 into your accounL The h~structor and student resources will be separate links, and witl always be listed directly below 

d~e book’s image. A new window will open if you select the Instructor or Student Cornparfion Websi~e. Once added, you witl have instant access o1: that tide each 

time you Io~ into your account. 

i[:~:]i cid:imageOO2.i~:.q@OlOF1127.0CC7C850 

Let me know it: you have questions or if I can be of additional assistance~ 

Re~ards, 

Valerie 

Vale~ie J, Wa~o 

Seni,or Learning C,onsultant, Academic & Profess~ons~ 

Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Cengaga 

1-ECHNK-5~L SUP~-~QRT- I~800~354~9706 Option 5. then Optiois 2 

Techrfical Suppo~ www.cengage.com/support 
~ ~ ~ljg.~_~_[.9_R [_~i£~ ~ 

ht fp:!/www.coursesma rLcom!insfr uctor s, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~C Academic Snppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy~;email a~nc,edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~ielle A <mw~ageld@enmil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:03 PM 

UNCAA-F~,eryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Daily Compli~J~ce Item 1/29/14-- CONTEST 

Good Afternoon --- 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance Item, Can you identify the violations below? 

Marieih:~ 

Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate ALMetic Director 

Univers~W of NorLh Carolb~a 

Phone: (9:].9) 962-7853 

F a’,<: (9:[9) 

rnw~ngelder(9) unc edu 

Ocean State Basketball to raise money to 
help save the Orcas 
Quahog, RI - Jimmy ’Hawk’ Basketball (Freshman) will host a party 

at the Quahog Bar & Grill on February 1st from 4-11pm. Jimmy will 

run a pool on the Super Bowl game and donate 50% of the proceeds 
to help save the famed pod of killer whales known as the "Rhode 
Island Orcas". The men’s and women’s basketball student-athletes 
will be at the bar to help collect bets. The pool will take bets of $25, 
$50 or $100 on the winner of the game, as well as $50 over/under 
on the total score of both teams at the event. To make sure there 
was enough money to cover all bets, Jimmy sold a basketball that 
was signed by the team after winning a preseason tournament in 
Hawaii. Jimmy created flyers with his name and picture on them to 
help promote the event. Additionally, Quahog Bar & Grill ran radio ads 
to promote the presence of the Ocean State University student- 
athletes. 
Jimmy will also sell autographed photos of him in action for the Ocean 
State basketball team with 50% of those proceeds also going to the 
conservation effort. Jimmy will keep the remainder of the money to 
help fund a trip this summer to London to play on an outside team. 
Coach Overzealous will be there to help Jimmy in this endeavor to 
raise money for such a worthy cause. ’With all the bad press in the 
news lately about the Orcas, this is a way to give back to the great 
state of Rhode Island. We checked with our compliance officer, Bum 
Interps, and he said that because it’s for charity it would be OK. 
Even Bud Sampson, owner of the Quahog Bar & Grill and proud 
member of Ocean State’s Tidal Waves booster club, will donate $1 
for every beer sold to Jimmy’s event. We at Ocean State are so 
proud of Hawk and thank him for participating in this event on such 
short notice and giving the citizens of Quahog a fun event 
surrounding the Super Bowl.’ As a thank you for their efforts, the 
Quahog Bar & Grill will give a discount to all Ocean State student- 
athletes and their families for the month of February. 
The Quahog Bar & Grill is located at 123 Main St. and ample parking 
in rear. 

COB]TEST~]]~ 
The first 10 people who properly identify 5 violations from this fact 
pattern and picture will win an Ocean State University Orcas hat or T- 
shirt. Tweet the answer using the hashtag #DC][Contest. One winner 
per institution will be awarded. 
I will follow up with the winner(s) list and the violations Ocean State 
University has committed. 



Jennifer M. Condar&s 

Associate Commissioner 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~ielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 7:47 AIVl 

UNCAA-F~,eryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Daily Compliance Item 2/14/14 - Current Event 

Good Mornins--- 

Please see Friday’s Daily ¢omplia, nce Item re~arding the potential restructurin8 of the NCAA governance process. 

Let us know if you have arw ques~:~ons or concerns 

[hank ~,o~ 

Marie~le 

Mariel~e A. vanGe[der 

Associate Athletic Director 

University o[ North 

Phone: (9~.9) 962- 

Fax: (959) 

mva~gelder@unc~edu 

August possible for new 
structure 
ESPN.com 

A seven-member steering committee with the NCAA’s 
Division I Board of Directors is working to provide 
wealthier conferences with "a range" of autonomy -- 
namely the freedom to provide athletes the full cost of 
scholarships -- and hopes to have a new structure in 
place by August, said the board’s chair, Wake Forest 
president Nathan Hatch. 
"We’re not talking about full autonomy," Hatch told 
ESPN.com. "We’re talking about a range of issues." 
Hatch said he is confident change is imminent. 
"It definitely will" change, he said. "Membership can 

The 
board last fall had a whole day of hearings. We’ve 
talked to coaches, students, athletic directors, big 
schools, small schools, the Knight Commission, faculty- 
athletic representatives, and I think we can craft a 
compromise that makes the board more nimble, more 
strategic, in some ways more like a confederation that 
allows big schools certain ways to expend some of their 
new revenue on behalf of student-athletes." 
Hatch said another prominent focus has been making 
athletic directors more directly and heavily involved in 
the NCAA’s rule-making. Over time, many of those 
responsibilities have been delegated to university 
presidents and chancellors. Hatch said that the 18- 
member board, which meets four times a year, will 
recommend that it be smaller and more strategic, and 
that there be a council comprised mainly of athletic 
directors "that does the nuts and bolts of business in 
the NCAA." 
"There’s been kind of a retreat of fundamental 
involvement by the athletic directors, who are the 
people on our campuses who make all of this work," 
Hatch said. 
"We’ve been engaged heavily with them in this process 
and they have been very responsive. To give them a 
more integral role in NCAA governance is critical." 
"They welcome it," he said. "We’re doing that very 
much in dialogue with them." 
Hatch said that under the new structure, the bigger 



conferences would have more flexibility, but just how 
much more is what the committee is in the process of 
determining. They wouldfft, for example, be allowed to 
change academic standards, or allow more scholarships 
for a given sport. 
"There’s a range of things that would not be under 
autonomy," he said. "Trying to distinguish what is and 
what isn’t is our current challenge. We hope the board 
can approve this by the summer." 
This article was selected for educational 
purposes only. 

Want to follow the Ocean State Orcas on Twitter? You can find 
them at @OrcasOSU 
Receive the Daily Compliance Item via Twitter each day by 
following @lumpForward and @DCI_Daily 

Jennifer M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~ielle A <mw~ageld@enmil.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 8:38 .AM 

UNCAA-F~,eryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Broome, Lis~ L ~lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Complb~ce Item 3/7/14 - Cm~nt Event 

Good Morning,--- 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance Item. As most of you are aware, current "Dead Periods" legislated by the NCAA apply only to recruiting activities, A Dead 

Period is defined as a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or evakJations on or off the ~nstitut~on’s campus or to permit 

o[fida~ or unofficial visi[s by ~rospec~:~ve s~:udent-.a[hletes to the ins[~:u[~on’s catullus, 

Bek)w are NCAA ~resident Emmet[% recent l:hot~hl:s on the potential creation of a Dead Period for curren[ student-athletes whk:h would restrh::[ partk:ipa[~on ~n 

acLiv~des that rebate to their sport. 

Please let me know ~f you have any questions. 

Thank Vou~ 

Marielle 

Mariel~e A. vanGe[der 

Associate ALMet~c Director 

Univers~W of NorLh Carolbsa 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6~92 
mw~nselder(@unc edu 

NCAA considering adding ’dead 
periods’ to help students focus 
on school, president says 
BaltimoreSun.com 

COLLEGE PARK -- The NCAA may need to mandate new "dead 
periods" to rein in the time demands on college athletes that 
increasingly pull them away from the classroom, NCAA president 
Mark Emmert said Wednesday. 
"One of the things that’s being very actively discussed right now is 
the creation -- it would have to be sport-by-sport, of course -- for 
serious dead periods," EmmeCc told reporters following a breakfast 
speech to members of the Prince George’s County Chamber of 
Commerce. 
Athletes would be forbidden in such periods "from going to the weight 
room, forbidden from having practice, forbidden from being engaged 
in any informal practices," Emmert said. 
At some universities, the amount of time athletes spend away from 
campus has increased due to travel requirements caused by 
conference realignment. Emmert delivered the speech at the alumni 
center of the University of Maryland, which is moving from the 
Atlantic Coast Conference to the Midwest-based Big Ten in 3uly. 
The cost of sending its teams halfway across the country -- as far 
away as Lincoln, Neb. (1,201 miles), and iowa City, Iowa (905 miles) 
-- was projected by Maryland last year to approximately double its 
travel budget. The school received the promise of a travel subsidy 
from the Big Ten in the range of $20 million to $30 million to offset 
the higher expenses. 
But another issue remains: whether athletes can succeed 
academically if they are spending more time than ever on road trips. 
"It’s certainly a serious concern for some of the conference 
realignment," Emmert said. "It’s a challenge that all the conference 
commissioners are working on as they try to create subdivisions 
inside those conferences to get travel down to where you can get 
student-athletes back in time for class and get a good night’s sleep 
before they have to go to class the next day. It’s concern, but it’s 



something that it looks like there are good solutions. But we’ll have to 
let it play out a little bit longer before we know for sure." 
Former U.S. Rep. Tom McMillen, a member of the Board of Regents, 
said last year that realignment can make it "so difficult for kids to go 
to school. I think it’s an ever-growing trend. This is not just Maryland 
-- this is all these conferences." 
Options for helping athletes academically include emphasizing 
weekend games, playing nonconference games closer to home and 
avoiding clustering too many road trips together. Maryland has noted 
that the ACC also presented long road trips for its teams, with 
opponents such as Miami (1,069 miles) and Florida State (880 miles). 
Maryland athletic director Kevin Anderson, who attended Emmert’s 
speech Wednesday, said afterward that universities must ensure 
athletes devote enough time to academics to make maximum use of 
their scholarships. 
"We need to look at the practice time, what’s voluntary, what’s not 
voluntary and be realistic and come up with something that’s 
satisfying everybody,"" Anderson said. "We walk on a fine line right 
now, and we definitely need to address that and look at it differently 
than what we’re doing now. As we go on, you’ll definitely see a 
change in how student athletes’ time is spent pertaining to football or 
basketball -- or whatever sport they’re playing -- and academics." 
The NCAA, which has 1,100 member institutions, limits athletes to 20 
hours per week on sports-related activities such as practices, 
meetings, film sessions and games. 
"But we know, of course, that doesn’t count all the informal activity 
that goes on," Emmert said. "When you survey student-athletes, 
they’re putting in more like between 30 and 40 hours. We need 
something stronger than that [20-hour rule], and these blocked-out 
time periods may be the solution. So the members are debating that 
right now." 
In his speech, Emmert noted that a top college football player 
recently said he spent 354 days of the year on his sport. "He had 11 
days ... when he wasn’t doing something for football," said Emmert, 
who did not name the player. 
The speech, focusing on NCAA values, was followed by a question- 
and-answer session. The audience included local youth and high 
school coaches, as well as Prince George’s County business leaders. 
Emmert, who has the led NCAA since 2010, received a standing 
ovation at the beginning and end. 
In his speech, Emmert also reiterated his opposition to paying college 
athletes. He said schools’ academic missions would be compromised 
by such pay. "If you’re a football player, you’re a football player," he 
said. "Why would I pay you to [play and go to school]?" 
Emmert also said NCAA rules need to be revisited so that it’s clearer 
when to award waivers so transfers don’t have to sit out a year at 
their new school. 
"It’s become very commonplace now for transfers to put in for 
hardship waivers of various kinds," he said. "That definition needs to 
be cinched up a lot. Then you can make the decisions a lot faster." 

This article was selected for educational purposes only. 

Want to follow the Ocean State Orcas on Twitter? You can find 
them at @OrcasOSU 
Receive the Daily Compliance Item via Twitter each day by 
following @JumpForward and @DCf_Daily 

×i Jennifer M. Condaras 

...... Associate Co~nmissioner for Co~nplia~ce & Governance 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell I 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 2:56 PM 

UNCAA Academics <uncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head 
Coaches ~uncaa_asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA Football 
<uncaafootball@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
<uncaa_headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; Frederick, Brad <brad.frederick@unc.edu>; 
Law, Greg A <greg_law@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Williams, 
Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa_compliance@groups.unc. edu> 

FW: Spring 2014 GIA Deferment 

Good afternoon - 

The below email was recently sent to our student-athletes and their parent(s)/legal guardian(s) regarding spring 

semester athletics grant-in-aid (GIA) deferment, if applicable. 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 91,9-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

~’The highest ethical and moral program in the country Ls better than being cor~erence champs/~ 

From: Rachel Strassner [mailto:rstrassner@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:13 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: Spring 2014 GIA Deferment 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

THE FOLLOWING E-MAIL IS ONLY FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES WHO WILL RECEIVE AN 
ATHLETICS GRANT-IN-AID FOR THE 2014 SPRING SEMESTER. IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE AN 
ATHLETICS GRANT-IN-AID, PLEASE IGNORE THIS EMAIL. 

Bills for the 2014 spring semester are due by Tuesday, December 10, which is prior to the first day of spring 
semester classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding be applied to your account. Therefore, all student- 
athletes who are receiving Grant-in-Aid to cover any portion of their funding will need to go through the 
process of deferring their charges so that their courses are not dropped. You must request the deferment before 
the due date on the billing statement. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 



Log in to MyUNC and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Center. 
Look at the Finances Section and select Request Deferment from the drop down box. 
Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment AND the Statement of Understanding and then click 
submit. There will be a confirmation screen after you hit submit, click OK. 
Click the Account Inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. 

Please note that the due date on the invoice will not change, only the due dates for the individual deferred 
charges, which you can see in the "Details by Due Date" section. 

Should you need further assistance, contact the Cashier’ s Office at 919-962-1368 or by email at 
cashier@unc.edu. 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
EWAC Building 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-962-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 2:11 PM 

UNCAA-Eve~,one <uncaa- eYeryone@groups.unc.edu:~ 

Yow, Kenneth Wayne <ken~vow@unc.edu> 

UNCAA email address - Here are a few Ques~tions that have arisen from the Planned GroupWise retirement on Monday 

1) What happens to email sent to my uncaa address? 

r’..i~..:, t: ~ i!: d ’if::: ~. ~:. ~.:::..:: ~:.:~ ~~: i b~.: fi"~..!’:![~’.~’~.,’.!~.@.~!~.~.:!~.!!~:~9, wil ::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::, L:~:. d:::4 ".~.:::. ~. 4 ~.:.~ ./~.. :~ (?<~::::::,~:: 

2) Do I still need to go into the Spam Filter and will I still get my mail guard reports? 
r...~::.. ~’~:~ L ::’JC ::::::::::::::::::::: ~’:~ ~ ~ ~ V’~.~:~<~’: :."/~::~ ~~::’~.~:~ .~:~V ~ ..~:~:/:::::: : ~.~ :~"~’:’~ "~:~::’ ":.’:::::-~:" ~:-~:~’: ~?:":~: ~ ~-’~::.~d ~ ~ :fq~’.~.~.:~ :::~~?:::~’ .~~: ~?.~:~~: :::::’;< :~ .~ 

3) So I am a member or an a6m~nistrator of a I~stserv do ~ need to do anything different? 

4) I need to access an old piece of email from GroupWise, What should I do? 

Please feel free to contact me with any more questions about the planned retirement of GroupWise email system and I will continue you answer them as 

they come in. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~Tom Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Email: Tom 

Phone: (919)962-7620 

Cell: 

Webs~te: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Ingram <matthew@gradesfirst.com> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 3:03 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

GradesFirst 

Good afternoon Susan 

I hope you are having a great week thus far! I just want to send over a quick note and get myself to the top of your inbox... When you are ready to explore 

GradesFirst, I’m here to provide you with any additional i~fformation you need to help facilitate the conversation within your department. I can help you along the way 

and provide your team the necessary resources to find if GradesFirst will be a good fit in Chapel Hill. 

I would also like to request Dr. Michelle Brown’s email address or phone number. Mario wmats to reach out to her. She’s a previous customer from her time at FAU 

and he would like to congratulate her on "the promotion. We can’t seem to tind her contact information on the website yet. Thanks for any help you can provide’. 

Have a great week, Susan! I look tbrward to catching up with you mon! 

Kindest regards, 

Matttkew 

Matthew Ingram 
Athletics Account Executive 

205-259-1015 - Direct2F~x 

800-745-5180 x1011 - Toll Free 

Cell 

Click Here to Visit Our Site and See Our Solution s Proven Results~ 

Connect with me on Linkedln! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~; 

Friday, June 28, 2013 3:53 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

IT Support Requests - Email Address 

In order for the IT team to provide UNC Athletics most efficient service I am asking that everyone to start emailing their IT requests to the following email address 

9~9.9.9...~!:!3~R!~!:@g~9.!!R~.~!~.~!!:.%!]~. If you email your request for service to this address all of the IT department will receive the email at the same time and this should 
increase response times. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~om Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Email: Tom l.ivers@~mc,e~h~ 

Phone: (919)962-7620 

Cell: 

Website: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 28, 2013 4:34 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: General Tutorial Email Address 

Would be happy to help. If you give me a name for your group and who you would like in it I can have it done on Monday. 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ g%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi To 

Is it easy to set up an ernail ~;ddress like this? I mi~y possibly w~mt ~:o se~: up a s~rnih~r ~;ccount for myself i~nd ~mother indivkk~M who wil~ be helping me ~n the 

Tutorial Program. Just not sure how to go about doing this. Any guidance you could provide would be great. 

Thank you, 

Susan Ma~oy 

F~m~ Livers, Tom 
Sent~ Friday, June 28, 2013 3:53 PN 

Te~ UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject= g Suppo~ Reques~ 
In order for the IT team to provide UNC Athletics most efficient service I am asking that everyone to start emailing their IT requests to the following email address 

~119.9.0...]~:!3~12~[L@g[9.~]R~.:]~.~:.¢.~. If you email your request for service to this address all of the IT department will receive the email at the same time and this should 
increase response times. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~om kivers 

Director of iT ONC Athletics 

Email: Tom Live~s~b~nc.edu 

Phone: (9~9)962-7620 

Cell:, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:52 PM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

RE: Genera] TutofiaJ, Email Address 

Hi Tom, 

We are ready to have this email account set up if you have the time. Can the email address be [~...S.[;.~:.’:~!!J22[!~1~.!).!!f..:.~.@ The folks ~n th~s group are ss follows: 

B e~l j a m ~ ~ S h eLE - b s h e u @ e ~ ;~ ~. u ~ (;, e d u 

My understanding is that this would create ~wo dH:ferent inboxes for each of us (our personal inbox and the Tutoring inbox). Is that right? 

Thank you for your he~p and ~et rne know if you need anything e~se from me. 

Thank gou, 

S u S a ~ 

F~m= Uvers, Tom 
Sent~ Friday, June 28, 2013 ~:34 PM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: General Tutorial EmaH Address 

Would be happy to help. If}gu give me a name for your group aud who you would like in it I can have it done on Mon~Ny. 

Sem./~’om my F~rizo~ ~2rel~’s 4G L)’~: I)ROID 

Hi Torr~, 

Is it easy to set up an ernail ~;ddress like this? I mi~y possiMy w~mt ~:o se~: up a sirnih~r ~;ccount for rnys~:_~lf i~nd ~moth~-_~r individui~l who will be helping rne in the 

Tutorial Program. Jus~ not sure how ~o go abou~ doing d~is. Any guidance you could provide would be great. 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 

Frem: Livers, Tom 
Sent; Friday, June 28, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: UNCAA-Eve~yone 
$~bject: 11 Support Requests 
In order for the IT team to provide UNC Athletics most efficient service I am askin~ that everyone to start emailin~ their IT requests to the following email address 

,u..!!£.~.~...1i.~2..u.i.~2.!.~Ltj[~Zg..~}p..~.~.u.Z!F.:..e~!.u.,, If you email your request for service to this address all of the IT department will receive the email at the same time and this should 

increase response times. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~om Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Emaik Tom l.ivers~bur~c,edu 

Phone: (919)962-7620 

Cell: 

Website: www.goheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 2:14 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr> 

Beginning Friday at 4:00 PM and continuing until the roll out is complete (probably sometime late Sunday), password ch~mges and Onyen 

creations will be unavailable. 

Over the weekend of November 22-24, ITS will roll om a new Onyen management system. The new syslem will replace this page’s functionality tbr first-time Onyen 

creation and on-going passwo~l management. Most other functions on this page will remain laxgely unaffected. Beginning Friday at 4:00 PM and continuing until 

the roll out is complete (probably sometime late Sunday), password change~ and Onyen creations will be unavailable. 
The new, easy-to-use interface for managing passwords requires all usm~ to select five securi~ questions and identify at least one emergency contact the first time a 

password is changed. Both of these functions were previously optional. By requiring security questions, ITS now offe~,’s users the convenience of resetting a forgotten 

password online without contacting 962-HELP for assisIance. 

This new intertZace will enable you to: 

¯ Change your password 
¯ Reset a lost or forgotten password 

¯ Check password status 

¯ Create/update security questions 

¯ Add/update emergency contact information 

° Add/update Alert Carolina contact number 

You will continue to be reminded via email when it’s time to change your password. For questions atx~ut the new Onyen password management application, call 962- 

HELP or visit help.unc.edu and search for ’ur’~÷a 
Tom 

~om I.iver~ 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Phone: {9:1.9)962 -7620 
Celt: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~; 

Friday, January 17, 2014 10:03 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu~~ 

Drive Mappings 

The departmental drive, the shared drive and your user drives should now be available for use. Please restart your computers and log back in to get the 

drives to appear. You will still only be able to access your own department drive (though all of the departments will appear). Thanks for your 

understanding. 

Let us know if ~ou have further problems by emailing UNCAA IT Support, 

From: Tom L~veFs 

Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 8:40 AM 

To: UNCAA-Ever~one 

The Departmental Drive and some user drives are not mapping correctly. This is a rights issue and the Storage team is working on it. 

Thanks for your understanding. 

Tom 

~’[’o~’~ Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Phone: {919)9~2-,7620 

Ce~: 

Website: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu.; 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:12 AM 

[YNCAA-Everyone uncaa- everyone,.~=roups.unc.edtr; 

RE: Drive Mappings 

The following ten Depts are still being copied to ].~.t...’2£.a.~.e:.:!).!!.c.o:.~.@.,.~!3.r...~.2...:.d.~l:~:s.)!, and will not be available until the data migration is complete: 

Swimming 

Tennis 

Tick~:_!t Office 

Track & Field 

Volleyball 

Weight Room 

Women’s Basketball 

Women’s I_acrosse 

WoRae~"s Soccer 

Wrestling 

~om Livers 

Director of IT UNC AtMet~cs 

Emaik Tom L~vers~gLmc.edu 

Phone: (9~9)952-.7620 

~rem: Livers, Tom 
Sent: Friday, January ~7, 20~4 10:03 AM 

Te: UNCAA-Everyone 

Subject: Drive Mappings 

The departmental drive, the shared drive and gout user drives should now be available for use. Please restart gout computers and log back in to get the 

drives to appear. You will still onlv be able to access vour own department drive (though all of the departments will appear). Thanks for gout 

understanding, 

Let us know if Vou have further problems bv emailing UNCAA IT Support. 

From: Tom Livers 

Sent: Fddav, Januaw ~7, 20~4 8:40 AM 

The Departmenta~ Drive and some user drives are not mapping correctly. This ~s a rights issue and the Storage team is working on ~t. 

Thanks for your understanding. 

Tom 

~]’om Livers 

Director o[ IT UNC Ath]el:h::s 

Phone: (919)962-7620 

Website: ~ohee~s.~:om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

Friday, Janualy 17~ 2014 3:07 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu:~ 

Drive Mapping should be working for all u~rsNow 

If you could not access the drives they all should become available if you Iogout and back in. If you still are having issues please contact us. 

Thanks for your Understanding. 

Tom 

~Tom Livers 

Director of IT LINC Athletics 

Phot~e: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:07 AIVI 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Outlook Communication Update 

This is Spam. It seems that a number of users have received this email this morning Please disregard it as it is not legitimate 

Thanks 

Tom 

Tom Livers 
Director of IT L~NC Athletics 

Email: Tom Livers@unc.edu 
Phone: (919)962-7620 
Cell: 
Website: www.goheels.com 

On 1/22/14 5:40 AM. "Cindye T. Richburg" <crichburg@claflin.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> 

>From: Cth@e T. Richburg 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:15 AM 
>To: Cindye T Richburg 
>Subject: Outlook Communication Update t tt 
> 

> 

>Dear Mailbox User. 
> 

> 

> 

> Please be irfformed that your Email account on file has been listed 
>for suspension and will be disabled shortly if not Activated Now. 
>Errors were discovered in your account. For security reasons, you are 
>required to secure and please click 
>here<http://admin-maiIbox-uprade-portal ¥olasite.com/> to Upgrade your 
>mailbox and its quota size. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>ITS help desk 
>ADMIN 
> 

> 

>© 1995 - 2014 Microsoft Conwnunications 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February. 25, 2014 9:14 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Apple Relea~s Fixes to Prevent iPhone Enc~ption Hack 

Apple Releases Fixes to Prevent iPhone Encryption Hack 
i.~.i linage: Apple iPhone 

~ea11 Gallup / Getty Images 

Apple has released software patches to fix a flaw in soNvare for mobile devices that could allow hackers to inte~cept email and other communications. 

A major flaw in Apple software for mobile devices could allow hackers to intemept email and other commtmications that are meant to be enc~pte& the comNny said 

Friday. 

If atmcke~ have ~cess m a usets network, such ~s by sharing the same un~cured mreless ~’ice ott~red by a resmura~at, they could see or alter exchanges between 

the user and protected sites such as Gmail and Facebook expe(ts stud. 

"It’s ~s bad as you could imagine, that’s all I can say," stud Jo~s Hopkins Umve~ity cD’ptography prot~ssor Matthew C~een. 

Apple did not say when or how it learned about the flaw in fl~e way ins ha~dles sessions in what are ~own as ~cure sockets layer or transpo(t layer ~cufiF, nor did 

it ~y whe~er the flaw w~ ~ing exploited. But a smtelnent on its sups6 website was blunt: The so~m’e "failed to vMi&te fl~e aufl~enticiF of~e connection." 

Apple released so~vam patches and an update for the cuwent version of ins for iPhone 4 and latec 5fl~-generation iPod touches, and iPad 2 and later. 

Wi~out the fi:~ a hacker could impersonate a protected site mid sit in ~e InidNe as elnail or financial &m goes be~veen the user m~d the reoJ site, Green stud. 

Apple did not reply to requests for comlnent. 

The flaw appears to ~ in the way that well-unde~tood protocols were implemente& an embarrassing lapse for a company of Apple’s s~mre and technical prowess. 

The comply w~ recently stung by leaked intelligence documents clMming that m~thofifies had 100 percent success rate in brea~ng into iPhones. 

Ffi~y’s a~ouncement suggests that ente~fising h~kers could have had groat success as well if they ~ew of the flaw. 
Please Read the Article and apply this security update to your IPhone and IPad as soon as possible 
Thanks 
Tom 

~’[’of~ Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Phone: (919)952-.7620 
Ce~: 
Website: WWW.~fOh ee~; (:or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 10:03 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone uncaa- everyone,.~=roups.unc.edu> 

Please Welcome Willie Nelson to the IT StaB" 

I would like to announce that Willie Nelson has joined the IT team here. Willie is a graduate from Florida State University where he worked with the Football 

program in the technology field. Willie is an asset to our team and we are lucky to have him here at UNC. 

Please help me give him a warm welcome. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~rom [.ivers 

Director of I1 UNC Athletics 

Phone: (9~9)992-.7620 

Cel~:, 

Website: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsbeu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:48 AM 

Nelt~ K~Jcen <kmn21@email.unc.edu> 

M~]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring Program Reseaxch 

.-WRD000.jpg 

Hey Karen 

I did talk to him... We’re even going so thr to see if he can build a soitwaxe lbr us. We’re trying to get him to come sometime first week in December. 

Ben 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Nov 21, 2013, at 11:09 AM, "Neit; Karen" <__k__r__nj~__l_2~i_email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Have either of you received an email from this person? Outlook filtered it into my junk mail and I am not sure how this individual got my name and this email. My 
personal email is posted on the N4A website, so it’s kind of strange that he found my UNC emNI. It’s public and searchable on the UNC website, but not posted 
in association with any tutoring. I’m just trying to decide how to respond to this person and thought I would check with you two._ 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From: tRavls McCutcheon [mailto:travis¢@14m.co] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:04 AM 
To." Neff, Karen 
Subject-" Tutoring Program Research 
Hello Karen, 
I am researching ways to improve student athlete tt~toring programs. And hoping to get a better understauding of some the issues you deal with in 

academic services. I am interested in snaking with you about your experiences. Do you have a few miuutes for a quick phone call? Your time is 

appreciated and your expertise would be invaluable. 

Thank you, 
Travis McCutcheon 

University ofTex&s - MSTC 

p: 404.983.3233 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Timmermans, Tom -qimmennon@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 4:20 PM 

Ramshop <ramshop@unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopelan@unc.edu>; Gorsuch, John I <jigorsuch@slore.unc.edu~; 

tto(tou, Toni M <tmhorton@store.unc.edu>; Kiziah, Shaft <~k~iah@store.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B ~’,sbmaloy@emml.unc.edu-~; 

Markos, Lance M <maJckos@email.unc.edu>; Peun, Frank L <llpenu@store.uuc.edu> 

Updated CCI list as of 6.10.13 

6.10.13.xls 

All, 

See attached the updated list. I have added two SA’s. Their names are highlighted in yellow. 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans i Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin, Aid Universib/of North Caroiina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Celi             I Fax 919,962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:46 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Student Athlete Holds 

Susan, 

I have two graduate students, ....                                      in the                               , ant                                     , in the 
Both have schedule changes involving new sets of class in the middle of the semester. Both need access to their scheduling capabilities on Colmect Carolina. Can we remove the hold on 
each of their accounts please so that they can make the proper ac~justments to their schedules? 

Thank you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard ~ @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:49 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

co~[~e 

Great to see you yesterday! The workshop Cricket and Shelley did by the way was excellent’. 

So, I forgot which day you had morning time available, I think it was Tuesdays. I am free till about 11:30 ne~ Tuesday and ~Vednesday I am bu~’ all morning. The 

other mornings next week are open. My mornings are free the next two weeks at this time. Let’s make it work’. 

My email is              ~gmail,com, Same cell number. Hope to see you soon! John 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard ~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:01 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: cottbe 

Susan, Let’s meet at Marketplace. It is a coffee shop in the Whole Foods shopping center on Elliott Rd. near the other end, closer to 15/501. Elliott Rd and 15/501 is 

where the Burger King is. 10:00 a.m. it is! John 

On Thu, Sep 12, 2013 at 1:50 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It w~s r~:,allv gr~-:~at to see you too, So woukt :[(}~m~ work on next Fuesd~y 9/I77 You name ~:~e pl~ce, 

"Fhar~ks, 

From: John Blanchard [mailto ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:49 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
SuMect: coffee 

Great to see you yesterday~ The workshop Cricket and Shelley did by the way was excellent~ 

So, I ~rgot wNch &y you had morning 6me available. I think it was Tue~tays. I am free 611 about 11:30 ne~ Tues&y and Wednes~y I a~n bast aJl morning. The 

other ~nomings ne~ week are open. My mornings are free the ne~ ~-o weeks at this time. Let’s make it work’. 

My emml is ~gma~l.com. Stone cell humor. Hope to see you soon~ John 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bridger, Frances E. <bridgerf~uncw.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 7, 2014 1:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

happy new year!! 

Hey Susan! 

Happy New Year! 
Hope you are having a "quiet" week before the kids come back to school next week! 
I am settling in at my new job at UB,-CW! Yes, I got an athletics advisor spot here, so vely’ lucky to have a JOB and be close to home to help with my mom! 

I have a super random question for you. Do you remember when we had discussions about eligibili~z and if a student had a double major we needed to increase the denominator to reflect 
both maj ors? 
Do you know ~vhy we went to computing degree progress that way? We were having a discussion about it here, but just could not remember what ~ve dido’why? So i thought of you.. 

Thanks a bunch! 

Beth Bridger 
Academic Coordinator, Student-Athlete Support Services 
University of Nolth Carolina-Wilmington 

Department of Athletics 

131 Trask Coliseum 

601 South College Road 

Wilmington, NC 28403 

O: (910) 962-2775 

C:I 

CONFE)F, NTI~’,LITY WARNING 

This communication, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of addressee and may contain propr~etaW and/or confidential information ]l’you are not the intended recipient, any 
use, copying, disclosure, dissemination or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please noti~ the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this 
communication and destroy all copies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 2:17 PM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Files 

Hello All: 

I am sorry to keep peppering most of you with emails this weekend. All of my old files have been placed on the H drive 

for your viewing. 

H: - > S. Welborn Old Files (title of the folder) 
Here you can find all of my folders for my sports and general information. Each sport is clearly named and you will find 

the contents within the respective folder. Please feel free to use the documents as we move forward. 

H:-> Awards.Honors.Scholarships - file for ALL awards, scholarships, etc that I have compiled in my time here at UNC 

(over one thousand documents). You will find information for everything that I have done in terms of 

award.honors.scholarships. 

Each file (award) is clearly labeled. 

Please feel free to get in touch with me if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stephen C Toomy <stoomy@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 20:13 5:58 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Men’s Lacrosse Team Contact Info 

20:13 Roster-Contact Info Men’s Lacrosse.xls 

Attached is a copy of our contact info for the Men’s Lacrosse team. It contains each student’s email address and cell phone number. If you need any more information please 

If you are simply trying to reach the entire team, the email address lax@listserv.unc.edu reaches all the players. 

Thank you for taking them on to finish the semester, 

Stephen Toomy 

Stephen Toomy 

Director of Operations 

UNC Men’s Lacrosse 

344 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

o:919-843-4324 

c: 

f: 919-962-2893 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nina Walker <walkern@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:38 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B -sbmaloy~i@emaal.unc.edu>, ~ eltx~rn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Waicu~ Kelly M <waicus@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Class 

I-~ey Spencer/Susan, 

,lust wanted to give you a heeds up mbout and his class. He sustained ~, ~,nd w~s unaMe to attend 

classes that wee]~ per medical recommendatiom He has a Dry; letter supporting that, He ~s 5d:~ll hav~ng some from h~s i@.~rv, He seerm; to be 

hav~ng some al:ter~da~lce ~ssues w~th the c~ass, t ~sk h~m to scrod an ernai~ outlining the situ~tb:~n with the class whR:h is below Jt~s]: wsn[ed t.:? make you guys ~ware. 

Let me know ~[: you need anything frorn my end. 

Thanks 

Sent: Nonday, 2:2~ PN 
Te= Walker, Nina 
Subject: Class 
Port with Lois Gomez. 
He said that my absences could poMo~ialiy have me failing the course. I gave him the le~er from Spencer with ~he days we have games in the beginning of the semester and I 
also gave him the doctors ~o~ from Dr. Waicus, I missed three classes a~er ~he ioju~ and the rest for games. 
A~r the         I missed a M class film assigomeo~ aod a in class essay assigomeoL I watched the film ou~ide of class at the end of last week and then prepared ~ 
the film test today in class. Instead he had me Mke our Tes~ #2 which is 5% of our grade. The essay test ~ was preparing for ~o be wednesday, and then the test 2 no friday. 
His argumeot was that it was no the syllabus. 
He is stiii ailowiog me ~o make up ~he film and essay pa~ this week one on wednesda~ aod one on frida~ but m~ problem is wi~h how i had to Mke Mst 2 today and Ns 
probMms with ~he absences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:15 AM 

Maloy, Susan 13 <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Nina <walkem@email.unc.edu> 

.~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Class 

Thanks Nina and I arn sorry that hear about the continued symptoms. I know that you said that you spoke with all of you~ p~ofessors in the last week to notify 

them of your situation, Please present the doctors note to your professor due to the course hav~ng a very strict attendance policy. Hopefully the professor 

wi~ be understanding but please keep Susa~ and I posted on the reaction from sa~d professor. 

E~m= Walker, Nina 
Sent= Nonday,            ~0:38 PN 
To= Welborn, Spencer; Susan Naloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Waicus, Kelly H 

C¢= breschi@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: FW: Class 

Hey Spencer/Susan, 

.lust wanted to g~ve you a heads up about and his class. He sustained a and was unaMe to attend 

classes that week per medical recommendation He has a Drs Jetter supporting that. He ~s still having some from h~s injury. He seems to be 

having some al:teqda]lce ~ssues with the class, t ask h~[T~ to seqd an email outlining the situatb:>~ with the class wMch is below Just wanted to make you guys aware. 

Let me know ~[ you need anyl:hi~g from my e~d. 

Thanks 

Nh~a 

$e~t: Honday, 2:21 PH 
Te: Wa[ker, Nina 
Subject: Class 

with Lug Gomez, 

He said that my absences could poMo~ialiy have me failing the course. I gave him the le~er from Spencer with ~he days we have games in the beginning of the semester and I 
also gave him the doctors ~o~ from Dr. Waicus, I missed three classes a~er ~he ioju~ and the rest for games. 
A~er ~he         I missed a io class film assignment and a in class essay assignment. I watched the film ou~ide of class at the end of last week and ~hen prepared ~o Mke 
~he film Mst toda~ in class, Instead he had me Mke our Tes~ #2 which is 5% of our grade. The essay ~est ~ was preparing for ~o be wednesday, and then the Mst 2 no friday. 
His argument was that it was no the syllabus, 
He is still allowing me to make up the film and essay pa~ this week ooe on wednesday and one on friday but my problem is with how i had ~o Mke ~est 2 today and his 
probMms with ~he absences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:07 AM 

Joe Bmschi (breschi@uncaa.m~c.edu) 

~live.unc.edu>; cfeit~uncaa.tmc.edu; bholman@uncaa.m~c.edu 

Weeldy Report 

Hi Joe, 
Attached is the weekly study hour report as well as a grade report noting a second round of progress reports that are beginning to come in. 
Let me know if you have any questions or if there is more information that you would like to see. 
Good luck tomorrow!! 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tuk~rial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:47 PM 

@live.unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Joe Breschi (b~eschi@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Mort. & Wed. Tutor Appt. Moved back to 6-10pm 

@live.m~c.edu>; 

Hey Guys, 
I just wanted to let you know that your tutorial appointments on Monday and Wednesday nights have been moved back to their regularly scheduled times from 6- 
lOpm. So if you have been meeting with a tutor at 6:30pro on Monday and!or Wednesday over the last 4 weeks, you will now go back to meeting at 6pro, etc. This 
change begins right away on Monday ). Please note your calendars. Sorry for any confusion. Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live,unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:19 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor tonight 

have a few homework assignments but I I?equently go to my teachers office hours No more test till finals Thank you very much for understanding. 

Sent from my/phone 

at 8:28 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@ema il.unc, edu> wrote: 

I think this will be fine, but do you have any tests or assignments remaining in Math before finals? > Thales for your email 
> 

> Sent Iicom my/Phone 
> 

> On , at 7:53 AM. ’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Susan, 
>> My name is I am on the team. I wanted to email you and tell you I am not feeling well. We are traveling today and a term paper due early this week, I was 
wondering if i could be excused from my math tutor tonight? It is a group session with Please let me know if this is ok? I look forward to hearing from you. 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my/phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, ~ 2:07 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Tonight 

Hi Susan, 

I didn’t know who to contact about my tutor tonight so I thought you would be the best person to contact. I am not going to be at the tutor tonight. I have to write a histoly paper tonight 
due for tuesday and wasn’t able to do it this weekend with no internet at the hotel we were staying at. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live,unc.edu~ 

Sunday, ~ 5:22 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor tonight 

Sorry for all the emails today. I ~vas hoping I could set a time to come talk to you about my schedule for next semester. If you are free anytime early in the week please let me kno~v. Im pret~z 
free tomorrow morning because ~ve don’t have practice. If you prefer walk-ins that ~vorks. Just wanted to try and get on your radar. Sorry to bother you so much today I hope you enjoy the 
rest of your weekend. Thanks for your help 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 8:28 AI~ "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

I think this will be fine, but do you have an?’ tests or assignments remaining in Math beibre llnals? > Thanks for your email 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 7:53 AM. ~live unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Susan, 
>> "~vly name is I am on the team I wanted to email you and tell you I am not feeling well We are traveling today and a term paper due earl?’ this week, I was 
wondering if i could be excused from my math tutor tonight? It is a group session with Dana. Please let me know if this is ok? I look forward to hearing from you 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 6:26 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tonight’s tutor session 

Hi Susan, 

Can you please let know that I won’t be attending tonight’s tutor session as I am experiencing headaches due to a concussion Thank you’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:40 AM 

lax@listserve.unc.edu 

Fells, Chris <cfeifs@unc.edu>; Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tomorrow 

MEN: 

I hope you had time to catch up on schoolwork and hydrate!rest the last two days. The following events are mandatory for certain groups: 

Tuesday: 

1. DRUG TEST: 6:45 AM Locker Room 

2. MEETING Tuesday : ALL Freshman with Susan Maloy 

7:00 PM Loudermilk, 2nd floor conference room...Do NOT Miss or be late. 

Side note: 

Tonight (Monday) we celebrate our Tar Heel Leader of Distinction .... 

Congratulations to will reflect on his Creed experience this year with a few words.) 

Job well done men: 

Coach Breschi 

"One way to keep momentum going is to have constantly greater goals". 

Michael Korda 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:50 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emml.unc.edu-~; Joe Bre~hi <bre~hi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Could you please confirm the below and ~dd any information you seem fit. 

Frem: 8reschi, Joe 

Sent: Monday, 2_0:07 AM 

To: Timrnerrnans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom 
This is in regards to who is on during the year but is looking to be on scholarship for the Summer "Online" course. 

The reason for this is he is :1 credit shy (59, and needs 60) to be admitted into the Journalism School for the Fall He would like to take J MC (English 
preparation/requirements for the Journalism major. His    Cumulative G PA shows that he works very hard and does well in the classroom. 

this Spring and has worked hard to overcome his difficulties. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Joe 

as part of his 

was also just diagnosed with 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 3:17 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

HIST - BE credit 

Hi 

It was good to meet you today. 

It just occurred to me why the full 6 hours of BE credit are not counting toward your HIST major and that is because one of the courses is just a General History 

elective credit and not a specific course that may count toward your History major. I believe the HIST department will be the only unit who can approve a course 

equivalent. At least that is the case for transfer credits when Admissions is only able to grant General Elective credit. Do you remember which course you took the 

AP exam for? You may need to physically meet with Mr. Andrews in History in order to attempt to sort this out. 

I hope this helps. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~i~ uncaa.unc~edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Monday,, 3:19 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: HIST - BE credit 

Yes I took AP World HistoD~ and AP European HistoD~. 

I will to’ and contact Dr. Andrews again for snre. 

I talked to ~Vayne Lee, and it is indeed and 3 credit class. They are working to fix it now. 

Thanks again! 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On. at 3:17 PM, "Maloy, Susm~ B" <~_b__!in__~[p__y__(a_2_e__g~_ja__il__:t_g~__c__:_e__d___u__> wrote: 

Hi 

It was good to meet you today. 

It just occurred to me why the full 6 hours of BE credit are not counting toward your HIST major and that is because one of the courses is just a General 

History elective credit and not a specific course that may count toward your History major. I believe the HIST department will be the only unit who can 

approve a course equivalent. At least that is the case for transfer credits when Admissions is only able to grant General Elective credit. Do you 

remember which course you took the AP exam for? You may need to physically meet with Mr. Andrews in History in order to attempt to sort this out. 

I hope this helps. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@tmcaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:45 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I know he needs i credit for the 60 required...maybe it’s just prep for JOMC and not required course...regardless he’s still behind a credit which is why he’s taking summer school. 

Thanks for your help 

From: Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email,unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,             3:38 PM 

To: "Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hey Joe, 

As far as is concerned, are you sure it is ENGL    that he needs for the JOMC major? I’m not exactly sure what he is wanting to study, of course, but he 

appears to have his Literature requirement complete. So I guess I just wanted to clarify the course before I got back to Tom on this. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Tom 
This is in regards to ~, who is on during the year but is looking to be on scholarship for the Summer "Online" course. 

The reason for this is he is I credit shy (59, and needs 60) to be admitted into the Journalism School for the Fall. He would like to take J MC (English 
preparation/requirements for the Journalism major. His    Cumulative G PA shows that he works very hard and does well in the classroom. 

this Spring and has worked hard to overcome his difficulties. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Joe 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

as part of his 

was also just diagnosed with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:58 PM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu-~; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi To~n, 

I certainly agree with the need for 60 hours to be considered for adn~ission in the J School. After this semester, 

yO~.E ne*:_!d anything else. 

Thanks, 

F~m~ Timmermans, Tom 
Sent~ Monday, l:S0 PN 
T~ Naloy, Susan B; Joe Breschi 
Subject: ~: 

~ ~ ~ a n ~ 

Could you p~ease confirm the befow and add any information you seem fit. 

Thanks! 

F~m: Breschi, Joe 

Sent: Monday, 10:07 AM 

T~: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom 

This is in regards to. . who is on during the year but is looking to be on scholarship for the Summer "Online" course. 

The reason for this is he is 1 credit shy {59, and needs 60) to be admitted into the Journalism School for the Fall. He would like to take J MC {English 
preparation/requirements for the Journalism major. His    Cumulative G PA shows that he works very hard and does well in the classroom. 

this Spring and has worked hard to overcome his difficulties. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Joe 

will have a total of 59 hours. ~.et me know if 

as part of his 

was also just diagnosed with 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmennan@unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emml.unc.edu-~; Joe Bre~hi <bre~hi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Tha~ks Susan1. 

Joe. Can you complete a summer school form for 

cover tuil:ion, fl:_~es and books) 

Tom 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 13:58 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Joe Breschi 

Subject: RE: 

Hi Tom, 

and somewhere on the form put the letters SAF. We will cover his charges for the online class ( we can only 

[ certainly agre~-_~ with tl’u:_~ need [or (-~0 hours to be considered h:~r admissh:m in [:he J School After [:h~s semester, 

you ~leed anythhlg else, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

~ Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 1:50 PM 
To= Naloy, Susan B; Joe Breschi 
Subject-" ~: 

Could you #ease con[:irm the below and add any information you seem fit. 

Thanks~ 

Tom 

~rom: Breschi, Joe 

Sent: Monday, 10:07 AM 

To= Timmermans, Tom 

Subject~ 

Tom 
TNs is in regards to who is on Juring the year but ~s looking to be on scholarship for the Summer "Online" course. 

The reason for this is he is 1 credit sh~ (Sg, and needs 60) to be admitted into the Journalism School for the Fall. He would like to take J MC (English 

preparation!requirements for the JournalBm major. His    Cumulative G PA shows that he works ver~ hard and does well in the classroom. 

this Spring and has worked hard to overcome his difficulties. 

Thank ~ou for ~our consideration. 

will have a l:otal o~ $9 hours. Let me know 

as part of his 

was also just diagnosed with 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 4:48 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Tutor 

Hi this is               tlcom the               team, I have a scheduled tutor tonight for history and I have to finish up a paper for tomorrow. I talked to the tutor the last time we met, and 
she said that if I didn’t need anything I didn’t have to go 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Chloe <cjmssel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:30 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Students should are "req~ired" to m eel witt~ an advisor ~w~ce d~rJng t~e~i" semester of probat~olL However; g~veu how late       Ist appoJntme~t was ~u the 

semester, I did ~ot telI ~m ~o make a~other, If ~v~s issues betweeu now and then, please let me kuow and I will find a time ~o meet wi~h hJm~ 

Se~aior Academic Advisor 
[)ivisio~: of Social and }~elaaviora[ Sciences 
(:ol[ege of Arts & Sciencea and (}eueral 
University of North (]aroli~aa at C~apel 
~ 0{~5 Steele [~uildiug, 2 ~ 4 East Camero~ Avenue, CB 
Clmpel Hill, N(; 275’)9-3110 

CONFIDENTNLITY NOTICE: 

This e- mNL including any attachments, is intended for the sale use of the addressee{s) ~d ~y contain legally pfivfl~ a~d!or confidential information. If you are not the intended redpient, you are heroby notitied 
that any ~se, disse~Nnation, copying or retention of this e-marl or the information contain~ heroin is strictly prohibitS. If you have r~eNed this ~ mail in error, please immediatdy noti~- the send or by tdephone or 
reply by e-mail, ~d porm~mntly dolote this e- raN1 from your computor systom. ~ank you. 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:46 PM 
To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: 

Hi Chloe, 

I believe met with you earlier this month for his first Probation Advisin~ meeting. I just wanted to be sure that I am correct in tellin~ him that he 

needs to schedule one more meetin~ before the end of the semester to meet the requirements of Probation. He didn’t seem to know that he needed a 2nd 

meeting. So I just wanted to double check with you. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan 

Tutorial Goordi~mor/Ao~emio Gounsdor 

L~C Aoadomio Suppo~ Program £or S~dont-At~tes 

9 ] 9-962-9892 (o~oe) 

9 ] 9-962- ~247 (£ax) 



From: ~live.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:48 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Hours 

Hey Susan, 

Thanks for helping me out yesterday with classes for the fall (tall       player). I just wanted to let you know that i don’t have near enough study hall hours this week due to 

time spent at Hanes Art Center working on projects and research in their library,       was lenient with me in the past with hours because of this. Some weeks are worse 
than others and i generally end up getting all my hours but this week has been the most time consuming to date. Is thi ok with you? 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 11:30 AM 

Adam Brooks <ajb8t@virginia.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exmn Proctor- UVA Men’s Lax 

Adam: 

Thank you for the email regarding the possibility of proctoring an exam for one of your student-atMetes~ I actually just took another position within the University 

and no longer work in the academic support program for st~dent-atNetes. Susan Ma~oy ~s temporarily working with the men’s lacrosse team here at UNC and I 

have cop~ed her on l:h~a emaH. I am sure that aomeone ~r~ the academh:: support program will be rnore than w~Hing ~:o assiat you and the student w~th the proctoring 

Of a[~ e’,~am, 

BesL 

Spencer We]born 

From: Adam Brooks [mailto:ajbSt@virginia.edu] 
Sent: ~riday, April ~9, 20~3 ~1:~4 AN 
To: Welbom, Spencer 
Subject: Exam Proctor- UVA Men’s Lax 

Hi Spencer, 

My name is Adam Brooks and I am the Men’s Lacrosse Academic Coordinator at the University of Virginia. The team will be traveling down to Chapel Hill next week 

for ACCs and we potentially have a student that may be needing to have an exam proctored on Friday morning. I wanted to see if you or someone else from your 

office may be available to assist. This is still rather preliminary as I am waiting on details from the instructor, but wanted to check with your office first to see if this 

might end up being an option. 

Thanks for the help. 

Best, 

Adam Brooks 

Academic Coordinator 

John Paul Jones Arena 

University of Virginia Department of Athletics 

434.243.1061 (Office) 

(Cell) 

abrooks@virginia.edu 

~~~ ,o~o~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Brooks <ajb8@virginia.edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 12:16 PM 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exa~ Proctor- UVA Men’s Lax 

Spencer, 

Thanks so muds for the prompt response (and congrats on the new position!). I appreciate you passing along. 

Susan, f will follow up once we know more, At this point w~-_~ are still unsure if the professor is going to allow [his, but t wanted to see i[ it would at least b~-_~ an 

option on your end. 

Thanks agaim 

Adam Brooks 

Academic Coordinator 

John Paul Jones Arena 

University of Virginia Department of Athletics 

4:-M 243.:1.0(? 1. 

abrooks@v~rg~nia.edu 

From: Welborn, Spencer [mailto:swelborn@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, April 19, 20.13 .1.1:30 AM 
To: Adam Brooks 
Cc; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exam Proctor- UVA Hen’s Lax 

"~qar~k you for the email regardk~g the pos;sibility of proctoring an exam for one of your student--a~:Metes I actually ju~.d: t.:>:_~k another po~.;ition within the 

and no ~onger work ~n the academic support program [:or student-atMetes. Susan Ma~oy is temporarily working with the men’s lacrosse team here at UNC and 

have cop~ed her on th~s ema~L I am sure that someone k~ the academic support program will be more than wil~i~8 to assist you and the student w~th the proctoring 

of an exam. 

B eat, 

Spem:er We~born 

F~m= Adam Brooks 
Sent~ Friday, April 19, 20~3 ll:14 AN 
Te~ Welborn, Spencer 
Su~ject~ Exam Proc~r- UVA Hen’s Lax 
Hi Spencer, 

My name is Adam Brooks and I am the Men’s Lacrosse Academic Coordinator at the University of Virginia. The team will be traveling down to Chapel Hill next week 

for ACes and we potentially have a student that may be needing to have an exam proctored on Friday morning. I wanted to see if you or someone else from your 

office may be available to assist. This is still rather preliminary as I am waiting on details from the instructor, but wanted to check with your office first to see if this 

might end up being an option. 

Thanks for the help. 

Best, 

Adam Brooks 

Academic Coordinator 

John Paul Jones Arena 

University of Virginia Department of Athletics 

434.243.1061 (Office) 

(Cell) 

a brooks @vi rg!__n_!__a__.__e___d___u_ 

iNi logo1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:28 AM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Report 

Hey Joe, 

Not sure if this is a concern for you for or not, but I forgot to mention in my email last Friday that he was short with his study h~ll hours ~ast week 

because he needed t:o spend qu~t:e a b~t: o~ t:~me in d~e Hanes Art Center working on some end of term projects as we~ as resesrch ir~ the library. I let him know 

week d~at this wouh~ be fine, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 5:41 PN 
To: Joe Breschi (breschi@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: Weekly Report 

Hi Joe, 

Attached is the Weekly Report and the Grade Report w~th any new progress reports received within the week. Let me know if you have any questions. 

The meeting with the Freshman this week went well They were all on time and ready to go. and I met for a ~ittle while afterwards as we~l. 

ff there is anything you need, #ease ~et me know. 

Thanks and good luck on Saturday. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~dal Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Smdent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sbmalov([4uncaa.unc.edu 



FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

1 Thursday, 

2 DRAM 

3 

4 Sunday, 

5 COURSE 

6 BIOL 

7 PSYC 

8 MATH/STOR 

9 PORT 

10 FREN 

11 SPAN 

12 HIST 

13 ECON 

14 

15 Monday, 

16 COURSE 

17 MATH/STOR 

18 PORT 

19 FREN 

20 SPAN 

21 DRAM 

22 ECON 

23 ECON 

24 

25 

26 Tuesday, 

27 COURSE 

28 ECON 

29 DRAM 

30 MATH/STOR 

31 GEOL 

32 GEOL 

33 PS¥C 

34 CHEM/PHYS 

35 CHEM/PHYS 

36 HIST 

37 HIST 

38 

39 

40 Wednesday, 

41 COURSE 

42 BIOL 

43 BIOL 

44 ECON 

45 EXSS 

46 CHEM/PH¥S 

A 

6-7pm 

TIME 

6-7pm 

6-7pm 

7-10pm 

6-7:30pm 

7:30-8:30 

8:30-10pm 

9-10pm 

9-10pm 

TIME 

1-3pm 

1-2:30pm 

2:30-3:30 

3:30-5pm 

4:30-6pm 

2-3:30pm 

2-3pro 

TIME 

7-8pm 

8-9pm 

7-10pm 

6-7pm 

8-9pm 

8-9pm 

6-7pm 

9-10pm 

9-10pm 

9-10pm 

TIME 

2-3pm 

3-4pm 

6-7pm 

6-7pm 

6-7pm 

C 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

D 

2310C 

ROOM 

2310B 

2310C 

2301 

2310A 

2310A 

2310A 

2310B 

2310C 

ROOM 

2301 

2310A 

2310A 

2310A 

2406 

2406 

2310C 

ROOM 

2301A 

2306 

2301 

2310B 

2310B 

2310C 

WL1 

WL1 

2310A 

2310A 

ROOM 

2310C 

2310C 

2310A 

2306 

WL1 



FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

47 CHEM/PH¥S 

48 MATH/STOR 

49 PS¥C 

50 ECON 

51 

52 

53 

54 Thursday, 

55 COURSE 

56 HIST 

57 HIST 

58 PS¥C 

59 PS¥C 

60 PS¥C 

61 DRAM 

62 HIST 

63 MATH/STOR 

64 GEOL 

65 BUSI 

66 

67 

68 Friday, 

69 COURSE 

70 HIST 

71 BIOL 

72 BIOL 

73 BUSI 

74 GEOL 

75 AFAM 

76 AFAM 

77 PS¥C 

78 PS¥C 

79 MATH/STOR 

80 ECON 

81 

82 

83 Sunday, 

84 COURSE 

85 BIOL 

86 AFAM 

B 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

6-7pm 

9-10pm 

TIME 

6-7pm 

8-9pm 

2-3pm 

3-4pm 

4-5pm 

8-9pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

11-12pm 

8-9pro 

TIME 

3-4pm 

3-4pm 

4-5pm 

5:30-7:30pm 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

8-gpm 

6-7pro 

7-8pro 

7-10pm 

4-5:30pm 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

HIST 

EXSS 

MATH/STOR 

ECON 

BUSI 

HIST 

TIME 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

D 

WL1 

2301 

2310B 

2310C 

ROOM 

2306 

2310C 

2310C 

2310C 

2310B 

2310A 

2310A 

2306 

2306 

2301 

2301 

ROOM 

2310A 

2310B 

2310B 

2310A 

2301 

2310A 

2310C 

2306 

A 

8-9pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

8-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-8pm 

C 

ROOM 

2310A 

2310A 

2310C 

2310C 

2310C 

2306 

2310B 

2301 

2310B 

2310C 



FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

A 

Monday, 

COURSE 

HIST 

HIST 

Confirmed 

Emailed Tutor Schedule 

TIME 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

C 

TUTOR 

D 

ROOM 

2310C 

2310C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:22 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Exa~n Review Sessions & Academic Center Hours 

Susan, 

My apology, I am taking 
day. 

Thank you for the email and I will reach out to Patricia Parker for additional information regarding attendance. I hope you have a good 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmalov@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Final Exam Review Sessions & Academic Center Hours 

Hi 

Thanks for your email. I am glad to have an opportunity to work with your team. 

As for class conflicts during Maymester, do you have an idea of how many classes you may miss through the Maymester? The course I see you registered for ~s 

{::OMM    h’om 9am-12:15pm and not COMM    that you referenced it~ your ema~l. {You may wat~t ~:o k)ok k~to that as we~L) tt~ order to determh~e the attet~dance 

po~k:y, you w~ need to reach ou~: ~:o inquire through the professor tear:hing ~:he course, {Patrk:~a Parker for COMM 

Here b a Q&A regarding thb as well: 

Q: What is the attendance policy? 

A: Regular class attendance is a student obligation, and a student is responsible for all the work, including tests and written work, of all class meetings. No fight or 

privilege exists that permits a sl~dent to be absent fiom any given number of class meetings. Students should check with instructor for attendance policies. 

Since i[: is only a 3 week course the class attendance poik:y is defini[:ely some[:hing to consR~er as we hope to continue on it~ the ,)ostseasorH 

~ hope this helps, 

Thanks, 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Final Exam Review Sessions & Academic Center Hours 

Hello Susan, 
My name is           and I am on the            team. It must be quiM the work load to pick up 40 something more guys to keep track of. I would like to know what 
the deal is with maymester classes and athletic conflicN. I have signed up for a maymesMr course that runs from I0-I2AN CONN Than~ and I hope you have a good 
day. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 7:09 PM 

~_y _a_ _ _h_ 9_ _o_ :_ _c_ _o_ _E !; 
Breschi, Joe; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Feifs, Chris; Holman, Brian 

Final Exam Review Sessions & Academic Center Hours 

Hey Guys, 

I hope that you are all working hard to finish up strong in this last week of class and that your final exam preparation is already underway. I wanted to make you 

aware of a couple things here in the Academic Center. 

I. Attached is the schedule of the final exam review sessions that will be offered this semester. Please search the list for subjects that pertain to you and 

make plans to attend. Individual and small group tutoring should continue up until your final exam. 

2. Evening tutoring will be canceled on Monday. due to the Rammys Awards Ceremony. 

3. Writing tutors will be available from Sunday, - Sunday, from 7-gpm for any remaining papers in any of your classes. 

4. The Academic Center will be open individual study time and exam review sessions from 6-11pm on Friday, 

5. The Academic Center will be open for individual study time from 10am-6pm on Saturday, 

Please let me know if you have any questions or if there is anything I can do to assist you during this time. 

Best of luck at ACCs this weekend!!! 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)uncaa.uncuedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live,unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:31 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Dropping Class 

Susan, 

That might be my mistake. I was under the impression that JOMC 
than thats my first problem 

was an online class. It says that the instruction mode is internet, web-based asynch If this isn’t an online class 

Thanks, 

On , at 7:23 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

> Hi 
> I will look into this and get back to you. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, ~ 6:40 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Dropping Class 
> 

> Susan, 

> 

> Hello my name ~s and I am a on the team. I just have a quick question regarding dropping summer session 1 online courses I registered for an online 
class through connect carolina and whenever I try to drop the course ~t says I caunot because it would put me below the minimum required units I was wondering if you have seen this 
before or if you have any idea how to correct this problem. 
> 

> ’]’hanks let me l,mow, 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu.~ 

Joe Breschi (breschi@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Dropping Class 

Hi~ 
I do see the same notation for the instruction mode for JOMC So apparently the course appears to be taught online but not through the traditional online course system tba-ough the 
Friday Center. Nonetheless, there is a hold on all students that prevents you fi-om dropping the only course you are eIlrolled in for a SUlnmer term. In other words, the system will not let you 
drop below 1 credit hour If you are now wanting to drop the one class you are enrolled in for Summer Session I, you have to follow the process to "cancel" your enrollment for SSI (as 
opposed to a traditiunal course drop) 

To do so, you must email registrationsel~Aces@unc edu PRIOR to the first day of class to make the request to cancel your enrollment specifica lly for Summer I (unless you also ~vant to drop 
your Surmner II course also) Be sure to include your name, PID, and a statement clearly indicating that you want to cancel your Sunmaer I Term eurolhnent. Be specific if you want this to 
apply tu buth summer sessions. 

I hope this helps. Let me knuw ifyuu run into any problems with this. It will be impurtant for you tu check the system regularly/daily after yuu make this request to be sure you are nu hmger 
enrulled in the course once the term begins to avoid the risk uf being charged :[’or the cuurse 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
Tu: Maloy, Susan B 
Sutziect: Re: Drupping Class 

10:31 PM 

Susan, 

’]7hat might be my mistake I was under the impression tdaat JOMC 
than thats my first prublem. 

was an online class It says that the instruction mode is internet, web-based asynch. If this isn’t an online class 

Thanks, 

On at 7:23 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrute: 

> Hi 
> I will look into this and get back to you. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday 6:40 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Dropping Class 
> 

> Susan, 
> 

> Hello my name is and I am a ’. on the team. I just have a quick question regarding dropping sunm~er session 1 online courses. I registered for an online 
class tl-trough connect carolina and whenever I tl~" to drop the course it says I caunot because it would put me below the minimum required units. I was wondering if you have seen this 
before or if you have any idea how to correct this problem. 
> 

> Thanks let me know, 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:48 PM 

Joe Bmschi (breschi@uncaa.m~c.edu) 

Semester Grade Report 

Semester Grade Report .pdf 

Hi Joe, 

Attached is the updated grade report. I believe 2 grades are still out. Certainly one student of concern is . He is short 2 hours for the required 78 that he 

needs for UNC and is short of the required 2.0. I see that he is enrolled in 6 hours in SSI which is good and necessary in order to correct these deficiencies provided 

missed class time does not become a problem during the post season. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (oil-ice) 

919-962- 8247 (fa~x) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:25 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Plans and Missed Class Time 

Hi Susan~ 

I wasjust stopping by to see on final two grades (still waiting on last one) and was going to let you know about our updated travel plans for the weekend. 

We are taking a Charter flight with 48 passengers leaving at 5 pm Friday from RDU so they will not miss class. 

We are also taking a Bus that leaves Friday at 7:30 AM and on will miss his Friday class according to the list of Summer school guys_.. I thought it was important to 

travel the entire team. 

Hope this helps. 

Thanks 

Joe 

From: Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,            5:44 PM 

To: "Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> 

Subject: Travel Plans and Missed Class Time 

Hi Joe, 

Just wanted to contact you about the potential for missed class time for the guys in Summer Session I. When will you be leaving for the game this weekend? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (i:ax) 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

IVL"xTHiSTOR Drop-In Tutor Session 

,@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Hey Guys, 
I just wanted to be sure that you were all aware of the MATH!STOR drop-in tutorial sessions in Loudermilk on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:00pm throughout 
Summer Session I. Please take advantage of these opportunities. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 10:47 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtv~; 

COMM Drop-In Tutor Session 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtv~; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu~; @live.unc.edu-~ 

Hey Guys, 
I just wanted to be sure that you were all aware of the COMM drop-in tutorial sessions in Loudermilk on Thursdays at 7:00pro throughout Summer Session I. Please 
take advantage of this opportunity. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)~ncaaxmc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:40 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

2013 Class and Summer Recruiting 

Susan- 

I hope you had a fantastic Memorial Day weekend! 

I wanted to check in with you on a couple things regarding the upcoming summer / recruiting season as well as our incoming freshman class. We have received a few phone calls / 

questions from our incoming 2013 class regarding orientation and setting up meetings with you. Spencer has met with each kid individually in the past for scheduling purposes, etc 

during their brief stay in Chapel Hill for orientation. With that being said, should I let them all know that you will be reaching out to set those meetings up moving forward? If not, 

how should we direct them? I was thinking that providing them with your contact info might be the most proactive approach, but I would love to get your thoughts. 

Also, we have used the academic support facility as well as Spencer in the past to boost our recruiting efforts. The academic aspect of the campus visits for our prospects is huge 
and we were hoping to be able to utilize your services in this fashion as well, especially as things start to heat up for us this summer. Typically we have contacted Spencer directly 

to set these meetings up (usually about 30 min) and I thought getting a feel for your schedule might help us as we plan these visits out over the next couple of months. Often times, 
these happen on the fly and we understand you are very busy so we will be as flexible as possible. Any thoughts / ideas from your end are greatly appreciated. 

We know this is a bit of a transition period as things continue to change in the academic support department so we are VERY appreciative of all your efforts with Men’s Lax. 

Go Heels, 

Pat 

Patrick Myers 

Assistant Men’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Loudermilk Center - 344 Ridge Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 

27517 

{919) 962-2890 (o) 

{c) 
(919) 962-2893 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:49 PM 

Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu> 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edtr> 

RE:     Class mad Summer Recruiting 

Hi Pat, 

Thank you for your email about these important matters~ 

According to the information we have received from the Orientation Office, it ~ooks I~ke dill be attending Orientation on and the 9 remaining 

guys will a~l be coming on          . On the first day oF Orienl:at~on, a~ stt~dent-.athletes should meet w~th our s~:aff at 4:45pm to discuss regis~:ral:km in order to 

he~p them prepare for ac[:t~al reg~stral:km the fo~k~wing day. ]h~s meeting should be bt~i~t into ~:heir Orientation schedule, and ~:heir Orientation Leader shouM 

direct them. [ will definitely be prepared to meet w~th thern as a group at that dine. But I am also happy to meet with them as a group before Orientation star[s on 

either Sunday evening or 7:30am Monday morning depending on when they w[]~ be arr~ving on campus. Please feel free to give them my contact information, and 

if you can provide me w~th their emai[ address and ce]~ phone numbers that wou~d be helpful as well ~ wi[] reach out to each of them to find out when they will be 

arrMng to campus in order to set a meet:ing t:~me. ?o help prepare [or these meetings, can you let me know when practice typically is during t:he gal]? My guess 

that: t:hey shouM be looking k~r classes after ].1am throtlgh the alter[lootL but I want to be sure that ~s correct. Do we typically m~ss class for trave~ ~n the Fall? 

is ~[ typically a Friday that they miss as opposed [o midweek days? Or do we Wp~cal]y travel after classes on Friday evening? Any details you can provide along the 

I~nes would be extremely helpful [o 

As far as recruiting is concerned, I definitely agree that a d[gctlss[on of our services and a tour of the fadl~ty ~s ~mportant for a~l recru~ts~ I am happy to meet w~th 

your prospects when ~ can. If you have several on visits at the same t~me, ~t would be helpful to me if ~ could meet with all of them together. Any time before 4pro 

on most days wouM work best for rne tm~ess ~ have enough lead 1:[me in order to adjust my evening schedule w~th my ]dds’ activities. 5o let me know what yot~ will 

need, and ~ w~l~ plan accord~nglv as best: [ can. [ am aware that some v~s[ts do happen on t:he [Iy, and ~ will be happy to accommodate when [ can 

[ hope this helps. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: Myers, Patrick Jacob 
Se~t: Tuesday, 10:40 AN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
¢¢: Breschi, Joe 
Subject; Class and Summer Recruiting 
Susan- 
I hope you had a fantastic Memorial Day weekendl 
I wanted to check in with you on a couple thin~s re~ardin~ the upcomin~ summer / recruitin~ season as well as our incomin~ freshman class. We have received a few phone calls / 

questions ~rom our incomin~     class re~ardin~ orientation and settin~ up meetings with you. Spencer has met with each kid individually in the past for schedulin~ purposes, etc 

durin~ their brief stay in Chapel Hill for orientation. With that bein~ said, should I let them all know that you will be reachin~ out to set those meetings up movin~ forward? If not, 
how should we direct them? I was thinkin~ that providin~ them with your contact info might be the most proactive approach, but I would love to ~et your thoughts. 

Also, we have used the academic support facility as well as Spencer in the past to boost our recruitin~ efforts. The academic aspect o~ the campus visits for our prospects is huge 

and we were hopin~ to be able to utilize your services in this fashion as well, especially as thin~s start to heat up for us this summer. Typically we have contacted Spencer directly to 
set these meetings up (usually about 30 rain) and I thought ~ettin~ a feel ~or your schedule might help us as we plan these visits out over the next couple of months. Often times, 
these happen on the fly and we understand you are very busy so we will be as flexible as possible. Any thoughts / ideas from your end are ~reatly appreciated. 

We know this is a b~t of a transition period as tNn~s continue to chan~e in the academic support department so we are VERY appreciative of all your efforts w~th 

Go Heels, 
Pat 

Patrick Myers 

Assistant Men’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of .~’orth Carolina 
Loudermilk Center - 344 Ridge Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 

27517 

(919) 962-2890 (o) 
(c) 

(919) 962-2893 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:33 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

Thanks Susan 

would be the guy as a returning AA but doesn’t have a cum 3.0 

Next year we may have a few. Thanks 

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            10:!3 AM 

To: "Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc~edu> 

Subject: ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

Hi Joe, 

Just to be sure I don’t miss any 

Year award according to the criteria below? 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
1. Candidates rrmst be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 

2. The award will be based on 60 percent academk" achievernent arid 40 percent athletic achievement 

3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 dudrlg each of the last two semesters (Fall 

4. Each school may norrfiuate one student-athlete per sport. 

I apologize for the short notice, but was just informed myself that we need the names of nominees by the end of the day tomorrow. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmalo~i~ unctm.unc~edn 

player, do you have anyone that you would like to recommend for the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the 

, Spr~ng 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feifs, Chris <cfeifs@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 2:52 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Recruit Meeting Request 

Thank you for meeting with yesterday and taking the time out of your schedule. I hope we can work with you again down the road[ 

Best, 

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

Date: Monday, July 22, 20:[3 :[:48 PM 

To: ".c_f_.e__[_f_s_._@.__u_.n_ .c_:.e__d_._u_" <_c_.t_e_!~.s__@.._ .u__q.c_:.e__d__u_.> 

Subject: RE: Recruit Meeting Request 

Hi Chris, 

I have a meeting on campus tomorrow at 2ish. So 1:30 should work fine for 30 minutes. Does that work for you’.," 

Susan1 

Frem: Feifs, Chris 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013:12:09 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Recruit Meeting Request 

Hi Susan, 
I hope this finds you well. I am writing because we have a recruit coming in for an unofficial visit at :1:30pm tomorrow and I was wondering if you would be able to sit down with 

him and talk about our academic support system. Do you have space in your schedule at :1:30pm to do so? If not please let me know what time works best. Thanks! 



Froll£l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walker, Nina <walkern@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:41 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

@yahoo.com; Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

Hope summer is treating you well. I am currently in the process of trying to get player set up for a doctors appt in when he 

arrives at school, this appt may lead to a surgery so we are looking at trying to be as least disruptive to his academic schedule as possible. I was hoping you could 

help me out with the scheduling of this, but     has said there are many unknowns to his schedule. I’m not sure if you are the official academic coordinator for 

the              team or if there is someone else you could direct me too.But just trying to get an idea of what his schedule will be like. He has said that he is 

trying to... drop geo ., Ifit, and my musc. pick up a English    and math and psyc (which i think is full) any time after i o’clock preferably close to 1. 

Please let me know the best way to proceed. As always thanks so much for your help!!! 

Nina 

Nina Walker MA, ATC, LAT 

Staff Athletic Trainer-Men’s Lacrosse/Distance 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-2067 (office) 

929-843-4982 (Fax) 

i.~.i unc-sports med450x150small 

Confidentiality Notice 
This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information fmrrl the University of North Carolina Spor~s Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The information is in tended to be for the use of 

the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e-marl in 

error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all eiectmnic and hard copies of the communication, including attachments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 18:47 AM 

Walker, Nina <walkern@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Hi Nina, 

Good to hear from you. I hope your summer has been going well also. 

Yes, I am working with                on an interim basis, As far as      ~s concerned, he does seem to want to adjust h~s class schedule some what, bu~: has not 

had much su(x:ess thus far. He is looking at ~:ryk~g to register for 2 n~ght das~es Mon-rhurs but he cannot attempt: to register for those ~:ourses until the first: week 

o[: class. He does seem to have an opening currently on Tuesday and Thursday [:ram 12:gO--3pm. And once he drops LF~T, he wH~ have availability MWF from ~2-3pm. 

Does th~s he~p you ~n any way? 

Thanks 

S u 5 a ~1 

Emm= Walker, Nina 
Se~t= Tuesday, 9:45 AM 
Te= Malay, Susan B 
Co: i@yahoo.com; Breschi, Joe 
Subject= 

Hi SusaR, 

Hope summer is treating you well. I am currently in the process of trying to get                 ~ player           set up for a doctors appt in        when he 

arrives at school, this appt may lead to a surgery so we are looking at trying to be as least disruptive to his academic schedule as possible. I was hoping you could 

help me out with the scheduling of this, but     has said there are many unknowns to his schedule. I’m not sure if you are the official academic coordinator for 

the                   or if there is someone else you could direct me too.But just trying to get an idea of what his schedule will be like. He has said that he is 

trying to... drop geo    , Ifit, and my musc. pick up a English    and math    . and psyc (which i think is full) any time after ~ o’clock preferably close to 1. 

Please let me know the best way to proceed. As always thanks so much for your help]H 

Nina 

Nina Walker MA, ATC, LAT 

Staff Athletic Trainer-Men’s Lacrosse/Distance 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-2067 (office) 

9~9-~3-4982 (Fax) 

::::~;::: unc~s med450x150small 

Confidentiality Notice 
This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Caroline Sports Medicine Department which moy be confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for th~ use of 

the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited, i] you have received this e-mail in 

error, please notify" the sender irnmediately by o "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, including attachrnents 



Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Walker, Nina <walkern@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:56 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

image001 .gif 

We will have to drive up to Charlottes~dlle to see this doctor. I know that some classes like English have ve~ strict attendance policies. Since his schedule is not fixed 

yet I am assuming he must be available to sit in on the first week of classes to t~ and get added? I didn’t wmat to take him out of class that week if it would jeopardize 

his abili~ to get classes that he needs. 

Thin.ks 

Nw 

Ps welcome to the 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On at 8:47 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <~b___r_~_3~__d__~:~Le__r__n__~!:_u___n___c_:_e___d__t_~_:, wrote: 

Hi Nina, 

Good to hear from Vou~ I hope your summer has been going well also. 

Y~:,s, [ am working with                on an interim basis. As far as      is concerned, he does seem to want to ad)~st h~s class schedule some what, 

bu~: has not had much success ~:hus far. He is k)oMng a~: ~:ry~ng to register for 2 night classes Mon-Thurs, but he (:annot a~:tempt to register for those 

courses until the first week of dass~ He does seem to have an open~ng currenLiy on Tuesday and Thursday from ~2:gO-3pm~ grid oRce he drops LF[T, he 

w~li have ava~[ab~liLy MWF [:rorn ~2-3pm. 

Does this help you in any way? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~= Walker, Nina 
Seat= Tuesday, 9:45 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 

Co: ~yahoo.com; Breschi, 3oe 
S~bje~t= 

Hi Susan, 

Hope summer is treating you well. I am currently in the process of trying to get                  player           set up for a doctors appt in 

Virginia when he arrives at school, this appt may lead to a surgery so we are looking at trying to be as least disruptive to his academic schedule as 

possible. I was hoping you could help me out with the scheduling of this, but     has said there are many unknowns to his schedule. I’m not sure if 

you are the official academic coordinator for the              team or if there is someone else you could direct me too.But just trying to get an idea 

of what his schedule will be like. He has said that he is trying to... drop geo :    lilt, and my musc. pick up a English    and math     and psyc 

(which i think is full) any time after 1 o’clock preferably close to 1. Please let me know the best way to proceed. As always thanks so much for your 

help]H 

Nina 

Nina Walker MA, ATC, LAT 

Staff Athletic Trainer-Men’s Lacrosse/Distance 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-2067 (office) 

9~9-843-4982 (Fax) 

<imageOOl.gif> 

Confidentiality Notice 
This e-m~il, including ~ny ett~chments, m~y con t~in in[o~metion ~,om the Universi[y o[ North C~oline Sports Medicine Department which m~y be confidentiei or pHvi!eged. The in[ormetion is intended 

to be ]or the use o~ the individual or entity nemed ebove. I[ you ~re not the intended recipient, be ~w~re thet ony disclosure, copying, distribution or use o~ the contents o~ this in]ormetion is prohibited. I[ 

you h~ve received this e-m~il in erroc please noti[y the sender immediately by ~ "reply to sender only" message ~nd destroy ~11 electronic ~nd h~rd copies o[ the communication, including ~tt~chments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmenna~@unc.edu> 

RE: Final semester financial help - 

I know you have been asking for this. 1 am so sorry it has taken me this long. He has a total of :[07 hours and needs 13 hours to graduate according to my review 

(SOCI    , SOC~    , MATH, LF~T, and Experient~a~ Ed). ~ wou~d Hke to get Academic Adv~sh~g to confirm th~s s~nce they w~ u~timate~y sign off on h~s graduation, but 

hopefully this gives you somet:hmg t:o work w~th. 

Thanks, 

F~m= T~mmermans, Tom 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:44 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Final semester financial help 

Hi Susan, 

.lust try#~g to wrap th~s up and ~eL approval before school start. Couid you piease provide an overview of whsL st~ has to do to graduate. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Monday, 12:53 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: FW: Final semester finandal help 

Could you give me aR overview of whsL st~H Reeds to do to graduate and ~]: it is possible Lo do so dudRg the fal~ semester. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

~rem: [m~4~to: 
sent: Monday, 10:28 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Final semester financial help 

Dear Mr. Ti~nme~mans, 

My name is            a~d a~er completing my a&letic digibilib" last ~on on the       fiel& I a~ coming back to UNC Br one mo~ ~mester to finish my 

academic work this [:all. I have spoken to Coach B~sclfi about the pssibilib" of ~ceiving finical help for ~ny last semesteg however: he pointed out to me &at the 

u~wrsib’ has a 5th year plicy regarding payment. 

I wanted to investigate, howeveg about the possibili~ of q~l@ing for a speciM circnmsmaces ca~ ~eing that ~ tmnsfe~Ted from                    and some 

credits I had alre~y earned were brought in as electives a~d not requirements. I techNcMly transfe~ed 3 ~mesters in, which woMd make tNs upcoming semester for 

me my 8th. I did not need to apply Br a fiAh semester becanse I am still in my four ye~ plan. 

Please let me know il’~is is ~)mething that can ~ considered, i am schednled to make a Ibll tuition payment on, , thereby I want k) make sure I have 

covered eveE policy beBre the deadline. Thank you Br your help and I hope U) talk to yon ~)on. 

Sincerely, 

Universits, of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 12:22 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Classes and Sakai 

Hey Susan, 

My name is           and I’m apaxt of the i                   team. We met briefly during summer session 1, but I’m not sure if you remember me or not. 

Anyways I’m having trouble finding my courses on Sakai. I’ve never had this problem in the past but when I log onto SakaJ my courses are simply not there. I’m not 

sure if it’s just me or theres something I have to do to get them to show up but I need to leach out to my teachers to let them know that I will be unable to attend fl~e 

first week of class due to a commitment I have made back home. Coach Breschi, Myers, Holman and Fifes are all aware of this so you don’t have to worry.. If you 
could get back to me asap that would be thutasfic as classes start Tuesday, 

Thanks 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:47 AM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: RE: - Classes and Sakai 

Hi 

Of course I remember you. I hope you had a great summer. 

[ am not sure ~:hat your classes w~H show up on Sal<a~ un~:i~ (:h~sses ~ctu~%, beg~n, ~ wou~d suspect theft you should see this mfo by tomorrow. [~eg~rd~ess, you 

nee~t to em~i~ your professors to ~ntroduce yourself and inform ~:hern that you ~re reg~stere~t for ~:heir course amt ~:hat you h~l:emt ~:o ren~a~n enro~le~t this semes~:er 

desp~Le the fact that you will Rot be sbie to return uRt~ ~(When?), ge sure to ~nd~cate why you are unable to return this first week. Your instructors are noted 

on your class schedule ~r~ CormectCsrol~ns, and you can find their emai~ addresses through the orfl~ne d~rectory 

h ttps:iii tsa p ps. u n c. e d uidiridirSea rchivi ew. h tm;isessi o nid =707c8935f~d 166 ].423f2233254cc. I D...a p psrv4p-O,..i n~ 

Please ~et: me know when you wH~ be returning to class arid what ~t: is that is keepk~g from returning t:h~s week, Hopefully Academic Advising wH] t)e able to rei~ch 

out to your professors as well to inform t:hern of your ~bsence. gut I need more det:aH fiom you hi order for Ad~sk~g to be of assist~m(:e. [~ottom ~ne, howeveL 

[:or you to fffform the tutors on your own. 

~ hope th~s is somewhat helpful. Let me know ff you have any additiona~ questions. 

Thanks~ 

Susan 

F~m: [mailto: ,@gmail.com] 
Sent= Nonday, 12:22 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Classes and Sakai 

tley S usa~, 

My name is           aM I’,n apm~ of the                    team. We met briefly during sum,ner session 1, but I’m not sum if you remember me or not. 

Awways I’m having trouNe finNng my coumes on Sakai. I’ve never had tNs proble,n in the ~st but when I log onto Saka~ ,ny courses am simply not fl~em. I’m not 

sum if it’s just me or thems something I have to do to get them to show up bN I need to much out to my teaclmrs to let them lmow that I roll be m~aNe to aRend ~e 

first week of class due to a com,nitment I have made back home. Coach Bmschi, Myers, Holm~ and Fifes are dl awaxe of this so you don’t have m wo~V. If you 

could get back to me asap that would 1~ fantastic as classes s~ Tuesday, 

Th~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennan@nnc.edu> 

Monday, 1:31 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edw~ 

Re: 

i~nage001,ipg; image002.jpg 

Thanks Susan. ~Vould he be able to Get in the additional 3 hours so he can graduate this fall? 

Thanks 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 1:27 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <~.[?~.a..!:,2j,..:~.?sS.~!?.~?.~!2~!!~:.c.:~.!b> wrote: 

kooks like he needs 14 hours to reach I20, The 1:1. hours that he is in right now all appear to count toward req~irements that he needs. He does need to 

change his Major Concentration, however. 

l.h,o~:_~s this gi~e you what: you need? 

"]’hat~ks~ 

Susa~ 

F~m{ Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 12:06 PN 
To{ Maloy, Susan B; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject~ 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry for the late notice on this one, but could you let me know how many hours he needs to graduate. We are trying to see if he is eligible for any 

funding. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Asdstant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.785~ I Cell             ~ Fax 9~9.962.6002 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MNoy, SusanB <sbmNoy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:42AM 

@gmail.com> 

RE:Classesm~d Sakai 

Hi 

Our Academic Advising Office in Steele building will send a letter to your professors indicating your absence. That is why I needed to know when you will be 

re[urning so th~-_~y can include this h~ their letter. Please conl:~nue to try [o reach out to your professors or] your ow]]. It w~l~ be ~rnportant for you to find out whaL 

in[ormatRm you have missed and how Lhese davs w~l~ count toward Lhe absence policv ~n each class. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent= Wednesday ~2:42 AM 
To= Malay, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Classes and Sakai 

] have been t~yin~ to navigate fl~ou~h connect cazo]ina, sa~ai and myunc but the interact here is homb]e. I’m ~=aJ]y stmssJn~ out about ~e~in~ a hold o[my pm~ssors. ] 

shouM have token cm= o£flfis earlier I know but Fve ~en so busy and eve~hin~ ~nd o[just creeped up on me. I’m reaib, so~ ~br ~rowin~ all o[~is at you Susa~ 

but i[there is any way you can ~et a hold o[my pro[s or even CC me on the emaJis ] would ~ so ~rate[u]~ 

On Wed,             at 12:09 AM, 
I’ll be able to return to class a week today 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

On Tue,             ~t 2:56 PM, Malay, Susan B <sbmakw((-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What date ,,,viii you be able to re~urn to class’? 

Susan 

From: [mailto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent; Tuesday,, 2:08 AM 
To; Malay, Susan B 
Subject; Re: Classes and Sakai 

Son)" Susan I should have been more specifi!! I’m out in              ~ for the national           ch~pionships! It’s the        equivalent to a~ NCAA title 

so you know I’m not missing school for something minor. I’m having still having troubles finding my teachers e~nails so if you could help ~ne out that would be awesome! 

I’ll keep t~ying tonight though. Im son)’ its so late as well, I’m three hours behind out west here 

On Man, at 10:46 AM, Malay, Susm~ B <sbmalo~i~email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Of course I rerf~,-_~r~lb,:_~r you. I hope you had a great surll[T~er. 

~ arn not sure thai your classes will show up on Saka~ unti~ classes ac[ualiy beg~n. ~ woLdd suspect that you should see this ~nfo by tomorrow. Regardless, you wi~ 

need to emaii your professors to #~[roduce yourself and inform them thai you are registered for their course and that you k~tend to remain enrolled this semester 

despite the fact that you will not be aMe to return until ........... (When?), Be sure to h~d~cate why you are unable to return this first week~ Your instructors are noted 

Oll your class schedule in ConnectCarolh~a, and you can find their emaii addresses through the online d~rectory 

ht[ps://~tsapps.unc~edu/dir/d~rSearch/view.h[m;jsessi~nid=7~7c8935f1d166~423f2233254cc~D appsrv4p-O in. 
Please let me know when you w~]l be re~:urning to class and what: ~t is that is keeph~g from returning th~s week. Hopeh.dly Academh:: Advising w~li be able to reach 

out [o your professors as we~l [o inform them of your absence, gut I need more detsi~ from you k~ order for Adv~sb~g to be of assis[ance, got[am ~b~e, however, is 

for you to ~nform the tutors on your own. 

~ hope tMs ~s somewhat helpful. Let me know ~f you have any add~tiona] questions. 

7hanks, 

F~m: mail~: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~2:22 AM 
To: Malay, Susan B 
Subject: Classes and Sakai 

Hey Susa3], 

My name is            and I’m apaet of the ]                     ~am. We met briefly during summer session 1, but I’m not sum if you remember me or not. 

Anyways I’m having trouble fin&rig my cou~es on Sa2ai. I’ve never had fl~is problem in the ~st but when I log on£~ Sakai my courses am simply not there. I’m not 

sure if it’s just me or theres something I have to do to get them to show up but I need to reach out to my teachers to let fl]em know that I will be unable to attend the 

first week of class due to a commitment I have made back home. Coach Breschi, Myers, Hohna~ and Fifes are aJl awaze of this so you don’t have to won)c If you 

could get back to me asap that would ~ fan~stic as classes s~ Tuesda?~ 

Th~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 10:08 AM 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

Advising Ii~r Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edtr~; Dri~oll, Jessica Lynn <jldrisco@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Absence letter - 

Hi Andrea, 

is in the competing in the which in is the equivalent to the NCAA Championships. He will be 

able to return to class on Tuesday,               said that his internet access is low where he is and he has not been able to find the emails of his professors to 

communicate t:h~s to them, AnytNng you can do to fad~itate th~s communk:ation w~t:h professors would be e’,d:reme~y helpful 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

F~m~ Caldwell, Andrea L 
Sent: Monday, 5:43 PN 

To~ Naloy, Susan 

Cc~ Advising for Student Athletes ~P; OriscNI, Jessica kynn 

Subject: Absence le~er 

Dear 

After speaking with ~ou, I followed up with Marilgn Wyrick regarding and , and she suggested that we process 

the absence letter from the Academic Advising Program template as normal, g~ cop~ of this email, Jessica Oriscoll (SgS staff assistant) will send an absence letter 

stating that he will be in class beginning          - normally no detail is given as to why a student is absent. 

When gou find out more details from please 

absence ~or him. 

Thank you for gout patience as we figure out these processes. 

Take care, 

Andrea 

Andrea L. Caldwell 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

1007 Steele Building 

andreac@ernail.unc.edu 

V {919) 843- 6052 

F(919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:!/advising.unc~edu 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:54 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: ANTtt 

I have sat in on Anth    and talked to Dr. Billman about adding me to his class. He said that it was no problem and there were plenty of seats. I have emailed him 3 

times now and still no response or no changes no connect carolina. If he doesnt add me today, can he still do that or will I have to manually add that class? I mn going 

to tit to emaJl him once more today and hope he adds me. If he has office hours today, I roll go to them as well. 

Thanks 

On Moil, at 4:28 PM, Maloy, Susan B < sbmalov~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Everything is basically walk-in, but I am free now (4:30pro) ~,nd after :H :30am tomorrow, Feel free to come by. 

Thanks, 

From: [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:07 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Meeting times 

Hello, my nanle is           and I am a      on the       team. I was wondering when you had any titne to meet about some classes that I have questions 

about. Do you blOW of any ti~ne this afternoon that you axe free, or is aJl your ti~ne basically walk in hours? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WaJker, Nina <walkem@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, ,11:08 PM 

Toomy, Stephen C <toomy@email.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <bre~hi@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenem@email.unc.edu-~;. 

~live. unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-~ 

Mdloy, Susan B <sbln~oy@email.unc.edt~, 

Hello Michael, 

I )Jst wanted to let you know that and of the team missed class yesterday dL~e to a doctors appointment in with a 

specialist. This appo~n~:men~ fes{~:ed m scheduling s{~rgery h:~r both of them on Tuesday The athletes wi~ more ~:han Hkely be out of class for the major~tv 

of ~:he wee~, ~_et me know ~f ~:heir professors ~vi~l requested any more informath:m, They haw~ been advised to comm~micate w~th ~:heir professors [mt any~:h~ng you 

car do to assist ~n this process would be great. P~ease le[ ~T~e ktlow H: you have any questions. Thanks so much [:or your help. 

Nb~a 

N~na Walker MA, ATC, 

Staff Athletic Trainer-Men’s I.acrosse!Distance 

Uniw~rs~tv o~ North CarolkH~-Chape~ 

9~9-,962-2067 (office) 

919-&~3-,4982 (Fax) 

~X~ un,>s~s m~.d 450x150 small 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:35 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.~mc.edtr~; Welborn, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Online Course - 

Hi Susan 

I am planning on enrolling in an online course through         . The course I am looking to take is PSYCH : SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY however on the UNC -SIS Transfer 
Course Equivalendes site the specific course does not appear when viewing the courses. I’m not sure who to contact in order to see if the course will transfer 
before I go ahead and enroll in it. Hope you can help! Sorry for the bother. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:19 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Online Course - 

Hi 

All courses must be approved by Admissions as transferrable before you take the course. Even thoL~gt~ you do not see them on the Transfer Course Equivalencies, it 

does nol: necessarily mean that the co~rse w~ not transfer, You wi~ need to submit: a Cot~rse Approw~ R)rm [o [he Adr~ss~ot~s O[f~ce as soot~ as possiMe Re~ew 

this ~ink http://www.admissions.unc.edu/App~y!Transfer Studen[siTr Eval Curren[Stdnts.html for ~nsl:rucl:~ons and access to the Course ApprovN Form. [.e~: me 

know what you deride Lo do and ~[: you have any other questions abouL tNs. 

Thanks, 

8ent~ Friday,            10:35 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B; Welbom, Spencer 
Subject~ Online Course - 
Hi Susan 
I am planning on enrolling in an online course through The course I am looking to ~ke is PSYCH :    SPOR~ PSYCHOLOGY however on the UNC -SIS Transfer 
Course Equivalendes site the specific course does not appear when viewing the courses, rm not sure who to con~ct in order to see if the course will transfer 
before I go ahead and enroll in it. Hope you can helpl Sorry for the bother. 

Thank ~oul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <~swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJd.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Online Course - 

I hope all is well, In regards to the course, you will need to complete a course equivalency form through the Office of Undergraduate admissions. It is a painless 

process and can be vh~wed by the ~ink be~ow...,the ~ink ~:o ~:he form is on the bottom of the page. 

htl:P:ii~v~v~v.i~dmissh:~ns, unc.edu/Apply/Tra ns fer_Stt~denl:s/Course__Appro~aLh~:m~ 

Sent: Friday,            ~0:35 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B; Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Online Course - 
Hi Susan 
I am planning on enrolling in an online course through The course I am looking to Mke is PSYCH : SPOR~ PSYCHOLOGY however on the UNC -SIS Transfer 
Course Equivalencies site the specific course does not appear when viewing the courses, rm not sure who to con~ct in order to see if the course will transfer 
before I go ahead and enroll in it. Hope you can help[ Sorry for the bother. 
Thank you[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:05 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting at Orientation 

Hey Susan, 

My name is            . I am an                from             and am very excited to play for the UNC       team this fall. I will be attending orientation 
and was looking to meet with you sometime prior to choosing my classes for my Fall semester. Are you available for questions on the 

Thanks and I look forward to meeting with you in the near future. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting at Orientation 

Hi Susan, 

If those times work for everyone else they work for us as well, Looking forward to seeing you soon! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Friday, 11:55 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Meeting at Orientation 

[ plan to send out an email to everyone who is attending Orientation 

you be available at 8am after checking-in to the dorm at 7::[Sam on Mondav? 

Susan 

Sent= Thursday, 5:05 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
$ubjeet= Neeting at Oden~tion 
Hey Susan, 
Ny name is ’.            . I am an                from             and am ve~ excited to play for the UNC       team this fall. I will be a~ending orientation 

and was Io~king to meet with you sometime prior to choosing my classes for my Fall semester. Are you available for questions on the 

Than~ and I look fo~ard ~ meeting with you in the near future. 

about possibly meeting at 8am on Monday and again at 4:45pm on Monday, Would 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

,@yahoo.com 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning,     after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday .    ), your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

) with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!l~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on.         . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning     ) after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday (    I, your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

) with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at           ) or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!l~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

~yahoo.com 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning (    ) after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday     !, your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!l~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:54 PM 

~comcast.net 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi: 
It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning ,.    t after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 
iam looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!l~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:55 PM 

@yahoo.corn 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning     , after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday      , your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

) with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 
iam looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!l~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:55 PM 

~optonline.net 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning ,.    ) after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday, . ), your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

) with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall    I classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!l~.u!~c.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting wi Susan Maloy 

Mrs. Maloy, 

I will be arriving Sunday around 1:00pro. I can meet with you on Monday at 8am. 

Thanks. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.com" @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:52 PM 
Subject: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning,     I after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday I     i, your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

9~L9-962-9892 (office) 

9~L9-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:04 PM 

@aol.com 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi, 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!l~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:05 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday,     , your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2::15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall 2013 classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.adv!si!l~.u!lc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Wednesday, 6:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w! Susan Maloy 

Hi Ms. Maloy, 
I will be able to meet with you at 8am! I’m looking forward to it. 
Thank you, 

In a message dated 2:04:12 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, sbmaloy@email.unc.edu writes: 

Hi, 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the              team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 
Orientation next week on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 
Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to your 
dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect over the 
course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the 

conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest 

to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday      your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within 
the Academic Support Program for Student=Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding ~gistration etc~ Please plan to attend this 
meeting at 4:45pm~ And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic 
Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You can 
also reach me on my cell phone at            3r office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT - You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to register 
for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the Module, go 
to www=advisinq.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising 
Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinatol;/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo%tbuncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~optonline.net> 

Wednesday, 10:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting wi Susan Maloy 

Hi Susan, 8:00 Monday morning is flue for 

thanks 

On at 1:55 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the              team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New 

Student Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be 

helpful to you during Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning 

after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in 

order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know 

whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd 

floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 

4:45pm on Monday your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support 

Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 

4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our 

Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

morning. You can also reach me on my cell phone at           } or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not 

be able to register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour 

to complete. To find the Module, go to www.adv!sing.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First 

Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sblnaloy~tmco~a.t~nc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

{~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, 1:12 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting ~;/Susan Maloy 

Hi Susan I am sorry, for the delayed response, it has been a crazy week between final exams and graduation. The meeting on Monday at 8 works for me if it still works 

for you. 

Thank you and see you soon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On ,2013, at 1:49 PM, Malo;, Susan B" <sbmaloy(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New 

Student Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be 

helpful to you during Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning 

t after you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in 

order to give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know 

whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd 

floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parldng Deck.) Secondly, at 

4:45pm on Monday      , your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support 

Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 

4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday i with our Academic 

Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

morning. You can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be 

able to register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to 

complete. To find the Module, go to www.advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First 

Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~comcast.net~ 

Wednesday, 3:10 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan 
I have a few- questions about 
Thank you’. 

schedule f,ar the fall and in preparation for tomorrow’s changes. Can you please call me on my cell? 

Many are the plans in a nran’s heart but the Lord’s purpose will prevail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_c}live a~nc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:52 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Welbom, Spencer <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Couple of Questions 

Hey Susan and Spencer, 

I am searching for classes because I got into biology and now have another science in my schedule, Geology. I am trying to swap it for Sociology 

I. When I am trying to swap it, it says that I need permission from the instructor to take this course. What should I do 

about that? 

What do you think about my schedule and how it looks right now (below)? I am really hoping to switch the Geology for the Sociology and they are both at 

the same time, If there are any changes you recommend please let me know. 

Thankyou! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:04 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 
RE: Couple of Questions - Shane Simpmn 

Hi 

It looks like SOCl is restricted to juniors and sophomores only. In order to possibly register for the course, you will need to contact the SOCI department 

directly to n:_~quesL permissk)n. 

f think your schedule k)oks good other than the ~s~ue you already identified of having 2 sdences, whk:h would not: be recommended at: thi~ time. Do you have 

od~er course options #~ your shopping cart that you coLdd try? 

You could possiMy search a V~sua[ and Performing Arts RequiremenL (VP) to see what ~s open thaL you rn~ght I&e. That may be a ~ood requirement to add to your 

current course load. 

Let me know i[ you need anyl:hktg else, 

Thank~ a~d see you soon 

Susan 

Seat; Wednesday, 9:45 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bjeCt= Couple of ~uestions 

Hey Susan and Spencer, 

I am searchin8 for classes because I 8or into biolosy and now have another science in my schedule, Geolosy. I am tryin8 to swap it for Sociolosy : 

). When I am tryin8 to swap it, it says that I need permission from the instructor to take this course. What should I do 

about that? 

What do you think about my schedule and how it looks risht now (below)? I am really hopin8 to switch the Geolosy for the Sociolosy and they are both at 

the same time. If there are any chanses you recommend please let me know. 

Thankyou~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}gmafil.com> 

Tuesday, 2:07 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Under 12 hours 

actively t~ing to get into a couple of classes right now, and waiting to see what will open up. 

Thanks, 

On Tue, at 12:05 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbma]ov(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

We just realized that you are not enrolled in at least 12 hours vet this semester. Can you let us ~ow what your plan is to le~lve this? 

Thank yo~ 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinak~r/Ac~emic Counselor 

L~C Academic Suppo~ Program for Smdent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~x) 

shin~m~Jl, uric.edu 

UNC-CH 

~)amaJl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, 7:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Under 12 hours 

Hey; 

Just wanted to let you know that I enrolled in an online course to get to the minimum of 12 hours, but am slill seeking out other poteutia] classes. 

On Tue, at 2:10 PM, Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Ok, keep me posted and let me know if you need any assistance. Don’t forget to take advantage of the Adv~sh~g wa~k-in hours w~th Spencer ~nd Andrea 

f_oudermiH< Mso, 

From: [mailto @cjmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:07 PM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: Under :[2 hours 

I am actively twing to get into a couple of classes fight now, and waiting to see what will open up. 

Thanks, 

On Tue, at 12:05 PM, Maloy, Snsan B <sbmalo,~’(~email.nnc.edu;, wrote: 

Hi 

We just realized that you are not enrolled in at least 12 hours yet this semester. Can you let us know what your plan is to re~lve this? 

Thank yo~ 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Afllletes 

919-962-9892 (ol~ce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaJd.~mc.edu 

UNC-CH 

~gmail.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:11 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Urgeat? Class Issue: 

I have jus~t received an email from my math professor that troubles me. This email as well as the reply that I just sent her a moment ago is below. I am 

not sure what to do because I thought I was eligible to take Math    . Could you help? 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: ({blive.unc.edu> 

Date: 10:06:45 PM EDT 

To: "Etheridge, Debra" <etheridg(gbemail.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: not eligible to take math    - you must drop the course 

Dr. Etheridg, 

I received your ema~l and I am not sure what the answer is. The only thing that I ask is that you please give me the next two days to figure out the answer 
with my academic advisor. I understand that there axe other students who need to enroll, however ifI drop this class right now I will not be eligible to 

participate in my varsi~ sport here at the university mad we have very important testing tomorrow the                 I will forward your email to my 

athletic/academic advisor tonight and speak with her tomorrow to find the a~swer. I will be back in contact with you as soon as that I find that answer. 

Thank you, 

On at 9:03 PM, "etheridg(gbemail.unc.edu" <etheridg~email.unc.edu:> wrote: 

To: 

From: Debra Etheridge 

Sir, 

You have no ~ores and no transfer credit that make you eligible to take math 

Therefore, unless there are qualifying scores or trm~sfer credit that don’t show up in UNC records~ 

you MUST drop math 

Do so ASAP. 

Further, we have no record of any scores or transfer credit that would make you able to taker 

the prerequisite tier math which is math Therefore, unless there aace errors in "the records, 

you may not enroll in math this semester either. Nor mw you enroll in math 

If you must take marl" . it looks - from what I cm~ see - as if you need to begin with matl~ for an equivalent class.) 

-Dr. Ethefidge 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "MATH 

reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: MATH 

" site. To 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc,edu;, 

Thursday, 2:31 PM 

Shryock, Brenda M <sh~ock@math.unc.edu> 

Etheridge, D. L. <etheridg@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Math 

Professor Shryock, 

My name is               and I am a           here at UNC At the begimaing of the semester I emolled in Dr. Etheridge’s Math    class After the first class yesterday it was brought to 
my attention by Dr Etheridge that I did not meet the prerequisites for the class and that I needed to drop it. However I did take the SAT 2 Math level 1 test and scored between a 520 and an 
800 and so it turns out that I am eligible to take 2vlath    ~vhich I emolled in this morning            . Upon dropping Dr. Etheridge’s Math    :lass she ~vanted me to email you to reform 
you of the situation The last thing is that the University does not have my scores for the SAT 2 2vlath level 1 on file and so I am working on getting a copy of my scores to the appropriate 
department today. If there are any problems please let me kno~v. 

’]?hank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:29 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: NiLe Allotment 

Hi 

Below are my requests~ Let me know if you need help finding this stuff:. I believe it toLals $20I. If the $4 can’t be rnade up, just drop the lasL item (Tailback Cap for 

Col W Warp DRI- 

Blend Tee - 

00029578X NC5 

$~:]..50). 

Thanks for putting this all together Ben, 

Susan 

Defender Hybrid ½ 

Zip Jacket - 

00031198X NCl 

Large 

$16/S32 

Medium 

$40 

k/S Legend Tee - 

388578 

Medium 

WHSL ~14 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:02 PM 

WMNS Icon 6.5" 

Mesh Short - 

535671 

Large 

Game Royal 

(White) 493 

$16 (S32) 

4iMNS Icon 6.5" Nike Avenger Knit 

Vlesh Short - Warm-UP Pant - 

~35671 535664 

_arge Medium 

3lack (White) Black/White 012 

($32) $30 ($60) 

Challenger Woven 

Pant - 535668 

Medium 

Black/White 012 

$32.50 (365) 

NPC Hypercool 

s/s O0027626X- 

NC1 

Medium 

~25 

Col Dri-Fit 

Heritage 86 3D 

Tailback Cap 

Adjustable 

00027690X 

;11.50 

To: Beat-b/, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; 
Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Yarbrough, Nate 
Sabje~t: RE: Nike Allotment 
Importance: High 
Hey 

This should be the final adjustment! Michelle has been gracious and is using the money allotted towards her to distribute it all of us. The total ~ amount for our 
a~lotrnent is &1.97. ~rev~ous~y, she was ~Ianning on (:ow~dng anyone who wen~: over with her alk)~:men~:, but since she is passing hers along, we haw~ very Htde 

wiggle room. There have been some adjustment room because not everyone has been ush~g every sh~gle dollar, but ~ won’t know unti~ the end, so p~ease be 

prepared to ad)~st quicMy if ~ come back to you, Pk~ase emai~ hie fina~ changes by tomorrow, 

Thanks~ 

B(m 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial CoordinaLor/Acadernic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b S h e U {~b e m ~i~. U n~:, e d u 

C)ffice: 919-843-2328 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 

Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:53 PM 

To: Beatty, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maioy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, 

Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

SuNect: NiLe Allotment 

Hey all, 

We have been given more money for our staff! Every person is allotted an additional S55 (total of 8185). 

Please review your previous order and adjust it accordingly. Please only send me changes and additions so [ don’t put you down for something multiple times. 

If you don’t have your order written down elsewhere -let me know I can send you what I currently have. 

Also - NiLe is no longer offering Women’s sizes in the polo shirts. One option is to order some "SWOOSH ONLY" (there will be no Carolina logo on them) polos 

from the Golf Line when it becomes available in November. Since these are for use at Events, we will limit the colors to Carolina Blue, White, Navy, Grey and Black. 

The cost is roughly 525-~35. If you would like to hold some of your funds for that purpose, please let me know. 

Please get me the new orders by Tuesday, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator,/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



November 26, 2013 

THE UNIVERSITY 

g~ NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL tqILL 

[04 A|RPORI" DR~VE~ SU|TE 320,0 

CAMPLS BOX 1270 

To: 

From" 

Re: 

University Employees 

Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes, Director of Payroll Services 

Dennis Press, University Controller and Assistant Vice Chancellor 

Change in State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

Last week, the North Carolina Department of Revenue (NCDOR) issued revised state 

tax withholding forms for the 2014 calendar year and instructed employers to obtain 

new state tax withholding data for all employees. 

NCDOR’s reason for this requirement is the General Assembly passed significant 

changes to the State’s income tax laws effective for taxable years beginning on or 

after January 1, 2014. The new law sets a single income tax rate and makes 

substantial changes to the taxable income calculation. Employees’ current state tax 

withholding allowances may not be appropriate under the new law. As a result, the 

University is required to have each employee provide a new Employee’s Withholding 

Allowance Certificate (Form NC-4 EZ or Form NC-4). To comply with the new rules 

for withholding state income tax, UNC-Chapel Hill will default all employees status 

to "O" and "Single" effective December 31, 2013. Based on your individual tax 

allowances after completing Form NC-4 or Form NC4-EZ, you will need to submit the 

new form to the Payroll Department for the allowances to take effect for any 

payments received on or after January 1, 2014. Action will be taken within the pay 

period the form is received; no withholding adjustments will be made retroactive 

per NCDOR instructions. 

The expectation is that each employee will submit Form NC-4 EZ or Form NC-4to the 

Payroll Department CB #1260 by Friday, December 20, 2013, for biweekly employees 

and by Friday, January 3, 2014, for monthly employees. The NC-4 EZ and Form NC-4 

forms can be accessed at http://finance.unc.edu/forms/payroll-forms/. Thank you 

in advance for your time to this sensitive matter. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 

Monday, April ~,, 2014 3:14 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Employee Parking Application Receipt 

Name: SUSAN h4ALOY 
PIE): 
Employee Status:Permanent 
Full Time/Part Time: Full Tune 
Choice 1 : $8 
Choice 2: 
Choice 3: 
Universi~" waitlist: $4 
Disabled: No 
Post I)oc: No 
Department Number: 9810 
Shop Number: 
Schedule: 8am-5:30pm 
Payment Method: Payroll 
Premx: Yes 

You have completed the application process. 

Your department coordinator will assign permits April 28 - May 16th. 

Permit distribution for the 2014-15 parking year will begin in early August. 

Permits will be valid beginning August 15th. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, October 7, 2005 4:19 PM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edn; anordmann@miami.edu; tx~gach@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; tallyca@bc.edu; 

ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu; dtbley@miami.edn; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edn; jcondaras@at.gtaa.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu; irigle@clem~m.edu;jwb8q@virginia.edu;jon t?agg@ncsu.edu;jko3b@vi~inia.edu; kcunning@nmd.edu; 
bickhm~@umd.edn;           ~yahoo.com; l&uh@miami.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edn;         ~hotmail.co~n; 

athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; mmybdll@uncaa.unc.edu; ~npm03@fsu.edu; michelle !ee@ncsn.edu; piscetmf(&!wfu.edu; pkey@~niami.edu; 

pgrayso@clemson.edu; rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; rod johnson@ncsu.edn; hugesk@wfu.edn; sand~j@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; 

skln6f@virginia.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edn; schof@umd.edu; koos@bc.edn; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; 

lparke@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

FW: [CCACA] FW: Updates to Proposals in the 2006 POPL 

Updates to proposal s in 2006 POPL.doc 

From: Jackie Campbell [mailto:jcampbell@atlantic10.org] 
Sent= Friday, October 07, 2005 3:59 plVl 
To= ccaca-talk@lists.pac- 10.org 
Subject= [CCACA] FVV: Updates to Proposals in the 2006 POPL 

Jackie Campbell 

Assistant Commissioner 

Atlantic lO Conference 

215/545-6678 

From= Zeller, Leeland [mailto:Izeller@ncaa.org] 
Sent= Friday, October 07, 2005 3:33 plVl 
To= .lackie Campbell; chenry@themwc.com 
Co= Mlembership Services 

Subject= Updates to Proposals in the 2006 POPL 

3ackie/Carolayne, 

Attached is a char~ that details all the changes and updates that have been made to this point to the proposals in the 2006 POPL. Please forward this to the CCACA listserv. 
Another update will be provided next week. 

<<Updates to proposals in 2006 POPL.doc>> 

Thankyou, 

Leeland Zeller 

Associate Director of Mlembership Services 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

Phone: 3:t7-917-6222 

Fax: 317-9:17-6622 

This emaJd and a~y attachments may contain confidential a~d privileged intbrmafion. If you a~e not the intended recipienL plea~ notify the sender immediately by return 

email, delete this message mad destroy a~y copies. Any dissemination or u~ of this iniimnation by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized a~d may be 

illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, October 17, 2005 8:40 AM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edn; anordmann@miami.edu; tx~gach@ancaa.anc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; tullyca@bc.edu; 

ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu; dtbley@miami.edn; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edn; jcondaras@at.g "taa.gatech.edn; 

jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;jrigle@clem~m.edu;jwb8q@virginia.edu;jon t?agg@ncsu.edu;jko3b@vi~inia.edu; kcunning@nmd.edu; 

bickhan~@umd.edn;          ~yahoo.com; l&uh@miami.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edn          @hotmail.co~n; 

athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; meaybdll@uncaa.unc.edu; ~npm03@fsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; piscetmf(&!wfu.edu; pkey@~niami.edu; 

pgrayso@clemson.edu; rcobb@at.gt~a.gatech.edu; rod johnson@ncsu.edn; hugesk@wfu.edn; sandxi@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; 

sk~n6f@virginia.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edn; schof@umd.edu; koos@bc.edn; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; 

tparke@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: [CCACA] FW: Final 10/5/05 Division I LRIC Minutes 

10-5-2005 Final Interp Minutes.doc 

From: Carolayne Henry [mailto:chenry@themwc.com] 
Sent= Friday, October :14, 2005 5:32 plVl 

To= ’Ccaca-Talk (E-mail) 
Subject= [CCACA] FVV: Final :t0/5/05 Division 1 LRTC Minutes 

From: Zeller, Leeland [mailto:Izeller@ncaa.org] 
Sent= Friday, October :L4, 2005 3:28 PM 
To= Membership Services; Enforcement; Brown, Gary; Carolayne Henry; Jackie Campbell 
Subject= Final i0/5/05 Division I LRIC Minutes 

Attached are the final LRIC minutes from the October 5 telephone conference. Please let the staff liaisons know if you have any questions. 

<<10-5-2005 Final Interp Minutes.doc>> 

Leeland Zeller 

Associate Director of Membership Services 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

Phone: 3:t7-917-6222 

Fax: 317-9:17-6622 

TNs email and an5’ attachments may contaJn confidential and privileged ilfformation. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return 

email, delete this message mad destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this intbnnation by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, October 27, 2005 9:19 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; icx~gach@ uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; tallyca@bc.edu; 

ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jcondaras@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

ierome.rod~ers.l@bc.edu;jrigle@clem~m.edu;jwb8q@virginia.edu: ion t~a)ncsu.edu;jko3b@vi~inia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 
~yal~oo.co~n; kkuhr@mia~fi.edn; markos@uncaa.nnc.ed ~!hotmail.com; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; 

mazyl~ll@uncaa.nnc.edu; mpm03@fsn.edn; michelle lee@ncsu.edn; piscettnf@wl:u.edu; pkey@mimni.edu; pgrayso@clemson.edu; 

icobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edn; rod johnson@ncsn.edu; hngesk@wfu.edu; sa~dyj@t.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; skm6f@vilginia.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edn; schot~(c)!umd.edu; koos~t@bc.edu; sblnaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vt.edn; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: 2006 Regional Rules Seminars 

FYI - Shane, Eric and I will be attending the Dallas session as we have a conflict with the dates of San Diego. 

Good Afternoon - The dates and cities for the 2006 Regional Rules Seminars are listed below. Specific hotel information will be available March 1, 2006 when 

online registration begins. Feel free to share this information with the membership. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

San Diego - May 14-19 

Dallas - June 4-9 

Robin L. Hale 

NCAA Membership Services 

317/917-6624 (phone) 

317/917-6622 (fax) 

rhale@ncaa.org 

This emaJ, l and a~y attachments may contain confidentiaJ a~d privileged inIbnnafion. If you axe not the intended recipient, plea~ notify the sender immediately by return 

email, delete this message and des~troy a~y copies. Any dissemination or use of this infom~ation by a person other than the intended recipient is nnanthorized and tnay be 

illega£ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2005 9:56 AM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; tx~gach@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; t~llyca@bc.edu; 

ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu; dibley@miami.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jcondams@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

jerome.mdgers.l@bc.edu;jrigle@clem~m.edu;jwb8q@virginia.edu;jon ihgg@ncsu.edu;jko3b@vi~inia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 

~yal~oo.co~n; klmhr@mia~fi.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.ed )!hotmail.com; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; 

mmylmll@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; piscettnf@wfu.edu; pkey@miami.edu; pgrayso@clemson.edu; 

mobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; rod johnson@ncsu.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sa~dyj@t.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; skm6f@vilginia.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; schot;(c)!umd.edu; koosl@bc.edu; sblnaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] FW: Final 10/12/05 Division I LRIC Minutes 

10-12-2005 Final Interp Minutes.doc 

From: Carolayne Henry [mailto:chenry@themwc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2005; 9:37 AM 
To: CCACA Discussion 
Subject: [CCACA] FW: Final 10!12/0S Division I LRIC Minutes 

From: Zeller, Leeland [mailto:Izeller@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2005 2:54 PM 
To: Membership Services; Enforcement; Brown, Gary; Carolayne Henry; Jackie Campbell 
Subject: Final 10/12/05 Division I LRIC Minutes 

Attached are the final LRIC minutes from the October 12 telephone conference. Please let the staff liaisons know if you have any questions. 

<<10-12-2005 Final Interp Minutes.doc>> 

Leeland Zeller 

Associate Director of Membership Services 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

Phone: 317-917-6222 

Fax: 317-917-6622 

This email and may attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify’ the sender immediately by return 
email, delete this message and destroy aW copies. Any’ dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized mad may be 
illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, November 18, 2005 10:51 AM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; tx~gach@ancaa.anc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; tullyca@bc.edu; 

ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jcondaras@at.g "taa.gatech.edu; 

jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;jrigle@clem~m.edu;jwb8q@virginia.edu;jon t?agg@ncsu.edu;jko3b@vi~inia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 

~yal~oo.co~n; kkuhr@mianfi.edn; markos@uncaa.nnc.edu ~!hotmail.com; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; 

ma~cyMll@uncaa.nnc.edu; mpm03@fsn.edn; michelle lee@ncsu.edn; piscettnf@wfu.edu; pkey@mimni.edu; pgrayso@clemson.edu; 

icobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edn; rod johnson@ncsn.edu; hngesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@t.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; skm6f@vilginia.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edn; schot~(c)!umd.edu; koos~t@bc.edu; sblnaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vt.edn; 

thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: [CCACA] FW: 2005 Hot Topic #11 - Bylaw 14.1.10.2 

2005 Hot Topic No 11 .doc 

From: Carolayne Henry [mailto:chenry@themwc.com] 
Sent= Friday, November :t8, 2005 :t0:49 AM 
To= CCACA Discussion 
Subject= [CCACA] FW: 2005 Hot Topic #:U~ - Bylaw J~4.:t.:t0.2 

From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter@ncaa.org] 
Sent= Friday, November 18, 2005 4:40 AM 
To= Carolayne Henry; jcampbell@atlantic:t0.org 
I::¢= Chawley@bigten.org; Membership Services 

Subject= 2005 Hot Topic #:L:t - Bylaw :t4.Li0.2 

Carolayne and dackie 

I hope this email finds you well. Attached is the hot topic that the Big Ten requested. Please distribute to your group. Thanks and have a great Thanksgiving. 

<<2005 Hot Topic No 11 .doc>> 

TNs email and an5’ attachinents may contaJn confidential and privileged ilfformation. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return 

email, delete this message and des~troy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 
illegal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, December 16, 2005 3:53 PM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edn; anordmann@miami.edu; tx~gach@ancaa.anc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; tullyca@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dli~ley@mimni.edu; hmcatee@mailer.t?~u.edn; jpootraknl@duaa.duke.edu; jcondaras@bigeast.olg; 

jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu; j rigle@clem~m.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; j cunnin@ umd.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; 

kcunning@nmd.edu;          O!ya~oo.com; kkuh@mimni.edu; maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu          ~!hotmail.com; 

athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; mmyball@uncaa.unc.edu; ~npm03@fsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; piscetmf(&!wfu.edu; pkey@~niami.edu; 

pgrayso@clemson.edu; rcobb@at.gt~a.gatech.edu; rod johnson@ncsu.edn; hugesk@wfu.edn; sand~j@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; 

skln6f@virginia.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edn; schof@umd.edu; koos@bc.edn; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; 

lparke@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: [CCACA] FW: Final 11/16/05 Division I LRIC Minutes 

11 - 16-2005 Final Interp Minutes.doc 

From: Carolayne Henry [mailto:chenry@themwc.com] 
Sent= Friday, December :t6, 2005 3:45 PM 

To= ’Ccaca-Talk (E-mail) 
Subject= [CCACA] FVV: Final :tJ~!:t6!05 Division T LRZC Minutes 

From: Zeller, Leeland [mailto:Izeller@ncaa.org] 
Sent= Friday, December :t6, 2005 :t2:33 PM 
To= Membership Services; Enforcement; Brown, Gary; Carolayne Henry; Jackie Campbell 
Subject= Final i:t/:t6!05 Division I LRTC Minutes 

Attached are the final LRIC minutes from the November 16 telephone conference. Please let the staff liaisons know if you have any questions. 

<<11-16-2005 Final Interp Minutes.doc>> 

Leeland Zeller 

Associate Director of Membership Services 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

Phone: 3:t7-917-6222 

Fax: 317-9:17-6622 

TNs email and an5’ attachments may contaJn confidential and privileged i~fformation. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return 

email, delete this message mad destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this infimnation by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edn); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu); Andy Campbell (wcmnpb2@clemson.edu); Art Markos (am@i~inia.edu); 

Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Kerriga~ (bra~di.kerrigan@bc.edu); Bret Cowley 

(bcowley@tnailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy     @ahoo.com); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Cmly Pariseau (cealy.pariseau@bc.edu); 

Came Doyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Cl~istopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpnb.duke.edu); 

Cindy Haxtmman (chartmarm@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (cem~der4@gw.ncsu.edn); Dan 

Raben (d.rabenl@tnimni.edu); Da~ Tromp (dtmmI~!umd.edu); Danielle Averill (            {~bgmafil.com); Dannie Daluisio 
(ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Heather Robertson 

(herobert@vLedu); Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsn.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Booz 

(jwb8q@irginia.edu); Jim Curry (jmcur~@nmd.edu); Julie Heyde (jnlieheyde@ncsu.edu); Km~en Kelly (k.kelly2@miamLedu); Kirsten 

Elleby (ellebykc@wl’u.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); La~ Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu); Ma~- Giardina 
(mgiardimr@duaa.duke.edu);                @uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Cmnpbell 

(nca~npbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate (robin~pate@ncsu.edu); Shane Kelley (skelley@miami.edu); Stephanie Ellison 

(saelli~clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (sflippen~ ~athletics.gatech.edn); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker 

(tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstc@wfi£edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmermans 
(timmennm~s@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicld Saxfo-Kantaka 

(vsaffoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edn) 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Barwick, Seth <sbarvvick@theacc.org>; Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org > 

Proposals - WBB July Recruiting 

FYI -as you may recall, one of the proposals that the ACC is sponsoring in th~      egislative cycle relates to the women’s basketball July evaluation periods. I just 

wanted to give you a heads-up that the proposal, at the request of the WBCA and ultimately the ACC WBB coaches, was tweaked a little bit. Instead of the 7-5-7-5 

recruiting model in July we will now sponsor a 7-10-7 model, which is 7 days evaluation, 10 days dead, 7 days evaluation and the remaining days in July dead. 

Th~      )roposals are now available on LSDBi. I was unable to access the link to the Publication of Proposed Legislation this morning but as soon as that’s 

available Iql forward it to you. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@theacc.org 

336-854-8787 (/)hone) 
336-3694)065 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday 11:31 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.tgu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agmy3@clem~n.edu); Amy Herman (aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brmidi Guerinot (brandi.gnerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy ~     @~hoo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Cady Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@admin.fsn.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartnmnn@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgamble@umd.edn); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Dan Tromp 

(dtmmp@umd.edn); Danielle Averill (            @gmail.com); Dam~ie Dalnisio (ddaJuisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfolevQ@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 

Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q@ivginia.edu); Jim Cur~ 

(jmcun3@umd.edu); Julie Heyde (julieheyde@ncsn.edu); Kaven Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirslen Elleby (ellebykc@v4"u.edu); Lance 

Markos (markos@uncaa.~mc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Fmnck (mfmnck@umd.edu); 

@uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointem@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate 

(robinA~ate@ncsu.edu); Shane Kelley (skelley@mimni.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen 

(sflippen@athletics.gatech.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd HaJrston 

(haArstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); To~n Tim~nemmns (timmermmis@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hemandez 

(themandez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edn); Vicld Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 

Convention flyer 

Hi Everyone ---t:or those of you who are interested, attached is inforrnation regarding the NCAA Convention. It is impossible to find on the NCAA website so if you 
think yoa might be going keep th~s flyer, which has Hnks to the inforrnat~on~ 
Lindsey 

Atla~tic Coast Confbrenee 

+.~.+ ACC email signature s~es 

>? 4- S÷~.;u re£.;to~" £.;to~’e,q : total 575;94 bytes 

Convention flyer (2),docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, i l:09 PM 

Erlease M Wagner <erlea,sem@syr.edn>; Bartholomae, Daniel Dunlop <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edn>; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edn); 

Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t?~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsn.edu) Alex Eaton (aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray 

(agray3@clemson.edu); Amy Herma~ (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell (wcampb2@clem~)n.edu); Art Markos 

(am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edn); Brandi Guerinot (brandi.guerinot@bc.eda); 

Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.eda); Brett Lay ~     @yahoo.com); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.eda); Cmly Pariseau 

(carly.pariseaa@bc.eda); Cmrie Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Chris~topher B. Kennedy 

(ckennedy@acpub.dake.edu); Cindy Hm~mm~n (chartmann@daaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson 

(ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dm~ Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Dan Tromp (dtmmp@umd.edu); Danielle Averill 

@gnmil.com); Dannie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edn); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley 

(dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu) Heatlmr Robertson (herobert(.&vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago 

(jasm~tiago@admin.fsu.edu) Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu) Jim CurL5~ (jmcurry@umd.edu); Justin Stweart 
(jus~tin stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); I,ance Markos 

(marko@uncaa.unc.edn); Lany Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu); Mathew Fra~ck (mt~anck@umd.edu); 

~nncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointem@gw.ncsn.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate 

(robinApate@ncsu.edu); Steplm~ie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edn); Susan Ma]oy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 

Todd Hairston (ha~rstct@wfu.eda); Todd Mesibov (t~nesibov@duaa.duke.eda); Tom Ti~nmmmans (tim~nemm~@uncaa.anc.edu); Tony 

Hemm~dez (themm~dez@mia,ni.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.eda) 

FW: Newly Adopted Financial Aid Proposals Q&A - VOLUME 2 

},~i.{- :’-iect~-e${c~l° Stored: fetal i{ig~.79bytes; 

Newly Adopted Financial Aid ke~islationQ and A -- Vol 2 (Updated ).pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barwick, Seth <sbarwick@theacc.org> 

Thursday, 10:02 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpeuter (acarpente@admin.t~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clem~n.edu); Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brm~di Guerinot (bmndi.guerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy_    @y~hoo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Canie Doyle (c~me doyle@ucsu.edu); Cathy Joues 

(cmjones@adlnin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Keunedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmanu@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Rabeu (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Dau Tromp 

(dtmmp@umd.edu); Danielle Averill (            ~gmail.com); Dam~ie Daluisio (ddaJuisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 

Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Cur~ (jmcurry@umd.edu); Justiu 

Stweart (justiu stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfi~.edu); Lance Markos 

(markos@uncaa.uuc.edu); Larry Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Fra~ck (mi~anck@umd.edu); 

~uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointem,.~=w.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate 

(robin~pate@ncsu.edu); Stepha~ie Ellisou (saellis@clemson.edu); Susan Ma]oy (sbmaloy@uucaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 

Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibo~ @duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmennans (fimmerma~s@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony 

Hemmidez (themmidez@mialni.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu); erleasem@syr.edu 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org > 

Legislative Summmy 

Hello Group, 
Attached is tiae eolor coded legislation (:hart: titat we went over during our in person tneetmg here in Greensboro. Please let me know if you h~ve any queslions. I hope 
eyeD’one has a g~eat week~ 
Thin,ks, 
Se~ 
J. Seth Banviek 
Compfiance, S~dent Athlete P~o~ams & Men’s Basketba~ Intern 

Atlantic Co~t Conference 

sb~ra,ick@theACC .org 
(0) 336.854.8787 

I 
F) 336369.0065 

~ Descri~ion: ACC email signat .... ites 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, 10:44 AM 

Bartholomae, Daniel Dunlop <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Edease M Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); 

Aimee Carpenter (acaxpente@admin.t?~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu); Alex Eaton (aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray 

(agray3@clemson.edu); Amy Herma~ (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell (wcampb2@clem~n.edu); Art Markos 

(am@virginia.edu); Belt Locklin (blocklin@t.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Guerinot (brandi.guerinot@bc.edu); 

Bret Cowley (bcoMey@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy (     @ahoo.com); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau 

(carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Chris~topher B. Kennedy 

(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hal~tma~n (chartmatm@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Craig Anderson 

(ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dm~ Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Dan Tromp (dtmmp@umd.edu); Danielle Averill 

@gmail.com); Daaanie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley 

(dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~)drginia.edu); Heatl~er Robertson (herobert(.@vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago 

(jasm~tiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Curt.5~ (jmcurry@umd.edu); Justin Stweart 

(justin stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos 

(marko@uncaa.unc.edu); LalD, Gallo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mfra~ck@umd.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michellelee@ncsu.edu);                 ~uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern (cointem@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell 

(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate (robinAoate@ncsu.edu); Sarah Helfer (shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Stephanie Ellison 

(saellis@clemson.edu); Susan Maloy (sblnaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tpa~ker@vt.edu); Todd HaArston (h~rstct@~vfu.edu); Todd 

Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmem~a~s (limmermmis@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hemandez (themmidez@miaani.edu); 

Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Saxfo- Kantaka (vsarfok@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org>; Barwick, Seth <sbarwick@theacc.org>; Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org>; Elliott, Jeff 

<jelliott@theacc.org>; Swofford, John <jswofford@theacc.org>; DiAmico, Cecelia <cdiamico@theacc.org>; Hicks, Karl 

<khicks@theacc.org>; Finch, Nora Lynn <nlfinch@theacc.org>; Kelly, Michael <mkelly@theacc.org>; Yakola, Amy 

<ayakola@theacc.org> 

New APR Implementation 

Hi Everyone- 

As you all know, in response to the NCAA Board of Directors’ directive to include a postseason academic access standard of a 930 APR, the Committee on Academic 

Performance (CAP) proposed legislation, which was subsequently adopted by the Board in October. The legislation stipulates that a team must achieve a minimum 

930 APR in order to participate in postseason competition and the transition to 930 will occur over the next three years. 

In order to help you to better understand the implementation of these changes we are providing you with the attached chart. I strongly encourage you to share 

this information with your academic advisors and coaches. Please stress the fact that although the change to 930 will be phased in, their current scores will 

ultimately be used when calculating their four year average. 

For your reference the full text of the proposal (2011-95) has been provided below. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Lindsey 

2011-95 

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE PROGRAM -- PENALTIES AND REWARDS -- PENALTIES AND ACCESS TO POSTSEASON COMPETITION 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period 

Intent: To revise the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program, as specified; further, to specify that each conference shall maintain a written 
policy regarding teams that are subject to a postseason competition restriction with respect to the conference’s automatic qualification for 
postseason competition/championships and revenue distribution. 

A. Constitution: Amend 3.2.5.4, as follows: 

3.2.5.4 Failure to Satisfy the Academic Performance Program. A member institution may be placed in a restricted membership category if the 
institution or its sports team(s) has failed to comply with the established requirements of the academic performance program. (See Bylaw 23,2,1,2,4.) 

B. Constitution: Amend 3.3, as follows: 

3.3 MEMBER CONFERENCE 

[3.3.1 through 3.3.3 unchanged.] 

3.3.4 Conditions and Obligations of Membership. 

[3.3.4.1 through 3.3.4.7 unchanged.] 

3,3,4,8 Academic Performance Proqram, A conference shall maintain a written policy reqardinq teams that are subiect to a postseason 
restriction pursuant to the academic performance program (see Bylaw 23.2,1,2,1) with respect to the conference’s automatic 
qualification for postseason/championships and revenue distribution. The policy shall be made available for examination upon request by 
an NCAA staff member or an authorized representative of the NCAA. 

[Remainder of 3.3 unchanged.] 

C. Bylaws: Amend 15.5, as follows: 

15.5 MAXIMUM INSTITUTIONAL GRANT-IN-AID LIMITATIONS BY SPORT 

[15.5.1 through 15.5.8 unchanged.] 



.......... ~.~. ..................... ~ ......... re ~ warding of fincncic! cid !i,m, itction2, specified in ...... ~ ........... ~,z .................. ~ ........... 

furl q 

.................. ~, ~ ....... . ......... /. ,~ .................................................... ~ furl cr p~rti~l ~th/ctlc~ ~chcl~r~ . 

[15.5.10 through 15.5.13 renumbered as 15.5.9 through 15.5.12, unchanged.] 

D. Bylaws: Amend 18.4.2.3, as follows: 

18.4.2.3 Academic Performance Program. The Committee on Academic Performance shall have the authority to determine the circumstances that 
require an institution or team(s) that fails to satisfy the academic performance program to be ineligible for postseason competition, includingz but not 
limited to, NCAA championships and bowl games. The Committee on Academic Performance shall establish and annually publish to the membership 
such circumstances. 

18.4.2.3.1 Appeal Opportunity. An institution may appeal such postseason competition restrictions to the Committee on Academic Performance, as 
specified by the committee’s policies and procedures, (See Bylaw 23.3.) 

E. Bylaws: Amend 23.2, as follows: 

23.2 PENALTIES,_AA~ REWARDS AND ACCE~ TO POSTSEA~ON COMPETITION 

23.2.1 Penalties. The Committee on Academic Performance shall notify an institution or team when it fails to satisfy the appropriate academic 
standards as outlined in the academic performance program. The institution shall then apply the applicable penalty pursuant to the policies of the 
academic performance program. 

[23.2.1,1 unchanged.] 

23.2.1.2 Progression of Penalties. Any institution or team that fails to satisfy the academic performance program may be required to apply the 
following penalties as specified in the policies and procedures of the academic performance program. 

23.2.1.2.1 Public ;¢~,rning Level One Penalties ..... e; O~n the first occasion that an institution or team fails to satisfy the academic performance 



program, a public warning ................................. or ...... a ........................................ an institution or team must a 
restrictions in the area of playing and practice seasons based on the policies and procedures of the academic performance program and a 
monitorinq period shall beqin. 

23.2.1.2.1.1 Appeal Opportunity. An institution or team may appeal the issuance~,^*~,,,~ .... ~,,~’:~ warning application of Level One penalties to the 
Committee on Academic Performance, as specified by the committee’s policies and procedures. -r, 

23.2.1.2.1.2 Monitoring Period. An institution or team that receives a publicv,~,,,,,,~-- Level One penalties under the above must satisfy the identified 
review factors, as determined by the committee’s policies and procedures, for three consecutive years before it is released from eligibility for the next 
level of penalties. 

23.2.1.2.2 ........ ’ ~;" ~’ ........ "~ ........ 5easans and Recruiting ........... .............. , ~,=x,,,w .......................... Level Two Penalties. After O._D_n the second occasion that an 
institution or team fails to satisfy the academic performance program, it must apply additional restrictions in the areas offinanc[M =,~, playing and 
practice seasons and rccruitlng based on the policies and procedures of the academic performance program. 

23.2.1.2.2.1 Appeal Opportunity. An institution or team may appeal the application of ~dditia~,al rcstr’,ctic~,= in thc area= cffi~,~,cial aid, playing 
practica saa3an~ and racruiting Level Two penalties to the Committee on Academic Performance~ as specified by the committee’s policies and 
procedures ............................................ ;ny~ ..... ;uther 

23.2.1.2.2.2 Monitorinq Period. An institution or team that receives Level Two penalties under the above must satisfy the identified review 
factors, as determined by the committee’s policies and procedures, for three consecutive years before it is released from being sub,eat to 
Level Three penalties. 

23.2.1.2.3 Pcst=eason Co,re, petition Level Three Penalties. After O~n the third occasion that an institution or team fails to satisfy the academic 
performance program, the institution shall be inefig~b/e ..... ~ ........ ~ .......... ~ ............ ~ ........ ~ .......... games) apply penalties 
as specified in the policies and procedures of the academic performance program and sub,eat to the approval bv the Committee on Academic 
Performance. 

23.2.1.2.3.~I Appeal Opportunity. An institution or team may appeal the application of the pcstscason restrictions Level Three penalties to the 

Committee on Academic Performance, as specified by the committee’s policies and procedures. (See ......... ,",~, ~ --" Bylaw 23.3.) 

23.2.1.2.3.2 Monitoring Period. An institution or team that receives Level Three penalties under the above must satisfy the identified 
review factors, as determined by the committee’s policies and procedures, for three consecutive years before it is released from beinq 
subiect to additional Level Three penalties. 

23.2.2 Access to Postseason Competition. An institution or team that fails to satisfy the academic performance program shall be ineligible 
for any postseason competition, as specified in the policies and procedures of the academic performance proqram. 

23.2.2.1 Determininq Access to Postseason Competition. The Committee on Academic Performance shall apply multiple levels of analysis 
to identify institutions or teams that are ineligible for postseason competition. The Committee on Academic Performance shall publish 
annually to the Division I membership the standards for determining ineligibility for postseason competition under the academic 
performance proqram. 

23.2.2.2 Individual Sports. A student=athlete who is a member of an individual sport team (’see Bylaw 17.02.12.2) that is ineli(lible for 
postseason competition pursuant to Bylaw 23.2.2 shall not participate in postseason competition, including NCAA championships, as an 
individual (see Bylaw 14.4). 

23.2.2.3 Appeal Opportunity. An institution or team may appeal the application of postseason ineligibility to the Committee on Academic 
Performance, as specified in the committee’s policies and procedures. (See Bylaw 23.3.) 

23.3 APPEAL PROCEDURES An institution or team subject to penalty (or penalties) due to its failure to satisfy the appropriate standards of the 
academic performance program may appeal the application of such penalty (or penalties) to the Committee on Academic Performance, as specified 

by the committee’s policies and procedures. 

[23.3.1 unchanged.] 

23.3.2 Appeal of Committee on Academic Performance Decision. An institution may appeal a decision issued by the Committee on Academic 
Performance to the designated subcommittee of the Board of Directors under the following conditions: 



(a) The penalty (or penalties) at issue in the appeal involves/o~s of access to pcsts~ason co,’n,p~tition, r~clas~ific~tio: of,’n,~mb~r~hip ~tatus to 
hip                   ~’~ ~*"~" i~uc~ or pcnaltlc~ (e.g., .... c ~c c ar~h~p~, .......... ~ 

.......... cr grcduct~cn,’~*~,,~, ..... , ff .............. ff ..................... / ......... ~ ..... Level Three penalties; and 

[23.3.2-(b) unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Board of Directors (Committee on Academic Performance) 

Effective Date: Sections A, C, D and E: Immediate; applicable to penalties assessed for the 
applicable to postseason competition occurring on or after 

academic year and beyond. Section B: 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Academic Performance Program 

Rationale: Data demonstrates that underperforming teams are positively influenced by the presence of some consequences for consistent academic 
underperformance. However, the primary purpose of the Academic Performance Program is not to penalize teams, but instead to strive for academic 
improvement. Penalties should not only serve as a reason for avoiding academic underperformance, but also through a cumulative and progress 
structure, serve as a motivating factor for teams and institutions to improve. The new penalty structure will achieve the goals of the Academic 
Performance Program more effectively. Specifically, streamlining the penalty structure will affirm the principle that the Academic Performance Program 
should be straightforward and understandable, avoiding the complexities associated with the current two penalty structures. The waiver and appeals 
process will remain similar to the current historical-penalty structure with an initial staff review at Levels One and Two. All teams subject to Level 
Three penalties will be required to submit a request detailing the penalties the institution feels are appropriate. Also, requiring conferences to adopt a 
written policy regarding teams subject to a postseason restriction with respect to the conference’s automatic qualification for 
postseason/championships and revenue distribution is necessary to ensure conferences have discussed and are prepared to handle teams that may be 
ineligible for postseason competition. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 

836-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

i.~.i ACC email signature sites 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 1:18 PM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.tgu.edu); Alex Dominate (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clem~n.edu); Amy Herman (aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brmidi Guerinot (brandi.gnerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy (     ~yahoo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@admin.fsn.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgamble@umd.edn); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Dan Trump 

(dtmmp@umd.edn); Danielle Averill (            @gmail.com); Damfie Dalnisio (ddaJuisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfolevQ@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 

Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Cur~ (jmcurry@umd.edu); Justin 

Stweart (justin stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfi~.edu); Lance Markos 

(marko@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gable Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mfi~anck@umd.edu); Merlene Aitken 

(maAtken@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu);                ~uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern 

(cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Ca~npbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate (robin~pate@ncsu.edu); Sarah Helt~r 

(shelI~r@duaa.duke.edu); Stephmaie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Su~n Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 

Todd Hairston (ha~rstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (t~nesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Ti~nmennans (tim~nerma~@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony 

Hernmidez (themmidez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsn.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu); Dan Baxtholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu) 

Legislative Meeting 

FYI -Attached is the conference final voting summary, which includes all changes that were made during last weekend’s legislative meeting. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

kindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-36941065 (fax) 

i~i ACC emaii signature sites 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, 9:55 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.tgu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agmy3@clem~n.edu); Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brmidi Guerinot (brandi.gnerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy (     ~yahoo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@admin.fsn.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgamble@umd.edn); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Dan Tromp 

(dtmmp@umd.edn); Danielle Averill (            @gmail.com); Damfie Dalnisio (ddaJuisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 

Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Cur~ (jmcurry@umd.edu); Justin 

Stweart (justin stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirs~en Elleby (ellebykc@wfi~.edu); Lance Markos 

(markos~uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Ga~lo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mfi~anck@umd.edu); Merlene Aitken 

(maAtken@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu);                 ~uncaa.unc.edu); NC State Intern 

(cointem@gw.ncsu.edu); Niesha Ca~npbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Robin Pate (robinj~ate@ncsu.edu); Sarah Helt~r 

(shelI~r@duaa.duke.edu); Stephmaie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Su~n Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 

Todd Hairston (ha~rstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (t~nesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Ti~nme~mans (tim~nem~m~@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony 

Hemmidez (themmidez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsn.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu); Dan Ba~holomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu) 

Proposals in ovemde period 

Attached is a document that was provided to your FARs and SWAs during the legislative meeting this past weekend. It includes all proposals that are currently in 

the 60-day override period. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 

336-854-8787 (/)hone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

i~i ACC email signature sites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 5:22 PM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clem~n.edu); Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brm~di Guerinot (brandi.guerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy I     ~yaJ~oo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Cady l?ariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl (~miami.edu); Dm~ Tromp 

(dtmmp@umd.edu); Danie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); Danielle Averill (            ~gmaJl.com); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 

Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Cur~ (jmcum.@fsu.edu); Justin 

Stweart (justin stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfi~.edu); Lance Markos 

(marko@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Ga~lo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mii~anck@umd.edu); Merlene Aitken 

(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu);                ~uncaa.unc.edu); Niesha Ca~npbell 

(nca~npbell@duaa.duke.edu); Rob Slavis (rvs8n@ivginia.edu); Robin Pate (robin~pate@ncsu.edu); Sarah Helfer 

(sheli~@duaa.duke.edu); Stephmaie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Su~n Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 

Todd Hairston (ha~rstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (t~nesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Ti~nme~mans (tim~nem~a~@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony 

Hemmidez (themmidez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu); Dm~ Baxtholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu) 

Barwick, Seth <sbarwick~theacc.org>; Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org>; Hostetter. Brad <bhostette@theacc.org> 

January Adopted Leigslation 

Attached is a summary of the 18 proposals that were adopted during the 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (tax) 

::::*:::: ACC email signature sites 

~eetings. Let me know if you have any questions. 

~4.+ Sec~reStol° Stored: total 

Adopted, ~ocx 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpeuter (acatpente@admin.t~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clem~n.edu); Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brandi Guerinot (bmndi.guerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy I     ~)y~J~oo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (c~me doyle@ucsu.edu); Cathy Joues 

(cmjones@adlnin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Keunedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmanu@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Rabeu (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Dau Trump 

(dtmmp@umd.edu); Danie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); Danielle Averill (,           @gmail.com); David Reed 

(reed@mian£edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 

Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (JRodgers@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jim Curu (jmcum/@fsu.edu); Justin 

Stweart (justiu stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirs~en Elleby (ellebykc@wfi~.edu); Lance Markos 

(marko@uncaa.uuc.edu); Larry Ga]lo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mii~anck@umd.edu); Merlene Aitken 

(mai0~en@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu);                ~uucaa.uuc.edu); Niesha Can~pbell 
(nca~npbell@duaa.duke .edu);~-~ Rob Slavis (rslavis@virgi~ia.edu); Robin Pate (robiuAoate @ncsu.edu);~ Rudolf Childress (childrr@~vfu.edu); 

Sarah t teltEr (sheltEr@duaa.duke.edu); Stephanie Elli~n (saelli@clemson.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker 

(tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmermans 

(timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu); Touy Hemaudez (themaudez@mialni.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicld Saa~fo-Kantaka 

(vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesy~@bc.edu); Dau Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu) 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org>; Barwick, Seth <sbarwick@theacc.org>; Hostetter, Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

January. Legislative Results - Color Coded 

Hi Everyone, 
Attached is the color chart that we will provide to the FARs/ADs/SWAs in the next few weeks durin~ their various meetings. The Legislative Council/Board actions 
are noted in the first column and color coded (Green -Adopted, Orange - Comment, Red - Defeated, Blue -Tabled/Withdrawn/Moot). The conference position is 

also noted on the chart in the 3rd column. Please take a look at this and let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Cont~rence 
LBabcock@theacc.org 
336~54~787 q)hone) 

336~69~065 (fax) 

::N:: ACC omai~ signature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursda, 10:15 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpeuter (acarpente@admin.tYu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@tYu.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clem~n.edu); Amy Herman (aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brm~di Guerinot (bmndi.guerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy I_    ~)y~oo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Can-ie Doyle (c~me doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@adlnin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl (~miami.edu); Dan Trump 

(dtmmp@umd.edu); Danie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); Danielle Averill (,            ~gmail.com); David Reed 

(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); 

Jermifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers (jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jim Curo~ (jmcuru@fsu.edu); Justin 

Stweart (justin stewart@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfi~.edu); Lance Markos 

(marko@uncaa.uuc.edu); Larry Ga]lo Jr. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mii~anck@umd.edu); Merlene Aitken 

(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle~ee@ncsu.edu);                ~uucaa.uuc.edu); Niesha Ca~npbell 

(nca~npbell@duaa.duke.edu); Rob Slavis (rsla is@virginia.edu); Robin Pate (robiujpate~ncsu.edu); RudolfChildress (childrr@¥vfu.edu); 

Sarah t teltEr (sheltEr@duaa.duke.edu); Stephanie Elli~n (saelli@clemson.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker 

(tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmermans 

(timmennmis@uncaa.unc.edu); Touy Hemandez (themandez@mialni.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicld Saxfo-Kantaka 

(vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesy@bc.edu); Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu) 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org>; Barwick, Seth <sbarwick@theacc.org>; Hostetter, Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Updated Q&A Document 

In case you missed it the staff has released an updated version of the Q&A document relative to new legislation. 
Lindsey 
Limlsey K. Bal)cock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@thea cc .org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

i.~.i ACC email signature sites 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Lisa Deibler <deible@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 23, 2002 4:25 PM 

a~son, uncaa, uncalhletics; ebolowich.~mcaa.~mcathletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa Deibler <deible@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2002 3:25 PM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa Deibler <deible@uncaa.unc,edu~ 

Monday, February 11, 2002 12:22 PM 

Added to WBB Squad List 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lisa Deibler <deibler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2002 12:42 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday.uncaa.uncathletics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy 
<sbmaloy.uncaa.uncathletics@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FB Squad List 

football.xls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2002 1:28 PM 

Amy Schaeperkoetter <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lisa Deibler 
<deibler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2002 UNC JV Roster 

final jv roster.xls 
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B C D E F 
2002 JV Game Roster Planning 

U ~dated through Arizona State Game 
= has a game to give through first 5 

JV Game? 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 
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YES 
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YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 
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YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 
YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 
YES 

YES 
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YES 

Game to Give? 
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yes 
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yes 

yes 

yes 
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yes 
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yes 

yes 

yes 
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yes 
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yes 
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yes 
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yes 
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no 

no 
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no 
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no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

yes 
yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

Certified? 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 
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Total Plays 
Varsity Plays in ’02 

I Miami I Syracuse I Texas I Georgia Tech I Az State 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 21, 2004 1:50 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Shelton <~kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 4, 2005 12:11 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 7, 2005 12:50 PM 

Fwd: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2005 11:51 AIVI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:47 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Snyder, Lee <lswde@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

Also, 
and 

Thanks, 
Amy 

has quit the team, effective 

whom we just added to the 

Please remove him from your squad list 

squad list on has been cut from the team, effective Please remove her from your squad lists for 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermaa~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:55 AM 

~email.unc.edtv~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Snyder, Lee <lswde@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

The following players are also participating on the track team this spring Please add them to your squad lists. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:44 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Snyder, Lee <lswde@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

Thanks, 
Am?’ 

has quit the rowing team, effective Please remove her from your squad list. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:38 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyde@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

Thanks, 
Am?’ 

has quit the team, effective Please remove her tlcom your squad lists 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday 12:11 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.uuc.edu>; 

Snyder, Lee <lswde@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

Thanks, 
Am?’ 

have quit the team, effective and respectively. Please make the changes to your squad lists 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermosa z~ischae~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 12:56 PM 

b~email.unc.edtr~; JackJe Copeland <j ackiec 1 @email. uuc.edu>; Beth M 1 er <bmiller@uucaa.unc.edu>: 

Snyder, Lee <lswder@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <markos@uucaa.unc.edw~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu~’; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

has been added to the team for this spring. Please add her to your squad list. 

Jackie, could you let me know- about any institutional/outside aid receiving? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermaa~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:51 PM 

~email.unc.edu:~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.e&~; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.uuc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu:~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

The following individuals have been dismissed from the team and are no longer active on the roster. Please remove them from your squad lists (effective today, 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermaaa <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:59 PM 

}email.unc.edu:~; Jackie Copelax~d <jackiec l@email.uuc.e&~>; Beth M 1 er <bmiller@u acaa.uuc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edw~; Lance Markos <markos@uucaa.unc.edtr~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.uuc.edu> 

COS 

Jackie, 

Thanks, 
Aray 

has quit the team, effective Please r emo,~’e him from yoga- squad lists. 

will retain his GIA through the end of this semester, so there is no need to do anything with his award 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermaa~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:32 AM 

~email.unc.edu:~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.e&~; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu:~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

Thanks, 
Am?’ 

is no longer participating with the team. Please remove him from your squad lists. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermaa~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:09 PM 

~email.unc.edu:~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu:~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

Thanks, 
Am?’ 

has been cut from the team, eit’ectlve Please remove him from your squad lists. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kendra Warren <coachmack@uncaa,unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:43 AM 

is just joining our teach just wanted to double check with you to make su 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kendra Warren <coachmack@uncaa,unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:41 AM 

Re: Rosters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:53 PM 

Re: Rosters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <a~ason@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2005 3:11 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:38 PM 

Fwd: Re: Rosters 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Herma~a <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:31 AM 

b~email.unc.edtr~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiec 1 @email.uuc.edu-~-; Bet ~ Miller <bmiller@uucaa.uuc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edtv~; Lance Markos <markos@uucaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.uuc.edu~- 

COS 

The following individuals have been cut from the 

Men: 

effective Please remove ttlem from your squad lists 

Also, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

is no longer participating as an acuve member of the team as a result of an injury Please remove her from your active squad lists 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kendra Warren <coachmack@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:09 PM 

cm~ stay on he will let Coach Craddock know on Monday, th~ , if he wishes to tran 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Herma~a <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:21 AM 

~email.unc.edtv~; Jaclde Copeland <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

.;~uncaa.unc.edu,~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtr>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

!uncaa u ac.edu> 

COS 

Thanks, 
Am?’ 

is no longer participating on the squad. Please remove him from your squad list, effective 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermosa <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:40 AM 

~email.unc.edu:~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.uuc.edu>; Beth Mil er <bmiller@uucaa.unc edu>: 

~uncaa.unc.edtv~; Lance Markos <markos@uucaa.unc.edtr~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

!)uncaa.uuc.edu~" 

2OS 

All, 

Thanks, 
Am?!" 

is no longer participating on the 

is no longer palticipating on the 

team (effective 

team (effective 

¯ Please remorse him from your squad list 

Please remove him I}om your squad list¯ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:04 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

~uncaa.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

The follo~ving individuals ~vere cut from the    team on Please remove them from your squad lists. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Hermaa~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:45 AM 

~email.unc.edu:~; JackJe Copela~d <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu:~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

COS 

Thanks, 
Am?’ 

has withdrawn from school Please remove him from your squad lists. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 1, 2006 12:09 PM 

DeWitt Dri scoll <drd 164@p su. edu>; Grant, Arron J <aj grant@uncaa.unc, edu>; Glen 
Lanham <glanham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Amy S. Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Team Info. Attached 

Team Player info.dat 

FYI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 11:30 AM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jerod Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
<     @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Compliance Meeting on Wednesday Morning 

All, 

Wednesday morning (8/31) at 9:30a in the Swofford Auditorium of the FB Center, we are having our beginning-of- 
the-year compliance meeting to go over yearly reminders. Beth Miller has informed the Olympic Sport coaches of this 

meeting (it is essentially replacing our portion of the Head Coaches Retreat, since that meeting has been restructured), 

but I wanted to make sure that you all knew about it, as well. 

The meeting will be for all head and assistant coaches, if you all are in town and available, we ask that you attend, too, as 

there will be multiple reminders that apply to your sports, as well. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
gi schae@~mcaao~mc.edu 



Change of Status 

Ceaches: Please use this form to indicate a student-athlete’s change in status during the academic year. 
indicating a change in status facilitates the maintenance of squad list. 

Sport: !,(Choose Sport) 

Reason: [!Choose Reason) 

If other, explain: 

Effective Date: 

Student-Athlete on GIA: 

Date to Terminate Aid: ii~iiiiiill Now ~ End of Sem. ii}ii13 End of Year 

Send Termination Letter: E3 Now /iiii}3 End of Sem. End of Year 

Form Completed By:/ ate: 

E-mail CC: Academic support, Sports medicine, Equipment Room, Athletics Communications, Fin. Aid. Office, Sport Administrator, 

Registrar Office, Campus Health, Public Transportation, Varsity Monitor. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 5:28 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eric Stefanski <estethnski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Days of Competition 

Thanks. I apologize; I knew there was a minimum nmnber to compete, but I tbrgot to go back and check after entering in the meet. Mea cupla! Your count looks 

correct to me:                                    Corrected charts are attached. 

Thanks tbr your help, and plea~ let me know if there is anything el~ you need. 

On Wed, at 8:37 AM, Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy~,%uncaa.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

Hi 
Thank you for sending this over. There were a couple meets that you counted as team dates that I believe should only be individual dates. Any meet ruth fewer than 

competing should not be a team date. For the ~    those would be the meets on                       and possiNy     So I am counting 

total team dates tbr the 

For the’ . tho~ individual dates would be the meets on So I am counting total team dates for the’ 

Do you agree or was there a reason that you thought you should be counting the dates mentioned above as team dates? 

Thank you for your work on this, as these tracldng charts are very, impo(tant. 

Susan Malw 
Assis~tant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Deparl~nent of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (ottice) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy(a) m~caa.unc.edu 

@gma~l.com> 11:29 AM >>> 

I’m the                                teams, and track days of 
competition for the teams. I was asked to send you our files, and they are 
attached. Currently, all countable days for the       are recorded. The 
have one more countable meet, ~md parlficipants will be determined on 
Monday. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information or clarification, 

The University" of Nol~h Ca~roli~m at Chapel Hill 

??unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:23 AM 

Susa~ B. MaJ~oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List - Ques~tions 

1) isn~tcurrent~yenr~edinsch~Hebasi~a~y~unked~utasIunderstanditandist~yingt~w~rkhiswayin.Hedid in a tournament in the Wasn’t sure how 
that works ..... 

2) He has not been with us at all second semester.., yes did in the 

3) was unattached. 

4) SorlT, I guess he was unattached 

5) No, is done and has been gone since early .... ok, I guess he competed. 

6) I do not kno~v if was unattached or not; I guess if it says he was ...... 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 11:06 .~X2vl >>> 
Hi CD, 
Thank you for sending over your participation list. I have a few questions that I need Ibr you to clarit)z for me 

1.               - you did not indicate a competition status. Looking at your stat sheet, it appears as though he ~vas only unattached Is that right? Also, please send over a change of 
status form tbr him as ~ve do not have record that he was dismissed from the team. 

2.               - you indicated that he did not compete and ~w~s unattached, but the stat sheet does not have him listed as unattached 12~r the events on               Did he ever 
represent UNC in competition? 

3.              - you indicated that he did not compete and was unattached, but the stat sheet does not have him listed as unattached [’or the event on       Can you verily’ whether or not 
he was unattached on      ? 

4. - you indicated that he did compete, but the stat sheet lists him as unattached only. Can you verify,! whether or not he did in fact represent UNC in competition? 

5.           - You did not indicate a competition status, but it looks like he did in fact compete on                Did you indicate "Medical" because you would like a Medical Hardship 
Waiver filed for him’? 

6. - you indicated that he did compete, but the stat sheet lists him as unattached only on Can you veril}’ whether or not he did in fact represent UNC in competition? 

Sorry for all of the questions, but I need to be sure that our records accurately reflect what happened this year. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director [’or Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.nnc.edn> 

Friday, 1:53 PM 

LalD’ Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanclm~d <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Waicu~ Kelly M <waicus@elnail.nnc.edtt>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@nncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava ~-~nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina 

Walker ~-~nwalke@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschne@uncaa.nnc.edu:> 

Redshirt 

I talked with            for a good Mille yesterday. As you know she has not com~ted all       season this year. She was trying to feel better to compete this 

week or next week in hopes of quali~ing for NCAA!s, She and I have decided to give her more rest and not t~’ to compete at 60-70%. We roll redshirt her 

so she can compete next year in only. She will still have 17 hours of academic work to do that 5th year. I have verified all of this with Kym Orr in 

academic advising. 

has competed ve~ hard in               for three and one halfyears--fl~at is 11 ACC meets and 11 NCAA meets. It has taken it’s toll on her bofl~ physically 

and mentally. She needs to get away from this and the sports agents trying to get her to sign a contract with them. She just needs tilne to be a young lady who happens 

to be a great athlete and enjoy life a little. 

Her words to me yesterday were that ifI would let her ...... "I will look forward to returning for a 5th yeaac to taain with a new 

career on a high note, one all of us can be proud of. I jnst don’t want my career to end like this here at UNC." 

coach and finish my 

has been an individually plus was on two 

Just wanted all of you to know since people have been asking what was wrong wifl~ her. Rmnors were flying around on all this electronic media that she quit the team, 
she was pregnmat, she eloped and got married?? What else?? 
Dennis Craddock 
Head Coach-UNC T & F & XC 
Men & Women 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:24 PM 

Susa~ B. Ma]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

My bad. She did not compete 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy 
To: Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 3:10:52 PM 
Subject: 

Hi Greg, 
On the Participation List you indicated that 
just does not use a season of eligibility’. 

needs a Medical Hardship Waiver. Did she actually compete in 

Please verit) 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibili~z 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-%2-9892 (oltice) 
919-%2-6002 ([’a×) 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc.edu 

? If not, then there is no need for the waiver. She simply 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Arthur-Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:08 AM 

Susa~ B. MaJ, oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: medical hardship 

Great The were never able to compete this past year I think I asked the same question last year :) 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy 
To: Stephen Arthur-Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 10:06:28 AA/I 
Subject: Re: medical hardship 

Hi Stephen, 
Did any of them compete at an?- time this year (fall or spring)? If not, then there is not need to file a medical hardship waiver. They simply did not use a season of eligibility this year that just 
so happens to be due to an injtu-y. Does that make sense? But if they competed in one     in the first half of the season, then we would need to file the waiver. 

So let me know-. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Stephen Arthttr-Wong 
Hey Susan, 

surgeries and       got 

9:53 AM>>> 

were unable to compete this year because of injuries Should I put in for a hardship waiver? both had 

don’t know if will be even eligible next year unless she can get her incomplete changed, but she had expressed interest in taking a medical redshirt 

hope you had a good long weekend 

GO HF, E] ,St 
Stephen M. Frazier Wong 
Associate Head Coach 
Carolina Women’s Rowing 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(mobile) 
919-843-7970 (oltice) 
919-843-8175 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:11 PM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Indoor Pa(6cipation List 

was All American on the DMR and yes did compete. Nicole ~vould have the info on the two injured athletes but I DO NOT want a hardship waiver filed for DC 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 12:03 PM >>> 
Hi Nadine, 
Just looking over Indoor Participation Lists and I have a fe~v questions 

On the women’s list you have 
fact compete. 

listed as competed, but I do not see their names on the Performance List. So I just want to be sure that they did in 

I see that you are also requesting that a Medical Hardship Waiver be filed for 
dates of when they each competed? 

Can you give me a little background on their injuries and g~ve me exact 

will send HIPAA forms for you to get each of them to sign through campus mail 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibili~z 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-6002 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc.edu 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:45 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nina Walker < nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Participation List ? 

] responded below to each one! Thanks and let me know if you need anything else. Joe 

Joe Breschi 

Head Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 
9:19 962 52:16 

breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3:00 PM >>> 

Hi Joe, 

Thanks for sending over your participation list. ]just have a few questions to be sure that ] record everything accurately. 

1. Did compete in the ? 

NO 

2. Did compete in the ? If not, then there will be no need to file a medical hardship waiver since he simply did not use a year of eligibiliby. 

NO, he didn’t compete in the 

3. Did compete in the ? 

NO 

4. ] assume that the guys that you listed as "Did not Compete", did not compete in the season either, correct? 
Correct 

5. Since has a career ending injury, do you want to submit a medical hardship waiver to regain another year of eligibility? 

NO, his career is over so will be getting the paper work for Non Counter... 

6. As far as is concerned, ] will send you a H]PAA form for to sign so that ] can file a Medical Hardship Waiver. 

Great, thanks 
Sorry for all of the questions, ]just want to be sure that ] have it right, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beverly Smith <bsmith~,2}uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Yes. She competed in the    transferred at semester. 

Be,’erly Smith 
sent from nay Verizon wireless pda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Malov <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday,             2:34 PM 
To: Beverly Smith <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 

Hi Bey, 

Did compete in the season? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibili~z 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (oltice) 
919-962-6002 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadiue Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, 1: 5 7 PM 

Susa~ B. Ma]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List 

Susan, 

ACC’s. 
competed unattached during the       season b/c we ~veren’t stare how the?- ~vould respond in competition coming back from an injury. They responded well and ran at the 

won the and qualified for NCAA’s on the DMR. 

just didn’t recover well tlcom his surgew in the late                                     you’ll honestly have to speak ~vith Coach Whittlesey about her (extension 2-5215) 
because she had several things going on that he knows more about. Let me know- if you need anything else 

received the forms and will send them a cop?- to be filled out and returned. 

Nadine Faustin-Parker 
Director of Operations/Administration 
University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 
office (919)-962-5210 
fax (919)-962-4903 

>>> Susan B Maloy 12:03 PM >>> 
Hi Nadine, 
Just looking over Participation Lists and I have a few questions. 

On the women’s list you have 
fact compete 

listed as competed, but I do not see their names on the Performance List So I just want to be sure that they did in 

I see that you are also requesting that a Medical Hardship Waiver be ]filed 
dates of when they each competed? 

(;an you give me a little background on their injuries and give me exact 

I will send HIPAA forms ]2~r you to get each of them to sign through campus mail. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-6002 (fax) 
sbma]oy@uncaa.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <~nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1 : 18 PM 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susm~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Ontdoor Pa(ticipation List ? 

I made an error, competed once during the outdoor season at 
receive the waiver to get her season back 

She injured her at the meet and had to undergo surge~z. We do ~vant her to 

participated in our last 2 home meets on in the He was coming back from an injuly 

did compete It’s possible SI missed it if he dropped out of the and just did not finish. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Nadine Faustin-Parker 
Director of Operations/Administration 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 
office (919)-962-5210 
fax (919)-962-4903 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 11:27 AM >>> 
Hi Coach C and Nadine, 
Sorry for always having a question about your participation list, but I have a fe~v more for the Outdoor list 

- listed as competed on the Participation List, but not included on the Performance Results sheet 

-listed as competed on the Participation List, but not included on the Performance Results sheet. 

- is listed on the Performance Results sheet as having competed, but you listed her on the Participation List as "did not compete" 

If you could clarify these 3 in&viduals, I should be all set. 

Thanks very much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sally Austin <saustin@tmcaa.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 12:05 PM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Pa(ticipation List ? 

The?’ represented I~’C as individuals. 
Thanks, 
Sally 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy 
To: Sally Austin <saustin@uncaa uric edu> 

Sent: 8:59:54AM 
Subject: Participation List ? 

Hi Sally, 
Thanks for sending over your Participation List. I have one quick question Your results sheet says that 
tournaments. Does that mean that the?’ competed unattached or were they still representing U2X-C? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

competed as individuals in one or two 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 1:17 PM 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Ontdoor Participa’don I,ist ? 

definitely did not compete, did Now, I have a copy of the indoor participation list you sent us and i was not even listed. For some reason she 
was listed on the         and my "X" should have been in the did not compete box. I even have her listed as "did not compete," in my annual report participation chart. I apologize for any 
confusion. Let me know if you need assistance with anything else. 

Nadine Faustin-Parker 
Director of Operations/Administration 
Universit5’ of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 
office (919)-962-5210 
fax (919)-962-4903 

>>> Susan B. 2vialoy 2:20 PM >>> 
Hi Nadine, 
Here I come ~vith one more question. Sorry about that. 

was not listed on the Performance Results, but you listed her as having competed in        . As a matter of fact, she was alrea@ flagged in our database as "Medically 
Unable to Participate" So I believe she was a medical noncounter. But I just want to be sure if she actually did compete in 

Please let me know what your records sho~v as soon as you get the chance. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Nadine Faustin-Parker         1:17 PM >>> 

I made an error,       competed once during the outdoor season at 

receive the waiver to get her season back 

She injured her : at the meet and had to undergo surge®. We do want her to 

participated in our last 2 home meets on in the He was coming back from an il~jUry 

did compete It’s possible SI missed it if he dropped out of the and just did not finish. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Nadine Faustin-Parker 
Director of Operations/Administration 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Men’s and Women’s ’]’rack and Field 
o:t?fce (919)-962-5210 
fax (919)-962-4903 

>>> Susan B. Malay 11:27 AM >>> 

Hi Coach (2 and Nadine, 

Sorry for always having a question about your participation list, but I have a few more for the Outdoor list. 

- listed as competed on the Participation List, but not included on the Performance Results sheet. 

-listed as competed on the Participation List, but not included on the Performance Results sheet. 

- is listed on the Performance Results sheet as having competed, but you listed her on the Participation List as "did not compete" 

If you could clari~ these 3 individuals, I should be all set. 

Thartks very much, 

Susan 

Susan Malay 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff- Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:43 AM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Pariicipation List ? 

did not compete in 
played and I do not think qualifies for a Redshilt- sorW - we may redshirt her next year- as she just had her 

Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy 
To: Jemay Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc.edu> 

Sent: 9:35:54AM 
Subject: Participation List ? 

Hi Jenny, 
Thanks for sending over your Participation List. Just have 2 questions for you 

1. - You indicated that she did not compete, but that you would like a MedicalHardship Waiver filed Did she compete in the season? If so, what dates did she 
compete in the ’ If she did not compete in either the season, then there is no need to file a waiver. She just simply did not use a season of eligibility 

2.          - You indicated that she did not compete, but that you would like a Medical Hardship Waiver filed. According to your stat sheet, it looks like she actually competed in 2 games, 
if I am reading this correctly Is that true and did she compete in the    ? If so, ~vhat dates did she compete in the    ? 

If it turns out that both uf these girls do meet the Hardship Waiver criteria, I will forward yuu a tlIPAA form for them to sign. 

Thank you for yuur help with this. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Directur for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Depariment of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc.edu 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:19 PM 

Larry Oa[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elmar Bolowich <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Martin 

<jmartin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbma[oy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Exhibition Games 

All, 
Below are links to the box scores for BOTH Davidson and Gardner Webb. ]t appears as though didn’t compete in either game. So [ think we’re "safe" on this 

one. Phew. 

Davidson: 

http://tarheelblu e.cstv.com/s ports/ Zstatsi /exh0::Lhtml 

Gardner Webb: 

http:!!tarheelblu e.cstv.com!s ports/ /stats~ /gwuexh02.html 
However, we’re going to have to make some changes in the future to how we keep track of pre season games. We got lucky on this one that there happened to be box 

scores for these scrimmages, Because if we didn’t have box scores for "proof" that he didn’t play in this instance, we would most likely have to go with what Elmar told us in 

Susan’s first two communications with him about this. Which both said very clearly that      had competed in pre season scrimmages, causing him to utilize a season of 
competition. And if that were time case, since he’s already competed TH]S year, we would have I~G TROUBLE on our hands, not to mention that the result likely would have 

been       unnecessarily losing his last year of eligibility. 

So, that being said, we’ll be sending out information to coaches ver~/soon to REQU]RE them to submit to us information regarding who plays in pre season scrimmages. 
While we obviously understand that our Athletics Communications Staff might not always be at these informal scrimmages, it is critical that we have data to back up what our 

coaches tell us in terms of seasons of competition used by our student athletes. 

Thanks for your help with this. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Martin ~martin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:27 PM 

Amy Herman ~aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Larry Gallo -~thga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susm~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: F,xhibition Games 

Exhibition Games (3.49 KB).msg 

Thanks for digging up the G-W box score from the archives. It wasn’t linked to the first recap and I didn’t catch it on the second version of the stow, which I just saw-. Sorw to cause you to 
dig I should have seen it in the first place 

For what it’s worth, I did keep a box score for all three home exhibitions this year and we’ll continue to do so. The box scores are not online but will be in our files. 

Thanks’. 

John 

John Martin 

Assistant Director of Athletic Communications 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919962.0084 
Fax: 919.962.0612 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:19 PM 

Larry Oa[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elmar Bolowich <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Martin 

<jmartin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbma[oy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Exhibition Games 

All, 
Below are links to the box scores for BOTH Davidson and Gardner Webb. ]t appears as though didn’t compete in either game. So [ think we’re "safe" on this 

one. Phew. 

Davidson: 

http://tarheelblu e.cstv.com/s ports, /stats/ Z/exh0::Lhtml 

Gardner Webb: 

http:!!tarheelblu e.cstv.com!s ports /stats~ ~gwuexh02.html 
However, we’re going to have to make some changes in the future to how we keep track of pre season games. We got lucky on this one that there happened to be box 

scores for these scrimmages. Because if we didn’t have box scores for "proof" that he didn’t play in this instance, we would most likely have to go with what Elmar told us in 

Susan’s first two communications with him about this. Which both said very clearly that      had competed in pre season scrimmages, causing him to utilize a season of 
competition. And if that were the case, since he’s already competed TH]S year, we would have I~G TROUBLE on our hands, not to mention that the result likely would have 

been       unnecessarily losing his last year of eligibility. 

So, that being said, we’ll be sending out information to coaches ver~/soon to REQU]RE them to submit to us information regarding who plays in pre season scrimmages. 
While we obviously understand that our Athletics Communications Staff might not always be at these informal scrimmages, it is critical that we have data to back up what our 

coaches tell us in terms of seasons of competition used by our student athletes. 

Thanks for your help with this. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:59 AM 

Larry Oa[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elmar Bolowich <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Martin 

<jmartin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbma[oy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Exhibition Games 

Elmar, 

I agree that this should be done across the country. Since it would be a "playing rule", though, I’m not really sure of the avenue to take to suggest it. Maybe you can bring it 

up on your next ACC Coaches’ call and see if they have a suggestion? Or maybe it should go through the Sports information staff to the conference? 

in the meantime, since we know this is not done across the board now, it’s imperative that we take it upon ourselves to make sure and at least track who enters every game. 

Even if we’re not keeping official stats for a box score. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Elmar Bolowich 7:38 AM >>> 

Amy, 

John Martin kept stats on our three pre season games this year, despite the fact that 

we did not list box scores. We intent to keep stats in the futue, home or away alike. 

I think this should not be an institutional policy but a National policy. Since eligibility of 

student athletes (non freshmen) is at stake, all pre season scrimmages across the nation 

must have box scores or at least official stats must be kept by the host institution, 

Perhaps the ACC can support this. 

Elmar Bolowich 

Head Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 9]_9 962 5739 

Fax: 919 962 4038 

>>> Amy Herman 9::~9 PM >>> 

All, 
Below are links to the box scores for BOTH Davidson and Gardner Webb. it appears as though didn’t compete in either game, So I think we’re "safe" on this 

one. Phew. 

Davidson: 

http://tarheelblu e.cstv.com/s ports, /stats~ ~exh01.html 

Gardner Webb: 

httl3://tarheelblu e.cstv.com/slaorts, /stats~ ’qwuexh02.html 
However, we’re going to have to make some changes in the future to how we keep track of pre season games, We got lucky on this one that there happened to be box 

scores for these scrimmages. Because if we didn’t have box scores for "proof" that he didn’t play in this instance, we would most likely have to go with what Elmar told us in 

Susan’s first two communications with him about this. Which both said very clearly that      had competed in pre season scrimmages, causing him to utilize a season of 

competition. And if that were the case, since he’s already competed THiS year, we would have @6 TROUBLE on our hands, not to mention that the result likely would have 

been       unnecessarily losing his last year of eligibility. 

So, that being said, we’ll be sending out information to coaches very soon to RE(~UIRE them to submit to us information regarding who plays in pre season scrimmages, 

While we obviously understand that our Athletics Communications Staff might not always be at these informal scrimmages, it is critical that we have data to back up what our 

coaches tell us in terms of seasons of competition used by our student athletes. 

Thanks for your help with this. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, Septem ber 29, 2009 9:08 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Tracking Participation 

Here’s Kirsch’s response regarding keeping stats for exhibition games/scrimmages_, 

> > > Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 9/28/2009 10:07 PM > > > 
We don Dt keep stats because they are exhibitions...I don [~t want to start doing that because then we have to pay people to be at these games and 

I[~d rather not do that 

On 9/28/09 3:21 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

More on this... Do you know why we don’t keep box scores/stats for exhibition games? Is it because they’re not considered "real" games 
that count against records? Is there any way of this policy changing so that we would have official stats for all dates of competition for our 
sports? 

Amy 

Steve Kirschner 
Associate Director of Athletics for Communications 
University of North Carolina 

(office) 919-962-7258 
(home) 919-968-1531 
(mobile) 
(fax) 919-962-0612 

steve kirschner@unc.edu 
TarHeelBlue.com 

Mailing address: 
UNC Athletic Communications 
2nd Floor Dean Smith Center 
300 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Kalbas < bkaibas@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, ~1~1:50 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation in 

Susan, 
Yes she did compete in the 

Thanks. 

Brian Kalbas 

UNC Women’s Tennis Coach 

Chapel Hill, NC 

919 962 6262 

bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 

Can you email me the participation form? 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 12//L/2009 9:33 AM >>> 

Hi Brian, 
Would you mind going into the J drive/compliance/playing and practice seasons/participation lists (tracking forms)/ 

My one immediate question is, did actually compete in ? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

and complete your participation? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Days of Competition - In Progress 

Susan, 

Here is what we have ......... we are looking at 

thanks 

Asst. Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina 

(o)919 843 9275 

(f) 919 962 1603 

mlitzinqer@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u 

for the Men. 

>>> @gmail,com> 2:08 PM >>> 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kevin Lawrence <uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:22 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Days of Competition 

Susan, 

Could you look at this? This is our most updated version and see if we have tea~-n competition days left to have another practice with VT? 

Also, if we do, [ will forward to Dr, Miller to get on our schedule, The two other      dates have been added. 

Thanks! 

Kevon 

@gmail.com> 2:09 PM >>> 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~_.zimail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Lawrence <uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:47 AM 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete - 

Susan, 

has had come          issues this year, so we decided not to compete her until she got cleared from the doctor, which was half way through the 

season. We decided to redshirt her the entire year. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Kevin 

>>> Rich DeSelm 5:08 PM >>> 

Susan: 

Thank you for these lists. I have reviewed them and agree. Here is additional information you may wish to have and we can confirm all of this once the season is complete. 

surgery in            will apply for redshirt 

on a "leave of absence" until further notice; do not plan to apply for redshirt season 

freshman           planned to redshirt all year; has not competed 

freshman, has ongoing medical concerns and cannot compete. Unlikely she will 

redshirt 

sophomore, attempting to recover from injury; training, not competing (trust you have his forms from the 
freshman           planned to redshirt all year; has not competed 

if anyone has have different information or needs clarification, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 2:126 

Phone: 9:19 966 5340 

Fax: 9:19 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

www.tarheelblue,com 

www.u nc.ed u 

>>> Susan B, Maloy 10:35 AM >>> 

Hi Rich, 

Attached is a list of your men and women student athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in 
missing. 

Thanks and best of luck throughout the remainder of the season. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

9:19 962 9892 (office) 

9:19 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

. Please review the list and let me know if anyone is 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:42 AM 

Lawrence, Kevin E <uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Rich DeSelm < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

According to the Participation chart that you sent to me, it looks like she has not actually competed thus far in the season, is that correct? if so, there is no need to submit a 

Medical Hardship Waiver to regain the year of eligibility. She simply will redshirt and not lose a year of eligibility. Please confirm that that is how you see it as well. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Kevin Lawrence 9:46 AM > > > 

Susan, 

has had come          issues this year, so we decided not to compete her until she got cleared from the doctor, which was half way through the 

season. We decided to redshirt her the entire year. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

KevJn 

>>> Rich DeSelm 5:08 PM >>> 

Susan: 

Thank you for these lists. ] have reviewed them and agree. Here is additional information you may wish to have and we can confirm all of this once the season is complete. 

surgery in             will apply for redshirt 

on a "leave of absence" until further notice; do not plan to apply for redshirt season 

freshman           planned to redshirt all year; has not competed 

freshman, has ongoing medical concerns and cannot compete, Unlikely she will 

redshirt 

sophomore, attempting to recover from injury; training, not competing (trust you have his forms from the fall) 
freshman           planned to redshirt all year; has not competed 

if anyone has have different information or needs clarification, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSeh’n 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.tarheelblue,com 

vcww.u nc.ed u 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10:35 AM >>> 

Hi Rich, 
Attached is a list of your men and women student athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in 
missing. 

Thanks and best of luck throughout the remainder of the season. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

Please review the list and let me know if anyone is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:40 AM 

Elmar Bolowich <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Participation List clarification 

Hi Elmar, 
Thank you for sending over your Participation List. I just wanted to clarify You listed them has having competed in 2 or 3 of the exhibition 

games, but then noted each of them as "Did Not Compete". I just wanted to be sure that you are aware that since they competed in the exh. games, they did in fact use a 

season of eligibility. I want to be sure that your records show a year of eligibility uses as well, to avoid a similar situation like we had to start the season with 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elmar Bolowich <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List clarification 

OK, thanks. 
Elmar Bolowich 

Head Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919 962 5739 

Fax: 919 962 4038 

>>> Susan B. Maloy          11:56AM >>> 

Ah, yes. You are exactly right per Bylaw 14.2.3.1.3. Thanks for getting back to me. I’ll make a note of this. 

Susan 

>>> Eh’nar Bolowich 11:52 AM >>> 

Susan, 

it is my understanding that freshmen can playin 

pre season scrimmages,             did that but did 

not play/compete in any regular season games, thus they 

should have preserved their freshman status for this upcoming 

season. 

Elmar Bolowich 

Head Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919 962 5739 

Fax: 919 962 4038 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 11:39 AM >>> 

Hi Elmar, 
Thank you for sending over your Participation List. I just wanted to clarify                             You listed them has having competed in 2 or 3 of the exhibition 

games, but then noted each of them as "Did Not Compete". I just wanted to be sure that you are aware that since they competed in the exh, 9ames, they did in fact use a 

season of eligibility. I want to be sure that your records show a year of eligibility uses as well, to avoid a similar situation like we had to start the season with 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:47 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List - 

HIPAA form.docx 

Hi CD, 
Thanks for sending this back so quickly. ] have a few questions after reviewing your stats. 

He is on the stats as having cornpeted on                 and it is NOT noted as UNATTACHED, You listed him as DID NOT COMPETE, Can you verify? 

He was not listed on the stats as having competed and you listed him as COMPETED. Can you verify? 

He is on the stats as having competed on and it is NOT noted as UNATTACHED. You did not list him as either COMPETED or DiD NOT 

COMPETE, but you indicated the need to process a Medical Hardship Waiver. W]II you please verify that he did compete on ? Attached is a HIPAA form for 

to sign in order for me to process the waiver. Please have him sign the form and send it back over to rne. 

[s he supposed to be a Medical NonCounter or do we want to file a Medical Hardship Waiver for him to regain this year of eligibility? If we do want to file a 

Hardship Waiver, what were the circumstances surrounding his injury? Please have him sign the same attached HIPAA form as well in order to process the Medical Hardship 

Waiver. 

Thanks for your help to clarify all of this and for getting the necessary signatures on the HIPAA form. 

Susan 

>>> C D Mock 12:31 PM >>> 

CD. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichaei Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

>>> Susan B, Maloy 12:01 PM >>> 
Hi CD: 

Attached is a P~xticipation List form listing your roster, previous seasons used, change of status, and the date of the change of status. Please co~nplete this fom~ by 

verifying that all names and previous seasons used are correct and fill in the remaining three - six columns (Competed Exh., Competed Did Not Compete, and 

MedicalHardship Waiver Needec~) as it applies to eve~-~- student-athlete listed with an [3X~, includin~ those h~di~Jduals with a chan~e of status. [Note that the 

Previous Seasons Usedcolumn does not include competition in        ] Please be sure to indicate aJl student-athletes who actually participated in competition during 

the         season, even if they only competed in an exhibition contest. Student-athletes for whom you would like to apply for a Medical Hardship Waiver through the 
Compliance Office should be noted in the final white column. In this scenario, this particular student-athlete should have an IlXI1 in the Competedcolanm and in the 

MedicallIardship Waiver Needed column. Please sign the completed [brm in the space provided at the bottom and return to me as soon as tx~ssible. Also, please 

attach a copy of your end of season staff sties verifying eveD~one who participated. 

Thank you tbr your prompt attention to this matter. This reformation is invaluable to ensure that our records are accurate with respect to the number of seasons of 

eligibili~ used for each student- athlete. The information that you provide on the Participataon List will be reflected on your officM temn squad list. If you have any 

questions, don~t hesitate to contact me. Please complete and retu~ to me ASAP as we have various reports to complete that require this participation 

intbrmalio~ 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962 6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Fro~tl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:30 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List - 

Well, maybe too quickly ...... 

I guess I got                   mixed up. I went by my memory and both left last 

Yes, competed on which is why we need the waiver. I will have him sign the form and get it back to you asap, I don’t think you attached the form ...... 

will be a medical non counter; no more 
Thank you, 
C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PC Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

>>> Susan B, Maloy 1:47 PM >>> 

Hi CD, 
Thanks for sending this back so quickly. I have a few questions after reviewing your stats. 

He is on the stats as having competed on                 and it is NOT noted as UNATTACHED, You listed him as DiD NOT COMPETE, Can you verify? 

He was not listed on the stats as having competed and you listed him as COMPETED. Can you verify? 

He is on the stats as having competed on and it is NOT noted as UNATTACHED. You did not list him as either COMPETED or DiD NOT 

COMPETE, but you indicated the need to process a Medical Hardship Waiver. VV]II you please verify that he did compete on ? Attached is a HIPAA form for 

to sign in order for me to process the waiver. Please have him sign the form and send it back over to me. 

is he supposed to be a Medical NonCounter or do we want to file a Medical Hardship Waiver for him to regain this year of eligibility? if we do want to file a 

Hardship Waiver, what were the circumstances surrounding his injury? Please have him sign the same attached HIPAA form as well in order to process the Medical Hardship 

Waiver. 

Thanks for your help to clarify all of this and for getting the necessary signatures on the HIPAA form. 

Susan 

>>> C D Mock 12:31 PM >>> 

CD. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

>>> Susan B, Maloy 4/5/2010 12:01 PM >>> 
Hi CD: 

Attached is a P~xticipation List form listing your roster, previous seasons used, change of status, and the date of the change of status. Please co~nplete this fom~ by 

verifying that all names and previous seasons used are correct and fill in the remaining three - six columns (Competed Exh., Competed Did Not Compete, and 

MedicalHardship Waiver Needec~) as it applies to eve~-~- student-athlete listed with an [~X~, includin~ those h~di~Jduals with a chan~e of status. [Note that the 

Previous Seasons Usedcolumn does not include competition in        i Please be sure to indicate aJl student-athletes who actually participated in competition during 

the         season, even if they only competed in an exhibition contest. Student-athletes for whom you would like to apply for a Medical Hardship Waiver through the 
Compliance Office should be noted in the final white column. In this scenario, this particular student-athlete should have an IlX[1 in the Competedcolanm and in the 
MedicallIardship Waiver Needed column. Please sign the completed Ibrm in the space provided at the bottom and return to me as soon as tx~ssible. Also, please 
attach a copy of your end of season staff sties veri~ing eveD~one who participated. 
Thank you tbr your prompt attention to this matter. This reformation is invaluable to ensure that our records are accurate with respect to the number of seasons of 

eligibili~ used for each student- athlete. The information that you provide on the Participataon List will be reflected on your officM temn squad list. If you have any 

questions, don~t hesitate to contact me. Please complete and retu~ to me ASAP as we have various reports to complete that require this participation 
intbrmalio~ 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962 6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rich DeSelm < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, ~_0:02 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List - 

Rich DeSelm.vcf 

Sor~-y; he was a ..mistake on my part. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
vcv~,v.ta rh eel bl u e.co m 

w~,~v.u nc.ed u 

>>> Susan B. Maloy, 9:29 AM >>> 

Hi Rich, 
On your Participation List, you indicated that 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

did compete, but I did not see him on the stat sheet. Would you please verify this? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:41 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List - 

sorry he was taken off stat sheet after he quit, yes. he did participate! 

mike 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1:55 PM >>> 

Hi Mike, 
Thanks for sending over your participation list for this season. The only individual who you listed as having competed but [ did not see on the stat sheet is 

you verify that he did in fact compete in     ~? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadine Faustin-Parker (Nadine Faustin-Parker) < nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, July 2, 2010 3:53 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Participation Lists 

Susan, 
One of the other assistant coaches was asked to handle the participation lists for the year that you uploaded to the J drive. [was not aware until [ completed the indoor paper 

work for you on Wednesday that the outdoor participation list was not taken care of. ] will put the indoor paper work in campus mail for you and hopefully have the outdoor 

paper work completed by Tuesday for you. He’s working on it and hopes to give me the completed lists by tonight. 

Nadine Faustin Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations/Administration 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (9:£9) 962 52:~0 

cell 

fax (9:£9) 962 4903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:06 PM 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pete Watson < pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Participation List ? 

Hi Nadine, 
[just wanted to clarify a few things on the indoor participation lists. 

You had left her blank on the form. The J drive tracking chart had her with 0 dates, but [ found her on the stats from tarheelblue that she competed on 

So [ will go ahead and record her as having competed in            if you agree with that? 
You listed her as competed, but [ could not find her on the stats and she is noted with 0 dates on the J drive tracking chart. Can you clarify whether or not she 

actually competed in           :? 

[ see that you would like to submit a medical hardship waiver for           to regain this year of eligibility. Can you give me some 

background on their injuries and the exact dates that they competed? it looks is recorded as having competed in the ACC Meet which may mean that he does not 

qualify for a hardship, but [ will look into that further. 

Thanks for your help with all of this. Now [ will move on to 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

and will be back in touch if [ have any questions. 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nadine Faustin-Parker (Nadine Faustin-Parker) < nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, :1:2:1 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pete Watson < pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Participation List ? 

Thanks for the note Susan. Pete’s away at an off campus camp. 

had a            by the end of the indoor season. We tried to get him ready for the 
for him to qualify f~)r the NCAA Regionals. He did not compete at the ACC meet only 

season back. 

had a that he could not jump off of. ] believe he competed in one meet 

and I did talk regarding her...let me check my notes. For some reason off the top of my head I believed she 

..I’ll get back to you on her. 

That may just be my error. Iwill check on her as well and get back to you. 

Nadine Faustin Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations/Administration 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (919) 962 5210 

cell 

fax (919) 962 4903 

ACC’s but his body had not totally recovered...we ran out of time 

competed in his place. We’re trying to get his 

and that was it. Iwill double check on the exact dates for you, 

during those 2 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1:06 PM >>> 

Hi Nadine, 

I just wanted to clarify a few things on the       participation lists. 

You had left her blank on the form. The J drive tracking chart had her with 0 dates, but I found her on the stats from tarheelblue that she competed on 
So Iwill go ahead and record her as having competed in            if you agree with that? 

You listed her as competed, but I could not find her on the stats and she is noted with 0 dates on the J drive tracking chart. Can you clarify whether or not she 

actually competed in           ? 

I see that you would like to submit a medical hardship waiver for           to regain this year of eligibility. Can you give me some 

background on their injuries and the exact dates that they competed? It looks is recorded as having competed in the ACC Meet which may mean that he does not 

qualify for a hardship, but I will look into that further. 

Thanks for your help with all of this. Now I will move on to 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

and will be back in touch if I have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadine Faustin-Parker (Nadine Faustin-Parker) < nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:14 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Participation List ? 

Susan, Pete confirmed the following below regarding his athlete 

Nadine Faustin Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations/Administration 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (919) 962 5210 
cell 

fax (919) 962 4903 

> > > "Pete Watson" <pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu > 1:45 PM >>> 

did not compete At anytime. Looking at stuff as soon as [ can pull it up. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

Reply message 

From: "Nadine Faustin Parker (Nadine Faustin Parker)" <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc,edu> 

Date: Wed, 1:21 pm 

Subject: List ? 
To: "Susan B. Maloy" ~sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Pete WatsoiY’ <pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thanks for the note Susan. Pete’s away at an off campus camp. 

had a by the end of the We tried to get him ready for the 

for him to qualify for the NCAA Regionals, He did not compete at the ACC meet only 

season back, 

ACC’s but his body had not totally recovered...we ran out of time 

competed in his place. We’re trying to get his 

had a that he could not jump off of. ] believe he competed in one meet and that was it. ] will double check on the exact dates for you, 

and I did talk regarding her...let me check my notes. For some reason off the top of my head I believed she ran unattached during those 2 

...I’ll get back to you on her. 

That may just be my error. Iwill check on her as well and get back to you, 

Nadine Faustin Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations/Administration 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (919) 962 5210 
cell 

fax (919) 962 4903 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1:06 PM >>> 

Hi Nadine, 
I just wanted to clarify a few things on the indoor participation lists. 

You had left her blank on the form. The J drive tracking chart had her with 0 dates, but I found her on the stats from tarheelblue that she competed on 

So Iwill go ahead and record her as having competed in            if you agree with that? 

You listed her as competed, but I could not find her on the stats and she is noted with 0 dates on the J drive tracking chart. Can you clarify whether or not she 

actually competed in           ? 

I see that you would like to submit a medical hardship waiver for to regain this year of eligibility. Can you give me some 

background on their injuries and the exact dates that they competed? It looks is recorded as having competed in the ACC Meet which may mean that he does not 

qualify for a hardship, but I will look into that further. 

Thanks for your help with all of this. Now I will move on to and will be back in touch if I have any questions. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 



Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 12:53 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List 

Participation List_3.xls 

Susan, 

Hi, [ called were all set with tile participation form. Let me know if you need anything else.Thanks! 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919 962 6682 
fax: 919 843 8175 
vcv~v.ta rh eel bl u e.co m 

>>> SusanB. Maloy         18:37AM >>> 
Hi     and Jenn, 
Attached is the form that Amy was refemng to in her email yester~hy regmding parlicipation numbers for      InsUrrections from the original email are below as well. 

Please be sure to identif)~ who participated in which e:Nibition contest on the J drive. If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to ask. Jenn, is this something you can do 

while is on the road? We need this as soon as possible. Thanks so much. 

Susan 

Attached is a Participation List form listing your roster, previons seasons used, change of status, and the date of the change of status. Please complete this fo~rn by 

veriI~ing that aJl names and previous sea~ns used are correct and fill in the remmning three - six columns (Competed Exh., Competed Did Not Compete, and 

~@dicalHards, hip WaiverNeedec~) as it applies to every student-athlete listed with a~ HX], includin~ those indi~4duals with a chan~e of status. [Note that the 

Previous Seasons Usedcolumn does not include competition in        .] Please be sure to indicate ~J1 student-athletes who actuaJly participated in competition during 

the         season, even if they only competed in an exhibition contea. Student-athletes for whom you would like to apply for a Medical tlardship Waiver through the 

Compliance Office should be noted in the fiua] white column. In this scenario, this paxticular student-athlete should have an [] X[] in the Competed column and in the 

MedicalHardship Waiver Needed column. Please sign the completed form in the space provided at the bottom and return to me as soon as possible. Also, please 

attach a copy of your end of season statistics refitting everyone who participated. 

Thank you lbr your prompt attention to this Inatter. This information is invaluable to ensure that our records are accurate with respect to the number of seasons of 

eligibili~~ used for each s~dent- athlete. The information that you provide on the Participation List will be reflected on yonr official team squad list. If yon have any 

questions, don[]t hesitate to contact me. Please complete m~d return to me ASAP as we have various reports to complete that require this participation 

informatior~ 

Thank you. 

Susan 

PS: It would be helpfid if you would also go to the J Drive and indicate which games m the season each individual paNcipated since we don’t keep formal stats 

[br these games..l drive>Compliance>Playing and Practice Seasons>Participation Lists(Trackin~ forms) 
Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~£1:49 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List Question (WSOC) 

Susan, 

She did not compete at all. So the Stanford and Florida are mistakes on my part. Sorry! 
Tom 

> > > On at ~1]_:Z1 AM, in message <4D77A8FF,569 : 2~L : 206/L5>, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hey Tom, 

I’m reviewing participation records for              and had a question about                     . She is noted in ACS has having played in 2 games (Standford 

and Florida), but she is not appearing on the official overall star sheet online as having competed all season. Can you verify whether or not she actually competed and 

used a season of eligibility? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 

9].9 962 9892 (office) 

9].9 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Follow up of today’s :lpm meeting 

Susan here are a couple of notes: 

1. I just spoke with Coach Watson and he told me that 

traveling to Roanoke/VT this weekend. They will not run into any issues regarding their participation count. 

2.             did not compete in any           either 

3. I will have to check on the other stuff for you 

THATIS IT FOR NOW! 

Nadine Faustin Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations/Administration 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (919) 962 5210 
cell 

fax (919) 962 4903 

(men participation count), ND men count 2, FL 

did not compete during the season. They are the 5 

on both days, Duke same as FL) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:37 AM 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow up of today’s lpm meeting 

Thanks Nadine. 
:1. Did you mean instead of ? If so, she is recorded as 0 dates in 

has :1 date of competition in (ACCs). 

= 4 dates 

= 3 dates 

= :1 date 

So this all needs to be adjusted. Because according to the report that I ran through ACS yesterday, they will all be recorded as having used a season of eligibility in 
But it sounds like you are saying that is not true. 

Are you able to run the same report so that you can see what I am saying? 

2.        is listed as 0 dates of       as you said, 

Thanks for reviewing all of this to make sure it is accurate. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

9:19 962 9892 (office) 

9:19 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloyC~u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Nadine Faustin Parkel 3:04 PM >>> 

Susan here are a couple of notes: 

:1. I just spoke with Coach Watson and he told me that 
traveling to Roanoke/VT this weekend. They will not run into any iss-ues rega~’ding their participation count. 

2.             did not compete in any           either 

3. I will have to check on the other stuff for you i 

THAT’S IT FOR NOW! 

Nadine Faustin Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations/Administration 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (9:19) 962 52:10 
cell 

fax (9:19) 962 4903 

imen participation count), ND men count 2, FL 

did not compete during the indoor season. They are the 5 

on both days, Duke same as FL) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadine Fauslin-Parker <~nfauslinparker@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 9:41 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Follow up of today’s lpm meeting 

Susan I am at the Wake meet. Based off the last email Amy senti believe we will need to meet again. In regards to your questions below I believe 
Coach Watson made an error when he and I spoke b!c I do remember them on some meet results. I had a WS student take care of this but l am 
going to have to go back and check her work. 
Nadine Parker-Sent via DRO/D on Vet~zon Wireless 

..... OriginaJ message ..... 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue,              13:36:46 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Follow up of today’s lpm meeting 

Thanks Nadine. 

1. Did you mean            instead of 

has 1 date of competition in 

dates 

dates 

date 

? If so, she is recorded as 0 dates in 

(ACCs)~ 

So this all needs to be adj usted. Becau~ according to the report that I ran through ACS yeslerday, they will all be recorded as having u~d a season of 

eligibility in            But it sounds like you axe ~ying that is not true. 

Are you able to Jan the same report so that you can see what I am saying? 

2. is listed as 0 dates of as you said. 

Thmalcs for reviewing all of this to make sure it is accurate. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director tbr Certification a~d Eligibility 

UNC Depaxtment of Athlelics 

919- 962- 9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

> >> Nadine Faustin- Parker 3: 04 PM >~> 

Susan here are a couple of notes: 

1. I just spoke ruth Coach Watson and he told me that                                                     did not compete during the 

~a~m. They m-e fl~e 5 traveling to RoanokeiVT this weekend. They will not run into any issues regarding their participation count. 

did not compete in a~ay indoor races either 

3. I will have to check on the other stuff for you ( meet (men participation count), ND men count 2, FL on both days, Duke same as FL) 

THAT’S IT FOR NOW! 

Nadine Faustin-Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations/Administration 
Universi ,ty of North Caxolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (919)-962-5210 

cell 

fax (919)-962-4903 



I::ron3: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:39 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: itinerary 

Susan, 

Below is a copy of the itinerary for .we had 20 women and 21 men. 

Women that competed only on Friday (1 day) 

Men that competed only on Saturday (1 day) 

>>> Nadine Faustin Parker 12:31 PM >>> 

Traveling Party (53) 

Coaches/Staff (12) 
D. Craddock, N. Parker, R. Vanhoy, A. Smith, J. Tyler-Evans, D. Clarke, C. Levy, A. Bracy, J. Langley, P. Watson, C. Bates, E. Gibbs 

Student-Athletes 

{W-athletes that need to receive a medical clearance) 

Wednesday, 

2:30 PM Load Bus Carmichael Arena 

3:00 PM Depart Carmichael Arena to Finley Fields 

3:05 PM Arrive at Finley Fields 

3:10 PM Depart for Savannah Georgia 

9:30 PM Arrive Springhill Suites Hotel (exit 94, 1-95) Savannah Georgia, 912-629-7777 

~*A late lunch will be provided to the team on the way to Savannah 

**A stop will be made 3 hours into the ride to allow everyone to stretch 

Thursday, 

8:00 AM Breakfast in Hotel (you can go earlier as well) 

8:50 AM Load the bus 

9:00 AM Depart Savannah for Gainesville, Florida 

:12:30 PM Arrive in Gainesville and check into hotel-Paramount Plaza Hotel, 352-377-4000 

:12:30 PM Carolyn Levy will meet the team in Gainesville {she,ill update Coach Craddock) 

TBA Coaches will let you know what time to load the bus for a shake out 

TBA Coaches will touch base with everyone regarding the plans for the rest of the evening 

**The rest of the weekend itinerary/announcements will be slipped under your hotel door 

**Remember ONLY NIKE GEAR and BAGS 

**NO electronics and leave your cell phones off and in your bags when arriving at the competition site 

Nadine Faustin Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations/Administration 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (919) 962 5210 
cell 

fax (919) 962 4903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:44 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List 

is from               She competed for us at the ACC           this year ONLY...I’m pretty sure a COS was filled out for her. I’ll check my emails, 

are on the squad as far as [ know. [just don’t believe they made the cut as far as being able to dress up in uniform yet. 

.let me check my emails regarding him b/c he was cut from our team during the 

[11 send you another note shortly. 

Nadine Faustin Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations/Administration 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (919) 962 5210 

cell 

fax (919) 962 4903 

>>> Susan Maloy 3:20 PM >>> 

Hi Nadine, 
[just went through the participation records that you sent to me and updated our squad lists with the info. There were several athletes who do not have a change of status 

and did not appear on the participation record at all, even with a notation of 0 competitions. Can you verify whether or not the following competed in or 

Both? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:17 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey! [ have to go through the archive of sent messages for          He did not compete for our team. He was cut during the 

Just let me know about as well based off what f wrote in the last email about her. 

Thanks! 

Nadine Faustin Parker 

Assistant Track & Field Coach 

Director of Operations!Administration 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

office (919) 962 5210 
cell 

fax (919) 962 4903 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:42 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List 

Hi Susan, 

[ am in charge of filing out the participation lists. [ know that                                       all had medical issues that prevented them from participating in 

any      competitions, if [ mistakenly put them in for the spring [ apologize for the mix up.                     during the      preseason and will need to file a 

medical waiver i’m sure, Nina Walker our head athletic trainer should be able to help with specifics on those guys. Please let me know how [ can help facilitate a solution asap. 

Thanks! 

Chris 

>>> Susan Maloy 12:29:12 PM >>> 

Hi Joe, 

I was comparing stats on tarheelblue with participation numbers in ACS. There are 4 guys who competed in 1 or 2 dates of competition according to ACS, but they are not 

listed on the cumulative stats on tarheelblue. 

Can you verify that they in fact did use a season of eligibility in 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

? If so, do any of them need a Medical Hardship Waiver to be filed? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, I:01 PM 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List 

Susan, 

That must have been a mistake on my behalf. 

can verify that. Sorry’ for the hassle! 

Chris 

was the only guy of the three who participated against Limestone. The other three didn’t make it to the . Nina 

>>> Susan Maloy          12:57:44 PM >>> 

Thanks Chris. It looks like the 4 guys participated on           and the scrimmage against Limestone according to the records in ACS, thus they used a season of eligibility. 

if that is in fact the case, then, yes, we will need to file a medical hardship waiver for each of them if that is what you would like to do, Nina, can you verify that all were 

incapacitating injuries and when the injuries occurred? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

> > > Chris Fells 12:42 PM > > > 

Hi Susan, 

I am in charge of filing out the participation lists. I know that all had medical issues that prevented them from participating in 

any competitions. If I mistakenly put them in for the spring [ apologize for the mix up. during the spring preseason and will need to file a 

medical waiver I’m sure. Nina Walker our head athletic trainer should be able to help with specifics on those guys. Please let me know how I can help facilitate a solution asap. 

Thanks! 

Chris 

>>> Susan Maloy 12:29:12 PM >>> 

Hi Joe, 
I was comparing stats on tarheelblue with participation numbers in ACS. There are 4 guys who competed in 1 or 2 dates of competition according to ACS, but they are not 

listed on the cumulative stats on tarheelblue. 

Can you verify that they in fact did use a season of eligibility in 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
~ __b_ L’C La__Lo_ y_ ~ __u_ D__c__a___a_:_u__~_]_c_~__e__d___u_. 

? If so, do any of them need a Medical Hardship Waiver to be filed? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:34 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation - 

Hi Susan, 

Yes, competed "Exhibition" in two meets. As an exhibition competitor we could not use her score for NCAA qualification. Thanks, Derek 

>>> Susan Maloy 3:04:25 PM >>> 

Hi Derek, 
I am currently reviewing participation in ACS and recording seasons of "eligibility used" accordingly. I noticed that            is noted in ACS as having competed in 2 

events, but she is not noted on your official stats on tarheelblue. Can you verify that she in fact did use a season of eligibility this year? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

93.9 962 9892 (office) 

93.9 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation - 

Hi Susan. She has not played all season. Thanks. 

>>> Susan Maloy 11:45:16 AM >>> 

Hi Phil, 

I wasjust recording your participation list for the season and noticed that 

she has 1 game played, Can you verify whether or not she did compete and when? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

is listed as not competing in ACS, but on the overall team stats online, it looks like 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bowers, Matthew B <~mattbowers@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:55 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Pa(ticipation- 

The coaches are correct she did NOT play in any games this year. I am working on correcting the stats on THB com. 

She didn’t play at all. 

Thanks 
-mb 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>> 
Date: Tue,             12:53:03 -0400 

To: Matt Bowers <mbowers@ad.unc.edu<mailto:mbowers@ad.unc edu>> 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Palticipation- 

Hi Matt, 
When I was reviewing participation records for this season, I noticed that the coaches are indicating that did not compete this season and the overall 
stats on tarheelblue indicate that she did compete in one competition. Would you mind revie~ving this to make sure that she did in fact not compete? 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director [’or Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@un caa.unc, edu<mailto :sbmalov(@uncaa.unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 4:47 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation - 

Susan, 
Mattfixedthisinthestats she did not playthisyearatall. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

>>> Susan Maloy 11:45AM >>> 

Hi Phil, 
I was just recording your participation list for the season and noticed that is listed as not competing in ACS, but on the overall team stats online, it looks like 

she has 1 game played. Can you verify whether or not she did compete and when? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:07 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List - 

I am very sorry. Must have been a slip of the mouse, 

>>> Mike Fox 4::18 PM >>> 

He DID NOT compete for us in      Mike 

did NOT participate in a single competition this past Thanks Susan. 

>>> Susan Maloy 4:02:27 PM >>> 

Hey Robert, 

I was just verifying Participation records in ACS and I had one question. You noted 

on the official stats on tarheelblue, Can you verify that did in fact compete this season? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

9:19 962 9892 (office) 

9:19 962 8247 (fax) 

s b m a Ioy(~.b u nca a. u nc.ed u 

as having competed in 2 games however, I do not see him 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:52 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

if he competed last year he kicked the ball with his crutches....and I dont remember that. He was two months off an so you are correct, He did not compete. 

Carlos Somoano 

University of North Carolina 

Men’s Soccer office 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(p) 919 962 0466 

(f) 919 962 4038 
>>> Susan Maloy 8:46 AM >>> 

Hi Carlos, 

I have come conflicting records regardinq 

competed in our first scrimmage in 

medical reasons. Can you recall if he really did compete in the first scrimmage last 

surgery only 2 months prior. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,unc,edu 

competition last season because he is currently showing up as having 4 seasons used. ACS indicates that he 

yet the letter that I received from Dr. Ciocca said that he had his surgery on         and missed the        season for 

Seems to me that wouldn’t have been possible with having had recontructive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:55 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

She did not play at all -- if the stats show her as participating, that’s a mistake. 1’11 fix it in just a second. Thanks for pointing it out! 

Dana Gelin 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 

dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On at 01:54 PM, in cnessage <4F32C4CB.EB6 : 21: 20615>, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hi Dana, 
I am currently verifying participation this past season for            According to the star sheet on tarheelblue, 

our coaches keep in ACS indicate that she did not compete in any games. Can you tell me what game she participated in? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

participated in one game. The records that 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List 

Hi Susan, 
red shirred and did not play atall. 

Thanks. 

Grant 

>>> Susan Maloy 1:49:21 PM >>> 

Hi Grant, 
I’m currently reviewing your participation list, and I have a question about               The star sheet online indicates that she competed in one game, but our records in 

ACS indicate that she did not play at all, Can you clarify whether or not she has used a season of eligibility this past fall? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:11 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List 

She did not play at all. She did not use a season. 

Ni Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> Susan Maloy 1:49 PM >>> 

Hi Grant, 
I’m currently reviewing your participation list, and I have a question about              The star sheet online indicates that she competed in one game, but our records in 
ACS indicate that she did not play at all. Can you clarify whether or not she has used a season of eligibility this past ? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rich DeSelm < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 2:49 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Days of Competition 

Rich DeSelm.vcf 

Susan: 

We are trying to complete tills annual document and are working on it. Call you shed any light on, 

just the questions. And, do you need               meet on this? 

is our team        . Thanks 

questions? I don;’t expect you to comb through the documents, but 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

._~. ~ w_Aa_ r_.h__~_Lb_Lu_..e_~.c__o_.~ 
WVWV.LI nc.ed u 

Hi Rich: 

@kenan flagler,unc.edu > 12:21 AM >>> 

Sorry for taking long to send these. Attached are the most recent Days of Competition spreadsheetslhave. There are a few things that need clarification. Iwas 

unsure about a couple of items which I have outlined below and highlighted on the spreadsheet. We can work together to straighten these things out. 

Does Pier 2 Pier go into the spreadsheet and count towards Days of Competition? 

Does Short Course Nationals count for Days of School Missed and Days of Competition? 

Who swam in the Training Trip meet and does it count as Days of Competition? 

Who attended the meet at SMU and how many days of school were missed? 

Was there any days of school missed for the Duke Meet? 

Do anyone go to a last chance meet and does that count as Days of Competition? Where any Days of School missed? 

Did I miss any meets? 

Sorry that this isn’t completely comprehensive. This is my first time working with this report so I am not sure the technicalities of what is considered what. 

Hopefully this is an okay starting off point. Take a glance over it and see if I have missed anything else. Please let me know if you have any questions. Hopefully w 

can knock this out quickly. 

Thanks, 

¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

cell @unc.edu ¯ ~vw. ke nan-flaqler u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rich DeSeim < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:42 PM 

Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation - 

Rich DeSelm.vcf 

Susan: 

He has not competed. He had and is this year. [s this what you need? 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
wvcvv.ta rh eel bl u e.co m 

www.unc.edu 

>>> Susan Maloy 1:39 PM >>> 

Hi Eric, 
I have been looking over your participation records in ACS in order to update our seasons used on the squad list, and                 was the only student athlete who I 

could not find on your Top Times and Results on tarheelblue. I could have overlooked him, but can you verify that he did in fact use a season of eligibility this year? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Stefanski < estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 2:05 PM 

Rich DeSelm <dchdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation - 

Susan, 
Yes, that was a typo. He did not compete in the 

ERIC STEFANSKI 
Assistant Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Office: 919 966 1900 

Cell: 

Fax: 919 962 1603 
www, unc,edu 

wvcw, tarheelblue.com 

GO HEEL St. 
>>> Susan Maloy 2:01 PM >>> 

Yes. He was recorded in ACS as having competed in 3 days of the Was this a type O? 

>>> Rich DeSeh’n 1:42 PM >>> 

Susan: 

He has not competed. He had and is this year. Is this what you need? 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.tarheelblue.com 

www.u nc.ed u 

>>> Susan Maloy 1:39 PM >>> 

Hi Eric, 
I have been looking over your participation records in ACS in order to update our seasons used on the squad list, and                 was the only student athlete who I 

could not find on your Top Times and Results on tarheelblue, ] could have overlooked him, but can you verify that he did in fact use a season of eligibility this year? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 2:26 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation 

Team Star Sheet.docx 

Hey Susan, 

Completely forgotto do this. Hereitis! 

Thanks 

Josh 

Josh Webb 

Asst. Fencing Coach UNC 

Department of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962 5778 office 

cell 

(919) 843 8175 fax 
>>> Susan Maloy 4/24/2012 8:56 AM >>> 

Hi Josh, 
Can you remember to send me the star sheet that we talked about last week to verify participation records in ACS? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rich DeSeim < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, :10:42 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eric Stefanski < estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Dates of Competition 

Copy of MENS DAYS OF COMPET]T]ON - 

.xlsx; Rich DeSelm.vcf 

.xlsx; Copy of WOM ENS DAYS OF COMPET]T]ON - 

Susan: 

Here is our excel file for Dates of Competition for ] hope this is useful. 

] know there is a reporting in ACS for this, but ] had our managers keep this form as well. 

Eric: 

If this work is redundant, please let me know so that we can streamline the work for next year, 

Thank you! Iadded in 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2:126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 2:126 

Phone: 9:19 966 5340 

Fax: 9:19 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

wvcw.tarheelblue.com 

www.unc.edu 

this past weekend on the men’s list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:58 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Participation List - 

Yes he competed and used a year of eligibility!! 

>>> Susan Maloy 2:07:07 PM >>> 

Hi Robert, 

I’m just finalizing our participation records and noticed that we have            recorded in ACS has having competed in the Xavier game on    ~ but he is not noted on 

the team stats online as having competed all season. This could be a type o, but was hoping you could please verify whether or not Brad actually competed and used a 
season of eligibility this season. 

Thanks for your help, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:37 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Pa(dcipation List - 

Hey Susan- 

Sorry for the delay! I am coaching here on Cape Cod and we just got our intemet connected. 
removed from our team statistics on tarheelblue. 

competed against Xavier and then was dismissed from the team. I believe that we had 

Let me know if you need anything else. Hope you are doing welh 

Woody 

Robert Woodard 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 

rwoodard@unc.edu 
Office: 919-962-7006 

>>> Susan Maloy 2:07 PM >>> 
Hi Robert, 
I’m just :finalizing our participation records and noticed that we have            recorded in ACS has having competed in the Xavier game on     but he is not noted on the team stats 
online as having competed all season. This could be a type-o, but was hoping you could please verify whether or not     actually competed and used a season of eligibility this season. 

Thanks for your help, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility’ 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 @~x) 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 4:50 PM 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa_asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 
Head Coaches <uncaa_headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email.unc.edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email.unc.edu>; Hoots, Eric M 
<ehoots@email.unc.edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu> 
UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
<uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA_Academics 
<uncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu> 

Financial Education Final Workshop - Monday, November 18th at 7pm 

Financial Education.pptx 

Coaches, 

Please remind your student-athletes about the third and final Financial Education Session for sophomores on Monday 

November 18th at 7:00PM, 3rd and 5th floors of Loudermilk. This session will be on Identity Fraud. 

Please see the attached flyer for more information. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



~ Protect Yourself from 

Fraud 
Monday, November :~ 8t~, 7pro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 10:30 AM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa_headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa_asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
<uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Webb, Josh 
<jdwebb@email.unc.edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu>; UNCAA_Academics 
<uncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu> 

FW: November 4th CREED Workshop Reminder 

This is the reminder that I sent to all first year student athletes regarding the December 2nd Carolina CREED workshop. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

Greeting 1st Years, 

Monday, December 2nd at 7pm is our third Carolina CREED workshop. The workshop will take place on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. Our theme is 

the "E" of CREED Excelling in Academics. Please be familiar with your CREED mentors and group name (trivia). Bring your creativity!!!! 

Please contact your mentor or me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Lane, Cricket [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=M LAN E] 

8:02:09 PM 

UNCAA_Academics [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=UNCAA_Academicsla6]; UNCAA-ExeStaff [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=UNCAA- 

ExeStaffbbJ]; UNCAA-Head Coaches [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=UNCAA-Head Coaches6ac]; UNCAA-Senior Staff [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=UNCAA-Senior 

Staff544]; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches39a] 

FW: Loudermilk DeStress Fest Flyer 

Stubbed Attachments,him 

F rom: 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

To: Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; 

Subject: Loudermilk DeStress Fest Flyer 

Johnson, Shelley H; 

All, 

Attached is the flyer for the Loudermilk DeStress Fest for this Thursday. The final schedule is as follows: 

11:00-12:00 How to use Linkedln (2301) 

12:00-2:00 Resume Drop-in (2301) 

2:30-3:30 Yoga (3rd Floor) 

4:00-4:30 Zentangle (2302) 

Let me know if you have any questions! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~ uuc.edu.~- 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 11:11 AM 

UNCAA-Senior Staff<uncaa seniorstaiY@groups.unc.ed~; UNCAA Academics <uucaa academics@groups.unc.edl~; UNCAA-Head 

Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.mac 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Student-Atlflete Development 

Weeldy Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hey Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development and share with anyone you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Student-Athlete Development 
The Univemity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919~43-2306 

~_live. uric’, edu 

Connect With Us On 

From: 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 20:14 09:07 AM 

To: UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development 

Hey Everyone, 

Happy Monday! 

Since this semester, Student-Athlete Development will start to send out the weekly workshop schedule on every Monday. Please see the attachment and share 

with anyone you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Student-Athlete Development 
The University of~-orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919~43-2306 

~,?~live. uric’, edu 

Connect With Us On 

I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc~edu~’- 

Monday, FebruaU 17, 2014 10:06 AM 

UNCAA-Senior S’m~t"<uncaa seniors~afl’@groups.unc.e&~>; UNCAA-ttead Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edm*; 
UNCAA~Academics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edt~"~ 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Studeut-Athlete Development 

Weekly Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 
Please see’the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development in the attachment amd share willa anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Itave a great week! Go Heels’. 
Best, 

Student-Atidete Development 

The [.rnivens’ity gtNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(o) 919~543-2306 

Connect With Us On 

~ F %; tw ~ yo ~ inI 
..... ~ ~_ ~t ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:21 PM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa_headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edt~>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Webb, Josh 
<jdwebb@email.unc.edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu>; UNCAA_Academics 
<uncaa_academic s@groups.unc .edu> 

Carolina CREED - Monday, Ma~ch 3rd at 7pm 

Coaches, 

This was sent to your first years regarding the Monday Carolina CREED workshop. 

Greeting ist Years, 

Monday, March 3rd at 7pm is our fifth Carolina CREED workshop. The workshop will take place on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. Our theme is the "D" of 

CREED - Developing Leadership. It would be greatly appreciated if you could be on time. 

Please be familiar with your CREED mentors and group name (trivia). Please contact your mentor or me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 19, 2014 3:40 PM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa_headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 
UNCAA_Academics <uncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
<uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc. edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
<uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; 
Adams, Clarissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email.unc.edu>; 
Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email.unc.edu>; Warner, Stacey Harris 
<staceywarner@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Student-Athlete Dev <uncaa_student- 
athletedev@groups.unc.edu> 
Spring Life Skills Session, March 31 st 7pm Carmichael Arena 

LIFE SKILLS PROGRAM.docx 

Coaches, 

The March Life Skills session will be Monday, March 3]_st at 7pm in Carmichael Arena. This session is mandatory for 

your student-athletes: 

Monday, March 31st, 7pm 

Kevin Gober, Disney Institute 

"Vision, Leadership and Disney Best Practices" 
The session will focus on UNC’s vision, strategic plan, leadership and Disney best practices. This is a wonderful 

opportunity for our student-athletes to hear and learn practices from the D/~ney/nstitute. D/~neyfnstitute has been 
helping transform organizations through custom solutions grounded in the time-tested success and insights from The 

Walt Disney Company. 

After the presentation - we will film the All Sports Video Group Scene (SpaceJam). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 

Cricket 



ALL 
student-athletes 

(REQU:I:RED) 

Kevin Gober 
(from the Disney institute) 

"Vision, Leadership and Disney Best Practices" 

Monday, March 31@ 7:00pm 
Carmichael Arena 

followedby 

All Sports V,~eo gro~ scene filming 

Questions: 



Please contact Cricket cricket@unc.edu or                   @unc.edu Kevin will be 
meeting with SAAC and Leadership Academy Veteran Leaders on Tuesday, January 7th at 7:00pm in the Blue Zone 

Concourse Club. The meeting will focus on vision, leadership and Disney best practices. This is a wonderful opportunity 

for our most engaged student-athletes to hear from Kevin and ask any questions that they may have. 

Kevin will be meeting with SAAC and Leadership Academy Veteran Leaders on Tuesday, January 7th at 7:00pm in the 

Blue Zone Concourse Club. The meeting will focus on vision, leadership and Disney best practices. This is a wonderful 

opportunity for our most engaged student-athletes to hear from Kevin and ask any questions that they may have. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:37 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: nominations for kick off of Speakers Series: Wed., 

All years are fine! I will definitely include , but please send me the others too. Thanks! 

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: nominations for kick off of Speakers Series: Wed., 

Hi Dana, 

Would you want a graduating[ seeior for something like this? Assuming you would, [ th~nk from the team wouM be ~F~od since he has 

battled k~juries throughout his career~ I have [wo sophomores who are [h~nking of a~ternate plans to the gus~ness School, Woufd you fike their names as we~[? 

Thanks, 

F~: ~elJn, D~n~ E 
Sen[: Wednesday, ~:~ PH 
To: UNC~_Ac~demJcs 
Subject: nominations for kick off of Speakers Series: Wed., 
Hi all, 
We’re starting a new program, a Speakers Series, in cooperation with the Rams Club. The idea is to have interesting Rams Club members meet with small groups (10 

-15) of student-athletes to talk about a range of interesting topics. We will keep these groups small in order to make the meetings conducive to discussion and exchange of ideas. 

We’re kicking off the series next Wednesday,       and our first speaker will be Scott Maitland, the owner of Top of the Hil~ restaurant and TOPO Distillery. A student at U NC Law 

School when he started Top of the Hill, he will speak about being open to career (and other) opportunities that might develop, even if they’re unexpected. I think a great target 

audience for this first one is students who have had a change in plans -- maybe they didn’t get into the business school, or failed biology and decided reed school wasn’t for them, or 

had to stop playing their sport because of injury. If you can think of anyone along those lines you’d like to nominate, please send me their name. (And if you have someone you think 

would like to attend but doesn’t fall under the "change of plans" umbrella, that’s OK too.) 

To summarize: 
8-9 p.m., 2nd floor conference room, Speakers Series kickoff with Scott Maitland of Top of the Hill 

. If you would like to nominate a student (or a few students) to attend, please send me names. If you’d like to go ahead and mention this to them, to see whether they’re free and 

interested, that’s fine. Just know that it is invitation-only event, not something in which we’re looking for people to just show up (so if they want to come, they or you should 

contact me ASAP) 
Any questions, please let me know. If it’s possible to send me any nominations by Friday, that would be great. And ASAP is even better -- I don’t want anyone who really would like 

to do this to be shut out. 
Thank you~ 

-- Dana 

DGn~ Gelin ¯ University of North CGrolinG 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hedgpe~h, Elizabe~]~ G <hedgpetla@email.u~c.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 11:58 AM 

Lee, Jaimie ~iaimiele@unc.edu> 

Ma3 oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emai|.unc .eda> 

Verification of Required Textbook 

A required text for EXSS 181 is Mind Gym by Garry Mack. It is currently on suggested reading list but it is need for them to complete the class. Thanks, Elizabeth Hedgpeth 

Elizabeth Hedgpeth, RN, EdD 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Sport Psychology 
103 Fetzer Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(o) 919-962-6214- 

Ambition is the path to success. 
Persistence is the vehicle you 
arrive in. Win. Eardley IV 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 9, 2013 2:12 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc. edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, B enj amin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Correction to Book-Ordering Process 

I want to correct something I said previously. I will NOT reload schedules each day because we are making the appropriate check 
marks for the students. If I reload, then all of that information is lost with the old schedules. If you have someone that poses 

questions, hold off on completing their request. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 9:32 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.e&t> 

Te:dbook Pre-Packaging Service - Fall 2013 - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! - BasebaJd 

H ey G uys, 

I hope you all have had a wonderful summer; I look forward to seeing you all in a little over a week. N ow that the fall semesler is jusl around the corner, I need you to let me know how 

yon want to handle your textbooks in terms of having ~hem pre-packaged. Please simply respond ~o INs email with the number of your selection and lhe courses for which you would 

like to have your books preopackaged as soon asyou can. If you are uncertain whether or not you plan to keep a specific course, do not requesl lhose books at this time, as all books 

for dropped courses mus~ be returned. Any books lhat you do no~ receive through this pre-packaged service can be pnrchased ~hrough lhe use of our book requisilion form upon your 

arrival 1o campus. 

1. I am comfodable wilh my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

2. I am comfortable with mos~ of my schedule; please pro-package all booksfor my courses except for ....... (tell me the class) 

3. I am nol comforlable wilh my schedule; please do N OT pro-package my books 

You will be able ~o pick up your pre-packaged books on ~he firs~ floor oflhe bookstore beginning August 19th (assnming I receive your selection by lhen) dnring normal bookstore 

hours, 7:30am-9pm (I believe). If you have any questions, however, feel free lo call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward 1o seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

(cell) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu> 

Saturday,              9:47 AM 

M~Joy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

> 1 am comfortable with my full scttedute; please have all of my books pre-packaged 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma]l.com> 

Saturday, 10:02 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

Ngrs Maloy, 

I am cornfortable with my Iiall schedule, please have all of my books pre-packaged. 

Respectfully, 

On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Saturday, 10:04 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

Susan, 

I am comfortable ~vith my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged Can’t wait to be back! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

> I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 10:17 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Books 

Dear Susan, 

I am cornfortable with all nay classes besides \SXSC Thank you! 



Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 11:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G nys, 

I hope you all have had a wonderful I look forward to seeing yon all in a liltle over a week. N ow lhat the semester is jus~ around the corner, I need yon 1o lel 

me know how you wan~ ~o handle your ~extbooks in lerms of having ~hem pro-packaged. Please simply respond ~o Ibis email with the number of your selection and lhe 

courses for which you would like to have your books pre-packaged as soon asyou can. If you are unceflain whether or nol you plan Io keep a specific course, do 

request those books al lhislime, as all books for dropped courses mus~ be returned. Any bookslhat you do not receive through this pro-packaged service can be 

purchased ~hrough ~he use of our book requisition form upon your arrival to campus. 

1. I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

2. I am comfortable wilh most of my schedule; please pro-package all books for nay courses excep~ for ....... (tell me lhe class) 

3. I am not comfodable wilh my schedule; please do N O T pro-package my books 

You will be able Io pick up your pro-packaged books on the first floor of the bookstore beginning (assuming I receive your selection by then) during normal 

bookstore hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If you have any queslions, however, feel free ~o call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for yon and I look forward to seeing yon soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

(cell) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~emailx~nc.edt~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:54 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

I mn comfortable with my full schedule; please have all my books pre-packaged 

On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmak~,,l({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G uys, 

I hope you all have had a wonderful ; I look forward to seeing yon all in a liltle over a week. N ow lhat the semester is jus~ around the corner, I need yon 1o lel 

me know how you wahl ~o handle your ~extbooks in forms of having ~hem pro-packaged, Please simply respond ~o this email with the number of your selection and the 

courses for which you would like to have your books pre-packaged as soon asyou can. If you are unceflain whether or nol you plan Io keep a specific course, do 

requesl lhose books al Ibis time, as all books for dropped conrses mus~ be returned. Any bookslhat you do nol receive through this pro-packaged service can be 

purchased ~hrough ~he use of our book requisition form upon your arrival to campus. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->l, <]--[endif]-->l am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <]--[endif]-->l am comforlable with mosl of my schedule; please pro-package all books for my courses except for ....... (tell me the 

class) 

<!--[if]supportLists]-->3. <]--[endif]-->lam not comfoHaNewith my schednle; please do NOT pre-package my books 

You will be able 1o pick tip your pre-packaged books on lhe firsl floor of the bookslore beginning (assuming l receive your selection by then) during normal 

bookstore hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe), If you have any qneslions, however, feel free ~o call me, 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I Iook forward to seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

(cell) 

919-962- 8247 (i:ax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:59 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

ANTH 

ANTH 

ASIA 

DRAM 

ECON 

GEOL 

GEOL 

Thank~ 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sblnalo’~’~emailxmc~edu> wrote: 

H ey G uys, 

I hope you all have had a wonderful ;I look forward to seeing you all in a little over a week. N ow that the semester is jus~ around the corner, I need you to let 

me know how you wan~ ~o handle your lextbooks in terms of having lhem pre-packaged. Please simply respond ~o INs email with the number of your selection and lhe 

courses for which you would like to have your books pro-packaged as soon asyou can. If you are uncertain whether or not you plan to keep a specific course, do no~ 

requesl lhose books al lhis time, as all books for dropped courses mus~ be returned. Any bookslhat you do nol receive through this pre-packaged service can be 

purchased through the use of our book requisition form upon your arrival ~o campus. 

<!--fir !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->l am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

<!--fir !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->l am comforlable with mosl of my schedule; please pro-package all books for my courses except for (lell me the 

class) 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->lam no~ comfortable with my schedule; please do NOT preopackage my books 

You will be able 1o pick up your pre-packaged books on lhe firsl floor of the bookslore beginning (assuming I receive your selection by then) during normal 

bookstore hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If you have any queslions, however, feel free ~o call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

(cell) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday-,               8:12 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I am comfortable with all my course selections. Please pre package them all 

Thanks, 



~:r:c~m:: Malo¥, Sasan B 

}e~t: Sate_ rday, ~:32 AM 

fro: Ma::ag.. Susa~ g 

~u~je,ct: Textb:oo~. Pre:-Packag~ng Service - - MAKE YOU~, REQUEST NOV4~ 

7NC Ac~d,e~mc S~appor~ Pro:g~-~n fb~ 

(cell) 
~9-982-g247 (f~:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:27 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Text Books 

Please pre package all my books. I am comfolIable with all Iny classes 

Thank you, 

Schedule 

Class Sche&tle 

ARTS 

Art Laboratory - Rm 0120 

COMP 

Sitterson - Rm 0115 

ENGL 

Greeulaw- Rm 0319 
GEOL 

Mitchell - Rm 0005 
POLI 

Murphey - Rm 0104 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:50 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbnmloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pro-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

I am comfortable with my full schedule. Hem am the classes and class numbers. 

DRAM 

GEOG 

HIST 

LFIT 

PttYS 

MATH 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On . at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B <._s__bjLn__g_!92_~i~_e_Lr_t::aj[:__u__rLc_:_e_$t___u_- wrote. 

H ey G uys, 

I hope you all have had a wonderful I look forward to seeing you all in a liltle over a week. N ow lhat the semester is jus~ around the corner, I need you Io lel 

me know how you wan~ ~o handle your ~extbooks in terms of having ~hem pre-packaged. Please simply respond ~o Ibis email with the number of your selection and lhe 

courses for which you wonld like to have your books pre-packaged as soon asyou can. If you are uncertain whether or nol you plan 1o keep a specific course, do not 

requesl lhose books al lhis time, as all books for dropped courses mns~ be returned. Any bookslhat yon do nol receive through this pre-packaged service can be 

purchased ~hrough ~he use of our book requisition form upon your arrival ~o campus. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->l am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->lam comfortablewilh most of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses except for ....... (lellmethe 

class} 
<!--[if!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->lam no~comfoflaNewith my schedule; please do NOT preopackage my books 

You will be able 1o pick up your pre-packaged books on lhe firsl floor of the bookslore beginning (assuming I receive your selection by then} during normal 

bookstore hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If yon have any qneslions, however, feel free ~o call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for yon and I Iook forward to seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinalx~r/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

(cell) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:15 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! 

Miss S~Jsan~ 

Thanks for the heads up on the books. I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged. My English professor requested that 

we have the h:~llovving books, ~:hat h~:_~ said may not be in ~he s~andard course description : 

Utopia (Norton Critical Edition), ISBN 978-039393246:~ 

Candide (Norton Critical Edition), ISBN 978-0393960.587 

Fahrenheit 451, ISBN 978-1451673319 

Brave New World, ISBN 978-0060850.524 

Wool by Hush Howey, ISBN 978-1476733951 

The Republic by Plato, excerpts from Books I1-111 (posted online) New Atlantis by Francis Bacon (posted online) 6ulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift (posted online) 

Herland by Charlotte Perkins Gilman (posted online) 

Thanks a lot and see you soon! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Bent: Saturday, 9:32 AM 

To; Maloy, Susan B 

Co; Fox, Mike 

Subject: Textbook Pre-Packagin8 Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! 

H ey G uys, 

I hope you all have had a wonderful       ; I look forward ~o seeing you all in a lillle over a week. N ow lha~ ~he semesler is jusl around ~he corner, I ueed you to lel me know how 

you waul Io handle your le×Ibooksin forms of haviug ~hem pro-packaged. Please simply respoud ~o INs email wilh lhe uumber of your selection and lhe courses for which you would 

like 1o have your books ore-packaged as soon asyou can. If you are uucerlaiu whelher or uol you plau 1o keep a soecific course, do nol requesl lhose books al Ibis lime, as all books 

for dropped courses musl be relurued. Any books lhal you do uol receive lhrough Ibis preopackaged service cau be purchased lhrough lhe use of our book requisiliou form upou your 

arrival 1o campus. 

1. I am comforlable wilh my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

2. I am comforlable wilh mos~ of my schedule; please pro-package all booksfor my courses e×cepl for ....... (leg me lhe class) 

3. I am nol comfortable wilh my schedule; please do N OT pro-package my books 

You will be able ~o pick tip your preopackaged books on ~he firs~ floor oflhe bookstore beginning 
hours, 7:30amogpm (I believe). If you have any questions, however, feel free 1o call me. 
Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward lo seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

(cell) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 

(assuming I receive your selection by lheu) during normal bookstore 



From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:23 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbm~3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: books 

Hey Mrs. Susan! Can’t wait to get back to campus and see everyone! I hope 
You had a great smnmer with your little ones. I AM SATISFIED W1TH MY CLASSES THUS I~?kR. Please order them for me. See you soon! 

Best, 

Sent from 

O11 at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo3@;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G uys, 
I hope you all have had a wonderful :1 look forward to seeing you all in a liltle over a week. N ow lhat the semester is jnsl around the corner, I need you 1o lel 
me know how you wan~ ~o handle your ~exlbooks in lerms of having ~hem pro-packaged. Please simply respond ~o Ibis email wilh the number of your selection and lhe 
courses for which you would like to have your books pro-packaged as soon asyou can. If you are uncertain whether or nol you plan 1o keep a specific course, do nol 
request those books al lhislime, as all books for dropped courses mus~ be returned. Any bookslhat you do not receive through this pro-packaged service can be 
purchased ~hrough ~he use of our book requisition form upon your arrival ~o campus, 

<!--fir !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->l am comfortable with my fnll schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 
<!--[if!supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->lam comforlablewilh mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses except for ....... (lellmethe 

class) 
<!--[if!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->lam nol comfortable with my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 

You will be able to pick up your pre-packaged books on lhe firsl floor of the bookslore beginning {assuming I receive your seleclion by then) during normal 
bookstore hours, 7:30am-9pm (I believe). If you have any questions, however, feel free ~o call me. 
Again, I hope all is well for you and I Iook forward to seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
cell) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy~email.~mc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:59 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Texbook Pro-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR RQUEST NOW!! 

1. I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

Thank you. 

On Sat, at 9:35 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJo;,(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G uys, 

hope you all have had a wonderful        I look forward ~o seeing you all in a lithe over a week. N ow tha~ ~he semester is just around ~he corner, I need you to let me know 

how you want to handle your lexlbooks in terms of having them pro-packaged. Please simply respond to Ibis small with lhe number of your selection and lhe courses for which you 

would like to have your books pro-packaged as,soon asyou can. If you are uncertain whether or not you plan to keep a specific course, do not requesl those books at this time, as 

all books for dropped courses mus~ be returned. Any books that you do nol receive through this pro-packaged service can be purchased lhrough lhe use of our book requisition 

form upon your arrivallo campus. 

2. 

3. I am no~ comfortable with my schedule; please do N O T pro-package my books 

You will be able ~o pick up your preopackaged books on ~he firs~ floor oflhe bookstore beginning 

hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If you have any questions, however, feel free 1o call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward lo seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 

I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-paskaged 

I am comforlable wilh mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses except for ....... (loll me the class) 

(assuming I receive your seleclion by lhen) during normal bookslore 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

~Tednesday, 12:11 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Texbook Pre-Packaging Service- - MAKE YOUR RQUEST NOW!! 

Dear Susai1 

#1 

ANTH 

Stone Center - Rm 

0103 

Alumni - Rm 0205 

Hanes Art Center - 

Rm 0121 

HIST 

Hamilton Hall - Rm 

0100 

INLS 

MUSC 

Thank yo u. 

On Sat. at 9:35 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmedoy@ema]l.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G uys, 

hope you all have had a wonderful        I look forward to seeing you all in a lithe over a week. N ow that the semester is jusl arouud the corner, I need you to let me know 

how you want to handle your textbooks in lerms of having them pre-packaged. Please simply respond to ~his email with lhe number of your selection and ~he courses for which you 

would like to have your books pro-packaged assoon asyou can. If you are uncertain whether or not you plan to keep a specific course, do not request those books at this time, as 

all books for dropped courses mus~ be returned. Any books lhat you do uol receive through this pre-packaged service can be purchased lhrough lhe use of our book requisition 

form upon your arrivalto campus. 

1. I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

2. I am com forlable wi~h mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses except for ....... 

3. I am no~ comfortable with my schedule; please do N O T pro-package my books 

You will be able ~o pick up your pro-packaged books on lhe firsl floor of the bookslore beginning 
hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If you have any questions, however, feel free Io call me, 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov @errmJ 1. unc .edu 

(lell me the class) 

(assum ng receveyourseleclion by then) during normalbookslore 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:24 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.’. 

I am defftaldng Astronomy    and INLS and PYSC 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmak~,,l((~gemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G nys, 

I hope you all have had a wonderful :1 look forward to seeing yon all in a liltle over a week. N ow lhat the semester is jus~ around the corner, I need yon 1o lel 

me know how you wan~ ~o handle your ~extbooks in lerrns of having ~hem pro-packaged. Please simply respond ~o Ibis email with the number of your selection and lhe 

courses for which you would like to have your books pre-packaged as soon asyou can. If you are unceflain whether or nol you plan Io keep a specific course, do 

request those books al lhislime, as all books for dropped courses mus~ be returned. Any bookslhat you do not receive through this pro-packaged service can be 

purchased ~hrough ~he use of our book requisition form upon your arrival to campus. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <]--[endif]-->l am comfortable with my fnll schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->l am comforlable wilh mosl of my schedule; please pro-package all books for my courses except for (loll me the 

class) 
<!--[if!supportLists]-->3. <]--[endif]-->lam no~comfoflaNewith my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 

You will be able to pick up your pre-packaged books on lhe firsl floor of the bookslore beginning (assuming I receive your selection by then) during normal 

bookstore honrs, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If yon have any queslions, however, feel free to call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I Iook forward to seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo(t Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

(cell) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~ema~l.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com~ 

Sunday, 1:36 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Texbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR RQUEST NOW!! 

1. I am comfo(table with my schedule, thanks 

On Sat, at 9:35 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G uys, 

hope you all have had a wonderful        I look forward ~o seeing you all in a liHle over a week. N ow lha~ ~he semesler is jusl arouud ~he corner, I need you 1o lel me know 

how you want to handle your lexlbooks in terms of having them pro-packaged. Please simply respond to Ibis email with lhe number of your selection and lhe courses for which you 

would like to have your books pro-packaged assoon asyou can. If you are uncertain whether or not you plan to keep a specific course, do not request those books at this time, as 

all books for dropped courses mus~ be returned. Any books that you do nol receive through this pro-packaged service can be purchased lhrough lhe use of our book requisition 

form upon your arrivallo campus. 

1. I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

2. I am com forlable wilh mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses except for ....... 

3. I am nol comfortable with my schedule; please do N O T pro-package my books 

You will be able ~o pick up your pro-packaged books on lhe firsl floor oflhe bookslore beginning 
hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If you have any questions, however, feel free 1o call me. 

Again, I hope all is wellfor you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 

(loll me the class) 

(assuming I receive your selection by lhen) during normal bookstore 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:40 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Texbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR RQUEST NOW!! 

1 ) Psyc econ engl    , musc hist 

Am I to late? 

On at 9:35 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G nys, 

I hope you all have had a wonderful ; I look forward to seeing yon all in a liltle over a week. N ow that lhe semesler is just around lhe corner, I need yon to 

let me know how you Wahl lo handle your textbooks in ~erms of having lhem pro-packaged. Please simply respond to this email with the number of your selection and 

the courses for which yon would like to have your books pre-packaged as soon as you can. If you are nncerlain w helher or not you plan io keep a specific course, do 

no~ request those books at Ibis time, as all books for dropped courses must be returned. Any books tha~ you do not receive ~hrough ~his pre-packaged service can be 

purchased ~hrough ~he use of our book requisition form upon your arrival to campus. 

1. I am comfortable wilh my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

2. I am comfoflable wiih mos~ of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses except for ....... (lell me the class) 

3. I am not comfortable with my schedule; please do N OT pre-package my books 

You will be able Io pick up your pre-packaged books on the first floor of the bookstore beginning (assuming I receive your selection by then) during normal 

bookstore hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If yon have any qneslions, however, feel free ~o call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for yon and I look forward to seeing yon soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~f~email.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:07 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 

Thanks ibr the i nfi)m~atior~. I’ll take care of i t. 
Thanks, 

should be good. 

i:~em~dl.unc 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, :!.:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 

is still in ENGI. He iust changed sections. My guess is that the books he still has he is needing for his curre~t class, Can you make a note to 

Sb.Ed~-~t St.:_~r~_~s so thaL be ~ not ~-_h~ng,.d" " ~ ~ 

"Tha~k you, 

Seat; Nonday,                10:53 AN 
Te= Bea~, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Nichael; Lee, 3aimie; Nyers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, 3enn; Yount, Tony; Naloy, Susan B 
C~= Brown, NicheHe; Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject= BOOK SCHO~RSH[P - MISSING BOO~ 

All: 

P]e&~e £nd attached the ]ist o£N)ok scholarship studen[-at]detes who have dropped ~ class throughout the semester, but did NOT remm their 

In order to prevent a chage to [he{r accou[~t, studen[-at]detes need to b,{ng [he~r dropped c asses books [o 

Studenl-athle~es will have undl Monday                at 5:0e pro. This list was cre~ted by the bookstore sial~ If you l~e] there are 

discrepmmies, please let rne kr~ow and I will do rny ~st ~ get the situation s~raighter~ed out 

Tha~ 

?,’3email.mac.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:07 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 

Just let me know what you find out aNmt 

As fbr I actually need tile books returned to me. 

Thmfl~s, 

~i:~,email,unc 
From: Haloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:35 PH 
To: 
Subject: RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - HISSING BOOKS 
Hey 

One of my students brought me his i book tonight ( ,. Must we bring ~t to you or)Jst notify you if they return the book? Three other students 

of m~ne on the ~ist returned their books to me a month ago, We are tryh~g to work w~th Nate dght now to see ff we 

can ~oc~;~:e al~ of these books I3ut I defini~:ely don’t want these students ~:o be charged sk~ce I h~;w~ notes ~r~ our database of when ~:hey re~:t~rned them to me, Let me 

know whiff: you 

Thanks so much, 

Sent: Nonday,                ~0:53 AN 

To= Bea~, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Nichael; Lee, Jaimie; Nyers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tin; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Naloy, Susan B 
C¢= Brown, Nichelle; Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject= BOOK SCHO~RSHIP - HISSING BOO~ 

All: 

Ple&se find alJached fl-te list of &)ok schok~rship smdeut-ath]etes who have dropped a class throughout the semestec but did NOT rcmm their 

In order to prevent a chage to their accounk student-athletes need to b[~ng their dropped classes books to 

deliver [o             . Student-athletes will have until Monday                at 5:00 pro, This ~ist was created by fl-te bookstore s~£~ If you feel fl~erc arc any 

discrepamJes, please let me know and I will do my hst ~ get the situation straightened ouL 

Thanks, 

%email.n~ac.ed~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:48 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 

I did receive books ibr and, 

Thanks, 

¯ Th~u~ks tbr checking m. 

~2em~il unc.edn 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 4:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 

You should now have the books fl-om 

Thanks, 

Seat= Wednesday, $0:07 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bje~t= RE: B~K SCHO~RSH[P - MISSING BOO~ 

S~: 

Just let me know what you fi~M ou[ a&~ut 

As for 

Thanks, 

and 

I actually need the [x~oks returned to me. 

said he dropped them off with Tom today. Still working on the others. 

ii:f’,email,unc.ed~ 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:35 PM 

Subject: RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 
Hey 

One of my students brought me Ns ECON book tonight Must we bdn~ ~ ~o you or)Jst notify you if they return the book? Three other students 

oF fTdne on the ]is[: returned their books ~o me a month ago, We are ~ryhlg to work wRh N~[:e r~ght now to see ~[ we 

can ~oca~:e aH of these books ~3ut I de~in~:eiy don’t want these students ~:o be charged s~r~::e I haw~ notes ~r~ our database of when [:hey re~:urned them to me. Let me 

know whsL you suggest. 

Thanks so much, 

From: 
Sent: Monday, ~0:53 AM 
To: Bea~, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, 3aimie; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, BenJamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Maloy, Susan B 
~: Brown, Michelle; %rbrough, Mate 
S~bject: BOOK SCHO~RSHIP - MISSING BOO~ 

Ple&se find a~Jached the lis~ of &)ok scholarship smdem-athletes who have dropped a cDss throughout the semester, but did NOT rcmm their l~oks~ 

nd ¯    r" "    .           " 
In order to prevent a charge to their acconnt, student-athletes need to bring their dropped classes books to the 2~ floor ofEm~e ~ dhamson AtNet~c Complex and 

deliver to             . Student-athletes will have until Monday                ~t 5:~0 pro. This list was created by fl-te bookstore s~a~ If you feel d~em arc any 

discrepancies, please let me know and I roll do my ~st ~ get the situation slraightened out. 

Thanks, 

%emai].unc.e&~ 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday 7:34 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 

Susan: 

All the books have to be returned to me. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 4:19 PM 

Subject: RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 

We have the books in our office for                                             dropped course. Do you want them or should we take them to the bookstore? 

f i~.ESt want to be sure these stt~dents are not charged sk~(:e they did what they were supposed to do. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

SeBt~ Thursday, 4:~ PM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
S~bject~ RE: B~K SCHO~RSH[P - M[SS[NG BOO~ 

I did receive ~)oks [br Thanks [or checking in. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 4:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 

YOU sllould now ~ve t~-’_~ 

Thanks, 

Sent~ Wednesday, 10:07 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: B~K SCHO~RSHIP - MISSING BOO~ 

Su~: 

Just let me b~ow what you find out ag~ut 

As for ~ actually need ~he N)oks returned to me. 

Thanks, 

said he dropsied th~:_~m off with Tom ~:oda¥. S~:ill working on the o~:hers 

’&emai],unc.e&~ ................................ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: BOOK SCHOLARSHIP - MISSING BOOKS 

Ney 

One of my students brought me his ECON book tonight. . Must we bring ~t to you or lust notify you if they return the book? Three other s~dents 

of mine on [he list returned their books to me a rnonth a~o, . We are tryk~g to work w~th Nate r~£ht now to see H: we 

can ~ocate aH of these books~ But I defin~teJy don’t want these students to be cha~ged s~nce I have notes ~n our database of when they returned them to me. let me 

know what you suggest~ 

Thanks so much, 

Se~t~ Monday,                [0:53 AN 

Te~ Bea~, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, ]enn; Yount, Tony; Maloy, Susan B 
~¢~ Brown, Nichelle; Yarbrough, Nate 
S~bject~ BOOK SCHO~RSHZP - MZSSZNG B~B 



All: 

Please find a~;rached the lis! of book scholarship smdent-alh]etes who have dropped a class throughout "the semesler, bu! did NOT remm lheir lx~oks. 

In order to prevent a charge to their accom~!, stt~dent-alh]etes need to bring their dropped classes books to the 2nd floor ofEmie Williamson Athletic Complex and 

deliYer ~o              Student-athletes will have ~ntil Monday                at 5:00 pra. This list was created by fl-~e bookstore ~,q’. If you feel ~here are an3, 

discrepancies, please let me k~ow and I roll do my best lo get the siluation slraighte~ed out. 

Thanks, 

&emai].unc.e&~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu.; 

Tuesday, 1:53 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! 

Susan, 

I am comfortable ~vith my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 1:41 PNL "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> I am comfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! 

m co~nfortable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 1:41 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G uys, 

N ow lhal lhe I semesler regislralion is compMe, I need you to let me know how you want to handle your lexlbooks in lerms of having them ore-packaged. Please 

simply respond lo this email wilh the number of your selection and lhe courses for which you would like to have your books pro-packaged by             . If you are 

uncerlain whelher or nol you plan lo keep a specific course, do nol request those books al Ibis lime, as all books for dropped courses must be relurned, Any bookslhal 

you do not receive through this pre-packaged service can be purchased through the use of our book requisition form during the first week of class in the spring. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2L. <]--[endif]-->l am comfortable wilh my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->2. <]--[endif]-->lam comfoflablewilh mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses excepl for ....... (lellmelhe 

class) 
<!--[if!supportLists]-->3. <]--[endif]-->lam not comforlablewilh my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 

You should be able Io pick up your pro-packaged books on lhe first floor oflhe bookslore during the first week of class (assuming I receive your selection by 

during normal bookstore hours, 7:30am-9pm (I believe). If you have any questions, however, feel free ~o contacl me. 

I hope you all have a wonderful wilh family and friends!! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~f~email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, 6:40 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! 

Math 

Econ 

Spanish 

Music 

Dram, 

Thank~ 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 1:41 PM, "Maloy, SusanB <._s__b_Ln__’_a_!__o2~_~i@_e_g_t_~4![:__u__r_Lc_:_e_~t___u_~ wrote. 

H ey G uys, 

N ow that the semester regislration is cemplele, I need you to let me know hew you want to handle your lexlbooks in lerms of having them pro-packaged. Please 

simply respond le this email wilh the number of your selection and lhe courses for which you would like to have your books pro-packaged by              If you are 

uncerlaiu whelher or nol you plan le keep a specific course, do nol request those books al Ibis time, as all books for dropped courses must be relurned. Any bookslhal 

you do nol receive through this pre-packaged service can be purchased through the use of our book requisilion form during lhe firsl week of class in the spring. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->l am comforlable wilh my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->2. <]--[endif]-->lam comforlablewi~h mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses excepl for ....... (~ellmelhe 

class) 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->lam not comforlablewilh my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 

You should be able lo pick up your pre-packaged books on ~he first floor of~he bookslore during the firsl week of class (assuming I receive your selection by        ~ 

during normal boekslore hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If you have any queslions, however, feel free ~o cenlacl me. 

I hope you all have a wonderful wilh family and friends!! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

ssbmal ov,~ ~)emai 1. unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.! 

1. Thankyou! 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:21 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Cc: Fox, Mike 

Subject: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! 

H ey G uys, 

N ew ~ha~ ~he      semester registration is compMe, I need you ~o let me know how you wan~ ~o haudle your ~extboeks in leluis of haviug ~heui pro-packaged. Please sire ply respoud 

~o fl!is email wi~h ~he nuuibor of your selectiou and ~he courses for which you would like ~o have youl books pie-packaged by               If you are uncedain whorl!or or no1 you 

plan 1o keep a specific course, do nol request those books al Ibis time, as all books for dropped courses .m__#__s[ be relurned. Any bookstha~ you do ne~ receive ~hrough ~his pre-packaged 
service can be purchased lhreugh lhe use of our book requisition form during ~he first week of class in ~he spring. 

:1. I am comic[toNe with my lull schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

2. [ am cemforlable with most of my schedule; please pie-package all booksiol my courses except for (tell me ~he class} 

3, I am no~ comloHaNe wifl! my schedule; please do 1’4 0 T p~e-package uly books 

You should be able to pick up your pro-packaged books on lhe first floor oflhe bookslore during the first week of class (assuming I receive your selection by } during normal 

bookslore hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe}. I~ you have any questions, however, feel free ~o contact me. 

I hope you all have a wonderful w~lh family aud frieuds~ 

%sau 

Susan Maloy 

Tu#rial Coordinato~,’Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~deut-Attfletes 

99 9         - 1_ -_ 62-_ 892 

919-962-8247 

sbmaloy@email a~nc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:56 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! 

I am comfortable with my classes please pre-package all of them. Have a good 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:41 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmak~,,l({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G uys, 

N ow lhal lhe sum osier regislralion is compMe, I need you to let me know how you want to handle your lex~books in lerms of having them pro-packaged, Please 

simply respoud lo INs email wi~h lhe number of your seleclion and ~he courses for which you would like to have your books pro-packaged by             . If you are 

uncerlain whether or not you plan to keep a specific course, do not request those books at this time, as all books for dropped courses must be returned. Any books~hal 

you do not receive through this pro-packaged service can be purchased through the use of our book requisition form during the first week of class in the spring. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->:l. <]--[endif]-->l am comfortable wilh my full schedule; please have all of my books pre-packaged 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->lam comfoflablewi~h mos~ of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses excepl for ....... (~ellme 

class) 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->lam not comfortablewilh my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 

You should be able Io pick up your pro-packaged books on ~he first floor of~he bookslore during the first week of class {assuming I receive your selection by 

during normal bookstore hours, 7:30amogom (I believe). If you have any questions, however, feel free ~o contaul me. 

I hope you all have a wonderful wi~h family and friends!! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:24 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW’.! 

sorry for swapping this late but i am swapping geography    for math    i will be taking 2 math courses. Thankyou! 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:28 PM 

To~ 

Subject: RE: Textbook Pro-Packaging Service - 

Thank you Spencer. 

SQSa~I 

Sent: Thursday, 10:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Textbook Pre-Packa~Jing Service - 

1. Thank you~ 

- MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOWH 

- NAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbrnaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:21 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Cc: Fox, Mike 

Subject: Textbook Pre-Packaging Service - - MAKE YOUR REQUEST NOW!! 

H ey G uys, 

N ow ~hal ~he      semester regishafiou is compMe, I need you to let me know how you wahl to haudle your ~extbooks in teluis of haviug them pro-packaged. Please sire ply respoud 

~o fl!is email wi~h ~he nuuibor of your selectiou and ~he courses for which you would like ~o have youl books pie-packaged by               If you are uncedain whorl!or or no1 you 

plan 1o keep a specific course, do nol request those books al Ibis time, as all books for dropped courses .m__#__s[ be returned. Any bookstba~ you do no~ receive ~hrough ~his pre-packaged 
service can be purchased lhrough 1he use oI our book requisition Iorm during ~be first week of class ~n ~be spring. 

1. I am corn[arleNe wilh my fin schedule; please have a[[ el my books pie-packaged 

2. I am comfodable wilh most of my scMdule; please p~e-package all bookslo~ my courses except for flell me ~he class} 

3, I am no~ comlo~[aNe wifl~ my schedule; please do N OT p~e-package my books 

You should be able to pick up your pro-packaged books on the l#sl floor oithe bookslo[e during the first week of c~ass (assuming ~ [eceive your selection by } during normal 

bookstore hours, 7:30am-gpm (~ believe}. I~ you have any questions, however, feel free ~o contact me. 

I hope you all have a wo~de[ful w~lh family aud frieudsH 

%sau 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial Coordinatoc/Academic Com~selor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~de~t-Attfletes 

99 9         - 1_ -_ 62-_ 892 

919-962-8247 

sbmaloy@email a~nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday,                3:58 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbooks [br the 

Hi Susan 
I’m co~nfortable with all my classes I have so you can pre-package the books. Thanks Susan! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:53 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(i~email u~c.edu> wrote: 

Just wanted to see if you would like me to have your books pre-packaged for the 
no later than Sunday 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tntorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

~bmaloy,~;,email.~mc.edu 

If so, please indicate which courses you would like included 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:19 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Timmermans, Tom <limmermaJ~unc.edu~ 

RE: Book List for Spring     - As of (Revised 

Thanks for double checking. 

(Revised 
was on book scholarship in the Fall, but was added late~ Should he be on for the Spring as well? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Friday, 9:25 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: RE: Book List for Spring - As of 
Thank you Rachel, Quick question .... 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coo~dinat~:~r Academic Cour~selor 

UNC Academic Support ])~g~m~ fbr Student.-AtNetcs 

9 ] 9-.962-.9892 (oNce) 

9 ] 9-.962-. 8247 (t~bx) 

sbmalosf(f~email.unc.edu 

F~m: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Thursday,                3:54 PM 
T~: Clay, Kendra; Ho~on, Toni M: Copeland, ]acquelyn D; Grego~, Cassandra 
Cc: Markos, Lance M;            ; Beatty, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Boxill, Jan; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Greene, Michael: 

Ille, Vince; Johnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, T~a; Sheu, 
Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yarbrough, Mate; Yount, Tony; Timmermans, Tom; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Book List for Spring As of :Revised 
All, 

Mid-year enrollee, has been cleared by the NCAA and may receive books. 

i-:~:~:::;i’: a’i 

.& ::: -:.i.:. L:~ i t {)~ 

~-: ’~::.:.::. : ::::::::::::::::::::: 

C;k:a~ P.:: ~-~::, NC 27.::i .~ 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Thursday, 9:51 AM 

To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Markos, Lance M;              Beatty, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Nanton, Brent S; goxill, Jan; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Greene, Michael; 

: Ille, Vince; Johnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, keslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; 

Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yarbrough, Mate; Yount, Tony; Timmermans, Tom; Vangelder, Marielle A 

SuNect: RE: Book List for Spring - As of (Revised 

Hello! 

Mid-year enrollee, has been cleared by the NCAA and may receive books. The aRached book list has been updated to reflect this 

change. 

~-: w.::. : 

~-"~:::. ~:. : :? 15) ~2-::~:;2 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 9:51 AM 

To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Markos, Lance M;             ; ASPSA Tutor; Beatty, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Boxill, Jan; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Greene, 

The attached book list has been updated to reflect this change. 



Michael; 

Tia; 
Subject: Book List for Spring - As of 

Hello all, 

Attached is the spring book list. Please note, 

books until cleared. Updates will be sent when necessary. 

If you have questions please feel free to contact me. 

: Ille, Vince; Johnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 

Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Timmermans, Tom; Vangelder, Marielle A 

in is pending NCAA Eligibility Center certification and therefore may not receive any 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Sunday, 1:52 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: BUSI    <From the desk of CHARLES SKENDER> 

Miss Susan, 

I got this email from my professor a few days ago and just wanted to pass it onto you as far as books are concerned. 

Thanks and see you soon ! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin forwaarded ,nessage: 

From: <cj skender(gbunc.edu> 

Date:               at 5:36:37 PM EST 
To: <ci skender~unc.edn> 

Subject: BUSI    <From the desk of CHARLES SKENDER> 

Greetings folks. 

Happy New Year. 

I will be your teacher this spring in BUSI 

Ca]l me "C. J." 

The major issue ofimlyortance here relates to the texts and the course pack. 

A syllabus and list of assignments is in the course pack. 

Here axe the basics: 

We cover the first 5 chapters in the Financial Accounting text. 

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING Version 2.0, by Joe Hoyle and C. J. Skender, published by Flat World KnoMedge, Inc., h-vington, NY. Go to 

http:L/www.flatworldknoMedge.com. 

Select Students, type in Skender next to Professor and the click on Financial Acconnting V. 2.0 next to BUSI . From there you can purchase a Study 

Pass for $19.95 or a digital All-Access Pass for $34.95. 

If you want a ha~l copy of the text along with bonus access to online and ebooks, that is $59.95. 

Choose whatever option works best tbr you for you. 

FYI, we al~ likely nse this text in my sections of BUS1407 if you plan to take that in the future. 

MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING, TOOLS FOR BUSINESS DECISION MAKING, 6th Edition, by Jerry Weygandt, Paul Kimmel and Donald 

Kieso, published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, NY (ISBN # 978-1-118-09689-5) is available tbr purchase either as a textbook or as an 

ebook. 

This will be used the final ten weeks of the tenn. 

A Course Pack ruth Practice Quizzes, Lecture Notes, Selected Homework Solutions, Old ’I’es~ts and TA Session Quizzes is available for purchase at 

Student Stores. 

Our first two classes ( ) have been recorded and will be shown during class time in the auditorinm. 

On the big screen. 

I have to be away for a family issne. 

We’ll go over other specific items the next week. 

Son), to miss. 

You shonld be enrolled in a TA section. 

Those meetings begin on Monday, 

There are no meetings scheduled the week of 

Attend the section tbr which you registered online. 

This constitutes 20% of your grade. 

There will a]so be a ,nidtenn exam and a final exam .... 

worth 30% and 50% of your grade, respectilvely. 
All multiple choice. 

There will be a canvas site to which you should receive a password. 

I look forward to woking with you this spring. 

See you soon. 

Go Heels. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, 9:43 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Your payment to Sapling Learning 

Just wanted to fopward you this paylnent I made. It is essential to my Econ 

Thanks, 

class, this is the receipt. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "service(~paypal.com" <seiwice(~paypaJ,.com > 

Date: at 8:25:11 PM EST 

To: (~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Your pa3anent to Sapling Learning 

1 ?:24 52 P81 

Receipt No: 1755-0224-3801-51 ! 8 

Hello 

This charge ,Mi al;pe~,~r on your credit card stal:errlent u~s payment to PAYPAI. 

*SL.HQMEWQ~K 

Save time with a PayPal account 

Create a PayPal account and save your payment 

information. You won’t need to enter your payment 

information every time you shop online 

We keep your fir~u~neial inFermaiion 

secure. 

Tra~action~ monitored 2417 

You’re protected 

Zero fraud liability for eligible 

unauthorized purchases See 

eliqibilitv 

Merchant information: 

Sapiing Learning 

su ppo rt@,sa plin qlearning.com 

http://vvww.sa plinglearninq.com 

512-222-5342 

lnstruetieBs to merehaBt: 

None provided 

Shipping information Shipping method 

Not specified 

Description Urlit price Qt¥ Amourlt 

Online Course Enrollment $2999 USD 1 829.99 

il:em #: Online Course Enreiimenl USD 

Total: $29.99 USD 

Receipt No: 

~ i Security Center 

Please don’t repiy r:o this email. ]t’il just_ confuse r:he computer that: sent it and you won’t get a 
response, 

Copyright @ 20:~4 PayPal, Inc. AH rights reserved. PayPa[ is located at 22:~i N. First St., San 3ose~ CA 





From: @live.unc.edu.; 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:46 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Econ    - Textbook 

A~taeh: Syllabus q pdf; .~g 

Susan, 
This is the link to the syllabus Bullet number two in required materials explains the importance of Sapple Learning Hope this helps. 

Thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:25 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: Econ 

Sorry for all the trouble, the access card must have fallen out of my book rll see if there is any way I can cancel payment and use it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On 
> 
> Thanks 
this separately Is that right? 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 11:46 Pivl 
> To: ivlaloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Econ 
> 

> Susan, 

> This is the link to the syllabus. Bullet number two in required materials explains the impoltance of Sapple Learning Hope this helps 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

at 8:17 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry for all the questions about this, but you said you did not receive the pre-paid access code with your textbooks in Student Stores, which is ~vhy you needed to purchase 



Froln: 

Sent: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~-~glllail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:43 AM 

Susasa Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ford, Justin G ~jgtbrd@ema]l.unc.edu~ 

t- shirt contact 

I spoke with the Director of IntramuraJs, Justin Ford (my previous boss) about who we order t- shirts tlu~oug!~. 

tte gave me the contact: David Bolick ruth Team Connection (ph: 1-888-301-2451 --ext 110; email: dbolick~teamco~mecfion.com). Justin said this would probably 

be a good person tk)r us to explore the lyossibility of getting shirts made. tte also thought "the best option (for cheaper t-shirts), may be to order t~m David through 

Justin. 

I cc’d Justin on this e~nail in case you m,o want to get a plan together~ but I am more thoaa happy to be a liaison if its easier. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:57 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: MAKE-UP Tutor Training - View the Video 

Hi 

] ran the fact that you work for our coaches as an athletic trainer during their camps by Amy in Compliance, and we agreed that your athletic training position is one of your 

profession and not a situation where a coach is hiring you for personal reasons. Therefore, we do not feel that this is grounds for terminating your employment as a tutor 

for us, and we would love for you to continue to stay on board within the Academic Support Program. (Please let me know if [ have misunderstood the full scope of your 

situation.) 
With all of that said, if you would like to continue to work, let me know when you will be able to view the video. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 
> > > ’ @email.unc.edu > 

Susan 

1:16 PM >>> 

I just wanted to touch based with you about tutoring. I did not come on Tuesday because of questions about whether I would still be eligible to tutor. [ can certainly come by 

to watch this, but just wanted to make sure it was worth it. Thanks! 

On at 11:19 AM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

If you are receiving this email, it means that our records show you were not in attendance for the Tutorial Training on Tuesday,          Prior to conducting 

any tutor sessions this semester, you must come by the Academic Center to view the video, which is approximately 2 hours. You may clock in and out for your 

time spent viewing the video. I will be in the office to get you started with the video as follows for the next few days: 

Thursday until4pm 

Friday until at least5pm 

Saturday 9am 2pm (possibly later if I need the time to get schedules set up) 

Sunday depends on Saturdays productivity 

Monday 10am4pm 

Tuesday 10am4pm 

You may come by my office at any time during those times. 

Please let me know your plan for completing this requirement before tutoring gets underway on Tuesday, 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suits, Christy H. <Christy Suits@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,               8:58 AM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu~ 

RE: Set Up Account in Academic Center 

Account created 

Pwd: 

F~m: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
To: Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: Set Up Account in Academic Center 

Hi Christy, 

is going to be my assistant this year working the Tutorial Program and Study Hall. I need for her to have an account set up so that she can access the computer 

behind the front desk of the Academic Center. Her ONYEN is 

If you can set this up tomorrow morning, that would be fantastic as she will need to access the computer each morning and evening. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
.s___b_[ Z La__[_o_ y_ ~ __u__n___c__a___a_~_u__r_]_c_~__e__d___u_. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold -<harold woodard@unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

DeSaix, Jean <jdesaix@email.unc.edu> 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books & meet with rotors 

Jean, 

I will ask Susan Maloy, our new Tutorial Cooldinator to contact you directly to address your concerns about support for students taking 

I mn out of town til next week, but I have confidence that Susan will respond to your concerns appropriately.I 

Plea~se feel ti~ee m coW me on your correspondence. I will be monitoring nay e-mail ie~tlawly. 

Take care and thank you again for your longstanding support. 

Harold 

Sent from ms’ iPad 

On at 5:19 AM, "DeSaix, Jean" <idesai~@email.unc.edu:, wrote: 

A brief update. 

I never heard from Brent. 

Wally set up a rneetin~ with his g staff people, all of whom I had already spoken to~ I had hope to tall< directly with tutors, the staff had read 
comments 1 had written on my athlete fornss and they knew my concerns, but not knowhlg the biology and the homework set-up, it was less useful 
for them. They tell me there’s iust one biology tutor for s]i the atMetes in the Lowderm~k cente~ and I h~ve asked them to ask him to come see 

~ to~d them that J had some problems with the travel letters and how they were being handled, ] was d~s~ppointed only to be ta~king with footba]k 

Jean DeSa~x 

Jean] De3a~x, Ph.D Mas~:er Lecturer ~n 

D~rector Health Professions Adv~s~n~ Office http:!ipreprofess~onaladv~sin~.unc.edu!pre-health 

Department of B~o~o~y Coker Ha~l CB#3280 

Un~vers~W of North Carolina at Chapel H~H, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 9:].%962<~068 Home Phone 

FAX 9:].%962<~625 emai~ jdesaix@email.unc.edu 

%%%%%%%’X;X;X;X;X~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Thursday, 10:34 AM 
To: DeSaix, Jean 
Subject: RE: Books & meet with tutors 

Good Morning Jean, 

Thank you very much for contacting me and for your willingness to rneet wid~ our counselors. 

~ have asked Brent Nanton to respond to the concerns you raised about book orders and Wal~y R~chardson w~ft contact you about arranging a rneeting 

w~th counselors, espeda~lV those who work with footbaH p]ayers, 

Take care and thanks agNn, 

Harold 



From," DeSaix, Jean 
Sent-" Thursday, 7:58 AM 
To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject= FW: Books & meet with tutors 

(See strident email below) Many o~ my s~:udents who had to order books online from S~:~dent S~:ores d~d not haw~ their books in tffne ~:o do h~d: rd~ht’s 

homework el[her because one o~ Lheir books was backordered and so the bookstore held their who~e order or because they ordered so ~ate ~:hat they 

aren’t ready yet. Jane Student has the option of cance~Hng her order so she can wafk ~r~ and b~y the book off: the sheff. Do student atMetes have this 

option? I know book purchase is tightly controlled and understand that. However, if this is a p~ace where athletes are d~sadvantaged academically, we 

need to ~ook at that (wh~le others are busy trying to deride ff they are advantaged[). 

Also, [ had spoken to Robert about my wish to meet w~th the counselors and tutors who work with any atMetes, especialh¢ football, who are in my 

bh:do~[y class Fd just ~[]~e {~s a~[ to be on the same page about how to approach homework, stt~dy[n~, test preparation, etc Who should f contact: to 

arrange that? 

Thanks for be#~g there. 

Jean DeSa~x 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D~ Master Lecturer ~n Biology 

Director Health Professions Adv~shlg Office http:/ipreprofessionaladvisinB.unc.edu/pre-health 

Department of Biology Coker Ha]l CB#3280 

Un[versH:y of North Carolina at Chapel H~H, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 919-.962-1.0{~g Home Phone 

r:AX 919-.962-1.625 email jdesa~x@email.unc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

From: DeSaix, Jean 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:29 PN 
To: Iheck 
Subject; RE: Books 

you can alwavs go to the bookstore and buy the books directIv without having to wait for them to collect your order. I’m sorry that getting your 

books has been a problem. Fh3d someone with a book and be sure you at ~east do the readh3g. 

Jear~ DeSa~x 

Jea~] DeSa~x, Ph.D MasLer Le(:tt~rer #~ 

D~rector Health Professions Adv~s~n~ Office http:!ipreprofess~onaladv~sin~.unc.edu!pre-health 

Department o1: B~o~o~y Coker Ha~l CB#3280 

University o1: North Carolina at Chapel H~I, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 9:].%962-]068 Home Phone 

FAX 9:].%962-]625 emai~ jdesaix@email.unc.edu 

From; [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:23 PM 
To; DeSaix, Jean 
Subject-" Books 

Dr. Desaix, 
My name is and T am a here at UNC. I am in your Tuesday and Thursday course at 930 am. I ordered my books the 

first day of school through the athletic center. I was told they would be in the Student Store the next day. I went multiple times and they were not ready. This 
poses a problem as i cannot complete my Biology homework unless i have my books. If somehow we could workout an extension that would be great. The store 
told me they will be ready tomorrow. ]: look forward to meeting you this semester and in class. I’m looking forward to this course and the learning that comes 



with it. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:54 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ja~mie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Canceled Sessions when Students have other Commitments 

I agree with JAIMIE on both issues. The best and quickest way to notify a tutor is to text as soon as we get word. It’s hard to get up and walk to the other end it you 

have 5 back to back meetings. Due to trine lfinitations, text is the quickest and less disruptive way to communicate. Also, I tiaough we stressed to tutors to find us within 

the 1 st 5-10min ifa student isn’t there..,    chooses to give them 30min and she has been addresses on letting us know with the 5-10min mndow. If its her last 

appointment then she gets to leave 45 rain early vs. 20/30 min....this all depends on when she walks down to our offices to inform us s~dent is missing. 

Sent tix~m my iPhone 

On at 11:27 AM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Guys~ 

Jus~t wanted you to see this comment below fiom 

Thank~ 
Susan 

Hi Susal~ 

Any thoughts? Just pull me in the loop a~d I’ll do what I can to communicate this. 

Twice this week I have had a student not come to a session and later tell me that it was becat~ of something legitimate, like a meeting with a professor; a 

make-up tes~, etc. When I chew them out ibr standing me up, they tell ~ne that they are letting their coun~lors know, mad that they are even saying 

specifically that it nreans missing a tutoring session, but word isn’t making it back to nre. I know lhat the~ things slip through the cracks sometimes, but if a 

session will be cmacelled, I would definitely prefer to know in advance, wbenever possible. That way I can come in later/’ leave earlier/not sit av~mnd 

waiting tbr a student when I could be doing ~3mething el~, and you woald al~ not have to pay ~ne ibr the half hour I spent wa~ting ~br the student to 
show up. Ernail notice or ~meone stopping by my tutoring room to let me know are bofll good ways to reach me. 

I ,et me know if there is anything I ca~ do to help close this communication loop. 

Thal~ks, 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (ihx) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edtC~ 

Monday, January 7, 2013 10:53 AM 

Su~n Ma]oy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu) 

do you need? 

STUDY ’][ABLE LOG IN SHEET.docx 

Here is study table log in sheet for notebook up front, if you need it? 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-,g43-5669 

(c) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Tutoring Question 

Susan, 

Below is the email I received from Prof. Helen Tauchen (Econ’s Director of Graduate Studies) regarding the tutoring issue. 

From: Tauchen, Helen [helen.tauchen@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:05 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring Question 

University rules do not allow an instructor to do any tutoring for a student in his/her class. Thanks for being careful in this matter. HT 

Frora: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:14- AN 

To= Tauchen, Helen 
Subject: Tutoring Question 

Prof. Tauchen, 
I am pre~ sure I already know the answer to this, but I wanted to double-check with you. 
I recently became a tutor for the Athletics Depa~ment~ ~ey want to add a student to my schedule that is ~king the section of Econ that I am a TA for. I informed them of 
the potential conflict of interest, and said I would ask the Econ Depa~ment for the rule in this situation. 
I am under the impression we cannot tutor students in the section we TA for. Please let me know if this is correct. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:34 PM 

@gmail.com> 

RE: DTH Sto~.. ~ 

Hi 
Yes, the tutorial coordinator position is becoming more common across the country. Our move to the hiring of a tutorial coordinator was to establish more control and centralize the tutorial 
program. We currently do not have a mentoring program in place. 

The extent of the data that we have regarding the eit’ectiveness of the tutor program only began last year. We do not have data that measured the mentor program from years past in order to 
make an?- comparisons. Our measurements simply assess the confidence that our students have in the services that are provided. We do not have measurements that correlate to outcomes 
in their studies - there are far too many variables outside of our purview that play into those outcomes The goal of the program is not for students to make certain grades, but for students 
to develop a mastery of the subject matter while learning stu@ strategies that hopefully lead to positive outcomes as it relates to their academic abilities We also believe that our program is 
supplementary to their efforts outside of our building 

hope this answers your questions 

Thank you, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: DTH Story 

2:19 PM 
@amail corn] 

Hey Susan, ! have another questions. Do you know if having a tutor coordinator is a common thing at other schools, or do they usually have a mentoring program similar to *vhat we usually 
have? Also do you have any data to show that the program is efficient :[’or helping student-athletes when compared to the old mentoring program’? We really want to have some way of 
saying whether or not this program is making a dear difference for student-athletes and their studies 
On            , at 11:36 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
> We currently have 58 tutors employed right no*v. Depending on the availability of the tutors, the?’ typically work an approx average of 10 hours per week (some more and some less of 
course) 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: (~mail.com] 
> Sent: Mi)nday, 11:25 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: DTH Story 
> 

> Hi Susan, it’s again. ! had a couple more questions for you, how many hours do tutors usually work every week? And how many tutors do you have employed now’? 



Ille, Vince <ille@emaikunc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:19 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edw~ 

’Saxah Haney (skhm~ey@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: Paying for tutors 

Susan, 

Can you mad I please schedule a meetiug or a call to address the issue raised by Coach Haney in her message below? I would like to discuss the options, Thaulcs for 
your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

~i cid:JLSGBXqilEM 

KZ.IMAGE 27.jp 
g 

From: Sarah Haney [mailto:skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 20.t3 9:46 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Paying for tutors 

Hello Vince, 
Yesterday at the Head Coaches Meeting we discussed using our operational budget to pay for tutors. I asked whether or not we were allowed to use our budget to pay for 

non scholarship athletes and Bubba said he was unsure. [ emailed Lance and he said it was an institutional policy and that the NCAA doesn’t care who we provide tutoring for 

(in the scholarship/non scholarship athlete perspective). 

He told me to ask you and academics, but I don’t know who I would talk to in Academics about this issue right now. 

Any thoughts? 

Thanks, 
Sarah 

Sarah K. Haney 

Carolina Women’s Rowing Head Coach 

P.O. Box 2526 

Chapel Hill, NC 27555 

Office 919 962 8278 

Cell 

Fax 959 843 8575 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Karen Neff l _~gmail.com] 

3/20/2013 5:23:19 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

In Your Spare Time 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hi Susan, 

Based on our conversation this morning, I have included some documents that I already have on my computer for you to 

view in your spare time. I realize you hired me so can take some of the work off of you to make adjustments to your 

program, but I thought I would include some documents for you to look at on your own. Please let me know if you have 

questions. I’II see you soon. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@gmail,com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff-- ~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 11:05 AM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Survey Ins~actions 

Evaluation Instmctions.docx 

Hi Susan, 
Here are the instruction sheets I prepared Please feel free to edit as needed I added the information at the bottom (tutor name, student name, date) in order to allo~v us to track who has and 
has not completed the surveys, at least based on their responses. Please let me know if you have questions. 
Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

))gmaii.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff< ~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 1:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Forms 

UNC Academic Honesty l~blicy ~Colnments.docx; UNC Academic Integrity Exit Hones~ Policy wComments.docN UNC Tutor 

academic integrity statement addenduln Questionnaire wComments.docx; USC Tutor Agreements.docx 

Hi Susan, 
I looked through your forms that you currently have the tutors sign. I made some general suggestions ~vithin each of your documents to get started. 

Here are some general overall comments to consider regarding your forms: 

I like that you have an e×~t testimony; this seems to reflect or imitate the agreement that we all sign each year verifying that we have not violated any NCAA policies and have reported any 
violations to our knowledge. 

I like that you have the questionnaire to help you identify any situations that may have occurred throughout the semester. I would think about what you want its purpose to be, and then we 
can edit/modi(y questions based on what you are looking for. 

I think you need some more agreements or statements for the rotors to s~gn upfront befi~re they begin tutoring: 

I think you absolutely need to add a compliance agreement. You kind of lump together academic integr~ and NCAA compliance; they are pret~ different. This agreement should hit on the 
NCAA roles/violations that are most relevant and of most concern to your tutors ~[’you want to keep your exit tesumony as one form, it should reflect what is included in this compliance 
agreement as well as academic integr~ expectations This compliance policy may be something your compliance office can prepare instead of you. 

Your tutor manual does not include much if any comments about maintaining student confidentiality. I think you definitely need to include a section on that in the tutor manual and consider 
developing an agreement fi~r tutors to sign. 

You do touch on professionalism and job expectations in the tutor manual. You can, if you want to, develop a professionalism agreement to make it easier to terminate someone should the?" 
violate or continue to violate your professionalism policy and/or job expectations. ~Ihe "No Contact Policy" would be included in this agreement. 

If you decide not to do a professionalism and/or confidentiality agreement, or even if you do, then I would recommend you create a short statement for the tutors to sign saying the rotor 
has received and read the tutor manual and agrees to comply with all policies and procedures stated in the manual. This gives you a catch all, to cover whatever is not in your agreements 
that the tutors sign. Does that make sense’.’ Our manual always included more irfformation in more detail than our orientation, so it made sense to have this manual receipt fom~. 

You are probably tired of looking at examples, but here are the forms we used at USC (compliance, academic integrity, professionalism, and confidentiali~’). We also had a tutor manual 
receipt form, but I cammt find it. I might not have it, but it was pretty sholt. All tutors had to sign all 5 before they could begin tutoring. 

I hope this is helpful. I have not gone tl-trough your manual with a fine-toothed comb yet; I really only got through the forms today. Please let me kno~v if you have questions or I will see 
you in a ~veek. Have a great vacation[ 
Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@gmail.com 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff,            ~gmail.com> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 12:44 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Exit Tes~Jmony 

UNC Academic Integrity Exit Hones~ Policy2.docx 

Hem is the updated version. 
Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

N.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sam Plonk <plonk@clemson.edtc, 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 8:26 AM 

axufl’@ncsu.edu; ewalexie@ncsu.edu; mindy-sophe@ncsu.edu; simonoffv@uncw.edu; ~gma~l.com; lgibb@cccc.edu; 

gbeatty@vt.edu; kacrawtb@ncsu.edu; jwjohnN@ncsu.edu; jbishop@duaa.duke.edu; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 

child~o@wssu.edu; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~;           ~gmail.com; emhairsl@ncat.edu; cfogg@shawu.edu; 

rwedderburn@shawu.edu; jpendergast2@elon.edu; j sansevero@uncg.edu; walkersb2@vcu.edu 

Clemson SAEP tutor forms 

Student and Tutor Agreement.pdf, Pledge of Employment.pdf, Confidentially’ Agreement.pdf: Tutor Professional Conduct Form.pdf: End of 

Semester Pledge.pdf; Departure Letter Template.pdf 

Attached are the forms that Matt and I included in our presentation: 

1. Student/Tutor Agreement--signed when a student and tutor meet for the first time 

2. Pledge of Employment--signed by tutor after training, before tutoring 

3. Confidentiality Agreement--signed by tutor after training, before tutoring 

4. Professional Conduct Form--establishes expectation for disclosure of current or past social relationships with student-athletes, signed by tutor after 

training, before tutoring 

5. End of Semester Pledge--an invitation to discuss perceived pressure to compromise integrity, signed by tutor at the conclusion of the semester 

6. Departure Letter--modeled on a letter that UNC-Chapel Hill shared with us, sent to (every) tutor upon termination, resignation, graduation, etc. 

Best to all, 

Sam Plonk 

Tutor Coordit~ator 

Student-Athlete Et~richment Programs 

C[emson University 

111 Vickew Hall 

Clemson, SC 29634 

864.656.2832 

~.~.~ email-badge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

7:09:30 PM 

@hotmail.com]; ~8mail.com]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jkeroack]; Maloy, 

Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)]; @Bmail.com 

FW: Clemson SAEP tutor PowerPoint Presentation 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

See the attachment if you’re interested in reviewing the presentation Clemson gave at NCSU last week° 

Bradley Roll, Bethel I Readir~g and Writing Specialist 

Universib’ of North Carolina a~: Chapel Hill 

Academic Support: Program [br Student-At[detes 

Loude~rnilk Ce~ter for Excellence 

344. Ridge Rd. ]Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 T (919) 962-2237 

C          [IF (919) 9~2-g:247 

bmdley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Sam Plonk [mailto:plonk@clemson.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:03 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: RE: Clemson SAEP tutor forms 

Here you go, 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

To: Sam Plonk 

Subject= RE: Clemson SAEP tutor forms 

Sam, do you mind sending the slides from the presentation? 

Bradley RoI-L Bett~el I Reading and Wrkir~g Specialist 

Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel t-{ill 

Academic Support Program ii)r S~udent-A:t:Metes 

Lo~dem~ilk Center lbr Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd, I Campt~s Box 3107 



C]bapel Hill, N (2; 27599 T (919) 962-2237 

C          [IF (919) 962-8247 

From: Sam Plonk [mai!to:Nonk@clemson.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,           8:26 AM 

To: aruff@ncsu.edu; ewalexie@ncsu.edu; mindy-sopher@ncsu.edu; simonoffv@uncw.edu;         @gmail.com; 

!g_i__b__b___s__@__c___c___c___c__:__e____d___u_.; g_b___e___a__~_@_~_:_e____d___u__; ._k____a___c___r___a______~_____o__@__n____c___s___u___:_e____d___u__; j___wj___o___h____n__~__4__@__n____c___s___u___:_e____d___u__; j__bj__s____h____o__p__@___d___u___a____a__:___d___u____k__e__:__e___d___u__; Bethel, Bradley 

Richard; childsyo@wssu.edu; Maloy, Susan B;          @c]mail.com; emhairst@ncat.edu; cfogg@shawu.edu; 

rwedderbum@shawu.edu; jpendergast2@elon.edu; jsansevero@uncg.edu; walkersb2@vcu.edu 

Subject: Clemson SAEP tutor forms 

Attached are the forms that Matt and I included in our presentation: 

1. Student/Tutor Agreement--signed when a student and tutor meet for the first time 
2. Pledge of Employment--signed by tutor after training, before tutoring 
3. Confidentiality Agreement--signed by tutor after training, before tutoring 
4. Professional Conduct Form--establishes expectation for disclosure of current or past social relationships with 
student-athletes, signed by tutor after training, before tutoring 
5.     End of Semester Pledge--an invitation to discuss perceived pressure to compromise integrity, signed by tutor at 
the conclusion of the semester 
6. Departure Letter--modeled on a letter that UNC-Chapel Hill shared with us, sent to (every) tutor upon 
termination, resignation, graduation, etc. 

Best to all, 

Sam Plonk 

Tutor Coordinator 

Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs 

Clemson University 

111 Vickery Hall 

Clemson, SC 29634 

864.656.2832 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbefl~el@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 9:08 AM 

Ica Tutors <icatutor@uw.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Program Cos~ Saviug Tips 

AlL I can’t remember whether I responded, but the only recommendation I had was to use printers d~at automatically print doub[e-s~ded, So nmch paper is wasted 

when printers print on-sided. I’ve copied th~s ema~ to my program’s tutor coordinator, and we would Jove to see the other recommendations you collected. 

Thanks. 

Bradley ~.tL genteel I Read~ng and -W~it~ng Spccialis~ 

University of No~h CarolMa 

Academic Suppor~ Program :{~r Sluden~.-Atbletes 

L.oude~nilk Cen{er ibr Excellence 

344 R idge Rd. ~ Campus Box 3107 

Cbapd Hill. NC 27599 ~ T (9t9) 9 

h "adtey bethe (aX~ ac ed~ 

From= Ica Tutors [mailto:icatutor@uw.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Nag 22, 2013 7:07 PN 

Subject= RE: Tu~rln9 Program Cost Savin9 Tips 

Dear kC[C- 

I appreciate all of your comments on Tutoring Program Cost Saving 

me. If you would like a copy of the report of recommendations for 2013-2014, I can send ~t to you electronically. I am not of the cost saving measures that will be 

im#emented for next year, ~ will hear back from the director ~n late June and/or this will be a topic during our staff retreat. The document is a template. If you 

would like a copy, I will send it electroNcallg. 

We are finishing out the quarter here at the University of Washington and we will done on June 14, 2013. 

Have a great day, 

~s. ~li Washington 
University of Washington Athletics -Student-Athlete Academic Services 
254/253 Conibear Shellhouse; Box 354070 I Seattle, WA 98195-0470 
(p) 206.543.2427 I (f) 20~.tS~.tS~583.glk:a{u~or@uw.edu 

Tutor Application URL: https://catalyst.uw.edu[webq[survey[icatutor[1743~7 
Applk:at~on Due Date Fal~ Quad:er 20~3: Sep~embe~ 3, ~0J.3 

From: Ica Tutors 

Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 4:30 PM 

To: 
Subject: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 

Hello LCEC- 

My name is All Washington and I am the Tutoring Services Coordinator at the University of Washington. We are currently looking for ways to reduce tutoring cost 

for our Tutorial Program for the next academic year 2013-~L4. We have tried some creative ways to reduce costs at our institution, yet the reductions need to be 

more extensive. 

Do you have any creative cost cutting ideas for your Tutoring Services Program that you would be willing to share? 

Thank you for your time, 

Ms. All Washington 
Tutoring Services Coordinator & Academic Coordinator Women’s Basketball 
University of Washington Athletics -Student-Athlete Academic Services 
254/253 Conibear Shellhouse; Box 354070 I Seattle, WA 98~95-0470 
(p) 206.543.2427 I (f) 206.6$6.58131icatutor@uw.edu 

i.~.i cid:image001.png@0 
1CE2098.A05E8570 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ica Tutors <icatuto@uw.edu~ 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 1:05 PM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@emaiLunc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Program Cos~ Saving Tips 

Budget Cuts Proposal- TutoriaJ Office (emailed version).docx 

Attached is the copy of the document, sorry I did noL attach earlier. 

From: Ica Tutors 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 9:34 AM 
"re: ’Bethel, Bradley Richard’ 
Co: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 
Dear Bradley and Susan, 

Attached ~s the copy o[ my report to my supervisors, ~1: is more than what she asked for. However I needed to be as thorough as poss~Me for the budget cuts, 

the cornment~ from the other un~versiUe~ are ~n the appendk:e~;, 

BesL regards, 

Ms. A~i WasNngton 

University of WasMngton Athletics ---Student-Athlete Academic Services 

254/253 Con~bear She~lhouse; Box 354070 ~ Seattle, WA 98195-0470 

(p) 206,543,2427 ~ ([) 206,616.5813~icatutor@uw.edu 

gppl~caUon Due DaLe Fa~l Quarter 20I_, ~FLemb~r _,, 

SAAS Tutors Discussion Board URL: 

F~m= Bethel, Bradley Richard [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 20~3 6:08 AN 
To= 1ca Tutors 
C¢1 Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 
All, f can’t remember whether [ responded, but the only recomrnendation I had was to use pdn~:ers U~at au~:omatical[y print double-shArd. So much paper is was~:ed 

when printers print on--sided, i’ve copied th~; ema~J to my program’s; tutor coordk~ator, and we would low? to ~;ee the other recornmendatkms you co~lected. 

Thanks. 

Bradley R.H. Beti~e~ I Reading and Writing Specialist 

Academic Suppo~X Program for Stude~t-Athletes 

I oudeun~lk Ce~ter ~x’ Excel~e~ce 

344 Ridge Rd. [ Ca~npus Box 3107 
~ " ~ ~ 9~ T (919)~() ~) ~ .bapd H~1~ Nt ..... P , ~-z~3, 

~ F (919) 9~2~8247 

bradlev.bethel~unc.edu 

F~m= Ica Tutors [mail~:icatu~r@~,~] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 7:07 PN 

Subjeet~ RE: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 

Dear 

I appreciate a~l of your comments on Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips. I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedules to either call or email 

me. If you would like a copy of the report of recommendations for 2013-2014, I can send ~t to you electronically. I am not of the cost saving measures that will be 

implemented for next gear, I will hear back from the director in late June and!or this will be a topic during our staff retreat. The document is a template. If 

would like a copy, I will send it electronically. 

We are finishing out the quarter here at the University of Washington and we will done on June 14, 2013. 

Have a great day, 

~s. ~li Washington 

UniversiW of WasNngton Athletics -Student-Athlete Academic Services 
254/253 Conibear 5hellhouse; Box 354070 I Seattle, WA 98195-0470 
(p) 206.543.2427 I (f) 

Tuter ApplWatien ~Rk: h~tps://eatal~st.uw.edu/webq/~ur~e~/i~atuter/~74337 
Appl[caUon £3~e Date Fal~ Q~arter 20~3: September 3, 2013 

SAAS Tutors Disc Jss~on Board UR[: https://catalyst.uw.edu/gopost/board/icatutor/30462/ 

::~:: 

From: Ica Tutors 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 4:30 PM 

To: 
Subject: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 

Hello LCEC- 

My name is All Washington and I am the Tutoring Services Coordinator at the University of Washington. We are currently looking for ways to reduce tutoring cost 

for our Tutorial Program for the next academic year 2013-14. We have tried some creative ways to reduce costs at our institution, yet the reductions need to be 

more extensive. 

Do you have any creative cost cutting ideas for your Tutoring Services Program that you would be willing to share? 

Thank you for your time, 
Ms. All Washington 

Tutoring Services Coordinator & Academic Coordinator Women’s Basketball 



University of Washington Athletics -Student-Athlete Academic Services 

254/253 Conibear Shellhouse; Box 354070 I Seattle, WA 98~.95-0470 

(p) 206.543.2427 I (f) 205.6:[6.58~.31icatutor@uw.edu 

i~i cid:image001png@0 
1CE2098.A05E8570 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:46 PM 

Maloy, S usan B <sbmdtoy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@uuc.e&~ 

FW: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips - Facul~ Lia~n Position 

Susan and Michelle~ 

The email below is from Ali Washington, the tutor coordinator at Washington. It outlines a part-time position they have titled.~bcutty/g.~ison, which ~s sh~ar to a 

supplemental ~nstructor and ~s perhaps something we shouM consk~er. ~1: is at least an m~:eresting concept, 

Br~ alley R.H. }~ethe~ ] Readh~g and Writing Specialist 

Academic Suppo*t Program fb~ Stude~-.A~hle~es 

Loudem~i~k Center for Excdlence 

344 Ridge Rd. ~ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel tt~1[, NC 27599 T (o1%, 962-2237 

~ F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel{?~;:ut}c.edu 

F~m= Ica Tutors [mailto:icatutor@uw.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, Nay 23, 2013 2:14 PN 
To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject= RE: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 
Thanks Brad for you encouragemenL 

The ~ob of faculty I~a~son h~s been gre~t for our students w~th learning disabilities and those who need heavy academic support coming into the University of 

Washington. [ssen~al~y, faculty {~a~sons wN sit ~n a class w~th stude~>gtMetes and take notes on~v for those tr~ve{l~ng ~n season or those registered for our 

disabi~il:y resource toni:or, These notes serve as grea[: too~s for new tut:ors and s[:udents new to a sped[k: d~sdp~ine, R he~ps t:o know how a class ~s structured, not 

just by ~ooking at the syllabus, however, the notes for the course w~ give us ~nsight k~to how an instructor teaches a class (i.e. what they emphasize, their 

presentation style, etc.) 

The Faculty [{a{son pos~t~on a~so includes attendance on students and that information gets reported dai~y using our Gradesfirst system. We have class checkers for 

other courses, however the faculty liaison ~s responsiMe for attendance of a select group of athletes in their course. 

There are only a I~mited number of faculty liaison positkms each quarter, but they provide a %~eciahzed service for student--at:hletes who need extra academk 

support. We k~entify after reg~stral:km whk:h classes will need a facuRy liaison and then set up tutoring for those students w~th the Lutor who will be ~t} the class. 

The tu[ors are paid for tkne in class and prep t~me as wNI. So they wet[ equipped with knowledge on the subject and the prep time [o realty help students tearn 

[he material They are b~ [he classroom watching student academic behavior patterns and they can catch the habits [hat exis[ and aBo watch for good and bad 

habits that are forming~ 

We have reduced our faulty ~a~son positions s~gnifk:andy this year. Sorry the ema~ is long. LeL me know ff you need anyLh#}g else. 

Ms. All Washington 
University of Washington Athletics -Student-Athlete Academic Services 
254/253 Conibear Shellhouse; Box 354070 I Seattle, WA 98195-0470 
(p) 206.543.2427 I (f) 

Apphcation Due Date Fali Quarter 20~B: September B 

SAAS Tutors Discussion Bosrd URL: https:!/cata~ystaJw, edu/~opost!board/icatutor/30462/ 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, May 23, 2013 10:38 AM 
To: Ica Tutors 
Co= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 

Ati, I just skin]meal the document, and I’nl very impressed. Great work! 

~ have one immediate question. You mention something about tutors as fackdty ~iaisons. Wil~ you explain what thaL means? 

Bradley R+H. Beti~ei ] R~admg aad Walt{rig 

Academic Suppo~X Program for Stude~t-Athletes 

I oudeun~lk Ce*~ter Sx’ Excel~e*~ce 

344 Ridge Rd. ~ Canpus Box 3107 

Chapd Hi, I, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

~ F (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.befl~elj~)_g~g:£O_~ 

F~m= Ica Tutors [mail~:icatuDr@uw.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, Nay 23, 2013 1:05 PN 
To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
C¢= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 

~ttached is the copy of the document, sorry I d~d not attach 

F~m= Ica Tutors 
Sent= Thursday, Hay 23, 2013 9:34 AN 
To= ’Bethel, Bradley Richard’ 
C¢= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 

Dear Bn;dley and Susan, 

Attached ~s the copy o[ my report to my supervisors, ~t is mere than what she asked for. However, I needed to be as thorough as poss~Me for the budget cuts. A[[ ot: 



Lhe comments [rom the other universities are #~ the 8~)pendh::es, 

Best regards, 

Ms. Ati WasNngLon 

UniversRy of Washington Athletics--Student-Athlete Academic Services 

254/253 Con~bear She~lhouse; Box 354070 ~ Seattle, WA 98195-0470 

(p) 206.543.2427 ~ (f) 206.6~6.58~SJicatutor@uw.edu 

Application Due Date Fa~l Quarter 20£3: September 3, 20Z3 

SAAS Tutors Disc Jss~on Board URD https://cataiyst.uw.edu/~opost/board/icatutor/30462/ 

F~ Bethel, Bradley Richard [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Se~tl Thursday, Nay 23, 20~3 6:08 AN 
Te~ ~ca Tu~rs 
6¢I Naloy, Susan B 
S~bject~ RE: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 
Ali ~ can’t remember wheLher t resporlded, buL Lhe only recommendation I had was to use printers tha~ automath::ally ~rin~ doubJe.-sided. So much paper is wasted 

when prin~ers prin~ on-sided. I’ve copied tMs ernai~ to rny pro£rarn’s tutor coordinator, and we would love to see the ether recommer~dsdons you collected. 

Thanks. 

Urdversity of North Carolina at Chapel t{~l[ 

Academic Support Progy~m~ for Stt~det*t-Adfletes 

Loudermi~k Cen~er [br l{.xce~lence 

344 Ridge R& j Campus Box 3 I0’7 

C~apeJ HN, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962<2237 

F (919) 962-82,47 

brad~E? :bEthel£?~unc. edu 

F~m~ Ica Tutors [mailto:ica~utor@uw.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 7:07 PN 
Subje~t~ RE: Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 

Dear LCEC- 

I appreciate all of your comments on Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips. I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedules to either call or email 

me. If you would like a copy of the report of recommendations for 2013-2014, I can send it to you electronically. I am not of the cost saving measures that will be 

implemented for next year, I will hear back from the director in late June and!or this will be a topic during our staff retreat. The document is a template. If you 

would like a copy, I will send it electronically. 

We are ~nishing out the quarter here at the University of Washington and we will done on June 14, 2013. 

Have a great day, 

~s. ~li Washington 
University of Washington Athletics -Student-Athlete Academic Services 
254/253 Conibear 5hellhouse; Box 354070 I Seattle, WA 98195-0470 
(p) 206.543.2427 I (f) 205.616~S513jicatutar@sw.edu 

Tutor Application URL: https://catalyst.uw.edu/webq/sur~eg/i~atutor/174337 
Application Due Da~e [:al~ quar[er 2013: September B, 2013 

SAAS Tutors Discussion Board URL: h[tps://cataiyst.uw.edu/~opost/board/ica[utor/30462/ 

From: Ica Tutors 
Sent: Thursday, Narch 14, 2013 4:30 PM 
To-" 
Subject; Tutoring Program Cost Saving Tips 

Hello LCEC- 

My name is All Washington and I am the Tutoring Services Coordinator at the University of Washington. We are currently looking for ways to reduce tutoring cost 

for our Tutorial Program for the next academic year 2013-:14. We have tried some creative ways to reduce costs at our institution, yet the reductions need to be 

more extensive. 

Do you have any creative cost cutting ideas for your Tutoring Services Program that you would be willing to share? 

Thank you for your time, 
Ms. All Washington 

Tutoring Services Coordinator & Academic Coordinator Women’s Basketball 
University of Washington Athletics -Student-Athlete Academic Services 
254/253 Conibear Shellhouse; Box 354070 I Seattle, WA 98195-0470 
(p) 206.543.2427 I (f) 206.616.5813 I[g#$uto£@uw.edu 

:: ~:*;; :: cid:image001.png@0 
...... 1CE2098.A05E8570 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 7:33 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Stu@ Session Checklist 

Study Session Checklist.pdf 

Bradley R. It. Bethel ] Readhag mad Writing Specialist 
University. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 
Dondermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i C~anpus Box 3107 
Chapel 1till, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke ~ ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 12:16 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edt~> 

rotors in ASPSA 

Hi Susan, I enjoyed meeting you last ~veek and I look forward to meeting with you soon to talk about tutoring services in ASPSA. I have a few questions if you ha~’e a minute: 

1. How trtany tutors are employed by ASPSA? I’ve seen numbers between 50 and 80 and just want to verify. 

2. V~nnat are their backgrounds (community, members, teachers, alumni, etc.)? 
3. How many tutors are undergraduates? (I believe the answer is one ust wanted to confirm) 

4. V~hat is undergraduate student pay vs the graduate student/other rate? 

5. How is tutoring made available to student-athletes, is it based on their GPA (25 or below)? 

6. If a student athlete is not assigned to a tutor by ASPSA, how does ASPSA help that student get needed assistance? 

7. Could you give me an idea of your volume of a ssignments to tutors and student appointments with tutors at this time vs. this time last year? 

Many thal~ks, Susan, if it works for you I will be in touch again soon to set up some time for us to meet In the mean time, please don’t hesitate to contact me if you need awthing on my end. 

Debbi Clarke 
mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 5:30 PM 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

RE: tutors in ASPSA 

Hi Debbi, 
Below- are nay short hand responses to your questions, which I guess is a good start to further discussions. I’m happy to speak with you at any time Let me know if you have further 
questions at this time 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNCAcademic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 

919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247(t5x) 
sbmaloy@emaihuaac.edu 

1. Ho;v many tutors are employed by ASPSA? I’ve seen numbers between 50 and 80 and just want to verify. 
Currently we have 76 tutors ;vith appointments this Fall semester. 
2. YVhat are their backgrounds (communi~z members, teachers, alumni, etc.)? 
Our tuturs cunsist of a mixture uf community members and Bachelor’s Degrees (and sume with Masters and PhDs), teachers, alumni, and Masters and Ductural students at UNC. 
3. Huw many tnturs are undergraduates? (I believe the answer is one, just wanted to cunfinn) 
Yes, one undergraduate in Wolo:[~/French 
4. What is undergraduate student pay vs the graduate student/other rate? 
Undergraduate is paid $12 per hour and all uther tnturs are paid at a rate of $15-$18 per huur. 
5. Huw is tutoring made aw~ilable to student-athletes, is it based un their GPA (25 or below)? 
Primarily requests :For tutoring are made by the academic cuunselor for the student as part of their Academic Plan (MAP). While we do priorltize students with GPAs beluw 2.5, we generally 
assess students on a case by case basis. All appuintments are scheduled as standing weekly sessions fur the entire semester We also offer drop-in tutur~ng for thuse students who do not 
have a required MAP and du nut need a tutur every week. Students above a 2.5 may certainly request tutoring at any time, and we do uur best tu place them if we have a tutur fur the 
specific subject, or we may be able tu add them to an existing session Tutur appuintments are structured as une-on-une and small group tutoring sessions 
6. If a student athlete is not assigned tu a tutor by ASPSA, huw dues ASPSA help that student get needed assistance? 
Academic Cuunselors will direct their students to Departmental help sessions on campus or tu Dey Hall tu the peer tutoring prugram un campus 
7. Could you give me an idea of your volume uf assignments to mturs and student appu~ntments with tutors at this time vs this time last year? 
This time last year we had approx. 470 appuintments. Currently we have 1450 scheduled appointments Buth tutals include drop-in sessions and scheduled stu@ sessiuns with Academic 
Counsel ors 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Debbi Clarke [mailtu: (@~mail cum] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 12:16 ~L\I 
Tu: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: tutors in ASPSA 

Hi Susan, I enjuyed meeting yuu last week and I louk Jk)rward tu meeting with you soun to talk abunt tutoring services in ASPSA. I have a few questiuns if you have a minute: 
1. Huw many tutors are empluyed by ASPSA? I’ve seen numbers between 50 and 80 and just want to verif~y. 
2. What are their backgruunds (cummunity members, teachers, alumni, etc)? 
3. How many tutors are undergraduates? (I believe the answer is one, just wanted to confirm) 4. YVhat is undergraduate student pay- vs. the graduate student/other rate? 
5. How- is tutoring made available to student-athletes, is it based on their GPA (2.5 or below)? 
6. If a student athlete is not assigned to a tutor by ASPSA, how does ASPSA help that student get needed assistance? 
7. Could you give me an idea of yottr volume of assignments to tutors and student appointments ~vith tutors at this time vs. this time last year? 

Many thar~ks, Susan, if it works for you I will be in touch again soon to set up some time for us to meet. In the mean time, please don’t hesitate to contact me if you need anything on my- end. 

Debbi Clarke 
mobile 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 12:01 PM 

Haskell, Moron <morgon haskell@unc.edw~ 

Ma3oy, Susan B <sbn~aloy(~email.unc.edu> 

Saka~ Questions 

Hi, Morgon. I have a couple Sakai questions, and I’ve copied our new tutor coordinator because she may be using the same Sakai site. 

First, what do we need to do if we want to establish a new site each year for new tutors? Would we have to upload our Resources all over again, or is there a way 

to transfer Resources from one site to the next? Would we also be able to transfer Modules from one site to the next, or would we have to build the Modules all 

over again? 
Second, is there way to transfer the activities, resources, discussions, etc. from Sakai to some kind of external databasel,storage program? In other words, is there a 

way we can save our work on Sakai so that we would have that work even if Sakai goes away? 

Thanks for your time. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading aJad Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Loudermilk Center fbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Caanpus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         ] F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Haskell, Morgon <mo~gon haskell@tmc.edu; 

Monday, July 9, 2012 12:12 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaxd <bbethel@email.unc.edw- 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sakafi Questions 

Hello, bow’s it going? 

1) I can create a new site for you each semester, and then you can "in, port resources fron~ another site.." http:!/sakaitutorials.unc.eduiindex.php? 

I I Import From Site 

2) [1: really depends on which too~ you a~e using. WRh "[~esources" you can download everythh~g ~r~ bulk (http:/isakaitutorials.unc.edu/~ndex.php?I I Drag- 

and--drop flies) Forums can be e:<ported as a £I:)F (http:iisakaitutorials.unc.edu/[ndex.php?l [Printing Forums), Modules can be exported as PDFs 

(b~;~e~M~s~Z[~~%~e~e~), a~d then the oLher tools have some export options~ 
~f you want another s~te just let n~e know and a~so a name for 

Hope aH ~s going 

Morgon 

F~m~ Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent~ Monday, July 09, 2012 12:01 PN 
T~ Haskell, Norgon 
Ce~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Sakai Questions 

Hi, Morgon. I have a couple Sakai questions, and I’ve copied our new tutor coordinator because she may be using the same Sakai site. 

First, what do we need to do if we want to establish a new site each year for new tutors? Would we have to upload our Resources all over again, or is there a way 

to transfer Resources from one site to the next? Would we also be able to transfer Modules from one site to the next, or would we have to build the Modules all 

over again? 

Second, is there way to transfer the activities, resources, discussions, etc. from Sakai to some kind of external database/storage program? In other words, is there a 

way we can save our work on Sakai so that we would have that work even if Sakai goes away? 

Thanks for your time. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading ~d Writ~g SpeciMist 

Universib" of Noah C~olina m ~hapel Hill 

Academic Support Pro~’mn Nr Student-Athletes 

Loud~nnilk Center Nr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Ca~pus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC ~7~99I T (919) 962-~237 

V (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbeflael@email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 4:36 PM 

Su~n Ma]oy (sbmaloy@ uncaa.uuc.edu) 

GI ,A Training 

Susan, can you be available for at least the welcome and introductions on Monday, August 13th, 9:30 - 107 If you can stick around for all the training sessions that 

day, I think that would be great, but I’d at least like to have you at the beginning. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University ofNo(th Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         [ F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu >; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:59 PM 

~appstate.edu; @bellsouth.net @chccs.k12.nc.us; 

~eagles.nccu.edu; @email.unc.edu>; 

~em ail.unc.edu >; ~em ail.u nc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu; 

@emaikunc.edu>; @email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com;. 

@gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu > 

@[ive.unc.edu >; 

@unc.edu >; ~unc.edu; 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tutor Training - 

@com cast.net; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@em ail.u nc.edu >; _bern ail.u nc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; @gmaii.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

~hotmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu >; ~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >. @live.u nc.edu >; 

@nc.rr.com; @unc.edu; 

@unc.edu; Dyahoo.com; @yahoo.corn 

Hello All, 

Thank you all for getting back to me with your availability to tutor with us this Fall. Please plan to attend our 2-day Training sessions on Monday, 

and Tuesday,          from 6:30pm-8:30pm on the 3rd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. All tutors must be trained before you may be 

permitted to work with our student-athletes. Please RSVP and let me know if you are able to attend. I~ d like to know how many folks to prepare for. If you 

are unable to attend, you will be required to come by my office to review a video of the material that was covered during training. 

ALL TUTORS AND MONITORS NEW THIS FALL, please plan to meet at 6:00pm on Monday,          (also on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk) for a 30 minute 

session with Tracy Harris, our HR representative who will be on site prior to the large group meeting to take care of all outstanding paperwork. Please bring 

(official copies) a driver,s license, SSN# or Passport, and a voided check. 

I look forward to meeting everyone. Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:04 PM 

Dem ail.unc.edu >; @em ail.u nc.edu; @em ail.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; @gmail.com; @gmaiLcom; 

@hotmail.com; @nc.rr.com; Crosby, Kathleen <kathleen.crosby@unc.edu> 

Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Supplemental Tutor Training 

Dear Writing Tutors, 

To complement your training next week and facilitate further training in the future, we have created an online training component through Sakai. To enroll you in 

the training site, we need you to ema~l us your Onyen as soon as possible. After we have your Onyen and enroll you, you w~l~ be aMe to access the s~te by ~oggh~g on 

to Sak~ and clk:ldng on ~:he E] ASPA Training      [2 tab. 

We believe the o~line compone~t wili provide tt~tors a~d [k~[~-tiPae staff a venue to improve our pedagogy, share ideas, and ask question, s. We will also post 

readings~ assessmen[s~ and discussion t:orums for you to complete. You witl be paid your regular rate ]:or dine spent on required online activities. 

The t:irs[ reading and acdvity should be completed prior to training on_            First, you will need to read [he short article attached, Then~ visi[ the Sakai site and 

click the ]Tests and QuizzesG link on the left. Next complete the assessment titled ~ Minimalist Tutoring~ You will not be graded, but we expect you to respond 

to t:he questions thoughl:fully. After you complet:e the assessmenL visit: the E] ForumsZI sect:ion, where you will see the topic E] Minimalist Tutoring E] Respond to the 

questk)n, and check back regularly to read your fellow l:utorsE~ responses 

Again, we believe th e Sa kai site will provid e mea n ingful opport:u nit:ies for training a n d [~:~r sha ring id ea s. We look [~:~rwa rd to your responses, a n d we a ppr eciate you r 

participation, 

Sincerely, 

Susan and Bradley 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Traininq 

Let’s Lea rn... 

Remember an important event that happened to you with learning/reading/writing in school, any level. 

o What is special about this event to you? 

o What did you learn about yourself as a learner/reader/writer because of this event? 

1-on-1 tutoring/small group sessions 
¯ Some of our most at-risk student-athletes 
¯ "Negative" educational experiences, negative labels 

¯ Lack of academic confidence, or over confidence 
¯ Combination of fear and motivation 
¯ Good habits are not intuitive 
¯ Need academic role models to demonstrate good academic behavior, help change behavior 

¯ Share your struggles 

¯ Creativity to learn content 

¯ Keep them engaged, participate with them 

¯ To start, you can not just sit and say ’do it’ 

¯ Know their syllabus 

¯ Small attainable tasks, set up for success not failure 

¯ Give them tasks between sessions 
¯ Make links to ’real’ life, make links between chapters 

Drop-in/large group review sessions 
¯ More independent student-athletes 

¯ "Positive" educational experiences 

¯ Better grasp of habits necessary for academic success 

¯ Grades may not match previous experience in high school 

¯ Better grasp of connection between lectures, readings, and assignments 

¯ Need to come with questions 

¯ Engage students in the session to help each other connect to course material and to one 

another 

General Comments 
¯ Explain what you can bring to the table 

¯ Feedback is critical, please include details and specifics of your session 

¯ Diagnostician, understand your students 

¯ Balance between your plan and the students’ plan 

¯ Foster a strong academic relationship, help shed the label 

"1 CAN NOT CHANGE YOU, BUT I CAN EMPOWER YOU TO CHANGE YOURSELF" 
--Dr. Leigh Hall, Professor, UNC School of Education 



STRATEGIES 
VISUAL AUDITORY A TTENTION 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Study Table Monitor Training 

Your Role: 

-- To serve as an "authoritative and assistive" presence in the building during study table hours 

-- Uphold and model positive academic behavior, what we expect of the students, we expect of you 

-- Assist students and tutors in finding room assignments 

-- Assist students and tutors in anything they need for a productive academic session 

-- Help students and tutors transition between academic sessions, go to each room at 10 min to the hour, 

give a 5 minute warning-- Sessions should start transitioning at 5 min to the hour 

-- Help eliminate any behavior that disturbs or disrupts the learning of another person like loud music, cell 

phones, walking around and interrupting sessions, excessive/loud talking, non-academic websites 

-- Help eliminate the use of music, cell phones, and non-academic websites during academic sessions 

(Sleeping, Facebook, phones, music, etc ARE NOT ALLOWED IN TUTOR SESSIONS) 

-- Work with the staff on duty--ask them for specific instructions on how you can help in their area 

-- Work together with other monitors to perform all assigned duties 

o Safety first when leaving the building! 

Handfing Issues: 

If an issue in a tutor session, just report as to not interfere with the tutor 

If you talk with a student, 2 times, and they comply, report for the evening 

If you talk with a student, 2 times, and they don’t comply, get the staff member on duty 

Football & Olympic Side Responsibifities 

-- Work in conjunction with Full Time Staff Members to 

o Get students to correct rooms and tutor sessions 

o Help with noise/speed of transition between sessions 

o Monitor sessions for disruptions 

o Monitor lounge area 

o Monitor Computer Area for any disruptions from other student-athletes 

o Communicate with staff any problems during the evening 

Tutor Needs 
Help find a student 

Help find a room 

Feedback forms 
Copies 

Supplies 

Communication Station 
Will be located above the mailboxes on the right hand side--check each night for notes or requests from staff 



Strategies J:or non-compliant students, questions you may be asked 

Won’t give you name, give you incorrect name 

Follow to tutor session and check schedule for eveninl~ 

Ask full time staff on duty 

Ask them toilet their ONE Card at front desk 

Have them pull up Connect Carolina or Facebook 

Noise/disruptive transition 

Talk to individual student, walk with them to next session 
Be visible and in a central location 

Don’t be afraid to address issues and talk with the students 

You ask a student to leave and they won’t 

Get the Staff on Duty to assist you 

Can I log-out my teammate 
NO 

I forgot to sign out earlier 

Help the student, but please make a note in your report 

A student didn’t sign out in the notebook 

Make a note in your report 

Can I go to Subway before my next session? 
Sure, but you have to Io1~ out and then Io1~ back in when you I~et back. 

I forgot my ONE Card, can I use my PID 

NO 

I am not logging any hours and I don’t have my ONE Card 
Please brinl~ it next time, this is a chanl~e from before, we have to collect them, hours or not. 



Monitor Checklist for Opening the Building 
For ALL classrooms, tutor rooms, lounge areas 

Open the doors 

Turn off TVs 
Straighten any tables or chairs 

For computer lab 

Restock all printers with paper 

Turn on all computers 

Make note if any computers are not working 

For entire building 

Turn on all lights 

Make sure entrances on 1St and 3rd floor are open (allen wrench in copy room) 

Front Desk Responsibilities 
Even students not logging hours, need to present their ONE Card 

***Remove Study Hours Notebook from Front Desk Counter 

Collect ONE Cards from students, log in to computer for study hours, put card into black box 

Enter hours from the Study Table Hours Notebook for the current day 

Give ONE Cards back to students, log out of the computer for study hours 

Direct students/tutors to appropriate room assignments for academic sessions, if needed 

Answer/problem solve any questions 

Make sure tutors drop off feedback forms 

NO ONE CARD, NO HOURS! Students can not just give you their PID! 

**For students who are not logging hours, please remind them to bring their ONE Card, we want to collect these, but 

understand it will be a transition for the students** 

Monitor Checklist During Operating Hours of the Building 
Continuously fill printers with paper/Change toner in printer as needed 

Monitor Checklist for Closing the Building 
For ALL classrooms, tutor rooms, lounge areas 

Make sure they are clean, discard any garbage 

Push in all chairs 

Erase all boards (unless there is a note not to erase) 
Relocate any markers to bin at front desk 

**Please note if a room is in bad shape, talk with the tutor/students using that room 

For computer lab 

Restock printers with paper 

Push in all chairs 
Recycle any leftover print jobs 

Straighten each computer station 

Shut down each computer 

For entire building 



Turn off all lights 

Turn off TVs 
Shut down computers in Classrooms 
Lock main entrance doors on 1St and 3rd floors (allen wrench in copy room) 

Turn in nightly monitor report 

Consolidate, turn in master list of tutor sessions 

HOW TO LOG-IN HOURS AT THE FRONT DESK 

User name: khancock 
Password: tarheels#1 

Click on Maroon Icon: Study Table Log-In 

Type in Student’s PID # 

Click the blue arrow 

To log student in 

Click green plus sign next to time boxes 

To log student out 

Click red X next to time boxes 

Exit the screen by clicking the circled red X at the bottom of the screen 

To check cumulative hours for the week 
Type in PID, click blue arrow 

In dates (bottom of box)---make date range from Saturday to Saturday for the 

week, to capture all the time 

Click Time Logged 

To transfer hours from Study Table Hours Notebook to Database 

Type in PID, click blue arrow 

Type in times in appropriate boxes 

YOU MUST use O0:OOam or O0:OOpm format, if not you will get an error message 

Tab through or click in boxes 



When done, click circled red X at the bottom of the box 

Day/Date: 

Monitor Staff on Duty: 

Positives of the Evening:. 

Issues or Concerns of the Evening: 

Additional Comments: 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Nigh tly Monitor Report 





Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Study Table Monitor Training 

Your Role: 

-- To serve as an "authoritative and assistive" presence in the building during study table hours 

-- Uphold and model positive academic behavior, what we expect of the students, we expect of you 

-- Assist students and tutors in finding room assignments 

-- Assist students and tutors in anything they need for a productive academic session 

-- Help students and tutors transition between academic sessions, go to each room at 10 min to the hour, 

give a 5 minute warning-- Sessions should start transitioning at 5 min to the hour 

-- Help eliminate any behavior that disturbs or disrupts the learning of another person like loud music, cell 

phones, walking around and interrupting sessions, excessive/loud talking, non-academic websites 

-- Help eliminate the use of music, cell phones, and non-academic websites during academic sessions 

(Sleeping, Facebook, phones, music, etc ARE NOT ALLOWED IN TUTOR SESSIONS) 

-- Work with the staff on duty--ask them for specific instructions on how you can help in their area 

-- Work together with other monitors to perform all assigned duties 

o Safety first when leaving the building! 

Handfing Issues: 

If an issue in a tutor session, just report as to not interfere with the tutor 

If you talk with a student, 2 times, and they comply, report for the evening 

If you talk with a student, 2 times, and they don’t comply, get the staff member on duty 

Football & Olympic Side Responsibifities 

-- Work in conjunction with Full Time Staff Members to 

o Get students to correct rooms and tutor sessions 

o Help with noise/speed of transition between sessions 

o Monitor sessions for disruptions 

o Monitor lounge area 

o Monitor Computer Area for any disruptions from other student-athletes 

o Communicate with staff any problems during the evening 

Tutor Needs 
Help find a student 

Help find a room 

Feedback forms 
Copies 

Supplies 

Communication Station 
Will be located above the mailboxes on the right hand side--check each night for notes or requests from staff 



Strategies J:or non-compliant students, questions you may be asked 

Won’t give you name, give you incorrect name 

Follow to tutor session and check schedule for eveninl~ 

Ask full time staff on duty 

Ask them toilet their ONE Card at front desk 

Have them pull up Connect Carolina or Facebook 

Noise/disruptive transition 
Talk to individual student, walk with them to next session 
Be visible and in a central location 
Don’t be afraid to address issues and talk with the students 

You ask a student to leave and they won’t 

Get the Staff on Duty to assist you 

Can I log-out my teammate 
NO 

I forgot to sign out earlier 

Help the student, but please make a note in your report 

A student didn’t sign out in the notebook 

Make a note in your report 

Can I go to Subway before my next session? 
Sure, but you have to Io1~ out and then Io1~ back in when you I~et back. 

I forgot my ONE Card, can I use my PID 

NO 

I am not logging any hours and I don’t have my ONE Card 
Please brinl~ it next time, this is a chanl~e from before, we have to collect them, hours or not. 



Monitor Checklist for Opening the Building 

For ALL classrooms, tutor rooms, lounge areas 

Open the doors 

Turn off TVs 

Straighten any tables or chairs 

For computer lab 

Restock all printers with paper 

Turn on all computers 

Make note if any computers are not working 

For entire building 

Turn on all lights 

Make sure entrances on 1St and 3rd floor are open (allen wrench in copy room) 

Front Desk Responsibilities 

Even students not logging hours, need to present their ONE Card 

***Remove Study Hours Notebook from Front Desk Counter 

Collect ONE Cards from students, log in to computer for study hours, put card into black box 

(do not collect Football One Cards if they are attending study table. Only collect Football One Cards who are 

recording hours. Ask Football Staff if any questions) 

Enter hours from the Study Table Hours Notebook for the current day 

Give ONE Cards back to students, log out of the computer for study hours 

Direct students/tutors to appropriate room assignments for academic sessions, if needed 

Answer/problem solve any questions 

Make sure tutors drop off feedback forms 

NO ONE CARD, NO HOURS! Students can not just give you their PID! 

**For students who are not logging hours, please remind them to bring their ONE Card, we want to collect these, but 

understand it will be a transition for the students** 

Monitor Checklist During Operating Hours of the Building 

Continuously fill printers with paper/Change toner in printer as needed 

Monitor Checklist for Closing the Building 

For ALL classrooms, tutor rooms, lounge areas 

Make sure they are clean, discard any garbage 

Push in all chairs 

Erase all boards (unless there is a note not to erase) 

Relocate any markers to bin at front desk 

**Please note if a room is in bad shape, talk with the tutor/students using that room 

For computer lab 

Restock printers with paper 

Push in all chairs 

Recycle any leftover print jobs 

Straighten each computer station 

Shut down each computer 

For entire building 



Turn off all lights 

Turn off TVs 

Shut down computers in Classrooms 

Lock main entrance doors on 1St and 3rd floors (allen wrench in copy room) 

Turn in nightly monitor report 

Consolidate, turn in master list of tutor sessions 

HOW TO LOG-IN HOURS AT THE FRONT DESK 

User name: khancock 
Password: tarheels#1 

Click on Maroon Icon: Study Table Log-In 

Type in Student’s PID # 

Click the blue arrow 

To log student in 

Click green plus sign next to time boxes 

To log student out 

Click red X next to time boxes 

Exit the screen by clicking the circled red X at the bottom of the screen 

To check cumulative hours for the week 
Type in PID, click blue arrow 

In dates (bottom of box)---make date range from Saturday to Saturday for the 

week, to capture all the time 

Click Time Logged 

To transfer hours from Study Table Hours Notebook to Database 

Type in PID, click blue arrow 

Type in times in appropriate boxes 

YOU MUST use O0:OOam or O0:OOpm format, if not you will get an error message 

Tab through or click in boxes 



When done, click circled red X at the bottom of the box 

Day/Date: 

Monitor Staff on Duty: 

Positives of the Evening:. 

Issues or Concerns of the Evening: 

Additional Comments: 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Nigh tly Monitor Report 





I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:15 AM 

@bellsouth.net; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

MAKE-UP Tutor Training - View the Video 

@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu>; @unc.edu 

Hello All, 
If you are receiving this email, it means that our records show you were not in attendance for the Tutorial Training on Monday, Prior to conducting any tutor 

sessions this semester, you must come by the Academic Center to view the video, which is approximately 2 hours, You may clock in and out for your time spent viewing the 

video, I will be in the office to get you started with the video as follows for the next few days: 

Thursday until4pm 

Friday until at least 5pm 

Saturday 9am 2pm (possibly later if [ need the tirne to get schedules set up) 

Sunday depends on Saturdays productivity 

Monday 10am4pm 

Tuesday 10am 4pm 

You may come by my office at any time during those times, 

Please let me know your plan for completing this requirement before tutorin9 gets underway on Tuesday, 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:19 AM 

@email.unc.edu>; 

MAKE-UP Tutor Training - View the Video 

@email.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; @nc.rr.com 

Hello All, 

[f you are receiving this email, it means that our records show you were not in attendance for the Tutorial Training on Tuesday,          Prior to conducting any tutor 

sessions this semester, you must come by the Academic Center to view the video, which is approximately 2 hours. You may clock in and out for your time spent viewing the 

video. [ will be in the office to get you started with the video as follows for the next few days: 

Thursday until4pm 

Friday until at least5pm 

Saturday 9am 2pm (possibly later if I need the time to get schedules set up) 

Sunday depends on Saturdays productivity 

Monday lOam4pm 

Tuesday lOam4pm 

You may come by my office at any time during those times. 

Please let me know your plan for completing this requirement before tutoring gets underway on Tuesday, 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               11:28 AM 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us;        @chccs.kl2.nc.us; 

_ @gmail.com; 
@yahoo.com 

MAKE-UP Tutor Training - View the Video 

~[ive.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

Hello All, 

If you are receiving this email, it means that our records show you were not in attendance for the Tutorial Training on Monday,         or Tuesday,          Prior to 

conducting any tutor sessions this semester, you must come by the Academic Center to view the video, which is approximately 4 hours. You may clock in and out for your th’ne 

spent viewing the video. If you need to break it up and come two different days, that is ok too. I will be in the office to get you started with the video as follows for the next 

few days: 

Thursday, until 4pm 

Friday, until at least 5pm 

Saturday, 9am 2pm (possibly later if I need the time to get schedules set up) 

Sunday, depends on Saturdays productivity 

Monday, loam 4pm 

Tuesday, lOam 4pm 

You may come by my office at any time during those times, 

Please let me know your plan for completing this requirement before tutoring gets underway on Tuesday, 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:23 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

< kathleen.crosby@u nc.edu > 

Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Meeting - ENGL Training 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@nc.rr.com; Crosby, Kathieen 

@email.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; 

Writing Tutors, 

Please join us for a meeting on Thursday,              at 2 PM At that time, the faculty teaching ENGL    will be joining us to discuss the goals and philosophy of ENGL 

and what kind of tutoring support is appropriate to provide to students enrolled in the course. 

You will be able to clock in for the duration of the meeting, if you are unavailable at that time, please let us know. Otherwise, we look forward to seeing you then. 

Thanks so cnuch, 

Susan Maloy and Brad Bethel 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria J. Obando < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 4:30 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meeting Sept. 6th - ENGI, 100 Training 

Hi, Sus~, 

I will be tmable to attend uext Thursday. I teach my ENGL 105 class at that time. 

Best, 

Maria J. Obando 

English and Comparative Literature 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

On Wed, Aug 29, 2012 at 3:23 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Writing Tutors, 

Please join us for a meeting on Thursday, September 6th, at 2 PM, At that time, the faculty teaching ENGL 100 will be joining us to discuss the goals and philosophy of 

ENGL 100 and what Idnd of tutoring support is appropriate to provide to students enrolled in the course, 

You will be able to clock in for the duration of the meeting, If you are unavailable at that time, please let us know, Otherwise, we look forward to seeing you then, 

Thanks so much, 

Susan Maloy and Brad Bethel 

919 962 9892 
919 962 8247 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,u nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 4:37 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting - ENGL Training 

Hi Susan, 

Unfortunately, I have class on Thursdays until 3:15 pm. I am happy to watch a recording of the session at a different time if need be. 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:23 PM 
To: 

~hotmail.com; ’@nc.rr.com; Crosby, Kathleen 
(::c: Bradley Bethel 
Subject: Meeting - ENGL Training 

_~gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

~Triting Tutors, 

Please join us for a meeting on Thursday,_ at 2 PM. At that time, the l?actd~ teaching ENGL will be joining us to discuss the goals and philosophy of 

ENGL    and what kind of tutoring support is appropriate to provide to students enrolled in the course. 

You will be able to clock in for the duration of the meeting. If you are unavailable at that time, please let us know. Otberwise, we look forward to seeing you then. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan Maloy m~d Brad Bethel 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Acaderuic Counselor 
L~’~’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-~62-8247 (fax) 
sbraalov(~,uncaa.unc, edu 



[::tom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crosby, Kathleen <kathleen.crosby@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:26 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting - ENGL Training 

Hi Susan, 

I am sorry--I teach at that time so I won’t be able to attend. (I teach at NCCU on a Tuesday!Thursday schedule.) 

Sorry, 
KatNeen 

ps--no problem on any schedule/appointment changes--no worries! 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:23 PM 
To: 

@hotmail.com; ~nc.rr.com; Crosby, Kathleen 
Cc: Bradley Bethel 
Subject: Meeting - ENGL Training 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

Writing Tutors, 

Please join us for a meeting ou Thursday,            , at 2 PM. At that time, the l?actdU teaching ENGL 

ENGL    and what kiud of tutoriug support is appropriate to provide to students enrolled in the course. 

will be joiuing us to discuss the goals and philosophy of 

You will be able to clock iu for the duration of the meeting. If you are uuavailable at that time, please let us know. Otherwise, we look forward to seeing you then. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan Maloy and Brad Bethel 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L,~’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbma lov@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:48 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@ancaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meeting - ENGL    Training 

I can attend at 3:30. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:16 AM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy~tmcaa.nnc.edu~ wrote: 

Hello All, 
Since it seemed as though a number of you were unable to attend the ENGI, training on Thursday at 2 PM, we have changed the time to Thursday, 

at 3:30 PM here in the Academic Center. Would that work better for everyone? Please let me know if can attend. 
Thanks so much and have a wonderful holiday weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu 

>:~> Susan Maloy          3:23 PM >:~> 

Writing Tutors, 

Please join us for a meeting on Thursday,             at 2 PIVl. At that time, the faculty teaching ENGL    roll be joining us to discuss the goals and 

philosophy of ENGL    and what kind of tutoring support is appropriate to provide to students enrolled in the conrse. 

You roll be able to clock in for the duration of the meeting. If yon are unavailable at that time, please let us know. Otherwise, we look forward to seeing 
you then. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan Maloy and Brad Bethel 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~-- 

Friday, 12:36 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Meeting        - ENGL    Training 

Hi Susan, 

3:30 works for me. Thales[ 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11 : 16 AM 
To: 

@nc rr.com; Crosby, Kathleen; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Bradley Bethel 
Subject: Re: Meeting -ENGL Training 

@gmail.com; ~gmail corn; @hotmail.com; 

Hello All, 
Since it seemed as though a number of you were unable to attend the ENGL training on Thursday at 2 PM, we have changed the time to Thursday, 
Academic Center Would that work better [’or everyone? Please let me know if can attend. 

Thanks so much and have a wonderful holiday weekend. 

Susan 

at 3:30 PM here in the 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial (2oordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Ath [etes 
919-962-9892 (oftice) 
919-962-8247 
s bmaloy@uncaa unc. edu<m ailto :sbmalovfa)uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>> Susan Ma]oy 3:23 PM >>> 
Writing Tutors, 
Please join us for a meeting on Thursday, at 2 PM At that time, the faculty teaching ENGL    will be joimng us to discuss the goals and philosophy of ENGL 
kind of tutoring support is appropriate to provide to students enrolled in the course 
You will be able to clock in for the duration of the meeting If you are unavailable at that time, please let us know Otherwise, we look forward to seeing you then. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan Maloy and Brad Bethel 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto :sbmalo¥(~,tmcaa.unc.edu> 

and *vhat 



From: @nc.rr.com 

Sent: Friday, 2:11 PM 

To: Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Meeting - ENGL    Training 

Either time is OK unless I’m suddenly called to Charlotte’. 
See you then-. 

.... Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hello All, 
> Since it seemed as though a l’~Ul;qber of you were unable to attend the ENGL training on Thursday at 2 PM. ~ve have changed the time to Thursday, 
the Academic Center Would that work better for everyone? Please let me know- if can attend. 
> 

> Thanks so much and have a wonderful holiday weekend. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

> 

> Susan Maloy 
> 

> Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
> UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> 919-%2-9892 (ofiice) 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 
> 

> 

> >>> Susan Maloy 3:23 PM >>> 
> 

> Writing Tutors, 
> 

> Please join us for a meeting on Thursday, at 2 PM. At that time, the faculty teaching ENGL will be joining us to discuss the goals and philosophy of ENGL 
kind of tutoring support is approprmte to provide to students enrolled in the course. 
> 

> You will be able to clock in :[’or the duration of the meeting If you are unavailable at that time, please let us know. Otherwise, we look ~2~rward to seeing you then 
Thanks so much, 
Susan Maloy and Brad Bethel 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 

at 3:30 PM here in 

and what 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:08 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting - ENGL Training 

Good Afternoon, Susan, 

That time works for me. 

Thanks! 

From." Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 10:16 AM 
To-" 

@hotmail.com; @nc.rr.com; Crosby, Kathleen; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Bradley Bethel 
Subject-" Re: Meeting - ENGL: Training 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

ttello All, 
Since it seemed as though a number of you were nnable to attend the ENGL    training on ThursdW at 2 PM, we have changed the time to Thnrsday, 
at 3:30 PM here in the Academic Center. Would that work better for evewone? Please let me know ifcm~ attend. 
Thanks so ,nuch m~d have a wonderful holidW weekend. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~N’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 (l~’~) 
sbmalov(~uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Susan Maloy 3:23 PM >>> 

Writing Tuto~x 

Please join us for a meeting on Tlmrs&y, , at 2 PM. At that tilne, the faculty" teaching ENGL 
ENGL    and what kind oftmoring support is appropriate to provide to students enrolled in the course. 

You roll be able to clock in for the duration of the meeting. If you are unavailable at that time, please let ns know. Otherwise, we look forward to seeing you then. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan Maloy and Brad Bethel 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~,-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 
sbmalov@uncaa uric. edu 

will be joining us to discuss the goals and philosophy of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crosby, Kathleen <kathleen.crosby@unc.edu> 

Friday, _ 11:17 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting - ENGL Training 

Susan, 

I am unable to attend a TTh daytime meeting. (I am pretty much at Central from 10:30 til 4 on TTh.) I don’t know if you all are planning a MWF-timed one or not, but I have 
known          for forever if you want me to informally meet with him. (I don’t know            but I can easily introduce myself). I think they are the only ones teaching 

this semester. I do know the writing program is making a concerted effort to make    more of a consistent course regardless of who teaches it and to more closely align 
with the goals of .-that has been explained to us at WP meetings, etc. Regardless, let me know what you want me to do. 

Have a great long weekend! 
Kathleen 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:16 AM 
To: 

_~hotmail.com; @nc.rr.com; Crosby, Kathleen; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Bradley Bethel 
Subject: Re: Meeting Sept. 6th - ENGL Training 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

Hello All, 

Since it seemed as though a number of you were unable to attend the ENGL training on Thursday at 2 PM, we have chmaged the time to Thursday, 

at 3:3D PM here in the Academic Center. Would that work better for everyone? Please let me know if ca~ attend. 

Thanks so much a~d have a wonderful holiday weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
l~’ix,-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbma lov (d~,,unc aa .unc. edu 

>>> Susan Maloy         3:23 PM >>> 

Writing Tutors, 

Please join us for a meeting on Thursday, at 2 PM. At that time, the faculty teaching ENGL 

ENGL    and what kind of tutoring support is appropriate to provide to students eruolled in the course. 

will be joining us to discuss the goals and philosophy of 

You will be able to clock in for the duration of the meeting. If you are unavailable at that time, please let us know. Othen¥ise, we look fonYard to seeing you then. 

Thanks so much, 

Su~n Maloy a~d Brad Bethel 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalog(a)uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria J. Obando < @gmail.com> 

Saturday, September 1, 2012 6:13 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meeting Sept. 6th - ENGI~ 100 Training 

Hi, Susan, 

I would not prefer this time, but if the majorily can attend--go ahead and count me in. 

Thanks. 

Best, 

Maria J. Obando 
English m~d Comparative Literature 

U~five~i~ ofNortJ~ Ca~roliua-Chapel Hill 

On Fri, Aug 31, 2012 at 11:16 AIM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy(~uucaa.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

Since it seemed as though a number of you were unable to attend the ENGL 100 training on Thursday at 2 PM, we have changed the time to Thursday, September 6th 

at 3:30 I)lt/I here in the Academic Center. Would that work better for everyone? Please let me know if can attend, 

Thanks so much and have a wonderful holiday weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 

>>> Susan Maloy 8/29/2012 3:23 PM >>> 

Writing Tutors, 

Please join us for a meeting on Thursday, September 6th, at 2 PM. At that time, the faculty teaching ENGL z00 will be joining us to discuss the goals and philosophy of 

ENGL 100 and what kind of tutoring support is appropriate to provide to students enrolled in the course. 

You will be able to clock in for the duration of the meeting, If you are unavailable at that time, please let us know, Otherwise, we look forward to seeing you then, 

Thanks so much, 

Susan Maloy and Brad Bethel 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc,edu 



From: ~nc,rr.com 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: can’t make Thurs 

3:45 PM 

Hi Susan, 

and I’ll be heading to SC, so ~von’t be able to make the Thurs 
meeting re English    If it’s filmed, I’ll watch; otherwise 
talk to 
I WILL meet my work schedule (tonite and Wed nite) 
Thanks-- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@bellsouth.net~ 

Thursday, 8:20 AM 

sbmaloy@uncaa, unc.edu; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

meeting wth Jean De,ix 

Hi-I have sent Jean an ema~l to arrange a meeting during her office hours on Monday. I’ll keep you posted on the discussion and will check with her abom using old reset 

as part of prep for upcoming bio exams. Could someone check with Kelly Hogan regarding the same. 

Cheers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, :10::10 AM 

@email.unc.edu > 

BIOL Tutors Meet with Dr. Jean DeSaix 

Hi 

Dr. Jean DeSaix, Biology 101 professor, has asked to speak with our BIOL tutors to be sure we are all on the same page about how to approach homework, studying, test 
preparation, etc. Since you are working as one of our BIOL tutors, would you mind contacting her to have this discussion as soon as you can? Her emaJl address is 

idesaix@email.unc.edu. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSaix, Jean <jdesaix@email.unc.edu:, 

Thursday, l 1:21 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uucaa.unc.edu>; Woodard, Haro d < ~arold woodard@unc.e&> 

RE: Books & meet with tutors 

Thank you! I have heard from Jimmy and suggested that we might meet Friday. Would it be appropriate to ask him if he and 

come together? 

.Jean DeSaix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSaix, PhD. Master Lecturer ~n B~ol.:)gy 

Director Health Professions Advising Office 

Department of Nology Coker HaI~ CB~g280 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 919--952-1068 Home Phone 

FAX 919--962-1625 ernaH jdesa~x@emaH.uru::.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

might coordinate a time to 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat: Thursday, :10::t8 AM 
To-" DeSaix, .lean; Woodard, Harold 
$~bject-" Re: Books & meet with tutors 

Hi Dr. DeSaix, 

I spoke with our BIOL    tutor, last night about reaching out to you to discuss homework, study techniques, test preparation, etc. for your class. I believe he will 

be sending you an email today to set up a time to meet during your office hours, if possible. I do have one other individual who tutors       only one hour each week, 

I have emailed her requesting that she reach out to you as well. 

Thank you for taking the time to meet with our academic support staff on these matters. It is tremendously helpful. Please let me know if I can be of assistance in any way 

throughout the semester. Feel free to call me at any time. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard@unc.edu > 2:17 PM > > > 

Jean, 

[ will ask Susan Maloy, our new Tutorial Coordinator to contact you directly to address your concerns about support for students taking 

[ am out of town til next week, but [ have confidence that Susan will respond to your concerns appropriately.[ 

Please feel free to copy me on your correspondence. [ will be monitoring my e mail regularly. 

Take care and thank you again for your longstanding support. 

Harold 

Sent from myiPad 

On at 5:19 AM, "DeSaix, Jean" <j__d__e___s~tj_x___@__e__r_’_n_~tjJ~_L_Ln___c_:_e___d__L_[> wrote: 

Harold, 

A brief update. 

I never heard from 8rent. 

Wally set up a meeting with his 3 staff people, all of whom I had already spoken to~ I had hope to talk directly with tutors, the staff had read comments 

had written on my athh-:d:e forms and they knew my conc~-_~rns, but not knowing ~:he biology and the homework set-.up, it was less useful for tl’u-_m~ rhey 

t~-_~ll r~le ther~-_~’s iust oru-_~        tutor for all the athl~-:d:es in th~-_~ [.owderr~ill~ c~-_mter and ~ haw~ asked them to ask Mm to come see me. 

~ told Lhem that I had some problems w~th the trsve~ ietters and how they were be~n~ bandied. ~ was d~sappointed oniy to be LalMn~ w~th football. 

Jean DeSaix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

.Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D. Msster lecturer in Biology 

Director Hea~th Professions Advising Office http:iipreprofessionaladvis~ng.unc.eduipre.-health 

Department of Biology Coker Hall C8#3280 



Uf)iversity of North Carolina at Chapel }-fill NC 27599.-928{} 

Work Phone: 919-962--1058 Home Phone 

FAX 919-962--1625 email ]__d__9__s__aj__x__@_e_m_ajLu_n_c__:_e___d___u_. 

From-" Woodard, Harold 
Sent; Thursday, 10:34 AM 
To-" DeSaix, Jean 
Subject; RE: Books & meet with tutors 

{?k~od ]viorn#~g Jean~ 

Thank you w-:~ry much for <:ontacting me and for your willingness to meet with our counselors. 

~ have asked Brent B]anto~ [:o res~)ond to the ~:oncerns you raised about book orders and Wa~V Rk:hardso~ w~]i contact: you about: arranging a meetk~g 

with counselors, espedsHy those who work w~th footba]~ p~ayerm 

Take care and [haRks again. 

Harold 

From-" DeSaix, Jean 
Sent; Thursday, 7:58 AM 
To; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: FW: Books & meet with tutors 

Harokt, 

(See student email below) Many o[ my ~;tudents who had [o order boo]~s online from Student Stores dhJ not have their boo]~s ~n [~me to do last fright% 

homewod( e~ther ~ecause ore of their books was backordered aRd so the booksLore held their who~e order or ~ecause they ordered so late that they 

aren’t ready yet. Jane Student has Lhe option of canceH~Rg her order so she can walk in and buy the book o~:f the she~f. Do student athletes have thb 

option? ~ know book purchase ~s t~ghtly controlled and understand that. However, ~f th~s is a pl~ce where athletes are disadvantaged academically, we 

need to ~ook at that (whi~e others ~re busy trying to deride ~f they are advantaged~), 

Abo, I had s~x)ken ~:o Robert about my wbh ~:o mee[: with the counsebrs and tutors who work w~th any ath~e~:es, espedaHy        . who are ~n my 

biology ~:lass. Yd ~ust ~ike us a~] Lo be on [he same page about how to a~)proach homework, studying, ~:es[ ~)reparatkm, el(:. Who sbm.dd ~ ~:ontact to 

arrm~ge that? 

Thanks for being there. 

Jean DeSsix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D. Maste~ Lecture~ in Biology 

Director Hea~th Professions Advising Offk:e http://preprofessionaladvis[n~.unc.edu/pre-health 

Department of Biology Coker HuH C8#9280 

University of Nor[:h Carolina at Chapel H~IL NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 9J9.-952- ~068 Home Phon~ 

F~X 9J9.-952-~625 ems~l ]desaix@emaiLunc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

From: DeSaix, Jean 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To; 
Subject: RE: Books 

8:29 PM 

you can always go to the bookstore and buy the books directly without having to wait for them to collect your order. Fm sorry that getting your 

books has bee~ a problem. Find someo~e wi~:h a book and be sure you at least do the reading. 

Jean DeSaix 



Jean DeSaix, Ph.D. Master Lecturer in Biology 

Director Health Professions Advising Office k-[t.:t.2~ZZP.~Le..E~!Le..s.~s.~L~..r.[~v..~s...{.n.~:.u.~[~.c.~b!~E~[~[~!! 

Department of Biology Coker Hall CB#3280 

University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3280 

Work Phone: 9:19-952-:[068 Home Phone 

FAX 9:19-952-:[625 email jdesaix@email.unc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:23 PM 

To: DeSaix, Jean 
Subject: Books 

Dr. Desaix, 
My name is and I am a here at UNC. ]: am in your Tuesday and Thursday biology T ordered my books the 

first day of school through the athletic center. I was told they would be in the Student Store the next day. I went multiple times and they were not ready. This 
poses a problem as i cannot complete my      homework unless i have my books. If somehow we could workout an extension that would be great. The store 
told me they will be ready tomorrow. T look forward to meeting you this semester and in class. ]I’m looking forward to this course and the learning that comes with 
it. 

Thanks, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSaix, Jean <jdesaix@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, l 1:28 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uucaa.unc.edu>; Woodard, Haro d < ~arold woodard@unc.e&> 

RE: Books & meet with tutors 

Do the tutors have unc emait accounts that I should be using? We’ve been asked to use only unc accounts to do univ business and this seems to be an important 

place to follow the rules. 

.lean DeSaix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSaix, PhD, Master Lecturer ~n B~ol.:)gy 

Director Health Professions Advising Office 

Department of Nology Coker HaI~ CB~3280 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 919--9(~2-1068 Home Phon~ 

FAX 919--962-1625 emaH jdesa~x@emaH.unc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

From: DeSaix, Jean 
Sent: Thursday, 11:21 AM 
To: ’Susan Maloy’; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Books & meet with tutors 

Thank you! 1 have heard from 

(:o m~-:~ roger h~:_~r? 

and suggested that we might meet Friday. Would it be appropriate to ask him if he and 

Jean DeSaix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSaix, Ph.D. Mas[er Lecturer ~n B~ology 

D~rector HeMth Professions Adv~sk~g Office http:i/preprofessionaladvisin~.unc.eduipre.-health 

Department of Nology Coker Hal~ CB#32gO 

University o[ North Carolina at Chape~ Hill., NC 27599--3280 

Work Phone: 9~9-9~@-1068 Home Phone 
FAX 9~9-962--1625 ema~ J_@_9}_9~_%~_9_~g_~]_:ME~:_9_~_~. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

might coordinate a time to 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, :~0:I~8 AlVl 
To: DeSaix, Jean; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Re: Books & meet with tutors 

Hi Dr. DeSaix, 

~ spoke with our BIOL :utor, last night about reaching out to you to discuss homework, study techniques, test preparation, etc. for your class. ~ believe he will 

be sending you an email today to set up a time to meet during your office hours, if possible. ~ do have one other individual who tutors       only one hour each week, 
1 have emailed her requesting that she reach out to you as well. 

Thank you for taking the time to meet with our academic support staff on these matters, it is tremendously helpful. Please let me know if ~ can be of assistance in any way 

throughout the semester. Feel free to call me at any time. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard~__u__r_!_c__&d___u_.> 2:17 PM > > > 

Jean, 

~ will ask Susan Maloy, our new Tutorial Coordinator to contact you directly to address your concerns about support for students taking Biology. 
i am out of town til next week, but ~ have confidence that Susan will respond to your concerns appropriately.[ 

Please feel free to copy me on your correspondence. ~ will be monitoring my e mail regularly. 

Take care and thank you again for your longstanding support. 

Harold 

Sent from myiPad 

On at 5:19 AM, "DeSaix, Jean" <]desaix@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Harold, 

A brief upda[:e 



f never heard fl’om Brent, 

Walty set up a meeting with his 3 staff people, aft ol:whom I had already spoken to. I had hope to ta~k d~rectly w~th tutors~ U]e staff had read comments 

had written on my s[hiete forms and they knew my concerns, but not knowin~ the b~olo~y and the homework sebup, ~t was iess usefu~ for them. They 

tell me there’s just one b~ology tutor for all the athletes ~n the LowdermHk center and I have asked them to ask h~m to come see me. 

I told them that I had some problems w~th the travel letters m~d how they were being handled. ~ was disappointed only to be talMng w~th football. 

Jean DeSaix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D. Master Lecturer in Biology 

Director Heal~:h Profl~ss~ons Advising Office http:!!preprofessionaladvis~ns.unc~edu!p~e-health 

Deparm~ent of Biology Coker Hall 

University of Nord~ Carolina at Chape~ Hilf, NC 27599-~280 

Work Phone: 9~9--952-~068 Home Phone 

FAX 9~9--%2-~625 ems~l j~g_~_~_~_~_~_[~,~_~_~:_¢_~_~ 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

From; Woodard, Harold 
Sent; Thursday, .t0:34 AN 
To; DeSaix, Jean 
Subject: RE: Books & meet with tutors 

(~ood b!orning Jean, 

Thank you very rnuch for contac[:mg me and [or your w~llingness [:o mee[: with our counseh:~rs, 

~ have asked Brent Btanton to respond to the concerns you raised about book orders and Wa[iy Richardson will contact you about arranging a meetb~g 

with counselors, espedaHy Lhose who work w~th football players. 

Take care and thin, ks again. 

HaroM 

From: DeSaix, Jean 
Sent; Thursday, 7:58 AM 
To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject; FW: Books & meet with tutors 

Harold, 

{See studenL email below} Many of my students who had to order books online t:rorn Student Stores did noL have their books in time to do last nighL’s 

homework either because one of their books was backordered and so the bookstore held their whole order’ or because Lhey ordered so IsLe that they 

aren’t ready yet. Jane Student has the option of cancelling her order so she can walk in and buy the book off the shelf. Do student athletes have this 

option? I know book purchase ix tightly controlled and understand that~ However, if this is a place where athletes are disadvantaged academically, we 

need to look at that (while o~:hers a r~-_~ busy trying to d~-_~cide if they are advantaged 

Also, I had spoken to Rob~-’_~rt about my wish to meet with the counselors and tutors who work with any athletes, especially         who are in my 

class. I’d lust like us aft to be on the same page about how to approach homework~ sLudying, test preparation, etc. Who should I conLact to 

arrange that? 

Thanks ]:or being there. 

Jean DeSaix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSaix, Ph.D, Master ~.ecturer in Biology 

Director Health Professions Advising Office http:iipreprofessionaladvising~unc.eduipre-health 

Department of Biology Coker Hall Cg#3280 

University of North Carolina at Chapel }-Iill, NC 27599.-328{} 



Work Phone: 919-962--:1068 Home Phon~ 

FAX 919-9~2--:1625 email Ld___e___s__a_!__x____@.____e___m____a_!!_:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_. 

%%?/~?/~?/~?/~?/~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

From-" DeSaix, 3ean 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:29 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: Books 

you car~ always ~o to th~-:~ b.:_~oks~or~-:~ and buy the? b.:_~oks directly witho~t havi~g ~o wait for them to co~lect yo~r order. ~’m sorry that ~e~tin~ yo~r 

boo~s has beer~ a problem Find someor~e w~th a book and be s{~re you at least do ~:he reading, 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x~ Ph.D. Master Lec[urer in Biology 

Director Hea~th Professions Advising O~f~ce 

Department of Biology Coker Hall C~3280 

University of North Carolina at ~:hape] HHL N~: 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 9:~9-962-:[068 Home Phone 

FAX 9:~9-962-:[625 ema~l]desaix@email.unc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

From." [mailto:    (~live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" W~dnesday, 8:23 PM 
To; DeSaix, ,lean 
Subject." Books 

Dr. Desaix, 
IVly name is and ~ am a here at UNC. ]: am in your Tuesday and Thursday biology am. ~ ordered my books the 

first day of scho~)l through the athletic center. I was told they would be in the Student Store the next day. I went multiple times and they were not ready. This 
poses a problem as i cannot complete my      homework unless i have my books. If somehow we could workout an extension that would be great. The store 
told me they will be ready tomorrow. I look forward to meeting you this semester and in class. I’m looking forward to this course and the learning that comes with 
it. 

Thanks, 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12::18 PM 

@bellsouth.net> 

_~email.unc.edu > 

Meeting with Jean DeSaix 

Sounds iike Jean DeSaix would prefer to meet on Friday anytime before lpm in 302 Coker. 

any chance you would have sorne time on Friday morning to rneet Dr. DeSaix along with 

possible, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9:1_9 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

She would like to meet with the two of you together if at all 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:00 PM 

S usan Mal oy <sbmal oy@ uncaa, unc. ed u-~; 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting ruth Jean DeS~x 

~bell south.net> 

Hi Susan, 

Unfortunately I’ll be in class from 8am til 3pm on Friday. I will contact Dr. DeSaix to arrange another time. 

Thanks! 

On 12:19 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Sounds like Jean DeSaix would prefer to meet on Friday anytime before :[pm in 302 Coker. 

any chance you would have some time on Friday morning to meet Dr. DeSaix along with 
to meet with the two of you together if at all possible. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

She would like 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cheers. 

@bellsouth.net> 

Friday, 11:39 AM 

Susa~ Malay <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting with Jean DeSmx 

and I are arranging to meet Desaix ou Weds at 5pm. 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: ~bellsouth.net> 
Co: ~email.unc.edu 
Sent: Thu, 12:17:51 PM 
Subject: Meeting with Jean DeSaix 

Hi 

Sounds like Jean DeSafix would prefer to meet on Friday au,vtime before lpm in 302 Coker. 

. may chance you would have some time on Friday morning to ~neet Dr. DeSaix a]ong with 

possible. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc. edu 

She would like to meet ruth the two of you together if at all 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:05 PM 

DeSaix, Jeau <jdesaix@email.unc.edu> 

Susau Maioy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

RE: meeting 

Hi Dr. DeSaix, 

Would you be available after 5pro (around 5:;1.5) this coming Wednesday? That th’ne works for both me and 

Thank you again! 

From: DeSaix, Jean 
Sent: Friday, 8:55 AM 
To: 
Co: Susan Maloy; 
Subject: RE: meeting 
is it possible that you and could get together and find a time that works? Can I assume you two communicate fsidy regularly? 

Jean DeSa~x 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D. Master Lecturer h~ Biology 

Director Heah:h Pro[ess~ons Advising Office http:!!preprofessionaladvis[ng.unc.edu!pre-health 

Department of Biology Coker Hall Cg#3280 

University of Nord~ Carolina at Chape~ I-t~H, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 919-962-:1.068 Home Phone 

FAX919-962.-].625 erna~l ~desaix@email.unc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Sent~ ~riday, 7:26 AN 
Te= DeSaix, Jean; 
¢¢~ Susan Naloy 
Su~ject~ ~[: meeting 

I’m in the PhannD program at the School of Pha~acy. ~ do apologize for fl~r inconvenience. Meeting after 5 should work most &ys except Tuesdays, if that would be 

easier. 

Thanks again! 

On 7:12 AlVl, DeSaix, Jean <jdesaixCa)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, that would work some Mondays I have FacuIW ~-_~x~:_~cutive council sorne Mondays including this corning Monday Wha[: program are you in thai: you have so 

~T~ a ~y (:~ a sses~ 

~t wou~d be most usefLd to meet w~th you and J~mmy Grant at the same dine wMch complicates th~ngs even further. ~’m generally on campus till 6 or 6:30, so we 

could even meet at 5 many days. 
Jean Dega~x 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

JeaD DeSah4, Ph.D Master Lec:t:urer ~n Biology 

Director Hea[th ProfessRms Advising Office http:ffpreprofessionaladvis[ng.unc.edu!pre-heaith 

Department of Biology Coker Ha[~ CB#3280 

University of North Carofina at Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 919-962-:[068 Home Phone 

FAX 9J9.-962-1625 ems~l jdesaix@email.unc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Sent= Thursday, 5:00 PN 
To: DeSaix, Jean 
Subject: RE: meeting 
Hmm, I:m done with class at 4pro on Mondays; and Fm h~ class from 8am-Spin on Wednesdays. Would meeting after 4pro on Monday workP 

From: DeSaix, Jean 
Sent: Thursday, 4::tl PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: meeting 

f teach two classes on TuTh at 9:1�0 and 12:30 so arn not available before 2. 

What about Mondays and Wednesdays? 

Jean DeSaix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D. Master lecturer ~n Biology 

Director Hsa~th Professions Advising Office http:ffpreprofessionaladvis~ng.unc.eduipre-health 

Department of Bioh:~gy Coker Ha~ Cg#3280 

University of North Carohna at Chape~ killS, NC 27599-3280 



Work Phone: 919-962.-i068 Home Phone 
FAX 919-962--1625 e m a i I ]__d___e___s__aj__x___~._ _e__m___aj ]_:__u___n_c__: _e_d___u_. 

Senti Thursday, 4:04 PM 
To= DeSaix, Jean 
Subject: 
Dear Dr. DeSaix, 

IV]y name is               and I will be tutoring Biology for the Athletic Department. Susan IVlaloy informed me that you 
would like to meet with the tutors to outline some expectations. She also told me that you would prefer to meet on 
Friday before lpm; however, I have class from 8am til 3pm. I am available on Tuesdays and Thursdays anytime before 
noon, if that is convenient for you. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSai~ Jean <jdesaix@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:31 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting 

@bell~uth.net> 

Perfect, here in 302 Coker at 5:I5. If I’m not here, I’lf be here momentarily. I have a 4-5 meeting in Wilson I-tsl~ next door. 

Jea~ DeSa~x 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jearl DeSai’,<, Ph,D Master Lec:~:t~rer in Bioh:~gy 

Director HeaRh Profes@:ms Advising Office http:iipreprofessionaladvising.unc.edu!pre-health 

Department of Biology Coker Ha~ CB#3280 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 919-962-:[068 Home Phone 

F~X 919.-9{52-1(~25 en~ai~ ]desaix@en~aiLtmc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

F~m: 
Sent: Friday,, 1:05 PN 
To: DeSaix, Jean 
Ce: Susan Naloy; 
~ubj~t: RE: meeting 

Hi Dr. DeSaix, 

Wou~d you be awiJabIe after Spin (around 5:15) th~s coming Wednesday7 That throe works for both me and 

Thank Vot~ again! 

From: DeSaix, Jean 
Sent: Friday. 8:55 AM 
To: 
Co: Susan Maloy; 
Subject: RE: meeting 
is it possible that you and could get together and find a time that works? Can I assume you two communicate fairly regularly? 

Jean DeSa~x 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D. Master Lecturer h~ Biology 

Director Health Professions Advising Office 

Depar[ment of Biology Coker Hall Cg#3280 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 91%962-:1.068 Home Phone 

FAX919-962.-].625 erna~l idesaix@emaiLunc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

8e~t~ ~riday, 7:26 AM 
To= DeSaix, ]ean~ 
¢¢~ Susan Maloy 
$~ject~ RE: meeting 

I’m in the PhannD program at the School of Pha~acy. I do apologize for fl~r inconvenience. Meeting after 5 should work most ~ys except Tuesdays, if that would be 

easier. 

Thanks again! 

On 7:12 AlVl, DeSaix, 3ean <jdesaix@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, that would work some Mondays. I have Faculty executive council some Mondays including this coming Monday~ What program are you in that you have so 

~g~a [~y cla sses~ 

f[: wouk~ be most ~sefu~ ~o nlee~ w~th you and a~ ~:he same ~:~me whk:h com~)Hcal:es l:hh~gs ew~m fur~:her, ~’m generally on campus till 6 or 6:30, so we 

could even meet at 5 many days. 

Jean DeSa~x 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean I:}eSai’,<, Ph,D Master Le(:~:~rer in gioh:~gy 

Director HeaRh ~Yofes@:ms Advising Office http:ilpreprofessionaladvisinB.unc.edu!pre-health 

Department of Biology Coker Ha~ CB#3280 

University of North CsroIina at ChapeI H~I~, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 919-962<[068 Home Phone 

FAX 919-962<[625 ema~l jdesaix@emaiLunc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Se~t: Thursday, 5:00 PM 
To: DeSaix, 2ean 
S~bject: RE: meeting 
Hmm, I’m done w~th class at 4pro on Mondays; and Fm h~ class from 8am-Spin on Wednesdays. Wou~d meeting after 4pro on Monday workP 



Thanks! 

From: DeSaix, Jean 
Sent: Thursday, 4:11 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: meeting 

f tea~:h two classes on Turh at 9:]�0 ~nd _[1~_::~0 so am not available b~-_~for~-_~ 2. 

What about Mondays and Wednesdays? 

Jean DeSaix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

rJeaI~ DeSai×, Ph,D. Master ~.ecturer in Biology 

Director Health Professions Advisin8 Office http:iipreprofessionaladvisinF~.unc.edu!pre-health 

[)~-_~partment of Bi.:_~loBy Coker Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 919-962--1068 Home Phone 

FAXg:lg-962-:[625 email jdesaix@email.unc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Sent: Thursday, 4:04 PM 
To: DeSaix, Jean 
Subject: 

Dear Dr. DeSaix, 

My name is               and I will be tutoring Biology for the Athletic Department. Susan IVlaloy informed me that you 
would like to meet with tl~e tutors to outline some expectations. She also told me that you would prefer to meet on 
Friday before lpm; however, I have class from 8am til 3pm. I am available on Tuesdays and Thursdays anytime before 
noon, if that is convenient for you. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 

11/1/2012 3:40:57 PM 

Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

RE: Training Materials on Sakai 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

The presentations and articles are attached, Let me know if you need anything else, 

Bradley R.Ho Bethel I Reading and Writing Spedalist 

University of North Carolina at: Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962--2237 

I F {919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@ unc.edu 

From= Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, November 01, 2012 10:10 AM 

To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject= RE: Training Materials on Sakai 

Great! Thank you. 

> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" < bbethel @email.unc.edu > 11/1/2012 8:18 AM > > > 

get these to you today° 

Bradley R,Ho Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962--2237 

I F (9.l.9} 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@ unc.edu 



From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 6:02 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Training Materials on Sakai 

Brad, 

! need to collect all training materials that we used in Fall for training our GLAs and Writing Tutors. Can you help me pull 

down the actual materials off of Sakai? lit is difficult for me to tell on Sakai what information was actually used. ]~n 

addition, do you have any power points that you may have used in your GLA training that you could provide to me as 

well? I don’t know if the guest speakers left any of their power points with you or not. But I would like to have this as 

well, if possible. All of this info is needed to provide to the NCAA in our Probation Report. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

9~L9-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloyCcbuncaa.u nc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Thnrsday, November 1, 2012 2:23 PM 

Sumn Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

RE: Training MateriaJs on Sako~ 

Yes. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel i Reading and Writing SpedaMt 

U nive~il), of No~h Ca’olh~a at Chapel 1till 

Academic Support Program fbr Studea~-Athletes 

Loudermi~k Cente~ %r Excdlenee 

344 Ridge Rd. C~m~pus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 T ~919) 962-2237 

C             I F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.beff~el@tmc.edu 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 0:[, 20:[2 2::[7 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Training Materials on Sakai 

Thanks Brad. I’m assuming the 1st for PDFs were for GLAs and the last 2 articles were for Writing Tutors and GLAs. Is that accurate? 

Susan 

> > > "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <_b__b__~_t_[Le_[@__e_£ka_j_[:_u__r_!__c_&d___u_.> 11/1/2012 11:40 AM > > > 

The presenLations and articles are attached~ Let rne know if you need anything else. 

Bradley R.H, Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 

1 JnJ vendty ~[ Norfl~ (. aro~na at Ch@el 

Academic Support Program 15r Student-Athletes 

Loudema~lk Center Jb~ Ex:eeffence 

344 Ridge Rd. ~ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hfll~ NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

I F (919) 962-$247 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 0:[, 20:[2 :[0::[0 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Training Materials on Sakai 

Great! Thank you. 

> > > "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu > 11/1/2012 8:18 AM > > > 

get these to you today. 

Bradiley Roll, Be~he~ [ Reading and \Vrffing Spedalis~ 
University of North Caa>Ima at Chapel Hill 
Academie Support P~ogram tbr Smdenb-Atl]letes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. Campus Box 3107 

Ch@el Hill., NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-.2237 
C          I F (919) 9d2-8247 
brMley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 20:[2 6:02 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Training Materials on Sakai 

Brad, 
I need to collect all training materials that we used in Fall for training our GLAs and Writing Tutors. Can you help me pull down the actual materials off of Sakai? It is difficult 

for me to tell on Sakai what information was actually used. In addition, do you have any power points that you may have used in your GLA training that you could provide to 

me as well? I don’t know if the guest speakers left any of their power points with you or not. But I would like to have this as well, if possible. All of this info is needed to 

provide to the NCAA in our Probation Report. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:00 PM 

@bellsouth.net; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; Demail.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@small.tom; @small.corn; 

@gmail.com;            ~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com;      @hotmail.com; 

@em ail.unc.edu >; ~em ail.u nc.edu >; 

@em ail.u nc.edu; @em ail.u nc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; @ernail.unc.edu; 

@ em ail.u nc.ed u >;      @em ai I.u nc.edu; 

@gmail.com;           @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com;           @hotmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; ~@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; Ca) live.unc.edu >; 

@nc.rr.com;           @orange.k12.nc.us;      @unc.edu; 

@unc.edu;             @yahoo.com;          @yahoo.corn 

Tutor Training - @ 6-8pm 

~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

,@live.unc.edu >; 

@msn.com 

@unc.edu>; 

Hello All and Happy 

[ hope you all had a wonderful holiday break and are ready to get started tutoring for the Spring term. ] believe [ have heard from a majority of you, but please let me know 

your availability this Spring if you have not done so already. 

]just wanted to remind everyone that we will be kicking off this semester with an education!training~ session on Wednesday,            from 6-8pm on the 3rd floor of 
I.oudermilk We will be featuring a guest presenter from the School of Education. Official start dates for the semester and general business will also be covered at this time. 

As always, you will be compensated for your participation in required training sessions. Please let me know if you will be unable to attend. 
Look forward to seeing everyone this week. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Stl san Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(Google Drive) < ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 11:57 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Athletic TutoiJng Program (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 

i’ve shared an item with you, 

,~ Athletic Tutoring Progr~am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:14 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr>; 

RE: Possible TraAning 

@gmaS~l .com 

Susan, 

I have touched base with and and I am happy to lend a hand in this extremely critical area of need! 

I’m sure we’ll be connecting with this soon, but count me in as it develops. 
Thanks so much for the opportunity! 

School Psychology PhD Program 
School of Education 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,               7:27 plVl 
To:          @gmail.com; 
Subject: Possible Training 

Hi and 

I wanted to let you know that I have been meeting with one of your classmates, about possibly conducting a training session for all of our tutors this 

semester (possibly the end of      ). She will be reaching out to each of you to see if you would be willing to help. At this stage of the term, we may only offer 

one session. We thought about the topic of Problem Solving particularly as it relates to the time period one month prior to exams. I am assuming you both will be 

attending the presentation that Brad has arranged next Wednesday. is planning to attend as well. Perhaps we can all meet briefly after that. Any help that 

you can provide would be great. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

@gmail.com] 

7:03:10 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)]; 

@gmail.com]; @gmail.com]; 

Beth Bridget [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu]; Walh/Richardson [wricha@uncaa.unc.edu]; 

Presentation - Great Expectations 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

@gmail.com];. 

_~hotmail.com]; 

@yahoo.com 

Hello Everyone, 

Nice seeing you all today! 

Attached please find powerpoint from today’s presentation. 

Thanks, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Wed, at 1:.59 PM 

Subject: presentation 

To: @gmail.com 

Educational Psychology 

School of ~:.ducal:ion 

University oI: No~":,’:~’,, Caroii,,,"~a., Chapel 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Betl~el <bbethel@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 11, 2013 2:32 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Training Textbx~ok 

h ttp :/!www. p e a rson high e re d.co m!e d u ca to r!p rod u ct!Training-G u id e-fo r-Coil e ge-Tutors-a n d-P e e r-E d u cators-A!9780:137:l.45089.page 
Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading a~d Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center tbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 8:55 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Power Point - Tutor Trainiug 

- Tutoring Fiudl.ppt 

Updated Version 

Happy Break! 

School Psychology PhD Program 
School of Education 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloyC_c~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 7:02 PM 
To= 
Subject= Power Point - Tutor Training 

Thanks again. Here is the Power Point that you were working with today. 
I look forward to hearing back from you. 
Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordiuator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Karen Neff @gmail.com] 

4/3/2013 3:15:48 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Training Topics 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Susan, 

Attached is a menu of training topics along with some resources I have used in the past. I also attached several presentations that 

were developed before I was at USC; I did not develop them and I have not checked them for quality, but they may still be helpful to 

you. The first seven attachments I helped develop. I would do the reading strategies presentation differently if I did it again. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 

C: 

@gmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff ~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 11:46 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Initial Tutor Training/Orientation 

Tutor Orientation Packet.doc:~ Tutor Orientation Quiz.docx 

Hi Susan, 

I found a full version of our rotor orientation (initial training). It is the make-up video that we used for tutors who were hired late or missed orientation. We did a few 

more interactive pieces when it was in person and held a snack break in the middle. There is audio and it takes about 2 hours if you wm~t to watch it from beginning to 

end. The file is too large for me to send it to you, so I will need to transfer it to you via a flash drive. 

I did attach a list that includes all of the information given to our tators at orientation. All of the agreements are in the back of the tutor manual, which I already sent you. 

I mn not sure I have the others, just the Tutor Orientation Quiz. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Saturday, 4:14 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Crosby, Kathleen <kathleen.crosby@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; ~orange.k12.nc.us; @emml.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; ~email.unc.edtr~; @chccs.k12.nc.us: @chccs.kl2.nc.us; 

@email.unc.edu>; ~z)gmail.com; ~z)gmail.com; @g~nail.co~n; @gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~hotm~fil.com; 

~)live.unc.edu> 

Tra]ning Session Sunday at 6pm 

Hello All, 
As we get the tutoring program underway for SSII, we would like to conduct a training session on Sunday at 6pm in Room 2406 to discuss changes and 
objectives for this summer session. I apologize for the late notice, but do hope you can all make it. We will do our best to keep this session to an hour in length. 
Thanks to everyone for your continued service within our tutorial program. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~i~ uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:33 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 5th floor contErence room tbr Tutor training August 20-2 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hilton, Nathan Scott" <nhilton,~);email.unc.edu> 

Date: July 18, 2013, 1:21:34 PM EDT 

To: "Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbrog@email.unc.ed~> 

Subject: RE: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor n’aining August 20-21 

If they just need chairs, we should have 100 and be good to go there. Podium and wireless mic is also no problem. However, the stage will be used on 

t h~-_~ CC so it will not be availaM~:_~. And for [uture re[erence, as a genera~ ru~e [ try no~: to move ~:he s~:age oil the :_~ " floor becau~e ~t ~s so d~[fic:ult to get 

on and o[:f of the elevator. 

] have you down on the calendar for the 20[h and 2Is~ on the 5th f~oor from 5:30-9:00, lO0 cha *s, wh*eless m~c and podk~m. ~ w~ll most ~kely have you 
set up on the south side of the 

Na~:e 
Nate Hilton 

~C AtNefic DeNment 
Building Envimmnent Tec~cian 

Loude~ilk Center tbr Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

Fmm~ Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent~ Thursday, July 18, 2013 ~1:47 
T~ H~ton, Nathan 
$ubje¢t~ Re: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor tra~nin9 August 20-21 
If they could #ease get 100 chairs that would be great, ff you can’t please let me know the Max that ~s availaMe. If we couM get the stage, podium and 
w~reless mics along with a table to put a projector on. Yes please put them down for the 5th floor on August 20th and 2~ from 5:30pro - 9:00pro. Thank 
you for all your help. 

Nate 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju118, 2013, at 11:23 AM, "Hilton, Nathan Scott" <nhilton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The floor looks open for those 2 days, but since we will have other things going on in the building I don’t know how many chairs and 

tables we will have to use up there. How many would you need up there? And would you ~ike me to reserve that floor for those 2 nights? 

Nate Hilton 

[~C Aflalefic DeN(tment 

BuilN~N Envim~ent Tecl~cian 

Loude~milk Center for Excellence 

WoN (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

F~m: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent= Thursday, July 18, 2013 ll:20 AN 

To= Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 
Subje¢t= RE: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor training August 20-2~ 

QuestRm (:oukJ they use the [~tl-~ f~oor o[~ Augus[ 20th--21st [¢om S:30pm -9:00pro [or tutor l:rak~[lg? P~ease le[: me know 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Fmm~ Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 
Sent= Thursday, July 18, 2013 10:11 AM 
To= Yarbrough, Na~ 
Subject= RE: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor training August 20-21 

The 22r~d ~s booked as well For that week, the I9~t~ and 2Is~ are [he only open dales. 

Nate HJJton 

UNC Atldeflc De~gment 

BuilNng Envim~ent Tec~cian 

Loude~Jlk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

F~m~ Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent= Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:43 AM 

To= Hilton, Nathan Sco@ 



Subject: FW: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor training August 20-21 

Note, 

Just talked to Susam August 2I would be great to have us down for the use of the 3:d floor with all the items ~ had mentioned ~n the 

previous ema~l for set up and time. Do you think the 3rd floor wou~d be a~a~laMe on the 22nd ? same th-ne and set up as the 2[].st, Please 

~et me know~ 

Note Y. 

~= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Wednesday, July ~7, 20~3 8:08 AN 
To= Yarbrough, Note 
$~bject= RE: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor training August 20-2~ 

Can you check on the 22nd please? 

~= Yarbrough, Note 
Sent= Tuesday, July ~6, 2013 5:50 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bject= Ewd: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor training August 

Let me know what you would like to do.. 

Note Yarbrough 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hilton, Nathan Scott" <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Date: July 16, 2013, 2:04:06 PM EDT 

To: "Yarbrough, Note" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor training August 20-21 

Just looked at the calendar, and only Aug. 21~t is available out of those 2 dates~ I can put you down for the 2:[st t:or now it: you 

would like’.." Otherwise, let rne know how you would like to proceed. 

Thanks, 

Nate t tilton 

UNC Athletic Department 

Building Environment Technician 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919)962-4316 

Cell 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent: Tuesday, July :16, 2013 :~2:21 PM 

To: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Subject: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor training August 20-21 

Note, 

Susan Mafoy would like to go ahead and reserve the 3:d floo~ room fo~ tutor training on August 20-2:1 from 5:30pro--- 9:00prn~ 

They would like to have round table set up like we had fast time, stage and wireless mic and a small table for the projector~ 

Not sure for how many people but I would say set up for :].00. If you have any questions please let me know. 

Th a n ks, 

Na~e 

From: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
~ent: Wednesday, July ~0, 2013 11:0~ AM 
To: Yarbrough, Note 
~ubject: RE: Ben Sheu Academic Support Employee 

Gotcha, thanks. 

-Note 

From: Yarbrough, Note 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 ll:04 AM 

To: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Subject: RE: Ben Sheu Academic Support Employee 

They were Wally~s keys 

Thanks, 

Note 

From: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 11:0~ AlVl 
To: Yarbrough, Note 
Subject: RE: Ben Sheu Academic Support Employee 

Sounds good, thanks for letting me know. Are they the keys DanDan or Niobra had? Just wondering so I can make the 

necessary changes on my key list. 

Nate Hilton 

UNC Athletic Department 

Building Environment Technician 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 10:32 AM 

To: Hilton, Nathan Scott 



Subject: Ben Sheu Academic Support Employee 

Nate, 

B~-’_m Sheu will be joinin~ the academic s~:aff arid ~ wanted ~:o let you know tha~ ~ wil~ be is~m~n~ h~m a ~et of keys. The ~ey~ 

LM-AA 
~M-AO1 

Th a n 

Nate Y 

Nate Y~lrbrough 

Office Mansger 

Academic Suppor[ Progrsm for gtuden[-A[hletes 

O-9:~9-962-9537 

C~ 

Fr~: Maloy, Susan B 
~e.t: ~ursday, June 27, 2013 ~:17 PM 
To: Yarbrough, 
Sw~je~t: RE: Ben Sheu - Computer and Access 

His T~tle ~s Assistant Tutor~a~ Coordinator. We don’t have a phone yet C~n you work on that w~th M~cheHe? ~ thh~k he ~s 

going to be in a temporary office for a ]~ttle while, so I am not sure how that wHJ worl< as far ~s ~ phone ~s concerned. But 

certain~y he needs ~o be a part of ~:he Academics Group. He wHJ probably be given an ONYEN and PID# orate he mee~:s w~th 

HE hopefu@ or~ Mor~dav, 

Thin, ks for your help~ 

Susan 

Fr~ Yarbrough, Nate 
~t~ ~ursday, ;une 27, 20~3 ~:09 PM 
T~ Maloy, Susan B 

S~je~t~ ~: Ben Sheu - Computer and Access 

Sent: ~ursday, June 27, 20~3 3:10 PM 
To: Per~, Clara A; Yarbrough, Nate 
Cc: Livers, Tom; Haloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: ~: Ben Sheu - C0mpu~r and Access 

Nate, 

~ wH~ be out of the office on vacat~o~ ~ext week so ~ am asking our group to take care of getting s computer m~d account 

s~tup for ~en Sheu. ~Me ca~ g~t Spencer’s computer rebuilt and ready for him~ P~ease let us k~ow as soo~ as he has his 

Rumber and what groups he wHi need to #e a member of, ~ am assum~n~ the academics group, 

Thank you, 

Christy 

Fr~= Yarbrough, Nate 
SeBt= ~ursday, ;une 27, 2013 2:29 PN 

Te= Suit, Chris~ H, 
$~bje~t= Fwd: Ben Sheu - Computer and Access 

Christy, 

Could you please help me with this? Thank you 

Nate 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <._s__b___n_!a__[__o_~&_@___e___m____a_!_[_.__u___n__£:__e___d_9_> 

Date: June 27, 2013, 1:09:40 PM EDT 

To: "Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Brown, Michelle" <mbrownJ@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Ben Sheu - Computer and Access 

Hi Nate, 

I know you are out and about most of the afternoon, but was hoping you could initiate communication with 

Christy or Clara to get Ben Sheu a computer and access to the H drive. His first day of work is expected to be 

Monday, July 1, and we would like to have him up and running with a computer at that time. I just checked 

Spencer’s office and the docking station is there, but no computer, so I assume Christy and staff have his old 

computer in their possession. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

Susan IVlaloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (£&’~) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 5:57 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Ass~. Leayning SpeciaJist Training Schedule 

Fall 2013 ASPSA Learniug Services Tminiug.docx 

Please see the attached schedule. As we discussed, I would like you to mttend as m~ch as possible~ 

Thank 

rvlichelle 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:06 PM 

To-" Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Training Schedule 

Michelle, l’ve attached the tentative schedule. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loude~rnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         . F (919) 962-8247 

br~dle(~.bethel@unc.eda 



=~          Monda                ~i~rsda                     Frida 

9:30- 10:30 AM 
Assistant Learning Specialist~iiiiii~ iiii~ ~,, .... " Promoting" Self-RegN!i~ed~ 

Learning Assistant"      ’==~ ~ .... "              ’=~i~i~.. 
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~==..Learnlr~i~==.Note-Tak~i~i~i~i~i~ .... 

BradleyBeth~! .... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~==.. ~i~i~yBethel ==~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ .... 

Learning Strategies" 
The Assistant Learning 

Specialists 

..... ::=.=.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ......................... ~==~t~ng S~!i~egula~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~iL.. ’~====ii~omoting Self-Regulated 
~==ii~ii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ii~iii====~ .... Lea=~i:~==..Goa~==~i~i~ting and"==~=%iiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~iiLearning: Time Management 

.... ~====ii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~ii====~==. T~==~iiii~naly~i~!!i~ii~ii====~~ .... and Environmental Structuring" Learning: Self-Reflection" 
Bradley Bethel 

"Promoting Self-Regulated 

Bradley Bethel 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Moore, Cecelia <cecelia moore@uuc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 12:36 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu~> 

ASPSA siafftmining video - Chancellor Folt’s Script 

ASPSA Orientation Video Script 2013.docx 

Hello Susan and Joy, 

attached is a revised script for the chancellor for the stafftraining I just made some changes to make it easier to read. 

Joy, I do not yet have the faculty script, so if you could get that to me I’d appreciate it 

According to Susan, we are scheduled for video taping on Wednesday, 8/7 at 4:30 in the Chancellor’s Office, 103 South Building with Ken (;lear3’. 

Thanks all[ 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 

& Historian 
O]Tice: 919-962-(D33 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 3:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ALS TraiNng 

Fall 2013 ASPSA Learning Services Trainiug.pdf 

See attached for schedule 

Bradley R. H Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         ] F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 12:08 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley I~chard 
Subject: RE: Jamie Walker 

~mail.com 

Hope this works. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bethel, Bradley I~chard 

Sent: Sunday, August 04, 2013 5:29 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Jamie Walker 

Susan, wil[ you send me Jamie Walker’s email address? Somehow I ended up *vith the wrong one for her. 

Sent from my iPad 



Ea~ 20~[3 ASPSA Lear~d~g Serv~ce~ 
August 12th, 15th~ and 16th 

Monday .... ~::::ii~ii~i~ r s d a y Friday 

Bradley Bethel 
Learning: Self-Reflection" 

Bradley Bethel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.~yahoo.coln 

Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Tutoring aaKt Training 

Susa~ I will be attending training 

Sent from Yahoo! Mail for iPhone 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

To: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu’>; 

Subject: Fall Tutoring and Training 

Sent: Tue,            8:05:02 PM 

Hello All, 

I hope you all have been having a wonderful smnmer thus far! 

As the fall semester is fast approaching, I am in the process of filling our tutorial needs for the upcoming semester. Many of yon expressed an interest in rerunning. If yon 

are interes~ted in working with oar students next semester, please reply as soon as you can with the days of the week and thnes of the day and night that you 

would be available to work (Please know that, as always, we cannot guarantee a tutor position unless the need presents itself.) Much of our tutoring will be done 
Sunday Thursday eveningsffom6:00pm-10:00pmashasbeendoneinthepast with ~me aptx~intments duringthe day time as well (according to the availability of 

the student and the tutor). 

Orientation Training will be required lbr all tutors before working wifl~ students this Fail tenn. Please maack your calendars!! And plan to attend our 2-day training 
) scheduled tbr Tuesday, and Wednesday, from 6-8pm on the 5th floor of the Loudermilk Center tbr Excellence. t lease RSVP and let me know if 

you are able to attend. I’d like to kmow how many’ folks to prepare for. If you am unable to attend, you will be required to come by my office to review a video of the 

material that was covered during training. 

On another note, I would like to introduce you to our Assis~nt Tutorial CooMinator, Ben Sheu. Ben will be assisting me this yeaac in working with all of you. Therefore, 

if you have any specific needs, please feel free to contact either one of us. We have a new email address that is accessible to both Ben and me. All correspondence 

related to tutorial services should now be sent to ASPSATutoring(~unc.edu. Please update your contacts to inclnde this new address. 

Finally, if you are still interested in working as a tutor for as, please respond to me bv Friday,, 

are no longer interested in working this semester. Thanks so mnch. I hope to hear from you soon. 

IfI do not hear from you by then, I will assume tkat you 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/AcMemic Counselor 

LFNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa>:) 

sbmaloy(ebemail, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Augnst 14, 2013 8:08 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

Escobar, Lama <lescobar@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Videoing Orientation Tra~,ning 

We have a podium mic, as well as a wireless mic system, and normally we use the wireless system. If you want to let me know when yo(a will be coming over to 

see the space, 1 will do my best to meet with you to answer any more questions or help in any wag ~ can. 

7hanks, 

Nate 

Nate Hil~n 

E~C AtNefic DeN~ent 

BuilNng Envim~t Tec~dan 

Lou&~ilk Center tbr F~xcellence 

Work (919)962-4316 

Cell 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 

Sent~ Tuesday, August 13, 2013 ll:19 PN 

Te~ Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 

~= Escobar, Laura 
Subje¢t~ ~: Videoing Orien~tion Training 

Hi Nate, 

Can you answer ks~ra’s quesdon about the speakers? 

Thank you, 

F~m~ Escobar, Laura 
Se~t~ Nonday, August 12, 20~3 3:43 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Videoing Orien~tion Training 
Hey Susan, 
Yes, I can ce~inly film both nights. ] can also edit down idle time ~ streamline the presentation. Once I see how large the file is we can determine the best way to get the 
fooNge to you. I think it will be a bit large, which is no problem at all, I can place the 2 pa~s on the J drive ~ put it on a hard drive and bring it to you ~ copy over on~ your 
computer. 
In the ne~ few days rm going to head over and check out the space. Do you know how the speakers will be presenting the material.., will they be behind a podium or use a 

wireless mic? 
Thank you[ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 20:t3 10:54 AM 
To: Escobar, Laura 
Subject: RE: Videoing Orientation Training 

"~hank you so much for reaching out to me. The training is act~ally a two part training. So it will be different on each night; therefore, we wou~d like to haue both 

evenings vR~eotaped. W~I you be aMe to edit the foo~:age ~ust to rernow? any ~d~e t~me w~th trans~:~ons of speakers, etc.? Then ~s ~t something you can p~t on a 

[~ash drive for me that ~ can u~tknate~y save on my hard dr~w? as wel~) 

~ REALLY appredate your he~p w~d~ th~s. Let me know ~f you need any details on how the evening w~l~ run ~n terms of what equipment you might need. The b~ggest 

d~ng ~s probaNy the m~crophones for speakers and beb~g aMe to catch questions from the audience. 

We can ta~k further on th~s ~f necessary~ 

Thanks again~ 

F~m= Escobar, Laura 
8ent~ Thursday, August 08, 2013 ~0:42 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ Videoing Orientation Training 
NorNng, 
This is Laura with New Media, Ken passed along your information about video taping the Orien~tion Training Program on 8/’20 and 8/2L I can ce~ainly be there both or one of 
those days. Is it a 2 pa~ program or will the material be the same both nights? Also, what would you like for me to do with the foo~ge a~r the OTP is compleX? 
Than~ so much and I look fo~ard to working with you~ 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
Warmly, 
Laura 

Laura Escobar Rothenberg 

U NC-CH Athletics 
New Nedia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 6:03 PM 

~emml.unc.edu-*; 
<kathleen.crosby@unc.edtr~; 

,~unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

,~!live.uuc.edt~-; 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@emafil.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Training for Writing Tutors 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~-~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

,~email.unc.edu-*; Crosby, Kathleen 

~gmail.com>; 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

~bemail.unc.edu:>; 

~ad.unc.edu>; 

Hi Everyone, 

We plan to add another level of training for Writing Tutors that Bradley Bethel, our Learning Specialist, will lead throughout the semester. Please plan to stay an 

extra 15 minutes on Tuesday,          to meet with Bradley to discuss the plans for this training. Additionally, please mark your calendar for the first training 

session on Friday,         from 2-4pro in the Academic Center. 

Thank you and we look forward to working with you this semester. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Angust 20, 2013 8:49 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy0 Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Writing Tutor Books 

Michelle, here is the !.!r)_.k to the book I would like to order for writing tutors. We have 16 tutors and would like to have two extra copies on hand. 

I have to apologize because I thought I read the price as $14, but it is $24. I evaluated several other texts in an attempt to find a less expensive one, but none of 

them are as good. I found one that is about half the price but far less comprehensive. I found another that is about $8 cheaper, but it’s more theoretical and much 

less practical. The one linked above is the best option for our purposes. I’m sorry it’s more expensive than I thought. Fortunately, this is a one-time purchase 

because we are only loaning them to tutors. 

Bradley R. IL Bethel I Readhag mad Writing Specialist 

University ofNo(th Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Pro~mn for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel ttill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



Orientation Training Fall Deficits 

A B 

1 Last Name First Name 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 Felicelli Frank 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 Logan Lauren 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39, 

40 Wartski Bert 

41 

C D E 

Email Phone Number Deficits 

@email.unc.edu 1st hour 8/20 

_~email.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

~unc.edu iAII 8/20 

@yahoo.com iAII 8/20 

@live.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

_~email.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

@gmail.com iAII 8/20 

@gmail.com iAII 8/20 

~gmail.com iAII 8/20 

frank.felicelli@orange.k12.nc.us iAII 8/20 

@bellsouth.net iAII 8/20 

@email.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

@live.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

@gmail.com iAII 8/20 

@unc.edu iAII 8/20 

@live.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

. @live.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

@live.unc.edu i lst hour 8/20 

@yahoo.com iAII 8/20 

@live.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

Ilogan@chccs.k12.nc.us iAII 8/20 

@live.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

@unc.edu iAII 8/20 

@gmail.com 1st hour 8/20 

@email.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

~gmail.com iAII 8/20 

@live.unc.edu iAII 8/20 

@hotmail,com iAII 8/20 

@email.unc.edu 

@gmail.com 

@email.unc.edu 

@med.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

2nd hour 8/20? 

iAII 8/20 

iAII 8/20 

iAII 8/20 

iAII 8/20 

@email.unc.edu iAII 

@live.unc.edu iAII 

@live.unc.edu iAII 

@med.unc.edu iAII 

@gmail.com iAII 

bwartski@chccs.k12.nc.us iAII 

@gmail.com iAII 

@gmail.com All 

8/20 

8/2o 
8/2o 
8/2o 
8/2o 
8/2o 
8/2o 
8/2o 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff<            ~gmail.com> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 1:34 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Survey Resulks 

Compiled Spl 3 Tutor Confideuce Survey Results.xls 

Hi Susan, 
Attached are the overall survey results. I can obviously update this report if you receive additional responses. The first page includes the overall summaU of results. 
The additional two tabs show all of the open-ended response answers. Please let me know if you have questions. 
Karen 

Karen Neff 

N.qmail.com 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:05 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~; ~gmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; @nc.rr.com; 

~live.unc.edu>; bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu-~; @gmail.com; 

~hotnraAl.com; ~ ~                  ~live.unc.edu-~; ,~unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; 

,~!oraaage.k12.nc.us; ~unc.edu>; ,~!elnail.unc.edt~,; 
,~!e~noAl.unc.edu>;            @bellsouth.net;           ~)gmail.com; 

?}live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edtt>; @chccs.kl2.nc.us; @email.unc.edu>; 

~live .unc .edu~;                       ~live .unc .edu>;                    @email .unc .edu>; 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us; @chccs.kl2.nc.us; ~uncaa.unc.edu; ~))gmail.com; ~ . 
@email .unc.edu~; ~}gmail.com; ~gmail .com; ~gmail .corn; 

@live.unc.edu>; ?}live.unc.edu>; "(}hotmail.com; 
@email.unc.edu>; ,~gmail.com; @email. unc.edu~; ~gmail .corn; 

~live.unc.edu>: ~gmaJl.com; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu>; @yahoo.com; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~z)live.unc.edu:>; ~email.m~c.edu>; 

a!hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu>; @gmail.com 

Tutofi~1 Program Ew2luation Survey - PLEASE COMPLETE!!! 

Hello All, 

Since the end of the semester is now upon us, I would like to get your thoughts and opinions about the operation of the tutorial program as well as your personal 

experiences in working with our students throughout the year. As I have mentioned numerous times in the past, your thoughts are extremely valuable to the 

growth and continued development of this program. Please take the time to complete the ’qutor Program Evaluation-          ’ survey through the link below: 

http:iiwww.su rveymonkey.com/s,     lutor Progra m Eva k~a tion 

I look forward to reviewing your remarks. 

On another note, some of you have asked about the ratings that your students gave you through the survey that they recently completed. I am happy to review 

those results with you at any time, although I would prefer to meet in person if at all possible or speak to you on the phone. Just let me know if you are interested. 

Thank you again for all of your hard work this semester and for taking the time to complete this survey. For those of you who will be moving on with your career, 

we wish you the very best!! And for those who will be returning this summer and/or fall, you will be hearing from me again (via email most likely) in the near 

future about our upcoming plans. 

Many thanks in advance once again for completing the survey through the link above. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tuk~rial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:56 AM 

@gmail.com>; 

~hotmaJl.com>; 

@gmail .corn> 

M~Joy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edtc, 

Evaluation and Pea~~ 

@gmail.com>; 

~email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com>; @gmail.com; 

Learning Assistants, 

Regarding the evaluation I asked you all to do, I don’t want you to have to come into the office this week just to drop that off. So please email your evaluations to 

Susan to give to me. Obviously, Susan will know who sent which evaluations, but I’ve asked her to keep them anonymous for me so that you can offer whatever 

feedback you feel compelled to offer. Thanks. 

Regarding the party, it will be a potluck on the at 7 PM. I’ll let you know the place soon. 

Big high fives for an awesome year! 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

[ V (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: @hotmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 3:50 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: feedback for 

Attach: feedback     doc 

Hi Susan, 

Thank you for printing this and putting it in box, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff @gmail.com~ 

Monday, June 3, 2013 1:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Pa~gram EvaJuation Results 

Pmglam Evaluation.xls 

Results of the tutors’ surveys giving feedback on the tutor program 

Karen Neff 

~gmail.com 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 

SPA TEMPORARY EMPLOYEE 

This confirms the offer of temporary employment extended to: 

With Personal Identification Number (PID#): 

Appointment Type Temporary 

Position ID: 

Hourly Pay Rate: 

With FLSA status of: Non-Exempt 

With an effective appointment date of: 

With this supervisor: 

In this department name: 

In this department number: 

In order to be employed with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a (University) Temporary Staff (SPA) Employee, 

you must agree to the following conditions of employment: 

1. I understand that any offer of employment is conditional pending the completion of the University’s required pre-employment background 

check. I understand a criminal conviction in and of itself does not disqualify me from employment at the University. I understand that in the 

event a criminal conviction record is discovered where I had not listed it on the employment application, I may be disqualified from 

employment in this position, and any other position at the University, for falsification of the employment application. I also understand that 

due to the nature of some criminal convictions, employment in certain positions at the University may be unavailable to me. I understand that 

in the event that thirty (30) calendar days have elapsed since the initiation of my criminal convictions check with the University’s Department 

of Public Safety, I may be allowed to begin work at the University with the understanding that my employment offer may be rescinded if the 

pre-employment background check when received discloses information that affects my selection. I understand that before a final decision 

would be made to rescind my appointment, I would have the opportunity to provide any exculpatory or explanatory information. 

2. I understand that, during my employment, I am required to report criminal convictions (whether misdemeanor or felony) within (5) five 

business days of the conviction or other covered criminal disposition, or at the first possible opportunity if I am incarcerated. I am required to 

report this information either to the Employee and Management Relations Department of the Office of Human Resources, or to my Supervisor 

or Department Head. I must provide to the University written documentation (for example, a written court record of the conviction or plea) 

that describes the criminal conviction(s) in question. If my position requires driving as a part of my regularly assigned duties, I am also 

required to notify the parties listed above, within the above timeframe, in the event I am found guilty of a traffic violation. I understand that a 

willful failure to report a criminal conviction under this policy or to cooperate with University authorities in regards to a reportable matter may 

subject me to disciplinary action, up to and including termination of University employment. Policy available at: 

http://hr.unc.edu/p~icies-pr~cedures-guide~ines/spa-emp~yee-p~icies/emp~yment/CCM3 025868 

3. Federal law requires each new employee to complete the "Employee Information and Verification" section of the U.S. Citizenship and 

Immigration Services (Form I-9) and to submit certain original documents for examination in order to verify and certify identification and 

employment eligibility. In compliance with N.C. law, the University verifies each individual’s legal status or authorization to work in the United 

States after hiring the individual using the Department of Homeland Security’s E-Verify Program. I understand that my employment will be 

terminated if I fail to comply with the employment authorization requirements or if it is determined that I am not authorized to work in the 
United States. 

4. State policy requires temporary staff employees to be at least 18 years of age, and State law requires the University 

to have these individuals indicate their compliance with the Federal Military Selective Service Act. Initial the appropriate response below. 

__ (initial) I certify that I am required to be and have registered with Selective Service, OR 

__ (initial) I certify that I am exempt from registering with Selective Service, OR 

__ (initial) I certify that I am required to be and have NOT registered with Selective Service. 

I understand that if l am not registered but am required to be, I MUST do so no later than 30 days from the appointment date indicated on this 

document in order to stay employed at the University. I understand that failure to comply with the registration requirement bars a person 

from State employment. 

5. I understand I am required to provide my Social Security Number so the University can satisfy its income-reporting and withholding obligations 

under North Carolina and federal laws. Unless this sentence is marked through and initialed by me, I voluntarily permit the use of my social 

security number for internal record keeping and information management operations. However, I understand I have been randomly assigned 

the personal identification number (PID) indicated on this document, which the University will use instead whenever possible. 

Employee’s Initials: Human Resources Rep Initials: 

Rev. (03-16-2011) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 1 of 2 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 

SPA TEMPORARY EMPLOYEE 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

I understand that the University requires employees to be paid by direct deposit into a bank or credit union account, and that pay stubs will be 

provided to me electronically through the University’s E-pay program. In order to satisfy this requirement, I understand I must present a 

voided check during my assigned Welcome to Carolina Orientation and complete the direct payroll deposit authorization (Form PR-8). IVlV 

signature below certifies I understand I will not receive a paycheck from the University until the appropriate payroll forms have been 

completed and submitted. 

I understand that the rules governing my work schedule, meal and break periods, time records, pay day, wage-hour status (for overtime 

purposes), and the policies covering equal employment opportunity, reporting an on-the-job injury, workplace violence, illegal drugs in the 

workplace, prohibited harassment and discrimination are available on the Office of Human Resources website, hr.unc.edu. Questions 

regarding these policies may also be addressed to the appropriate department within the Office of Human Resources using the HR Connect 

online tool, located at hrconnect.unc.edu. 

I authorize the University to withhold from my final paycheck the cost of any keys, uniforms, or other State-owned property I fail to return 

when my appointment ends. I also authorize the University to withhold from my final paycheck the amount of any other debt I owe to the 

University, subject to Wage-Hour requirements. 

I understand that I am required to comply with the University’s Department of Environment, Health and Safety (EH&S) policies and procedures 

regarding vaccinations, medical surveillance or other required safety training within the first 10 days of my employment. I further understand 

that if my position places me in a healthcare environment or if my duties involve healthcare, I also must complete the items outlined in the 

"EHS Conditions of Employment" document in accordance to the time frames and frequency specified. I understand that this document will be 

provided to me by my appointing department and that if I do not receive this document and my position places me in a healthcare 

environment or my duties involve healthcare, I can find information regarding these policies and procedures on the web at: 

http://www.ehs.unc.edu/manuals/ehsmanual/docs/5appendixb.pdf or from my supervisor, my departmental Human Resources Facilitator or 

Manager, or by contacting EH&S by telephone at 919-962-5507. 

I understand that to comply with University policy, if my position’s duties include engaging in University healthcare activities, I must disclose to 

my Department Head, Dean, Division Chief, the Office of Human Resources Employee & Management Relations Division or the Chair of the 

University’s AIDS Task Force if I am currently, or later become, infected with either the HIV or the Hepatitis B viruses. 

I understand that the University follows a "Smoke Free" policy and that smoking is not allowed within :~00 feet of all University facilities, both 

on and off campus. I also understand that smoking in state-owned vehicles is also prohibited. 

I understand that the only employee benefit programs in which I am eligible to participate are the voluntary 403(b) supplemental retirement 

and/or U.S. savings bonds programs. 

I understand that my appointment is for a period of twelve calendar months or less, if retained, from the date of my first work day at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (University) and that if I work for the University for :~500 hours or more within a :~2-month period, 

my appointment must be terminated (effective no later than the last day of that :~2-month period). I understand that I will not be eligible to 

be re-hired by the University in a temporary appointment, through a temporary agency or as an independent contractor, for a minimum 

period of 31 days after the date my appointment was terminated. 

__ (initials) For retirees only. I understand that State policy allows me, as a retiree, to work longer than twelve consecutive months 
regardless of the number of hours I work, and that my initials beside this condition certify that I am retired, am not available for (or seeking) 

permanent work, and have benefits (like health insurance) through my retirement plan. 

I understand that in the event that I accept a permanent position with another North Carolina state agency or with another University 

department, I must inform my hiring department and terminate my temporary appointment. 

Employee’s Signature / Date Human Resources Representative Signature / Date 

Rev. (03-16-2011) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 2 of 2 



UNC Department of Athletics 
PAYROLL DATA SHEET FOR TEMPORARY/STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 

Indicate status: ( ) Non-Student ( ) Student Date Completed: / / 

Social Security #: 

Last First Middle 

Date of Birth 

Indicate Citizenship: 

Indicate Sex: 

( ) Female 

( ) Male 

) U. S. Citizen 
) Resident Foreign National 

[Alien Registration Card I- 151 # 
) Non-Resident Foreign National 

[Temporary Visa Type/Number 

Indicate Race (Circle one): 

1 = White (European, North African, Middle Eastern) 

2 = Black (Not Hispanic) 

3 = American Indian or Alaskan Native 

4 = Asian or Pacific Islander (Far East, Southeast Asia Islands) 

5 = Hispanic (Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central American) 

Permanent Address: 
Street address 

City State Zip Code 

Telephone: (    ) 
Area code       Number 

FOR STUDENTS: ( ) Graduate ( ) Undergraduate 

School Address: 
Street address 

1 

1 

City State Zip Code 

Telephone: 
Number 

Are you currently working in another department on campus? If YES, please indicate name of 
department: 

( ) NO( ) YES 

Are you related to any UNC employee? ( ) No ( ) Yes 
If yes, indicate employee(s)’ name, relationship to you, department in which they work: 

Name Department Relationship 

In case of an emerRency, please list the name and number of someone you would want us to contact: 

NAME: TELEPHONE NUMBER: ( ) 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE HIRING SUPERVISOR I 



Athletic Department work unit: 

Start Date: Rate of Pay: 

Account Number to be charged (ex: 19030): 

Department Number: 98 

Hours Per Week: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 8:50 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Tutors 

If they are non-students they do, as well as online app. Students just need the typical paperwork. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Tutors 

Date: Wed, Jul 25, 2012 8:20 am 

Brent, 
If tutors were active in the past, perhaps took a semester off, how do we get them back on the payroll? 
check have to be done again, etc? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Does the crim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 25, 2013 12:56 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Governors Salary Increase Guidelines for Remainder of FY 
2012/2013 

Glad you got those raise requests in when you did... 

B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:l~obodv~r~otifv.anc.eda] On Behalf Of hr@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 12:48 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Governors Salary Increase Guidelines for Remainder of FY 2012/2013 

TO: Deans, Directors, Department Heads 
School!Division HR Officers 
HR Facilitators 
Business Officers 

FROM: Bruce Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost and Brenda R. 
Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

SUBJECT: Governor’s Salary Increase Guidelines for Remainder of FY 
2012/2013 

Effective immediately, the Governor has directed that any salary increases on State-appropriated funds will not be permitted to be 
processed through the remainder of the fiscal year with the exception of increases for promotions (e.g., higher faculty rank or a new 
non-faculty position with greater responsibilities), a documented temporary or permanent increase in the duties of an employee’s 
current position, or a retention situation. Increases based on equity, market rate, or employee competency adjustment (for SPA) will 
not be permitted on State-appropriated funds; salary supplements or lump sum payments will be unaffected if used to compensate non- 
permanent additional duties, administrative titles, or as part of an approved faculty special pay plan (e.g., faculty practice plans, SoM 
basic science pay plan, etc.). 
In the case of a retention-related increase, the Department Head must have reasonable knowledge that an employee is either currently 
or soon to be considered for a specific position with an outside entity, except for SPA positions where a documented offer must be in- 
hand per OSP guidelines. 

These restrictions apply to all categories of temporary and permanent employees, as well as post-doc and student employees. For the 
purpose of these guidelines, State-appropriated funds are those on accounts 2-XXXXX-1XXX. Salary increases on all other sources of 
funds (e.g., overhead/F&A, contracts and grants, trust, etc.) are not affected and may be processed per normal salary increase 
procedures. For the remainder of the fiscal year, please include a notation on the SPA Salary Recommendation Form (SRF) that 
indicates whether a proposed increase is supported by State-appropriated funds or not so that we can confirm compliance with these 
special restrictions. The EPA salary increase form already includes this information and no added notation is necessary. 

Salary increases with an effective date prior to April 1st using State-appropriated funds that are either in-process in HRIS or EPAWeb 
and/or already submitted for BOG or BOT pre-approval will be honored and may proceed. All other planned salary increases on State- 
appropriated funds not meeting one of the permitted circumstances must be either delayed or accomplished using an alternative source 
of funds. Proposed actions effective April 1st or beyond that have already been formally communicated to an employee should be 
discussed with the relevant central office HR approver. 

If you have any questions regarding these guidelines, please contact one of the following offices: 

Faculty actions: Office of the Provost - Academic Personnel; SPA actions: OHR - Classification and Compensation; EPA non-faculty 
actions: OHR - EPA Non-Faculty Human Resources 

cc: Chancellor Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Provost and Office of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Harris, Tracy U <tharris@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 2:46 PM 

Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John_Brunner@unc.edu>; Duffy, Kathy B. <kduffy@unc.edu>; Steve 
Miller <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Humphries, Sarah <shumphries@unc.edu>; 
Harris, Stacey Elaine <sharris@unc.edu>; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Temporary Prosition Requisition Form 

Temporary Position Requistion Form (RevisedApril2013).docx 

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to call our office. 

Emie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 

GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A lijb watered by the tears" of’tragedy and sujfering often becomes the mostjkrtile soiljbr 



REQUEST FOR TEMPORARY POSITION 

~ ~(Must be submitted                to Athletics HR office with all appropriate signatures) 

Date of Request: 

Position Supervisor: 

POSITION/POSTING INFORMATION 

Position type (check one category): 

Projected Start Date: 

Working Title of Position: 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

Ath. Dept. Name & Number: 

Supervisor’s PID: 

UNC-CH Student Non-student 

Requested Length of appointment: 

Requirements: (List skills, abilities and educational background required.) 

Essential skills: (skills that an applicant must possess to be considered for the position) 

Preferred skills: (recommended but not critical and can be taught.) 

Salary rate/range (must be listed in the posting): $ to $. 

Position will be charged to Account number: 

*(If funded from lapsed salary funds, must be approved by Martina Ballen in the approval section below) 

How long do you want to post this position? (Minimum period is three days) 

3 days 5 days 7 days ____ other (list number of days: ) 

Request a waiver of the posting period for the following reason (check one): 

__Hiring a retiree drawing a retirement benefit from the State of North Carolina Retirement System 

__Re-hiring an employee returning from a 31-day break into the same position previously held 

Name of retiree or employee returning from 31-day break: 

POSITION REQUEST APPROVALS 

Print Name of Requesting Supervisor Signature of Requesting Supervisor 

Print Name of Executive Staff Member Signature of Executive Staff Member 

*Business Office approval required only if funded from lapsed salary funds 

/ 

Approved to process: / 

Director - Athletics HR Services 

Ath HR -Temp Rev 04/04/2013 

Date 

Date 

Date 



* MaRina Ballen, Senior Associate Athletic Director & CFO Date 

Approved to process: 

Ath HR -Temp Rev 04/04/2013 

Director - Athletics HR Services Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 31, 2013 5:09 PM 

’Susan Maloy’ <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Active Tutors 

active tutors.xlsx 

Here you go... 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



Fl’olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email,unc 

Friday, September 20, 2013 4:36 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

rotor notes 

Things to address 
Schedules - We have added, dropped and adjusted quite a few schedules so we are sending out all the schedules again 

Feedback forms (we’re adjusting them - By Monday we hope to have them updated) 
Drop-in forms - make sure tutors are putting their names on it. Have the students put their PIDs on it when they sign in - if they don’t they won’t get any 

time logged 
Infractions- circle them on the sheet -Feedback forms should be updated 

Do your best to have legible handwriting 
Timing (try your best and stay with the 50 minutes so that your feedback forms don’t pile up to the end) 

And of course... Keep up the awesome work. We’ve heard many positive comments about them. 

We are closing in on 1400 student contacts each week! 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 91%843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:10 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

pay rates 

Susan, 
I have had this sticky note sitting on my desk from before when I was looking at it. 

Here are the pay rates that I found that were off in our tutor profiles. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu (~em~ii.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11:28 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Report form 

Loudennilk Nightly Report Fo~m.docx 

Let me know what you think. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Prosram for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~~- 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:01 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Repolt tbrm 

I look at that as: Feedback from tutors -tutors are telling our monitors "point a, b, c’~ 

Notes re~,arding tutors ---our monitors are seeing, this person come ~n ~ate every week or whateve~ e~se... 

[ guess they can be combined, 

~en Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh~atoriAcadem~c Counselor 

U N C Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt Progra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 9~9--843-2328 

Ce~h 

~tom: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 11:59 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

SubjeCt~ RE: Report form 

Looks ~ood. Just one question though. ~s there enough of a difference between "Feedback from Tutors" and "~otes Re~ardk~ T~ors" or can these be combined? 

Thanks, 

~m= Sheu, Benjamin 
8e~t~ ~onday, October 07, 20~3 ~1:28 A~ 
¯ e~ ~aloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ Repo~ form 
Let me know what you think. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 12:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: permanent tutor cancelation 

Remember the emails we got about this? 
The student, the mom Ai’~Z) the coach all kept asking to get it... and now- he cancels it fully to do walk-in. 
We created that session with      specifically for him. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:21 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaunie 
Subject: permanent tutor cancelation 

Tu whum it may cuncem, 

] need to cumpletely cancel my Tuesday evening Physics    tutur at 7 pro, ]’or the rest uf the fall semester. I am going tu a walk in physics 
things are much more pruductive and helpful in that sessiun. It alsu fits intu in)’ schedule better 

Thank you, 

tutor at 7 pm on Monday nights nuw, and 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 2:02 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Observation 

Observation and Feedback.docx 

Take a look... 

Not a ton of guideline, but just took what gave us and updated it a little. 

Thoughts? 

B~?n Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~; 

Friday, October 18, 2013 11:41 AM 

tNton, Nathm~ Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu-~ 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Ym-brough, Nate < 

RE: Table in Room 2417 

~email. unc.edu> 

Thanks Mate! Much appreciated, 

I will k_~l: you know when we get to the point o~ replacing it. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant "l’utork~l Coord~n~:oriAc~den~h:: Counsek)r 

U NC Academic Support Prouam for Student-Athletes 

~;~h£.~ ~.~:~ ~.~.:~.:~.~.~. 
Office: 919-843-2328 

~[~m: Hilton, Nathan Scott 

Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 11:39 AM 

T~: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: Table in Room 2417 

I shored up the tame in 24Z7 the best I could~ It ~s still a H[[]e wobbly, but it’s better. H: ~t gets to the point where you guys would like to [eplace ~t entire]% let me 

know and ~ can order one, 
For the t:ables we have with wheels in our study h~[I arenas/tutor rooms, it ~s knportant that we move them c~reh.diy, They do h~ve the wheels, but they sl:[l~ need 

to be pushed rather slowly so they do not get bent, or break completely, Not saying tNs d~rectly to you because ~ know you’re not the only person in charge of 

moving stu{f ~rou~d down here but ju~t ~ frhmd~y t:~p for t:he h.~ture. And h~u~l flee t:o pass that alon8 to ~nyone else ~n academk:s that deals with the t~b~es ~d 

chairs dowR here. 

Thanks, and have a good weekend, 

Mate 

Nate Hilton 

UNC AtNetic DeN~ent 

Building Envim~t Tec~cim~ 

Loude~ilk CeNer for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

F~m= Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 ll:06 AN 

To= Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 
Subject; RE: Table in Room 2417 
Thanks Mate! No rush.,. We’]~ be careful w~th it ---~ don’t tNnk ~t wUI collapse unless someone s~ts on it or sometNng b~g. 

~?en Sheu 
Assistant "l’utork~l Coord~n~[:oriAc~dernhz: Counsek)r 

U N C Ac~ d em R: S u ppo rt Progra m for St u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 959--843-.2328 

Cell: 

~rom: Hilton, Nathan Scott 

~ent: Monday, October 14, 2013 10:55 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

SubjeCt; RE: Table in Room 2417 

Ben, 
~ wH~ ~a]~e a ~ook ~t ~t, Busy wee]~ this week~ bu[: when ~ ~e[: a chance ~ wHI check ~t out and k~: you know what I come up wH:h. 

Thanks, 
Mate 

Nate tlil~)n 

[~C Athletic DeN~ent 

Building EnviEmm~t Technician 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

F~m= Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 ~0:35 AM 

To= Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 
C~= Naloy, Susan B 
$ubje¢t= Table in Room 2417 

Hey Mate, 

We have a table we use in Room 2417 as our Monitor’s table. It is in dire need of repair or replacement. Can you take a look and see if there’s anything we can do? 

A few of the wheels are broken and the table leans and twists if you put some weight on it. 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 



Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:13 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Data - For your Perusal 

IVL~d~ Sport Breakdown of total appointlnents.xlsx 

Michelle, 
This is as of 10/25. It gives a breakdown of how much each team is getting in comparison to their MAPs. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Friday, 5:30 PM 

Maloy, S usan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Removed Services 

Hey Susan and Michelle, 

I just wanted to give you a heads up... We removed services for because he quit the team and did not show up to tutoring (and Brent’s 

sessions). He finished with 6 Infractions. 

We also removed services for - She had been cut from the team on bul had told her that she could continue 

with services as long as she would continue to go - or follow protocol to cancel. She cancelled two weeks ago ant warned her that she needed to go, or she 

would lose them -and then was no-show’s this past week. She picked up 2 infractions for no-shows (she has only 2 per week). She finished with 5 infractions. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LJ NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.Z~2,-1� 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:49 PM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

M~]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hey Jeannie, 

Thank you for all of your help in providing the materials for the course to our tutors. As of the moment, and ~re the only two tutors who are tutoring 

PSYC 

If tha~: chang~:_~s in the next few day~b ~ wH~ ~e~ you know. 

ThanksH 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant: Tutorial Coordk~atoriAcadem~c Counseh:~r 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsheu~ema~Lunc.ed~ 

Office: 9:~%843-2328 

Cell: 

~rom= Loeb, Jeannie H 

Sent~ Monday,               4:$8 PM 

¢¢: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Walo, Valerie; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hello eye,one, 
~ just wanted to let you know that the publisher represen~tive of the Psyc    :e~book, Valerie (she is cc:ed above), has granted ebooks as well as instructor materials for 

[please see below). 
If I can get the email!name of the tutor who did not a~end the training session, ] can submit it to Valerie as well to get him!her access (as well as access to the Sakai site). 
Than~, 
Jeannie 

.leannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Tnstructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Walo, Valerie [Valerie.Walo@cengage.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:49 PM 
To: Loeb, 3eannie H 
Subject: RE: Weiten’s Psychology -- 8th edition, briefer veresion? 

Hi .leannie, 
Thanks for your e-mail and Fm sorry for the delay in responding. 1 was at a week-long meeting in San Francisco and am traveling back today~ I have ordered e-books 

f.:_~r b.:_~l:h "[As below and e-mail access sh.:_~uld arrive to thek mbox within 24 hours, ~ also pre.-reg~stered them h:~r ~ns~:ruc~:or access to the ~:acu~:y SSO website, They 

wi~ receive an e-mai~ w~thb~ 24 hours that asks thern to complete the registration process~ Once thek account ~s set--up, they’H be able to ~og ~nto the Faculty SSO 

webs~te and download aH k~structor support materials l:or We~ten 8e BHefer {and any other Cen~age text). Instructions w~th screenshoLs are I~sted below. Please 

feel free to forward along, or I’m happy to contact them d~recfiy. 

Ws~t www.cengage.comisso once your account ~s set-up. See screenshots below: 

Cenga~e Learning SSO Homepage. Login w~th your username and password here. 



Once logged in you will see your virtual bookshefL If this is your first visit, it will be empty~ From here ,,ou can load every Cen~age book you use. 

Search for yo~r text via ISBN, author, or title in the search box in the middle of the page. The Weiten ge Briefer ISBN is 97BO49Sg~l]3& Once ~dded~ yo~ will have 

insl:ant ~ccess of l:hat tide each ~i~TH-’_~ yo{~ log into ¥o{~r accounL The i]~structor i~[x~ studen~ resources will be sepan~te links, and will alwi~ys be lis~ed direcdy below 

~:he book’s image. ~ new window will open if you select the Instructor or ~;tudent Companion Websi~:e. Once added, you will h~ze instant access of that ~i[:le each 

time you fog into your account. 

Let me know i~ yOLE h~e qLu-:~.d:ions or if I can be o[ additiorH~l assistance 

Regards~ 

Va~erie 
Vat,He J, 

Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Cenga£1e Learning 
(p) 1-855-CENGAGE F1-.L~55-.23~;-.4243) :(9 ~29 I (e} vak~rie.wa~a{~)cenpa,qe corn j www cenqa;la com/hi;ihered 

IECHNIC,’~,L SUPPORT- !-800-354-9706 Option 5. then O!)l:ia~ 2 

Technical Suppolt www.cenqage com/supDort 

[~]Guided Tour Video 

P.-[[j~"-~Z~v-~-,-~-c-‘-~u--[-s-2-s-E~9~[!~c-‘-~[~[/-!-n--s-t--r--u--c-‘-!-£[-s-‘ 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:56 PM 

~unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Database changes 

Hey 

I wanted to give you a heads up to hopefully clear some of the confusion with students. With these first few weeks, we are going through a TON of schedule 

changes and updates. 

I do want you to continue to mark students as no-show’s etc, but just know that the most up-to-date changes are in the database. If you have any question of who 

is supposed to be in the session, look in there, not to what’s printed out. 

That’s the reason why some of the sheets you get back might not match up to what you can input in the database. 

Obviously as the students solidify their schedules more, these changes will slow to a halt. 

Also, do you know what was wrong specifically with the computer from last night? 

I just took a look at it, it is working fine now, so hopefully you guys won’t have any issues tonight. I’ll be here tonight, so just come grab me if you find something 

wrong. 

Thanks!! 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program ]:or Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaO, 10, 2014 11:47 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: leave request: Spring Break and Sumlner 

Hey 

Just checking~., did you get my time-off for this senlester for travelling for dub volleyball? 

Ands.. for the Summer... Should I put ~11 the dates thst we were thinking of if nothing chm~ges w~th my posit~on? 

Assuming [ ha~e to take a fu~l month off before August, f need to check to see when carnps are running to make the best use of t~me. 

~en ,~heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coord~na~:oriAcademh:: Counselor 

U N C Aca d ern ic 5 u ppo rt Progra rn for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

~mm: Brown, Michelle 

Sent: Saturday, February 08, 20~4 2:26 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; glanton, grent S; Greene, Michael; geatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, 

Kym N; Qverstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; garbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony 

Subject: leave request: Spring Break and Summer 

Nello, 

We have started to get requests for time off for spring break and summer too. For requests during common times when individuals might all like to take off at the 

same t~me, we need to make the decisions as an entire department so that we can make certain that we have office coverage and our responsibilities are all 

covered. For prioMty consideration, please submit your requests by completing the Leave Request Forms and submitting them to your supervisor by the following 

deadlines: 

UNC Spring Break = March lO - ~4 ~ deadline Friday, February 14 

Summer 20~4 = May ~2 - August 15 ~ deadline Tuesday, February 25 by l:OOpm 

Please remember that you can submit a request after the deadline date and your request will still be considered based on the previously approved leave. 

As a reminder, please monitor your FYI4 ~eave days so that you utilize them before they expire on June 30, 20~4. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Miche~le Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Wce Chancellor and Provost 

The UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel 

office: (9~9) 962-9533 

fax: (9~9)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3~07 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~07 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~; 

Monday, 12:15 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Guided Study tomorrow 

Awesome Th~nks! 
and will be the 2 guys. 

B~n .Sh ~-?u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
U NC Academic Supporl: Progn~m for Studenl:-A~:hh~l:es 
~S ~ e U @ e m ~. U n~:, e d ~ 

Office: 9~9-8~73-2328 
Cell: 

From: Maloy, Susan g 
Sent: Monday, 12:06 PM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin 
SuNect: Guided Study tomorrow 
Ben, 
~ am good to go with 7Ore Guided Study tomorrow night. Just let me know who to look for and we will meet in the Career Office. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
~C Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (t~x) 
abmalovg;emaila~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 4:28 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@ema~J.unc.edu~; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Geology Summa~/ 

The only things I would have to add would be about collaboration that they should not be "word for word". I thought the were pretty clear on the fact that 

many ideas would be similar, but they shouM each be writing m their own words. 

A~so, do we want to mentkm anything about d~e [act ths~: they w~H share d~e "s~gn-in" log w~d~ 

That’s more our s[uff than tutor’s stuff._ 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutoriml Coord~nmLor/Acmdern~c Counselor 

[J NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@ema~Lunc.edu 

Office: 91.9-843-2328 

C 

~rom: Maloy, Susan g 

Sent: Monday, March ~0, 20~4 2:48 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin; Lyons, Elizabeth M 

Subject: Geology Summary 

Hey Ben and Beth, 

I took some time to write up my notes from our meeting with Geology. I tried to put this into a format which can be provided to tutors and staff. Please take a few 

minutes to review, and let me know ~f you have anything to add. 

Thank you, 

Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email atnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~; 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:43 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: BIOL Meeting SummaJo/ 

Hey Susan], 

I like the summary. I thought she said the 2pt assignments were mainly little quizzes in class, interactive works and whatnot. 

Under d~e [.ab Manua~ - I wou~d put ~x~meth~ng ak?ng the ~nes; of- ~;tudents should a~ways bring the most recent Iab rnanua~ to tutorh~ - as reviewing th~s can be a 

successfl.~] session 

~ss~stan[: Tutorial {::oord~t~atoriAcadem~c Counseh:~r 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-ALhletes 

bsheu~ema~Lunc.edu 

Office: 9I 9-843-2~28 

{::e~l: 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:52 PM 

Te: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Sheu, Benjamin 

SubjeCt: BIOk Meeting Summary 

Hi Brad and Ben, 

I have been taking a few minutes to write up a summary of our discussion today and could use your input. 

envision providing this to staff and tutors. Do either of you recall what she said tutors may do to help students with the small 2pt. assignments? 

Take a look at the attached and let me know comments/thoughts you would add. 

Thank you for your help, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu’~dal Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

INC Academic Suppo~ Program lbr Student-A~le~s 

9 ] 9-962-9892 (o~ce) 
919-962-g247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~; 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:44 AM 

Brooks, Adam (ajbBt) <ajb8@virginia.edu-* 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exmn Proctor 

Hey Adam, 

The other staff has guided study sessions at 7. 

i’ve ¢¢’d Susan on this emaiL She said 3:30 would work, 

B~n Sh~.?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Ac:ademic Support Program for Studenl:-ALhlel:es 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Brooks, Adam (ajbBt) [mailto:ajbBt@virglnia.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:20 AM 

T~: Sheu, Benjamin 

SuNe~t: BE: Exam Proctor 

HI Ben, 

WanLed to folfow up on this to fock down arrangements. Were you abfe to check with your other staff mernber yet to see if he would be available to proctor at 

7pro? if not, 3:00 or 3:30 would likely work out fine w~th Susan. 

~dam Brook~; 

Academic Coordk~ator 

University of Vi~gin~s ~thletlcs 

434.243.1061 (Office) 

~brooks@v~rF~nia.e~u 

~.~.~ iogol 

From== Sheu, Benjamin [mailto:bsheu@email.unc.edu] 
Sent== Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:58 PM 
To== Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) 
Subject-" RE: Exam Proctor 

A d a m, 

We do have a full-.l:ime staff member each night Susan Maloy menL~oned that she c:ould do something before 6pro on Thursday, or Fdday mornh~g ff that’s an 

option --- she has students scattered throughout the night doing gLdded study on Thursday. 

There ~s one more staff member who is here on Thursday nights, but he ~s out of the office d~ht now, so ~ wil~ check wiLh him as soon as he gets back. 

B~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorisl Coo~d~nstor/Acsdern~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosrmm for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emm~Lunc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

C 

~rom: Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) [rna~lto:ajbSt@v~r~h~ia.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:~7 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subjemt: RE: Exam Proctor 

Bell, 

Thanks for getting back with me. Ideally, 7pro. Greg mention,-:~d that you aH might haw~ a fulFt~mer around during ew~m~ng hours that coukJ potenLiallv assist? 

Adam Brooks 
gcadenl~c Coordh~aLor 

University of Virginia Athletics 

434.243 10BI (Office} 

From: Sheu, Benjamin [mailto:bsheu@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:40 PM 
To== Brooks, Adam (ajb8t) 



Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Hi Adam, 

Around wh~L time will tfu-:~y be able to come? I ~ctu~lly ~m~ going ou[ of [own and w~H le~ve around 4pro on Thursday. ~f~ won~L be able [o, ~ w~ ask ~round, 

confident someone w~H be avaUable to he~p proctor ~n exam. 

Ben Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coord~n~Lor/Ac~dern~c Counselor 

U NC Acsdemic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@ema~Lunc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

C 

From= Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) [ma~lto:ajbSt@v~rg~nia.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:02 AM 

To; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject= RE: Exam Proctor 

Hi 

My f~ame is Ach~m Brooks and I ~m the UVA men’s tennis acad~-:mlic coordin~tor, f reach~-:~d out to Greg regarding an ~-:~>:am proc[:or for one of our guys and he referred 

m~-_~ to you as Lhe men’s; b:_mnis coordinat.:_~r. I~; this sonl~-:d:hh~ you could help with on Thursday if one of our coaches brin~s him to your academic 

Thanks! 

Adam 

Adam Brooks 

Academic CoordinaLor 

University of Virginia Athletics 

-;134.24K:[06I (Office) 

(Cell) 
abrooks@virginia.edu 

From: Beatty, Greg [.__m__aiLt__o_;_~#___b__e__a__~_@__e___m___aj_Lu__n__c__,_e___d__u] 
Sent: Tuesday, March :[8, 20:[4 9:55 AM 
To: Brooks, Adam (ajb8t) 
Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Adam, 

B~-:m Sheu is the advisor for Men’s r~-:mnis, His cord:act info is bsheu@emaiLunc.edu and 919--843-2328. Cl’u-:~ck with him [irsL it he can"t help you out, t can probably 

do it, 

Gre~ 

From: Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) [ma!Ito:a[bSt@v!rg!n!a.edu] 

Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 9:41 PM 

To: Beatty, Greg 

Subject: Exam Proctor 

Hey Oreg, 

Hope all is well! I’m not sure as to your sport assignments, but thought I’d start with you on this request. Our meff s tenni s team will be at Chapel this weekend and I’m 

hoping to find someone in your office that would be rolling to proctor an exam for one of our guys on Thursday. Logistics ~:ren’t locked down quite yet, but time will 

likely be fle:dble during the day. 

Thanks! 

Ad~n 

Adam Brooks 

Academic Coordinator 

Universi~ of Virginia Department of Athlelics 

434.243,1061 (Ollice) 

(Cell) 

abrooks,%virginia.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, ~ 2:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Returu to Work 

Hi Susan 

I hope eve .rything is going well. I wanted to let you know that I plm~ to return to work on Monday, October 21. I warn to make sure this date works for yon and that 
there is not anything I need to do prior to my return. Also, I was thinking of bringing      by the office before then to introduce him to eye,one. I was thinking ofthe 

afternoon of Tuesday the 15th or Thursday the 17th. I don’t want to be disruptive to eveD~one’s work but I also don’t want to come on Thursday ifeveD~one roll be 

out of the office for fall break. When do yon think would be a good time? I think that’s it for now. I am looking forward to getting back to work and seeing evelyone ! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Stud~nt-Athi~tes 
University q]~North Carohna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff; Karen <kmn2 l@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 4:50 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Observations 

I made adjustments to the observation schedule based on Susan’s schedule (only one observation during the 7-8pm hour on Tuesdays) and removed writing tutors who only 
tutor writing and English. I think this is very manageable and should allow us to complete all of these observations. Let me know if you have questions or feel free to make any 
necessary changes. 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:45 AM 
To: Neff, Karen 
Cc: Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Tutor Observations 

f thi~k I would f’qak*:_! writing tut.:_’*r’.; wit[~ specific subject sessiot~s t.:_~ be laat on th*-’_~ li:;1: if we have th*-’_~ time :;ince Brad is already w.:_~rkit~g with them. rl~at~ks 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:54 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: FW: Tutor Observations 

Brad has the writir~g tk~tors covered and 

Karen 

F~m: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Wednesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~3 9:50 

$o: Neff, Karen 
Subject: Re: Tutor 

I will have all the writing tators covered. And I roll m~e sure I give the obviations ~) Such. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 9:46 AM, "NefI] Karen" <knm2l ¢~)em,dl.uuc.e&t> wrote: 

Hi Brad, 
I am working with Susan and Ben to coordinate and conduct the tutor session observations. Susan mentioned that you were conducting observations of the 
writing tutors and we do not want to duplicate efforts. Should we skip the writing tutors when scheduling our observations, or would you like to work together in 
conducting these observations? If you have already observed the writing tutors and/or plan to in the future, can you please give hard copies of your observation 
notes/rubric to Susan, so she can place it in their personnel file? We will not observe any of the writing tutors until I hear back from you on how you would like to 
proceed. 
Thanks! 
Karen 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff; Karen <kmn2 l@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:26 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Day OffNext Week 

Hi Susan, 
Something has come up and I need to take a day off next week on Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday. Is one day better than the others? Please let me know. I am really sorry 
about this, especially since I just got back! 
Thank you for understanding, 
Karen 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:35 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Day OffNext Week 

I’ll take off on Friday. Thanks so much! 

Karen M. Neff 

Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C : 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Friday, October 25, 20:t3 9:58 AM 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject; RE: Day Off Next Week 

No worries! I wo~fd g~ess [hat Friday wot.~ld be best. Although since Thursday is Halloween and we will r~o[ be open at night, thai may not be a bad day either. Just 

let me know which day you decide. 

Thanks, 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 20:t3 :t0:26 AM 
Te; Maloy, Susan B 
S,,bject; Day Off Next Week 

Hi Susan, 
Something has come up and I need to take a day off next week on Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday. Is one day better than the others? Please let me know. I am really sorry 
about this, especially since I just got back! 
Thank you for understanding, 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn2 l@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 28, 2013 3:37 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole ~cla.5~nn@email.unc.edu>; ttendod, Kelly <khe~mod@emml.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

EvaJ~ualion Sur~’eys 

Hello Ben, Nicole, and Kelly, 
I have been working on the surveys we have our students and tutors complete in order to help us evaluate our tutor program. I was wondering you could please take a look at 
the surveys and let me know if you have any suggestions for improvement. Suggestions may include topics that should or shouldn’t be covered, wording, structure, etc. I am 
sending you the links to complete the surveys. Since most of the questions are required, you will have to answer the questions to move on and view the whole survey. You 
can put any response for each question and I will clear the results before we release the survey to our students and tutors. 
The first survey is the one we ask our students to complete to evaluate each of their tutors: 
[}_t_!p_ ://www. su rv eyi_~)£!)__k__e_2_~__C_Qi_~)_/__s_,_/__T___u_!£!:_F_~_]]_2___0__~__3_. 
The second survey is the one we ask our tutors to complete to evaluate our program: 
https://vwvw.surveymonkey.com/s/TutorPro,qEval2013 

Thank you for your help! 

Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C : 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@ema~l.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:03 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaIoy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, BeNamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu-~ 

Monitor Evaluation 

Hi Susan and Ben, 
I created an evaluation for the monitors. 
https://www.su rvev mon key .corals/F13MonitorEval 
It’s definitely a bit tough, so I am open to feedback[ 
Thanks, 
Karen 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Friday, November 8, 2013 1:22 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

MAP/ASPSA Fxaluation 

Hi Susan, 
I fixed the structure of the MAP Evaluation on Suwey Monkey. The questions am still really rough and definitely need to be refined, but the structure of the survey should be 
much better. Also, the tutor and monitor evaluations should be ready to go when you are ready to send them out. I think we said we would start that in another week. Let me 
know if you need anything else and if you want me to continue to work on the MAP evaluation or wait until you get more direction from Michelle. 
Thanks! 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 13,2013 11:03 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, BeNamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu-~ 

F~maiture 

Ben and I reassessed the furniture and all are accounted for except for three computer chairs. We think that they may have gone to the advisors’ offices in the writing lab and 
our (Kelly/Nicole/Karen) office. 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 18, 2013 9:51 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Hi Susan, 
I am planning to work late on Wednesday night, so I can try to finish up the observations. Would it be ok if I take off Tuesday (tomorrow) afternoon to offset the long day on 
Wednesday? Also, I am not sure what things look like for next week for Thanksgiving. I am hoping to only work Monday and Tuesday morning and take off the rest of the 
week, since my sister will be in town and daycare is closed Wednesday through Friday. Please let me know if this will work for you. 
Thank you, 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:12 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: MAP/ASPSA Evaluation 

Hi Susan, 
I never followed up with you on these items. Did you need me to do something to help you with this process? Do you need me to collect the statements? When do you plan 
to close the tutor and monitor surveys? I will be sure to compile the results for you once they are closed. As we get more of the student evaluations back, I will work on 
putting together those results as well. 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, November :[3, 20:[3 1:28 PM 

To: Neff, Karen 
Co: Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: MAP/ASPSA Evaluation 
Thank you Karen~ My plan is to send the link for the tutor survey and the monitor survey via email to all tutors and monitors by this Friday. (Please help me make 

s~re t haw:~ the proper linl~s s~-:d: up.) f will also inch.~de the Academic Honesty Testimonial and Academic tn~:egrit¥ Statement Addendum for ~:he Fall term as 

attachments to the emaii, t wiil mos~: likely attach hard copies ~:o ~:heir ~e~-_~dback [orms beginning this S~nday as well. We will need to track the receipt of these 

signed documents~ If you can think ot: any other end-of-semester items that I may be t:or~etting that we need [o include, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 20:[3 :[:22 PN 
To: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: MAP/ASPSA Evaluation 

Hi Susan, 
I fixed the structure of the MAP Evaluation on Survey Monkey. The questions are still really rough and definitely need to be refined, but the structure of the survey should be 
much better. Also, the tutor and monitor evaluations should be ready to go when you at~ ready to send them ouL I think we said we would start that in another week. Let me 
know if you need anything else and if you want me to continue to work on the MAP evaluation or wait until you get more direction from Michelle. 

Thanks! 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@ema~l.unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 25, 2013 11:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Surveys 

Hi Susan, 
It looks like quite a few of the tutors have filled out the program evaluation, which is great. For/y-two have completed the survey so far and we had 37 responses last spring. 
Another reminder next week will probably help boost the numbers. I did want to let you know that no one has filled out the monitor survey. Maybe the individuals we are 
targeting don’t know who they are or they just haven’t gotten to it. I think we were targeting the front desk monitors and the independent study room monitors if I remember 
correctly. I just wanted to let you know. 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Training Skiks 

Hi Susan and Brad, 
I made a first pass at bullet points for the skits. Please feel free to add to the bullets or modify them as you see fit. I have posted the bullet points on the H-Drive: Tutor 
Program--> Education and Training -’.        --) Tutor Skits 
Once I have your approval, I will pass them onto. 
have questions or feedback. 

Thanks, 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

unless you would like to do that Brad. I know you wanted to talk with them first. Please let me know if you 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:20 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tutor Confidence Surveys 

Hi Susan, 
I have completed the individual summaries of the tutor confidence surveys for each tutor, so they are ready for you to review and distribute at your convenience. Our student- 
athletes completed 716 surveys out of 811, giving us an 88% response rate. If you want to view responses separately, you can do that on Survey Monkey using the filter (to 
narrow down which tutor you want to look at) and then click on "Browse Responses" instead of ’View Summary." I should be finished with the overall compiled summary within 
the hour. I just need to categorize the responses to the open-ended question. 
Did you give the tutors and monitors a deadline to complete their surveys? When would you like me to compile those results? Early next week? 
Next, I will work on compiling the drop-in numbers. I put that on the back burner while I was working on these evaluation surveys. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything else. 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C : 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 6:02 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, BeNamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu-~ 

Comments on Feedback Form Spot Checks 

Here are my comments from the spot checks I completed today: 

I session Date I Check Date I Sport I Tutor Staff initial 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

KMN 

Comments 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff; Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:59 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Thursday 

Hi Susan, 
I have the staff meeting on my calendar for Thursday at 11am. are working on scripts. Is there anything else I should do to prepare for this meeting with the 
staff? 
I would love to go to lunch. Thank you for the invitation! I just need to be back by 2:00pm. I am guessing that shouldn’t be too difficult, but I am not sure how long the staff 
meetings usually last. 
Thanks again! 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 10:53 AM 
To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: Thursday 

Hi Karen, 

I was not sure if you were planning to attend our staff meeting on Thursday      or not regarding our skits. But I would like to invite you to attend, and then 

following the meeting, I would like to take you out to lunch since I know you are planning for Friday to be your last day. Would this all work for you on Thursday? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Friday, December 20, 2013 1:35 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Skit, Liszt 

Karen’s Tasks.docx 

Hi Susan, 
I made a rough attempt at the skit and list. I added my notes to the bottom of skit 5 and I saved my list of tasks under the Tutorial Program on the H Drive. It is also attached 
to this email. 
Happy holidays! 
Karen 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

5nyder, Lee <leesnyder@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:13 AM 

UNCAA-Ever¥one <uncaa-ever¥one@groups.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <beros-adrian@aramark.com>; Ellis, Ginny 

<grellis@email.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 2:06 PM 

’@unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule 

_Writing_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule, and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

WL DROP-IN Monday 06:00 PM 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:19 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: LA .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentDs notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 
the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 
students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 
needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 
problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 
be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive, 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

SOCI Monday 08:00 PM 

kA Wednesday 09:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

@nc.rr.com 

Your Tutor Schedule 

_Writing_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ , You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S( HI I)ULI  

STUDENT 

WL DROP-IN Monday 06:00 PM 

Wk DROP-IN Monday 08:00 PM 

Wk DROP-IN Tuesday 07:00 PM 

WL DROP-IN Wednesday 06:00 PM 

WL DROP-IN Wednesday 08:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:30 PM 

@gmail.com 

Your Tutor Schedule 

_EXSS_ pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

-[utoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S( HLDULI  

STUDENT 

EXSS DROP-IN Sunday 06:00 PM 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 AM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: Susan Malov <sbmalov@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:35 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu > 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _HIST_ pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 
the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 
students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 
needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 
problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 
be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you, I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



H IST: 

H IST: 

H IST: 

STUDI’~NT DAY TItlE 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:39 PM 

To: :@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _Writing_ pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 
the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 
students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 
needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 
problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 
be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

WL DROP-IN Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wk DROP-IN Wednesday 08:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:40 PM 

,@email.unc.edu > 

Your Tutor Schedule 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



PORT 

PORT 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

PORT 

PORT 

PORT 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

PORT 

PORT 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:18 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule 

.pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



PHIL 

PHIL 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Your Tutor Schedule 

.pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

WL DROP-IN Monday 08:00 PM 

Wk DROP-IN Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Wk DROP-IN Tuesday 09:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

@bellsouth.net 

Your Tutor Schedule 

pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. Actually, I do have a question for you....any chance you could work more than one 

evening each week? 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ , You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S(~HI, I)ULI~ 

Tuesday 10:00 AM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 10:00 AM 

PAtti] 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:54 PM 

@email.unc.edu > 

Your Tutor Schedule 

.pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

WL DROP-IN Monday 07:00 PM 

WR DROP-IN Monday 09:00 PM 

Wk DROP-IN Tuesday 08:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Your Tutor Schedule 

.pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



DRAM: 

DRAM: 

DRAM: 

DRAM: 

DRAM 

DRAM: 

DRAM: 

DRAM: 

DRAM 

DRAM: 

DRAM: 

DRAM 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 09:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PlVl 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule 

.pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS: 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:59 PM 

To: @unc.edu 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STOR 

STOR 

MATH 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 
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I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:02 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Your Tutor Schedule 

pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

One quick question for you....Are you comfortable tutoring STOR 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbrnaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 



PSYC 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:04 PM 

@gmail.com 

Your Tutor Schedule 

.pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

WL DROP-IN Sunday 06:00 PM 

WL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

DROP-IN Sunday 08:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:07 PM 

@gmail.com 

Your Tutor Schedule 

pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ _ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



ANTH 
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ANTH 

ANTH 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Your Tutor Schedule 

.pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S(~HI~I)ULI~ 

WOLO 

WOLO 

WOLO 
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STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 
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FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:10 PM 

Maloy, S umn <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Tutor Schedule 

Hi there Susan, 

First, yes I am comfortable tutoring STOR . However I am not at all familiar with PSYC: so I don’t think I can tutor for this course, I generally only work with 

economics and stats courses~ 

A~so, ] am sur{}dsed to see the scheduk~ ordy i~wo~ve sesskms o~ Mop, day eve[~h~gs. I’m work~g on {}~anrdng rny schedule [or the semester a[~d am wortderh~g how 

~l<e~y it is that I wi~ {}~c]~ up sess~o~}s on Wednesday eveni~gs as well, 

Thanks fl)r your help, 

F~m: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent," Monday, 6:02 PM 
To:     :@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment’s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

One quick question for you....Are you comfortable tutoring STOR 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ , You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalovOLI ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 6:13 PM 

@gmail.com 

Your Tutor Schedule 

.pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

This may be somewhat incomplete. I don’t think Brad has input all of your appointment requests just yet. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
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AMST: 

DRAM 

AFRI: 

DRAM 

SOCI: 

AMST 

Monday 09:00 AM 

Tuesday 10:00 AM 

Tuesday 11:00 AM 

Wednesday 10:00 AM 

Thursday 11:00 AM 

Friday 09:00 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:16 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Your Tutor Schedule 

.pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. I hope to fill in the gaps 

for you as soon as I can. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR SCHLDULI~ 

COURSE STUDENT 

ENGL 

CLAR: 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:19 PM 

To: @appstate.edu 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _LA_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

You schedule may be incomplete. I donlt believe Brad has submitted all of your appointment requests just yet. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
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Monday 10:00 AM 

Monday 12:00 PM 

Wednesday 10:00 AM 

Wednesday 12:00 PM 

Thursday 09:30 AM 

Friday 11:00 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:21 PM 

@unc.edu 

Your Tutor Schedule 

_DRAM_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



(~OURSE STUDENT 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:22 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu > 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _POL]_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 
the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 
students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 
needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 
problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 
be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



POLl 

POLl 

STUDENT 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:25 PM 

@gmail.com 

Your Tutor Schedule 

_H]ST_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I feel sure that we will be adding to this in the very near future. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:27 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _Writing_ pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S(~HLDULI~ 

STUDENT 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 
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I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:35 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

RE: Your Tutor Schedule 

_MATH_ECON. pdf 

Hi 

Thanks for getting back to me. I feel sure that we will be able to use you on Wednesday also. I have only filled the first batch of requests. In fact, I have just added an 

appointment for you on Saturday. See updated schedule. 

As for PSYC    it is called Statistical Principles of Psychological Research. Since it is statistics based, I thought you may be able to help the student. Would you want to give it 

a try and let me know for certain? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> ~live.unc.edu> 6:09 PM >>> 

Hi there Susan, 

First, yes I am comfortable tutoring STQR: . However I am not at all famiiia[ wiU~ PSYC so I donG t think I can tutor for this course. I generait,¢ oniy work with 

economics and stat~ courses~ 

Also, I am surprised to see the schedule only involve sessions on Monday evenings. I~m working on planning my schedule for the semester and am wondering how 

likely it is that I will pick up sessions on Wednesday evenings as well. 

Thanks for your help, 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:02 PM 

To;     @email.unc.edu 
Subject; Your Tutor Schedule 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

One quick question for you....Are you comfortable tutoring STOR: ? 

Tutoring begins tomorrow, You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much, I look forward to working with you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

9Z9 962 8247 (fax) 
_s__b___m____a_j_o__~L@__U__L3 _c___a__a_~__u__n___c_:_e___cj_L_t 



STOR 

ECON 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:44 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu > 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _Writing_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

ENGL: Sunday 06:00 PM 

ENGL Sunday 07:00 PM 

WL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

DROP-IN Sunday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

WL DROP-IN Thursday 07:00 PM 

WL DROP-IN Thursday 09:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:46 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _COM M_ pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 
the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 
students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 
needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 
problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 
be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you, I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ , You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR SCHLDULI  

COURSE STUDENT 

COMMI 

COMM: 

COMM! 

.................................................. ~,~.~@.~ .................................. 
COMM! 

COMM] 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

Monday 01:00 PM 

Monday 10:00 AM 

Monday 12:00 PM 

Tuesday 01:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 01:00 PM 

Wednesday 11:00 AM 

Thursday 01:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Friday 01:00 PM 

Friday 10:00 AM 

Friday 12:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:48 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu > 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: .Writing. pdf 

Hello I 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



ENGL: 

ENGL; 

ENGL; 

ENGL; 

ENGL: 

ENGL 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 3.2:00 PM 

Tuesday 3_0:00 AM 

Wednesday 3_3_:00 AM 

Thursday 3_0:00 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:50 PM 

@gmail.com 

Your Tutor Schedule 

_AFAM_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S(~HI~I)ULI~ 

H IST 

AFAM 

AFAIV 

AFRI: 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:52 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu > 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _H]ST_ pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE~s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 
the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 
students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 
needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 
problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 
be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



H IST 

H IST 

H IST 

STUDI’~NT DAY TItlE 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:54 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: .HIST_, .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 
the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 
students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 
needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 
problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 
be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you, I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



H IST 

AFAM: 

H IST 

H IST 

STUDI’~NT DAY TItlE 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:55 PM 

To: ~@gmail.com 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _ECON_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S(~HLDULI~ 

STUDENT 

ECON: Monday 07:00 PM 

[CON DROP-IN Monday 09:00 PM 

ECON Tuesday :10:00 AM 

ECON Wednesday 08:00 PM 

ECON Thursday 10:00 AM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:57 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu > 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _PSYC_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You wilt receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



PSYC 

PS¥C 

P5¥C 

PSYC 

PS¥C 

PSYC 

PSYC 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Sunday 06:00 PM 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PIV] 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:59 PM 

To: @yahoo.corn 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _MATH_ pdf 

Hello, 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

MATH 

MATH 

.. 
MATH 

MATH 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

DROP-IN Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:02 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _LA_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentDs notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 
the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 
students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 
needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 
problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 
be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you, Your schedule appears to be incomplete. I don’t believe Brad has requested all of 

your appointments iust yet. I assume he has been in touch with you about this. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ . You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



ENGL: 

STUDENT 

Tuesday 09:00 AM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:06 PM 

To: @hotmail.com 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _Writing_ .pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a momentE3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 
the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 
students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 
needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 
problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 
be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. Your schedule appears to be incomplete. Brad has not requested all of your 
appointments just yet. I assume he has communicated that to you. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~ You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR SCHLDULI~ 

COURSE STUDENT 

SOCI~ 

Monday 09:00 AM 

Friday 09:00 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:09 PM 

@gmail.com 

Your Tutor Schedule 

_COMM_ pdf 

Hello 

Thank you for patience and your willingness to be ready to go at a moment[3s notice with regard to your tutorial schedule. After a long two days of putting 

the scheduling puzzle together, I believe we have something solid to begin the semester. Please know that tutor schedules are a work in progress as 

students can still drop classes, which could mean that appointments could be dropped in the future. As you probably know from past experience, often 

needs arrive as the semester progresses, which could mean that your appointments could increase throughout the term. I trust that this will not be a 

problem for you and that your availability will still remain the same. If there are any changes that arise for you, please let me know as soon as you can. I will 

be sure to communicate any future changes to your schedule promptly. 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if it works for you. I tried my hardest to make the appointments consecutive. 

Tutoring begins tomorrow~               :. You will receive your room assignments when you arrive for your first appointment. Will you actually be able 

to tutor this week or should we wait until next week? We also need to get you in hear to view the video of the two training session as soon as possible. Let 

me know what would work for you. 

Thanks so much. I look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:00 PM 

:@email.unc.edu > 

UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

_Writing. .pdf 

Hi 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. it seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that 
send to you, : ) 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



ENGL: 

ENGL; 

ENGL; 

ENGL; 

ENGL: 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL: 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Sunday 09:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 12:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 11:00 AM 

Wednesday 12:00 PM 

Thursday 11:00 AM 
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STUDENT 

WL DROP-IN Monday 06:00 PM 

EN(3L 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:10 PM 

~@unc.edu 

UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

_DRAM_ .pdf 

Hi 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that 

send to you. : ) 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloyCq~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



TUTOR SCHLDULI~ 

(~OURSE STUDENT 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:12 PM 

@email.unc.edu > 

UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

_POL]_ .pdf 

Hi. 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. it seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that 
send to you, : ) 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



POLl 

POU 

POLl 

PHIL 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:13 PM 

To: @unc.edu 

Subject: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

Attach: ,_MATH_ .pdf 

Hi 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that 

send to you. : ) 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloyCq~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



STOR 

STOR 

MATH: 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:15 PM 

:@email.unc.edu > 

UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

_LIT_ .pdf 

Hi 
Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while, As a result this may not be the last schedule that I 

send to you, : ) 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan M aloy- 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloyCq~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



ENGL 

CkAS 

ENGL 

CLAS 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:17 PM 

@gmail.com 

UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

’_COMM_ .pdf 

Hi 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that I 

send to you. : ) Please cross check this schedule with whatever Brad has given you. It should match at this point. Let me know if there are any differences. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



COMM: 

COMM 

COMM! 

COMM 

RECR 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM~ 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 02_:00 PM 

Monday 10:00 AM 

Monday 12:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 12:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 AM 

Wednesday :~2:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 12:00 PM 

Friday 09:00 AM 

Friday 2_2L:00 AM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:19 PM 

To: ~appstate.edu 

Subject: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _LA_ pdf 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that I 

send to you. : ) Please cross check this schedule with whatever Brad has given you. It should match at this point. Let me know if there are any differences. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

soc 

COMM 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 01:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 AM 

Monday 11:00 AM 

Tuesday 06:00 PIV] 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 01:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 AM 

Wednesday 11:00 AM 

Thursday 01:00 PM 

Thursday 09:30 AM 

Friday 09:00 AM 

Friday 10:00 AM 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 8:50 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

Hi Susan 

Thanks for your work on this. I’m vely sor~, though, but I won’t be able to take any 9 o’clock shifts. I have to get back to Durham each night and the last bus is at 

9:15. Is there any way to reschedule those times? I can really work any other day or time. 

Thanks, 

Univelsity of NortJa C~acolina at Chapel Hill 

On. , at 8:11 PM, "Susan Maloy" < sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi~ 
Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last 
schedule that I send to you. :) 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 

POLI pdf> 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:57 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _LA .pdf 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that 

send to you. : ) Please cross check this schedule with whatever Brad has given you, it should match at this point. Let me know if there are any differences. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



AMST 

DRAM 

AFRI 

DRAM 

AFRI 

EDUC 

DRAM 

AMST 

AFAM 

DRAM 

SOCI 

AMST: 

DRAM: 

Monday 09:00 AM 

Monday 10:00 AM 

Tuesday 01:00 PM 

Tuesday 10:00 AM 

Tuesday 11:00 AM 

Tuesday 12:00 PM 

Wednesday 10:00 AM 

Wednesday 11:00 AM 

Thursday 08:30 AM 

Thursday 10:00 AM 

Thursday 11:00 AM 

Friday 09:00 AM 

Friday 10:00 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:59 PM 

@yahoo.corn 

UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

._MATH_ ’..pdf 

Hi 
Attached is an updated schedule for you. it seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that 

send to you, : ) 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

MATH 

MATH 

MATH 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

.DRAM. .pdf 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that 

send to you. :) Please cross check this schedule with whatever Brad has given you. ]t should match at this point. Let me know if there are any differences. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

DRAM 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 09:00 

Sunday 09:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 
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From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:02 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _LA_ pdf 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that I 

send to you. : ) Please cross check this schedule with whatever Brad has given you. It should match at this point. Let me know if there are any differences. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9:~9 962 9892 (office) 

9:~9 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR SCHLDULI~ 

(]OURSE STUDENT 

ENGL: 

ENGL; 

ENGL 

ENGL 

kA 

Monday 01:00 PM 

Monday 12:00 PM 

Tuesday 11:00 AM 

Wednesday 01:00 PM 

Wednesday 12:00 PM 

Thursday 11:00 AM 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, _ 9:03 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _Writing. .pdf 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that 

send to you. : ) 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9:19 962 9892 (office) 
9:19 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S(~HLDULI~ 

STUDENT 

ENGL Monday 06:00 PM 

ENGL Monday 08:00 PM 

ENGL Wednesday 07:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,, 9:05 PM 

i@email.unc.edu > 

UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

_HIST_ .pdf 

Hi 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that 
send to you, :) 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9::L9 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



H IST 

H IST 

STUDI~NT DAY TItlE 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:07 PM 

@bellsouth.net 

UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

_BIOL_ pdf 

Hi 
Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that I 

send to you. : ) I’ll keep you posted on the developments of a possible Tuesday night. I really think we will need some drop in BIOL time, but I’ll let you know as soon as I can. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9::L9 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



BIOL: 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Tuesday 10:00 AM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 10:00 AM 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu.; 

Wednesday, ~ 9:29 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

Thanks, Susan. I kno;v the schedule is still changing, but can I keep my hours limited to about 15 per week (about what I have now)? I thil~ that’s about all I can handle while still being able 
to make           progress. Thanks fur understanding! 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:59 PM 
To 
Sul~ject: LrPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

Hi 

Attached is an updated schedule for yuu It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evulve fur the next little while. As a result this may nut be the last schedule that I send to you. 

:) 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Cuordinatur/Academic Counselur 
UNC Academic Suppurt Prugram ]2~r Student-Ath letes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
s bmaloy@uncaa uric. edu<m ailtu :sbmaluvfa)uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:25 AM 

@gmail.com > 

Re: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

LA_ .pdf 

Hi 

switched a student or two, but I believe your times remained the same. See attached 

Thank you, 

Susan 

>> @gmail.com > 

Hi Susan, 
Yes, this is the same schedule Brad gave me. 

Thanks, 

9:28 PM >>> 

On Tue, 

Hi 

at 9:01 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. ft seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule 

that I send to you, : ) Please cross check this schedule with whatever Brad has given you. It should match at this point, Let me know if there are any differences. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

959 962 9892 

9&9 962 8247 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL; 

ENGL: 

kA 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 01:00 PM 

Monday 12:00 PM 

Tuesday 11:00 AM 

Wednesday 01:00 PM 

Wednesday 12:00 PM 

Thursday 11:00 AM 
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I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 10:43 AM 

@bellsouth.net> 

Re: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

_BIOL_ .pdf 

Ok great. [ am thinking 7pm 9pm at the moment. [ do have another daytime appointment as well. See another update attached. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

@bellsouth.net> 10:39 AM > > > 

I’m p~etly sure rll be able to help out on Tues evenings. I’ll be able to let you know for sure by late Friday afternoon. 

Cheers. 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: @bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Wed, 10:30:23 AM 
Subject: Re: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

I jus~t don’t have any other BIOL options fight now to plug them into more than once each week. Which brings me to the idea of the Tuesday drop-in. Would you mind 

coming in for 2 hours on Tuesday evening for drop-in? 

Susan 

>>:                            @bellsouth.net~          10:28 AM >>> 

Looks good_we’ll adjust as necessary. One thing we need to keep in mind, is that some of the biology lecture students may need more than 1 tutor session per week 

given the amount of material they am expected to cover each week. 

I’ll be tJ~ere tonight. 

Cheers. 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @bellsouth.net 
Sent: Tue, 9:06:51 PM 
Subject: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

Hi 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that I 

send to you. : ) I’ll keep you posted on the developments of a possible Tuesday night. [ really think we will need socne drop in BIOL time, but I’ll let you know as soon as [ can. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~’~’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 

sbmalov(~,uncaa.unc, edu 



BIOL 

BIOL: 

BlOk 

BlOk 

Tuesday 10:00 AM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday 10:00 AM 

Thursday 11:00 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

~email.unc.edu > 

RE: UPDATE - Tutor Schedule 

pdf 

Hi 
Thank you for letting me know, [ did add one more appointment at noon on Tuesday and Thursday. If you are aldght with this addition, [will cap your schedule as is, See 

attached, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ’                         @email.unc.edu>          9:29 AM >>> 
Thanks, Susan. [ know the schedule is still changing, but can [ keep my hours limited to about 15 per week (about what [ have now)? ] think that’s about all [ can handle while 

still being able to make dissertation progress. Thanks for understanding! 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:59 PM 

To: 

Subject: UPDATE Tutor Schedule 

Attached is an updated schedule for you. It seems like the scheduling process will continue to evolve for the next little while. As a result this may not be the last schedule that I 

send to you, : ) 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu <mailto:sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



STUDENT 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday ~_:[:00 AM 

................ i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.~!i!i~!.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.!~..~.i.~.~i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i. 
Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 11:00 AM 

Wednesday :[1:00 AM 

Thursday :[0:00 AM 

Thursday 12:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 1:20 PM 

@yahoo.corn 

UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

MATH_ .pdf 

Hey 

[just left you a voicemail to talk about this. But [ added a PHYS    appointment on Monday and Wednesday. The problem is, it is only one hour each day. [ could possibly 
add a drop in hour on either end of that appointment. Not sure if you can come in as soon as this evening or not. Please let me know what works for you. See your attached 

updated schedule. 

Thank you, 

Susna 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

9:19 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S(~HLDULI~ 

STUDENT 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

I@email.unc.edu> 

UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

_PHIL_ pdf 

Hi 

Sorry for all of the emails with regard to your schedule. But slight changes are being made hourly, it seems. : ) See the attached update. Hope tNs is still alright wittn you, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



RELI: 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

.PSYC_ pdf 

Hi 

I have added a Drop in time to your schedule on Monday and Tuesday. I hope this will work for you. See your attached schedule. As the weeks go on, let me know how this 

structure is working out. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S( HLDULI  

STUDENT 

PSYC Sunday 06:00 PM 

PS¥C Sunday 08:00 PM 

PS¥C DROP-IN Monday 07:30 PM 

PS¥C Monday 08:00 PM 

PSYC Monday 09:00 PM 

PSYC DROP-IN Tuesday 07:30 PM 

PSYC Wednesday 07:00 PM 

PSYC Wednesday 08:00 PM 

PSYC Wednesday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:36 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

_MATH_ECON. pdf 

I have added another appointment to your schedule tonight. See the attached. I hope this will work for you. 
Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STOR 

ECOIX 

ECOIX 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@ancaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

hi susoxl 

yeah i’ll be there this evening, and i would sure like to add considerable open tutoring in any event, i don’t want to blow your budget and i don’t want to be a prima 

donna but i am prelly sure the demand would be there for thirty hours, if you had them- heck fo~, and i’m not sure *i* would want to be there fort?., hours a week. i 

am all about making special allowance for the at risk students, but laser night was a pretD’ normal level of business; the maybe 25 hours per week i wound up working 

the past couple semesters naturally had some slow moments but probably on average "utilization" is a bit higher than what you saw. certainly there are evenings, and not 
always the day beii~re exams, where i run out of seating. 

it’s a little awkward going t?om open to one-on-one, you know "ok guys i gotta ignore the lot of you for an hour", possibly it will go without a hitch once we all get used 

to the change, anyway there is at least one advantage- an hour-long one student ~ssion will generally have fifteen or twenty minutes of dead space in iL and i could 

make that time productive. "boundary issues" are always kind of a concern, but laser night the students were completely polite about not trying to barge in, so i~ds 

possible it roll work out well. 

see you soon. 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:             ~yahoo.com 
Sent: Wednesday,              1:19 PM 
Subject: UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

Hey 

I just left you a voicemail to talk about this. B ut I added a PHYS appointmem on Monday and Wednesday. The problem is, it is only one hour each day. I could 

possibly add a drop-in hour on either end of that appointment. Not sure if you can come in as soon as this evening or not. Please let me know what works tbr you. See 

your aAtached updated schedule. 

Thank you, 

Susna 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov(~uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:58 PM 

/@unc.edu> 

UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

_Writing_ .pdf 

I just added’o, vo 7pm appointments to your schedule. See attached. I hope that is alright with you. 
Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S(~HLDULI~ 

STUDENT 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

ENGI. 

ENGL 

WL DROP-IN Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:00 PM 

~gmail.com 

UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

_Writing_ :.pdf 

Hi l 

Sorry for all of the emails. Schedules seem to change every hour. :) See attached and let me know if this will not work. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:01 PM 

~email.unc.edu > 

UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

_SPAN_ .pdf 

Hi 
I added aNOL drop in to your schedule on Monday. See attached. I hope that is alright. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

SPAN DROP-IN Monday 07:00 PM 

glOk DROP-IN Monday 09:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:04 PM 

@email.unc.edu > 

UPDATE - Your Tutor Schedule 

_HIST. .pdf 

Hi 

Attached is an updated tutor schedule for you. I believe I added one appointment on Monday. I hope that is alright with you. 
Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



COURSE 

AFRO: 

H IST: 

H IST: 

H IST: 

AFAM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 3:18 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Tutoring Sessions on Monday, 

No, I will be fine to worlc the night before I leave... I planned it that way on purpose, I jusl couldn’t manage to get the same timing worked out on the way home. 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

"If an archaeological perspective has a practical contribution to make, it is 

that even the most distant future will be al~Ected by what we do today, just as 

today’s world has been shaped by what came before." GeoffBailey, 2006 

On Thu, at 3:09 PM, Susan M Joy <sbmalov,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh my tired mind...HA! I don’t know what I was thinking when I said especially since th~ is a Saturday and your nights are Mondays and 

Wednesdays. No worries. Looks like you will only miss Monday night or do you need to miss on the as well since it is the night before you fly out? I 

don’t think there will be a need to make up the time, but Ill let you know if I hear otherwise. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

> > > ~gmail.com > 10:19 AM > > > 

Yes, ~ am gone 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

"If an archaeological perspective has a practical contribution to make, it is 

that even the most distant future will be affected by what we do today, just as 

today’s world has been shaped by what came before." Geoff Bailey, 2006 

On Thu, at 9:57 AM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Thank you for letting me know. This means you will not be available on 

Susan 

is that correct? 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

9:19 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>                      ~qmail.com;           ~:34 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 

I am going home for a wedding over the weekend of               I and the only flight back I can afford it at night on Monday, meaning that I will have to miss my 

tutoring sessions that week. I will of course plan for that with my students by covering more ground the previous and subsequent sessions, but I also wanted to let 

you know and ask whether you would like me to try to reschedule with them. 

Cheers, 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



"If an archaeological perspective has a practical contribution to make, it is 

that even the most distant future will be affected by what we do today, just as 

today’s world has been shaped by what came before." Geoff Bailey, 2006 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu > 

Friday, :12:47 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Thurs. @ 2pm 

Hi Susan, 

must have gotten confused cause ] asked her a couple of times. Absolutely, let’s do 2pm if her practice is that night. Thanks for checking! 

T Mobile. Arnerica~s First Nationwide 4G Network 

Reply message 

From: "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: ’ _~live.u nc.ed u > 

Subject: Tutor Thurs. @ 2pm 

Date: Fri,            12:39 pm 

Hi 

According to Beth Bridger, when practice actually begins, ^,ill actually have practice from 5pm 8pm on Thursday nights. So apparently a 7prn Thursday 

night appointment will not work for :or long. We may need to stick with 2pm, although ! know that is not convenient for you. Thoughts? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

>>> " _~live.unc.edu> 9:04 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 

T h i~ r~ 

From= Susan Haloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, 3:53 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Tutor Thurs. @ 2pro 

She will still plan on meeting you tonight at 7pro. Speak with her about the 2pm option and let me knowwhat you decide, 

Thanks so much for your flexibility. 

Susan 

>>> "1 @live.unc.edu> 3:38 PM >>> 

Can not meet at 7pro ? f could prob~My do 2pro ev~-:m though 7pro is much better, But if it is not possibh-:~ for her Lo meet at 7 th~-:m 2 is 5he, Should I be there at 

Thanks, 

From= Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent= Thursday,              3:3:[ 

TO: .... @unc.e~u 
Subject: Tutor Thurs, @ 2prn 

Hi 
T think [ may have had you originally scheduled for 2pm on Thursday with one of our 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

players for STOR Would that time still work for you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 12:53 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monitor Time Switch 

Hi Susan, 

I wanted to ask if it would be okay if and switched a few times for monitoring. In our switch, would take my 6-11 shift on Wednesday and I 

would take his Monday and Wednesday shifts which are both 8-10. 

I would now be working three 8-10 shifts (Sun, Mort, Wed) and would be working one 5 hour shift (Wed). He would be the enforcer during that time, and I 

would be the football monitor. This change would apply for the next three weeks and potentially longer. 

I’m sorry if this is an inconvenience. If it doesn’t work, let me know. 

Thank you, 

i.~.i Description: Email Sig 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com> 
Tuesday,                 1:06 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday    11am session 

I will have to miss Thursday 11am session 

Let me know if want reschedule- Thanks, 

:, I should be able to make the 12 and lpm sessions. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, ~ 5:25 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Additional Availability 

Sounds good to me! 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4G Network 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi 
>Thanks so much. Would you be able to conduct a Drop-In ECON session tomorrow 9-10pm? 

>Susan 

>Susan Maloy 
> 

>Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
>L~NC Academic Support Program ibr Student-Athletes 
>919-962-9892 (office) 
>919-962-8247 (fax) 
>sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 

>>>> @gmail.com> 11:56 AM >>> 
>Hi Susan, 
>In addition to the hours I’m already scheduled for this week, rm available: 
>Wednesday: 6-7pro, 9-10pro 
>Thursday: 5-Spm 
>Friday: 9-12am 
>Hope this helps, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:41 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Tutoring schedule 

No problem. Looking forwmd to it. 

Best, 

O11 at 5:22 PM, "S usan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Thank you for reaching out. At the moment, we do not have a lot of need for COMM. I am sure this could change throughout the ~mester, however. 
Would you mind ifI kept your availability on file should things ch~ge as the semester progresses? 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
sbrualov(~uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> " @elno~l.unc.edu~: 

Hi Susan, 

;2:26 PM >>> 

Just wanted to double check with you about the tutoring schedule, as I hadlft healxt anyihing about it. 

Thanks, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 12:17 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: LEEP Appointments 

IS is independent study. 

Let’s tall< soon about how to move forward. 

Bra*lley R.Ho Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 

~ ~ni ve~s{ly ~g North (. aro~ina at Ch@el 

Academic Support ProBram %r Studenl-Atldotes 
I_.oudema~lk Center fi>~ gxeel~ence 

344. R ~dge R d, ~ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel ttill~ NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

I F (919) 962-g247 

bradley~ bethel@unc~edu 

F~m: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 20:[2 :[2:04 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: LEEP Appointments 

Brad, 

What is IS? 

I guess the issue is going to be with the GLAs since we don’t want their appt. to impact the budget tracking in the database. We need a method for this. 

Susan 

> > > "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <._b__b__&t_[?__e_[@__e_K!_a_j_[:_u__r_Lc_&d___u_.> 9/5/2012 11:41 AM > > > 

I’ve sttacbed a fist of the freshmen evening sessions for" footbalk 

Bradley R.Ho Bethel [ Reading and Writing Spedalist 

~ ~ni ve~s{ty ~g North (. aro~na at Ch@el 

Academic Support Program IBr 

I_.oudema~lk Center fi)~ Ex:eel~ence 

344 Ridge Rd, ~ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel ttill~ NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

I F (919) 962-8247 

From: Tia Overstreet [mailto:overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 20:[2 :[:[:06 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Susan Maloy 
~c: .laimie Lee; Wally Richardson 
Subject: LEEP Appointments 

Good Morning Susan, 

Can you or one of our graduate assistants enter all the football players’ appointments into the database in time for tonight’s study table? Unfortunately some of the LEEP 

appointments are missing, which means they are not showing up on the master list for study table. This is a disadvantage for staff, students, and our budget if a student 

doesn’t make it to a session because it wasn’t on our list/staff didn’t know appointment existed. 

Also, can some of the room assignments be moved to the football side of the building? There are only 3 4 rooms being used on Tuesday nights (not sure about other nights) 

and it’s helpful to contain the football appointments to one side of the building if possible. This allows football staff and/or football only monitors to regulate a smaller area 

instead of the entire building IF!WHEN most,if not all, appointments can be on one side of building. 

Thanks for looking into this. 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

929 843 4400 w 

overstre@ u ncaa.u r]c,ed u 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 10:02 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Addilional Availability 

Las~ uight was actually my first because of Labor Day and three people showed up. rll let you know how it goes next Monday. 

On Thu, ~t 9:53 AM, Susau Maloy <sbmalo ,v~tmcaa.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Has your attendance been pretty good so far for Drop Ins? 

>>> #gmail.com> 9:48 AM >>> 

I’d be happy to do drop in sessions Wednesday from 9 10. 

On Wed, ~t 8:04 PM, Susan Maloy <~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, that was the plan. Tonight only, Unless you were wanting to work more..... : ) 

>>> _~gmail.com> 6:27 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 

]just wanted to confirm, the drop in session from 9 10 is for this week only right? 

Best, 

On Tue, at 5:28 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmalov@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

Awesome! ] will put the word out, Thank you. 

>>> ~.gmail,com> 5:25 PM >>> 

Sounds good to me! 

T Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4G Network 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi 

>Thanks so rnuch. Would you be able to conduct a Drop In ECON session tomorrow 9 lOprn? 
> 

>Susan 

> 

> 

>Susan Maloy 
> 

>Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
>UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

>919 962 9892 (office) 

>919 962 8247 (fax) 

>sbmaloy@uncaa,unc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > ,~gmail.com > 11:56 AM > > > 

>Hi Susan, 

>]n addition to the hours I’m already scheduled for this week, I’m available: 

>Wednesday: 6 7pm, 9 10pm 

>Thursday: 5 8pm 

>Friday: 9 12am 

>Hope this helps, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:08 AM 

@gmail.com > 

Re: Tutor Schedule 

_H]ST_ pdf 

Hi 

That ~s completely my fault. Although, you still did have an appointment at 8pm that ! had added in late yesterday, but most likely that appointment would not have been 

picked up at the time the feedback forms were printed, Sounds like the situation was handled appropriately last night. Again, ] apologize for the confusion, Attached is an 

updated schedule for you. Let me know if this looks ok from this point forward. 
Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> ~gmail,com > 

Susan, 

10:22 AM > > > 

When I arrived last night to tutor I learned that my schedule had 

changed from what you originally sent me. I no longer had an 8pm 

session. This was problematic because I was originally scheduled to 
only tutor at 8 and 9, so I arrived an hour early, lwas told by the 

staff there to go ahead and clock in since Iwas not told of a change 

in schedule. What is the procedure for me learning about these changes 

in my tutoring schedule before showing up at Loudermilk? Also, is it 

possible for me to get an updated schedule? 



TUTOR S(~HI~I)ULI~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 3:07 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Tutor scheduled chmages 

Hi Susan 
I have a few questionsheques~ts for changes to Iny schedule for the semes~ter... 

1. is in a class on Monday evenings until 8pm, so her 7pm session needs to be cmacelled. She said she is fine with coming once per week. 

2. is in a class on Tuesday evenings and cannot make it to the session at 8:00pm for EXSS I don’t know if his advis~r wants him to be in two 

sessions per week or not.., but I have yet to see him. 

3. I have yet to see in the ~Vednesday evening EXSS ~ession at 9pm. I’ve written that on the feedback form both weeks, but just wanted to make 

sure he knows he is supposed to be there. I believe Beth is his advisor. 

4. Tia aM I spoke on Tuesday this week reg~Jcding the group dynamic in the Tuesday 8pm EXSS session... Essentially, and are going 

to need to be split up so that they each pay more attention and/or don’t distract the group, is a great student and is actually being hindered by and 

Tia was going to assess who needs to be moved in order to have the best group(s) for EXSS sessions... I assume that will be communicated with you (and 

hopefully me as well). 

5. Because the Monday 7pm session will be cmacelled, is there any way to add an additiona] EXSS General drop in at that time. I’ve seen many students in Lau&rmilk 

already this semester who have expressed interest in coming to the drop in scheduled fro 6pm on Sunday nights.., students in EXSS            and I think    If 

they all show up during one 1-hour drop in, the~e is no way I’m going to be able to help all of those people. Additionally, 7pm on Tuesday and/or Thursday and/or 9pm 

on Thursday conld also be filled with drop-in sessions for EXSS General (or    specifically). I know you’re working ruth a strict budget... I jufft want to be able to 

actually provide assistance during scheduled and drop-in sessions to as many stadents as feasilbly possible during the time constraints. 

Sony for the long email, I hope that all makes sense. If you do make any changes, conld yon please let me know so I can update my schedule? 

See you soon! 

email, b~gmail.com 

email. ~live.unc.edu 

mobile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:39 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Next Thursday 

Hi Susan, 

Next Thursday I have to leave by 2:30 pm so I will be meeting with 

Thursday evening appointments. 

Thanks, 

¯ at :1:30 pm instead of 2 pm ~ and are ok with this. I will be back for 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~em ail.u nc.edu > 

Friday 9:54 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Session - 

Sounds good. Thanks! 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, " 5:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutor Session = 

Hi 

Lets plan on moving it to this Wednesday tbr this week oNy. I’d like to keep it at 7-9 to minimize confusion if you don’t mind. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

-’~>> ~email.unc.edtc 12:47 PM >-~> 

Susan, 

I can do 7-9 on Wed, or better yet 6:30pm - 8:30pm if you all are open. 

Thank you! 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, " 11:16 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Tutor Session 

Hi~ 

Thin,ks tbr letting me kmow. I will check with the student who you are scheduled to work with at 8pro. Would you be able to make up both sessions on Wednesday night 

at 7pm and 8pm? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~N-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov(~,uncaa uric. edu 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

;7:57 PM ~> 

I will be in Indiana on Sunda~ ~ and have tutoring sessions scheduled from 7-9pm. As we didn’t have hours last Sunday because of Labor Day, I am nervous about getting to 
far behind. Would it be possible to schedule a make up next week? Maybe on Wednesday evening if students are available? 

Thanks, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, ; 9:59 AM 

To: Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 
Yes! I arrived in town this week. I am available to sm:rt right away! I could cotne watch the training video as early as this afternoon (Frida) 
available by phone at I’m looking forwa~:d to getting s~rtcd! 
Sincerel); 

). I am most easily 

On Wed . at 8:12 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just wanted to check in to see if you were still planning to work with us. My records indicated that you would be back in town on           . 1 have some students 
who are eager to get started working with you this semester. Please get back to me as soon as you can. I believe you will need to view the training videos as well 

before you may begin working. Look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

919 962 9892 

919 962 8247 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:12 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CANCEL FOR 

According to the student he just felt he didn’t need it so I think our resources would be better with someone else,,, 

*for discussion purposes only* 

.} ::-~ i mi::: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> Susan Malo~          L2:48 PM >>> 
Was there a problem with the POLI tutor? 

>>> Jaimie Lee 11:08 AM >>> 

Hey susan 

Would you please cancel both tutor sessions for 

Thank you! 
*for discussion purposes only* 

.1 ~~i ::~::i:.-.: I ~:.:,.-.~ 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

He has already dropped spanish and he will not be using the poll tutor. 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu > 

UPDATED - Your Tutor Schedule 

_POLI_ pdf 

Hi 

Your 8:30 Wed. appointment has been canceled. See the attached update. Stay tuned for additions in the future. 
Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                  8:05 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Unable to M~J~e Tutoring Tonight 

I will be unable to make tutoring - unfortunately I have a meeting that I cannot miss. I would be more than happy to schedule make-up sessions with 

if need be. 

and 

Sincerel’~’, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:17 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring next week 

Hi there Susan, 

I wanted to let you know that I am visiting the next week to work with an economist there. I won’t be able to meet with my 

students Monday or Wednesday as I will be gone all week. I would really appreciate if you, or their advisors, could make sure they are aware that I won’t be 

holding their sessions. Sorry for the inconvenience. 

Thank you, 



From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:38 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Scheduling 

Hi Susan, 

Last night, we discovered a small glitch in my schedule scheduled in my Monday 8:00 Psyc session, is in a dilt’erent section of the course than the other students in that 
session. He is taking the course with Dr. Jordan ( I believe) and the others have Loeb ( . Although this is the same course, the different sections have slightly different 
schedules, so it’s difficult to accommodate in one small group session. Can we add another tutoring session to nay schedule for this section of the course?,                another 
player, is in the     section as well, and he was there last night with      He said he’s spoken with his advisor and will be attending sessions regularly. Fulther, 
showed up at a drop in session, but would possibly be interested in a regular session, if his advisor agrees. 

Currently,           is scheduled to see me t~vo times per week, but he’s spoken with Wall?’ and is going to be dropping his Monday 9:00 session This might be a good time to schedule a 
regular session for that other section of     if it works for the students If not, I’m willing to come in earlier or stay later on the days that rm ~vorking 

Lastly, I will be attending the Monday 8:00 session with and (she has already spoken with Ton?’) 

I hope all of this is fairly clear. Please let me know if you have an?’ questions, and what you think would be the best plan 

Thank you!’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 6:46 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Possible Tutor Session 

Susan, 

Sure. Wednesdays work for me. 3[ can come in tomorrow. Thanks, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 4:44 PM 
To-" 
Subject; RE: Possible Tutor Session 

Unfortanately they have conflicts with MontNys. Would Wednesday at 8pm work for you’? And if so, could you begin as eealy as tomorrow? 

Thaaak you, 

Susan 

>>>’ ~email.unc.edu> 3:48 PM ~> 
Susan, 

Sure. No problem. Mondays would be best for me, but Tuesdays and Wednesdays are also possibilities. Let me know. Thanks, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:00 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Possible Tutor Session 

, 
I have some students in HIS~I     Would you be willing to work with them for an hour each week? I re~]ize that could be more trouble thm~ it is wo~th to you, but the 

students could really use the assistance. Your thoughts? Which day of the week after 8pm would work for you? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
l~x,-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov(~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:36 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Re: UPDATED Tutor Schedule 

_PSYC_ pdf 

Hi 

Thank you for detailing all of this for me. [ think ] have managed to make the appropriate adjustments. We are still working out schedule conflicts for 

however. Your Updated Schedule is attached. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

9:]_9 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > > ~live.u nc.edu > ! :]_1:37 AM > > > 

Hi Susan, 

Last night, we discovered a small glitch in my schedule, scheduled in my Monday 8:00 Psyc    session, is in a different section of the course than the other 

students in that session. He is taking the course with Dr. Jordan (: [ believe) and the others have Loeb ( ). Although this is the same course, the different sections 

have slightly different schedules, so it’s difficult to accommodate in one small group session. Can we add another tutoring session to my schedule for this section of the 

course?               anothe        player, is in the    section as well, and he was there last night with      He said he’s spoken with his advisor and will be 

attending sessions regularly. Further, ’                    ) showed up at a drop in session, but would possibly be interested Jn a regular session, Jf his advisor agrees. 

Currently,          is scheduled to see me two times per week, but he’s spoken with Wally and is going to be dropping his Monday 9:00 session. This might be a good 

time to schedule a regular session for that other section of , if it works for the students, if not, I’m willing to come in earlier or stay later on the days that [’m working 

Lastly, will be attending the Monday 8:00 session with and (she has already spoken with Tony). 

I hope all of this is fairly clear. Please let me know if you have any questions, and what you think would be the best plan, 

Thank you!! 

Sent from myiPad 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:50 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: md Futor Appt Thursday 

SusalL 

Yes, that’s fine, thanks’. 

at 3:14 PM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Actually,      [just had a request for one extra hour for PHIL 

time thing at the moment. Let me know if that works for you. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Would you be able to stay until 10pm to conduct a PHIL 

>>> ’ @email.unc.edu > 

Susan, 

ii:18 AM >>> 

I’m set! 7:00 9:00, correct? Sorry again for the late notice; won’t happen again. 

session? This is just a one 

On at 9:51 AM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hi 

Just making sure you are still set to make up the tutoring session on Thursday for. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:                 : 9:30:37 AM EDT 
To: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re:                  and           Tutor Appt. Tonight 

and ’ They are ready to go. 

That will work for both of them, so go ahead and tell, 

Jenn 

they will be here. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Susan Maloy          10:46 AM >>> 

Yes, it would be 7 and 8pm this Thursday. 

> > > Jennifer Townsenc 5:06 AM > > > 

Yes, Thursday will work for both of them, Would it still be at 7 and 8? 

>>> Susan Maloy 3:52:49 PM >>> 

Jenn, 

[just got word that 7prn tutor and 8pm tutor will not be available tonight. He has agreed to move it to 

Thursday night at the same time for this week only. Will Thursday work for them? Please pass this on to the students. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: @emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:54 PM 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: TutoriaJ Tonight 

Hi Susan, 

I apologize for such late notice but I am not going to be able to make tutorials tonight. 
~. I thought that I could go without it and 

make my tutoring appointments tonight; unfortunately, I’ve just had to take my second one and I don’t think that I should be driving nor do I think I would be a very effective 
tutor tonight. 

My sincere apologies for this. If any of the guys need to have a makeup session to prepare for their upcoming papers or tests, please let me know and I will be happy to help 
them out with that. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 6:12 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Schedule 

Hi Susan, 

Unfortunately I have class between and :l and 3pm. rm very sorry for the inconvenience. 

Best, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmalovC~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:19 PN 
To-" 
Subject-" Re: Tutor Schedule 

You wouldn’t be able to co*ne on Thursday from 1-3 in place of tonight would you? If not, we will jus~t cancel for tonight. 

Thaa~k yo~ 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
lJ~x,-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-.%2-9892 (office) 
919-.%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov(~uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> " @live.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

5:33 PM >>> 

There is career fair tomorrow between 6pm and 9pm, which I must attend. Would it be possible to reschedule my tutoring session? 
Sorry for the inconvenience. 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:37 PM 

@gmail.com > 

Re: UPDATED Tutor Schedule - ECON Drop-in 

_ECON_ .pdf 

Here is your updated schedule. Thanks so much, 

Susan 

>>> @gmail.com> 2:26 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
Sure thing. Do you want me to encourage the 300 level students to come only on Monday? 

On Thu, 

Hi 

I just canceled your 8pm ECON with 

Wednesdays? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

919 962 9892 

9~9 962 8247 

sbmalov~uncaa.unc.edu 

at 2:21 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

. Would you mind if I made that time slot ECON drop in and your 9pm time slot devoted to 400 level ECON on 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:30 PM 

Demail.unc.edu >; I 

@gmail.com;              @gmail.com; 

Tutor Appointments -       - Some are CANCELED 

~email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; 

_~hotmail.com 

Hello All, 

If you are receiving this message some of your appointments have been canceled for Monday, as noted below due to a mandatory meeting that the student athletes 

are required to attend. I just wanted to let you each know so that you don’t show up to a vacant tutor session. No need to clock in before your next active appointment. 

CANCEL 6pro and 7pm appointments 

CANCEL 6pm and 7pm appointments (Your 7pm appointment will come to your 8pm appointment instead.) 

CANCEL 6pm and 7pm appointments (Would you be willing to work with the 7pm students at 8pm instead on the ’) 

CANCEL 7pm appointment 

CANCEL 7pm appointment (Spin appointment may be a little late) 

CANCEL 8pm appointment 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:37 PM 

~live.unc.edu > 

Tutor Appointments - - Some are CANCELED 

Hello All, 
If you are receiving this message some of your appointments have been canceled for Monday, as noted below due to a mandatory meeting that the student athletes 
are required to attend. ]just wanted to let you each know so that you don’t show up to a vacant tutor session. No need to clock in before your next active appointment. 

2ANCEL 6pm and 7pm appointments 

CANCEL 6pm and 7pm appointments (Your 7pm appointment will come to your 8pm appointment instead.) 

CANCEL 6pm and 7pm appointments (VVould you be willing to work with the 7pm students at 8pm instead on the    ~) 

CANCEL 7pm appointment 

CANCEL 7pm appointment (8pm appointment may be a little late) 

CANCEL 8pm appointment 

CANCEL 7pm appointment 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan ~V~ a lo3- 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

93_9 962 9892 (office) 

93_9 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: @email.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday 6:54 PM 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Meeting ruth 

Hi Susan, 
I’m sorry for the late notice, but I won’t be able to make it to my meeting with 
like to reschedule for sometime other than our usual slot next week, I’m happy to do so 

Ihis evening. I think I ate something If he would 

Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu > 

Re: Tutor Appointments - - Some are CANCELED 

Hi 

Please disregard this email. We would like to keep your 7pm session with 

Thank you, 

Susan 

as it is. No cancellation necessary. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Susan Malo~ 5:37 PM >>> 

Hello All, 
]f you are receiving this message some of your appointments have been canceled for Monday,       as noted below due to a mandatoQ/meeting that the student athletes 

are required to attend. ]just wanted to let you each know so that you don’t show up to a vacant tutor session. No need to clock in before your next active appointment. 

CANCEL 6pm and 7pro appointments 

CANCEL 6pm and 7pm appointments (Your 7pm appointment will come to your 8pm appointment instead.) 

CANCEL 6pm and 7pm appointments (Would you be willing to work with the 7pro students at 8pm instead on the ’) 

CANCEL 7pm appointment 

ANCEL 7pm appointment (Spm appointment may be a little late) 

CANCEL 8pm appointment 

CANCEL 7pm appointment 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 5:48 PM 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Susan, 
Greetings. Hope your weekend is off to a good start. It has come to my attention that I will be unable to tutor on Wednesday, I know that’s a couple of weeks off, 
but I wanted to be sure and give you plenty of advance notice. If it’s agreeable to you, I can certainly talk to my students this week about scheduling an appointment some 
other time that week. Hope this doesn’t cause any problems. 
Have a good one, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

#hotmail.com > 
Sunday,                  9:28 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nonday out sick 

Hi    and 

Here is what ]: was anticipating doing with my students tomorrow, in case you are able to find a substitute, or check on their work during that time. 

9 am - Soc 
Review for test. Plan was to have him come up with questions, using chapter headings, subheadings, review etc as starting points,     has Soc    at that same time, T 
think, so T am hoping it could work for to join them. They might complement each other well, since has worked most with the concepts in Ch 7 and 8 and I think the 
others have worked more with the earlier chapters. If they don’t work together, then perhaps can do straight notecards with key terms/people and definitions and 
generate questions, and I will work with him on Wed to try to answer the questions. 

:[0 am      - Geology 
We did not meet on Friday because of the team travel. Last Wed he was up to date on his reading and work and we were studying for the test. We made it through most of 
chapter 1 and he was supposed to finish that chapter on his own. He generally understands the concepts and ]: usually push him to review, put it in his own words, draw 
pictures or diagrams, and 1 help him master more of the details around each concept or process. 

:[:[ am             - Geography - Climate and Weather 
He was also traveling on Friday. He usually brings me a question or two from class that was a bit confusing to him and we use the book as a resource to fill in the blanks. Then 
we continue reading the book together and work on highlighting!annotating!note taking the assigned reading. Last time we got a little bogged down in some of the details of 
the Greenhouse Effect. T’d like to make sure he gets through a PLAN-style or outline of the rest of those readings, if he hasn’t already. He was supposed to make his review 
notecards for the first unit, on his own. Hopefully he got through more than that, because their test is this week, too. 

:[2 pm               - African Studies 
He is working on a power point presentation on the political situations of Ghana and the Ivory Coast. It is part of a group project. We also sometimes do reading together. He 
likes for me to read aloud and I stop frequently to discuss and we annotate and summarize and pull out main ideas together. It has been very important to acknowledge and 
value his existing understanding before exploring further and pushing to fill in gaps. Tt has also helped for me to lay out on the board the different parts of whatever he is 
working on and then ask him what part would be most important for us to work on together. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:13 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thur~tays 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry for the delay, I was out of town this weekend and didn’t have access to my notes. As of now, and possibly are the issue. I will actually have to 

meet with at :[:30 on those days but will speak with her about that as we get closer. I would be more than happy to tutor the math at 3pro on the 

Thursdays I can. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com> 

Monday, 2:00 PM 

Su~n Ma]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Out of town 

Susan- 

I just wanted to let you know that I will be out of town and unable to make my scheduled sessions on Thursday and Friday 

I apologize for the inconvenience this causes 

Please let me know if you have an?’ questions 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:08 PM 

Byrd, Brandon < brbyrd@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Tutorial Tonight 

_HIST_ pdf 

Hi 

You must be feeling a little bit better, l hope. 

Yes, someone had mentioned the HIST    concern, and I canceled this appointment from your schedule, rm sure I will be able to fill the 9pm ticne slot as the semester 

progress, but for now please see your attached updated schedule. 

Thanks so much Brandon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> ’ @email.unc.edu > 
Hi Susan, 

12:48 PM >>> 

Sorry for the delayed response. [ should be good to go for tutorials next week and saw your note about the cancellation of one of my appointments. 

Also, I meant to email you regarding my tutorial on Monday at 9. It is for History                          and, while I wish I could help, I don’t think I’m the right tutor 
for that appointment. As a U.S. historian with a specialization in African American history I know very little about the subject matter in that class. Topics like Ancient Greece, the 
Reformation, etc are probably only slightly more familiar to me than to the students in that course. 

[f there’s limited options for a tutor for that session than I can certainly try to work with the students to the best of my abilities but I just wanted to give notice about the potential 
difficulty of the current arrangement. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:10 PM 
1"o-" 
Subj~cti Re: Tutorial Tonight 

Sorrv~ to hear aboul                                             .                                               ~. tlang in there. Let me know if you will not be able to tutor next week when you can. It is 

very possible that your 7pro appointment on Monday will not be able to attend due to another required meeting aa~d the 8pm appointments may be 15 minutes late for the 

same reason. 

I hope aJ1 is better soon for you. Get sotne rest! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
I~-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> " [@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

5:54 PM :~>> 

I apologize for such late notice but I am not going to be able to make tutorials tonight. 

My sincere apologies for this. Tf any of the guys need to have a makeup session to prepare for their upcoming papers or tests, please let me know and I will be happy to help 
them out with that. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:44 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: phil tutoring session 

no it was at noon 

*for discussion purposes only* 

.l::-~i mi::: i..~::::.: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentialit~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> Susan Maloy          3:37 PM >>> 

Are they going to meet at 9pm tonight? 

>>> Jaimie Lee’ 10:07 PM >>> 

and the phil tutor need to meet tomorrow night (Monday) for an extra session. Thank you! 
*rot" discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentialit~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 9:30 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tutoring COMm 

Hey, 

You can go ahead and cancel COMM 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

93_9 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

tutoring permanently on Mondays at 8. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:11 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Extra Session ToNght-Psyc 

Yes I’m so solry I forgot to elnail you. There’s been so much confusion with the schedule so far that I croft keep track of what I’ve talked to you about! 

and        requested to meet tonight because they will have an exam next week and we haven’t met enough times for them to feel prepared (they’re a Snnday 

group, m~d we didn’t have Sunday sessions for a while), has another scheduled session ruth me tomorrow, so she won’t be coming to tonight’s, just the Wvo 

boys. 

Again I’m sorry. I know I need to email you about these things! 

Another email to come shortly, once I get back to my computer a~d my organized list of people. 

Thanks! 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On , at 10:04 AM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmalov~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Tia Overstreet mentioned to me that yon requested to conduct an extra PSYC - 

preparing for? Just need to have the details in order to approve this. 

ThaJ~k you, 

Su~n 

Susan Maloy 
Tutoria[ Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy(h? uncaa.un c edu 

session tonight at 9pro, is that true? Is them a test that they are 

Good Morning Susan, 

Tuto~ requested to do an extra session tonight, Tuesday, at 9pm for Psyc 

will need to be notified. 

Tha~ks 

Tia 
Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Suppolt Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 ;v 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

Has this been approved/veri~ed? If so then 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, ! 11:29 AM 

Ma|oy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Review Sessions 

Hi Susan, 

Both the    and. sections of Psyc    have exams next Monday. My Sunday evenings are full, so I can’t squeeze in an extra session, but I have scheduled sessions for 
subsets of those kids that night. 

6:00 - Scheduled is . rd like to open this session to everyone in that class section ( is fine with this), so that includes , and 
(we’ll then cancel Monday session, since I will have seen them the night before and it’s pointless to have a session the night of an exam) With this 

many of them, rll probably need a slightly larger room. If there are any other athletes in that class, they’re also welcome to join. 

9:00 - Scheduled are is a new addition, who will also join (3enn Townsend sent him last night, but then rescheduled him for 
Wednesday Cc~ 7 with for his regula~ session, rm fine with this, and since it was .lenn’s idea, she’s fine with it too) Same as before, if there are any additional athletes 

in the class, they can come, too. 

The other section (    ) only indude~               but I haven’t seen him since he dropped in last week and mentioned he wanted a regular sessiom I don’t have a copy of 
his syllabus, so rm not sure if he has an exam or not, but he’s scheduled for Sunday at 7, so hopefully he’ll show up if he does. 

Does this all make sense? I’m not adding anything, just hoping to change the regular sessions to reviews to accommodate the exam. 

Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Car Accident/Tutoring 

unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

I hope you been having a great day so far; unfortunately 
am worried that I will miss Drop-in tutoring this evening. I will definitely let you know- if I can secure a ride before then and I hope to contact you with better news. 

Take care, 

At this point I 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:46 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Extra Session Tonight-Psyc 

Yes, this one time extra session is approved for tonight. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > > Tia Overstreet 

Good Morning Susan, 

Tutor 

and 

Thanks 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 843 4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

10:01 AM >>> 

requested to do an extra session tonight, Tuesday, at 9pm for Psyc 

will need to be notified, 

. Has this been approved/verified? If so then 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, 3:38 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Tutor Mon. and Wed. l-2pm ? 

Hey Susma. It will work for ~ne to tutor Monday and Weduesday from 1-2pro. Will I just get his sheet frown the secretau in Loudermilk when I ~mve? 

On at 7:01 PM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Ok thanks Please let me know for certain once you check in with your other job. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

>>>                               @gmail.com>          6:13 PM >>> 
Hey Susan. Iam unable to start that schedule tomorrow due to a previous commitment. But I believe it should work beginning on Monday. I do need to 

double check with my other job but can finalize tomorrow 

OI1 at 4:50 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Earlier vou had mentioned that you may be free to tutor some durinq the day. I’m wondering if you would be available to work more with 
on Monday and Wednesday from lpm 2pm with HIST ? If so, would you be able to get together as early as tomorrow ( 

lp~ 
Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu 

,) at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:36 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Tutor Appointment 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry, I just picked up a class that meets until just after that time. Thanks for asking, though’. 

On 

Nemail.unc.edu 

at 3:16 PM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hi 

Any chance you would accept another appointment at 9pm on Mondays for PHIL 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

91.9 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,u nc.edu 



From: @email.unc.edu > 

Sent: Thursday, :12:52 AM 

To: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:, 

Thanks. I talked with my students tonight, and none of them have any urgent needs that week, so rescheduling won’t be necessary. 
Have a good one, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                 8:12 PM 

Subject: Re: 

Hi’ 

Thank you for letting me know. I actually added a 9pm appointment on Wednesdays~ I hope that is alright with you. Although, I am not sure that he will be able to make 

it this Wednesday. Your Updated schedule is attached. 

If you want to speak witla your students abont rescheduling, let me know what you all decide. 

Thank yot~ 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
U~’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (ofi~ice) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmalug(a)uncaa.unc.edu 

>~> " ~email.unc.edtc, 5:48 PM ~> 

Susan, 
Greetings. Hope your weekend is off to a good start. It has come to my attention that I will be unable to tutor on Wednesday,        . I know that’s a couple of weeks off, but 
wanted to be sure and give you plenty of advance notice. If it’s agreeable to you, I can certainly talk to my students this week about scheduling an appointment some other time 
that week. Hope this doesn’t cause any problems. 
Have a good one, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, : 10:17 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

tmo6ng toNght 

Hi Susan, 

I am not feeling very well today and am feeling like I will not be able to make it tonight to tutoring from 8-10 pm. Is that okay? I would be willing to meet with the three students on Sunday at 
the same times (8-10) to make up for the time and help them prepare for the week, if that would be helpful. 

Please let me klm~V, 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:26 AM 

~live.u nc.edu > 

Re: Thursdays 

Hi 

] went ahead and scheduled 

today? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

) at 3pm on Thursdays. I don’t think the cancellations will be a concern. Would you be able to begin as soon as 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9~L9 962 9892 (office) 

9Z9 962 8247 (fax) 

sbrnaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> " @live.unc.edu > 

Hi Susan, 

10:12 AM >>> 

Sorry for the delay, I was out of town this weekend and didn[3t have access to my notes. As of now, ___ . and possibly 

meet with 

I can. 

Thanks, 

are the issue. I will actually have to 

at :1:30 on those days but will speak with her about that as we get closer. I would be more than happy to tutor the math    at 3pm on the Thursdays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc .edtr~ 

Friday,                  8:21 AM 

Jaimie I,ee <jai nielee@uncaa.unc.ed~t>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc edu>; Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edtr’~ 

SusaJ~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

I will be in at 9, but I can’t remember if she has someone at 8. If one of you gets this, will you check? 

Bradley R,H, Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Email: bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
Office: 919-962-2237 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,’ 12:05 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Make-up Appt. on Sunday Night !    ( ) 

Hi 
I hope you are feeling better today, 

We would like to reschedule the Thursday night appointments for the same time this Sunday (8pro 10pro)., 

would you please inform the guys about these make up times this Sunday? 

Thank you for your willingness to make up the appointments. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloyC~u ncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ’ ~email.unc.edu > 

Hi Susan, 

5:20 PM >>> 

Thanks very much, and yes, please let me know about Sunday. 

Best, 

8 9pm and and 9 Z0pm. Jaimie and Tia, 

On at 3:54 PM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

I hope you feel better soon. A bug is definitely going around. AIot of students are sick too. Thank you for letting me know. I am waiting to hear back from 

Wally as to whether or not we reschedule for Sunday. 

Thanks and feel better soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@uncaa.unc.edu 
> > > " #email.unc.edu > 

Hi Susan, 

[0:16 AM >>> 

I am not feeling very well today and am feeling like I will not be able to make it tonight to tutoring from 8 10 pm. Is that okay? I would be willing to meet with 

the three students on Sunday at the same times (8 10) to make up for the time and help them prepare for the week, if that would be helpful. 

Please let me know, 

Thanks, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:11 PM 

Maloy, S usan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Extra Da~vlime ECON tutoring - 

I can start Monday. 

Thanks, 

F~m: Susan Malo¥ [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, :[2:46 PM 
To-" 
$,,bjeet-" RE: Extra Daytime ECON tutoring - 

Ok llam on Mondays it is .... 

Susan 

can begin this Monday. Are you able to as well? 

> > > ". ~live.unc.edu > 9:31 AM > > > 

I c~m do :[lain, Let nl~:_~ know when you’d lik~-_~ to get starb:_~d. 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, :[2::[9 PM 
To-" 
Subject: RE: Extra Daytime ECON tutoring - 

Thank you for getting back to me 

Susan 

Would llam on Mondays work for you? 

> > > " @live.unc.edu: ! 9:11 AM > > > 

Hi there Susan, 

Sorry for the delay in responding to your original email-- this research trip has been keeping me very busy. I could do Monday late morning/early afternoon, I think 

had some avaih~bility that day ~s well My otl’u:_~r d~ys have gotten a lot busier with th~-_~s~:_~ pr.:)i~:_~cts so unforturn~:ely t don’t hav~-’_~ a ton of fre~:_~ daytime hours. 

me Imow what you think [or scheduling. 

Thank you, 

From: Susan Maloy Imailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

$e~t: Tuesday, 4:54 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Extra Daytime ECON tutoring - 

Jaimie Lee, football counselor, mentioned that you and            had talked about possibly working together on ECON 

mind that would work for each of you? We would like to set up some additional with you if your schedule permits. 

Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

during the week as well. When did you have in 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:41 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: UPDATE Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _HIST_ pdf 

Hi 

I added an 8pm appointment to your schedule on Monday night. Hope that is alright with you. See attached schedule. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR S(~HLDULI~ 

STUDENT 

H IST 

AFA[ 

AFA[ 

H IST 

H IST 

Monday 01:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:33 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu > 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

Attach: .GEOL adf 

Hi 

I have a workable tutor schedule set for you. Are you able to begin this Monday night ( ? See the attached schedule. It should be a total of 8 hours as we had discussed. 

Let me know if it looks alright to you, There may be some students added to your appointments for some small group work in the near future, 

Let me know if starting Monday works for you, 
Have a great weekend, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



STUDENT 

GEO[ 

GEO[ 

GEO[ 

GEO[ DROP-IN Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

GEOL Wednesday 08:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: @emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:20 PM 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Scheduling a~ extra tutorial 

Dear Susan, 

Last week,           and I discussed scheduling an extra tutorial for tomorrow night at 9. He has an exam for his African American Studies course on Tuesday and wanted 
to have one last review session before it. Would this be okay to schedule? 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dlive.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:45 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Tutor Schedule 

Susan 

I will be there tonight, most of the schedule looks great, except for one part. On tuesday night you have me tutoring,            in Geol . I dont feel comfortable tutoring 
for that class. That class is paleontology, so it deals with fossils and prehistoric life, which altough list in geology is a subject I have never studied, and is not required for a 
degree in geology. I hope this is not too big of an issue. 

Thanks 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

I have a workable tutor ~hedule set tbr you. Are you able to begin this Monday night      ? See the attached schedule. It should be a total of 8 hours as we had 
discussed. Let me know if it looks alright to you. There may be some ffaldents added to your appointments for some s,nall group work in the near future. 

Let me know if sta~ting Monday works for you. 

Have a great weekend. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Acaderuic Counselor 
L~N’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbma loy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan, 

Jen’s 

Jaime 
(Soci: 

Tia 
Afam: 

Thanks, 

@hotmail.com> 

Monday,                 ’ 10:57 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 

Here are my suggestions for the students: 

(Soci ~- Just coming off Exam 1. Enter terms from chapters into quizlet or read chapters, based on syllabus. 

Just coming off Exam 1. Read chapters, based on syllabus. 

- Just coming off Exam1. Read unit/book based on syllabus. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu > 

Monday,                  5:04 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring on Tuesday 

Hi Susan, 

T have two medical appointments tomorrow (both out of town) and will need to stay home afterwards. As a result, I won’t be able to tutor tomorrow evening. T am on my way to 

the Athletic Center now, but I wasn’t sure if you’re working tonight. So, I just wanted to let you know in case ~ don’t see you this evening. 

Best, 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Monday, 5:40 PM 

To: Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet~: Drop-in for 

Hi Susan 

I’ll pl~ to get in a little early...7:30p this evening to help her out. (I’m usu~Jly in room G I think on Mondays.) Should I clock in then? 

email. ~gmail.com 

email. ~live.unc.edu 

mobile. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:42 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Cancel your 8pm Appt. Tonight 

Thanks for the heads up! 

I can add a drop-in hour from 9-10 on Sunday, but won’t be able to add Thursday night hours. Thanks! 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesda~,~, 12:29 PM 
To: 
Subject: Cancel your 8pm Appt. Tonight 

Hi 
I just wanted to let you know that 
believe she is your only appointment. 

will not be able to make your tutor appointment tonight at 8pro. Hopefully you will get this message before coming in tonight since I 

On another note, would you be interested in doing some drop-in tutoring ~2~r the fina[ hour on Sunday (9pm) and/or perhaps some time on Thursday evenings? 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaioy@un caa.unc, edu<mailto :sbmaloy(@uncaa.unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:32 PM 

:@live.unc.edu > 

UPDATED Tutor Schedule 

_MATH_ECON. pdf 

Hi 
I just removed the PSYC    student and added an ECON 

Attached is your updated schedule. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

student in the 8pm time slot on Mondays. I hope that works for you. 



STUDENT 

STOR: 

ECON 

STOR 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:37 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: UPDATED Tutor Schedule 

Attach: _HIST_ pdf 

Hi 

Just wanted to let you know that you 6pm appt. on Monday with 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

has been canceled. See attached. 



TUTOR S(~HI~I)ULI~ 

H IST[ 

AFAM 

H IST: 

H IST: 

Monday 01:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 03[:00 PlVl 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:42 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Change in Tutor Sessions 

_EXSS_ pdf 

Yes, you got it. I hope this resolves some of your concerns. Please let us know how it goes. Your schedule is attached. 
Wally, Tia and I made these changes based on the fact that football is off on Mondays. Please inform your students of these changes. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

> > > " _~email.unc.edu > 

Susan, 

That would work for me. So just to make sure I have this right 

Monday: 6 10 

Wednesday: 7:15 10 

Is this correct? 

8:23 PM >>> 

On 

wrote: 

, at 7:58 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hi 
To continue to separate the guys, would you be willing come meet at 6pm on Mondays? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



EXSS: 

EXSS: 

EXSS: 

EXSS: 

EXSS: 

EXSS: 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 07:15 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:15 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:37 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

Unfortunately, rm not available additional evenings. Sorry I can’t be of help for this student. 

Best, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:15 PM 
To: 
Subject: Wednesday Tutoring 

Hi 
Is there any chance that you would be able to tutor a student at 8pm on Wednesday evenings? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~,-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:25 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Can Anyone Work Tomorrow 8pm- 10pm?? 

I cma! 

On at 2:24 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmalov~tmcaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Eve~one, 

I hope all is going well with you guys. 

able to fill "that 2 hour shift tomorrow? 

Thank~ 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutnrial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (n]Yice) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu 

just inlbnned me that she is not able to work tomorrow night (Thur~tay ) ti-om 8pm- 10pm. Is anyone 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 2:56 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor HIST 

Thursdays at 7 will be perfect. Did you get my email about this Thursday? I had already sent my rsvp to attend a lecture at Duke Thursday night when I got your email, so I can’t 
start until next week. But otherwise that will be fine. 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:45 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutor HIST 

How about Thursday at 7pm? 

Susan 

>~>’ ~email.unc.edtc~ 6:00 PM ~> 

Susan, 
Yes, I can tutor that course and would be happy to come in on Thursday. Let me know what time. 
Have a good one, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:40 PM 

To: 
Subject: Tutor HIST 

Hi 
Would you be able to tutor HIST 

Thm~k yo~ 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
IJ~-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc. edu 

? If so, are you willing to come in on Thursday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday 5:05 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Scheduling an extra tutorial 

Hi Susan, 

Yes, and T were able to meet. T’m glad that was okay. Also, i" wanted to give full disclosure about another tutorial session that 1" might not be the best fit for. Right now, 1" 
have ) for an African Studies    :utorial on Monday at 7. This week was okay, as about 25% of the material on his first test pertained to the slave trade. 
The rest of the course, however, deals with African history from the late 19th century to the present. 1"’m only familiar with the history of the slave trade and have never taken a 
course in modern African history. So 1’m happy to help to the best of my abilities but there might be a considerable amount of content that is outside the range of my 
"expertise" (US and African American history). 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Scheduling an extra tutorial 

So s~n.5’ to have not gotten to your email in time. Loolcs like by your time card that the two of yon were able to meet at 9pm. Is that right? 

Sounds fine. 

Thanks, 

Su~n 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
£YNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy (@uncaa unc. edu 

>>> ’" ~email.unc.edu> 

Dear Susan, 

8:20 PM >>> 

Last week,           and 1" discussed scheduling an extra tutorial for tomorrow night at 9. He has an exam for his African American Studies course on Tuesday and wanted to 
have one last review session before it. Would this be okay to schedule? 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welbom, Spencer Broolcs <swelborn@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:16 AM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: - AFRI 

I saw dlat in d~e feedback forms .... thinks every tittle bit helps so he has not made that comment to rne. He is sitdng in with 

sessions on T!R @ :l.pm as well. They are both from Africa and have language barriers so it will be fine to cancel his tutorial with 

and on their tutoring 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, :[0: i:[ AlVl 
To: Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject:             - AFRI 

Hi Spencer, 

I wanted to pass along to you these comments from who is tutorin.q in AFRI Has he made any indication that has not been helpful? 
Anyway, just a heads up that we may need to rethink this. Thanks. 

Susan 

I wanted to give full disclosure about another tutorial session that I might not be the best fit for. Right now, [ have ) for an African Studies tutorial on 
Monday at 7. This week was okay, as about 25% of the material on his first test pertained to the slave trade. The rest of the course, however, deals with African history from 

the late :]_9th century to the present. I’m only familiar with the history of the slave trade and have never taken a course in modern African history. So I’m happy to help 

to the best of my abilities but there might be a considerable amount of content that is outside the range of my "expertise" (US and African American history). 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 3_0:38 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: UPDATED Tutor Schedule 

This looks great Susan. Thanks! 

Phone: 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:30 AM 

"ro-, 
Subject-" UPDATED Tutor Schedule 

Hi 
I just added a POLI appointment at 8:30pm on Wednesdays. Is that alright with you? Your updated schedule is attached. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
~19-962-9892 (ofiice) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbma lov@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Thursdw, 12:15 PM 

To: Susan Malw <sbmalw@uncaa.unc-edu> 

Subject: ~hedule 

hi susan, i always do my bes~t thinking a£ter the decisions have been made. 

what occurred to me was. if l 7 hours (ish) is my total, making my schedule 7-10 five nights and my having the lalitude to go a little long when there is need, would be 

best. it always starts slow and is generally quite busy right when i’m suppo~d to be walking out the door. and at the same time, 6-7 is considembb’ more valuable as 

discmlionary time for me personally than 9-10, 

unless you know of some problem that slips my mind° i’m pretty sure it’s an appreciably better arrangement tbr all parties concerned, let me know what you think? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:02 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday Tutoring 

Hi Susan 

That’s fine, though I’m afraid I wouldn’t be able to nmke it tonight. I roll still be there for my 8 o’clock meeting tonight. 

Thanks, 

On at 3:44 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I added 2 students to a 7pm Thursday appointment for PHIL 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (Ihx) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 

Would 7pm on Thursdays work for you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~*: 

?}email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  8:58 AM 

Susa~ Malov <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 

Hi Susan. I hope you had a good weekend. I was wondering if it would be possible for me to take offWednesday,                        will have had his 

exam :tbr anatomy on Monday and will not have new materiaJ to cover. I am not sure about the Emergency Care boys, but I have them all on Monday aud will leave 

them with a homework assignment to do for us to cover the following Monday. Please let me know if this is possible. Thank you! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 9:55 AM 

Susa~ Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 7pm Appt. Tonight Canceled 

Hey Susan, 

Thank you f,ar letting me know about tonight. I am willing to meet with 
them Wednesday at 7pm if they are available 

On Man, 9:49 AM, Susan Nhloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
He?’ 
I wanted to let you know that the Freshman guys have a mandatoW CREED 
meeting tonight at 7pm and will not be able to make your tutor session. So 
we’ll cancel your 7pm appointment but maintain your 8pm and 9pm appointments 
for tonight. If the guys are able to, would you be willing to meet them on 
Wednesday instead of Monday this week at 7pm? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Malay 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (o:t?Sce) 
919-2%2- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:15 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: exss Mth 

either way.,,whether it is a one time thing or not... 

Beth 

Beth Bddger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 
>>> Susan Maloy 8:40 AM >>> 

[ could perhaps talk with about tailoring her EXSS drop in to EXSS 

Susan 

review on Sunday at 6pm, Would that help? 

>>> Beth Bridger 1:23 PM >>> 

Susan 

meets with her tutor, on Wed for Exss for her first test,,.can they meet on Sunda} 

week, 

This request came from , so it seems the day should work, 

Beth 

Beth Bddger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c: 
bridgerb@u ncaa,u nc,edu 

Her test is Tuesday the before their tutor session that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:22 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: - 7pm Appt. Canceled Tonight 

I’m sorq,’-I forgot to remind you that I won’t be tutoring tonight (see forwarded message below). 

Yes-           does need to be working on an assignment It is relative@ sholt (~3 pages), and I’ll see him Wednesday before he submits it. I think I gave him enough work 
so he should have a full draft by now (hopefully!). In any case, please let me knew if I can assist him in any other capacity. Thanks. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

........ Forwarded message ....... 
From: ....................... 
Date: Mort at 10:26 AM 
Subject: Tutoring on Monday, 

To: sbmaloy@uncaa, unc.edu 

Dear Susan, 

I just wanted to let you know that I will not be able to tutor on Monday, due to a prior engagement. I’m sony for any inconvenience. 

Best, 

University of North. Caxolina-Chapel Hill 

On Mon, at 10:14 AM, Susan Malov <sbnmJo~uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

Hi 
has a mandatory CREED meeting tonight, therefore his 7pm session with you has been canceled for tonight only, Kym seems to think that he has 

something coming up in ENGL, so he may pop in to see you after 8pm if that is alright with you. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

919 962 9892 

919 962 8247 

sbmalo¥@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:36 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tutorial "tonight 

Hi there Susan, 

I am so sorry for the last notice but I am going to need to cancel my tutorial sessions tonight. I have not been feeling well at all and have been in workshops all day 

so don’t think I will be very much help to the students. Please let them know. Again, I apologize for being so late in letting you know. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Monday 3:59 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Possible to Chmage ttours? 

~bunc.edu~- 

Hi Susan, 

I hope you had a great ~veekend; I was speaking with some of the other writing instructors and it seems that we have a large demand for tutors on Thursdays. I usually come in for one hour 
on Monday (like today) and for longer on Tuesday. If it would help, I would not mind switching to Thursday if it would further spread out the tutors for the students. Tha~,: you for all of 

your help and have a great afternoon, 



From: ~     @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:32 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Tutoring Tuesday nighte 

Good evening Susan, 

I am so sorry, but I cannot come on Tuesday niaht. 
for having to miss tutoring. 

Sincerely, 

I do apologize 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.~mc.edtr> 

RE: Possible to Change Hours? 

@tmc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

I just realized that I completely misread my schedule for Mondays (I thought it was for i hour instead of 2); I can stay with the Monday crowd if it would help in that case since 

I have extra time to help with the demand. If it turns out that later in the semester, the Thursday demand rises, I can certainly help out then (I don’t mind trading days). I 

apologize for the confusion and thank you again for your help. Have a great afternoon, 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,, 2:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Possible to Change Hours? 

Hi 

Thank you so much for oflbring. Yes we are slitn on Thursdays. However, I have your schedule as 8- l 0pm on Mondays (2 hours instead of l) and 7- l 0pm on 

Tuesdays. What times would you be rolling to work on Thursdays? Would you be able to continue to work on Mondays or would you trade your Monday hours for 
Thursdays? 

Thank .Yot~ 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L,~N’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-%2-9892 (ofiice) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbma lov@uncaa.unc.edu 

Hi Susm~, 

@unc.edtc> 3:58 PM >>> 

I hope you had a groat weekend; I was speaJdng with some of the olher writing instructors and it seems that we have a large demand tbr tutors on Thursdays. I usually 

come in tbr one hour on Monday (like today) a~d tbr longer on Tuesday. If it would help, I would not mind switching to Thursday if it would further spread out "the tntors 

for the students. Thank you tbr all of your help ~md have a great afternoon, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@bellsouth.net~ 

Tuesday, 4:04 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Extra BIOL Review 

sure...desaix test is on Tues so we can do a review for those students on Monday night at 7pm. Hogan test 2 is next Thurs so maybe those studems can come to the 

regulm Weds sessions 7- 8pm. 

Cheers. 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: @bellsouth.net 
Sent: Tue, 2:33:45 PM 
Subject: Extra BIOL Review 

Hi 

Beth Bridger mentioned that there is a 2nd BIO test next Tuesday,, 

Monday evening? 

Thank~ 

Susm~ 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy(~unca a.unc, edu 

Is there may chance you would be able to come in tbr an extra hour review on Sunday or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. 3. Brent Cooper _~hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:01 AM 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; cooperjb@ad.unc.edu 

Thursday, 

Ms. Maloy, 

Due to a family obligation, I will not be able to meet for my tutoring appointment on Thursday,         I have made my student and their academic counselor, Wally 
Richardson, aware of this fact by the academic feedback forms and by email last Thursday (feedback forms), Friday (email), and again last night (feedback forms) T reminded 
my student. T apologize for this inconvenience. T always try to reschedule these appointments with my students when it is most convenient for them so I can be there for them, 
which this time I tried to reschedule for Monday,        on this particular occasion but this change was never confirmed so we were not able to meet as T do not personally 
contact my students as has been my policy throughout my time tutoring. 

times that best meet their schedules as their schedules are likely even busier than mine. 

I ~vill always offer to re-schedule t-he appointments I miss wi~h students at 

Brent 

J. 8rent Cooper, Ed.D. 

Doctorate of Educational Leadership 

UNC-Chapel Hill, 2008 

Master’s of School Administration 

UNC-Chapel Hill, 2004 

Bachelor’s of Education-Secondary Social Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill, 3.996 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@bellsouth.net~ 

Wednesday, 11:08 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Extra BIOL Review 

Sounds good...monday 7-8 ruth bb gifts, 8-9 with other desaix kids. 

On Weds I won’t do 6-7 pm but roll s~rt at 7pm. 

Cheers. 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: _~bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Tue, 4:54:J.2 PM 
Subject: Re: Extra BIOL Review 

Awesome’. B ut here is another twist....would you be able work with just your      girls th)m 7-8pm a]~d then an open review for everyone else from 8-9Dm? Or at 

the very least 7:00-7:30 with      a~d 7:30- 8:15 tbr everyone el~? Since fl~e test is Tues~y, we can cancel your 6pm Wednesday ap~intment mfl~      which 

mea~s you would not need k) come in until 7pm on Wednesday. Not sure if that helps in your decision or not. 

Let me ~ow what you drink. 

Tha~ 

Susm~ 

~bellsouth.net~          4:04 PM >~> 

snre...desaix test is on Tnes so we can do a review for those students on Monday night at 7pm. 

regnlar Weds sessions 7- 8pm. 

Cheers. 

test 2 is next Thurs so maybe those students can come to the 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To:. ~bellsouth.net 
Sent: Tue, 2:33:45 PM 
Subject: Extra BIOL Review 

Hi 

Beth Bridger mentioned that there is a 2nd BIO test next Tuesday 

Monday evening? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (Lax) 
sbmalov(&uncaa.unc, edu 

Is there any chm~ce you would be able to co~ne in for m~ extra hour ~eview on Sunday or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, :1:59 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: bio 

perfect for Monday, 

Daytime let me see 

could do MW 10 and 11 

Also, is dropping Math but can I use that hour with at 3 on TH for extra stor tutoring for 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 
>>> Susan Maloy           ]_:47 PM >>> 

is maxed at night according to his availability. But he may be willing to work some daytime hours. Do they have any availability? 
did say that he is willing to conduct an exam review on Monday night at 7pm fo~     students and all others at 8pm, I will go ahead and get the word out on this if 

you can inform your girls that would be great. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Beth Bridger 12:53 PM >>> 

Susan 

Just wanted to ask, for sure, about an option for Biol tutoring. Do we have anything available for one on one sessions with students? [ would like to move a few of my 

LEEP kids in to one on one sessions if possible. Even with a group of 3, it is too much as they can’t get the individual instruction they need. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu~; 

Sent: Wednesday, ; 2:10 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: DRAM    Review 

Okay, great! No problem at all 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                2:03 PM 

Sulzject: RE: DRAM 1 Review 

Ok great, rll get the ~vord out about this Sunday at 8pm. Looks like you’ll be m Room 2301. 

ThaWs for doing this 

Susan 

>>> "~ ~live unc edu> 1:38 PM >>> 
Sounds good to met 

Thanks~ 

From: Susan ]Vialoy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:51 AN] 

To: 
Subject: RE: DRAM Review 

How does 8pro on Sunday sound? 

>>> "                     ~hve.unc.edu> 
Absolutely! Just let me know what time, and I’ll be there 

Thanks! 

10:35 PM >>> 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                 8:50 PM 

To:     ~unc.edu 
Subject: DRAM    Review 

Hey 
Would you be willing and available to lead a ]-)RAM 
Thank you, 
Susan 

review on Sunday evening’? ’]’he first exam is on Monday 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto :sbmalovCd),,ancaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:14 PM 

Ma|oy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

clarification 

Hi Susan, I just wanted to clarify that 1 will be at my appointments tomorrow evening ---it is only the afternoon that is an issue, 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, : J.0:55 PH 
To: Bridget, Beth; Maloy, Susan 
Subject: Appointments tomorrow afternoon 

Hi Beth and Susan, 

I have to leave tomorrow (Thursday) at 2:30pm. Is there any way to meet with at :l:30pm? If not then I will be there at 2pm but just have to leave 

early. Also I will not be able to meet with at 3pm unless we can move it to 5 or 6pm? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 12:19 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Da~J~me Availability for Tutoring 

SusalL 

Either of those times on either days would be jusl fine by me’. 

Best, 

Ou 10:27 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloySb~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I just received a request for a tutor for HIST perhaps during the day. Would you be willing and available Tuesday and Thursday at either 9 lO:30am or 12:30 1:30? 
I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.u nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thu rsday, 9:30 AM 

~gmail.com > 

Re: Daytime Availability for Tutoring 

_AFAM_: pdf 

Fantastic! I have added two appointments to your schedule at 9:30 on Tuesday and Thursday morning with ’ 

next Tuesday. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

>>> i @gmail.com> 12:18 AM >>> 

Susan, 

Either of those times on either days would be just fine by me! 

Best, 

. Attached is your updated schedule. We can begin 

On 

Hi 

I just received a request for a tutor for HIST 

look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

~uncaa.unc.edu 

10:27 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

perhaps during the day. Would you be willing and available Tuesday and Thursday at either 9 10:30am or 12:30 1:307 



H IST 

AFA[ 

AFA[ 

STUDI’~NT DAY TItlE 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

H IST: 

AFAM 

H IST 

Tuesday 09:30 AM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:30 AM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:10 PM 

To: @yahoo.com > 

Subject: Re: schedule 

Attach: .MATH_ .pdf 

Hey 

Take a look at the attached schedule and let me know if this takes care of the changes we discussed. 

Thanks for your patience with all of this. I really appreciate it. 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>>                                  @yahoo.corn>           12:14 PM >>> 

hi susan, i always do my best thinking after the decisions have been made. 

what occurred to me was, if 17 honrs (ish) is my total, making my schedule 7-10 five nights and my having the latitude to go a little long when there is need, would be 

best. it always starts slow and is generally quite busy right when i’m snpposed to be waJking out the door. and at the same lime, 6-7 is considerably mo~e vaJuable as 

discretionaxy time for me personally than 9-10. 

unless you kmow of some problem that slips my mind, i’m pretty sure it’s an appreciably better a~Tangement for all parties concerned, let me know what you think? 



STUDENT 

MATH DROP-IN Sunday 07:00 PM 

MATH DROP-IN Sunday 09:00 PM 

MATH DROP-IN Monday 07:00 PM 

MATH DROP-IN Monday 09:00 PM 

MATH Tuesday 08:00 PM 

MATH DROP-IN Tuesday 09:00 PM 

MATH DROP-IN Wednesday 07:00 PM 

MATH DROP-IN Wednesday 09:00 PM 

MATH: Thursday 08:00 PM 

MATH DROP-IN Thursday 09:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday,’ 2:57 PM 

To: Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: Appt. with on Sunday ?? 

Susan, 

Would it be possible for      [o meet at 9? I’d planned to meet ruth the football players then because they have some team activities and group meetings until about 

8:30. If he can’t make it, I’d be happy to meet ruth him another time. 

Let me know’. 

On 2:29 PM, "Susan Maloy" <~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Not sure if you would be available or not, but just wanted to ask if you would be able to meet with on Sunday at 8pm instead of Monday? 
Apparently there is a test this coming week on Monday. Perhaps we could include the two football players in the session as well in order to prepare for the test. 

Let me knowwhat you think. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: ~@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 12:13 PM 

To: Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: reschedule? 

Hello Susm~, 

As you l, mow, I have been looking for a second job. I have found one I am quite interested in, which would be a full time position. However, this job requires that I 

work evenings. ~rould you still be interested in keeping me on the team as a content tutor if I had to reduce my tutoring to one or two nights per week? Would it be 

possible to mschedule my tutoring this way? 

This is something wNch I have not made a final decision about yet, but I want to understand what degree of flexibility I have as a tutor in order to help make that 

choice. 

Thanks! 

~gmail.com 

&gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:10 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CANCELLAT]ONS tonight 

Hi, 
Could you please cancel 

Also, could you cancel 

Thanks! 

8:00 appointment with 

appointment with at 9? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

They met last night and he had his test today. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:18 AM 

To: Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: Switch 

Susan~ 

md I roll be smtching football for tonight and tomon~ow. I will be there tonight form 8-10 mad 

Thanks, 

roll take my shift Tuesday fi~om 8-10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:30 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: UPDATED Tutor Schedule 

Hi Susan, 
I’m sort?~ for the last minute notice, but I’m afraid that I won’t be able to make my appointments this week. A conference I am attending moved tW panels up by several days, which means that 
will need to leave for South Carolina tonight. Again, rm vel?~ sorlw for the late notice but I just found out about this myself. 

Universit~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 10:30 AN 
To; 
Subject: UPDATED Tutor Schedule 

Hi 

I just added a POLI appointment at 8:30pm on Wednesdays. Is that alright with you? Your updated schedule is attached. 

Thin,ks, 

Su~n 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~ (@uncaa unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:56 PM 

~gmail.com 

Cancel 8pm Appt. Tonight 

Just wanted to let you know that       8pm appointment has been canceled for tonight since he just had his test today. 

will also not be present tonight since she has a BiOL review also at 7pm tonight. With that said, do you have any time when you could possibly reschedule 

this week for HIST ; ’ ~ believe she has a test coming up soon. 

Thanks so much for being so flexible. Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9:£9 962 9892 (office) 

9]_9 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:48 PM 

@gmail.com > 

Re: reschedule? 

Hi 

Congratulations on the new jo!! Yes, if there is something that we can work out with your schedule in order for you to work a few nights a week, that would still be great for 

us. Unfortunately, my scheduling system is down today, and I am not able to come up with any solutions at the moment. Using your current tutorial appointment schedule, do 

you have any suggested changes in order to continue to service the students given your new availability? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> ’@gmail.com> 

Hello Susan, 

12:13PM >>> 

As you know, I have been looking for a second job. I have found one I am quite interested in, which would be a full time position, However, this job requires that I work 

evenings, Would you still be interested in keeping me on the team as a content tutor if I had to reduce my tutoring to one or two nights per week? Would it be possible to 

reschedule my tutoring this way? 

This is something which I have not made a final decision about yet, but [ want to understand what degree of flexibility I have as a tutor in order to help make that choice. 

Thanks! 

.~qmail.com 

@qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:09 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON 

Hey, 

Can you see if one of the ECON tutors could do a brief tutorial for the STATA program on ECON 

really struggling and the drop ins won’t work because they need more individual attention. 

would be okay with drop ins after that. 

Let me know if something can be worked out. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

? One of my            players, a        player and a        are all 

the      player, thinks if they had one tutorial on the STATA process, he 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:21 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Psyc Review Session 

Hi Susan, 

My psyc        kids (Loeb’s class) have an exam next Wednesda"      . They’d like to do a revie~v session on Tuesday evening. I’m scheduled for a drop in 7-8, but if you think that time 
would be better served reviewing, we can just change the drop in to exam review If not, I can do 9:00 instead Like last time, anyone in the class is welcome to attend rll mention it to my 
regulars, but if they get reminders, this is ~vho it involves: 

Let me know ~vhat time you would like me to hold the review-. 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Re: Tutoring Question 

Hi 
Thank you for expressing your concerns. [ can certainly understand your situation. [ know that you have a full schedule of tutoring each week. [ certainly hope that we can work 

something out to help ease your load. However, my predicament will be to make sure that students who have been accustomed to your assistance each week will have a 

limited time without service. Will you be able to hang on until we can work out a modified schedule? Do you have an ideal schedule in mind knowing the hours that you desire 

and the students who you work with? Do you have time during the day when we could perhaps meet to discuss this? 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 

> > > @live.unc.edu > 
Susan, 

6:02 PM >>> 

Good afternoon. I am writing because I wanted to see about the possibility of cutting my hours as an academic tutor. My classes are beginning to overwhelm me, and though I’ve 
visited my professors, frequent the Writing Center, and reached out for support from classmates, rm not able to get through eveelthing and do my best. Its starting to show, and 
T feel very behind coming into the midterm season. 

It is my first semester as a graduate student, and perhaps it was a mistake to take so many classes, I was hoping to get ahead and it seems I just can’t hack it alongside my 

other responsibilities. 

I really appreciate the opportunity to work, and am thankful for the hours. I had to really soul search before writing this because it would mean T’ve got less income, but I have to 
make sacrifices in order to prioritize the right things for my future at this point in my life. I thought there might be a way reduce some of my hours. 

Please let me know what you think, and if its not possible to reconfigure the schedule I will, of course, continue to do my best to fulfill my role for the Center to the best of my 
ability. 

Thanks so much for your consideration, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:42 PM 

Maloy, S usan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Ques~tion 

Susan, 

Thanks so much for getting back to me and being open to working out a few less hours. 

It was really difficult to write that ernail, as I am the kind of person who hates to seem weak or seem like I’m giving up, However, I’ve pushed myself to the breaking point in 

the past and I don’t want to go down that road again. Nobody wins, and certainly not our athletes as my patience frays past the point of no return. 

The first time I can meet would be Wednesday afternoon. Anytime after 12:30 and before tutoring begins. Let me know when you can possibly fit me in, and I really appreciate 

your taking the time to see me regarding this. 

Thanks so much, again, 

l~rom: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 10:42 PM 
To= 
Subject= Re: Tutoring Question 

Hi 

Thank you tbr expressing your concerns. I can certainly understand your situation. I know that you have a full schedule of tutoring each week. I certainly hope that we 

can work somethiug out to help ease your load. Howevm; my predicament will be to make sure that s~dents who have been accustomed to your assistauce each week 

will have a limited time without service. Will you be able to hang ou uutil we can work out a modified schedule? Do you have an ideaJ schedule in ~nind knowing the hours 

that you desire and the studeuts who you work with? Do you have time during the day when we could perhaps meet to discuss this? 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~N-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 

sbmaloy@uncaa unc. edu 

>>> )!live.uuc.edu> 

Susan, 

Good afternoon. I am writing because I wanted to see about the possibility of cutting my hours as an academic tutor. My classes are beginning to overwhelm me, and though I’ve 
visited my professors, frequent the Writing Center, and reached out for support from classmates, I’m not able to get through everything and do my best. Its starting to show, and 
I feel very behind coming into the midterm season. 
It is my first semester as a graduate student, and perhaps it was a mistake to take so many classes, ~ was hoping to get ahead and it seems I just can’t hack it alongside my 
other responsibilities. 

I really appreciate the opportunity to work, and am thankful for the hours. I had to really soul search before writing this because it would mean rve got less income, but I have to 
make sacrifices in order to prioritize the right things for my future at this point in my life. I thought there might be a way reduce some of my hours. 

Please let me know what you think, and if its not possible to reconfigure the schedule I will, of course, continue to do my best to fullfil my role for the Center to the best of my 
ability. 

Thanks so much for your consideration, 



From: ~bellsouth.net~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:58 AM 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: update 

Hi Susan--I reviewed Bio    with the_       from 7-8 yesterday and the the larger review went from 8-9:55. Sorvy.~ for the longer session. I will be happy to sho~teu 

my upcoming sessions to account for the extra time. 
I’m not able to do a review on Thurs night for the Hogan test. I have my Hogan students from 8-9 tomorrow night mM will review with them at that point. 

Regarding th~ ,, getting a lot of blmtk stares fiom them last fight at the review and as we discussed, an additional session during the week would be helplhl. Here 

are some suggesfons: 

Tues: 9-10am, 12- lpm, 9-10pm 
Thurs: 9-10am, 12-1pro 

Cheers. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetiael@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:50 AM 

Jaimie I,ee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.e&~; Tia Overs~treet <overstre@uncaa unc edu>; Wally Richard~n <wricha@uncaa.unc.edtr’~ 

Susm~ Malo~’ <sbnmloy@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tomonow f~ORT 

Counselors, 

will miss his PORT sessions tomorrow. 

l~radle~- R.H. Bethel I Reading a~d Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progr~:m for Student-Athletes 

Loudemdlk Center fbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

C              i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:13 PM 

Su~n Ma]oy [sbmaloy@ uncaa.uuc.e&~] 

tmo6ng toNght 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry for the late notice, but something has come up and I am aoina to need to cancel my tutoring appointments for tonight. I have one with             at 6, and then 

with                at 8 and            and            at 9. Very sorry for the inconvenience and I hope that is okay. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1:44 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: reschedule? 

awesome. 

I will not be able to make it toNght But I would like to reschedule the astro drop-in for Sunday evening. 7 pm-9pm? The exam is the next day and people can ask 

me their final questions. 

I roll be in Wednesday. 

Would it be possible to condense my schedule to be j ust Wednesday? or just Monday? 

thanks 

On Mon, ~ , at 2:48 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Congratulations on the new jo!! Yes, if there is something that we can work out with your schedule in order for you to work a few nights a week, that would still be 

great for us. Unfortunately, my scheduling system is down today, and I am not able to come up with any solutions at the moment. Using your current tutorial 

appointment schedule, do you have any suggested changes in order to continue to service the students given your new availability? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

>>> @gmail.com> 12:13 PM >>> 

Hello Susan, 

As you know, [ have been looking for a second job. [ have found one [ am quite interested in, which would be a full time position. However, this job requires that [ work 

evenings. Would you still be interested in keeping me on the team as a content tutor if [ had to reduce my tutoring to one or two nights per week? Would it be possible 

to reschedule my tutoring this way? 

This is something which [ have not made a final decision about yet, but ~ want to understand what degree of flexibility [ have as a tutor in order to help make that choice, 

Thanks! 

}gmail.com 

~gmail.com 

~gmail.com 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

Susan Malov <sbmalov@uncaa.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Re: DRAM 

~email.unc.edu; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sec Exam Review - Wednesday @ 8pm 

Sor~-y for the additional email, but please know the time of the Exam Review in the subject line of this email has been changed to 8pm to reflect the information contained in 

the email. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Susan Maloy 5:06 PM >>> 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for DRAM : Section 

~) at 8:00pro in Room S. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have, 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

that our Graduate Learning Assistant, will be conducting on Wednesday evening 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@ancaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Thur~tay- Writing Center Fill-in 

~unc.edu> 

Sine thing; I’ll stop by tonight as planned and Thursday fight too. Thank you for letling Ine know and I’ll see you soon! 

at 5:40 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmalov(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

If you can come tx~th days that would be great! 

>>>’ ~b~unc.edu: 5:34 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 

I can definitely fill-in this Thursday from 6-10 or 6- 9; did you want me to come in Thursday instead of today? Jus~t let ~ne know and see you soon, 

. at 4:49 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbma]oy(a)uncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Is there any way that you could possibly fill in as a drop-in in the Writing Center this Thur~tay ? We may be short that fight and could 

really use the assis~nce. If you can work 6-10pm that would be gIeaL but at a Ininimum 6-9 would be great also. Let me know what you 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
La’NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 7:15 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Unable to Make Tutorial, 

Susan, 

My apologies for the late notice but I will not be able to make tutorial tonight. I’ve been straggling ruth some stomach troubles today and I hoped I would be feeling 

better by this evening but unforttmately I am not. My apologies. 

Also, I had a quick ques~tion about my schedule. Last night I had an additional s~udent,              come in to my new 9:00 PM for AFRI . I was just wondering 

if she has been added to my ~hedule as well m~d if my "the Monday evening appointment will stand in spite of the change. 

Thank you and again, my apologies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erica Wood, @hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, October 24, 2012 7:44 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

to work 

Hi Brad and Susan, 

So, I would 
like to bring him to work with me today.                                                         It is not perfect, but I think it is workable, and preferable to 
cancelling with all of my students today. If you have any concerns, please give me a call or we can chat when I bring him around to introduce him. My cell phone is 

I won’t answer while I’m driving, so leave a message if I don’t pick up. 

See you soon. 

-Erica 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:51 PM 

MaJoy, S usan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring schedule 

Hi Susan, 

That schedule is fine for next week, However, I originaNy asked about changing the schedule over the weekend so that I could have tonight free~ The third coauthor 

[or one of my papers is in town and we are meeting tMs evening to discuss the next steps. Vm sorry for the inconvenience 

Thank you, 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:30 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring schedule 

Can you keep the Wednesday night schedule for tonight since we have not been able to finalize the new schedule yet? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

>>> ’ @live.unc.edu> 9:39 AM >>> 

Hi Susan~ 

can try to do b.:_~th sessions, starl:ing next: week. I am presenting ~r~ our seminar ~:Ms week so will no~: be abJe to meet ~:oday. 

"Fhanks, 

F~m: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday,              7:00 PM 

Subject: RE: Tutoring schedule 

Hey 

Would you be willing to meet both times Tuesday @ Ipm and Wednesday @ noon? Beth will make sure that she is on task in your sessions, but please note that in your 

feedback forms if she is working on other things during your session. That should not be the case. 

Let me know if that works or if you can only meet on one or the other. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

> > >                      @_[Lv___e_~_u__r_)_c_:__e__d___u_.>            2:23 PM > > > 
Would either Tuesday at :IOns or Wednesday at noon work? have gotten put ors a lot of proiects right now and have a lot of meetings scheduled with my advisor and 

the other coauthor throughout the rest of the semester. 

Th a [’~ks; 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :[:[: :[9 AM 
To: 
S~bject: RE: Tutoring schedule 

Would your schedule allow for any other opportunity to meet with 

Susan 

a second time after Monday’s session if we cancel the Wed session? 

> > > @_jj__v_’_e_~__u__n___c_.e___cj_u__> 4:43 PM > > > 

Hi there Susan, 

I could probably do an extra session at :[ lam that day. However, lust to let you know, I haven’t seen    for an :[ ~am appohltment ors Monday in a few weeks and he 

also has been missing the Wednesday evening appoir~tmer~ts. I talked t:o JaFsie l:oday and she was g()in~ to (:ot)tact him< 

Thank you for accomrnodating my schedule. 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Ivlonday, 3:57 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Tutoring schedule 

Hi 

Just trying to figure this out. Quick question, could you move 

Thanks, 
Susan 

from Wed night to 11am on Wednesday? We still think he needs to appointments each week. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> " t@live.unc.edu> 9:57 PM >>> 

Hi there Susan, 

I wanted to write to ask you about reschedulin8 my Wednesday evening tutorin~ appointments. There have been multiple weeks where I only meet with one of the 

students for part of one session for the whole night. My 7pro session is with                and we have another session on Monday evenin8 as well She often 

does not have a lot of work for the course with me and will end up working on something else Wednesday evenings. My 8pro session is with            and I also 

have a session scheduled with him on Monday at 11am however this has us meeting directly after his class meets and I have not seen him in a couple weeks. I have 

transportation issues on Wednesday evening, and since those nights often end up being very light if I tutor at all, I wanted to know if it would it be possible to 



reschedule. session for possibly Monday evening during one of my open slots and then I’d only meet with Hillary that night, too. Please let me know if this 

change will work. 

Thank you for your help, 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

RE: Tutoring schedule 

_MATH_ECON_ .pdf 

Ok, I think I have everything straight. Attached is your official updated schedule to begin next week. Please let me know if this does not look right to you. 
Thanks and good luck with all that you have going on this week. 

Susan 

>>> @live.unc.edu > 3:51 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 

That schedule is fine for next week. However, I originally asked about changing the schedule over the weekend so that I could have tonight free. The third coauthor 

for one of my papers is in town and we are meeting this evening to discuss the next steps, l~m sorry for the inconvenience. 

Thank you, 

From; Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:30 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: Tutoring schedule 

Can you keep the Wednesday night schedule for tonight since we have not been able to finalize the new schedule yet? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

> > > @_[Lv__e_&L3_C_:__e__d___u_.> 9:39 AM > > > 

Hi Susan, 

I can try to do both sessions, starting next week~ I am presenting in our seminar this week so will not be able to meet today. 

Th a ~ ks~ 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:00 PM 
To: 
Subject; RE: Tutoring schedule 

Hey 

Would you be wilNng to meet both times Tuesday @ lpm and Wednesday @ noon? Beth will make sure that she is on task in your sessions, but please note that in your 

feedback forms if she is working on other things during your session, That should not be the case, 

Let me know if that works or if you can only meet on one or the other. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

> > >                       ~jj__v_~=_L_Ln___c_:gc_]_u__>            2:23 PM > > > 

Would either Tuesday at tpm or Wednesday at noon work? have gotten put on a lot of projects right now and have a lot of meetings scheduled with my advisor and 

the other coauthor throughout the rest of the semester. 

rh a n ks, 

From= Susan Maloy [_m_aj_[t_qLs__b___n_?a[_o_y@_u__B_c___a_a__N_B_c__&_d_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, :Lk :~9 AM 
To: 
Subject; RE: Tutoring schedule 
Would your schedule allow for any other opportunity to meet with 

Susan 

a second time after Monday’s session if we cancel the Wed session? 

> > > @_[Lv___e_~_u__r_)_c_~__e__d___u_.> 4:43 PM > > > 

Hi there Susan, 

I could probably do an extra session at :].:].am that dav. However, iust to let you know, I havenr: t seen     for an :].1am appointment oll Monday in a few weeks and 

he also has been missing th~-_~ W~-_~dnesday ew-:ming appointments, f talk~-_~d to Jami~-:~ today and sPu-:~ was going to contact him, 

rhank you h:~r accommoda~:ing my schedule, 

From= Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent." Monday, 3:57 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Re: Tutoring schedule 

Hi 

Just trying to figure this out. Quick question, could you move 

Thanks, 

Susan 

from Wed night to 11am on Wednesday? We still think he needs to appointments each week. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > >                      @_[iy__e_&!3_c_:__e__d___u_.> 9:57 PM >>> 



Hi there Susan, 

I wanted to write to ask you about rescheduling my Wednesday evening tutoring appointments. There have been multiple weeks where I only meet with one of the 

students for part of one session for the whole night. My 7pro session is with               and we have another session on Monday evening as well. She often 

does not have a lot of work for the course with me and will end up working on something else Wednesday evenings. My gpm session is with            and I also 

have a session scheduled with him on Monday at 11am however this has us meeting directly after his class meets and I have not seen him in a couple weeks. I have 

transportation issues on Wednesday evening, and since those nights often end up being very light if I tutor at all, I wanted to know if it would it be possible to 

reschedule session for possibly Monday evening during one of my open slots and then IL~d only meet with that night, too. Please let me know if this 

change will work. 

Thank you for your help, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:14 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: rescheduling Thursday tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

Yes, that works fine. Thanks very much! 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:22 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: rescheduling Thursday tutoring 

Hi 

Thank you for letting me know. We would like to reschedule 

works lbr you. 

Susan 

at 8pm and m 9pm on Sm~day Thm~k you tbr offering to reschedule. I hope that 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
U~-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-.o62-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbma loy (~,,unc aa .uric. edu 
>>> ~email.unc.edtr> 

Hi Susan, 

3:51 PM >>> 

I’m so so~D" to make another scheduling change on you; I think this should be the last one! I have to attend a co,ffemnce this weekend and so I have to miss tutoring on 

Tlmrsday night, but if they want, I can reschedule for Sunday night at the same trine - from 8 pm to 10 pm (I have m,o sessions on Thursdays, one wifl~ 

and one with            a~d            .) 

Please let me know if this works for them and apologies again for the inconvenience, 

Best, 



Froln: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: Tutoring Toni~at 

@gmail.com> 

5:33 PM 

@live.unc.edtv~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.e&~ 

Hi    and Susan, 

I’ve been having 

shonld cancel my drop in sessions tonight and my 9:45 appt. ruth i 

Son?’ again, 

tonlorrow. 

for 3 hours tonight, rm leally son3.,, but I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 7:40 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: - Reschedule Wed. session 

Sorry, I forgot about appointment, and 

Jenn 
do not need to reschedule, but could 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Susan Maloy 10/22/2012 10:52 PM > > > 

Jenn and Spencer, 

just informed me that he will not be able to attend his Wednesday sessions for HIST 

Thursday, or Sunday? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

reschedule with 

H[ST and AFAM 

for 9 tomorrow? 

. Would you like to reschedule them for Tuesday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Thursday,               7:23 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

today 

Good morning Susan, 

so T can come in today for my normal hours if needed~ 

Normally, T would work :[:[am-2pm today, i am thinking the :[1 and :[2 sessions might be more important than the :[pm...Please forward this to Wally, Tia and 3enn to see if 
they would like me to come in today. 

Also, 1" worked last night from 8pm-gpm- but my time sheet will reflect working from 9-:[0pm...1" forgot to clock in so 1" just registered the hour. 

Sor!! for the confusion- thanks. 



From: @hotmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:07 AM 

To: Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: today 

Yes, will actually be out both Wed 

Thanks. 

and Thurs of ne~ week. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Ou at 9:49 AM, "Susm~ Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will reach out to those guys and ~e if they still need you to come today. Does this mean that you will no be able to come next Thur~tay, Thanks 

Susan 

>>> ~hottn~fil.com> 7:22 AM >>> 
Good morning Susm~, 

. so I can come in today for my normal hours if ueeded. 

Normally, I would work 1 lam-2pm today. I a~n "thinking the 11 and 12 ~ssious might be more important than the lpm...Please forward this to Wally, Tia 

and Jenn to see if they would like me to come in today. 

AI~, I worked last night ti~om 8pm-9pm- but my time sheet will reflect working farm 9-10pm...I tbrgot to clock in so I just registered the hour. 

Sorry for the coat’usion- thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 10:50 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Da.vtime AvaJlability - AFAM 

SusalL 

The only lime I have comfortably available is Monday between 12 and 1. 

On 10:47 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloySb~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just wondered if you would have any availability to work with a student in AFAM 

Thank you, 

Susan 

anytime MWF between 11am 2pm? 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:45 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday Tutorial 

Hi Susan, 

At our tutorial,       requested that we move next week’s session from. Wednesday at 7:00 to Tuesday at 7:00. He has a midterm on Thursday and thinks it would be more 
advantageous to have the review session two days in advance to better prepare for the exam. Is this temporary schedule change possible? rm available on Tuesday and agree 
that this might be more helpful for 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               1:51 PM 

Subject; RE: Wednesday Tutorial 

Excellent! I have just been told that 

Susan 

has dropped the class. Thaaak you for meeting with 

>>> @email.unc.edtc, 12:30 PM 
Hi Susan, 

will absolutely be able to meet with tonight and would be able to meet with as well. 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at chapel Hill 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 9:4,3 AM 
To: 
Subject; Re: Wednesday Tutorial 

Is there ~y way you could meet with               tonight at 8pm to m~ke up for the miss laser night’?     and    will be fine until ne~ week. I will have to find 

out if could make up tonight at 9pro. I will get back to you if that is a need as well. But if you could let me know about , that would be g~eat. 

Th~aak you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

T~torial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~’~’C Academic S~pport Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 

sbmaloy@uncaa.~nc.edu 

~>> ~email.unc.edu> 

Dear Susan, 

5:12 PM >>> 

I have a family obligation this Wednesday at 7:30 that I completely forgot about until checking my calender for this upcoming week. Would it be possible to re-schedule my 
Wednesday night tutorials for Tuesday, Thursday, or Sunday night this week? I realize that with the student-athletes’ other tutorials that this may not be possible but I appreciate 
your consideration regarding this matter. 

Sincerely, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 8:11 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring 

Susan, 
so T will not be in town and will not be 

able to tutor this week. If something changes I will let you know immediately. Ny apologizes, but this came up lastnight. Thank you for understanding. 



From: ~@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, ~ 6:20 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Work 

Hi Susan, 

is going to work for me tonight so I can spend time with 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:20 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule cha~ges 

Hi Susan, 

As I mentioned last week, I have a few schedule changes these next couple of Thursdays. I have communicated with Beth and have everything worked out for 

and                            and I basically met longer last night to makeup the time for this week. 

This Thursday ( ) I will need to cancel my appointments, day and night, and then next Thursday night ( I I will need to do the same. However, I plan to 
meet with and (Math    I on Wednesday at :lO am (originally scheduled for Thurs at 7pm). They have a test later this week so 

requested a little extra time to review. I just started meeting with him last week and think it would be good to have say an hour and a half or even two hours to get 

him ready for his test. Will this be ok? It will be good for Caroline too. 

Also the other Thursday night appointments I do not plan to reschedule as I meet with those students more than once per week and it shouldn’t be necessary. The 

only one that I might reschedule is (8pm on Thursday) for Sunday night, - he is free that night - but I will see how far we get tomorrow as this may 

not be necessary. 

Thanks for your understanding! 



From: ~live.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:21 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Sta’te. 

Susan 

I just wanted to let you know how- things are going for me. I am still on 
to tutor this week. Soto, for the short notice on this, but the 

Thank you 

So I will not be able 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:36 PM 

~gmail.com > 

Re: Tutoring sessions on Wednesday/Canceled Appt. Times 

We will not be open on Wednesday due to          activities on campus. 

On another note, your 6pm Monday and Wednesday appointments with 

Thank you, 

Susan 

have been canceled, Thanks so much for working with her. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9:19 962 9892 (office) 

9:19 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> @gmail.com > 

Hi Susan, 

2:09 PM >>> 

Do we have tutoring sessions this Wednesday night ( )? Ithought in the past they had been cancelled, but had not heard anything this year. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

"If an archaeological perspective has a practical contribution to make, it is 

that even the most distant future will be affected by what we do today, just as 

today’s world has been shaped by what came before," Geoff Bailey, 2006 



Sent: Moaday, 

To: sbmaloy@uacaa.unc.edu 

Subject: tutofng tonight 

Hi Susan, 

anyway. 

Best, 

@email.tmc,edtr-- 

5:41 PM 

so I don’t think I’ll make it in tonight I think everyone in my sessions had a exam today, so I doubt there would be much to discuss 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:26 PM 

@live.u nc.edu > 

Re: Schedule changes 

i understand that you worked longer yesterday and may do the same on Tuesday which is fine. I am also fine with you working with 

Wednesday morning at 10am. Just let me know what you decide with 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Susan 

and ~ for aM hour on 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > > @live.unc.edu > 
Hi Susan, 

9:19 AM > > > 

As I mentioned last week, I have a few schedule changes these next couple of Thursdays. I have communicated with Beth and have everything worked out for 

and                            and I basically met longer last night to makeup the time for this week. 

This Thursday ( i I will need to cancel my appointments, day and night, and then next Thursday night ( I I will need to do the same. However, I plan to meet 
with : and ’ (Math on Wednesday at 10 am (originally scheduled for Thurs at 7pro). They have a test later this week so 

requested a little extra time to review. I just started meeting with him last week and think it would be good to have say an hour and a half or even two hours to get 

him ready for his test. Will this be ok? It will be good for        too. 

Also the other Thursday night appointments I do not plan to reschedule as I meet with those students more than once per week and it shouldnTqt be necessary. The 

only one that I might reschedule is (8pro on Thursday) for Sunday night, [] he is free that night [] but I will see how far we get tomorrow as this may 

not be necessary. 

Thanks for your understanding! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 6:30 PM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

POLI Tutor Out Sick Tonight 

Hey All, 

Just got word that. is sick and will not be able to make to tutoring tonight. 

This effects the fo}lowing: 

Please get word to them if you can. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962-9892 (office) 

919 962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:14 PM 

Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.uncedu >: 

@bellsouth.net; 

@email.unc.edu>; ~ 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; 

< ~@live.unc.edu >; 

@msn.com; 

Tutoring Closed on~ 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; ~ 
l@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@appstate.edu; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com;            @gmail.com;      @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com;            @gmail.com;       @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; !@gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >;                   @live.unc.edu >; 

’@nc.rr.com; @yahoo.com; .@yahoo.com 

Hello All, 

Due to the hectic Halloween schedule in Chapel Hill and the fact that it is so difficult to get on and off campus on the evening of 

study and tutoring on Wednesday night from 6pm 11pm. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbrnaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 

we will not be open for structured 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 29, 2012 9:04 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: - Tomorrow Night HIST 

Yes, would like to meet with 

Jenn 

at 7 tomorrow, 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Susan Maloy 7:56 PM >>> 

Jenn, 
Would you like me to go ahead and confirm this for tomorrow night with 

Hi Susan, 

and ? If so, please inform 

At our tutorial,        requested that we move next week’s session from. Wednesday at 7:00 to Tuesday at 7:00, He has a midterm on Thursday and thinks it would be more 

advantageous to have the review session two days in advance to better prepare for the exam. is this temporary schedule change possible? i’m available on Tuesday and 

agree that this might be more helpful for 

Best, 

Brandon 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

i@live.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:11 AM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Susan, 

Technically, it would be for student-athletes since we plan on putting them in the AC, but if other students are allowed to use the AC they may also partake. 

I was working at the AC on Sunday night when T sent the email about the :     hours, so [ did not enter anything from that day. Should ~ forward the information to whoever 
works tonight asking them to enter hours for football and women’s basketball players? T’m pretty sure there were a lot of track and field names... 

Thanks, 

Class of 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:19 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Thank you tbr asking about this. Is lhis a service that you all provide to other groups of students on campus orj ust student-athletes only? This is something we need to 
kmow before we can approve this from a compliance perspective. 

As for study hall on Sunday, of Fall Breal< we were not open. Although I believe football and women’s basketball were conducting their own s~dy table that 

night. 

Thanks for the work that you do for us 

Take care, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L,~’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-%2-9892 (off,ice) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbma loy@uncaa.unc.edu 

~>> ~.0) liv e .unc .edu> 

Susan, 

7:10PM>:~> 

rm entering in the student data from the book, and we have several entries for Sunday,, 
hall. Was the facility open? Should T log those hours for those students? 

L. This was technically over Fall Break, and I recall that we did not have study 

Also, rm involved with the                         here, and we thinking of reaching out to the athletes around exam time by providing them with cookies, No. 2 Pencils, 
scantrons, blue books, etc. Is there any way (when the time comes) we could set these out on a table in the AC with a sign for UNC wishing them luck on exams? Or is this 
some kind of violation? 

Thanks for your time, and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks, 

Class of 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:31 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

RE: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Hi 

Because the AC is only open for student athletes to study and you won’t be providing these things to other groups on campus, unfortunately, this gesture during exams 

would constitute an extra benefit and would not be permissible. Thank you again for checking into this. 

As for the study hours on not sure how other students were able to study, but we will not count the hours since they were not supervised. No need to fo~vard the 
information along. 

Thanks again. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

> > > ’ @live.u nc,edu > 
Susan, 

ii:ii AM >>> 

Technically, it would be for student-athletes since we plan on putting them in the AC, but if other students are allowed to use the AC they may also partake. 

I was working at the AC on Sunday night when I sent the email about the :     hours, so I did not enter anything from that day. Should I forward the information to whoever 
works tonight asking them to enter hours for football and women’s basketball players? rm pretty sure there were a lot of track and field names... 

Thanks, 

Class of 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               10:19 AM 

Subject: Re: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Hi 

Thaa~k you for asking about this. Is this a service that you all provide to other groups of students on campus or just student- atNetes only? This is something we need to 
know before we can approve this fi~om a compliance perspective. 

As for stu@ hall on Sunday, of Fall Break, we were not open. Althongh I believe football and women’s basketball were conducting their own s~md~v table that 

night. 

Thanks for the work that yon do for us 

Take care, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalog(a)uncaa.unc.edu 

>~> @live.unc.edu> 

Susan, 

7:10 PM 

I’m entering in the student data from the book, and we have several entries for Sunday, 
hall. Was the facility open? Should I log those hours for those students? 

¯ This was technically over Fall Break, and I recall that we did not have study 

Also, I’m involved with the                         here, and we thinking of reaching out to the athletes around exam time by providing them with cookies, No. 2 Pencils, 
scantrons, blue books, etc. Is there any way (when the time comes) we could set these out on a table in the AC with a sign for UNC wishing them luck on exams? Or is this 
some kind of violation? 

Thanks for your time, and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks, 

Class of 



@live.unc.edu 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:35 AM 

MaJoy, S usan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule changes 

Thank you Susan, 1 will let you know about 

Also, could you tell me who         ; advisor is? I have onh¢ seen her once or twice so I don’t remember. She is aware we are meeting Wednesday but ~ would 

for her to be reminded about Wednesday because she did not CooTie ~ast Thursdsy so ~ was not sMe to remind her, 

Thank you~ 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 6:26 PM 
To; 
$,,bject; Re: Schedule changes 

Hi 

I understand that you worked longer yesterday and may do the same on Tuesday which is fine. I am also fine with you working with 

Wednesday morning at 10am. Just let me know what you decide with 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Susan 

and ~ for aM hour on 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
.s___b_[ Z La__[_o_ y_ ~ __u__n___c__a___a_~_u__r_]_c_~__e__d___u_. 

> > > @live.unc,edu > 

Hi Susan, 
’, 9:19 AM >>> 

As I mentioned last week, I have a few schedule changes these next couple of Thursdays. I have communicated with Beth and have everything worked out for 

and                           "and I basically met longer last night to makeup the time for this week. 

This Thursday ( ) I will need to cancel my appointments, day and night, and then next Thursday night ( ) I will need to do the same. However, I plan to meet 

with and ’ (Math    ) on Wednesday at 10 am (originally scheduled for Thurs at 7pm). They have a test later this week so 

requested a little extra time to review. I just started meeting with him last week and think it would be good to have say an hour and a half or even two hours to get 

him ready for his test. Will this be ok? It will be good for        too. 

Also the other Thursday night appointments I do not plan to reschedule as I meet with those students more than once per week and it shouldn’t be necessary. The 

only one that I might reschedule is (Spin on Thursday) for Sunday night, - he is free that night - but I will see how far we get tomorrow as this may 

not be necessary. 

Thanks for your understanding! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@bellsouth.net~ 

Tuesday, 1:28 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@ancaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Make-up Session at I pm on Thursday 

noon works better for me..if not, I can move some stuffand do it at lpm. 

cheers. 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: .@bellsouth.net 
Sent: Mon, 8:02:42 PM 
Subject: Make-up Session at ipm on Thursday 

Hi 

Since we roll be closed on Halloween night, any chance you would be able to maJ~e up the Wednesday night session with women’s basketball on Thursday at lpm? 

Thank~ 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbm aiov(fr! un caa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:11 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Susan, 

Tf we drop the materials and just offer cookies, would this still be an extra benefit? Tf so, how can we go about supporting student-athletes (as part of our national ministry’s 

mission) without committing an NCAA violation? If this would be easier discussed in-person, would it be possible to set up a time to meet? 3[ just want to ensure we’re complying 
with regulations. 

Thanks so much for your help, 

Class of: 

@live.unc.edu 

From= Susan IVlaloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 11:31 AM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Because the AC is only open tbr student-athletes to study and you wofft be providing these things to other groups on campus, untbrtunately, this gesture during exams 
would consti~te an e~ra benefit and would not be Nm~issiNe. Thank you again for checkn~g into tlfis. 

As tbr the s~@ hours on , not sure how other s~dents were able to s~@, but we roll not comet the hours since they were not supervi~d. No need to fo~vard the 

i~o~ation along. 

Thanl~ ~n. 
Su~n 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L,~’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-%2-9892 (ofi~ice) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbma loy@uncaa.unc.edu 

~>> ~.@ive.unc.edu> 

Susan, 

11:11 AM>>> 

Technically, it would be for student-athletes since we plan on putting them in the AC, but if other students are allowed to use the AC they may also partake. 

3[ was working at the AC on Sunday night when I sent the email about the :     hours, so I did not enter anything from that day. Should I forward the information to whoever 
works tonight asking them to enter hours for football and women’s basketball players? 3[’m pretty sure there were a lot of track and field names... 

Thanks, 

Class of 

~live.unc.edu 

From= Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:19 AM 
To= 
Subject= Re: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Hi] 
Thank you for asking about this. Is this a service that yon all provide to other groups of students on campus or just student- athletes only? This is something we need to 

know before we can approve this fi~om a compliance perspective. 

As for stu@ hall on Sunday, of Fall Break, we were not open. Althongh I believe football and women’s basketball were conducting their own s~md~v table that 

night. 
Thanks tbr the work that you do tbr us 

Take care, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Cuordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Prugram fur Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (ufflce) 



919-%2-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov, (@uncaa uric. edu 

Susan, 

@live.unc.edu> 7:10 PM >>> 

I’m entering in the student data from the book, and we have several entries for Sunday, 
hall. Was the facility open? Should I log those hours for those students? 

¯ This was technically over Fall Break, and I recall that we did not have study 

Also, I’m involved with the                         here, and we thinking of reaching out to the athletes around exam time by providing them with cookies, No. 2 Pencils, 
scantrons, blue books, etc. Is there any way (when the time comes) we could set these out on a table in the AC with a sign for UNC i wishing them luck on exams? Or is this 
some kind of violation? 

Thanks for your time, and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks, 

Class of 

~@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:34 PM 

Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Susan, 

T’m not familiar with that term, but we are a student-led organization with a faculty adviser. 

Thanks, 

Class of 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               2:30 PM 

Subject: RE: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Hey 

Question back for yon. Is 

Susan 

considered an institutionally sanctioned group on campus? 

>>>’ @live.unc.edu> 2:11 PM ~> 
Susan, 

If we drop the materials and just offer cookies, would this still be an extra benefit? If so, how can we go about supporting student-athletes (as part of our national ministry’s 
mission) without committing an NCAA violation? If this would be easier discussed in-person, would it be possible to set up a time to meet? I just want to ensure we’re complying 
with regulations. 

Thanks so much for your help, 

Class of: 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Hi 
Because the AC is only open for student-athletes to s~dy and you won’t be providing these things to other g~onps on campus, unfortunately, this gesture during exams 

would constitute an extra benefit and wonld not be permissiNe. Thank you again for checking into this. 

As for the study honrs on not snre how other students were able to study, but we will not count the hours since they were not supervised. No need to tbrward the 
intbrmation along. 

Thanks agaJ n. 

Su~n 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
I_YNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo7@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> @live.unc.edu> 

Susall, 

11:11 AM>>> 

Technically, it would be for student-athletes since we plan on putting them in the AC, but if other students are allowed to use the AC they may also partake. 

I was working at the AC on Sunday night when I sent the email about the     hours, so I did not enter anything from that day. Should I forward the information to whoever 
works tonight asking them to enter hours for football and women’s basketball players? I’m pretty sure there were a lot of track and field names... 

Thanks, 



Class of 

~live.unc.edu 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               10:19 AM 

S,,bject: Re: Fall Break Study Hall & 

Hi 
Thank you for asking about this. Is this a service that you all provide to other groups of students on campus or just student- athletes only? This is something we need to 

know before we can approve this fi~om a compliance perspective. 

As for stu@ hall on Sunday, of Fall Break, we were not open. Although I believe football and women’s basketball were conducting their own s~md~v table that 

night. 
Thanks tbr the work that you do tbr us 

Take care, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalog(a)uncaa.unc.edu 

>:~> ~live.unc.edu> 

Susan, 

7:10 PM 

T’m entering in the student data from the book, and we have several entries for Sunday, 

hall. Was the facility open? Should I log those hours for those students? 

¯ This was technically over Fall Break, and I recall that we did not have study 

Also, T’m involved with the                          ; here, and we thinking of reaching out to the athletes around exam time by providing them with cookies, No. 2 Pencils, 
scantrons, blue books, etc. TS there any way (when the time comes) we could set these out on a table in the AC with a sign for UNC wishing them luck on exams? Or is this 
some kind of violation? 

Thanks for your time, and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks, 

Class of 

@live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.Lmc.edu:, 

Tuesday, ~ ; 4:59 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Cmlcel 7pm Appt. on and Reschedule 

No proble~n! 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

O11 ’ , at 4:58 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy$~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

In that ca~, would you mind coming in an hour early to work with them at 6:30 on 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

>>> @ema~l.unc.edu> 2:32 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
It’s no problem on my end. I have meetings at 7:30 and 8:30 that night, so we could do something before then if it works for their schedules. 
Let me know, 

Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 

From= Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:12 PM 

Subject: Cancel 7pro Appt. on and Reschedule 

Hi 
and 

tile ACC toumm~em. Is there anyway you would be able to meet with them ou Weduesday, 

Thank you for your cousideration. Look fora, aid to heating back from you. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu 

will not be able to attend your 7pm ~ssion on Thursday night. It is likely that they will miss next Thursday as well clue to 

so they won’t Iniss two weeks of tutoriug in a row’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:11 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: ECON Drop-IN Make-up 

Yep. I’ll be there. 

PS I just saw the Steelers’ tmiforms. They’re homble. 

Ou Tue, at 8:03 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Apparently ECON _ Sec. is having the test on Friday. So perhaps we could offer 7 8pm an Exam Review for section 

from 8 10pm. Would that work for you (essentially 7 10pm)? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> @gmail.com> 7:09 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 

Sure thing. Just let me know what hours you think are best , etc.) 

and then traditional drop in sessions 

On Tue,’ at 6:29 PM, Susan Maloy <sbma~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Since we are closed tomorrow night, any chance you might be able to conduct a couple drop in sessions on Thursday night in place of your typical Wednesday 

drop ins. Ithink some students may have a test on Friday. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

919 962 9892 

919 962 8247 

sbmaloy@uncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,, 10:03 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Schedule requests tbr next t~w days 

Hi Susan 

I talked to Tia today during study hall m~d she needs to keep his session on Sunday. He has mi exam on Tuesday and has a night class on Monday night. 
So, fl~e "eve~one" review for the EXSS    exam roll need to be at 5pm. The other option is to make my normal EXSS general drop in at 6pm into an exam review 

for     I don’t mind either way... I j ust think it is necessaD’ for the gl~onps to be split (football vs. everyone) due to the huge difi~rence in stu@- level and what I’ll need 

to go over in each review session. 

requested a session on Thursday to make up for missing one yestel~lay and on Halloween, if IX~ssible. He asked for 7pm. I really think he would benefit 

from it... tte does do a lot of work in his ~ssions and with an npcoming exam, he is worried atx~ut falling behind (m~d I feel terrible about being sick earlier this week 

also). 

So recap of what we talked about today: 

Thursday 

ADD 7pro: Session for (if that is ok) 

Snnday 

ADD 5pm: Add EXSS Exam Review (for all sports) 

6pm: Normal EXSS General Drop-In 

CIIANGE 7pm: Change t?om EXSS Drop-In to EXSS Exam Review (tbr Dr. Joe Myers’ section) 

CIIANGE 8pm: Change from EXSS scheduled session to EXSS    Exam Review (for tbotball only) 

9pin: (EXSS 

Obviously, all of this is based on what you’re ok with. I just need to know when to show up. I’m not going over may no:real mnount of hours this week because I 
missed yesterday and tomorrow’s sessions are cancelled for Halloween. 

Let me know what yon decide. 

Sere from my iPhone 

mobile. 

em~fil. (~gm~fil.co~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:58 PM 

Ma|oy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

S~mday night 

Hi Susan, 

I will be meeting with 

Thank you! 

and on Sunday night at 8pm. They have a group project due later next week. I let Wally and Jenn know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:24 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Final Exam Schedule with Room Numbers 

6 tomorrow for the ECON400. 

Thanks, 

B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Bradley Bethel" <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Lyons" <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Jaimie Lee" <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>, 

"Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >, "Kym Orr" < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >, "Tia Overstreet" 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >, "Spencer Welborn" 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >, "Wally Richardson" <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cc: "Woodard, Harold" <harold_woodard@unc.edu > 
Subject: Final Exam Schedule with Room Numbers 

Date: Wed, Dec 5, 2012 3:11 pm 

Hey Everyone, 
Room numbers have been assigned to the reviews as best as we could. Just wanted to be sure you all had a copy of the 

final version. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo2’@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 4:00 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Woodard, Harold < harold_woodard@unc.edu > 

Staff Night Rotation for Spring 2013 

2012-13 Night Staff Rotation.pub 

Hi Everyone, 

Attached is the staff rotation for evening structured study this spring semester. Please review and make note of the 

nights you will be expected to work. if a specific night does not work for you, please attempt to switch with someone 
else and inform me so that the master schedule can be adjusted accordingly. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~uncaaounc.edu 



August 2012 

12 

19 

26 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

First Day of Classes 

28 

SUSAN 

15 

22 

29 

SPENCER 

16 

23 

3O 

KYM 

10 

17 

24 

31 

11 

18 

25 



September 2012 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

9 

16 

SPENCER 

23 

3O 

SPENCER 

3 

Holiday Labor Day 

No Classes 

10 

BETH L. 

17 

KYM 

24 

BETH L. 

4 

BRENT 

11 

BETH B. 

18 

BRENT 

25 

BETH B. 

5 

TONY 

12 

HAROLD 

19 

TONY 

26 

HAROLD 

6 

13 

SUSAN 

2O 

27 

SUSAN 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 



October 2012 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

7 

14 

SPENCER 

21 

Fall Break 

28 

BETH B. 

1 

KYM 

8 

BETH L. 

15 

KYM 

22 

TONY 

29 

HAROLD 

2 

BRENT 

9 

BETH B. 

16 

BRENT 

23 

3O 

SUSAN 

3 

TONY 

10 

HAROLD 

17 

Fall Break 

24 

31 

4 

11 

SUSAN 

18 

Fall Break 

No Classes 

25 

BETH L. 

12 

19 

Fall Break 

No Classes 

26 

13 

20 

Fall Break 

27 



November 2012 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

4 

KYM 

11 

BETH L. 

18 

KYM 

25 

ThanksNiving Holiday 

5 

BRENT 

12 

BETH B. 

19 

BRENT 

26 

TONY 

6 

TONY 

13 

HAROLD 

2O 

27 

7 

14 

SUSAN 

21 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

No Classes 

28 

1 

SPENCER 

8 

15 

SPENCER 

22 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

No Classes 

29 

BETH L. 

16 

23 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

No Classes 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

Thanksgiving Holiday 



December 2012 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

2 

BETH B. 

TONY 

16 

23 

3 

HAROLD 

4 6 

10 

Exam Day 

BRAD 

17 

24 

SUSAN 

11 

Exam Day 

3ENN 

18 

Last Day of Classes 

SPENCER 

12 

Reading Day 

BETH L. 

19 

Reading Day 

KYM 

13 

Exam Day 

BETH B. 

2O 

7 

Exam Day 

BRENT 

Exam Day 

21 

25 26 27 28 

8 

Exam Day 

15 

22 

29 

30 31 



January 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 

13 

BRENT 

2O 

27 

BRENT 

14 

KYM 

21 

Holiday MLK Day 

28 

HAROLD 

8 

15 

SUSAN 

22 

BRAD 

29 

BETH B. 

9 

FirstDayofClasses 

16 

SPENCER 

23 

BETH L. 

3O 

KYM 

10 

17 

TONY 

24 

JENN 

31 

SUSAN 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 



February 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

3 

SPENCER 

10 

BRENT 

17 

SPENCER 

24 

BETH B. 

4 

TONY 

11 

HAROLD 

18 

TONY 

5 

BRAD 

12 

BETH B. 

19 

BRAD 

6 

JENN 

13 

KYM 

2O 

BETH L. 

BETH L. 

14 

SUSAN 

21 

JENN 

15 

22 

25 

HAROLD 

26 

BRENT 

27 

KYM 

28 

SUSAN 

16 

23 



March 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

SPENCER 

10 

Spring Break 

17 

Spring Break 

24 

SUSAN 

31 

Spring Holiday 

4 

TONY 

11 

Spring Break 

18 

BETH B. 

25 

SPENCER 

5 

BRAD 

12 

Spring Break 

19 

HAROLD 

26 

TONY 

6 

BETH L. 

13 

Spring Break 

2O 

BRENT 

27 

BRAD 

JENN 

14 

Spring Break 

21 

KYM 

28 

8 

Spring Break 

15 

Spring Break 

22 

29 

Spring Holiday 

9 

Spring Break 

16 

Spring Break 

23 

30 

Spring Holiday 



April 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed         Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

HAROLD 

BRENT 

14 

BRAD 

21 

BRENT 

28 

JENN 

JENN 

8 

KYM 

15 

JENN 

22 

KYM 

29 

Reading Day 

BETH L. 

9 

SUSAN 

16 

BETH L. 

23 

SUSAN 

30 

Exam Period 

BETH B. 

10 

SPENCER 

17 

BETH B. 

24 

SPENCER 

11 

TONY 

18 

HAROLD 

25 

TONY 

12 

19 

26 

Last Day of Classes 

13 

2O 

27 

BETH L. BETH B. 



May 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Fri Sat 

SUSAN 

12 

19 

26 

6 

Exam Day 

SPENCER 

7 

Exam Day 

1 

Exam Day 

HAROLD 

Thu 

Reading Day 

BRENT 

3 

Exam Day 

KYM 

10 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

17 

24 

31 

4 

Exam Day 

HAROLD 

Additional staff will 

be needed during day 

11 

18 

25 



June 2013 

16 

23 

3O 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 1:30 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

WBB SCHEDULE 

wbb final exams schedule.doc 

Hi Susan, 

I just wanted you to see the final exams schedule for the girls. We plan to keep using 2303 for all study table times. I 

have the sessions on their as I know them. Please let me know if there are any conflicts with you using 2303 or if I am 

missing any sessions you have scheduled for WBB. I think I caught all of them! 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 6:50 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email.unc.edu> 

tomorrow and Sunday night 

Hello all, 

I just wanted to make sure we are all on the same page about canceling sessions tomorrow (Friday) and if all staff and 

students have been notified. I will be in the office tomorrow. Please confirm if tutors and students have been notified. 

This would primarily include all upperclassmen in study table at 8am and afternoon study table for freshmen (football 

only). 

Thanks! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 12:46 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; 
<      @unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary 

Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J 
< Ijtaylor@ad.u nc.ed u >; ~email.unc.edu >; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M 
<waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.U NC.EDU >; 
Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; 

Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 

@facilities.unc.edu >; 

<               @facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
< rapendle@email.unc.edu >; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.u nc.edu >;                       @live.unc.edu >; 
@live.u nc.ed u >;                     @unc.edu >; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 

< rungano@email.unc.edu >; Mills, Ryan Rebecca < ryanmills@unc.edu >; Adrian 
Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bittinq <abittinq@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
<       @uncaa.unc.edu >;                    @uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom/Tucker I! 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 



Subject: 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 
< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.Subject: 
IMPORTANT: TIM Maintenance TH~S Sunday>; March 24th 

Please note: TIM will be taken off-line this coming Sunday morning, Martch 24th from approximately 6 a.m. until 8 a.m. 

for maintenance in order to fix technical issues that have become fairly prevalent in the last several weeks. Please be 

aware that any hours worked during this downtime that would be recorded via teletime or timestamp will need to be 

entered manually by TiM managers. Hopefully the timing of this downtime will pose very minimal to no issues for most 
employees. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:12 PM 

blanton@unc.edu; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

test 

Let me know if you get this. 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, March 4, 2013 10:58 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); Bridger, Beth 
(bridgerb@email.unc.edu); blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Faculty Athletic Committee Meeting 

Faculty Athletic Committee - Spring 2013 Presentation.pptx 

Hey Guys, 

Attached is a Power Point that I have put together for the meeting tomorrow with the Faculty Athletic Committee after 

consulting with Brent regarding the data pieces. Since we have 30 minutes to present, it might be a good idea for all of 

us to meet tomorrow to have a plan. Could we possibly meet around lunch time tomorrow? Beth, Brad said that you 

have a few slides regarding the LEEP program that I would like to insert into the attached if you don’t mind. Can you 

send that to me? 

Ihave shared the attached with Harold already, and heiscomfortable with the content. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~uncaa.unc, edu 



ASPSA Tutorial Program 

Ti. to~’i ! Coo~’din~ 



PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

Academic Center Hours 

Sunday 6pm-11pm 

Monday-Thursday 8am-llpm 

Friday 8am-Spm 

Content Tutor Sessions 

Sunday-Thursday 6pm-lOpm & some daytime 

Study Strategy Sessions 

Monday-Friday- daytime hours 

2 



PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

¯ Monitors 

4 employed 6-11pm 

i employed 7-9pm (Football) 
¯ Full-Time Staff Presence until 9pm 
¯ Part-time assistance 

1 employed to process paperwork (i.e. Feedback 
Forms before and after sessions) and record 
student and tutor attendance 

° Tutors- Graduate Students and community members 

¯ Graduate Learning Assistants (GLA) 
° Learning Assistants (LA) 

3 



PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

Spring 2012     75 84 

Spring 2013     47 57 

4 



SCHEDULING 

All appointments are scheduled by the 

Tutorial Coordinator at the end of the first 

week of class. 

¯ Additional sessions whether initiated by the 

counselor, tutor, or student must be approved 

by the Tutorial Coordinator. 

¯ Cancelations are communicated through the 

Tutorial Coordinator 

5 



SCHEDULING 

Requests for tutorial sessions are made 

through the database by each academic 

counselor either upon the counselors 

recommendation or student’s request. 

6 



TUTORIAL SESSIONS 

One-on-One Content Tutor Sessions 

One-on-One Study Strategy Sessions 

Small Group - No more than 5 students 

Drop-in Sessions 

Fall 2012 -Avg. 8 sessions per night 

Spring 2013 -Avg. 9 sessions per night 

Writing Lab- ~2 Tutors per hour 

Exam Review Sessions 

Final Exam Review Sessions 

303/414 tutorinl~ hours are one-on-one in Sprinl~ 2013 

84/303 are stratel~y sessions 

110 are small l~roup 

7 



HOW MANY STUDENTS DO WE 
SERVICE? 

Spring 2012 379 68 i0.1% 19 

Spring 2013 599 156 21.9% 26 

8 



Spring 2012              379     82.8%    3.2%    :1.0.8% 0.5% 2.6% 

Spring 2013 599* 65.3% 6.2% 6.7% 4.3% 17.5% 

APPOINTMENT BREAKDOWN 
*Fall 2012 -72 LEEP Students had 402 appointments. 

*Spring 2013 - 71 LEEP Students have 395 appointments. 

314/379 FB(SP12) 435/110 (Fll) 396/590 (F12) 391/599 (SP13) 

12/379 MBK 32/1110 (Fll) 37/590 (F12) 37/599 (SP13) 

41/379 WBK 40/110 (Fll) 53/590 (F12) 40/599 (SP13) 

2/379 MBB 84/1110 (Fll) 18/590 (F12) 26.599 (SP13) 

10/379 OTHER 519/1110 (Fll) 86/590 (F12) 105/599 (SP13) 

9 



WHO DO WE SERVICE? 

¯ LEEP Students (Learning Engagement and 

Enhancement Program) 

¯ First-Year Students 

¯ Students with 2.5 cum (SPA and below 

¯ All other students serviced through Drop-In 

and Exam Review Sessions 

10 



POINTS OF EMPHASIS 
¯ Feedback Forms 

[] Required from each tutor, LA, and GLA after each 
appointment 

[] All forms are reviewed by the Tutorial Coordinator 

¯ Traininl~/Education 
[] Office of Student Affairs 
[] Compliance 
[] Faculty 
[] Learning Specialists 
[] Video Message from the Chancellor 

° Assessment/Evaluation of prot~ram 

11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, March 4, 2013 2:22 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
(bbethel@email.unc.edu); blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Faculty Athletic Committee Meeting 

Harold said that we will have an opportunity for a closed meeting. My sense is that I will be presenting during both the open and 
closed session as necessary. I think I need to keep the LEEP category in the original presentation since it specifically answers one of 
the questions that the committee has asked in terms of who qualifies for services. How they are identified can be discussed in the 
closed session. So I think we are ok with it as is. But hopefully we can still meet tomorrow early afternoon to discuss final plans. 
Btw, Brad, Harold did say that it has been approved for you to attend the meeting as well. Perhaps he has already notified you, but he 
wanted to be sure you got the message. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 1:08 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Faculty Athletic Committee Meeting 

i have a hand out for leep, and then more talking points as i am not handing out the entire program also, i dont want to present about 
leep unless it is a closed session, so if any chance you can catch up with dean woodard to ask if that request was granted?? are you 
presenting in open or closed session...if open, then i dont think we should put leep into your presentation. 
did that all make sense? 

will look over slides....be back in touch 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:58 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Bridger, Beth; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Faculty Athletic Committee Meeting 

Hey Guys, 
Attached is a Power Point that I have put together for the meeting tomorrow with the Faculty Athletic Committee after consulting with 
Brent regarding the data pieces. Since we have 30 minutes to present, it might be a good idea for all of us to meet tomorrow to have a 
plan. Could we possibly meet around lunch time tomorrow? Beth, Brad said that you have a few slides regarding the LEEP program 
that I would like to insert into the attached if you don’t mind. Can you send that to me? 

I have shared the attached with Harold already, and he is comfortable with the content. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc .edu<maiho: sbma~o~mcaaamc, ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, March 4, 2013 5:09 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Faculty Athletic Committee Meeting 

Thanks Beth. Brent do you need to know the names in order to tag them in the system to run the reports? 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Faculty Athletic Committee Meeting 

We have 81 total leep students this spring, we had some updates and fb midyears to add 

Not that we will need to put into ppt, but brad will have break down of comp, con, and trans. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:58 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Bridger, Beth; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Faculty Athletic Committee Meeting 

Hey Guys, 

Attached is a Power Point that I have put together for the meeting tomorrow with the Faculty Athletic Committee after 

consulting with Brent regarding the data pieces. Since we have 30 minutes to present, it might be a good idea for all of 

us to meet tomorrow to have a plan. Could we possibly meet around lunch time tomorrow? Beth, Brad said that you 

have a few slides regarding the LEEP program that I would like to insert into the attached if you don’t mind. Can you 

send that to me? 

I have shared the attached with Harold already, and he is comfortable with the content. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, March 18, 2013 1:37 PM 

blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

FW: HOLDS LIST PLEASE! 

Are you able to run these now? 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 12:51 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: HOLDS LIST PLEASE! 

Hey Susan, 

It’s that time again! Thanks!! 

Jaimie 

*for discussion purposes only* 

]a~m~e Lee 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 
iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 1:44 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: HOLDS LIST PLEASE! 

Will you go ahead and provide to Jaimie? Thanks. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:42 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: HOLDS LIST PLEASE! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: FW: HOLDS LIST PLEASE! 

Are you able to run these now? 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 12:51 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: HOLDS LIST PLEASE! 

Hey Susan, 

It’s that time again! Thanks!! 

Jaimie 



*for discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

C 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday,             11:50 AM 

Richardson, Wally (wricha@email.unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha 
(jaimielee@email.unc.edu); Overstreet, Tia (overstre@email.unc.edu); Townsend, Jenn 
(jtownsend@unc.edu); Orr, Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu); Welborn, Spencer 
(swelborn@email.unc.edu); Yount, Tony (tonyyount@unc.edu); blanton@unc.edu 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth (bridgerb@email.unc.edu); Lyons, Elizabeth 
M (emlyons@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

Woodard, Harold (harold_woodard@unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu> 

This Week 

Hi Everyone, 

I just wanted to be sure you all were aware that I will be on vacation beginning Tuesday late afternoon through Sunday 

( ). If there are any loose ends regarding tutoring for the week, please work with me on this no later than tomorrow 

afternoon,      will be scanning feedback forms directly to you beginning Wednesday morning so that you will not be 

without this information since I may not have regular access to email while I am away. She will also send them to me, 

and I will save them to the H drive as usual, so no need for you to save the emails once you have viewed the 

information. If you need to contact tutors regarding cancelations please copy me as well so that I am aware. 

Thanks so much and I hope you all have a great week!! 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, April 15, 2013 12:05 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M (emlyons@email.unc.edu) 
RE: Final Exam Review Sessions 

Final Exam Reviews - Spring 2013.xlsx 

Hello All, 
Before the staff meeting tomorrow, please take some time to review the attached tentative final exam schedule and let 

me know if anything appears to be missing. Perhaps we can discuss during staff meeting tomorrow. Seems that we will 

need to cancel and close Loudermilk for the entire evening on Monday 5/29 due to the Athletic Banquet. Therefore, I 

will try to have a few reviews during the day on Monday if tutors’ schedules permit. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Jenn Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Maloy, Susan B; Welborn, Spencer; 
Yarbrough, Nate; Lane, Cricket; Woodard, Harold; Ille, Vince; Lee, Jaimie; Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent S; Wally 
Richardson 
Subject: Staff meeting tomorrow 

This is your reminder that we will have a staff meeting tomorrow, Tuesday, April :15th at 3:00pm in the Loudermilk 

Conference room. 

Please let me know if you have any items you would like to add to the agenda. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 7:30 PM 

Woodard, Harold (harold_woodard@unc.edu); Richardson, Wally 
(wricha@email.unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha (j aimielee@email.unc.edu); 
Overstreet, Tia (overstre@email.unc.edu); Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); 
Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); Lyons, Elizabeth M 
(emlyons@email.unc.edu); Orr, Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu); blanton@unc.edu 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony (tonyyount@unc.edu) 

Nightly Staff Rotation Schedule 

2012-13 Night Staff Rotation.pub 

Hey Team, 

Just wanted to send out the nightly staff schedule one more time to finish out the semester. I added the folks who have 

agreed to work on Saturday, May 3rd. 

Thanks a bunch, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



August 2012 

12 

19 

26 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

First Day of Classes 

28 

SUSAN 

15 

22 

29 

SPENCER 

16 

23 

3O 

KYM 

10 

17 

24 

31 

11 

18 

25 



September 2012 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

9 

16 

SPENCER 

23 

3O 

SPENCER 

3 

Holiday Labor Day 

No Classes 

10 

BETH L. 

17 

KYM 

24 

BETH L. 

4 

BRENT 

11 

BETH B. 

18 

BRENT 

25 

BETH B. 

5 

TONY 

12 

HAROLD 

19 

TONY 

26 

HAROLD 

6 

13 

SUSAN 

2O 

27 

SUSAN 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 



October 2012 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

7 

14 

SPENCER 

21 

Fall Break 

28 

BETH B. 

1 

KYM 

8 

BETH L. 

15 

KYM 

22 

TONY 

29 

HAROLD 

2 

BRENT 

9 

BETH B. 

16 

BRENT 

23 

3O 

SUSAN 

3 

TONY 

10 

HAROLD 

17 

Fall Break 

24 

31 

4 

11 

SUSAN 

18 

Fall Break 

No Classes 

25 

BETH L. 

12 

19 

Fall Break 

No Classes 

26 

13 

20 

Fall Break 

27 



November 2012 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

4 

KYM 

11 

BETH L. 

18 

KYM 

25 

ThanksNiving Holiday 

5 

BRENT 

12 

BETH B. 

19 

BRENT 

26 

TONY 

6 

TONY 

13 

HAROLD 

2O 

27 

7 

14 

SUSAN 

21 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

No Classes 

28 

1 

SPENCER 

8 

15 

SPENCER 

22 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

No Classes 

29 

BETH L. 

16 

23 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

No Classes 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

Thanksgiving Holiday 



December 2012 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

2 

BETH B. 

TONY 

16 

23 

3 

HAROLD 

4 6 

10 

Exam Day 

BRAD 

17 

24 

SUSAN 

11 

Exam Day 

3ENN 

18 

Last Day of Classes 

SPENCER 

12 

Reading Day 

BETH L. 

19 

Reading Day 

KYM 

13 

Exam Day 

BETH B. 

2O 

7 

Exam Day 

BRENT 

Exam Day 

21 

25 26 27 28 

8 

Exam Day 

15 

22 

29 

30 31 



January 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 

13 

BRENT 

2O 

27 

BRENT 

14 

KYM 

21 

Holiday MLK Day 

28 

HAROLD 

8 

15 

SUSAN 

22 

BRAD 

29 

BETH B. 

9 

FirstDayofClasses 

16 

SPENCER 

23 

BETH L. 

3O 

KYM 

10 

17 

TONY 

24 

JENN 

31 

SUSAN 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 



February 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

3 

SPENCER 

10 

BRENT 

17 

SPENCER 

24 

BETH B. 

4 

TONY 

11 

HAROLD 

18 

TONY 

5 

BRAD 

12 

BETH B. 

19 

BRAD 

6 

JENN 

13 

KYM 

2O 

BETH L. 

BETH L. 

14 

SUSAN 

21 

JENN 

15 

22 

25 

HAROLD 

26 

BRENT 

27 

KYM 

28 

SUSAN 

16 

23 



March 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

SPENCER 

10 

Spring Break 

17 

Spring Break 

24 

SUSAN 

31 

Spring Holiday 

4 

TONY 

11 

Spring Break 

18 

BETH B. 

25 

SPENCER 

Tutoring 6.’30-10:30pm 

5 

BRAD 

12 

Spring Break 

19 

BETH B. 

26 

TONY 

6 

BETH L. 

13 

Spring Break 

20 

BETH B. 

Tutoring 6.’30-10:30pm 

27 

BETH B. 

Tutoring 6.’30-10:30pm 

JENN 

14 

Spring Break 

21 

BETH B. 

28 

8 

Spring Break 

15 

Spring Break 

22 

29 

Spring Holiday 

9 

Spring Break 

16 

Spring Break 

23 

30 

Spring Holiday 



April 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

JENN 

14 

JENN 

21 

BRENT 

28 

HAROLD 

1 
BRENT 

Tutoring 6.’30-10:30pm 

8 

KYM 

Tutoring 6.’30-10:30pm 

15 

BETH L. 

22 

TONY 

29 

Reading Day 

BETH L. 

7pm All-Spor~Dinner 

KYM 

9 

SUSAN 

16 

SUSAN 

23 

SUSAN 

30 

Exam Period 

SUSAN 

3 

SPENCER 

Tutoring 6.’30-10:30pm 

10 

TONY 

Tutoring 6.’30-10:30pm 

17 

HAROLD 

24 

BRAD 

May 1 

KYM 

4 

HAROLD 

11 

BRAD 

18 

KYM 

25 

JENN 

May 2 

BRENT 

12 

19 

26 

Last Day of Classes 

May 3 

BRAD 

(And 3 Monitors) 

13 

2O 

27 

May 4 

10am-6pm-HAROLD 

10-lpm-BETH L. 

1-4pro- TONY 

4-6pro -RAPHAEL 



May 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Fri Sat 

SUSAN 

12 

19 

26 

6 

Exam Day 

JENN 

7 

Exam Day 

1 

Exam Day 

KYM 

Thu 

Reading Day 

BRENT 

3 

Exam Day 

BRAD 

(And 3 monitors’) 

10 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

17 

24 

31 

4 Exam Day 

10am-6pm-HAROLD 

10-lpm-BETH L. 

1-4pro- TONY 

4-6pro -RAPHAEL 

11 

18 

25 



June 2013 

16 

23 

3O 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 11:35 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Academic Advising Quick Reference - BASEBALL 

Academic Advising Quick Reference - BASEBALL.docx 

Hey grent, 

Attached is my Quick Reference for Baseball. I think I have hit the highlights, but plan to add new points as they come to 

mind moving forward. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan [3; ’Tony Yount         @gmail.com)’; Townsend, Jenn; Jaimie Lee; Kym Orr; Wally Richardson 
Subject: FW: Academic Advising Quick Reference 

From Dean Welborn... 

Greetings Counselors: 

I trust this email finds you all doing well as we enter the final two days of the semester. One of our initiatives is to assist 

our academic advisors better understand the dynamics of each student-athlete as well as the environment in which they 

participate (team). Andrea and I created a document (Academic Advising Quick Reference) that will allow the academic 

counselor to highlight the need, schedule burdens and any other nuances of each respective team. 

This is a chance for you to inform us of the parameters that surround our student-athletes. We are asking all counselors 

to complete the attached form (one for each sport) and return it to Brent by May 7. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Spencer and Andrea 



ACADEMIC ADVISING QUICK REFERENCE "- FALL & SPRING 

BASEBALL 

Fall & Sprin# 

Practice Schedule Baseball    Mon-Fri 1 :OOpm-5:OOpm Susan Maloy 

Points" of Interest: 

¯ Fall and Spring semesters do not differ in the sport of baseball other than the 
competition schedule. Parts of Fall and all of Spring are considered "in-season" for 
baseball. Although they do not compete in the Fall, they do conduct 20 hour a week 
practices for 45 days between Sept. - Nov. 

¯ In Fall and Spring, avoid courses ending at l:50pm/1:45pm five days a week as this 
would make student-athletes late to practice and does not allow much time for sports 
medicine treatment before practice. Having them finished with class by noon each 
day and by lpm at the latest on occasion is the best case scenario in both Fall and 
Spring. 

¯ Majority of team competitions in the Spring occur on Tuesday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights. It is not uncommon to have 4 and 5 games each 
week. Certainly weather can impact these nights when make-up games are necessary. 
On game days, students could be out at the field from approximately lpm - 9 pm 
depending on the game time. 

¯ Avoid night courses in the Spring all together due to competition schedule and travel 
conflicts (pay special attention to labs and recitations) 

¯ Students are typically expected to compete on a summer league team therefore it is 
often tricky to complete summer school at UNC. Online courses are preferred during 
the summer. 

¯ Very strong academic culture supported by the coaching staff 
¯ Professional opportunities: a very real possibility for many of our baseball student- 

athletes, but they may not enter the draft until they turn 21 years old or after their 
junior year whichever comes first. 

¯ Baseball typically has one or two transfers each year and very few mid-year enrollees 
(not that it hasn’t happened before, but not typical) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:46 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

SCHEDULE 

Looks like you have it all to me. Just a couple notations 

I believe PS¥C review at 6pm tonight should be in Room H as their normal tutor session, should move for her large group review ~ater in the evening. 

ECON for        sh.:>uM be ~n Room 23~.0A. WOLO tordght, Thursday, and Sundi~y should be ~n Room A. 

()n Wednesday, you listed EXS5 Class at 6pro Are you referring to the general drop-in ~vith 

Hope this helps. 

Susan 

F~m~ Lee, Jaimie 
Sent~ Nonday, April 29, 20~3 1:30 PP1 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: SCHEDULE 

Hi Susan, 

I just wanted you to see the final exams schedule for the girls. We plan to keep using 2303 for all study table times. I have the sessions on their as I know them. 

Please let me know if there are any conflicts with you using 2303 or if I am missing any sessions you have scheduled for I think I caught all of them! 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 12:00 PM 

~live.nnc.edu> 

ILE: Pay Check 

Tomorrow night I will not, but I can leave your check in my box in the copy room for you to pick up if you are comfo~table with that. Just let rne know. Otherwise, 

will be here tonight until about 8:30 or 9pro, 

Sent: Tuesday,, l~:S1 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Pay Check 

Hi Susan, 

Will you be in the office tomorrow evening at all? I could stop by and pick up the check before my first tutoring appointment, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 3:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: Pay Check 

Hi 
I just wanted to let you know that I have a pay check for you in my office. Would you be able to come by my office some time to pick it up? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~!~)uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:35 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu2 

ILE: Did i miss something?? 

was out April 15 and :17. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Did i miss something?? 

Hi Susan, 

Has been out lately?? Did I miss communication about 

Jaimie 

being out the past week or so?? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:36 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

ILg: TONIGHT... 

It: you meant           instead ot: he is normally scheduled Lo be here on Tuesday nighLs. I have not heard from him otherwise, Not sure if I can get 

here on short notice. Who did you want them to meet wkh? 

Frem: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:24 plvl 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: TONIGHT.., 

Hi again, 

Will               anc           be here tonight? They were not here Sunday night, either... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:13 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Prig: TONIGHT... 

witl definitely be here tomorrow. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:52 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT.,. 
Yes, I mean _sorry it’s a habit...it: 

clef need :classics final tomorrow) and 

Fr~ra: Naloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:36 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT... 

is not normally here, that’s fine. I was just following up about these 3 because they were not here Sunday night..] 

If you meant           instead of he is normally scheduled to be here on Tuesday mghts. ~ have not heard fror~l h~r[~ o[:herw~se. Not sure ~[ ~ can get 

here on short notice. Who did you want them to meet w~th? 

F~m= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:24 PN 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: TONIG~,.. 

Hi again, 

Will               and           be here tonight? They were not here Sunday night, either... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, ,5:16 PM 

~mc.edu-* 

I~E: Final Exam Review Sessions & Reminders 

Hi 

So sounds like you are interested in only one day a week ne×t Fall, either Tuesday or Wednesday correct? 

How aboul: l:he summer? YVill you be around SSI and/or SS~t? 

Thank you, 

~usan 

Sent~ Tuesday, 5:11 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Final Exam Review Sessions & Reminders 

tli Susan, 
I apologize for the delay; I had to work on a few things for next semester since I will be planning for my 
exams then. Because of that my committee members recommended I cut back on my ho~s. For next 
semester I would be able to come by on Tuesdays or Wednesdays from 6-10. 
ttave a wonderful week and thank you for all of yo~ work this semester~ 

at 5:16 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s__b____m___a__!__o_3@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

It’s the last week of class, and I’m sure you are all actively preparing for final exams with your students. Please let me know if you believe additional 

sessions will be needed for your students outside of your normal meeting times (and the group exam reviews that are scheduled in the attached 

document through.       ), and we’ll do our best to accommodate. Remember to continue your regular sessions and drop-in sessions until the final 

exam occurs. Writing tutors who work with ENGL            students should end their appointments this Thursday,        as all assignments 

should conclude at that time. The schedule for those of you who have agreed to work in the writing lab from 7-9pm on a drop-in basis during the final 

exam period is noted on the 2nd tab of the attachment. 

Thank you to those of you who have agreed to conduct final exam review sessions. Please review the attached schedule for your sessions, and let me 

know ASAP if the date and times no longer work for you. Should you have any conflicts with the room assignments, please approach the monitors on 

staff each night for assistance. 

REMINDERS: 

:1. If you have not done so already, please email me with your availability for Summer :1 and 2 and 

2. Evening tutoring on Monday, is canceled. 

3. Due to the ACC Men’s and Women’s Lacrosse tournaments this weekend, parking in the Loudermilk lot will not be available on Thursday 

and Sunday 

4. Please be sure to complete the Academic Honesty Testimonial Form and the addendum questionnaire that will be attached to your Feedback 

Form packets this week. This is required for all tutors and monitors at the end of each term. 

5. A Tutorial Program Survey will be emailed to you later in the week. Please take the time to complete the questions thoroughly, as your input 

is valuable and could ultimately impact your work environment. 

Thank you so much for a great semester. We appreciate all of your time and effort with our students. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~unco~a.unc.edu 

<Final Exmn Reviews - .xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 7:24 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Dropping Class 

Hi 
I will look into this and get back to you. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Dropping Class 

6:40 PM 

Susan, 

Hello my name is              and I am a                              I just have a quick question regarding dropping summer session 1 online courses I registered for an online 
class through connect carolina and whenever I try to drop the course it says I cannot because it would put me below the minimum required units. ! was wondering if you have seen this 
before or if you have any idea how to correct this problem 

Thanks let me know, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 7:35 PM 

Lee, Ja~imie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

I~E: TONIGHT... 

I have not heard back from 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:3:1 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: TONTGHT... 

Right, but my request is to have 

From: Plaloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:13 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT... 

will definitely be here tomorrow, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:$2 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: TONIGHT... 

Yes, 1 mean ..sorry it’s a habit.if 

def need (classics final tomorrow} and 

Froro: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:36 PM 

Te: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TONfGHT... 

yet [:or tonight. 

come tonight [o make up for missing Sunday._l need him to come tonigh[ if possible 

is not normally here, that’s fine. I was )Jst following up about these 3 because they were not here Sunday night._l 

If you meant           instead of       . he is normally scheduled to be here on Tuesday nights. I have not heard from him otherwise. Not sure if I can get 

here on short notice. Who did you want them to meet with? 

From: Lee, .laimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: TONIGHT... 

Hi again, 

Will               and           be here tonight? They were not here Sunday night, either... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 9:33 AM 

Richardson, Wally (wricha@email.unc.edu); Overstreet, Tia (overstre@email.unc.edu) 

FW: Extended Session - 

Wally and Tia, 

Do you agree that this is a need? If so would you like to set this up? And will it work for 

[.~H: n~e kr~ow. 

"i’har~ks, 

Susan 

From: mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:04 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: E~nded Session - 

Would it ~ possible to work with i~om g- 10 on Thursday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B ~;,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 9:38 AM 

~)email. unc.e&~> 

I~E: 

It’s taken care o£ Thal~ you. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:19 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susan, 

I just finished tap tonight, but the TIMS system is do~vn Can you plea se punch me out at 10:19? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 9:46 AM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nol~ <clineberry@unc.edu> 

Holds to Prevent Dropping 

Hi Crystal, 
Do you know if there are holds preventing student-athletes and!or all students in general from dropping SSI courses? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, May 1, 2013 12:13 PM 

Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony (tonyyount@unc.edu); Orr, Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha (jaimielee@email.unc.edu); Overstreet, Tia (overstre@email.unc.edu); 
Richardson, Wally (wricha@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard 
(bbethel@email.unc.edu): Lyons, Elizabeth M (emlyons@email.unc.edu) 

Michelle Brown           @gmail.com) 

FW: Holds to Prevent Dropping Summer Courses 

Hey Everyone, 

I know we touched on something similar in our last staff meeting so you may already be aware of this, but I thought I 

would share what I just received from the Registrar’s Office about dropping the only course a student is enrolled in for a 

summer term. The system will not allow them to drop below 1 credit hour; therefore, they will need to officially cancel 

their enrollment per the steps outlined by Heather Duncan in the attached. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Duncan, Heather M 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Holds to Prevent Dropping 

The REG-PRAD should not be in place now for summer, so the only "hold" would be if students are triyng to drop their 

only class for a summer term. They cannot drop down below 1 credit, and would have to cancel their enrollment. 

If they wish to cancel their enrollment for a summer term, they can email registrationservices@unc.edu PRIOR to the 

term starting, and include their name, PID and a statement that they want to cancel their summer I/ll (or both) term 

enrollment. 

Thanks! 

Heather 

Heather M. Duncan, MBA 
Assistant Registrar for Registration Services 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

SASg North, Suite 3100, Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(P) 919.962.8292/(F) 919.962.3349 

http://registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 



New! Check out our ConnectCarofina Registration Video Series from our Registration Guide! 

From: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Duncan, Heather M 
Subject: RE: Holds to Prevent Dropping 

don’t know of any, but I have included Heather since she will know. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Subject: Holds to Prevent Dropping 

Hi Crystal, 

Do you know if there are holds preventing student-athletes and/or all students in general from dropping SSI courses? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

0;YDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday,            12:19 PM 

~ema~l .unc.edu> 

lEE: Ti~necm~t 

No trouble at all. Just send me an email ~vith the times in and out each day, and I will record them mysel£ 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Timecard 

10:59 AM 

Hi Susan, 
I just arrived for my session ~vith The TIMS system gave me an error message about changes during an approval period, and would not record a time statr~p. I must have screwed 

something up un Sunday. IIuw should I record my timestamps for this session and my two sessions tunight? 

Surr~, fur the truuble, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 12:54 PM 

@email.~mc.edu) 

Your Sunm~er Availability 

Hi 
Forgive me if we have already talked about this. I just didn’t have any specific notes recorded. Are you going to be available to tutor this summer at all (either SSI 
or SSII or both)? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@~ncaaamc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:16 PM 

@unc.edu 

Thursday 9pro Appt. 

Hi 
I’m pretty sure’ will have already had his STOR 
for STOR during that hour on Thursday 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

exam and will not need to meet on Thursday. Would you be able to meet with another student 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:25 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbtnaJoy@email.unc.edu:, 

RE: Sumtner Classes 

Hi 

"~hank you for your ernail. What are you interested in studying at Carolina? This should certainly play a part in what courses you should consider. ENGI. and 

ECON    would be fine choices depending on what you want your major to be. Have you had any Economics courses in h~gh school’? 

Yes, Vou may and shouR~ regh;ter for 5;ummer schoo~ now rather than war until Orientation. The sooner Vou register the more optRms you w~J~ have. However the 

protocol is for a~l new stt~dents [o email two of our Assistant Deans w~th~n the Of Sce of Academic Advising who we work w?ry closely w~th, to further dh;ct~ss the 

courses you plan Lo Lake. Their contact ~nformation 

Spencer We~born .-- 

Andrea Ca~dweH---andreac@email.unc.edu 

Please be sure to ~dentify yourself as an ~ncom~ng baseball student-atMete and provide them w~th your P]D#            and remember to copy me on th~s emai] 

~f you haw? trouble navigating through Lhe registraL~on svsLem wRMn (:onnectCarol~na, don’L hesitate to call me and we can tal]~ Lhrough ~t together (my office 

phone 919-962--9892). 

Thanks so much and stay h~ touch. 

Susan 

Sent~ Wednesday, 9: ll AM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Summer Classes 

Ms. Maloy, 

I was jnst wondering ifI go ahead and sign np [br classes now or ifI wait till I meet with you at ofien~tion. If I register now, wNch are the best clasps [br me to sign 

up for I heard english    was a good one m~d I ~nd of want to take econo~nics if ~ssible. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Thursday 9pro Appt. 

6pro on Thursday would work great. I’ft let you know if anything changes. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Wednesday, 3: 24- PM! 
Te; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: ~ursday 9pm Appt. 

Hi Susan, 

I have scheduled then. Could he meet me at 6? took his final today. 

Thanks, 

T-Mtobile. America’s First Nationwide 4(3 Network 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I’m pretty sure will have already had his STOR 

for STOR during that hour on Thursday 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalov~uncaa.uuc.edu 

exam and will not need to meet on Thursday. Would you be able to meet with another student 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Richardson, Wally (wficha@email.unc.edu) 

Mg~o~; Susan B < sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Extended Session - 

Yes, 8- lOi:m~ or~ Thursday 

Thank you, 

From: [mailto 
Sent= Tuesday, " 9:04 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Extended Session - 

Susan, 

Would it be possible to work with 

would work ou[: flt~e. Wall¥ i:~l~-:~ase be sure that is aware. 

~gmail.com] 

from 8-10 on Thursday? 

E: :~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3: 38 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

I~E: STOR    tutor 

is set t:or Spin or~ Thursday . Thanks. 

From: Jenn Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:2:t PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: STOR    tutor 

Hi, 

Would it be possible for one of my                                  to get an individual tutor for STOR        ? He has been trying to use      but he has 

been having a hard time getting the individual attention he needs. His test is on Monday, so anytime between now and then would be great. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

~_._Z_2_2 §._2___~..5_ ~_._8_ 

9:[9 .962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:41 PM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

1~3~,: confidenti~Jib, 

Thanks We will definitely make a point to emphasize this. 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:30 PP1 
1"o: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: confidentiality 

Hi Susan, 

I went bad< and looked through the handbook I was ~iven when I was hired and there is a very clear statement on tutor-student confidentiality and the Buddey 

Amendment. Maybe you ~uys have covered this in tutor trainin~ when I wasn’t there but I just don’t recall it ever bein~ emphasized as much as I thought it would 

be ~iven the student population we work with. Of course, I could be havin~ a mental lapse - which occurs from time to time. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:49 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILS: Final Exa~ Review Sessions & Academic Center Hours 

Hi 

I have not spoken to about the practice time during postseason, you may want to ask him as well. 

S u s a r~ 

Frora: 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:45 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subjeet~ RE: Final Exam Review Sessions N Academic Center Hours 

Susa~ 
I am wondering what the practice schedule looks like for this coming May. I wanted to make sure it does not conflict with my Maymester course. Than~ and I 
hope you have a good day. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:25 PM 
To: ’ 
Subject: RE: Final Exam Review Sessions & Academic Center Hours 

Ok good. Let me know what you find out and if there ix anything else that you need regarding this. 

I ~’~o~e you h.~ve a good a ~$er~oot~ too, 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:22 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Final Exam Review Sessions ~ Academic Center Hours 

Susan, 
Ny apNogy, ~ am ~king    not    Thank you for the email and ~ will reach out to Patdcia Parker for additional information regarding a~endance. ~ hope you have a good 
day. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:[7 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Final Exam Review Sessions & Academic Center Hours 

Hi 

Thanks t:or your email. I am glad to have an oppor[unity to work with vour team. 

As for class conflicts durint~ Maymester, do you have an ~dea of how many classes you may m~ss through the Mavmester? The course I see you registered for ~s 

COMM    from             and not COMM    that you referenced in your emNI. (You may want to look into that as welL) h~ order to determine the attendance 

po~k:y, you w~H need to reach out to inquire through the professor teaching the course, (Pa~:dda Parker for COMM    }. 

Here ~s a Q&A regarding ~:Ms asweH: 

Q: v~qaat is the attendance policy? 

A: Regular class attendance is a student obligation, and a strident is responsible tbr all the work, including tests and written work, of all class meetings. No right or 

privilege exists that permits a student to be absent from a~y given number of class meetings. Students should check with instructor for attendance policies. 

Since it is only a 3 week course the class attendance policy is definitely something to consider as we hope to continue on in the postseason! 

f hope this hel~s. 

Thanks, 

Susar~ 

Fro~: 
Se~t: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject~ RE: Final Exam Review Sessions & Academic Center Hours 

Hello Susan, 
My name is           and ~ am on the            team. It must be qui~ the work load ~ pick up 40 something more guys ~ keep track d. ~ would like ~ know what 
the deal is with maymester classes and athletic conflict. ~ have signed up for a maymester course that runs from COMM Than~ and ~ hope you have a good 
day. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:09 PM 
To: 

Cc: Breschi, Joe; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Feifs, Chris; Holman, Brian 

Subject: Final Exam Review Sessions & Academic Center Hours 



Hey Guys, 

I hope that you are all working hard to finish up strong in this last week of class and that your final exam preparation is already underway. I wanted to make you 

aware of a couple things here in the Academic Center. 

1. Attached is the schedule of the final exam review sessions that will be offered this semester. Please search the list for subjects that pertain to you and 

make plans to attend. Individual and small group tutoring should continue up until your final exam. 

2. Evening tutoring will be canceled on Monday, due to the Rammys Awards Ceremony. 

3. Writing tutors will be available from Sunday, , - Sunday, , from 7-9pm for any remaining papers in any of your classes. 

4. The Academic Center will be open individual study time and exam review sessions from 6-11pm on Friday, 

5. The Academic Center will be open for individual study time from lOam-6pm on Saturday, 

Please let me know if you have any questions or if there is anything I can do to assist you during this time. 

Best of luck at ACCs this weekend]I! 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Stt~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalo~,(a) nncaa,nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3: 58 PM 

~gmail .com> 

l~E: Extended MATH    session Wednesday 

Sorry for responding so late, But please come tonight to meet with these guys at 7pro instead of 9pro, That should work fine. 

~’hanks, 

Susan 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, .t1:4~ AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Extended MATH    session Wednesday 

Hi Sn~ 

My 9:00 MATH    group is my only group that roll not have had their final yet. I wanted to let yon know I am avmlable to come at my no~N time (7:00) to work 

e~m ruth the~ guys ! if needed. 

Thm~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:16 AM 

~gmail.com2 

Re: I might be Late for 7 p~n session. 

Thanks for letting me know I had texted last night to be sure he informed the student in case ?,our were a little late. 

Thanks again. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:38 PM, ’ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

He?’ Susan- 

I’m at 5:30 appt. and they said they are running behind schedule 

I’m hoping to still make it on time to my 7 pm w~th 

Sor~! tlopefully, it won’t be an issue! 

Best, 

Sent frum my ~Phone 

but in case rm a little late - I wanted to keep you in the loop. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 10:03 AM 

~ema~l .unc.edu> 

I~E: Ti~necmvl 

Hi 
So I added the 10:56am-12P04pm. Questions is did you only meet with for 8 minutes? I just wanted to be sure your time of 5:54pm-6:02pm was not a type-O. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Timecard 

8:44 PM 

Hi Susan, 
I was in with at 10:56a out at 12:04 Tonight, in with 
had already had their exams 

at 5:54 out at 6:02. My 7 and 8 sessions with the boys and were cancelled because both classes 

From: Malov, Susan B 
Sent Wednesday 12:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Timecard 

No trouble at all Just send me an email with the times in and out each day, and I will record them mysel[~ 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Timecard 

10:59 AM 

Hi Susan, 
I just arrived for my session with The TIMS system gave me an error message about changes during an approval period, and would not record a time stamp I must have screwed 
something up on Sunday How should I record my mnestamps for this session and my two sessions tonight? 

Sorry for the trouble, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 10:10 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaJmielee@unc.edu>; ~bell~uth.net> 

MaJloy, Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: meeting 

A lpm with 

Friday in Room 237.0C, but it sounds like 

is available on Sunday 6-7pro for B~OI. 

Hope tMs he~ps. 

F~m= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Wednesday, 5:08 PN 

¢¢~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: meeting 

on Friday is certainly approved. 

may have a conflict with those times anyway. No further reviews are scheduled for 

sessions are on d~e Master Exam Review Schedule a~ 3-4pro for’ Sec 002 and 4-Spin for Sec 001 on 

beyond Frida’¢. 

can’t attend. Could I tneet with him from 1-2 on Friday or you could send him to the other bio 

Friday, he has review at 2pro and 4pro, so If you can meet at :].pm, that would be great! 

When are ~:he oth~-_~r biolog%, reviews you have scheduled ? ~ don’t see any others on the schedule .... 

Sent~ Wednesday, 4:35 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
~¢~ Naloy, Susan ~ 
Su~ject~ meeting 

HI J~ie--I’m doing a bio ~view tbr      on t?day from 4- 5. 

reviews that are scheduled. He requested the session. 

Don’t ~ow how we missed each other on Monday...I was in the ~tor room waiting for him. 

Cheers. 

Thanks,      . Let’s go ahead and have you guys meet at 1pro on Friday. I have another session on Sunday aL 6pm, but I am not aware o1: your other’ sessions. On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 10:16 AM 

kl2.nc.us 

M~Joy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

6pro ~z~d 7pm Thursday    - AFAM    and HIST 

Hi 
Sounds like you have talked with about working together tonight at 6pm for AFAM and 7pm for HIST    . This is certainly approved 
if your available to work tonight. Please let me know. 
Not sure if they spoke with you about possibly working together on Friday as well, but is this a possibility for you to work on Friday evening? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator’Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 10:19 AM 

}email .unc.edu> 

1~: Ti~necm~t 

Ok I wondered You’re all set. I still haven’t heard from 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Timecard 

10:05 AM 

SoT, Susan. I had fat fingers: ~nd I met until 7:02. 

about when he may be available to meet on Friday He said he would get back to me when he knew ....... 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursda’~,, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Timecard 

10:03 AM 

Hi 
So I added the 10:56am-12P04pm. Questions is did you only meet with for 8 minutes’? I just wanted to be sure your time of 5:54pm-6:02pm was not a ~pe-O 

Thanks, 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Timecard 

8:44 PM 

Hi Susan, 

] ~w~s in with at 10:56a out at 12:04. Tonight, in with 

had already had their exams. 

5:54 out at 6:02 My 7 and 8 sessions with the were cancelled because both classes 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday 12:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Timecard 

No trouble at all. Just send me an email with the times in and out each day, and I will record them mysel£ 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Timecard 

10:59 AM 

Hi Susan, 
I just arrived for my session with Tr~e TIMS system gave me an error message about changes during an approval period, and would not record a time stamp. I must have screwed 
something up on Sunday. How should I record my timestamps for this session and ray two sessions tonight’.’ 

Sorl;~ for the trouble, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 10:42 AM 

.kl2.nc.uK~ 

I~E: 6pm and 7pm Thursday - AFAM    and HIST 

What times on Friday would work for you? 

Not sure if can meet at 8pro tonighL but would that be a possibility for you? 

From: k:[2. nc. us] 
Sent: Thursday, :[0:33 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 6pm and 7pm Thursday . AFAM    and HIST 

I can’t make it for 6 but cm~ for 7pm. And I cm~ work Friday too 

On Thu, at 10:16 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Sounds like you have talked ruth about working together tonight at 6pm for AFAM    and 7pm for HIST This is certainly 
approved if your available to work tonight. Please let me know. 

Not sure if they spoke with you about possibly working together on Friday as well, but is this a possibility for you to work on Friday evening? 

Thank yot~ 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 
919-962- 8247 (the,0 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:39 AM 

~email.unc.edu) 

Available to Tutor Touight ??? 

Hi 

I apologize for this last minute request, but I just wondered if you would be available to meet with a student some time tonight for PORT    ? I believe he has 

some outstanding assignments that he must complete and would be helpful if you were available just in case he has questions. This is not one of the students that 

you have been meeting throughout the semester. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:41 AM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

I~E: tutoriug tonight 

I am pretty sure that 

with his cli~,;s, So, with th~L said, t dorl’t se*-’_~ i~t~y r~eed for you to come tmtil yok~r 7pm 

"Yhar~k yot~, 

F~m: [mailto ~chccs.ki2.nc.us] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:57 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: tutoring tonight 

Hi Su~& 

I was wondering if a~d when I should show up fl]is evening. 

6 

7 (RIST    review)? 

8 

I am not sure ifeveo’one or no one is planning to attend... 

Thm&s so much and have a great da~; 

is finished with his work~ (You may know that better than me in terms of his assignments, however~) And I know that 

s essi.:_’tr~ tot~igbt, 

is finished 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 1:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu) 

Your Sunm~er Awilability 

Hi 
Not sure if you have told me or not, but will you be available to tutor in Summer I and!or Summerll? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-A~l~letes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 6:55 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Review Sessiou 

Thank you for letting kno~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:11 PM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Susan, 

There is a review session at the Business School at 6 tonight that all of us are attending. I do not think we will be able to make the tutor session at the LCE. Just 
wanted to let you know. Thank you for your help. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:55 AM 

@live.unc.e&P 

I~E: Thursday 9pm Appt. 

Any chalice you could meet with 

?hanks, 
Susar~ 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:31 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Thursday 9pro Appt. 
Great[ Than~[ 

one more time before Monday for STOR    ? 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 443 Network 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

(-;pro on Thursday 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent; Wednesday, 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Thursday 
Hi Susan, 

I have 

would work great, t’I1 let you Imow if ar~yl:hing changes 

3:24 PM 

9pm Appt. 

scheduled then. Could he meet me at 6? took his final today. 

Thanks, 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 443 Network 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(.~, email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I’m pretty sure’ will have already had his STOR 
for STOR during that hour on Thursday 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fi~x) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.uuc.edu 

exam and will not need to meet on Thursday. Would you be able to meet with another student 

? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 12:38 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILS: APRI 101 this Sum~ner 

Excellent! What times during the day would work best t:or you? Would between L;Sprn work in your schedule? 

Thank you, 

S u s a r~ 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 5:00 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
~bject= Re: AFR] ~0~ this Summer 

Hey Susan, 

I can do AFRI ~0~ this summer. It should be a fun class to tutor. 

On at 1:58 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo~’@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Would you be comfortable tutoring AFR1101 this summer? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(~tmcaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 12:49 PM 

~gm~l.com> 

I~E: Time Card Issue 

T~ke~ care oL T~ank you. 

From: mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 5:55 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Time Card Issue 

Hi, Susan, 

TIMS was down wheu I clocked out on Weduesday so I was wondering if you could make a quick adjustment and post that I clocked out at 10:15 pro. 

Th~kyou~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 1:46 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: Timesheet 

Hi 

It looks like the issues are 

ew-:~rvt hit~g 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From:_            [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday,. 5:03 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Timesheet 

Susan, 

Can you take a look at my time sheet? I think I put two days in wrong this pay period because they show up weird when ~ look at it. 

Should your hours be 5:54pcn-g:27pm on and ~;pm ---9:35pm on If so~ I will re-input the time. To try to fix 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 2:10 PM 

Lucido, Ba~cba~ca E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Academic Worksheets 

Thanks so much Barbara. 

F~m; Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent; Friday, 10:13 AN 

Cc; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Academic Worksheets 

Dear 

Attached are copies of your Economics and Management & Society worksheets. Let me know if you have questions. 

Good luck through Omaha! 

Best, 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http:!/advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 2:23 PM 

~¢live.~mc.e&~ 

l~g: Study Hail 

Yes, 8-.I:[prn unless the building iL noL being used al:Ler 10:30, you could probably close down Lhen. 

Thank you for worMng tonight. 

F~m: . . [mail~ Nive,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Friday, 12:51 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Study Hall 

Susan, 

Study Hall is at the normal time tonight (6-~), correct? 

Thanks~ 

i)live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:16 PM 

@email.unc.edu) 

Monday Session 

Hi 

Are you available to tutor on Monday ? I believe the guys in AFAM 

Look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

still have a final on Tuesday and would like to meet with you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:19 PM 

~)email. unc.e&~> 

I~E: Summer Tutoring 

Yes we do run through the surnmer, We hope to handle most of the tutodng during the day, buL some evenings as well 

so~ what days arid [~mes? [ hope to have ew~rytNng ready to beg~n on 

~ook forward to hearh~g back fiom 

Thanks, 

F~m: mailto:      ~email,unc,edu] 
~ent: Friday, ~:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Summer Tutoring 

Susa~ 
Does the tutoring cen~r run throughout the summer? If so, when will you need information about summer schedules? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Sunday, 6:36 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

ILE: Next Year 

Congratulations        That sounds like a great opportunity~ We wish you the best. 

Thank ,iou for the time and effort that ,iou have committed to working w~th our students over the last several semesters. We have certahsly appreciated ,/our work. 

~f you have no~: done so a~readv, please take the time to complete the online survey to evaluate our tu~:or~al program, 

(http:iiwww.surveymonkey.corn!s/SP13TutorProgramEvalua/ion) Your h~mt could really help us out. 

ges~ wishes once again, and let us know ~f we can ever assist you in atW way. 

Thank you, 

From: [mailto ~email.unc.edu] 
~ent: ~um~y, ~2:23 PM 
T~: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: N~ Year 

Susa~ 

There has been a change in my plans for next year. I’ve been awarded a                        , beginning           which means I’ll be living 
next year. This complicates my ability to tutor somewhat, as I think i~s safe to say the cost of commuting would be mc~re than you could pay me. 

In all seriousness, it has truly been a pleasure working as a tutor during my time in Chapel Hill. Thanks for everything and best of luck in the coming year. Go Heels! 

Have a good one! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Sunday, 7:25 PM 

@gma~l.com 

Missed Punch on Time Cmd 

Hi 
I’m approving time cards and noticed a missed punch for you on Tuesday 
me? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

Looks like you stamped in at 6:56pm, but did not stamp out. Can you clarify that for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:09 PM 

~llsouth.net:~ 

I~E: summer 

I have two in BIO[. :].01 that I am aware of so far. Wo~ld you be available :[-~ or 4pro Monday-Thursday in SSI to begin tutoring at the latest? 

"Fha~ks, 

F~m: [mail~ }bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Monday, ~1:33 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: summer 

Hi Su~n--nice job with rotor program tNs ~mester,.,,hope my s~dents did well on finals. I have had ~me p~vious smdenB ask me ifI would be able to help tNs 

summer with biolabs and other lab couBes. I told them to check with their counselers, Do have any need for my se~xices fl~is sum~ner. 

Cheers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:37 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~g: Study Hall Today 

slow night i~s i~: is, ar~,’t we will be able to rear,age being dowr~ 

"[’t’~t~k you aga~[~ for everythk~g. 

F~m: mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, [:23 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B; Susan Maloy 
Subject= Study Hall Today 

Sorry! 

Thank you for le~ng me know. No need to ask for a sub~ I think it will be a 

I’m not sure I can make it to sturdy hall tonight. Would you like me to ask :[’or a substitute? 

Sent from my LG EscapeTM, an AT&J7 4(3 LTE smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 2:03 PM 

~bellsouth.net:~ 

RE: summer 

Ok great. What I am thk~king righ[ now is two different studen[s from :1-3pro Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. This could continue [o grow as rnore requests 

come h~ but I can defin~tNy say 1-3 3 days each week, let me know if you see a proNem w~th that, 

Tha~k you, 

F~m [mailto: ~bellsouth,net] 
Nentl Monday, 1:43 PM 
T~i Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Re: summer 

sure..i will be available in ~e afternoon. Let me ~ow what works... 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To’, ~bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Non, 12:10:19 PM 
Subject: RE: summer 

I have two in BIOL 1(I1 g~[:~ I am aware of so [hr Would you be ~,aflab]e [-3 or 4pro Monday-T[m~da), in SSI to l~egh~ tuto~iag at the latest? 

Susan 

Sent: Monday. 11:33 ~ 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

SuNect: sumner 

Hi Su~n--nice job with rotor program tNs ~mester....hope my students Nd well on finals. I have had ~me previous sm&nB ask me ifI would be able m help tNs 

summer ruth biolabs and other lab coupes. I told them to check ruth fl~eir counselers. Do have any need for my se~ices ~is sununer. 

Cheers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 3:58 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

l~E: Approval for Last Week 

Your’ time card is showing: 

Tue~ ::: 7:34pm-:H :02pro 

~u~:_~. = 5:54pm - 1~.:07~m 

Should there be ar~yl:hh~g else? 

Susan 

F~m: mailto: }live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:42 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject: Approval for Last Week 

Hi Susan, 
TIMS was down last week, and I totally forgot to email you my hours for last Tuesday night. I did sign in on TIMS around 5:45pm. I left about 11:05pro. Sor~ for the 
inconvenience~ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O 12NC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,            4:08 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

P,E: feedback for 

My p~eas~.~re. Thank you. 

From: mailto: @hotmail.com] 

Sent: Monday. 3:50 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: feedback for 

Hi Susan, 

Thank Vou for printing this and putting it in box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 5:04 PM 

~bellsouth.net> 

l~JE: summer 

Ok great. I’ll be in touch with any upda[es as soon as I can. 

Thanks, 

From: mailto: @bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Nonday, 4:54 PH 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: summer 

souuds good to me...thanks. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

To: 9bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Mon, 2:03:01 PM 
Subject: RE: summer 

Ok greai. What I am ihinki~g rig]at ~ow is iwo di~’lbre~t studenis fl’om 1-3pro ’I~tesda?, Wednesday, m~d Thursday. ’Ibis could continue to grow as more requests come 

lint I can dei?nitely say ] -3 3 days each week. Let me k~o~x if you see a proh]em ~ifla ~haL 

Susaa 

Sent: Monday: 1:43 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: s~ner 

sure..i will be avmlable iu ~e afternoon. Let me ~ow what works... 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaluyL~_~email unc.edu> 
To: ~bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Mor~ 12:10:19 PM 
Subject: RE: summer 

I have lx~ o ia BIOI, 101 ~hal I am a~ ate of so ihr. Would you be available I-3 or 4pro Moaday-Th~tsday h} SSI to begin tmormg a1 flue l alest? 

Susa~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:33 ~ 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: smmer 

Hi Su~n--nice job with rotor program tNs ~mester....hope my students Nd well on finals. I have had ~me previous sm&nts ask me ifI would be able to help tNs 

summer ruth biolabs and other lab coupes. I told them ~ check ruth their counselers. Do have any need for my sewices this summer. 

Cheers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:51 AM 

Welborn, Spencer (swelborn@emaJl.unc.edu); Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Registration for Smnmer Sessiou II 

Hey Spencer and Andrea, 

Hopefully you received this 

er~d. 

Thanks, 

Susar~ 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, 9:32 PM 
To= Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
~= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Registration for Summer Session ~ 

My name is 
SOCI    Please advise if Ibis is acceptable. Thank you. 

Respectfull?~ 

email. As far as I know this is the first one. Just wanted to make sure the system worked correctly on your 

¯ I will be attending Summer Session II aM was planning to take ENGL    m~d 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:25 AM 

}email. unc.edu> 

I~E: Summer Tutoring 

Hi 

I actually have one request in Summer I for CHEM 101 for the evenings. Are you comfortable with me setting this up 2 times a week, say Tuesday and Thursday at 

7~m? 

communication was never in,dated to set thaL up~ So nothing that you m~ssed on your end. 

Thanks     and let me know ~f 7pro on Tuesday and Thursday works for you~ 

Sent: Tuesday, ~2:25 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Summer Tu~dng 

[ am uncer~in d my summer schedule thus far. [ know that [ will be TAing for the Chemist~ depa~ment for the second summer session. Also, evenings (except Wednesdays) 
are likely the only times [ can meet. S~ing after the    sounds fine for me. [’11 let you know if an#hing changes. 
Also, [ recently noticed a missed call and voicemail from a Wally Richardson ([ think [ got the name righO saying [ had a tutoring session with for tonight? [’m not sure 
what that is about, as [ wasn’t ever told d any session. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 3:19 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Summer Tutoring 

Yes we do run Lhrough the summer. We hope Lo handle most of the tutoring during the day, but some evenings as well W~l~ you be available Summer ~ and H? ~f 

so, what days and th~es? ~ hope to have everytMng ready to begh~ on 

f h:~ok [orward to headng back from you soon. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, $:56 PM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Summer Tutoring 

SusaR~ 
Does the tutoring center run throughout the summer? If so, when will you need information about summer schedules? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 1:49 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Gmdualing 

right? We did not lose a point for him. He left as a 3/3 due to the approved ac~justment, so he would not qualit) for a grad bonus untbrtunately. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: Graduating 

12:03 PM 

He?’, 
I kno~v you don’t do this anymore but do we get a point back on by chance? 
He finished here in after his year. Signed pro so I am sure we did not Lose a point’. 
Mike 

..... Original Message ..... 

From [mailto ~)vahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ] 11:50 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Sut~iect: Graduating 

He?" Coach Fox, 

You will be happy to hear I am graduating Sunday! Took me almost 9 years but I did it. Thank you for giving me the opportumW to attend and receive a degree from such a great ~nsutution. 
I plan to continue playing and after that possibly get into coaching. Good luck the rest of the season. I think this is the year for Carolina baseball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 8:59 AM 

~live.unc.edt~ 

I~E: Ne:~ week 

Thank you for lettir~g me know 

Have a good trip. 
Se~:, you ~vhen you get back. 
Susan 

Sent~ Tuesdag, 3:32 PN 
To~ NaloT, Susan B 
Subjeet~ N~ week 
Hi Susan, 
I just wanted to give gou a heads up that I will have limited access to ema~l until I return 
check ~t at certain periods. 

Thanks, 

as I will be getting your schedule together’ to se~d to you within the ~ext several days. 

so I might be slower than usual responding. But I will be able to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 11:07 AM 

~SgmaJl.com2 

Re: Summer 

Hi 
I will definitely have some afternoon and evening spots for you in SSI that I hope to nail down by the end of the ;veek We would like to start on 
were to work 2~4pm and then later that same night, ;vould that bother you? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:23 AM. " ~gmaihcom> wrote: 

> Susan, 

> I was wondering if you had any updates on scheduling for the summer? If not no worries but I figured I would ask 

> Thanks! 

Would that ;vork f,ar you? If you 

> E: ~)gmaikcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:25 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

I~E: Summer Tutoring 

Should begin next Thursday the 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

Frora: 
Sent: Wednesday, 4-:02 
"Ire: IVlaloy, Susan B 
$~ject~ ~E: Summer Tutoring 

Susan, 
Than~ for the evals, rm glad to see that rm being well-received. 
Will the Tuesday~hursday sessions begin ne~ week Tuesday (the 
Than~, 

I will send a more formal schedule to vou as soon as can. 

) or Thursday (the ,? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:24 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Summer Tutoring 

Ok great. I will go ahead and set you up for Tuesday and Thursday at 7pro and will certainly let you know if anything should change. 

As for your student feedback, all great responses. See the attached for written cornmen~:s and ratings w~th 5 being the top of the scak~. 

Let me ~now ~f you have any ques~:~ons. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent~ Tuesday, 10:28 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Summer Tutoring 

Susa~ 
Twice a week, Tuesday ~ Thursday, at 7pm sounds great. 
Also, rm interested in my students’ feedback on how tutoring went. If I am privy to such information, how might I get 
Than~[ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:25 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Summer Tutoring 

Hi 

I actually have one request in Summer I for CHEM 10:1 for the evenings. Are you comforLable with me setdng this up 2 times a week, say Tuesday and Thursday at 

7prn? 

As for      , I believe the        counselors had ~ntended to scheduJe an extra session for      ~ s~nce his exam was th~s morning, but unfortunately the 

communication was never initiated to set that up. So notNng that you m~ssed on your end. 

Thanks and le~: me know ~f 7~m~ on Tuesday and Thursday worlds for you. 

Susan 

Sent= Tuesday, 12:21 AN 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ RE: Summer Tu~ring 

Susan, 
I am uncer~in of my summer schedule thus far. I know that I will be TAing for the Chemist~ depa~ment for the second summer session. Also, evenings (except Wednesdays) 
are likely the only times I can meet. S~ing after the    sounds fine for me. rll let you know if anything changes. 
Also, I recently noticed a missed call and voicemail from a Wally Richardson (I think I got the name right) saying I had a tutoring session with for tonight? rm not sure 
what that is about, as I wasn’t ever told of any session. 
Than~, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 3:19 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Summer Tutoring 

Y~:~s w~? do r~.E]~ through th*-’_~ sunlm,:_~r. We hop,:_~ to handle most of the tutoring durk~g the day, bu[: s.:)[T~e evenings as well Wil~ you be avai]abk~ Summer ~ and ~? ~f 

so, what days and t~mes? ~ hope to have everyLh~ng ready to beg~n on 

~ ~ook [:orward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

Sent; Friday, 1:56 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 



Subject: Summer Tutoring 

Susan, 
Does the tutoring center run throughout the summer? If so, when will you need information about summer schedules? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B ~;/O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:30 AM 

~gmail.com2 

I~E: Meeting- 

Hi 
Sure thing. ~nnen would you be available to meet? Any time before 11am would be good for me 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original i’~Iessage ..... 
From: mailto ~mail com] 
Sent: Wednesday: 9:15 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Meeting- 

Susan, 

Eli my name is and I am a with the team. I was ~w)ndering if you would be able to meet tomorrow to discuss my summer and flail plans? If possible please let 

Thank you veW much. 

Sincerely, 

Sent l~orn my tPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:31 AM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

1),2;: Tutor limes 

Ok great. So 3-.4prn Mon.-Thurs. And 7--gpm Sun, Mon., Wed, and Thursday right? 

Thank you, 

Seat= Wednesday, 8:50 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Tutor times 

I double checked with my adviso~ aud the ti~nes we have set will work~ Thau~. 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 9:16 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

MaJloy~ Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

Need You to Co~nplete - Required Forms 

Academic IntegriS, Exit HonesS, Policy-REVISED.docx; Tutor academic integri~ statement addendum Ques~donnaive-REVISED.docx 

Hi 
To finalize our work for the semester, please complete and sign the required two attached documents and return to me as soon as you can. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this important information. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator’Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a)~mcaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 9:18 AM 

~live.unc.edu) 

MaJ~oy~ Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

Need You to Co~nplete - Required Forms 

Academic IntegriS, Exit HonesS, Policy-REVISED.docx; Tutor academic integri~ statement addendum Ques~donnaim-REVISED.docx 

Hi 
To finalize our work for the semester, please complete and sign the required two attached documents and return to me as soon as you can. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this important information. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a)~mcaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 9:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

Maloy, Susan B <sb~naloy@email.unc.edw, 

Need You to Co~nplete - Required Forms 

Academic IntegriS, Exit HonesS, Policy-REVISED.docx; Tutor academic integri~ statement addendum Ques~donnaive-REVISED.docx 

Hi 
To finalize our work for the semester, please complete and sign the required two attached documents and return to me as soon as you can. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this important information. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator’Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a)~mcaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 9:55 AM 

~gmail.com2 

1~3£: Meeting- 

Could you meet at 9:30am or 1:30pm tomorrow? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Meeting- 

9:28 AM 
~gmail corn] 

Susan, 

I actually have practice from now until about 130 If you aren’t available after that I can tW and come tomorrow- before practice? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:29 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
> Sure thing. When would you be available to meet? Any time belk~re 11 am would be good for me. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Meeting- 
> 

> Susan, 

> 

> Hi my name is 
let me knowt 
> 

> Thank you very much. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

and I am a with the team I was wondering i:[’you would be able to meet tomorrow to discuss my summer and :[’all phns? If possible please 

Sent frorn my if)hone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 12:10 PM 

Va~gelder. Marielle A <mva~gelder@unc.edu.~ 

ILE: Contact Iufonna~ion 

Hi Marielle, 

Welcome to Carolina! 

I am l:he Tutorial CoordinatoriAcadernic Couns~:_~h:~r ~n ~:he Academic Support Program for StudenbAthletes, and just began in ~:h~s rok~ last July 2012 Previously, 

wor]~ed ~n our Compliance unit w~:h Lance for (5+ years. So ~ am cer~:ainly familiar with what you are ~:aking on. Please ~et me know ~f I can be of any assistance to 

you ~r~ any way. 

~ know that ~ w~l~ be rescNng ouL to you at some pob~t w~th regarding to NCAA Rules Education for Tutors. I’d ~ove for you to review our [:orms and rnsnua~ at some 

point m~d wouM welcome your feedback~ Nothing we need to do right away, but when you are feeling more settled, ~et me know when you have some time to 

meet so I can bring you up to speed on compliance matters relative to the Tutor~a~ Progrm~. 

Look forward to meeting you. 

S u s a ~ 

F~m= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent; Thursday, Nay 09, 20~3 ~0:45 AN 

Te= UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject= Con~ct Information 
Thank you aH Lot [he warm wek:ome. I’m e’,<d~:ed to be here and have stsr~:ed to get settled 

I~dy updated co~11:act ~rfforms[:~ot~ ~s below: 

Office Phene: (919)962-7853 

~f ~ can be of any ~ss~stance, p~ease don’t hesitate to contact me. ~ ~ook forward to meeting everyone in person. 

MarieHe A. vanGekler 

Associate AtMet~c Direc[or 

University o[: North 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-785~ 

Fax: {919) 962- 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent~ Tuesday, Nay 07, 2013 ~:07 PN 

Te~ UNC~-Eve~one 
Su~ject~ Narielle vanGelder - new Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
This note is a few days late, but we are excited to welcome Marielle vanGelder as the Associate Athletics Director for Compliance. Her first day was May 1. Marielle 

can be reached by email at mvangelder@unc.edu or by phone at 919-962-7853. 

Marielle has replaced Amy Herman and will be directing our compliance operation on a day-to-day basis. She has been at UConn most recently (her full bio can be 

accessed here: ~B_iZ[~:~9_~_[f!:~_9_~]WewArticle.dbml?Dg kANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCL~D=207048761&SP~D=108097&SPSID=668181) 

Please welcome Marielle when you have the opportunity. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 12:42 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mva~gelder@unc.edu~~ 

1~9;: Contact Iufonna~ion 

Ok great. What time next Thursday, May I6 would be good for you? 

Frem: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 09, 20~3 ~2:33 PN 
T~: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Con~ct Information 

Hi Su~an --. 

Thank you for the we~come~ Fve seen your name on p~enty of documents here as rye bee~ sort~n~ through evervth~n~ ~Z Hopefully you can also provide me a 

Htt~e perspective on where Comg~ance has been as ~ so~t out where we need to be movh~ forward. 

everyth~ you have~ ~ know that the next a~nua~ ~epo~t to the Committee on ~nfract~ons ~s ~n my h~nds and that the NCAA has asked u~ to emphasize our ~utor 

ru~es educat~o~ and tra~nin8 (a~ wa~ the case wkh the first ~epo~t), 

Please ~et me know when you have some free th-ne, Maybe towards the ~atter pa~t of ~ext week? My schedule ~s w~de ogen, 

~hanks and ~ look forward to meet~n~ vou ~n person~ 

rvlarieHe A, vanGe~der 

~ssodate AtMet~c Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 

Fa~: (9].9) 962- 0302 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 20~3 ~2:10 PM 
To: Vangelder, Narielle A 
S~bjeet: RE: Con~ct Information 

Hi MarieHe, 

Weh::ome to Ca~olh~a~ 

~ am d~e Tutorial Coordh~ator/Academ~c CoLm~e~or k~ d~e Academic Support P~o~ram for StudenbAtNete~, and just began 

worked b~ our Compliance Lmit w~d~ L~nce fo~ 6~- year~. So ~ am cer~ain~y f~miH~ wRh what ~ou 

you h~ any way. 

~ know that ~ w~H be reach~n~ out to you at ~ome ~oh~t w~th ~e~ard~n~ to NCAA Ru~e~ Education for Tutor~. ~’~ ~ove for you to review our form~ and manua~ at some 

point and wouk~ wek:ome your feedback Nothing we need to do right away, but when you are [ee~ing more settled, h~d: me know when you have some time to 

mee~: so I can bring you up to speed on compliance ~atters relative to the ?utorh~ Prograrn. 

Look forward to meeting you. 

F~= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Se~t: Thursday, Nay 09, 20~3 ~0:~5 AN 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
S~bject: Con~ct [nformation 

Thank you a~l ~:or the warm welcome. Fm exalted to be here and have stsr~ed to set settled 

My updated contact ~nformsdon ~s ~elow: 

Ema~k mvan~elder@unc.edu 

Office Phone: (9:1.9)962-7853 

Cel~ Phene: 

~f ~ can be o[ any ass;~stance, p~ease don’t hes~[:ate to contact me. f b:>:?k [orward to meeting everyone in person. 

Msrie~le 

Mariel~e A. vanGe~der 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

UniversH:y of Nor~:h Can:dma 

Phone: (9~9} 962--7853 

Fax: {9~9) 962-5L~2 

~= Cunningham, Bubba 
Se~t~ Tuesday, Nay 07, 20~3 4:07 PN 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
S~bject~ Narielle van~elder - new Associate ~thletics Director for Compliance 
TNs note is a few days late, but we are excited to welcome Marielle vanGelder as the Associate Athletics Director for Compliance. Her first day was May ~. Marielle 

can be reached by email at ~_~_E~[~[~_~_D_G_~_~_~ or by phone at 9~9-962-7853. 

Marielle has replaced Amy Herman and will be directin8 our compliance operation on a day-to-day basis. She has been at UConn most recently (her full bio can be 

accessed here: http:/!www.~oheels.com!V~ewArticle.dbml?DB I_ANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3~50&ATCUD=20704876~&SPID=~OSO97&SPSID=668~.8~) 

Please welcome Madelle when you have the opportunity. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 



Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 12:53 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mva~gelder@unc.edu~~ 

l~g: Contact Iufonna~ion 

loam on Thursday is good. Do you wahl Lo come here or what would be best? 

From= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent= Thursday, May 09, 2013 12:43 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Contact Information 

How about, lOam? 
Marielte A. vanGe~der 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9{52--7853 

Fax: (919) 962- 0:?02 

~_gg_E &~J_~_~£_@~ £ ~:_~_~_~. 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Thursday, Nay 09, 2013 ~2:42 PN 
To= Vangelder, Nadelle A 
Subje¢t~ RE: Con~ct Information 

Ok great. What: time next Thursday, May 16 would be good for you? 

Susan 

F~= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Se~t= Thursday, May 09, 2013 12:33 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
8~bjeCt~ RE: Con~ct [nformation 

Hi Susan- 

Tha~k you for the wek:ome] Fve seen your name on pkmty of documem:s bore as Fve been sor[:ing [:hrough everv[:hmg @, HopefuJlv you can also prov]de rne a 

Htde perspective on where Compliance has been as [ sort out where we need to be moving forward. 

Actually, you are already on my list of people to meet with. [ had a chance to sit down w~Lh Brent yesterday and gel some basics on the ASPSA and the working 

relationship with the Compliance Office. He mentioned that you had a Tutor Manual and PowerPoint as part of your tra~nh~g program - [ wouM ~ove to get a ~ook at 

everyLhh~g you bare. ~ know that the next annua~ report to the CommH:tee on fn[racthNls ~s ]n my hands a~ld that the NCAA has asked us to emphasize our tutor 

ru~es educs[~of~ and [raining (as was the case w~l:h the first 

Please ~et rne know when you have some free dine. Maybe towards the ~atter part o~:nexL week? My schedule 

Thanks and I look forward to meefin~ you ~n person~ 

MarieHe 

MarieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associa[e ALh~e[~c Director 

Univers~:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (9~9) 962--785~ 

Fax: (959) 962-5L~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~= Naloy, Susan B 
Seat: Thursday, Nay 09, 2053 $2:$0 PN 
To= Vange[der, Madelle A 
Subject; RE: Con~ct [nformat~on 

Hi MarieHe, 

Welcome to Caro[i~a~ 

~ am the Tutorial Coordi~atodAcadem~c Counselor h~ the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and just bega~ in this 

worked [r~ our Corng~iance unit w[tb Lance for 6+ years. So ~ am certainly farni[iar with what you are taking on. P~ease let me know ff I can be of any assis~:ance to 

you hl ally way. 

~ know that I w~H be reacNng out to you at some point w~th regarding to NCAA Ru~e5 Education for Tutors. ~’d ~ove for you to review our forms and manua~ 3L some 

point and wouM welcome your feedback. NotMng we need to do right away, but when you are [:eeHng more settled, ~et me know when you have some tirne to 

meet so I cm~ bring you up to speed on comp~im~ce matters rNative to the Tutoria~ Program. 

Look Forward to meeting you. 

F~m= Vangelder, Narie~e A 
Sent= Thursday, Nay 09, 2053 ~0:45 AN 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject= Con~ct Information 
Thank you aH for the warm welcome. I’m exalted to be here and have 

My updated contact mformatkm ~s below: 

Emaik mvangelder@unc.edu 

Office Phone: {919) 962--7853 

Cel~ Phone: 

ff ~ can be of any ~ssistance, please don’t hesitate to contact me. ~ ~ook forward to meeting everyone in person. 

Marielle 

Marielk~ A. vanGeMer 

Associate Adflet~c Director 

Univers~W of Nor[h 

Phone: (9:19) 962-78~3 



__m__v__a___n_~__e_L_d_e_[__@_.___u___n___c_:__e_d_u_ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Marielle vanGelder - new Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 

This note is a few days late, but we are excited to welcome Marielle vanGelder as the Associate Athletics Director for Compliance. Her first day was May i. Marielle 

can be reached by email at mvan~elder~unc.edu or by phone at 919-962-7853. 

IV]arielle has replaced Amy Herman and will be directing our compliance operation on a day-to-day basis. She has been at UConn most recently (her full bio can be 

accessed here: http:i!www.goheels.comiViewArticle.dbml?DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCUD=20704876:J.&SPID=:J.OSO97&SPSID=668:18:J.) 

Please welcome Marielle when you have the opportunity. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 1:28 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

1~:;: Smnmer shool 

Absolutely’. What time works for you? Would 10am be ok? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Maloy, Susan t~ 
Subject: Stunmer shool 

1:12 PM 

Susan, 

I’m thinkingabouttaking an additionalin class course for SS1 and possibly keepingmy online course rmalready signed up fbr Can I come meetwithyouMondaymorningwhen we get 
back 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:26 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

1~: Smnmer shool 

Ok, 10am Monday morning it is. Please do some class searching on your own a bit before our meeting so you have a good idea of what is available in S SI that you might be interested in 
taking. 

Good luck this weekend! 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer shool 

Yes that will be perfect 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On 

1:42 PM 

> Absolutely! What time ~vorks for you? Would 10am be ok? 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: 

> Sent: Thursday, 1:12 PM 

> To: Maloy, Susan B 

> Subject: Summer shool 

> 

> Susan, 

> I’m thinking about taking an additional in class course for SS1 and possibly keeping my online course I’m alrea@ signed up Jk~r Can I come meet with you Monday morning when we get 

back. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 

at 1:28 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaibunc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:28 AM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Meeting. 

Ok great rll see you later this afternoon. I do have a meeting at 2pm today, but hopefully 30 minutes will give us enough time to go through everything 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From [mailto _ _ ~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:07 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Meeting- 

130 would be great! 

Sent fi’um my iPhune 

On at 9:54 AVI, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

Couldyuu meet at 9:30am or 1:30pro tomorruw? 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: ~mail.cum] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:28 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Meeting- 

Susan, 

I actually have practice frum nuw until about 130. Ifyuu aren’t available after that ! can try and cume tumun-ow before practice’? 

Sent frum my ~Phone 

On , at 8:29 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> wrute: 

>> Hi 
>> Sure thing. ;\~en would you be available to meet? Any time before 11 ara would be good for rae. 
>> 

>> Thaaks, 
>> Susan 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: [mailto 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Subject: Meeting- 
>> 

>> Susan, 
>> 

>> Hi my name is 
let me know! 
>> 

>> Thank you veW much. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

~gmail.com] 
9: l~ PM 

and I am a with the team. I was wondering if you would be able to meet tomorrow to discuss my s~mamer and fall plans’? If possible please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:27 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: TIMS 

Are you referring to Monday, 

On at~other note, baize you been 

am not sure that we finalized ~:he time. gel:ween 9:45am-llarn or ].-3~m. [.et me know what works for you. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Friday, 10:22 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Sor~ Susan! 
I did not clock in on Nonday night for my session with (8:15-9:30) 
I know this is really late, rm sor~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, .3:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; @live. unc.edu) 

FoN Mike (foxc@email.unc.edu) 

Mg~o~; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu:> 

Dropping Summer I Course 

Hey 

It’s my understanding that you guys may want to drop your Summer I course and not take summer school at all this year. If that is the case, you MUST take care of 

this before (the first day of class) in order to avoid any unnecessary charges. 

Because you will be going from 3 hours to 0 hours the process is not a typical drop. In fact, if you try to do so, the system will most likely not let you. So what you 

need to do is formally request a "cancelation" of your Summer Session I course. You must send an email to registrationservices@unc.edu PRIOR to the term 

starting (by Monday, ) to make the request, making sure to include your name, PID#, and a statement that you want to cancel your Summer Session I (and 

II or both) term(s) enrollment. 

Please be sure to take care of this on Monday at the latest. Let me know if you need any further assistance. 

Thanks and good luck this weekend!!! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 4:06 PM 

FoK Mike (tbxc@email.unc.edu); Jackson, Scott C (scjackso@email.unc.edu) 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Updated Orientation List 

Hey Scott and Mike, 

An update on who has not yet registered for New Student Orientation. There are six guys who must still register. If they do not do so by noon on Wednesday, 

we will lose our reserved seats, and they will be on their own and at the mercy of when the open slots are available throughout the summer. In addition, if 

they do not register by         they will be charged 550 late fee. 

Let me know if you would prefer me to email each of them about these deadlines. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 4:22 PM 

Ramy Mosbah <rmosbah@nacda.com> 

Prig: N4A Membership and Conference Registration 

Thank you t:or this information Rainy. Unfortunately I am continuing to receive the same error message even with this password. Do you have any other" 

suggestions? 

Thank you, 

Susar~ 

F~m: Ramy Nosbah [mailto:rmosbah@nacda,com] 
Bent: Thursday, Nay 09, 2013 3:~ PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: N4A Membership and Conference Registration 

Hello Susan, 

Your regh;tra~:ion may be completed by access the f.:~owit~g ~rd~ here, 

Your ~()g~r~ credenl:h~h; are as; f.aHows: 

Username: your curren[ ernsi~ address 

Password: 

Fee~ free to contact me for any additiona~ ass~stance~ 

Thank you, 

~amg ~, Mosbah 

National Association of Collegiate Directors of ~thletics 

24~51 Detroi[ Road 

Westlake, OH 44:[45 

D~rect: {440} 788-7479 

Office: {440) 

Cell: 

Fax: (~],~0) 892-.4~7 

Description. 
NAODA 

2013 Convention Dates: NACDA and Affiliates Convention week w~H take place from June :~.0-15 at the WoHd Center Marriott Resort in OHando, Florida. For 

updated h~format~on as it becomes available please v~sit www.nacda.com. ~NACDA:13 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmalog@email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Nay 09, 20~3 10:26 AN 
T~ Ramy Nosbah 
Subje~t~ N4A Membership and Conference Registration 

Hi Rainy, 

Nate Yarbrough, our office manager, informed me that my N4A membership has been received on your end. Is there a password that should be issued to me in 

order for me to set up an online account? I am trying to register for the Conference in June and I entered my email address in the "1 don’t have an account" section 

and an ERROR message came back. Is this something you can assist me with? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tukmal Coordinato[,Academic Counselor 

[NC Academic Support Program [br Student-AtNetes 

9 ] 9-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 4:28 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Tutoring 

Hi 

When would you have some time to meet early next week? And Brad is correct, before you will be able to work with our students you must complete, OUr training 

which entails vh~wh~g a 4 hot~r vR~eo (which yot~ can choose to wat:ch ~;1~ at one l:~me or you may breM~ ~1: up into 2 hour blocks of time.) I_et me know what may wor~ 

~ ~ook forward to hearing [:rom you soon. 

Thanks so much, 

From= Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday,            10:37 PN 

C¢= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Tutoring 

rm glad you’ll be joining us this summer¯ Please get in touch with Susan Naloy and schedule a time to meet with her to discuss orien~tion/traiNng. I’ve copied this 
email to her. 
Bradley R,H, Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of Noah Carolina, Chape~ Hill 

Email: bradley¯bethel@unc.edu 
Office: 919-962-2237 
Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Tutoring 

Indeed I can, rll see you then. 

4:14 PM 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:59 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring 

, can you do 5:30 instead? 

Bra~lley NoHo Bethel I Reading and -W~ith~g Specialist 

University of No~h Caro~hm at Chapd 

Academic Sappo~ Program l~r Studen~-A0~le~es 

Loude~nilk Center ~br Excellence 

344 R idge Rd~ 

Chapd Hill. NC 27599 ~ T (9~9) 962-.2237 

~ F (919) 962-8247 

brad~e..bethel ~)unc.edu 

Sent= Wednesdag, 3:49 PN 
T~= 8ethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject= RE: Tutoring 

Hi Brad, 

I feel good about ¯ We can discuss what intro to stats would entail, and I can let you know. 

Best, 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring 

that’s not a problem. I think I recatl discussing with you tutoring math. Is that correct? Do you feel confident tutoring 

Finally, are you free to come by tomorrow any time before 2:00? 

Bra~lley RAL Bethel I Read~ng and -W~iting Specialist 

University of No~h 

Academic Sappo~ Program l~r Studen~-A0~le~es 

Loude~nilk Center Ibr Excellence 

What abo~t 



344 Ridge Rd. i C~np~s Bo× 3107 

Chape~ Hi~I~ NC 27599i 1[’ (919) 962~2237 

C           ~ F (919) 9~2~8247 

bradlev.bethel@unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:31 AM 
To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject= RE: Tu~ring 

Hi Brad, 

I hope you’re doing well. Thank you for the offer. I am definitely interested, but I am leaving 
for their second summer session. 

as I’m in charge of the 

Let me know if that complicates matters. 

Best, 

for 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:43 PM 
To: 
Subject: Tutoring 

. you suggested you might be interested in tutoring with us, and so I’m writing to ask whether you’d be interested as soon as Summer Session I. Let me know. 
Regardless, have a good break. 
Bradley R,H, Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Email: bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
Office: 929-962-2237 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 4:48 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Summer Tutoring - Daytime Availability 

Hi 

Just wondered if you would be available to work any time between 9:45am-ll:45am and/or 1-5pm any day of the week? We would like to begin tutoring 

although I believe you told me that you will not be able to begin until If you can get back to me as quickly as you can that would be great. 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[INC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 7:34 AM 

Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha (jaimielee@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richa;d (bbethel@email.~mc.edu) 

- BIOL @ 3pro? 

Hey Jaimie and Brad, 
Is there any chance could meet a BIO tutor at 3pm instead of 4pm based on his lifting schedule? Or could be make this happen on Tues, Wed., and 
Thurs.? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 7:01 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

1~;: Tomorrow’s meeting 

Yes, how- about 1:30pm? Does that give you enough time? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday 10:27 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting 

Susan, 

I just remembered that tomolTow I have to move out of my dorm by 11. So I ;vill most likely be packing and moving out all morning until then. Is there any way we could meet after 11 ? 

Thanks, 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’OUNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYI~IBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday May 13, 2013 7:03 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimie ee@unc.edu> 

lEE: heads up 

Who have you asked to help you? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 1:09 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: heads up 

Hi Susan, 
I need help with some administFative duties and have asked one of OUF monitors foF help. also says she is available to help out with some things. In light of 

being short staffed, ~ am Feaching out to other counselors as well, so this is well thought out. I iust wanted to make SUFe you weFe awaFe. I can claFify tOmOFFOW, 
but I wanted to be SUFe to bFing this to youF attention. I have just asked foF someone to come foF i OF 2 hOUFS tOmOFFOW (Mon) in light of OUF team meeting I must 

pFepaFe foF at 6pm. 
Thank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 8:20 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

I~E: Tomorrow’s meeting 

11:30 is fine See you then. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 8:19 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Tomorrow’s meeting 

We have practice starting at 1230? Anyway we can do 1130? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:01 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, how about 1:30pm? Does that give you enough time? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 10:27 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Tomorrow’s meehng 

Susan, 

I just remembered that tomorrow I have to move out of my dorm by 11. So ! will most likely be packing and moving out all morning until then Is there any way we could meet after 11 ? 

Thanks, 

> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 11:03 AM 

.~ln sn.com> 

1~: 

Hi 
It looks iike is no~v registered for Orientation. Although you ~vill need to send in your payment in order to maintain the resel~’ation 

Please let me know- if you have any other questions. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @msn.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:17 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Could you please check the system again? I registered for orientation last week. Thank you! 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 11:05 AM 

~gmail .com> 

I~E: Tutoring 

Hi 
How about 10:30am tomon-ow ? Would that work fbr you? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From mailtc 

Sent: Sunday, 3:59 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutoring 

~gmail.com] 

Just checking in because I never heard back from you about meeting Tuesday? 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 11:18 AM 

Ramy Mosbah <nnosbah@nacda.com> 

I~E: N4A Membership and Conference Registration 

Still doesn"t seem to work, although it looks like this link http~;//oss.ticketmaster.com/hto)!/home.html?team=nacda is looking for my specific emaif address and 

password, which is what I believe you had odgina~b~ sent me that does not seem to work e~ther~ My ma~n goal at this point ~s to register for the Conference in 

as 8 f~H~T~ber. ~; th~5 ~;o~T~el:hhlg yOrE can help f~H~ w~th or~ },our er~d? 

Thank yo~ and sorry to keep bothering you wkh thb. 

S~san 

F~m= £amy Nosbah [maHto:rmosbah@nacda.com] 
Sent; Monday, Nay ~3, 20~3 $0:27 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: N4A Membership and Conference Registration 

Are VoL~ referring ~:o ~:he Members OrHy section of ot~r webs~:e? 

ff so, p~ease td:~ize the fo~h:~w~ng credent~Ms: 

Username: nfouramember 

Password: nfeura&975 

Keep me posted, 

Mark)hal Assocb[:~on of CoHeghate Directors o~ Athletics 

2465~ Detroit Road 

Westlake, OH ~414,5 

D~rect: (440} 788-7479 

Office: (440) 892-4~ 

Fa’,c {440) 892-4{X)7 

::X:: Description: 

NACDA 

2013 Convention Bates: NACDA and AffH~ates Conventbn week will lake place from June 10-15 at the World Center Marriott Resor[ in Orlando, Florida. For 

updated ~nformat~on as ~t becomes available, please v~s~t www.nacda.com. #NACDA:[3 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmalo~OemaiLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, Nay 10, 2013 4:22 PN 
To~ Ramy Mosbah 
Su~ject~ RE: N4A Membership and Conference Registration 
Thank you [:or this ~nformsdon Rarny. Unfortunately I am cont~nu~nfi to receive the same error message even w~th tMs password. Do you have any other 

suggestions? 

Thank you, 

Sent: Thursday, May 09, 20~3 3:~ PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subjeet: RE: N4A Membership and Conference Registration 

Hello Susan, 

VoL~r registration raw be corap~eted by access the following ~h~k here~ 

Your ](~g~r~ credenl:hah; are as; follows: 

Usernsme: yoLir ck~rren[ ernsi~ address 

Password: 

Fee~ free to contact me for any add~tiona~ ass~stance~ 

Thank you, 

~amg A. Mosbah 

Nal:h:m~d Associatkm of CoHes~ate Directors of Athletics 

24651 Detroi~ Road 

Westlake, OH 44145 

Dh’ect: (440} 788-7479 

Office: (440} 

Fax: (~],~0) 892-,4~7 

Description: 

NACDA 



20&3 Convention Dates; NACDA and Affiliates Convention week will Lake place from June :[0-15 at the World Center Marriott ResorL in Orlando, Florida. For 

updaLed information as it becornes available please visit www.nacda.com. #NACDA:lg 

Fre~a: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Seat: Thursday, May 09, 20:[3 :[0:26 AM 
Te; Ramy Mosbah 
Subject-" N4A Membership and Conference Registration 
Hi Rainy, 

Nate Yarbrough, our office manager, informed me that my N4A membership has been received on your end. Is there a password that should be issued to me in 

order for me to set up an online account? I am trying to register for the Conference in June and I entered my email address in the "1 don’t have an account" section 

and an ERROR message came back. Is this something you can assist me with? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy(r-~uncaa.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 11:26 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Ca~ncellafion of Summer session 1 

Thanks 
Save this email so we can refer back to it if necessary~ The only other thing you can do is physically go to the Registrations Office to follow up your email and be 
sure Lhe process ~s completed. Do you baize $~me to do that right now? 

~ forwarded your emaH Lo a conLact ~ have in Lhe P,e~istrars Office, buL it appears she is ouL o~: Lhe office unt~ 
o~:fice to inquire. 
Thanks and keep me posted, 

Sent~ Monday, ll:21 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan g 
Su~ject~ Fwd: Cancellation d Summer session 1 

. So all the more reason for you to go to the 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: ’(i~live.unc.edu> 
Date: 8:36:48 PM EDT 
To: "r~gi~tr~_ti?~.~rV~__e_n~ _._~:.~_..e_ d__u_" 
Subject: Cancellation of Summer session I 

PID: 

I am requesting to drop my summer session 1 class. The reason I was enrolled into this class was becau~ my GPA was lower than I expected. Well, this 

semester my grades were rather well and my GPA was brought up to a2.5. Also, I would to take a break and tbcus mainly on the sport I play, 

ThaJ~k you 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 11:36 AM 

~live.unc.edu) 

I~W: Dropping Summer I Course 

H e’~ 

Follow this email i~3struction to request a ca~3celation. I don’t think Connect Carolina will let you drop to O hours~ Copy me o~3 the email that you send. 

Susan 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Friday, 3:45 PM 

C~= Fox, Mike 
Subject= Dropping Summer [ Course 

Hey     and 

It’s my understandin~ that you ~uys may want to drop your Summer I course and not take summer school at all this year. If that is the case, you MUST take care of 

this before ’ (the first day of class) in order to avoid any unnecessary char~es. 

Because you will be ~oin8 from 3 hours to 0 hours the process is not a typical drop. In fact, if you try to do so, the system will most likely not let you. So what you 

need to do is formally request a "cancelation" of your Summer Session I course. You must send an email to ~_~$[#_~_~££_~AE~_£A~@_#_£_~:_#_~_£ PRIOR to the term 

startin~ (by Monday, ’) to make the request, makin~ sure to include your name, PID#, and a statement that you want to cancel your Summer Session I (and 

II or both) term(s) enrollment. 

Please be sure to take care of this on Monday at the latest. Let me know if you need any further assistance. 

Thanks and 8ood luck this weekend]H 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

I~C Academic Suppo~ Program lbr Student-A~le~s 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~ m~c~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 3:40 PM 

~gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu) 

Times You ace Available in Summer I 

Hey      and 

How many evenings each week are you free to tutor? Would you also be available at any time between 2-5pro if necessary? We would like to begin tutoring on 

Wednesday,.       , so I hope to really nail this down by this evening if I can. Students are still adjusting their schedules today. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 3:44 PM 

~gmail .com> 

I~JE,: Tutoring 

Ok great. Iql look for you around :l.O:30arn, I am located on the 2r3~ floor of the kouderrnilk Center for E×cellei3ce in the end ~one of the football field next to the 

£~ms Head Q~feteria and P~rkk~g Deck Room 

~ ~ook forward Lo see~t~g you theft. 

Thanks, 

F~m: mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: H~nday, 2:04 PN 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Tu~ring 

That should ~ fine-- I have to help clean up/pack up around 10 in Card,To, but ca~ head your way immediately themaAer. Whe~ is it agaiu that I should come to 

meet ~u? 

On Mon, ; at 11:04 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(a2email.uuc.edu-* wrote: 

How about 10:30am tomorrow ~? Would "that work tbr you? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

F~om:. ,mailto 

Sent: Sunday, 8:59 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Tutoring 

~gmail.com] 

Just checking in because I never heard back t?om you about meeting Tuesday? 

Sent fm~n my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)-> 

Tuesday,             9:07 AM 

~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: summer ~ssion monitoring 

Great! Thank you As of right now, we should be all set to begin tomorrow 

Thanks again, 

S d S a n 
F~m: [maflto: }gmaJ~.com] 

Sent: Nonday, 8:41 PN 

Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: summer session monitoring 

Ill Su~ 
I conti~ed my sche&de. I will be available Sun-Thurs 6-9 PM for both summer ~ssions. Thm~s tbr the oppogunity. 

Are we all set to sm~ on this Wednesday, @ 6 PM? 

That,s, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:20 AM 

~gmail .com> 

l~Jg: Tutoring 

Ok, thank you for tett~ng me know. See you then. 

From: [mailto _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:18 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Tutoring 

Just wanted to let you know, I may be a little late as I explained-- I may be there closer to 10:45/50 ish... 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 , at 3:44 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok great. Iql look for you arokmd :10:30am. I am located on the 2nd floor of the Lok~dermilk Center for Excellence in the end zoi~e of the football field 

next to the R~ms Head Cafeteria and P~rkk~g Deck Room 

From: m~ilt~ ~gmail.com] 
sent= N~nday, 2:04 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Tutoring 

That should ~ fine-- I have to help clean up/Nck up around 10 in Car~no, but can head ~ur way immediately therea~er. Whe~ is it again fl~at I 

should come to meet you? 

On Mort, at 11:04 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~en~aJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. 

How about 10:30am tomorrow ? Would that work tbr you? 

Thin&s, 

Susan 

..... Origin~2t Message ..... 

From: mailto 

Sent: Sunday, 8:59 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Tutoring 

~gmail.com] 

Just checking in becau~ I never heard back t~om you about meeting Tuesday? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:10 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-> 

PJ~: Summer School 

Ok greaL He just forwarded me the emaif from yesLerday, 
The good thing for is that his online is showing up and his EXSS 
Thanks, 
Susan 

F~m= Fox, N~ke 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:43 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Summer School 

sent 

has officiabt been dropped already. He should be all set~ 

On at 9:18 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 
My notes are noted in red below. Let me know if you have any questions. 
SSI in class: 

8-12 4 hr. lab 
9:30 (9:45am-ll:lSam) 

11:30~ipm 
11:30- lprn 
11:30- 1pro 

course is still showing as enrolled~ copied me on the email they sent to cancel their 
enroilment, sd ~ believe that should dear up in a day or two. I met with ...... about this yesterday and told him to send this email by Spin 
yesterday, but he did not copy me, so I am not sure if he did so or not, 
SSI on-line class 

]OMC 
:omrr 
Comrr 
Ylusc. 
Comn 
EXXS 
EXXS 

institution. 
Comm 

COMM 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Not enrolled 
Not enrolled unless they are transferring this course in. I know 

8:55 PM 

SSI in class: 
8-12 4 hr. lab 

9:30 
11:30 
11:30 
11:30 

SSI on-line class 
]OMC 
Comm 
Comte 
Musc. : 
Comm 
EXXS 
EXXS 

Comm 

was considering taking this course at another 

Cc: Jackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: Summer School 
Susan, 
This is what Z have from the guys today. Please confirm for me: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, .12:29 PM 

Joe Breschi (breschi@uncaa.unc.edu) 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Smnmer Sessiou I Schedules 

Summer I Schedule pdf 

Hi Joe, 

Attached are the current SSI course schedules. 

We received the Probation report this morning and the following guys were included: 

- Probation because he is short 3L hour for UNC (needs 51 hrs). He is enrolled in 6 hours in SSI. 

-Ineligible Pending because he is short 2 hours for UNC (needs 78 hrs) and needs a 2.0 cure GPA (has 1.955). He is enrolled in 6 hours in SSI. 

- Probation because he is short 5 hours for UNC (needs 51 hrs.) and 2 hours short for NCAA (needs 48). He has a IN in HIST . Once completed 

will still need 2 hours in SS. He is enrolled in 3 hours in SSI. 

-Ineligible Pending because he is short 2 hours for UNC (needs 24 hrs.). He is enrolled in 6 hours in SSI. 

- Probation because he is short 3 hours for UNC (needs 51 hrs.). He is enrolled in 6 hours in SSI. 

So it looks like each of these guys should be able to take care of these deficiencies in SSI. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 5:29 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Your Tu~or Schedule- SummerI 

Great] Thank you. Does EXSS    work also if I can add it to your’ schedule? 

From: [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent." Tuesday, 5:~1 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: Your Tutor Schedule - Summer 1 

Susan, 

Yes this works! 

Thanks! 

~gmail.com 

, at 5:13 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Thanks for discussing this with But take a look at how your schedule as developed so far. Would you be able to work Tuesdays until Spin as the 

scheduh:, shows? We wou~d ~ike to be able to st:art tutoring tomorrow 

Any chance you could help w~th EXSS                       also? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: [mail~: ;@gmail,com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~0:56 AM 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Your Tutor Schedule - Tentative 

Susan~ 

I talked to      and she mentioned shes workin8 all eveninss except for Tuesday. I know yesterday in my email to you I asked for Tuesday eveninss 

off but if it works better i can take Wednesday eveninss off so that and I aren’t both off on Tuesday. I know the schedules are tentative but do 

you have any idea what eveninss you would need me? 

@gmail.com 

at 1:22 PM, "Maloy, Susan g" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Students are still adjusting their summer schedules, therefore, I am still considering tutor schedules to be tentative at this time. But I 
wanted to give you an idea of how things are shaping up for you. Looks like 2-Spin Mon-Thursday. If necessary, could you work some 
evening time (7-9pro) as well? 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic SupIx)rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbm alov(~buncaa, unc.edu 

EXSS pdf> 

~XSS .pdf> 



COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

Monday 03:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 03:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 03:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 7:14 PM 

;@live.unc.e&~ 

1),22: Your Tu~or Schedule - Summer I 

I guess I read this as you would be available on all nigh[s in addition to 2--Spin, but not 2-5pro on Tuesday and Thursdays. My apologies. Looking at the schedule as it 

is, do you have any suggested times that work within your day when you m~ght suggest moving the Tuesday and Thursday appointments? Perhaps we could move 

your Thursday i~ppo~nLmenLs to Sundi~y and then we just need to figure out Tuesdays appointments. 

Let me know wh~t you 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:07 PM 
Te; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Your Tutor Schedule - Summer I 

Hey Susan, 

I may have not been completely clea# in my l&st emal but m~b~unately I cannot tutor on Tue~ay and Thurs&ys. Is there any way that we can move my ~ssions to 

accommodate for "this? 

Thm&~ 

"Ma]oy, Susan B" <&b__r_~_~__d__~:~Le__r__n__~]:_p__n_c_:_e_d__p_:, wrote: 
Hi 

Attached is your schedule for Summer Session I. Please let me know if you have any concerns. The students will be prepared to begin tomorrow 
be able to begin tomorrow as well? 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 

._s__b_m&~_~@__u_!:~__c_~=_u__,~_c__.__e__d___~_,. 

Will you 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, ,8:53 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

I~E: Summer Tutoring 

Hi 

I wish I could be more affirming about SSII for you, but I do know that we will have a lot of incoming freshman in SSII, They are still registering so it is difficult to say 

what t h~-’-W will be l:aking at ~:h~s point. ~ would cer~:ainly hate to ~eep you from aeek~ng another 0art tkne ~ob at th~s Do~nt. ~Sut if you had ~.:>me evening availability 

to tutor ~rt additio~l to at~other part time job, [:hat may work out for you 

Sorry to not be of more he~p, but ~ am defini~efy keepb~g you in mind. 

Thanks, 

F~m: ’ [mailto: ;@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Summer Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 
I hope you had a great Mother’s Day weekend~ I am t~ing to plan out my summer and am wondering if you have any idea whether there will be tutoring houm for me to pick up 
after       ;. I know that is probably Summer Session II and t~gistration may not have happened, so I unde~tand if you need to get back to me at a later date. I am just 
t~ing to calculate whether I will have the time and/or need to pick up a pa~ time job for the summer months. Thanks so mucM 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 10:25 AM 

@unc.edu) 

Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

Hi 
i have one student who is in two heavy writing classes and could use your assistance twice a week. Would you be available at either 9:45am or 2pm on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays? If we go with 2pm, there is a possibility that additional hours could be added after that. Let me know what you think. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, , 11:25 AM 

@unc.edu> 

IU:;: Summer I Possible Tatoring - Writing 

I love your emails, q~ So glad 2pro will work for you on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Could you start as early as tomorrow ? 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:~ AM 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 

Subjeet~ R[: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Wr~t~n~ 

Hi Susan, 
In the moment, 2 o’clock sounds be~er to me--simply b!c I can get some writing/research done in the morning. (Or at least in my mind, I can~). Othe~ise, I’ll come in, tutor, 
and think ~ should go to the mall or something. 
(this would be one of those emails when I just sta~ rambling, right???) 
Let me know--9:45 is fine too but 2 might make more sense. 

Than~, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:24 AM 
To-" 
Subject: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

Hi 
I have one student who is in two heavy writing classes and could use your assistance twice a week. Would you be available at either 9:45am or 2pro on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays? If we go with 2pm, there is a possibility that additional hours could be added after that. Let me know what you think. 
Thank you, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 11:49 AM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: April Leave 

From: Allison, Kim A 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 11:47 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: April Leave 

Hey Susan, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 i0:06 AM 

To: Allison, Kim A 
Subject: RE: April Leave 

Hi Kim, 

Sorry for the delay in rny response. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~m~ Kim A Allison [mail~:kallison@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Friday, Nay lO, 2013 9:10 AM 
Te~ Bethel, Bradley Richard; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Naloy, Susan B; Lee, ]aimie; Townsend, ]enn; Beth Lyons; Amy Kleissler 
Subject= April Leave 

If you haven’t already, please send me your leave information for the month of April. I need to make sure everything is up to date before your TIM records is 

switched over to the Provost Office. 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kim AIl~son 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0~27 

Campus Box #3~06 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~06 

9~9-962-77~0 (ph) 

9~9-~3-534~ (fx) 

kalJison @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

’@unc.edu> 

1),22: Summer I PossiNe Tutoring - Willing 

Thanks We will have meet you at 2pro tornor~ow~ 

As for the APA Style Manual, does have his copy that you could use today. Do you want to come by here th~s afternoon? 

Sent= Wedn&~day, ~:~ AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Nubje~t= RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 
That’s fine. I’ll be there tomorrow. 
Big question: does anyone have an AP sNlebook at the Academic Center? I have tutored a couple of Tony’s students, and Brent’s, for the J School grammar test (and they use 

the Associated Press s~lebook). 
I am pre~ sure no one has a copy there, but I figured rd ask. 
Someone asked me to edit something them for them--by tomorrow[--and it is AP s~le. I basically know it....but I don’t do it myself o~en...but this is Br a company who wor~ 
with various brands and all that other stuff that AP sNle addresses (and academic s~le/writing does not address.) 
An~ay, the UNC libra~’s copy is out, so I figured it won’t hu~ to ask ~f any one (specifically maybe Tony?) would have one by any chance. 
Thank you~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Wednesday, ii:24 AM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

I love your emails. © So glad 2pro will work for you on Tuesdays and Thursdays. C, ould you start as early as tomorrow ? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, t0:~ AM 
T~ Maloy, Susan B 

Su~jeet~ RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

Hi Susan, 
In the moment, 2 o’clock sounds be~er to me--simply bN I can get some writing/research done in the morning. (Or at least in my mind, I can[). Othe~ise, I’ll come in, tutor, 

and think I should go to the mall or something. 

(this would be one of those emails when I just sta~ rambling, right???) 

Let me know--9:45 is fine too but 2 might make more sense. 

Than~, 

From; Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Wednesday, IO: 24 AM 
To-" 
Subject: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

Hi 
I have one student who is in two heavy writing classes and could use your assistance twice a week. Would you be available at either 9:45am or 2pro on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays? If we go with 2pm, there is a possibility that additional hours could be added after that. Let me know what you think. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(r-~uncaa.uuc.edu 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:11 PM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu~ 

I~E: April Leave 

From: Allison, Kim A 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 15, 2013 I:01 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: April Leave 

K 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 11:49 AM 

To: Allison, Kim A 
Subject: RE: April Leave 

From: Allison, Kim A 
Sent= Wednesday, May 15, 2013 ii:47 All 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: April Leave 
Hey Susan, 

K 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 i0:06 AM 

To: Allison, Kim A 
Subject: RE: April Leave 

Hi Kim, 

Sorry t:or the delay in my response~ 

Thank you, 

Susan 

~rom: Kim A ~lison ~ma~to:kN~bon~emaiL~nc.ed~ 
Sent~ Friday, May 10, 2013 9:10 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Orb Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Beth Lyons; Amy Kleissler 
Subject: April Leave 

If you haven’t already, please send me your leave information for the month of April. I need to make sure everything is up to date before your TIM records 

switched over to the Provost Office. 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3~06 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-~3-5341 (fx) 

kallison @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:20 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

ILE: add this 

Are you able to access your own schedule in Lhe database, or would yoL~ like me to send it to you? 

From: [mailto: _~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, l::[O PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: add this 

Hello, 

I am tutoring on MWF at 11:00 am. 

Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 (office) 
(cell) 

emlyons~j~u ncaa. u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:39 AM 

~unc.edu> 

I~E: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Willing 

More to add to your schedule if you are able to. Would you be available Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday from 4-6pro as well? Perhaps we could move your 2pm to 

:~4~rn, so ~uesday and Thursday ~,ould be 3--~pm. Let me kno~v what you think 

Thanks, 

Susan 

8ent~ Wednesday, ~l:~ AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

That’s fine. I’H be there ~morrow. 
Big question: does anyone have an AP sN~ebook at the Academic Center? I have tutored a couple d Tony’s students, and Brent’s, for the J School grammar test (and they use 

the Associated Press s~lebook). 
I am pre~ sure no one has a copy there, but I figured rd ask. 
Someone asked me ~ eNt something them for them--by ~morrow[--and it is AP s~le. I basically know it....but I don’t do ~t myself often...but this ~s for a company who wor~ 
with various brands and all that other stuff that AP s~le addresses (and academic s~le!writing does not address.) 
Anyway, the ~NC libra~’s copy is out, so I figured it won’t hu~ to ask if any one (specifically maybe Tony?) would have one by any chance. 
Thank you[ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:24 AM 

To: 
Subject: RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

I love your’ emails. (-~) So glad 2pro will work for you on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Could you start as early as tomorrow ? 

Thanks, 

Sent~ Wednesday, I0:~ AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

Hi Susan, 
In the moment, 2 o’clock sounds be~er to me--simply b/c ~ can get some writing/research done in the morning. (Or at least in my mind, ] can~). Othe~ise, rll come in, tutor, 
and think I should go to the mall or something. 
(this would be one of those emails when I just sta~ rambling, right???) 
Let me know--9:45 is fine too but 2 might make more sense. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:24 AM 
To: 
Subject: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

Hi 
I have one student who is in two heavy writing classes and could use your assistance twice a week. Would you be available at either 9:45am or 2pro on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays? If we go with 2pro, there is a possibility that additional hours could be added after that. Let me know what you think. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:05 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

I~E: stor 113 review w~’ 

No, not until Monday. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 10:54 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" stor 113 review w~ 

Hi Susan, 

Please remind me again, is      going to be here for stor :113 tonight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:48 AM 

Lee, Ja~imie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

1),22: stor    review w~/ 

will be here with appointments tonight from 6-gpm. She could possibly catch him for a few questions. I’m sure he could work with her during his sessions 

since he is so accustomed to working with multiple students at once. He is also scheduled to be here on Thursday from 7-gpm. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:25 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: stor    review w! 

~vailabte today? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

SeBt: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:05 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: stor    review w! 

No, no~: until Monday. 

F~m= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Thursday, Nay ~6, 20~3 ~0:54 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: s~r    review w/ 

Hi Susan, 

Please remind me again, is      going to be here for stor 

has no clue how to do the homework and I don’t know either :/ 

tonight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:55 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

ItS: stor    review w~/ 

Yes sorry, I am day off. Tonight from 7-gpm it is. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:54 AlVl 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: stor    review w! 

Wait...Thursday 7-9 as in tonight from 7-gpm? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:48 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: stor    review w/ 

will be here with a~pointments tonight from 6-gpm She could po~sibly catch him ~or a few questions. I’m sure he couk~ work with her during Ms ses~kms 

sku::e he ~s so accustomed to working with mull:~pk~ students ~t: once. He ~s also scheduled to be here on rhursd~y from 7.-9pro. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:25 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: stor    review w/ 

Is           ~ available todayi 

Frora: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:05 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: stor    review w! 

No, not until Monday. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, Play 16, 2013 10:54 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: stor    review wt 

Hi Susan, 

Please remind me again, is 

has no due how to do the homework and I don’t know either :/ 

going to be here for stor 113 tonight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:57 AM 

’@unc.edu> 

l~E: Summer I Possible Tatoring - Wriling 

Let’s go with 2pro today, but I did talk with about moving this appointrnent to 3pm next week. Would you be able to start with the 4--6pro sessions today? 

Perhaps at ~pm you could meet with to d~scuss the students’ needs. And moving forward your hours wi~] be 3-6pro, Sound ok? 

Tha~ks so 

Susan 

Sent= Thursday, ll:40 AN 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 
I think it should be okay-4s ~day still 2 pm though? 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, 8:38 AM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

Hey 

More to i~dd to your schedule i[ you i~re able to, Would you be available Monday, ruesda% and Thursday from 4-(Spin ~;s wel~? Perhaps we could move your 2pro to 

3pro, so Tuesday and Thursday would be :~-Sprn. Let me know whist you think. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent= Wednesday, ~:~ AM 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 
That’s fine. I’ll be there tomorrow. 
Big question: does anyone have an AP s~lebook at the Academic Center? I have tutored a couple of Tony’s students, and Brent’s, for the ~ School grammar test (and they use 

the Assodated Press s~lebook). 
I am pre~ sure no one has a copy there, but I figured rd ask. 
Someone asked me ~ edit something them for them--by tomorrow,--and it is AP s~le. I basically know it....but I don’t do it myself often...but this is for a company who wor~ 
w~th various brands and all that other stuff that AP sNle addresses (and academic s~le/wr~ting does not address.) 
An~ay, the UNC libra~’s copy is out, so I figured it won’t hu~ to ask if any one (specifically maybe Tony?) would have one by any chance. 
Thank you[ 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Wednesday, ~ 1J.:24 AM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

I love your emaits. (~:~ So glad 2pro wilt work for you on Tuesdays and Thursdays~ Could you sLart as early as tomorrow         ~ 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

From= 
Sent= Wednesday, 20:48 AM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

Hi Susan, 
In the moment, 2 o’clock sounds be~er to me--simply b!c I can get some writing/research done in the morning. (Or at least in my mind, I can0. Othe~ise, rll come in, tutor, 
and think I should go to the mall or something. 
(this would be one of those emails when I just sta~ rambling, right???) 
Let me know--9:45 is fine too but 2 might make more sense. 

Than~, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Wednesday, I0:24 AM 
To: 
Subject= Summer I Possible Tutoring - Writing 

Hi 
I have one student who is in two heavy writing classes and could use your assistance twice a week. Would you be available at either 9:4Sam or 2pro on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays? If we go with 2pro, there is a possibility that additional hours could be added after that. Let me know what you think. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 12:11 PM 

Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha (jaJmielee@em~l.unc.edu) 

and 

Jaimie, 
and i just changed their schedules a bit to work with 

waiting on her email to confirm.) 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

on Tuesday and Thursday instead of I believe she plans to meet them today. (Still 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:50 PM 

@unc.edu 

Sunday 

Hi 

Any chance you could start with on Sunday, 

coming up soon and meeting Sunday would be a big help for her. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

at 6pm or 7pro? It doesn’t have to be a standing appointment, but I believe she has a due date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, ~ 2:56 PM 

.~live.unc.edu) 

Your Availability Ques~don 

Hi 
I have a request that just came for a student in ECON ~ 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-A~l~letes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(E~uncaa.uuc.edu 

Would you be available any two days a week at either 8am or 1J.:3Oam? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 3:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

P3~: First Summer Sessiou! 

Hi 

Thank you for your emaiL Right now we don’t appear to have needs in those courses, Certainly that cok~ld change as the first sku~mer session progresses. I will 

definitely ke~-_~p your k~t~rest ~n mind 

Thanks so much, 

F~m: [mailto:: Nlive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, I 6:55 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: First Summer Session~ 

Hello, Susan~ 
~ ha~ to be pushy, but you mentioned last time that your e-mail account had been having trouble, so I’m going to send another message, just in case~ 
I kn~ first summer session has already s~, but I could still absolutely ~ of assistance in English, Drama, INLS, AFRI, and some of the other subject. 3ust let me know~ 
Again, I can work from 8:00 p.m~-~0:00 p.m~ this summer session. 
Thank you~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:20 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown~!unc.edt~~ 

RE: Joy Renner 

Hi Joy, 

I will gladly reach out to a few of them to see if the,i are available at 12:30 tomorrow, and will get back to you as soon as I can. 

Thank 

S u s a r~ 

F~= Rennet, ~oy 
Seat= Thursday, Nay $6, 2053 2:47 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
C~= Brown, NJche[[e 
Subject: JW Renner 

Good afternoon 

I know this is really late nonce so I totally understand if no one is available. I am pu~ng together our end of year FAC retreat agenda that is happening 

tomorrow. Looking back through notes, several FAC members wondered if one or two of your tutors could come for a few minutes and describe how they function 

asatutor, a typical tutoring session, just sort of a day in the life of a tutor, l am thinking it would only take them maybe ~S minutes. If you have any folks 

available, the time would be around ~2:30 tomorrow (Friday) in Toy Lounge. 

Thanks for considering the request. 

Joy 
Jov J. Rennet, M.A, ~[(E), F~E~RS 
Associate Professor lind Director 
Uniw~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School o~ 
CB #7Z30 UNOCH Bondurlmt 
521-A South Columbia St 
Chapel Hdl, NC 27599-7Z30 

_.1.., 9~6 .~. h [.e_k 

Celi 

9 1.9-9 t~ 6-~9S J. 

-.CON~:IDENTIALIiY NO~]CE: [hb e-mi~fl ~essi~ge, i~cludmg i~ttachments, if a~v, [s intended onig for the --person or entity to which ~t is addressed and mac contain confident[ai and/or 

pnvfleged mater~i~L A~y ----unauthorized review, i33e, disclosure or distribution ~s prohibited. If gou are Rot the intended redp~ent, please coRti~ct the sender by reply e-~l~][l and 

destroy all cop~es of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 3:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu) 

Time Sensitive Request 

Hi 

I have a rather unique request that comes with very short notice. I apologize for the timing. Would you be available for about 30 minutes at 12:30pm tomorrow, 

to meet with our Faculty Athletics Committee? They are interested in learning about "a day in the life of a tutor". Essentially it is a matter of sharing some 

of your experiences in working with our students. This is a great opportunity to educate our faculty on how our tutorial program works! 

Is this something that you would be willing and able to do? If so, we would greatly appreciate your assistance with this. Please email or call me at your earliest 

convenience 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmalo%/~ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 3:42 PM 

@gmail .corn 

Time Sensitive Request 

Hi 

I have a rather unique request that comes with very short notice. I apologize for the timing. Would you be available for about 30 minutes at 12:30pm tomorrow, 

to meet with our Faculty Athletics Committee? They are interested in learning about "a day in the life of a tutor". Essentially it is a matter of sharing some 

of your experiences in working with our students. This is a great opportunity to educate our faculty on how our tutorial program works! 

Is this something that you would be willing and able to do? If so, we would greatly appreciate your assistance with this. Please email or call me at your earliest 

convenience 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmalo%/~ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 4:04 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~g: Ti~ne Sensitive Request 

Oh, you are wonderful!![! Thank you so much. I will not be around after’ 5pro tonighL but I could come back in to meet with you or we could speak over Lhe phone 

if necessary. ~ think describing your role as a GLA and how you work with     wou~d be great. D~sc~Jss J3ow often     meets with you to prepare for your sessions 

with your s~:udent~. And then describe your sessk?m~ and what you focus on with your students. Does that hel~? 

The Facul~:y Athletic~ CommRtee ~s actually meeting in Toy f_ounge which I befieve is ~n Dey Ha~l. f am not sure th~: ~ w~ be there, but I w~ll inform ~:he Chak, Joy 

Rennet, Lhat you wHi be coming~ ~ wi~ provide her with your ema~l address as well ~r~ case she needs to communicate Shy other deLaiis to you, Again, ~ resl~y 

appreciate you taking Lhis t~nle to ta~k shout your roie as a GLA ~n our program. 

let me know how ~t goes~ 

Thanks again, 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 3:49 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Time Sensitive Request 

Hi Susa~ 

I am definitely willing and able to tneet at 12:30 tomorrow. What do you think I should plan to sha~e m~d for how long’? Will you be mound after 5pro this evening? I 

can swing by before my sessions this evening to discuss this if you would like. Let ~ne know. 

Thank~ 

On Thu, at 3:42 PM, Maloy, Susan B <s__b_g~_.O!~2yfo_’~.e_~_~_m.__l_:.u__r_!c_:_e_.~:t_~> wrote: 

Hi 

I have a rather unique ~eques~t that cotnes with very. short notice. I apologize for the timing. Would you be available for about 30 minutes at 12:30ptn totnorrow, 

to meet with our Faculty Athletics Cotnmittee? They axe interested in lem]~ing about "a day in the life of a tutor". Essentially it is a matter of shaxing some of your 
experiences in working with our students. This is a great opportunity to educate our facul~, on how our tutorial program works! 

Is this something that you would be willing and able to do? If so, we would greatly appreciate your assistance with this. Please email or call me at your eaJdiest 

convenience 

Thanks so much, 

Susa]~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 
LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~i~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:15 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown~!unc.edt~~ 

RE: Joy Renner 

Hi Joy, 

Good news! I have two wonderful tutors able to meet with the Committee tomorrow, ~gma!!.com) and 

plive.unc.edu),       has been working as a Graduate Learning Assistant and         has worked as a G~OI. tutor this year. ~ m~ provMing you with their 

ema~ addresses jus[: in case you need [:o provk~e them w~[:h any other details prior to the meeting. Otherwise, ~ haw~ tok~ them each ~:hat the meetk~g w~th be in 

Toy Lounge 0n Dey Hal~ correct?) at ].2:30pro. 

[f there is anytNng else that you need, don’t hesitate [o contac[ me. 

Thank you, 

Fmm: Rennet, Joy 3 
$ent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 2:47 PM 
T~= Maloy, Susan B 

Ce= Brown, Nichelle 
Subje~t: Joy Rennet 

Good afternoon! 

I know this is really late nonce so I totally understand if no one is available. I am pu~ng together our end of year FAC retreat agenda that is happening 

tomorrow. Looking back through notes, several FAC members wondered if one or two of your tutors could come for a few minutes and describe how they function 

as a tutor, a typical tutoring session, just sort of a day in the life of a tutor, am thinking it would only take them maybe 15 minutes. If you have any folks 

available, the time would be around 12:30 tomorrow (Friday) in Toy Lounge. 

Thanks for considering the request. 

Joy 

Jov]. Rem~er, M.A., RI(R), FAE~RS 
Assodate Professor a~d Dh-ector 
Umversit~ of North Ci~reHna at Chi~pel Hd~ 
School of Medk:[ne 
Cg #71.30 UNC-CH gondurar~[ Hall 

B21-A South CoMmbia St. 
Chape~ Hql, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; ,,>-mail message, ir!,,’:Jud[r]g al:[;~chments, if ;}rw, is i~tet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o which it is addressed and r~]ay cot~t;}JR c:onfideni:h}~ and/or 

privileged mi}ter[aL Ar!~ .--.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; prohibited, If you are not [he [hi:ended recipient[, please corfl:ad: 1:he seceder by reply e-mall and 

destroy all tOpic5 Of the or[g:nal mess;~e, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:20 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Job, Reuner 

Thank you. Glad we could help. I think you witl really enjoy 

Susan 

From: Rennet, Joy J 

Sent: Thursday, Nay 26, 2023 4:27 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Joy Renner 

Thanks--you are amazing! 

Joy J, Ren~er. M.A, R[(R), F~E~RS 

Associate Professor i~nd [)[rector 

Un[w~rsity of North Carolina at 

School of Med[ch-~e 

C~ #7Z30 UNC-CH ~ondurm?t 

521-A South Columbia St 

Chapel Hd[, NC 27599-7Z30 

¯ They are really great people. 

_.1.., 9~6 .~i hge_k 

Celi 
91.9-9 ~ 6-~;95 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi]CE: [hb e-reicH messi~ge, including ;~ttachments, if any, is intended oniy for the --person or entity to which ~t is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged mater~i~L A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are Rot the intended recipient, please co,tinct the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all cop~es of the original message. 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent; Thursday, Nay 16, 2023 4:15 PN 
To= Renner, Joy 3 
C¢= Brown, Nichelle 
Subject= RE: Joy Renner 
Hi Joy, 

Good news~ I have two wonderful tutors ableto meet" w~th the Comm~ttee ~ornorrow, ~g.~.~.[:££~_) and 

( ~[g~:_~.E:.~}. has been worMng as a Graduate Learning Assistant and ~as worked as a GEOL ~utor tMs year. I arn providk~g you with their 

em~l addresses just in case you need to provide them w~th any other details prior to the meeting. Otherwise, ~ h~ve to~d them each that the meeting w~th be in 

Tog Lounge On Dev ~I~ correct?) at 

ff Lhere is anyth~r~g else thaL you need, donq: hesitate to contact 

rha~k you, 

Susan 

F~m= Rennet, Joy 3 
Sent; Thursday, Nay 16, 2013 2:47 PN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
C¢= Brown, Nichelle 
Subject= Joy Renner 

Good afternoonl 

I know this is really late nonce so I totally understand if no one ~s available. I am pu~ng together our end of year FAC retreat agenda that ~s happening 

tomorrow. Looking back through notes, several FAC members wondered if one or two of your tutors could come for a few m~nutes and describe how they functbn 

asatutor, a typical tutoring session, just sort of a day in the life of a tutor, l am thinking it wouM only take them maybe1S minutes. If you have any folks 

available, the time would be around ~2:30 tomorrow (Friday) in Toy Lounge. 

Thanks for considering the request. 

Joy 
JOy J, Rer~er, M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Proh~ssor and D[rec:tor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Sc:hool of Medic:[he 
CB #7.130 UNC-CH Bondurarfl: Hall 
32J.-A Sou[h CohJrnbia 
Chapel H[H, NC 27599-7.130 

919-g56-514.7Desk 

Cell 

919-956-8951 Fax 

-CONFIDENg~AUTY NOTICE: ]his e<na[I message~ [r~dudhag a[tachmenEs, [t: arW, is inter~ded or@ ~or [he -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may co¢~tain conf[den[[a~ and/or 

privileged material ArW --unauthorized review, L~se, dbc~osure or d[s[r[bLIt[or~ is prohibited, If you are not the ha[ended recipient, please cor~[ac[ [he sender by reply e-maq and 

destroy all copies of the original messa~e, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 4:22 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~g: Ti~ne Sensitive Request 

Vm happy to speak with you. A [:ew talking points ifore the ChaiF o[: d~e commi[tee to fuFd~er help you prepare aFe to describe how you function as a ~utor, a ~yp~ca[ 
tutoring session, and as I mentioned earlier, a day in the I~fe of a tutor. ~’m sure they wH[ have Iota of questions that will also take some t~me, ~ don’t th~nk ~t w~[I 

~:ake k~nger th~n :~0 m~m~tes, our Geok~gy tutor w~H ~so be ~oming you, 

Thank you ag~m for taMng the t~me for th~s. 

Susa~ 
F~m= [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent~ Thursday, @: 19 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan g 
SubjeCt~ Re: Time Sensitive Request 
Hi Susam 

You are very welcome. I will definitely discuss what you mentioned and any other pertinent information. I think I am going to create a powerpoint, but it doesn’t have to 

be projected or anything. I just want to ensure I cover all the neces~ry intbrmation. How long will I be sharing with the Committee? 

Let me s~art preparing some materials for tomorrow and I roll get back to you. Maybe we cm~ chat for a few minutes before the tneeting at some point? 

Tha~ks Susan. 

Best, 

On Thu,            , at 4:04 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(F~en~ail.unc.edu> wrote: 
Oh, you are wonderful!!!! Thank you so much. I w~H not be ~round al:~er Spin tonight, but I could come back ~n to meet w~d~ you or we could speak over the phone 
if necessary. I think describing your role as a GLA and how you work with     would be great. Dbcuss how often     meets wiLh you to prepare for your sessions 
with your students. And then describe your sessions and what you focus on w~th your studests~ Does that help? 
The Faculty Athletics Committee ~s actually meeting in Toy Lou[?ge which I believe is h~ Dey Ha~L I am not sure that ~ w~H be there, but I w~H inform the Chair, Joy 
Rennet, th~;~: you wili be coming. I will provide her with vour erna~l address ~s well in case she needs to (:ommunic~;~:e anv other det~;iis ~:o you, Again, ~ really 
appreciate you t~king this ~:~me to l:a~k about your roie as a G[.A in our program. 
Let me know how ~t goes. 
Thanks again, 
Susan 

Sent~ Thursday, I 3:49 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Re: Time Sensitive Request 
Hi Susa~ 

I am definitely willing and able to meet at 12:30 tomorrow. What do you think I should plan to share and for how long? Will you be around after 5pm this evening? I 

can swing by before my sessions this evening to discuss this if you would like. Let me l, mow. 

Thank~ 

On Thu, at 3:42 PM, Maloy, Susm~ B <sbm~do’~&emaJl.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I have a rather unique request that comes with very short notice. I apologize for the timing. Would you be m~ailable for about 30 minutes at 12:30pm tomorrow, 

, to meet ruth our Facul~ Athletics Committee? They are interested in learning about "a day in the life of a tutor". Essentially it is a matter of sharing some of your 

experiences in working with our students. This is a great opportunity to educate our facul~ on how our tutorial program worlcs! 

Is this something that you would be willing and able to do? If so, we would greatly appreciate your assistance with this. Please email or call me at your eaxliest 

convenienc~ 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[INC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 
sbmaloy~)~ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 4:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~E: ’][’itne Sensitive Request 

Sorry for all of my emails. I just wanted you to know that , one of our Graduate Learning Assis[ants will also be joining you in the meeting. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:40 plVl 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: Time Sensitive Request 

Hi Susan, 

I cm~ definitely be there! I am getting a haircut at 11:30 but I should be able to make itto Loude~rnilk by 12:30. What room is the meeting in? 

O11 at 3:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,~i~email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

Hi 

I have a rather unique request that comes with very short notice. I apologize for the timing. Would you be available for about 30 minutes at 12:30pm tomorrow, 

i, to meet with our Faculty Athletics Committee? They are interested in learning about "a day in the life of a tutor". Essentially it is a matter of sharing some 
of your experiences in working with our students. This is a great opportunity to educate our faculty on how our tutorial program works! 

Is this something that you would be willing and able to do? If so, we would greatly appreciate your assistance with this. Please email or call me at your earliest 

convenience 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(r-~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 5:34 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Joy Rem~er 

Thm~k you for your support. I hope all goes well tomon~w. I am assuming you do not need me to come as well. Is that right? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 16, 2013, at 4:25 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Rem~e~(r-4med.unc.edu> wrote: 

All ~ou h:flk~,; are grei~t people!! t haw? so enjoyed getting to know some of %~u and hearing about: %~ur good work this pas~: ~e~;r. 

Joy J, Rennet, M.A., RT{R), F&EIRS 

University of Nor[h Carolina a[ Chapel 

S(:hoo~ of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-.CH gondur;~nt 

32Z-.A South Columbia 51: 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7~30 

9Lg-gs6-SZ47Desk 

Cell 

9L9-956-6951 Fax 

¯ -CONF[DENTlAU35’ NOTICE Ti~is e-mail message, h~c[uding a~achments, H: any, ~s in~ended only h~r ~he-person or en~i%, ~o whh:h H: is addressed and may coma[n 

confidential ;lr~dior privileged material Any --.-urHluthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If ~ou are not the h~tended recipient, please con[act the 

sender by reply e-mail and des[roy ad cop~es of [he original message, 

by an authorized state official {NC~S, oh, ~32), Stude~t edueat~o~al records are sub~ect t~ FERPA, 

Frem: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 26, 2023 4:20 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Subject; RE: Joy Rennet 

"]’fumk you. Gli~d we could help. ~ thh~k you wH] rei~Hy en~oy 

Susan 

F~m= £enner, Joy 3 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 16, 2013 4:17 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Joy Renner 

Thanks - you are amaz~ng~ 
Joy J, Rennet, M.A., RT{£), F&EIR5 
Assodate Professor and Direc[or 
University of Nor[h Carolina a[ Chapel Hill 
School of Medk:ine 
Cg #7130 UNC-,CH gondur;~nt Hall 

321-A 50uEh Columbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599W130 

They ~re really great people, 

919-9 f36-51,:WDesk 
Cell 

919-956-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: l-i~is e-real[ message [nelL:cling a[~achments, H: any, is intended only for [he -person or e~tity 1o which it is addressed and may contain 
conl:ider~[ia[ and/or privileged ma[erial, Any --L:nauthorized review~ use, disclosure or distr[bu Jon is Frohib[ted, If you are not the intended reciFien~, p~ease con[act 
sender by reply e-mall and des[roy aq copras of [he or[&~ina[ message, 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, Nay 16, 2053 4:$5 PN 
To= Renner, Joy J 

6¢= Brown, Nichelle 
Subject= RE: Joy Renner 

H~ .Joy, 

Good news~ ~ have two wonderflJ tutors able to meet with the Committee tomorrow, pgma~l.com) and 

plive.unc.edu), has been working as a Graduate Learning Ass~d:ant and has worked as a GEOL tutor this year. f am 

providing y.:)u wkh thek emaH ~ddresses just m case you need to provh~e them wRh any other deti~ls prk)r to the rneetk~g. Otherw~;e, I have tom 

them each thai [he meeting with be in Toy kounge On Dey Hall correct?) at 

ff there ~s any[h~ng Nse that you need, don"t heskate to contac[ me. 

Thm~k you, 

F~m; Rennet, Joy J 
Sent-" Thursday, Nay 16, 2023 2:47 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 

Ce= Brown, Nichelle 
Subject= Joy Rennet 

Good afternoon! 

I know this is really late nonce so I totally understand if no one is available. I am pu~ng together our end of year FAC retreat agenda that is 

happening tomorrow. Looking back through notes, several FAC members wondered if one or two of your tutors could come for a few minutes and 

describe how they func~on as a tutor, a typical tutoring session, just sort of a day in the life of a tutor. I am thinking it would only take them maybe 



15 minutes. If you have any folks available, the time would be around 12:30 tomorrow (Friday) in Toy Lounge. 

Thanks for considering the request. 

Joy 

Jowl Renne!’, M.A., R]-(R)~ FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Uniw!rsity of North Carolb~;~ at Chape~ Rill 

Schooi of Medicine 

CB #7].~0 U~C-CH Bondurant Hall 

32~-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel H~Ii, NC 27599--7].30 

919-.966-.5~i,$7Desk 

Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 

-CONFIDENiI~I_I]¥ NOTICE: lh[s e-ma~l messa~e~ h-~cludin~ attachments, ~f any~ is ~ntended only for the -peq~on or entit~ to whk:h ~t is addressed and ma~ contah-~ 

confidential a~d/or priv~lef;ed material Any -.--u~authorized review, use, disclosure or d~str~but~on is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, pie;~se contact the 

sender b~, reply e-mail and destroy, all cop~es of the ori~inal rnessa~e. 

E~a~ correspondence to a~ fro~ th~s a~re~ ~af be s~#ject ~o the Noah Caro~h~a P~#fic Records ~aw an~ may be ~sc~ose~ to thir~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 5:41 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

Re: Joy Rem~er 

Ok sounds great. Thanks so much. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 16, 2013, at 5:38 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Rem~e~(r-dmed.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am sure the group will like to hear next year about a[~y char~ges, improveme]lts er concerns you have regard~r~g the tutoring program but [ tMnk we 

are good for tMs year, 

Thanks again. 

Joy" J. Rennet, M.A,, R]-(R)~ FAEIR5 

Assodate Professor and Director 

Ut~iversi~y of North Carolff~a at Chapel 14ill 

Schoo~ o~ Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH gondt:rant t4all 

B2Z-A South Columbia St, 

Chapel Hili, NC 27599--71.30 

919-.966-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 
-CONFR?ENrlAI_IP¢ NOTICE: li~is ~_~-rnail message, h-~cluding attachments, if any, ~s intended only for the -person or entit~ to whk:h it is addressed and ma~ contain 
confidential and/or privileged material. Any -.--unauthorized review, use disclosure or d~str[but[on is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the 
sender b~, rep]V e-mail and destl’og aH cop~es of the ol’[ginaJ message. 
Ema~ correspondence to an~ from th~s addre~ may be s~#ject [o the Noah Carolina P~#l~c Records law and may be d~sc~esed to third 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 5:34 PM 
To: Rennet, 3oy 3 
SubjeCt= Re: Joy Renner 
Thank you for your support. I hope all goes well tomorrow. I am assuming you do not need me to come as well. Is that right? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 16, 2013, at 4:25 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <J_..o__y__R__#_n___n_..e_r_.__@.__m__e_._d_.__u_n_£: .e__d__u_> wrote: 

All you folks are great people!! I have so enjoyed ge~:~:ing to know serne of you and hearing about your good work this past year 

Joy J. Rennet, M A,, RT(R}, FA£~RS 

[Jniw~rs[l:~ of North CaroFna at Chapel 

School of Medh:ir~e 

CB #7Z30 UNC-CH Bonduranl: Hall 

321.-A South Columbia SL 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-7130 

9 ~ 9-.96~.-51.47Desk 

Ceil 

9 ~ 9-.96 e.-I595L Fax 

-CONF~DE~’dT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message, incl udi~g atl:achrne~ b~, if any, is irfl:ended only for the -.person or erfl:il:y 1:o which it is addressed a~d may 

c:onta[~ corfl:[de~ial and/or privileged r~aterial. Any --.-unauthorized review, use, dh;closure or d[stribu[io~ [5 prohibited. ~f you are not the ~ntended 

reciphml:, please conl:act 1:he sender by reply e-mail and destrov aH copies of the original message. 

third pa~t~es by a~ authorized state off,tiM (~CG$, oh, 132), Stude~t educational ~cords a~ sub,oct to FERPA, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:20 PM 

To: Rennet, Joy 3 

Subject: RE: Joy Renner 

thank you (-;lad we c.:_~uld help I Um~k you w~H really enjoy 

F~m: Renner, Joy J 

$ent: Thursday, Hay ~6, 20~3 ~:~7 PN 

To= Haloy, Susan B 

$ubje~t= RE: Joy Rennet 

Joy L Rennet, M~A. RT(R}, FA~RS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

School of Med[dr~e 

CB #7~0 UNC-CH Bonduranl: Hall 

~21.-A South Columbia 5L 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-71~0 

They are really great peoph:_!. 

9 ~ 9-.96e.-51.47Desk 



9119-965-695! FaK 
-CONF]DENT[AUTY NOTICE: This e-.rna[[ message, [ncludir~ attac:hmerfl:s, if an% is [~ended only for the -person or e~ity ~o which it is addressed arid may 
contain con~iderfl:ial andlor privileged material. Any -.--.u~authorized review, use, d[sc:losure or distr~bui:k)r~ is prohibited. If you are not i:he intended 
recip[e~t, please con[act the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, Nay 16, 2013 4:15 PN 
To= Rennet, Joy 3 

Cc= Brown, Nichelle 
Subject= RE: Joy Renner 

Good news~ ] h~ve two wo]~derfLd k~tors aMe to meet wh:h ~:he (:on~mittee tomorrow, pgmaH.corn) 

and )lNe.unc.edu). has been working as a Gradus[e Learnk~g Ass~s~:ant m~d has worked as a GEOI_ 

tutor this year. ~ am provMin~ you w~th their emaH addressesjust ~R case you need Lo provMe them w~Lh any other details prior to the 

meetk~g. Otherwise, I hsve to~d them each that the meetk~g w~Lh be k~ Toy Lounge (in Dey Ha~l 

If the~e ~s anything else that you need, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thank you, 

F~m: Renner, 3oy 3 
Sent: Thursday, Nay $6, 2053 2:47 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Cc: Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: 3oy Renner 

Good afternoon ] 

I know this is really late nonce so I totally understand if no one is available. I am pu~ng together our end of year FAC retreat agenda 

that is happening tomorrow. Looking back through notes, several FAC members wondered if one or two of your tutors could come for a 

few minutes and describe how they func~on as a tutor, a typical tutoring session, just sort of a day in the life of a tutor. I am thinkingit 

would only take them maybe 15 minutes. If you have any folks available, the ~me would be around ~2:30 tomorrow (Friday) in Toy 

Lounge. 

Thanks for considering the request. 

Joy 
Joy.L Rennet, M.A., R[(R~, FAE~£S 
Assodate Professor and 
University of North Carolh~a at Chapel Hill 
Schoo] of b’led~cine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
32~-A South Columbia 
Chapel I-fill, NC 27599-7170 

Ceil 
9"-: 9-966-6951 Fax 

+ -CONF~gENT~ALF],’ NO]~CE: This e-mall message, mcludh~g a.tachme~s, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed a~d may 
contain conl:ide~ial and/or privileged material, Any ---unauthorized revmw, use, d[sc]OSLire or distribL:tio~ is prohibited, ~f you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by repJy e-mai~ and destroy aH copies of the original message, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 9:25 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu2 

1~:      this Sun&5’ 

Yes, he is available at either 6pm or 7pm ;Vhich time ~vould you prefer? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:jannielee@u~ac.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2~lay 17, 2013 8:28 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject:      this Sunday 

Hi Susan! 

Please let me kno~v il can come this Sunday to help with Stor! Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:04 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

MaJloy, Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: Need You to Complete - Required Forms 

Hi 

Thank you for sending these forms to me. Your initials are missing from the NCAA Compliance section of the Academic Honesty Form. If you did not engage in 

breach of NCAA regulations as described on the form, would you mind ~nit~a~ing that section a~so and resend the form to me? 

As for your paycheck ...because you indk:ated on your D~rect ~ayrol~ Deposit Authorization Forrn that you would I~ke your checks deposited d~rect~y ~nto your 

Sav~ngs Account:, a ~etl:er from your bank showing ban~ ~:ransit and account numbers is required. Apparently you must provide this letter to [racy m order to finalize 

your paycheck. Are you ir~ ~own ~n order to take care of th~s? 

I apofogize [:or a~f of d~s bad( and forth, but the appropriate paperwork on fi~e is paramount. 

Thank you in advance also for resend~ng the Academic Honesty Form to 

$ent~ Friday’, 12:18 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Need You to Complete - Required Forms 
Hi Susan, 
I am sorry I did not send you these forms earlier. I have been off campus and did not have intemet access. ~ do not have a scanner at my disposition so I comple~d the forms 
electronically. Let me know if that’s okay. Nso I still have not received my last paycheck, should ~ ~k ~ Tracy? 
Sor~ for the inconvenience again. 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 9:17 AM 
To-" 
Subject: Need You to Complete - Required Forms 

Hi 
To finalize our work for the Spring semester, please complete and sign the required two attached documents and return to me as soon as you can. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this important information. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 12:13 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu2 

1~:      this Sun&5’ 

Ok, I will confirm with Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 11:45 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE:      this Sunday 

She will come at 6pm’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susari B 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 9:25 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
SubJect: RE:      this Sunday 

Yes, he is available at either 6pm or 7pm Which tnne would you prefer? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ja~nie Lee [mailto:jaimielee(fr!unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Mi~y 17, 2013 8:28 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
SubJect:      this Sunday 

Hi Susan! 

Please let me l~ow if can come this Sunday to help with Stnr! ~I1nanks! ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 12:14 PM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

@unc.edu) 

Major; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Sunday i 

Please plan to meet with 

Susan 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Sunday 

Hi Susan, 

on Sunday 

4:20 PN 

I’d be happy to meet with her at either time, 

at 6pro. Thanks again for meeting at this time, 

Thanks, 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 443 Network 

"Maloy, Susan B" <.s___b_m_a_J__o_y_@__e___n_!_a__[[ND__c_~__e__d__~> wrote: 

Hi 
Any chance you could start with on Sunday, 
coming up soon and meeting Sunday would be a big help for her. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(r-~uncaa.uuc.e&~ 

at 6pro or 7pm? It doesn’t have to be a standing appointment, but I believe she has a due date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 12:34 PM 

Lee, Ja~imie <ja~imielee@unc.edu>; @bellsouth.net>; Jenni[~r Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~E: bio test on Tues 

If you are able to meet at 6pro, I believe this will work for both students. Let me k~ow. 

Thanks, 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:45 AM 
To’, " 3~nnifer Townsend 
Cc= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: bio ~st on Tues 

Could we schedLde sometNng at ~pm m~ybe? 

F~m= [mailto: @bellsouth.net] 
Sent= Friday, ~:06 AN 
To= Lee, Jaimie; Jennifer Townsend 
~= Susan Naloy 
$ubjeet= bio test on Tues 

The guys have a lecture today coveting cellular respiration and a lecture on Money coveting photosynfl]esis. We should pro~bly meet on Monday prior to their test 

Tues AM. I can meet with them Money aJlemoon or as a group on Monday evening. Let me know what you tNnk. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 4:02 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbrnaloy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: Your Tutor Schedule - Summer I 

Hi 

I understand your point completely~ If I was able to move the hours slightly to the hours below, would that help at all? 

g’1onday 4-7pm 
Tuesday 4--6prn 
Wednesday 6-gpm 

Thursday ~Lgpm 
Fm no[ ~00% sure th~s will work accordk~g to the students schedules, but i[: it makes a d~[:ference for you, I can try~ Let me know. 
Thanks~ 
Susan 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:25 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject: Re: Your Tutor Schedule - Summer I 

N sus~, i’ll ~ in tomowow, wall, ~day. th~ 

we talked at the end of spring semester and you mentioned something about a£temoons, if there is any chance of rescheduling some or all of my days for afternoon 

instead of evening, that would be better for me. for me, personally, evenings are perfect, but my wife works 9-5, so synching np my schedule with hers when and where 

possible makes for more domestic bliss, if afternoons are just not workable i can make the honrs on this schedule. 

take care, see you tomorrow. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <._s_!zt_n_gJ__o_y@_email.unc.edu> 
To: _ ~,(~,vahoo.com" _ o ,@yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:10 PM 
Subject: Your Tutor Schedule - Summer I 
Hi 
I have finaJly been able to get your schedule together. Please let me know if you have any concerns. The students will be prepared to begin meeting tomo~Tow 

Will yon be able to begin tomon~w as well? 

I hope to hear from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Snsan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 11:25 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Time C~cd 

Hi 

I hope you have had a great few months and are still considering returning to tutor in the Fall 

On another note, I am approving time cards today and noticed that you have 7.5 hours on Friday 

to the GEOL Department. Can you assist me in clarifying this as soon as you can? 

Thanks so much. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

Let me know if you are still interested. 

charged to our account. I am assuming this should be charged 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:05 PM 

~live.unc.e&P 

l~E: Addifion~J Requests 

Ok wonderful. Thanks t:or teLting rne know about Wednesday~ As t:or 

one of the session times? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent= Monday, 1~:39 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~je¢t~ RE: Additional RequesN 

Hi Susan~ 

Grea~ and Ws not a problem at alH Only other thing is that ~ has ~wo appoiel:ments in one day on M~ T, R, ~s th~s right? 

Also I do not have ~o miss d~e 11:30 appointment on Wednesday - thard~s to 

Thanks, 

would you rnind asking him which tirne he prefers and then we cart rernove hirn from 

From: Maloy, Susan B [._m____a_!_Lt_9__Ls__b__9_!_a__[9_2t_@__e___m____a_!_Lq__n__c__:__e__d___u_.] 

Sent: Monday, :11:33 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Additional Requests 

Hi 

Thank you for’ your patience. I just added the Sunday frorn 7-gpm. And rny rnistake with MATH 

schedufe and let me know if you see arty other’ oddities. 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Monday, :[:[: 23 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: IRE: Additional Requests 

Great looks good to me. A couple of questions: Are all of these STOR ’ I thought there was a MATH 

I am able to begin tomorrow~ I will see if I can moue the :1I:30 appointment on Wed. and let you know. 

, it is actually MATH    . Sorry about thaL See the updated 

Also will you be adding the Sunday appointments? 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmalov@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, :1:1::18 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Additional Requests 

Ok, thanks so much. Take a look at your attached schedule. Are you able to begin the daytime appointments tomorrow? 

I will make a note of the conflict on Wednesday at I:[:30, 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

$eat; Monday, : 9:38 AM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
$~bjeCt= RE: Additional Reques~ 
That wou~d wor]~ even with the break and be a k~t more time effident for me. t do haw~ s meeting set u~) this Wednesday at l:1:30sm thst~ probably can’t change 

but it isonly this Wednesday. Just let me know~ 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [~.m..~.a.).Lt.9..Ls~.b.~9.1.a..[9.2t.@..e.~.m..~.a.).[:.y...n..c..~..e..d...u..] 

Sent: Monday, 9:3:1 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Additional Requests 

f understand. We could pos~.~ibly set sornetMng up from 10-.I2:307 W.:_~uld that be more doabh? for you? There may be 15 rnin. to a half hour of down tirne in 

between sessions if that is alright with you? Agakt, if you would jus[ realty rather not, that’s compfetely understandable. 

Thanks, 

Fmra: 
Sent: Monday, 9:19 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Additional Requests 

Hi Susan, 

I can certainly do Sunday night, 7-9 would probably be best but 6-8 works too. I know 

hers. 

As for the loam Mon.-Thurs, t would rather not just have one hour each morning because it rea~Jy disru~ts things If we could somehow haw~ at k~ast two hours 

together in ~he morning that wou~d be a I.:~1: better, Or maybe I could rneet wi~h him flom 9--10~m~ each night7 

Just ~et me know. 

Thanks, 

wanted a Sunday night appointment ---not sure if one of those is 



From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmalov@email~unc,edu] 

Sent: Monday, 9:11 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Additional Requests 

Hi 

I have [wo additional requ~:~sts. Please le[ fT~e kf~ow if th~s woukJ no[ be poss~Me for you s~nce I know you are aheady worMn~ Mond~y--rhursday evenings. 

1. Wou~d you be w~Hng Lo add &-Spin or 7-£pm on Sundsy evenb~gs permar~ently Lo your schedule ~:or SSI? 

2, We have a sLudent ~n M~TH    who could rea~y use an #~d~v~dua~ session each day. Wou~d you be ava~laMe to meet wkh Mm Monday-Thursday sL lOsm? 

Agsin~ ff th~s is too much for your summer schedule don’t hesitate to ssy so. 

Thanks so much as always, 

S u s a n 

Sent: Friday, 5::[8 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Sunday 

Great, thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [~nailto:sbmalov@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 12:14 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Sunday 

Hi 

Please plan to meet with on Sunday 

,Susan 

From." 
Sent-" Thursday, ’, 4-: 20 PM 

To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Sunday 

Hi Susan, 

at 6pm~ Thanks again for meeting at this time. 

I’d be happy to meet with her at either time. 

Thanks, 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4G Network 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Any chance you could start with on Sunday, 
coming up soon and meeting Sunday would be a big help for her. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U]’,IC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oil-ice) 

919-962- 8247 (fa~x) 

at 6pm or 7pm? It doesn’t have to be a standing appointment, but I believe she has a due date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:11 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Tutoring Last Thin,day 

No problem at all It is actually Iookit~g like I will need to add your time to the pay period that began today. Although, I still do not see your name on rny 

TIMS list, I w~ll contact today about tNs, Because you are not on the iist vet, you may not be able to clock in to T{MS today e~ther. {n the meantime, 

please cont:intm t:o keep track of your hot~rs each week. 

Susan 

F~m: ~mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~2:05 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutoring Last Thursday 

Hello Susan, 

I hope you had a wondeflhl and restful weekend. 

I am so sorry, but I completely forgot to emafil you last Thursday to tell you that TIMS wouldn’t let tne clock in. I meant to emafil you as soon as possible, but it 

completely slipped my mind. 

On Thursday, I tried to clock in at 5:50pro and I finished tutoring at 8:00pm. 

I am ~rO’ if this causes you any inconvenience. I will ~nd you a~ email this evening to let you know Maether or not TIMS worked tbr me today. 

Thanks Susan! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:17 PM 

Massey, Tabitha Alston (’unassey@~mc.edu) 

Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Tabitha, 

Just wanted to check in with you on this "time card approval day" regarding our 4 tutors that we added last week. So far I do not see the following tutors on my 

TIMS list in order to add their time from last week: 

-She is on my list, but I have not added time to her card for last week because I was not sure if the position # has been added or not. 
Thank you for your help. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(r-~uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:22 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu2 

on Sunday m~d Daytime 

is set to meet with permanently this Summer Session I at 7pm on Sundays as well I also added to Sunday at 8pm. Please be sure they are a;vare. 

Also, please check schedule. Their daytime appointments with rove been added and are scheduled to begin tomorrow (in addition to 10am appointment). 
Please be sure that are a;vare of these daytime appointments, has night time appointments a s well. He will just need to decide which appointment times he 
wants to keep. ,vill probably ask him this as well. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Jairme 
Sent:Friday, May 17, 2013 2:11 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
SubJect: Re:      this Sunday 

Could add Sundays at 6pro to his schedule permanently?[ ? I de:finitely have enough kids who need it[ 

OnMay 17, 2013, at 12:13 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok, ! will conl’inn with Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: I,ee, Jaimie 
Sent: t~’riday, May 17, 2013 11:45 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE:      this Sunday 

She will come at 6pmt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 9:25 ~M 
To: Lee, Ja~ie 
Subject: RE:      this Sunday 

Yes, he is available at either 6pro or 7pm. g~ich time would you prefer? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ja~ie Lee [mailto:~a~fielee(&~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 8:28 ~M 
To: Malov, Susan B 
Subject      this Sunday 

Hi Susan~ 

Please let me ~ow if can come this Sunday- to help with Stor! Thankst ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:37 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu2 

ILl:;: 

Done. Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Hi Susan, 

Can we cancel comm tutoring on Tuesday at Spm? He will keep Mondays and Thursdays, but no Tuesdays, 

Thank you! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

I~E: Your Tutor Schedule- SummerI 

Thank you I:or your email 

dropped MATH 

you ar¢_~ wilIir~g, However, i have a student who r~e¢_~ds assi~.;tance wRh ECON 

Tha~ks, 

F~m: [maiito: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Nonday, ~2:38 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Your Tutor Schedule - Summer I 

hi SUCh. 

J ~uess let’s not mess with JL thanks anyway. 

¯ Jaimie has informed the guys that these are standing appointments and not drop--in t~me. I just learned today that 

That could explain the no shows from last week. As for the session that he is vacating, we can hold droon hours at those times if 

which is Elementary Statistics. Would you b¢_~ abh:_~ to helo with this class as well? 

is there any time available for open hours? i don’t know that the demand is huge, but i’ve been asked twice already, the       guys on my schedule seem to think our 

sessions are on a voluut~acy basis (not only have they not showed up~ one        ~layer i have worked with told me when i asked him, that has described my 

schedale as open tutoriug time), i did write jaimie a note asking for some kind of clarification, but i haven’t hemal an?/thing come of it yet. 

it’s only been a couple days, but my sittiug on my hands becaase some studeuts won’t come in, and others think they can’t come ir~ isn’t what anybody wants to see 
happen, take care. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, 4:01 PM 
Subject: RE: Your Tutor Schedule - Summer I 

I under,~tand yeur peint ce~npk!~c]y. IfI ~a~ able te move ~hc hom~ s]i~ly ~o the hou~ bclew., would tha~ hc]p at 

Monday 4-Tpm 

Tuesday ,4-6pro 

Wednesday 6-gpm 

Thursda3 4-6pro 

Fm not 100% sure this wfl] work accordiag to fl~e students schedules, but if it makcs a diObrence f;)[" ),eu, I cm~ tr), I et me kno~ 

Susan 

F~m: [~nailto: <yahoo corn] 
Sent: We~es~ay, 2:15 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Yore Tutor Schedule - S~ner I 

hi susan, i’ll ~ in mmom)w, well, today, the 

we talked at the end of spring semester and you rnentioned something about afternoons, if them is any chance of rescheduling some or all ofrny days Ibr afternoon 
instead of evening, that would be better for me. Ibr me, personaJly, evenings axe perfect, but my wife works 9-5, so synching up my schedule with hers when and where 
possible makes Ibr morn domestic bliss, if afternoons are just not worlmble i can make the hours on this schedule. 

take care, see you tomorrow. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaioy@emaiI unc.edu> 
’ro: ’ ~(~yahoo.coro" < (Ta3yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:10 PM 
Snl~iect: Your Tutor Schedule- Sun~ner ! 

I have finally been able 1,) get your schedule together. Plea~ let me know if you have any concerns. The students will be prepared to begin meeting tomorrow 
. Will you be able to begin tomorrow as well? 

I hope to hear from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~fi~ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday: t 1:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Need You to Complete - Required Forms 

Thank you t:or reaending Lhe form I 

As for your paycheck, I actually have one for you on my desk. Would you like rne to have it mailed to the address on the check if you can’t swing by to pick it up? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent; Monday, 12:55 PM 
Te; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Need You to Complete - Required Forms 

Hi Susan, 
Please find attached the revised form. 
I am actually not on campus, but I sent my bank statement to Tracy. How soon should I expect to receive the paycheck? 
Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:04 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Need You to Complete - Required Forms 

Hi 

Thank you t:or sending these forms to rne. Your’ initials are missing from Lhe NCAA Compliance section ot: Lhe Acadernic HonesLy Form. If you did not engage ~n 

breach of NCAA regubdons as described on the form, would you mind ~nit~aHng tha~ section a~so and resend the ~:orrn to me? 

As for your paycheck~...because you indicated on your D~rect Payro~ Deposit Authorization Form that you would Hke your checks deposited dkect~y ~nto your 

Savhlgs Account, a ~ette~ from your bank showh~g b~nk trm~sit and account numbers is required. Apparently you must provide this ~etter to Tracy ~n order to finalize 

your paycheck. Are you m ~:own m order ~o ~ai~e care of this? 

~ apologize For ai~ of ~:h~s baci~ and h:~rth, but the appropriate paperwori~ on file is paramount. 

Thank you in advance also ~:or resend~ng the Academic Nonesty Form to 

Susan 

F~m~ 
$eBt~ Friday, %2:~8 AM 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
$~ject~ RE: Need You to Complete - Required Forms 

Hi Susan, 
~ am sorry ~ did not send you these forms earlier. ] have been off campus and did not have internet access. ] do not have a scanner at my disposition so ] comple~d the forms 
electronically. Let me know if that’s okay. Also ] still have not received my last paycheck, should ] ~lk to Tracy? 
Sor~ for the inconvenience again. 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:17 AlVl 
To: 
Subject; Need You to Complete - Required Forms 

Hi 
To finalize our work for the Sprin~ semester, please complete and sign the required two attached documents and return to me as soon as you can. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this important information. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

I~W: Reminder: I am not able to tutor tonight 

I assume you have informed the students, right? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 10:35 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Reminder: I am not able to tutor tonight 

Hi Susan and Brad, 

This is the one night I can’t tutor I’ll be in tomorrow. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:46 PM 

b]ive.unc.edu> 

I~E: Reminder: I mn not able to tutor tonight 

Thank you for the remindel 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 4. 10:35 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; 2vlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: Reminder: I am not able to tutor tonight 

Hi Susan and Brad, 

This is the one night I can’t tutor, rll be in tomorrow 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 3:52 PM 

Steadman, Elizabefl~ Mulla~e <emullane@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Chapman 

Hi Elizabeth, 

I am wondering if you can help me. appears to have clocked in to TIMS for 7.5 hours on Friday, and the time is being charged to our account. 

Since he has not been able to work ~v~th us th~s semester, I am assuming that: th~s time was serw~d wRMn the Geology, Depart:merit I[ that ~s t:he case, can you 

for~vard me a ~os~:~on ~ or Account # to whh::h we can transfer the hours? 

Thank you so much for your assistance. 

F~m~ Nullane, Elizabeth B [mailto:emullane@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:19 AN 
Te~ Susan Naloy 
Subject~ Chapman 

Hi Susan, 
~ hope you had a nice holiday break and are off to a great new year. 

turned in his final hours to me, so there will be 15.5 hours for his work for your department turned in with the pay period deadline today. 
Thanks so much for your patience and flexibility this semester. 

Cheers, 
L~ 

Elizabeth B. Mullane 
Administrative Manager 
Depa~ment of Geological Sciences 

Phone: (919) 966-4516 
Fax: (919) 966-4519 
Email: emullane@unc.edu 
Mailing Address: 
104 South Road, 114 Mitchell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3315 
Physical Address: 
S. Columbia St. at Medical Dr. 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:25 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tonight 

He?’ , I just found out that your 7pm appt needs to move to 8 pm tonight. Are you able to do this? I apologize for late notice. Thank you 

Susan 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:15 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILl:;: Today’s Report 

Thank you 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 5:50 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Jennifer Townsend 
Subject: Today’s Report [ 
Importance: High 

My report for 

_Nive.unc.edu] 

(EXSS Woolen Gym 303: 

(SOCI Peabody 204: 

(ENGi Greenlaw 317: 

’ (PRESENT), (PRESENT), 

(PRESENT) 

(PRESENT), ~PRESENT) 

(PORT ~ Dey 206:, 

(LIFIT, Outdoor Poo, 

(EXSS Woolen Gym 304: 

(PRESENT),,           rpRESENT) 

(PRESENT),         (PRESENT), 

(PRESENF) 

(PRESENT) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnthomp@email.unc.edu> 

Massey, Tabitha Alslon <ttnassey@unc.edu> 

RE: Titne Cards for New Tutors 

Thank you Beth. Right now I am having ernail me her hours that she worked fast wee]( and this week until [his is resolved. [ wi][ wa~t to hear back from you. 

Thank you agah% 

F~= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent~ Tuesday, } 9:29 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject-’ RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

S u S a n., 

~ ~ust sent b~ TIM a request for and m which I cop~ed you on the message. 

~ did Lryand hire     buL she ~s paused ~n rny HR~S Inbox. The system has her Hated asan InLermitLent Temporary. lain writk~g OHR bit ~ can h~re s student m a 

secondary position w~thout a vacancy ~d (which comes from postboy a temporary posit~on). ~ may be getting the error as wNI because ~ am hiring her under our 

departrnent into a secondary rok? (whk:h you can do but you have to gel: a waiver from OHR) ~nstead o~ under your departmen[: number un[:~ the glitch 

t~umbers ~s resolved. ~ just wan~:ed you to know w~H get paid if she worked this pas~: weekend but unh:~rl:unate]y w~ll not be unl:~l ~:he next: pay period sh~(:e her 

hire has not been approved. 

~f you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

UBC for Academic trfitiati~es 
215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson 
Chapel HIll, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthornp@emafl.u nc.ed u 
919.843,5628 
9~9,962,1404 (fax) 
*in o[fice on Tuesdoys, Wednesdoys, und 

~::~:~ ~ogo un< main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e.-mafl and any transB~itted documents coni:ain5 private, pr[vqeged and confidential [nformath)n belonging to the sender. The [nformath)n therein is 
solely for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of 1:his transmission has <:occurred as the resuH: o~ an erroG p~eilse hTHT~edh}tely notH:y us so we can arrange for the rei:ur~ of i:he 

documents. In such c[rcumstanc:es, you are advised 1:hal you may not disclose, copy, d[stNbute or l:ake any other action in reliance o~ the ini:ormal:ior~ trar~srnitted. 

From-’ Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-’ Monday, :4:32 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Cc-" Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject-’ RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Beth, 

Thank you ~or your as~.;istance with this. 

~t would be ~reat ~f you could add [:he limes to the pay period tha~: ~ust ended as fo~h:~ws: 

Wed. (7--gpm) and Thurs. (4-Spin) 

= Thurs. 

:= Thurs, :4-6pro and 7-gpm) 

As for we talked about creating a second position [or her at a differem: houdy rate for the summer. I was under ~:f~e ~mpressk)n that she dM not need ~:o 

mee~: w~l:h Tabh:ha since she is already in the system m order ~:o create tMs second posRion However, if it wou~d be he~p[ul for her ~:o come by your 

~ can certainly ask her to do so. Just le~ me know. 

Thank you so much, and ~ look forward to meeting you sorne dine soon. 

Susan 

F~m~ Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent~ Monday, :3:52 PM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
¢¢~ Nassey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject~ N: ~me Cards for New Tutors 
lm~e~anme~ High 

Dear Susan. 

Hi. My name ~s Beth Thompson, ~ work ~n the UBC for Academic h~tist~w~s wRh Tab~l:ha Massey. ~ sm hirh~g the l:emporaW employees below. We are waith~g for a 

g~itch ~:o be fixed w~th the Human Resources FF group. We did go ahead m~d h~re               and =      today under our depsr~:ment number with       and 

stardng and ~ starting . Once we can assign your departrnent to these employees they will transfer over to you ~t~ TiM. ~ arn hoping that 

wi]~ take p~ace tomorrow. If the employees d~d work any from their hke date until yesterday evening (end o[: pay period), if you send me d~e dates and t~mes, ~ w~l] 

be happy to go into TIM and enter that thee so they can get pa~d. 

~ note that           is on your ]~st bek)w,     has not came ~n our office, however, it does k)ok ~]~e she is actNe ~n your department (she ~s st~]l ~r~ Payroll under 

the #9821, so unh:~rtunateiv, I do not have acces@ Do you want me to h~re her [or this posil:k~n as a ~secondary" position or is she changing positions? 

~f you have any questions, please le~ Tabitha or myself know and we will be g~ad to assist you. 

Thanks, 

225 Wes~ Cameror~ Aver~ue (Comer of Wilsor~ S~reet} 
Chape~ HIll, NC 27599 



CB# 

bnthomp(fgemaH.u nc.ed u 

9.19.843.5628 

91.9.962.1.404 (fa×) 
~h’~ (~fice o~’~ Tu~sd~ys, Wedn~sd~ys, 

~ ~ogo unc 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail and ~my transmitted documents contains private, privileged and confid~_mtial information beionging to ti~e sender The information ther~_~in is 

solely for the use of the addl’ess~_~e. If goi~r receipt of this transmission has coccurr~_~d ~s the resuit of an eFroF, pie~se imm~_~di~tely notify i~s so we call arral-~ge for tile return of tile 

docum~mts. ~n such circumstallces~ yol.~ ar~_¯ advised that you mav not disclose, cop~,, distribute_¯ or take any otil~_~r actior~ ir~ Feliallce of the information tFa~s~litted. 

From: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Sent: Monday, 1:43 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Subject: FW: Time Cards for New Tutors 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, I 12:17 PM 
To: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
S~bject: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Tabitha, 

Just wanted to check in with you on this "time card approval day" resardin~ our 4 tutors that we added last week. So far I do not see the followin8 tutors on my 

TIMS list in order to add their time from last week: 

-She is on my list, but I have not added time to her card for last week because I was not sure if the position # has been added or not. 

Thank you for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[YNC Academic SupporI Program tbr Studeut-A~bletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

~_b__m ~!~q2_~__n___c_~:_~_~_a_c_:_e_Stu_ 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, i 10:28 AM 

@live. unc.edu 

Hi 
Did meet with two students last night at 6pm? I did not see a feedback form for either of them. Did 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.uuc.edu 

check in with you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:47 AM 

~em~l .~mc .edu; @email. unc .edu; ~ 

~live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edu2; 

@em~il.unc.edu 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edw, 

COMM Drop-In Tutor Session 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu; i@emaJl.unc.edu; 

Hey Guys, 
l just wanted to be sure that you were all aware of the COMM drop-in tutorial sessions in Loudermilk on Thursdays at 7:00pro throughout Summer Session I. Please 
take advantage of this opportunity. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:21 AM 

~aol.com> 

l~E: Drop-in schedule 

H 

Currently we do not have CHEM drop-in sessions scheduled in Loudermilk for Summer Session I. Are you in need of sessions in sddition to your Tuesday/Thursday 

F~m: [mailto ~aol.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:05 AN 
To; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Drop-in schedule 
Hi Susan. 
TNs is              and you ema~led me a few weeks ago about my chemistty tutoring schedule. Do you know if there are dropqn hours for chem~st~ during the summer 
in Loudermilk? If so, please let me know that drop-in schedule. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 12:32 PM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaimielee@unc.edu) 

- EXSS 

Hi Jaimie, 
I just added to an EXSS session on Thursdays at 7pm. Please be sure he is aware. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.unc.edu 



Froin~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday,             2:11 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Tutoring Schedules’? 

Hi 
At the moment we are not in need of English and Writing beyond the potential for an extra session here and there to review papers from other classes. Are gou 

aw~h~ble sbouk~ we need ~ writing tutor .:?n short ru:fl:h::e ? No~: ex~ct[y sure what SS~f will k)ok like ~: this point, 

"[’hanks~ 

F~: ~gmail.com] 

Se~t~ Tuesday, 12:1i PM 

To~ Maloy, Susan ~ 
S~jeet~ Tutoring Schedules? 

Hi Su~ 

I’m jus~ wondering if them are any up~tes m: the summe~ ~toring schedules. Do you have an estimate for when things will get s~ed? 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 3:04 PM 

@gmail.com 

Interes~t in Tutoring 

Hi 

Thank you for inquiring about our tutorial program. It would be great to have an opportunity to meet you to further discuss potential opportunities. Are you in 

Chapel Hill this summer? 

Would you mind sending me a copy of your resume? Your previous submission did not seem to come through on the forward to me. 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 4:19 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

I arn seeing him on your Thursday schedule at 4prn. 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, .3:56 plVl 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susan, 

was added to my PORT session on Mondays and Tuesdays but not Thursdays. Will you add him to Thursday also? Thanks. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

li F (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 8:17 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~92: Check 

Hmmm! I was either in my office or in Lhe bL~ilding somewhere ut~til 4::[Sish yesterday. Sorry we m~ssed each other. 

What address shoL~ld ~ ma~l the check to? 

From: [mailto: Nive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, $0:27 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Check 

Hi Susan, 
[ stopped by your office today but you weren’t there. [ don’t think [ am going to be aNe to come on campus, because [ am leaving NC soon. Any chance you could mail it to 
me? 
Than~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 8:37 AM 

@email.unc.edu) 

PHYS Assistance 

Hi 
Can you take on additional hours to assist a student with PHYS 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.uuc.edu 

this summer session? Perhaps 8pm on Tuesdays and Thursdays? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 8:56 AM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

ILE: Forgot to sign in 

No problem. It’s take~ care o[:. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:03 PN 
Te: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: Forgot to sign in 

Hi Susan, 

I forgot to sign in tonight. Could you put in down for 7-9? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 9:02 AM 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnthomp@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: Time Cards ~br New Tutors 

Ok great. Thank you for the update, 

Frera: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:59 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
I:::¢; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject; RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

S u S ~ n., 

Good afternoon. Programming was able to enter’ your department ~n[o our system and they have moved and under your new dept number 

3137. If they are not ~r~ your T~M, they shoWd show up tomorrow. ~ was able to enter and approve ; hours below, however, even though ~ was able to enter 

~ and         time, the position # was showh~g [Jp as O0000000’s for the position m~d it was not there yet to assign. H~stodcal Edks wN have to be done to 

make up those few hours on this next payper~od. 

~s paused in our system, We are awah:~ng an answer as to ~f we can create a secondary h~term~tl:ent ]emp posh:~on w~thou[ a new Vacancy ID# (since she is not 

a studenQ. ~ w~l~ ~e out of the off~ce the resL o~: the week ~ut I hsve cop~ed TaNtha and she w~ leL you know what OHR ssys~ P~ease continue to have track 

her hours. We w~H try and resoNe th~s ASAP~ 

ThanksH 

225 Wes~ Cameror~ Aver~ue (Comer of Wilsor~ S~reet} 
Chape~ FI[II, NC 27599 
CB~ 3030 
bnthomp~?emaH.u nc.ed u 
9~9.g43.5~28 

919.962.1404 (fax) 
*ir~ ~2fl~ce or~ Tuesdoys., Wedr~esdoys., ~nd 7!~u’rsdoys 

" ~.~j ~ogo unC mare 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maq and arW transmitted documen[s c:on[itins priva[e, privileged and corfl:idential [nforrnat[on bek)nging to the sender. The [n~orrnat[on l:hereir~ is 
solely for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of this transmh;sion has c:occurred as the resui[ of an error, pk~ase immediately notify us sO we can arrange h)r the return of the 
documents. M such drcurnstances, you are advised that you may not disclose, c:opy, d[stNbute or take any other action [n reliance of the informatio~ 

P~om: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, : I0::~6 AN 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
l:::c; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Thank you Beth, Right now I arn having 

Thank you again, 

Susan 

F~m= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:29 AM 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
¢¢~ Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject~ RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

:,nlail me her hours that she worked last week and this week until this is resolved, f will wait to hear back from you, 

I just sent in TIM a request Cot              , and       in which I copied you on the message. 

f did try and hire     but she ~s paused m my H~¢IS Inbox. ]he system has her ~isted as an Intermittent Temporary I am writing OHR b/c ~ can h~re a student m a 

secondary position w~[hout a vacancy ~d (which comes from posting a [ernpo~ary position). I may be getting [he error as well because ~ am biting bet Lmder our 

department b~to a secondary rote (wffich you can do but you have to get a waiver frorn OHR) ~nstead o~: under your departmen[ number und~ the glitch w~th 

numbers ~s resolved. ~ just wanted you to know wH] get paid if she worked this past weekend but unfortunately w~[I not be until the next pay period sh~ce her 

hire has not been approved. 

f[ you haw~ any questions, p~ease do not hesitate to contact me, 

ugc for Academic Initiatives 

2J.5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street} 
Chapel Hdl, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthomp@emaH.unc.edu 
919.843~5628 (ph) 
91.9~962A.404 (fax) 
~h’~ c~fice on Tu~sd~ys, Wedn~sd~ys, end TfH.n~d~y~ 

~’~ logo unC main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ]his e<na[I and am/transmitted documen[s con[ains pfiva[e, privileged and confidential [nforma~[on belonging to the sender. The [n~orma~[on thereh~ ~s 
solely for ~he use of the addressee. If ,/our receipt of [his transmission has coccurred as the resui[ of an error, p~ease immediately no~[~, us so we can aq’alage ~or [Pie re[urn of [Pie 
documen[s, kl such drcumstances, you are advised [hat you may not disclose, cop% distribute or Cake any other action [n reliance of ~he in~orrnafior~ [raqsm[t[ed. 

Frem: Maloy, Susan B 



Sent: Monday,           4:32 PM 
To: Thompson, Be£h Newsome 
~:c: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Beth, 

T~qar~k you for your assistance with th~L 

IL wo~d be 8rest ~f yo~ could add the th~~es Lo Lhe pay period that j~sL ended as follows: 

Wed. -(7-gpm) and Thurs~ (4.-Spin) 

::: Thurs. (6-Bpm) 

= Thurs 4-6pro and 7.-gpm) 

As for           , we [aH<ed about crea~:m~ a second position for her at a different hourly ra[e for the ~umrner I was under the knpress~on that she dkJ no~ need to 

meet wkh TaNths s~nce she is already #~ the sysLe~ ~ order to create th~s second position. However, H: it wouM #e helpful for her to come by your ofhce after 

~ can certainly ask her to do so. Just let me know. 

Thank you so much, and ~ ~ook forward to meetinA you some Lime soon. 

E~m= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Seat= Monday, 3:52 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Ce= Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Sabje~t= ~: ~me Cards for New Tutors 
Impo~ance= High 

~Htch to be fixed w~d~ d~e Human Resources ~T ~roup, We did ~ ahead a~d hire               ~nd       tod~y under our department ~umbe~ with       and 

startin~        . Once we can assign your department to these empk~yees they will ~ansfe~ over to you ~ T~M. ~ am hopin~ ~hat 

wH~ take 9~ace tomorrow. If the employees d~ work any f~om their h~e date until yesterday evening (end o~ pay period), ~f you send me Lhe dates and th~es, ~ 

f hole Lhat            is on your ~st below,      has not came ~f~ our o~ice, howe~er., it does k~ok ~ke she is active ~ your deparLmef~L (she ~ s$~ k~ Payroll under 

Lhe #982Z, so unfortLmsLely, I do ~ot have access). Do you wa~t me to hke he~ for this posit~on as a "secondary" position or is she chan~ positions? 

H: you have any questions, pleaae let Tsbitha or myself know a~d we will be ~lsd to sssbt you. 

Thanks, 

O~C for A~adem~ 
2Z5 West Camero¢~ Ave¢~ue (Cor¢~er of WHso¢~ Stree[) 
Chape~ HHI, NC 27599 
C~# 3030 
bnthomp~emaH.unc.edu 
9Z9.~43.5628 
9~9.962,~404 {fax) 
~in o/~fice" on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, und 

CONFIDENYIAUTY NOTICE: This e--mall and any transmitted documents contains pdvate, privileged and confidential ha~ormat[on belonging to the sender The haformat[on therdn ~s 
solely ~o~ t~e use of the addressee. If Vou, receipt o~ this transm~sskm ~as coccu,red as the result of an eFrOF~ ~ie~se m~med[ately not[f~ us so we can arrange for the return of the 
documents. ~n such ch-cumstances, you are advised that ~’OLI ~ay not disclose, copy, d~str[bute or take any other action in reliance of the information transmitted. 

From: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Sent: Monday, 1:43 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: FW: Time Cards for New Tutors 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, :12::[7 PM 
To: Massey, Tabitha Al~ton 

Subject: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Tabitha, 

Just wanted to check in with you on this "time card approval day" regarding our 4 tutors that we added last week. So far I do not see the following tutors on my 

TIMS list in order to add their time from last week: 

-She is on my list, but I have not added time to her card for last week because I was not sure if the position # has been added or not. 
Thank you for your help. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tuk~rial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday 9:07 AM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Tutoring Schedules’? 

SotW about that, But I am glad to k~ow that you will still be available throughout the summer. 

Thanks, 

From: [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Seat; Tuesday, 8:25 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bje~t= Re: Tu~ring Schedules? 

H{ 

That’s disheaxtening, I was countiug on a few hours at least. I will be available this summer if you happen to need a writing tutor, and I will be available in the secoud 

smnester as well. Thanks for the quick reply. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 2:10 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(~emailamc.edu> wrote: 
Hi 
At the moment we are not ~r~ need of Erlghsh arid Wr~ti~g beyo~d the potentk~ for a~ extra ~;es~;km here at~d there to review paper~; from other classes. Are you 
available shouk~ we need a wr~t:i~g t:utor on short t~ot~ce? Not exactly sure what SS~[ w~l[ k)ok ~i~e at this point. 

Thanks, 
Susar~ 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:11 PM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Tutoring Schedules? 
Hi Su~& 
I’~n jus~ wondering ifthe~ a~e any up&tes m: the summe~ tutoring schedules. Do you have an estimate for when things u, ill get s~ed? 

Tha~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 1:35 PM 

blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

APR Chart 

20130522133144466.pdf 

Here you go .... 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



Academic Progress Rate (APR) Implementation Timeline and Key Dates 
Revised November 11, 2011 

Postseason 
Competition 

Year 

APR Projected 
APR 

Report 
Release 

Date* 
Date 

APR Calculated Using 
Data From These 

Academic Years** 

2013-14 10/12    6/13 

¯ ..2014-15 .:.....10/13!i. .... ::..i.6/1:4 i... . 

2015-16    10/14    6/15 

¯ .2016-.17 : :10/1.5:.. ~6/16 

* The specific APR Report Date will vary based on an institution’s academic calendar. 

lO-ll 

(930) 

..i(930) 

(930) 

(930) 

Four Year 
Average APR 
for Postseason 

Eligibility 

900 

930 .. ¯ 

930 

¯ ’ : 930 

Two Most 
Recent Years 
Average APR 
for Postseason 

Eli~gibility 
930 " 

930 

** An APR score of 930 is projected to result in a Graduation Success Rate (GSR) of at least 50%. The 930 APR score was first identified as a 

minimum threshold in August 2011. 

A four-year APR score of at least 900 (or a 930 average over the two most recent years) will be required for post-season competition conducted 

during the 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 academic years. A four-year APR score of at least 930 (or a 940 average over the two most recent years) will 

be required for posbseason competition conducted during the 2014-2015 academic year. Beginning during the championship conducted during the 

2015-2016 academic year, each team must have achieved the 930 four-year APR score as a minimum academic standard to participate in post- 

season competition. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:59 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Summer Session I 

Hi 
I hope you are doing well. I have a two students who could use assistance with SOCI 

? If so, what times and days would you be available? 
Thank so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

and SOCI Would you have any availability during the day through 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

ttolladay, Joe <jholladay@unc.edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoot~email.unc.edu-~; McGrath, Colin B <mcgrathc@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, 

Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc.edu>; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr <hidavis@unc.edu2 

Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) 

MaJ~o~; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu> 

Missed Tutorial Sessions 

Hey Coaches, 

While Jenn is out of town she wanted me to keep you informed of any missed classes or missed tutor sessions that were scheduled for the guys this week. The 

following tutorial appointments were NOT attended so far this week: 

Monda! (EXSS )@lOam 

Tuesda! (EXSS )@lpm 

Wednesday    (EXSS )@lpm 

’has one more EXS5 appointmentscheduled on Thu~dayI I @ lpm 

Wednesday     EXSS )@lOam 

,has one more oppointmentscheduled on Thursday I at 9:45am 

Wednesday    (EXSS ) @ lOam 
has one more appointment scheduled on Thursday 

Let me know if you have any questions, and 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)~ncaaxmc~edu 

) at 9:45am 

have done a great job meeting with their ENG L tutor each day this weekH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:05 PM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

ILE: Meeting with today at 4:00pm 

Is he already planning to come in to meet today at 4prn? I am fine with this~ Although, I am not sure if I wilt be able to get in touch with him in 

Sent= Wednesday, 1:58 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Meeting with ~day at 4:00pro 

Hey Sus~, 

I forgot to mention on Monday that requesCed a meeting today at 4:00pm. I can meet if it is alfight with ~u. Plebe let me ~ow and so~~ for the very 

late notice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:11 PM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

ILE: Meeting with :oday at 4:00pm 

Ok Lhat sounds good. Thanks. I’1t try Lo send him an email in a few minutes also. 

From= 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:07 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Meeting with today at 4:00pm 
I told him I would set it up, so I believe he is under the impression we would meet. I can wait in the lobby to see if he shows up (and not dock-in until he does). Again, sor~ 
for not notiNing you sooner. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:04 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Meeting with today at 4:00pro 

Is he already planning to come in to meet today at 4pro? I am fine with this. Although~ I am not sure if I will be able to get in touch with him in th~ne~ 

From’, 
Senti Wednesday, J.:58 PM 
T~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Meeting with today at 4:00pm 

Hey Sus~, 

I forgot to menfiou on Monday that requested a meeting today at 4:00pm. I c~ meet if it is alfight with you. Plebe let me lmow and so~ for the veD" 

late notice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:18 PM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

I~E: Meeting with today at 4:00pm 

responded and is planning to come at 4.pm~ 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:07 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Meeting with today at 4:00pm 
I told him I would set it up, so I believe he is under the impression we would meet. I can wait in the lobby to see if he shows up (and not clock-in until he does). Again, sorry 
for not notifying you sooner. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting with today at 4:00pro 

Is he already planning to come in to meet today at 4pro? i am fine with this. Although, I am not sure if I will be able to get in touch with him in th’ne~ 

Sent: Wednesday, l:S8 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Meeting with today at 4:00pro 

] £o~ot to menEou on Monday that requested a meotin~ today nt 4:00pro. ~ ~ meet i£ it is ald~ht with you. PW~e let me ]~ow and so~ £or tho veD" 

lnt~ notioe~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

Karen Neff < ~gmail.com:~ 

Lee, Ja~mie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Cancel Tutoring 

Thanks Ka[en. Sunday we will be closed for the holiday weekend. So we won’t have t~toring on S~nday or Monday. In that case, does she stil~ want to cance~ 

tomorrow? 

From: Karen Neff [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:24 PM 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Cc: Lee, 3aimie 
Su~je~t~ Cancel Tutoring 
Hi Su~ 
Can I plea~ cancel STOR tutoring tbr tomo~ow, Thu~day mght at 7pm? She has an exam tomo~ow during cl~s, so we do not anticipate her needing 

the session tomo~ow mght. She does plan to attend drop-in tntofing tonight. She ~mlked aN~ut these changes with her m~r,            last night. I am not totally 

suw if she is a~ending drop-in tutoring tonigN or joiNng oue of his oilier ~ssions wi~ a student in the ~me court, but she does plm~ m won wifl~ Nm tonight. I jus~ 

wanted to let you h~ow. ~oes plan to a~end her session on SumNy as nsual. Please let me h~ow if you have any questious. 

Th~k you~ 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:53 PM 

~!hotmail.com> 

Prig: Summer Sessiou I 

Twice a week, possibly lI--lpm__.Would that work? Either Mort/Wed. or TuesiThurs. 

From: [mailto: ;@hotmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 3:46 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Re: Summer Session I 

Hi there, 

What did you have in mind? , so I am making myself available for her. 

Let me know how many hours a week you are looking at- give me an idea of what would be ideal¯ 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:58 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I hope you are doing well. I have a two students who could use assistance with SOCI 
through If so, what times and days would you be available? 
Thank so much, 
Susan 

Susan Ma]oy 

Tutorial Coordiuator/Acade~nic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~unco~a.unc.edu 

and SOCI ¯ Would you have any availability during the day 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:31 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Tutor Aptx~intment 

He?’ 

Just want to be sure you received my email about your tutor appointments tonight at 7pm and 8pm with 

Sent from ray iPhone 

Please don’t miss them. You are his only student tonight. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:06 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Check 

Our office mm~ager mailed it late yesterday for tne. Please let me know if you don’t receive it. 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 9:52 AM, ~)live. mac.edu> wrote: 

I am flying to New York tomorrow, so you can mail it at: 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [.s___b_g~_a__[_o_g_~_e___m___a_!Lu_n___c_=_e_d___u_] 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:17 AM 

To: 
Subject: RE: Check 

Hmmm! I was either in rny office or in the building somewhere until 4::[Sish yesterday. Sorry we missed each other. 

What address should I mail the check to7 

"]’hat~ks~ 

S~lsar~ 

From: [mailto     Nive.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:27 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= Check 

Hi Susan, 
I stopped by your office today but you weren’t there. I don’t think I am going ~ be able ~ come on campus, because I am leaving NC soon. Any chance you could 
mail it to me? 
Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:07 AM 

ttolladay, Joe <jholladay@unc.edu> 

ILE: Tu~ors 

Yes, I’ll do my best to get it to you sooner. Thanks. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Holladay, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 6:03 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutors 

Thx Susan Can you send daily so we can take care each day? If not, I understand. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, g:09 AM 

@email.unc.e&~2 

I~E: PHYS 104 Assist~x~ce 

Sour~ds like this works for the student as well. Wilt you be able to begin with this at?[?ointment tonight? 

Thanks, 

S u s ~ r~ 

Sent: Wednesday, I 8:58 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: PHYS $04 AssJsNnce 

Susan, 

Absolutely. 8 PM Tuesday, Thursday sounds great. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Wednesday, 

Subject: ~HYS 104 Assistance 

8:37 AM 

Hi 
Can you take on additional hours to assist a student with PHYS 104 this summer session? Perhaps 8pm on Tuesdays and Thursdays? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:22 AM 

~unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

Mg~o~; Susan B < sbmaloy~!e~nail.nnc.edu:> 

7pm Appt. CANCELED Tonight 

Hi 
needs to cancel her appointment with you tonight. Sounds like she will have just had an exam and will not have anything new to work on in your 

session. As a result, no need to arrive until your 8pro tonight. 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B ~;,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:23 AM 

Karen Neff ~gmaJl.com> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Cancel Tutoring 

Thanks Karen. I will go ahead and cancel iL 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:13 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Cancel Tutoring 
Hi Susan 

I think we are still going to cancel        tutoring for tomon~w night. She is a pretiy good student and will not have new material yet. Thanks for the ~minder about 

the holiday weekend--I croft believe I forgot. I will ~mind all of the girls tomorrow that tutoring for Sunday and Monday is cancelled. 

Thanks again! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
G: 

On , at 3:43 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Thanks I<aren. Sunday we will be closed for the holiday weekend. So we won’t have tuLoring on Sunday or Monday. In that case, does she still want to cancel 
Lorr~or~’ow ? 

F~m: Karen Neff [~ailto: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3:24 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Cc~ Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Cancel Tutoring 
Hi Su~ 
Can I p]ea~ cancel STOR ~dng for tomo~ow, Thu~day fight at 7pm? She has an exam tomorrow during c]~s, so we do not ~ticipate her needing 
the session tomorrow Nght. She does p]~ to a~end drop-in tutoring tomght. She ~Iked a~ut these changes with her ~;             last night. I am not ~ly 
su~ if she is a~ending drop-in tutoring tonight or joimng one of his o~er ~ssions wi~ a student in the ~me court, but she does plan m work wi~ N~n tonight. I jus~ 
wanted to let you ~ow. does plan to a~end her session on Sunny as usual. Please let me ~ow if you have any questions. 
Th~kyon’. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:50 AM 

~live.unc.edu) 

Extra Session @ 8pm ?? 

Hi 
I noticed on your feedback that you may have talked about an 8pm session with 
agreed to as well? 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

and on Tuesda} ¯ Is that something they have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN~SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 10:47 AM 

ttolladay, .Joe <jholladay@unc.edu> 

I would rather not email these documents. What fax # can I send this to instead? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc.edu 



Froln~" 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

~live.uuc.edu 

Major; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu~> 

RE: 11:30 appointment 

Ok sounds good . Also, let’s cancel your 7pro and 8pro tonight as well 

Thanks, 

Susan1 

Sent~ Thursday, ~1:37 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ ll:30 appointment 

Hi Susan, 

I don’t think anyone is going to show up for my 1~:30 today since they had a test. I am going to leave but if someone does come then just email or call me - I will be 

on campus for the next little bit. Also let me know if you find out anything about tonight but I am almost ~00% certain that will not come because they will not 

have anything to go over. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:48 AM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

I~E: 11:30 appoiutmeut 

Yes, we are. I will send something out [o everyone about [his soon. 

Sent: Thursday, 11:45 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" RE: 11:30 appointment 
Great, and we are closed Sunday and Monday right? 

Thanks, 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4G Network 

Ok sounds good . Also, let’s cancel your 7pro and 8pro tonight as well. 

Tha~ks, 

gent; Thursday, 1!.1!.:37 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 11:30 appointment 

Hi Susan, 

I don’t think anyone is going to show up for my 11:30 today since they had a test. I am going to leave but if someone does come then just email or call me - I will be 

on campus for the next little bit. Also let me know if you find out anything about tonight but I am almost 100% certain that will not come because they will not 

have anything to go over. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 12:26 PM 

ttolladay, Joe <jholladay@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Absolutely. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:59 AM, "Holladay, Joe" <jholladay@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thank you very much 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 1:55 PM 

@unc.edu 

7pm Appt. with 

Hi 

Now I am hearing that actually would like to meet tonight at 7pm. Jaimie is out of town, and we are trying to confirm why the sudden change from 

yesterday. If you have already made alternate plans for tonight, I completely understand. Either way, I will try to get back to you about this as soon as I can 

provided Jaimie is near her email 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 1:56 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

(s~or) 

The session was canceled because       requested it to be canceled due to a test today. If I ask 

fact be there. Is that something you can confirm? 

~’hanks, 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, :l: 20 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 

¢¢~ Karen Neff ( bgmail.com) 
Subject: (stor) 

Hello, 

today. Is 

Thanks! 

to now come in tonight, I wan[ to make sure wilt in 

has requested to meet with 

going to be here tonight? If 

tonight for Stor. Is it canceled because 

is unavailable, I will tell her to see 

is unavailable? If at all possible, she says she is in need of his help 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:00 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Summer tutoring 

Hi 
We are actually not in need of PHIL tutoring in this summer session 1 unfortunately. I am not sure what SSII will look like, however ~Vhat I do need is SOCI. Not sure if you would feel 
comfortable ;vith that or not Although, it may be more of the need for organization and stu@ skills with these courses anyway 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mailto igmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:38 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Summer tutoring 

Do you know what my schedule will be for summer philosophy tutoring? I’m still quite free and looking forward to helping as much as I can Thanks a lot, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:13 PM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaJmielee@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@emaJl.unc.edu) 

~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu>; 

Mg~o~; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu:> 

¯ Unavailable 

and Combined EXSS Sessions.docx 

~live.unc.edu) 

Hi Jaimie and Brad, 

I wanted to let you know that will be unable to tutor next week (Tuesday-Friday). The good news is that has agreed to take on 

appointments the best that she can. I have put together the attached schedule to which      has agreed for next week ~. Most times have remained the same 

except for the 3pro and 4pro for women’s basketball on Tuesday and Thursday, and the 7pro appointment with                on Wednesday will need to include 

EXSS    students as well I            and                i similar to        8pro appointment on Thursday. 

Please be sure your students are all aware of these temporary changes. 

, enjoy the conference. And , thank you for filling in. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 



and Combined Sessions for, 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

2pm 

3pm 

4pm 

5pm 

3pm 

4pm 

7pm 

8pm 

2pm 

3pm 

4pm 

5pm 

7pm 

8pm 

will conduct all sessions in these 3 days 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:23 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaJ~mielee@unc.edu-~; Karen Neff < ~gmail.com> 

Since you are on vacatio~, we were~’t sure if you actually had a chance to connect with 

Glad      ~,~ll be here tonight to help out. 

Enjoy your l:~me off. 

F~m= Lee, gaimie 
Sent= Thursday, 2:20 PN 
Tel Karen Neff 
¢¢~ Lee, Jaimie; Nalo% Susan B 
Subject: Re: (sto0 

Susan and ~reu~ 

Thank you both for your help~ Yes. I am aware 

the matefiN is fresh. TNs is why I asked if 

She will defimtely be here tonight m see 

had the~ conversations. Thank you for your concerns, h~t I would not make this request without ma~ng sure it’s neces~. 

Jaimie 

si~ce the cancelation was requested, thus the confusion on our end. 

_ requested the cancellation, but in fact, the test was difficult for her and she wants to meet with someone while 
was still available. My apologies ifI wasn’t clear about this initially. 

I appreciate everyone’s help and tmderstanding. Trust me, I do not make such requests for my students until after I have 

On , at 2:12 PM, "Karen Neff’< i;gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi 

I got your voice message. Thank you for getting back to me so quickly. You must have called while I was with a student and I missed it. I just spoke ruth 

and is now unavailable becanse his sessions for tonight were all cancelled and he made alternate plans, will be here tonight. He has a 

session at 7pm ruth another student in STOR may join and he has drop-in tutoring from 8-9pm. i can come for one or both 

times. Once you check ruth perhaps you could let Susan know her intentions. I hope this works. I suppose we will not be canceling any tutoring in 
the future... 

Thanks again! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

On 

~.qmail.com 
, at 1:19 PM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Hello, 

has requested to meet with      tonight for Stor. Is it canceled because      is unavailable? If at all possible, she says she is in need 

of his help today. Is going to be here tonight? If is unavailable, I will tell her to see 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:42 PM 

.~live.unc.edu) 

Tonight at 7:45pm 

Hi 
Are you able to meet with a new EXSS appointment tonight at 7:45, 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.uuc.edu 

needed to move his appointment time. He cannot meet at 7pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 3:16 PM 

~ema~l.~mc.edu 

EXSS    Tutorial Session To&y 

Hi 

I am not sure if Jaimie has communicated to you or not about a possible EXSS tutorial session on Thursdays. Normally, the tutor would be available to meet 

with you at 7:45pm every Thursday, but today may not be possible. I know this is short notice, but any chance you can join an already existing session at 4pro 

today? 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:48 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Prig: E:~ra Sessior ~ 8p~n ?? 

Hi 

This is fine with me. Are you styli able to meet at gpm tonight? Will they want to cancel their Spin tomorrow due to their test tomorrow? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent: Thursday, 3:48 PM 

To= Maloy, Susan B 

Subject= RE: E~ra Session ~ 8pro ?? 

Hey Susm~, 

Yes, ~ey wanted to meet ~fo~v fl~eir test on Wednesday so i agreed to come in on Tue~ay at 8:00 to help thegn out. Please let me ~ow if~is is ok with you. 

Tha~ 

"Maloy, Susml B" <sbmedoy({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I noticed on ,/our ~eedback that you may have talked about an 8pro session with 
agreed to as well? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Smdeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(r-~uncaa.uuc.edu 

and on Tuesday . Is that something they have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

"@gmail .corn> 

RE: Friday Monitoring 

Hi 

Thank you for reaching out. So far we have been able to manage without the need for too many monitors at night. Good to know you are still interested in helping 

out, f will be in touch if anything ch~mg~:_~s, 

Do you thit~k you w~H be ~nterested in woddng in the ~:al~ i~ga~n? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

~ [mailt~: @gma~l.com] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, [[:29 AN 
Te{ ~aloy, Susan B 
S~bject~ Re: Friday qonitoring 

Su~: 
Just wanted to touch ~se with ~u about summer academic center hours. I’m guessing I wasn’t needed since the first summer session is aJready well unde~-ay. 
Tha~ 

Ph: 

On Tue, at 5:31 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emailamc.e&~> wrote: 

Thank you and thanks for fett~ng me know about surnmer. 

Susan 

F~m: [mailto: "@gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 5:~4 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: Friday,     Monitoring 
I can work        if yon need ,ne to. 
Alto, let me h~ow if>~u need help at all over the summer. 

On Tue, . at 5:21 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emailamc.e&~> wrote: 
Hello Fxeuone, 

I just wanted to be sum you are all awaJce that we will still be open business as usual 6-1 lpm through Tuesday eveniug of the final e:mm period. Please 

continue to cover your shifts through 

One additional evening that I will need a few of you to help with is Friday Please let me kmow if you am williug and able to work next Friday, 
’I’hax~ks so much for all of your hard work this year. You have all been a pleasure to work with. 
Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
2__1__2:_%__2_:_%2__2_. (omce) 
2_1__2:_%__L-_%_4__7. (fax) 
~_b__r__n_~!~_a2_~Ln___c_~:_~_~_r_Lc_:_e_st _u_ 



Fl~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN~SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday,             2:00 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

ILE: TIM back-work 

Hi 

When TIMS was being set up for you, ~ had asked for your hours on 

fr,:_~3ns yok~ shot~ld be re(:eiv~ng a check on Friday for those days. Please let me know ~ you don’t. As for the 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:54 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= ~N bac#work 

Hi Susan, 

I hope you had a great weekend. ~N was up and working for me last week, but not during the first week. So here are the hours I worked the first week: 

to be added to your th-ne card for the previous pa~’ period. This was done which 

~ I will add those hot~rs to his current pay period, 

Tuesday, 
Wednesd~ 
Thursday, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 2:25 PM 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnthomp@email.unc.edu> 

Massey, Tabitha Alslon <ttnassey@unc.edu> 

RE: Titne Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Beth, 

I was just looking at s time card a moment ago, and it looks like he has two department numbers assigned to him ~:].37 and ~:1.02~ I don’t believe 

he clocks in for any other departments, but I could be m~staken. According to the hours that he has stamped h~ from ~ast week, ~ believe they should aH be charged 

t:o 3137. Can you cladfy this for me? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

F~m= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ ~:59 PN 
Tet Naloy, Susan B 
¢¢t Nassey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Susan, 

Good afternoon. Programming was able to enter your department mt:o our system and they haw? moved . and under your new dept number 

3137. If they are not m your [HV], they should show up tomorrow. ~ was able to e~]l:er and approve hours bek)w., however, even th.:)ush ~ was aMe to e~]l:er 

and        ; time, the position # was showk~g up as O0000000’s for the position and it was not there yet to assign. Historical Edits wi~f have to be done to 

make up those few hours on this next p~yper~od. 

is paused h~ our system. We are awNt~ng m~ answer as to if we can create a secondary intermittent Temp pos~t~on wkhout a new Vacancy ID# (since she is not 

a student). ] wfli be out of the office the rest of the week but I have cop~ed Tabitha and she w~H let you know what OHR says~ Please continue to have track 

her hours. We w~ll try and resolw~ thb ASAP! 

ThanksH 

2~.5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street} 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 

919.sd3 562~ 
919.962.1404 (fax) 

~X~ logo unc mairl 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ]his e-marl and am/transmitted documen[s con[ains pr[va[e, privileged and conl:iden [ial [nfor matron belonging to the sender. The in,or matron thereff~ 
solely for ~he use of the addressee. If ,/our receipt of [his transmission has coccurred as the resul[ of an error, p~ease immediately no~[~, us so we can arrange ~or [Pie re[urn of [Pie 
documen[s. ~n such drcumstances, gou are advised [hat you mag not disclose, cop,i, distribute or lake any other action in reliance of 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:16 AM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
~¢: Massey, Tabitha AIston 
Subject: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 
Thank you Beth. Right now I am having 

Thank you again, 

Susan 

From: Thompson, Beth ~ewsome 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:29 AM 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Co: Hassey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject= RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Susa~ 

email me her hours that she worked fast week and this week until Lhis is resolved. I witl wait to hear back from you. 

I just sent in TIM a request for , and in which I copied you on the message. 

I did try and hire    ~ but she is paused in my HRIS Inbox. The system has her listed as an Intermittent Temporary~ I m~ writh~g OHR b/c ~ can h~re ~ student m a 

secondary position wH:hout a vacancy kt (which comes from posting a t:emporary posil:ion}, f may be getting t:he error as well because ~ am hiring her under our 

departrnent into a secondary role (whk:h you can do but you have to gel: a waiver ~rom ONE) instead of under your departmen[: [lumber ut~[:~ the glitch w~t:h 

numbers is resolved. I just wanted you to know Erica will gel paid if she worked this past weekend buL unfortunately will not be until the nexL pay period sb~ce her 

hire has not been approved. 

~f you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

UBC for Academic tnkiati~es 
215 West Cameror~ Aver~ue (Comer of 
Chapel HIll, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthornp~emaH.u nc.ed u 
919,843,5628 
9~9,962,1404 (fax) 
*in o][fice on Tuesdoys, Wednesdoys, und 



CON~qDErqTIAL[iY NOiICE: fills e-m~il and any transmitted documents contains private, pFivileg~_~d ~nd cordidelltial infel’mation beiongin~ to the sender. Tile infel’mation therein is 

soi~_qy fo~ ti~e use of the addressee. If ¥ou~ ~eceipt of this transmissien i~s coccu~red as the i’esi~it of an er~or~ pieas~_¯ imr~ediately notify, us so we can arrange for the_¯ retl.lrl-~ of the 

docu~]lellts. Ill s(ich circumstanc~_~s, you are ~dvised that you may not disclose~ cop¥~ distribute or t~ke ally ot~e~ actioll i13 reliance-¯ of ti~-¯ illform~tion tr~msmitted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, ~:32 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Co: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Thank you for your assistance with this. 

It would be great if you could add the times to the pay period that iust ended as follows: 

Wed. -(7-gpm} and Thurs~ 

= rhurs. 

= Thurs (4-6pro and 7.-9pro) 

As for we taH<ed about creadng a second position for her at a different hourly rate for the summer~ I was under the ~mpress~on that she d~d not need to 

meet wkh Tab~tha s~nce she is already ~n the system ~n order to create th~s second position. However, H:it would ~e helpful for her to come by your ofhce after 

~ can certainly ask her to do so. Just let me know~ 

Thank you so much, and ~ look forward to meetin~ you some time soon. 

Susan 

F~m: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Seat: Monday, 3:52 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 

c¢= Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject; ~: ~me Cards for ~ew Tu~rs 
I~pe~ance= High 

Dea ~ Susa~. 

Hi. My name ~s Beth Thompson, ~ work ~n the UBC for Academic ~n~tiat~ves w~th Tabkha Msssey. ~ am hir~n~ the temporary employees below. We are wsit~n~ for a 

8litch to be fixed w~tb the Human R~sourc~s ~T ~roup. We did 8o ahead and hire               ~nd       tod~V unde~ ou~ d~partment numbe~ with      ~ a~d 

startk~g and startin~ Once we can assign your department to these employees they will transfer over to you ~n T~M. ~ am bopin~ that 

will take g~lac:e tomorrow. If the empb:)vees d~d work any from their h~re date until yesterday evening (e~d o[ pay period), i[ you send me t:he dates a~)d 1:lines, f 

be happy to go into TIM and enter that: t:~me so they can get pa~d. 

~ no~e d~at           is on your ~st ~elow.     has not came ~n our office, however, it does look [~ke she is active ~n your depar~men~ (she ~s stH[ b~ Payroll under 

d~e #982Z, so unfortunately, I do not have access}. Do you want me to bke bet for this posit~on as a "secondary" position or is she chan£~n~ positions? 

If you have a~y questions, please let Tabitha or myself know and we will be glad to assist you. 

Thanks, 

2~5 West Cameror~ AverH~e (Correct of WHsor~ Street} 

Chape~ HHI, NC 27599 
CB# 3O3O 
bnthomp@emaH.unc.edu 
919.843~5628 
91.EL96ZI.404 (fax) 
~h’~ c~fice on Tu~sd~ys, Wedn~sd~ys, end Thu~sd~ys 

~ ~ogo unc main 

CORFIDENtlALITY RQTICE: This e-mall and ~ny transmitted documents contains private, privileged and confident~N h-fformat[on belon~in~ to the sender the h-dormat[on therein is 
solely [or the use of the addl’essee. If gout receipt o[ this transm~sskm has coccurred ~s the result of an eFroF, pleurae m~med[~tely notify us so we cal3 a~range for tile tet~jr~ of tile 
documents. ~n such c~rcu~stalqces, you are advised that you may not disclose, cop~,, d~str[bute or take any other act~o~ [~ i’elialqce of the info~matkm tl’a~smitted. 

From: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Sent: Monday, 1:43 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Subject: FVV: Time Cards for New Tutors 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 12:17 PM 
To: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Tabitha, 
Just wanted to check in with you on this "time card approval day" regarding our 4 tutors that we added last week. So far I do not see the following tutors on my 

TIMS list in order to add their time from last week: 

-She is on my list, but I have not added time to her card for last week because I was not sure if the position # has been added or not. 
Thank you for your help. 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 2:49 PM 

Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu> 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@uuc.edu> 

Malo~; Susan B <sbrualoy~!e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: i    Class a~d Surumer Recruiting 

Hi Pal:, 

Thank you for your emaif about these importanL matLers. 

According to the information we have received from the Orientation Office, it looks like wH~ be attendh~g Orientation on and the 9 remaining 

guys will aH be comh~g on           On the first day of Orientation, aH student-athletes should meet w~th our staff at 4:45pm to discuss registration in order to 

he~p them prepare for actual reg~strat~ot~ the ~oHowing day. Th~s meetk~g shouh~ be buH~: k~to theh Orkmtatior~ schedule, and theh" Orkmtatior~ Leader shoukl 

direct them. f will definitely be prepared to meet wRh them as a group at ~:hat tkne ~Jut I am also happy to meet w~:h ~:hem as a group before Orientation s~:arts on 

e~ther Sunday evening or 7:30am Monday morning depending on when they w~ be arriving oR campus. Please feel free to g~ve Lhem my contact irfformat~on, and 

if you car provide me with Lheir erna~ address and ce~ phone numbers that woLfld be hNpful as well ~ w~ reach out to each of them Lo lind ouL when they w~l] be 

arr~ving to c~mpus in order to set a meeting t~me. To help prepare for these meet~ngs, can you let me know when Oractice typically is during the Fall? My guess 

that they should be looking for classes after :[ lain through the afternoon, but I w~nt to be sure that ~s correct. Do we typically m~ss class for travel in the Fall? 

is ~t typicMly a Friday tha~: they rn~ss as opposed to midweek days? Or do we tv~)ical]y travel afl:er classes on Pr~day everm~g? Any details you cat~ provk~e ah:mg the 

lines would be extremely helpful to rne~ 

~s far as recruiting ~s concerned, I definitely agree that s d~scuss~on of our services and a Lout of the fac~liLy is important for aH recruits. I am happy to meet with 

your prospects when ] can. ~f you h~ve several on visits at the s~me th~e, ~t would be helpful to me if ~ could meet with ~1] of them together~ Any time before 4om 

on most days wou~d work best for me unless ~ have enough lead t~me in order to adjust my evening schedule w~th my kMs’ ~ct~vit~es. So let me know what you 

need, and ~ w~l] ~)lan accordingly as best ~ can. ~ am aware [hat some v~si[:s do ha~)pen on the fly, at~d ~ wH~ be happy to a~:commodate when ~ can. 

~ hope this helps. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m= Myers, Patrick Jacob 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:40 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
C~= Breschi, Joe 
Subject: Class and Summer Recruiting 

Susan- 
I hope you had a fantastic Memorial Day weekendl 
I wanted to check in with you on a couple things regarding the upcoming summer / recruiting season as well as our incoming freshman class. We have received a few phone calls / 

questions from our incoming     class regarding orientation and setting up meetings with you. Spencer has met with each kid individually in the past for scheduling purposes, etc 

during their brief stay in Chapel Hill for orientation~ With that being said, should I let them all know that you will be reaching out to set those meetings up moving forward? If not, 

how should we direct them? I was thinking that providing them with your contact info might be the most proactive approach, but I would love to get your thoughts. 

Also, we have used the academic support facility as well as Spencer in the past to boost our recruiting efforts. The academic aspect of the campus visits for our prospects is huge 
and we were hoping to be able to utilize your services in this fashion as well, especially as things start to heat up for us this summer. Typically we have contacted Spencer directly to 
set these meetings up (usually about 30 rain) and I thought getting a feel for your schedule might help us as we plan these visits out over the next couple of months. Often times, 

these happen on the fly and we understand you are very busy so we will be as flexible as possible. Any thoughts / ideas from your end are greatly appreciated. 

We know this is a bit of a transition period as things continue to change in the academic support department so we are VERY appreciative of all your efforts with Men’s Lax. 

Go Heels, 

Pat 

Patrick Myers 

Assistant Men’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of ~’o~h Carolina 
Loudermilk Center - 344 Ridge Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 

27517 

(919) 962-2890 (o) 

(c) 
(919) 962-2893 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 3:22 PM 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnthomp@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: Time Cards ~br New Tutors 

Ok great Thanks for’ this clarification. 

Frora: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:55 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Massey, Tabitha AIston 
Subject: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

S u S a n., 

Good afternoon. Dept #3102 is our base department That is the dept we originally assigned in order to Mre h~m ~n the system. Programming has made 

chsnge to 3137. The position number ~s correct b~ TIM so the charge should be correct. If you contff~ue to see the 3~02 s~ter thb curren[ pay period, ~et us know. 

Thanks, 

2~5 West C;}r[~ero~ Ave~ue (Cor~er of Wilso~ Streel:) 

Chapel HH[, NC 27599 
CB~ 3030 
bnthompff~SemaH.u nc.ed u 
919.g43.5628 (ph) 
919.9~2.1404 (fax) 
*in ~gl~ce on Tuesdoys., Wedr~esdoys., ~;nd Thursdays 

~.~.~ ~ogo unQ mare 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: [his e-mi~il and an~ transmitted documents contains private, privileged mad confidential reformation 9e~onging to tBe sender. The reformation ttnerein Is 
solely for the use of ttne addressee. If your receipt of this transmission hi~s coccurred as ttne result of an error, pk~ase h-m-~ediatelv notify us so we can arrange for the return of the 
docu~llellts. ]115~lch circumstances, you are i~dvbed that you may not disclose, cop?, d~stHbute or ti~ke all~’ ot~er actlOll h-i reliance of the hlformi~tio~ trlmsmitted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:25 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Cc: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi [~el:h, 

I was just looking at I ; time card a moment ago, and it k~.:~]~s ~ke he has two department numbers assiglled [:o h~m 3137 and 3102 I don’[: believe 

he docks in for a~?y other departments, but ~ couid be nJstaken. According to the hours that he has stamped in from iast week, ~ believe they should aH be charged 

to 31~7. Can you clarify this for me? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan] 

F~m= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~:59 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
¢¢= Nassey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject~ RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Susa~ 

Good afternoon. Programming was able to enter your department ~nto our system and they have moved and under your new dept number 

3:].~7~ If they are not hi your TIM, they should show up tomorrow. ~ was able to enter and approve ; hours below, however, even though I was aMe to enter 

~ and         time, ~:he posRion # was showh]g up as 0000{}000’5 for the posRion and it was not there vet to assign, His~:odcal Ed~l:s wH~ have to be done to 

rnake up those few hours on this ne>:t paypedod. 

~s paused ~n our system. We are awaidng an answer as to ~f we can cresLe a secondary h~term~ttent Temp posidon w~thout a new Vacancy ID# (since she is noL 

a studenQ. ~ wH~ be out of the office the real o[: the week but I have copied TaNtha and she wH~ leL you know what OHR says. Phase continue to have track 

her hours. We w~H try and resolve th~s ASAP! 

ThanksH 

2~5 West C;~r~ero~ Ave~t]e (Cor~er of Wilso~ Street> 

Chapel HH[, NC 27599 
CB~ 3030 
bnthomp@emaH.unc.edu 
91.9~843.5~528 (ph) 
919.962.1404 

~.~.~ ~%1o unc main 

CONFIDEN TIA[.ItY NOTICE: 
5olely for the use of the addressee. ~[ your receipt of this transmission has coccurred as the result of an erroG please immediately notify us so we can arrange for the return of the 
docu~lellts. ~11 sk~ch circumstances, you are i~dvbed that you may not disclose, cop~, distribute or ti~ke all~’ ot~er act~oll [1-1 reliance of the hlformi~tio~ trlmsmitted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, IO: 16 AM 



To; Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Co; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject; RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 
Thank you Beth. Right now I am having email me her hours that she worked bat week and this week unt~ th~s ~s resobed. ~ wi~ wa~t to hear back from you. 

Thank you again, 

Susan 

F~: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Se~t: Tuesday, ; 9:29 AM 
Te: Haloy, Susan B 
¢¢: Hassey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

~ just sent ~n TIM a request [or              b and       ~n which I cop~ed you on the message. 

~ d~d t~y and hire     ~ut she is paused in my HRIS Inbox. The system has her ~bted as an Inter’mittent Temporar’% I am wr’ith~ OHR b/c ~ can hke a student m a 

secondary position w~thout a vacm~cv ~d (which comes from post~n8 a temporary posit~on). ~ may be 8ettin8 the er~o~ as well because ~ am hirh~ he~ under our 

department h~to a secondary ro~e (wMch you can do but you have to Aet a waiver from OHR) h~stead of unde~ your department number until the ~l~tch w~th 

numbers ~s resolw~d. ~ jus~ wanted you ~o know wil~ ~et paid if she worked this past weekend but unfortunately w~l no~ be until the ne;<t pay period s~nce her 

hire has not been appr’oved. 

~: you have any questions, p~esse do not hesitate to contact me. 

225 We~ Camero~ Ave~ue {Comer of Wilso~ S~eet) 
Chape~ HIll, NC 27599 
CB~¢ 3030 

919.~43~5628 (ph) 
919.9 ~] ~. i,:~0,:~ (fax) 
"1~ c;)~’ce O~ 7i~5dc~y5~ W~d~sdc~y5~ c, nd Thursdays 

" 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maq and ar~y l:ransmitl:ed documents c:on[;tins private, privileged and confidenti;tl information beh)nging 1:o the sender. The [n[orrnat[on l:hereh~ is 

documents, In such drcurnstances~ ~ou a~e advised that ~ou rna~ not disclose~ c:opy~ dh~tNbu~e o~ take any other’ acth)n [n reliance of ~he k~fom~atio~ ~ransmit~ed~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 4:32 PM 
To; Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Cc; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject; RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Beth, 

~’hank you fo~" your assistance with this. 

ft would be great ~fyou couk~ add the times to the pay period that just ended asfl:Jlows: 

Wed. (7-gpm} and Thugs. 

= Thurs. {6-Bpm) 

:Thurs.     (4-6pro and 7-gpm) 

As for we talked about creatk]g a second position for her at a different hourlg rate for the summer. I was u~der the ~mpress~on that she did not need to 

meet wRh ~abitha since she is already in the system in order to cceate this second position. I-{owew!~< if i1: wouh~ be he,phi for he~ to come by you~ of[ice after 

~ can cecta~nly as~ her to do so. Just let rne know. 

Thank you so mud< and ~ took fo~’ward to meeting you some tirne soon. 

~1 Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Senti Monday, 3:52 PM 
To= Naloy, Susan 8 
Cc= Nassey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject; ~: ~me Cards for New Tutors 
Impo~ance= High 

Hi, MZ name b Beth Thompson, ~ work ~n the UBC for Academh:: ~rdtial:~ves w~l:h [abRha Massey. ~ am hiring the temporary employees beh:~w. We are wail:~n~ for a 

glitch to be fixed w~th the Human Resources A ~r.:)up. We did go ahead and hire                and       today unde[ .:)u[ department number with        and 

start~n~ and startin~ . Once we can assign you~" department to these employees they will transfer over to you in T~M. ~ am hopin~ that 

wi~f take place tomorrow. If the employees did work any from their hire dace until yesterday evening (end of pay period), if you send me the daces and times, ~ wll~ 

be happy to go into TIM and enter that t~me so they can get pa~d. 

~ note that           is on your ~ist below,     has not came ~n our office, however, it does look ]~ke she is active h~ your department (she ~s st~l ~n Payroll under 

the #9821, so unfortunately, I do not haw~ access}. Do you want me to h~re her fl)r this posi~on as a "secondary" poskion or is she chan~jn~ poskions? 

f[ you have any questions, please let Tabitha or myself know and we will be ~lad to assb~ you. 

Thanks, 

UBC for A~dem~c ~nkiati~es 
215 West Cameroq Aveque (Come: of Wilsoq Street) 
Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 

9].9.8z~3.5628 
919.962.1404 {fax) 



(2ON~:I~.~ErqTIALri¥ NOTICE: [his e-m~il and amv transmitted documents contains private, pdvdeg~_~d m-~d confidential infel’mation belonging to the sender. The infel’mation thereim Is 

sol~_~lV fo~ ti~e use of the addressee. If ¥ou~ ~ecei~lt of this transmission i~s coccu~red as the i’esi~it o[ ar~ er~or~ pieas~_¯ immediate!!V notify, us so we can arrange for the_¯ retl.ltl-~ of the 

doci~]lellts. II1 sLich circi~]lstanc~_~s, you are ~dvised that you ~]lay r~ot disclose~ copV~ distribute or t~i<e all~’ othe~ actiOll i13 relianc~_~ of ti~_¯ illforn-~tio~ tr~msmitted. 

From: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Sent: Monday,          I 1:43 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Subject: I=~V: 33me Cards for New Tutors 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 12:17 PM 
To: Massey, Tabith’a Al~ton 

Subject: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi TaNtha, 

Just wanted to check in with you on this "time card approval day" re~ardin8 our 4 tutors that we added last week. So far I do not see the followin~ tutors on my 

TIMS list in order to add their time from last week: 

-She is on my list, but I have not added time to her card for last week because I was not sure if the position # has been added or not. 
Thank you for your help. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 
919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, May 28, 2013 4:31 PM 

blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Honor Roll 

Hey Brent, 

I am assuming you are able to run an ACC Honor Roll list, is that right? If so, are you able to do so this week? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 8:53 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: ACC Honor Roll 

Ok thank you. Men’s Lacrosse is interested in who they are to plan for his banquet. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 9:04 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: ACC Honor Roll 

It is and I can. 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 28, 2013, at 4:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Brent, 

I am assuming you are able to run an ACC Honor Roll list, is that right? If so, are you able to do so this 

week? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 9:24 AM 

Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) 

FW: Feedback Forms 

20130529085531224.pdf 

Hi Jenn, 
Did the sessions with occur yesterday? Feedback lbrms are blank. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Mi~y 29, 2013 8:56 AM 
Tn: Maloy, Susan B 

Sut~iect: 

’]?his E-mail was sent :From "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500) 

Scan [)ate: 0529.2013 08:55:31 (-0400) 

Queries tn: scanner@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 9:56 AM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

PJE: 

Ok, thanks for the feedbadc I’1f wail for Jairnie to respond to be sure is available at 7pro on Wednesdays before I add her to the schedule. 

Thanks again, 

Sent; Wednesday, 9:26 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: 
I don’t think so because they are in the same class. Plus I have him alone the ne~ hour and according to him the psyc course has been harder for him than the stor course. 

Thanks, 

T-MtoNle. America’s First Nationwide 443 Network 

"Mtaloy, Susan B" <sbn:aio~email,unc,edu> wrote: 

This is 

Susan 

Sent; Tuesday,           8:57 PM! 
To; IVlaloy, Susan B; Lee, .laimie 
Subject: 

Hi ~san and ~aimie~ 

Would it be possible to add 

only .:_~ne-on--.:_~m:, s~-:~ssion. This wouh~n’t be a dis[:raction For him would it? Jaimie is 

to the schedule on Wednesday nights at 7pm? She could come in with 

available at 71_~m on Wedn,-_~sdays? 

After seeing her performance on the first 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:37 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

I~E: Feedback Forms 

Ok thariks 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Townsend, Jerm 
Sent: We&~esday, May 29, 2013 10:20 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Feedback Forms 

Both had to cancel. 

Jenn 

..... Original iViessage ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 9:24 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Sublect: FW: Feedback Forms 

Eli Jenn, 
Did the sessions with occur yesterday? Feedback forms are blank. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc edu [mailto:scanner(£unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Sublect: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio 5.4l> 3500). 

Scan Date: 05.29.2013 08:55:31 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 12:26 PM 

~live.tmc.edu-~ 

Townsend, Jenn (itownsend@unc.edu) 

RE: Meeting with Today at 5pro 

Yes, that would be fine since 

Thanks, 

From: mailto: plive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:04- PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Meeting with Today at 5pm 
Hey Susan, 
I confirmed that 
in today due to a previous one-time meeting last week. 
Let me know if this is alright with you. 

missed his Monday meeting with you due to the holiday. 

would like to cancel our meetincl tonklht at 5pm, However,        roommate is 
on the phone and told him that since he and 

and he said     was planning on coming 
were cancelling that I could meet at 5pm instead. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 4:23 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

ILE: Message Bornd: Tutor Schedule 

Thank you so much t:or checking it~ with me on this. It is a ~-ILiGE help. All can be deleted for now. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 2:06 plvl 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Message Board: Tutor Schedule 

Susan -any updates for the summer tutor schedule? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 4:41 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Sounds like you handled aft of this well. [ appreciate you letti~g me know. 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:35 PH 
T~= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Susa~ 

I wanted to let you ~ow them was a mix up today with the times for some of the         girls. Because the la~e group had their session at 3 yes~er&y, l~ey all 

thought they had it to&y at 3 even though >vo girls were sup~sed to come at 3 and >vo more at 4. So I just had a session for all of them at 3 today. I just wanted to 

let you ~ow what happened inca~ you noticed I was gone before 5. ~so, atNete also joined, she said she didn’t have a ~tor time set up, so 

I just filled out a blank feedback fo~ R)r her. Ho~Ihlly that is all okay. ThaWs. 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 4:42 PM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaimielee@unc.edu) 

FW: EXSS 

F¥1 for 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:35 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: EXSS 
Hi Susan, 
I wanted to let you know there was a mix up today with the times for some of the          gifts. Because the large group had their session at 3 yes~terday, they all 

thought they had it today at 3 even though two gifts were suplyosed to come at 3 and two more at 4. So I just had a session for all of them at 3 today. I j ust wanted to 

let you know what happened incase you noticed I was gone betbre 5. Also, athlete also joined, she said she didn’t have a tutor time set up, so 

I just filled out a blank t~edback tbrm tbr her. Hopefully that is all okay. Thanks. 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

@email.unc.e&~> 

Caldwell, Andrea L <~andreac@email.anc.edu:>; Welborn, Spencer (swelborn,~email.uuc.edu) 

Hi 
Would you mind looking over this student’s record to be sure his "eligible-on Academic Probation" status will not change if he decides to drop his online summer 
school course and not attend summer school at all? He may have an opportunity to play professionally next semester, and we want to be sure if he decides to 
leave the institution that he leaves "eligible". 
Thanks so much for your help, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@~ncaa.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

Fo~ Mike (fi~xc@email.unc.edu) 

Hey Mike, 
I just reached out to our Retention Coordinator and Academic Advising to request confirmation in writing of 
whether or not this status is effected if he does not take summer school at all. So before 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

"Eligible - On Academic Probation" status and 

decides anything, it would be good to have this in writing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, May 29, 2013 5:34 PM 

blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc. edu> 
FW: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcements 

FYI in case you did not receive this. 

Susan 

From: Holly Jones [mailto:hjones@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcements 
Importance: High 

MEMORANDUM 

May 29, 2013 

TO: Chancellors/Presidents 
Directors of Athletics 
Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Senior Woman Administrators 
Senior Compliance Administrators 
Conference Commissioners 
Collegiate Commissioners Association Compliance Administrators. 

of NCAA Division I Institutions 

FROM: Stacey Osburn 
Director of Public and Media Relations 

Binh T. Nguyen 
Associate Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcements. 

The NCAA national office will issue the following public releases regarding the NCAA Division I Academic 
Performance Program (APP): 

Wednesday, June 5. Recognition of top performing teams academically - those teams with NCAA 
Division I Academic Progress Rates (APR) in the top 10 percent within their sport. This release will 
include a searchable database allowing member institutions, media and public to conduct searches by 
various criteria (e.g., by sport, conference, institution). 

o Tuesday, June 11. The public version of the APR, postseason ineligibility and penalty reports and 
aggregate data for all NCAA Division I institutions at 2:30 p.m. Eastern time. The NCAA will 



distribute and post a press release online with links to the APR data and penalty reports, and will host a national 
telephonic press conference at 2:30 p.m. Eastern time that day. 

Similar to prior years, copies of the public APR data, postseason ineligibility and penalty reports, along with 
aggregate data, will be available to institutions and conferences at least 24 hours prior to the public 
announcement. In the interim, institutions and conference offices will continue to have access to their 
institutional APR data and penalty reports through the password-protected APP Data Collection Program and 
through Legislative Services Database for the Internet. 

As you prepare for the national announcement of APR and APP penalties, the NCAA public and media 
relations staff is available to respond to your questions and to provide support for questions you may receive 
from the media. Please contact or direct such inquiries to: 

Stacey Osburn, public and media relations 
317/917-6129 
sosburn@ncaa.org 

In addition, please do not hesitate to contact the following staff member if you have any questions regarding the 
APP data or penalty reports and the Head Coaches APR Portfolio: 

Binh Nguyen, academic and membership affairs 
317/917-6613 
bnguyen@ncaa.org 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter and for your role in supporting and implementing the 
NCAA’s academic reform efforts. 

BTN:hrj 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 12:20 PM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaJmielee@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbefl~el@emaJl.unc.edu) 

FW: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

This is not possible on Wednesdays right? 

S ~ S a ~1 

Sent: Thursday, ~:43 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
S~bject= Noving Wed. to 4pm? 

Hi Susan, 
Z ~lked to yesterday and we were hoping to move our Wed. session to 4pm like the other days. ]s that possible? 
Than~ 
Also, when does the first summer session end? 
Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:41 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Sunday night 

Hi 

Yes, this sounds great! 1 will be s~re is aware as well 

Susan 

Sent; Wednesday, 8:55 PN 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Sunday night 

Hi Susan, 

cannot be here for her Sunday night appointment on Would it be possible to meet with 

requested this since he has a quiz (which is like a test in this class) on Monday. 

Thanks, 

for Psyc during that time? He 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:11 PM 

~email.unc.edu) 

CHEM 102 Assistance 

Hi 
I have a student who is in need of assistance for CHEM 102 for the remainder of Summer Session I. Any chance you would be available at 6pm on Tuesday and 
Thursday? Or would you have any other available time? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, May 30, 2013 2:45 PM 

blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Summer Final Exam Reviews? 

Have we typically scheduled final exam reviews for all students in summer sessions or just those students who currently 

have appointments? Or how has it worked in the past? 

Thanks. 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 4:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

M~Joy, Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: Check 

is helping me look into this for you. The 112 hours were logged .        according to 

something to do with the SSN issues we had. I’ll keep in touch when I know sometNng more. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:24 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Check 

Hi Susan, 
I received the check today, thank you for sending it. However it only included the 4 hours I worked the last week, not the initial 12 hours I had worked previously. 

Than~, 

for SOrTie reason a check was not produced. It may have 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:05 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Check 

Our office manager mailed it late yesterday liar me. Please let me know if you don’t receive it. 

Thanks. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On , at 9:52 AM, ’ ~)live~unc.edu> wrote: 

I am flying to New York tomorrow, so you can mail it at: 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8::t7 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Check 

Hmmm! I was eith,-_~r in my office or in tl’u-_~ building somewhere until 4:115~sh },esterdav. Sorry we missed e~;ch other. 

Whist address should ~ mail the check to? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: }live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:27 PM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Check 

Hi Susan, 
I s~pped by your office today but you weren’t there. I don’t think I am going to be able to come on campus, because I am leaving NC soon. Any chance you could 

mail it b me? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 4:52 PM 

~email.unc.e&~> 

ILE: CHEM 102 Assistance 

gre you able to start tonight at ~pm? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 4:33 plVl 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: CHEM 102 Assistance 

Susan, 

Sure, I can do one more. 6PM would be excellent either (or both) Tuesday or Thursday. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:11 PM 
To: 
Subject: CHEM 102 Assistance 

Hi 
I have a student who is in need of assistance for CHEM 102 for the remainder of Summer Session I. Any chance you would be available at 6pm on Tuesday and 
Thursday? Or would you have any other available time? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)uncaa.uncuedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday,, 10:05 AM 

@gmaJl.com 

Monday - Monitor 

Hi 

I know this is short notice and perhaps not an ideal time, but any chance you could help monitor football from 4:30-6pm on Monday 

Jaimie and Brad will not be available during that time. If you cannot get until 5pm, I could ask to work as well. 

Don’t worry if you can’t. I just thought I would ask. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

H We are short staffed and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:17 AM 

Lee, Ja~imie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

1),2;: Moving Wed. to 4pro? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Friday,. lO::tS AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" RE: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

Did Brad ~’espor~d to this? 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Thursday,            L2:20 PM 
To; Lee, _laimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject-" FW: Moving Wed. to 4pro? 

J ~ i r~ i ~-’_!., 

This is nol: f)os~.;ible or~ Wedn~:_~sd~ys ~’ight? 

Susan 

From= 
Sent; Thursday, 1:t:43 AM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

Hi Susan, 
I talked to yesterday and we were hoping to move our Wed. session to 4pm like the other days. Is that possible? 
Thanks! 

Also, when does the first summer session end? 
Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:34 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu2 

l~E: Moving Wed. to 4pro? 

Ok thanks, Just let me know. 

Frem: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 10:19 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" RE: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

Ok, let me check with because that is the reason we go ~ater on W’ednesdays~.. 

~= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:17 AM 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= RE: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

No 

F~m~ Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 10:15 AM 
To= Maloy, SusanB 

Subject= RE: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

Did Brad respond to tNs? 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday,            ~2:20 PN 
To= Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject; N: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

Ja~m~e, 

Th~s is not possible on Wednesdays right? 

Sent~ ThuCsday, 11:43 AM 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
8ubject~ Moving Wed. ~ 4pm? 

Hi Susan, 
I Nlked ~ yes~rday and we were hoping to move our Wed. session ~ 4pm ~ike the other days. Is that possible? 
Than~[ 

Also, when does the first summer session end? 
Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, May 31, 2013 11:01 AM 

blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Tutor Schedule 

Is this something we can generate? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 11:00 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: Tutor Schedule 

Hi Susan! Can you run this report requested below?? Andre is trying to input fb tutor schedules into teamworks but he 

needs them grouped by session for every day. Thank you! 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 10:35 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Tutor Schedule 

Jaimie & Brent, 

By any chance, is there a way for you to provide us a tutor schedule that is sorted by tutor groups? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
Phone: (919) 962-9119 
Mobile 
E-Mail: awilliams@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 2:01 PM 

Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu> 

Re:     Class and Smnmer Recruiting 

Can you meet at 2:30? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 12:35 PM, "Myers, Patrick Jacob" <patmye~(F~unc.e&~> wrote: 

Susan, let me know when you are available and I can come up and see you. 

Thank~ 

Pat 

Patrick Myers 

Assistant Men’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Loudermilk Center - 344 Ridge Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 

27517 

(919) 962-2890 {o) 

(c) 
i919j 962-2a9  

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,            2:49 PM 

To: "Myers, Patrick Jacob" <p___a___t___m__k’__e__r__s____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Cc: "Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE:     Class and Summer Recruiting 

Hi Pat, 

"]’hat’~k you ~:or your ~:’,mail .~bout these important ma[ter~L 

According to the ~nforrnation we have received from the Orientation Off:ice, ~t looks fike w~fl be attending Orientation on and the 

9 remainb~g guys wi~ all be cornh~g on          . On the first day of Orientation, aH student--athleLes should meeL with our staff at 4:45pm to discuss 

registration h~ order to hNp them prepare for actual registration the following day, TMs meeting should be built ~nto their Orientation schedule, m~d 

their Orientation leader should d~rect them~ I will definitely be prepared to meet with them as a group at that t~me. But I am also happy to meet w~th 

them as a group before Oriem:atkm starts on e~ther Sunday evening or 7:30am Monday morning depending on when they will be ardvk~g on campus. 

P~ease [ee~ [ree to g~ve them my co]~l:act ~nformation, and i[ you can provide me with thek emaH address and cell phone numbers ~:hat wouM be 

he~pfu~ as welk I will reach out to each of them to find out when they will be arriv#~g to campus in order to set a meetingtirne. To help prepare for 

these meeth~gs, can you let me know when practice typically is during the ga~? My guess is that they should be ~ooMng for classes after tlam through 

the afternoon, but ~ want to be sure that is correct. Do we typically miss class for trave~ h~ the Fall? If so, is it typically a gdday that they miss as 

opposed to midweek days? Or do we typically travel after classes on Friday evening? Any de[a~ls you can provide along the lines wou~d be e’,4treme~y 

helpful to me. 

As far as recruiting ~s concerned, I definitely agree that s d~scuss~on of our services and a [our of the fac~i[y is ~mportan[ for aH recruits. ~ am happy to 

meet with your prospects when ~ cam ~f you have severa~ on visits at the same t~rne, it woufd be he]pfu~ to me i[:~ could meet with a~l of [hem 

together. Any thee before 4pro on most days wou~d work best for me unless I have enough lead thee in order to ad)Jst my evening schedule w~th my 

kMs’ act~vk~es. So ~et me know what you w~]~ need, and ~ wN plm~ accordingly as best ~ can. I am aware that some u~sks do happen on the fig, and I wN 

be happy [:o accommodate when I cain. 

] hope th~s hNps. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

~ Myers, Patrick ~acob 
$e~t= Tuesday, ~0:~ AM 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
¢¢= Breschi, Joe 
Subject: Class and Summer Recruiting 
Susan- 
I hope you had a fantastic Memorial Day weekend~ 
I wanted to check in with you on a couple thin~s regardin~ the upcomin~ summer / recruitin~ season as we~l as our incomin~ freshman class. We have received a few 

phone calls / questions from our incomin~     class re~ardin~ orientation and settin~ up meetings with you. Spencer has met with each kid individually in the past 

for schedulin~ purposes, etc during their brief stay in Chapel Hill for orientation. With that being said, should I let them all know that you will be reaching out to set 

those meetings up movin~ forward? ff not, how should we direct them? I was thinkin~ that providin~ them with your contact info might be the most proactive 

approach, but I would love to ~et your thoughts. 

Also, we have used the academic support facility as well as Spencer in the past to boost our recruitin~ efforts. The academic aspect of the campus visits for our 



prospects is huge and we were hoping to be able to utilize your services in this fashion as well, especially as things start to heat up for us this summer. Typically we 

have contacted Spencer directly to set these meetings up (usually about 30 rain) and I thought getting a feel for your schedule might help us as we plan these visits 

out over the next couple of months. Often times, these happen on the fly and we understand you are very busy so we will be as flexible as possible. Any thoughts / 

ideas from your end are greatly appreciated. 

We know this is a bit of a transition period as things continue to change in the academic support department so we are VERY appreciative of all your efforts with 

Men’s Lax. 

Go Heels, 

Pat 

Patrick Myers 
Assistant Men’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Loudermilk Center - 344 Ridge Rd. 
Chapel Hill, 
27517 

(919) 962-2890 (o) 
~ (e) 

(919) 962-2893 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:32 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Moving Wed. to 4pro? 

Hi 

has the afternoon on Wednesdays reserved for 

Wedn~-:~sdays LJnfortunatel¥, your appointment with 

First summer session e~ds on with ~he ~ast day o[ classes on Frk~ay 

Thanks, 

Seat= Thursday, $$:43 AN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
Sabject= Noving Wed. to 4pm? 

Hi Susan, 
[ ~lked to /esterday and we were hoping to move our Wed. session ~ 4pm like the other days. [s that possible? 

Than~ 

Also, when does the first summer session end? 
Best wishes, 

activities and meetings, That is why their structured study and tutoring hours occur from 7-gpm on 

(:~’t be moved to 4~m 

Di d you sa y you wou ~ d be a ~ a ~ ~ b I ~ ~ t~ Su r~ m er Sess i.:}[~ I I a s w e~ I ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O-UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday,             3:37 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bb~thel@email.unc.edu) 

FW: the week of 

Hey grad, 

I wanted you to see this email from regarding 

able to work with them on the (last weel~ of class)? 

Thanks, 

Is this something that you would like for me to try to find a sub for, or would you be 

From: 

Sent: Friday, .t:t:05 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: the week of 

Susan, 
[ have to be at a workshop the week of        --sorry, [ did not realize this sooner (usually it is the week between UNC’s SS[ and SS~--but your email made me 
doublecheck the dates). Would it be possible to have    cover my appointments on Tuesday and on Thursday? Most of my students just work on their work with me...it is not 

like they will have a draft necessarily to review....so they basically need worktime, has his final paper due that week, but he is starting it next week, so [’11 make sure he has 

it basically done by the end of next week, might have his last speech that week, but ~ know he works with too...and well, ~ don’t know what she’ll have because 

T haven’t seen her lately! 

Do let me know if this is okay-.T hope this is enough notice. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:54 PM 

Russell, Chloe <qirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Completed Module 

Hi Chloe, 

Good to see you at the meeting today. So I have 3 guys coming in for the ist Orientation Session. Are you able to tell me if the following students have completed 

the online module? 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalov(/~uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 9:27 AM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

1~: at 10a~m 

Hi 
I know- you had mentioned that coming over here for just an hour during the day created some challenges for you Are you able to do so on Monday and Thursday for just the next two 
weeks since     will no longer be available at 10am on Monday and Thursday? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:59 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; 
Subject at 10am 

Hello! 

FYI is going to meet with his math prof on Mondays and Thursdays aRer class at 10am! He will not be at tutoring at those times. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 10:18 AM 

Fo~ Mike (fbxc@email.unc.edu) 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year - Need Nominees 

Hi Mike, 

It is that time of year to submit nominees for the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year award according to the criteria below. I assume you would like to nominate 

but wanted to check with you to see if there is anyone else you would like to put forward, (of course we may only nominate one student-athlete per 

sport). 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
1. Candidates must be in theh~ third or fo uvth year of athletic competition. 

2. Tlne award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 

3. Candidates rnust have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 dtu~i~k~, each of the last two semesters (Fall , Spring 

4. Each school may nomh]ate one student-athlete per sport. 

I apologize for the short notice, but was just informed myself that we need the names of nominees by the end of the day tomorrow. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,            1 1:05 AM 

~51ive.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Tonight 

Hi 
How did this play out last night? Did they arrive at 8pro? Did they claim to be unaware of the shift to the 7pro time slot? I [~eed to approve goL~r time card today, and 

I (:arr’t ~:ell exi~ctly wh~: happened s~nce y:~u h~ve two clock-o~t times ((~:(}(~prn and 9:02pro} i~nd orfly one dock.-in time 

Thanks, 

F~ [mailto:~ ~ive.unc.edu] 

8ent~ Sunday, 7:1~ PM 

Te~ Nalo~, Susan B 
Su~ject~ Neeting Tonight 
Hey Susan, 
I am not sure if Econ know that our meeting time was changed from 8:00PM to 7:00PN ~night, since they are not here yet. 

I am planning on staging until 8:00PN to see if theg show up. Please let me know if I should do differently. 
Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 11 : 15 AM 

,@yahoo.com 

Your Status for this Week 

Hi 

? What do you think your status will be for this week? Should we definitely cancel your Tuesday appointments and wait and see 

about Wednesday and Thursday? I will be out of town Wednesday through Sunday this week. So if there is a chance we can narrow this down by tomorrow that 

would be great. I know babies are very unpredictable, but whatever insight you can give me into potential cancelations for this week, that would be great. 

Thanks and best of luck to you and your wife! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 11:53 AM 

~hotmail.com> 

MaJoy~ Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: time card 

Hi 

Since these are the hours that I will be submitting on your time card based on feedback forms that we have on file from you. 

;l.Oa m - ;1. Ia m & ;1.;[: 30a m - ;[ 2: 20pro ::: 2 h rs 

loam- 12:30pm = 2 5hr~; 

].Oam.-].2:gOpm = 2.Shrs 

lO~m-12:309m = ZShrs 

lOam--12:3Opm ~ ZShrs 

For a tota~ of :[4.5 hours since the start of Summer Session k Does th~s seem accurate to you? 

F~: maJlto: ~hotmaJ~.cam] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:43 PH 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= time card 

Hi Susan, 

My hours for this week: 

Tuesday     lO- ~1 am and 22:30- 22:30am = 2 hrs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,. 11:57 AM 

~email .unc.edu 

FoN Mike (foxc@email.unc.edu) 

COMM - Sum~ner Withdrawal 

Hi, 
I noticed that COMM is still showing up on your class schedule for the summer. Did you email the scanned form to Carol McDonnell at the Friday Center? If so, 
did you receive a confirmation of your email? Please get back to me as soon as you can so we can be sure this is removed from your record. It may still take a 
couple days to process, but wanted to check in with you on the status. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:09 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@e~nail.unc.edu) 

RE: Tutor Session Inquiry 

I don’t have the 5:30-6:2L5 session for and noted as such in the database because already has a 4pm with appointment with 

and and a 5pro appoh~tment w~th . How do you want to move this around? As for it m~ght be able to be moved to 6pro, but I 

thought you said 8pm would not work for 

S u s a ~ 

F~m= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Nonday, ~ ~: 20 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= N: Tutor Session Inqui~ 

Hi Susan, will you help me w~th the schedule issues below. On Thursdays, there are st~l~ schedule conflicts w~th tutoring ~n: workouts. WN you please adjust 

the appointments mentioned below by Brad? Nso, anatomy session: can ~t be moved to 8pro by any chance? Or 6pro? 

F~m= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent= Nonday,            t:37 AN 

To= Williams, Andre; Lee, Jaimie 
¢¢= Corey Holliday; Vic Koenning (~9_¢D_t)J[[g_@_#_£g#_~_~D_G_¢#_~); Kapilovic, Chris~pher G; West, Ronald Eugene 
Subject= RE: Tutor Session Inqui~ 

Andre, 
rm out of town, but I don’t think there’s a conflict with the first three. ~at appointment should be 5 - 6, not 6 - 7. 

and ~ession is scheduled 6 - 7 and therefore looks like it conflicS, but we adjus~d it to be 5:30 - 6: ~5. ~ey’re good. 
Inquire with Jaimie about 
Bradley R.H. Bethel 
Read~n~ and Writin~ Specialist 
Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of Noah Carolina, Chape~ Hill 

Email: _b__t:a___d_ J__e_y=b___e__t__h__e_._[@__u__t)_c__&c_l__u_. 
Office: 919-962-2237 
Cell: 

From; Williams, Andre 
Sent; Monday, 9:18 AM 
To; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 
~c; Corey Holliday; Vic Koenning (koenning@. uncaa.unc.edu); Kapilovic, Christopher G; West, Ronald Eugene 
Subject: Tutor Session Inquiry 

2. 

3. 

4, 

5. 

6. 

7, 

8. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

And~v’ Willians 

Jaimie & Bradley, 

I recently had a chance to review your revised tutor schedule and noticed the following student-athletes have a conflict with Championship Workouts 

(Monday/Thursday; 6:30 PM - 7:30 PM). At your earliest convenience, can you please confirm if we can adjust these tutor sessions to allow our student-athletes to 

participate in Championship Workouts? 

Tutor Session Conflicts: 

(EXSS 5p-7p) 

(EXSS 5p-7p) 

(EXSS    5p -7p) -injured 

(EXSS 5:30p--6:30p)- has been approved 

(SPAN 6p-7p) 

(SPAN 6p-7p) 

(INI.S 6:30p-7:30p) -has been approved 

(EXSS 7:45p-8:45p) -Thursday only 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Phone: (919) 962-9119 
Mobile: 

E-Mail: awilliams(~ uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:20 PM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

173:;: Meeting Tonight 

Thanks ~ That clears it up. 

Frora: 
Sent: Monday, ; 12:02 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Meeting Tonight 
Hey Susan, 
I clocked in around my usual time (around 5:50). and    showed up at 8 and said they did not know about the time difference. I left after our session ended around 9. 
As far as the ~o dock-out times, I suspect I forgot to sign-off ~NS so that the ne~ person that was going to clock-in acciden~lly hit "Record Time S~mp" for me. I am not 

sure. Sor~ for the confusion. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday,            11:05 AM 

Subject: RE: Meeting Tonight 

How did this play out fast night? Did they arrive at Spin? Did they claim to be unaware of the shift to the 7pro time slot? I need to approve your time card today, and 

~ can’t tel~ exactly what happened s~nce you ha~,e two clock-out times (5:Ogpm and 9:02pro) and o~y one dock-i~ time~ 

Thanks, 

Seat; Sunday, 7:&~ PM 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Neeting Tonight 
Hey Susan, 
[ am not sure if and ’ ( , Econ ) know that our meeting time was changed from 8:00PN to 7:00PN tonight, since they are not here yet. 
[ am planning on staying until 8:00PN to see if they show up. Please let me know if [ should do differently. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:21 PM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaJmielee@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbefl~el@emaJl.unc.edu) 

’ m~d - Sunday ECON    Appt 

Hi Jaimie and Brad, 
Please be sure that and are aware that their ECON 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(r-~uncaa.uuc.edu 

appointment on Sundays has been moved to 7pm instead of 8pm. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 1:45 PM 

Karen Neff <           ~gmaJ 1.corn> 

PJ~: Program Evaluation Results 

Thar~ks for all of your great work!!!~ 

From; Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent; Monday, June 03, 2013 :t:39 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Program Evaluation Results 
Results of the tutors’ surveys giving feedback on the rotor program. 

C: 
~mail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

@gmall.com> 

ILE: Ti~ne approval 

Ok, will do. Thank you. 

Susan 
From: [mailto 
Sent= Monday, 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Time approval 

2::!.4 PN 

@gmail.com] 

Hi Susm~, 

Last night I got locked out of the clock in/out system and was not able to clock my out time of 9:33 PM. Football was there late with the academic advisor. Please 

clock my time & approve. 
Thank you, 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,            3:54 PM 

Yount, Tony (tonyyounl@unc.edu); Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie (jaJmielee@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richa;d 

(bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu 

Major; Susan B <sbmedoy@e~naiLunc.edu;;- 

- UnavailaNe Sunday 

Tony, Jenn, laimie, and Brad, 

will be out of town on Sunda~ and unavailable to tutor. This effects the following students: 

Please be sure your students are aware. 
Jenn, this means that he will not be available to meet with 
we rnay just want to set up an exam review for 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloY(c-~uncaa.uuc.edu 

and 

at 5pm on Sunday, but he will be available on the following Sunday, 

for ECON 

Although, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 14:12 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

RE: time card 

Hi 

Thank you so much for your honesty. 1 will need to submit your hours as :12 for now. 

Thanks ag~in, 

F~m: [mailtc @hotmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, 2:09 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: time card 

Hi Susan, 

Thank you so much for this. 

The dates and times are correct, but you tell me how you need to pay me. I am there $O-12:30 each day, but my sessions are always $O-11 and 22:30 - 

22:30, so it is 2 hours of actual tutoring time. I would love you to pay me for that half hour in between, prep and what-not, but I don’t imagine that is in 

your budget. 

So, if it is exactly tutoring hours, then the total would be $2 hrs. 

From: a__b____m___a__[£ y___@.___e____m__/_a_j_L_.__u___n_£_.__e___d___u_ 
T o: ......................... 

@_.h__0._t_M._a_!j_:.c__0_g)- 

Subject: RE: time card 

Date: Mort, :15:52:57 +OOOO 

, these an:_~ the:" hours that I will b~:" SubF~i[:[it~g On yOUF t~me card based on feedback forms thai: we have on file from you. 

lOam--llam & ll:30ar~-12:2Opr~ = 2hrs 

:l.Oam-:l.2:~Opm ::: 2.5hrs 

:[Oam-:[2:gOpm ::: ZShrs 

3.0am.-3.2:gOpm = 2.Shrs 

20am- 22:30pm = 25hn~ 

lOam--12:gOpm = 2.Shrs 

For a total of 14.5 hours since the start of Summer Session L Does this seem accurate Lo you? 

Thank you, 

From: [mailto: @hotma~Lcom] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 2:43 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= time card 

Hi Susan, 

My hours for this week: 

Tuesday     $O- ~ am and ~:30- i2:3Oam = 2 hrs. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:32 PM 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tutoring Tutoring 

Hi[ 
Are you planning to tutor today? 

Thanks 
Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 9:00 AM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Feedback Forms 

Thanks Karen. The pictures are hetpt:uf to have 

See you in Jacksonville. 

~ Karen Neff [mail~:          ~gmail.com] 
~ent~ Tuesday, 3une 04, 20~3 6:~2 A~ 
To~ ~aloy, Susan B 
g~je~t~ Feedback Forms 
Hi Su~ 
I had to leave in a hu~ yester&y m~d was not able to complete my feedback fo~s right ~er my sessions. I completed them at home and took pictures offl~em. I 

bring you the hard cow originals when I get b~k. I apologize for the inconveNence. 

Tha~ yo~ 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:50 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

I~E: Hours 

Your hours are in. Thank you for helping ouL yesterc~ay. I hope it went well. 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:3:1. AM 

To; IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject; Hours 

Susan: 

I’m sorry. I didn’t even clock in last night because I was running late, and rushed it to be sure Jaimie could get leave. I was there 4:55-6:05pm. I’m not sure if it 

matters if you manually put in the hours, but I’m other university payrolls now, if you have to do a transfer. 

Just let me know if you sub at any point in the summer. I’m sure I can help out. 

Thanks, 

?~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday,            9:55 AM 

Yotmt, Tony (ton~2voun@unc.edu); Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); Om Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu) 

,~!live.unc.edu; ~live.uuc.edu> 

Major; Susan B <sbmedoy~)e~nail.unc.edu~> 

Out Sick Today - CHEIVFPHYS 

Tony, Jenn and Kym, 
. our CHEM/PHYS tutor, is out sick tonight and will not be available to tutor. Please inform your students below who are effected. 

Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 
919-962- 8247 

~~._c_’_~__m__:__u_!~£:__e__d_~_~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <~/O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:56 AM 

~@email. unc.e&~> 

1~:;: Sick Today 

Sorry to hear that you are not t:eeling well Let n?e know it: you are still unable to help on Thursday nighL as we~L 

Hope you feel better soon. 

From: ’ [mail~: "@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:05 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject: Sick Today 

Susan~ 

¯ I’m not going to make it to my tutoring sessions today¯ Please inform my tutees. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:04 AM 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnthomp@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Time Cards ~br New Tutors 

Fantastic! Thank you so much! 

Frora: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AM 
Te: Haloy, Susan B 
¢c: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject= RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

S u S a r~., 

~ entered 12 hours [:or     and wenL ahead and s~gned off. 

2~.5 West Cameron Avenue {Cerner ef W~lson Street) 
Chape~ Hd[, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 

919.S43 562S (ph) 

919.962.1404 (fax) 

~X~ ~ogo unC main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maq and a~W transmitted documen[s c:on[;~ins private, privileged and corfl:identi;~l information bek)nging to the sender. The information therei~ is 
solely for the l]se of the addressee. If your receipt of this tr;~nsm[ssion has c:occurred as the result of an error, pk~ase [r~med[atel’f notify us so we can arrange h)r the return of the 
documents. ~r~ such circumstances, you are advised thai: ~ou may not disck)se, copy, distribute or take an’f other action [n reliance of the informatio~ [rar~smit[ed. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Monday, 4:13 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
C¢; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
S,,bjeet: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Tabitha and Beth, 

Please add I2 hours to the time card for 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:55 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Ce; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
S,,bjeet: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Susan~ 

¯ Thanks so much for doing this for her. 

Good afternoon. Dept #3102 is our base department. That is the dept we originally assigned       in order to bite him in the system. Programming has made the 

change to 3:137~ The position number is correct in TIM so the charge should be correct. ~fyou con~nue to see the 3:[02 a~er th~s current pay period, ~et us know. 

Thanks, 

215 West C;~meron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 
Chapei HHI, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthomp#email.u nc.ed u 
91.9~843.5528 (ph) 
919.952A404 (fa~) 

~.~.~ iogo unc main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ~h[s em~H and any [ransmi[[ed documents contains private~ pr[vde&~ed m~d confidential ~nformat[on belonging [o [he sender. The ~nformat[on [herein is 
solek¢ for the use of [he addressee. If your receip[ of this [ransr~l~ssiorl has cOCCLirred as [he resuit or an error, please hTHT~ed[a[elg not[f,/ us sO We carl arrar~ge for the retLiri~ o~ the 
documents. ~n such drcumsEance5, you are advised thai you may hOE disclose, copy, d~s[r[bute or take any oEher action [n reliance o~ the information trar~smi[ted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:25 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Co: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Beth, 

I was just looking at~.                  time card a mor~ent ago, and it looks like he has two department numbers assigned Lo him 3137 and 3~02. I don’L believe 

he clocks ~n for any other departments, but ~ couM be m~staken. According to the bouts that he has stm~ped ~n from last week, ] believe they should a~ be charged 

to 3137. Can you clarify this for me? 

Thanks so much, 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 



Sent; Tuesday, 4:59 PM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Cc; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject; RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

SUSa~ 

C-:ood afternoon, Pr.:_~gramming was aMe to enter your de~artment ~nto our 5y~d:em and they have moved and under your new dept number 

3~3Z If they are noL ~n your T~M, they should show up tomorrow. ~ was able to enter and approve hours below, however, even Lhou~h ~ was able Lo enter 

and         time, the position ~ was showing up as O0000000’s for the position and it was not there yet to assign, Historical Edits wi]~ have to be done to 

make up those few hours on this next p~ypeMod. 

~s paused m our sVs~:em. We are awa~t~n~ all answer as to ~ we can create a secondary fnterm~:~ent Temp pos~tkm w~hout a new Vacancy ID# (since she is not 

a student). ~ w~H be out of the offh::e the rest of the week but I have coph~d [ab~:ha and she w~H let you know what OHR says. P~ease continue to have track 

her hours. We w~[I Lry and resolve LMs gSAP~ 

ThanksH 

usc for A~adem[~ 
215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 
Chapel HHI, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthomp#emaH.unc.edu 
919,843.5628 
9tg.962,t404 {fax) 
*i;~ office" on Tu~sdoys, We’dn~sdoys, und 7:4u;sd~’ys 

~::~;~ ~ogo unc main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Thh~ e.-ma[I and 
solel~ for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of 1:his transmission has coccurred ;}s the res~H: o~ an erroh please hTHT~edh}tely notH:y us so we can arrange for the return of the 
doc~menl:s. ~n such c[rc~mstanc:es, you are advised 1:hal you mav not disclose~ cop% d[stNbute or l:ake any other acffon h~ reliance o~ the informal:ior~ transmitted. 

From; Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Tuesday, :[0::[6 AM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
C¢; IVlassey, Tabitha Alston 
S~bject; RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 
Thank you Beth, Right now 1 am having 

Thank you a~am, 

S u s a ~ 

Emm= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Seat; Tuesday, 9:29 AN 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
C¢= Nassey, Tabitha Alston 
$~bject= RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

email me her hours that she worked last week and this week until this is resolved. I will wait to hear back from you. 

i just sent in TIM a request for               and       in which I copied you on the message. 

I did Lry and hire     buL she is ~)aused in rny HR~S Inbo>: The system has her listed as an InLermitLent ]emporary. I am writing OH£ b/c f can hhe a student m a 

secondary ~x)s~:ion w~thou~: a w~cancy hJ (which comes from ~x)stmg a temporary posit~on), [ may be ~etting the error as weII because ~ arn hiring her under our 

departmenL ~nto a secondary ro~e (which you can do but you have to get a waiver from OHR) ~nstead of under your department number unt~f the gl~Lch w~th 

numbers is resolved. ~ just wanted you to know wH[ get paid if she worked this past weekend but unfortunateiy will not be until the next pay period s~nce her 

hire has not been approved. 

If you have any questions, g)~ease do not hesitate to contact 

UBC for Ac;~dem~c Initiatives 
2~5 West C;~rneron Aw~ntie (Corner of Wilson Stre~l:) 

Chape~ Hql, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthomp#emaH.unc.edu 
91.9~843.5528 (ph) 
919.952A404 (fax) 

~.~.~ iogo unc main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: [his e-m~H and an7 transmitted documents contains private, privde~ed 
solely for the use of the addressee, If 7our recei~lt of this transmission h~s coccurred as the resuit of a~ error, piease immediately notify, us so we can arrange for the returo of the 
docurllents. ~11 such c~rcumstances, you are ~dvised that you may not disclose, cop7, d~stribute or t~ke all~’ ot~er actiOll h3 rehance of the informi~tion tr~nsmitted, 

From; Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Monday, 4:32 PM 
To; Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Co; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject; RE: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Beth, 

Thank you for your assistance with this. 

It would be great if you could add the times to the pay period that iust ended as follows: 

Wed, (7-gpm} and Thurs. (4.-5pm) 

= rhurs, 
= Thurs (4-6pro and 7.-gpm) 

As for           we talked about creadng a second position for her at a different hourly rate for the sumrner~ I was under the ~rnpress~on that she d~d not need to 

meet wkh Tab~tha s~nce she is already #~ the sysLem [R order to create th~s second position. However, H: it wouM #e helpful for her to come by your ofhce after 

~ can certainly ask her to do so..Just let me know~ 



Susan 

From; Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Sent: Monday, 3:52 PM 

To; Maloy, Susan B 

cc; Massey, Tabitha Alston 

Subject; FW: Time Cards for New Tutors 

Importance: High 

Dear Susan. 

Hi. My name is Beth Thompson, 1 work in the UBC for Academic Initiatives with Tabitha Massev. 1 am hiring the temporary employees below. We are waiting for 

81itch to be fixed with the Human Resources IT ~roup. We did 8o ahead and hire               and =      today under our department numbe~ with       and 

starL~n8 and s~artin8 . Once we can assign vour department ~o ~hese empk)yees ~hev will Lransfer over to you k~ T~M. ~ am hopin8 Lhat 

wHI take p~a(:e tomorrow. If the empb:}vees d~d work any from their h~re date u~it~ yesterday evening (ef~d oF pay period), i~ you send rne ~:he dates a[~d 

be happy to 8o into TIM and enter thsL dine so they can set 

I note that           is on your ~st below,     has not came h~ our office, howevec it does ~ook ~ike she is active ~n your department (she ~s stH~ h~ Payroll unde~ 

the #9821, so unfortunately, I do not have access}. Do you want me to hire he~ for this position as a "secondary" position or is she chan@~n8 positions7 

If you have any quesl:kms, please le~: Tabitha or myself know and we will be 8~ad ~o assist you. 

Thanks, 

U~C for Academic ~o[tiatives 

2~.5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of WHson Street) 

Chape~ HHI, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthom#~#emaH.u nc.ed u 

9&9.84~ 562B 

91.9.962.].404 (fax) 

~ %~fice o~ 7u~sdc~ys, Wedo~sdc~ys, c, nd Thursdays 

~X~ ~ogo unC main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ]his e<naH and am/transmitted documen[s con[ains priva[e, privileged and confiden[ial [nfor marion beionging to the sender. The in,or marion thereit~ 

solely for [he else of the addressee. It: ,/our receipt of Ibis transmission has coccurred as the resLd[ o1: an error, p~ease immediately no[[~y us so we can arrange ~or [Pie re[urn ot: [Pie 

docL:raen~s. ~r~ sdch oh’eL:instances, Vou are advised ~hat you raaV not disclose, cop% d[str~bu[e or ~ake any other action ~n reliance o1: the iR~orma[Jot~ [rar~sm[t[ed. 

From; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Sent: Monday, 1:43 PM 
To; Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Subject: FW: Time Cards for New Tutors 

From; Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 12:17 PM 
To; Nassey, Tabith~ Al~ton 

Subject; Time Cards for New Tutors 

Hi Tabitha, 

Just wanted to check in with you on this "time card approval day" regarding our 4 tutors that we added last week. So far I do not see the following tutors on my 

TIMS list in order to add their time from last week: 

-She is on my list, but I have not added time to her card for last week because I was not sure if the position # has been added or not. 
Thank you for your help. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmalos@~mcaa, nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:11 AM 
¯ @email. unc.e&~> 

I~E: Sunday Session for’ 

Hi 

Provided you are feeling better, is there any ch~,nce you could conduct an extra PHYS session for 

Th~lr~ks, 

Susan 

F~m: [mailto ~email,unc,edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:05 AN 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Sick Today 

SusaR~ 

on Sunday 

¯ I’m not going to make it to my tutoring sessions today¯ Please inform my tutees. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

@email. unc.e&~> 

ILS: Sunday Session for’ 

Would 6pro work for you in that case? 

From.¯ 

Sent-" Tuesday, 10:32 Alvl 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" RE: Sunday Session for 

Susan, 

That is possible, yes. I should be better by then, I hope. 

Thanks, 

From-" Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Tuesday, : I0:11 AM 
To: 
Subject; RE: Sunday Session for 

f,’rovided you are feeling better, is there any chance you could conduct an extra PHYS session foF 

Thanks, 

From: [mailto: _ @email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 8:05 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Sick Today 

Susa~ 

on Sunday 

¯ I’m not going to make it to my tutoring sessions today¯ Please inform my tutees. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

I~E: ’ tutor 

can meet this Sunday at 6pm provided he is feeling better. Sou~d ok? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Townsend, Jerm 
Sent: Sunday, 7:43 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: tutor 

Any- chance he could get tutoring on Sundays for the last t~vo weeks? 

Just let me kno~v... 

Jenn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:40 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject:          tutor 

Hey Jen, 

Hope you’re having a good weekend I have been twing to do physics today and we just started a new topic yesterday. I have not had a chance to ask about it with my tutor on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, but I need some help to figure out how to do the specific ~pes of problems My test is Friday and I was hoping to get more done this weekend but right now I am at a stall 
Do you have any suggestions? Are there any other day’s I can meet with a tutor ~2~r physics, like sunday night? 

Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:14 AM 

,~)yahoo.com; @aol.com; . ;@gmail.com; 

~optonline.net; !@aol.com; @yahoo.com; 

~gma~l.com 

MaJloy~ Susan B <sb~naloy@email.unc.edu:, 

URGENT - Summer School Registration 

@yahoo.com;         @yahoo.corn; 

,~gm all .com;          @ml.com; 

Hey Everyone, 

Ws Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the team at UNC. I wanted to reach out to each of you to encourage you to register for Summer Session II as 

soon as possible. The longer you wait, the fewer course options are available. I believe most of you have contacted Admissions to request your enrollment to be 

changed from Fall     to Summer Session II     . Now it is a matter of you logging on to Connect Carolina at www.my.unc.edu in order to search for classes, load 

them into your "shopping cart", and enroll. However the protocol for summer school registration is for all new student-athletes to send an email to the Office of 

Academic Advising at advisin~ForstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu to further discuss the courses you plan to take. This email will be directed to two of our Assistant 

Deans within the Office of Academic Advising, who we work very closely with, Spencer Welborm and Andrea Caldwell. Please be sure to identify yourself as an 

incoming        student-athlete and provide them with your PID#, and remember to copy me on this email as well. 

Please call me, and I can assist you through the process if necessary. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

(cell) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:15 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

@live.uuc.edu 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@etnaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Sunday Session for 

Ok gr~-’_~at b:_d:’s plan on Spin with on Sunday 

Thank you, 

Susa~l 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 
Sure, sounds great. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, :t0:50 AM 

To: 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Would 6prn work for you in that case? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday,. 10:32 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Susan, 

That is possible, yes. I should be better by then, I hope¯ 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:11 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Hi 

Provided you are t:eeling better, is there any chance you could conduct an extra PHYS session for 

Thanks, 

Susan1 

From: [mailto (@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday. 8:05 AM 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Sick Today 

SusaB~ 

onSunday 

¯ I’m not going to make it to my tutoring sessions today¯ Please inform my tutees. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:16 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

tutor 

Ok, please let kno;v. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Townsend, Jerm 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re:         tutor 

10:56 AM 

Yep. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:53 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> can meet this Sunday at 6pro provided he is feeling better Sound ok? 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Townsend, Jenn 
> Sent: Sunday, 7:43 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: FW: tutor 
> 

> Any" chance he could get tutoring on Sunday’s for the last two weeks? 
> 

> Just let me know. 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: ,Ca)live unc edu] 
> Sent: Saturday,, 11:40 PM 
> To: Townsend, Jenn 
> Subject: tutor 
> 

> Hey Jen, 
> 

> Hope you’re having a good weekend I have been trying to do physics today and we just started a new topic yesterday. I have not had a chance to ask about it with my tutor on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, but I need some help to figure out how to do the specific Wpes of problems My test is Friday’ and I was hoping to get more done this weekend but right now I am at a stall 
Do you have any suggestions? Are there any other days I can meet with a tutor for physics, like sunday night? 
> 

> Thanks for yo~uc help, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday,           4:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Sociology? 

Hi 
It appears the students have been able to manage on their own this semester~ I apologize for not being able to schedule you to work this session, Hopefully 

s.:_~mething wil~ work o~t h:~r s~m~mer session 2. ~’1~ b~, ~r~ toud~, bu~: as a~ways, feel ~ree to r~(:h out to me as we~L 

Thanks s( r~ ~( ~, 

Sent~ ~riday, 7:57 PN 

T~I Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Sociology? 

Dear Susan, 

I lus~ wanted to check ~n and ~e ~t you have a schedule tbr me yet for sociology tutorials. Thank~ ~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 4:35 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

Wed. @ 4pm? 

Hi 
Since you will not be able to tutor on Sunday night, 
Would this fit your schedule tomorrow? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

would like to know if you would be able to meet from 4-6pm tomorrow instead of 5-6pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 4:35 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

I~E: Tutor 

I’ll check with him to see. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent; Tuesday,, 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Fwd: Tutor 
In reference to 

Ton>’ 
Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

4:28 PN 

9 

Resent-From: <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
F ro m: @!_!..v_ e._ ._._u_..n__..c__:._e_._d_.u__ > 
Subject: Re: Tutor 
Date:            4:25:10 PM EDT 
To: <gy#~£t@~rn~!~,#££.A#N>, Tony Yount <to£yyo#£~@unc.edu> 
Is there an~vay you can ask him if we ca~ go an hour eMier tomorrow then and do 2 hours? So instead of 5-6 go from 4-6? 

Sent from ,ny iPhoue 

On at 10:45 PM, "Yount, Tow" <ton’,~ount(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Son3, 

Tony 

will be out of town aa~d m~available tbr tutoring Sunday night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 4:35 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Sociology.? 

Perfect! Tha~k you. 

From= 
Sent= Tuesday, 4:27 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Sociology? 

Ok, thanks for letting me know. For summer session 2, if tJ~ere’s anything to be done in English/writing, philosophy, sociology, or ~eligious studies. I can cover it. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 
On , at 4:23 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <~sbmalov~emaiLunc~edu> 

wrote: 

It appears d~e s[udenl:s l’u~e been able to manage on their own this semester. I ~polog~ze for no[: be~t~g able to schedule you to work th~s sessh:m. Hope[u~lv 

sometMng w~l~ work out for summer session 2. ~’1~ ~e ~ touch, ~at as always, feel free ~o reach oat to me ss we~k 

Thanks so much, 

Sent= Friday, 7:57 PH 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Sociology? 

Dear Susaa, 

I just wanted to check in and ~e if you have a schedule for me yet for sociology tutorials. Than~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 6:40 PM 

Yount. Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Tutor 

will be here at 4pm tomorrow. Please be ’ is awa~re and does not come late. This makes for a 5 hour night for 

Sent from my iPhone 

On. , at 4:28 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tom~-ount(~unc.edu> w~ote: 

In reference to ? 

Tony 

,. Thanks. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <ton¥¥ount@unc.edu> 
From: I@live.unc.edu> 
Subjecti Re: Tutor 
Date:            4:25:10 PM EDT 
To: <flyount@email.unc.edu>, Tony Yount <ton~/ount@unc.edu> 

Is there anyway you can ask him if we can go an hour earlier tomorrow then and do 2 hours? So instead of 5-6 go from 4-6? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:45 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tom~vount~unc.edu> wrote: 

Son)l 

Tony 

will be out of town and unavailable for tutoring Sunday night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <i,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10:10 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Thank ?ou fo~ ?our emaiL Yes, please keep me posted on this. Hopefull? Cassandra Gregory will be o[: some help for you. 

Thank you m~d look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

F~m: ~ [ma~lto: @gmail.com] 

Sent~ Tuesday; 8:20 PN 

To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

. The o~y explanation I c~ ~i~ of is that we transposed a nmnber when entering in~ the system. I have 

left a message ruth the person referenced in your e~nN1. We roll get tl~s co~ected ASN~. I will let you ~ow as soon as we have tiffs proble~n co~ected. 

’I’hmk yoE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10:24 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

M~Joy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Final Exmn Review Sunday, 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to work on Sunday with the following schedule: 

6pm EXSS 

7pm EXSS 

8pm EXSS 

As well as Monday ~ with the following schedule: 

I I~pm l ireS: ~pp~:~ I EXS] ] 

Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator’Academic Counselor 

[INC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10:27 AM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

M~Joy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Fin~l Exam Review Sunday ~d Monday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Sunday , ~ith the following schedule: 

~ 5pm 

~ ~t6pm 7pm 

As well as Monday with the following schedule: 

~:....~ 7pm [ 

I (reg appt) 

8pm I (reg appt) 

Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 
EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10:29 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Final Exam Review Session on Sunday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Sunday 

~ 7pm         L 

Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 
Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

EXS~    002     I 
I EXS~    001 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 

with the following schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10:34 AM 

~email. unc.e&~ 

M~loy, Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edw, 

Fin~l Exam Review Schedule Sunday and Mouday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Sunday 

5pm COMM [ 

6pm COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

7pm 

8pm 

As well as Monday with the following schedule: 

[ ~ 8pm L 
Look forward to hearing back from you 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

L COMM 

with the following schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, ,10:36 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

M~2loy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Final Exam Review Sessions Sunday 

Hi 
I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Sunday 

. . 16pm COMM I 

~7pm 

COMM 
8pm COMM 

Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalo v~) uncaa, uric .edu 

with the following schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10:38 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

MaJloy~ Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

Final Exam Review Session on Sunday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Sunday 

t 
6pm ECON    (reg 

appt) 

ECON (reg 

appt) 

ECON 

7pm 

8pm 
Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~uncaa.unc~edu 

with the following schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10:40 AM 

@unc.edu 

M~2loy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Final Exam Reveiw Sessions on Sunday and Monday 

Hi 
I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Sunday with the following schedule: 

6pm PS¥C [ 

~7pm 

STOR 

t 
8pm MATH 

As well as Monday with the following schedule: 

Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [br Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmalo’~,(a~mcaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10:43 AM 

@yahoo.com 

M~J~oy~ Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edw, 

Final Exmn Review Sessions on Sunday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Sunday 

[ 5pm                               STOR 

[~ 
6pm STOR 

7pm ECON 
8pm MATF 

Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 
919-962- 8247 

with the following schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10:50 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Final Exmn Review Sessions on Sunday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Sunday 

~ 6pro [EXSS 

~ 7pro L E×SS 

kook forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~i~ uncaa.unc~edu 

with the following schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10: 52 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

M~Joy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Final Exmn Review Session on Monday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Monday ’ with the following schedule: 

¯ 4pm       L       (reg appt) [ EXSS        L 

I I spm I (reg~ppt) I Exss / 
I’m pretty sure these are your normal meeting times anyway, but just wanted to confirm. Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10: 55 AM 

@gmail.com 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Fin~l Exmn Review Sessious on Monday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Monday . with the following schedule: 

~ 4pm L (regappt.) [ EXSS ] 

I I spm I (reg appt.) I EXSS 
I’m pretty sure these are your normal meeting times anyway, but just wanted to confirm. Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalo~’(i~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wedne sday, 10: 58 AM 

@gmail .corn 

M~Joy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Final Exmn Review Session on Monday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Monda,, 

(reg EXSS 

I’m pretty sure this is your normal meeting time anyway, but just wanted to confirm, l think 

him on Sunday or not. Please let me know. Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~)uncaa.unc~edu 

’ with the following schedule: 

exam may be on Monday. Not sure if you are able to meet with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 11:03 AM 

,~ho’unail.com 

M~]oy, Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edt~, 

Final Exmn Review Session on Monday 

Hi 

I am looking ahead to SSI final exams and wondered if you would be able to conduct exam review sessions on Monda,~ with the following schedule provided 

they do not have exam time conflicts: 

ll:30am [reg appt) EXSS 

I’m pretty sure these are your normal meeting times anyway, but just wanted to confirm. Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator’Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Stadent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalos,(a~mcaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 11:09 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILS: 

I do not know this person specific~lly, but see if Robin is able to assist you with the contact info below. This would be a good place to start since you have not been 
able to g~-_d: l:hro~gb to (:assandra directly. 

Robin Bowmat~ Student Accounts Assistant rbbowmat~(r-~email.uuc.edu 919-962-9483 

Hope this helps. 

Thin,ks, 

Susan 

From: [mailto @0mail.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:25 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 
Susan, 

I have tried to reach Cassandra mm~y times, but her phone goes straight to voicemail. From what I was able to find out is that 

¯ We must have entered it incorrectly. Cassandra’s voicetnail states that she tnay not contact us for up to 48 hours. Is there anyone else that we could 

speak with? 

Thank you, 

Beth Myers 

On Wed,            at l 0:10 AM, Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmalo~i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
"~r~arll~ yt’_!LE for ~’otlr er~a~, YeS, p~eas~e ~eep me pos~:ed on this. Hopeh.El~y (~assandra Gregory wi~ be of some he~p for yOLE, 
Thank you and look forward to hearing bad( [:rom you soon. 

F~m: ; [mailto:~ @gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:20 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Thank you so much for your email. 

The oNy explanation I c~ thi~ of is that we transposed a number when entering into the ~stem. I have 

le~ a message ruth the person referenced in your email. ~Ve roll get tNs co~ected AS~. I will let you ~ow as soon as we have this problem co~ected. 

Tha~ you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            6:19 PM 

@unc.edu~ 

6pm Thursday 

Hi 
Ans’ chance you could meet ~vith 
needs assistance with 

Thanks so much. 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

tomorro~v night at 6pro? Severe1 of us are at a conference this week and could really use the help. I believe he has an EXS S paper that he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 10:00 PM 

’@unc.edu~ 

Re: 6pm Thursday 

Awesome! Thanks so much We really appreciate it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:33 PM, 

> That’s fine...I’ll just stay aider 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Maloy, Susan B 
> Sent: Wednesday 6:18 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: 6pro Thursday 
> 

> 
> An?’ chance you could meet with 
needs assistance with. 
> 

> Thanks so much. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

> Sent from my 1Phone 

’@unc.edu> wrote: 

tomorrow night at 6pm? Several of us are at a conference this week and could really use the help. I believe he has an EXSS paper that he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 10:12 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday night 

Yes this would be fine. Thaaaks for inquiriug. I’ll text him to let hi~n know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On , at 8:56 PM, 

Hi Susan, 
I know you are away but 

Thanks, 

~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

would like to meet with me at 6pro on Sunday night to review for his PSY¢ test. Will this be ok? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 9:42 AM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Re: Fin~J Exam Review Sunday 

Is it worth breaking the group into m,o at 8pm and 9pm? Or I could possibly move a l~w to 

Thank you. 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

session at 7pm. Thoughts? 

, at 10:39 AM, ~)gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Susan, 

Those times should be fine. The only thing is I dofft ki~ow how much we’ll get done with eve~one in the 8 PM session on Sunday. They tend to get off 
tasks even in smaller groups. But otherwise it shonld all be fine. 

Thanks! 

at 10:23 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(r-~ema~Lunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
lamlooking ahead to SSlfinal exams and wondered if you would be able to work on Sunday with the following schedule: 

~ ~xss 
6pm EXSS 
7pm EXSS 
8pm EXSS 

As well as Monday     with the following schedule: 
] 3pro     J     (reg. appt.) I EXSS 

Look forward to hearing back from you soon. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, June 6, 2013 10:49 AM 

Orr, Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu); Yount, Tony (tonyyount@unc.edu); blanton@unc.edu 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie 
(j aimielee@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); Lyons, 
Elizabeth M (emlyons@email.unc.edu) 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Summer I Final Exam Review Schedule 

Summer Session I Final Exam Review Schedule.docx 

Hey Everyone, 

I have put together a final exam review schedule to take place on Friday 6/14, Sunday 6/16 and Monday 6/17. The 

sessions in blue have not been confirmed and the sessions in red mean that the tutor is not available at that time. 

Please review the schedule and look for your students to be sure I have not missed anyone. I scheduled the sessions 

according to those who currently have tutor sessions in SSI. Jaimie, we may need to divide the students in the EXSS 175 

session with Dangaia Sims to increase productivity. We could possibly move a few of them to the session with Malia. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 6:32 PM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hey Spence. rm actually at N4A this week. I’m not quite sure about It may partly depend on what happens with the draft, which I think is tomonow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 6, 2013, at 3:26 PM, "Welbom, Spencer" <swelbom~T~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Susan: 

I hope that your vacation is going well. When you get back can you give me a quick call. Want to know is 

Spencer B, Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Ad~dsing Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
20:t8 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~:[0 
T: 919.843.89~7 
F: 9~9.962.6888 

is planning on finishing during SSII 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 9:54 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tonight at 7:45pm 

Ja~Ir!ie, 

How do we want to set this up for 

Thanks 

Susan 

L ruth one week left? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: ~.g_r__n_~!:__c_9__n_)_> 

Date: ,8:03:24 PM EDT 

To: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(~ern~Jl.anc.edu> 

Subject: Re: To~fight at 7:45pm 

Susan, 

I showed up tbr my appointment this evening at 7:00 and left at 7:40 because        did not show but     texted me a2[’ter I was already home saying 

his aptx)intment was at 7:45. I remember you sending me this email a couple weeks ago but I was under the impression that that was just a one day thing. 

I think I may have misunderstood but to maJae sure I have this correct an~ I meeting with       ~ext week at 7:00 or 7:45? 

Sorry for the coat’usion! 

E: 

, at 2:42 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy¢~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Are you able to meet with a new EXSS 
cannot meet at 7pm. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[INC Academic Suptx~rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

appointment tonight at 7:45, ? I needed to move his appointment time. He 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:56 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sunday Session for 

FYI 

Thanks 

Susan 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: ~_e__r_!~@:_u__~_£c_:_e___d__t_! > 
Date: ,11:38:52 AM EDT 

To: 

Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Susan, 

and T met yesterday. He has an exam today, and as such, doesn’t feel the need for the session on this coming Sunday. We decided after last night’s session 
to cancel it. 

Just letting you know, 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:2:t PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Noted, thanks,t 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:15 

To: 

Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Ok great, Let’s plan on 6pro with on Sunday 

T’hard~ you, 

~usat~ 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bjeet= RE: Sunday Session for 
Sure, sounds great. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:50 AN 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Would 6pro work ~or you in that case? 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:32 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Sunday Session for 

Susan, 

That is possible, yes. I should be better by then, I hope. 

Thanks, 



From; Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Tuesday, 10:11 AM 
To; 
Subject-" RE: Sunday Session for 

H~ 

Provided you are fe~-_~ling b~-:d:ter, is d~ere ~ny chance you could conduct ~n extra PHYS session for 

From: [~a~lto:     @ema~l.unc.edu] 
$e~t= Tuesday, 8:05 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
$~bje~t= Sick Today 

Susa~ 

. I’m not going to make it to my tutoring sessions today. Please inform my tutees. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:57 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Suuday Session for’ 

’I’hm~k you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:40 AM, ?}email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Susan, 

and T met yesterday. He has an exam today, and as such, doesn’t feel the need for the session on this coming Sunday. We decided after last night’s session 
to cancel it. 

Just letting you know, 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:21 PM 
To: IVlaloy, Susan B; 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Noted, thanks.~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B [_s__b__Ln___aJ_o__y_@__e___m___a_jJ_:_u__[)_c__&c_!_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:15 
To: 
C¢1 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Ok grea t. Let’s plan on 6prn with ’on Sunday 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 
SuFe, sounds gFeat. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:50 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Would 6pro work for you in that case? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:32 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 
Susan, 

That is possible, yes. I should be better by then, I hope. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:11 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sunday Session for 

Hi 

Provided you are feeling better, is there any chance you could conduct an extra PHYS session for on Sunday ? 



Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject; Sick Today 

Susa% 

Thanks, 

[mailto: COemail,unc.edu] 
8:05 AM 

’. I’m not going to make it to my tutoring sessions today. Please inform my tutees. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:24 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; ~emaJl.~mc.edtr"~ 

ILS: tutoring tbr the ASPSA 

Hi 

It would be great to have an opportunity to meet you, but Jaimie tells me that you are headed to Spain on Wednesday for the remainder of the summer. If we are 

unable to connect before you ~eave ~:he (:oun[ry, please contact me u~)on your re~:urn so that we (:ar~ d~scuss potenl:h~ tutodr~g opporturdties 

Thanks so much, 

SL~san 

F~m= Lee, Jaimie 
8ent~ Friday, 1:09 PN 

~¢~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ tutoring for the ASPSA 

Hi 

Thank you so much for talking to me about the possibility of tutoring our student athletes in SpanishH I am so glad told you about our program. I 

would love to have you on board, especially with you having a background as a student athletel It gives you the chance to offer your expertise wNle connecting 

with them on another level. 

Please send me a copy of your CV at your earliest convenience. I am copfing Susan Maioy, our tutor coordinator, on this email. 

By the way, would you be able to help with any other subjects? 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:45 PM 

@gmaJl.com 

M~Jloy, Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edw, 

Monitor Sunday and Next Two Monday 

Hi 

We are in need of some monitoring help with again this Sunday and the next two Mondays. Are you available? Sunday if you can work from 6:30-9pm and 

the next two Mondays 4pm or 4:30-6pm that would be huge. This is the last week of Summer Session I, and we really need someone available for        student- 

athletes to check in with to be sure they are completing their work. I am out of town and have not had a chance to talk with Jaimie specifically about all of our 

needs, but having you available would be a wonderful help. If something should change after speaking with Jaimie, I’ll let you know. 

Thanks again and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 5:47 PM 

"@gmail .corn> 

Re: Monitor Sunday and Next Two Monday 

I figured it might be tricky. Can you plan on a2ll 3 days unless you hear frown me otherwise? I’m still trying to reach Jaknie to discuss. Thanks so ~nuch. 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:37 PM, ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Su~: 

That should be fine! ’][’he Mondays may be a little trick5,. Maybe 445 or so. 

On Friday, , Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov~emaila~nc.edu> wrote: 

> We axe in need of some monitoring help with lbotball again this Sunday and the next two Mondays. Are you available? Sunday if you can work from 

6:30-9pm and the next two Mondays 4pm or 4:30-6pm that would be huge. This is the last week of Summer Session I, and we really need someone 

available for tbotba]l strident-athletes to check in ruth to be sure flaey are completing flreir work. I am out of town and have not had a chance to talk with 

JaJanie specifically about all of our need~ but having you available would be a wonderlhl help. If something should change atter speaking with JaJmie, I’ll 
let you know. 

> Thanks again and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

> S usan 

> Susan Maloy 

> Tutorial Coo~xJinator/Academic Counselor 

> UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> 919-962-9892 (office) 
> 

> 919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

> sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 7:53 AM 

~gmail.com> 

1~9;: Orientation 

In the [ouderrnilk Center for Excellence 2r~d floor. My office i~umber is 2IIH but we may be in the coi~ferei~ce room off the lobby of the Academic Center. It ~s in 

the e~d zone of l:he footb~l~ fiekt, Do Vou know how to ge~: here? 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent; Monday, 7]~ AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Orien~tion 

Mrs. Maloy, 

I’m at check-iu right now a~d may ~n a ~ew minutos late. Where would you like me to meet 5~u? 

Res~c~lb5 

On , at 8:27 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 

Thank you for your emaik I am currently away from the office and plan to return on Monday,        . I will have limited access to email while I am away, but will 
do my best to respond as soon as I can. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Brent Blanton at 962-9536 or ._b_]_a__L~_t__o___n_@~_u___n_#:_&_d__u_.. 

Many thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 9:14 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

1),22: tutoring ~br the ASPSA 

Hi 

Thank you for sending your CV. I could possibly meet Tuesday sometime before hmch. Would you have any available time tomorrow morning? 

Th~mk you, 

Susan 

Sent= Saturday, $0:25 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 

Subject= RE: tutoring for the ASPSA 

H~ LaNes[ 
A~ched you will find my CV. Also, Susan, if you have some time Nonday or Tuesday to meet, I think I can work it out because I know rll have to be on campus to return 

I~bra~ boo~, etc. rd love to ~lk about any oppo~uNties that might be available. 

I hope you both have nice weekends, and ~ook fo~ard to seeing you soon. 

Re~ards, 

Th& University of North Carol~na &t Chapel Hill 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Friday, 9:23 plVl 

To= Lee, Jaimie; 
Subject= RE: tutoring for the ASPSA 

Hi 

f[: would be grei~t to have ~;n opporturdty to me,-_d: Vou, buL Jaim~e te~ls me tb~;L you are headed to Spain on Wedru~sday for the rem~;i~)der of the summer. If we are 

unable to connect before you teave Lbe country, p~ease contact rne upon your reLurn so that we can discuss potent~a~ tutoring opportunities. 

Tha~ks so much, 

From= Lee, 3aimie 
Sent= Friday, ~:09 PM 

Ce= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= tutoring for the ASPSA 

Hi 

Thank you so much for talking to me about the possibility of tutoring our student athletes in SpanishH I am so glad told you about our program. I 

would love to have you on board, especially with you having a background as a student athlete] It gives you the chance to offer your expertise while connecting 

with them on another level. 

Please send me a copy of your CV at your earliest convenience. I am copying Susan Maloy, our tutor coordinator, on this email. 

By the way, would you be able to help with any other subjects? 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 9:19 AM 

,@live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Online Course -                   ) 

Hi 

All courses must be approved by Admissions as transferrable before you take the course~ Even though you do not see them on the Transfer Course Equ~va]encies, it 

does not necessarily mean that the course w~H not transfer. You wi~ need to submit a Course Approva~ Form to the Admissions O~ce as soon as possiMe. Review 

~:his Hn~ http://www.adrnissions.unc.eduiApplyiTransfer Students/Tr Eval CurrentStdnts.htrrfl for ~nstruct~ons and access to the Course A~roval Form, I_et me 

kno~, what you deride to do ~nd ~f you have any other questions about tMs. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent~ Friday,            10:35 PN 

To~ Naloy, Susan B; Welborn, Spencer 
Subje¢t~ Online Course - 

Hi Susan 
I am planning on enrolling in an online course through The course I am looking to ~ke is PSYCH however on the UNC -SIS Transfer 

Course Equivalendes si~ the specific course does not appear when viewing the courses, rm not sure who to con~ct in order to see if the course will transfer 

before I go ahead and enroll in it. Hope you can help~ Sorry for the bother. 

Thank you[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),,CN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, ; 9:26 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Tutoring ou Monday 

Thank you for letti~g rne know Yes, exposing our students to these types of things would be a wonderful thing. We’tl look fo~ward to having you back on 

Tuesday. 

~’hanks, 

Sent: Sunday, 4:34 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutoring on Monday 

Hi Susan, 
So, I’m sure you are aware of what is going on in the state legislature right now--a~empN to cut funding to education at all levels, threaN to voters’ rights, and a~c~ on 
economic justice. 
rye been involved in these issues for a long time, and I will need to be paRicipating in Moral Monday tomorrow. I wish I could ~ke the players I tutor with me, because these 
lessons have an impact on all of our lives. 
If you want to know more, please see this link. It’s a nice video about what took place last Monday. h~p://~.youtube.com!wa~hN=GSfAiixHpxs 
rll be back ~ tutor on Tues. 
Thanks and best wishes, 



Fl’Oln: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,             10:09 AM 

@gmail .corn> 

I~E: Update: hours 

I[ looks like it is chargiDg some overtime hours, Can’t tell if it is charging our account or JohD’s. Ca~ you [alk with John about that? 

Thanks 

From: [mailto: @gmaH,com] 

Sent~ Nonday, : 9:~9 AM 

T~: Malo~, Susan B 
Subject: Update: hours 

Such: 

l’m pretty sure you are om of town (or I made thin up), but John Bm~er had to add ~me hou~ for me from tNs weekend with baseball ~d he fixed whm I messed 

up last night so you don’t need to wo~ a~nt 

Thm~s, 

Universitv of Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ph: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 10:12 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Tutoring ou Monday 

Hi 

They actually both have another session at 5pro on Tuesdays, so it would be hard to move the appointment. Could we just start the appointment a little later7 

Conh:_~ret~ce was good~ thanks for asking, 

Sent= Nonday, ~0:06 AN 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= ~E: Tutoring on Monday 

Hi Susan, 
Than~ for understanding. I hope i~s not too wet out there today~ 
Also, as for tomorrow, would it be possible to push my session with and 
3:30 is the only time that wor~ for her. 
Than~, hope the conference was good[ 

Best, 

to 5pm? That would help me immensely, A professor I work for needs to meet tomorrow, and 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, 9:25 AM 
To= 
Subject: RE: Tutoring on Monday 

Thank you for let:t:ing me Imow . Yes, exposing our stud~:_mts to these types of things would be a wonderful th~ng. Weq[ look forward to hav~ng you back on 

Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Sunday, 4:34 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= Tu~ring on Monday 

Hi Susan, 
So, rm sure you are aware of what is going on in the state legislature right now--a~emp~ to cut funding to education at all levels, threa~ ~ voters’ rights, and a~cB on 
economic justice. 
rve been involved in these issues for a long time, and I will need to be pa~icipating in Moral Monday tomorrow. I wish I could ~ke the players I tutor with me, because these 
lessons have an impact on all of our lives. 
If you want to know more, please see this link. It’s a nice video about what took place last Monday. h~;jJ~youtube~com!wa~h~:::GSfAiixHpxs 
r11 be back to tutor on Tues. 
Than~ and best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,. .10:19 AM 

Russell, Chloe <qims~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Completed Ouline Module?? 

Hi Chloe, 

Are you able to tell me if the following guys completed the online registration module? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 10:30 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

ILE: CTOPS today 

Yes, I sent     the email last Tueada% Doea "let me calf my morn~° mean that he is actuatly he~e? 

And yes, I know you have been busy with other thk~gs ~ate~y, Underst~daMeH Best of ~uck tonight. Unfortunately, ~ can’t make ~t in person, but ~ w~l~ be tracking 

and watchington~ght aso~ten as I cam f w~sh the guys knew~ust how much f am 

~ Fox, N~ke 
Sent: Monday, i0:23 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: ~OPS today 

~ d~d no[ even know and were here. Guess I have been busy w~th other th~ngs. 

F~m~ Maloy, Susan B 
$eBt: Monday, ~0:~7 AM 
Te: Fox, Mike 
~je¢t~ RE: ~OPS today 

~s actually on the schedule f~om CTOPS fo~ today~ ~ut he d~d not show up to my o]:fice this morning, nor have ~ heard from h~rn. ~ d~d meet with 

, and              tNs morning at 8:15sm and w~l~ mee[ a~Nn st 4:45prn. The res[ of the @uys are holed on the a[tached schedule. 

On m~other note, ] am assuming is not going to enroH._.what about 

From= Fox, Mike 
Sent= Monday, ~0:~2 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= ~OPS today 

Guess only i ;is here next two days 

I thought was as well but he says 

All this hard to keep up with with session 1,2,3_.. I need dates!H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday~ 10:34 AM 

FoK Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

ILE: CTOPS today 

’gctualty if can get here, Jenn in our office who is the liaison wiLh Orientation seems Lo Lhink he should still try Lo come. Do you th~nk Lhat is even possible? 

From= Fox, Mike 
Sent-" Monday, 10:31 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: ~OPS today 

No he ~s not here. Told him too ~ate to come now~! He Hves #~ 

~ know you are puNng for us. And they knowit 

thin, ks 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Monday, 10:30 AN 
Te~ Fox, N~ke 
~ubje~t~ RE: ~OPS today 

Yes, I sent     the e~T~a~ ]as[ Tuesda% Does ’qet me cal~ my morn" Rlean that he ~s actually here? 

And yes, ~ know you have been busy wi[h other things ~ate~y. UnderstandaNeH Best of ~uck [onight. Unfor[unately, ~ can’t make ~t in person, bu[ ~ wH~ be tracking 

and watchington~ght asoften as I can. ~ w~sh the guys knew just how much ~ am pulling for them a]~ the t~me. 

~mm: Fox, Mike 
Sent-" Monday,, [0:23 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; RE: ~OPS today 

He is obviously confused and did you send him the ema~l about meeting with you? 

He just: t:e>:t me UTr IVan} CALL MY MOM] H Haha 

~ d~d no~: ew~n ]~ow ~md were here. Guess I have been busy wRh other l:hk~gs. 

!! 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, ~0:~7 AN 
Te= Fox, N~ke 
Subject= RE: ~OPS today 

~s actually on the schedule from CROPS for today, but he did t~ot show up to my offk:e this mom#~g, nor have ~ hei~rd from Nm. ~ dh~ meet with 

., and              th~s rnom~ng at 8:15sm and w~ meeL agNn st 4:45prn. The resL of the guys are holed on the aLtached schedule. 

On another note, ] srn assuming is noL going to enro~L_.what about 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent= Monday, $0:~2 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ ~OPS today 

Guess only i is here next two days 

I thousht was as well but he says 

All this hard to keep up with with session ~,2,3.... I need datesH] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

ILE: CTOPS today 

Ok, that’s what I thought. Thanks. 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 10:28 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: CTOPS today 

will not. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 10::t7 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: CTOPS today 

, and this morning at ~:~:15~;m and w~l mee[: ag~;~n ~;t 4:45pm. The res[: o[ the guys are no[:ed on the i~[:tached scheduh~. 

On another note, ~ arh assuRl~ng is no[ going to enrolL.what about 

Susan 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, ~0:12 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: ~OPS today 

Guess only is here next two days 

I thought was as well but he says 

All this hard to keep up with with session ~,2,3.... I need dates~!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

FoK Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

I~E: CTOPS today 

Yes, he is on a list that we receive from the Orientation Ot:fice. ~-Ie is assigned to Group 4 Letter D. 

Frem: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, t0:34 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

~c= 3ac~on, Sco~ C 
Subject= RE: ~OPS today 

~s he really s~gned up ~or today? 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, ~0:34 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: ~OPS today 

Actually if can Set her~ Je~ in our office who is the l~a~son ~dth Orientation seems to tMnk he shouJd st~l~ try to come. Do you th~nk that ~s even possible? 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, ~0:3~ AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: ~OPS today 

No he ~s not here. Told him too ~ate to come now~ ~-le fives ~n 

~ know you ~re pu~lk~8 for us. And they know it 

thanks 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, ~0:30 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: ~OPS today 

Yes, I sent     the ema~ ~ast Tuesday. Does ~qet me csl~ my morn" mean that he ~s actually here? 

And V~s, ~ know you have bee~ busy w~th other tNnss ~atNv. Underst~ndaMe~ Best of hick to~sht. Unfortu~atel% ~ can’t make k i~ p~rson, but ~ w~l~ be trackin~ 

and watchin~ ton~sht as often ~s I c~n. ~ w~sh the Buys k~w]ust how much ~ am puJl~n8 for them a~ the th~e~ 

S u S a ~ 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, ~0:23 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: ~OPS today 

~-~e is obviously con[used and d~d gou send h~m the ema~ about meel:~ng w~th you? 

He just text me LET ME (:ALL MY MOM ]~1 I-taha 

~ d~d not even know        and     were here. Guess I have been busy w~th other 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Nonday, ~0:~7 AM 
To= Fox, Hike 
Subject= RE: ~OPS today 

is actually on the schedule [:rom CTOPS for Loday, but he d~d not show up to my office this morning, nor have ~ heard from h~m. ] did meeL with 

, and              LNs nlorn]ng sL 8:~Sam and wi~ meet again at 4:4.5pm. The rest o1: the guys are noted on the attached schedule. 

On another note, ~ am assumk~g is not going to enro[L...what about ? 

Susan 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Nonday, 10:12 AN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= ~OPS ~day 

Guess only is here next two days 

I thought was as well but he sags 

All this hard to keep up with with session ~,2,3.... ~ need dates!![ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:29 PM 

Russell, Chloe <qirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Prig: Co~npleted Online Module’?? 

There is confusion with He has confirmation from UNC t:or the 

any way to honor this confirmation to allow him to come on the : 

cat~ corn~}lete th~-:~ module by midnight ~:on~ght, right? 

Thank you, 

F~m= Russell, Chloe 
Sent; Monday, $:24 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Completed Online Module?? 

All of khe st~[de[~ks have compleked the module except’ 

Thanks, 

Chloe 
(:h~oe ], Russe]I, M, 
Se~ior Academic Advisor 
Divisio~ of SociaI and [~ehavioraI Scieucea 
College of ~M’ts & Sc{ences aud General College 
Univcrsity of North Carolina at Chapel 
10t)5 ~itee~e [~ ufld~ng, 214 East Can~er(m Avenne, 
Chapel Hill, NC 2759q-31J (] 

q19-962-6888 (0 

CONFIDENT~LITY NOTICE: 

, AIso, was 

session, so that is when he was planning Lo attend, Do you know if there is there 

planning to attet~d today’s sessJo~? He is on the no..show ]isL 

This e- mail, ind~ding any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and Inay contain legally privileged and/or confidential i nforInation. If you are not the intended recipient, yo~ are herohy notified 
that aW use, dissemination, copying or rotention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- mail in orror, please immediatdy notify the sendor hy tdephone or 
reply hy e-mail, and porma~mntly ddote this e- mad from your computor syst ore. Thank you. 

From; Halo,/, Susan B 
Sent; Monday, LO: 19 AM 
To; Russell, Chloe 
S,,bject; Completed Online Module?? 

Hi Chloe, 

Are you able to tell me if the following guys completed the online registration module? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sblnaloy(a)Amcaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:32 PM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaimielee@unc.edu) 

and PORT on Tuesday - Time Change’? 

Jaimie, 

Could and meet with at 6pm instead of 4pm? She has a 3:30 meeting tomorrow which could cause her to not be able to meet the guys tomorrow 
either. Let me know. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:55 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: tutoring ~br the ASPSA 

How about loan1 tomorrow morning in my office which is on the 2nd floor of the I.oudermilk Center for Excellence Room 2 ~.71.31.? 

Thanks, 

Sent~ Nonday, 10:41 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: tutoring for the ASPSA 

Hi Susan, 
I will have to go to campus tomorrow morning for sure, so we can meet at your convenience. 3ust tell me when you would like to meet and ~ will structure my morning 
accordingly~ 

Cheers, 

Th~ University of North Carolina ~at Chapel Hill 

From: Naloy, Susan B 

Sent= Monday, 9::t4 AN 
To= ~ 
Subject= RE: tutoring for the ASPSA 

Hi 

Thank you for sending your CV. I could possibly meet Tuesday : ) sometime before kmch. Would you have any available time tomorrow morrfing? 

Thank you, 

Sent= Saturday, 20:25 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: tutoring for the ASPSA 
Hi Ladies[ 
A~ched you will find my CV. Also, Susan, if you have some time Nonday or Tuesday to meet, I think I can work it out because I know I’ll have to be on campus to return 
libra~ boo~, etc. rd love to ~lk about any oppo~unities that might be available. 
I hope you both have nice weekends, and look fo~ard ~ seeing you soon. 
Regards, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Friday, 9:23 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie;, 
Subject= RE: tutoring for the ASPSA 

Hi 

f[: would be great to have? ~;t~ opportunity to me*-:d: you, buL Jaim~e te~ls ~e th~;L you are headed to Spain on Wednesday for the rem~;i~)der of the sur~lmer. If we are 

ut~able to cot~nec[ before you ~eave Lhe country, please contact me upon your reLurn so that we can d~scuss potenl:~a~ tut.:?r~ng opportunRies 

Thanks so rnuch, 

Susan 

F~= Lee, 3aimie 
Sent= Friday, ’, $:09 PN 

C¢= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bje~t= tutoring for the ASPSA 

Hi{ 

Thank you so much for talkin8 to me about the possibility of tutorin8 our student athletes in SpanishH I am so 8lad told you about our prosram. I 

would love to have you on board, especially with you havin8 a backsround as a student athlete~ It 8ives you the chance to offer your expertise while connectin8 

with them on another level. 

Please send me a copy of your CV at your earliest convenience. I am copyin8 Susan Maloy, our tutor coordinator, on this email. 

By the way, would you be able to help with any other subjects? 

Jaimie 



Fl~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 2:02 PM 

Russell, Chloe <qirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Co~npleted Online Module’?? 

I believe we scheduled a reservation for him for         and    , but because he received the confirmation for the    and    , he got confused and assumed 

h~:_~ should attend lh~-_~ and : sesskm. ,Jerm found out: t:hat the only open session now B, and so that may be our only og)tion at thB pomL l~ust fee~ 

bad for the student’s confus~orL 

Thanks again, 

F~m= Russell, Chloe 
Sent~ Monday, l:41 PM 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Comple~d Online Module?? 

] can check with Sha[~do] to see what his ~ext steps should be a~d get back to you, ,~d yes, can complete the too&fie this 

Thanks, 

Chloe 
Chloe }, Russe]I, M, E& 
Semor Academic Advisor 
Divis{o~ of SocJaI and Behavioral Sciences 
College of ,M’ts & Sc{ences and General College 
U~iversi~7 of No[’th Carol[ra at Chapel 
1005 Steele B uflding, 214 East Cameron Avc~ ae, C~ #:~110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919-84,3-.8912 (p) 
~I 9-962-6888 (~1 

CONFIDENT~LITY NOTICE: 

This ~- m~l, induding any a~achnmnts, is intended for th~ sol~ us~ of th~ add~ss~(s) and I~y contain l~gally pfivfl~ ~d/or confidential information. If you ar~ not th~ intended r~cipi~nt, you ar~ herd}y notified 

that any use, diss~l~nation, copying or r~tenfion of tiffs e-mail or the inforination conta~n~ he~n is stridly prohibitS. If you have r~eived tlfis ~ marl in ~rror, pl~s~ iinnmdiatdy noti~ the sender hy t~lephone or 

reply hy e-inafl~ ~]d p~rmmmntly d~l~te this e- ln~l froin your coinput~r Wst~m. ~]ank you. 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Se~t~ Monday,, 1:29 PM 
To~ Russell, Chloe 
S~ject~ RE: Comple~d Online Module?? 
There ~s con[us~on with      He has confirmation from U~C for the          session, so d~at is when he was plarmin~ to attend, Do yo~ know ~[ there B d~ere 

any way to honor this confirmation to a~low hk~ to come on the 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~m= Russell, Chloe 
Sent= Monday, 1:24 PN 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Completed Online Module?? 

All of the studer~ts have completed the module except’ Also, was plann~g ~o arterial today’s session? He 1s on the ]~o-show list, 

Thanks, 

Chloe 
Chloe J, Russe]~, M, t,:d, 
Se]aior Academic Advisor 
DJvisio]: of Social and [~ehaviora[ Sciences 
(;oltege of Arts & Sciences and (}euera] 
U~livers%, of Not’th (2aroli]aa at Chapel Hill 
1005 Steele Building, 214 East Camero~ Avenue, (:B #31 I0 
{;Impel [ti11, NC 275¢)9-3110 
919-8,13-8912 
9 19-962-.6~88 

F~m= Naloy, Susan 8 
Sent= Nonday, ~0:19 AN 
T~= Russell, Chloe 
Subject= Completed Online Module?? 

Hi Chloe, 

Are you able to tell me if the following guys completed the online registration module? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 



Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program lbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oil[ice) 
919- 962- 8247 

sbrnalo v¢~) uncaa, uric .e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, .2:04 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

I~E: and     PORT ou Tuesday L - Ti~ne Ch~ge? 

Tomorrow. She is unable to tutor today, is 8pro tomorrow possible? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, .t:34 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: and PORT on Tuesday . - Time Change? 

Would this change be for today or tornorrow? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 1:32 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" and PORT on Tuesday 

Jaimie, 

Could and meet with 

either. Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc.edu 

- -Rme Change? 

at 6pm instead of 4pm? She has a 3:30 meeting tomorrow which could cause her to not be able to meet the guys tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, .2:17 PM 

@~llsouth.net:~ 

1~: friday 

Yes, I have 2prn on Friday . Going 1.5 hours would be fine. 

Thanks, 

From: [mailto: @bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Mtonday,. : :[:52 PM! 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: friday 

Hi Susan--talk:ed to bio guys and we aze good to go £or l~riday afternoon r~view. I will confirm with them but I think: we are doing it at 2pm. It might go 1.5 his or so 

since it is final r~Yiew. OK? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 3:58 PM 

FoK Mike <mtbx@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scot1 C (sqiackso@email.unc.edu) 

~s. - Orieutation 

Mike and Scott, 
Just thought of something¯ If 

confirm? We may be able to slide into slot on the 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

IfNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

is not going to be coming in the Fall, I assume this means he will not come to Orientation on the 

¯ If so, problem solved. © Please let me know as soon as you can. 

either. Can you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 4:16 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Tutoring ou Monday 

Hi 
6pro tomorrow would work fine instead of 4pro. Glad this worked out. 

thanks, 

Sent: Monday, 11:42 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subjeet= RE: Tutoring on Mondag 
Hi Susan, 
Are they free at 6pro, when they get out of the Spa session? 
I think the work this pro%ssor has in mind will ~ke at least an hour. We’re puging together a tin,base for a graduate ceRificate we have created. She is on a deadline. 
Thanks for your help with this~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 10::tl AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring on Monday 

Hi 

They actually both have another session at 5pro on Tuesdays, so it would be hard to move the appointment. Could we just start the appointment a little later2 

Conh:_~ret~ce was good, thanks for asking. 

Susan 

Sent: Nonday, ~0:06 AN 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Tutoring on Monday 

Hi Susan, 
Than~ for understanding. I hope i~s not too wet out there today[ 
Also, as for tomorrow, would it be possible to push my session with and 
3:30 is the only time that wor~ for her. 
Than~, hope the conference was good[ 

Best, 

to 5pm? That would help me immensely. A professor I work for needs to meet tomorrow, and 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 9:25 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring on Monday 

Thank you for letting me know Yes, exposing our students to these types of things would be a wonderful thing. Weql look forward to havk~g you back on 

Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Sunday, 4:34 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 

Subject= Tu~ring on Monday 

Hi Susan, 
So, rm sure you are aware of what is going on in the state legislature right now--a~empN to cut funding to education at all levels, threaN to voters’ rights, and a~c~ on 

economic justice. 

I’ve been involved in these issues for a long time, and I w~ll need to be paRicipating in Moral Monday ~morrow. I wish I could ~ke the players I tu~r with me, because these 

lessons have an impact on all of our lives. 

If you want to know more, please see this ~ink. It’s a nice video about what took place last Monday. h~p://~.youtube.com/wa~hN=GSfAiixHpxs 

I’ll be back to tutor on Tues. 

Thanks and best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 6:49 PM 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu-~ 

I~E:] vs. - Orientatiou 

Ok thanks for letting me know. 

From: Jackson, Scott C 
Sent: Monday,           ~ 6:31 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: vs. - Orientation, 

Susan: 

I talked to U~is a[:ternoon --. he hasn’t made Ns mind up 100% bu~ wH~ Hkely sign and wH~ ~et us know ASAP Wed morning. 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 3:58 PN 
Te: Fox, Mike; JacBon, Sco~ C 
Subje¢t: vs. - Orientation 

Mike and Scott, 

Just thought of something¯ If I is not going to be coming in the Fall, I assume this means he will not come to Orientation on the 

confirm? We may be able to slide into slot on the 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial Coordinatog/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Smdeut-Aflfletes 

9 ] 9-962-9892 (oNce) 

9 ] 9-962- 8247 (f~) 

sbmaloy(Z~uncaa.uuc.edu 

¯ If so, problem solved. © Please let me know as soon as you can¯ 

either¯ Can you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Taesday, June 11,2013 9:29 AM 

Lauren Colleen ttarkins <lcharkO1 @louisville.edu-~ 

ILE: N4A - That.l( You 

~-Ii kauren, 

A pleasure to meet you as well, I am happy to speak with yo~ ~,t any time. I believe it is important to g~,in the perspective of many others in the profession to help 

you frame your career path, 

Have a great stm~m~r~ 

A~ the best, 

F~m: Lauren Colleen Harkins [mailto:lchark01@louisville.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~une ~0, 2013 4:52 PM 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: N4A - ~ank You 

Hi Susan, 
It was great meeting you at the N4A Conference[ I am happy ~ know a professional with experience and interests in academics and compliance. Thank you for Nk~ng the time 
to speak with me about the profession. ] am sure I will have questions as I continue in the field and hope you don’t mind me reaching out for advice~ 
Thanks again, 
Lauren 

Graduate Assistant - Academic Services 
University of Louisville Athletics 

~2100 S. Floyd St., Louisville, KY 40292 

iL’l L~hark01@louisville,edu I GoCards.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, .9:57 AM 

~email. unc.e&~> 

Maloy, Susan B <sb~naloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Review Sessions 

Hi 

Sorry to hear about this, 

Since the exams for the ~, classes you have been working with are on Tuesday, I don’t see why a Monday review at 5pro ( ), 6pro ( )~ and 7pro 

and              ) wouldn’t work Pk~ase ver~fv exam di~tes w~th your students and be sure these tknes on Monday w~l~ work ~or them ~ wi~I 

change the t~mes on my master exam review scheduk~. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: : [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ 9:39 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Final Review Sessions 

SusaB~ 

Is it possible to move my final exam review sessions to Monday instead of 
Sunday? It may make flights significantly cheaper to return Monday morning rather than Sunday morning. 

Either I can talk to my students tonight to find out if that will work for them, or we could check via email. 

Let me know if there is a problem, 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:17 PM 

Karen Neff< ;@gmaJl.com:~ 

I~E: Out of Town (Sum~ner II) 

Thanks Karen~ 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, June 1:t, 2013 :t:t:39 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Out of Town (Summer If) 
Hello All, 

I know I mentioned to a couple of you that I will be out of town for a portion of Summer II. I want to let you know those dates for your planning purposes. I roll be out 

of town July 11-20 (Thursday through the fi~llowing Saturday a week later). Outside of these dates, I a~n willing to work as much as you would like me to. 

Thanks! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 12:42 PM 

tturrle, Anne <ahnrrle@ncaa.org> 

Schmi& Dave <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

Ok thanks, 

Highest individual cure GPA is sophomore Team’s cure GPA is 2.628, Senior who graduates ii~ May is 

ket me know if Vou need am/thing else, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m~ Hurtle, Anne [mailto:ahurrle@ncaa.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, [2:37 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subje~t~ RE: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

~ am looking for the tearn’a cure GPA a~d a I~st o[ all graduating semors. ~ also need the imJiv~dual with the highest cure gpa. 

Thanks! 

Anne 

From: Haloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, [2:35 PM 

To: Hurrle, Anne 
Subject: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

Hi Anne, 

When you ask for "the cumulative GPA and all graduating seniors" are you looking for the team’s cure (SPA and the names of graduating seniors? Just not sure 

exactly what you need. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Dave, 

I need the following info for UNC. The student-athlete with the highest cumulative GPA on the team’s roster, the cumulative GPA and all graduating seniors. We 

need this into by Z PM today for the opening ceremonies on Thursday. 

Thanks, 
Atme 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (tSx) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.unc.edu 

This em~fil and an5’ attachments may contain NC?u\ confidentM and privileged information. If you ~:re not the intended recipient, please notify the sender im~nediately 

by return email, delete this message and destroy ~aay copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and ~nay be illega£ 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 5:16 PM 

Schmidt, Dave *~dhschmi@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILL: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

Yes, I jusL did. Thanks. 

From: Schmidt, Dave 
Sent; Tuesday,. 4:44 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

Thanks Susan. Did you nominate for the Elite 89 as well? 

On at 12:41 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks. 

Highest individual cure GPA is sophomore Team’s cure GPA is 2,62g. Senior who graduates in May is 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Susan 

~m~ Hurde, Anne [mailto:ahurrle@ncaa.orq] 
gent~ Tuesday, ~2:37 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
$~je¢t= RE: CWS Opening Ceremonies 

Susan~ 

~ am ~ooMng for the tei~m’s turn GPA and a list of i~ gri~duating senk~rs I a~so need the individuM wiLh Lhe highest cure gpa, 

Thanks! 

Anne 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~ .t2:35 PM 

To." Hurrle, Anne 
Subject-" CWS Opening Ceremonies 

Hi Anne, 

When you ask for "the cumulative GPA and all graduating seniors" are you looking for the team’s cure GPA and the names of graduating seniors? Just 

not sure exactly what you need. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Dave, 

I need the following ~nfo for UNC. The student-athlete ~th the h~ghest cumulative 6PA on the team’s roster, the cumulative 61PA and all graduating 

sen~ors. We need th~s ~nfo by ~ PM today for the opening ceretnon~es on Thursday. 

Thanks, 
Anne 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy(~tmcaa.unc.edu 

This email and a~y attaclmaents may contain NCAA confidentiaJ and privileged intbnnation. If you axe not the intended recipient, please noti~ the sender 

immediately by retnm emaJ4, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this intbnnation by a person other than the intended 
recipient is unauthorized and may be illegaJ. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 8:59 AM 

(a)live. unc.edu-~ 

1~: 

Hi 
Thank you for keeping me updated. Did you look at all the SOCI options before you chose SOCI ? I just want to be sure that is the SOCI class that interests you the most. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @live unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:10 P2~I 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susan, 
This is ~, I have signed up for the second session of summer school. I am taking English and sociology. I am waiting to hear back from admissions to see if I can go to orientation 
on Munday. Thanks 

Sent fi’um my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 9:05 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Ja]mie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: and    Exam l?rep Tutoring 

I certainly would approve [his, Le[ me know if these times work for everyone. 

Thanks, 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: ~nd    =xam Prep Tutoring 

b:_d:’s schedule ~:dday afternoon sessions for both    and :    Does i:00 

Bradley R. IL Bethel I Read~g ~md %’r~ing Spec~al~s[ 

Ut~ix, ecsi~’ of’Nocfl~ C;~c~lina at (?bN~e~ 

Academic Suppo~X Program for Stude~t-A[hle~es 

I ,oudemaflk Cet~er i~)r Exce]let~ce 

34.4 Ridge Rd. ~ CatN~*~s Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 T (919) 962-2237 

C          ~ F (919) 962-g247 

bradlev.bethel(a,unc.edu 

Sent= Wednesday,            7:~ AN 

To= Naloy. Susan B; Bethel, Bradley R~chard 
Subject:    and    Exam Prep Tutoring 

Hi Susan and Brad, 

and 2:00 for sound alright to 

I am unable to tutor Sunday night ~’11 be out of town Saturday-Monday). However, I am in town Friday, and able to tutor anytime. 
attending tutoring on Friday. 

I’m not sure if that works, but I wanted to put it out there as an option. 

Best, 

has expressed interest in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, ,10:16 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Thursday Sessiou 

I still need to confirm the e×tra session for 

[:on]orrow, The 2pn] session with arid 

Thanks, 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:04 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject:, ~ursday Session 

Hoy Sus~, 

~ just wantod to con~rm session tomowow (Thur~ay 

Have a great day, 

but perhaps you can speak with him tonight during session about his availabilit,¢ to add a 5pro session for 

is definit~:_Jy canceled for today. 

) at 5 pro, and the cancellation of and session today at 2. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

@gmaiLcom2 

I~E: Thursday Sessiou 

Sounds great. Thank you. 

From: [mail:o: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:22 AM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Thursday Session 

That sounds good. I’ll talk to this evening when I see him. I’ll send you m~ email after toniglffs session to let you know his response. 

On Wed, at 10:15 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

I still need to confirm the extr’a session for" , but perhaps you can speak with h~m tonight during session about his availability to add a 5pro session for’ 

tomorrow. The 2pro session with and is definitely canceled for ~oday. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Hey S 

I just wanted to confi~ 

~a~e a ~reat day, 

[ mailto:          _@_g___m___a_i!=c__o____m_] 
I0:04 AM 

Thursday Session 

session tomorrow (Thursday i) at 5 pro, and the cm~cellatiou of and session today at 2. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 12:35 PM 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu-~ 

12,2;: vs. - Orientatiou 

Sorry to push this after such an exciting win yesterday, but any word t:rom ? 

CWS!!!!!.....I couldn’t be happier for you guys! 

Tha~ks, 

Susan 

From: Jackson, Sco~ C 
Se~t: Monday,, 6:31 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Fo~, Mike 

S~bject: RE:        ~ vs.             - OrJen~tJon 

[ tMked to Lhis ~ternoot~ - he hasn’t m~de h~; mind up 100% buL will ~ikelv s~gn ~t~d will kd: us km)w ASAP Wed morning. 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday,, 3:58 PN 
To: Fox, Mike; Jac~on, Sco~ C 
Subject: I vs. - Orientation 

Mike and Scott, 

Just thought of something¯ If is not going to be coming in the Fall, I assume this means he will not come to Orientation on the 

confirm? We may be able to slide into slot on the 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[YNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a~mcaa.uuc.edu 

¯ If so, problem solved. © Please let me know as soon as you can. 

either. Can you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 12:43 PM 

~gmail.com> 

1~9;: Summer II 

I am really not sure vet, Requests for SSII have not been submitted yet. I will need to get back to you in the ne×t several 

~’hanks, 

Susan 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday 12:36 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: Summer II 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ~£r_~!:__c_£_r_~> 
Date: Sun, at 7:52 AM 

Subject: Summer II 

To: Susan Maloy <sbmaJov~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 
I hope this email finds you well and your summer off to a great start! Do you l, mow yet if I’m going to be tutoring for Summer Session II? I’ll be in Chapel Hill the rest of 

the summer but I just wanted to get an idea of what my schedule roll look like in the next few weeks. 

Thank~ 

Jeanine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

@gmail.com> 

173~,: Meeting 

You may feel t:ree to come to either’ session. Both are still available. I look forward to meeting you as we~k 

Thank gou, 

F~m: [ma~Ito @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:~2 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Meeting 

Su~, 

If the 2:15 slot is s~ill available I roll ~m~e that one. I am looking forwaM a~ meeting ruth you. 

That~ yoK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:46 PM 

~aol.com 

Summer School Registration 

Hi 

I noticed that you have registered for one class for summer school (ENGL ). I am not aware of your scholarship situation, but please know that if an athletic 

scholarship is covering part of the cost of your summer school expenses, NCAA rules require that all student-athletes take 6 hours (2 courses) in summer school. 

You may need to go ahead and register for a second class now. Let me know if I can help you in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, ; 11 : 13 AM 

~aol.com> 
I~E: Summer School Registmlion 

Hi 

What are you interested in studying while you are at UNC? Your interests should certainlg drive your course selec~on. Some good op~ons for gout first semester 

may be any of the I00 ~ew~ SOC~ da~;ses or EXSS (({>:erd~;e Sckmce). Start there and see ~ ~:here is anytNng tha~: ~.:~.:~s k~teresting ~:o you. 

~ hope this helps g~w~ you a Ht[:le directkm. [.e~: me know what: you decide. 

Thanks, 

F~m~ [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday,. 7:39 PM 
To~ Malo~, Susan B 
Subje~t~ Re: Summer School Registration 

Hi Susan, 

Yes ~ did register for an English class. I was planning on emailing gou today to see if you had ang idea of what other class I should be taking this summer? 

Thanks 

On at 3:45 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s__b____m___a__!__o__y_~__e___n_!_a__[!_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi 

I noticed that you have registered for one class for summer school (ENGL : I am not aware of your scholarship situation, but please know that if an 

athletic scholarship is covering part of the cost of your summer school expenses, NCAA rules require that all student-athletes take 6 hours (2 courses) 

in summer school. You may need to go ahead and register for a second class now. Let me know if I can help you in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordiuator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~tmcaa.t~nc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O IYNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOH!~23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday,             1:20 PM 

,@unc.edu> 

RE: exam weel,:/summer ~ssion 2 

Yes, I know ]:or sure I will be needing yoL~ nexL session. How often would you want to work’? It rnay be more late al:Lerr~oon/evening tirade t:rame. 

As for t~exl: week, no tutorh~g. We hope to ~tart everything up again for $5~f ot~ Sund~y 

Susar~ 

Semt: Thursday, 12:19 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: exam week!summer session 2 

Hi Susan, 
I just wanted to check in and see whether there was tutoring next week at all--also, I was wondering if you knew if you would be needing me for summer session 2 and if so, 

if you had any idea of the schedule. 
I hope your conference went well. The College Board one is always a bit intense! 

Anyway--greetings from 
Have a good one, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:21 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Tutoring availabili~ 

Thank you Be~. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:34 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: Tutoring availability 

Hi Susan, 
This is availability. I told her you would be the contact person Hope something can be arranged; I think she ~vould be very good. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sut~iect: Tutoring availability 

f~mail corn] 
1:30 PM 

Thanks again ~2~r recommending me [’or tutoring! Here are some times that I will be consistently available during the sumaner: 

Sundays 7-10pm 

Mondays 7-10pm 

Thursdays 7-10pm 

Unfortunately I won’t be aw~ilable until after because I will be taking care of a fi-iend’s child while they are out of state ]k~r a wedding 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday,            2:23 PM 

,@live¯ unc.edu-~ 

ILE: SSII 

Ok thank yo~ I will keep this all in mind. 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:1.6 PFI 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: SSII 

Hi Susan, 

The dates I will be gone are from until the 

foresee is 

¯ If you still need help I wonld be glad to while I am here or while another rotor is gone. The only Giber conflict I 

(Sunday - I will be out of town) and (Wednesday) during the day, but I would be available for an evening session. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:25 PM 

@email.unc.e&~> 

[~E: Tutoring for SS]I 

Hi 

You would not be permitted to TA for the course or section that you are teaching, but BIOL PHYS~ and other CHEM courses would be fine. 

~’hanks for asking, 

Sent~ Thursday, 2:2~ PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subje~t~ Tutoring for SSII 

Susan, 

I will be a TA for CHEM    during SSII. Am I allowed to tutor for this course as well? 

Also, can I still TA for BIOL, PHYS, or other CHEM courses? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:45 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday 

Hi 
I have just been informed that ~ does not have an exam in COMM 
to tutor from 7-8pm on Sunday night? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

~, so the only need on Sunday is for in COMM at 7pm. Are you still able 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, June 14, 2013 9:01 AM 

Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie (jaimielee@unc.edu); Yount, Tony 
(tonyyount@unc.edu); Orr, Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu); blanton@unc.edu 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Final Exam Review - Inform your students 

Summer Session I Final Exam Review Schedule.docx 

Hi Guys, 

Have you all been able to inform your students about their review sessions on Sunday or Monday? Some tutors are 

saying that their students are not aware. If you need assistance with this, please let me know. The Schedule is attached. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:33 AM 

@unc.edu); @email.unc.edu); 

@emaJd .unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

M~Jloy, Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

SSII - ENGL Writing Tutoriug 

’@gmail.com;     @unc.edu; 

~live.~mc.edu) 

Hi Everyone, 

As we look ahead toward the Summer Session II, we have a large number of incoming freshman who will be taking ENGL 100 and ENGL 105. Each of you expressed 

an interest in tutoring in SSll. Please let me know the day time and evening times that you will be available and willing to work Sunday-Friday. We are considering 

sessions from :l-4pm and 6-9pro as well each day (only 6-9pro on Sundays). Would those times work for you and would you object to working both shifts on a single 

day if necessary? We hope to begin tutoring on Sunday 

I look forward to hearing back from you as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmalos@)~mcaa, uuc.edu 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:53 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: SSII - ENGL Writing Tutoriug 

Fantastic! We will build your schedule (most likely with hours on each day Mort-Friday} and will get back to you late next week. 

Thanks so much 

S u s a r~ 

Frora-" 
Sent: Friday, 10:01 AM 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: SSII - ENGL Writing Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

I’m free Monday-Friday at the times you mentioned (and most other times) and I’m fine with two shifts in one day. I could do some sundays but would need to 

miss a couple because of traveling. 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~._e_..m_ _.a____.u__n_._c__ _e_..d_ .u_ 

On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

As we look ahead toward the Summer Session II, we have a large number of incoming freshman who will be taking ENGL 100 and ENGL 105. Each of 

you expressed an interest in tutoring in SSIL Please let me know the day time and evening times that you will be available and willing to work 

Sunday-Friday. We are considering sessions from 1-4pro and 6-9pro as well each day (only 6-9pro on Sundays). Would those times work for you and 

would you object to working both shifts on a single day if necessary? We hope to begin tutoring on Sunday 

I look forward to hearing back from you as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordiuator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~unco~a.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:55 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~E: SSII - ENGL Writing Tutoriug 

Eli 

So you are comfortable with both shifts on the same day if necessary? 

Susan 

From= 
Sent= Friday, 9:55 AM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: SSII - ENGL Writing Tu~ring 
~ can work in both of those time slo~ on all five days (Sunday-Thursday, $:00-4:00 & 6:00-9:00). 
Thank v~u ~a murh~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 9:32 AM 
To= 
Subject= SS11 - ENGL Writing Tutoring 

Hi Everyone, 

As we look ahead toward the Summer Session II, we have a large number of incoming freshman who will be taking ENGL 100 and ENGL 105. Each of you expressed 

an interest in tutoring in SSII. Please let me know the day time and evening times that you will be available and willing to work Sunday-Friday. We are considering 

sessions from :[-4pm and 6-9pro as well each day (only 6-9pro on Sundays). Would those times work for you and would you object to working both shifts on a single 

day if necessary? We hope to begin tutoring on Sunday 

I look forward to hearing back from you as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa, uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:59 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

ILE: please cancel exan~ review for ecou 

Ok Lhanks. Please have 

Thanks, 

Frora: Lee, Jaimie 
Seat: Thursday, 7:::[7 PM 
Te: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: please cancel exam review for econ 

please cancel exam review for econ 

meet with 

because the final is tomorrow! 

before 8pro it: the need to since he wilt have the availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:59 AM 

ttarri~ Tracy U <tharris@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Check 

Hi Tracy, 
Just checking to see if you ever heard anything about check? 
Thanks, 

Sent: Thursday, 7:14 PM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Check 
Hi Susan, 
I am just writing to check if you have figured out why I didn’t receive a check for the 12 hours logged ~n. 
Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,           4:03 PM 

Subject: RE: Check 

Tracy is helping me Ioo1~ into this for you [he _[2 hours were k)gged           according to Tracy, bLat for some reason a check was not prodLu::ed. ~t may have 

something to do w~th the SSN issues we had. I’II keep m touch when f know some~:hmg more. 

Thanks, 

Seat: Tuesday, 8:24 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Sabje~t: RE: Check 

Hi Susan, 
I received the check today, thank you for sending it. However it only included the 4 hours I worked the last week, not the initial $2 hours 1 had worked previously. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 8:05 AM 
To: 
Subject= Re: Check 

Our oltice manager mailed it late yesteMay for me. Please let me know if you don’t receive it. 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:52 AM, ~i~live.tmc.edu-~ wrote: 

I am flying to New York tomorrow, so you can mail it at: 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [_s__b____m___a_!_o__y_@__e___m___a_j_[,_u___n__c__,_e___d__u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:17 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Check 

Hmmm! I was either in my office or in the building somewhere until 4::].Sish yesterday, Sorry we missed each other, 
What address should I mail the check top 

~usat~ 

From: @ ]j_v___e_ ~__u___n__c_~__e__d___u_. ] 
Se~t= Tuesday, $0:27 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Check 

Hi Susan, 
I stopped by your office today but you weren’t there. I don’t think I am going to be able to come on campus, because I am leaving NC soon. Any chance you could 
mail it ~ me? 

Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 11:00 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~g: Check 

Hi 
I have not heard b~,ck from Tracy, I’ll reach out to her now. 
Thanks, 

Sent: Thursday, 7:14 PM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Check 
Hi Susan, 
I am just writing to check if you have figured out why I didn’t receive a check for the 12 hours logged in 
Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,           4:03 PM 

Subject: RE: Check 

Tracy is helping me Ioo1~ into this for you [he _[2 hours were k)gged           according to Tracy, bLat for some reason a check was not prodLu::ed. ~t may have 

something to do w~th the SSN issues we had. I’II keep m touch when f know some~:hmg more. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:24 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Check 

Hi Susan, 
I received the check today, thank you for sending it. However it only included the 4 hours I worked the last week, not the initial 12 hours I had worked previously. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 8:05 AM 
To: 
Subject= Re: Check 

Our oltice manager mailed it late yesterday’ for me. Please let me know if you don’t receive it. 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 9:52 AM, :(~liveamc.ed~-* wrote: 

I am flying to New York tomorrow, so you can mail it at: 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [_s__b____m___a_!_q_y_@__e_m_a_j_[,_u___n__c__,_e___d__u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:17 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Check 

Hmmm! I was either in my office or in the building somewhere until 4::].Sish yesterday, Sorry we missed each other, 
What address should I mail the check top 

~usat~ 

From: ~ ]j_v___e_ ~__u___n__c_~__e__d___u_. ] 
Se~t= Tuesday, $0:27 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Check 

Hi Susan, 
I stopped by your office today but you weren’t there. I don’t think I am going to be able to come on campus, because I am leaving NC soon. Any chance you could 
mail it ~ me? 

Than~, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday,             11:03 AM 

@gmaiLcom> 

I~E: Su~nmer Session 2 Availability 

Ok so Monday-Thursday daytime and evening, right? Good to know 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:15 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Summer Session 2 Availability- 

~gmail corn] 

Hey Susan, 

I’m not stue where you’re at with scheduling the second summer session, but I wanted to let you kno~v of a slight change in my avai{ability In addition to Monday/Wednesday daytime and 

evening, rm also available [’or Tuesday/Thursday sessions 

Have a good evening, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 11:07 AM 

FoK Mike <mli~x@unc.edu;~; Ga~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu>; Rucinski, Terri Jo <tjrucinski@unc.edu> 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edtc> 

Major; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu~> 

RE: summer sd~ool guys 

Hey Greg, 

Some of the guys have class until 2:45pm in SSII. From a tutor availability standpoint, I was hoping to be able to have them in the Academic Center t:rom 2-4pro or 

5pro, but ~ understand conditioning is h~portant for these freshm~n as we~l. I know you are away, but ~ny chm~ce you can let me know what the p~m~s are for 

conditioning on your end? Those who have class unt~ 2:45pm are free ~n the morning before :[larm Any chance their workouts could occur ~n the morning in those 

s~tua~:~ons? .Just ~:hrowing OLEt options and th~nldng ou~: loud. 

Terr~ Jo, as far as physicals; are co]~cer]~ed, here are the conf~c:[:s that ~ see: 

:IOta (a~l good and out of class right at 

2pro and are ~n class unti~ 2:45 ~nd ~ has not registered yet) 

3pm " " " ou~: of (:h~ss by 1pro and . by 2:45pm. Bo~:h are good. has not reg~sl:ered yet) 

Fdday~ 

:1.pro ~nd are good and out of class right at :].pm. needs to register for one more classy) 

2pro out of class by lprn, by 2:45pm. Both are good. has not registered yet.) 

3pro has no~: registered Vet. ~t ~s my unders~:and~ng ~n [a]d[lg ~dth mother that he ~s not coming ~:o 

Please (:a~ me when you h~ve some down ~:ime ~n Omaha ff ~:h~s is eas~er ~:o die, cuss o~er the phone rather than ~:hrough em~l. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

I=rera-¯ Fox, Hike 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:01 PM 
To." Gatz, Gregory 
1::~-. IVlaloy, Susan B; Jackson, Scott C 
Sul~ject," RE: summer school guys 

No on (:h~ss schedule They should all be done by :].pm though. Can have susan send that to you alter all 

CiOP5 ~re over. 

I=rem-¯ Gatz, Gregory 
Sent; Wednesday, 1:00 PH 

Te: Fox, Hike 
Subject: RE: summer school guys 

Yea~ I was going to ask you about that. I’ll have 

I=rem; Fox, Hike 
Sent-" Wednesday,, 12:36 PH 
Te-" Gatz, Gregory 
1::¢.. Jackson, Scott C 
Subje¢t: summer school guys 

Greg, 

let one of your folks know over there that these guys will be coming in to lift, etc. after their 

Physicals So start Monday, probably. I hope we are not back!! 

Thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

@gmail.com2 

1~: Summer Session 2 Availabilily 

Ok good Thank you for clarifying. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 11:17 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer Session 2 Availabili~z 

~gmail.com] 

I’m available Monday-Thursday daytime, but only Monday/Wednesday evenings 

, at 11:02 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ok so Monday-Thursday daytime and evening, right? Good to know. 

> 

> Thanks so much, 

> Susan 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~@~mail.com] 

> Sent: Thursday, 9:15 PM 

> To: Maloy, Susan B 

> Subject: Summer Session 2 Availability 

> 

> Hey Susan, 

> 

> I’m not sure where you’re a~ with scheduling the second sumaner session, but I wanted to le~ you know of a slight change in my availability. In addition to Monday/Wednesday daytime 

and evening, rm also available for Tuesday/Thursday sessions. 

> 

> Have a good evening, 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 11:37 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M (emlyons@em~il.unc.edu) 

RE: SUMMER SCHOOL AND OM:AHA 

I think so, bu[ let me put you in touch wiU~ Beth in or’der for you boU~ [o coordinate your’ schedules, I witl copy her on the emN] so that you have her’ emsi] address, 

Thanks, 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, ~: ~8 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: SUMMER SCHOOL AND OMAHA 

My graduation c~r~mouy is at loam on W~dn~sc~y~ in ~ don’t t~nk ~ ~ill ~ abl~ to ~v~ by 4pro. Can ~ m~t wi~ h~r at another tim~? 

On Fri, at 10:32 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy,@~email~unc.eclu~ wrote: 

11~5; Gnys, 

Change of plazas ot~ t~e Academic Sc~venit~g with Befla ~&~o~as ont Leamhag SpecialisL Tibia meeling time has been moved lh:~m Fd&Y ~o Wed~esda~ 

~_~!! aRer your medica~ screening. Please plan to meet in Room 2406 of the Academic Ceuter or, the 2~ d floor of the Lo~dem~i]k Ceuter li)r F.xce]let,ce. 

Thank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 11:44 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

M~Joy~ Susan B <sb~n~]oy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: SPAN    - Sunday Sessiou Canceled 

Ok thanks. Also on another note,      session has been canceled at 7pro on Sunday. He told me that 

said should be fine on his own. Are you aware of th~s and fine w~th it? 

Thanks, 

F~= Lee, 3aimie 
gear= Friday, $$:26 AM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
$abje~t= RE: please cancel exam review for econ 

w~ll not be attendin@, FYL 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B 
Seat= Friday, $0:59 AM 
Te; Lee, 3aimie 
$abje~t= RE: please cancel exam review for econ 

Ok thanks. Hease have meet with 

Thanks, 

F~m~ kee, Ja~m~e 
Sent~ Thursdag, 7:17 PN 

To~ Nalo~, Susan B 
Subjeet~ please cancel exam review for econ 

please cancel exam review ~or econ because the final is tomorrow! 

not be in Chapet Hill at that time and he 

before 8pro it: t~-~e need to since he wilt have the availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 11:49 AM 

@gmail.com 

MaJ~oy~ Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

Potenlional Tutoring Oppo~ni~ 

Hi 
Beth Lyons forwarded your information to me as you may be interested in doing some tutoring with our student-athletes this summer. I would love to have an 
opportunity to meet you. Are you available at all as early as this afternoon or Monday afternoon before 4pro? 
Look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 11:55 AM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

ILE: Meeting at Orientation 

I plan to send out an email to everyone who is attending Orie~ltation. 

yOLE b~-’_~ ~ailable at 8am ~fter checking-in to the dorm at 7:].Sam on Monday? 

Thanks, 

8ent~ Thursday, 5:05 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ Neeting at OrienNtion 
Hey Susan, 
Ny name ~s            . I am an incoming freshman from             and am ve~ exci~d to play for the 

and was looking to meet with you sometime prior to choosing my classes for my Fall semester. Are you available for questions on the 
Than~ and I look fo~ard to meeting with you in the near future. 

about possibly meeting at 8am on Monday and again at 4:45pm on Monday. Would 

team this fall, I will be attending orientation 
? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 2:22 PM 

Ciocca, Mafio F <ciocc~@email.unc.edw~; Rucinski, Terri Jo <tjrucinski@unc.edu-~ 

Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu>; Gatz, G~egory <ggg@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 

<jematson@emaJl.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <]jtaylor@ad.nnc.edu> 

RE: snmmer school guys 

Based on their current class schedules, this schedule looks tike it will work, I did just speak with 

specifically for physicals, I betieve he is planning on 3pro Friday for his physical 

Thank you for making these a@Jstments. 

Susan 

F~m~ Qocca, MarCo F 
Sent~ Friday, 1:42 PN 
To~ Rudnski, Term Jo; Naloy, Susan B 

~e~ Fox, Nike~ Ga~, @ego~ Jac~on, Sco~ Q NaNon, Janis Evelyn; Taylor, Latoya J 
Subje~t~ RE: summer school guys 

How does th~s work? 

Thursday-- 1:15,~. 2:00,~ 3:00, 

Friday --- I: 15 --- 2:00, --- 3:00, 

Mado 

F~m: Rucinski, Terri ~o 
Sent-’ Friday, 1:29 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

mother, and they are coming on Frida5 

3:30, It:         ;bows up we can throw him in where he fits 

- 3:30 (if either or both get out at ~[:00 they can come with    at 2:00) 

C¢: Fox, Mike; Gatz, Gregory; Rucinski, Terri Jo; ,1ackson, Scott C; Ciocca, Mario F; Matson, Janis Evelyn; Taylor, Latoya .1 
Sabject: Re: summer school guys 

Dr Ciocca 

Received this email from Susan Maloy with the guys end time for classes - are you able to adjust your schedule to accommodate - alot not out of class until 2:45. 

Terri Jo 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:07 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <s__b_._m__a_Lo_y_@_ .e_m._a_![:_u__qc__._@__u_.> wrote: 

H ey G reg, 

Sorne ot: the guys have class until 2:45pm in S$1L From a tutor availability standpoint, I was hoping to be able to have them in the Academic Center 

from 2-4prn or 5pro, but ~ understand conditioning is h-nportant for these freshman as we~L I know you are away, but any chance you can ~et me know 

what the p~ans are for conditioning on your end? Those who have class unt~ 2:45pm are free in the morning before ltam, Any chance their workouts 

couM occur in ~:he morning in those s~tLEa[:io[?s? Jus[ ~:hrowing out o~:H:hz~ns and l:hkddng out k)ud, 

Terri Jo, as far as phys~caD are concerned, here are the conflicts that I see: 

Thursday, ’ 

1pro (all good and out of class right at tpm) 

2pro and ~re ~t~ class until 2:45 and has not registered 

3pro out of class by Zpm and by 2:45pm. Both are good. has not registered 

tpm and ~re good and out of class right at :lpm, Orth needs to register for one more class,) 

2pro out of class by lpm, by 2:45pm~ Both are good, has not registered yet~) 

3pro has not regisLered yet, it ~s my understanding in Laking with rnoLher thaL he is not coming to 

P~ease csl~ me when you have some down dine ~n Omaha ~]: th~s is eas~er to d~scuss over the phone rather than through ema~L 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Frem,, Fox, Mike 
Sent-’ Wednesday, 1:01 PM 
To: Gatz, Gregory 
C6,, Maloy, Susan B; Jackson, Scott C 

S~bject-" RE: summer school guys 
No on class schedule. They shouk~ all be done by 3.p[T~ though. Can have susan send that to you alter a~] 

CTOPS are over. 

F~m~ Ga~, Grego~ 
Sent= Wednesday,, l:00 PN 
To= Fox, Mike 
Subje¢t~ RE: summer school guys 

Yea, I was go~ng to ask you about that FI~ have 

~m; Fox, N~ke 
$entl Wednesday, ~2:36 PN 
Te= Ga~, Grego~ 
~= Jackson, Sco~ C 
Subje¢t= summer school guys 
Greg, 

Let one of your folks know over there that these guys will be coming in to lift, etc. after their 

Physicals June So start Monday, . ~robably. I hope we are not backH 
Thanks 

Mike 

be ready for them. Do we know their class schedule(~.~) yet? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <~/O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:12 PM 

~a~l.com> 
1~:;: Summer School Registmlion 

Eli 

First of all there is no prerequisite for EXSS and I believe the t~me of the class should work out well for you. As for a sports general manager, you could go the 

EXSS Sport Management route, or an ~?conomh::s or Management and Sodety major etc, but we can talk about al~ of that later on. No need to de~:errnme ~:his now. 

just wanLed 1:o get an ~dea of what you were considering to help bet[:er guide you w~th course se~ectkm based on your m~:erests, [.e~: me know when you haw~ 

registered for the 2nd course. 

Thanks and see you on Monday, 

F~m: [mailto: @aol,com] 
Sent~ Friday, : ~:07 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer School Registration 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry to get back to you so late. I have sort of an idea. I would like to do something along the lines of being a sports general manager. Most of those guys have an 

Economics degree so ~’m a little unsure of what to do there. Also, for Sports Psychology    ~s there a prerequisite? 

On , at 11:12 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

What are you interested in studying while you are at UNC? Your interests should certainly drive your course selection, Some good options for your 

first semester rnay be any of the I00 lew~ SO{::~ (:lasses or EXS5 (~?xerdse 5dence}. Star~: there and see ~f there is anything tha~: k>:~ks kd:erestmg to you. 

~ hope this helps g~ve you a ~ittle d#’ection. [.e~: me know what you deckle 

Thanks, 

Sus3n 

F~m: [mailto: :@aN.com] 
Se~t: Wednesday, 7:39 PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer School Registration 

H~ Susa~ 

Yes I did register for an English class. I was planning on emailing you today to see if you had any idea of what other class I should be taking this 

Thanks 

On at 3:45 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <._s__b___m___a__[9_~t_~__e___m___a_!_[:__q__n_c__:_e_d___u_.> wrote: 

Hi 

I noticed that you have registered for one class for summer school (ENGL    I. I am not aware of your scholarship situation, but please 

know that if an athletic scholarship is covering part of the cost of your summer school expenses, NCAA rules require that all student- 

athletes take 6 hours (2 courses) in summer school. You may need to go ahead and register for a second class now. Let me know if I can 

help you in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: SSII - ENGL Writing Tutoring 

Ok good. I actually think we will Lry to avoid g-9pm on Fridays anyway. Thank you. 

Susan 

Sent: enday, 1:10 plVl 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: SSII - ENGL Writing Tutoring 

One quick amendment: For Fridays, I’d prefer o~dy the 1-4 sNA. Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

................. @__e_____m_____a_!_!_;__u___n____c__;__e____d___u__. 
On           ;, at 10:53 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_sb_ff_~!_£~.e_~__~l_:_Ul~C_:e_.~_t_ .u_’> wrote: 

Fantastic! We will build your schedule (rnost likely with hours on each day Mort--Friday) and will get back to you late next week. 

Thanks so rnuch 

Susan 

Sent: Friday, :[0:01 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: SSII - ENGL Writing Tu~ring 

Hi Susan, 

I’m free Monday-Friday at the times you mentioned (and most other times) and I’m fine with two shifts in one day. I could do some sundays but would need to 

miss a couple because of traveling. 

Thanks~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@ernail.unc.edu 

On , at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloyL~3email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

As we look ahead toward the Summer Session II, we have a large number of incoming freshman who will be taking ENGL 100 and ENGL 205. Each of 

you expressed an interest in tutoring in SSII. Please let me know the day time and evening times that you will be available and willing to work 

Sunday-Friday. We are considering sessions from 1-4pm and 5-9pm as well each day (only 6-9pm on Sundays). Would those times work for you and 

would you object to working both shifts on a single day if necessary? We hope to begin tutoring on Sunday 

I look forward to hearing back from you as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbm~Jov,~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 4:28 PM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

Lee, Jaimie (jaimielee@uuc.edu) 

RE: on Sunday 

Yes, this is fine with me. Thanks [:or checking. 

Susan1 

Frem: 
Sent: Friday, 12:28 PM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: on Sunday 

Hi Susan, 
"i" dont think my last email went through because T needed to update my password but 

ok but I wanted to clear it with you as well. 

Thanks, 

would like to meet with me at 5pm on Sunday for Stor Jaimie has said this is 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:07 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: 7pm EXSS tonight 

Apparently 

Thank you 
Susan 

Sent from ray iPhone 

took the EXSS exam on Friday. Feel free to ;vork longer with your other appointments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 8:54 AM 

Welborn, Spencer <swdborn@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Module 

He did not show up to my 8am meeting. I have not received any response fror~a him, but Brent noticed that he signed a contract. So that shoutd mean he is not 

plannh~g to enroll. Does that mean that a~l of my other guys who are in Orientation today have completed the module, or do you need me to send you n~mes and 

PlDs t:o ched~? 

Thanks, 

F~m~ Welborn, Spencer 
Sent~ Nondag, 8:19 AN 
To~ Brown, Nichelle; Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn; Nalw, Susan B 

Ce~ Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: Module 
Thank you all for communicatin~ with your students in reference to the online module. It appears that we only have one student-athlete who did not 

complete the online module. Susan, I am ~uessin~ he is not comin~ to campus today. 

Spencer B. We]born 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of~ts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919,843.~917 
F: 919.962,6888 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O~UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,             10:40 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Ti~ne Sheet 

gbsotu[ely! Wifl take care of that this morrfing. Thank you. 

From: ;@gmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, 5:Ot PN 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Time Sheet 

Susan, 
I re~Jize I am probably the wets1 with my time sheet but I approved by time sheet on Thursday because I thought that today would be on the ne~ time sheet..~so would 

it be possible liar you to add in my hours from 5-9 today betbre you approve it? 

Thanks! 

E: @live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 1:18 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

1~9;: Timecard Issue 

I added the time for Sunday to your time card~ 
Thank 

Frera: Karen Neff [ma[l~:          @gma[I.com] 
Sent: Sunday, June 16, 2013 ll:04 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: T[mecard Issue 
Hi 

I went to login to TIMS tonight and it didn’t accept my p~sword. I figm~d out later that appamutly ~ny p~sword expired. I should have it all fixed now; howevec I 

was unable to login and out when I worked toNght. I worked from 5:40pm- 10:00pro. I haven’t approved my fimecard yet, because I wasn’t sure ifI should approve it 

if toNght’s time is missing. Plea~ let me ~ow if you ~e able m add tNs time and when I should approve my fimec~d. I apologize for the inconvemence. 

Tha~ you for ~ur help~ 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~ma~l.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, . 1:25 PM 

~gmaJl .com2 

ILE: Potentioual Tutoring Oppo~tuni~ 

Hi 

Sorry I did not get back to you earlier. Sh~ce Monday seems to be passing us by, would you be available tomorrow or Wednesday to meet? 

thank you, 

Susan 

Frem: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
~emt: Saturday~ ~0: 2~ AM 
T~: Maloy, ~usan B 
~bje~t: Re: Po~nt~onal Tu~dng 

Hi Susan, 

~ am available to meet with you any time on Monday. Let me know what time wou~d be best for your schedule. Lookin8 forward to this ~reat opportunitv~ 

On , at 1~:49 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Beth Lyons forwarded your information to me as you may be interested in doing some tutoring with our student-athletes this summer. I would love to 

have an opportunity to meet you. Are you available at all as early as this afternoon or Monday afternoon before 4prn? 

Look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic SuppoCt Program tbr Strident-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 3:06 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

@gmail.com) 

RE: Study Hail Monitols 

Hi 

It is never too early to start thinking of the fall, So I very much appreciate your email and will keep you in mind for sure. it would be great to meet you some 

time soon to talk about the potential opportunity~ If you could send me a resume, that wou~d be great. 

if the need arises, wouM you be a~a~iable at a~i to monitor during Summer Session 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

8ent~ Nonday, 2:59 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 

¢c~ @gmail.com) 
Subject~ Study Hall NoNtors 

Hi Susan, 
I hope you are doing well! I wanted to let you know as early as possible that I will be available to monitor study hall once again this fall and would love to 

have one or two Nghts per week if you need people. Also, my classmate      is interested in p~cking up one or two nights per week to monitor study hall as well. 

is another graduate student and in addition to being a very hard worker, he has experience working in advising at the 

I realize you probably aren’t even thinking about scheduling for the fall just yet, but I figured I’d give you as much notice as possible that we are available if 

you need people. Thanks, and have a great summer! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 3:46 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

I~E: Summer Tutoring 

Hi 

I hope your summer has been going great so far. 1 am contacting you to see when you might be available to work with our students. Specifically, would you be 

available Monday, Tuesday, and rht~rsday ew~mh~gs 6-9pm or definitely 7-gpm I could possibly have more hours For you, but r~ght now ~ am targeting a s~)edfic 

group o[ students who need assistance sure during those t~mes. What: dayth~e hours would you be available as well and would you be willing to work 2 sh~[ts in a 

day ~f necessary in case we need assistance from 2-5pm ~n addition to 7-gpm. Just thk~Mng out loud but wanting to throw ou[ sogle possibilities as we~L Please ~et 

me know what works for you as soon as you can. SSH begins on Thursday. 

Thanks so much. ~ ~ook forward to hearing from you soon. 

Susan 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B 
Senti Wednesday, 8:53 AM 

Subject= RE: Summer Tutoring 

J wish I couJd be more affirming about SS~l for you, but J do know that we will have a ~ot of incoming freshman h~ SS~L They are st~ll registering so ~t is d~fficult to say 

what they will be ~:aMng at ~:his point. I would cer~:ainJy hate to I~eep you from seeking another ~art tirade ~ob at this ~oint. But if you had some evening availability 

to tutor in addition to another part time job, ~:hat may work out for you 

Sorry to not be of more heiR, but ~ am definiLefy keeping you in mind. 

Thanks, 

F~m: [mail~ , @live.unc.edu] 
~ent: Tuesday, 8:56 PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Summer Tutoring 
Hi Susan, 
I hope you had a great Mother’s Day weekend~ I am t~ing to plan out my summer and am wondering if you have any idea whether there will be tutoring houm for me to pick up 
after        I know that is probably Summer Session II and t~gistrafion may not have happened, so I unde~tand if you need to get back to me at a later date. I am just 
t~ing to calculate whether I will have the time and/or need to pick up a pa~ time job for the summer months. Thanks so mucM 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, .3:48 PM 

,@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring in Summer Session II 

Hi 
Just reaching out to see if you are still interested and available to tutor this Summer Session II. You had originally indicated Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
nights. Is that still possible from 6-9pm? If you are available any additional nights, please let me know. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 3:55 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Study Hail Monitors 

Are you working in or anywhere else on campus right now? I’m just concerned about overtime hours. 

Thanks, 

S u s ~ n 

Seat= Nonday, 3:$6 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$abje~t= RE: Study Hall Nonitors 

I work during the days from 8:00 to 5:00, so as long as it’s after 5:00 ~ could help out during the summer, lust ~et me know if and when you need 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 3:06 PM 
To= 
Co: .#_ g__m___a_j L _c__o__m) 
Subject= RE: Study Hall Monitors 

Hi 

It is never too early to start thinking of the fall. So I very much appreciate your email and will keep you ir~ mind for sure, it would be great to meet you some 

time soon to talk about the pote[~tial opportunity, if you could send me a resume, that would be great, 

if the n~-_~ed i;ri~.;e~.;, would you be aw~ill;bh:, i;[: all to rnoNtor during Summer Sessh:m H? 

rha~?ks so much, 

Susan 

Sent= Nonday, 2:59 PN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
Cc: @gmail.com) 
Subject: Study Hall MoNtors 

Hi Susan, 

I hope you are doing welH I wanted to let you know as early as possible that I will be available to monitor study hall once a~a~n this fall and would love to 

have one or two Nghts per week if you need people. Also, my classmate      is interested in p~ckin8 up one or two nights per week to monitor study hall as well. 

is another graduate student and in addRion to being a very hard worker, he has experience working in advising at the 

I realize you probably aren’t even thinking about scheduling for the fall just yet, but I figured I’d give you as much notice as possible that we are available if 

you need people. Thanks, and have a great summer! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 4:00 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Study Hail Monitors 

I guess it depends if you are being paid hourly right now or not. I don’t think during the academic year you will be paid hourly. I think it is a monthly stipend, but 

correct me if I% wrong. If that is the case, overtime is not an ~ssue. Do you know how you are being paid during the summer? 

Sent-" Monday, 3:57 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= RE: Study Hall Moni~rs 

Yes ~"m work~n8 ~n Would my hours here in my k~ternsMp ~e combined w~th study hall to count toward overt~me~ If so, is there any way to avoid that? 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, 3:55 PM 
To= 
S~bject= RE: Study Hall Monitors 

Are you worMn8 ~n or anywhere eh~e on campus r~h~: now? Frn just concerned about overtime hours 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent: Monday, 3:~6 PM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Study Hall Monitors 

Suga~ 

I work during the days from 8:00 to 5:00, so as long as it’s after 5:00 [ could help out during d~e summer. Just ~et me know K and when you need 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 3:06 PM 
To; 
Cc: @gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Study Hall Monitors 

It is never too early to start thinking of the fall. So ~ very much appredate your emai~ and will keep you ~n rTfind ~:or sure. it would be great to meet you some 

time soon to ta~k about the potential opportunity. If you could send me a resume, that wou~d be great. 

if the need arises, would you be available at all to monitor during Summer Session 

Thanks so much, 

Sent: Monday, 2:59 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 

Subject= Study Hall Monitors 

Hi Susan, 

I hope you are doing well! I wanted to let you know as early as possible that I will be available to monitor study hall once again this fall and would love to 

have one or two nights per week if you need people. Also, my classmate      is interested in picking up one or two nights per week to monitor study hall as well. 

is anothe~ graduate student and in addition to being a very hard worker, he has experience working in advising at the 

I realize you probably aren’t even thinking about scheduling for the fall just yet, but I figured I’d give you as much notice as possible that we are available if 

you need people. Thanks, and have a great summer! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 6:26 PM 

~gmaJl .com~ 

ILE: Potentioual Tutoring Oppo~luni~ 

Hi 

Could you meet some time between :[O-:l.2pm on Wednesday? 

S u s a r~ 

From: [mailto:_,_ ....... @gmail.com] 
Sent; Mlonday, 4:59 PM 
To: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: Potentional Tutoring Opportunity 

Hi Susan, 

l will be working all day Tuesday, but Wednesday would be fine! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:24 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Sorry I did not get back to you earlier. Since Monday seems to be passing us by, would you be available tomorrow or Wednesday to meet? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From; [mailto: !@cjmaj!.com] 
Sent-" Saturday,. 10:24 AN 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subje¢t~ Re: Potentional Tutoring Oppo~uni~ 

Hi Susan, 

I am available to meet with you any time on Monday. Let me know what time would be best for your schedule. Looking forward to this great 

opportunity! 

On , at 11:49 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Beth Lyons forwarded your information to me as you may be interested in doing some tutoring with our student-athletes this summer. I 
would love to have an opportunity to meet you. Are you available at all as early as this afternoon or Monday afternoon before 4pro? 
Look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Couuselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~uncaa~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 6:32 PM 

~gmaJ4 .corn> 

ILE: Potentioued Tutoring Opportuni~ 

Ok great! How about lO:30am at my office? I am on the 2nd floor of the I.oudermilk Center for E×cellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to 

the Rams Hei~d Parking Deck, Room 2411, 

F~m: [mailto: . @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:29 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: PotenUonal Tutoring Oppo~uni~ 

Yes. Where would you like to meet? 

On ;, at 6:25 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Could you meet some time between lO-:[2pm on Wednesday? 

From= [mailto: ,.@gmail~¢om] 
Sent: Monday, 4:59 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Potentional Tutoring Opportunity 

Hi Susan, 

I will be working all day Tuesday, but Wednesday would be fine! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:24 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Sorry I did not get back to you earlier. Since Monday seems to be passing us by, would you be available tomorrow or Wednesday to 

F~eet~ 

Tfu~nk you, 

Susan 

From: ~ [mailto: @gmail.coml 
Sent: Saturday, ~0:24 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Po~ntional Tutoring Oppo~uni~ 

Hi Susan, 

I am available to meet with you any time on Monday. Let me know what time would be best for your schedule. Lookin8 forward to this 

8teat opportunity] 

On , at 11:49 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s__b___n_!_a__L_o_~L__@____e___m____a_!_L.__u___n___c_:__e__d___u__> wrote: 

Hi 

Beth Lyons forwarded your information to me as you may be interested in doing some tutoring with our student-athletes 

this summer. I would love to have an opportunity to meet you. Are you available at all as early as this afternoon or Monday 

afternoon before 4pro? 

Look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:55 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

I~E: Summer Tutoring 

CONGRATULATIONS!!!! 

I know your summer must have had an AMAZING start!!! 

Aa for tutoring, we hope to start on Monday We are s~:~l p~anning, however, so f will have to get bac]~ to you wRh a more fifmed up scheduh~. Good to know 

you are w~Hmg to work two sh~ts if necessary, 

Thanks and congrats once agab~ 

Susan 

Sent~ Nonday, 2 7:30 PH 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Summer Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 
Thanks for your email[ I just got back from our honeymoon yesterday, and we are heading back down to Chapel Hill by Wednesday. I would definitely like to pick up some of 
the hours you mentioned. Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday evenings from 7-9pm is great. I’d like to keep the 6 o’clock hour free if possible. I am willing to do two shifts a day 
as needed during the summer months. 
What day will tutoring begin for SSlI, and what subjects in pa~icular will you be scheduling me for? I am really looking fo~ard to sta~ing. Thank you for gMng me this 
oppotluNty[ 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 3:45 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Summer Tutoring 

I hope your summer has been going great so far. I am contacting you to see when you might be available to work w~th our students~ Spedhcsl~y, would you be 

available Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday evenh~gs 6-gpm or definitely 7-gpm. I could possiMy have more hours for you, but right now ] m~ targeting a spedfic 

group o[ students who need assistance sure during those t~rnes. What dayth~e hours would you be available as well and would you be willing to work 2 sh~[ts in a 

day ~f necessary in case we need assistance flom 2-Spin ~n addil:k~n to 7-gpm. Just th~nMng out loud but wanl:k~g to throw out some possib~Hties as well. Please k~t 

me know what works for you as soon as you can. SSH begins on Thursday. 

Thanks so much. ~ ~ook forward Lo hearh~g from you soon. 

Susan 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Wednesday, 8:53 AN 

Subject; RE: Summer Tutoring 

Hi 

~ w~sh I could be more affirming about SS~ for you, but ~ do know that we wH~ have a lot of incoming freshman h~ SS~L They are still registering so ~t ~s d~fficult to say 

what they will be taMng at th~s point. ~ would certain~y hate to keep you from seeldng another part t~me job at th~s point. But if you had some evening avaHabHRy 

to tutor" ~n addition to m~other part t~me job, that rnay work out for you 

Sorry to not be of more he~p, but ~ am definitely keeping you ~n m~nd. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: [~ail~: ~live.unc.edu] 
Nent~ Tuesday, 8:56 PN 
To~ Haloy, Susan B 
$ubjeet~ Summer Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 
I hope you had a gt~at Mother’s Day weekend[ I am t~ing to plan out my summer and am wondering if you have any idea whether there will be tutoring hours for me to pick up 
after,       I know that is probably Summer Session II and t~gistrafion may not have happened, so I undeBtand if you need to get back to me at a later date. I am just 
t~ing to calculate whether I will have the time and/or need to pick up a pa~ time job for the summer months. Thanks so mucM 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, ,9:58 AM 

~gmaJ com> 

l~E: Potentioua~ Tutoring Oppo~tunJ~ 

Probably Rams Head parking deck is your best bet. Do you know where that is? 

!ook forward to seeing you at tO:~Oam tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Frem: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday,. 20:34 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= Re: Po~ntional Tu~ring Oppo~uni~ 

Sure~ Can you recommend a ~ood location to park? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:32 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok great! How about :l.O:30am at my office? I am on the 2nd floor of the I.oudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field 

closest to the Rams Head Parking Deck, Room 2:1~:1.. 

Susan 

From: [ mailto: .~_g__m___a_jL_c_o___m_] 
Sent: Monday, 5:29 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Potentional Tutoring Opportunity 
Yes. Where would you like to meet? 

On at 6:25 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s___b___m____a_Lo__y___@__.___e____m___a__!!:_u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

H~ 

Could you meet some tirne between lO-2~2pm on Wednesday? 

Susan 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, - ...... ~:59 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Potentional Tutoring Oppo~uni~ 

Hi Susan, 

I will be workin~ all day Tuesday, but Wednesday would be fine~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 1:24 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H 

Sorry I did not get back to you earlier. Since Monday seems to be passing us by, would you be available tomorrow or 

Wednesday to meet? 

Thank you .. 

Susan 

Fro~: [mailto 
Se~t: Saturday,. ~0:24 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Potentbnal Tutoring Oppo~uni~ 

Hi Susan, 

[ am available to meet w~th you any t~me on Monday. Let me know what time would be best for your schedule. Looking 

forward to this great opportunity[ 

On , at 11:49 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(£gemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Beth Lyons forwarded your information to me as you may be interested in doing some tutoring with our 

student-athletes this summer. I would love to have an opportunity to meet you. Are you available at all as 

early as this afternoon or Monday afternoon before 4pro? 

Look forward to hearing from you soon. 



Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

~__b_r~ ~Lo~_~_~_r_~:~r_~_~:_e__v_~__u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:27 AM 

Caldwell, Andrea L ~andreac@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Andrea, 
Jenn just told me that l is registered for the wrong ENGL in summer school. Apparently I had an incorrect test score for him. I see that there is 
one seat available in ENGL , any chance you can assist me with his SSII registration to get this switched? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:40 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

FW: College Baseb~2ll - GPA Request 

Hey Michetle, 

Here is one of those information disclosure requests, How would you prefer we respond to ESPN’s request for GPA information? 

~’hanks, 

From: Schmidt, Dave 
Sent-" Tuesday, 11:19 AM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Fwd: College Baseball Question 
Susan, 

Can you help me mfl~ fl~e tbllowing request? 

Thanks, 

Dave 

Dave Schmidt 

U niversib’ of North Cmolina 
Assistant Athletic Communications Director 

Cell - 

Office - (919) 962-0084 

GoHeels~com 
Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: "James A. Piscitelli" <James.A.Piscitelli@espn.com> 

Subject: College Baseball Question 

Date:             10:17:10 AM CDT 

To: <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 
Hi Dave, 

Hope all is well, My name is Jim Piscitelli and l’m coordinating graphics for ESPN atthe College World Series. 

I was hoping you could help me out with a quick question. I understand is an excellent student. Can you send along his major and GPA? That would be very helpful. 

Thanks, 

Jim Piscitelli 
Associate Producer 
ESPN Regional Television 
(o) 704-973-5053 
(c) 
j_a__t_n__9~:_a__:p__Ls_’__c_[Le_!lj_@_e___s:~_!_~_:_c_’__o_g! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <~/O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:47 AM 

Caktwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.uuc.edu> 

Welborn, Speucer <swelborn~!email.uuc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you so much. 

Susan 

From: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Sent: Tuesday, Ii:38 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Re: 

Sure, I will see him in the registration this afternoon and will ask him to swap ENGL 

Andrea 

for ENGL : via ConnectCarolina. 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 11:26 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Andrea, 
Jenn just told me that 
that there is one seat available in ENGL 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan IVI a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

is registered for the wrong ENGL in summer school. Apparently I had an incorrect test score for him. I see 

any chance you can assist me with his SSII registration to get this switched? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 12:06 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

MaJloy, Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: Tutoring in Smnmer Session II 

Hi 

That’s great. SLm~mer session actually begins on ThL~rsday but we may not be ready to start tL~toring until Sunday For you, however, the first thing we 

need to have you do is meet with Tab~tha Massey, H£ Manager ~n the U~C for Academic In~a~ves O~ce. She ~s located on 215 W. Cameron Ave h~ Chapel Hill 

~uesdav-rhursday she takes wa~k-in ap~x~intments 1.0:30am- 12pro and ~:30pm--4pm. and appo~t~tments only on Monday and r:dday. Tabitha can be reached at 962- 

~.2~35 or tmassey@unc.edu ~[ you prefer to con~:act her first You will need to bring your Driver’s Ucense, 5SN card or ~assport, and a Voh~ed Check ~:o ~:he meeting. 

Wou~d you have time to meet w~th her this week? 

After the HR process has been taken care of, you w~[I also need to v~ew the 4--hour Training video before you may work w~th students d~rect[y. So we w~[[ also need 

to get tMs on your schedule tNs week, hopefully. ~t can be broken into 2-hour chunks of t~me ~f that works better for you. 

Let me know what works for you. [ ~ook forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sent= Tuesday, ~:09 AN 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= ~E: Tutoring in Summer Session II 
Hi Susan, 
I can still tutor those nighN. When does Summer Session begin? 

Best wishes, 

..... @email.unc.edu 
@gmail.com 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent." Monday, 3:48 PM 

Subject: Tutoring in Summer Session II 

Hi 
Just reaching out to see if you are still interested and available to tutor this Summer Session II. You had originally indicated Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
nights. Is that still possible from 6-9pro? If you are available any additional nights, please let me know. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 1:39 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

l~g: Tutoring in Summer Sessiou II 

How about 2:30 on Thursday and 10am on Friday? That should hopefully give you time to meet with Tabitha at I:30ish on Thursday, If Tabitha is not available for 

some reason, p~ease check to see ~f Seth Thompson ~n the same office is available to meet with you. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Sent= Tuesday, 12:23 PM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subje~t= RE: Tutoring in Summer Session II 

Hi Susan, 
Unfo~unately, I am out of town in California through tomorrow, so the soonest I could come out to campus is Thursday a~ernoon. I will plan on meeting with Tabitha during 
her walbin appointment times that a~ernoon, hopefully close ~ I:30pm. I can probably watch the training video on Thursday (a~er my meeting with Tabitha) and Friday (in 
the morning). Just a heads up that I will be pa~icipating in a summer program that is meeting Thursday-Sunday of ne~ week. 
What times would be best for me ~ come in Thursday a~ernoon and Friday morning? 

~@ em a il ~uD _c_ = _e_ ._ _d_ _ _u- 
~gmail.com 

From-" Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Tuesday, I 12:05 PM 
To; 
Subje~i:: RE: -[’utoring in Summer Session II 

Hi 

That’s great. Summer session actually begins on Thursday but we may not be ready to start tutoring until Sunday For you, however, the first thing we 

ru:_~ed to haw:_~ you do is meet with rab~tha Massey, Hr~ Manager m the UgC for Academk: In~Jatiw~s Offk:e. She ~s located on 215 W. Camerot~ Ave ~r~ Chapel Hill. 

Tuesday-Thursday she takes wMk-in ap~x~intments 10:30an~- 12pro and l:30pm--4pm, and appointments only on Mot~dav and PrkJay. Tabitha can be reached at 962- 

1335 or tmassey@unc.edu ~[: you prefer to con[act her first. You will need to bring your Dr~ver’s L~cense, san card or Passport, and s Vok~ed Check [o [he meeting. 

Would you have time to meet w~th her this week? 

After the HR process has been taken care of, you will also need to v~ew the 4-hour Training v~deo before you may work w~th students directly. So we w~l~ also need 

to ge~: th~s on your schedule tNs week, hopefully. ~: can be broken into 2--hour chun]~s of ~:~me ~[ that works better for you. 

Let me know what worlds for you. ~ look forward to headt~g from you soon. 

Susan 

Sent= Tuesday, ~:09 AM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subje~t= RE: Tutoring in Summer Session II 

Hi Susan, 
I can still tu~r those nighN. When does Summer Session begin? 

Best wishes, 

~emaiLunc.edu 
:@gmail.com 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Monday, ’, 3:48 PM 
T~-" 
SubjeCt: Tutoring in Summer Session II 

Hi 

Just reaching out to see if you are still interested and available to tutor this Summer Session II. You had originally indicated Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday 

nights. Is that still possible from 6-9pm? If you are available any additional nights, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 



UNC Academic Support Program l:or Smdeni-A~2aletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’y~i~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 1:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

Summer Session II Tutoring 

Hi 
I hope your summer is going well. I was just wondering if you are still available to tutor this next summer session that begins on Thursday, 
during the day and evening would you be available and on which days? 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

? If so, what times 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 3:25 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Fail Schedule 

Hi 

f[: i.~; good to he~r fl’om you. gut t am sorry theft you will ot~Jy be abk~ to work or~e evenir~g. No ch~mce at ~1] for i~ 2nd night i~ week, right? {~Rher w~y, ~ wot~ld sl:~lJ like 

[:o keep you o~ board fo~" S~md~y eve~t~gs Do you I<t~o~, o~ ~myo~e else who you wouM recor~mend to us for SPAN ~md PORT? 

Thanks for reaching o~t to rne about this. And have a wonder’~:ul trip. 

Sent~ Tuesday, 2:08 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subjeet~ Fall Schedule 

Hi Susan, 

I hope you are having a wonderful summer so far! I wanted to touch base with you before I leave for Middlebury. Recently there has been a lot of change in the Editorial Board 
("my bosses") at the Publications office here in the Romance Language Dept. Their vision for the publications office is going to require that I spend more hours in the office 
throughout the week. Unfortunately, this means that I won’t be as available to tutor as I had originally hoped. I think the most I will be able to commit myself to is :[ night a 
week, with Sunday being the ideal night for my schedule. I apologize for the change and I hope this doesn’t put you in a difficult position with scheduling. Please let me know if 
you would still be interested in having me tutor despite my limited availability. I fully understand if you would prefer a tutor who can commit to more hours and, again, I am 
sorry for having to back down from what I originally thought. I wasn’t aware that the shift in Editors would add so much to my workload. 

Thank you for your understanding and I look forward to hearing from you[ 

All my best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 4:41 PM 

Schmidt, Dave *~dhschmi@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: College Baseball Question 

~-Ii Dave, 

I passed this request along to our Director, Michelle Brown. Since this is FERPA protected information, I want to be s~re she is comfortable with our response. 

Obviously this is not a t~me~v response, but we ~re working on ~:. 

Thanks, 

F~m= Schmidt, Dave 
8ent~ Tuesday, l~: 19 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ [wd: CN~ege Baseball question 

Su~, 

Ca~ you help me wifl~ fl~e tbllowing request? 

Tha~s, 

Dave 

Dave Sc~idt 

Umve~ib, ofNoN~ Caolina 

Assist~t AtNefic Commu~caflons Direck~r 

Cell - 

ONce - (919) 962-0084 

GoHeels~com 

Begin tb~azded message: 

From: "James A. Piscitelli" <James.A.Piscitelli@espn.com> 
Subject: College Baseball Question 
Date:             10:17:10 AM CDT 

To: <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 
Hi Dave, 
Hope all is well, My name is Jim Piscitelli and I’m coordinating graphics for ESPN atthe College World Series. 
I was hoping you could help me out with a quick question. I understand is an excellent student. Can you send along his major and GPA? That would be very helpful. 
Thanks, 
Jim Piscitelli 
Associate Producer 
ESPN Regional Television 

(o) 704-973-5053 
(c) 
i_a__t_n__~A:_a__:p__[_s:__c_[Le_!!j_@_e___s:~__~_~_:_c_’__o_m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, June 18, 2013 4:45 PM 

blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Power Point for the ACC 

ACC Compliance Workshop - June 2013 Presentation.pptx 

Feel free to tear this up with suggestions. If I left anything out, let me know. 

suggest before sharing with Michelle. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 

I’d like to make any adjustments that you 



















Decrease an area of vulnerability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

Tutoring 

Hey 
I was wondering if you are still interested in tutoring this summer session II. I may be able to have more daytime and evening hours this session. If you are still 
interested, please let me know the hours and days you are willing to work. 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 5:39 PM 

@live.~mc.e&~> 

l~g: Tutoring 

’,-lwesome! So you are not working set hours in the business off:ice? We just need to be careful that you do not exceed 40 hours a week when combining aft areas 

athletics that you work ~f you are being paid houHy. Are you willing to work evenings 7-gpm a~so? If so, which days? 

Tha~ks, 

Sent~ Tuesday, S:34 PN 
T~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~je~t~ RE: Tutorin~ 

~ would de[initely I~l<e to tutor for summer sessk~n IL I’m r~ght next door at the business o[fice so I can be flexible and tutor a[ whatever times you need me to. 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

,@live.unc.edu 

From: Naloy, Susan B [E~__a__[[_t__o_Ls__b____m___a_Lo__y_f@__e_Ln___a_jJ_:_u__t~__c__:_e_~!_u_.] 
Sent: Tuesday, : 5:28 PN 
To: 
Subject: Tutoring 

Hey 

I was wondering if you are still interested in tutoring this summer session IL I may be able to have more daytime and evening hours this session~ If you are still 

interested, please let me know the hours and days you are willing to work~ 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 10:04 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Books for summer 

Hi 

You may address me in whatever way is comfortaNe for yolk. Some call me Mrs. Maloy and some call me Miss Susan. It’s up to 

As for bo.:_~ks, you will need to come by my of Sce to comp~e~:e a book form to t~ke to S~:udeet S~:ores which wi~ be your method o~ paymenL Perhaps we couh~ do 

tNs right before the 4~m~ rneet~eg. You can find your required books oniine as folh:~ws: 

Go to .............................................. 
Click "Students, Faculty, and Staff" in middle of screen 

Click "Textbooks" on the left of screen 

Select "Students" 

Click "Textbook Look-up" 

Plug in your ONYEN and Password 

Click "Course Info" on the "Search by" drop-down menu 

Input the appropriate course name, number, and section for Summer Session II 

You may only write down "Required" books, which are noted to the left of each book, on the Textbook Approval Form. 

Hope ~:h~s helps. 

F~m: [mailto: ~live.unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:57 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Boo~ for summer 

Mrs. Maloy, 

First off, how would you like me to address you... Susan, Ms. Maloy, Mrs. Maloy etc._ 

Secondly, My parents spoke to Tom Timmermans today, and my books for the summer are covered under my scholarship. Could you please tell me the procedure 

for ordering/getting my books? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 1:31 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

Jackson, Scott C <sqiackso@email.unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <sforbe@unc.edu>; Games, BD’ant Anthony <bagaine@email.unc.edu> 

RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF TIME FOR SOME OF YOU 

I’ll see it: he can change his [NGL    to 11:30, which would mean he would be done by lpm. I just texted him to see it: he can make th~s change now s~nce there is 

o~ly o~e more seat in the class. Otherwise, ~’1~ see Mm at 4pro to work through this. 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

F~m= Fox, NJke 
Sent; Wednesday, 11:48 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Ce; Jac~on, Sco~ C; Forbes, Sco~; Gaines, B~ant Anthony 
Subject= Re: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~NE FOR SONE OF YOU 

Sent my ~ast email before ~ was finished. Does that make sense. ~ooks ~ike only player with break between classes. Hopefully he can change one of those 

classes so four of them are on same schedule. They can ~ift together before their 1l:30am class then do baseball 3-5 or so. Can we get all academic stuff in the 

evening you think? 

Mike 

On at 9:23 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" < .s_ b_ _m_ _a_ ! _o_ [i @ email.u nc.ed u> wrote: 

A[:ta~:h~-:~d is [:he SSII cla:;s schedule. Trent will be on a mission [:rip and not able to art:end summer school So 15 a]i together in 6 hour~;. 

Susa~ 

~ Fox, Mike 
Sent~ Tuesday, 9:0 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~ME FOR SOME OF YOU 

~usar~ 
~ thought the k~d was a~tend~ng summer school ? Not sure if he ~s coming for is medical screen#$gs ~omorrow~ 

He can come ff he wants 

You don’t have hh-n re~ster~d for .. ~mmer schcoV 

What about aH the other guys- they all good to go? 

M i~ e 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
$ent~ Tuesday, 3:34 PM 

To~ Fox, Nike 
~¢~ Rucinski, Terri Jo; Ciocca, Nado 
Subject: RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~NE FOR SOME OF YOU 

is st~l~ p~anning ~o come for Ms physical a~ 3pro on Friday even though he will not be ~n summer school Is d~at a~right? 

Thanks 

Susan 

F~m= Fox, Nike 
$ent~ Nonday,            8:29 PN 
To~ }tdad.rr.com; ~qma&com; 

}gmail.com; ~ student.capehenry.org; 

Ce= Eucinsk~, Terri ~o; Qocca, Nado F; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~NE FOR SONE OF YOU 

Incoming guys~ 

Thursdav, 
1:15 
2:00 
3:00 
3:30 

Friday~ 
1:15 
2:00 
3:00 

~yahoo.com; @comcast.net; @yahoo.com; 
~y_a_.ho__o_:_c_.o_E]; ~_Z..a_h_o_..o_:.c__o_._~]; ~Za_h.o_ .o_: c_._o_.~]; ~ g .m._aj_[=.c_ .o__m_; 

@embarqma con; @gmail.com; __ #qrna corn; 

at 2:00) 3:30 (if either or both get out at 1:00 they can come with 

<SSII Class Schedule.x|sx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

~yahoo.com 

M~loy, Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edw, 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning I     after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday i      your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w___.__a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

M~Jloy, Susan B <sbtn~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning I     after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday I      your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall 2013 classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w___.__a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

~y~hoo.com 

M~loy, Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edw, 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning I     after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7::15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 9:19-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMI~ORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w__:__a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 1:54 PM 

@comcast.net 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning I     after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7::15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday      , your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 9:19-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMI~ORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w__:__a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 1:55 PM 

@yahoo.corn 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7::15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday I      your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 9:19-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMI~ORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w__:__a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 1:55 PM 

@optonline.net 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning     , after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7::15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday i     , your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

i with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 9:19-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMI~ORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w__:__a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:04 PM 

@aol.com 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning !     after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7::15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday      , your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 9:19-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMI~ORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w__:__a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:05 PM 

~hotmail.com 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7::15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday i     . your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 9:19-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w___.__a___d__v__[_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~i~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:09 PM 

Myers, Patrick Jacob (patmyers@unc.e&0; Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu~~ 

I~W: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi Joe and Pat, 

f just wanted yeu to see the emaii that f sent to all of ti~e guys who are coming to Orientation next Monday and Tuesday {harpies are below), 

was the only emai~ that bounced back as undeliverable. Apparently this address is no longer working. Do you have a differen~ 

emsil address for Mm? 

lhank you, 

Susan 

From: Naloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:05 PM 
To:       ’@hotmail.com 
Subject; Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w! Susan Maloy 

Hi Shane, 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning,     after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7::15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday (     , your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to a~end this meefln8 at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meefln~ on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff durin~ the breakout sessions at either 2:25-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am Iookin8 forward to meetin8 you next week. P~ease email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday mornins. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 929-962-9892 if necessary. 

~MPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advisin~ Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

resister for Fa~l     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, 8o to www~advisin~.unc~edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then dick the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advisin8 Module" and besin. You wil~ need your ONYEN and password to set started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~emic Connselor 

I~C Academic Suppo~ Program lbr Student-A~le~s 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~d~unc~m.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

1),2;: Meeting at Orientation 

Thank you I juat sent out the o[:ficial email regarding these meetings. Look forward [o meeting you a[ 8am on Monday morning. 

Thanks, 

Seat= Tuesday, 7:06 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$abje~t= RE: Meeting at Orientation 

Hi Susan, 

If those times work for everyone else they work for us as well, Looking forward to seeing you soonl 

From: Maloy, Susan g 

Sent: Friday, 11:55 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Meeting at Orientation 

[ plan to send out an email to everyone who is attending Orientation 

you be available at gain aft:or checldng.-in to the dorm at 7:15am on Monday? 

Tha]iks, 

Sent= Thursday, 5:05 PM 
T~ Naloy, Susan B 

Subjeet~ Neetin9 at Orien~tion 

Hey Susan, 

My name is             I am an incomin~ freshman from             and am ve~ excited to play for the UNC       team this Nil. I will be a~endin~ orientation 

and was Iookin9 to meet with you sometime prior to choosin9 my classes for my Fall semester. Are you available for questions on the 

Than~ and I look fo~ard ~ meetin9 with you in the near future. 

about possibly meeting at 8am on Monday and again at 4:45pm on Monday. Would 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 12:55 PM 

~unc.edu 

M~Joy, Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edtc, 

Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on          . I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday      , your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to __w____w____w___.__a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 2:36 PM 

FoK Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

I~E: withdrawal 

wilt need to emaii registration@unc.edu to request cancelation of his enroilment for SSII today. If he waits until Lornorrow, the process is mor’e involved. 

texted him this, but if you can share with h~m aswe~ that wou~d be gre~t. He must include h~s PlO# and ful~ name as well 

Thanks and good h.~ck tonight 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, i0:47 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF TIME FOR SOME OF YOU 
Please help            drop his summer class so he does not get charged. He got an Incomplete on his SSI class but has until 

He will s~gn when we return so he needs ~:o drop h~s SS2 class. Says he ~s on ~: but ...... 

thanks 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 

Sent= Wednesday, 10:23 AN 
To= Fox, N~ke 
Subject= RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~NE FOR SOME OF YOU 

Attached is the SSH class schedule,      will be on a mission trip and not able to attend summer school. 5o I5 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Henri Tuesday, 9:~ PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$ubje~t= RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~ME FOR SOME OF YOU 

~ thought the k~d was attendh~g ~;ummer school? Not sure ~f he is (:pining for ~s medica~ screenings tomorrow 

He can come if he wants to 

You don’t have him registered for summer 

What about aH the o[her guys-- they aH good [o 

Mike 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 
~ent[ Tuesday, 3:34 PN 

To= Fox, Mike 
~= Rudnski, Terri 30; Ciocca, Nario F 
Subject= RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~NE FOR SOME OF YOU 

is st~l~ phmmng to come for hb physica~ at 3pro on F~’~day even though he w~l~ not be ~t~ summer school ]s that ahqgh~:? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m= Fox, NiLe 
Sent= Monday, 8:29 PN 

~optonline.net; ~yahoo.com; ~yahoo.com; ~yahoo.com; 

@student.capehen~.orq; ~embarqmaiLcom; ~qmaiLcom; 

Ce= Rudnski, Terri Jo~ Ciocca, Nario F; Nalw, Susan B 
Subject= PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~NE ~R SOME OF YOU 

~ ~__a__h___o_o_=_c_ 9_ m; 
(.@gmail.com; 

@qmail.com; ~aol.com 

to write his paper. 

all together in 6 hours. 

1:15 
2:00 
3:00 

3:30 (if either or both get out at 1:00 they can come with at 2:00) 

Friday-, 

Thursday, 
~1:15 
2:00 
3:00 
3:30 

Incoming guys?! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 3:15 PM 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie copelaJ~d@unc.edu> 

I~E: enrollment holds 

Holds have been removed. Atthough I don’t understand why these nonactive holds effect these students. Nonetheless, I have removed them. 

Thank you, 

F~m= Cope[and, Jacquelyn D 
Sent: Thursday, 3:11 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: N: enrollment holds 

Hi Susan, 
Can you remove the old holds for the students below as well? 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

From: <Brooks>, Susan Brooks <Susan Brooks@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 2:54 PM 

TO: Jackie Copeland 

Subje~: RE: enrollment holds 

Hey, Jackie! So, I just found out that the below 2 MAC students also have previous term holds from Athletics. Do you think they’d removed their holds, as well? 

Best, 
Susan M Breoks. Assistant Director . Office of Scholarships and Student Aid ¯ MBA and MAC Programs 
UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School . Campus Box 3490 . McColl Building ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
919962.9096 ¯ fax 919.9622927 . susan brooksi@,unc.edu ¯ ,^~¢w.kenan-flaqler. unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 
Visit us on: Bl__~g_I Twitter I YouTube I Linkedln I Faceboo}~ I iT~nes I Flickr 

From: Copeland, .]acquelyn D [mailto:iackie...copeland@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:51 PM 

To: Brooks, Susan 
Sabject: enrollment holds 

Susan Malloy took the hold off of account. No explanation of why they use the holds but also no objections to takin~ it off. Hopefully, this will fix the 

issues. 

JC 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday. 3:26 PM 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie copelaJ~d@unc.edu> 

ILE: enrollment holds 

Sure thing! 

From: Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Sent: Thursday, 3:18 plVl 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: enrollment holds 
I don’t get it either! But, thanks :-) 

JC 

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiMmc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,             3:15 PM 

To: Jackie Copeland <iackie copeland@unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: enrollment holds 

Holds have been rernoved. Although I don’t understand why Lhese nonactive hokfs effect these students. Nonetheless, I hsve removed thern. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~m= Copeland, ]acquelyn D 
Se~t~ Thursday, 3: ~ PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~ject~ ~: enrollment holds 

Hi Susan, 

Can ~ou remove the old holds for the students below as well? 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

~rom: <Brooks>, Susan Brooks <Susan Brooks@kenan--fla~ler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 2:54 PM 

To: Jackie Copeland 

Subje~: RE: enrollment holds 

Hey, Jackie~ So, I just found out that the below 2 MAC students also have previous term holds from Athletics. Do you think they’d removed their holds, as well? 

Best, 
Suean M Rrooke. Assistant Director . Office of Scholarships and Btudent Aid ¯ MBA and MAC Programs 
UNC Nenan-Flagler Business Bchool . Campus Box 3490 . McColl Building ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 9~9.962.9096 

fax9~9962.2927 .susan brooks_@_u___n___c_~_e___d__u_. ¯ ~_"@~__k__e__n___a__n___-~__a_g_Le__r_~_u___n__c_~__e__d___u- 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 
Visit us on: BI_.Lg~ I Twitter I YouTube I Ljnked]n I Facebook I !Tunes I Flickr 

Frera: Copeland, 3acquelyn D [mailto:iackie_copeland@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 1:51 PM 
To-" Brooks, Susan 
Subject; enrollment holds 

Susan Malloy took the hold off of account. No explanation of why they use the holds but also no objections to taking it off. Hopefully, this will fix the 

issues. 

JC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 8:21 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: Summer Session II Tutoring 

Hi 
How about :l:].-2:30pm or :].2-2:30 on Tuesday and Thursday? Although I am hoping you can assist with SOCl ( 
~ a rn curret~:~y ~n 1:he sch ed u~ir~g process, Plea se ~et rn e know ~[ t hese da ys arid ~:~mes w~l~ wor k for Vot~ 
"Tha~ks, 

F~m: ~gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:30 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer Session II Tutoring 
Hi Susan, 
I am available for four hours a week, more if necessary. I could be available on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
evenings and possibly some morning hours. 
This summer I am working full time, but working at home so I have some flexibility in hours. I do prefer to work in 
blocks if possible. I will have on-site training for my job on and and would be unavailable 
during the day on those days, but available in the evening. 
Thank you, 

On Tue, at 1:45 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(?~)enmil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope your summer is going well. I was just wondering if you a~e still available to tutor this next summer session that begins on Thnrsday, 

the day a]]d evening would you be available m~d on which days? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (ths,~) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.unc.edu 

? If so, what times during 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone- 
Skype- 

h~p:iia nthropology.une.eduipeopleigrad students/ 
http://une.aeademia.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 8:30 AM 

@comcast.ne~> 

I~E: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan MaJoy 

Fantastic! See you then, 

Susan1 

From: [mailto: @comcast.net] 
Sent-" Friday, 5:48 AM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Snsa~ 
8 am on Monday is good, see you then. 

On , at 1:53 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaJo,,l(r-~email.ut~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

it’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning,     after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 
nd meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2 floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday       your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

i with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at           or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

~MPORTANT- You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module, it will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www~advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

.s__b__m&~_~@_u__!:~_c__~:_u__~_~c__:_e___d__~_~_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:33 AM 

~li ve. unc.edu>; @live. unc .e&~; ,~liv e .unc.edtr~; 

Fox, Mike <mfo:@unc.edu> 

Major; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu:> 

Required Meeting ruth Beth Lyons - Monday at 8:45am 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hi 
Please meet with Beth Lyons on Monday at 8:45am in her office down the hall from me to begin worldng on a tutorial plan for your SOCI class. She will be 
devising a weekly plan for the 4 of you to meet with her to discuss your assignments in the course. This should give you plenty of time to get to your 9:45am class. 
Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:36 AM 

Breschi, Joe <bre~hi@unc.edu> 

l~E: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan MaJ, oy 

Hi Joe, 

I think Monday some time between lt-:lpm will be fine. And Friday between 9:30-I 1am should work as well. I do have a meeting at :].2pm on Friday. 

~’hanks, 

Susan 

I=rom; BrescN, Joe 
Sent= Thursday, ll: ll AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Orien~tion - Schedule a Neeting w/Susan Naloy 
Hi Susan 

I know Pat reached out about email address, let me know if you need anything else. 

Any chance you could meet with a recruit next Monday between 11-1:00 pm and next Friday between 9-~1:00 AM. 

Thanks 

Joe 

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,             2:09 PM 

To: "Myers, Patrick Jacob" <patrnyers@unc~edu>, "Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> 

Subje~: FW: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

Hi Joe and Pat, 

~ just wanted you [o see the emai~ that ~ sent [o aH of the ~LlyS WhO are comin~ Lo Orientation next Monday and Tuesday {n~mes are below), 

was the only emai~ that bounced back as undeliverable. Apparently this address ~s no longer worMn~. Do you have a d~fferen[ 

em~ii address fo: him? 

lhank you, 

Susan 

From; Naloy, Susan B 
Sent; Wednesday, 2:05 PM 
To:       @hotmail.com 
SubjeCt; Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w! Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the interim Academic Counselor for the team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during 

Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after you have checked in to 

your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what to expect 

over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to 

meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the 

football field closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday      , your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and 

the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. 

Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesd 

with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You 

can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be able to 

register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to www.advisin~.unc~edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First Year Students" that says "First-year 

Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmalo v(% uncaa, uric .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:22 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu2 

I~E: Transcript 

Hi 
Your email was sent to my junk mail, so I am just no~v receiving this. I am assuming you have taken care of this by now-, but is there anything else that I can help you with 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Transcript 

4:16PM 
@kenan-flagler.unc. edu] 

Susan, 

need to get my official transcript to attach online to my application for the UNC MAC Program What are the steps 1 need to take to get that? 

Thanks! 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:43 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

Hi 

Does that mean that you are not available on Sunday at all? Are there any other days during that week that you would be able work? Some of these students could 

probably us~-_~ at I~-_~asL :~ a~x)~ntments a wee~ ~nstead o~ two, 

let me know what you ~:h~nk. 

Thank you, 

Seat= Friday, $0:00 AN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
$~bjeCt= RE: Your SS[[ Tutor Schedule 

Hey Susan, 

Sorry for getting back to you so late regarding my schedule. 

Everything looks good, except for my appointment on Sunday. I cannot teach this session on Sunday nights. 

I can begin this Monday . Let me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, :10:05 PM 

To: 

Subject: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

Hi 

A[tached is your tutor schedule for SSII. Do these days and times work for you? We would like [o begin on Monday 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinato~;/Academic Counselor 

D2,1C Academic Support Program tbr Student-AtNetcs 

919-962-9892 (otlice) 

919-962-8247 (lhx) 

._s__b_m&~_~@__u_!::_c_~:__u_:_,__c_:__e__d___~:. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Required Meetiug with Beth Lyous - Monday at 8:45am 

Ca~? you be sure that 

Thar~k you, 

,~usa n 

Sent: Friday), 11:11 AM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Required Meeting with Beth Lyons - Monday 

Thank you Susan~ 

are aware of this as well in case they are not checking this email address regularly yet? 

at 8:45am 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Friday, 9:32 AM 

To: 

Cc: Fox, Mike 

Subject: Required Meeting with Beth Lyons- Monday at 8:45am 

Please meet with Beth Lyons on Monday     at 8:45am in her office down the hall from me to begin working on a tutorial plan for your SOCI    class. She will be 

devising a weekly plan for the 4 of you to meet with her to discuss your assignments in the course. This should give you plenty of time to get to your 9:45am class. 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions. 

Susan 

Su sar~ Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinat~0r/Ac~lemic Cotmselor 
UNC Academic Support Program ~br Student-Atl’detes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

9 ] 9-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalo>~i~ m~cgm.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:04 PM 

@email.unc 

I~E: Tutoring for SSII 

Thanks for letting me know about CHEM 

Would you feel comfortable with this course in addition to BIO~. 

Tha~ks, 

Senti Friday, 12:02 PN 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Tutoring for SSII 

Susa~ 

because there is definitely a request for her in the systerm How about glOL 

as you have done in the past, I believe? 

Are there any BIOL/PHYS/CHEM students for me this session? I’m eager to tutor again, as I do really enjoy working with them. 

Also, a reminder, I am a TA for CHEM 

If you do not have another CHEM tutor, but students would like help, you could send them to my office hours. I’m having them from 10AlVl - 12PM on Tuesdays in Morehead 
Labs Room 408A. These are open to all students (lab or lecture) so I don’t think it would be an NCAA violation to suggest that they come see me. I’m sure you’d know more 
than I would about the NCAA guidelines for this, though. 

I’ve already suggested this to 
office hours with questions. 

my former tutee for PHYS    in Spring and CHEM    in SSI who is taking CHEM    now. I suspect she’ll drop in on my 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:06 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Summer Session II Tutoring 

Yes, please begin on Tuesday     Thank you for getting back to me. I wilt send you an official schedule either’ later today or’ this weekend. 
Thanks again and have a great weekei~d. 

From: ~gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Friday, 3:02 PH 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer Session I~ Tutoring 

1~-2:~0 Tuesday and Thursday would wor~ ~or me. Should I s~ar~ ~his comin~ Tuesday? 

Thank you, 

On Thu, 
at 

8:21 PM, Maloy, Susan B <.~_b__Lr_tj_a_!!Ly_@_e_~!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___kt__u- > wrote: 

~-Ii Andrew, 
How about l:l.-2:30pm or :].2-2:30 on Tuesday and Thursdav? Although I am hoping you can assist with SOG 
I am currently ii~ the scheduling process, Please let me know if these days and times will work for 
Thar~ks, 
Susan 
From: (.~gmail.com [mailto: ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:30 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer Session II Tutoring 
Hi Susan, 
I am available for four hours a week, more if necessary. I could be available on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
evenings and possibly some morning hours. 
This summer I am working full time, but working at home so I have some flexibility in hours. I do prefer to work in 
blocks if possible. I will have on-site training for my job on and would be unavailable 
during the day on those days, but available in the evening. 
Thank you, 

On Tue, at 1:45 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(?~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope your summer is going well. I was just wondering if you axe still available to tutor this next summer session that begins on Thnrsday, 

the day a3~d evening would you be available mad on which days? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (the,;) 

sbmalo y(a~mcaa.unc.edu 

? If so, what times during 

UI~versity of North Ca}’olin~,.{ at Chapel Hill 

Phone- 
Skype- 

h~p:iia nthropology.une.ed~i people/grad st~dents 
http://une.aeademia.edu~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone-- 



Skype - 

._h__~t2;J__iu ne. aeade mia. eduL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

Yes, that would be [:antas~Jc i[: 

Thank you for get’king back to me, We will begin on Monday. 

thanks, 

Susan 

From: [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, 3:15 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Your SSII Tu~r Schedule 

Susan, 

That works for me. 

Thanks, 

could fitl in on those days. Have you ~afked to her about that? 

will be out of town Monday the 1st and Tuesday the 2nd but said she could cover those days for me if that’s OK with you. 

UNC Chal~el Hill 

~gmail.com 

at 10:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s__b____m____a_Lo__y___@.___e___n_!_a__[!_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi 
Attached is your tutor schedule for SSli. Do these days and times work for you? We would like to begin on Monday 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~ uucaa.unc.edu 

pdt~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:46 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Tutor Schedule and Final Sunnner Class schedules 

Thank you [:or doing this. I know you are busy, and I didn’t necessarily expect you to put this together this afternoon. But thank you and good tuck again. 

From-" Fox, Mike 
Sent= Friday, 3:13 PN 
To; @yahoo.com; 

C~embarqmail.com 
~c= Gatz, Grego~; Naloy, Susan B; Forbes, Sco~; Jac~on, Sco~ C; Gaines, B~ant Anthony 
Subject; Tutor Schedule and Final Summer Class schedules 

Guys, 

Hope all is going well there in Chapel Hill. You should all have your physicals done and be into your second day of classes. 

Attached is your tutor schedule and final class schedules for each of you. 

Susan has worked hard to get you academic tutoring so know your schedule each evening and some of you in the morning as well- 

Monday,       at 8:45am!! 

Beginning Monday,        you should have your schedule down with classes, lunch, baseball, wt. room, then academic tutoring, etc. beginning at 6:00pm each 

evening Mort-Thurs. We will keep your wt. lifting orientation for 3:00pro Monday for now but may change your lifting times earlier since all of you are now 

out of your classes at l:00pm. Be sure to eat lunch before you lift each day! This helps. 

Sure you will watch us tonight vs. UCLA at 8pro. 

Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 2:26 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

WfitinK pdf 

Eli 
I may still need to add some evening time to your schedule, but right now attached is what it looks like. Please let me know if you are comfortable with this Also, I will be sending out 
another email to writing tutors about a training at 6pro on Sunday I know it is short notice, but I hope you can make it 

Thank you, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:59 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Sut~ject: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

Hi Susan, Is my tutoring schedule for SSII ready? Sorry to ask, but I’m just nep¢ous that I missed the email because I’ve heard they went out yesterday. Looking lk~rward to starting, thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill @emaihunc.edu 



STUDENT 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Monday 01:30 PM 

Tuesday 01:30 PM 

Thursday 01:30 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 2:35 PM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

IU:;: Sunday nights 

Forgot the time. Let’s go with 8pro tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:22 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Sunday nights 
Hi Susan, sure! I just know that I will have to miss Sunday, 

Thanks, 

but the others should be fine including this coming Sunday if needed. 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4<3 Network 

"Maloy, Susan B" <.s___b_m_a_Jg_y_@__e_£L~_a__[[=u__n___c_=e__d___u_> wrote: 

Hi 
Are you willing to work on Sunday nights also? 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[INC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.uuc.edu 



STUDENT 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 2:41 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

Excellent! Thanks so 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 2:33 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

Thanks very much, the schedule looks great. I should be able to make the training session tomorrow. 

university ot North ¢5arolma at Cl~apel H~ll 
~email.unc.edu 

On at 2:26 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~)email.tmc~edu> 
wrote: 

I may still need to add some evening time to your sche&de, but right now attached is what it looks like. Please let me know if you axe comtbrtable with this. Also, I will 

be sending out another email to writing tutors abx~ut a training at 6pm on Sunday    . I know it is short notice, but I hope you can make it. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 4:59 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

Hi Susan, Is my tutoring schedule tbr SSII ready? Sorry to ask, but I’m j ust nervous that I missed the email because I’ve heard they went out yesterday. Looking 

tbrward to scarring, thanks’. 

Universib, of North Cm~olina at Chapel Hill 

Writing      .pdf> 
@email.t~nc.edt~ 



STUDENT DAY TItlE 

Monday 08:00 AM 

Monday 08:00 AM 

Tuesday 08:00 AM 

Tuesday 08:00 AM 

Wednesday 08:00 AM 

Wednesday 08:00 AM 

Thursday 08:00 AM 

Thursday 08:00 AM 

Friday 08:00 AM 

Friday 08:00 AM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



STUDENT 

BIOL 

BIOL 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



STUDENT 

H IST 

H IST 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 4:14 PM 

bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Training Session Sunday i at 6pm 

Hello All, 
As we get the tutoring program underway for SSII, we would like to conduct a training session on Sunday at 6pm in Room 2406 to discuss changes and 

objectives for this summer session. I apologize for the late notice, but do hope you can all make it. We will do our best to keep this session to an hour in length. 

Thanks to everyone for your continued service within our tutorial program. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(~hmcaa.ur~c.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday,           4:18 PM 

,~@ive.unc.edu> 

ILL: Payroll/Totnorrow night! 

believe you at÷ still on the payroll. I’m still working o[~ the schedule for all, So we won’t be starting tomorrow night. 

Senti Saturday,            9:54 AM 
To; Maloy, Susan B; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Payroll/Tomorrow night! 
Hi, Susan! 

I was just wondering whether I should be getting on payroll as well as whether I should come to tutoring tomorrow night! 

Th~kyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Sunday, 8:28 PM 

~em~l.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

Hi 
Thanks for getting back to me, I’ll definitely keep you down for Tuesday and Thursday, Any chance you would be able to work Wednesday night as well? 
~’hanks, 
Susan 

Sent= Sunday, ll: 14 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Your SSII Tutor Schedule 
Impo~anee= High 
Hi Susan, 

I apologize for the delay in replying to your email. I’ve been away and just checked email this morning. Unfortunately, Mondays aren’t good for me. But, I can definitely do the 
Tuesday and Thursday nights. 

Also, I just saw the email about tonight’s tutor training. My sister is leaving the country, and I have to take her to the airport. So there’s a chance that I might not be able to 
make it back in time for the meeting. If I can get there on time, I’ll definitely be there. If not, please update me on the information shared. 

Best, 

From-" Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 9:5:1 PM 
To; 
Sul~ject; Your SSII Tutor Schedule 

Hi 
Attached is your tutor schedule for SSII. Do these days and times work for you? We have a lot of students in ENGL 
necessary. 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.uuc.edu 

so I anticipate the drop-in to be very 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 9:23 AM 

@gmail .corn 

Summer Session II Tutoring 

Hi 
I hope your summer is going well. I can’t remember if we spoke about your availability or not for the summer. Any chance you would be able to tutor now through 

? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 9:35 AM 

~email.unc.edu) 

Evening Hours 

Hi 
We could use writing assistance in the evenings Sunday!Monday!Wednesday!Thursday. Would any or all of these nights work for you? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 10:52 AM 

~gmail .com> 

ILE: Summer Sessiou II Math Tutoriug 

Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday nights from 7--9 specit~cally. Thoughts? 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, .I0:3:t AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: Summer Session 11 Math Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

It is good to hear from you. My availability for second session is scarce as I am teaching summer school at 

tutoring? I would like to help so maybe we can figure something out. 

Thanks, 

What time/days are you thinking for 

Sent from my iPhone 

On ...... , ___J, at 9:22 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I hope your summer is going well. I can’t remember if we spoke about your availability or not for the summer. Any chance you would be able to tutor 
now through 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~£NC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (£hx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 11:37 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

1~3:;: Evening Houls 

Fantastic! I am going Lo schedule on a drop--in basis at the moment for Monday and Thursday 6-gpm. Wilt that work? 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

Seat: Monday, ~:04 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Evening Hours 

Hi Susan, 

Monday and Thursday evenings would work for me. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 

On at 9:34 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
We could use writing assistance in the evenings Sunday/Monday/Wednesday/Thursday. Would any or all of these nights work for you? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan IVI a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Pd~,: Evening Houls 

if: you can, d~at would be great. 

Thank 

S u s a ~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:41 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: Evening Hours 

Yes, thin,k!! Will fl~at begin tonight? 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc,edu 
On , at 11:37 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" < sbm~doy(~emaJl.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Fantastic! I am going Lo schedule on a drop--in basis at the moment for Monday and Thursday 6-gpm. Wilt that work? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Monday, ~:04 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Evening Hours 

Hi Susan, 

Monday and Thursday evenings would work for me. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(a;email.unc.edu 

On at 9:34 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbma[oy@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

We could use writing assistance in the evenings Sunday/Monday/Wednesday/Thursday. Would any or all of these nights work for you? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinak~riAcademic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:53 PM 

~aol.com; ~live.unc.edu> 

M~Joy, Susan B <sb~naloy@email.unc.edw, 

Meeting Tuesday at 8:30am w/Beth Lyons 

Hi 
I hope you are settling in to your classes so far this session. 
Please plan to meet with Beth Lyons tomorrow (Tuesday at 8:30am to discuss the questionnaire that you completed last week. Please respond to my email so 
that I know you received it and are planning to meet Beth at 8:30am. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:54 PM 

~yahoo.com; @live.unc.edu-~ 

M~J~oy~ Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edw, 

Meeting Tuesday at 8:45am w/Beth Lyons 

Hi 
I hope you are settling in to your classes so far this session. 
Please plan to meet with Beth Lyons tomorrow (Tuesday at 8:45am to discuss the questionnaire that you completed last week. Please respond to my email so 
that I know you received it and are planning to meet Beth at 8:45am. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 2:04 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

1~9;: ~me cmd since 

Have you received any checks for SSl? I had been passing these hours along to our new HR department with the understanding that you would be receiving your 

checks as normal P~ease ~et me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:48 PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan ~ 
Subject: time card since 

Hi Susan, 

We confirmed my SSI tutoring through the end of 

2 hrs 
2 hrs 
2 hrs 

¯ Here is for the rest of SSI. Always 10-11 and 11:30 - 12:30. 

~2 hrs 

2 hrs 

2 hrs 

’ 1 hr (met with only, second session no shows and I left after 1/2 hour.) 

Now, for SSII, I am ready to log myself in and out of the time card system, but I’m not off to a great start¯ I forgot today. So, my hours today: 

2.5 hrs {10- 11:10 and 11:30- 12:45.        said I could go to 1 hr 15 when necessary. I won’t plan on it for every day) 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, .2:20 PM 

: ~hotmail.com> 

I~E: time cmd since 

I had to had the hour on the 

Thanks, 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: time card since 

Hi Susan, 

when the new position number took effect, Just wanted to be sure you knew what that hour meant on your time card, 

@hotmail.com] 
1:48 PM 

We confirmed my SSI tutoring through the end of 

2 hrs 
2 hrs 
2 hrs 

,. Here is for the rest of SSI. Always 10-11 and 11:30 - 12:30. 

2 hrs 
2 hrs 
2 hrs 

1 hr (met with only, second session no shows and I left after 1/2 hour.) 

Now, for SSII, I am ready to log myself in and out of the time card system, but I’m not off to a great start. I forgot today. So, my hours today: 

.2.5 hrs (10- 11:10 and 11:30- 12:45.        said I could go to 1 hr 15 when necessary. I won’t plan on it for every day) 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 4:02 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

m~oring for tonight! (cancelations) 

Thank you Jairnie, Please run another tutor schedule, 

Thanks, 

S u s a r~ 

Frora: Lee, 3aimie 
Seat= Nonday, June 24, 20$3 3:44 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: tutoring for tonight~ (cancelations) 

Hi Susan, 

Please cancel the following sessions for    ~ tonight] There is camp obligation tonight for some but not all: 

2. 7pm: exss 

2. 8pm: matk 

3. 8pm:Soci 

The other sessions should still take place. ThanksH 

has been changed to 7pro insLead of gpm for SOCI But I will cancel for tonight regardless. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

M~]oy, Susan B <sb~naloy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: SOCI 

Great advice      . Thank you~ Yes, I have already heard from one of the guys that [hey liked the set--up last night and t:elt productive. So grea[ job! As for SOCI 

there is a session with at 7pro on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday nights~ She ~s meeth~g w~th one student at that time. The guys could perhaps 

join that session, or perhaps wo~Jd be wi~Hng to work with them at 8pm this week and next week unti~ Beth gets back. Would you mind getting the group 

~:ogether and introducing them to tordght? I am g.Nng to be h~ Greensboro a~: an A{::{:: Cotfference today and tomorrow so ~ won’t: be ~:oo much help these 

next 2 days, But f a~so like your thought of forming the 4 guys ~n~:o ~:heir own stady groa~) ~:o work together. 

Thanks [:or your work. 

Senti Nonday, 7:50 PP1 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ SOCI 
Hey Susan, 
Things have gone really well tonight I thinM I hope the guys have felt productive and helped by the set up. Like        discussed with you, I do think he would benefit greatly 
from a SOCI    tutor. We worked through a couple topic paragraphs of the reading he has for tomorrow. Breaking it down sentence by sentence seemed to help a lot. The 
vocabula~ is fairly difficult just because it is filled with academic terminology. I suggested that he email his professor and t~ to set up a meeting during her office houm, and I 
believe he is doing that. I also suggested that he meet with some of his teammates and work through the reading with them since talking through it seemed to help in. Just 
wanted to give you an update~ 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:05 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Dhmer 

That would be just fine. Thank you for asking. 

From: 
Seat: Tuesday, 9:00 AN 
To; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Dinner 
Hi Susan, 
Would it be alright if I brought dinner and used the microwave/refrigerator that ][ believe is in the staff room? I’d rather not go out to buy dinner but I understand if that is the 
only option. Just let me know when you can. :) 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:08 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richa]~d (bbethel@emaJl.unc.edu); Lee, JaJmie (jaJmielee@unc.edu) 

I~W: Math 

Can this be moved to 5:30pro? 

From: 
Sent: Monday,            .t1:23 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Math 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I had about 7        players tonight in my math    tutoring session. It went pretty well but I am concerned about the time given the number of students present. 

I’m wondering If there is any way I could come at 6:30pro to lengthen the session and allow guys who need more help to come earlier. For instance, 

wanted to meet with me before the 7pro session tomorrow. I certainly don’t mind helping everyone I can but I think 7 guys in one hour for algebra will be a 

challenge -the extra half hour would really help. 

Thanks, 



STUDENT 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Study 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

PA~E 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:20 AM 

Schmidt, Dave <dhschmid@email.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu-~ 

Baseball Team 

Sounds like this could be different from the 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

From: Schmidt, Dave 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:09 AM 

Te: Fox, Mike 
Co: Schmidt, Dave; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Baseball Team 

He did not     enough to be considered. 

was dearly submitted on the 

On , at 9:55 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

Did      not qualify for this? 

From: [mailto: #chase.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Baseball Team 

Coach, 

First I would like to congratulate you, your staff and the team on a successful post season. The team really played hard and never gave up. We 

watched every      and cheered them on whether it was in the stadium or glued to the TV in 

What a huge honor to have 5 student athletes on the AII-ACC Academic team this year. I cannot help but notice that      is not on the list. I certainly 

do not understand all the requirements to be considered other than the ones stated in the article, but it does seem to me that      met those 

requirements. I realize that      was not part of the post season roster and I am not sure if that is the criteria that was used. I would certainly hope 

that was not the case, as he worked hard both on and off the field, in and out of the classroom and was a member of the team for the regular season. 

While      suffered many personal disappointments this season, I think he put the team’s goals and successes before his own.      would not 

want me to write this email as personal recognition is not what motivates him, however, I wanted to make sure I understood the reason for the 

omission so that I did not speculate and it was meaningful to me. 

I am not necessarily expecting a reply but I felt that I needed to express my concern and confusion. 

This transmission may contain i~fformation that is privileged, confidential, legally privileged, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law-. If you are 

not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information contained herein (including any 

reliance thereon) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Although this trm~smission and m~y attachments are believed to be free of any virus or other defect that 

might afl’ect any computer system into which it is received and opened, it is the responsibilib~ of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no 
responsibility is accepted by JPMorgan Chase & Co., its subsidiaries and affiliates, as applicable, for any loss or dunnage arising in may way t~om its use. If 

you received this transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender m~d destroy the material in its entirety, whether in electronic or hard coW 

format. Thank you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:01 PM 

@gmail.com>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edtv~ 

Tutoring 

Thank you both t:or working this out and keeping me in U~e toop. 

Frora,, @gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 11:30 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Ce~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject: Re:          Tutoring 

Tha~ you ]~nn. I’ll plan to b~ th~r~ at 6 to m~t w~th th~m~ Haw a ~r~at day~ 

On Wed. 

Thanks! 

at 11:25 AM, Townsend, Jenn ~itown~nd~,%unc.edu> wrote: 

will be he~e at (-; tonight. [.e~: m~-_~ kt~ow if there a r~-_~ any i~.;sue~.; with that tirne 

From: _,r~ g__m___a_ jJ_=_c___o___m__] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:12 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject:          Tutoring 

I left a message for Susan earlier today, but I am unable to tutor              and         tomonow      at 1:30 because I have to get a root canal. I talked 

with them yesterday about this aaad they s~d that they were available in the evening if it was only for one day. So, I don’t know how you want to p~3ceed with changing 

the session. I tutor tomorrow at 7 and 8 pro, so I could easily do either a 6 or 9 pm session. Just let tne know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:12 PM 

Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) 

M~Joy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

- Thursday 

Hi Jenn, 

is unable to meet tomorrow at 11:4Sam, but can meet any time after 4pm instead. Can meet at 6pm tomorrow? 

Also, apparently would like to change his appointment time from 8pm to lpm on Thursdays. Any objection to that? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support l?rogram for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(r-~uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:16 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Screenings for ewJuatious 

gure! 

~)live.unc.edu - 

@live.unc.edu - 

@live.unc.edu - 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth N 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:10 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: Screenings for evaluations 

Could you send me coutact info for the 3 

Thanks! 

players we are having evaluated? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: ?~uuc.edu> 

Date: 4:05:26 PM EDT 

To: "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <.e___r_~Lv_R_r_Ls_@__el_n__’_a_i!_:_tLn__c_’_:_e__d_t!> 

Cc: "Youngstrom, JennlferK <ll_!.v._Lq:_u__!~c__:_e_d__p_. 

Subject: Screenings for evaluations 

HiB~h, 

Hope you are doing well! Jen Youngstrom let me know to get in touch with you -- rm the coordinator for the UNC Psychology Clinic. To schedule screenings with 
those student athletes who want to move forward with an evaluation with us, I’ll need the students’ email addresses. That way I can send them some info and 
set up a specific time to speak on the phone (screen takes 10-15 minutes) -- during the screen I collect some basic information and get them scheduled with an 
assessor. 

Would be great if you could send me the contact information as soon as possible, as we have some time slots coming up and sometimes it takes a few days to 
be able to find a time that works to do the screening. 

Thanks for your help! 

clinic vNcema~: 919-962-6906 
e - mail:       ~__u___n__c_ =e__d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

- Thursday 

I think he has to be at Duke until 4pro. Would 4:30 work? 

From: Townsend, .]enn 
Sent: Wednesday, : 2::[8 plVl 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" RE: - Thursday 

He can’t do 6prn. Would ~1 work? 

From: Plaloy, Susan B 
Sent." Wednesday, 2::[2 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject-" ¯ Thursday 

Hi Jenn, 
s unable to meet     tomorrow at :1:1:45am, but can meet any time after 4pm instead. Can     meet at 6pm tomorrow? 

Also, apparently would like to chan~e his appointment time from 8pm to lpm on Thursdays. Any objection to that? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~i~ uncaa.unc~edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Tutoring Notes 

Would 4:?,Opm work tomorrow? 

As I.:_~r      f t~ave m~de t:}~ (:[}artge ~rorn 8prn to 1pro on Thursdays ordy. ts that ~ight, ..Tuesday 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:5~ AN 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Tutoring Notes 

Hi Su~ 

Would it be possible to reschedule my Thumday 11:45am appt. with for tomo~ow? I need to be on Duke’s campus until 4:00pm that day, but I’d 

be happy to meet a~y time a~1er fl~at. 

Also,               would like to change his appt. time t~m 8:00pro on Thurs&ys R~ 1:00pm on Thur~ays, Is "this ok? I wofft ~ able "u~ cMnge it this Thursday, 

but fl~is works m~ my ~hedule R)r fl~e tbllowing weeks. 

Thanks[ 



Fl~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:42 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

RE: SOCI 

Hi 

How did this go with 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tdesd~y, 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: SOCI 
Susan, 

Sure! I’ll make sure they meet, 

? Should I officially add them to the session in addition to Beth Lyons’ sessions when she returns from vacation? 

J.:04 PN 

tonight so they know she’s available to them. Thanks a lot, and enjoy the conference! 

From= Maloy, Susan B 

Sent= Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

To; 

Subject= RE: SOCI 

Great advice      . Thank you~ Yes, I have already heard from one of the guys that Lhey liked the set--up last night and t:elt productive. So greaL j,~b! As for SOC~ 

there is a session w~th at 7pro on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday nights~ She ~s meeth~g w~th one student at that time. The guys could perhaps 

jo~n that session% or perhaps wou~d be wi]Hng to work with them at 8pm this week and next week unt~ Beth gets back. Would you mind getting the group 

t:ogether and introducing them to tordght? I am g.Nng to be h~ Greensboro at: an ACC Conference today and tornorrow so ~ won’t: be t:oo much he~p these 

next 2 days. But f a~so hke your thought of [orm#~g the 4 guys ~nLo Lheir own study grou~ Lo work together. 

Thanks [:or your work. 

Susan 

Seat= Nonday, 7:50 PN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
$BbjeCt= SOC] 
Hey Susan, 
Things have gone really well tonight I thinM I hope the guys have felt productive and helped by the set up. Like        discussed with you, I do think he would benefit greatly 
from a SOCI    tutor. We worked through a couple topic paragraphs of the reading he has for tomorrow. Breaking it down sentence by sentence seemed to help a IoL The 
vocabula~ is fairly difficult just because it is filled with academic terminology. I suggested that he email his professor and t~ to set up a meeting during her office houB, and I 
believe he is doing that. I also suggested that he meet with some of his teammates and work through the reading with them since talking through it seemed to help in. Just 
wanted to give you an update~ 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 2:47 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

I~E: Wed time cmd 

Thank you      I made the adjustment, Please remember to transt:er your time stamp in to Position 

to transfer when you stamp out, however. 

S’hanks, 

Susan 

F~m: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:3~ PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bje~t: Wed time card 

Susa~ 

I forgot to Io~ out between my sessions today, so my time card should say 

~0- ~ am and ~:30- ~2:30. 

Thanks. 

This is the content tutor position number, No need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday,             3:27 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1),2;: Tutoring Notes 

Ok, 4 .... tomorrow     is confirmed with 
As for the Thursday cha~age to :l.pm are you willing to work o~ a drop-~n basis durh~g the 8pro s~ot on Thursdays beginning next week? 

F~m: @gmaiLcom] 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:53 AN 

~= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutoring Notes 

Hi Su~ 

Would it be possible to reschedule my Thu~day 11:45am appt. with tbr tomowow? ~ need to be on Duke’s campus until 4:00pm that day, but I’d 

be happy to meet m~y time a£ter that. 
Also,               would like to change his appt. time from 8:00pro on Thursdays to 1:00pm on Thur~tays. Is this ok? ~ won’t ~ able k~ change it this Thursday, 

but ~is works wi~ my ~hedule for the tbllowing wee~. 

Theft 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: Your Summer Session II Tutor Schedule 

Jerm does not think and can meet tonight at 7pro, but she wilt check with them about Friday. is planning to rneet tonight a~ 6pm. 

Thanks, 

F~m: bgmaiLcom [mail~: @gmaiLcom] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:18 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Your Summer Session II Tutor Schedule 

Hi Susan, 
I just realized that my email was a little unclear - I wrote that I was meeting and possibly 
"tomorrow," but I wrote it last night, not today, and ~t m~ght be confusing. I meant that I wanted to schedule them for 
Wednesday, today. Sorry for the confusion. I would be available Friday evening to meet with everyone ~f you want to 
schedule that. It would be nice to meet today because she has a project due Thursday. 
Best, 

On Tue, 

Hi Susan, 
I met with 

at 9:45 PM, i~)live.unc.e&~> wrote: 

and this is what we came up for this Thursday and next Tuesday. 

and I will meet at 6 pm tomorrow evening and at 6 pm on Tuesday evening. 
and       weren’t sure about their schedule and so we decided it would work to meet either tomorrow at 7 pm 

or Friday at 6 pm - can you ask 3enn to work with and to find out which is best. We will meet on 
Tuesday at 7 pm. 
I won’t be able to answer my phone tomorrow, but please email me if this isn’t clear. 
Thanks, 

On Mort, at 2:29 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo’~h)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Tomorrow when you meet, please talk with your students abou~ switching to 6pro and 7pro on d~ose two evenings. I have made a course change to your schedule 

as well. Please see attached. The football students will need to meet at 7pro and the student-athlete should be able to meet at ~;pm, but if you can confirm 

with each of them that would be great. 

"[’banks, 

S u s a ~ 

From: ~gmail.com [mailto: ~@gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Sunday, 3:38 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: Summer Session TI Tutoring 

Thank you Susan, 
What to you want to do for the days when I have to be in Raleigh 
day. 
Best, 

)? I can be available after 6 either 

On Fri,            at 3:05 PM, Maloy, Susan B <~b___n__NJ__~v_~2_e__r_~_~__U__Lu__!~c__:_e___d__k~"~ wrote: 

Yes, please begin on Tuesday     Thank you for getting back to me. I will send you an official schedule eid~er later today or this weekend~ 

Thanks again and have a great weekend. 

Susan 
From: ~gmail.com [mailto: ~)~mail,com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Friday, 3:02 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Summer Session II Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 
11-2:30 Tuesday and Thursday would work for me. Should ~ start this coming Tuesday? 

Thank you, 

On Thu, at 8:21 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy,~;emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

How about 1.1-2:30pn~ or ~2-2:30 on rue~;day and rhur~;day? A~thougb I arn hoping you can assist with SOC~ 

~ am currently ~n the scheduling pro(:es~L Please ~et: me know ff these days; and tknes w~l~ work for you. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: ~gt~JJ_:gR~. [mailto: [~gt~JJ_=g~E~ On Behalf Of 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:30 PH 
To: Haloy, Susan B 



Subject: Re: Summer Session II Tutoring 
Hi Susan, 
I am available for four hours a week, more if necessary. I could be available on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
evenings and possibly some morning hours. 
This summer I am working full time, but working at home so I have some flexibility in hours. I do prefer to work in 
blocks if possible. I will have on-site training for my job on and - I would be unavailable 
during the day on those days, but available in the evening. 
Thank you, 

On Tue, at 1:45 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope your sum~ner is going well. I was just wondering if you axe still available to tutor this next sum~ner session that begins on Thursday, 

the day m~d evening would you be available and on which days? 

Thanks so ~nuch, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~__1_2:%__2_:_%__9__~. (omce) 
919-962- 8247 (f~x) 
sbmalo,i~) tlncaa.tmc ~edu 

! If so, what times during 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Pho~ne - ~ 
Skype - 
http;L/anth ropology.une.edn/people/grad stndents~ 
http:/iu ne.aeademia.edui 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone- 
Skype- 
http:/ianthropology, u ne.eduipeople/grad students, 
b_~l?;~_!u ne.aeademia.ed~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Skype - 
http:/ianthropology.une.eduipeople/grad students/ 
http:iiune.aeademia.edu/ 

Un~versib~ of North Ca)olir~ at Chapel Hill 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone- 
Skype- 

h~p:iia nthropology.une.ed~ipeopleigrad st~dents~ 
http:/iune.academia.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:48 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Tutoring Notes 

said you are going to meet with 

Sent: Wednesday, I 3:34 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Tutoring Notes 

Yep, that’s fine by me. 

at 6pro instead of 8pro (or ;[pm) tomorrow 

@gmail.com] 

¯ ls that right? 

On Wed, at 3:27 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJov(~!email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Ok, 4:30 tomorrow is confirmed with 
As for the Thursday change to :].pro, are you willing to work on a drop-in basis during the 8pro slot on Thursdays beginning next week? 
Thanks, 

From: @qmaKcom] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:53 AM 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutoring Notes 
Hi Susan, 
Would it be possible m reschedule my Thursday 11:45am appt. with tbr tomorrow? I need m be on Duke’s campus until 4:00pm that day, but I’d 

be hapw to meet a~y time a/ter that. 

Also.               would like to change his appt. time from 8:00pm ou Thursdays to 1:00pm ou Thursdays. Is this ok’? I won’t be able to change it this Thursday, 

but this works with my schedule for the follomng weeks. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malay, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALAY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 4:09 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Upcomiug Wednesday-Sunday 

Thank you t;ar the reminder It is veD’ helpful I will make a note and inform your appointments for tomon-ow night. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:06 PM 
To: Malay, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Wednesday-Sunday 

Hi Susan, 

Just sending a reminder that I will not be tutoring tonight through Sunday night. 

Many thanks, 

@email.unc.edu 

~))gmail.com 

Sent: Sunday, 11:12 PM 
Tu: Malay, Susan B 
Subject: Upcuming Wednesday-Sunday 

Hi Susan, 

I am e-mailing you tu make sure that I definitely requested uffthis upcuming Wednesday night thruugh Sunday night due to the Jane Austen Summer Camp. Please send me confirmation 
when you can. 

Many thanks, 

@email.mxc. edu 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:01 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Lis~, 

I sent the list yesterday. Can you verify that you received it just in case I had an incorrect email address for you 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 9:21 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: List 

Hello! 
Can you send me the emails for the 3 athletes ~ve are testing? They are being evaluated at the UNC clinic and the?’ do a phone intervie~v prior to the assessment 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 10:03 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Meeting Tomonow at 2PM 

Yes, 2pro tod~,¥ would be awesome! Thank you for your 

Sent: Wednesday, ll:06 PM 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ Meeting Tomorrow at 2PM 

Heg Susan, 

The              (Math    ) wanted to meet tomorrow at 2pm in preparation for their test on Fridag. I put this down on mg sheet on Mondag, but just 

wanted to make sure it was approved bg 

Let me know if that works. 

Thanks, 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11 : 19 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Tutorial 

Yes, let’s go with 12:30 today instead of 2:30 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutorial 

7:12PM 

Hi Susan, said he’d be okay if we met at 12:30 instead of 2:30 tomorrow (just this week) Is that ok? 

University ufNorth Carolina at Chapel tlill ~@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:44 AM 

@gmml 

- Summer II Tutoring Availability 

Hi 
Any ch,~r~ce you cot~ld handle another appointment at I2:45 on T~esday ,~r~d Th~rsdays for ECON 
Th~mks, 

From= @gmaiLcom] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~:42 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= - Summer 11 Tutoring Availabili~ 
Hi Sn~ 
I just wanted to let you ~ow my avmlabili~ tbr S ummer II in ca~ you need a~y econ. tnamng: 

Mondays: 10am - noon; 8pm - on 

Tues~ys: llam- l:30pm; 7pm- on 

Wednesdays: 10~m - noon; 7p~n - on 

Thur&tays: lla~ - l:30pm; 7pm - on 

Friday: 1 lam - 3pro 

I’d also like m limit my total hours m less ~an 10 hou~ a week. 

Thm~Ls~ 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 12:14 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

M~J~oy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Feedback Form 

Hi 
I was just reading your feedback forms from last night. Looks like they are working on a lot of graded quizzes and assignments together. Have you verified on their 
syllabus that working in groups is permissible per the professor for these types of assignments? If you wouldn’t mind making this notation on the feedback form 
when you indicate that answers are being discussed, etc. in your sessions that would be great. 
Thanks so much. Let me know if you have any questions on this. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@~ncaa.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 12:26 PM 

,~live.unc.edu) 

M~loy, Susan B <sb~n~loy@email.unc.edw, 

EXSS    Sessions 

Hi 

I know we spoke Monday night about EXSS and how the material will begin to pick up soon. However, I looked at the syllabus a little more closely, and it looks 

like the mid term, which is a week from yesterday, will actually be covering Chapters :1-4 even though they were only through Chapter :1 on Monday when we last 

spoke. In your sessions, please work to push the students beyond their syllabus so they do not find themselves cramming to get all of the chapters read before 

Wednesday. Perhaps encourage them to look ahead and begin creating their own study guide with key terms and definitions, etc. And certainly encouraging them 

to read ahead and take notes on the reading during your sessions; and perhaps stopping along the way to discuss the topic theyjust read would be beneficial. 

think they just need guidance on how to do this as their first college course. Since they are primarily freshman students, they may not know how important it is to 

read ahead in a college course. So the more they hear this same message from all sources (i.e. me, you, professor, etc.), the better chance they have of beginning 

to understand the concept. Not to tell you exactly how to conduct your sessions, but with brand new students who really don’t know what to expect from a college 

level course, we will need to push them and do our best to instill good study habits from the start. Anything you can do to keep them on task for as close to the full 

hour as possible would be great. 

Let me know if you have any thoughts or concerns. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 12:28 PM 

~live.unc.edu:~ 

I~B: Feedback Form 

IL certainly does. Thank you for the clarification. If you can note this sort of thing briefly on the feedback thaL would be great. 

Thanks again, 

S u s a r~ 

I=rom: 

Sent: Thursday, 12:18 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= ~e: Feedback Form 

~i Susan, 

Sorry for not clarifying. What they are working on aren’t graded. The teacher provides "quizzes" for each chapter, from which in-class quiz and exam questions are 

taken. What we work on aren’t ever collected or graded, just used as study guides. I have cal~ed them "quizzes" because that’s what’s on the papers, but I can ca~l 

them something else. The assignment they d~d individually (it only took about two minutes). 

Sorry for the confusion. Does this make sense? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:14 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I was just reading your feedback forms from last night. Looks like they are working on a lot of graded quizzes and assignments together. Have you 

verified on their syllabus that working in groups is permissible per the professor for these types of assignments? If you wouldn’t mind making this 

notation on the feedback form when you indicate that answers are being discussed, etc. in your sessions that would be great. 

Thanks so much. Let me know if you have any questions on this. 

Susan 

Susan IVI a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppoln[ Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbm~Jo}~uucaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 12:35 PM 

@gmail.com> 

- Sum~ner II Tutoring Availabilib, 

You’re right, I forgot about the change for 

I will ask about the :].:l:45 session for 

Tha~ks, 

Susan 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday,, 12:31 PM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: - Summer II Tutoring Availability 

Hey Susm~ 

The 12:45 on Thur~ay won’t work because we’ve rescheduled 

with both      i session at 11:45 and       , at 1:00. 

On a side note~ is it possible to ~et 

Thanks! 

on Thursday~ Could you take on the extra hour on just Tuesday? 

for 1:00 on Thursday. I probably shouldn’t do anymore in the a2[’ternoon on Thursday 

into my Tues m~d Thurs ~ssion with ? seems to think she could use extra help ruth econ. 

On Thu, at 11:44 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(r-~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

’,-lny chance you could handle another ~ppointmer~t at 12:45 on Tuesday and Thursdays for ECON, 
Thanks, 
Susa~l 

From: ~ma~l~com] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~:42 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bjeet= - Summer ~ Tutoring Availabili~ 
Hi 
] just wanted to let you blow my avaJ]abi]ib" £br Summor 1] in ca~ )~u need a~y econ. ~tofing: 
Moudays: ]0a~ - noom 8pm - on 
Tues~ys: ] ]a~- ]:30pm; 7pm- on 
Wednesdays: ]0a~ - noom 7pm - on 
Tbur~ays: ]]a~ - ]:30pm; 7pro - o~ 
Eriday: ] lain - 3pro 
Pd also ]iko to limit my total hours to loss than ]0 bouB a woek. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTSiCN:SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday,             1:18 PM 

,@unc.edu> 

I~E: TIM mess-up 

Should be fixed now. Thank you. 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:22 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: TIM mess-up 

Susan, 
When I came back for 6 yesterday, I forgot to re-clock in. So when I clocked out last night, it looked like I was clocking in... 

Can you please fix? 
Thanks--and apologies! 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday. 2:30 PM 

FoK Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Tutor Schedule 

No, but I can make sure they get a copy Lonight. 

First week with this structt~re seems to be working well with the feedback that I am getting. At least, for the most part the’,, seem to be getti~g work rJone and 

staying on task which ~s good. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, 2:28 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
$~ject: Re: Tutor Schedule 

ThanksH Did they all get a copy? 

On at 12:31 PM, "Maloy, Susan g" <.s___b____m___a__[_o__y____@_e_m____a_!_[:__u_q_c__._e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 

Attached is an updated tutor schedule with some additional SOCI tutor appointments. Since Beth Lyons is on vacation right now, it seems like the 

guys could use some additional help. I have added an 8pro session on Monday!Tuesday!Thursday for        and 8pro on Tuesday!Thursday for 

Thanks for posting the session times. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordiuator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~unco~a.unc.edu 

<Baseball Tutor Schedule .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 3:31 PM 

Feifs, Chris <ct~ifs@unc.edu> 

Re: Recruit Meetiug - Cancelled - 

Ok thank you. I appreciate you letting me know 

I will be on vacation next week in case you guys are looking for me. 

Ha~’e. Great 4th! 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 2:56 PM. "Feifs, Chris" <cfeifs@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Susan, 

> 

> I hope you are ;vell Coach Breschi wanted me to pass along the ;vord that we will not need you to meet ;vith our recruit 
and we look foP~,ard to working with you againt 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> Chris 
> 

> Chris Fells 
> University of North Carolina 
> Defensive Coordinator 
> 344 Ridge Rd. 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> (919)-962-5226(office) 
>            (cell) 
> (919)-962-2893@~x~ 

tomorrow (Friday) Thank you for making time for us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 3:58 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

I~E: bnight for    ’.! 

Yes~ have come at 7pro. 

Thanks, 
g u s a ~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Seat: Thursday, 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
S~bject= ~night for 
~mpo~ance= High 

Hi Susan~ 

Also, for 

3:52 PM 

will be here tonight to attend tutoring]         has sociology and 

, she will not have any     tonight, but          would like to meet at 7pro. Is this ok?? 

has comm and exss] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 4:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

Hi 
How about 12:45pm on Mondays? Would that work to meet with 
Let me know by tomorrow as I will be out of town next week. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

? And then you could catch him during drop in on Wednesdays. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:30 AM 

Fells, Chris <ct~ifs@unc.edu> 

1~92: Recruit Meeting - Cancelled - 

I’m pret~ sure Jaimie Lee and Jem~ Townsend ;vill be here, but I am not exactly sure ;vhat their availability will be 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Feifs, Chris 
Sent: Friday, ~ 9:10 AlVl 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Recruit Meeting - Cancelled - 

Thanks Susan. Is there anyone else up in the academic center that will be available to meet with one of our recruits on the 3rd that you know 
Just curious If not no big deal 
Chris Feifs 
University uf North Carulina 
Defensive Cuordinatur 
344 I~dge Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919)-962-5226(ufflce) 

I(cell) 
(919)-962-2893Cfax) 

On 3:31 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaluy@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

>Ok thank you. ! appreciate you letting me knuw. 
> 

>I will be un vacation next week in case yuu guys are louking for me 
> 

>Have. Great 4th[ 
> 

>Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>On , at 2:56 PM, "Fells, Chris" <cfeifs@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> I hope you are well. Coach Breschi wanted me to pass along the word 
>>that we will not need you to meet with our recruil              tomorrow 
>>(Friday-). Thank you for making time for us and we look forward to 
>>working with you againt 

>> Best, 

>> Chris 

>> Chris Feifs 
>> University of Nolth Carolina 
>> Defensive Coordinator 
>> 344 Rktge Rd. 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
>> (,919)-962-5226(office) 

,(cell) 
>> (,919)-962-2893(1hx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:41 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Maloy, Susan B <sb~naloy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: - Summer II Tutoring Availabili~ 

.pdf 

IVlonda~/s ~1: 2].2:45~m~ it is. Pleas~-_~ t~ k~-_~ ~ look at your schedLde~ to b~ s~r~ M~ o[ the changes we have ~J~scLEssed recenl:~y are made. 

Thanks again, 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 3: 5~ PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Re: - Summer ~ Tu~ring AvaHabili~ 

Does ~onday a~d/or Wednesday at 12:45 work ok? I’d be ok with ta~ng on a~ horn m the a~e~oon on those day~ but I’m womed ifI ~ke on too m~y hours each 

afie~oon that I won’t get any work done. 

On Thu,            at 12:34 PM, Maloy, Snsan B <sbmaloy(~emailamc.edu> wrote: 
You’re righL f forgot ~;bout th~-_~ change for      on [ht~rsdav, (:ould },ors take o~ the extra [1OLEP or~ 

I will ask about: t:he 11:45 session for 
Thanks, 

From: @_g___m___a_Lc__o____m_ ] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:31 PM 
To: Malov, Susan B 
Subject: Re: - Summe~ 11 Tutoring AvaHabili~ 
Hey Susm~ 

The 12:45 on Thur~tay wotft work ~cause we’ve ~scheduled 

with both      session at 11:45 and       at 1:00~ 

On a side note, is it possiNe to get 
Thmlgs~ 

for 1:00 on Thursday. I probably shouldn’t do m~ymore in the afternoon on Thursday 

into my Tues and Thnrs s~ssion with seems to think she could use extra help with econ. 

On Thu, at 11:44 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo,/-(a~)emaiL~mc.edu> wrote: 

An~., ch~nce you coukt handle ~nother ~p~x~ntrnent ~t I2:45 on rued;day ~nd rhursd~ys fl:~r 
thanks, 
Susan 
F~m: @gma~l.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~:42 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= - Summer 11 Tu~ring AvailaNli~ 
Hi Su~ 

I jnst wanted to let you ~ow my avNlabilib’ for Summer II in ca~ yon need ~y econ. tutoring: 

Mondays: 10~ - noon; 8pro - on 

Tues~ys: llam- l:30pm; 7pm- on 

Wednesdays: 10ran - noon; 7pm - on 

Thur~ays: 1 lain - 1:30pm; 7pm - on 

Friday: 11am - 3pm 

I’d also like to limit my total hours to less ~an 10 hou~ a week. 

Th~ 
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ECOI~ 
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Fl~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:50 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

ILE: another time cmd error 

Thanks      ] went with :[0--:[2:30prn this time~ You~’e all set. 

Have a nice weekend~ 

F~m: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 2:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject: another time card error 

Susa~ 

I will ~eally t~y to ~et this all d~ht next weeM 

It looks like I forgot to Io~ out a~ain today. It should say 20- 22:~5 and 22:30- ~2:30. 

Thanks for your help. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday,             9:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: New folders & printed Syllabi 

Will you be able to put the ~abels togethe~ to set up the fo~6ers? Thin, ks. 

Sent: Friday, 9:34 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: New folders ~ printed Syllabi 

Susao, 

The follow~ng football players need a printed Syllabus for their study folder: 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY SBMALOY)> 

Friday,. 9:53 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Hi 

Sounds like will be out of town the night of 
you need something. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

I_INC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

, Are you comfortable with covenng that night? I will be out of town all week next week in case 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 10:02 AM 

~live.unc.edu~; @em~l.unc.edu 

Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) 

Mg~o~; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu:> 

Sunday                 @ 7pm 

Hi 

According to it sounds like you have a BIOL exam on Monday. He suggested that you all meet with him on Sunday night at 7pm instead of Tuesday 

next week. Of course Tuesday and Thursday appointments will pick back up the week after th~ since we will be closed on the as well. 

Please let me know if you can attend on Sunday as soon as possible. And also let me know if you are comfortable with canceling on Tuesday or if you would still 

like to meet. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[INC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 2:07 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

M~Joy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

Sessions on 

.pdf 

Hi 
I hope things are going well for you. had mentioned that you would be able to cover her sessions on Monday and Tuesday 
still ok with doing that. Her schedule is attached. Please review Monday and Tuesday appointment times. 
Thanks so much for filling in. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~ t~ncaa.tmc ~edu 

next week. Are you 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 3:35 PM 

Lee, JaJ~mie (jaimielee@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown~!unc.edt~~ 

Mg~o~; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu:> 

Tutor Email Addresses 

Jaimie, Brad, and Jenn, 

Below are the email addresses of tutors for SSII in case you need to make any student cancelations. Please copy me on all emails, will be scanning Feedback 

Forms directly to you while I am gone. I will save them on the H drive eventually. So no need to worry with that, and go ahead and delete the forms once you are 

finished with them. 

Bethel, Bradley Ibbethel@uncaa.unc.edu 

!!Lyons, Beth !emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu ] 

Thanks for your attention to all of this in my absence. Have a great week. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy(i~ uncaa.unc.edu 



FI~IB: 

S~nt: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 4:02 PM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

ILE: IT Support Requests 

~-Ii Torn, 
Is it easy to set up an email address like this? I may possibly want to set up a similar account for myself and anot ~er individual who will be helping me in the 

3"utor~a~ Program. Just no1: sure how to go about doin{ th~s. Any guidance you could provh~e would be great. 

Thank you, 

Susa~ Ma~oy 

~ Livers, Tom 
Sent~ Friday, June 28, 20~3 3:53 PN 

Te~ UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject~ g Suppo~ Reques~ 
In order for the IT team to provide UNC Athletics most efficient service I am asking that everyone to start emailing their IT requests to the following email address 

~u ~m~c~du. If you email your request for service to this address all of the IT department will receive the email at the same time and this should 

increase response times. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~om Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Phone: (9~9)962-7620 

Cell: 

Website: v,,v,,v,, ~ohee~s.c om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B ~;,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 4:35 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILL: Payroll/Totnorrow night! 

Hi 

Right now we seem to have ot~r needs n~et for SSIL But I will certainly re,~cll out to you should things ch~,nge~ Are yot~ interested ,~r~d available to work in the 

u~comit~g Fs~ sen]ester’? 

Thank you, 

Sent; Thursday, l: 20 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= £E: Payroll~omorrow night[ 

Hi, again~ 

I’m so~D" to keep e-maJding you, but I a:m just making sure I have uot missed somethiug. Do you have am estitnate as to when we will begiu tutoring’? 

Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan 13 

Sent: Saturday, 4:17:35 PM 

Subject: RE: Payroll/Tomorrow night! 

Hi 

I believe you are still o~ the payroll I’m still working on the schech~le for all. So we won’t be st~,rting tomorrow night 

Thanks, 

Sent; Saturday,            9:54 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B; Naby, Susan B 
Subject= Payroll~omorrow n~ght[ 

Hi, Su~n~ 

I was just wondering whether I should be getting on payroll, as well as whether I should come to tutoring to,no,row night! 

Thank you’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 4:39 PM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

RE: IT Support Requests 

Wondert:ul! I witl be out of town next week and will get this 1o you early the t:oltowing week at:ter we have talked through the process more on our end. 

Thanks again, 

F~m~ Uvers, Tom 
N~ntl Friday, June 28, 20~3 4:34 PN 
T~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: ~ Suppo~ Requests 

Would be happy to help. If~u give me a name for your group aud who you would like in k I can have it done on Mon~y. 

Sen@’om my V~rizou ~f~rHe~,s 4G £)’~: 

Hi Tom, 

Is it easy to set up an ernail address like this? I may possiMy water Lo seL up a s~rnih~r account for myself and at~other indivRk~a~ who will be helpit~g me ~n the 

TutoHaf Program. ~usL not sure how Lo go abouL doing Lhis. Any guidance you could provide would be great. 

Thank you, 

Susan Maloy 

E~m= Livers, Tom 
Sent~ Friday, June 28, 20~3 3:53 PM 

To: UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject: ~ Suppo~ RequesN 
In order for the IT team to provide UNC Athletics most efficient service I am asking that everyone to start emailing their IT requests to the following email address 

R[~£f.~...I[~2~R~Z!:~gZ£ERS.:~Z~:.f~R. If you email your request for service to this address all of the IT department will receive the email at the same time and this should 
increase response times. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~om Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Email: ror~ Uvers~:,ur~c.edu 

Phone: (9~9)962-7620 

Cell: 

Website: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 4:43 PM 

@email. unc.edu); @unc.edu); 

@email.unc.edu) 

Sunday 6-9ptn Drop-IN Writing 

@gmail.com; ~unc.edu; 

Hi Everyone, 
Is there any chance that any of you could fill in on a drop-in basis for Writin8 on Sunday night, 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(r-~uncaa.uuc.edt~ 

from 6-9pm? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

@gmail .com> 

ILE: Sun&?’ 6-9pm Drop-IN Writing 

That would be fantastic! Thanks so much. 

From: [mailto: bgmail.com] 
Sent-’ Friday, 4:52 PM 
To,, Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: Sunday 6-gpm Drop-TN Writing 
Hi Susan, 
I ~ink that rd ~ able to fill in Suuday night. 

Best, 

On Fri, at 4:43 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmakw~)~email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

tti Eve ,ryone, 

Is there a~y chance that any of you could till in on a drop-in b~sis lbr Writing on Sunday night 

Thanks so much, 
Susaaa 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[INC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) sbmaloy_Qa2__t_Ln_c_~:_t_Lr_Lc_:_%t___u- 

from 6-9pm? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 5:03 PM 

ttam~ Tracy U <thams@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Tracy, 
I am going to be out of town next week on approval day. I don’t believe 
charged to our account? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

worked for us at all these last 2 weeks. Can you be sure that none of her hours are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 6:51 PM 

@email.unc.e&~2 

Re: CHEM    Grading 

You are Top Notch! Thank you so much for tNdng the responsibili~ to be sure everything is above board. This is excellent work. 

Thank you for letting me know. Enjoy the rest of your weekend. 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:04 AM, ’ @email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Susan, 

As you know, I’m a TA for General Chemistry                , which also comes with the responsibility of grading for General Chemistry 
). Ny responsibilities include helping grade some of the exams, the first of which was held just yesterday. 

I notified the instructor of the course, Laura Benton (cc’d on this email) about my being a tutor for athletes, specifically for her current CHEIVl    student 
is my former and current tutee (PHYS               CHEN            and now BIOL            ~. 

In an effort to steer clear of any potential conflicts of interest, Laura and I agreed that it would be prudent if I never grade any of       exams for CHEM 
With this extra step, there is no way, direct or indirect, that my relationship as       as her tutor can impact her grade in this course. 

I just wanted you to know of the decision Laura and I came to yesterday. If you have any questions, or if you have any other suggestions, please contact Laura or 

I (or both). 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 7:19 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutoriug 

Hey Brad, 

Looks like we roll need to come up with another plan for group this summer. 

Susan 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: ~gmail.com > 

Date: 6:31:31 PM EDT 

To: sb~nalov~email.unc.edu <sbma]ov(~email.uuc.edu> 

Subject: Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

I have reconsidered my busy schedule and come to the conclusion that I am NOT Wonder Woman (as much as I t~ to be!) I need to focus on my own 

stndying and caJceer goals at the moment. I am sorry for taJaing up your time and hope that you consider me in the fall when my schedule eases up a bit. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,           8:43 AM 

@gmail.com> 

1),25: clock-in time change request 

I made the correction. You are all set. Sounds like yes[erday was a crazy weather day. I hope all is alright. 

Thanks, 

F~m= @gmail.com] 

Senti Sunday, 9:00 PN 

To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= clock-in t~me change request 

Hello Sasa~, 
I a~ved to work tonight @ 6 PM but the Intemet was down and I was unable to use the clock-in system until 6:25 PM, Please make the time change. 

Hope you have a g~vat week ofl~ 

Thm~ You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O-UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Mondw,           9:09 AM 
Town~nd, Jenn (jmwnsend@unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie (jaimidee@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

~)live.unc.edu; ~live.uuc.edt~> 

Vacation 

Can you please check your schedules and make sure your students are aware o1: these cancelation_ .~ 

Thanks, 

F~m~ 
Sent= Sunday, 2:56 PM 

To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Vacation 

Hey Susan, 

I will be away on vacation startin~ this Wednesday, 
until Thursda3 Therefore I will have to miss my tutoring appointments on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday,          ,1:27 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: wednesday tutorial sessions 

Can you confim~ WBB with J~imie Lee? If this is tree, baseball may be able to m~J~e the change. They study with            at 6pm so they should be there. Can 

yonlookforthem intheir study roon~to pullthem out~ Ill text 
to let her know as well. I’m on vacation and don’t have evewone’s schedules handy, but I hope 

this helps. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:51 AM, (~ nail.corn> wrote 

Hi Susan, 
I ran into the women’s basketball coaches and they mentioned that there was practice tomorrow evening, so the women’s basketball students wouldn’t be 

attendino~ to tutorial. If that’s so, would it be possible to move my session with the baseball sfudents for SOCI    to 6ptn? 
, so I won’t be able to make an 8pro session but don’t wmat to cancel since I won’t be meeting with them the rest of the week because 

of the 4th ofjuly holiday. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 2:31 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Townsend, Je~m <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: wednesday tutorial sessions 

’ roll speak with the guys about the change in lime for SOCI 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 1:57 PM, ’,~gmail.com> wrote: 

tti Jenn, 
Susan told me that the baseball players have a study sessiou ruth 

you seud ~ne their adviser’s email to let them know? 

Tha~s 

tonight when she meets ruth them. Thanks. 

at 6 and I can just pull them oat. I haven’t talked to the,n aboat it. Can 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:49 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" ~itownsend(i~unc.ed~> wrote: 

I-ti, 
rhe wom,-:~n’s baske~:ball players will not be aM~:_~ to meet on Wednesday. Did you sp~-’_~ak to t h~-’_~ baseball players about me~-_d:ing a~: (?? tf 

not, I will try to reach out to them. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:53 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Fwd: wednesday tutorial sessions 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: 

Date: Tue, at 9:51 AM 

Subject: wednesday tutorial sessions 

To: "Maloy, Su~n B" <sbmaloy~;email.tmc.edu> 

~gmail.com> 

tti Susan, 

I ran into "the women’s basketball coaches and they mentioned that there was practice tomorrow evening, so the women’s basketball stadents 

wouldu’t be atteuding to tutorial. If that’s so, would it be possible to move my sessiou with the baseball s~dents for SOCI    to 6pm? 

so I won’t be able to make an 8pm session but don’t want to cancel siuce I won’t be meeting 

with thegn the rest of the week because of the 4th ofjaly holiday. 

ThaNes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 8:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Review sessions’? 

It would be great for you to meet with them on Sunday. I’m just not sure I can inform everyone while I’m on vacation. If you can talk with them during your sessions to see if the?’ can come 
on Sunday, I would approve an extra session on Sunday. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:11 PM. ’ @live unc edu> ;vrote: 

> Hi Susan, 
> 

> Both of my classes this surmner (Psyc and Exss    ) have midterms on 2vlonday. Do you want me to conduct revie;v sessions on Sunday evening? I’m a little more won-ied about Psyc 
, since tonight is the last I’ll see them before the e×am, and that is a ton of slightly complicated material. For Exss , they’ll just be memorizing study guide questions, so ! can help quiz 

them on those, but they probably won’t need explanations. I’m willing to see both classes, though, if it helps 
> 

> Let me know what you think, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Review sessions’? 

6ptn on Sun&?’ for would be great’. Thanks so much. 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 ,, at 9:39 AM, ’ (a)live.unc.edu2 wrote: 

Sounds good. I’ll talk to my Exss    students this evening and figure out a time that works for all of them. 

I won’t see my Psyc    students again before then. is one of yours, so would you mention it to him? Can we go ahead and say 6:00, since that’s the time we 
meet on the other days?        is the other student in that group, so rll email     now to set it up with her. 

Thank you! 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Review sessions? 
It wou]d be great gar you to meet with them on Sunday. ?m just not sure I can inform eyeD, one whi]e ?m on vacation ]Fyou can talk with them during your sessions to see if 
the? can come c~n Sunday, ] wou]d approve an e>:tra session on S~,mday. 

Thank you, 

Sent Jkom rny iPhone 

On ,, at 6:1 [ PM, (~,,live.unc.edu> wrote: 

~ t;q Susan, 

> 

~ Both of my classes this surnrner (Psyc and Exss    ) have mi&errns on Monday. Do you want me to conduct review sessions on Sunday evening’ [m a little more 

worried about Psyc     since tonight is the last [rll see them before the exam, and that is a ton o[ slightly complicated material. Igor Exss     they’ll just be memorizing 

grade questions, so ] can help quiz them on those, but they probably won’t need explanations. [m willing to see both classes, though, i~ it helps. 
> 

) Let me know what you think, 
> 

> 

) Sent :[}om tW iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 8:21 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Missing Tutoring 

Hi 
Thank you for letting me know-¯ Hopefully you will be back and rea@ to go for the last week of class 

Enjoy the wedding! 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:07 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Missing Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

Surry fur such short notice, however I will nut be able to make my mturing sessions this Tuesday 

Again, I apologize fur the short notice. Thanks, in advance, for your understanding 

All the best, 

or Thursday 
If I had know earlier I would have given yuu all more notice, but just found out moments agu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 8:56 AM 

~)unc.edu> 

Prig: Academic Center 

Hi 

Sorry to hear about I appreciate the time that you did spend working with her this term~ As of right now, I am not aware of any additional needs for 

Although, I am j~st coming off of w~catk~n and sl:~H pk~w~ng through all that has occurred s~nce I ha~e been ou~: of d~e o~fh::e. ~ w~ cer~:ainly kee~ you in mind 

someth~t~g comes 

As for the 1:all, schedu~h~g does no~ typically occur for tutoring until the first week of class sb~ce students are constantly changb~g their class schedules during that 

week. ~t ~s likely we will have trNnh~g on the nights o[:                , which I wou~d Hke for you to attend. As [:or monitoring, schedkdb~g wH~ occur around 

same t~me. P~ease reach out to me as the semester gets closer to ~et me know the nights when you wot~d be available to work, 

Thank you, 

Sent= Tuesday, 8:36 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Academic Center 

Hi Susan, 
I hope all is well. Since dropped her class, I do not have any scheduled hours at the Academic Center right now. I was wondering if you had 
any help you needed in the coming weeks before the fall semester begins. 

Also, when do you think you’ll begin scheduling for the fall? 
Thanks! 

[i ~i 
http://cdn.learfield.com/email Io9os/sportspropertieslogos/tarheel.jpg I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 8:57 AM 

@unc.edu> 

1~92: TIM again 

No worries~ I have you noted for 5-gpm on Monday the 

Sent; Monday, 9:05 PM 
Te; IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: "rim again 

Susan, 
I forgot to clock in when I returned today--until I went to sign out. 
(The problem is--I get here around 5:40, so I don’t clock in...but then I go put my stuff down, start to read or do work, and then when my students arrive for 6, I just forget I 

haven’t clocked in because I am sitting here already!) 
Anyway, I am getting ready to leave now, so if you can clock me in from 6-9 for today, Monday, I would appreciate it. 
Thank you, 

(and I promise I won’t do this again!!!) 



Fl~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:17 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

dropped co~nm 

Thanks. I have dropped her t:rom COMM 

I=r~m-¯ Lee, .]aimie 
Seat: Monday, 5:10 PM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: dropped comm 

FYI, please cancel comm 

She now has only EXSS 3 days a week. 

sessions. I think someone else is in there with her, so the session should still remain for the other student. Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malay, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALAY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday,           11:26 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Townsend, Je~m <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: E:~a Weekly Meeting ruth 

Yes, I will add them to your schedule on Wednesdays aL 11:45ar~, Please speak with them today about this approved addition {Lo begin tomorrow) for the 

remainder of the Summer Session 

Thanks, 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent; Saturday, 3:$4 PM 

To-" IVlaloy, Susan B 
(::¢; Townsend, .lenn 
Subject; Extra Weekly Meeting with 

Hi Susa~ 

I’m not suie when you get back into town, but if it’s ok with you, 

and Friday meetings. Hopefully 

Best, 

would like to meet Wednesday a£temoons at 11:45am in addition to our Tuesday, Thursday, 

would be able to attend this extra session as well. 



Fl~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:28 AM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaimielee@unc.edu) 

- ECON 

Hi Jaimie, 
Can attend a Wednesday ECON session at 11:45am? 
Let me know. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

was hoping she could be added to this session that has been newly added to his schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 1:39 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Timecard Issue 

Thank you I fixed you time out 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, :t2:52 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Timecard Issue 

Hey Susm~, 

I know that yon are on vacation this week but for some reason I was unable to log into the UNC TIM systetn last night 

tutoring at 9pm. 

Thank you, mid have a great week. 

when I needed to clock out. I finished 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, ~     1:41 PM 

,.kl2.nc.us> 

I~E: Monday: 

Hi l 
I have added the time for    to your tinge card, 
Thanl~s ~:o~ I~:~ttmg m~:~ 

From,, .k~2.nc.us] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 10:57 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Monday, 
Hi Su~ 

I hope that you do not see this e-raM until aller you are back from vaca~6on. :) 
Last night, I was unable ~ get TIMS to cooperate wifl3 my onyen/Nssword. I think that I will have resolve the issue by tNs evening, but was unable ~ clock in out last 

m~t. 
I was at~C from: 

6:50-9:1)5PM 
Do I need to send this e-mM to someone else, or do I only need to go thiough you’? Son5, to bother you with this and I hope that you are enjoy(ed/ing) your vacation. 

Thanks so much, 



Fl~Oln~. 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 1:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

MaJ~oy, Susan B <sb~naloy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: New address in North Carolina 

Hi 

Great to hear from you! I hope your summer has been going well and that you are anxious to begin your time in Chapel Hill. 

Thank you for your new address~ I will make a note of 

[ don’t ~:h~nk there ~s arwth~ng e~se at the moment, aM~ough, perhaps you (:ou~d meet w~th ~-~R when you get ~:o into to~,n in order to get tha~: paperwork started. 

Stop by to see me when you get here and I can g~ve you the ~-I[~ deta~s at that l:~me. A~so, tental:~ve~y, we ~,¢i~l cow, duct our Oriental:kin [raining on 

Please rnark your calendar and plan to attend. 

Thanks again and ~ook forward to seeing you soon. 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:05 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject; New address in Noah Carolina 

Hello Susan, 

I hope you’ve been having a great summer and have been able to get some things done during the lull before school starts back. It’s hard to believe 

August is only a month away! I’m looking forward to seeing you again and getting into the swing of tutoring. 

As promised, here is what my address will be beginning _ 

Please let me know if there is anything else I need to get to you before school starts back. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 2:53 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

- ECON 

Ok, I’ll add her to the session. Please be sure she is aware about tomorrow at 11:45arn. 

Thanks, 

S u s ~l r~ 

Frora: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, l:3I PM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: - ECON 

Yes, tNs is what she wrested, ~ believe... 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent; Tuesday, $$:28 AN 
To; Lee, ]aimie 
Subject-" - ECON 

Hi Jaimie, 

Can       attend a Wednesday ECON session at 11:45am? 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susa~ Maloy 

Tu~dal Coo~dinato[/Acade~ic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program £o[ S~d~t-A~etes 

9 ] 9-962-9892 (o~cc) 

9 ] 9-962- g247 (fax) 

sbmalo~)unc~.uncuedu 

was hoping she could be added to this session that has been newly added to his schedule. 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <’/O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday,           3:00 PM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaJmielee@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richa~-d (bbefl~el@email.unc.edu) 

MaJoy~ Susan B <sb~naloy@email.unc.edW" 

- Make-up Tomorrow ?? 

Jaimie and Brad, 
Since      was not able to meet with 
Would this work for the guys? 
Please let me know as soon as you can so that I can confirm with 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
~malo,~’(a) uncaa.unc.edu 

on Monday, he is willing to make up the appointments tomorrow at 1:30-3:30. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 3:01 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

1),22: Confilming apts 

Thank Vot~ for your email. I will get back to you on thi~ as soon as I c,~. 
r[~anks, 

Sent: Tuesday,. $:52 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Confirming aNs 
Hi Su~ 
TNs is just ~ confim] &at I’m having ~tofiN ap~in~ents #oIn 1:30-3:30 and drop-ins fiom 6-9 toInolrow to make up for Mouday’s, wheu I was out of town. ls that 

colrect? Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 3:35 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Confilming apts 

Hi 

It appears that the guys have other commitments during the day or~ Wednesday afternoon. So no need to come in ;[:30-3:30 tomorrow. But it may be helpful if you 

could work or~ a drop-.in bas~s tomorrow r~ight 6-.gpm. Wouk~ thaL work for you? 

Thanks, 

Sent; Tuesday, 1:52 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Confirming apts 

Hi Su~ 

TNs is just ~ confi~ &at I’m having tna~fial @p)in’anents thm~ 1:30-3:30 a~d drop-ins th)m 6-9 tomom~w to make up for Monday’s, when I was out of town. Is 

co~ect? Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
@email.unc,edu 



Fl~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 7:55 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: . ECON 

Will she be able to ~nake it to,no,row since you said aJ1 sessions should be cm~celed for on Wed.? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:16 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~unc.e&~> wrote: 

Doru:_~! Thard~s! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:53 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: - ECON 

Ok~ I’ll add her to the session. Please be ~ure ~he is aware about tomorrow at 

Susan 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, i:31 PN 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subje¢t= RE: - ECON 
Yes, this ~s what she wanted, I believe.., 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, i I:28 AM 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: - ECON 

Hi Jaimie, 
Can       attend a Wednesday ECON    session at 1~:45am? 
his schedule. 
Let me know. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~oy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

I~C Academic S uppo~ Program Ibr Student- A~]etes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

was hoping she could be added to this session that has been newly added to 



Fl~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 7:56 PM 

@unc.edtr~ 

Re: SOCI Sessions 

I think they also met with Beth. Let me speak with her about their progress and I’ll get back to you. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:30 PM, ~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Susan- 

I hope you enjoyed your week of!! Do you have any update on the SOCI tutor sessions? 

other two do not, 

doesn’t appear to be here tonight, but I’m showing that 
are all supposed to meet with her. In addition, I want to be sure that it is correct that        meets with her on Monday while the 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 10:08 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu2; @gmail.com~ 

1~: Extra Sessiou with Tomorrow 

Yes, if 6pm works for you let’s make it happen 

Thank you, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Townsend, Jem~ 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 PM 
To: 
Cc: Townsend, Jerm; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Extra Session with Tomorrow 

Hi, 

Susan is back in the office, so as long as she approves it, I definitely think it is a very good idea 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:09 PM; " 

> Hey Jenn, 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

has a test on Thursday and wants to meet at 6:00pm tomorrow. Is this ok with you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 10:39 AM 

Lee, Ja~imie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Prig: math    exam review tonight 

Hi Jaimie, 

I don’t have a way of adding this to an official schedule, but I can be sure 

Sunday night. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Lee, JaJmJe 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:39 PN 
Tot Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: ~: math    exam review tonight 

Hi Susan, 

is aware of the review. The same room 2406-08 from 7-gpm should be fine on 

Last Wednesday, the MaLh    class mentioned below came to Loudermilk t:or exarn review. They would like to do this again on Sunday, 

given the green ~ight below. Can we go ahead and get th~s on Lhe schedule? Last tkne they met ~n 2406--08. 

Thank youH 

F~m= Brown, Nichelle 
Sent= Tuesday, 3:42 PN 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= RE: math    exam review ~night 

Ja~m~e, 

Yes, since the math department ~s dosed in the evening, it is approved agah~ w~th the caveat that ~t ~s open for the enth’e class. Thank you for the update. 

class requested another review session before their next test on Monday, 

Thank you, 

IVlichelle 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Tuesday, 1:34 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: PW: math    exam review tonight 

Hello Dr. Brown, 

Can ~:his b~:_~ approw:_~d? Please see beiow... 

Sent~ Tuesday, 11:38 AN 
Te~ Lee, 3aimie 
~u~jeCt= RE: math    exam review ~night 

Hi Jaimie, 

Our review last week went very well, and the students in my MATH 

Michelle has 

Could we use a room again in the Loudermilk Center from 7pm-9pm on Sunday, 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

To: 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: math exam review tonight 

Hello 

I just wanted to follow up our phone conversation with an email. I appreciate you offering exam review to all of your students in math    , and since the math 

department is closed after hours, we are happy to have you all use a study room in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Room 2406 will be available for you and 

the entire class from 7:00--9:00pro. I have copied ~he director of our program, Dr~ Michelle Brown, so she is aware of this discussion. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions or concerns about this review tonight. 

-Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 12:59 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

COMM    Tonight    ??? 

Hi 
I’m sorry to ask on such short notice, but it appears there is a COMM 
COMM    from 7-9pm? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

exam tomorrow. Is there any way that you could come in tonight to review with the guys in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

~live.unc.edn> 

@live.unc.edn 

MaJoy, Susan B < sbmaloy~!email.unc.edt~> 

6pm PSYC    Session CANCELED Tonight 

Hi 
has another commitment tonight and will not be able to attend your 6pm session. No need for you to arrive until your 7pm appointment 

tonight 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~ tlncaa.tmc ~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 1:26 PM 

,~gma~l .corn) 

M~loy~ Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu3, 

Tuesday Sessious 

.pdf 

Hi 

It is very possible that I missed some communication about this while I was away last week, but I have you scheduled with sessions on Tuesdays 6-9pm in addition 

to Monday and Thursday. I noticed that you have not been here the last two Tuesdays. Are you able to typically meet on Tuesday nights? I plan to re-evaluate the 

SOCI    needs for the        students since their original tutor has returned from vacation to be sure all sessions are necessary. So I will get back to you on this 

if we decide to make a change. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

s b m a k~’~o_ ~__t_kn__9_~:_t_g__~_c_’_:_e_ ~t_u_ 



SOCI 

SOCl 

SOCl 

SOCI 

SOCl 

SOCI 

SOCI 

TUTOR S(,HLDULI  

Monday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 5:15 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Advisiug for Student Atlfletes AAP <advising~b~tudentathletesAAP~!unc.edu:, 

MaJ, o~; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu:> 

RE: fom~er student athlete.....please help!! 

Hi 
Congrats on your upcoming wedding!!! I’m glad you are considering returmng to school to comr~lete your degree. One question for you, I noticed that you have taken a few ~ courses 
online, are you considering        ts a new major or do you plan to stick with                         ~ This would be helpful to know in order to determine what requirements you have 
remaining. Regardless, however, with 88 total hours completed you have at the very least 32 hours remaining to complete your degree. There are a couple of UNC policies that you will need 
to consider when determining your plans. (1) UNC will only accept 6 online courses (a total of 18 hours) toward the required 120 hours to graduate. After taking a quick look, it looks like you 
have already complete 3 of the 6 online courses. (2) And if you decide to attend a cotmnunity college, keep in mind that 24 of your last 30 hours must be UNC courses in order to receive 
your degree from UNC. 

I am going to copy two of our Assistant Dean’s within the Academic Advising Program for the College of Arts and Sciences, Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn, in order to get their 
perspective as well. 

Feel free to call me if you would like to discuss in more detail. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [raailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: YVednesday, 3:32 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: former student athlete.....please help 

Hello, tW name is              and I am a former        player who obtained your contact info from coach fox. I have been out of school since     but have taken a few online course 
over the past few years. Trois fall I wanted to look into the possibili~" making a more significant debt in my remaining requirements. I am getting married in October and will be living in ~ 
this fall so I wanted to know- if based on my remaining needs, if you thought online through L~’~’C or                           would be the best option. My PID is            I enjoyed 
the online classes I have taken in the past but just want to choose the best option towards getting ray degree. That~k you for you time and please let me know- what I can do to help the 
process and if you have any suggestions. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 6:56 PM 

~gmail.com> 

M~Jloy~ Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: former student athlete.....please help!! 

Hi 
I certainly hope a plan can be developed for you to complete your degree at UNC as you deselwe. Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean in Academic Advising, informed me that you must be in 
contact with Dean Lee May, which I believe he said you have already done and are awaiting a response fi-om her. Please let me know once you have heard back from her. You may want to 
call her also 919-843-9030 Sounds like we need to wait until you hear from her in order to devise a plan 

As for your major, it does not appear to me in the s’~’stem that your major has been changed to ( You will want to talk with Dean May about this change as well 

Keep me posted and feel :tree to reach back out to me at any" time. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rn ailto ~£~mail c om] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:01 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Sut~iect: Re: 12~rmer student athlete....please help!! 

thanks for the prompt response! I have been taking the        classes because I changed my major to        just before leaving school, or at least I thought I did. Either way, thank you 
for the irfformation.., at the very least perhaps ! can take a few classes this fall while in NY and continue towards the degree through UNC Please let me know what the assistants deans 
think about my specific situation if they have any different perspective, if not, hopefully we can figure a few classes for me to take this fall online that would be most productive moving 
towards my degree. Also, another, slightly depressing option, would be to try and enroll in a university up here and obtain my degree from there, but that makes me kind of sad and 
hopefully it doesn’t come to that. 

Sent fizom my iPhone 

On at 5:15 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@eraaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
> Congrats on your upcoming wedding! ! t I’m glad you are considering returning to school to coraplete your degree. One question for you, I noticed that you have taken a few 
courses online, are you considering        as a new- major or do you plan to stick with                         ? This would be helpful to know- in order to determine what requirements 
you have reraaining. Regardless, however, with 88 total hours completed you have at the very" least 32 hours reraaining to complete your degree. There are a couple of krNC policies that you 
will need to consider when determining your plans. (1) UNC will only accept 6 online courses (a total of 18 hours) toward the required 120 hours to graduate. After taking a quick look, it 
looks like you have already coraplete 3 of the 6 online courses. (2) And if you decide to attend a con~nunitf~ college, keep in mind that 24 of your last 30 hours must be L~-C courses in ordcr 
to receive your degree frora UNC. 
> 

> I am going to copy two of our Assistant Dean’s within the Acaderaic Advising Program for the College of Arts and Sciences, Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn, in order to get their 
perspective as welh 
> 

> Feel free to call rae if you would like to discuss in more detail. 
> 

> Thanks so much, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto ~amail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 3:32 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: former student athlete.....please help!! 
> 

> Hello, my name is and I am a former player who obtained your contact irffo from coach fox. I have been out of school since but have taken a few online course 
over the past few years This fall I wanted to look into the possibility making a more significant debt in my remaining requirements I am getting married in October and 
this fall so I wanted to know if based on my remaining needs, if you thought online through UNC or                           would be the best option. My PID is            I enjoyed 
the online classes I have taken in the past but just want to choose the best option towards getting my degree. Thal~ you for you time and please let me know what I can do to help the 
process and if you have any suggestions 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:52 PM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

MaJloy, Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edtp, 

RE: Genem), TutoriaJ E~nail Address 

Hi Tom, 

We are ready to have this email account set up if you have the time, Can the email address be ~,.,[.~..P.~.Z!.~..t..o...r.![!~/~;2:!.;9.~.:#.~.!L? The folks in this group are as follows: 

B enja m~n Sh eu - ~sh 8u~bema~. unc.ed u 

IVly understandin8 is that this would create two d~ffereet inboxes for each o~ us (our persoeal inbox and the Tul:orin8 inbo’,(). Is thaL risht 7 

Thank you fo~your help and ~et me know if you need anythin£ e~se from me. 

Thank you, 

~= Livers, Tom 
Seat= Friday, 3une 28, 2053 4:34 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
$abject; Re: General Tutorial Email Address 

Would be happy to help, If you give me a name for your group and who you would like in k I can have it done on Money. 
Sen~j?om ~v ~ ~ri~on t~it’eles, v 4G LIE’ DROID 

Hi Tom, 

Is it easy to set up an email address like this? I may possibly want to set up a similar account for myself and another individual who will be helphsg me in the 

Sutorial Program. Just cot sure how to ~o about doing this Any guidance you could provide would be great. 

Thank you, 

Susan Ma~oy 

E~= Livers, Tom 
Seat= Friday, 3une 28, 2053 3:53 PN 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject: ~ Suppo~ Reques~ 
In order for the IT team to provide UNC Athletics most efficient service I am asking that everyone to start emailing their IT requests to the following email address 

~}9.£~!}...J~.{~}}2t}2~}g!~£>.t~:.~&£:~.~}. If you email your request for service to this address all of the IT department will receive the email at the same time and this should 
increase response times. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~om Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Phone: (919)962-7620 

Ce~l: 

Website: ~ohee~s.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 3:24 PM 

@gmail.com> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sb~naloy@email.uuc.edu>; Sheu, Benjaa~in (bsheu@emM.unc.edu) 

RE: Extra Session 

Hi 

Thank you for your email. I will certainly cover yok~r time with 

As for 6:30-7pm on Tuesday and Thursday for STOR 

Tha~k you, 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, ~:41 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
$ubject= Extra Session 

Hi Su~ 

Two ~ings: 

- I mn into        tbllomng my 11:45a~n - 12:45pm 

card to 12:45pm I unders~nd. 

today. Thank you for letting me know. 

have approved and added this time to your schedule. Can you begin tonight? 

session and worked ruth him until l : 15pm. I didn’t clock out until 1:15pm, but if you want to adjust my time 

- I also ran into             talking ruth.     as I was leaving,       is taking STOR    and apparently needs extra help. I’d be hapw to meet with him tbr a 

hour or so for the next two weeks, but I wasn’t sure if that’s ok. If it is, then we could meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6:30pm - 7:00pm. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 6:52 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: 

She is straight now. For some reason she was on a Mor~/WediThur schedule. She will be there next Tuesday. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:20 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Susan, 

According to didn’t show up again on Tuesday night. Will you please figure out what is going on with her? 

is 6-7, so she literally sits there for over an hour. 

Thanks! 

prior session 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:46 AM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: New list 

Thanks ~en. I have added 

(PeopleSoft). 

S u s a ~ 

I=rom: Sheu, Benjamin 
Setlt; Thursday, 3:29 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
$,,bject," New list 

Susan, 

The following tutors are NOT on the contact list, but ARE on the excel file. I do not have an email for these people: 

If you can send me their emails, I will be able to add them to the list. 

email to the spread sheet and removed the other folks based on what their sta[us appea~’s to be in ConnectCarofina 

Please see attached. 

Thanks! 

Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 12:35 PM 

FoK Mike <mfo~unc.edu-~ 

SS class 

Ok glad the guys are on it, And good to know about 

Thanks, 

S u s a ]’~ 

Frora: Fox, Mike 
Seat= Friday, $ $: 20 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= SS class 

Susan, 

Talked to both of them. 

has finished his paper for the class and plans to turn it in by the deadline. 

- teacher was out of the country when we got back from Omaha and could not 

Give him the final and said he had until the end of the fall semester. 

Both are on it. 

Just an FYI 

Also, is coming to see you. He is going to be our undergraduate student asst. 

Coach this year. He needs early classes this fall and spring] Help him please. 

thanks 

Mike 

He and I have had some contact, but not face to face yeL I’lf look forward to seeing him. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

~gm~l.com 

Sunday as Drop-Iu??? 

Hi 
Any chance you could work on a drop-in basis from 6-9pm this Sunday 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~-~uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:27 PM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaJmielee@unc.e&0; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.e&0; Yount, Tony (tony~vount@unc.edu) 

~.@live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamiu (bsheu@email.unc.edu) 

Major; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu> 

- Unavailable 

Hi Jaimie, Brad and Tony, 

, writing tutor, is unavailable to work with her students Sunday, Monday and Tuesday next week. This effects the following students: 

Please be sure they are aware. Drop-in should be available during those evenings; although I am trying to find a replacement for 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 

for Sunday night drop-in. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 4:17 PM 

.~live.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Monday m~d Tuesday Appointments 

Awesome’. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:42 AM, ’ 

Hi Such, 

I apologize tbr not writing sooner. Yes, I would be able to meet 

Best 

h~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

aptx~intments on Monday and Tuesday. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:32 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbnMoy(F~email.uuc.edu> wrotc: 

Hi 
One of our other writing tutors 
2:30, and 3:30. Any chance you could work with her students around your own appointments on those 2 days 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic SupIx~rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbm alov(~buncaa, unc.edu 

will be unavailable to meet her appointments on Monday and Tuesday next week at 1:30, 

? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 4:23 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Monday m~d Tuesday Appointments i 

Any chance you would also be able to work on a drop-in basis from 6-9pro tomonow (Sunday 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 11:42 AM, J~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Susan, 

I apologize for not writing sooner. Yes, I would be able to meet 

Best 

appointments on Monday m~d Tuesday. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:32 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~{email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
One of our other writing tutors 
2:30, and 3:30. Any chance you could work with her students around your own appointments on those 2 days 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tntorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 
sbmaloy~b~nncaa, unc.edu 

will be unavailable to meet her appointments on Monday and Tuesday next week at 1:30, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Sunday, 2:32 PM 

@live.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: LCE 

It is open on Sunday licom 6-9pm over the sun~mer 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:19 PM. @live.unc.edu> ;Vl-ote: 

> Is the LCE open today? If it is what time does it open and close? 
> 

> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O IfNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,            9:47 AM 

@unc.edu) 

l~W: Moviug Tutoring 

Hey 

Have got~ talked with either of these girls about not needing tt~toring this week? 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 7:~ P~ 

Tet ~aloy, Susan B 
Subject: ~oving Tu~ring 

Susa~ 

In our last session, . and I discussed moving tutoring times around a bit. 

We’d like to cancel our sessions this week (Tuesday and Thursday,               ). Also, the following week, we’d like to meet on Tuesday and Wednesday nights (the 

). Tuesday we wili meet at our regular time (7 PN) and we’ll discuss then a time for the following day, 

Can you please email these change in schedule details out to just to confirm them. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:09 PM 

Lee, Ja~imie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

l~E: please cancel math    tutoring today! 

I assume you mean the 6:30pro and 7pro appointments for FB with 

Thanks, 

~=rera: Lee, 3aimie 
Seat: Nonday, 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 

$abje~t= please cancel math 

Hi Susan, 

Math 

and the 8pro appointment for’ WBB with 

11:14 AM 

[tutoring today! 

had an exam today and didn’t cover new material. Will you please cancel those sessions today? Thanks 

, is that right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

1),22: please cancel math    tutoring today! 

Yes, I will make sure he still knows to come for his 

I=rem: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:11 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: please cancel math    tutoring today! 

I still need      for math    @...test ~s tomorrow 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Monday, 12:09 PM 
To~ Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: please cancel math    tutoring today~ 

~ assume you mean the 6:30p~T~ a~l~J 7pro a]:q)o~[:nlet~[s [or [:}] with 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~= Lee, 3aimie 
Se~t= Monday, 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
$~bje~t= please cancel math 

Hi Susan, 

Math 

appointmenL Thanks. 

and the gpm appointment for WBB with 

11:14 AM 

tutoring today! 

had an exam today and didn’t cover new material. Will you please cancel those sessions today? Thanks 

, is that right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 12:52 PM 

~live.unc.edu) 

5!live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu> 

Major; Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjmnin (bsheu@em~il.unc.edu) 

8pro Appt. Today    CANCELLED 

Hi 
Welcome back from vacation. Apparently MATH had an exam today. As a result, your MATH 
6pm and 7pm appointments are on as scheduled tonighL 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LINC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~ t~ncaa.tmc ~edu 

appointment at 8pm tonight. ¯ has been canceled. Your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, July 15, 2013 12:56 PM 

blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Active Tutor List 

Hi Brent, 
I know you are catching up. Hopefully this won’t take you but a second. Can you run me a list of tutors who are noted 

as Active in the db so that I can clean this up and get departure letters out to folks? 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:RECIPIENTSiCN:SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,            12:58 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

1~I:;: another time card ~ness up 

No l~roble~. It’s fixed. 

Thank ,/ot~, 

From: @hotmail.com] 

Sent= Monday, 12:09 PM 

To= IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: another time card mess up 

Hi Susan, 
Sorry about this. I forgot to log back in for part 2 of work today. It should be 10-11 and 11:30 - 12:30, today, Monday the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:53 PM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., LaiTy A. <~athga]lo@unc.edu> 

M~]o~; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.unc.edu~> 

RE: 

Hi Tom, 

I just met with After Summer Session II, 

to take this online), he should be able to complete aU coursework in         and           in order to graduate in 

with Advising ~n terms of curriculum changes and overall degree completion matters and has an appointment scheduled for Monday 

will have 27 hours remaining to complete his degree. Provided he can enroll in SPAN    in Fall (he may need 

made a list of items to clarify 

However, I think he 

Could you let me I~now what still ru:_~eds to do to comple~:e his degree 

defini[:ely has direction on what he needs to take to comph?te his degree 

Let me ~now ~f there ~s anyth~eg e~se tha~: you need from me. 

Susan 

F~m= Timmermans, Tom 
Sent; Friday, i l: 23 AN 
Te= Fox, Nike 
C~= Gallo, 3r., Lar~ A.; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

~u~n, 

~m 

From: Fo~ 

Sent: FrM~y~ 

Subject: 

Tom, 

~s back finishing his degree work after four years of professional baseball. 

Do we have a way to he~p him finanda~ly? ~ assume he does not fit the 5th year 

Award criteria? 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:55 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: 8pm Appt. Today CANCELLED 

The only appointment tha~. has been canceled for 

tonight at 6pro that would be fantastic[ 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Sent: Nonday, 12:58 PN 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: 8pm Appt. Today CANCELLED 

Hey Susan, 

Thanks for letting me know. 

~ was under the ~mpress~on that rny ~pm appointment wkh 

let me know ff ~h~s not the case and I will come ~n at 6pro. 

Thanks, 

Dan~y 

is 5pro on Wednesdays. She still plans to meet you tonight {Mondays} at 6pm. So i[: you could be here 

was cancelled for the rernainder of the session due to a con[lict with practice. Please 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:52 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 8pro Appt. Today CANCELLED 

Ni 

Welcome back frorn vacation. Apparently MATN    had an exam today. As a result, your MATN 

6pro and 7pro appointments are on as scheduled tonight. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Su sar~ Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~lemic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program ~br Studer~t-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (,oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (lax) 

sbmalo~/~ uncaa.unc.edu 

appointrnent at 8pro tonight has been canceled. Your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 8:07 AM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: Pl~ming ~head 

Hi 
I was looking over the final exam schedule and it looks like PSYC 

appointments will be finished since you said their final is on the 
schedule a review on Thursday 

is at 8am on Thursday the     Do you see something different on the syllabus? If it is on Thursday, your EXSS 
, so perhaps we could schedule your PSYC    students on Wednesday night Otherwise, yes, I would like to 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
SubJect: Plarming ahead 

6:56 PM 

Eli Susan, 

I hope you had a wonderful vacation! ! still can’t believe how quickly these sumaner sessions go. My Psyc students ( 
ahead and schedule a review for the night before, maybe at 7:00? 

have a final on Friday, Should we go 

I had emailed       about the review session last night, but apparently 
problem for the final, but I’ll see her in advance to tell her. 

didn’t get the message (or did get it and then didn’t remember she had). Hopefully we won’t have the same 

The other class ~Exss    ) has a final on the    so I’ll see all of them for their regular scheduled sessions the night before 

Thanks, 

Sent fi-om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 9:18 AM 

~live.unc.edu:~ 

ILE: Pl~ming ~head 

Ok, so right now I have you scheduled on Thursday 
all hinges on whether or not the PSYC exam is on 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:05 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Plalming ahead 

Hi Susan, 

I don’t have the syllabus with me un campus, but I’m pretty sure ! was louking at it when I sent you that email I’ll check when I get hume and can louk at it, and I’ll get back tu yuu then! 

As lk~r the Exss    students, their exam is un Tuesday but they have a final paper due un Thursday. ! tuld them I’d be willing to check their papers lk~r cument pussibly un Wednesday 
night. Wuuld that be uk? Maybe just have one huur for them tu drop in? Let me know what yuu think. 

with 6pm PSYC    and 7pm EXSS    which could go passed 8pm if necessary since you have quite a f~w students. Of course this 
So ~ve’ll call it tentative for now Does it sound good to you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On ¯ at 8:27 AM; "Maluy, Susan B" <sbmaluy@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
> I was louking uver the final exam schedule and it luoks like PSYC 

appointments will be finished since you said their final is un the 
schedule a review un Thursday 

> Let me know what yuu think. 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 6:56 PM 
> Tu: Maluy, Susan B 
> Subject: Planning ahead 
> 

> Hi Susan, 

is at 8am un Thursday the    . I)u yuu see something different on the syllabus? ~[~it is un Thursday, yuur EXSS 
, so perhaps we could schedule your PS YC    students un Wednesday night Otherwise, yes, I would like tu 

Thanks, 

Sent frora ray iPad 

> I hope you had a wonderful vacation! I still can’t believe how quickly these sumraer sessions go. My Psyc students ( ) have a final on Friday-, Should we go 
ahead and schedule a review for the night befi~re, maybe at 7:00? 
> 

> I had eraailed about the review session last night, but apparently didn’t get the message (or did get it and then didn’t remember she had). Hopefully ~ve won’t have the same 
problem for the final, but I’ll see her in advance to tell her. 
> 

> The other class (Exss ) has a final on the , so I’ll see all of them for their regular scheduled sessions the night before. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malay, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALAY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 10:21 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Pb~ming ~head 

Sorry, I actually meant Wednesday the     if we are following the online exam schedule. I just sent the final exam review schedule out to everyone Take a look at ?’our schedule, which we 
can certainly change if their exam is on Friday instead of Thursday 

Thank you, 
Susan 

..... Original blessa~e ..... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Malay, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Plalming ahead 

9:30 AM 

I think you mean Thursday the . The Exss paper is due that day so I’d need them on Wednesday the 7pm is fine. And yes, 6pm for Psyc is fine, once we confirm the date. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:18 AM; "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Ok, so right no~v I have you scheduled on Thursday 

this all hinges on whether or not the PSYC exam is on 

> 

> Susan 

> 

©riginal Message ..... 

> From: 

> Sent: Tuesday, 9:05 AM 

> To: Malay, Susan B 

> Subject: Re: Planning ahead 

> 

> Hi Susan, 

> 

with 6pm PSYC    and 7pro EXSS    which could go passed 8pm if necessary since you have quite a few students Of course 
¯ So we’ll call it tentative for now. Does it sound good to you? 

>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 

, have a final on Friday, Should we go 

is at Sara on Thursday the    . Do you see something different on the syllabus’.’ If it is on Thursday, your EXSS 
so perhaps we could schedule your PSYC    students on Wednesday night. Otherwise, yes, I would like to 

> I don’t have the wllabus with me on campus, but rm pretty’ sure I was ]ooking at it when I sent you that email 1’1l check when I get home and can ]oak at it, and 1’1l get back to you then! 
> 

> As fi~r the E×ss students, their exam is on Tuesday but the?" have a final paper due on Thursday. I told them I’d be willing to check their papers for content possibly on Wednesday 
mght. Would that be ok? Maybe just have one hour for them to drop in? Let me know what you think¯ 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 8:27 AM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmalo?’@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi 
>> I was looking over the final exam schedule and it looks like PSYC 

appointments will be finished since you said their final is on the 
schedule a review- on Thursday’. 
>> 

>> Let rae know what you think. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Susan 
>> 

>> ..... ©ri~inal Message ..... 

>> From: 
>> Sent: Monday 6:56 PM 
>> To: Malay, Susan B 
>> Subiect: Planning ahead 
>> 

>> Hi Susan, 
>> 

>> I hope you had a ~vondefful vacation! I still can’t believe how quickly these summer sessions go. My Psyc students( 
ahead and schedule a review for the night before, maybe at 7:00? 
>> 

>> I had emailed about the review session last night, but apparently didn’t get the message (or did get it and then dichYt remember she had) Hopefully we won’t have the 
same problem for the final, but I’ll see her in advance to tell her 
>> 

>> The other class (Exss ) has a final on the , so I’ll see all of them for their regular scheduled sessions the night before¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 11:45 AM 

~unc.edu~~ 

Tracldng your Hours 

Hi 

In case you have trouble with TIMS this week due to the HR work behind the scenes please keep track of your hours for me. A new position number has been 

established for you with the rate increase effective today. I had to have your position through Athletics terminated as of today. So with all that happening, I am not 

sure how TIMS will look like for you. Certainly something we can correct before the end of the pay period, so not to worry. 

Thanks for your patience with this. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 12:05 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1~9;: General Business - Final Exam Review Sessions 

Excetler~t! Thank you l:or getting back to rne to confirm. I will be back in touch if arwthing changes. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~.0:42 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: General Business - Final Exam Review Sessions 

Hey Susax~ 

TNs works fine for me. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 10:18 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(i~email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

tlello Fxeryone, 

As Summer Session II nears an end, I have a t~w general business items to cover. 

1. Please begin gearing your sessions toward final ex~an prep~xation and completion of final papers. This is a good time to be finding out from your s~&uts exactly 

when their final exam will be. 

2. Using the official final exam schedule o~dine to determine when final exan~s will occur, I have put together a final exan~ review sehedule for Wednesday    and 
Thursday which is attached for yonr review. Some of you will have additional sessions added on these days. Please let me know if these times will work with your 

schedule. 

3. All regnlafly seheduled apIx~intments should continue through Thursday or until your students’ final exams have occurred. Those of you who conduct guided 

study sessions should continne on your same schedule through Thursday unless otherwise specified. 

4. This week, the Academic Honesty Testimonial form and the Academic Integrity Statenrent Addendum qnestio~malre will be included with your feedback forms for 

you to complete right away and return with your tEedback tbrms. 

5. SAVE THE DATE Orientation Training for Fall     is scheduled for 

attend this mandatory training before tutoring begins for the Fall. 

from 6pm-8pm on the 3rd floor ofLoude~milk, t lease plan to 

6. I would like to introduce you to our new Assist~x~t Tutor Coordinator, Ben Sheu (.b__}~e_u__~£~_e__r_~_3~__U__!:_u_n_c_:_e_d__p_.). Ben just began working with us around the 

He will be assis~ting me in worldng with all of you throughout the remainder of the sumtner and the semesters ahead. Moving fo~-vvard you can expect ~o see emails from 
both Ben and myself regarding the Tutorial Program. 

I believe this covers eve ~r~thing for now. Please take a look at the final exam review schedule and let me know ASAP if your schedule will permit these times so that we 

can communicate the appointments to our students. 
As alway~ thank you tbr yonr valuable contributions to our students and our program as a whole this summer. Enjoy your time off in Augnst, and I hope to see 

eye,one back this fall. 

Thm~ yo~ 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooNinator/AcMemic Counselor 

I~C Academic Suppo~ Program lbr Student-A~le~s 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalov~ m~c~.unc.edu 



F~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday,            4:43 PM 

~unc.edu 

@live.uuc.edu 

Ma~o~; Susan B < sbmedoy~!e~naiLunc.edu:> 

8pm Appt. Tonight    CANCELED 

I apologize for the late notice but was just informed that                   has a conflict for tonight and 
appointment. With that said, feel free to work a little longer with your 7pro appointment if necessary. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~’(~)uncaa.unc~edu 

will not be able to attend your 8pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 5:01 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

l~g: Genera] Business - Final Exam Review Sessions 

Hi 
How does the schedule below for next Wednesday look for you, which eliminates your 2pro and 3pro appointments and combines them into 4pro and 5pro? 

4pro EXSS 

5pm EXSS 

6pm EXSS 

7pm EXSS 

8pm EXSS 

Thanks, 

Susan 
Frem: @gmail.com [mailto ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:20 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: General Business - Final Exam Review Sessions 

Su~n, 

The earliest I would be able to tutor next Wednesday is 4PM. So we could do two 

Let me kmow’. Thmaks, 

sessions, one at 4 m~d one and 5 if that would be of any assistance. 

UI’,iC Chapel Hill 

E:      ~live~unc.edu 

On rue, at 10:18 AM, Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmalov(i~email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

ttello Fxeryone, 

As Summer Session II nears an end, I have a tEw general business items to cover. 

1. Please begin gearing your sessions toward final exam prepaxation m~d completion of final papers. This is a good time to be finding out from your s~dents exactly 

when their fiual exam will be. 

2. Using the official final exam schedule online to determine when final exams will occur, I have put together a final exam review schedule for Wednesday    and 

Thursday which is attached for your review. Some of you will have additional sessions added on these days. Please let me know if these times will work with your 

schedule. 

3. All regularly scheduled appointments should continue through Thursday or until your students’ final exa~ns have occurred. Those of you who conduct gtdded 

study sessions should continue on your same schedule tfirough Thursday unless otherwise specified. 

4. This week, the Academic Honesty Testimonial form and the Academic Integrity Statement Addendum questio~malre will be included with your feedback forms for 

you to complete right away and return with your feedback forms. 

5. SAVE THE DATE Orientation Training for Fall     is scheduled for 

atteud this mandatory training before tutoriug begins for the Fall. 

rd from 6pm- 8pro on the 3 floor of Loude~milk. t lease plan to 

He will be assis~ting me in worldng with all of you throughout the remainder of the summer m~d the semesters ahead. Moving forward you can expect to see emails from 

both Ben and myself regarding the Tutorial Program. 

I believe this covers eve ~r~thing for now. Please take a look at the final exam review schedule mad let me know ASAP if your schedule will permit these times so that we 

can comnmnlcate the appointments to our students. 

As alway~ thank you tbr your valuable contributions to our students and our program as a whole this summer. Enjoy your time off in August, a~d I hope to see 
eye,one back this fall. 

Thm~ yo~ 

Susm~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooNinator/AcMemic Counselor 

I~C Academic Suppo~ Program lbr Student-A~le~s 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, 5:05 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: 8pro Appt. Tonight CANCELED 

Sorry to hear that you will miss the orientation training. Yes, we witl be videotaping the sessions. All tutors will be required to view the video before beginning 

tutoring h~ the Fall. So we wi~ )Jst need to set you up w~th a couple hours to view the v~deos afterwards. Thanks for ~etting me know. 

And thanks [or construing the e’,4~m review schedule, 

Sent= Tuesday, 5:01 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
8u~ject~ ~[: 8pm Appt, Tonight    CANCELED 

Thank gou Susan, Also I will get gou mg schedule for fall soon, I am waiting on something to be confirmed, Also the exam review schedule looks good, The 

onlg thing is I will have to miss the tutor orientation on both Mondag and Tuesdag as I will be teaching during that time, Will gou do the videos or 

powerpoints like in the past? 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:43 PM 

To; 

Cc: 

Subject: 8pro Appt. Tonight CANCELED 

I apologize for the late notice but was just informed that                   has a conflict for tonight and 
appointment. With that said, feel free to work a little longer with your 7pro appointment if necessary, 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinak~r/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program ibr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (otlice) 

919-962- 8247 (lhx) 

sbmalov(r-~uncaa.uuc.edu 

will not be able to attend your 8pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B ~;,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:08 AM 

Yarbrough, Nate <yaJ~bro9@email.unc.edu> 

1),22: 3rd floor contbreuce room for Tutor training August 20-21 

Can yot~ check on the 22nd please? 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent; Tuesday, July :t6, 20:t3 5:50 PM 

To: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject; Fwd: 3rd floor conference room for Tutor training August 20-2:t 

Let me know what you would like to do.. 

Nate Yarbrough 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hilton, Nathan Scott" <.n__~_[!.t_0__n_._@.__e__m_._a_!.[:..u_ .n__c_.:_e_.d__~.> 
Date: July 16, 2013, 2:04:06 PM EDT 

To: "Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: :~rd floor conference room for Tutor training August 20-21 

JusL I.:_~.:_~ked at the calend~lr, an{:~ only ALEg. 21st iS ~vailable out of those 2 dates. ~ can p~.El: yOU down [or the 21st for now i~ yOLE would I~ke? Otherwise, 

let me know how you would Hke to ]:~roceed. 

Thanks, 

Nate Hilton 

~C Atlflefic DeN~ent 

Building Environment Tec~ci~ 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

F~m: Yarbrou~h, Nate 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 12:2~ PN 

To: Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 
Subject: 3rd floor conference room for Tu~r trainin~ August 20-21 

Susan Maloy would like to go ahead and reserve the 3rd floor room for tutor training on August 20-2:~ from S:30pm -- 9:00pro. They would Hke to have 

round Lable set up ~H~e we had last t~me, sLage and w~reless m~c ~H~d a ~;mall taDle ~or the g~roje~:tor. Not sure for how many ~?eople but ~ wokdd say set 

up for 100. it: you have any questior~s please let me kr~ow. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

From-" Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Sent; Wednesday, July :tO, 20:t3 :t:t:04 AM 
To-" Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject-" RE: Ben Sheu Academic Support Employee 

Gotcha, thar~ks. 

-Nate 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent-" Wednesday, July :tO, 20:t3 :t:t:04 AM 

To." Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Sul~je¢t-" RE: Ben Sheu Academic Support Employee 

They were Watly’s keys 

Thanks, 

Nate 

From: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Sent-" Wednesday, July :tO, 20:t3 :t:t:03 AM 
To." Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject-" RE: Ben Sheu Academic Support Employee 

SOUnLfs good, that~ks for fettir~g me know. Are they the keys 

Nate Hilton 

UNC Athlelic DepartJnent 

Building Environment Teclmicia~ 
Loudermilk Center for gxcellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Nent-" Wednesday, July :tO, 20:t3 :t0:32 AM 

To-" Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Subject-" Ben Sheu Academic Support Employee 

Nate, 

had? Jk~st wondering so I can make the necessary changes ot~ my key 



Ben Sheu will be ioining the academic staff and I wanted to let you know that: [ w~[] be ~ssuing Nrn a set of ]~eys. The keys are: 

LM-AA 

LM-A01 

Tb~nk~, 

N~te Y 

Nate Yarbrou~h 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 

C- 

F~= Maloy, Susan B 
$e~t~ Thursday, June 27, 2013 4:17 PM 
Te~ Yarbrough, Nate 
$~bje¢t= RE: Ben Sheu - Computer and Access 

H~s Title is Assistant Tutorial Coordk~ator. We don’t have a phone yet. Can you work on [bat w~th M~chefle? ] think he ~s ~oing [o be ~n s temporary 

office for a little wh~e, so I am not sure how that w~]~ work as far as a phone ~s concerned. But certainly he needs to be a part of the Academics Group. 

He wN probably be given an ONYEN and P~D# once he meets with HR hopefully on Monday. 

Thanks h:~r your help. 

SusaR 

F~ Yarbrough, Nate 
gent~ Thursday, June 27, 20~3 4:09 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
S~b~e~t~ ~: Ben Sheu - Computer and Access 

F~ Suits, Chris~ H. 
~en[= Thursday, June 27, 20~3 3:~0 PN 
To~ Perry, Clara A; Yarbrough, Nate 
~e: Gibson, Andrew; Broo~, Nark Nichael; Livers, Tom; NMoy, Susan B; Brown, Mlchelle 
g~bjeet~ ~: Ben Sheu - Computer and Access 

Nate~ 

] wifl be out of the orifice on vacation next week so ] am ask~n~ our ~roup to take care of get[ing a coR~puter and account se[up ~:or Ben Sheu. We can 

get Spencer’s computer rebuilt and ready for h~m. Please ~et us know as soon as he has h~s onyen so that we can get h~s account created. Also, do you 

have any more ~nformation such as job rifle, office phone number and what groups he wifl need to be a member of, ] m~ assuming the academics 

group. 

Christy 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Se~t: Thursday, June 27, 20~3 2:29 PM 

To: Suits, Chris~ H. 
Subjeet: Fwd: Ben Sheu - Computer and Access 

Christy, 

Could you please help me with this? Thank you 

Nate 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbrnaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Date: June 27, 20:13, :1:09:40 PM EDT 

To: "Yarbrough, Nate" <.y__a___r__b___r__o___9____@___e____m___a__[!:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Cc: "Brown, Michelle" <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Ben Sheu - Computer and Access 

Hi Nate, 

I know you are out and about most of the afternoon, but was hoping you could initiate communication with Christy or Clara to get Ben 

Sheu a computer and access to the H drive. His first day of work is expected to be Monday, July 1, and we would like to have him up and 

running with a computer at that time. I just checked Spencer’s office and the docking station is there, but no computer, so I assume 

Christy and staff have his old computer in their possession. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy,@x~ncaa~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 8:30 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

P,E: Testing 

Thanks. 

~usan 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:25 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: Testing 

Hello! 

is all set for testing tomorrow. I have asked 

wilt be hustling over after a compliance meeting, have a meeting at 2:30, but told 1o look t:or across the halt. 

to take him- will be at your office at 2:30 and will drive him to the 3:00 appointment! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: ~L]_i 2 _e_:__kLn_ £:_e_d__k[> 
Date: ,6:08:00 PM EDT 
To: "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <enflyons(~)email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Testing 

called coach fox to see how long our compliance meeting is going to be at 2:00. I do not see 2:30 time working but i will let you know. 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:52 PM 

To: 
Co: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Testing 
Ue]lo 
I have scheduled a testing time for Wednesday (tomon-ow). We need to leave campus at 2:30 in order to get to the testing site on time 
Please meet me at Susan’s office at 2:30. If this conflicts with a~y baseb~.ll ~.ctivities please let S~,~san kno;v ASAP so she can aiert co~.ches/lrainers/etc oQhis appointment 
Please respond to this message do I know you have received it and understand it 

Regards, 
Beth Lyons 

SePt J¥om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 8:35 AM 

~live.unc.edu-> 

ILE: New address in North Carolina 

Fantastic       i Iql look forward to hearing back from you, As for the Orientation, apparently the 

hope those dal:es will still work for" you, 

T ~r’la r~k you, 

Susan 

Sent; Tuesday, 8:56 PM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: New address in Noah Carolina 

Hi Susan, 

I should be arriving in Chapel Hill for good by Tuesday the so will plan to get in touch with you about dropping by on the 

orientations on the             ) once I know more about what my days will look like. 

I have the tutoring orientation marked on my calendar for the from 6:00-8:00, and will plan accordingly. 

Have a great rest ofthesummer and see you soon~ 

is not available so we are shooting for the 

{I have 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@ernail.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:54 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: New address in North Carolina 

Hi 

Great to hear from you! I hope your summer has been going well and that you are a~x~ous to begin Vour time ~n Chapel Hill. 

Thank you for your new address. I will make a note of tMs. 

~ don’t th~nk there ~s anythh~g e~se at the moment, a~though, perhaps you cotdd meet w~th HR when you get to into town in order to get that paperwork started. 

Stop by to see me when you gel here and I can give you the HR details at that tkne. Also, tentatively, we will conduct our Orientation TrNn~ng on 

Please mark your calendar and plan to attend. 

Thanks again and ~ook forward to seeh~g you soom 

Sent; Tuesday,. 9:05 PN 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
SuBject= New address ~n Noah Carolina 

Hello Susan, 

~ hope you’ve been having a great summer and have been able to get some things done during the lull before school starts back. It’s hard to believe 

August is only a month away~ I’m looking forward to seeing you again and getting into the swing of tutoring. 

As promised, here is what my address will be beginning 

Please let me know if there is anything else I need to get to you before school starts back. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

~d ecou with 

When does she meet 

From-" Lee, 3aimie 
Sent-" Wednesday, 1:36 PM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" and econ with 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry, I guess I was wrong. I think I did intend to cancel the econ sessions for 

about that. 

? I don’t have that on the schedule other than Wednesdays at 3_:[:45arn. 

at night with since she comes everyday to meet with Sorry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:23 PM 

Yount, Tony (tonyyount@unc.edu); Orr, Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu); Townsend, Jenn 
(jtownsend@unc.edu); blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
(j aimielee@unc.edu) 

Lyons, Elizabeth M (emlyons@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard 
(bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

Need Your Structured Study List 

Template Structured Study Student List.xlsx 

Hey Everyone, 

In planning for the Structured Study Program in the Fall, I need to know who your incoming freshman are and any 

returning student who you believe requires structured study. Attached is a spreadsheet that I would like you to use to 

compile your students. We need to move quickly in order to set up the framework, and knowing who the students are 

and how many there are is a key piece of information needed in the process. Therefore, please get this information to 

me by our staff lunch on Friday. Please do your best to account for the teams that you are currently covering in the 

absence of counselors as well. 

Brad and Beth, I know you are working on establishing our LEAP group list for this Fall, but that information would be 

helpful at this time also, if possible. 

Thank you for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



I A 

1 !ST YEAR STUDENTS 

2 Last Name 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 RETURNING STUDENTS 

17 Last Name 

B C D E F G 

First Name PID Sport SAT SAT-Verbal SAT-MATH 

First Name PID Sport GPA APStatus Classification 

H          I        J           K           L            M 

SAT-Writing ACT ACT-Eng ACT-Math ACT-Sci ACT-Reading 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:13 PM 

ttedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

This helps a toL Thank you so much Dr. Hedgpeth. 

From; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G 
Sent; Wednesday, July 17, 2013 11:58 AM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Cc; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; 
A required te~ for E~S 181 is Nind Gym by Garry Nack. It is currently on suggested reading list but it is need for them to comple~ the class. Than~, Elizabeth Hedgpeth 

Adjunct Assistant Professor    Persistence is the vehicle you 
Sport Psychology arrive in. Win. Eardley IV 
103 Fetzer Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(o) 919-962-6214 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:16 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Technology Committee Meeting 

open all day Monday and Thursday and mornings every day. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:01 PM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Livers, Tom; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Technology Committee Meeting 

Good afternoon, 

I hope this email finds you all well and enjoying a wonderful week. I approached each of you about serving on this committee 

because of your unique positions, knowledge and skill sets and I want to first thank you for agreeing to serve. This is an important 

step for our office as the system we identify will hopefully serve us for years to come and allow us to provide services more 

effectively and efficiently. Dr. Brown has challenged us with identifying a system that can be up-and-running by January, so we need 

to get started. With that in mind, what is your availability next week? Let me know your best times and I will try and identify the 

best for us all so we can begin the process. 

Again, thank you for agreeing to serve and I look forward to working with you all on this project. 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 5:11 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Need Your Structured Study List 

Thank youo 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 5:02 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Need Your Structured Study List 

Here you go! 
B 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:23 PM 
To: Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Blanton, Brent S; Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Need Your Structured Study List 

Hey Everyone, 

In planning for the Structured Study Program in the Fall, I need to know who your incoming freshman are and any 

returning student who you believe requires structured study. Attached is a spreadsheet that I would like you to use to 

compile your students. We need to move quickly in order to set up the framework, and knowing who the students are 

and how many there are is a key piece of information needed in the process. Therefore, please get this information to 

me by our staff lunch on Friday. Please do your best to account for the teams that you are currently covering in the 

absence of counselors as well. 

Brad and Beth, I know you are working on establishing our LEAP group list for this Fall, but that information would be 
helpful at this time also, if possible. 

Thank you for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, 6:28 PM 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguil@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: CLASS CANCELLED TODAY - 

Ni Alain, 

Thank you very much for keeping me informed about this assignment for 

will certainly focus on tMs during his s~:udy sessions. 

Thank you~ 

Susan 

F~m= Aguilar, Alain 3 

Sent= Tuesday, 9:01 PN 

Ce= Naloy, Susan B 

Subject= RE: C~SS CANCELLED TODAY - 

It’s my understanding that he has a meeting scheduled with you tomorrow, We 

I’m sorry to hear you’re not well. I hope you feel better. Unfortunately, since your group presented today, you will have to do something else to satisfy the presentation 
requirement (20% of your final grade). I’ve decided that you will have to write a paper an 8-10 page paper on the same topic: Coping with and Managing Stress. This will be 
due on the last day of classes (one week from today). 

If you want I can help you create an outline to get started. 

Alain 
Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES/CPT/PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Eitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 

Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetter Hall - C8 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
(f) 919-843-4982 
Office Hours:TtTh J.-4pm and E :t0-~.2:30am Woollen 3:t4 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: http://exss.unc.edu/underqraduate-pr~qram/ba-in-exss/fitness-pr~fessi~na~/overview/ 

From-" 

Sent-" Tuesday, 9:17 AM 
To; Aguilar, Alain J 
Subject: Re: CLASS CANCELLED TODAY 

AlaJn, I have been throwing up all night I won’t be in class today 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Alain Aguilaz 

Students, 
Untbrtunately, I woke up with some sort of illness. I don’t feel well enough to make it in today. The group who was supposed to present today will do so 

tomorrow. Everyone roll just be bumped back a day. Please spread the word about class being c~mcelled to your other tfiends in the class. I’m sure not 

everyone checks "their email in the morning. 

Take Care, 
Alain 

This fom,arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the’ 

message click this link to access Messages for this site:                  . 

" site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 10:51 AM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Genered Business - Fined Exam Review Sessions 

Ok, thank you. I guess the only question then is 

an exam) that would be great. 

?hanks For letting me know about 

is still around the area? 

Thanks, 

F~m: [mail~: 9gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:59 AM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: General Business - Final Exam Review Sessions 

Hi Susa~ 

I’ll be going out of town on the morning ofWednes~y.       I’ll need to cancel the ~=view ~ssion you have ~heduled for tne on that day. My students aze edl in 

SOC    and have a final paNr due on Thurs       and no final exam, ~ I thine they should ~ sufficiently preNred with their scheduled sessions to~y and on 

Monday and Tues~y, and then can use Wednesday to go to the w~ng ~to~ if they want. I will edso ~ unable to affend the t~aining on Wednesday, 

because I have a ~minar at that time. I’m happy to make that up by watching the recorded training like I’ve done in previous semesters. 

Tha~ 

; in SOCI I]: you can gear your Tuesday session at ~[~pm with her to be an exam review {if she has 

We definitely will need to have y.:)u view the ~ideo, bu[: we can s~-_d: that up easy ~-_mough Do y.:)u know if 

On The, at 10:18 AM, Medoy, Susan B <sbmedoy@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Evewone, 
As Summer Session II nears an end, I have a few genered business items to cover. 

1. Hease begin gearing your sessions toward final exam prepmation and completion of fined l~pers. This is a good time to be timing out fiom 5’our students exactly 

when their fined exam roll be. 

2. Using the official final exam sebedule online to determine when final exams roll occnr, I have put together a final exam review schedule for Wednesday     and 

Thursday which is attached for your review. Some of you roll have additional sessions added on these days. Please let me know if these times will work ruth yonr 

schedule. 

3. All regularly scheduled appoin~nnents should continne tbrongh Thur~tay or nntil your students’ final exams have occurred. Those of yon who conduct guided 

study sessions should continue on your same schedule through Thursday unless other~vise specified. 

4. This week, the Academic HonesW Teslimonied form and the Academic Integrits~ State~nent Addendum ques~io~ma~re will be included with your feedback forms for 

yon to complete right away aM return with your feedback forms. 

5. SAVE THE DATE Orientation Training for Fall     is scheduled for 

attend this mandato~ training before tutoring begins for the Fall. 

and from 6pm-8pm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. Please plan to 

6. I would like to introduce you to our new Assistant Tutor Coordinator, Ben Sheu (bsheu(~)emedLunc~edu). Ben just began working with us around the 

He will be assisting me in working with edl of you throughout the remainder of the summer and the semesters ahead. Moving forward you can expect to see emails from 

both Ben and myself regarding the Tutoried Program. 

I believe this covers eve~thing for now. Please take a look at the final exam review schedule and let me know ASAP if your schedule will permit these times ~) that we 

can commuNcate the aptx~intmenks to onr students. 

As always, thank you ti)r your vednable contributions to our students and our program as a whole this summer. ENoy your time offin Angust, and I hope to see 

eveD’one back tNs fall. 
’I’ha~ yo~ 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-A~etes 

2_k2_:_%~_:2%~. (o~ce) 
%2:_2_~_~:_%~2 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:01 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

Review Sessions 

Hi 

Does the following day and times work for you in terms of Final Exam Review Sessions? I believe there are regular appointments on your schedule. 

7pm (reg appt) ECON 

8pm (reg appt) MATH 

I noticed on your feedback that you were inquiring about moving the     group from 8pm to 7pm. Is that upon their request?     has another appointment and 

can’t move his 7pm appointment with you. Jaimie Lee was not aware of why the girls would need to move the appointment time. So we would like to keep it the 

same if possible. Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

I_INC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:03 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

FinaJ Exam Review Sessions 

Hi, 
Do the following days and times work for you to conduct final exam review sessions? 

j 12:20pm [ I soc  

Thank you, 

Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

~live.~mc.edu 

Final Exam Review Sessions 

Hi 
Does the following day and times work for you in terms of Final Exam Review Sessions? I believe there are regular appointments on your schedule. 

2pm (reg appt) [ EXSS 
8pro (reg appt) I      EXSS 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbraaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:08 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

FinaJ Exam Review Sessions 

Hi 
Does the following day and times work for you in terms of Final Exam Review Sessions? I believe we have more-or-less moved your Thursday appointments to 
Wednesday next week. 

6pm COMM 

7pm COMM 

8pm COMM 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy~;email amc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 11 : 15 AM 

Lee, Jaimie (jaimielee@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); 
Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); Orr, Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu); Yount, Tony 
(tonyyount@unc.edu); blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu;                       ~live.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin (bsheu@email.unc.edu) 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Final Exam Review Schedule SSII 

Summer Session II Final Exam Review Schedule.docx 

Hey Everyone, 

Attached is the final exam review schedule. Those in purple have been confirmed with the tutor. I hope to hear back 

from the others asap. Please begin informing your students if you have not done so already. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, 11:34 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ItS: FinaJ Exmn Review Sessious 

Wonderful! Thank you. 

From: ~gmail.com [mailto: 
Sent-" Thursday, 11:24 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Final Exam Review Sessions 
Hi Susan, 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of, 

Yes, these work for me and the students are all aware of the schedule. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, at 11:02 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo’~h)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi 

Do the following days and times work for you to conduct final exam review ~ssions? 

~ 12:20pm    L soci 

12pm 

] 

SOCI 

Thm~ yo~ 

Susm~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooNinator/AcMemic Counselor 

I~C Academic Suppo~ Program lbr Student-A~le~s 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

University of North Ca~’olinU~ at Chapel t till 

Phone-      "     " 
Skype- 
http:!ianthropology, u ne.eduipeople/grad students~ 
h~p:iiune.aeademia.edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 6:57 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu2 

Re:       this Sunday! 

Who is ? 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 3:31 PM. "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Susan, 
> 

> Will you please see if can work Sunday night to help prep for the physiolo~z exam next week?! ? 
> 
> Thanks!!’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 8:37 AM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

I~W: Geueml Tutorial Email Address 

Hi Tom, 

I just wanted to be sure that you received my email below. 

Susan 

I=rem= Naloy, Susan B 
Seat= Thursday, ]uly $$, 2053 2:52 PN 
Te= Livers, Tom 
8~bject= RE: General Tutorial Email Address 

Hi Tom 

We are re~xly to ha~e tMs ema~ account set up ~f you ha~e the tk~e, Qm the emaH address be ASPSA’Yutorm~;)unc,edu? The folks ~n tMs group are ~s folh:~ws: 

Susan Maloy- sbm~o~,@emaiLunc.edu 

Benjamin Sheu --. ~!~{@~[~.[!y[~.d{r).r~:.#.c!.~. 

My understanding is that this would create two d~fferent inboxes for each of us (our personal inbox and the Tutoring inbox). Is thsL right? 

Thank you for your hNp and let me know ~f you need anything e~se from me~ 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~m= Livers, Tom 
Sent= Friday, June 28, 20~3 4:34 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Genera~ Tutorial Email Address 

Would be happy to help. If you give me a name for your group and who you would like iu it I can have it doue on Mon&y. 

"Maloy, Susm~ B" <sbm al w%en;aiL ~;c.eda> wrote: 

Hi Tom, 

Is it easy to set up an email address like this? I may possibly want to set up a similar accounL for myset[:and another individual who w~l] be helping me b~ the 

Tutorial Prograrn. Just not sure how to go about doing th~s. Any guidance you could provide would be great. 

Thank you, 

Susan Ma~oV 

E~= Livers, Tom 
Sent= Friday, June 28, 2013 3:53 PM 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject; ~ Suppo~ Reques~ 

In order for the IT team to provide UNC Athletics most efficient service I am asking that everyone to start emailing their IT requests to the following email address 

£]9.£~:3~..~£#.~2~2~£@~29.~t~:.~£~#.£]. If you email your request for service to this address all of the IT department will receive the email at the same time and this should 
increase response times. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~om Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Phone: (9~9)962-7620 

Ce~l: 

Website: 2Y.2Y.2Y.:~2~?.~.~.[~:.~2~[~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7/19/2013 12:57:20 PM 

Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Technology Committee Meeting 

Conference Room 

Start: 7/25/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:14 AM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: addition to list 

Thanks. I will add him. 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Friday, 9:08 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: addition to list 

The student that I mentioned to be added to the structured study list: 

(freshman) Track 

SAT Math - 

SAT Verbal. 

SAT Writing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 9:33 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

MaJ~oy, Susan B <sb~naJoy@email.unc.edw, 

RE: fimeca~rd check 

Hi 

When you time out, are you hitting the trmlsfer as you do when you time in? That may be what is causing the problem, You only need to transfer when you time ~n, 

No need to do so on the wa}, out. I tNnk ~ have made the corrections you referenced. 

[ was not aware of l:h~s ~ast m~r~ute cancelation, but ~ dkt add 30mm~tes to your ~:~me card on Wednesday 

Let me know ~ aH looks good to yo~ now, 

Thanks, 

F~m: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:38 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: timecard check 

Susan, 

I’m looking at this week’s time card and I see some odd things, like getting logged out and logged back in 2 min later. I must be doing something wrong, 
even though it seems like it should be so straightforward. 

Here is how it should look, I think. 

Mon 9:55 - 11:06 (ok) 

Mon 11:30 - 12:30 

Tues 10-11 (ok) 

Tues 11:30-12:30 (ok) 

Tues 12:32 pm (this should not be here) 

Wed 

I was notified at 10 am that neither of my students would be here - 10 am and 11:30 am time slots. Are you still paying 1/2 hour for these kinds of no- 

shows!last minute notifications? 

Thursday 10-11 am 

Thursday 11:30 -12:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 11:43 AM 

~gmail.com 

Sunday Sessiou 

Hi 
Any chance you could come in to work with your group on Sunday evening? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 12:01 PM 

@unc.edu) 

Sunday Drop-In ?? 

Hi 
Any chance you can work on a drop-in basis on Sunday from 6-9pm? I know there are a lot of final papers that students could use help with. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:24 PM 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu:~ 

ILl:;: 

Thank you t:or letting me know Scot[, I will add him to rny list. Do you by chance have an overall squad list thai I can have to be sure ] am not missing anyone {new 

and returning)? 

T~a]~k you, 

F~m: JacBon, Sco~ C 
~e~t: Friday, 11:56 AM 
To: Rudnski, Terri Jo; ~x, Mike; Markos, Lance M; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

All - 

has been accepted here at UNC-he has been to ~OPS -all of it. 

He will be given a chance to make our team this fall. I would like for him to have full participation with us as soon as classes start. 

Is there anything I can tell him before he gets here that would help speed things up? Physical? EIg Center? Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 3:38 PM 

Lee, Ja~imie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

I~E: reques~ for    this Sun&5,! 

will meet with them at 8pm~ Please be sure they are all aware. 

Thank you, 

S u s a r~ 

Frera= Lee, 
Sent= Friday, 11:18 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 

Subject~ request for    tNs Sunday~ 

Hi Susan, 

Portuguese group needs his help this Sunday. They covered a particularly difficult topic today, and 

section so he can come and help them. The test ~s on Monday, so is there any way 

told the guys to let him know when they get to this 

could be here to work with them this Sunday night? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, ,4:18 PM 

Lee, Ja~imie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Prig: Incoming F~eshtnaaa Meeliug 

As far as I can tell, that should be fine. 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Friday, 4:05 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: Incoming Freshman Meeting 

Hi Susan, 

Can we have room 2303 for the girls to have their compliance meeting on Monday a[ 1:15 per [he emai~ below. Thanks! Sorry ~f you sent th~s to me a~ready~ 

F~m~ Calder, Andrew G 
Sent~ ~riday, 3:02 PN 
T~ 
~ Lee, ]aimie 
N~j~t~ RE: Incomin~ ~reshman Neetin~ 

:1.:15 on Monday at: L.:_~udem~ilk C~:mter for Excellence- Room 2303. 

Coach Andrew Calder 

Sent~ Thursday, 1~:07 AM 
T~t Calder, Andrew G 
~ Lee, 
Subject: RE: Incoming Freshman Meeting 

~t will be a I5-30 rn~m~tes....Monday works fine for us..k~st ~et us know where they wi~] be and weq~ meet them wherever ~s best 

Thanks, 

~email.unc.edu 

From: Calder, Andrew G 
Sent: Thursday, 10:~9 AM 

T~: 
Subject: Re: Incoming Freshman Meeting 

Monday or Tuesday between 1:15-2:157 How long is the meeting? Communicate with Jaimie in Academics 

and me if one of these times and days works. Exams are next week and this is the only times and days available. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:14 AM,’ @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is something diffi:,ren[ [hat w~-_~ haven"[ done m [:he past. We just watt[ [:o mee[ with ~ust the incoming freshman who are here for summer schoo1 

so they hsve a bss~c idea of compliance ru~es. We want to be sure snd do ~t in [he summer otherwise their first exposure w~ be the fsl~ compliance 

meeting. 

Thanks, 

:~i~mail.unc.edu 

From: Calder, Andrew G 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:47 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Incoming Freshman Meeting 

Did w~-_~ not ah~:,ady d.:_~ this? 

Coach Calder 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, :!.2:38 PM 
To: Calder, Andrew G; Law, Greg A; Williams-,]ohnson, Tracey D 

Subject: Incoming Freshman Meeting 

Coaches: 

Compliance needs to schedule a meeting to go over basic compliance rules and policies with the incoming freshman who are here during summer 

school. We can work around your schedule. The only thing we really have is orientation Tuesdays and Fridays from 2:00-4:00. Just let me know when is 

good for you all. This meeting needs to be set up ASAP! 

Thanks!! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, 4:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

FW: Snnday Conference Schedule in Loudermilk 

Raphael, 

An English professor, Todd Taylor, will be in the building conducting student conferences on Sunda% I just wanted to make you aware. 

l:he building at 2:30pro 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~m= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Friday, 4:20 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= N: Sunday Conference Schedule in Loudermilk 

Susan., here is the scheduh~ for the English kids this Sunday .... 

Sent~ Friday, ll:~0 AN 
Te~ Lee, Jaimie 
S~bje~t~ ~: Sunday Conference Schedule in Loudermilk 

will be here to open 

Sent: Friday            12:56 PM 

Subject: Sunday Conference Schedule in Loudermilk 

To: Undisciosed Recipients 

From:-[odd -[ayior 

2:40 

3:00 

3:20 

3:40 

4:00 

4:20 

4:40 

5:00 

5:20 

5:40 

6:00 

6:20 

6:40 

7:00 

7:20 

7:40 

8:00 

8:20 

8:40 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ENGL 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: .E__..N_G.’_I=I 

site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, 9:24 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu2 

Re:       this Sunday! 

is good for Sunday Do you need her at 6pm or 7pm? 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 4:28 PM. "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edu> wrote: 

> Oh my goodness, my iphone kills me with the autocorrect! I tried to type "gifts" as in wbb...the?’ have a test and wanted to kno~v if she could come Su~aday night! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 2~laloy, Susan B 
> Sent: Friday, 6:57 AM 
> To: Lee, Ja~me 
> Subject: Re: this Sunday! 
> 

> Who is irks’? 
> 

> Sent fi-om my iPhone 
> 

> On at 3:31 PM; "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Susan, 
>> 

>> Will you please see if can work Sunday night to help irks prep for the physiology exam next week?t? 
>> 
>> ’l’hank s! ! t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 8:01 AM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

I~E: Sunday 

Thank you for letting me know I hope you ~vere finding time to prepare for your final exams and assignments over the weekend 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Sunday 

9:51 PM 

Hi Susan, 
meant to tell you the other day that I wasn’t going to be in town this ~veekend so I ~vanted to give you a heads up that I ~vas going to miss stu@ hall on Sunday night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 8:34 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@emaJl.unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie (jaimielee@unc.edu); Young, Tony (tony~vount@unc.edu) 

ENGL    Tutom~g 

Brad, Jaimie and Tony, 
mentioned that her students last day of ENGL is Tuesday and was asking if she needed to meet with them on Tuesday afternoon ( 

!~ Please let me know ASAP if we need to continue with these appointments beyond today. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy’,~!ema~l.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <:/OI~C EXCHANGEiOU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday,            8:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Cannot meet touight 

Hi 

So sorry to hear about That must have been scary. Thank you for letting me know. And keep me posted on how you are doing. 

Sent: Monday,          ; 8:30 AM 
To: IVlaloy, Susan B; Lee, .laimie 
Subject: Cannot meet tonight 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

U n fortunately 

Thank you for your understanding, 

I will be unable to come in tonight for my math    and    sessions. 

so I will plan to be there tomorrow night unless something comes up -in which I will let you know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 9:25 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

l~g: General Business - Final Exam Review Sessions 

Eli 

Thank you for asking. It is my understanding that the ENGL    students will have an exam on Thursday. So we would like to maintain their appoh~tments through 

Wednesday n~ght, Ph?ase contku~e w~th your drop-m times in the evenk~gs through Wednesday th~s week, Sounds ~H<e students have f#~al papers and projec~:s 

outside of ENGI_ th~s week thaL they could use wril:h~g assistance wRh. Your he~p ~s much appredated. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Sent: Sunday, 11:16 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan ~ 

Subject; RE: General Business - Final Exam Review Sessions 

Hi Susan, 
In speaking to one of my student, she said that the last day of English was Tuesday. Since the students don’t have a final exam in that course, does this mean that my 
last day of tutoring is Mtonday? 

Best wishes, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~email.unc.edu 
}gmail.com 

From; Mtaloy, Susan B 
Sent; Tuesday, 
To; Bethel, Bradley Richard; 

:!.0:18 AM 

Lee, 3aimie; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Sheu, Benjamin; Brown, Michelle 
Subject; General Business - Final Exam Review Sessions 

Hello Everyone, 

As Summer Session II nears an end, I have a few general business items to cover. 

1. Please begin gearing your sessions toward final exam preparation and completion of final papers. This is a good time to be finding out from your students 

exactly when their final exam will be. 

2. Using the official final exam schedule online to determine when final exams will occur, I have put together a final exam review schedule for Wednesday 

and Thursday     which is attached for your review. Some of you will have additional sessions added on these days. Please let me know if these 

times will work with your schedule. 

3. All regularly scheduled appointments should continue through Thursday or until your students’ final exams have occurred. Those of you who conduct 

guided study sessions should continue on your same schedule through Thursday     unless otherwise specified. 

4. This week, the Academic Honesty Testimonial form and the Academic integrity Statement Addendum questionnaire will be included with your feedback 

forms for you to complete right away and return with your feedback forms. 
rd 5. SAVE THE DATE - Orientation Training for Fall is scheduled for from 6pro-Spin on the 3 floor of Loudermilk. Please plan to 

attend this mandatory training before tutoring begins for the Fall. 

6. I would like to introduce you to our new Assistant Tutor Coordinator, Ben Sheu (bsheu(a)emaiLunc.edu). Ben just began working with us around the 

He will be assisting me in working with all of you throughout the remainder of the summer and the semesters ahead. Moving forward you can expec[ 

to see emails from both Ben and myself regarding the Tutorial Program. 

I believe this covers everything for now. Please take a look at the final exam review schedule and let me know ASAP if your schedule will permit these times so 

that we can communicate the appointments to our students. 

As always, thank you for your valuable contributions to our students and our program as a whole this summer. Enjoy your time off in August, and I hope to see 

everyone back this fall. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

._s__b_m&~_~@__u_!:m~:__u__,zc__.__e__d___~_,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 9:36 AM 

@gmail.com; @email. unc.edu-~; 

~email.unc.edu); ~unc.edu) 

~live.uuc.edu 

Mg~o~; Susan B < sbmedoy~!e~nail.unc.edu:>; ’Sheu, Benjamiu (bsheu@email.unc.edu)’ 

Wriling Tutoring During Final Exam Week 

~emaJl.unc.edu); 

Hi Everyone, 

I just wanted to touch base with each of you to be sure that you maintain your appointments and drop-in sessions throughout the week this week. Our last day of 

operation for the summer will be Thursday      It is my understanding that ENGL    students will have a final exam and could use your assistance until that time. 

Additionally, many students have final papers and projects for which they could also use writing assistance throughout the week. If you are unable to maintain 

your schedule this week for any reason, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(F~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

Karen Neff~ @gmaJl.com> 

Bethel, Bradley Pdchard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjmnin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Session Conflict 

Thank you t:or letting rne know. 

are },ou able to cover this session tomorrow? 
Thank you, 

Fr~ra: Karen Neff ~gma~l.cam] 

T~ Maloy, Susan B 
~e~ Be[hel, Bradley Richard; Lee, JaJmJe; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Subject: Session Conflict 
Hi Su~ 
Once again, I apologize for the late notice, but I have a doctor’s appointment tomorrow at 10:50am. I highly doubt I roll be back in time for my 11:30am EXSS 

session with                                          I talked ~            today about covering this session in my ab~nce. She worked with these 

s~dents while I was gone, so she is ve~ f~iliar wifl~ what is going on in the course. I really am so~ for the late notice. These doctor’s appointments keep snea~ng up 

on md The ne~ one is on Mon&y, at 4pm, but I don’t anticiNte that conflicting with anything, since Summer II roll ~ over. Please let me know if you 

have any q~es[ions. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~ma~l.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:42 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

1~: Exss 

~-Iow about the session with ? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

Thanks! 

2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu) 

~m~c.edu> 

Malo~; Susan B <sbmaloy~!e~nail.nnc.edu> 

2pm Session Today    CANCELED 

Hi 
I have been informed that the final exam for EXSS : has already occurred and all that is remaining is a group presentation. Is that your understanding? 
With that said, Jaimie has asked that 2pro session be canceled for today. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

I~INC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.unc.e&l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, 1:50 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu2 

1~9;: Exss 

Is the 2pro canceled for the remainder of the week or just today? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Monday, :12:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

Thanks! 

2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7/25/2013 1:45:48 PM 

Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)] 

Accepted: Technology Committee Meeting 

Conference Room 

7/25/2013 2:00:00 PM 

7/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:26 AM 

blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); 
Lyons, Elizabeth M (emlyons@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard 
(bbethel@email.unc.edu); Yount, Tony (tonyyount@unc.edu); Orr, Kym N 
(orr@email.unc. edu); Lee, Jaimie (j aimielee@unc, edu); Overstreet, Tia 
(overstre@email.unc.edu) 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 
Staffing at Night - Your Preference 

Hi Everyone, 

In our discussions last Friday, we talked about staff working one night each week as we move into the fall. Please reply 

as soon as you can with which nights are your first, second, and third choice, and I will attempt to develop a schedule 

from there. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 10:38 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Correction to Book-Ordering Process 

If students add more classes after we make the request, can we manually submit the updates to Toni? 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:12 PM 
To: Yount, Tony; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Sheu, Benjamin 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Correction to Book-Ordering Process 

I want to correct something I said previously. I will NOT reload schedules each day because we are making the appropriate check 
marks for the students. If I reload, then all of that information is lost with the old schedules. If you have someone that poses 
questions, hold off on completing their request. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, August 12, 2013 12:57 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Book List Sent Today 

My students are responding. I just have not had time to enter them into the system yet. Hopefully I will get to that 

tonight. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Book List Sent Today 

Attached is the list I sent to the bookstore today; these students have been deleted from the table, so any changes will have to be 

made the old-fashioned way. 

Let me know if you do not see someone who should be reflected, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:49 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: (Not Important for Tonight) Book List Sent Today 

Are you going to send this each day so we can check verify our students? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Book List Sent Today 

Attached is the list I sent to the bookstore today; these students have been deleted from the table, so any changes will have to be 
made the old-fashioned way. 

Let me know if you do not see someone who should be reflected, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:54 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: (Not Important for Tonight) Book List Sent Today 

Ok good. Thanks. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 10:50 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: (Not Important for Tonight) Book List Sent Today 

lam 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 10:48 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you going to send this each day so we can check verify our students? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Book List Sent Today 

Attached is the list I sent to the bookstore today; these students have been deleted from the table, so any changes will 
have to be made the old-fashioned way. 

Let me know if you do not see someone who should be reflected, 
B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or 
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law 
and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational 
records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:54 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: (Not Important for Tonight) Book List Sent Today 

We only need to check the Order box if all courses are set, right? 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 10:50 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: (Not Important for Tonight) Book List Sent Today 

lam 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 10:48 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you going to send this each day so we can check verify our students? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Book List Sent Today 

Attached is the list I sent to the bookstore today; these students have been deleted from the table, so any changes will 
have to be made the old-fashioned way. 

Let me know if you do not see someone who should be reflected, 
B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or 
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law 
and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational 
records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, August 15, 2013 8:14 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); Myers, Leslie 
(lesmyers@email.unc.edu); Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; 
blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie (jaimielee@unc.edu); 
Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); Yount, Tony (tonyyount@unc.edu); Orr, Kym N 
(orr@email.unc.edu); Lyons, Elizabeth M (emlyons@email.unc.edu); Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc. edu>; ’Sheu, B enj amin (b sheu@email.unc, edu)’ 

UPDATE Student Tutor Usage Agreement 

Student and Tutor Agreement 081213.docx 

Sorry for the follow up. Please disregard my last email with the Agreement and use this one. Brad pointed out a few 

type-Os that have been fixed now. Please use the attached moving forward. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



Student Tutor Usage Agreement 

Students are responsible for their individual tutorial schedules and for maintaining an environment of academic integrity 

by which all students and tutors should adhere to the expectations outlined below: 

Tutor Session Expectations 

¯ Be on time for all appointments. 

¯ Be prepared for each tutoring session. 

o Bring the necessary materials including computer, textbook, notes, review sheets, syllabus, etc. 

o Attempt to complete homework and reading assignments independently prior to the session. 

o Put away any personal devices and take care of any personal concerns before the session. 

¯ Be productive, engaged, and respectful during the appointment. 

¯ Support the principles of academic integrity according to the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code and refrain from all 

forms of academic dishonesty. 

¯ Understand the role of the tutor is to help answer questions, quiz the student, review the material, and help 

guide the student to gain a better understanding of the course material. Tutors may assist the student with 

finding the tools and strategies needed to master the subject. Tutors may HELP the student proofread papers, 

but it must always be the student completing the work. 

¯ Understand tutors are not here to do the work for the students, re-teach a lecture, give answers to 

assignments, complete assignments, and write or edit student papers. Tutors MAY NOT write on, circle errors, or 

suggest ideas or specific changes to any papers. There will be NO EDITING by the tutors. 

¯ Tutors may not be in the room with any student taking an online or take-home quiz/test. 

¯ There may be NO communication outside of the tutorial session between tutors and students including 

additional sessions outside of the Academic Center, social media, text, email, phone calls, etc. 

(Initial) I understand and agree to follow the statements above regarding tutoring expectations. 

Tutorial Appointments 

¯ All appointments are requested by the academic counselors. If a student decides that (s)he needs a tutor, the 

student should have a conversation with their counselor about requesting a tutor. 

¯ Tutor appointments are scheduled for SO minutes. 

¯ If the tutor is not in the room after 10 minutes, the student should inquire with the monitor for assistance. 

Monitor will find a supervised study area for the student to study. 

Appointment Cancellations 

The student is ultimately responsible for making sure cancellations are communicated properly. Appointments should 

not be canceled beyond special circumstances. 

¯ Students may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor. 

o Anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, (s)he should communicate the 

absence with the tutor no later than the session prior to traveling, in addition to following the 

cancellation procedures listed below. 

¯ For Appointments Spm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

¯ For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

¯ For Sunday Appointments- Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

¯ In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an email to ASPSATutoring@unc.edu and copy their 

academic counselor. 

¯ All cancellations outside of team travel must be approved through the student’s academic counselor BEFORE 

being emailed to the tutorial staff. 

¯ Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for cancellation. 

¯ Any cancellations outside the aforementioned policy will be recorded by the tutor as an academic infraction. 

(Initial) I understand and agree to follow the statements above regarding cancellations and appointments. 



No-Shows 

When a student does not show up for a 1-on-1 session, the tutor will: 

¯ Wait 5 minutes, report the student with an infraction on the tutor feedback form, and notify the monitor in the 

lobby for assistance. 

¯ Return to the scheduled room to prepare for the next session, or help any other students in need of assistance. 

When a student does not show up for a group tutorial session or guided study group, the tutor will: 

¯ Work with the students who are present, and should not wait the 5 minutes to begin the session. 

¯ Report the student with an infraction on the tutor feedback form. 

Academic Infractions 

All of the following (but not limited to) are academic infractions that will be reported by the tutor: 

¯ Student does not show up for a session without following proper cancellation protocol. 

¯ Student arrives 5 minutes late to a session. The session will continue, but the student will be informed by the 

tutor as receiving an infraction for being late. 

¯ Student comes unprepared or without notes, books, computer, course materials, etc. The session will still be 

conducted, but the student will be informed by the tutor as receiving an infraction for being unprepared. 

¯ Student uses his/her personal devices for needs unrelated to the coursework. The student will be informed by 

the tutor as receiving an academic infraction for the use of personal devices. 

¯ Any behavioral issues that warrant a dismissal from the session will automatically count as an infraction and will 

require a meeting with the coach, academic counselor, associate director, and tutorial coordinator. All academic 

services will be suspended until this meeting is HELD. 

Academic Infraction Policy 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of 

infractions may lose their tutoring privileges. Students, their coaches, and their academic counselor will be notified of 

each documented academic infraction via email. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services will be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, 

academic counselor, associate director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

(Initial) I understand and agree to follow the statements above regarding the academic infraction policy. 

Appeals Policy 

If a student believes a recorded infraction is not accurate, (s)he has 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal 

in writing to the Tutorial Coordinator (see Appeal form). The appeal form must be signed and approved by the Head 

Coach before being presented to the Tutorial Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any 

proof to support the student’s position. 

Agreement: I have read the information on this agreement and agree to keep this contract valid. I understand that a 

violation of this agreement or of University of North Carolina policies can result in termination of tutorial services. 

Name: Sport: 

Signature: Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, August 19, 2013 10:36 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Today at 2 

put it on my calendar for 2pm today. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 10:28 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: Meeting Today at 2 

Can we get together this afternoon at 2 please? 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, August 19, 2013 9:38 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; 
blanton@unc.edu <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Training - Wed. 8/21 @ 6-8pm 

Hi Marielle, 

With the heightened attention to the tutorial program over the years, the compliance portion of our training is 

extremely important. Wednesday night’s training is devoted to education from the Judicial Programs Office and NCAA 

Rules Compliance. We have scheduled New Media to video tape the training so that new tutors hired throughout the 

year will receive the same level of training by viewing the video. Granted training should and will go on throughout the 
year, but these sessions are not typically taped. We also typically require all tutors to have compliance training before 

they meet with student-athletes each year. I know I am preaching to the choir, but I sincerely hope someone will be 

available to cover this training. 

If I could offer a possible solution on my end ...... if no one is able to come on Wednesday night, would it be possible for 

you to come tomorrow night instead? Or I can add you to the front of the agenda at 6pm on Wednesday if that helps in 

any way. Thoughts? 

Again, I am extremely hopeful that this can be worked out as soon as possible. 

As for the edits to the compliance section of the manual, is there any significance to the information highlighted in 

yellow? Should it be removed? 

Thanks and I hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 8:21 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
(~c: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Tutor Training - Wed. 8/21 @ 6-8pm 

Hi Susan - 

I hope this finds you well. Because of a scheduling conflict with the Student-Athlete policy meeting, I am not going to be 

able to attend the student-athlete tutor training session. You were on my calendar first, but Bubba has asked that I be 

present at the student-athlete meeting instead. I sincerely apologize for pulling out last minute. I have copied Lance and 

Tom on this email to see if either might be available to do the presentation. 

Attached, please find my minor edits to the Compliance section of the manual -just a few bylaw’s that have changed. 

Also attached is an updated PowerPoint presentation. 

Again, [ greatly apologize for any inconvenience. If neither lance or Tom are available, I will try to schedule another time 



that works around your schedule. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Sunday, August 18, 2013 10:54 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Tutor Training - Wed. 8/21 @ 6-8pm 

Hi Marielle, 

Just touching base to be sure you are still on for Training our tutors on Wednesday night (8/21) from 6-8pm on the 5th 

floor of Loudermilk. Do you have a power point that you can send to me so that I can have it ready for you? Also, were 

there any changes that you wanted to make to the Compliance section of the Manual? We have not made any changes 

to your section thus far and will be printing everything on Tuesday morning at the latest. 

Thanks again for agreeing to do this on this ultra-busy week. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:06 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; blanton@unc.edu 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: Tutor Training - Wed. 8/21 @ 6-8pm 

Hi Marielle, 
If you could come for a 6pm presentation, I would really appreciate that. ! know it is important for you to be at the 

policy meeting and to be in front of the student-athletes for the first time as a group. So we wil! be mindful of the time. 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:33 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Tutor Training - Wed. 8/21 @ 6-8pm 

No significance. For some reason it appeared highlighted when I opened the document. I wasn’t sure if it meant 

something to you so I left it. 

We meet with Track and Field tonight at 6pm, but tomorrow at 6pm could work for us provided I can get back for the 

policy meeting at 7pm. 

I will give you a call this morning. 

Thanks. 

Marielle 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 9:38 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Marielle, 

With the heightened attention to the tutorial program over the years, the compliance portion of our 

training is extremely important. Wednesday night’s training is devoted to education from the Judicial 
Programs Office and NCAA Rules Compliance. We have scheduled New Media to video tape the training so 

that new tutors hired throughout the year will receive the same level of training by viewing the video. 

Granted training should and will go on throughout the year, but these sessions are not typically taped. We 

also typically require all tutors to have compliance training before they meet with student-athletes each 

year. I know I am preaching to the choir, but I sincerely hope someone will be available to cover this 

training. 

If I could offer a possible solution on my end ...... if no one is able to come on Wednesday night, would it be 

possible for you to come tomorrow night instead? Or I can add you to the front of the agenda at 6pm on 



Wednesday if that helps in any way. Thoughts? 

Again, I am extremely hopeful that this can be worked out as soon as possible. 

As for the edits to the compliance section of the manual, is there any significance to the information 

highlighted in yellow? Should it be removed? 

Thanks and I hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 8:21 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Tutor Training - Wed. 8/21 @ 6-8pm 

Hi Susan - 

I hope this finds you well. Because of a scheduling conflict with the Student-Athlete policy meeting, I am 

not going to be able to attend the student-athlete tutor training session. You were on my calendar first, but 

Bubba has asked that I be present at the student-athlete meeting instead. I sincerely apologize for pulling 

out last minute. I have copied Lance and Tom on this email to see if either might be available to do the 

presentation. 

Attached, please find my minor edits to the Compliance section of the manual -just a few bylaw’s that 

have changed. Also attached is an updated PowerPoint presentation. 

Again, I greatly apologize for any inconvenience. If neither lance or Tom are available, I will try to schedule 

another time that works around your schedule. 

Thank you. 

Marie!le 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Sunday, August 18, 2013 10:54 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Tutor Training - Wed. 8/21 @ 6-8pm 

Hi Marielle, 
Just touching base to be sure you are still on for Training our tutors on Wednesday night (8/21) from 6- 

8pm on the 5th floor of Loudermilk. Do you have a power point that you can send to me so that I can have 

it ready for you? Also, were there any changes that you wanted to make to the Compliance section of the 

Manual? We have not made any changes to your section thus far and will be printing everything on 



Tuesday morning at the latest. 

Thanks again for agreeing to do this on this ultra-busy week. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, September 5, 2013 9:21 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown 
(mbrown3)aSa> 

Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 

Vacation Days during the Holidays 

Hey Brent, 

Just passing on the days I would like to have off during the holidays (Thanksgiving and Christmas), as far as I know right 

now. 

November 27-29, 2013 - (The 27th is the only day request outside of the holiday schedule.) 

December 23-January 1, 2014 - (Dec. 23, 27, and 30 are the only days requested outside of the holiday schedule.) 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, September 5, 2013 1:29 PM 

Brown, Michelle </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown 
(mbrown3)aSa>; ’Sheu, Benjamin (bsheu@email.unc.edu)’ </O=UNC 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benjamin Sheu (bsheu)58a>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Meeting 9/11 - 2-4pm 

Michelle, Ben and Brent, 

Just confirming that it looks like 2-4pm next Wednesday 9/11 is available for everyone to meet to discuss MAPs related 

to tutorial (one-on-one vs. group) and independent study (space). Brent is there any way to run a report that 

determines everyone who is required independent hours and how many each week? This may be helpful to know in our 

discussion if possible. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, September 6, 2013 1:33 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) </O=UNC 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc, edu> 

Privilege Cards 

Have you guys updated the Privilege Card List on the H drive? Would like to have this by later this afternoon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, September 9, 2013 11:53 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) 
</O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc. edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc. edu>; ’Sheu, B enj amin 
(bsheu@email.unc.edu)’ </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benj amin Sheu (bsheu)58a> 

Infractions Reporting Changes 

Infractions Reporting Process.docx 

Hi Everyone, 

Thank you for taking the time to discuss this process with us today. I am hopeful the results of our discussion will simply 

the process while still achieving desired outcomes. 

Please review the attached as my attempt to summarize our meeting in the form of an email to all Academic Counselors 

and Learning Specialists (full-time staff). Feel free to add or delete anything to help make this info clear. 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



Hello All, 

I wanted to reach out to everyone to clarify the process for recording and reporting Academic 

Infractions. This semester the Academic Infractions that will be tallied for each student and formally 

communicated to Head Coaches (for all sports except Football and Men’s Basketball) are No-Shows and 

Late Attendance (Tardies). The Counselor’s role will be necessary in this process. 

Here is how it will work: 

¯ Raphael will record No Shows (Code #1) and Tardies (Code #2) as noted on the tutor feedback 

forms in the database each night. 

¯ Counselors are responsible for reviewing the No-Show report in the database each morning. 

¯ Counselors must discuss these No-Shows and Tardies with their students to problem solve as 

needed and then report the No-Shows and Tardies to their respective coaches in a timely 

fashion. 

¯ Infractions regarding behavior, poor preparation, etc. as noted on the tutor feedback forms will 

not be recorded as official infractions, but must be addressed by Counselors with their students 

and coaches in an effort to change behavior. Tutorial Staff will track these "secondary 

infractions" in the database, but will not officially record them within the Infraction Policy. 

¯ Tutor Feedback Forms will be saved to the H drive by the Tutorial Staff each morning. 

Counselors must review these forms each day for timely information regarding "secondary 

infractions" to discuss with their students and coaches. 

¯ On Friday of each week, the Tutorial Staff will email each student individually with a copy to 

their Head Coach to inform them of their infractions incurred Sunday-Thursday. This email will 

include the total Infractions accrued to date. 

These slight changes on how we will handle Academic Infractions address our needs internally and 

should not be communicated to your students or tutors. Technically nothing should change for students 

and tutors, and our goal of changing student behavior will still be achieved with this simplified process. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:20 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc. edu>; ’Sheu, Benj amin (b sheu@email.unc, edu)’ 
</O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=B enj amin Sheu (b sheu)58a> 

Computer in Independent Study Room 

20130909225440239.pdf 

Hey Guys, 

Just wanted you to see the report from Robert last night who was working in the Independent Study Room last night. 

Sounds like the computer is not working well with the log in. Do you think that is because it is not docked? See his 

attached comments. Any solutions?? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥(&email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:57 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Sounds like a good plan and definitely something to keep work study students busy. When do they start again? 

Does this mean I can go ahead and hire the undergrad WOLO tutor? 

Based on the list of tutors you sent me who did not have a rate attached to their record, I believe everyone is now up to 

date in the DB. Unless you can now run a list of everyone who currently has appointments and what their rate is 

recorded as. That way I can double check to be sure all is accurate. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:52 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Good morning, 

Let’s just create a spreadsheet for each computer and have the monitors check students in using it. Each morning, turn that 

spreadsheet over to Nate so he can have the work studies enter the times into the DBo It is a connectivit)~ problem because we are 

([) trying to access the server remoteb~ and (2) using essentialb~ garbage computers. 

[ have the paperwork for the Wo[of tutor hire. Also, how are we doing on getting everyone’s pay into the DB? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:20 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Hey Guys, 

Just wanted you to see the report from Robert last night who was working in the Independent Study Room last night. 

Sounds like the computer is not working well with the log in. Do you think that is because it is not docked? See his 

attached comments. Any solutions?? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 



UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo-g@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:56 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Sounds like Ben was able to hook one of the computers to the internet, which may have solved the problem. He [s 

working with Clara to set up the 2nd computer to the internet as well. So we may or may not need work study students 

to input the hours. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Computer in Independent Study Room 

You can go ahead and hire for WOLOF. [ believe they begin this week but will double check with Nate. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Sounds like a good plan and definitely something to keep work study students busy. When do they start again? 

Does tNs mean I can go ahead and hire the undergrad WOLO tutor? 

Based on the list of tutors you sent me who did not have a rate attached to their record, I believe everyone is now up to 

date in the DB. Unless you can now run a list of everyone who currently has appointments and what their rate is 

recorded as. That way I can double check to be sure all is accurate. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:52 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Good morning, 
Let’s just create a spreadsheet for each computer and have the monitors check students in using it. Each morning, turn that 
spreadsheet over to Nate so he can have the work studies enter the times into the DB. It is a connectivity problem because we are 
(I) trying to access the server remotely and (2) using essentially garbage computers. 

have the paperwork for the Wolof tutor hire. Also, how are we doing on getting everyone’s pay into the 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:20 AM 



To: Blanton, Brent S; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Hey Guys, 

Just wanted you to see the report from Robert last night who was working in the Independent Study Room last night. 

Sounds like the computer is not working well with the log in. Do you think that is because it is not docked? See his 

attached comments. Any solutions?? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:00 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Infractions Reporting Changes 

Thank you. Is the report called "Tutor Attendance Report" for counselors to access in the DB? 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Infractions Reporting Changes 

Attached are my updates to Nichelle’s update... 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 7:37 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie; Blanton, Brent S; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Infractions Reporting Changes 

attached the document with my suggestions. 

Thank you for your time yesterday to work through this. 

Michelle 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 11:53 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie; Blanton, Brent S; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Infractions Reporting Changes 

Hi Everyone, 

Thank you for taking the time to discuss this process with us today. I am hopeful the results of our discussion will simply 
the process while still achieving desired outcomes. 

Please review the attached as my attempt to summarize our meeting in the form of an email to all Academic Counselors 

and Learning Specialists (full-time staff). Feel free to add or delete anything to help make this info clear. 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:38 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) </O=UNC 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 
</O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)>; 
’Lyons, Beth’ <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; ’Sheu, Benjamin (bsheu@email.unc.edu)’ </O=UNC 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benj amin Sheu (bsheu)58a> 

Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 

Infractions Reporting Process 

Hello All, 
I wanted to reach out to everyone to clarify the process for recording and reporting Academic Infractions. This 

semester, No-Shows and Late Attendance (Tardies) are the only Academic Infractions that will be tallied for each student 

and applied to the Infractions Policy. This information will be formally communicated to the students and Head Coaches 

by the Tutorial Staff (exception: Football and Men’s Basketball will communicate the information directly to the 

coaches). The Counselor’s role will be necessary in this process. 

Here is how it will work: 

¯ Raphael will record No Shows (Code #1) and Tardies (Code #2) as noted on the tutor feedback forms in the 
database each night. 

¯ Counselors are responsible for reviewing the "Daily Tutorial Report by Sport" (under Tutorial Services continued 
on the far right of the Advisor menu) or the "Daily Infractions Report" (in Red under the aforementioned report) 
in the database each morning in order to find the No-Shows and Tardies for the previous night. 

¯ Counselors must discuss these No-Shows and Tardies with their students to problem solve as needed and then 
report the No-Shows and Tardies to their respective coaches in a timely fashion. 

¯ Infractions regarding behavior, poor preparation, etc., as noted on the tutor feedback forms, will be tracked as 
"secondary infractions" in the database by the Tutorial Staff but will not be applied toward the Infraction 

Policy. These "secondary infractions" must be addressed by Counselors with their students and coaches in an 
effort to change behavior. If a student accumulates several "secondary infractions", a counselor or the Tutorial 
Staff may request a meeting to be held with the student and selected staff members (i.e. coach, Director of 

ASPSA, Tutorial Coordinator, and counselor). 
¯ Tutor Feedback Forms will be saved to the H drive by the Tutorial Staff each morning. Counselors must review 

these forms each day for timely information regarding "secondary infractions" to discuss with their students and 

coaches. 
¯ On Friday of each week, the Tutorial Staff will email each student individually with a copy to their Head Coach 

and counselor to inform them of their infractions incurred Sunday-Thursday. This email will include the total 

Infractions accrued to date. Exception: For Football and Men’s Basketball, the email will be sent to the students 
and the counselors only. The counselors will then forward the information on to the coaches. 

These slight changes on how we will handle Academic Infractions address our needs internally and should not be 

communicated to your students or tutors. Technically, nothing should change for either population, and our goal of 



changing student behavior will still be achieved with this simplified process. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday,                  3:15 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
’Sheu, Benj amin (b sheu@email.unc.edu)’ 

FW: Group forms 

Brent, 

This is not the first complaint with this. Anything we can do to adjust these feedback forms to make it easier on the 
tutors? I know we made the change to make it easier on         but I don’t want more work for the tutors either. 

Thoughts? 

Susan 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 2:30 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Group forms 

Hi Susan, 

What happened to the group feedback forms? I am now getting individual feedback forms for every member in a group 

session. It is simply impossible to fully complete this much paperwork in 10 minutes and honestly I think it is a shame I 

have to cut my sessions 10 minutes short to do this even when students have other questions - for the past two years I 

have always ended around 5 minutes before the hour. I’m not sure what other tutors think of this new, extremely 

lengthy format but it just seems a little unreasonable to have individual feedback forms in a group session. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday,                  1:28 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
’Sheu, Benjamin (b sheu@email.unc.edu)’ 
FW: Group forms 

Brent, 

I glanced at this very quickly, but I think 
again. Thoughts? 

makes some good points to consider. Perhaps we could revamp the form 

Susan 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:20 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Group forms 

Hi Susan, 

You are welcome. I understand the need for documentation and definitely think the new feedback forms are an 
improvement but they are also very lengthy. I actually have a few suggestions for what it’s worth. First, ! think there are 
more efficient ways to gather feedback on student performance. For example instead of just having a bunch of spaces 
to write, the form could include questions about the students’ performance/effort on a :1-5 scale. Furthermore, the 
form could include lists of things to choose from. I’m thinking of the "strategies used" section, why not have a list of 
commonly used strategies then we can circle which ones we used? This would not only save us time but also remind 
tutors of the various strategies they can be using in their sessions. There could also be a blank entitled "other" where 
tutors could list any other strategies used. Also is it necessary to have both goals and accomplishments? Wouldn’t the 
accomplishments be the goals set out for the session? Couldn’t there be a question like: goals completed: yes or no? if 
no, then explain. Basically what I am suggesting is a little more of a checklist type format (much like how students 
evaluate tutors). But I am not suggesting removing all writing. For instance, the goals, assignment discussed, action 
items and general comments sections are all very important but maybe those could be presented in more of a list 
format than paragraph format. 

As far as the groups are concerned, there really needs to be a group feedback form where we can discuss what the 
group did and then quickly evaluate each student within the group. It is extremely inefficient to write the same thing 
two or three times for each group session (i.e. goals, accomplishments, strategies...). So maybe some of the above 
things I mentioned could be used to shorten the time. At any rate, I am sure you guys will figure something out but this 
is my two cents based on all my training in data collection and of course my experience as a tutor. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [maflto:sbmalo¥@emaikuncoedu] 
Sent: Monday,                   3:21 PM 



To: 
Subject: RE: Group forms 

Thank you for your thoughts. We are tweaking our processes as we go based on the information that we need to track. 
Therefore, all of the new programing is a bit of a work in progress. We will certainly take your points into consideration 
as we continue to make adjustments and would appreciate your understanding as we work through everything in a 
manner that is helpful for everyone. We will work as fast as we can to make necessary changes as needed. 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

F rorn: 
Sent: Monday, 2:30 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Group forms 

Hi Susan, 

What happened to the group feedback forms? I am now getting individual feedback forms for every member in a group 

session. It is simply impossible to fully complete this much paperwork in 10 minutes and honestly I think it is a shame I 

have to cut my sessions 10 minutes short to do this even when students have other questions - for the past two years I 

have always ended around 5 minutes before the hour. I’m not sure what other tutors think of this new, extremely 

lengthy format but it just seems a little unreasonable to have individual feedback forms in a group session. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:36 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 

Vacation During Fall Break 

Hey Brent, 

I believe I have already submitted my time requested for Thanksgiving and Christmas, but would also love to have 

Friday, Oct. lgth off as well during Fall Break if possible. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, October 2, 2013 8:35 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Freshman w/Monday sessions Report 

Brent, 
Is there a way for you to pull a report that lists all Freshman with a 7 pm appointment on Monday night? This would 

help us with cancelations for CREED which is coming up on Oct. 7th. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:40 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Freshman w/Monday sessions Report 

Thank youo 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Freshman w/Monday sessions Report 

Here is what 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 8:35 AM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Freshman w/Monday sessions Report 

Brent, 
Is there a way for you to pull a report that lists all Freshman with a 7 pm appointment on Monday night? This would 

help us with cancelations for CREED which is coming up on Oct. 7th. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11:55 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: thank you and draft agenda 

1pro would definitely be best for me as well. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 11:36 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: thank you and draft agenda 

[ is best for me on Thursday to allow time for fuller conversation. [ have an opening at [0:30 but it is only for ha[f-an-hour. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: thank you and draft agenda 

Brent and Susan, 

Please see the draft for the next ASPSA advisory committee meeting and notice that you are both on there. Susan, you and I will 

present on MAP and how it changed tutoring and what you do. We will also talk about how we increased services to SA with 

greater than 2.5 gpa and the results of this (we will need some numbers and will need to prepare). 

Brent, we can talk to let you know what we were thinking we could discuss with professor communication. This initial thoughts 

were to include the response rate, comments that professors would like response that we are doing something with the data and 

how can we achieve this (why not from Retention for theirs?), and hope to move to software/on-line system for 

This Thursday after 10:00 is a good day for me to meet to prepare. Let me know if there is a time that is good for you two. 

Thank you, 

Michelie 

From: Panter, A. T. 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 9:58 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: thank you and draft agenda 

Dear Michelle, 

Thanks so much for our time together last week. It was such a refreshing and delightful part of the week! 

I am sending along a draft agenda for your review for the upcoming meeting. Can you please take a look to see what I have 
missed and whether this reflects what we would like to accomplish in this meeting? 

I hope you had a wonderful weekend! 

All best, 
Abigail 

A. T. Panter 
panter@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 11:41 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: LEEPiMAP Designations 

I believe I am good. Although, one of my MAPs has been removed from the team even though no change of status has 

come through. Should I remove him as a MAP? 

Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 11:14 AM 
To: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, 
Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: LEEP/MAP Designations 

Good morning, 

Just checking to see if everyone has completed their check-offs. Let me know Yea or Nay as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:09 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

ASPSA Advisory Committee - October 16_2013 Presentation.pptx 

Michelle and Brent, 
I just threw some talking points together for the meeting tomorrow. (See attached.) Please take a look and let me know 
if it is too much or not enough. Also let me know if there is anything that you would like to add for your portions of the 

discussion. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~email.unc.edu 



ASPSATU 
PR RAM 

RIAL 
FALL 2013 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator 

Transitioning from Compliance to the role of the tutorial coordinator this year. While great work is being done through the 

Tutorial Program, I look at this year as a "building block" year. 



o Program and Personnel Structure 

o New Program Developments 
o Points of Emphasis to prepare for the Fall 
o Semester comparison charts 
o Points of Emphasis Moving Forward 



PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
o Academic Center Hours/Independent Study Room Hours 

Sunday 6pm- 10pm 

Monday-Thursday 8am-10pm 

Friday 8am-5pm 

o Content Tutor/Guided Study Sessions 

Sunday-Thursday 6pm-10pm & some daytime 

o Study Skills Strategy Sessions w/ALS and LS 

Monday-Friday - daytime hours 

In addition, students are able to log Structured Study Hours at any time during the day. 



PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
o Assistant Tutor Coordinator- Ben Sheu 
o Monitors 

4 employed 6-10:30pm 
o Independent Study Room Monitor- beginning at 8am 
o Full-Time Staff Presence until 10pm 

o Part-time assistance 
1 employed to process morning paperwork (i.e. 
Feedback Forms) 

o Tutors - Graduate Students and community members 
o Assistant Learning Special List (ALS) 

Monitors keep track of attendance and part-time assistant records attendance in our database each day. 

GLAs are primarily doctoral students in the School Psychology program who are closely supervised and trained by Brad to 

serve as a extension of him to teach study skills and develop students into self-regulated learners. 

Learning Assistants perform a similar function but not to the level of a GLA. They help to hold students accountable for 

assignments and due dates, etc. 



PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

Why the shift to GLAs? ......... GLAs offer a more in-depth approach to developing students as independent learners. Each 

have a case load of 4-7 students. 



LO 
o MAP -"My Academic Plan" 

o Total # of Students w/a MAP = 

o 44% of all student-athletes have a MAP 

o Emphasis of "Staying on Task" 
o Guided Study Sessions 

o Counselor Guided Study Sessions 

o Supervised Independent Study 



LO 

o Infractions Policy 
o No show 

o Tardy (arrive 5 minutes late) 

(The policy will lead to charging students for missed appointments) 

Strike 1 = Warning 

Strike 2 = Counselor will Address with the student 

Strike 3 = Counselor will Address with the student 

Strike 4 = Suspension of services until a meeting w/Assoc. Director 
or Director, Tutorial Coordinator, and Academic Counselor 

Changing Behavior by Teaching Student responsibility 



LO 

o Appeal Process 
o Students must submit an Appeal Form and meet with the Tutorial 

Coordinator within 5 business days of receiving an email regarding 
the Infraction 

o Appointment Cancelation Process 
o Students must email ASPSAtutorinq@unc.edu & copy Counselor 



POINTS OF E~PHAS~S TO PREPARE 
FOR THE FALL 

o Substantial Enhancements to the Tutor Manual- Addition 
of new policies 

o Tutor Training/Education 
o 2-Day Orientation 

o Video message from the Chancellor 

o Emphasis on new policies 

o Additional monthly training for Writing Tutors w/Brad Bethel 
through the use of "A Tutor’s Guide - Helping Writers One to One" 

o Reports developed to track new procedures through the 
database 



SCHEDULING 
o All appointments are scheduled by the Tutorial 

Coordinator at the end of the first week of class. 

o Additional sessions whether initiated by the counselor, 
tutor, or student must be approved by the Tutorial 
Coordinator. 

o Cancelations are communicated through the Tutorial 
Coordinator 

o Requests for tutorial sessions are made through the 
database by each academic counselor either upon the 
counselors recommendation or student’s request. 

Scheduling is centralized for more consistent monitoring and budget maintenance. It is ongoing throughout the semester. 



TUTORIAL SESSIONS 
o One-on-One Content Tutor Sessions 

o One-on-One Study Strategy Sessions 

o Small Group - No more than 5 students 

o Guided Study- No more than 8 students 

o Drop-in Sessions 

Fall 2012 -Avg. 8 sessions per night 

Spring 2013 -Avg. 9 sessions per night 

Fall 2013 - 

Writing Lab- ,--2 Tutors per hour 

o Exam Review Sessions 

o Final Exam Review Sessions 

303/414 tutoring hours are one-on-one in Spring 2013 

84/303 are strategy sessions 

110 are small group 



HOW MANY STUDENTS DO WE 
SERVICE? 

Fall 2011 - 439 represents 59.6% of all student-athletes who were serviced with a tutorial appointment. 

Students served represents students who had anywhere from 1 to 159 appts, throughout the Fall 2012. 

Spring 2012 - represents students who had anywhere from 1 to 209 appts. 

Fall 2011 - represents students who had anywhere from 1 to 151 appts. 



FALL 20i 3 APPOiNTmENT 

Approximately 1450 Scheduled Appts./Sessions 

977 Tutorials appts. Per week 
167 Guided Study Session appts. 
115 Counselor Guided Study Session appts. 

83 ALS appts 
49 Learning Specialist appts. 

59 Drop-in Sessions 

% of Appointments Allocated to each Sport 

Of the 599 appointments in Spring 2013, 444 appointments include LEEP students. 

435/1110 FB (Fll) 314/379 FB(SP12) 396/590 (F12) 391/599 (SP13) 

32/1110 MBK (F11) 12/379 MBK (SP12) 37/590 (F12) 37/599 (SP13) 

40/1110 WBK (F11) 41/379 WBK (SP 12) 53/590 (F12) 40/599 (SP13) 

84/1110 MBB (Fll) 2/379 MBB (SP 12) 18/590 (F12) 26/599 (SP13) 

519/1110 OTHER (Fll) 10/379 OTHER (SP 12) 86/590 (F12) 105/599 (SP13) 

*Fall 2012 - 72 LEEP Students had 402 appointments. 

*Spring 2013 -81 LEEP Students have 444 appointments. 



WHO DO SERVICE? 

o LEEP Students (Learning Engagement and Enhancement 
Program) 

o First-Year Students 

o Students with 2.5 cum GPA and below 

o All other students serviced through Drop-In and Exam 
Review Sessions 

Academic Counselors determine who will be required to utilize tutorial sessions. However, we target the following 

students: 



POINTS OF E PHASlS  OVING 
FORWARD 

o Continued Training/Education 

o Formal Observations of Tutors 
o Assessment/Evaluation of program 
o Begin scheduling appointments for Spring 2014 after 

Registration in November 

Feedback Forms - No longer copy for the counselors or tutors. All forms are imaged to minimize the number of these 

forms that are circulating. We are in discussions now about providing this feedback to professors per a student’s consent. 

We are just beginning to meet with the Writing Center to receive some education on the automated system that they use 

for processing feedback. 

Measurements last year through Survey Monkey were (1)Tutor Training Survey, (2) Tutor Evals of the Program, (3) 

Student evals of the tutors in Fall and Spring. 

Fall 2011 = Cum GPA 2.810 

Spring 2012 = Cum GPA 2.871 

Fall 2012 = Cum GPA 2.849 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:39 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 
RE: PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

Thanks for these thoughts. I took those 3 s!ides out and made a few other adjustments. Under the Infractions Po!icy, 

should I include any of the behavioral infractions or just stick with the new shows and tardies since that is what we are 

tracking more c!osely? 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:27 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

[ might drop slides [ 0, [ [ and 14. If they ask questions about how things are scheduled (#10), you can go into it then but [ don’t 

know if it warrants a slide tomorrow. [ would drop slide [ [ and include the guided study and counse[oroguided study as a part of 

slide 8. The other information they should already be fully aware of or can ask. As for 14, we are trying to service everyone at 

some level, so I would go into that via conversation and questions instead of a slide as well Also, on slide 8, cancellation needs two 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:09 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

Michelle and Brent, 

I just threw some talking points together for the meeting tomorrow. (See attached.) Please take a look and let me know 

if it is too much or not enough. Also let me know if there is anything that you would like to add for your portions of the 

discussion. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:12 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Final Perusal Needed 

Prac looks accurate for Baseball. Thank you. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, 
Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Final Perusal Needed 

Good afternoon, 

I will reference both of these reports in today’s staff meeting but I need for you to look them over and give me final approval to 

move forward. 

Thanks! 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:43 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
New Advisor Training Today 

Do you know where this is? I would like to hear the appeals and probation presentation. 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
9 l 9-962-9892 (office) 
9 l 9-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:57 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: New Advisor Training Today 

have 3pm on my schedule, but no other details other than Cynthia D. and Alice Dawson are presenting. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: New Advisor Training Today 

What time is it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 8:42 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you know where this is? I would like to hear the appeals and probation presentation. 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:39 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
FW: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

Do you think we want to see this again? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevin Dansky [maiho:kdans ii)~.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:18 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

Hi Susan, 

Hope all is well. I wanted to follow up on my previous message regarding Symplicity’s Insight Athletics program 
(www.symplicity.com/insight-athletics), a student-athlete advising and academic risk management system that features: progress 
reports, study hall attendance tracking, holistic student records, case notes, custom flags and alerts, follow-up actions, referrals, and an 
integrated early alert module to rapidly identify and intervene when students may be at academic risk. 

As we approach the end of the year, we are scheduling many demonstrations and I want to make sure that you are able to find a date 
and time with us to walk through the system. If you are interested, please feel free to contact me at 703-351-0200 ext 7115, or email 
me at kdansky@symplicity.com to schedule a brief online demonstration at your convenience. Or, you may simply select a date/time 
from our Insight Sales Associate’s online calendar and I will confirm the meeting information (note: all times are eastern): 

I hope to connect with you soon! 

Best Regards, 

Kevin Dansky 
Office: 703-351-0200 ext. 7115 
Email: kdansky @symplicfly. com 

Symplicity 
www.symplicfly.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malty, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALTY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:50 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

So have we asked them to come or should we respond to this individual? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:47 AM 
To: Malty, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

I was telling Michelle yesterday morning that I want to give them one more shot but it would be the same sort of meeting we just had 
with GradesFirst - they have to be willing to send someone here for this one. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Malty, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:39 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: FW: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

Do you think we want to see this again? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevin Dansky ] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:18 PM 
To: Malty, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

Hi Susan, 

Hope all is well. I wanted to follow up on my previous message regarding Symplicity’s Insight Athletics program 
(www.symplicity.com/insight-athletics), a student-athlete advising and academic risk management system that features: progress 
reports, study hall attendance tracking, holistic student records, case notes, custom flags and alerts, follow-up actions, referrals, and an 
integrated early alert module to rapidly identify and intervene when students may be at academic risk. 

As we approach the end of the year, we are scheduling many demonstrations and I want to make sure that you are able to find a date 
and time with us to walk through the system. If you are interested, please feel free to contact me at 703-351-0200 ext 7115, or email 

me at kdansky@symplicity.com to schedule a brief online demonstration at your convenience. Or, you may simply select a date/time 
from our Insight Sales Associate’s online calendar and I will confirm the meeting information (note: all times are eastern): 

eidemo 

I hope to connect with you soon! 

Best Regards, 

Kevin Dansky 
Office: 703-351-0200 ext. 7115 
Email: kdansky @symplicity. com 

Symplicity 
www.symplicity.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, October 25, 2013 9:46 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Weekly Meetings 

2:30 on Tuesdays are fine for the most part. I’ll put it on my calendar. Thanks. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 8:47 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Weekly Meetings 

Hi Susan, 
So you are the only one left to schedule. Are Tuesday afternoons good times? 2:30? 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, October 25, 2013 9:47 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Weekly Meetings 

Yes thanks. Just had a teacher conference and that was still on my mind. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 9:47 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Weekly Meetings 

Thank you; are you OK this morning? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Weekly Meetings 

2:30 on Tuesdays are fine for the most part. I’ll put it on my calendar. Thanks. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 8:47 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Weekly Meetings 

Hi Susan, 
So you are the only one left to schedule. Are Tuesday afternoons good times? 2:30? 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=REC1PIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 9:27 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Drop in rotor schedule 

Drop-In by Subject.pdf 

What’s up Birthday Day Boy??!!! 

See a~ached. 

Have a great day !! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:48 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Drop in tutor schedule 

Hi Susan can you send me a copy of the drop in tutor schedule? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, November 1, 2013 11:31 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Further Assistance in the Drops Process 

Done for Baseball. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 11:25 AM 
To: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, 
Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Further Assistance in the Drops Process 

This should help in the process. Attached is a report reflecting all drops over the last 45 days (since September 16). 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 

subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:58 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

RE: Pancake event 

I assume counselors are to send an ema[I invite to all of their students right? Or is the invite coming from Bubba, or 

Cricket?? I do think the students will come back for this. Do they need to be back right at ~L0pm or is it more of an open 

house set up? My guess is the programming will start at :10pm, but we wouldn’t push students away if they arrive at 

10:30pm right? Sorry for all of the questions. I just think it is going to be difficult to gauge without having the students 

specifically RSVP. Should we do that? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:10 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Gelin, Dana E 
Subject: FW: Pancake event 

Karlton has asked for us to try to gauge attendance at the event. It is a reading day. We will all advertise and others 

thought that student-athletes will come back for this. Please send out your most educated guesses (if you can try to 

base it on anything) and we will work to bring forward our best range. 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:07 PM 
To: Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Ben Sheu (bsheu@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, 
Michael (qreenemt@email.unc.edu); Greg Beatty (qpbeatty@email.unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie; Les Myers 
(lesmyers@email.unc.edu); Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; 
Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony 
l:c: Miller, Beth 
Subject: Pancake event 

Hello, 



Some universities put on similar programming for student-athletes during final exams and UNC is excited about starting 

this here: 

There is going be a final exam study break event in Loudermilk for the student-athletes on Thursday, December 5th at 

10:00pm. Student-athletes will be served pancakes & food (served by administrators and staff) and there will be some 

programming led by Dana and Cricket including information on Linkedin and stress relief activities. We will also be 

involved and assisting with the event. The date has been picked and details are still being worked out. So, more 

information will follow but we wanted you to know the date to plan accordingly. Let us know if you have ideas or want 

to volunteer for something in particular. If you know that you have a conflict, please speak with your supervisor. 

The student-athletes will appreciate the food and the break during finals. And, it will be great to support them during 

this time. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:48 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

:1:30pro works for me today. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:39 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

1:307 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:09 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

have :12 -3 open today [f we want to try to catch up before the staff meeting today. 

Michelle 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:59 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Good morning, 

Is there a time we need to set aside to go over the Saturday possibility? I have the count of first-gears in Nondag 7pm tutorials at 

4[. [’[[ have Ben make note of a[[ activities during finals week. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:04 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hello, 

would like to loop grent into the conversation. 

Let’s open the facility until 11:00pm. We need to discuss how staff stays until 11:00pm also (perhaps at least one - 

while I like two better for safety and security). Perhaps, we consider a monitor and 1 staff (for the additional Friday 

night). 

So, we need to decide on the Saturday time and I understand that we are split. 



Let’s let the staff know your plan on closing the independent study hall room and see if there is any feedback (something 

we didn’t consider), otherwise, I believe the 6th is a good day to shut it down. 

Brent (I believe we discussed this), have you been able to run the report to let us know how many freshman student- 
athletes have tutoring on Monday night from 7-8 so that we can let Cricket know the impact if we pull them out of 

CREED? 

I definitely want to gather some numbers (even if informal) on the 10-11pm times, Friday night, and possibly Saturday so 

that we have numbers to back us for next semester. Please set up how we can collect that. And, please have been track 

the usage report for the independent study hall room separately for the week after Thanksgiving. 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 5:19 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hey Michelle, 

For further discussion on the Academic Center Hours of operation during the two week exam period Dec. 2-13, the 

following proposal is based on my recollection of how we handled exams last Spring. 

Date Open Close Events N ores 

Dec. 2 (Monday) 8am :l:lpm CREED @ 7pm 

Dec. 3 (Tuesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 4 (Wednesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 5 (Thursday) 8am 11pm Pancake Event @ 

10pm 

8am Dec. 6 (Friday) 11pm 

Dec. 7 (Saturday) 10am 5pm No Tutoring 

Dec. 8 (Sunday) 6pm 11pm 

Dec. 9 (Monday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 10 (Tuesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 11 (Wednesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 12 (Thursday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 13 (Friday) 8am 5pm 

Need Full Time 

Staff Coverage 

(Close 

INDEPENDENT 

STUDY ROOM @ 

5pm) 

Need Full Time 

Staf~ Coverage (no 

monitors) 

My thought is to close the independent study room at 5pm on Friday 12/6 for the remainder of the term, if not earlier in 

the week, depending on how MAPS continue through the final exam period and whether or not counselors will hold 

their students accountable for independent study hours through 12/6. Regularly scheduled tutor sessions will continue 



throughout exams until the final exam has occurred. 

Let me know if additional information would be helpful. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 5:26 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; ’Sheu, Benjamin (bsheu@email.unc.edu)’ </O=UNC 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benjamin Sheu (bsheu)58a>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 
</O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Saturday Dec 7 from 1-4pm 

Hi Everyone, 

I am still in need of one staff member to work on Saturday 12/7 from lpm-4pm. Please let me know ASAP if you are 

available and willin8 to do so. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, December 2, 2013 3:38 PM 

Blanton, Brent S </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)>; 
Overstreet, Tia </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tia Overstreet (overstre)>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn </O=UNC 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns>; Orr, Kym N </O=UNC 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kym N Orr (orr)>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benj amin </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benj amin Sheu (bsheu)58a>; Greene, 
Michael </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael Greene (greenemt)b9f>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradley 
Richard Bethel (bbethel)>; Lyons, Elizabeth M </O=UNC 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Elizabeth M Lyons (emlyons)> 

Brown, Michelle </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown 
(mbrown3)aSa> 
RE: IMPORTANT - Final Exam Review Session Schedule 

Hey All, 
Sorry for the quick follow-up, but I just noticed that some individual student names are on the schedule that I just sent 

to you. Please use this document for discussion purposes ONLY with your students and do not send this to all of your 

students until the Room numbers have been assigned and individual sessions are removed. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Overstreet, Tia; Myers, Leslie; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N; Yount, 
Tony; Sheu, Benjamin; Greene, Michael; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Final Exam Review Session Schedule 

Hi All, 
Attached is the confirmed final exam review schedule that will begin on Wednesday (12/4). The final phase to the 

schedule is setting up the room locations. But I wanted to be sure you had the courses, dates, and times so that you can 

be discussing with your students. While I don’t anticipate any changes to this, please be sure your students know to 

refer to the official schedule that will be posted in the Academic Center to verify the session they plan to attend. I’ll 

send a follow-up with Room locations as soon as I can. 

Thank you, 



Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:11 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

RE: Belk Bowl 

My family and ! are planning to attend the bow! game. ! have already contacted the Ticket Office to order our tickets. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 9:19 AM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony 
Subject: FW: Belk Bowl 

Hello, 

Please email me and copy your supervisor if you plan to attend the Bowl game. You will need to order your tickets on your own 

through the Ticket Office but we would !ike confirmation if you are attending. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 8:58 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Belk Bowl 

Congratulations to our football team! We have accepted an invitation to play in the Belk Bowl on Saturday, December 
28th at 3:20 p.m. This is an excellent opportunity for our football program, and as a member of the Athletic Department 
staff, we would like to offer you tickets. You are eligible for the same number of complimentary tickets you received for 
the football season. 

Please contact the Ticket Office at 962-2296 (press 4) to request tickets by Friday, December 13th. Additional tickets are 
available for purchase. 

All tickets must be picked up in person in Charlotte at the UNC Will Call located at Bank of America Stadium. Please 
note that these tickets have a direct cost to the department and should not be requested and go unused. 

I hope you can join us at the Belk Bowl in Charlotte. Go Heels! 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, December 16, 2013 5:06 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; ’Sheu, Benjamin (bsheu@email.unc.edu)’ </O=UNC 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=B enj amin Sheu (b sheu)58a>; B eatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 
</O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)> 

Tutor Requests 

Hello All, 

Please let me know when you feel like you have the bulk of your requests in the system. We already have approx. 220 

appointments filled and we hope to keep rolling these next 3 days. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 5:08 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Skit 

Hey Guys, 

Can we get together on Wednesday some time to work on the Skit and make sure it is ready for the 7th? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, January 3, 2014 5:20 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
<advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Baseball Team Meeting 

Hello All, 
Not sure if I have informed you of when the Baseball team meeting will be. As of right now, I will be meeting with the 

team on Tuesday, January 7 at 4pm in the Players Lounge in Boshamer Stadium. I have asked Coach Fox to move the 

meeting up to at least 3:30pm, but not sure if this is possible or not. I will keep you posted if there is a change. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, January 6, 2014 4:46 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
<advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Baseball Team Meeting @ 3:30pm (l/7) 

Michelle, Andrea, and Spencer, 

The Baseball Team meeting has been moved from 4pm to 3:30pm in the Players Lounge at Boshamer Stadium. 

know if any of you would like to walk over with me. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 

Let me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, January 7, 2014 3:03 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Skit 

Skit 3 - Reading Only Sessions.docx 

Here is the skit for tonight. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



GROUP 3 

Susan Maloy- Moderator 

Brent Blanton - Tutor 

Les Myers - Student 

Skit #3 - Reading Only Session 

Tutor: What would you like to work on today? 

Student: Nothing, I just need to read. 

Tutor: Ok so talk to me about the reading. What are you reading and what are you reading for? 

Student: I have to read Chapter 14, so I’m just going to do it now 

Tutor: Wait a minute...Let’s talk about Chapter 14. Why do you have to read it and how does it fit into 

the class discussion? 

Student: Beats me. I think the syllabus says we have to read Chapter 14 this week. 

Tutor: Ok, pull out your syllabus. (So while you’re reading, you’ll be looking for the main points 

and how they relate to labels. Would you like to read together or on 

your own?) 

Student: I don’t have it. 

Tutor: Ok well I have it. Let’s look through it and figure out why we are reading it. (Ok. I’ll read it too so 

we can discuss it afterwards.) 

Syllabus Discussion 

Tutor: So now we know why you are reading. As you read do you take notes? 

Student: I don’t. I just read. Dude 

Tutor: Well let’s try it this way. As you read, why don’t you try to make notes whether it’s in the margin, 

in a notebook, computer, etc. And also write any questions you have about the reading that is unclear. 

And then we’ll go through it afterwards. 

Student: Why can’t I just read it? That takes too long. 

Tutor: It’s going to be a lot easier when you begin to prepare for your exam if you have notes on your 

reading already done. Keep in mind that we typically read a story, but to learn you have to engage with 

the material as you read. In the future, if you do this before our sessions, you will already have a list of 

questions for us to review during the session. 



Student: I guess ..... (grumbles under breath) 

Tutor: Read this section on Radical Reconstruction and begin to take notes. 

Assign a section of the chapter to read (10 MINUTES of reading.) 

Student: I’m done. 

Tutor: Let’s talk about the reading and see how much you learned from it. (What did you get from the 

reading?) 

Student: I don’t know. It was really confusing. 

Tutor: Ok. I saw you taking notes. Let’s talk about what you’ve written. What was the most confusing 

to you? 

Student: I just highlighted the bold words. 

Tutor: That is a good start. Now let’s read the headings and topic sentences and connect the words that 

you highlighted to the main ideas. 

NOTES for DISCUSSION: 
We started the session with the student reading on own. Let the 

student know he should read ahead of coming to the session and it 

would save 10-15 minutes. Then there would be more time to read 
together and have tutor help with comprehension of the material. 

Encourage note taking during the reading process and discuss the notes after 15+ minutes of reading to 

be sure the student is understanding the reading. Have them write questions down from the reading 

that was completely unclear. 

Don’t just tell the student to ask questions. Because they may not even know what to ask if they don’t 

understand much of what they just read. 

Reading Only Session (Show positive points) 

a. Positive points: use various reading strategies 

i. Preview the text, look for clues (headings, bold words, etc.) to get an idea what 

the text is about and what information may be important 

ii. Create questions to answer or outline to fill in as student reads the text. 

iii. Stop and discuss the text periodically to assess the student’s comprehension 

iv. Go over and practice different note-taking techniques 



bo 

v. Expect the student to read the text prior to the session, so the session is spent 

reviewing material they have difficulty understanding 

vi. Student reads while tutor creates a quiz for the student to complete when 

finished 

Negative points 

i. Student reads while tutor does their own thing--no discussion 

ii. Student reads while tutor reads over their shoulder--no discussion or tutor asks 

questions to check for understanding, but answers the questions with their own 

thoughts/explanations before the student can demonstrate what they have 

learned from the text 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, February 6, 2014 1:17 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
FW: Reminder for next week’s meeting 

Did you receive this as well? 

From: Andrews, Wendy Newton 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 10:47 AM 
To: ERP Provost mtg listserv 
Subject: [erp_provost] Reminder for next week’s meeting 

Good morning, 

Just a reminder for next week’s meeting on February 13, 2014 at lOam til 11:30am in Dey Hall - Toy Lounge. 

Agenda: 

What’s happening now with Peoplesoft 

New chartfield structure 

Training schedule 

****Note: You are receiving this email because you have been identified as using a component of the finance system - 

either with ePro (ordering supplies), ordering and paying for supplies/services, paying for travel, using the purchasing 

card, making deposits, making journal entries, working with budgets, viewing/accessing finance data, and/or being a 

research finance manager. If you have questions on whether or not you should attend, please contact your financial 

manager in your department. 

Thanks, 

Subject Matter F__o(pertfor OEVC&P 
Executive Accountant 
of~’ce of the Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost 
224F South Building, Campus Box 8000 
University of North Carolina at ChapelHill 
Phone: (919) 962 9301 

You are currently subscribed to erp~orovost as: sbmalo¥@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=64573800.8e69t’7375c76b20f0flb35e7e01b3999&n=T&l=erp provost&o=34216593 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34216593-64573800.8e69t’7375c76b20f0flb35e7e0 lb3999@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, February 7, 2014 2:58 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Progress Report 

Done. Thanks. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 2:00 PM 
To: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, 
Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Cc: Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: Progress Report 

Good afternoon, 

lust a friendly reminder that all check-offs must be completed by the end of business today. I will run both next week’s and the final 

progress report over the weekend so they can both be processed by Nate and company on Monday. 

Thank you and, as always, let me know if you have questions, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:18 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: [tim_administrators] HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 

Beth had told me yesterday when I spoke to her that Condition Ill could not apply to Temp Employees unfortunately, 

which is what Ben’s position is currently classified as. 

Susan 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 7:50 PM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin; Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: FW: [tim_administrators] HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 

Please take a look at the policy as [t would apply to Ben. I believe this means that he could add the hours to equal the 40 

hours that he would typically work. Let me know if you understand it differently. 

Michelle 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:45 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
(:c: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: FW: [tim_administrators] HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 

Michelle, 

wanted you to have this memo that we just received regarding Adverse Weather. 

~et[i ~[iompson 

UBfi for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Cg# 3030 

bnthomp@email.unc.edu 
919.9623036 (ph) 

919,962,1404 (fax) 
*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents contains private, privileged and confidential information 

belonging to the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has 

coccurred as the result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for the return of the documents. In such 



circumstances, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take any other action in reliance of the information 

transmitted, 

From: TIM Support 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:39 PM 
To: tim administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: [tim_administrators] HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 

To: TIM Administrators 

From: TIM Support 

Date: February 20, 2014 

Subject: HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 

HR sent a memo, ’Clarifications on Adverse Weather leave and time recordins,’ to HR Officers today. It is 

attached for your reference. Please contact HR with any policy related questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, February 24, 2014 12:02 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Summer Vacation 

Do you have mine for the 4th of July week (end of June through 1st week of July)? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 7:12 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Sheu, Benjamin; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Summer Vacation 

Good morning, 
I trust you all had wonderful weekends. I need everyone’s vacation requests by midday today if possible. I know they aren’t due until 
tomorrow but I have a meeting on it this afternoon. 

Sorry and thanks, 
B 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 12:41 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Summer Vacation 

Ok thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 12:09 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Summer Vacation 

I do; couldn’t remember what I had since I was away from the office at the time I sent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Summer Vacation 

Do you have mine for the 4th of July week (end of June through 1st week of July).9 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 7:12 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Sheu, Benjamin; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Summer Vacation 

Good morning, 
I trust you all had wonderful weekends. I need everyone’s vacation requests by midday today if possible. I know they aren’t due until 
tomorrow but I have a meeting on it this afternoon. 

Sorry and thanks, 
B 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, March 3, 2014 9:53 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
FW: [region2] SAVE THE DATE-NC STATE DRIVE IN CONFERENCE 

Do you think we will go to this as a group again? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: region2-request@lists.nacda.com [maiho:regio~2ore~&lists.nacda.corr~] On Behalf Of Megan Albidrez 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 4:20 PM 
To: region2@lists.nacda.com 
Subject: [region2] SAVE THE DATE-NC STATE DRIVE IN CONFERENCE 

North Carolina State University’s ASPSA is planning its 

* 13th Annual Drive In Conference:* 

*The Academic Playbook: Drawing Up the Future of Student Athlete Support* 

This year’s conference will be held Friday, April 25, 2014. Registration and breakfast will begin promptly at 8:00am. The conference 
will last until 3:30pm and will be followed by a social at Backyard Bistro in Raleigh, NC. 

The conference will be held at the NCSU Murphy Football Center: 4600 Trinity Rd Raleigh, NC 27607. 

The purpose of this conference is to provide professional development and networking opportunities to those in the academic advising 
profession who may have limited budgets or resources for national conventions. We have an exciting day planned for our conference 
attendees beginning with a NCAA update. We will also have a director and staff panel featuring a number of schools from varying 
divisions and backgrounds. In addition, we will have presentations on making the most with limited resources, APR, and academic 
integrity. 

More information about registration and a detailed agenda will be coming soon! 

If you have questions/concerns, please contact us at aspsadrivein@gmail.com 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
http:iincsu.eduiaspsai 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC 
Public Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



To unsubscribe from this list, click here: ~:!/lists.~acda.co~v’tmst~bsc~ibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, March 3, 2014 9:59 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
My schedule 

Hey Brent, 

Just and FYI. Ben and I are going to switch evenings this week. I am hoping to move my student meetings to Tuesday 

night this week and require my Guided Study students an extra hour of independent study time this week as a result. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. I understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

Student-Athlete Initials 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. I understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

Student-Athlete Initials 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, March 24, 2014 9:21 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Conference Request 

[ would like to consider N4A, but [ have not seen an agenda yet to know what to expect. [ wasn’t necessarily planning on 

it since [ knew that I went last year and the opportunity would probably be offered to someone else. Is there anyone 

else going? [ would prefer not to go by myself, but if we feel like we definitely need representation at the conference 

that would be fine. So I am a bit vague at this po[r~t, I know. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 8:24 AM 
To: Yount, Tony; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Conference Request 

Good morning, 

Michelle wants to support us in our professional development and set a deadline of last Friday to make requests to supervisors. 
Unless I missed it, I did not hear from anyone. Please let me know by 10:30 this morning if you are interested in attending anything 
this spring/summer (remember that this is only a request. Michelle will flesh out numbers after all requests are made). 

Thank you, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 

subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:48 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; ’Sheu, Benjamin 
(bsheu@email.unc.edu)’ </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benjamin Sheu (bsheu)58a>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradley 
Richard Bethel (bbethel)>; ’Lyons, Beth’ <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 

7pm Tutor Appointments on March 31. 

Hi Everyone, 

As you know there is a mandatory Life Skills Meeting for all student-athletes on next Monday, March 31 from 7pm-8pm. 

My plan is to cancel all 7pm appointments unless I hear otherwise from each of you. Cricket has informed me that those 

who have 8pm appointments should be able to attend those appointments and do not have to participate in the video 

shouting after the meeting. Please be sure to communicate this point to your students who have 8pm appointments. 

The video is not mandatory for them. During that 7pm hour, I plan to have Jonathan McMichael from University 

Libraries conduct a training session with our tutors to make good use of the time. 

Please let Ben and me know by Thursday of this week if you need alternate plans for your students who will miss this 

7pm session. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, March 28, 2014 10:31 AM 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

RE: conference room 

don’t have anything in there at that time that I am aware of. 

Susan 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 8:39 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: conference room 

Hi Brentand Susan, 

Wanted to make sureit’s OKto usetheconferenceroom on April2from 8-9 p.m.?lknow Shelley hasit booked til8, butjust 

wanted to be surethere wasn’tanything else. 

Thanks, 

Dana 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Monday, March 31, 2014 10:59 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Reserve Conf. Room 

Brent, 
Can I reserve the Conference Room at 12:30pm on Wednesday 4/2 for a student meeting with the School of Ed? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Friday, April 4, 2014 3:45 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

FW: 2014 ASPSA Annual Drive In Conference 

ASPSA Drive In Flyer.pdf 

Do you know how we are handling this in terms of our office attendance? Should we RSVP all at once or individually. 

Susan 

From: ASPSA Interns [mailto:aspsadrivein@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 2:37 PM 
Subject: 2014 ASPSA Annual Drive In Conference 

Good Afternoon! 

We are right at 24 days away from this year’s conference! Just wanted to send out a reminder to 
please RSVP if you have not already. Attached is a flyer with a tentative schedule for how the day will 
look. Please let us know if you have any questions or if you have additional staff members who are 
interested in attending. 

We are getting very excited and look forward to see you later this month!! 

Bryce Nogle, Dixie Wingler & Emily DeRatt 
Assistant Academic Coordinators 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Division of Academic & Student Affairs 
North Carolina State University 
Case Academic Center 
aspsadrivein~)) ~mailocom 

Follow- ASPSA on TwiAer @ASPSA1 



ACADEMIC: SUPPORT PROGRAM 
FOl STUDENT ATHLETES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 5:01 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Report - Need your Assistance 

Brent, 
Do you recall running a report for Karen last semester with the following column headings: 

Student Name - PID - Course - Section -Tutor Name - Day of Week -Time 

Looking at her spreadsheets for how she set up the surveys, it looks like you must have run this for her last semester. 

Can you do this for me as soon as you are able to? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, B enj amin (b sheu@email.unc, edu); Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); Lyons, Beth 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Summer Session Teaching 

Geog 13 0_Flyer.pdf 

Hi Everyone. 

If you are looking for 

From: Ward, Ashley 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 9:53 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Summer Session Teaching 

Hi Susan! 

I hope you are doing well! I’m writing to let you know I am teaching a summer session course during Summer Session I. 
The course is GEOG 130 Developing World each day from 11:30 to l:00pm. It will be an interesting course exposing 
undergraduates to the unique issues of the less developed world - topics such as colonialism, population, gender equality, 
disease, and development theories. Attached is a course flyer. I’m currently trying to get word out about the course. If 
you feel comfortable, please distribute as you see fit for those students (or their advisors) who might be interested. Let 
me know if you have any questions! I’m happy to give more details if needed. 

Ashley R. Ward, PhD 
Lecturer, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Geography 130 The Developing World 
Summer Session I 

MTWTF 11:30am- l:00pm 
Dr. Ashley Ward 

This course is an introduction to the geographic characteristics 
of the developing world: spatial distribution of poverty, 

employment, migration and urban growth, agricultural 
productivity, disease, rural development, policies and 

international trade. We will also explore theories of 
development and major topics associated with subfields of 

geography to examine the impact of environment, culture, and 

location on developing countries in the local and global context. 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. I understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

Student-Athlete Initials 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
RE: Conference Request 

[ would like to consider N4A, but [ have not seen an agenda yet to know what to expect. [ wasn’t necessarily planning on 

it since [ knew that I went last year and the opportunity would probably be offered to someone else. Is there anyone 

else going? I would prefer not to go by myself, but [f we feel Igke we definitely need representation at the conference. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 8:24 AM 
To: Yount, Tony; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Conference Request 

Good morning, 

Michelle wants to support us in our professional development and set a deadline of last Friday to make requests to supervisors. 
Unless I missed it, I did not hear from anyone. Please let me know by 10:30 this morning if you are interested in attending anything 
this spring/summer (remember that this is only a request. Michelle will flesh out numbers after all requests are made). 

Thank you, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 

subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu); Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
(bsheu@email.unc.edu); Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); Lyons, Beth <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc. edu> 

FW: Professors and Tournament Bracket 

Hey Everyone, 

Just wanted to share this compliance tidbit with each of you. One of our tutors also teaches a class and she was 

planning to 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:42 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Professors and Tournament Bracket 

I don’t tNnk our students should participate in it for a number of reasons. If he wants to offer extra credit to our 

students, that’s fine - just make it available to everyone and don’t tie it to completing brackets... 

Lance 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:32 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Professors and Tournament Bracket 

Hi Lance, 

I had a professor ask if they could office extra bonus points to students in the class who complete a NCAA tournament 

bracket. Do you see this as an issue for our students since it is offered to everyone in the class? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. I understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

Student-Athlete Initials 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. I understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

Student-Athlete Initials 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:48 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

7pm Tutor Appointments on March 31. 

Hi Everyone, 

As you know there is a mandatory Life Skills Meeting for all student-athletes on next Monday, March 31 from 7pm-8pm. 

My plan is to cancel all 7pm appointments unless I hear otherwise from each of you. Cricket has informed me that those 

who have 8pm appointments should be able to attend those appointments and do not have to participate in the video 

shouting after the meeting. Please be sure to communicate this point to your students who have 8pm appointments. 

The video is not mandatory for them. During that 7pm hour, I plan to have Jonathan McMichael from University 

Libraries conduct a training session with our tutors to make good use of the time. 

Please let Ben and me know by Thursday of this week if you need alternate plans for your students who will miss this 

7pm session. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, February 26, 2013 5:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 
RE: electonic version of tutor handbook? 

2012-13 Tutor Handbook with Cover Page.pdf 

See if this will work. Thanks. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bobbi Owen [maiho:owenbob ] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 5:22 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: electonic version of tutor handbook? 

Is there one? 
If not, can I have a printed copy to scan? 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 
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Center for Student Success and 
Academic Counseling 

Mission Statement 

CSSAC is dedicated to promoting academic excellence to assist students in 
achieving their academic goals while enrolled at Carolina. Its constituent programs 
(Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Learning Center, Center for 
Student Academic Counseling, Summer Bridge, and Writing Center} provide 
support for students in developing the skills and strategies needed to achieve 
academic success. This commitment to student learning supports the university’s 
mission to "teach students at all levels." 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Mission Statement 

The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill is to provide collaborative programs and services with 
campus constituents to supporl and enhance the overall growth and development of 
all student-athletes. These programs and services promote personal responsibility, 
integrity, educational excellence, and successful completion of a meaningful 
undergraduate degree. 
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Zet er from the Director 

Dear Tutor: 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of 

North Carolina. I am pleased that you have joined us in our efforts to provide high quality 
academic support to our students. 

Your iob as a tutor will be challenging. Our students run the full gamut ir~ terms of ability, 
motivation, and areas of interest. As a tutor you can help the students reach their full potential. 
They are to do their own work and accept the consequences, positive or negative. The ethics and 
integrity which guide your own academic work fully apply here in the Academic Support Program 
for Student-Athletes. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our tutoring program and to clarify your role. 
Please read it thoroughly, if you have any questions, please feel free to ask our tutor coordinator 
or any full-time staff member. They are availabie to assist you at any time. 

Over the years our program has continued to improve. A key ingredient to our success is having 
a staff of tutors dedicated to quality education. I appreciate your commitment to improving upon 
our tradition of academic excellence. 

Take care and best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Woodard, Interim Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
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ACADEMIC CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Fall/Spring 
Monday-Thursdays 
Fridays 
Sundays 

8:00am to ] 1:00pro 

8:00am to 5:00pro 

6:00pm to 11 :O0pm 

Summer 
Monday-Thursdays 
Fridays 
Sundays 

9:00am to 10:00pro 
9:00am to 4:00pro 
Closed unless specic~l session is scheduled in advance 

STAFF CONTACT INFORMATION 

Brent BIanton 
Associate Director 
Men’s Golf, Women’s Tennis 
blanton@unc.edu 
962-9536 
Belh Bridget 
Associate Director 
Women’s Basketball, Swimming & Diving 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-5669 
Kym Orr 
Track & Field, Rowing, Fencing 
knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-2425 
Tony Yount 
Field Hockey, Women’s Lacrosse, Women’s Golf, 
Volleyball 
tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 
962-9535 
Tia Overstreet 
Football 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-4400 
Bradley Bethel 
Reading & Writing Specialist 

bbetheJ@uncaa.unc.edu 
962-2237 
Susan Matoy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
Baseball, Women’s Soccer 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 
962-9892 

Harold-Woodard 
~nterim Director 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Men’s Basketball, Softball, Men’s Tennis 
jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9538 
Wally Richardson 
Associate Director 

Football 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9893 
Jaimie Lee 

Football 

iaimielee @uncaa.unc.edu 
843-6566 

Spencer Welbom 
Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Wrestling, Gymnastics 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-2328 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 

emlyons@unca a.unc.ec~u 
843-6029 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager 

yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 
962-9537 

Lance.Mc~rkos 
-COMPLIANCE 

ma rkos@~ncaa.unc~e.du 
. ’- 843~7259 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT POSITIONS 

Academic Counselors: The counse(or’s ro~e is to assist the student in making the transition academically to the 
University of North Carolina. The counselor uses information gleaned from multiple sources, including tutorial 
feedback, to stay abreast of the student’s academic situation and counsel accordingly. 

Learning Specialist: Some of our student-athletes have special learning needs that have been identified through 
comprehensive testing. The Learning Specialist reviews the completed test reports, working with the staff educational- 
psychologist, to determine if academic accommodations should be requested. The Learning Specialists work with 
identified students as they seek approval for academic accommodations. They assist the students in arranging for 
support services and guide them to effectively utilize their accommodations. Learning Specialists also work with 
identified students on academic skill building through course content such as time management, organization, note 
taking, reading comprehension, test taking, study strategies, and writing. 

Tutor: Tutors are content specialists charged with assisting students as they attempt to learn and master course 
material As they help with the material, the tutor will also model study skills habits that will aid in these efforts. 

Graduate students 
Doctoral students 
Retired teachers 
Undergraduate Students in exceptional cases 

SuPplemental Instructor: A person who at-tends class as a "master student" with permission from the faculty. 1-2 
review sessions are then held each week discussing class material, study strategies, note-taking skills, preparing 
assignments, etc. 

Graduate students 
Retired teachers 
Community members 

Learning Assistants: A person with experience and successfu} academic skills matched with a student who is less 
skilled or experienced. There is an agreed upon goal of having the person who is less skilled grow and develop 
specific academic competencies to become more academically successful and prepared. The Learning Assistant 
provides guidance or advice by example and through practice to the student. Learning Assistants will help to 
facilitate the student-athlete’s transition through challenging periods in their academic experience. This process must 
be done with a high degree of enthusic~sm, professionalism, confidentiality, and unconditional positive regard for the 
student. 

Graduate students 
Doctoral students 
Retired university faculty 
Community members 

Monitors: Supervise and maintain an appropriate and productive study hall environment, assist in study 
reporting, and maintain student privacy. Check with Academic Counselor on duty for any changes and record 
attendance of all student-athletes in scheduled sessions. Make sure supplies are ~vailable and printers are filled with 
paper. Actively engage with the students to encourage being on task. Sign off and approve task sheets. Enforce 
study hail policy regarding cell phone usage and non-academic websites, as well as food and quiet behavior. 
Collect, copy, and file feedback forms before tutors leave the building. At the end of the shift, tidy all tutor and 
independent study rooms, refill printers, and usher out all remaining students before building closure. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES 

The Academic Support Program works with students with learning disabilities. Below are the guidelines within which 
the tutoring staff is expected to work with these students. 

NEVER ask if a student has a learning disability or if he/she qualifies for accommodations. 
This information should be discussed only if volunteered by the student. At that point, 
p}ease encourage the student to utilize any accommodations for which the student 
qualifies. But make sure all conversation is initiated by the student. 

If a student asks questions about accommodations for students with learning disabilities, 
refer him/her to his/her counselor or a learning specialist on staff. Since these procedures 
can and do change, we want to insure that the student receives the most accurate 
information from the proper resource. 

Staff learning specialists keep detailed records on each student with a learning disability 
- these records are confidential. For that reason, the tutoring staff is never to be in 
possession of specific information related to a student’s disability or disability status unless 
permission has been granted by the student; this pertains to either hard copy or 
electronically- rela yea paperwork. 

Communication with instructors is limited to students only. At no time should a tutor 
communicate with an instructor on a student’s behalf. This type of communication includes 
anything about a student’s disability status or accommodations. 

5o To reiterate, any conversation regarding a student’s learning disability should originate 
from the student. It is never appropriate for a member of the tutoring staff to initiate such 
a conversation. It is helpful, however, to bring concerns about a student to the attention of 
the student’s academic counselor or one of the staff learning specialists. Communication 
within the staff about these matters is encouraged and appreciated. 

6o Should you have any questions about these guidelines or learning disabilities in general, 
contac~ Beth Lyons at 843-6029. 

Information on this page was inspired and derived from the 20! 0-11 Cavalier Academic Support Team Orientation 
Manual 
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THE HONOR CODE 

UNC Honor Court Instrument of Student Governance 
Excerpt on Academic Dishonesty 

It shall be the responsibility of every student enrolled at the University of North Carolina to support the principles of 
academic integrity and to refrain from all forms of academic dishonesty including, but not limited to, the following: 

1. Plagiarisrn in the form of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own 
without attribution in connection with submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise. 

2. Falsification, fabrication, or misrepresentation of data, other information, or citations in connection with an 
academic assignment, whether graded or otherwise. 

3. Unauthorized assistance or un~uthorizec~ collaboration in connection with acodemic work, whether graded or 
otherwise. 

4. Cheating an examinations or other academic assignments, whether graded or otherwise, including but not Iimited 
to the following: 

a. Using unauthorized materials and methods (notes, books, electronic information, telephonic or other forms of 
electronic communication, or other sources or methods), or 
b. Representing another’s work as one’s own. 

5. Violating procedures perlainlng to the academic process, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Violating or subverting requirements governing administration of examinations or other academic assignments; 
b. Compromising the security of examinations or academic assignments; or 
c. Engaging in other actions that compromise the integrity of the grading or evaluation process. 

6. Deliberately furnishing false information to members of the University community in connection with their efforts 
to prevent, investigate, or enforce University requirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

7. Forging, falsifying, or misusing University documents, records, identification cards, computers, or other 
resources so as to violate requirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

8. Violating other University policies that are designed to assure that academic work conforms to requirements 
relating to academic integrity. 

9. Assisting or aiding another to engage in acts of academic dishonesty prohibited by Section ~I.B. 
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NCAA AND ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

EDUCATION FOR DEPARTMENTAL TUTORS/MONITORS REGARDING NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updatec~ 8/3/2012 

institutional Staff Member 
By virtue of you being paid by the Athletics Department (even if you work only 2 hours per week), you are 
considered an institutional staff member. The definition of an Institutional Staff Member includes any individual who 
performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student Ie.g., student 
manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution for performing such services. 

Representative of Athletics Interests (i.e., Booster) (Bylaw 13.02.14): 
An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the athletic administration 

¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program; 
¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization; 
¯ Be assisting or to hove been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the recruitment of prospects; 

or 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families. 

Once an individual is identified as such a representative, he!she retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.14.1 ) 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10.1 ) 
Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff member or a prospective or enrolled student-athlete 
member may include, but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possibie violation; 

* Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or an 

enrolled student-athlete; 
¯ Knowing ~nvolvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper inducement 

or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper financial aid; or 
¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student- 

athlete and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
An institution is required to self-report a violation of NCAA Ethica~ Conduct regulations concerning academic fraud if 
an institutional staff member (e.g., coach, professor, tutor, etc.) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent 
academic credff for, or providing impermissible assistance to, a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. Examples of 
this would be: 1) An institutional staff member being involved in assisting a student-athlete with obtaining grade 
changes in course work, especially if the grade change was unearned; 2) A student-athlete receiving improper 
academic assistance from an institutional staff member, such as the staff member writing or typing a paper or a part 
of a paper for a student-athlete, regardless of credit obtained; and 3) An institutional staff member providing 
improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes in correspondence and/or online courses via writing 
papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report an NCAA violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes involved in 
arranging fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts. An example of this would be if a student-athlete changed 
his/her own grade in a class. 

Though this is not an inclusive list, other examples of academic fraud are: 

¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where participation/affendance is part 
of the final grade; 

¯ Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes; and 

¯ Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of obtaining 
extensions to take exams, and contacting faculty members in connection with an extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g., cheating on a test, purchasing a term paper off the Internet 
and turning it in for course credit, plagiarisrn on a term paper, etc.) with no involvement of an institutional staff 
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member, the institution must only report a violation to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous declaration of 
effgibility and the student-athlete subsequently competes at UNC. However, this type of incident, as we~l as those 
described above, must be addressed through the University Honor Court system. 

If you become aware of a situation that appears to be unethical, even if it is merely a rumor, it is your 
responsibility to inform a full-time staff member, who will then inform the Compliance staff. Any violation that 
goes unreported may cause significant future problems. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report 
is not made at the time of the incident. Keep in mind that any level of cheating is a violation, even if the assistance 
provided does not enable the student-athlete to pass the course. Additionally, improper assistance provided to a 
student-athlete who is not specifically assigned to you does not diminish the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits [Bylaw 16.02,3) 
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the institution’s 
athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relat;ve or friend a benefit that is not expressly 
authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student-athletes and/or their relatives or friends is not a 
violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to all of the institution’s 
students or a particular segment of the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of situations that constitute an extra benefit: 
1. An indlvidual MAY NOT write and/or type a paper for a student-athlete or pay the typing costs for another 

individual to do so. 

2. A professor MAY NOT provide special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. A tutor MAY NOT provide old tests to student-athletes absent the approval of the professor. Therefore, prior to 
usinq old tests!quizzes in your tutor sess[ons, you must receive explicit approval from an Academic Support staff 
mere bet. 

4. A professor MAY NOT offer special treatment to a student-athlete or provide a grade for eligibility purposes. 

7~ 

A professor MAY NOT give a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

A tutor MAY NOT provide library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a 
paper. 

The Athletics Department is permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on athletics scholarship. 
However, lhls daes not inctude course supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, art suppties or other study 
materials not specified on the course syllabus). Students may come to you unprepared for their session, and you 
may want to help by providing them with a notebook or other materials to assist them during their session. 
are not permitted to do so[ Rather, you should strongly suggest that the student-athlete bring these materials to 
your next session. 

Equippinq student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab, even as simply a loan, is not permissible, 
regardless of the bind in which they find themselves. Student-athletes are not permitted to submit a paper to 
you via electronic device (e.g., flash drive/CD) or method {e.g., email) for proofing. Should a student-athlele 
attempt to do so, you must require that he/she print the document. Tutors are NEVER permffted to type on a 
student-athlete’s computer or electronic document. 

Student-athlete and tutor use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see 
the counselor on duty to request the use of the fax and copy machines for any purpose. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

11. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide payment of any expenses (e.g., room, board, transportation 
etc.) for friends or relatives to travel to visit a student-athlete. 

~ 2. Under no circumstances may an institutional staff member provide a student-athlete with use of an automobile. 
Tutors MAY NOT cover the cost of transportation (e.g., gas money, airfare, etc.) and/or provide transportation 
to student-athletes for any reason, even Tf the student-athlete provides reimbursement of the expenses. 
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13. An institutional staff member or booster MAY NOT cover the charges for parking tickets for student-athletes, 

even if the student-athlete ultimately provides reimbursement. 

1 4. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a meal or pay for the cost of a meal for a student-athlete or the 
entire team. Tutors MAY NOT bring food/snacks and/or drinks for student-athletes during their tutoring sessions. 

15. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive a special discount, payment arrangement, or credit on a purchase or 
service from an institutional staff member or a booster. 

1 6. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive items or services (e.g., movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without charge. 

] 7. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone for personal reasons without charge or at a 
reduced cost. A staff member MAY NOT use a personal credit card to cover any expenses for a student- 
athlete at any time, even if the student-athlete ultimately provides reimbursement. 

1 8. An institutional staff member or booster may not provide a student-athlete with a loan, no matter how ]arge or 
small, even if the student-athlete intends to repay the loan. 

1 9. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an enrolled student- 

athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 
It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or prospective student- 
athlete with any online quizzes or exams. Some regularly-enrolled courses at UNC have an online component, in 
which students may attend class each week and take quizzes and exams online, but the course is not identified as a 
typical onf[ne course. With this in mind, if a student-athlete should request assistance with an online assignment, it is 
the tutors responsibility to confirm, prior to w.orking with the student, whether or not the assignment will be graded. A 
professor may authorize group work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before working 
with the student. Aithough oniine coursework can be accessed from any location, remember that institutional staff 
members (tutors, academic coaches, etc.) MAY NOT work with student-athletes outside of the Academic Support 
Center for Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 
Contact with Student-Ath~e|es Outside of the Academi,c Center - All tutoring must be conducted ONLY in the 
Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes. Student-athletes MAY NOT contact tutors via phone call, email, social 
networking sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, etc.}, or text messaging for personal matters or to arrange additional 
academic assistance after-hours outside of the Academic Center. Conversely, tutors may not contact student-athletes 
in any way outside of-the Academic Center. ALL COMMUN~CATiON IS RFQU[RED TO GO THROUGH THE STUDENT- 
ATHLETE’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR. Additionally, once a tutor is no longer employed within the Academic Support 
Center for Student-Athletes, he!she is not permitted to provide tutoring sessions to student-athletes outside of the 
Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes unless such tutorial services meet the stipulations outlined in the policy 
concerning student-athletes’ use of outside tutors. 

Contact with Coachinc~ Staff - Tutors should not have any interaction (either personal or professional) with coaching 
staff members. Tutors may not be employed by coaches for family and other personal matters (e.g., babysitting, 
tutoring their children, etc.) Coaches should not make arrangements with tutors to meet with prospects for recruiting 
purposes. ALL COMMUNICATION WITH COACHES MUST GO THROUGH THE TEAM’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR. 

Complimentary Tickel~s - Tutors may not accept complimentary admissions to events on or off campus from student- 
athletes via either a pass list or a "hard ticket". If a student-athlete lnvffes you to attend a contest that requires a 
charge at the gate, please inform us. Student-athletes shall not provide tickets to staff members under any 
circumstance. 

Gambling - Student-athfetes and Athietics Department staff members may not participate in sports wagering 
activities or provide information to individuals involved or associated with any type of sports wagering activities 
concerning intercollegiate or professional athletics competition. 
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Assisting with Writing a Paper- Do’s and Don’ts 

Subject tutors may read student-athletes’ papers for content ONLY. Writing instruction of air papers on any subiect 
must ONLY be conducted by writing tutors, Graduate Learning Assistants, or Learning Assistants. 

How to begin without an idea 
A large portion of a paper is what you do before you write. 
¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the assignment. 

¯ Talk to the student about the main idea and what points they want to make 
¯ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 
¯ Students should take notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than the tutor. Although the 

tutor may write on a separate sheet of paper or the white board (e.g. mapping, outlining), the 
tutor must keep the paper, and the student should leave with their own wriflen copy of the 
notes from the session. 

How to assist w~th research 
¯ A tutor may not check-out and/or provide library books or other research materials to the 

student for purposes of writing a paper. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research o topic on the internet by helping them to come up 
with appropriate search words. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use resources and how to choose the best articles (e.g. rather 
than simply using the first three on the list). 

¯ A student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may discuss the material 
with the student. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 

¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by teaching them 
strategies/skills on how to think critically about sources and analyze the research. 

¯ A tutor may recommend books and/or experts with whom to speak on the research topic. 

How to Assist in the Writing Process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 
¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own words. 

¯ Have the students talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Record the conversation 
a student is having trouble remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor should never write on 
student’s _~a_oer durina .any stage of the paper. 

¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out Ioud to see if ff makes sense and to listen for 
mistakes. 

¯ Teach them how to properly cite resources used within a paragraph. 

Proper Ways .to,, Proof, read/Edit a Paper 
¯ A tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 
¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content, circle misspelled 

words, punctuation, etc. 
¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an hour. 
¯ Do not read papers from a student’s storage device or laptop; read only from printouts. 
¯ Do not accept papers from students via emaih Should a student send you an email with a paper 

attached, simply reply stating that you are not permitted to assist the student with their paper that 
is sent electronically. Please instruct them to bring a hard copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you 
during your tutoring hours. 

¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and argument. 

¯ Review their works cited according to the appropriate style manual. 

¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she meant to say. 
¯ Have the studen~ read the paper out loud and liste~ for mistakes. 
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TUTOR POLICIES & PROCEDURES 

Reaulrements 
Tutoring is similar to any other employment opportunity. As such, the following are required: 

Foffow the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes 

Arrive on time for all sessions. If you will be late, please call the Tutor Coordinator. 

Be in the room assigned to you within the Academic Facility. 

In the event you must miss a tutoring session, please inform the Tutor Coordinator promptly so he or she can 
make alternative arrangements. 

A tutorial schedule of appointments and drop-in hours will be established. Work only the hours assigned or 
requested. The Tutor Coordinator assigns a~l tutor hours. Changes to the schedule must be made by the 
Tutor Coordinator ONLY. Tutors who work beyond the assigned hours without prior approval MAY NOT 
receive compensation. 

Neither student nor tutors may make appointments for private sessions. 

Approval for overtime hours must be made by the Tutor Coordinator ONLY. 

Release and Dismissal 
A tutor may be terminated for any of the following reasons: 

"1. Failure to uphold the general duties of a tutor as outlined in the handbook, including repeatedly failing to 

turn in feedback forms. 
2. Failure to observe the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 
3. Failure to keep tutoring appointments. 
4. Disruptive behavior that calls unfavorable attention to the tutor as a representative of the Academic Support 

Program for Student-Athletes, the student-athletes, or the University. 

5. Unscheduled sessions and/or sessions outside of the Academic Center. 
6. Violation of University or NCAA policies regarding academic honesty. 

Confidentiality 
Tutors are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss a student’s academic 
concerns only with the student and academic staff. You may not discuss the student’s academic concerns with other 
students, faculty, or members of the community or media. This would be a violation of the student’s right to privacy 
under the Buckley Amendment. Any breach of a student’s confidentiality will result in termination of employment. 

No Shows 
Wait 30 minutes and then check in with the staff to see if you should leave (or use best judgment). Make sure to 
document on your feedback form and record 30 minutes on your TIMS timecard. 

Evaluations 
You will meet periodically with the Tutor Coordinator to evaluate the effediveness of your tutor meetings. You will 
also be required to fill out an end of the semester evaluation form on your student and the tutor program. You are 
not personally evaluated by the grades of the students, but rather by your own performances in tutoring the students. 

Parkin.q 
Day: We will not provide parking passes or pay parking tickets for daytime Tutors. You wifl be responsible for 
covering your own parking expenses. 

Night: Tutors may park in non-gated lots on campus after 5:00pro. No parking fines are issued after that time except 
during special events. It is a first come, first serve basis, so spots are limited. You may also park on Stadium Drive or 
any other eligible parking lots. We will not provide parking tickets for the parking garages or pay for DPS parking 
tickets. 

Use of the Copy Machine 

All copies must be academic related and approved by a staff member. Any questions as to what this includes, 

please ask the Tutor Coordinator. 

You may also take advantage of using our computer ~ab and free printing for feedback forms, academic related 
materials, etc. Personal copying/printing is not permitted. 
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Weather 
Adverse Weather Hotline: 843-1234 
Jf we ore experiencing bc~d weather or have the threat of bad weather, please call the Tutorial Coordinator for 
details of the day’s meetings. If unable to reach the Ho~line, coil 962-9892 after 5pro for a message regarding our 
plans for the evening operation of the building. 

Announcements 

Please check your email periodically for important notes and announcements from the Tutorial Coordinator. 

Dress Code 
The Academic Center is a professional place of work. Even though you are working with students, our office is a 
place of business and a direct representation of the Coilege of Arts and Sciences, the Deportment o~: Athietics, and 
the University. Although formal business attire is not necessary, please abide by the following dress code. Your dress 
should convey to the students that they are working with o professional. If you would wear it out in the evenings, it is 
not to be worn at work: 

Acceptable: 
o Teacher!Business!Sport Casual 

Not Acceptable: 
o Low cut (cleavage baring), midriff exposing shirts or dresses 
o Gym clothes such as mesh shorts, spandex leggings, etc. 
o Strapless shirts or dresses 
o High cut (rear-end baring) shorts, skirts, or dresses 
o Excessively torn or worn blue ieans 

o Clothes denoting inappropriate messages or Iogos 

Behavior 
Do not engage in "extra-curricular" ~ctiv]ties with your student. 
Please refrain from using or allowing your student to use foul language. 
A tutor relationship is a special one of trust and respect. Be sure to not "cross" these lines. 

Cell Phones/Non-Academlc Websites/Music 
These items are PROHIBITED during your tutor meetings. This includes students and tutors. On RARE occasions, a cell 
phone must be answered. As a tutor, please do this in a professional manner. Also, there are times when tutors are 
waiting to help students. Please DO NOT use this time to text message, access non-academic websites, or use 
headphones to Iisten to music. This is NOT the example we are trying to set for our student-athletes. 

NCAA/UNC Academic Honesty Policy Form 
As a tutor for the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes, you are required to carefufly read, sign, and date 
the NCAA/Academic Honesty Policy Form. The form provides guidelines that should be followed throughout your 
employment with the Academic Support Center. it is a statement indicating tutors will abide by all UNC and NCAA 
guidelines as articulated by the Academic Support Program for S~’udent~Athletes. Failu!~e...to. comply will result in 
immediate termlnat~on of employment. 

Payment/Timesheets 

1. We use TIMS. All time worked is recorded through this time management system. Before you begin work, 

you must complete the 15 minute online training: http:/!finance.unc.edu/university-controlleritime- 
information-management-tim/welcome.html 

Pay rate is established on on hourly basis. No additional pay is granted for simultaneously tutoring a 
number of students during a given time period. No additional pay is granted for preparation time outside 
of your scheduled hours unless an academic counselor has requested your services for a special assignment. 
No hours will be paid for unauthorized unscheduled sessions. 
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3. All time for tutoring must be stamped in and out on TIMS. Your times must be consistent with the Daily 
Tutoring Feedback Forms for that pay period; any irregularities in times will not be honored. Time cards 
without approva|s cannot be submitted for payment. 

4. Time cards should be approved by noon on Friday of the pay period ending the following Sunday. If you 
tutor on Sunday, you must approve your timecard by IOpm that night. If you do not approve your 
tirnecard, you will not be able to be paid, and these hours will be lost. 

Paychecks will be issued only on a Direct Deposit basis; two weeks following the day time sheets were 
submitted. (See the Tutor Board in the resource room for Pay Schedule) 

6. If you run into an issue or problem with your timecard, please enter the information into the log next to the 
tutor computer in the lobby of the 2nd floor Academic Center. Do not emai} the Tutor Coordinator. If it is 
not in the log, it will not get fixed. 

7. You can use the computers in the Academic Center, download TIMS onto your own computer, or logan from 
anywhere using https://unctim.unc.edu/wfc/applications/wtk/htm]/ess/Iogon.isp. 

TIPS for TIMS 

1. Don~t forget to stamp in and stamp out. Computers available throughout the Academic Center. 

2. IMPERATIVF to LOG OFF not just X out of the screen. 

Approva~-~once you APPROVE your time card, the process is complete and NO changes can be made!! All time 
cards must be approved by NOON on FRIDAY of the time period. ~*IF YOU WORK ON SUNDAY, you must 
approve your timesheet by 10pm on SUNDAY. If you do not approve your timecard, you will not be paid for 
these hours. 

4. IF YOU MESS UP - you must fill out the TIMS log by the tutor computer in the lobby on the lobby of the 2n~ floor 
Academic Center. 

5. If you mess up, get it fixed BEFORE you approve the timecard 

6. Check your email for password expiration notices, if password expires, you cannot stamp in/out. 

Eliminate errors!!! Remind yourself; check your timecard after each log in and take responsibility for the 
accuracy of your timecard in order to be compensated appropriately for your work. Fixing mistakes is a 
complex process for our full time staff that can be avoided with your attention to this important detail. Thank 
you! 

FEEDBACK FORMS 

You MUST complete feedback forms at the completion of each session. These forms will be provided to you and must 
be submitted by the end of your session following your meeting. Please be thorough and prompt. Feedback forms 
need to be written for a ~professional" audience as they will be read by c~cademic staff members and possibly 
professors and coaches. Please be extremely detailed in your comments. 

You will not be paid for hours worked unless there is feedback corresponding to the recorded hours. They do not 
only serve as a record for hours worked but become a part of the student-athlete’s permanent file. Even ifyou have 
a face-to-face conversation with a staff member, you still need to submit a feedback form. 
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POLICY ON STUDENT-ATHLETES HIRING PRIVATE TUTORS (DRAFT Under Revision) 

While it is the goal of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes {ASPSA} to service the tutorial needs of all 

student-athletes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), there may be times when student-athletes 

wish to hire private tu~ors to assist them in reaching their academic goals. The ASPSA has enacted the policy below 

to govern such situations. 

Student-Athletes MAY: 

¯ Seek tutorial services from individuals no longer employed within the ASPSA (e.g., former tutor) or the 

Department of Athletics, or from members of the academic community who are not employed by the ASPSA 

or the Department of Athletics (e.g., Teaching Assistants, tutors on campus). In such instances, lhe student- 

athletes must pay the standard rate for such services, whether they are conducted in-person or 

electronically (e.g., tele]0hone, emai~, text message). Regardless of the relationships formed between 

student-athletes and former employees during their time with the ASPSA or Department of Athletics, or of 

those between student-athletes and members of the academic community, no tutoring services can be 

provided free of charge or at a reduced rate. 

¯ Hire a subject-specific tutor. Doing so, however, will require ~he student-athletes to forfeit their opportunity 

to utilize ASPSA tutorial services for tha~ same course during any term in which they utilize the private tutor. 

¯ Hire a general tutor to provide assistance with all subiect matter. Doina so, however, wil! reauire the 

student-athletes to forfeit their opportunity to utilize any ASPSA tutorial services durinq any term in which 

they utilize the private tutor. 

Continue to receive academic counseling from the professional ASPSA staff member assigned to their sport 

team. Interaction with this individual will not involve content tutoring. 

Student-Athletes MAY NOT: 

Hire institutional staff members currently employed by the ASPSA or the Department of Athletics. This 

includes, but is not limited to, tutors, academic counselors, learning specialists, coaches, and staff members 

with sport-specific responsibilities. 

Utilize the Loudermilk Center for Excellence for sessions with private tutors. Only individuals currently 

employed by the ASPSA may use the facility for tutorina session__s. All academic sessions with individuals not 

employed by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes must be conducted outside of any 

Department of Athletics’ facility. 

Monitoring and Consequences 

Student-athletes who obtain private lulors musl immediately r~otlfy thelr ASPSA academic counselor that they 

have done so. At the time of such notification, the student-athlete and private tutor will be required to complete the 

below form, indicating their understanding of all associated regulations, and return it to the ASPSA academic 

counselor. 

Failure to abide by this policy could result in disciplinary action, including potential dismissal from the team. 

Please clearly print all information below: 

Student-Athlete’s Name: 

Sport: 
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ASPSA Staff Member Assigned to Team: 

Tutor’s Name IPlease Print): 

Tutor’s Current or Former UNC Affiliation (please also specify time period): 

Subiect Area of Tutoring (specify general or specific course): 

Projected Time Period for Tutoring (e.g., Fall, 2012 semester): 

Projected Number of Tutoring Hours Per Week: 

Tutoring Fee Charged to Student-Athlete (e.g., $15/hour): 

By signing below, I certify that I understand the regulations associated with student-athletes hiring private tutors 

outside of those services provided by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. I understand that the 

student-athlete must pay the going rate for tutoring services, and I certify that the above information accurately 

reflects the arrangements I have made for these services. I understand that, should these arrangements be altered in 

any way, 1 will immediately notify the ASPSA staff member identified above. 

Student-Athlete’s Signature: Date: 

Tutor’s Signature: Date: 
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TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 

Course Syl|abus 

Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment 
deadlines. 

Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions 
are useful only for cursory review. 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s strengths and weaknesses in 
the course. 

¯ Assist the student in effective note taking. 

* Note-taking strategy video available at http:/!tearnincjcenter.unc.edu!services/handouts!Notetakin.a 
¯ Help them learn effective listening sk]t]s 

¯ Video available at h~t~:!!Iearninacenter.unc.edu/serviCeSr/handouts!Listen~na 
¯ Help them use note cards effectively 

* Video available at http:!!leam[ngcenter.unc.edu/services!handouts/NoteCards 
¯ Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments. 

Textbook 

¯ Help the student to read actively. 

¯ Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking hirer/her to look for maior themes. 

¯ Try the different strategies of reading texts 

¯ Reading strategy videos are found at ht~p~!!learningcenter.unc.edur!serviceso/handouts!readina_ handouts 

GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective 
note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of 
procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide 
rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture. 

Communication 

¯ Listen actively to the student--what her/she is saying and how her/she is saying it. 

¯ Ask open-ended questions that elicit conversation. 

¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a prob)em; this pinpoints where you need to begin with ~he student. 

¯ Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

¯ Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 
¯ Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
¯ If you are confronted w~th a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, inform the academic 

counselor for that student’s sport. 
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INITIAL MEETING 

Some Things to Cover in Your First Meeting: 

Course Syllabus 

Explain your role - this is a good way to connect. The student will want to know what you can do for them; 

so describe your strengths and how you can utilize these skills to help them. 

The student is probably going to wonder why they have to meet with you. Explain how their academic 
performance is extremely important, as coaches believe they can be a key player on the team. This is extra 
help to get them acclimated to what it takes to be a D-I student-athlete. 

¯ Review the syllabus to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment deadlines. 
¯ With syllabi, note which days will be missed due to competition. Encourage them to speak with professors 

about these absences IN ADVANCE!~ 
¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions 

are useful only for cursory review. 

¯ REQUIRE student to bring all syllabi, planning devices, and class materials to each meeting. This is 
ESSENTIAL!] You can help them learn to organize these materials and remain organized throughout the 
semester.* 

¯ Make sure your student has an understanding of: what their professor’s names are, grading system, when 
assignments are due, absence policy, late work policy, etc. (NAMES especially). 

Student Involvement 

Reiterate the attendance policy and how your student MUST contact their counselor if they are going to 
miss/be late for a meeting. 

Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective 
note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of 
procrastination and last minute efforts. 

Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide 
rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture [Wlodkowskb 2008). 

Get to Know One Another 
¯ Where is your student from? Ask them to tell you about their family. 
¯ What position does your student play? How is practice going? 
~ What does your student feel is their hardest class, why? Easiest? Why? 

¯ What was high school like for your student? How is it alike/different from college? 

¯ How is your student handling their sport and school? What do they feel are the challenges? How are they 
handling those challenges so far? 

¯ See what kind of organizational/time management tools your student is using. Can this be improved? Give 
suggestions. 

¯ inform him/her of your scheduled meeting times. 
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REGULAR I~IEETINGS 

Promote time management 
One of the best skills you can teach a student-athlete is to anticipate, a valuable life skiil that they can 
apply across the academic, athletic, and social aspects of their life (Martin, 1991}. So often for this age 
group, small, inconsequential tasks are not factored into the overall time commitment plan for the day 
(Stabeno, 2004): anticipate that you need to go to the bank, get a ride to campus, or take your computer 
to ITS. Not fulfilling your responsibilities due to unplanned events is not an excuse that a coach or professor 
will accept. 

One of the biggest struggles with freshmen student-athletes is understanding that study hall is not the only 
time in a day to crack the books. Using the block schedule worksheet in their academic p~anner, ask them to 
look for holes in their schedule that can be utilized to work on their coursework. 

Promote 

Promote 

�lass,r~pon$ibifity 
Encourage and motivate your student to strive for improvement and excellence, always] Distractibility is a 
plight of many of our student-athletes - talk through together the importance of sitting up front, away from 
friends, and avoiding distractions on the Internet. 

professor communication 

Learning the importance of establishing a relationship with professors may take time with your student. 
Rehearse the meeting - describe what the office may look like, talk about what the student’s goals might be 
in going to see a professor, and brainstorm questions that the student would like to discuss. Don’t forget to 
talk through what to do if the discussion does not go according to plan. As their tutor, you are modeling 
resilience! 

Promote 

Promote 

Promote 

orqanizafion 

Encourage your student to organize thei~ notebook, clean out their backpc~ck, and fi~e away any ~oose 
papers. Keeping the clutter to a minimum will he~p them reduce distraction, and focus. 

daily work 

One of the best academic habits you can instill in the student you are working with is to review class notes 
and reading every day. Ease the transition by starting with a focused activity rather than a time limit. 

Many underprepared students prefer to put off what they anticipate will be hard or discouraging work. 
Hands-on activities such as review games are a great way to ’sneak in’ the learning. 

academic skiffs through daily work 

Be active ~ engage your student by being active yourself, and give them different paths to obtaining 
knowledge. [f they are having a slow day, turn the tables on them by tossing them the chalk and having 
them get up at the board. 

Promote communication 

¯ Listen actively to the ~udent--what they are saying and how they are saying it. 

¯ Ask open-ended questions that elicit conversation. Keep directions short and explicit. 

¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. Reinforce positive academic behavior; give 

reassurance for efforts and improvements mode. 

Observe how the student approaches o problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 
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RED FLAGS: SITUATIONS AND STRATEGIES 

ISSUES OF MOTIVATION AND INJURY 

We are working with myriad issues within our large pool of student-athletes: 
challenges such as lack of motivation, learning disabilities, deficient ski~ls, or 
physical fatigue. When you see any red flags such as a drop in grades, 
productivity, or attitude, hit the ’pause button’ and look to see if you can determine 
what is happening beneath the surface. Try to pass onto your student what has 
worked for you, or ask what worked for them in high school, or what works for 
them in their sport. Try to parlay their feedback into habits they can utilize in their 
academics now. 

MOTIVATION: MID-S]~MESTER BLAHS AND }~EASSESSING AFTER DISAPPOINTMENT 

By the time a student-athlete reaches the mid-semester, they are most often pretty wiped out, and this is especially 
true for the freshmen, to whom this level of commitment is significantly amped up from what they have been used to. 
~n their high school they were the best-of-the-best, but in college, everyone is the best-of-the-best. Between practices, 
strength & conditioning, and weight lifting, even ~out of season’ isn’t really a break for student-athletes. Physically, 
they are exhausted. 

Mental exhaustion is harder to see, but in many ways can be even more debilitating. Student-athletes don’t really 
have vacations anymore because of their practice and game schedules, so although they may get slight breaks in 
their routine, they never truly get to ’get away from it al]’ the way the rest of us do. If your student hits a rough 
patch, they may begin to slide back into poor habits. 

Let your student know you feel the same way as they do sometimes. No, you can’t know the pressures they face 
every day as a scholarship student-athlete, but neither can they fully understand what you face in your life unless you 
share some of yourself with them -- perhaps drawing parallels between your lives. At a minimum you are teaching 
them to look beyond themselves, but it also builds trust and understanding. When they feel more attached, they will 
work harder (Harris, 1991). Take on a mindset that you & your student are turning a new corner together: new 
outlook, new attitude and new possibilities. 

Change up your routine: 

Together, read over the disappointing test or paper. Does your student see what they need to do differently to 
improve their grade? What steps can they take to make that happen? 

Ask your student to tell you two things they do and do not like about study haf~, then brainstorm together on how 
to capitalize on the ’likes.’ [t may be something like "1 can get my reading notes done." Perhaps make a goal to 
work ahead so that there is less to do over the weekend. 

Give your student praise for accomplishments, big or small. For the student who came to session with their 
homework completed, let them know you appreciate their efforts and will let their coach know. Even if they do 
not seem to care, it still matters to them on the inside. 

Have fun, stay firm, and find your own comfort zone. Tutoring is a uniquely wonderful position because you are 
combining aspects of your own personality with your love of teaching, and forming a persona[ relationship with a 
student who needs you. Be confident and mold the role to be your own. 

INJURY AND RED SHIRTING 
Injuries can be especially emotionally debilitating, and can bleed over into academics. No longer practicing or 
training, these students are now without their usual routine, with lots of time on their hands to worry about their future. 
They may fee] separate from their friends, and worried about how the injury may affect their future plans. 

For freshman who are red-shirting their freshman year, they can feel especially pessimistic, as if they are being left 
behind. They came in as a group, have worked hard for months to become a successful unit, but are not allowed to 
follow through as a unit. This can feel like a frustrating game of hurry-up-and-wait. Perhaps their roommate has 
became the newest star on the team, or they are emotionally down after talking to their high school buddies at other 
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schools, whose lives always seem greener. Add in a few bad grades, and you have one unhappy camper on your 
hands. 

"Learning to navigate the physical as well as emotional 
and psychologicc~l journey that characterizes the 
response to and recover from ;niury can be qu;te 
challenging, ln]uries are never predicted, always come 
at a ’bad’ time" (Parham, 2009). Your tutoring 
relationship can prove to be a comforting place where 
your student-athlete feels they can give voice to their 
fears= Wilt ! ever play again?    Wilt I lose my 
scholarshlp? WiII my team reiecf meg. If ! can°t go pro 
what am I going to do for ~he rest of my !ire? You will 
not be able to answer those questions, but in many 
ways, your simple act of listening con go a long way 
toward the student sorting out their thoughts in their 
own mind. 

This is one of those moments to try shaking up your 
routine a bit, and getting the student to focus on the 
possibilities the future holds, rather than dwelling on 
the misery of the here and now. For a red-shirred 
freshman or an injured student-athlete who is missing 
the season, remind them how they are getting faster and stronger through rehabilitation and training throughout the 
year, and will be that much more valuable on the field next fail 

As far as their course work with you goes, talk about how this is actually a tremendous gift. As your student 
progresses toward graduation, the courses wi~ grow steadily more difficult. They can actually turn this year to their 
advantage, both in the classroom and on the field. Use this time to focus so~ely on schoolwork. The reward will be a 
better foundation of knowledge and better grades. 
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RESOURCES 

TIPS FROM FORMER TUTORS 

It isn’t how much you know. It is how much they know you care. 

Maintain a professional relationship wTth the students; let them 
know that you hove high expectations from the beginning and 
create on environment where they are accountable for 

themselves,        their work        and        you. 

These students have a great dea~ of pressure on them. 
Remember to tell them how well they did when something goes 
well. Try to use a positive tone as much as possible when making 
corrections/suggestions. Some students are already self- 

conscious so they need encouragement as much as possible. 

Never accept "1 did it already" at face value; ask to see the evidence[ 

Don’t create a situation where the students are becoming too needy or dependent upon you. You want them to be 
accountable for their work and feel a sense of accomplishment. This sense of accomplishment leads to both 
confidence in themselves and motivation for future assignments/success. 

Be flexible! Plans can change quickly. Some things may not work getting the idea across. Be willing to go with it 
and try different things to get the into across to the guys. 

Always ask ’why’. Don’t just ask, "Does that make sense? Do you understandg. They can te~l you ’yes’ without having 
a clue why. Always, always, always ask ’why’, but also always be willing to take the time (and by time, sometimes it 
takes several minutes} to let them formulate and talk out their explanations until they come to whatever conclusion 
they reach themselves. You may have to prompt them a little by repeating something they lust said and tetting them 
finish or rephrase the thought, but make them explain it to you. BE PATIENT! 

Break down assignments in multiple ways to ensure that each individual student understands what they have to do (i.e. 
on the board, on their calendar, and/or in their notes). Don’t just tell them that we expect them to be organized; 
actually hold them accountable by checking their assigns/folders da]iy before they can leave. 

Never ever, ever forget to be straight with the students. Don’t sugar coat things. Due dates are due dates, and stuff 
has to get done. That’s iust the way it is. AJso, celebrate ... achievement. 

When you sense that your students need a break and are losing attention to what they’re doing let them take a 

break and come back. 
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STRATEGIES AND SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

READING TEXI"BOOKS 
The Hill Center Reading Program, 2009 

For struggling students, reading textbooks can be intimidating, frustrating, and even exhausting. While students with 
]earning disability accommodations from the University may use recorded textbooks, taking turns reading aloud short 
sections of the assignment can be a useful tool. Follow through by reviewing aloud the passages. Use this discussion 
as a lumping off point for the student to take notes using an outline format or story map. 

TEST TAKING 

The following tips are adapted from Fry (2000), Ellis (2007) and Harweff {2008). 

¯ Create an organized study plan that includes doily 1 0-15 minute reviews of each subject, followed by one 

hour weekly reviews. For the final, plan on a comprehensive review of 2-5 hours, including breaks. 

Prepare physically, mentally, and emotionally to reduce test anxiety and improve performance. Your 
student has worked so hard all semester; now is his time to make a strong showing and push through the 
finish line] Encourage them to use the study strategies you have worked on, get enough sleep and good 
food, and take confidence in al[ that they have achieved thus far. Let them know that test anxiety is normal, 
but help them re,ate it to the anxiety they may fee] before a game. Associate turning the anxiety they may 
feel into a desire to beat the opponent (the exam}, use their training (their work with you to improve their 
abilities), and prove they can be successful (high score). As their biggest fan, make sure you reward them 
after the exam with o big cheer - perhaps your own rendition of "the wave! 

IMPROVING MEMORY 

Adapted from Fry (2000), Harwell (2008), and The Hill Center (2009). 

Acronyms: AAA (Automobile Association of America) 

Acrostics: ROYGBtV (the order of the colors in a rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, etc.) 

Chaining: Create a story or images where each word you need to remember is linked to the next word you need. 

Chunking: Group facts together. 

Image-Name Technique: Shirley Temple - her curly (rhymes with "Shirley") hair around her temples 

Key Word Method: For foreign language - associate an English word that sounds like the foreign word. 

Mnemonics: Encode difficult-to-remember information in a way that is much easier to remember. 

Rehearsal: Write or recite the rnateriaf repeatedly. 
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USEFUL WEBSITES 

Computer problems: itarheeLcom 

Connect Carolina: rny.unc.edu 

UNC Into (majors): www.unc.edu 

Emaih webrnail.unc.edu 

ONYEN.. onyen.unc.edu 

Sakai: www.sakaLunc.edu 

Blackboard: www.blackboard.unc.edu 

Self-test to determine learning style: http://www.dartmouth.edu/~acskills/success/index.htrnl 

Demonstration videos on note-taking, study strategies, improving reading and retention: 
http://www, d a rtmouth.edu/- acskills/videos!index.htrnl 

Demonstration videos on the writing process: http://www.unc.edu/flirn/wc! 

USEFUL BOOKS 

Birsh, J. R.. (2005). Muttisensory teaching of basic language skills. Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 

Ellis, D. (1997). Becoming a master student. New York, NY: Houghton-Mifflin Company. 

Fry, R. (2000). How to study. Franklin Lakes, N J: Career Press. 

Harweff, J. M., & Jackson, R. W. (2008). The complete learning disabilities handbook. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Lunsford, A. A. (2008). The st. martin’s handbook. Boston, MA: Bedford/St. Martin’s. 

Martin, D. [1991 ). How to be a successful student. San Anselmo, CA: Martin Press. 

Quinn, P. O., Ratey, N. A., & Maitland, T. L. (2000). Coaching college students with ad/hd. Washington, DC: 
Advantage Books. 
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Great Expectations 
Balancin~ Support and Structure to Promote 
Student Growth and Success 



Context 

"As I understand it, this is your situation. You are trying to achieve two goals 
simultaneously, which is always very, very difficult." 

2 



Question 

How do you set high expectations ~br your 
students while still supporting their atttonomy? 

My goal: to provide research information as well as recommendations from 
experience and research, so that we can figure out how to better support our 

student-athletes. 
Specifically, I hope everyone here will be able to leave with a plan for how to 
develop a better relationship with the student they struggle with the most. 

3 



Outline 
Expectations 

Self>Determination Theory (SDT) 

Recommendations from SDT 

Sma|l Groups 

Specific Strategies 

Small Groups/Whole Class 

Small Groups/Whole Class: What strategies are 
working? What aren’t? What do 



How do you set expectations for your students 
while still supporting their autonomy? 

Setting expectations fbr: 

Students 

Ourselves 

For our relationships with the 

When setting expectations what often gets lost in the focus on supporting students 
is what our expectations are for ourselves as well as for our relationship with each 
student. 

Ourselves--never a hard line, but what are our general expectations for students. It’s 

amazing what a "1 don’t do that/I can’t help you that way" will do. "But, I can help 

you this way". If you get challenged, be honest. I don’t feel good when I do that, or, 

that doesn’t help you learn in the long run and that’s what I’m focused on. 

For the relationship--every student is different. Your expectations should not 

necessarily change, but how you react to/support your student in the process of 

growing to meet your expectations should. Also, the relationship is a great place to 

target with a goal. "1 want us to have better communication" 

5 



Relationship and Expectations 
How we interact ~ith our students communicates our 

expectations for them (~X/einstein, 2002) 

On the whole, students live up to (or down to) teacher’s 
s ’ ¯ students grow older (Valeski & Stipek, expectations, e, pecmll’y as ..... 

2001) 

"The expectation is for the position, not the player" 
-Brady Hoke, Head Coach, University of Michigan 

6 



Distal and Proximal Expectations 
Lone-term (distal) expectations for all students: .araduate. be able 
to read at the college level,          , 

Short-term (proximal) expectations fi)r individual students: 
maintain eligibility, understand how to write a thesis sentence, 

Using Brady Hoke’s quotation: 

, "The (distal) expectation is fi~r the 

This is one approach to trying to frame the question broadly. It is important to note 

the difference between over-arching expectations for our students ("you will be able 

to read at the college level") and short-term expectations (by the end of this month, 

we’ll be able to construct a thesis sentence without me telling you how to do it") 

Transition" Now that we understand that we can have both very high expectations for 

all students while still differentiating day-to-day expectations, let’s take a look at the 

theory that undergirds the question. 

7 



(Deci & Ryan, 1985) 

Students basic p~ychologlcal needs: 

Structure/Knowledge of 
Content 

Relation. hlp/Imolxement 

"For students to make self-determined behaviors, they will need to be competent 

(know how to do something), have some sense of relatedness (others have done this 

or something similar, or others will find value in what I am doing), and autonomy 

(ability to choose to make own decision)" 

In other words, students have the need to feel like they are able to accomplish tasks, 

the need to feel like they have people in their lives who are interested in/care about 

them, and the need to be able to have some control over their own decisions and 

outcomes. 

8 



Self-Determination? 

~’{W" ¯ 1 lm a big nod to Arboretum 
The schools failed me 
thank God the farm tau~zht me 
the value of a calloused hand 
how to work and plow this land 
and how even a modest crop 
will make your Pop the proudest man" 

-"Tobacco Road" by Common Market 

What can we identify in these lyrics as elements of self-determination 

Draw attention to the question mark afterward 

http ://www.youtu be.com/watch ?v=tlM U pZAWu F I 1:43 

9 



Fact ors Motivating Your 
Students 

Extrinsic: 

Relatedness: 

Autonomy: 

Others? 

Eligibility 

Structure/Knowledge 

10 



student-teacher 
(Reeve, 2009) 

Rely on inff~rmational, non-controlling language 

Acknowledge and accept students’ expressions of 
negative effect 

Provide explanatory rationales 

Nurture inner motivational resources 

Display patience to allow tilne for self.paced learning 
tO OCCU r 



Small Groups 
In a grt}up of 3-4 pet~p!¢, co!~ider the following qtlesti()I~tS: 

What are your expectations of your students? Where do 
you draw the line? 

With which recommendation(s) do you feel most 
confident? With whicl~ do you feel least confident? 

Is there a recommendation you plan to use more? 

Is there a recommendation you disagree with? 

5-10 minutes 

12 



Strategies for Building the 
Rdationship 

Communication should be clear, open, direct~ firm, yet caring 

! lse "we", but you have to mean ~t (also, possible issues) 

Questions, questions, questions 

-- How can we do things differently to be more successful next 

time? 

,." What can you do differently to be more successfl~| next time? 

Be aware of when you l~el pressure 

Tell the studet~t how you l~el 



Strategies for building the 
relationship 

Set ~oals for yourself or your relationship with them. Enlist 
their help in doinR so. This will not only model the behavior. 
but help you ~row as well 

Have structure, hut be willinv to admit when it isn’t working, 
and ask what the student what he thinks might work. You may 
have to adjust, but the process should be teamwork 

Every student is different-don’t expect what works with one to 
work with another 

Compliment eftbrt rather than ability 

Don’t be afraid to tell the student you’re frustrated with yourself for not being able to 

help them achieve their goals better this time around. This is a relationship, and it is 

always a two-way street. 

14 



Small Groups 
Which student do you stru~z~le with the most? 

How is your re[attonsl~p: 

How is v~,ur communication? 

Hc)w do you plan to in~prove£ 

Whid~ student do you ha~ the most success? 

How is your relationship? 

How is your communication? 

What can you appN to relationships with other students? 

Getting infi_~rlnation @ore your students: 

you found effective witl 



Open Questions 



How do we hold high 
expectations while 

student autonomy? 
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Power Point 

ASPSA Advisory Committee - May 8_2013 Presentation.pptx 

Tell me if you think the screen shot is in the right place. 

we need to add an intro slide??? 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 

Just seems strange to start the power point with that. Maybe 





T(YfOR FI~I~I)I~ACli FORM 

TUTOR NOTES AND FEEDBACK 



BENEFITS OF ELECTRONIC TUTOR 
FEEDBACK 

o Transparency on campus 

o Faculty gain better insight into our program 
o Could strengthen Professor/Student relations 

~ increased student engagement in tutor sessions 

0 Better Data Storage and Reporting capabilities 

o Instant access for Academic Counselors 
~ Potential for more detailed tutor notes 

~ Reduce the need for daily clerical work 

NOTE: 

Feedback sent to professors per student choice 



UPDATE 

Met with Kim Abels and Vicki Behrens on 2 occasions 
to view details of the system developed for the 
Writing Center for scheduling and tutor notes. 

Discussed the need for one data system to cover the 
needs of our department i.e. tutor appointment 
scheduling and maintenance, eligibility, academic 
counseling documentation, reporting, APK GSR, etc. 

Shift from Arts and Sciences to Provost oversight 

New direction under Michelle Brown 

Oasis 



TUTORIAL 
STAFF 

o Tutors - Graduate Students and 

community members 

o Graduate Learning Assistants 

(GLA) 

o Learning Assistants (LA) 

o s Monitors 
o Part-time assistance 

1 employed to process 

paperwork (i.e. Feedback Forms 

before and after sessions) and 
record student and tutor 

attendance 

60 Tutors/GLAs/LAs 



TUTORIAL STAFF 

Fall 20i2 42 4 4 51 

6 3 58 



PRIMARY 
SUBJECTS 
COVERED 

MATH/STAT 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE (SPAN, FREN, 

PORT, WOLO, ITAL) 

ENGLiLitjWriting 

EXSS 
SOCIAL SCIENCES (History, 
Geography, Poll Sci, Anthropology) 

ECON 

DRAM 

COMM 
SCIENCE (Biology, Chemistry, 

Physics, Geology, Psychology) 

PHIL 
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Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 
Academic Advising Orientation PowerPoint 
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Good afternoon, 
Attached are both the presentation and notes pages for Advising’s Day I session; it’s great information and good for us to know 

what is presented. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



Have slide up while waiting for students to settle - be sure they have had 

bathroom, stretch break before beginning. 

NOTE - give OL’s attendance sheet - they will check those here, add 

names of extras 

Presentation Start: I’m so and so from academic advising and will be 

working with you today and tomorrow to help you understand the 

curriculum and academic expectations at Carolina. Specifically (next 

slide) ... 

Introduce advisin~ 

P epare for e~istration 

o £ef~eshyouk~owed~e ofth cu cuum 

oAddc tca deta s 

o Statpannsg~a en~o me~t:t 

D~scuss academic expectat~oss a~ Ca~o~sa 

... we will be reviewing advising’s mission and the various types of 

’advisors’ you may encounter on campus, provide information to help 

you prepare for registration tomorrow while keeping long-term planning 

goals in mind and discuss the rigor of academics at Carolina. 

Some info familiar from module, online resources. 

Pay attention, since will be expanding on this info. 

Before we get started, I’d like to learn a little bit about you. (click...) 

Where are you from? 

What are you interested in? 

...This will help me to tailor my presentation - and also help you to learn 

about each other. 

(Advisors -Two options - DO NOT SPEND TOO LONG ON THIS!) 

Option 1. Go around room for who, where, what, ask name, where from, 

goals after grad (not necessarily major) 

Option 2. Involves more movement- pick 2-3 questions about ’where’ 

and 2-3 questions about interest. 

Ask students to stand up (or sit down) for different categories. 

Where from? Rural, suburban, city? 

In-state, out-of state, international? 

Other? Mountains, seashore, in between? 

HS class size? over 500, over 200, over 100, over 50 

What interested in? (go around room OR use questions): 

Who wants to work in health care (journalism, law, business) 

Who wants to go into research 

Who is interested in fine arts 

Continue with a language or learn a new one? 

Who wants to work in non-profit 

Who wants to go into business - for themselves, Ig corporation, 



Who is proud of being undecided? (worried?) 



> Locatos:SteeeB dn 

i 



Regardless of origins and interests, Academic 

Advising provides support for students. Tell you a 

little about our office and how we work with 

students. 

Academic advisors - every incoming student is 

assigned an advisor from our office. We are the 

primary advisors for incoming students and those 

with majors in A/S. We can help you understand 

curricular rules and regulations, provide planning 

tips and suggest resources for both academic and 

non-academic issues. 

Required meeting - can be met with scheduled 

appointment and/or first year advising workshop 

in fall or spring. Don’t wait! Our schedules fill fast. 

You can schedule an appointment from our 

website (next slides). 

Ask students: How many of you have been on our 

web page? Quick tour of some features that may 

be of use to you 

(((Keep this SHORT))) 

Home page: URL, Timely reminders and upcoming 

events: Carousel; Important links, Events. These 

change through the year. Also check registrar’s 

calendar, emails and other resources - you are 

responsible for dates/deadlines! 

Also has table showing how fields of study are linked to divisions and 

departments. Use to identify where to go to get more information on a 

topic within our office and elsewhere on campus. 

Click 

IN next slides, introduce you to About us, See an 

Advisor and For students. Be sure to check out 

the other areas as well. 

About us: Information on who we are, what we do 

and when and how to contact us. 

Structure outlines divisions within advising, with 

links to people and majors affiliated in each 

division. 

Click 



> Acade’~ c Depa~tme~ts 

c Ma o~/{aree~ re ated {~s ?a 

Othe~ offces 

s Stud~, abroad 
CareerSe~s± es 

See an Advisor: Outlines when and how to contact advising. Guidelines 

for visits requiring appt required and those suitable for walk-in. 

Includes Direct link to our online appointment scheduler (also found on 

home pg) 

Now move to ’For Students’ page 

For Students - Two key resources: 

Advice by student year - guidelines for planning and advising 

milestones during your 4 years 

General advice on course planning as well as tips for UNDC and diff types 

of majors. 

Transition: Now discuss other types of advising elsewhere on campus. 

Majority of departmental/major advising happens in dept. Also may 

want advice or have questions concerning a particular class - use office 

hours. 

Other offices may offer specialized advising. 

Speak w/your OL and Attend interest sessions today/tomorrow to learn 

more about these and other campus resources. 

Why might you need some of these resources now??? Two goals in 4 

yrs: 

1. To graduate with a major 

2. To prepare for life after UNC (career, grad/prof school, interests). 

While course lists may overlap, probably not identical. 



> Soca ad ustme~st 

~ Academ c earc~ n£ cupJe 

Bet you ~eady 

,,: Lstofpote ta courses 

~ F~st draft of sched~_ e tomo~ov,~ 



((Do NOT Read Slide)) 

You heard about these in this morning’s session. 

All things you may encounter that it may make 

sense to seek advice about. And may affect 

academics in unexpected ways. If you experience 

these or other issues, academic advising can help 

you find appropriate campus resources and can 

discuss ways to minimize personal and academic 

fall-out. 

Ask OL’s to contribute examples of adjustment 

issues they or others experienced. 

Note that registration is a process - start tomorrow, but schedule 

likely not final until Aug 26th (end of 1St wk of classes). 

Keys to registration - patience, persistence and flexibility. 

OLs continue by talking about any of the resources 

on this slide (or not on it). share something they 

know about the office, a friend’s experience or 

their own. The main point is to have students 

talking about the benefit of these offices. 

Best and brightest use these to rise even higher. 

Interest sessions available today and tomorrow for 

many of these. Check them out! Links to each of 

these found at studentsuccess.unc.edu 

Moving into second phase of presentation. This 

section geared towards getting you ready to 

register tomorrow while giving you tips on long- 

term planning. 

Review curriculum components and provide 

resources for choosing many course options. 



Let’s review your planning resources: Pull out Bulletin, FYG and FYS 

booklet. Use these to identify potential courses for Fall (and beyond). 

UG Bulletin -list of all possible courses, not just this semester. Also 

includes policies, major/minor reqt’s, course descriptions. Choose one 

course description to go through ( Chem 101/L, Stor 113, Phys 116, or 

other with pre-req, math reqt). 

New Student Guide - pp 39 - 75. (pocket dictionary, 7/11; your analogy 

here) info on suggested courses to explore, prepare for various 

majors/interests, list of some appropriate courses for FY. 

First Year Seminars - 3 hr courses - many count for GenEds, 24 students, 

in depth exploration of one aspect of field. 

Last three resources familiar from the advising module: 

Course search engine, Planning worksheet, Shopping Cart 

How many of you have already used these to put courses in your 

shopping cart? Want to point out the search engine very versatile - can 

search by GenEd type and can limit search using ’addt’l reqts (lecture, 

day, time, instructor, etc). Play with this when you get a chance! 

Engl 100/105 or elective/explore/requirement 

Language or elective/explore/requirement 

Major exploration and/or pre-requisite 

Major exploration and/or pre-requisite 

LFIT (lhr) 

Explore, approach, connection, elective, 

15 - 17 hrs    4-6 courses 

Here is what your 1St semester schedule will eventually look like. Note 

options based on your preparation and interests. 

Goal: 15 - 17 credit hours - usually 4-6 courses 

This gives you an option to drop a course (if needed) after the semester 

begins. 

In general, strongly recommend that you stick to introductory level 

courses 

Here are some criteria to help you identify a wide variety of potential 

courses to add to shopping cart: 

Interests - Some majors, sometimes a particular topic wish to explore. 

Requirements/Preparation - needed for future courses, programs, 

careers. Note, courses needed for specific major and those needed for 

future plans may or may not be the same. 

Prior credit - college credit expected from tests or early college/dual 

enrollment courses. May also choose to take placement tests at start of 

semester. 

Availability - Wide variety of courses offered, but limited seats in each. 

(Example: FYS - 24 seats each - 13 sessions, 3 reg waved each = 39 

registration groups. How many seats available to your group? OR 4000 

of you, 24 seats in class - how many will get? ) 



Here is where Flexibility pays off. HS exposed to 

limited options. Expand your horizons! 

Label each course 1, 2, 3 - need lots of 2’s! 



~ ~te~ests 

~ Possbecouses 

Next x minutes, you’ll be starting to fill out this form to use as a guide for 

tomorrow’s registration. Completed 13RR MUST be brought to your 

advising appointment in the morning, along with any test scores you 

have (in case not yet in system). We will be reviewing the curriculum 

components as you do this. Don’t worry if list not complete by end of 

our session - will have time this afternoon w/OL’s to work more. 

Interest - A, B, C. If know general areas of poss interest, let us know. 

Advisor assignments made based on what you tell us. 

A. Will declare the major for you, assign to advisor on that division; 

B. Assigned to division of first listed, 

C. Assigned an advisor, may be from any division. 

Prior preparation BE/PL/TR ask if know from module 

BE: Hours granted from AP/IB, some SAT Subject tests 

PL: recognition of content knowledge, but no hours. Can proceed to next 

course. 

TR: credit granted based on review of college transcript (must be sent to 

admissions by college, not HS) 

IVIore flexibility - in course choice and hours per semester. 

NOTE: Pre-requisites may be done, but that doesn’t mean nothing to 

take. Still need to adjust to college academics, take advantage of wide 

array of topics -you may be surprised! 

NOW: list tests taken, scores if known and poss requirements covered. 

list TR courses taken (names, topics) 

If time, open FYG, FYS and start reviewing course options. If already 

have courses in shopping cart, refine list, add alternatives, rank 

preferences (remember 1,2,3) 

(((Give time to fill out BE, TR, PL ))) 

Now, we’ll review the basic curr reqts. Remember, if already have some 

fulfilled, freedom to explore. OK to have more than one of each! 

> 

> 

> Connections 

What are t~ey? 

Whe~ sh®ud you take them? 

You’ve seen this before - in module and this morning’s presentation. 

Remind you of overall structure. Should not be new material! 

Tell me, what are these? 

(Basic skills, liberal arts - Goal: well-rounded education) 

When to take? (Foundations right away, Approaches Connections as 

you explore, prepare for major. This may look different with diff types 

of majors - ie Hum, Social, may finish by end of 2nd yr, Science majors 

may be working on these throughout all four). 

Remember - all students EXPECTED to finish ENGL and LFIT by end of 

first year. 



Review each category in following slides. 

Rx: Ene~ 100 !OS or elective, explore ~eqt 

OPEN FYG to page 64 

As you know, must take an English composition course at UNC or other 

college - no test exemption allowed. 

Two options: Standard 105 and 105i. (p43) Both composition, just differ 

in nature and content of writing. Explain 105i. 

How many already know which Engl course they will be aiming for? Write 

it down. 

Emphasize Early Drop deadline - Will NOT be allowed to drop Engl 

100, 105 after 2nd wk of class. 

Note attendance reqts. Not attending, poor grade are not reasons for 

exception to drop rule. 

Mo~’e for ~at o~s: 

Ask students to answer questions - proficiency in level 3, not necessarily 

3 semesters of college study. 

Level (course numbering - FYG open). 

ID - refer to Guide - online tests - how many have taken? Other 

languages, info in guide. 

Ask if any fluent in 2nd lang-ifyes, promise more on Day 2. Do NOT go 

into heritage vs native now. 

Level 1 placement - may be appropriate. Fine to take, just understand 

hrs don’t count in 120. 

May or may not get language this fall. This OK. Note level 1 of some lang 

only offered in fall - try in Summer or next fall. 

G form hek t 

Again, have students answer questions: College Algebra. Does NOT 

fulfill O,R, but is pre-requisite for may courses that do. 

Possible to graduate without Math 110, but certain majors and courses 

require it. Refer to Major info in FYG. Do majors you are considering 

require/recommend Math 110? 

Bottom line: Must have if ever intend/need statistics, business, math, 

most science courses. 

NOTE - may not choose to take Math 110 without appropriate 

placement - test, TR credit - must place in or place out 

Fill out Math info on GRR form now. 

Also list potential options for QR courses. All need to fulfill this 

requirement, but diff ways to do so. Expand depending on your group. 

NOTE if sci/math/prehealth: Must show score conferring Math 110 PL 

tomorrow to be allowed to register for Chem 101. This is absolute. 

For other courses, can register tomorrow, but MUST confirm score 

before classes start. (honor pledge in Math courses) 



If don’t yet have score, must wait. This OK. 

Note, if have Chem 101 Score, may register for 

Chem 102. 



Review (ps 

o Wha s 

s Whendoyo needtotake t? 

o ow many trees can yon ta~e t? 

More information 

. Coursellee access toreq ~ed ot~ ne mod es} 

- Cano yre~ster nf~styeas{fa sprr~8} 

o LFTvsP YA structured actvty, notacademc 

May overa wt}~ other requ rements 
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> 2 Physica~ & Life Science {PL, PX} 
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Have students answer questions: 

Combination of Physical Activity with online 

module on healthy lifestyle 

I hr academic graded credit 

Not all will get spot in fall - if not take in spring. 

Expectation is 1St yr. 

Take once only - don’t be too picky - if want 

specific skill, consider PHYA later (no academic 

credit). 

Your curriculum actually has a title: "Making Connections". p44 The 

Connections component exemplifies that underlying philosophy of the 

curriculum by encouraging you to build and expand on the liberal arts 

Approaches. This is done by encouraging you to ’connect’ your liberal 

arts general education courses as much as possible to majors and minors, 

and to each other. Learn more details about these (and other reqts) in 

required advising session next year. 

For example Anthropology 101 fulfills both the SS approach and the 

Global Issues Connection. See FYG, Course search and UG Bulletin for 

more information. 

Better multiple courses you enjoy than a few you detest. 

You heard basics on this in module and this am, we 

will elaborate. Encourage you to use GenEds to 

explore interests and majors. Review lists of 

introductory courses for various majors pp 49-51. 

Start writing down options for these as we review. 

1. Remind you of science reqts. If group NOT sci 

majors, don’t necessarily need sci in fall. If science 

major or pre-health career even remote possibility, 

good idea to start necessary sequences. Chem 101 

(if 110) or Biol 101 (if not). 

Need at least one course with lab - this may be 

sep registration (3+1) or may be integral to course 

(4+0). In 3+1, Can choose to take lab now or later, 

in 4+0, must take now. 

2. Two types - Historical Analysis and Social 

Science. One course must be HS. Other two may 

be either HS or SS. Three courses must come from 

at least two different departments - thus, can’t 

satisfy with three ’HIST’, three ANTH or other. 

Note that not all ’Historical’ taught by ’History’ 

Dept. Use course search to help identify options. 

3. One course each in Visual and Performing 

Arts, Literary Arts and Philosophical 

Reasoning. Again, note that multiple 

departments offer courses that can satisyf 

each category. Example: PH offered by 

Phil and also, Anth, Reli, Computer 

Science, Sociology and PoliSci. 

Dramatic arts offers courses for LA and for VP 

(not both at once...) 



6oa:BaanceWpesofco~Jrsesaswe astmes 

15 - 17 unts o~- hrs ot credt 4-6 courses 

S89 ~-Frst Yea~ Sere nars no pre~eq@s tes 
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200 - 399 - ~termed ate 

400 ~ 699 - Advanced 
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Back to prescription. Now see why have 

alternatives. Some of you may have number of 

reqts fulfillied, in other cases, space may or may 

not be available in first choice courses. Need to 

have many., many options. Flexibility, patience 

and persistence. Next, show some examples of 

what your schedule might look like. 

Understand numbering: <89, 100’s, 200-300’s, 400-600’s Can differ by 

department, but in general, check w/instructor before enrolling in 

intermediate and more advanced courses as first year. 

(can elaborate as appropriate to your group - science - do NOT 

recommend 200’s, OK for Math if placement.) 

No need to go through details of all three - hit 

highlights, but can focus on one appropriate to 

your group. 

For all: Recitations 

Drop option: Most courses 8 weeks, but 

ENI3L, LANI3 only through day 10. 

Remind that ENI3L and LFIT expected to be 

done in first year. 

***UNITS of credit = credit HOURS 

Go through Review quickly.., average 15 hours per 

semester to finish in 8 

Minimum of 12 hours ea semester - big deal to 

change to part-time! 

All did well in HS or wouldn’t be here. How many 

of you got through by glancing at the book the 

night before the exam? This will change... (Can 

ask OL about adjustment of self of friends) 

Math - if avg 3 hours study/hour, a 15 hr course 

load implies 45 hrs of time outside of class. Time 

required for labs and for recitations - plan for this. 



[~ht semesters 

2~0 

Pass at east 9 

P/D/D÷!F rules 
Cantfuf requirements 

~ot ta~_sht b your ma o~T/m nor depa*tme ts 

Lfetme mt ~ihrs 

Review Eligibility rules 

Understand that none of you can imagine having trouble with this now. 

Remember, if run into unexpected difficulty in fall, best to seek advice 

quickly (instructor, advisor, other resources) 

One option may seem tempting - but only useful in very specific 

situations> P/d/dplus/f. Explain ’d’ 

If questions about particular course, walk-in to see advisor in the fall. 

Go through each step 

> You wi~ need lots of choices 

11:50 

Discuss ways to explore - in addition to resources, talk to other students 

about classes, they’ve enjoyed, 

> E~ectives are your friends 

> Explore! 



~ Engl lO0/lOS or 

2. Language or 

3. Major exploration and/or 

4. Major exploration and/or 

s, LFIT(lhr) 

elective/explore/requirement 

elective/explore/requirement 

pre-requisite 

Explore, approach, connection, elective, 

15 - 17 hrs    4-6 courses 

Here is what your Ist semester schedule will eventually look like. Note options based 

on your preparation and interests. 

Goal: 15- 17 credit hours- usually 4-6 courses 

This l]ives you an option to drop a course (if needed) after the semester bel]ins. 

In l]eneral, stronl]ly recommend that you stick to introductory level courses 
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Have slide up while waiting for students to settle- be sure they have had bathroom, 

stretch break before beginning. 

NOTE - give OL’s attendance sheet - they will check those here, add names of extras. 

Presentation Start: I’m so and so from academic advising and will be working with 

you today and tomorrow to help you understand the curriculum and academic 

expectations at Carolina. Specifically (next slide) ... 



Introduce advising 

Prepare for registration 

o Refresh ,�our knowledge of the curriculum 

o Add critical details 

o Start planning fall enrollment 

Discuss academic expectations at Carolina 

... we will be reviewing advising’s mission and the various types of ’advisors’ you may 

encounter on campus, provide information to help you prepare for registration 

tomorrow while keeping long-term planning goals in mind and discuss the rigor of 

academics at Carolina. 

Some info familiar from module, online resources. 

Pay attention, since will be expanding on this info. 

Before we get started, I’d like to learn a little bit about you. (click...) 
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Where are you from 

What are you interested in? 

... This will help me tailor presentation -also help you learn about each other. 

(Advisors - Two options) 

Option 1. Go around room, ask name, where from, l~oals after l~rad (not necessarily 

major) 

Option 2. Involves more movement- pick 2-3 questions about ’where’ and 2-3 

questions about interest. 

Ask students to stand up (or sit down) for different catel~ories. 

Where from? Rural, suburban, city? 

In-state, out-of state, international? 

Other? Mountains, seashore, in between? 

HS class size? Sit down if over 500, over 200, over 100, over 50 

What interested in? (1~o around room OR use questions: 

Who wants to work in health care (journalism, law, business) 

Who wants to 1~o into research 

Who is interested in fine arts 

Continue with a lanl~ual~e or learn a new one? 

Who wants to work in non-profit 

Who wants to 1~o into business - for themselves, I1~ corporation, 

Who is proud of beinl~ undecided? (worried?) 
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Every incoming student 

Assigned advisors by division 

Based on interest/major 

o What we do 
Strident issues we deal with direct ~/(p 

Academ c (add, drop, p!annin{~) 

Clar tying po icies 

’~ Non academ c ssues affectin8 academics 

,, Referrals to other campus offices 

<, Visits by walk-ins and appointments 

Must schedule at least one appointment before April 

Location: Steele Building 

Regardless of origins and interests, Academic Advising provides support for students. 

Tell you a little about our office and how we work with students. 

Academic advisors - every incoming student is assigned an advisor from our office. 

We are the primary advisors for incoming students and those with majors in A/S. We 

can help you understand curricular rules and regulations, provide planning tips and 

suggest resources for both academic and non-academic issues. 

One planning meeting must be scheduled in your first year-can be met with 

scheduled appointment and/or first year advising workshop in fall or spring. Don’t 

wait! Our schedules fill fast. You can learn more about our office and schedule an 

appointment on our website (next slides) 
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Ask students: How many of you have been on our web pal~e? Quick tour of some 
features that may be of use to you 

(((Keep this SHORT))) 
Home Pal~e: URL, Timely reminders and upcominl~ events: Carousel; Important links, 
Events. These chanl~e throul~h the year. Also check rel~istrar’s calendar, emails and 
other resources - you are responsible for dates/deadlines! 
IN next slides, introduce you to About us, See an Advisor and For students. Be sure 

to check out the other areas as well. 
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About us: Information on who we are, what we do and when and how to contact us. 
Structure outlines divisions within advising, with links to people and majors affiliated 

in each division. 
Also has table showing how fields of study are linked to divisions and departments 

See an Advisor: Outlines when and how to contact advising. Guidelines for visits 
requiring appt required and those suitable for walk-in. 

Direct link to appointment scheduler (also on home pg) 

For Students 
Advice by student year - guidelines for planning and advising milestones 
during your 4 years 
General advice on course planning as well as tips for UNDC and diff types of 
majors. 

Advice on how to prepare for advising appt. 
Concluding statement, video end. 
Transition: Now discuss other types of advising elsewhere on campus. 
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About us: Information on who we are, what we do and when and how to contact us. 
Structure outlines divisions within advisinl~, with links to people and majors affiliated 

in each division. 
Also has table showinl~ how fields of study are linked to divisions and departments 

See an Advisor: Outlines when and how to contact advisinl~. Guidelines for visits 
requirinl~ appt required and those suitable for walk-in. 
Direct link to appointment scheduler (also on home PI~) 

For Students 
Advice by student year - l~uidelines for planninl~ and advisinl~ milestones 

durinl~ your 4 years 
General advice on course planninl~ as well as tips for UNDC and diff types of 
majors. 

Advice on how to prepare for advisinl~ appt. 

Concludinl~ statement, video end. 
Transition: Now discuss other types of advisinl~ elsewhere on campus. 
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See an Advisor: Outlines when and how to contact advisinl~. Guidelines for visits 
requirinl~ appt required and those suitable for walk-in. 

Includes Direct link to our online appointment scheduler (also found on home PI~) 

Now move to ’For Students’ pal~e 
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For Students - Two key resources: 
Advice by student year - l~uidelines for planninl~ and advisinl~ milestones durinl~ 

your 4 years 
General advice on course planninl~ as well as tips for UNDC and diff types of 
majors. 

Transition" Now discuss other types of advisinl~ elsewhere on campus. 
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Academic Departments 

Maior/career related (p 
D rector of UG Studies~ St~Jdent Services Mana£er, Facu t}~ Adv sots 
Some majors require faculty advis ng each seines er 

Instructional resources 
Course instrb~ctors, ]As offce hours~ su~pleme~tal study sessions, resources 

Other offices 
Study abroad 

Career Services 
::::, Graduate,, pre-professional (health, law~ 8tad school; p 75) 

Complementary to, but not substitutes fo[, Academic advising 

Majority of departmental/major advisinl~ happens in dept. Some depts have faculty 

who spend some time in Steele. 

Also may want advice or have questions concerninl~ a particular class - use office 

hours. 

Other offices may offer specialized advisinl~. 

Speak w/your OL and Attend interest sessions today/tomorrow to learn more about 

these and other campus resources. 

Why mil~ht you need some of these resources now??? Two l~oals in 4 yrs: 

1. To l~raduate with a major 

2. To prepare for life after UNC (career, l~rad/prof school, interests). 

While course lists may overlap, probably not identical. 
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Social adjustment 
~ Awa’~ from home, Roommate~ Laundry, II!ness 

Unexpected obstacles 

Academic learning curve 

o Find more expected of you outside of cans on exams 

~ Not j~Jst more hours, but different type of understand n£ of material 

Fewer £rades, hi£her stakes 

((Do NOT Read Slide)) 

You heard about these in this morninl~’s session. All thinl~s you may encounter that it 

may make sense to seek advice about. And may affect academics in unexpected 

ways. If you experience these or other issues, academic advisinl~ can help you find 

appropriate campus resources and can discuss ways to minimize personal and 

academic fall-out. 

Ask OI.’s to contribute examples of adjustment issues they or others experienced. 
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Campus Ilealth Services 

Graduate & Pre-Professional Advising 

OLs continue by talking about any of the resources on this slide (or not on it). share 

something they know about the office, a friend’s experience or their own. The main 

point is to have students talking about the benefit of these offices. 

Best and brightest use these to rise even higher. 

Interest sessions available today and tomorrow for many of these. Check them out! 

Links to each of these found at studentsuccess.unc.edu 
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Moving into second phase of presentation. This section geared towards getting you 
ready to register tomorrow while giving you tips on long-term planning. 
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To get you ready 

Refresh know edge of curriculum 

,,, Provide more info on various components 

List of potential courses 

First draft of schedule tomorrow 

Fine-tune between Aug 2~, 26 

Patience, Persistence and Flexibilit’f 

Review curriculum components and provide resources for choosinl~ many course 

options. 
Note that rel~istration is a process - start tomorrow, but schedule likely not final 

until Aul~ 26th (end of Ist wE of classes). 
Keys to rel~istration - patience, persistence and flexibility. 
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Let’s review your planning resources: Pull out Bulletin, FYG and FYS booklet. Use 

these to identify potential courses for Fall (and beyond). 

UG Bulletin - list of all possible courses, not just this semester. Also includes policies, 

major/minor reqt’s, course descriptions. Choose one course description to go 

through (Chem 101/L, Stor 113, Phys 116, or other with pre-req, math reqt). 

New Student Guide- pp 39- 75. (pocket dictionary, 7/11; your analogy here) info 

on suggested courses to explore, prepare for various majors/interests, list of some 

appropriate courses for FY. 

First Year Seminars - 3 hr courses - many count for GenEds, 24 students, in depth 

exploration of one aspect of field. 

Last three resources familiar from the advising module: Course search engine, 

Planning worksheet, Shopping Cart 

How many of you have already used these to put courses in your shopping cart? 

Want to point out the search engine very versatile-can search by GenEd type and 

can limit search using ’addt’l reqts (lecture, day, time, instructor, etc). Play with this 

when you get a chance! 
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~ Engl lO0/lOS or 

2. Language or 

3. Major exploration and/or 

4. Major exploration and/or 

s, LFIT(lhr) 

elective/explore/requirement 

elective/explore/requirement 

pre-requisite 

Explore, approach, connection, elective, 

hours    4-6 courses 

Here is what your Ist semester schedule will eventually look like. Note options based 

on your preparation and interests. 

Goal: 15- 17 credit hours- usually 4-6 courses 

This l]ives you an option to drop a course (if needed) after the semester bel]ins. 

In l]eneral, stronl]ly recommend that you stick to introductory level courses 
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Interests - Curiosity! 

University Requirements - GenEds, electives 

Preparation (pre--requisites) - possible majors or careers 

Previous credit - Exam Credit or Placement; Transfer credit 

Course availability-You’ll need lots of options! 

Here are some criteria to help you identify a wide variety of potential courses to add 

to shoppinl~ cart: 

Interests - Some majors, sometimes a particular topic wish to explore. 

Requirements/Preparation - needed for future courses, prol~rams, careers. Note, 

courses needed for specific major and those needed for future plans may or may not 

be the same. 

Prior credit - collel~e credit expected from tests or early collel~e/dual enrollment 

courses. May also choose to take placement tests at start of semester. 

Availability- Wide variety of courses offered, but limited seats in each. (Choose one 

example: FYS - 24 seats each - 13 sessions, 3 rel~ waved each = 39 rel~istration 

l~roups. How many seats available to yourl~roup? OR 4000 of you, 24 seats in class- 

how many will l~et a seat?) 

Here is where Flexibility pays off. HS exposed to limited options. Expand your 

horizons! 

Label each course 1, 2, 3- need lots of 2’s! 
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Interests 

BE, TR, PL (p 52°57) 

Possible courses 

Next x minutes, you’ll be startinl~ to fill out this form to use as a l~uide for tomorrow’s 

rel~istration. Completed GRR MUST be broul~ht to your advisinl~ appointment in the 

morninl~, alonl~ with any test scores you have (in case not yet in system). We will be 

reviewinl~ the curriculum components as you do this. Don’t worry if list not complete 

by end of our session-will have time this afternoon w/OL’s to work more. 

Interest - A, B, C. If know l~eneral areas of poss interest, let us know. Advisor 

assil~nments made based on what you tell us. 

A. Will declare the major for you, assil~n to advisor on that division; 

B. Assil~ned to division of first listed, 

C. Assil~ned an advisor, may be from any division. 

Prior preparation BE/PL/TR - ask if know from module. 

BE: Hours l~ranted from AP/IB, some SAT Subject tests 

PL: recol~nition of content knowledl~e, but no hours. Can proceed to next course. 

TR: credit l~ranted based on review of collel~e transcript (must be sent to admissions 

by collel~e, not HS) 

More flexibility- in course choice and hours per semester. 

NOTE: Pre-requisites may be done, but that doesn’t mean nothinl~to take. Still need 

to adjust to collel~e academics, take advantal~e of wide array of topics - you may be 

surprised! 

NOW: list tests taken, scores if known and poss requirements covered. 

list TR courses taken (names, topics) 

If time, open FYG, FYS and start reviewinl~ course options. 
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Bring out planning worksheet - If already have courses in shopping cart, refine list, 

add alternatives, rank preferences (remember 1,2,3) 

(((Give time to fill out BE, TR, PL ))) 

Now, we’ll review the basic curr reqts. Remember, if already have some fulfilled, 

freedom to explore. OK to have more than one of each! 
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Foundations 

Approaches 

Connections 

What are the,i? 

When should you take them? 

You’ve seen this before- in module and this morninl~’s presentation. Remind you of 

overall structure. Should not be new material! 

Tell me, what are these? 

(Basic skills, liberal arts - Goal: well-rounded education) 

When to take? (Foundations ril~ht away, Approaches Connections as you explore, 

prepare for major. This may look different with diff types of majors - ie Hum, Social, 

may finish by end of 2nd yr, Science majors may be workinl~ on these throul~hout all 

four). 

Review each catel~ory in followinl~ slides. 
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Rx: Engt lO0, 105 or elective, explore, reqt. 

.:. Placement into ~100 or 

No exemption by exam, TR credit can count. 

o 105i option - discipline specific (p 43) 

Social Sciences, NaturaI Sciences, Humanities 

Business, Lav~; Medicine 

Required in first year (fall or spring) 

Drop deadline: 10th day of class. 

OPEN FYG to pal~e 64 

As you know, must take an Enl~lish composition course at UNC or other collel~e - no 

test exemption allowed. 

Does anyone have any questions about this? (if yes, continue, if no move on after 

remindinl~ about attendance and drop) 

Two options: Standard 105 and 105i. (p43) Both composition, just differ in nature 

and content of writinl~. Explain 105i. 

How many already know which Enl~l course they will be aiminl~ for? Write it down. 

Emphasize Early Drop deadline - Will NOT be allowed to drop Enl~l 100, 105 after 

2nd wk of class. 

Note attendance reqts. Not attendinl~, poor l~rade are not reasons for exception to 

drop rule. 
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Review (FYG pgs 54, 56 and 64~65): 

:: How many levels of foreign language are needed? 

:: What is a ’level’? 

: How do you identify your level? 

More 

© 

© 

o 

© 

information: 

High School Foreign {HSFL): Level 1 hours count for semester,, 
but not graduation, Subsequent levels will count. 

Fine to start new language or continue old 

If fluent in another language: nativespeakers@unc.edu 

Many languages have major or minor options. 

Drop deadline: 10t~ day of class. 

Ask students if they can answer questions. If yes, move on (proficiency in level 3, not 

necessarily 3 semesters of college study). 

Level (course numbering- FYG open). 

ID- refer to Guide- online tests - how many have taken? Other languages, info in 

guide. 

Ask if any fluent in 2nd lang - if yes, promise more on Day 2. Do NOTgo into 

heritage vs native now. 

Level 1 placement- may be appropriate. Fine to take, just understand hrs don’t 

count in 120. 

May or may not get language this fall. This OK. Note level 1 of some lang only 

offered in fall - try in Summer or next fall. 
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What is Math 1107 is it a @R? 

Who needs Math 1107 (pp 4991, 53, 64661 

Do you need Math 220? Now? Ever? 

Expanded information 

¢ GRR form check list 

:: List vour options 

o if needed, register for SAT 2 Subject test in October, 

o Anyone plannin8 Chemistry? 

Al~ain, Ask if students can answer: Collel~e AIl~ebra. Does NOT fulfill O,R, but is pre- 

requisite for may courses that do. 

Possible to l~raduate without Math 110, but certain majors and courses require it. 

Refer to Major info in FYG. Do majors you are considerinl~ require/recommend Math 

ii0? 

Bottom line: Must have if ever intend/need statistics, business, math, most science 

courses. 

NOTE- may not choose to take Math 110 without appropriate placement-test, TR 

credit- must place in or place out 

Fill out Math info on GRR form now. 

Also list potential options for O,R courses. All need to fulfill this requirement, but diff 

ways to do so. Expand dependinl~ on your l~roup. 

NOTE if sci/math/prehealth: Must show score conferrinl~ Math 110 PL tomorrow to 

be allowed to rel~ister for Chem 101. This is absolute. 

For other courses, can rel~ister tomorrow, but MUST confirm score before classes 

start. (honor pledl~e in Math courses) 

If don’t yet have score, must wait. This OK. 

Note, if have Chem 101 Score, may rel~ister for Chem 102. 
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Review (p43} 

<:> What is it? 

o When do you need to take it? 

o How many times can you take it? 

More information 

<, Course fee (access to required online modules) 

o Can only register in first year (fall, spring) 

~::, LFIT vs PHYA (structured activity, not academic hours) 

Have students answer questions: 
Combination of Physical Activity with online module on healthy lifestyle 

1 hr academic l~raded credit 
Not all will l~et spot in fall - if not take in sprinl~. Expectation is Ist yr. 
Take once only - don’t be too picky - if want specific skill, consider PHYA later (no 

academic credit) 
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2 Physical & Life Science (PL, PX) 

~:, at least one w! lab 
,,, 3+:Z vs 4+0 

3 Social Behavioral Sciences {HS, SS) 
~, Atleast one 

2 departments 

Humanities & Fine Arts (VB LA, PH) 

Overall: 

o Eight separate courses (p 43} 
o Use to explore options, not iust fi!l requirements 
o Consider impact of credit you may already have 

You heard basics on this in module and this am, we will elaborate. Encoural~e you to 

use GenEds to explore interests and majors. Review lists of introductory courses for 

various majors pp 49-51. Start writinl~ down options for these as we review. 

1. Remind you of science reqts. Ifl~roup NOTsci majors, don’t necessarily need sci 

in fall. If science major or pre-health career even remote possibility, l~ood idea to 

start necessary sequences. Chem 101 (if 110) or Biol 101 (if not). 

Need at least one course with lab-this may be sep rel~istration (3+1) or may be 

intel~ral to course (4+0). In 3+1, Can choose to take lab now or later, in 4+0, must 

take now. 

2. Two types- Historical Analysis and Social Science. One course must be HS. Other 

two may be either HS or SS. Three courses must come from at least two different 

departments - thus, can’t satisfy with three ’HIST’, three ANTH or other. Note that 

not all ’Historical’ taul~ht by ’History’ Dept. Use course search to help identify 

options. 

3. One course each in Visual and Performinl~ Arts, Literary Arts and Philosophical 

Reasoninl~. Al~ain, note that multiple departments offer courses that can satisyf 

each catel~ory. Example: PH offered by Phil and also, Anth, Reli, Computer 

Science, Sociolol~y and PoliSci. 

Dramatic arts offers courses for LA and for VP (not both at once...) 
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"Making Connections’ Curriculum (p42o44} 

Eisht requirements extending foundations and approaches 

CI, QIi2~’d QR - extend foundations 

US, NA, BN, GL - add 8eographic diversity 

WB- provide temporal context 

EE -- application beyond the classroom 

Ma,¢ overlap with other requirements 

Can search for specific connections 

Your curriculum actually has a title: "Making Connections". p44 The Connections 

component exemplifies that underlying philosophy of the curriculum by encouraging 

you to build and expand on the liberal arts Approaches. This is done by encouraging 

you to ’connect’ your liberal arts general education courses as much as possible to 

majors and minors, and to each other. Learn more details about these (and other reqts) 

in required advisinl~ session next year. 

For example Anthropology 101 fulfills both the SS approach and the Global Issues 

Connection. See FYG, Course search and UG Bulletin for more information. 
Better multiple courses you enjoy than a few you detest. 
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En@lO0il05 

Major exploration 

Major exploration 

LFi~ (lhr} 

or elective/explore/requirement 

and/or isite 

and/or isite 

Explore, approach, connection, elective, 

15- 17 units or hrs of credit 4°6 courses 

Goal" Balance types of courses as well as times 

Here is what your Ist semester schedule will eventually look like. 

Now understand need for options - may or may not l]et Enl]l, Lanl] or LFIT in Ist 

semester. 

Note lots of options based on your preparation and interests. 

Goal: 15- 17 credit hours- usually 4-6 courses 

This l]ives you an option to drop a course (if needed) after the semester bel]ins. 

In l]eneral, stronl]ly recommend that you stick to introductory level courses 
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i5 hours 

LFIT in Spring 

Note recitations 

:14 honors - CAUTION! 
No ’drop option’ 

Max: two math/science 
Max: one associated lab 

17 hours 

£NGL in Spring 

Max: two analytical courses 

No need to go through details of all three- hit highlights, but can focus on one 
appropriate to your group. 

For all: Recitations 
Drop option: Most courses 8 weeks, but ENGL, LANG only through day 10. 
Remind that ENGL and LFIT expected to be done in first year. 

***UNITS of credit = credit HOURS 
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Review 

o 120 / 15 = 8 semesters 

o Minimum 12 hours/semester 

Additional information 
<~ In class vs study time (2°4 hoists out for every, hour 

:~ Labs, recitations 

o Drop policy- start w/15-17 

Why might S~ou drop a course? 

~ Dates (online Sept 3d, n person Oct 14~-~} 

Go throul~h Review quickly.., averal~e 15 hours per semester to finish in 8 

Minimum of 12 hours ea semester- bil~ deal to chanl~e to part-time! 

All did well in HS or wouldn’t be here. How many of you l~ot throul~h byl~lancinl~ at 

the book the nil~ht before the exam? This will chanl~e... (Can ask OL about 

adjustment of self of friends) 

Math- ifavl~ 3 hours study/hour, a 15 hr course load implies 45 hrs of time outside of 
class. Time required for labs and for recitations - plan for this. 

Emphasis chanl~e from fittinl~ studyinl~ around other activities to fittinl~ other 

activities around studyinl~. 
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_<89 - First Year Seminars no pre-requisites. 

100 ~ :~99 (roughly) -Introductory 

200 - 399 - Intermediate 

400 - 699 - Advanced 

, In some departments, 6004evel are graduate courses, 

Caveats: 
o Look for pre-requisites 
o Departments differ 
o When in doubt, ask 

Understand numberinl~: <89, lO0’s, 200-300’s, 400-600’s Can differ by department, 

but in l~eneral, check w/instructor before enrollinl~ in intermediate and more 
advanced courses as first year.. 
ConnectCarolina not prol~rammed to check pre-requisites for all courses - up to you 
to verify. Note may be unstated assumptions - some fields (seq courses) very specific 
reqts; others (humanities, soc sciences), expectation that you work up throul~h ea 

level. 
(can elaborate as appropriate to your l~roup - science - do NOT recommend 200’s, 
OK for Math if placement.) 
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Reminders 

o Eight semesters 

o 2~0 GPA 

o Pass at least 9 hours this fall 

PiD/D+/F rules 

Can’t fulfill requirements 

Not taught b’¢ ~¢our major/minor departments 

Lifetime limit 11 hrs, 

Eligibility. 

Explain ’d’ 
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Work period w/OL toda,~, - Complete the GRR 

Tomorrow 
,:, Registrar’s session on how to register 

~: Small-group advising (mandatory) 

’ Brin8 ~iour completed GRR & scores 

o initial registration in lab- first draft 

, Module completion mandatory by midnight tonight 

Schedule adjustment (online drop/add) period 
Aug 1- 26 

Campus placement exams (p ST) 

Walk-in week 

Required advising session next ,/ear 

Go throul~h each part. 
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You will need lots of choices 

Electives are your friends 

Explore! 

11:45 
Discuss ways to explore - in addition to resources, talk to other students about 
classes, they’ve enjoyed, 
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cademic Ads sing ~ ~ 

Ask students: How many of you have been on our web pal~e? Quick tour of some 
features that may be of use to you 
((START VIDEO- Advisors to talk over- can start and stop if wish - but keep short)) 
Home Pal~e: Timely reminders and upcominl~ events (Carousel; Calendar), Links to 
other info. 

About us: Information on how to contact us; lists of advisors in diff divisions, List of 
disciplines and the associated advisinl~ division and academic Dept.. 

Movinl~ mouse over diff sections mention: 
See an Advisor: When appt required and when walk-in possible. Direct link 

to scheduler (also on home PI~ 
Curriculum tools (discuss these later) 
Key policies and procedures 

Resources (in academic advisinl~ and other offices) 
For Students (do not open sub-sections) 

Advice by student year - l~uidelines for planninl~ and advisinl~ milestones 
durinl~ your 4 years 
General advice on course planninl~ as well as tips for UNDC and diff types of 
majors. 
Advice on how to prepare for advisinl~ appt. 

Concludinl~ statement, video end. 
Transition: Now discuss other types of advisinl~ elsewhere on campus. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 4:55 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

PPoint 

advisory committee presentation.pptx 

Here you go... 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 





Overview 
Tutoria! Updates 

o Electronic feedback fbrms 

o Staffing 

o Primary Disciplines 

Update from Abigail 

Status Report on Servicing Student-Athletes 



TUTOR ! LEI)BA(~II FORM 

TUTOR NOTES AND FEEDBACK 



BENEFITS OF ELECTRONIC TUTOR 
FEEDBACK 

o Transparency on campus 

o Faculty gain better insight into our program 

o Could strengthen Professor/Student relations 

o Increased student engagement in tutor sessions 

o Better Data Storage and Reporting capabilities 
~ Instant access for Academic Counselors 

o Potential for more detailed tutor notes 
~ Reduce the need for daily clerical work 

NOTE: 

Feedback sent to professors per student choice 



UPDATE 

Met with Kim Abels and Vicki Behrens on 2 occasions 
to view details of the system developed for the 
Writing Center for scheduling and tutor notes. 

Discussed the need for one data system to cover the 
needs of our department i.e. tutor appointment 
scheduling and maintenance, eligibility, academic 
counseling documentation, reporting, APR, GSR, etc. 
Shift from Arts and Sciences to Provost oversight 

New direction under Michelle Brown 

oasis 



TUTORIAL 
STAFF 

Tutors - Graduate Students and 
community members 

Graduate Learning Assistants 
(GLA) 

Learning Assistants 

S Monitors 

Part-time assistance 

1 employed to process 
paperwork (i.e. Feedback 
Forms before and after 
sessions) and record student 
and tutor attendance 

60 Tutors/GLAs/LAs 



TUTORIAL STAFF 

Spring 2013 49 6 3 58 



PRIMARY 

SUBIECTS 
COVERED 

0 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

MATH/STAT 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE (SPAN, FREN, 
POR< WOLO, ITAL) 
ENGLiLitiWriting 

EXSS 

SOCIAL SCIENCES (History 
Geography Poli Sci, Anthropology) 

ECON 

D~U~M 

COMM 

SCIENCE (Biology Chemistry 
Physics, Geology, Psychology) 

PHIL 



!3PDATE FROM ABIGAIL 



Tracking Counseling 

Appointments/Duties 
Academic Advising sets a great 

exampJe of how to track contacts with 
students~ 

We are in @e process of determining 
the best way to do a similar iob so we 
can effectively track and measure ho~ 
we execute our counseling 
responsibilities. 

That said there are 5665 contacts 
documented fbr this academic year in 
our internal database. That number 
represents meetings with 467 
students (the highest number of 
documented meetings with one 
student being 62~ the lowest number 
being 1]. 

Every organization needs to know two basic things: (1) what it does and (2) how well it does it. 

We know what we do but almost all evidence would be anecdotal - not a good way to prove value. We also do not have 

an evaluation opportunity for our clientele, so we cannot point to anything substantive to prove performance. 

The faculty committee that reviewed us in Spring 2011 made several quality recommendations, two of which I will 

highlight: (1) briefly -increase the staff size to effectively handle the responsibilities of the office and (2) develop 

measurements. One will help with the other, which may be why we are struggling with it still.., that and economic times. 

The last year has been, being kind, tumultuous. As a result, we have not been able to fully evaluate options regarding 

measurements. Now that we are entering a time of stability (we hope) with Michelle’s arrival, we can begin these efforts 

again in earnest. That said... 

Comments on Advising’s tool... 

The numbers presented for our contacts are not intended to show anything along the lines of students served but it does 

give further insight into the issues we have with measurement. 



Annual Tutorial Totals 

"Billable" Appointments 

Small Group Appointments 

S d 

"Big 3" Students Served 

No 

Sports Served 

7308 

5664 

1644 

229 

114 

$15 

Fall-17, Spring-18 

77.5% of the billable hours were for 1-vs-1 appointments 

229 students represents just over 25% of student-athlete population 

115 non-revenue SAs represents -20% of the total non-revenue SA population 



Fall/Spring Breakdown 

Fall 2012 Spring 2013 

"Billable" App/s 3698 "Billable" Appts 3610 

Small Group 862 Small Group 782 

Sports Served !7 Sports Served !8 

Fall: 76.7% of appointments were 1-vs-1 

Spring: 78.3% 

876 of 2828 (31%) 1-vs-1 in Spnng are Strategy sessions for LEEP students 



Last Five Te rms 
(summer 2012 listed as one term) 

Fall 2011 

;~000 

7frO0 

6000 

SO00 

¢000 

3frO0 

2~00 

~000 

0 

Spring 2012 @Summer2012 ~Fall 2012 ~ Spring 2013 

Appointments Attended "~Billable" Appointments Attended 1-vs-1 Small Group 

This chart reflects the numbers from Fall 2011 to the present - the only terms for which we have detailed data. Fall of ’11 

looks unusual in that we provided so many appointments in comparison to terms since (completely building-related). That 

came at an expensive price and we have adjusted accordingly. The next three regular terms show the drop in service - 

and this year shows an average of -4900 appts per term. Unfortunately, by solving our money issues, we’ve settled into a 

de facto philosophy of only servicing the big 3 and others in dire academic straits - as shown by our next slide... 

Fall 2011:7923 attended, 5573 "Billable", 4051 1-vs-1, 1522 Small Group 

Spring 2012: 5636, 3837, 2618, 1219 

Summer 12: 3737, 1752, 748, 1004 

Fall 2012: 5006, 3698, 2836, 862 

Spring 2013: 4807, 3610, 2828, 782 
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Last Five Te rms 
(summer 2012 listed as one term) 

Students Served 

Fll SP12SU12 F12 SP13 

l Big 3 

350 

300 

250 

200 

150 

:tOO ~ 

50 

0 
Fll 

Non-Revenue 

SP12 SU12 F12 SP13 

In the fall of ’11, we serviced an all-time high of -430 students via scheduled tutorial appointments - many more non- 

revenue students than big 3 (more than 3:1), seemingly a natural since there are so many more non-rev students than 

revenue. Since that term, the tables have turned in that revenue students now receive more service than non-. That is a 

pragmatic answer to budget concerns. The level of need of our neediest students demands a higher level of service and 

that unfortunately comes at both a literal and figurative cost. Our service numbers show the unfortunate shift. 

De facto philosophy... 

Other campus opportunities.., not feasible answers b/c of hours of operation, etc. 

Students served by term 

F11:424 (99,325) 

$12:169 (86, 83) 

Su12:156 (105, 51) 

F12:161 (102, 59) 

$13:165 (86, 79) 

This is a departure point for questions... 



Drop-in Tutoring 
o During Spring 2013, 413 drop-in sessions were offered 

At least 1349 students attended (not all session notes were 
available) 

o We averaged 3.26 students per drop-in tutorial 

-90 students per week were serviced in the drop-in 
environment (18 per night) 

An additional 263 students utilized the writing lab without 
appointment 

-107 students per week were serviced through drop-in 
services and the writing lab 

Our current system of documentation for drop-in sessions does not allow for easy data mining and comparison. Many of 

these students also receive direct tutorial support, so it is tough to tell how many additional students are being served 

beyond those scheduled directly. This too is part of our system improvements hoped to be achieved this semester. 



Learning Specialists 

Beth Lyons 

o Fall: met with !9 

students for a total of 32 
meetings per week plus 

a GEOG study group 

o Spring: met with 23 

students for a total of 33 
meetings per week 

a Evaluated/Tested 63 

students for LDiADHD 

Bradley Bethel 
a Fal!: met with ~12 

students for a total of 30 
meetings per week 

~ Spring: met with 7 

students for a total of 25 
meetings per week 

o Oversaw Graduate 

Learning Assistant 

(GLA) activities 



Student 
Confidence 
270 respondents f~ctor h~to these 

ratings 

All scores out of S 

Tutors: 4,79 

UNC Tutor Program: 4.51 

Believe they received adequate 
number of tutorials: 4.7 

Students stated tutors helped 
with: 

~ Organization 

o Study skills 

o Course concepts 

These surveys were distributed at the 2/3-point in the term. 

Clearly, the students feel they are receiving quality service; we simply cannot offer it to more students. 



Tutor 
Evaluation of 
Program 
27 respondents factor ~nto these 
ratings 

Student Preparedness: 3.54,/5 

Supported by Staff: 4.39/5 

Job Satisfaction: 3.3/4 (Satisfied) 

77.8% are interested in 
returning in fall 

Completed last week 



Final thoughts/questions? 



Term Big3 Non-Revenue 

Fll 99 325 

SP12 86 83 

SU12 105 51 

F12 102 59 

SP13 86 79 



Term StudentsServed 

Fll 424 

SP12 169 

SU12 156 

F12 161 

SP13 165 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:02 AM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

FW: Disney Institute 

Disney Institute Discovery Report - Condensed.docx 

Hello, 

We will not have an opportunity to discuss this before the forums. While the Disney group is focused on customer 

service, they begin with internal culture. A foundation of good internal culture will lead to better customer service. One 

point of emphasis is that at UNC, we do things well. We are just trying to do things better and differently so that we do 

not fall behind or fail to change with the times. The ASPSA will be part of the process. 

Please feel welcome to attend the forums and we will discuss if further at our staff meeting. 

Michelle 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 4:51 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Disney Institute 

Good afternoon everyone. 

By now you may be aware of the organizational changes taking place to further improve the experience of our 
student-athletes, staff and fans. In today’s competitive environment it is important to ensure we deliver not just 
excellent customer service but also the first-class experience that our student-athletes and staff deserve. 

I’m very excited about the direction we’re heading and the incredible teams we will be putting in place. We 
have chosen to partner with Disney Institute, a division of the Walt Disney Company that works with 
businesses all over the world to inspire and transform employee and customer experiences. 

We will be working with many of you to identify the strategies and priorities needed to establish a consistently 
excellent experience for our various constituent groups and ultimately drive revenues used to support our 
student-athletes. As we do this, we will create a "culture by design" that respects and values YOU, the 
employees. The Disney approach places a high value on the people closest to where the work is accomplished 
and we seek to emulate this approach. 

This partnership allows us to think differently about our organization. It’s a perfect opportunity for us to review 
many of the processes we’ve successfully employed over time, and improve or eliminate tasks and routines 
that may no longer be relevant. I know that change can be unpredictable and feel a little uncomfortable at 
times. That’s expected when we switch from the known to the unknown, but I’ve found that most of the time it 
usually looks harder than it really is. 

I’m sure many of you have questions, and I hope that you’ll be proactive in raising these issues to our leaders. 
Solid communication amongst our team members becomes even more critical when we get outside our 
comfort zones. This is a work in progress, and a lot of those answers will be sorted out throughout this 



process. So please be patient. 

We are one of the premier athletic programs in the nation, and because the world around us is constantly 
changing, we have to make the appropriate adjustments not merely to keep pace, but to anticipate and create 
new opportunities so that we retain our position as a leader instead of a follower. 

No matter where in our operation you work, you have the power to help us shape the future. Please join me in 
supporting this exciting initiative by actively participating - this is how we will transform our already excellent 
department into a world-class experience for our student-athletes, fans - and each other. 

What are the next steps in the Disney process? 

My commitment to each of you is to be transparent and inclusive in this process. 

Attached is a summary report of work already completed related to the first goal of leadership alignment and 
excellence. 

Please reserve the following dates on your calendars for future meetings to receive updates and ask questions 
about our Disney partnership: 

October 29th, 10:00am, Blue Zone Upper Club - Open Forum (optional) 

November 4th, 10:00am, Blue Zone Upper Club - Open Forum (optional) 

I firmly believe that future is Carolina Athletics is incredibly bright, and I look forward to sharing this once in a 
lifetime opportunity to learn from the Walt Disney Company together with you. 

Thank you for your continued loyal service to our university. 

All the best, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 



KEY COMPONENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 

SUCCESS STARTS AT THE TOP 

The premise for how you can transform your organization begins with understanding Disney’s "Chain 
of Excellence" (below). Each link of the chain is interdependent, and together the links drive business 
results and forge an enduring bond between inspired leaders, motivated employees, and satisfied 
customers. This drives financial results and sustains years of repeat business. 

This deceptively simple model underscores a leadership strategy for a 
results-driven, customer-centric employee culture. 

HOW THE CHAIN OF EXCELLEb~CE WORKS 
The goal of any business is to drive results, repeat business, and/or intent to recommend. Customer 

loyalty provides increased top-line and bottom-line results. 

Leadership Excellence: Inspiring leaders develop engaged and innovative employees. Effective 

leaders create an environment in which both internal and customer-facing employees can thrive 

and deliver superior performance. 

Employee Excellence: Superior employee performance results in consistent, sustainable service 
excellence delivery and passionately engaged customers, driving repeat business and profitability. 

Customer Satisfaction: Extremely satisfied Guests are the key to unlocking financial success. The chief 
driver of customer satisfaction is a memorable interaction with Disney employees. 

Business Results: Hard data and careful measurement indicate repeatedly that all of these elements 
are inextricably linked, proving this chain works. 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Steeped in tradition, the University of North Carolina (UNC) has an unwavering commitment to 
academics and athletics. As a forward thinking athletic department, UNC is focused on creating 
a championship experience for employees and fans. A key to unlocking this ideal experience is 
a culture that focuses on the fan and employee. In September 2013, Disney Institute was asked 
to conduct a Discovery Visit in Chapel Hill. The purpose of the discovery was to identify 
opportunities, issues, and challenges related to creating a fan and employee centric culture 
and then work with you to map out a journey that will help shift the mindsets and behaviors of 
leaders and employees towards this goal. By developing a culture that actively listens and 
responds to fans and employees UNC will be positioned to meet future challenges and unlock 
further growth potential. 

At Disney, we believe that a successful culture should work for you rather than against you. 
There are four components of a successful culture. It is important that an organizational culture 
is: 

By design = Clear to all 

Well defined ® Goal-oriented 

A culture left to chance, is a culture by default. While there have been some mergers of various 
cultures and work has started on the desired culture, our journey together will join that with 
Disney Best Practices to accelerate the desired change. As we look at key themes that came 
out of our Discovery Visit, we’ll help you look at the key components of Disney’s culture that will 
help align the organization and provide a nurturing and supportive environment for your leaders 
and employees. 

To help support this goal, a catalyst and framework are needed to kick-start this journey. Then, 
key strategies can be put in place to sustain a culture of service excellence. We have 
formulated a roadmap for discussion that supports an accelerated culture change through an 
intense focus on the right leadership values and frontline behaviors that will support a world-class 
fan experience. 

In this document, we will discuss: 

Methodology and Summary of Findings of the Discovery Visits. 

Key Components of a Successful Organizational Culture based on Disney Best Practices. 

Roadmap and Recommendations for our Journey Together towards a fan and employee 
centric culture. 

Our goal is to help you understand the key insights needed to take your business to the next 
level and use Disney Best Practices to help translate those insights into action that becomes 
sustained over time. 

This document is being delivered per our Agreement. 



METHODOLOGY 

The information contained for this report was collected through a number interviews and 
interview groups with athletic department personnel, key internal University partners, and third 
party vendors. 

The onsite Discovery Visit targeted those organizational components that directly impact 
customer service and the employee experience where Disney Institute has specific expertise. 
Those areas include but are not limited to Organization, Leadership, Culture, Customer Service 
and Employee Engagement. 

Disney Institute Team Members with backgrounds in organization development, organizational 
industrial psychology, and leadership development and training then analyzed the 
information. The findings and data are presented as themes. Themes are defined as 
presenting issues with multiple supporting and sometime contradicting data sources (e.g., 
verbatim statements). 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The success of the UNC Athletic Department is centered on the successful implementation of 
Carolina Leads. While the identification of the future and desired state is becoming clear, 
there are issues currently faced that may cause the path forward to be challenging. Disney 
Institute proposes that these challenges and barriers can be overcome through a thoughtful 
approach to adapting key Disney Best Practices in these areas. 

GLOBAL THEMES 
Six global themes emerged from our conversations with your team members: 

1. Stron.q Pride 

2. Game Day Fan Experience 

3. Trainin.q and Development 

4. Employee Care and Recoqnition 

5. Communication 

6. Culture 

2 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS (CONTINUED) 

STRONG PRIDE 
It is clearly evident that members of the athletic department have a deep seeded pride. 
This pride extends beyond athletics and the bricks and mortar of the university. It is 
something that lives inside the mind and souls of the Carolina family. The pride carries over 
from generation to generation and is quickly adopted by individuals who join the athletic 
department from the outside. In addition, people are proud that UNC is looked upon as a 
leader in the sports industry. They enjoying sharing what UNC does well with their peers. 

"Our heart and soul is what makes us unique." 

"We could do so much more to tap into our history and tradition. We don’t know our 
fight songs and I’m sure the fans don’t." 

"People like it here. This is a great place and Chapel Hill is a great place to raise a 
family." 

"1 love being involved with this athletic program and being part of this campus. The 
people are what make this place great. They are committed and it is my external 
family." 

"We are committed to high standards. We want to do great things." 

"This is a quality institution with tremendous integrity. The last few years have been 
rough on us and our fans. But, we are coming out of it and I’m excited about the 
future." 

"This place is unique. It is home for me. The university has a strong connection to the 
community." 

"The local media continues to beat us up. We are doing better but they won’t give 
us a break." 

3 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS (CONTINUED) 

GAME DAY FAN EXPERIENCE 
Championship athletic departments want to have a championship fan experience. Across 
the board there is a deep desire to improve the game day environment for the Carolina 
faithful. It is universally acknowledged there are barriers to attending athletic events on 
campus. The location of Kenan Stadium is viewed in both positively and negatively. Nestled 
in the heart of campus, the setting is beautiful but has limited access. There is an opportunity 
to increase the level of customer service within the stadium as well as within the surrounding 
perimeter. 

"We don’t have a tailgating experience around campus. We worked hard to 
remedy this with Tar Heel Town which is a nice alternative for our fans." 

"The top level amenities are great. There are wonderful places to eat and socialize." 

"The parking is really spread out and traffic inhibits the game day experience." 

"We are doing things to improve the game day experience. We are working on Wi-Fi 
and have added things to get the students excited." 

"How great would it be to have this place packed every Saturday? It needs to be an 
exciting experience that if you aren’t here, you would feel like you are missing 
something incredible. Right now, we believe we are doing great things but how do 
we really know that?" 

"Getting into the stadium is a challenge. The quality of the bag check is lacking. We 
are using volunteer groups that have very limited training." 

"The fans want a connection they can’t get on TV." 

"Frankly, there is nothing extraordinary about our game day experience. It is 
pleasant." 

"We could do a better job of partnering with each other (vendors, university, athletic 
department...) by focusing together on the fan experience." 

"We don’t consistently exceed the expectations of all our fans. In the Blue Zone, we 
nail it. But, we don’t do it for everyone." 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS (CONTINUED) 

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 
The strong Carolina pride has resulted in lengthy tenure in many departments of the athletic 
department. While there are limited opportunities for promotional advancement, individuals 
have a desire to not only grow in their roles, but also take on additional development 
opportunities. This commitment is a direct reflection on the Carolina pride that people feel. 
All levels of the organization recognize that there is a need to develop the internal team. 

"1 have been in my role for a long period of time. I’d like to know if there is anything I 
can do better or if there other projects I could be working on." 

"A majority of us have spent our careers here. It would be good for us to branch out 
and see how other athletic departments operate." 

"We need to benchmark against other universities." 

"Carolina Leads has added more pressure to perform. This is good but we need 
training and guidance to go along with the plan." 

EMPLOYEE CARE AND RECOGNITION 
The way you care for your employees is the way they will treat each other and the 
fan/donor/customer. While the staff is committed, they are fatigued from a lack of raises 
and the recent athletic department issues. Athletic Department employees want to feel 
valued for their contributions to the organization. There are some formal recognition 
programs in place that are well-received, but limited. 

"We don’t get the recognition we deserve." 

"Game day employees are eligible for the RISE award. It’s good but the process is 
cumbersome." 

"The Ernie Williamson Award and Star Heels are good but we could do so much more 
around recognition." 

"It’s hard. We haven’t gotten raises in 4-5 years. I love this place and don’t intend to 
leave but it would be great if we were made to feel appreciated." 

"There are pockets of informal recognition. We try to let people know they are doing 
a good job." 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS (CONTINUED) 

COMMUNICATION 
As the athletic department grows, effective communication becomes critical. A prime 
example of how communication occurs was the rollout of Carolina Leads. The front-page of 
the plan has been received well, but many individuals are still unsure of the plan 
components. Expectations were high when the plan was rolled out, but while success has 
occurred, it is not visible at all levels of the department. The dominating message point 
within the plan is Top 3/Top 10. 

"The plan has been communicated. But, not in simple enough terms that people can 
understand." 

"We still have employees that don’t know we have a plan." 

"Currently, the plan is on pause in a lot of people’s minds. Employees don’t 
understand it and what is expected of them." 

"The frontline does not feel like they can funnel information up." 

"We were excited. We thought the silos would be broken down. We thought there 
would be more communication." 

"We need to get more people involved with the plan." 

"There used to be a monthly update and brown bag lunches. I’d like to bring the 
lunches back but with more structure." 

"Change is hard for people. For some, they may not understand how they fit into the 
plan and the uncertainty has led to some hard feelings. We all need guidance on 
how to communicate and live it." 

"We are so spread out. There is very little water cooler communication. It seems the 
only way to get somebody is through e-mail." 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS (CONTINUED) 

CULTURE 
There is a perception that the culture of the department has shifted from family, friendly, 
and fun to strictly business. This carries over to a feeling that an "inner circle" is making 
decisions and setting the direction of the department. For a long time, the athletic 
department was inwardly focused and did not have a strong national presence. Now, 
people are proud of the increased national profile, but miss the connectivity to the Athletic 
Director. 

"The plan is seen as being built by a few people. Decisions are being made about 
Carolina athletics without the input of the long-term employees." 

"The administration needs to be visible at all levels of the organization." 

"We are spread out across campus and the top level administration could do 
more to get out there." 

"It feels like we are divided and that it shouldn’t be that way. We should be part 
of one team working toward a common goal." 

"The people who developed the plan are proud of it...and they should be. I just 
wish I had been involved." 

"The plan has helped with our public perception." 

"The plan is business first. It doesn’t have any heart or soul. It is not about the 
people." 

"It is a four-year plan and I know we can check off some of the boxes. We need 
to share our success." 

"The people of this department are the ones that are going to put this plan in 
place. We all need to do a better job of fostering personal relationships." 
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KEY INSIGHTS 

At Disney, we believe there are a few key insights on how we operate will help you create an 
effective culture: 

Your employees are the key way for you to deliver upon the promise of your brand. 

Exceeding your customer expectations and turning them into passionate advocates 
for your brand drive business results. 

You exceed your customer expectations by paying attention to the little details that 
matter to them. 

There are key drivers of your customers experience with you that really matter. 

The extent to which you care for your employees is the extent to which they will take 
care of each other and your customers. 

Your culture is what your employees are committed to do when no one else is 
watching. 

Storytelling can be a powerful ally in developing communication around the change 
you are trying to make. 

Training is more critical to desired behaviors and outcomes than most companies 
have ever imagined. 

Your expectations for the values and behaviors of your leaders set the stage for how 
they take care of their employees. 

Some of these insights you may already know. Others may be intuitive to you. The real 
question is how does an organization make this happen globally and consistently. 
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DISNEY INSTITUTE SOLUTIONS TO YOUR KEY THEMES 

At Disney, the keys to any initiative we launch are four things: 

Simple, Key Repeatable Messages 

Senior Leadership Alignment, Commitment, Buy-In, and Support 

Involvement and Engagement of the Employees Undergoing the Change 

By Design--A Thoughtful Approach on Designing Each Component of the Initiative 

To develop a culture that is centered or focused on fans and employees, we have to build 
the UNC culture by design. It should be well defined, and then made clear to all. That design 
starts with a Service Frarne~vork supported by clear leadership behaviors and key cultural 
components such as recognition and communication. We recommend UNC go through a 
process that will build the culture and roll it out to all levels of the organization. The 
recommendations below outline how we will help you with the key Global theme that 
emerged from our Discovery. Then, we have proposed a Roadmap and an approach to 
developing such a culture. 
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A LOOK AHEAD TO PHASES Two, THREE AND FOUR 

How WE WORK WITH You 

While there are many training and development companies, Disney Institute is the only one that 
empowers organizations to create lasting change through our time-tested model for cultural 
transformation that bridges insights into sustained action over time through Disney Best Practices in 
leadership, culture, the customer experience, brand loyalty, and creativity and innovation. 

PHASE TWO: Adapt & Apply Disney Best Practices. We believe the bridge from insight to 
implementation is through Disney Best Practices. We show you what success looks like by 
benchmarking The Walt Disney Company. We involve cross-functional teams from within 
your organization to adapt and apply these best practices for your culture. We also help the 
teams through any obstacles, brainstorm new ideas, as well as coach them on how to 
achieve the specific deliverables. This process results in organizational buy-in as we begin to 
implement the desired changes. 

PHASE THREE: Reorient & Upskill Your Team. The key to ensuring that the desired future state is 
successfully implemented is an inspiring and motivational launch. This phase is focused on 
Disney Institute engaging your leaders, middle managers, and frontline staff to embrace 
change and transform the culture through the use of a framework that communicates 
desired skills and behaviors identified by your organization. 

PHASE FOUR: Operationalize & Sustain for On.qoin.q Success. The goal is to sustain your 
transformation for the long-term, so it’s critical to take the desired skills and behaviors and 
make them part of your culture by operationalizing them day-in-and-day-out. Disney Institute 
supports your continuous improvement efforts by providing toolkits, conducting 
reassessments, and delivering skills-based training to ensure the momentum from the launch 
is sustained over time. 

The Four C’s 

Throughout your journey with us, our 

engagement team will support and energize 

your organization through ongoing coaching, 

content creation, communication, and 

consulting--all from a Disney perspective, 

comparing your current "way of working" to 

Disney’s "way of thinking." 
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STAFF MEETING 3/26/2014 

Updates: Michelle 

¯ Michelle will have decisions regarding conferences shortly. Nicole will be assisting with travel 

arrangements for those attending conferences during the late spring and summer months. 

¯ Proctoring Exams has been approved for Athletic Academic Staff. The Working Group, FAC, and 

Advisory Board all support this as one possible option for faculty to choose for a student who 

will miss an exam. Policy yet to be finalized so send suggestions to Michelle. Discussion about 

including this information on Travel Letters. 

¯ Please keep Michelle and Supervisor aware of any anticipated "situation" that you know may 

occur. Need to be proactive and communicate any information as soon as possible. 

¯ If you have a student who is trying to graduate in summer and needs funding for classes let 

Brent know. Lee May has funds available to assist student-athletes. 

¯ 150(approx.) student-athletes have not seen Academic Advisor. Lists may be incorrect but 

updated lists will be circulated so please remove any SA who no longer is affiliated with a team. 

Tutoring: Susan 

¯ 3/31/2014 7:00 pm tutoring cancelled for Life Skills Event. Tutors will attend Library Workshop 

at that time. If your student needs to keep 7:00 appointment, please let Susan know. 

¯ Students have been found on 5-6th floors; please remind students that those areas are restricted 

¯ Easter Holiday Hours: 4/17 (TBD), 4/18 (closed), 4/20 (closed) 

¯ Final Exam Review Schedule (tentative)- send Susan any requests 

¯ Loudermilk will be open 4/26 (Saturday from 10:00-4:00) ( Beth to cover 10:00-1:00pm) and 

5/3 (Saturday from 10:00-4:00) Please let Susan know if you are available to cover any hours 

Academic Banquet: Jenn 

¯ Academic Banquet is April 30 from 11:30-1:00 at Carolina Club. 

¯ Students earning 3.2 during past academic year are eligible (Spring 2013-Fall 2013, no freshman) 

¯ Top 5 men and woman seniors honored 

¯ Top team honored 

Other Items: Jenn 

¯ Priority Registration Approved. 8:00-8:30 time slot only. 

¯ Check lists and let Jenn know if someone is missing from Priority Registration 

¯ Please let Jenn know if you have a student who has been admitted into the School of Ed. 

Orientation: Jamie Lee 

¯ Registration for Orientation is open now until May 21. 

¯ Jamie will compile lists of attendees for Counselors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

10/24/2011 1:43:18 PM 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday (clhollid)] 

Lunch Meeting with WC and Corey Holliday 

Meet at Carr 

11/2/2011 4:00:00 PM 

11/2/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Holliday, Corey L 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

3/2/2012 10:49:14 PM 

Subject: Spring Break 

Start: 3/2/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 2, 2012 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 12 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

10/15/2012 7:12:30 PM 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday (clhollid)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Canceled: THIS WILL BE RE-SCHEDULED - Lunch Meeting with WC and Corey Holliday (cholliday@unc.edu or 

or cell) 

Meet at 112 Cart 

Start: 11/12/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

3/28/2013 6:12:51 PM 

Subject: Spring Holiday 

Start: 3/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

3/28/2013 6:12:51 PM 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

3/28/2013 6:12:51 PM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

3/28/2013 6:12:51 PM 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

3/28/2013 6:12:51 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

3/28/2013 6:12:51 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

3/28/2013 6:12:51 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Eve 

Start: 12/31/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Heiskell, Amy [Amy.Heiskell@marriott.com] 

7/22/2013 7:15:31 PM 

Heiskell, Amy [Amy.Heiskell@marriott.com]; Haydon, Joe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Joseph F Haydon (haydon)]; Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday 

(clhollid)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Appt for Joe Haydon, Corey Holliday & Amy Heiskell 

Joe’s Office 

Start: 7/25/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CURTIS JACKSON JR (C J JUNIOR)] 

10/30/2013 3:33:47 PM 

Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Curtis Jackson Jr (cjjunior)]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Collins, 

Marcus L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIinsm]; Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Williams, Andre [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andre Williams 

(willia46)]; Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday (clhollid)]; Jordan, Randy Lamont [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rljordan]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Ford, Justin G [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jgford]; McGhee, Oj [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Omcghee]; 

Livingston, Donovan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Thedon]; Perkins, Ni-Eric [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nperkins]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ]; Perez, 

Josmell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JosmelI]; Patterson, Tony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tonyp]; Adams, Demetrius Dewayne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Demetrius Dewayne 

Adams (ddadams)66c]; Hinton, Reggie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hinton] 

Minority Male Connection Lunch 

Cinco De Mayo 

11/15/2013 5:00:00 PM 

11/15/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Collins, Marcus L; Crisp, Winston B; Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Jordan, Randy Lamont; 

Woodard, Harold; Ford, Justin G; McGhee, Oj; Livingston, Donovan; Perkins, Ni-Eric; Perez, 

Josmell; Patterson, Tony; Adams, Demetrius Dewayne; Hinton, Reg8ie 

Good Afternoon, 

I hope this email finds you doing well. In 2011 I organized a monthly lunch to give the minority 
male faculty and staff the opportunity to connect over lunch once a month to fellowship and 
network. I ~vould love it if we could get this going again. These lunches are meant to be informal. 
Please let me know if you’re interested in being participating to these lunches. 



Confidentiality Notice: 
This email message is for the sole use of intended recipients and may contain confidential 

and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email 
and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CURTIS JACKSON JR (C J JUNIOR)] 

11/22/2013 8:28:23 PM 

Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Curtis Jackson Jr (cjjunior)]; Adams, Demetrius Dewayne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Demetrius Dewayne 

Adams (ddadams)66c]; Barker, Marco J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marco J Barker (barkerm)Oac]; Barker, Robert [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rabarker]; Barton II, 

Barkley J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkley Jimmy Barton II (bjbarton)Oe3]; Brazile, Kyle H. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kbrazile]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=        I; Charles, Roy Anthony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rac]; Collins, Marcus L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIinsm]; Crisp, 

Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mr Hubert Ira Davis Jr (hidavis)ef6]; Dubose, 

Anthony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Anthony Dubose (adubose)554]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN-- I; Ford, Justin 

G [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jgford]; 

Hawkins, C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Chawkins]; Hinton, Reggie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hinton]; Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday 

(clhollid)]; Hunter, Erik [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hunter Erik (erikh)]; Livingston, Donovan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Thedon]; Patterson, 

Tony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tonyp]; Perez, Josmell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JosmelI]; Perkins, Ni-Eric [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nperkins]; Robinson, 

Dexter [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dexrob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ]; Stamps, Lamonte R. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lamonte Raymond 

Stamps (Istamps)436]; States, Michael James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mstates]; Toone, Damon E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dtoone]; Williams, Andre [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andre Williams 

(willia46)]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Meaders, Harlis James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Meaders] 

McGhee, Oj [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Omcghee]; Webster, Linwood [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lwebster] 

Connection Lunch 

McAIlisters 



Start: 12/13/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Adams, Demetrius Dewayne; Barker, Marco J; Barker, Robert; Barton II, Barkley J.; Brazile, Kyle H.; 

Charles, Roy Anthony; Collins, Marcus L; Crisp, Winston B; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; Dubose, Anthony; 

Ford, Justin G; Hawkins, C.; Hinton, Reggie; Holiday, Corey L; Hunter, Erik; Livingston, Donovan; 

Patterson, Tony; Perez, Josmell; Perkins, Ni-Eric; Robinson, Dexter; Stamps, Lamonte R.; States, 

Michael James; Toone, Damon E; Williams, Andre; Woodard, Harold; Meaders, Harlis James 

Good Afternoon, 

I hope this email finds you doing well. Thank you for eve13Tone who could make it out to the last 
connection lunch. We had a good time fellowshipping with one another. I would great if we could all 
get together again before 2014. Let me know if you have any lunch venue ideas. These lunches are 
meant to be informal. Please let me know if you’re interested in being participating by Friday, 
December 6, 2013 so that we can make a reservation. Thank you for your time and enjoy your time 
off next week. 

Confidentiality Notice: 
This email message is for the sole use of intended recipients and may contain confidential 

and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email 
and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CURTIS JACKSON JR (C J JUNIOR)] 

12/17/2013 4:25:16 PM 

Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Curtis Jackson Jr (cjjunior)]; Adams, Demetrius Dewayne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Demetrius Dewayne 

Adams (ddadams)66c]; Barker, Marco J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marco J Barker (barkerm)Oac]; Barker, Robert [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rabarker]; Barton II, 

Barkley J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkley Jimmy Barton II (bjbarton)Oe3]; Brazile, Kyle H. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kbrazile]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Charles, Roy Anthony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rac]; Collins, Marcus L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIinsm]; Crisp, 

Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mr Hubert Ira Davis Jr (hidavis)ef6]; Dubose, 

Anthony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Anthony Dubose (adubose)554]; I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ; Ford, Justin 

G [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jgford]; 

Hawkins, C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Chawkins]; Hinton, Reggie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hinton]; Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday 

(clhollid)]; Hunter, Erik [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hunter Erik (erikh)]; Livingston, Donovan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Thedon]; Patterson, 

Tony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tonyp]; Perez, Josmell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JosmelI]; Perkins, Ni=Eric [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nperkins]; Robinson, 

Dexter [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dexrob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=        I; Stamps, Lamonte R. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lamonte Raymond 

Stamps (Istamps)436]; States, Michael James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mstates]; Toone, Damon E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dtoone]; Wallace, Christopher [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher Wallace 

(chrislw)5db]; Williams, Andre [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andre Williams (willia46)]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Connection Lunch 

Top of the Hill 

1/10/2014 5:00:00 PM 
1/10/2014 6:30:00 PM 



Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Adams, Demetrius Dewayne; Barker, Marco J; Barker, Robert; Barton II, Barkley J.; Brazile, Kyle H.; 

Charles, Roy Anthony; Collins, Marcus L; Crisp, Winston B; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; Dubose, Anthony; 

Ford, Justin G; Hawkins, C.; Hinton, Reggie; Holliday, Corey L; Hunter, Erik; Livingston, Donovan; 

Patterson, Tony; Perez, Josmell; Perkins, Ni-Eric; Robinson, Dexter; Stamps, Lamonte R.; States, 

Michael James; Toone, Damon E; Wallace, Christopher; Williams, Andre; Woodard, Harold 

Good Morning, 

I hope this email finds you doing well. I have scheduled the next connection lunch for January 10, 
2014. I am not sure what peoples week will look like, but this ~vill give us an opportunity to 
fellowship with one another. We have seen good turn outs the last couple of lunches and we ~vant to 
continue this momentum. If there are people who are not on this invitation ~vho you feel would 
benefit from this opportunity please feel free to email me their name and contact information at 
c.[iunior@email.unc.edu or forward them this invitation. Please RSVP by January 8th so I can make 
reservations for the group. Thank you for your time and enjoy your break. 

Confidentiality Notice: 
This email message is for the sole use of intended recipients and may" contain confidential 

and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email 
and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

12/20/2013 5:23:12 AM 

New Year’s Day 

1/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/2/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

12/20/2013 5:23:12 AM 

Martin Luther King Jr. Day 

1/20/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/21/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

12/20/2013 5:23:12 AM 

Subject: Spring Holiday 

Start: 4/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/19/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

12/20/2013 5:23:12 AM 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/26/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/27/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

12/20/2013 5:23:12 AM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Sta rt: 7/4/2014 4:00:00 A M 

End: 7/5/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

12/20/2013 5:23:12 AM 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/1/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/2/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

12/20/2013 5:23:12 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/29/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

12/20/2013 5:23:12 AM 

Subject: Winter Break 

Start: 12/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

12/20/2013 5:23:12 AM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/31/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/1/2015 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CURTIS JACKSON JR (C J JUNIOR)] 

2/17/2014 3:48:15 PM 

Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Curtis Jackson Jr (cjjunior)]; Adams, Demetrius Dewayne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Demetrius Dewayne 

Adams (ddadams)66c]; Barker, Marco J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marco J Barker (barkerm)Oac]; Barker, Robert [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rabarker]; Barton II, 

Barkley J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkley Jimmy Barton II (bjbarton)Oe3]; Brazile, Kyle H. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kbrazile]; 

’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Cave, Fred [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fred Cave (fcave)94c]; Charles, Roy Anthony 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rac]; 

Collins, Marcus L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ColIinsm]; Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr Hubert Ira Davis 

Jr (hidavis)ef6]; Dubose, Anthony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Anthony Dubose (adubose)554]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Ford, Justin 

G [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jgford]; 

Hawkins, C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Chawkins]; Hinton, Reggie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hinton]; Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday 

(clhollid)]; Hunter, Erik [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hunter Erik (erikh)]; Livingston, Donovan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Thedon]; Patterson, 

Tony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tonyp]; Perez, Josmell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JosmelI]; Perkins, Ni-Eric [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nperkins]; Robinson, 

Dexter [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dexrob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN-- ; Stamps, Lamonte R. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lamonte Raymond 

Stamps (Istamps)436]; States, Michael James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mstates]; Toone, Damon E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dtoone]; Wallace, Christopher [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Wallace 

(chrislw)Sdb]; Williams, Andre [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Andre Williams (willia46)]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Connection Lunch 

Top of the Hill 

Start: 3/7/2014 5:00:00 PM 



End: 3/7/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Adams, Demetrius Dewayne; Barker, Marco J; Barker, Robert; Barton II, Barkley J.; Brazile, Kyle H.; 

Cave, Fred; Charles, Roy Anthony; Collins, Marcus L; Crisp, Winston B; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; Dubose, Anthony; 

Ford, Justin G; Hawkins, C.; Hinton, Reggie; Holliday, Corey L; Hunter, Erik; Livingston, Donovan; 

Patterson, Tony; Perez, Josmell; Perkins, Ni-Eric; Robinson, Dexter; Stamps, Lamonte R.; States, 

Michael James; Toone, Damon E; Wallace, Christopher; Williams, Andre; Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COREY L HOLLIDAY (CLHOLLID)] 

3/11/2014 2:57:50 PM 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday (clhollid)] 

National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics-NACDA - Acknowledgement: 327VPTQQO 

8701 World Center Drive, Orlando, FL 

6/8/2014 4:00:00 PM 

6/10/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Your Acknowledgement Number: 327VPTQQ0 

Hotel Info: 
orlando world center Marriott 
8701 world center Drive , 
orlando, FL 32821 
UNITED STATES 
Phone: 407-239-4200/ 1-407-238-8618 
Fax: 407-238-8777 



Subject: 

Location: 

Invitation: UNC / Bluechip Meeting - 9AM @ Wed Mar 26, 2014 9am - 10am (Steve Kennedy) 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center - AD conference room 

Start: 

End: 
Wed 3/26/2014 i:00 PM 

Wed 3/26/2014 2:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Meeting Status: Accepted 

Organizer: Steve Kennedy 

more details 

UNC / Bluechip Meeting - 9AM 
Wednesday, March 26 at 9:00am works for Rick, Corey, Vince, and Bubba. 

The meeting will take place in the AD conference room located on the second floor of the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center (450 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 
27514). There is a gated parking lot adjacent to our building. Please pull up to the guardhouse and gate and dial 236 on the keypad. Our receptionist will let you into the 
parking lot. If you have any questions about directions or parking, I can be reached at 919-928-4779. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

When 

Where 
(__m__a_p_) 

Wed Mar 26, 2014 9am - 10am Eastern Time 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center - AD conference room 

Calendar Steve Kennedy 

Who Steve Kennedy - organizer 

mbnorton@unc.edu 
bubbac@unc.edu 
Neal Girandola 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu 
cholliday@uncaa.u nc.edu 
ValRick 

You are receiving this courtesy ernail at the account _c__h_o_J![_d_a__¥@_unoaa. unc.edu because you are an attendee of this event 

TO stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at https llwww google cor!!calendar/and control your notifioation settings for 
your entire calendar 



From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Steve Kennedy [skennedy@bas-IIc.com] 

mbnorton@unc.edu; bubbac@unc.edu; Neal Girandola [ngirandola@bas-IIc.com]; Steve Kennedy [skennedy@bas- 

IIc.com]; ille@uncaa.unc.edu; cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu; ValRick [rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu] 

UNC / Bluechip Meeting - 9AM 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center - AD conference room 

3/26/2014 1:00:00 PM 

3/26/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

wednesday, March 26 at 9:00am works for Rick, Corey, Vince, and Bubba. 

The meeting will take place in the AD conference room located on the second floor of the Ernie williamson 
Athletic Center (450 skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514). There is a gated parking lot adjacent 
to our building. Please pull up to the guardhouse and gate and dial 236 on the keypad, our receptionist 
will let you into the parking lot. If you have any questions about directions or parking, I can be 
reached at 919-928-4779. 

Thanks, 
Molly 
View your event at 
http://~vw.g~gle.c~m/calendar/event?acti~n=VIEW&eid=bGxvbDV1M2J~NXNwcW~vzMnVizDBsa3JscmcgY2hvbGxpzGF5QHVu 

ctz=America/New_York&hl=en. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Harold Woodard 

Woodard 

Harold 

UNC Chapel Hill 

2203 SASB North ~ UNC at Chapel Hill ~ CB 3106 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 ~ USA 

Business 919-966-2143 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih harold_woodard@unc.edu 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Associate Dean and Director 
Department: Stdnt Success-Acad Counseling 
office Location: 105A Abernethy Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 843-8134 
Business Address street: 105A Abernethy Hall $ UNC at Chapel Hill $ CB 3437 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-3437 $ USA 

Details updated 7/18/2013: 
office Location: 2203 SASB North 105A Abernethy Hall 
Business Address street: 2203 SASB North $ UNC at Chapel Hill $ CB 3106 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

3106 $ USA 105A Abernethy Hall $ UNC at Chapel Hill $ CB 3437 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 $ USA 
27599- 



Full Name: Jaci Fields 

Last Name: Fields 

First Name: Jaci 

Business 9198434635 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Matt Ferguson 

Ferguson 

Matt 

Public Safety Bldg $ 285 Manning Dr $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business 9199622877 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 9198436160 

E-mail: Matt_Ferguson@unc.edu 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 
office Location: Public safety Bldg 

Business Fax: (919) 962-1659 9198436160 
Business Address street: Public safety Bldg $ 285 Manning Dr $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

USA Public Safety Building285 Manning DrCampus Box 1600 
27599 $ 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

DeeDee Mills 

Mills 

DeeDee 

800 South Mint Street Charlotte, NC 28202 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

7043587473 

E-maih deedee.mills@panthers.nfl.com 



Full Name: Dean Crowell 

Last Name: Crowell 

First Name: Dean 

Business 

Address: 

1 Selig Circle, Butts-Mehre Heritage Hall Athens, GA 30603-1472 

Home Address: 1 Selig Circle, Butts-Mehre Heritage Hall Athens, GA 30603-1472 

Business (706) 542-9060 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: dcrowelI@SPORTS.UGA.EDU 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Kearny Davis 

Davis 

Kearny 

1506 E. Franklin Street, Suite 201 Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

869-8210 

9198698201 

E-mail: kearny@carolinahomemortgage.com 



Full Name: Dan Hopkins 

Last Name: Hopkins 

First Name: Dan 

Business (573) 882-3834 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: hopkinsdj@missouri.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Sammy Culberson 

Culberson 

Sammy 

201 S. Estes Dr. Space 51 Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-968-0126 

919-969-7990 

E-mail: O0400@chick-fil-a.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Coach ScroggsWillie 

Scroggs 

Coach 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Coach Davis 

Davis 

Coach 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

9199629141 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Chuck Pagano 

Pagano 

Chuck 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Michael Campbell 

Last Name: Campbell 

First Name: Michael 

Business 9107947904 EXT119 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: mccampbell@leatheritaliausa.com 



Full Name: Bruce Eckmeder 

Last Name: Eckmeder 

First Name: Bruce 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

36 Lenoir Hall ~ CB 1505 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Home Address: 36 Lenior Hall, Campus Box 1505, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business (919) 962-0041 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: bjeckmeder@aux-services.unc.edu 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Sr. Food Service Director 
Department: Auxil Enterprises-Gen Adm 

office Location: 36 Lenoir Hall 
Business Address street: 36 Lenoir Hall $ CB 1505 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Campus Box 1505 
Initials: J 

Details updated 8/3/2013: 

Business Phone: (919) 962-0041 9199626219 
Business Phone 2:9199626219 

27599 $ USA 36 Lenior Hall, 



Full Name: Brad Pendergrass 

Last Name: Pendergrass 

First Name: Brad 

Business 8659747450 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Mike Boni 

Boni 

Mike 

PO Box 888 Phoenix, Arizona 8500~L-0888 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

602-379-0101 

602-379-1774 

E-mail: mboni@cardinals.nfl.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Bobby Hundley 

Hundley 

Bobby 

UNC Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 ~ Koury Natatorium ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 ~ USA 

Business 919-843-5678 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih bobbyhundley@unc.edu 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Asst. Dir. of Athletic Com. 
Department: Ath Sports Information 

office Location: PO Box 2126 
Business Address street: PO Box 2126 $ Koury Natatorium $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brianna Apple 

Apple 

Brianna 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Alien Mogridge 

Mogridge 

Home Address: 



Full Name: Accident 

Last Name: Accident 

Mobile Phone: 2592127 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

General Alumni Association 

Association 

Alumni 

PID 

E-maih 



Full Name: Scott Woodward 

Last Name: Woodward 

First Name: Scott 

Business 

Address: 

312 Gerberding Hall, Box 351230 Seattle, Washington 98195 

Home Address: 312 Gerberding Hall, Box 351230, Box 351230 Seattle, Washington 98195 

Business 2066168965 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 2066161784 

E-mail: dsw@u.washington.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mary Willingham 

Willingham 

Mary 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Williams-Johnsom 

Williams-Johnsom 

Tracy 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dave Williams 

Williams 

Dave 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

2625952485 

2625952225 

E-mail: david.williams@ uwp.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Andre Williams 

Williams 

Andre 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Will Webb 

Last Name: Webb 

First Name: Will 

Business 7043784440 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: wwebb@ raycomsports.com 



Full Name: Glenda Westmoreland 

Last Name: Westmoreland 

First Name: Glenda 

Business 7043784439 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: gwestmoreland@ raycomsports.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mike Watson 

Watson 

Mike 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

6142133589 

E-mail: watson.135@it.ohio-state.ed u 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Sue Walsh 

Last Name: Walsh 

First Name: Sue 

Business 9198436413 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Teresa Vanderford 

Vanderford 

Teresa 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

9199629144 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Scott Trulock 

Trulock 

Scott 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

9199620102 



Full Name: Guy Troupe 

Last Name: Troupe 

First Name: Guy 

Business 2124502165 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: troupeg@nfl.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Carl Torbush 

Torbush 

Carl 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: David Tinson 

Last Name: Tinson 

First Name: David 

Business 65062856 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: dtinson@ea.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

David Thornton 

Thornton 

David 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Isaiah Thomas 

Thomas 

Isaiah 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Matt Terrell 

Last Name: Terrell 

First Name: Matt 

Business 91984364~.2 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Terri Maynor 

Maynor 

Terri 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

9629167 

9629249 

E-mail: tmaynor@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Norword Teague 

Teague 

Norword 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: nteague@vcu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Christy Suits 

Suits 

Christy 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Stu Holt 

Last Name: Holt 

First Name: Stu 

Other Address: 1605 Ave. of Champions Bowling Green, KY 42101 

Business 2707453598 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 2707452433 



Full Name: Brannon Simpson 

Last Name: Simpson 

First Name: Brannon 

Home Address: 

Business 9199628602 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Bill Renn 

Renn 

Bill 

UNC Chapel Hill 

1101 WEAVER DAIRY STE 103 $ CB 7160 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business (919) 966-6039 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih brenn@unch.unc.edu 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Adjunct Associate Professor 
Department: Psychiatry 

office Location: 1101 WEAVER DAIRY STE 103 
Business Phone: (919) 966-6039 9199666067 
Business Phone 2:9199666067 
Business Address street: 1101 WEAVER DAIRY STE 103 $ CB 7160 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sandy Restivo 

Restivo 

Sandy 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

9629146 

9629249 

E-mail: srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Antonio Pettigrew 

Pettigrew 

Antonio 

Business 9625234 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Shane Parrish 

Last Name: Parrish 

First Name: Shane 

Business 9622296 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Scott Oliaro 

Oliaro 

Scott 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Nike Hotline 

Last Name: Hotline 

First Name: Nike 

Business 5036714141 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

NFL benefits 

benefits 

NFL 

E-maih mygoalline.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Gene Nichol 

Nichol 

Gene 

Business 

Phone: 

9199624417 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mike Newsome 

Newsome 

Mike 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

7709828492 

7709822831 

E-mail: mike.newsome@nike.com 



Full Name: Neal Harrell 

Last Name: Harrell 

First Name: Neal 

Business 9198436405 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Pat Murphy 

Last Name: Murphy 

First Name: Pat 

Business 

Address: 

1073 N. Benson Rd. Fairfield, CT 06824 

Business 20225440002102 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 2032544270 

E-mail: pmurphy@mail.fairfield.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Crystal Miller 

Miller 

Crystal 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 843-3948 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Marion Jones 

Jones 

Marion 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Jesse Marks 

Marks 

Jesse 

11200 SW 8th St. Miami, FL 33199 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

3053481317 

3053480247 

E-mail: jmarks@fui.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Marcus Walls 

Walls 

Marcus 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Heather Lyke 

Last Name: Lyke 

First Name: Heather 

Business 

Address: 

Room 220 St.John Arena, 410 Woody Hayes Drive Columbus, OH 43210-1166 

Home Address: Room 220 St.John Arena, 410 Woody Hayes Drive, 410 Woody Hayes Drive Columbus, OH 43210-1166 

Business 6142922681 

Phone: 
Fax Number: 6142920199 

E-mail: lyke.2@osu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Maria Lynch 

Lynch 

Maria 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Christopher Luke 

Luke 

Christopher 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-966-4490 

E-mail: cluke@uncaa.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Adam Lucas 

Lucas 

Adam 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @nc.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Karin Lee 

Lee 

Karin 

HP 116 Muncie, IN 47304 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

765-285-5127 

765-285-8492 

E-mail: kalee2@bsu.edu 



Full Name: Greg Law 

Last Name: Law 

First Name: Greg 

Business 9629663 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Matt Kupec 

Kupec 

Matt 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

9199620332 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jim Kitchen 

Kitchen 

Jim 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Steve Kirschner 

Last Name: Kirschner 

First Name: Steve 

Business 9627258 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Kevin King 

King 

Kevin 

Carolina Panthers 

800 South Mint Street Charlotte, NC 28202-1502 

Home Address: 

Business 704-358-7438 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: Kevin.King@PANTH ERS.N FL.com 



Full Name: John Ketterly 

Last Name: Ketterly 

First Name: John 

Business 919-962-9356 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ketterly@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Chris Keldorf 

Keldorf 

Chris 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

31079111424437 

3107911140 

E-mail: 



Full Name: George Johnson 

Last Name: Johnson 

First Name: George 

Business 7043784409 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: gjohnson@raycomsports.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Blake 

Blake 

John 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

9199639120 



Full Name: Jeff Janssen 

Last Name: Janssen 

First Name: Jeff 

Business ~.88872~. 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

James Spurling 

Spurling 

James 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

962-7873 

962-9249 

E-mail: jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Charles Waddell 

Waddell 

Charles 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: Mack Assistant Casey 

Last Name: Casey 

Middle Name: Assistant 

First Name:    Mack 

Business 

Phone: 

15124714030 



Full Name: Care of the Carolinas-Scott Carpet 

Last Name: Carolinas-Scott 

Middle Name: the 

First Name:    Care of 

Business 

Phone: 

9194693566 



Full Name: Johnny Cake 

Last Name: Cake 

First Name: Johnny 

Business 8437399 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: jcake@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Campus Barber Ced 

Last Name: Barber 

First Name: Campus 

Business 919932:1000 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Mike Bunting 

Last Name: Bunting 

First Name: Mike 

Business 9628525 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Chris Burkey 

Burkey 

Chris 

7500 S.W. 30th Street Davie, FL 33314 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

9544527159 

9544527038 

E-mail: BurkeyC@dolphins.nfl.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kenny Browning 

Browning 

Kenny 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

9629138 

E-mail: kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: John Brunner 

Last Name: Brunner 

First Name: John 

Business 8434736 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Brinson Hyman 

Hyman 

Brinson 

Brightleaf Square 

Business 

Phone: 

9194264554 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Leslie Bonci 

Bonci 

Leslie 

Business 

Phone: 

4124323674 

E-mail: boncilj@upmc.edu 



Full Name: Bob Grant 

Last Name: Grant 

First Name: Bob 

Business 9377754:£62 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 9377752368 

E-mail: bob.grant@wright.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Officer Blue 

Blue 

Officer 

828 Airport Road Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Business 

Phone: 

9682760 

E-mail: cblue@town.ci.chapel-hill.nc.us 



Full Name: Greg Blair 

Last Name: Blair 

First Name: Greg 

Business 

Address: 

1716 Camden Ave., P.O. Box 15456 Durham, NC 27704 

Home Address: 1716 Camden Ave., P.O. Box 15456, P.O. Box 15456 Durham, NC 27704 

Business 9196889663 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 9196882362 

E-mail: gblair@classicfoodservices.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Fred Bissinl~er 

Bissinger 

Fred 

36 Lenoir Hall, CB 1505 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

9198439528 

9199628675 

E-mail: fbissinl~er@aux-services.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Bobby Biles 

Biles 

Bobby 

E-mail: bobby@fleetfeetcarrboro.com 



Full Name: James Bettcher 

Last Name: Bettcher 

First Name: James 

Home Address: 

Business 9198433992 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kevin Best 

Best 

Kevin 

Business 

Address: 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone 

Fax Number: 

9628916 

9198432309 

E-mail: kbest@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Marcus Berry 

Last Name: Berry 

First Name: Marcus 

Business 9199629175 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: David Bertram 

Last Name: Bertram 

First Name: David 

Business 8592264423 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 8592264242 

E-mail: david.bertram @ncaafootball.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Michael Beale 

Beale 

Michael 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-5193 

E-mail: mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Matthew Bassett 

Last Name: Bassett 

First Name: Matthew 

Business 6077776730 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 6077776034 

E-mail: mbassett@ binghamton.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brian Battle 

Battle 

Brian 

Business 

Phone: 

8506447926 

E-mail: bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Octavas Barnes 

Barnes 

Octavas 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

9198434400 

9196012006 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Omar Banks 

Banks 

Omar 

Monroe Park Campus Siegel Center 1200 West Broad Street PO Box 843013 Richmond, VA 23284-7526 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

8048270808 

8048287526 

E-mail: banksok@vcu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rick Barakat 

Barakat 

Rick 

Business 

Phone: 

7043784457 

E-mail: rbarakat@ raycomsports.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Martina Ballen 

Ballen 

Martina 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

9622715 

9620667 

E-mail: mballen@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Marie Baker 

Last Name: Baker 

First Name: Marie 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

The Medical Foundation of North Carolina, Inc ~ 880 MLKJr. Blvd. ~ CB 7565 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 ~ USA 

Business (919) 966-0019 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 9198435777 

E-mail: mbaker@unc.edu 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Director For Alumni Dev. & Annual Funds Director of Communications 
Department: Medicine Administration 

office Location: The Medical Foundation of North Carolina, Inc 
Business Phone: (919) 966-0019 9198432000 
Business Phone 2:9198432000 
Business Address street: The Medical Foundation of North Carolina, Inc $ 880 MLK Jr. Blvd. $ CB 

7565 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA POst office Box 2446 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

George Balanis 

Balanis 

George 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

7575650728 

7575651217 

E-mail: george.balanis@nike.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dick Baddour 

Baddour 

Dick 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

9199620261 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Cindi Atwater 

Atwater 

Cindi 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

+19198435076 

E-mail: CindiAtwater@anthonytravel.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Anthony (3riggs 

(3riggs 

Anthony 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

4124327862 

E-mail: griggsa @steelers.nfl.com 



Full Name: Andre Williams 

Last Name: Williams 

First Name: Andre 

Home Address: 

Business 962-9119 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Anthony Azama 

Azama 

Anthony 

Intercollegiate Athletes, Millett Hall, Room 208 Oxford, Ohio 45056 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

4074232476 



Full Name: Al’s Popcorn 

Last Name: Popcorn 

First Name: Al’s 

Business 800-396-7010 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 614-451-2140 

E-mail: store@alspopcorn.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ethan Albright 

Albright 

Ethan 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

BEN ALLEN 

ALLEN 

BEN 

505 RAMAPO VALLEY RD, MAHWAH, NJ 07430 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

2016847680 

2016847958 

E-mail: BALLEN@RAMAPO.EDU 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Kasey Johnson 

Johnson 

Kasey 

Mack Mack Brown Assistant 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: Michelle Brown 

Last Name: Brown 

First Name: Michelle 

Business (919) 962-9533 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Margarita Allen 

Allen 

Margarita 

Bailey’s Jewelry 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Marielle vanGelder 

Last Name: vanGelder 

First Name: Marielle 

Company: Compliance 

Business (919) 962-7853 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Jawarski Pollock 

Pollock 

Jawarski 

Unc Former Player 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Rebecca "Becky" Hollaron 

Hollaron 

Rebecca "Becky" 

GAA member - Univ Of Chicago 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Robbi Pickeral 

Pickeral 

Robbi 

UNC News Media 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: Stephen Gisselman 

Last Name: Gisselman 

First Name: Stephen 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business (919) 962-6673 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: ( 

E-mail: giss@unc.edu 

Details updated 7/2/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Assistant Strength & conditioning coach 
Department: Ath Physical Development 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Matt Kupec 

Kupec 

Matt 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-0332 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Merritt’s Grill 

Merritt’s Grill 

Business 

Phone: 

919-942-4897 



Full Name: Mickey Rice 

Last Name: Rice 

First Name: Mickey 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Sandy Restivo 

Last Name: Restivo 

First Name: Sandy 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Kenan Field House ~ CB 8500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-9146 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 962-9249 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Retiree 
Department: Human Resources 
office Location: Kenan Field House 
Business Phone: (919) 962 -9146 
Business Address street: Kenan Field House $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
Initials: B 

27515 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Charlotte Smith 

Smith 

Charlotte 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Carl Torbush 

Torbush 

Carl 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Kate Hickey 

Hickey 

Kate 

Rutgers 

Business 

Phone: 

732-445-7899 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Carina Gelman 

Gelman 

Carina 

The Ritz Carlton 

Business 

Phone: 

404-240-7059 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Loren Solomon 

Solomon 

Loren 

The Ritz-Carlton 

Business 

Phone: 

404-348-5633 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

TC 

TC 

Bunky’s Car Wash 

Business 

Phone: 

919-427-4910 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Darren Hamilton 

Hamilton 

Darren 

Livingstone College 

Business 

Phone: 

704-216-6307 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Chris Lasala 

Lasala 

Chris 

University of Pittsburgh 

Mobile Phone 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kenny Browning 

Browning 

Kenny 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

962-9138 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Howard 

Howard 

KaratPatch 

Business 

Phone: 

1-704-334-3188 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Octavas Barnes 

Barnes 

Octavas 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-843-4400 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Rudinos 

Rudinos 

Business 

Phone: 

572-1881 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Mike Boni 

Boni 

Mike 

Arizona Cardinals 

PO Box 888 Phoenix, Arizona 85001-0888 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

602-379-0101 

602-379-1774 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Mike Alston 

Alston 

Mike 

Point 2 Point 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Dean Blackburn 

Blackburn 

Dean 

CB 5100, O1 Steele Bldg Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

843-5826 

962-2090 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Sammy Culberson 

Culberson 

Sammy 

Chick-fiI-A of University Mall 

201 S. Estes Dr. Space 51 Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

919-968-0126 

919-969-7990 

http://www.chick-fil-a.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Kearny Davis 

Davis 

Kearny 

Carolina Home Mortgage 

1506 E. Franklin Street, Suite 201 Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

869-8210 

919-869-8201 

http://www.carolinahomemortgage.com 



Full Name: Patrick Dolan 

Last Name: Dolan 

First Name: Patrick 

Company: Cleveland Browns 

Business 440-891-5130 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

techi ni cal difficulties 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Charlie Dayton 

Dayton 

Charlie 

Carolina Panthers 

800 South Mint Street Charlotte, NC 28202 

Business 704-358-7000 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 704-358-7615 



Full Name: Bobby Gales 

Last Name: Gales 

First Name: Bobby 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Athletic Assoc ~ CB 8500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 ~ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Facility Maintenance Supervisor Director of Facility Maintenance 
Department: Ath outdoor Facility Oper 

office Location: Athletic Assoc 
Business Phone: 962-0494 
Business Phone 2:962-0494 
Business Address street: Athletic Assoc $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 $ USA 

Initials: H 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Preston Keaton 

Keaton 

Preston 

Monarch Services 

112 W, Main St. Durham, NC 27701 

Business 919-490-0000 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-490-8574 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Kurt Larkins 

Larkins 

Kurt 

Maggiano’s 

8030 Renaissance Parkway, Suite 890 Durham, NC 27713 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-572-0070 

919-572-0663 



Full Name: Al’s Popcorn Popcorn 

Last Name: Popcorn 

First Name: Al’s Popcorn 

Business 800-396-7010 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 614-451-2140 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Greg Gillum 

Gillum 

Greg 

Ohio State 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

614-688-5436 

614-292-6592 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Aton Goff 

Goff 

Aton 

1614 Comcast Center Terrapin Trail College Park, MD 20742 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

301-314-7040 

301-314-9997 

http://www.umterps.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jerry Greenwood 

Greenwood 

Jerry 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-843-8136 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Mark Hobbs 

Hobbs 

Mark 

Carolina Panthers 

Business 

Phone: 

704-358-7000 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Matt Roberts 

Roberts 

Matt 

:180 West Brooks, Suite 3545 Norman, OK 730:19-60:13 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

405-325-8238 

405-325-7003 

http://soonersports.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Gary Reid 

Reid 

Gary 

Nordstroms 

6910 Fayettevill Rd, Suite 500 Durham, NC 27713 

Business 

Phone: 

919-806-37001510 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Felicia Washington 

Washington 

Felicia 

K & L Gates LLP 

214 N. Tryon St, 47th Floor Charlotte, NC 28202 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

704-331-7466 

704-353-3166 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Robert Vecchione 

Vecchione 

Robert 

NACDA 

24651 Detroit Road Westlake, OH 44145 

Business 440-892-4000 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 440-892-4007 



Full Name: Abbie Smith 

Last Name: Smith 

First Name: Abbie 

Company: Marriot 

Business 919-941-6891 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

George Hare 

Hare 

George 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Department of Public Safety $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 $ USA 

Business 919-962-2877 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-962-2572 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Deputy Director of Public Safety Patrol commander 

Department: Public safety 

office Location: Department of Public Safety 

Business Phone: (919) 966-4994 9199622877 

Business Phone 2:9199622877 

Business Address street: Department of Public safety $ CB 1600 $ chapel Hill, NC 
USA Campus Box 1600 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Public safety 
Department: Public safety 
office Location: Department of Public Safety 
Business Address street: Department of Public safety $ CB 1600 $ chapel Hill, NC 

27599-1600 $ 

27599-1600 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Brian Ringsdorf 

Ringsdorf 

Brian 

Hilton 

Business 

Phone: 

919-941-4825 



Full Name: Mike Fox 

Last Name: Fox 

First Name: Mike 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business (919) 962-2351 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: coach 
Department: Ath Baseball office 

Business Phone: (919) 962-2351 962-4306 
Business Phone 2:962-4306 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Sylvia Hatchell 

Hatchell 

Sylvia 

UNC Chapel Hill 

1460 Carmichael Arena $ CB 8600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-5187 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details Updated 7/9/2013: 
Company: UNC Chapel Hi]] 

3ob Title: Women’s Basketball Head coach Head coach 
Department: Ath Olympic Sports 

office Location: 1460 Carmichae] Arena 
Business Phone: (919) 962-5187 962-5189 
Business Phone 2:962-5189 
Business Address street: 1460 carmichae] Arena $ CB 8600 $ Chapel Hi]], NC 

Initials: R 
27514 $ USA 



Full Name: Terd Maynor 

Last Name: Maynor 

First Name: Terri 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center S 450 Skipper Bowles Drive S CB 8500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business (9:19) 962-6000 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 962-9249 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Intermittent Temporary 
Department: Ath Educational Foundation 

office Location: Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
Business Phone: (919) 962 -6000 
other Phone: 
Business Address street: Ernie williamson Athletic Center $ 450 skipper Bowles Drive $ CB 8500 $ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 
Initials: B 

Details updated 7/15/2013: 
Department: Ath Olympic Sports Ath Educational Foundation 

Details updated 9/8/2013: 
Department: Ath Director of Athletics Ath Olympic Sports 

Details updated 2/6/2014: 
Department: Ath Olympic Sports Ath Director of Athletics 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Chapel Hill MCl Worldcom 

MCI Worldcom 

Chapel Hill 



Full Name: Brad Pendergrass 

Last Name: Pendergrass 

First Name: Brad 

Company: University of Tennessee 

Business 865-974-7450 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Justin Phillips 

Last Name: Phillips 

First Name: Justin 

Company: UNUM 

Business 

Address: 

5605 Carnegie Boulevard Suite 300 Charlotte, NC 28209 

Home Address: 5605 Carnegie Boulevard, Suite 300 Charlotte, NC 28209 

Business 704-571-3670 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 704-571-3699 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

code Practice Field 

Practice Field 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Bill Renn 

Renn 

Bill 

UNC Chapel Hill 

1101 WEAVER DAIRY STE 103 $ CB 7160 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business 919-966-6067 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Adjunct Associate Professor Associate Professor, Program Director of Alcohol and 

substance Abuse Clinic 

Department: Psychiatry 

office Location: 1101 WEAVER DAIRY STE 103 

Business Phone: (919) 966-6039 9199666067 

Business Phone 2:9199666067 

Business Address street: 1101 WEAVER DAIRY STE 103 $ CB 7160 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
Weaver Dairy Rd., Suite 103 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Psychiatry 
Department: Psychiatry 
office Location: 1101 WEAVER DAIRY STE 103 
Business Address street: 1101 WEAVER DAIRY STE 103 $ CB 7160 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

27599 $ USA 1101 



Full Name: Alison Schaffer 

Last Name: Schaffer 

First Name: Alison 

Business 

Address: 

Allen Fieldhouse, 1651 Naismith Dr. Lawrence, Kansas 66045 

Home Address: Allen Fieldhouse, 1651 Naismith Dr., 1651 Naismith Dr. Lawrence, Kansas 66045 

Business 785-864-7658 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 785-864-5035 



Full Name: Tom Sander 

Last Name: Sander 

First Name: Tom 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

McCaskill Soccer Center $ CB 8600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-4100 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

3ob Title: Assistant Soccer Coach 
Department: Ath Soccer 

office Location: Mccaskill soccer center 
Mobile Phone: 
Business Phone: (919) 962-4100 
Business Address street: Mccaskill soccer center $ CB 8600 $ chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: J 
27514 $ USA 



Full Name: Mary Seagroves 

Last Name: Seagroves 

First Name: Mary 

Business 962-6243 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Gary Sobba 

Sobba 

Gary 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-419-8100104 

919-419-8200 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Leslie C Strohm 

Strohm 

Leslie C 

UNC Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall ~ 222 East Cameron Avenue ~ CB 9105 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 ~ USA 

Business 919-962-1219 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-843-1617 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

office Location: 110 Bynum Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 843-1617 

Business Address street: 110 Bynum Hall $ 222 East Cameron Avenue $ CB 9105 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-9105 $ USA 110 Bynum Hall , 222 East Cameron Avenue 

Initials: C 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;University Counsel 
Department: University Counsel 
office Location: 110 Bynum Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 843-1617 
Business Address street: 110 Bynum Hall $ 222 East Cameron Avenue $ CB 9105 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-9105 $ USA 
Initials: C 



Full Name: Lisa Stout 

Last Name: Stout 

First Name: Lisa 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Public Safety Bldg ~ CB 1600 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Home Address: CB 1600, Public Safety Bldg, UNC-CH, Public Safety Bldg UNC-CH Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business (919) 962-5039 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Department: Public Safety Trans & Parking 

office Location: Public Safety Bldg 

Business Phone: (919) 962 -5039 

Business Address street: Public safety Bldg $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
Public Safety Bldg, UNC-CH, Public Safety Bldg UNC-CH 

Initials: S 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Public safety Trans & Parking 
Department: Public safety Trans & Parking 
office Location: Public safety Bldg 

Business Phone: (919) 962-5039 
Business Address street: Public safety Bldg $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: S 

27599 $ USA CB 1600, 

27599 $ USA 



Full Name: Cheryl Stout 

Last Name: Stout 

First Name: Cheryl 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Public Safety Bldg $ 205 Manning Drive $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7136 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Assist Director for Parking Serv 

Department: Public Safety Trans & Parking 

office Location: Public Safety Bldg 

Business Phone: (919) 962-3951 9627136 

Business Phone 2:9627136 

Business Address street: Public safety Bldg $ 205 Manning Drive $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599 $ USA 

Initials: B 

Detail s updated 7/9/2013 : 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Public safety Trans & Parking 
Department: Public safety Trans & Parking 
office Location: Public safety Bldg 
Business Address street: Public safety Bldg $ 205 Manning Drive $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

USA 
Initials: B 

27599 

Details updated 1/16/2014: 
Job Title: Pending Hire - Assoc Director Parking & Transportation Assist Director for Parking Serv 
Department: Public Safety Public safety Trans & Parking 

Details updated 1/18/2014: 
Job Title: Assoc Director Parking & Transportation Pending Hire - Assoc Director Parking & 

Transportation 



Full Name: Mark Steffer 

Last Name: Steffer 

First Name: Mark 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Finley Golf Course $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-0580 

Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Bldg. Environmental Supervisor 
Department: Ath Finley Golf Course 
office Location: Finley Golf Course 

Business Phone: (919) 962-0580 962-2349 
Business Phone 2:962-2349 
Business Address street: Finley Golf Course $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: A 
27514 $ USA 



Full Name: Marcus Tubbs 

Last Name: Tubbs 

First Name: Marcus 

Business 

Address: 

Football Office, P.O. Box 7399 Austin, Texas 787:13-7399 

Home Address: Football Office, P.O. Box 7399 Austin, Texas 787:13-7399 

Business 5:12-232-5089 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tony Tucker 

Tucker 

Tony 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-2613 



Full Name: Nina Walker 

Last Name: Walker 

First Name: Nina 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

James A Taylor Bldg. S CB 7470 S Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-2067 

Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Athletic Trainer 
Department: Campus Health Services 
office Location: James A Taylor Bldg. 

Business Phone: (919) 962 -2067 
Business Address street: James A Taylor Bldg. $ CB 7470 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 



Full Name: Sharon Wagner 

Last Name: Wagner 

First Name: Sharon 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

220 Finley Golf Course Road $ CB 8500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-8110 

Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Retiree 
Department: Human Resources 
office Location: 220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Business Fax: (919) 843-5972 
Business Phone: (919) 962-8110 
Business Address street: 220 Finley Golf Course Road $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: B 
27599 $ USA 



Full Name: Dave Uyrus 

Last Name: Uyrus 

First Name: Dave 

Business 

Address: 

222 Republic Drive Allen Park, MI 48101 

Business 

Phone: 

313-216-4000 

Web Page: htt p://www. DetroitLions.co m 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Marcus Walls 

Walls 

Marcus 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mary Willingham 

Willingham 

Mary 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Fred Bissinger 

Last Name: Bissinger 

First Name: Fred 

Business 

Address: 

36 Lenoir Hall, CB 1505 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Home Address: 36 Lenoir Hall, CB 1505 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business 919-843-9528 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 9:19-962-8675 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Shelton Bynum 

Bynum 

Shelton 

1570 Baltimore Pike, P.O. Box 179 Lincoln University, PA 19352-0999 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

484-365-7280 

484-365-8112 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Rosalind Fuse-Hall 

Fuse-Hall 

Rosalind 

Florida A&M University 

Lee Hall, Suite 400 Tallahassee, FL 32307-3100 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

850-599-3225 

850-561-2152 



Full Name: Shane Parrish 

Last Name: Parrish 

First Name: Shane 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business (919) 962-2296 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Athletic Events Coordinator Tickets 
Department: Ath Ticket office 

Business Phone: (919) 962-2296 

Details updated 12/13/2013: 
Department: Ath Equipment office Ath Ticket office 



Full Name: David Graham 

Last Name: Graham 

First Name: David 

Company: Ohio State Univ. 

Business 

Address: 

350D Younkin Success Center 1640 Neil Avenue Columbus, OH 43201 

Home Address: 350D Younkin Success Center, 1640 Neil Avenue Columbus, OH 43201 

Business 614-292-7088 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 614-292-9205 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Carolyn Cannon 

Cannon 

Carolyn 

Business 

Address: 

214 E. Cameron Ave. $ 3008 Steele Bldg $ CB 3504 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 $ USA 

Home Address: 

Business 919-843-9030 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-962-6888 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

office Location: 214 E. Cameron Ave. 

Business Phone: (919) 843-8154 919-843-9030 

Business Phone 2:919-843-9030 

Business Address street: 214 E. Cameron Ave. $ 3008 Steele Bldg $ CB 3504 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3110 $ USA 213 Steele Building Campus Box 3110 

Initials: C 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sam Pittman 

Pittman 

Sam 

Home Address:, 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-9134 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Kevin Guskiewicz 

Guskiewicz 

Kevin 

UNC Chapel Hill 

205 South Building $ CB 3100 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 $ USA 

Business 919-962-5175 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Dept. Chair 

Department: Exercise & Sport Science 

office Location: 204 Fetzer Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 962-0489 

Business Address street: 204 Fetzer Hall $ CB 8700 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 $ USA 

Initials: M 

Details updated 3/9/2013: 

Job Title: Department Chair Dept. Chair 

Details updated 3/30/2013: 

Job Title: Dept. Chair Department Chair 

Details updated 7/2/2013: 

Job Title: Dist. Professor and Sr. Associate Dean Dept. Chair 

Details updated 7/6/2013: 

office Location: 205 south Building 204 Fetzer Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 962-2048 (919) 962-0489 

Business Phone: (919) 962-1165 9199625175 



Business Phone 2:9199625175 

Business Address street: 205 south Building $ CB 3100 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 $ USA 204 
Fetzer Hall $ CB 8700 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 $ USA 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Exercise & Sport Science 
Department: Exercise & Sport Science 
office Location: 205 South Building 

Business Fax: (919) 962-2048 
Business Address street: 205 south Building $ CB 3100 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 $ USA 
Initials: M 



Full Name: Mike Bunting 

Last Name: Bunting 

First Name: Mike 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

220 Finley Golf Course Road ~ CB 8500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 ~ USA 

Business (919) 219-6556 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Asst. Ath. Dir.-Fac. Plan/Mgmt 
Department: Ath outdoor Facility Oper 
office Location: 220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Business Phone: 962-8525 
Business Phone 2:962-8525 
Business Address street: 220 Finley Golf Course Road $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Devetta Holman Nash 

Nash 

Devetta Holman 

CB 7470 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

966-6586 

966-3461 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dan Hooker 

Hooker 

Dan 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-966-1384 



Full Name: Beth Miller 

Last Name: Miller 

First Name: Beth 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

2120 Carmichael Arena S CB 8600 S Chapel Hill, NC 27514 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-0463 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Senior Associate Athletic Director Sr. Assoc. AD for Olympic Sports/St. Women’ 

Administrator 
Department: Ath Olympic Sports 

office Location: 2120 Carmichael Arena 
Business Phone: (919) 962-0463 962-1234 
other Phone: 962-1234 
Business Address street: 2120 carmichael Arena $ CB 8600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

DAVID LOCKETT 

LOCKETT 

DAVID 

Business 

Address: 

3400 SOUTH WATER STREET PITTSBURGH, PA "15203 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

412-432-7822 

E-mail: LOCKETTD@STEELERS.N FL,COM 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Chris Keldorf 

Keldorf 

Chris 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

310-791-11424437 

310-318-1810 

http://www.sparqtraining.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Melissa Exum 

Exum 

Melissa 

CB# 5100 01 Steele Building Chapel Hill, NC 275~L4 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-966-4043 



Full Name: Troy Barnett 

Last Name: Barnett 

First Name: Troy 

Business 508-328-8754 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Jen Ketterly 

Last Name: Ketterly 

First Name: Jen 

Business 919-962-9356 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Robert Mercer 

Mercer 

Robert 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

962-9534 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Jonathan C Sauls 

Sauls 

Jonathan C 

UNC Chapel Hill 

102 Carr Building ~ CB 5000 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 ~ USA 

Business 919-966-4042 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-843-9778 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Dean of Students Assistant Dean of Students 

Department: Dean of Students office 

office Location: SASB North 

Business Fax: (919) 843-9778 

Business Address street: SASB North $ 450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 $ CB 5100 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-5100 $ USA office of the Dean of Students, 07 Steele Building Campus Box 5100 

Initials: C 

Details 

North $ 

updated 5/9/2013: 

office Location: 102 Carr Building SASB North 

Business Fax: (919) 962-2090 (919) 843-9778 

Business Phone: (919) 966-4045 9199664042 

Business Phone 2:9199664042 

Business Address street: 102 carr Building $ CB 5000 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 $ CB 5100 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 $ USA 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Dean of Students office 
Department: Dean of Students office 
office Location: 102 Carr Building 

Business Fax: (919) 962-2090 
Business Address street: 102 carr Building $ CB 5000 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: C 

27599-5100 $ USA SASB 

27599-5100 $ USA 



Full Name: Steve Robinson 

Last Name: Robinson 

First Name: Steve 

Business 9:£9-843-0002 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Fuji Name: Antonio Goss 

Last Name: Goss 

First Name: Antonio 

Business 716-645-6982 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Levon Kirkland 

Last Name: Kirkland 

First Name: Levon 

Business 864-656-5335 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Joe Haydon 

Last Name: Haydon 

First Name: Joe 

Home Address: 

Business 919-843-2572 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Teresa Vanderford 

Vanderford 

Teresa 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-9144 



Full Name: Leea Murphy 

Last Name: Murphy 

First Name: Leea 

Home Address: 

Business 919-962-9168 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Keith McCluney 

Last Name: McCluney 

First Name: Keith 

Company: Wake Forest University 

Business 

Address: 

Hecht Athletic Center, 5821 San Amaro Dr. Coral Gables, FL 33146 

Home Address: Hecht Athletic Center, 5821 San Amaro Dr., 5821 San Amaro Dr. Coral Gables, FL 33146 

Business 336-758-4264 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: kmccluney@miami.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Christopher Luke 

Luke 

Christopher 

UNC-CH Department of Public Safety 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-966-4490 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sonja Gantt 

Gantt 

Sonja 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: sgantt@wcnc.com 



Full Name: Brian Overton 

Last Name: Overton 

First Name: Brian 

Home Address: 

Business 919-962-2170 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brenda Haithcock 

Haithcock 

Brenda 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

962-9147 



Full Name: Kreesha Russell 

Last Name: Russell 

First Name: Kreesha 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 919-962-0554 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Catering Director Catering CDS 

Department: Auxil Enterprises-Gen Adm 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Auxil Enterprises-Gen Adm 
Department: Auxil Enterprises-Gen Adm 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Amy Herman 

Herman 

Amy 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-962-7853 

919-962-0002 



Full Name: Cassandra Gregory 

Last Name: Gregory 

First Name: Cassandra 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

2215 SASB North $ CB 1400 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1400 ~ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

919-843-5384 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: scholarship Billing Technician 

Department: Student AcctsUNC Receivables 

office Location: 2215 SASB North 

Business Address street: 2215 SASB North $ CB 1400 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: B 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;student AcctsUNC Receivables 
Department: Student AcctsUNC Receivables 

office Location: 2215 SASB North 
Business Address street: 2215 SASB North $ CB 1400 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
Initials: B 

27599-1400 $ USA 

27599-1400 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Everett Withers 

Withers 

Everett 

Home Address: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Domonic Morelli 

Morelli 

Domonic 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-843-1387 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Davis Whitfield 

Whitfield 

Davis 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

336-851-6068 



Full Name: Dennis Edwards 

Last Name: Edwards 

First Name: Dennis 

Company: Raleigh Marriot City Center 

Business 

Address: 

500 Fayetteville St., Raleigh, NC 27601 

Home Address: 500 Fayetteville St., Raleigh, NC 27601, Raleigh, NC 27601, Raleigh, NC 27601 

Business 919-833-8169 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-941-0702 

E-mail: dennis.edwards@marriot.com 



Full Name: Joyce Dalgleish 

Last Name: Dalgleish 

First Name: Joyce 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Williamson Building $ 450 Skipper Bowles Drive $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-7850 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 962-6002 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Human Resources Manager 
Department: Ath Director of Athletics 
office Location: Williamson Building 

Business Phone: (919) 962-7850 
Business Address street: williamson Building $ 450 skipper Bowles Drive $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, 

NC 27599 $ USA 
Initials: L 

Details updated 8/11/2013: 
Job Title: Director-Athletics HR Services Human Resources Manager 



Full Name: Jason Freeman 

Last Name: Freeman 

First Name: Jason 

Home Address: 

Business 919-962-8636 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Todd McComb 

Last Name: McComb 

First Name: Todd 

Business 3.-336-880-:1269 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Dan Hopkins 

Last Name: Hopkins 

First Name: Dan 

Business 573-882-3834 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: hopkinsdj@missouri.edu 

Director of Football operations - university of Missouri 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Larry Gallo 

Gallo 

Larry 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-8725 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Rebecca Dirksen 

Dirksen 

Rebecca 

404 Meadowmont Village Circle Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

919-960-8967 

919-968-0569 

http://www.ysuhomes.com 



Full Name: Dana Gelin 

Last Name: Gelin 

First Name: Dana 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

P.O. Box 2126 $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-0083 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Public communications specialist 
Department: Ath Sports Information 

office Location: P.O. Box 2126 
Mobile Phone: 
Business Phone: (919) 962-0083 
Business Address street: P.O. Box 2126 $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: E 
27515 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Marcus Berry 

Berry 

Marcus 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-9175 



Full Name: Stacey Harris 

Last Name: Harris 

First Name: Stacey 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business (919) 962-5411 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Business Services Coordinator 
Department: Ath Olympic Sports 

Business Phone: (919) 962-5411 919-962-0463 
other Phone: 919-962-0463 
Initials: E 

Details updated 10/9/2013: 

Initials: H E 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Beth Bridger 

Bridger 

Beth 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Barbara Polk 

Last Name: Polk 

First Name: Barbara 

Business 9:£9-966-3989 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Steve Farmer 

Last Name: Farmer 

First Name: Steve 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Jackson Hall $ CB 2200 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Home Address: Jackson Hall, CB #2200 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-966-3992 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Vice Provost, Enroll. & undergrad Admiss 

Department: Admissions 

office Location: Jackson Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 962-3045 

Business Address street: Jackson Hall $ CB 2200 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

#2200, CB #2200 

Initials: M 

.................................................... 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Admissions 
Department: Admissions 

office Location: Jackson Hall 
Business Fax: (919) 962-3045 
Business Address street: Jackson Hall $ CB 2200 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: M 

27599 $ USA Jackson Hall, CB 

27599 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mary Brunk 

Brunk 

Mary 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Emily Stevens 

Last Name: Stevens 

First Name: Emily 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

880 MLK Jr Boulevard ~ CB CB 7565 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 ~ USA 

Business (919) 966-0019 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Job Title: Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

Department: V Chancellor-Univ Advancement 

office Location: 1033 South Building 

Business Phone: (919) 962-3421 9198435285 

Business Phone 2:9198435285 

Business Address street: 1033 south Building $ CB 6105 $ Chapel 

Initials: L 

Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
office Location: 1033 south Building 
Business Address street: 1033 south Building $ CB 6105 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
Initials: L 

27599 $ USA 

Details updated 9/16/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;V chancellor-univ Advancement 
Job Title: Pending Hire - Interim Director for Alumni Development Assistant Director of Principal 

Gifts 
Department: Medicine Administration 

Details updated 9/22/2013: 
Job Title: Interim Director for Alumni Development Pending Hire - Interim Director for Alumni 

Development 
office Location: 880 MLK Jr Boulevard 1033 south Building 

Business Phone: (919) 966-0019 919-843-5285 
other Phone: 919-843-5285 
Business Address street: 880 MLK Jr Boulevard $ CB CB 7565 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 1033 

South Building $ CB 6105 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Blanchard 

Blanchard 

John 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: James Spurling 

Last Name: Spurling 

First Name: James 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Home Address: 

Business 919-962-7873 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 962-9249 

E-mail: jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Dir. of Kenan stadium/Fball Fac. 
Department: Ath outdoor Facility Oper 



Full Name: Scott Oliaro 

Last Name: Oliaro 

First Name: Scott 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

James A Taylor Bldg. ~; CB 7470 ~; Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~; USA 

Business (919) 962-2067 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Athletic Trainer 
Department: Campus Health Services 
office Location: James A Taylor Bldg. 

Business Phone: (919) 962 -2067 
Business Address street: James A Taylor Bldg. $ CB 7470 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
Initials: M 

27599 $ USA 



Full Name: Karlton Creech 

Last Name: Creech 

First Name: Karlton 

Business 919-843-6432 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Christy Hanson Suits 

Suits 

Christy Hanson 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

UNC Athletics Business Office ~; Old Kenan Field House rm 316 ~ CB 8500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 ~ USA 

Home Address: 

Business 919-843-5296 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: christy_suits@ unc.edu 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Systems Analyst Computer Assistance 

Department: Information Technology Svcs. 

office Location: UNC Athletics Business office 

Business Fax: (919) 962-0900 

Business Address street: UNC Athletics Business office $ Old Kenan Field House rm 316 $ CB 8500 $ 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 

Initials: H 

.................................................... 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill ;Information Technology Svcs. 
Department: Information Technology Svcs. 

office Location: UNC Athletics Business office 
Business Fax: (919) 962-0900 
Business Address street: UNC Athletics Business office $ Old Kenan Field House rm 316 $ CB 8500 $ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 
Initials: H 



Full Name: Kit Hughes 

Last Name: Hughes 

First Name: Kit 

Business 

Address: 

Football Office, PO Box 8504 Raleigh, NC 27659 

Home Address: Football Office, PO Box 8504, PO Box 8504 Raleigh, NC 27659 

Business 919-515-2114 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: kit_hughes@ncsu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Harvey Gantt 

Gantt 

Harvey 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Edwina McCray 

McCray 

Edwina 

2301 Erwin Rd Unit 41000 Campus Box 100400 Durham, NC 27710 

Business 919-681-4147 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Jenny Slingluff-Levy 

Last Name: Slingluff-Levy 

First Name: Jenny 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Carmichael Aud ~ CB 8600 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-0740 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

3ob Title: Head Women’S Lacrosse Coach 
Department: Ath Olympic Sports 

office Location: Carmichael Aud 
Business Phone: (919) 962-0740 
Business Address street: carmichael Aud $ CB 8600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 
Initials: S 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Vanessa Evans 

Evans 

Vanessa 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

434-293-4340 



Full Name: Frank Maynard 

Last Name: Maynard 

First Name: Frank 

Business 9:[9-962-2349 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Rick Chryst 

Last Name: Chryst 

First Name: Rick 

Business 216-566-46223:~0 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Martina Ballen 

Last Name: Ballen 

First Name: Martina 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence ~ CB 8550 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-2715 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 962-0667 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Senior Associate Athletic Director Senior Associate AD & Chief Financial officer 
Department: Athletics Business office 

office Location: Loudermilk center for Excellence 
Business Fax: (919) 962-0125 
Business Phone: (919) 962-2715 
Business Address street: Loudermilk center for Excellence $ CB 8550 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 

Initials: K 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Mike Newsome 

Newsome 

Mike 

Nike 

Nike, Inc. 943 Lakebend Drive Lawrenceville, GA 30045 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

770-982-8492 

770-982-2831 

www.nike.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Michael Beale 

Beale 

Michael 

UNC Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(919) 962-5193 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Director of Marketing 
Department: Ath Sports Marketing 

office Location: PO Box 2126 
Business Phone: (919) 962-5193 
Business Address street: PO Box 2126 $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 



Full Name: Stuart Scott 

Last Name: Scott 

First Name: Stuart 

Home Address: 

Business 860-585-2000 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Clint Gwaltney 

Last Name: Gwaltney 

First Name: Clint 

Business 9:£9-962-7864 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Greg Gatz 

Last Name: Gatz 

First Name: Greg 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business (919) 962-6000 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: coach 
Department: Ath Physical Development 

Business Phone: (919) 962-6000 962-1402 
Business Phone 2:962-1402 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

DeeDee Mills 

Mills 

DeeDee 

800 South Mint Street Charlotte, NC 28202 

Business 704-358-7473 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Lee Snyder 

Last Name: Snyder 

First Name: Lee 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Koury Natatorium $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-8095 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Admin. Support Associate 

Department: Ath Sports Information 

office Location: Koury Natatorium 

Business Fax: (919) 962-0612 

Mobile Phone: 

Business Phone: (919) 962-8095 

Business Address street: Koury Natatorium $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Ath Sports Information 
Department: Ath Sports Information 
office Location: Koury Natatorium 

Business Fax: (919) 962-0612 
Business Phone: (919) 962-8095 
Business Address street: Koury Natatorium $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27514 $ USA 

27514 $ USA 



Full Name: Gunter Brewer 

Last Name: Brewer 

First Name: Gunter 

Business 919-962-9:135 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Nick Schiralli 

Schiralli 

Nick 

80112 

Denver Broncos Football Club 13655 Broncos Parkway Englewood, CO 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

303-649-0534 

303-649-0579 



Full Name: Blake Anderson 

Last Name: Anderson 

First Name: Blake 

Business 919-962-9116 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Ellen Culler 

Last Name: Culler 

First Name: Ellen 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

220 Finley Golf Course Road ~ CB 8500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-7855 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Asst. Athletic Director 
Department: Ath Game Operations 
office Location: 220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Business Phone: (919) 962-7855 
Business Address street: 220 Finley Golf Course Road $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
Initials: B 

27515 $ USA 



Full Name: Donna Cheek 

Last Name: Cheek 

First Name: Donna 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

1460 Carmichael Arena $ CB 8600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-2902 

Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Admin. Support Associate 
Department: Ath Olympic Sports 

office Location: 1460 Carmichael Arena 
Business Phone: (919) 962-2902 962-5231 
Business Phone 2:962-5231 
Business Address street: 1460 carmichael Arena $ CB 8600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: E 
27514 $ USA 



Full Name: Jaci Fields 

Last Name: Fields 

First Name: Jaci 

Business 919-843-4635 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Richie Grimsley 

Grimsley 

Richie 

601 South College Road Wilmington, NC 28403-5913 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

910-962-4245 

910-962-3002 

http://www.uncwsports.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Ethan Albright 

Albright 

Ethan 

Buffalo Bills 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

716-648-1800 

716-667-6387 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Bobby Hundley 

Hundley 

Bobby 

UNC Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 ~ Koury Natatorium ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 ~ USA 

Business 919-843-5678 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-962-0612 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Asst. Dir. of Athletic Com. 

Department: Ath Sports Information 

office Location: PO Box 2126 

Business Address street: PO Box 2126 $ Koury Natatorium $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Ath Sports Information 
Department: Ath Sports Information 
office Location: PO Box 2126 
Business Address street: PO Box 2126 $ Koury Natatorium $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27514 $ USA 

27514 $ USA 



Full Name: Doug Halverson 

Last Name: Halverson 

First Name: Doug 

Home Address: 

Business 919-962-8519 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Winston Crisp 

Crisp 

Winston 

UNC Chapel Hill 

112 Carr Building $ CB 5000 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5000 $ USA 

Business 919-966-4045 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-962-2090 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
Department: V chan student Affairs office 
office Location: 112 Carr Building 

Business Fax: (919) 962-2090 
Business Address street: 112 carr Building $ CB 

Initials: B 
5000 $ Chapel Hill , NC 27599-5000 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joe Breschi 

Breschi 

Joe 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Perez Boulware 

Last Name: Boulware 

First Name: Perez 

Business 919-530-5318 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Anthony J Azama 

Last Name: Azama 

First Name: Anthony J 

Business 

Address: 

Intercollegiate Athletes, Millett Hall, Room 208 Oxford, Ohio 45056 

Home Address: Intercollegiate Athletes, Millett Hall, Room 208 Oxford, Ohio 45056 

Business 407-423-2476 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 407-425-8451 



Full Name: Alan Caldwell 

Last Name: Caldwell 

First Name: Alan 

Business 336-74:~-0:~06 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Neal Harrell 

Harrell 

Neal 

PO Box 2446 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

919-843-6405 

919-843-5777 

http://www.ramsclub.com 



Full Name: Mark Yaekel 

Last Name: Yaekel 

First Name: Marl( 

Home Address: 

Business 919-962-4526 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Will Webb 

Last Name: Webb 

First Name: Will 

Business 704-644-4048 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: wwebb@charlottecollegiatefootball.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Sue Locklar Fax 

Locklar Fax 

Sue 

Ath Finance & Administration 

Athletics Auburn Univ 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

334-844-9884 

334-844-2896 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Arthur Johnson 

Johnson 

Arthur 

University of Georgia 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Seth Kingsbury 

Kingsbury 

Seth 

Business 

Address: 

700 Market Street Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-929-9984 

Web Page: pazzo-restaurant.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Jackie Wallgren 

Wallgren 

Jackie 

University of Nebraska 

One Memorial Stadium Lincoln, NE 68588 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

402-472-4626 

402-472-4609 

http://www.huskers.com 



Full Name: Sue Walsh 

Last Name: Walsh 

First Name: Sue 

Business 919-843-6413 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Kevin Best 

Last Name: Best 

First Name: Kevin 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Home Address: 

Business (919) 962-8916 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-843-2309 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Deputy Dir. Deputy Director of Athletics Communications 
Department: Ath Sports Information 

Business Phone: (919) 962-8916 
Initials: B 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Tony Sales 

Sales 

Tony 

Yoh Football Center Whitford Drive Durham, NC 27708 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-668-5762 

919-681-7459 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Steve Kirschner 

Kirschner 

Steve 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Koury Natatorium Offices ~ Smith Center Complex ~ CB 8500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 ~ USA 

Business 919-962-7258 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Director of Sports Information for Revert Associate AD- Director of Communications 
Department: Ath Sports Information 
office Location: Koury Natatorium offices 

Business Fax: (919) 962-0612 
Business Address street: Koury Natatorium offices $ Smith Center Complex $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, 

NC 27515 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Kevin King 

King 

Kevin 

Carolina Panthers 

800 South Mint Street Charlotte, NC 28202-1502 United States of America 

Home Address: 

Business 919-843-5391 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: Kevin.King@PANTH ERS.N FL.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Wally Richardson 

Richardson 

Wally 

Penn State 

1 Beaver Stadium University Park, PA 16802 

Business 814-863-3124 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih wxrlO5@psu.edu 

wally Richardson 

1 Beaver stadium 

university Park, PA 16802 

814-863-3124 ofc 

cell 



Full Name: Darryl Sanders 

Last Name: Sanders 

First Name: Darryl 

Home Address: 

Business 919-962-9169 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Michael Campbell 

Last Name: Campbell 

First Name: Michael 

Company: Leather Italia 

Business 910-794-7904119 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: mcampbell@leahteritaliausa.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Richard Southhall 

Southhall 

Richard 

UNC Chapel Hill;Exercise & Sport Science 

203D Woollen Gym ~ CB 8700 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 ~ USA 

Business 919-962-3507 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Associate Professor Dierctor, College Sport Research Insititute and Assistant 
Professor, Sports Administration 

Department: Exercise & Sport Science Exercise and Sports Science 

office Location: 203D Woollen Gym 

Mobile Phone: 

other Phone: 9192407197 

Business Address street: 203D woollen Gym $ CB 8700 $ chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 $ USA 

Initials: M 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
office Location: 203D Woollen Gym 
Business Address street: 203D woollen Gym $ CB 8700 $ chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 $ USA 

Initials: M 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Nicole Smith 

Smith 

Nicole 

Courtyard by Marriott - Chapel Hill 

100 Marriott Way Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

919-883-3404 

919-883-0701 

http://www.marriott.com/rduch 



Full Name: Johnny Cake 

Last Name: Cake 

First Name: Johnny 

Business 843-7399 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Ken Cleary 

Last Name: Cleary 

First Name: Ken 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Dean E. Smith Center S CB 8500 S Chapel Hill, NC 27514 S USA 

Business (919) 843-2076 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Director of New Media 
Department: Ath Sports Marketing 

office Location: Dean E. Smith Center 
Business Phone: (919) 843-2076 
Business Address street: Dean E. Smith Center $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 
Initials: E 

27514 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Jacqui Schuman 

Schuman 

Jacqui 

The Catholic University of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

202-319-5287 

202-319-6199 

E-mail: schuman@cua.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Lee McCrae 

McCrae 

Lee 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Public Safety Bldg ~ CB 1600 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business 919-962-1501 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details Updated 7/9/2013: 
Company: UNC Chapel Hi]] 
3ob Title: P2p Manager 
Department: Public Safety Trans & Parking 
office Location: Public Safety B]dg 
Business Address street: Public safety B]dg $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Kelly Adam 

Adam 

Kelly 

Marriott Hotels and Resorts 

Marriott at Research, 4700 Guardian Dr. Durham, NC 27703 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

919-941-6861 

919-941-0702 

marriott.com/rducp 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Harold Woodard 

Woodard 

Harold 

UNC Chapel Hill 

2203 SASB North ~ UNC at Chapel Hill ~ CB 3106 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 ~ USA 

Business 919-966-2143 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Associate Dean and Director 

Department: Stdnt Success-Acad Counseling 

office Location: 105A Abernethy Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 843-8134 

Business Address street: 105A Abernethy Hall $ UNC at Chapel Hill $ CB 3437 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-3437 $ USA 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Btdnt Success-Acad Counseling 
Department: Stdnt Success-Acad Counseling 
office Location: 105A Abernethy Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 843-8134 
Business Address street: 105A Abernethy Hall $ UNC at Chapel Hill $ CB 3437 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-3437 $ USA 

Details updated 7/18/2013: 
office Location: 2203 SASB North 105A Abernethy Hall 
Business Address street: 2203 SASB North $ UNC at Chapel Hill $ CB 3106 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

3106 $ USA 105A Abernethy Hall $ UNC at Chapel Hill $ CB 3437 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 $ USA 
27599- 



Full Name: Paul Pogge 

Last Name: Pogge 

First Name: Paul 

Business 919-843-7690 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dick Baddour 

Baddour 

Dick 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-0261 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Coach Coiro-Grimsley hs 

Coiro-Grimsley hs 

Coach 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Brian Hales 

Hales 

Brian 

Butler HS 

1810 Matthews-Mint Hill Road Matthews, NC 28105 

Business 980-343-6300 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Trey Parnell 

Parnell 

Trey 

UNC Chapel Hill 

220 Finley Golf Course Rd ~ CB 8500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 ~ USA 

Business 919-962-3506 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Bus. Opers.Mgr.!Fleet Mgmt. Cord 
Department: Ath outdoor Facility Oper 
office Location: 220 Finley Golf Course Rd 
Business Address street: 220 Finley Golf Course Rd $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

John Montanez 

Montanez 

John 

Stadium Frame 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

304-529-0655 

www.final4prints.com 

~hotmail.com 



Full Name: Cricket Lane 

Last Name: Lane 

First Name: Cricket 

Business 843-2040 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Corey Holliday 

Last Name: Holliday 

First Name: Corey 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Home Address: 

Business 962-9:1:14 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 962-0393 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Assistant to The Athletic Director 
Department: Ath Football office 

Initials: L 



Full Name: Andre Williams 

Last Name: Williams 

First Name: Andre 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Home Address: 

Business (919) 962-9:119 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Director of Football student-Athlete Dev coordinator of Football Activities 
Department: Ath Football office 

Business Phone: (919) 962-9119 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Matt Terrell 

Terrell 

Matt 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Rams Club S PO Box 2446 S Chapel Hill, NC 27515 ~ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

(919) 843-6412 

919-843-5777 

http://www.ramsclub.com 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Rams Club 
Job Title: Rams Club staff Director of External Operations 
Department: Ath Director of Athletics 

office Location: Rams Club 
Business Phone: (919) 843-6412 919-843-2000 
Business Phone 2:919-843-2000 
Business Address street: Rams club $ PO Box 2446 $ chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 



Full Name: Kevin Robinson 

Last Name: Robinson 

First Name: Kevin 

Business 919-843-5099 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Rick Steinbacher 

Last Name: Steinbacher 

First Name: Rick 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business (919) 962-6000 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-962-9249 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Assoc. Athletic Dir. - Marketing & Prom. Assoc. AD- Director of Marketing 
Department: Ath Sports Marketing 

Business Phone: (919) 962-6000 919-962-5498 
other Phone: 919-962-5498 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Scott Trulock 

Trulock 

Scott 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-0102 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lee Pace 

Pace 

Lee 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Clayton D Somers 

Last Name: Somers 

First Name: Clayton D 

Company: NCHSAA 

Business 919-240-7379 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: clayton@nchsaa.org 



Full Name: Rory Pommerening 

Last Name: Pommerening 

First Name: Rory 

Home Address: 

Business 919-843-8666 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Melinda Joines 

Last Name: Joines 

First Name: Melinda 

Home Address: 

Business 919-962-9167 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: John Brunner 

Last Name: Brunner 

First Name: John 

Business 843-4736 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Lance Markos 

Last Name: Markos 

First Name: Lance 

Business 919-843-7259 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Jeff Burgess 

Burgess 

Jeff 

Unc Help Raleigh 

5711 Six Forks Rd Raleigh, NC 27609 United States of America 

Home Address: 

Business 919-870-8107 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: Unc Vol Student 

Home Address: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Dean Jordan 

Jordan 

Dean 

Wasserman Media Group 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Luke Ross 

Ross 

Luke 

Assistant Athletic Trainer, UNC Football 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Marie Baker 

Baker 

Marie 

UNC Chapel Hill 

The Medical Foundation of North Carolina, Inc ~ 880 MLK Jr. Blvd. ~ CB 7565 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 ~ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

919-843-2000 

919-843-5777 

http://www.ramsclub.com 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Director For Alumni Dev. & Annual Funds Director of Communications 

Department: Medicine Administration 

office Location: The Medical Foundation of North Carolina, Inc 

Business Phone: (919) 966-0019 9198432000 

Business Phone 2:9198432000 

Business Address street: The Medical Foundation of North Carolina, Inc $ 880 MLK Jr. Blvd. $ CB 
7565 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA POst office Box 2446 

.................................................... 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Medicine Administration 
Department: Medicine Administration 

office Location: The Medical Foundation of North Carolina, Inc 
Business Address street: The Medical Foundation of North Carolina, Inc $ 880 MLK Jr. Blvd. $ CB 

7565 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 



Full Name: Connie Conway 

Last Name: Conway 

First Name: Connie 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

UNC Athletic Department $ 220 Finley Golf Course Road $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-5314 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 966-3173 

Details updated 2/11/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Administrative Manager 

Department: Ath outdoor Facility Oper 

office Location: UNC Athletic Department 

Mobile Phone: 

Business Phone: (919) 962-5314 

Business Address street: UNC Athletic Department $ 220 Finley Golf Course Road $ CB 8500 $ Chapel 

Hill, NC 27517 $ USA 

Initials: M 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Ath outdoor Facility Oper 
Department: Ath outdoor Facility Oper 
office Location: UNC Athletic Department 

Business Phone: (919) 962-5314 
Business Address street: UNC Athletic Department $ 220 Finley Golf Course Road $ CB 8500 $ Chapel 

Hill, NC 27517 $ USA 
Initials: M 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Phil Ford 

Ford 

Phil 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Fugo 

Fugo 

John 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

919-969-7301223 

919-969-7302 

http://www.montgomerydevelopment.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Anthony (3riggs 

(3riggs 

Anthony 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

412-432-7862 

E-mail: griggsa @steelers.nfl.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Steve/Brandon James 

James 

Steve/Brandon 

Son Brandon’s runs cater events 

Home Address: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

919-732-6106 

htt p://www.gillisscatering.co m 



Full Name: Thomas McKinney 

Last Name: McKinney 

First Name: Thomas 

Business 9:19-843-7:193 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Matt Training Table 

Training Table 

Matt 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Bob Orr 

Orr 

Bob 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Kim Jones 

Jones 

Kim 

Rams Club 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Marsha Scurlock 

Scurlock 

Marsha 

Scurlock Catering 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Amy O’ Callaghan 

O’ Callaghan 

Amy 

Independence Bowl 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Montgomery 

Montgomery 

John 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-843-6402 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Brown Waiters 

Waiters 

Brown 

UNC Cheerleading 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ~aol,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Bubba Cunningham 

Cunningham 

Bubba 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lissa Broome 

Broome 

Lissa 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Vic Koenning 

Koenning 

Vic 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Dave Duggan 

Last Name: Duggan 

First Name: Dave 

Business 919-962-9117 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Milo Hoffman 

Last Name: Hoffman 

First Name: Milo 

Company: Unc Dentist 

Business 919-383-7402 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

David Thornton 

Thornton 

David 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

317-808-5350 

E-mail: david.thornton@colts.nfl.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

TJ Shelton 

Shelton 

TJ 

The Ohio State University 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Clara Perry 

Last Name: Perry 

First Name: Clara 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business (919) 843-9921 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: candrews@uncaa.unc.edu 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Admin. Support Associate 
Department: Ath student Activities Center 

Business Phone: (919) 962-6000 
Initials: A 

Details updated 7/22/2013: 
Department: Ath Director of Athletics Ath student Activities Center 

Details updated 11/17/2013: 

Business Phone: (919) 843-9921 (919) 962-6000 



Full Name: Scott Wahsle 

Last Name: Wahsle 

First Name: Scott 

Company: Crown Honda 

Business 919-425-4700 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Randy Young 

Young 

Randy 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Football Communications program 

Football Communications program 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Ilsy Chappel 

Last Name: Chappel 

First Name: Ilsy 

Business 919-448-1431 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Company: 

Business 

Address: 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Kenan Football Center $ South Road $ CB 8550 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 

Business (919) 843-1387 
Phone: 

Details Updated 7/9/2013: 
Company: UNC Chapel Hi]] 
3ob Title: Support Services Supervisor 
Department: Ath Football Office 

Office Location: Kenan Football Center 
Business Phone: (919) 843-1387 
Business Address street: Kenan Football Center $ south Road $ CB 8550 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

USA 
Initials: D 

27514 $ 



Fuji Name: Walt Bell 

Last Name: Bell 

First Name: Walt 

Business 919-962-9138 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Company: Sports Admin GA 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Justin 

First Name: Justin 

Company: Nike 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Darrell Moody 

Moody 

Darrell 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

ScottJohnson 

Johnson 

Scott 

Greensboro Coliseum 

Mobile Phone: 



Company: 

Business 

Address: 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Kenan Football Center $ CB 8550 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-9144 

Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Admin Support Specialist 
Department: Ath Football office 

office Location: Kenan Football center 
Business Phone: (919) 962 -9144 
Business Address street: Kenan Football center $ CB 8550 $ chapel Hill, NC 27517 $ USA 
Initials: P 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Butch Davis 

Davis 

Butch 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Vince Ille 

Ille 

Vince 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Randall Felton 

Felton 

Randall 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Andrew Gibson 

Gibson 

Andrew 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Kenny 

First Name: Kenny 

Company: Clark Powell 

Business 9:19-422-395 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Larry Fedora 

Last Name: Fedora 

First Name: Larry 

Business 919-962-9141 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Curtis J. Hollomon 

Last Name: Hollomon 

Middle Name: J, 

First Name: Curtis 

Company: NCAA 

Business 3:17-9:17-6324 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: chollomon@ncaa.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Pat Akos 

Akos 

Pat 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mitch Mason 

Mason 

Mitch 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Mark 

Mark 

Point-2-Point 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Roy Williams 

Williams 

Roy 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mark McDaniel 

McDaniel 

Marl( 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Billy Point-2-Point 

Point-2-Point 

Billy 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Chris Smith 

Smith 

Chris 

Big H itter 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ronald Brewer 

Brewer 

Ronald 

Mobile Phone 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Hubert Davis 

Davis 

Hubert 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Mary Ellen Bingham 

Last Name: Bingham 

Middle Name: Ellen 

First Name: Mary 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Mobile Phone: +1 

E-mail: binghamm@email.unc.edu 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Sports NutritionistiDietitian 
Department: Campus Health Services 



Company: 

Business 

Address: 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence $ CB 3107 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 

Business (919) 843-2040 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Life Skills Director 
Department: Ath Academic Counselor 

office Location: Loudermilk center for Excellence 
Business Fax: ~qlql 

Mobile Phone: 
Business Phone: (919) 843-2040 
Business Address street: Loudermilk center for Excellence $ CB 3107 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 



Full Name: Mary Alyson Toulopous 

Last Name: Toulopous 

Middle Name: Alyson 

First Name:    Mary 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Latrell Scott 

Scott 

Latrell 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ryan Mills 

Mills 

Ryan 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Charlie Cobb 

Cobb 

Charlie 

App St AD 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Tom Timmerman 

Last Name: Timmerman 

First Name: Tom 

Business 919-962-785:1 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Thigpen Batphone 

Batphone 

Thigpen 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Steve 

Steve 

Carolina Cafe 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Harlis Meadows 

Meadows 

Harlis 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Amy Heiskell 

Heiskell 

Amy 

Marriott 

One marriott Drive Greensboro, NC 27409 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: amy.heiskell@marriott.com 



Full Name: Latrell Scott 

Last Name: Scott 

First Name: Latrell 

Business 

Address: 

United States 

Business 540-460-24:16 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Jason I. Chandler 

Last Name: Chandler 

Middle Name: I. 

First Name: Jason 

Company: Old Dominion Athletics 

Business 

Address: 

Old Dominion University Jim Jarrett Athletic Admin. Building Norfolk, VA 23529-020:~ 

Business 757-683-5444 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: jichandl@odu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Frank Scalercio 

Scalercio 

Frank 

Sonoma State University 

1801 East Cotai Avenue Salazar Hall, 2nd Floor Rohnert Park, CA 94928-3609 

Business 

Phone: 

707-664-2769 

E-mail: frank.scalercio@sonoma.edu 



Full Name: Jennifer N. Saxon 

Last Name: Saxon 

Middle Name: N. 

First Name: Jennifer 

Company: South Carolina State University Department of Athletics 

Business 

Address: 

300 College Street, N.E.P.O. Box 7308 Orangeburg, SC 29117-0001 

Business 803-536-8128 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 803-533-3634 

E-mail: jsaxon3@scsu.edu 



Full Name: Christian D. Pope 

Last Name: Pope 

Middle Name: D. 

First Name: Christian 

Company: Campbell University 

Business 

Address: 

Post Office Box 10 Buies Creek NC 27506 

Business 910-893-1323 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 910-893-~980 

E-mail: popec@cambell.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Gwendolyn Lincoln 

Lincoln 

Gwendolyn 

Marriott Hotels and Resorts 

Marriott at Research Triangle Park 4700 Guardian Dr. Durham, NC 27703 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

919-941-6891 

919-941-7851 

marriott.com/rducp 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

PERRIANNE DAVIS 

DAVIS 

PERRIANNE 

6011 FAYETTEVlLLE RD. DURHAIV], NC 27713 

Business 919-361-2029 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

C. Blackwood 

Blackwood 

C. 

Orange County Sheriff 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 106 East Margaret Lane Hillsborough, NC 27278 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-644-3050 

919-732-6403 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Edward Scott 

Scott 

Edward 

Student Services 

Binghamton University State University of New York West Gymnasium - PO Box 6000 Binghamton, NY 13902-6000 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

607-777-3253 

607-777-3279 

E-mail: escott@binghamton.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Melanie Cabezas 

Cabezas 

Melanie 

ACS Athletics 

ACS Athletics 8213-A Shoal Creek Blvd., Suite 204 Austin, TX 78757 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

800-343-6220320 

512-857-0316 

www.acsathletics.com 



Full Name: Donald R. Reed 

Last Name: Reed 

Middle Name: R. 

First Name: Donald 

Company: University of Buffalo 

Business 

Address: 

169F Alumni Arena Buffalo, NY !~4260-2100 

Business 716-645-3338 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 716-645-5532 

E-mail: drreed@buffalo.edu 



Full Name: Mark Robinson 

Last Name: Robinson 

First Name: Mark 

Business 

Address: 

Broyles Althletic Center, P.O. Box 7777 (Razorback Road) Fayetteville, AR 72702-7777 

Home Address: Broyles Althletic Center, P.O. Box 7777 (Razorback Road), Fayetteville, AR 72702-7777 P.O. Box 7777 (Razorback 

Road) Fayetteville, AR 72702-7777 

Business 479-575-555:1 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Kids2Carolina 

Kids2Carolina 

Facebook.com/Kids2Carolina Twitter.com/Kids2Carolina 

E-mail: 



Full Name: Stephen Williams 

Last Name: Williams 

First Name: Stephen 

Home Address: Marriott at Research Triangle Park 4700 Guardian Drive Durham, NC 27703 

Business 919-941-6887 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-941-0702 

Director of Sales and Marketing 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

David Thornton 

Thornton 

David 

Indianapolis Colts 

7001 W. 56th Street Indianapolis, IN 46254 

Business 317-808-5350 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih david.thornton@colts.nfl.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Jeff Petillo 

Petillo 

Jeff 

UNUM 

5605 Carnegie Boulevard Suite 300 Charlotte, NC 28209 

Business 704-571-3649 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 704-571-3699 

E-maih jpetillo@unum.com 



Full Name: C.L. Brown 

Last Name: Brown 

Middle Name: L. 

First Name: 

Home Address: 

Business 502-582-4044 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 502-582-7186 

Reporter 



Full Name: Earnie M. Fingers, Ph. D. 

Last Name: D. 

Middle Name: M. Fingers, Ph. 

First Name: Earnie 

Company: LSU 

Business 

Address: 

Louisiana State University !00 Gym Armory Baton Rouge, LA 70803 

Business 225-578-0741 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: efingers@lsu.edu 



Full Name: John Ketterly 

Last Name: Ketterly 

First Name: John 

Business 919-962-9356 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ketterly@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Seth Kingsbury 

Kingsbury 

Seth 

Business 

Address: 

700 Market Street Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-maih 

919-929-9984 

pazzo-restaurant.com 

~bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Lou Kinney 

Kinney 

Lou 

129 South Estes Drive Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-968-1798 

866-944-8102 

E-mail: Iou.kinney@wachovia.com 



Full Name: Levon Kirkland 

Last Name: Kirkland 

First Name: Levon 

Business 864-656-5335 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: lorenzo@clemson.edu 



Full Name: Steve Kirschner 

Last Name: Kirschner 

First Name: Steve 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Koury Natatorium Offices $ Smith Center Complex $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-7258 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Director of Sports Information for Revert Associate AD- Director of Communications 

Department: Ath Sports Information 

office Location: Koury Natatorium offices 

Business Fax: (919) 962-0612 

Business Address street: Koury Natatorium offices $ Smith Center Complex $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, 
NC 27515 $ USA 

Details updated 8/22/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Director of Sports Information for Revert Associate AD- Director of Communications 
Department: Ath Sports Information 
office Location: Koury Natatorium offices 

Business Fax: (919) 962-0612 
Business Phone: (919) 962-7258 
Business Address street: Koury Natatorium offices $ Smith Center Complex $ CB 8500 $ Chapel Hill, 

NC 27515 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Matt Kupec 

Kupec 

Matt 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-962-0332 



Full Name: Bill Lafranke 

Last Name: Lafranke 

First Name: Bill 

Business 843-4574 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Greg Law 

Last Name: Law 

First Name: Greg 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 962-9663 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Assistant Coach 

Department: Ath Olympic Sports 

Business Phone: (919) 962-5187 962-9663 

Business Phone 2:962-9663 

Initials: A 

Details updated 8/22/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Ath Olympic Sports 
Department: Ath Olympic Sports 

Initials: A 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Karin Lee 

Lee 

Karin 

HP 116 Muncie, IN 47304 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

765-285-5127 

765-285-8492 

E-mail: kalee2@bsu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Lee McCrae 

McCrae 

Lee 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Public Safety Bldg ~ CB 1600 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business 919-962-1501 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: P2p Manager 

Department: Public Safety Trans & Parking 

office Location: Public Safety Bldg 

Business Address street: Public safety Bldg $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Details updated 8/22/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Public safety Trans & Parking 
Department: Public safety Trans & Parking 
office Location: Public safety Bldg 
Business Address street: Public safety Bldg $ CB 1600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599 $ USA 

27599 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Christopher Luke 

Luke 

Christopher 

UNC-CH Department of Public Safety 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-966-4490 

E-maih cluke@uncaa.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Jesse Marks 

Marks 

Jesse 

11200 SW 8th St. Miami, FL 33199 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

E-maih 

305-348-1317 

305-348-0247 

http://www.FUlSports.com 

jmarks@fui,edu 



Full Name: Mary Brunk 

Last Name: Brunk 

First Name: Mary 

Business 404-385-3413 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: mbrunk@at.gtaa.gatech.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

John Martin 

Martin 

John 

USA Triathlon 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-962-0084 

919-962-0612 



Full Name: Frank Maynard 

Last Name: Maynard 

First Name: Frank 

Business 9:[9-843-5973 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Clay Matthews 

Last Name: Matthews 

First Name: Clay 

Business 919-969-4326 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: Don McCauley 

Last Name: McCauley 

First Name: Don 

Business 843-6403 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Jeff McCracken 

Last Name: McCracken 

First Name: Jeff 

Business 9:£9-966-5730 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Edwina McCray 

McCray 

Edwina 

2301 Erwin Rd Unit 41000 Campus Box 100400 Durham, NC 27710 

Business 919-681-4147 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih mccraO15@mc.duke.edu 



Full Name: Thomas McKinney 

Last Name: McKinney 

First Name: Thomas 

Business 9:19-843-7:193 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Keith McLuney 

McLuney 

Keith 

The University of Tennesse at Knoxville 

Hecht Athletic Center, 5821 San Amaro Dr. 5821 San Amaro Dr. Coral Gables, FL 33146 

Home Address: Brenda Lawson Athletic Center, 1551 Lake Loudon Blvd, 1551 Lake Loudon Blvd Knoxville, TN 37996 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

865-974-7529 

305-284-3838 

http://www.hurricanesports.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Darren Meeker 

Meeker 

Darren 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

614-292-7088 

E-mail: Meeker.4@osu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Robert Mercer 

Mercer 

Robert 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

962-9534 

E-mail: rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Beth Miller 

Miller 

Beth 

UNC Chapel Hill 

2120 Carmichael Arena S CB 8600 S Chapel Hill, NC 27514 ~ USA 

Business 962-1234 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih bmiller@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Senior Associate Athletic Director Sr. Assoc. AD for Olympic SportsiSr. Women’s 
Administrator 

Department: Ath Olympic Sports 

office Location: 2120 Carmichael Arena 

Business Phone: (919) 962-0463 962-1234 

other Phone: 962-1234 

Business Address street: 2120 carmichael Arena $ CB 8600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 

Details updated 8/22/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Senior Associate Athletic Director Sr. Assoc. AD for Olympic SportsiSr. Women’s 

Administrator 
Department: Ath Olympic Sports 

office Location: 2120 Carmichael Arena 
Business Address street: 2120 carmichael Arena $ CB 8600 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 



Full Name: Jonathan Miller 

Last Name: Miller 

First Name: Jonathan 

Business 962-7858 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Fuji Name: Tim Minor 

Last Name: Minor 

First Name: Tim 

Company: North Carolina A&T State University 

Business 

Address: 

Dowdy Building, Suite 400 Greeensboro, NC 27411 

Home Address: Dowdy Building, Suite 400, Suite 400 Greeensboro, NC 27411 

Business 336-334-76002219 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Quincy Monk 

Monk 

Quincy 

The Select Group 

5420 Wade Park Blvd,, Ste 100 Raleigh, NC 27607 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

919-459-1402 

866-370-1307 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Montgmery 

Montgmery 

John 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-843-6402 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Domonic Morelli 

Morelli 

Domonic 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Kenan Football Center $ South Road $ CB 8550 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ USA 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919-843-1387 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Support Services Supervisor 

Department: Ath Football office 

office Location: Kenan Football center 

Business Phone: (919) 843-1387 

Business Address street: Kenan Football center $ south Road $ CB 8550 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ 

USA 

Initials: D 

Details updated 8/22/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Ath Football office 
Department: Ath Football office 

office Location: Kenan Football center 
Business Address street: Kenan Football center $ south Road $ CB 8550 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 $ 

USA 
Initials: D 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michelle Morris 

Morris 

Michelle 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: morris.michelle@synthes.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Devetta Nash 

Nash 

Devetta 

CB 7470 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

966-6586 

966-3461 

E-mail: dholman@email.shs.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Mike Newsome 

Newsome 

Mike 

Nike 

Nike, Inc. 943 Lakebend Drive Lawrenceville, GA 30045 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

770-982-8492 

770-982-2831 

www.nike.com 

mike.newsome@nike.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Scott Oliaro 

Oliaro 

Scott 

UNC Chapel Hill 

James A Taylor Bldg. S CB 7470 S Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business 919-962-2067 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu 

Details updated 7/9/2013: 

company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Athletic Trainer 

Department: Campus Health Services 

office Location: James A Taylor Bldg. 

Business Phone: (919) 962-2067 

Business Address street: James A Taylor Bldg. $ CB 7470 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: M 

Details updated 8/22/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC Chapel Hill;Campus Health Services 
Department: Campus Health Services 
office Location: James A Taylor Bldg. 
Business Address street: James A Taylor Bldg. $ CB 7470 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: M 

27599 $ USA 

27599 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Eduardo Nunez 

Nunez 

Eduardo 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

225-578-1801 

225-578-2430 

E-mail: enunez@lsu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalglei sh, Joyce L <j oyced@unc, edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:53 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy_Dutton@unc.edu> 

RE: Letters 

Corey, 

Still waiting on approval from campus on the wording. 

They have been working on a Board of Governors deadline so 

hope to have a response this week since the meeting was last 

Friday. 

Joyce 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 12:47 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Cc: Dutton, Kathy B. 

Subject: RE: Letters 

Joyce, 

Any updates on the letters? 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Dutton, Kathy B. 
Subject: RE: Letters 

Corey, 

I will have to verify, but I think that the payouts WILL be in the paychecks on Monday, 

but I cannot verify that until tomorrow. The only one that is still being processed is 

Scott Trulock’s, as his situation is different because he has to be processed through a 

different department. 

Hope that helps. 

Joyce 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Cc: Dutton, Kathy B. 

Subject: RE: Letters 

Joyce, 

So can I assume that there will be no contingency payouts in the coaches September paychecks? I just want to be able to 
communicate this to them in advance so there are no misunderstandings or surprises. 



From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Dutton, Kathy B. 
Subject: RE: Letters 

As soon as they are all approved we will start working on letters. 
Campus is still in approval mode. 

Joyce 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 12:08 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Cc: Dutton, Kathy B. 

Subject: Letters 

Joyce 

Is there an update on the contingency letters to the football staff 

Sentj~om my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:15 AM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa football@groups.unc.edu> 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
<athgallo@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Hilton, Nathan 
Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 
UPDATE: 2013-2014 Football Official Visit Weekends & Junior Days 

Al!, 

For your planning purposes, here is an update regarding upcoming Official Visit Weekends and Junior Days: 

November/December Official Visits 

Weekend of November 29th - December 1st {Thanksgiving weekend): We will be hosting at least i official visit 

Weekend of December 6th - gth: Potential to host a couple of official visits 

Weekend of December 13th - :~Sth: Potential to host a couple of official visits 

January Official Visits 

Weekend of January 17th - ~Lgth: 

Weekend of January 24th - 25th: 

LARGE official Visits weekend (expecting to have 15-20 official visits) 

Overflow Official Visit weekend 

Weekend of January 31st - February 2nd: Potential to host a couple of official visits 

February/March/April Junior Days 

Wednesday, February :[2th {Duke Basketball Game}: Junior Day 

Saturday, March 1st: LARGE Junior Day 

Saturday, April 12th {Spring Game}: Jun[or Day 

Please let me know if you have any questions, thoughts, [deas or concerns as we plan for these upcoming events. 

Thanks, 
Joe 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 8:29 AM 
To: UNCAA-Football 
(:c: Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim; Brown, Michelle; Robinson, Kevin T; Gallo, Jr., Larry 
A.; Grimsley, Richie; Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Norton, Molly 
Subject: 2013-2014 Football Official Visit Weekends 

All, 

For your planning purposes regarding December/January Official visits: 



As we did last year, we will have ONE VERY LARGE official visit weekend after the season to host the majority of our 

commits and remaining prospects at one time. The weekend of,lal~lary 17th-19th has been designated for this 

event. Also, the following weekend (.lanua~ 24th-26th) has been designated for our overflow weekend for those recruits 

that are unable to attend the 17th-19th weekend. Please note that this does not mean that we won’t have official visits 

during the other weekends in December/January but that they will be smaller weekends if we do have visits. 

We will have several guys enrolling at mid-term and so their official visits will be either during the season or in December, 

but those dates have not yet been determined. Please let me know if you have any questions as we begin to prepare for 
these weekends. 

Thanks, 

|oe Hayc on 
Dh-ector of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
ha~/don@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Partner, Kelly <kelly~oartner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 9:44 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Anderson, Melinda <mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Kids Classic 

Thank you so very much! I appreciate the flexibility! 

Melinda-I’ll be in touch with details in terms of timing and such as soon as I know them in the New Year. 

Thanks again, 

Kelly Partner 

Even t Coordin ator 

N.C. Children’s Promise 

88 Vilcom Center Drive, Suite L:IO0 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

P) 9:19.966.78:16 

F) 9:19-843-:1930 

www.ncchildrenspromise.orq 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 9:40 AM 
To: Partner, Kelly 
Cc: Anderson, Melinda 
Subject: RE: Carolina Kids Classic 

Kelly, 

Coach Fedora is willing to play golf in the Carolina Kids Classic on Tuesday, June 3rd. 

From: Partner, Kelly 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 11:22 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Anderson, Melinda 
Subject: RE: Carolina Kids Classic 

Hi Corey & Mel[nda, 

Last question, I promise! Would Coach be able to come/play on Tuesday, June 3rd? Right now Finley has that open. 

not, I’ll inquire about June 2nd with the course. 

Thanks! 



Kelly Partner 

Even t Coordin ator 

N.C. Children’s Promise 

88 Vilcom Center Drive, Suite L:[O0 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:[4 

P) 9:[9.966.78:[6 

F) 9:[9-843-:[930 

www.ncchildrenspromise.orq 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:33 AM 
To: Partner, Kelly 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Anderson, Melinda 
Subject: RE: Carolina Kids Classic 

Kelly, 

Coach Fedora is still unable to commit to the June 23rd date at this time. He is willing to play golf on Monday, June 2nd if 
that is the chosen date for the Carolina Kids Classic. Please let me know next steps, thanks. 

From: Partner, Kelly 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 2:42 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Carolina Kids Classic 

Soundsgood. 

And if the 23rd is really a no-go, if we find a day that works for Fedora’s schedule, can we get a promise that he’ll play in 

the tournament? Crystal really wants to sell some high-end sponsor spots to play with Coach. So that’s what we’re 

looking to be able to do. 

So let me know what some good options are! 

Thank you! 

Kelly Partner 

Even ~ Coordin af:or 

N.C. Children’s Promise 

88 Vilcom Center Drive, Suite 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:[4 

P) 9:[9.966.78:[6 

F} 9:[9-843-:[930 



www.ncchildrenspromise.orq 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 2:34 PM 
To: Partner, Kelly 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Carolina Kids Classic 

I will check again, give me until Monday. 

From: Partner, Kelly 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 2:30 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Carolina Kids Classic 

Hi Corey, 

The 23rd looks like it would work for Coach Williams and we’d really like to have them both there and playing in the 

tournament. I know you said the 23rd wasn’t the best date for Fedora, but is there a possibility that he could make it 

work? 

Just trying to weigh all of our options, 

Kelly Partner 

Even t Coordin ator 

N.C. Children’s Promise 

88 Vilcom Center Drive, Suite L:100 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

P) 9:19.966.78:16 

F) 9:19-843-:1930 

www.ncchildrenspromise.orq 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 10:56 AM 
To: Partner, Kelly 
C:c: Steinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Re: Carolina Kids Classic 

From the football side of things dates before June 6th works best with our camp and vacation schedule. 

SentJFom my Verizott Wireless 4G LTE DROID 



"Partner, Kelly" <kelly~oartner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Rick & Corey, 

Crystal asked me to email you regarding next year’s Carolina Kids Classic. The tournament is typically held on the third 

Thursday of June, but due to scheduling conflicts at the golf course this year, that date is no longer available to us. 

Crystal wanted me to email you a few dates and let you guys give your input as to which one(s) were most likely for 

Fedora and Williams to be able to attend (and maybe even play?). I know Fedora usually makes it out for the morning 

remarks at the very least, and Williams was unable to make it last year due to travel. I know you guys likely won’t be 

able to make any firm commitments this far out, but if a particular date jumped out as being a possibility or an absolute 

’no’, I just wanted to get that feedback so we could select a date with the best possible chance of them both attending 

Some possibilities include: 

Monday, June 23rd 

Monday, June 2nd 

Thursday, June 5th 

and several options in mid to late May 

Any input would be greatly appreciated! 

Thanks so much, 

Kelly Partner 

Event Coordinator 

N.C. Children’s Promise 

88 Vilcom Center Drive, Suite LIO0 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

P) 919.966.7816 

F) 919-843-1930 

www.ncchildrenspromise.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:02 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Teamworks Contact (Maurides) 

Corey, 

Please find below Zach Maurides contact information: 

Zach Maurides 

Contact: (847)372-9889 

Emaih zmaurides@lasllc.com 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:36 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thanksgiving Break Team Itinerary (Rough Draft) 

2013 Duke Game (11-30-13) - Team Itinerary-Thanksgiving.xlsx 

Corey & Joe, 

Please find attached a 

to adjust anything? 

Thanks, 

"rough draft" of our team itinerary for the week of Thanksgiving. Please let me know if we need 

Andre’ 



CAROLINA FOOTBA 
DUKE GAME 

TEAM ITINERARY (November 27th-30th: 2013) 

WEDNESDAY~ NOVEMBER 27TH~ 2013 
8:00 AM- 9:30 AM 

10:00 AM 

10:45 AM 

11:30 AM 

12:00 PM- 1:30 PM 

2:15 PM-2:40 PM 

2:45 PM- 3:45 PM 

4:05 PM - 6:05 PM 

6:30 PM 

BREAKFAST: KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
LIFT: NON TRAVEL SQUAD 
LIFT: OFFENSE 
LIFT: DEFENSE 
LUNCH: KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
Special Teams Meeting 
Position Meetings 
Practice 
DINNER: Kenan Football Center 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28TH, 2013 
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM 

8:10 AM - 8:15 AM 

8:15 AM - 8:45 AM 

8:50 AM - 9:50 AM 

10:10 AM- 11:40 AM 

12:00 PM 

9:00 PM 

BREAKFAST: KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
Team Meeting 

Special Teams Meeting 

Position Meetings 

Practice 

LUNCH: KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 

TRAVEL SQUAD REPORTS BACK TO KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29TH, 2013 
9:00 AM- 10:00 AM 

10:00 AM- 11:30 AM 

11:30 AM 

12:00 PM 

1:00 PM-2:30 PM 

3:05 

3:40 

4:25 

2:20 PM 

3:00 PM 

PM - 3:35 PM 

PM - 4:20 PM 

PM - 5:15 PM 

Dress Code: 

6:00 PM 

6:50 PM 

7:10 PM 

9:00 PM 

9:25 PM 

10:15 PM 

10:45 PM 

BREAKFAST AVAILABLE / TREATMENT 
RELAX 1N ROOMS 
BUSES DEPART FOR KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
LUNCH/TREATMENT 
REPORT FOR COLD TUB 

Dress Code: Turquoise Loop 
MASS (Optional): 5th Floor Media Room 
TEAM MEETING (Dre s s e d): Swofford Au ditoriu m 
SPECIAL TEAMS MEETING: Swofford Auditorium 
POSITION MEETINGS 
STRETCH/CALL OUT/ WALK-THRU: Kenan Stadium 
Travel Warm-up, Travel Gray Collared Shirt, Travel Shoes 
TEAM DINNER: 5th Floor Recruiting Room 
BUSES DEPART FOR THE CARMIKE THEATER 
ARRIVE MOVIE THEATER / TEAM MOVIE 
BUSES DEPART MOVIE THEATER FOR MARRIOTT RTP 
ARRIVE MARRIOTT RTP 
SNACKS: Take To-Go Boxes to your room 
IN YOUR ROOM 
LIGHTS OUT/ BED CHECK 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30TH, 2013 
Dress Code: Navy Loop, Travel Warm-Up & Travel Shoes 

8:15 AM 

8:45 AM - 9:15 AM 

9:20 AM - 9:40 AM 

9:40 AM- 10:20 AM 

Dress Code: Travel 

10:45 AM 

11:15 AM 

11:30 AM 

12:10 PM 

12:25 PM 

12:45 PM 

1:45 PM- 2:05 PM 

3:09 PM 

WAKE UP 

BREAKFAST: Salons C & D 

SPECIAL TEAMS WALK THRU 

OFFENSE/DEFENSE WALK THRU & MEETINGS 
Warm-up, Walk-Thru Carolina Blue Collared Shirt, Travel Shoes 

(BRING ALL BAGS DOWN WITH YOU) 
TAPING: Durham Room 
CHAPEL SERVICE (Optional): Salons A & B 
PRE GAME MEAL: Salons C & D 
TEAM MEETING: Salons A & B 
DEPART MARRIOTT FOR KENAN STADIUM 
OLD WELL WALK 
NON-TRA VEL REPORT TO WEIGHT ROOM 

KICKOFF BEAT DUKE 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 1ST, 2013 
Turn in Travel Warm-Ups / (2) Collared Shirts / Travel Shoes / Walk-Thru Navy Loop / Travel Bag 

1:00 PM ALL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES REPORT TO TRAINING ROOM 

2:30 PM NON-INJURED REPORT TO TRAINING ROOM 

3:00 PM TEAM MEETING 3/9/2015 11:59 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 5:16 PM 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Vanderford, Teresa P <tvanderford@unc.edu> 

RE: Senior Day 

2013 Senior Day Information.xls.xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached the most updated Senior Day roster. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From-" Best, Kevin S. 
Sent-" Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:41 PPI 
To-" Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre 
Subject-" FW: Senior Day 

Do we have a full list yet? 

From: <Andrews>, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:39 PM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu> 
Subject: Senior Day 

KB, 

Can you get me a list of all of the seniors that will be honored at the Duke game? I am thinking that it would be cool if 

we could set up a time to shoot all of them in front of a black backdrop to do their I’m a Tar Heel so that we could play 

that on the video boards on senior day. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 
Jason 

Jason Andrews 

Assistant Director of New Media 
University of North Carolina Athletics 

jandrews@unc.edu 
919.260.4904 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 5:48 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Freeman, Jason S 
<jfreeman@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email.unc.edu>; Fedora, H. Larry <larry.fedora@unc.edu>; Anderson, 
Melinda <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hernandez, Luis III <louh@email.unc.edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa,unc,edu>; Haake, Simon 
<sjhaake@unc.edu>; Harper, Taylor <tsharper@live.unc.edu>; Gizzi, Christopher Aaron 
<giz@email.unc.edu>; Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edu>; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 
Walter <yj eanbap@email.unc.edu>; Ross, Luke <lukeross@email.unc.edu> 

Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John_Brunner@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; 
Cauteruccio, Dino <dcaut@email.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 
Old Dominion Game (11-23-13) - Pre Game Warm Up Timeline 

Old Dominion Game (11-23-13) - Pre Game Warm Up Timeline.xlsx 

Attached is the pre-game time line for Saturday’s game vs. Old Dominion. 12:03 PM kick. 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.84:3.2,572 
haydon@unc.edu 



ame av ime ine 
NORTH CAROLINA vs. Old Dominion 

Saturday, November 23rd, 2013 

Game Clock Sat. Clock Sat. Duration Event 

Wake Up 
10:43 AM 80:00 30:00 1 min CLEAR FIELD: ALL PLAYERS 

10:48 AM 75:00 Coach Fedora meets with Officials in Coaches Locker Room 

10:55 AM 68:00 30:00 1 min SPECIALISTS (8 min) 
11:03 AM 60:00 29:00 1 min QB, CENTER, RETURNERS (7 min) 

10:50 AM - 11:10 AM NON- TRAVEL & INJURED REPORT TO WEIGHT ROOM 

11:10 AM 53:00 28:00 1 min (6 min) 

11:16 AM       47:00                                          (6 min) 
27:00         1 min 

11:16AM 

11:22 AM 41:00 26:00 1 min (10 min) 

11:32 AM 

11:35 AM 

31:00 

28:00 

25:00 1 min 

PAT N GO - WR, DB, RB, TE 
TEAM OUT - STRETCH 

(Players on the field meet team in the Tunnel) 

NON-TRAVEL & INJURED ENTER LOCKER ROOM TO DRESS 

INDIVIDUAL / GROUP WORK 

7-ON-7 
(30 Yard Line Going In)...Team lines up on 45 yd line 
2 LH, 2 M, 2 RH, 2 M 
*NOTE* Offense will AIternate 1’s & 2’s 

Defense will go two in a row 

TEAM 
(20 yard line Going in)...Team lines up on 35 yd line 

6 Plays- (M) 
2 Plays -(Goal Line) 
*NOTE* Offense will Alternate 1’s & 2’s 

Defense will go two in a row 

Everyone Except Punt Move Behind End Zone 

NON-TRAVEL & INJURED MOVE FROM LOCKER ROOM TO 

PUNT (35-Yard Line Going In) 

PAT (3-Yard Line) No Defense 

CLEAR FIELD 

(3 min) 

(4 min) 

24:00 2 min 

12:05 PM WEIGHT RO, 

11:39 AM 24:00 (1 min) 
11:40 AM 23:00 (1 min) 
11:41 AM 22:00 16:00 2 min 

11:57 AM 6:00 TEAM PRAYER 
11:57:30 AM 5:30 TEAM MEETING / COACH FEDORA 

11:58 AM 5:00 CAPTAINS TAKE FIELD 
11:58:30 AM 4:30 2:00 TEAM LEAVES LOCKER ROOM 
11:59:15 AM 3:45 DOORS OPEN / TEAM ENTERS TUNNEL 

12:00 PM 3:00 0:00 TEAM TAKES FIELD 
12:01 PM 2:00 COIN TOSS 

12:03 PM 0:00 KICK-OFF ~~1~ O~T~ 

**NOTE** Strength Coach Keeps Track of Time after Stretch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:41 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

RE: Thanksgiving Break Team Itinerary (Rough Draft) 

2013 Duke Game (11-30-13) - Team Itinerary-Thanksgiving.xlsx 

Corey & Joe, 

Please find attached our updated copy of our Thanksgiving Break Team Itinerary. Of course we are still waiting for our 

game time to determine Saturday’s timeline. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

I~rom-¯ Williams, Andre 
Sent-" Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:36 AlVl 
To-" Holliday, Corey L (¢holliday@un¢.edu); Haydon, .Joe (haydon@un¢.edu) 
Subject-" Thanksgiving Break Team Itinerary (Rough Draft) 

Corey & Joe, 

Please find attached a "rough draft" of our team itinerary for the week of Thanksgiving. Please let me know if we need 
to adjust anything? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



NORTH CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
DUKE GAME 

TEAM ITINERARY (November 27th-30th~ 2013) 

WEDNESDAY! NOVEMBER 27THI 2013 
8:00 AM- 9:30 AM 

12:00 PM - 1:30 PM 

2:15 PM-2:40 PM 

2:45 PM- 3:45 PM 

4:05 PM - 6:05 PM 

6:30 PM 

BREAKFAST: KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
LUNCH: KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
Special Teams Meeting 
Position Meetings 
Practice 
DINNER: Kenan Football Center 

THURSDAY~ NOVEMBER 28TH~ 2013 
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM 

8:10 AM- 8:15 AM 

8:15 AM - 8:45 AM 

8:50 AM - 9:50 AM 

10:10 AM- 11:40 AM 

12:00 PM 

9:00 PM 

BREAKFAST: KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
Team Meeting 
Special Teams Meeting 
Position Meetings 
Practice 
LUNCH: KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
TRAVEL SQUAD REPORTS BACK TO KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 

FRIDAY~ NOVEMBER 29TH~ 2013 
9:00 AM- 10:00 AM 

10:00 AM- 11:30 AM 

11:30 AM 

12:00 PM 

1:00 PM-2:30 PM 

3:05 

3:40 

4:25 

2:20 PM 

3:00 PM 

PM - 3:35 PM 

PM - 4:20 PM 

PM - 5:15 PM 

Dress Code: 

6:00 PM 

6:50 PM 

7:10 PM 

9:00 PM 

9:25 PM 

10:15 PM 

10:45 PM 

BREAKFAST AVAILABLE / TREATMENT 
RELAX 1N ROOMS 
BUSES DEPART FOR KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
LUNCH/TREATMENT 
REPORT FOR COLD TUB 

Dress Code: Turquoise Loop 
MASS (Optional): 5th Floor Media Room 
TEAM MEETING (Dre s s e d): Swofford Au ditoriu m 
SPECIAL TEAMS MEETING: Swofford Auditorium 
POSITION MEETINGS 
STRETCH/CALL OUT/ WALK-THRU: Kenan Stadium 
Travel Warm-up, Travel Gray Collared Shirt, Travel Shoes 
TEAM DINNER: 5th Floor Recruiting Room 
BUSES DEPART FOR THE CAP, MIKE THEATER 
ARRIVE MOVIE THEATER / TEAM MOVIE 
BUSES DEPART MOVIE THEATER FOR MARRIOTT RTP 
ARRIVE MARRIOTT RTP 
SNACKS: Take To-Go Boxes to your room 
IN YOUR ROOM 
LIGHTS OUT/ BED CHECK 

SATURDAY! NOVEMBER 30TH, 2013 
Dress Code: Navy Loop, Travel Warm-Up & Travel Shoes 

8:15 AM 

8:45 AM - 9:15 AM 

9:20 AM - 9:40 AM 

9:40 AM- 10:20 AM 

Dress Code: Travel 

10:45 AM 

11:15 AM 

11:30 AM 

12:10 PM 

12:25 PM 

12:45 PM 

1:45 PM- 2:05 PM 

3:09 PM 

WAKE UP 

BREAKFAST: Salons C & D 

SPECIAL TEAMS WALK THRU 

OFFENSE/DEFENSE WALK THRU & MEETINGS 

Warm-up, Walk-Thru Carolina Blue Collared Shirt, Travel Shoes 

(BRING ALL BAGS DOWN WITH YOU) 

TAPING: Durham Room 
CHAPEL SERVICE (Optional): Salons A & B 

PRE GAME MEAL: Salons C & D 

TEAM MEETING: Salons A & B 

DEPART MARRIOTT FOR KENAN STADIUM 
OLD WELL WALK 

NON-TRA I/EL REPORT TO WEIGHT ROOM 

KICKOFF BEAT DUKE 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 1ST: 2013 
Turn in Travel Warm-Ups / (2) Collared Shirts / Travel Shoes / Walk-Thru Navy Loop / Travel Bag 

1:00 PM ALL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES REPORT TO TRAINING ROOM 

2:30 PM NON-INJURED REPORT TO TRAINING ROOM 
3:00 PM TEAM MEETING 
6:00 PM DINNER: Kenan Football Center 
7:00 PM MAP / ACADEMIC 

3/9/2015 11:59 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:18 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Les, 

Looking ahead a little bit. Can you please let us know what is the best date to schedule our end of year Academic 

Coaches Staff Meeting? Of course, coaches would like this meeting to include finalized updates regarding fall semester 

grades and any foreseeable spring academic adjustments/issues (i.e. study table). Can you please identify a date 

between Monday December 16th -Thursday December 19th? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:37 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Pro Game Tailgate (Old Dominion) 

Pro-Game Tailgate Elevator Directions.pdf 

Michelle & Les: 

Please find below details pertaining to this weekend’s pre game tailgate. Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any 

questions or concerns. 

Pre-Game Tailgate Details (Old Dominion-11/23): 

Hosting Department: Academic Support Staff 

Tickets/Credentials: Tickets and Kenan Pre-Game Tailgate Credentials will be provided to the academic support staff for each guest 

on Thursday, November 21st. The Kenan Pre-Game Tailgate Credential will allow each guest to access the Kenan Football Center 

for the pre-game tailgate. In efforts to control the flow of individuals in the Kenan Football Center on Saturda~ can you please 

provide each guest with a copy o[ the attached directions j~or accessing the pro-game tailgate suite? Following the tailgate, each 
guest will need ticket to watch the game. 

Pro-Game Tailgate Suite Open/Close: Guest will be able to access the pre-game tailgate suite 90 minutes prior to kickoff (10:30 

am). The suite will close prior to team taking the field (at approximately 11:40 am). 

Parking: We will provide you with five parking permits for the Dogwood Deck. 

Tour: We have coordinated an opportunity for guest to participate in a tour of Kenan Football Center prior to kickoff. Please find 

below the itinerary for those who would like a tour: 

10:30 AM 5th Floor Pre Game Tailgate Suite Opens 

(note: guest will have 50 minutes to eat and mingle prior to tour) 

11:20 AM Tour Kenan Football Center (lSt/2nd/5th floor) 

11:40 AM End Tour on the 3rd floor concourse (allowing guest to access seats for the start of game) 

Please make sure that you provide our compliance office with a list of your finalized guest list. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Contact: (919) 962-9119 

Email: awilliams@ uncaa.unc.edu 



E~÷vator 2         ~ 
.... Elevator 

ATM ............... 
DO NOT USE 

GATE 3 ENTRANCE 

1. Enter the stadium through Gate 5 on the NW Corner of Kenan Stadium 

2. Enter to your Left on the 3rd floor concourse level 

3~ Pass by the metal fence on your left 

4~ Enter through the opening of the gate before the ATM on your left 

5. Use Elevator 1 to find your place on the 5th floor for pre-game activities 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19~ 2013 5:56 PM 

Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Pre Game Tailgate (Old Dominion) 

Ryan~ 

By any chance do you have an additional Dogwood parking permit? 

Thanks~ 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Brown~ Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Date: November 19~ 2013 at 5:41:55 PM EST 
To: "Williams~ Andre" <willia46@email.unc.edu>~ "Myers~ Leslie" <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Holliday~ Corey L" <chollida¥@unc.edu>~ "Haydon~ Joe" <haydon@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Pre Game Tailgate (Old Dominion) 

Andre, 
Thank you so the information. We are still waiting on the list of names to provide to Compliance and to get 

a count. They informed me again today that it is coming. The one piece that I forgot to consider last event 

was to include the count of credentials for Kenan for the staff. At this time, we would need 8 Kenan 
credentials for staff. Also, is it possible to get one additiona! parking pass (to equal 6) for the staff? 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Pre Game Tailgate (Old Dominion) 

Michelle & Les: 

Please find below details pertaining to this weekend’s pre game tailgate. Please do not hesitate to let me 

know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Pre-Game Tailgate Details (Old Dominion-ill23): 

Hosting Department: Academic Support Staff 

Tickets/Credentials: Tickets and Kenan Pre-Game Tailgate Credentials will be provided to the academic 



support staff for each guest on Thursday, November 21st. The Kenan Pre-Game Tailgate Credential will 

allow each guest to access the Kenan Football Center for the pre-game tailgate./n e‘f‘forts to control the 

‘flow o‘f individuals in the Kenan Football Center on Saturday, can you please provide each guest with a copy 

o.f the attached directions.for accessing the pre-game tailgate suite? Following the tailgate, each guest will 
need ticket to watch the game. 

Pre-Game Tailgate Suite Open/Close: Guest will be able to access the pre-game tailgate suite 90 minutes 

prior to kickoff (10:30 am). The suite will close prior to team taking the field (at approximately 11:40 am). 

Parking: We will provide you with five parking permits for the Dogwood Deck. 

Tour: We have coordinated an opportunity for guest to participate in a tour of Kenan Football Center prior 

to kickoff. Please find below the itinerary for those who would like a tour: 

10:30 AM 5th Floor Pre Game Tailgate Suite Opens 

(note: guest wifl have 50 minutes to eat and mingle prior to tour] 

11:20 AM Tour Kenan Football Center (1st/2nd/5th floor) 

11:40 AM 

game) 

End Tour on the 3rd floor concourse (allowing guest to access seats for the start of 

Please make sure that you provide our compliance office with a list of your finalized guest list. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Contact: (919) 962-9119 

Emaih awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 9:34 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Anderson, Melinda <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting the week of December 16th 

Booked, thanks! 

Rick 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:48 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Anderson, Melinda 
Subject: RE: Meeting the week of December 16th 

Let’s confirm this meeting for Wednesday, December 18 at 9:00am in the Kenan Football Center. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 8:40 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Meeting the week of December 16th 

can make any of that work. 

12/18 at 9 am works the best for me. 

Rick 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 2:06 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Meeting the week of December 16th 

Rick, Vince, and Corey, 

Please see Melinda’s emafl below and please let me know of your availability on the following dates: 

Tuesday, December 17 

Any time between 9:00 and 11:00am 

Wednesday, December 18 

Any time between 9:00am and 12:00 noon 

From: Anderson, Melinda 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 10:47 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 



Subject: RE: Meeting the week of December 16th 

Coach and Corey are available between 9am and noon on Tuesday December 17th and Wednesday December 18th. 

Go Heels.t 
Melin da An derson 
Executive Assistant to 
Head Coach Larry Fedora 
UNC Football 
919-962-9141 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 5:37 PM 
To: Anderson, Melinda 
Subject: Meeting the week of December 16th 

Rick has asked me to work with you to find a date and time during the week of December :16 for Coach Fedora, gubba, 

Corey, Rick, and Vince to meet regarding future football schedules. Please let me know of Coach Fedora’s availability 

during that week. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:55 AM 

Plumblee, Jordan L <jplumble@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Just in case you get bored today ........ 

2014 RocknRoll Marathon Training.xls 

Jordan, 

Attached is the training plan and below is the link to the next race. Let Corey and I know your thoughts on the training 

plan. Any and all advice on how to get faster is most appreciated. 

Looking forward to running with you! 

Rick 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 3:40 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Just in case you get bored today ........ 

http://runrocknroll.competitor.com/raleiqh 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Xenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



Week MON    TUES WED THUR FRI    SAT SUN Total Mileage 

1/13 - 1/19 

4 

1/20 - 1/26 

1/27 -2/2 

6 

2/3 - 2/9 

7 

2/10 - 2/16 

8 

2/17 - 2/23 

9 

2/24 - 3/2 

10 

3/3 - 3/9 

11 

3/10 - 3/16 

12 

3/17 - 13/23 

13 

3/24 - 3/30 

14 

3/31 - 4/6 

15 

4/7 - 4/13 

16 

X-TRAIN 4 6    X-TRAIN 6       3 12 

4x800 

X-TRAIN 4 7 Rest 6 3 12 

4x800 3@MP 

X-TRAIN 4 7 Rest 7 4 13 

4x8OO 4 NP 
X-TRAIN 4    Rest 8 X-TRAIN 8 14 

5@MP 6x800 

X-TRAIN 4 8 Rest 9 4 16 

8x800 6(~MP 

XT-45 INn 4 9 Rest 9 3 18 

10xS00 6@MP 

XT-45 INn 4 9 Rest 10 3 20 

4xl MR 7(~MP 

XT-60 INn 4 9 Rest 10 4 20 

10x800 8@MP 

XT-60 INn 4 9 Rest 7 8 15 

4xl MR 5@MP 

XT-60 INn 5 10 Rest 10 4 22 

10x800 8@MP 

XT-60 INn 5 9 Rest 9 4 16 

3xl MR 4@MP 

XT-60 INn 4 6 Rest 6 4 12 

3@MP 
Rest 4 Rest Rest      Rest     3 26.2 

RnR 

Marathon 

31 

32 

35 

34 

41 

43 

46 

47 

43 

51 

43 

32 

33.2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:09 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

2014 Football Scholarship Proj ection 

2014 Scholarship Projection (Revised 11-20).xlsx 

Tom, 

Good morning! It’s that time of year once again to review our scholarship projections. At your earliest convenience, can 

you please review the attached 2014 Football Scholarship Projection and provide confirmation that our numbers are 
accurate? 

Thanks so much! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:30 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc. edu> 

2013 Thanksgiving Per Diem Plan 

Tom, 

When time permits, can you please review our below 2013 Thanksgiving Per Diem Plan and provide your approval? 

2013 Thanksgiving Per Diem Plan: 

Wednesday, November 27th.¯ 

Breakfast - provide meal 

Lunch - provide meal 

Dinner - provide meal 

Thursday, November 28th.¯ 

Breakfast - provide meal 

Lunch - provide meal 

¯ Dinner- {up to $18.40 per diem) 

¯ Thanksgiving dinner will be provided to those student-athletes who do not have dinner plans at other locations. We 

would fike to count this meal as an occasional meal for all those student-athletes who partake in Thanksgiving dinner. 

Friday, November 29th.¯ 

Normal game weekend meal plan 

Saturday, November 30th: 

Normal game weekend meal plan (with post game snack & per diem) 

Sunday, December 1st: 

[~reakfast - {up to $8°20 per diem) 

Lunch - {up to $:~0,70 per diem) 

Dinner- provide meal 

Note: We planning to give meal per diem to entire team (scholarship and non-scholarship) student-athletes. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 1:11 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc. edu> 

RE: 2013 Thanksgiving Per Diem Plan 

Domo, 

According to Tom, all of our players can receive the Thanksgiving dinner mea! per diem despite the fact that a few of 

them may eat Thanksgiving dinner at Kenan. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: 2013 Thanksgiving Per Diem Plan 

I assume some players will get $18.40 per diem for Thanksgiving Day meal and the ones we provide the meal for will 

not? However, all players will receive post-gale meal money and Sunday per diem for both meals? ! know all players are 

required to be here through Thursday AM practice - but will all be required to return for the game? 

From: TJmmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:06 plVl 
To: Williams, Andre 
Cc: IVlorelli, David Dominic; Holliday, Corey L; Vangelder, IVlarielle A; IVlarkos, Lance IVl 
Subject: RE: 2013 Thanksgiving Per Diem Plan 

Andre, 

The below looks good to me. 

Also for the thanksgiving meal for student-athletes who do not have dinner plan at other locations we do not have to 

use an occasional meal. The following, which can be found in bylaw 16.5.2 

(4) An institution, may provide an additional meal (as opposed to the cash equivalent) to student-athletes to meet 

nutritional needs as a benefit incidental to participation during each day of any vacation period, provided the student- 

athlete is required to remain on campus to be involved in practice or competition. ) 

Allows us to provide an additional meal during a vacation period. You can still give them the per diem for dinner as well. 

Tom 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:30 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Morelli, David Dominic; Holliday, Corey L 



Subject: 2013 Thanksgiving Per Diem Plan 

Tom, 

When time permits, can you please review our below 2013 Thanksgiving Per Diem Plan and provide your approval? 

2013 Thanksgiving Per Diem Plan: 

Wednesday, November 27th: 

Breakfast - provide meal 

Lunch - provide meal 

Dinner - provide meal 

Thursday, November 28th: 
Breakfast - provide meal 

Lunch - provide meal 

*Dinner- lup to $:~8o40 per diem) 

*Thanksgiving dinner will be provided to those student-athletes who do not have dinner plans at other locations. We 

would like to count this meal as an occasional meal for all those student-athletes who partake in Thanksgiving dinner. 

Friday, November 29th: 
Normal game weekend meal plan 

Saturday, November 30th: 

Normal game weekend meal plan (with post game snack & per diem) 

Sunday~ December 1st: 
[~reakfast - (up te $8.20 per diem) 

Lunch - (up to $],0.70 per diem) 

Dinner- provide meal 

Note: We planning to give meal per diem to entire team (scholarship and non-scholarship) student-athletes. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



Logistical Athletic Solutions 
P.O. Box 2537 
Durham NC 27715 
Phone: 847-372-9889 

University of North Carolina 
Bob Myers 
Athletics - Football 9835, Bell Tower Lot/South Rd 
Kenan Football Center, University of North Carolin 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 

0000187 

November 21,2013 

$2,700.00 

1. Go to: https://Iogisticalathleticsolutions.freshbooks.com/code 
To View Your Invoice Online ~> 

2. Enter this code: naRC3YePH97AVQi 

Message 
Included Message Credits 

0.045 60000 2,700.00 

Credits 

Su btotah 2,700.00 

Payment due 30 days from date of issue. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:44 PM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa football@groups.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie 
<rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; Field, Jaci 
<jfield@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
mmason@fca.org 

Duke Game (11-30-13) - Team Itinerary 

Duke Game (11-30-13) - Team Itinerary.xlsx 

Attached is the team itinerary (beginning with Wednesday) for this weekend’s game vs. Duke. 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2,572 
haydon@unc.edu 



CAROLINA FOOTB  
vs. DUKE 

TEAM ITINERARY: November 30th, 2013 

WEDNESDAYI NOVEMBER 27THI 2013 
8:00 AM - 9:00 AM 
12:00 PM - 1:30 PM 
2:15 PM - 2:40 PM 
2:45 PM - 3:45 PM 
4:05 PM - 6:05 PM 

6:30 PM 

BREAKFAST: Kenan FootbaLL Center 
LUNCH: Kenan FootbaLL Center 
SpedaL Teams Meeting 
Pos[t[on Meetings 
Practice 
DINNER: Kenan FootbaLL Center 

THURSDAYI NOVEMBER 28TH~ 2013 
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM    BREAKFAST: Kenan FootbaLL Center 

7:00 AM TAPING - Freshmen & Sophomores 
7:30 AM TAPING - Juni.ors & Seniors 

8:10 AM - 8:15 AM Team Meeting 
8:15 AM - 8:45 AM Special Teams Meeting 
8:50 AM - 9:50 AM Pos[t[on Meetings 

10:10 AM - 11:40 AM Practice 
12:00 PM LUNCH: Kenan Football Center 
5:45 PM CHAPEL SERVICE FOLLOWED BY DINNER - BOTH OPTIONAL 
9:00 PM TEAM MEETING (TRAVEL SQUAD) IN SWOFFORD AUDITORIUM 
9:40 PM ARRIVE MARRIOTT RTP 

SNACKS: Take To-Go Boxes to your room 
11:00 PM IN YOUR ROOM / LIGHTS OUT 

FRIDAYI NOVEMBER 29TH~ 2013 
9:00 AM- 10:00 AM 
10:00 AM- 11:30 AM 

11:30 AM 
12:00 PM 
12:30 PM 

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 
Dress Code: 
2:20 PM 
3:00 PM 

3:05 PM - 3:35 PM 
3:40 PM - 4:20 PM 
4:25 PM - 5:15 PM 

BREAKFAST AVAILABLE / TREATMENT 
RELAX IN ROOMS 
BUSES DEPART FOR KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 
LUNCH/TREATMENT 
STAFF MEETING 
REPORT FOR COLD TUB 

Carolina Blue Shorts & Shirt, Travel Shoes (Turquoise Loop) 
MASS (Opti.onal): 5th FLoor Med~a Room 
TEAM MEETING (Dressed): Swofford Auditorium 
SPECIAL TEAMS MEETING: Swofford Auditorium 
POSITION MEETINGS 
STRETCH/CALL OUT/WALK-THRU: Kenan Stadium 

Dress Code: Travel Warm-up, Travel Gray Collared Shirt, Travel Shoes 
6:00 PM 
6:50 PM 

TBD 
TBD 

10:15 PM 
10:45 PM 

TEAM DINNER: 5th FLoor Recru[t[ng Room 
BUSES DEPART FOR MOVIE THEATER 
ARRIVE MOVIE THEATER/TEAM MOVIE 
BUSES DEPART MOVIE THEATER FOR MARRIOTT RTP 
ARRIVE MARRIOTT RTP 
SNACKS: Take To-Go Boxes to your room 
IN YOUR ROOM 
LIGHTS OUT / BED CHECK 

SATURDAY~ NOVEMBER 30TH~ 2013 
Dress Code: Travel Warm-up, Walk-Thru Carolina Blue Collared Shirt, Travel Shoes 

7:50 

Z’OOAM 

7:00 AM 

7:15 AM 
AM - 8:10 AM 

8:15 AM 
8:30 AM 
9:10 AM 
9:25 AM 
9:50 AM 

IO:50 AM - ll:IO AM 

12:00 PM 

COACHES SHUTTLE DEPARTS KENAN FOR MARRIOTT RTP 

WAKE UP 

(BRING ALL BAGS DOWN WITH YOU) 

TAPING: Durham Room (ALL FRESHMEN) 
OFFENSE/DEFENSE MEETINGS 
CHAPEL SERVICE (Opti.onaD: SaLons A & B 
PRE GAME MEAL: SaLons C & D 
TEAM MEETING: SaLons A & B 
DEPART MARRIOTT FOR KENAN STADIUM 
VICTORY WALK 
NON- TRAVEL REPORT TO WEIGHT ROOM 

KICKOFF: BEA T DUKE 

SUNDAY~ DECEMBER 15T~ 2013 
Turn i.n Travet Warm-Ups / (2) Cottared Shi.rts / Travet Shoes / Travet Bag 
12:00 PM ALL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES REPORT TO TRAINING ROOM 
12:30 PM NON-INJURED REPORT TO TRAINING ROOM 
3:00 PM TEAM MEETING 
6:00 PM DINNER 
7:00 PM MAP / ACADEMICS 

3/9/2015 11:59 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 10:06 AM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Freeman, Jason S 
<jfreeman@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email.unc.edu>; Fedora, H. Larry <larry.fedora@unc.edu>; Anderson, 
Melinda <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hernandez, Luis III <louh@email.unc.edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haake, Simon 
<sjhaake@unc.edu>; Harper, Taylor <tsharper@live.unc.edu>; Gizzi, Christopher Aaron 
<giz@email.unc.edu>; Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edu>; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 
Walter <yjeanbap@email.unc.edu>; Ross, Luke <lukeross@email.unc.edu> 

Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; 
Brunner, John F <John_Brunner@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; 
Cauteruccio, Dino <dcaut@email.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Haydon, 
Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Duke Game (11-30-13) - Pre Game Warm Up Timeline 

Duke Game (11-30-13) - Pre Game Warm Up Timeline.xlsx 

Attached is the pre-game time line for Saturday’s game vs. Duke. 12:01 PM kick. 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



ame ime ine 
NORTH CAROLINA vs. Duke 

Saturday, November 30th, 2013 

~~~ Game Clock Sat. Clock Sat. Duration Event 
Wake Up 

10:41 AM 80:00 30:00 1 min CLEAR FIELD: ALL PLAYERS 

10:46 AM 75:00 Coach Fedora meets with Officials in Coaches Locker Room 

10:53 AM 68:00 30:00 1 min SPECIALISTS (8 min) 
11:01 AM 60:00 29:00 1 min QB, CENTER, RETURNERS (7 min) 

10:50 AM - 11:10 AM NON- TRAVEL & INJURED REPORT TO WEIGHT ROOM 

11:08 AM 53:00 28:00 1 min (6 min) 

11:14 AM       47:00                                          (6 min) 
27:00         1 min 

11:14 AM 

11:20 AM 41:00 26:00 1 min (10 min) 

11:30 AM 

11:33 AM 

31 "00 

28:00 

25:00 1 min 

(3 min) 

(4 min) 

24:00 2 min 

11:35 AM WEIGHT RO01 

11:37 AM 24:00 (1 min) 
11:38 AM 23:00 (1 min) 
11:39 AM 22:00 16:00 2 min 

SENIOR DAY TIMES 

11:48 AM 13:00 SENIOR DAY INTRODUCTIONS BEGIN 
11:54 AM 7:00 SENIOR DAY INTRODUCTIONS END 

11:55 AM 6:00 
11:55:30 AM 5:30 

11:56 AM 5:00 
11:56:30 AM 4:30 2:00 
11:57:15 AM 3:45 

11:58 AM 3:00 0:00 
11:59 AM 2:00 

PAT N GO - WR, DB, RB, TE 
TEAM OUT - STRETCH 

(Players on the field meet team in the Tunnel) 

NON-TRAVEL & INJURED ENTER LOCKER ROOM TO DRESS 

INDIVIDUAL / GROUP WORK 
7-ON-7 

(30 Yard Line Going In)...Team lines up on 45 yd line 

2 LH, 2 M, 2 RH, 2 M 
*NOTE* Offense will AIternate 1’s & 2’s 

Defense will go two in a row 

TEAM 
(20 yard line Going in)...Team lines up on 35 yd line 
6 Plays - (M) 
2 Plays - (Goal Line) 
*NOTE* Offense will Alternate 1’s & 2’s 

Defense will go two in a row 

Everyone Except Punt Move Behind End Zone 

NON-TRAVEL & INJURED MOVE FROM LOCKER ROOM TO 

PUNT (35-Yard Line Going In) 

PAT (3-Yard Line) No Defense 

CLEAR FIELD 

TEAM PRAYER 
TEAM MEETING / COACH FEDORA 
CAPTAINS TAKE FIELD 
TEAM LEAVES LOCKER ROOM 
DOORS OPEN / TEAM ENTERS TUNNEL 
TEAM TAKES FIELD 
COIN TOSS 

KICK-OFF ~L~r~ ])~~ 12:01 PM 0:00 

**NOTE** Strength Coach Keeps Track of Time after Stretch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 2:21 PM 

Anderson, Melinda <mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Form Player Ticket Request 

Melinda & Corey: 

Can you please add 

upcoming game against Duke. 

Thanks, 

to our former player ticket request list? He has requested five tickets for our 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 2:25 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: FB Meal Checklist (December) 

Clare, 

[ apologize for the confusion. [ was recently informed that Coach Fedora may want to serve meals during our final exam 

days. As a result, can you please hold on printing any December checks for right now. I will make sure to keep you 

posted on his decision. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 11:38 AM 
To: Williams, Andre; Duffy, Clare E 
Subject: RE: FB Meal Checklist (December) 

Looks good. 

Tom 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 10:16 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Duffy, Clare E 

Subject: FB Meal Checklist (December) 

Clare & Tom, 

Please find attached our football meal checklist for December. Please let me know if you have any questions or 

concerns. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:59 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: final exam schedule 

Copy of Fall 2013 Final Exam Schedule.xlsx 

Corey, 

Please find attached the requested information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:56 AM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: final exam schedule 

Attached. This is based on class times and the university final exam schedule. 

Les 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 27, 2013 7:15 AM 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Anderson, Melinda <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu> 
FW: duke/caroina 

Corey/Melinda, 

I didn’t promise Chief Porterfield anything for this weekend but he’s asking for 4 tickets. He is the one that brings the Blue Fire Truck over 
for our recruiting events. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Keith Porterfield [mailto:kporterfield~townofchapelt:fill~org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:00 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: duke/caroina 

Hey Joe, 
looking for 4 but understand the ticket situation, thanks for trying. 

Keith Porterfield 
Battalion Chief 
Fire Department 
Town of Chapel Hill 
403 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-5705 
Phone: (919) 968-2781 
Fax: (919) 932-2956 

From: Haydon, Joe [haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 7:57 PM 
To: Keith Porterfield 
Subject: Re: duke/caroina 

Hey Chief Porterfield. Great to hear from you. We’re tight on tickets since its a sell out but I’ll see what I can do. How many are you 
looking for? 

Joe. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 7:32 PM, "Keith Porterfield" <kporterfield@townofchapelhill.org> wrote: 

> Hey Joe, 
> 

> Do you know of any tickets available for the duke game? 

> Thanks, 
> 

> [~s :/iemail,towno~;oha WA!attact~ment, ast~? 
id= Rg!L~,~B X 4~ciMrTEZa4AJ ~hz~’L~ wDB 
2bz%i~dX~bG4b~oHaU~duG L sTzfYTAAoC7T wTAAAJ&attcnt= 1 &attid0=E,,%&~uF’ SXfSZBI~eAX5vt!] 

> Keith Porterfield 
> Battalion Chief 
> Fire Department 
> Town of Chapel 
> 403 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-5705 
> Phone: (919) 968-2781 
> Fax: (919) 932-2956 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 8:39 AM 

Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Fuchs, Jeffrey W 
<jfuchs@email.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Bowers, Matthew B 
<mattbowers@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Levy, Jennifer S 
<jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F <John_Brunner@unc.edu> 

Presenters on Saturday 

All, 

There are numerous presentations on Saturday. The presenters for each are listed below - 

FOOTBALL SENIOR DAY- 13:00 LEFT IN PRE GAME COUNTDOWN CLOCK 

(Meet Michael Beale on the field with 18:00 left in the pre-game countdown clock) 

Bubba Cunningham 

Vince Ille 

Corey Holliday 

Rick Steinbacher 

JONATHAN COOPER JERSEY RECOGNITION - 1ST/2ND QUARTER BREAK 

(Meet Michael Beale on the field with 5:00 minutes left in the Ist Quarter) 
Bubba Cunningham 

Cricket Lane 

Corey Holliday 

KARA CANNIZZARO HONDA AWARD PRESENTATION - START OF HALFTIME 

(Meet Michael Beale on the field with 5:00 minutes left in the 2nd Quarter) 

Bubba Cunningham 

Beth Miller 

KARA CANNIZZARO & JONATHAN COOPER PATTERSON MEDAL PRESENTATION 

(Meet Michael Beale on the field with 5:00 minutes left in the 2nd Quarter) 
John Twomey (Patterson Family Representative) 

Bubba Cunningham 

Jenny Levy 

BAND SENIOR RECOGNITION 

(Meet Jeff Fuchs on the field immediately following the Patterson Medal Presentation) 

Bubba Cunningham 

Rick Steinbacher 

Please let me know of any questions. Happy Thanksgiving! 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 5:09 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Committee Dates 

Should we tell Disch to not be on the road Wednesday afternoon in case we need him here for the committee meeting? 

From: Arthur, Ashley 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 9:36 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Committee Dates 

Good morning, Joe. 

Here are the dates and times for the Admissions Special-Talent Subcommittee meetings scheduled through 

March 2014: 

11/25 - 3:00-4:00 

12/11- 2:00-3:00 

1/13 - 3:00-4:00 

1/27 - 3:00-4:00 

2/11 - 3:00-4:00 

2/24 - 3:00-4:00 

3/10 - 3:00-4:00 

All meetings will take place in the media room at Jackson Hall. If you have any questions, please let me know! 

Ashley 

Ashley Arthur 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jackson Hall, Campus Box 2200 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-2219 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: Haydon, 3oe 
Cc: Arthur, Ashley 
Subject: RE: Committee Dates 

Hi, Joe, 

By copy of this email, I’m going to ask Ashley to send them to you. She knows them better than I do. @ 

Happy Thanksgiving!! 



BP 

Barbara ]. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 9!9-966-3989 

From: Haydon, Joe 

Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 7:43 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Committee Dates 

Good Morning Barbara, 

Do you have a list of the December/January committee dates that you could provide for our planning purposes. 

Thanks! 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 11:01 AM 

Bell, Walter A IV <wbell@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Randy Lamont <rlj ordan@unc.edu>; 
Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@email.unc.edu>; Brewer, Gunter S 
<coachbrew@unc.edu>; Anderson, Blake <blake.anderson@unc.edu>; Koenning, Victor 
Emanuel Jr <koenning@email.unc.edu>; Disch, Dan <dan.disch@unc.edu>; Gilmore, 
Keith Louis <ggilmore@email.unc.edu>; West, Ronald Eugene 
<ronwest@email.unc.edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Hernandez, Luis III <louh@email.unc.edu>; Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edu>; 
Ross, Luke <lukeross@email.unc.edu>; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
<yj eanbap@email.unc, edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email .uric. edu> 

Fedora, H. Larry <larry.fedora@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Healy, Kaitlin <kjhealy@email.unc.edu>; 
Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; Cauteruccio, Dino <dcaut@email.unc.edu>; 
Anderson, Melinda <mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2013 Fall Exam Schedule 

2013 Fall Exam Schedule (Individual).xlsx; 2013 Fall Exam Schedule (Team).xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached copies of our football student-athletes 2013 Fall Exam Schedule. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 9:42 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Best, 
Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Fuchs, Jeffrey W 
<jfuchs@email.unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Morelli, David 
Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Potential Site Visit - Monday, December 9th 

Corey, Domo, Joe, Kevin, Tim, Michael, Jeff, 

In the likely event of a Belk Bowl Announcement on Sunday evening, can we plan for a Charlotte Site visit on 
Monday, 12/9? Anyone else need to go that you can think of?. Does the schedule below work for all of you? 

Monday, 12/9/13 

7:30 am - Depart Chapel Hill 
10:00 am - Arrive Charlotte, NC, Bowl Site Visit 
2:00 pm - Depart Charlotte, NC 
4:30 pm - Arrive Chapel Hill 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 9:44 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

FW: Potential Site Visit - Monday, December 9th 

Corey - 

Can you work with Me![nda on what is best day / time for Coach Fedora to do a press conference in Charlotte next 

week? 

Supposed to be within 3 days of the announcement so that would be Monday- Wednesday. 

Let me know and I will coordinate with Will Webb. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 9:42 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L; Best, Kevin S.; Sabo, Tim; Fuchs, Jeffrey W; Beale, Michael; Morelli, David 
Dominic; Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Potential Site Visit - Monday, December 9th 

Corey, Domo, Joe, Kevin, Tim, Michael, Jeff, 

In the likely event of a Belk Bowl Announcement on Sunday evening, can we plan for a Charlotte Site visit on 
Monday, 12/9? Anyone else need to go that you can think of?. Does the schedule below work for all of you? 

Monday, 12/9/13 

7:30 am - Depart Chapel Hill 
10:00 am - Arrive Charlotte, NC, Bowl Site Visit 
2:00 pm - Depart Charlotte, NC 
4:30 pm - Arrive Chapel Hill 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 11:58 AM 

Fedora, H. Larry <larry.fedora@unc.edu>; Anderson, Melinda 
<mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Coach Fedora’s - travel information 

8. 12-3-13 Adam Lucas (Fedora).xlsx 

Attached is the updated travel itinerary for Coach Fedora. It includes his hotels (Hampton Inn for Tues & Wed and 
Courtyard Marriott for Thurs) and rental SUV for pick-up this evening. 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

ha~/don@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Haydon, Joe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JOSEPH F HAYDON (HAYDON)] 

12/3/2013 8:23:36 PM 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday (clhollid)] 

2009 Meineke Car Care Bowl Manual Updates.xlsx 

Stubbed Attachments.him 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Haydon, Joe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JOSEPH F HAYDON (HAYDON)] 

12/3/2013 8:30:11 PM 

Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday (clhollid)] 

FW: Bowl Planning 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Tony Sales [maJlto:tony@duaa.duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Bowl Planning 

Joe, 

Attached is our itinerary from last year the final manual that they gave us last year, Please let me know Jf you have any 

questions, 

Thanks, 

Tony 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: Tony Sales 
Subject: Bowl Planning 

Hey Tony, 

Great to see you on Saturday. Congrats again on the Coastal Division Championship. All the best for your game this 

weekend. 

I know you’re super busy with the planning for Charlotte, but when you get a chance, could you send over your bowl 

manual & itinerary from last year’s Belk Bowl. I’m sure I’ll be hitting you up some questions (assuming that we do get 

selected for Charlotte), afterwards but we’re just trying to get some initial planning going and wanted to see how you 

guys did things last year. 

Thanks, 





This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda P~essage Archiver, 

2012 BELK BOWL EVENT ~’~IANUAL 12o2,~ (2,2~v~) 

2012 Belk Bowl ][tinerar~ (591,1K) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 4:52 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Healy, Kaitlin <kjhealy@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 GIA Deferment 

2013 Fall Roster.xlsx 

By any chance, would it be possible for each of our football academic advisors to make sure that the scholarship 

student-athletes within their position group has completed the below GIA deferment process by next Tuesday, 

December :10th? If students fail to defer their account they are at risk of losing all of their academic classes. Please let 

me know if your staff can assist with this process during your weekly meetings with our student-athletes. 

Please find attached a football roster by aid. Also, only scholarship student-athletes who are returning for the spring 

term will have to defer their account. 

Thanks advance for your support! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:56 PM 
To: UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA Football; UNCAA-Head Coaches; Frederick, Brad; Law, Greg 
A; Sander, Thomas J; Williams, Andre; Hoots, Eric M 
Cc: UNCAA-Compliance 
Subject: FW: Spring 2014 GIA Deferment 

Good afternoon - 

The below email was recently sent to our student-athletes and their parent(s)/legal guardian(s) regarding spring 

semester athletics grant-in-aid (GIA) deferment, if applicable. 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper BowJes Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 275Z5 

Phone: 
Fax: 9Z9-962-6002 



~The highest ethicol and moral program in the country Zs better thon being conference chomps/~ 

From: Rachel Strassner [mailto:rstrassner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:13 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 
Subject: Spring 2014 GIA Deferment 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

THE FOLLOWING E-MAlL IS ONLY FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES WHO WILL RECEIVE AN 
ATHLETICS GRANT-IN-AID FOR THE 2014 SPRING SEMESTER. IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE AN 
ATHLETICS GRANT-IN-AID, PLEASE IGNORE THIS EMAIL. 

Bills for the 2014 spring semester are due by Tuesday, December 10, which is prior to the first day of spring 
semester classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding be applied to your account. Therefore, all student- 
athletes who are receiving Grant-in-Aid to cover any portion of their funding will need to go through the 
process of deferring their charges so that their courses are not dropped. You must request the deferment before 
the due date on the billing statement. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 

Log in to MyUNC and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Center. 
Look at the Finances Section and select Request Deferment from the drop down box. 
Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment AND the Statement of Understanding and then click 
submit. There will be a confirmation screen after you hit submit, click OK. 
Click the Account Inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. 

Please note that the due date on the invoice will not change, only the due dates for the individual deferred 
charges, which you can see in the "Details by Due Date" section. 

Should you need further assistance, contact the Cashier’ s Office at 919-962-1368 or by email at 
cashier@unc.edu. 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
EWAC Building 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



Phone: 919-962-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:05 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Le s, 

Thanks for your email! I will make sure to add a Coaches Academic Staff Meeting to the calendar for Thursday, December 19th at 

8:30 am. ! think it is a great idea for us all to meet prior to this meeting. My schedule is currently flexible next Monday or 

Tuesday. I will check with Corey to see what works best for him. 

Typically, during the spring term, we schedule Coaches Academic Staff Meetings per your request. We do not meet as a football 

coaching staff on a consistent basis during the spring term. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:48 PM 

To: Williams, Andre 
(::¢: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle 
S,,bject: RE: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Hi Andre’- 

I think Thursday would be our best day because it would give more grades in the system and would obviously give us a chance to 

provide more complete information. Since Thursday is our usual meeting day over there, we could look at doing it during that 

8:30 time slot if that works for everyone. 

Also, Michelle mentioned the idea of the four of us (yourself, Corey, Michelle, Les) meeting earlier in the week to 

brainstorm/discuss what needs to be covered in the full meeting on Thursday. I know that would be beneficial from our end. 

Please let me know if that could be a possibility, maybe Monday or Tuesday’. 

Last question, will our spring meeting time with the coaches be at the same time, 8:30am on Thursdays? 

Thanks. 

Les 

From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:18 PM 

To: Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L 

Subject: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Le s, 

Looking ahead a little bit. Can you please let us know what is the best date to schedule our end of year Academic Coaches Staff 

Meeting? Of course, coaches would like this meeting to include finalized updates regarding fall semester grades and any 

foreseeable spring academic adjustments/issues (i.e. study table). Can you please identify a date between Monday December 

16th - Thursday December 19th? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:56 AM 

Spurling, James <j spurling@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu> 

Carolina Football Networking Night (12/5) 

James, 

Good afternoon, I hope all is well!! Please find below additional details for tomorrow night’s Carolina Football 

Networking Night dinner. Please let me know if you have any additional questions or concerns. Thanks so much for your 

assistance!! 

Carolina Football Networking Night Dinner Notes: 

Date: Thursday, December 5th 

Time: 6:00 pm 

Location: 5th Floor (Kenan Football Center) 

Set-Up: Buffet style (buffet line can be placed on counter top by wall near Men’s restroom) 

Tables: six tables (w/no more than five chairs at each table)/can we please place white table clothes on each table? 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:12 PM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Per diem and travel calculations 

Bowl travel options staff.docx; Bowl travel options students.docx; Per Diem 
Calculation.docx 

I am sending these to you guys before I send them to Lance so you can look them over first. Tell me what you think and I 

will send them after you give them your blessing. Thanks. 



Staff Bowl travel: 

o) Staff members traveling to Charlotte will receive mileage from Chapel Hill to Charlotte round trip. 

o) Staff members with dealer cars will be reimbursed at a rate of 25 cents per mile. 

o) Staff members that do not have dealer cars will be reimbursed at the state mileage rate is 55.5 

cents per mile. 



Student Bowl travel options: 

If you live less than 400 miles from the bowl site: 

-) Mileage expense to/from home to bowl site or mileage expense to/from Chapel Hill to bowl site. 

-) Mileage from home to bowl site - fh/home (or Chapel Hill) or mileage from Chapel Hill to bowl site fh/ 

home (or Chapel Hill) 

-) Fh/from home to bowl site - mileage to home or Chapel Hill or fh/from Chapel Hill to bowl site - 

mileage to home or Chapel Hill 

If you live more than 400 miles from bowl site: 

-) Mileage expense to/from Chapel Hill to bowl site (unless Chapel Hill is more than 400 miles from bowl 

site). If the student-athlete lives more than 400 miles away- he can take the max mileage 

amount and drive understanding they can’t take the money and buy an airline ticket. 

-) Fh/from Chapel Hill to bowl site - fh/home or fh/from Chapel Hill to bowl site back to Chapel Hill 

-) Fh/from home to bowl site - fh/home or fh/from home to bowl site back to Chapel Hill 

Applies to all situations: 

-) You must follow the option you choose. 

-) Flight arrangements will be made by UNC Travel Agency- Anthony Travel. 

-) State Mileage rate is 55.5 cents per mile. 



Per Diem Calculation amounts for all "adult" parties: 
Based on a per meal allowance as follows - 

Breakfast: $8.20 
Lunch: $10.70 
Dinner: $18.40 
Day: $37.30 

The same allowance is made for each dependent age 10 and older. 

Any dependents less than aqe 10 are calculated as follows: 

Breakfast: $5.00 
Lunch: $7.50 
Dinner: $12.50 

Infants (under the age of I year) are not given per diem. 

P LAYERS: 
Players per diem is calculated at the above rates with all meals deducted that are 
provided by the University or meals provided by the bowl committee at bowl functions. 
Players also receive a $30.00 per day incidental allowance (as allowable by NCAA 
rules). The clock for their per diem and incidental allowance begins when their travel 
begins and ends when they return home. 

STUDENT SUPPORT STAFF: 
Student support staff per diem is calculated same as players except their incidental 
allowance is $15.00 per day. The reason there is discrepancies in their amounts is due 
to the different dates they are required to report to the bowl site for preparation. 

STAFF MEMBERS: 
Staff members receive per diem for themselves and dependents that attend the bowl. 
They do not receive any incidental allowances. Amounts are calculated based on arrival 
date/departure date of the staff member and their dependents. (Some dependents arrive 
(or depart) on different dates than the staff members due to the holiday season.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:48 AM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa football@groups.unc.edu> 

Sunday (December 8th) Meetings 

STAFF MEETING - 9:00 AM 

TEAM MEETING - 2:00 PM 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 

ha~/don@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:56 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
<binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Spurling, James <j spurling@unc.edu>; 
Haxton, Jerod <jwhaxton@aux-services.unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Football December Meal Calendar 

2013-2014 Training Table Calendar. pub 

All, 

Please find attached our football meal calendar for next week. Please be mindful that there will be updates to this 

calendar during the remaining weeks of December, as we determine our bowl destination. 

Tom, as you can see, we would like to add one meal (lunch on 12/8) to the calendar during our exam week. If possible, 

can we please make this an occasional meal so we can feed all of our student-athletes.? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



August 2013 
Sun 

Scholarship Cougar: 

Student-Athletes 

11 

18 

25 

Dinner 

5 

12 

19 

26 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Lunch 

Dinner 

6 

13 

20 

Lunch 

Dinner 

First Day of Class 

27 

Lunch 

Dinner 

14 

21 

28 

Lunch 

Dinner 

15 

22 

Lunch 

Dm~er 

29 

South Carolina 

(Away) 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

17 

24 

31 

Breakfast 



September 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 4 5 6 

15 

22 

29 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

9 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

3 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

17 

Lunch 

Dinner 

24 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Scholarship Comet: 

80 Student-Athletes 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

12 

19 

26 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

13 

2O 

27 

Lunch 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

7 

Mid Tennessee State 

(Home) 

14 

BYE 

21 

Georgia Tech 

(Away) 

28 

East Carolina 

(Home) 



October 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Scholarship Count." 1 2 4 

6 

Dinner 

13 

Dinner 

(FALL BRtAzIK) 

27 

Dinner 

14 

21 

28 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

8 

15 

22 

29 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

3 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

17 

Miami 

(Home) 

24 

Lunch 

Dinner 

31 

Lunch 

Dinner 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner (Cancel) 

Lunch 

5 

Virginia Tech 

(Away) 

12 

(OPEN) 

19 

26 

Boston College 

(Home) 



November 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

&:ho/ars~ip Count:80 2 

3 

Dinner 

10 

Dinner 

17 

Dinner 

24 

Dinner 

4 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

5 

12 

19 

26 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

6 

Lunch 

Dinner 

13 

Lunch 

Dinner 

2O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

27 

U’hanksgivi~g ]3reak) 

7 

Lunch 

Dinner 

14 

Lunch 

Dinner 

21 

Lunch 

Dinner 

28 

U?mnksgiv#~g Break) 

1 

Lunch 

8 

Lunch 

15 

22 

Lunch 

29 

U?mnksgiving Break) 

16 

23 

3O 

NC State 
(Away) 

Virginia 

(Home) 

Pittsburgh 

(Away) 

Old Dominion 

(Home) 

Duke 

(Home) 



December 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

15 

22 

29 

Commencement 

9 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Exam 

10 

17 

24 

31 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Exam 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Last Day of Class 

Reading Day 

Reading Day 

12 

Exam 

19 

26 

13 

2O 

27 

Exam 

Exam 

14 

21 

28 

Exam 



January 2014 

12 

19 

26 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 

11 

18 

25 



February 2014 

16 

23 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 



March 2014 

16 

23 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

30 31 



April 2014 

13 

2O 

27 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 

14 

21 

28 

8 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 



May 2014 

11 

18 

25 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

5 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 10:36 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Omni Grove park Inn Event proposal 

UNC Chapel Hill Football Coach Retreat.pdf 

Rooms are available at both places. 

Ms. Ry~n Mills 
Re o Assis~t 

F~tb~ 
FootbNl 

PoOo Box 2126 
HN, NC 27515 

From: Jamie Tudico [mailto:Jaine.Tudico@omnihotels.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:15 PM 
To: Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: Omni Grove park Inn Event proposal 

Hi Ryan! 

I hope you are doing well today! 

I am thrilled that you are considering the Omni Grove park Inn for your Coaches retreat in 2014! I have put together an 

event proposal based on the request of April 27-27m, 2014, and 16 Mountain View King Rooms. 

Please take a look and let me know what questions you might have. 

I look forward to talking with you very soon! 

Jamie 

Jamie Tudicol Executive Meetings Manager l Omni Grove Park Inn 

Mailing Address: 290 Macon Avel Asheville, NC 28804 I P: 866.474.4948 I F: 828.251.5184 

Follow Omni Hotels at I omnihotels.com II Facebookl 
Twitter I YouTube I Global Hotel Alliance I 



Omni Nashvii|e ~i 



Thursday, December 05, 2013 

the grove park inn 
Good Afternoon Mrs. Mills, 

We are thrilled that you will be joining us once again at The Omni Grove Park Inn! 

It is my pleasure to submit the proposal for the 2014 UNC-Chapel Hill Football Coach Retreat. 

Please see below for our great offering over your desired dates of April 24-27, 2014: 

ROOM BLOCK 

April 2014 

Sleeping Room Block 

Day 1 

16 

Day 2 

16 

Day 3 

c/o 

©AS’ ES LOD@~G & 
RATES 

April 24-27,2014 Premium Mountain View $319 per room, per night based on Single/Double Occupancy 

Mountain View kinl~ Room: Guaranteed Mountain View Room with kinl~ Bed. 

Additional Charges: Golf, Spa, Tennis and other resort amenities are charged as per published rates. Room Rates are subject to 

4% Local Occupancy Tax and 7% State Sales Tax. 

DA~LY RESORT CHARGE 

Quoted rates are subject to a $25 per room daily resort service charge. This charge includes: 

¯ In-Room High Speed Internet 

¯ Entrance to The Sports Complex (SC) 

¯ Access to Outdoor Tennis Courts 

¯ Access to Outdoor Basketball Court 

¯ Access to SC Cardio and Weight Room 

¯ Access to Elaine’s Dueling Piano Bar 

¯ Guided History Tours 

¯ In Room Toll Free & Local Calling 

¯ In Room Coffee with Keurig Coffee Maker 

¯ Daily Newspaper {Available at Front Desk) 

¯ Access to SC Indoor Fitness Pool 

¯ Access to Outdoor Cabana Pool and Grill {open seasonally) 

¯ On-Site Shuttle Service 

PARKING INFORMATION 

$15.00: Resort Guest - Garage & Outdoor Parking I $22.00: Resort Guest - Valet Parking 

SREC~AL CONCESSIONS 

¯ Complimentary Meeting Room Rental with agreed Catering F&B minimum 

¯ First Class Southern Hospitality accompanied with beautiful and breathtaking views if the historic Blue Mountain Range. 

This initial proposal outlines our understanding of your preliminary requirements. Please note, we are not currently 

holding rooms or meeting space and this proposal is subject to change at any time without notification. We look 

forward to discussing your meeting in greater detail, so please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 

wish to reserve this space. 

Michele D. Westbrook 

Sales Manager 

(866) 474-4948 

For more information on our Historic Resort, please visit: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Sunday, December 8, 2013 10:53 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 
RE: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas) 

Martina, 

Answers below in all CAPS- 

Rick 

Before I start ordering things for the Bowl and Christmas that are no-no’s I want to check rules. I think I 

know most of the answers to these but just want to double check. 

-) Can we still buy bowl gifts for wives and children? I know we can’t buy Christmas presents for them but 

can we buy bowl gifts? 

DOMO’S QUESTION IS RELATIVE TO STATE PURCHASING RULES. HE AND COREY ARE GOING TO PROVIDE A 

COMPREHENSIVE GIFT PLAN TO ME FOR BUBBA TO REVIEW AND APPROVE, NEED TO KNOW IN ADVANCE 
OF THAT IF THIS CAN BE DONE VIA BUSINESS OFFICES POLICIES AND PROCEDURES. 

-) Can we sell game worn jerseys to players for $10.00 ? 

WE ARE FINE WITH THIS SO LONG AS IT MEETS ALL CURRENT COMPLIANCE RULES 

-) If one of the bowl gifts is a $400.00 gift card can we buy cards in addition to our comp allotment -for 

students? For staff? 

DOMO’S QUESTION IS RELATIVE TO STATE PURCHASING RULES. HE AND COREY ARE GOING TO PROVIDE A 

COMPREHENSIVE GIFT PLAN TO ME FOR BUBBA TO REVIEW AND APPROVE, NEED TO KNOW IN ADVANCE 

OF THAT IF THIS CAN BE DONE VIA BUSINESS OFFICES POLICIES AND PROCEDURES. 

-) (Unrelated to bowl) If we are giving a present to the senior Carolina Blues is there a cost limit? If so what 

is the limit? 

BUSINESS OFFICE POLICY / PROCEDURE QUESTION 

Please let me know ASAP. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 10:58 AM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K 
<mballen@unc.edu> 
RE: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas) 

Please see my input below from an NCAA Compliance perspective. Let me know if there are additional questions or 

concerns at this point. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

-) Can we still buy bowl gifts for wives and children? I know we can’t buy Christmas presents for them but can we buy 

bowl gifts? Wives and children of Graduate Assistant coaches would not be permitted to receive bowl gifts. 

-) Can we sell game worn jerseys to players for $10o00? Game worn jerseys that have been deemed not to be reusable 

can be sold to the student-athletes at whatever cost complies with institutional and state policy on surplus items. 

-) If one of the bowl gifts is a $400.00 gift card can we buy cards in addition to our comp allotment -for students? For 

staff? Prior to the provision of any bowl gift (Institutional or Event Organizer) to a student-athlete, please provide 

Athletics Compliance with a list of gifts including associated value and the list of intended recipients for approval. 

Student-athletes must be eligible for participation in the Bowl game in order to receive a gift. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: {9!9) 962-7853 

Fax: {9:19) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 11:12 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Fwd: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> 

Date: December 8, 2013, 10:52:37 AM EST 

To: "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Perkins, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edu>, "Morelli, David Dominic" <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>, 
"Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Questions (prior to bowl and Christmas) 



Martina, 

Answers below in all CAPS- 

Rick 

Before I start ordering things for the Bowl and Christmas that are no-no’s I want to check 

rules. I think I know most of the answers to these but just want to double check. 

-) Can we still buy bowl gifts for wives and children? I know we can’t buy Christmas presents 

for them but can we buy bowl gifts? 

DOMO’S QUESTION IS RELATIVE TO STATE PURCHASING RULES. HE AND COREY ARE GOING 

TO PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE GIFT PLAN TO ME FOR BUBBA TO REVIEW AND APPROVE, 
NEED TO KNOW IN ADVANCE OF THAT IF THIS CAN BE DONE VIA BUSINESS OFFICES POLICIES 

AND PROCEDURES. 

-) Can we sell game worn jerseys to players for $10.00 ? 

WE ARE FINE WITH THIS SO LONG AS IT MEETS ALL CURRENT COMPLIANCE RULES 

-) If one of the bowl gifts is a $400.00 gift card can we buy cards in addition to our comp 

allotment - for students? For staff? 

DOMO’S QUESTION IS RELATIVE TO STATE PURCHASING RULES. HE AND COREY ARE GOING 

TO PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE GIFT PLAN TO ME FOR BUB£A TO REVIEW AND APPROVE, 
NEED TO KNOW IN ADVANCE OF THAT IF THIS CAN BE DONE VIA BUSINESS OFFICES POLICIES 

AND PROCEDURES. 

-) (Unrelated to bowl) If we are giving a present to the senior Carolina Blues is there a cost 

limit? If so what is the limit? 

BUSINESS OFFICE POLICY / PROCEDURE QUESTION 

Please let me know ASAP. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:56 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Carolina FB Networking Night Thank You (Fedora) 

2013 Carolina FB Career Night Thank You (Fedora).docx 

Corey, 

Please find attached the requested thank you message for Coach Fedora. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



Carolina Football Career Networking Night 
"Thank You Message" 

Guest Employers: 

Mike Armstrong 

NC Memorial Hospital 

Brian Chacos 
UNC Athletic Department-Rams Club 

Randall Felton 

Novo Nordisk 

Bryan Jones 
Core Business at Personify 

Clayton Somers 
NC HS Athletic Association 

Richard Worrell 

Northwestern Mutual 

Thank You Message: 

I would like to personally thank you for taking time out of your schedule to 
participate in the Carolina Football Career Networking Night held on Thursday, 
December 5th. We are fortunate to have several great student-athletes that 

matriculate though our program. Due to the nature of the game, regardless if any of 
our student-athletes are blessed to continue to play professionally, all will be 
required to enter the workforce at some point of their career. The information and 
time you shared with these young men is truly valuable. Thanks once again for 
your support! 

Best regards, 

Larry Fedora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 2:20 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Player Bowl Stipend Calendar (Rough Draft) 

2013-2014 Training Table Calendar. pub 

Tom, 

Please find attached a rough draft of our student-athletes’ pre & post bowl stipend. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



August 2013 
Sun 

Scholarship Cougar: 

Student-Athletes 

11 

18 

25 

Dinner 

5 

12 

19 

26 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Lunch 

Dinner 

6 

13 

20 

Lunch 

Dinner 

First Day of Class 

27 

Lunch 

Dinner 

14 

21 

28 

Lunch 

Dinner 

15 

22 

Lunch 

Dm~er 

29 

South Carolina 

(Away) 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

17 

24 

31 

Breakfast 



September 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 4 5 6 

15 

22 

29 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

9 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

3 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

17 

Lunch 

Dinner 

24 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Scholarship Comet: 

80 Student-Athletes 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

12 

19 

26 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

13 

2O 

27 

Lunch 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

7 

Mid Tennessee State 

(Home) 

14 

BYE 

21 

Georgia Tech 

(Away) 

28 

East Carolina 

(Home) 



October 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Scholarship Count." 1 2 4 

6 

Dinner 

13 

Dinner 

(FALL BRtAzIK) 

27 

Dinner 

14 

21 

28 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

8 

15 

22 

29 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

3 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

17 

Miami 

(Home) 

24 

Lunch 

Dinner 

31 

Lunch 

Dinner 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner (Cancel) 

Lunch 

5 

Virginia Tech 

(Away) 

12 

(OPEN) 

19 

26 

Boston College 

(Home) 



November 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

&:ho/ars~ip Count:80 2 

3 

Dinner 

10 

Dinner 

17 

Dinner 

24 

Dinner 

4 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

5 

12 

19 

26 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

6 

Lunch 

Dinner 

13 

Lunch 

Dinner 

2O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

27 

U’hanksgivi~g ]3reak) 

7 

Lunch 

Dinner 

14 

Lunch 

Dinner 

21 

Lunch 

Dinner 

28 

U?mnksgiv#~g Break) 

1 

Lunch 

8 

Lunch 

15 

22 

Lunch 

29 

U?mnksgiving Break) 

16 

23 

3O 

NC State 
(Away) 

Virginia 

(Home) 

Pittsburgh 

(Away) 

Old Dominion 

(Home) 

Duke 

(Home) 



December 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 

Lu~Tct2 

Oc casior~al 

15 

Commencement 

22 

OFF 

29 
Breaaj?~st ($& 2@ 

Lun& ($’10.70) 

Incidental ($30. 00) 

9 

16 

23 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Exam 

Lunch ($10. 70) 

Dinner-Hotel 

incidental ($’30. 00) 

(Report to Charlotte) 

3O 

Bowl Stipend Total: 

$272.40 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Exam 

17 

Brea~/{~st (58.20) 
Lu~ch-C1)S 

Dinner ($’18.40 

24 

Lun&-Speedw ay 

Dinner-Dave & Buster 

incidental (5’30. 00) 

31 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Last Day of Class 

Reading Day 

Brea{/as~ ($’8.20) 
L~mch-C~)S 

Breakf!~st (58.20) 
Lunch-Hotel 

Dinner-Hotel 

Incidental ($30.00) 

(Christmas Day) 

Reading Day 

12 

Exam 

19 

Brea~/~st (58.20) 

D#~ner ($’18.40 

26 

Breakfast ($’8.20) 

Lunch-Hotel 

Dinner-Hotel 

incidental ($’30. 00) 

Exam 

13 

Exam 

20 

Lu~c4~-CDS 

Pre Bowl Stipend Total 

($11,7.60) 

27 

Brea~/2~st ($& 20) 

Lunch-Hotel 

Dinner-Hotel 

incidental ($’30. 00) 

Exam 

14 

Lunch ($10. 70) 

D#~ner ($’18.40) 

21 

OFF 

28 

Breakfast Hotel 

Pre-Game Meal-Hotel 

*Post Game Stipend 

incidental (5"30. 00) ? 



January 2014 

12 

19 

26 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 

11 

18 

25 



February 2014 

16 

23 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 



March 2014 

16 

23 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

30 31 



April 2014 

13 

2O 

27 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 

14 

21 

28 

8 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 



May 2014 

11 

18 

25 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

5 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 





This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda fv~essage Archiver, 

2013 Belk Bowl Event ~lanual            (2,81~q} 



This messages contents have been archived by the Barracuda ~4essage Archiver, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:54 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Morelli, 
David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Family/School room block rate 

FYLojust confirming the family/school Admin rate of $144 below. 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:50 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Family/School room block rate 

Joe - correct the family / school administration block is the rate of $144 

MOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTFE 
6ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 7o4.335.2o22 F 
wwwowestincharlottehoteLcom 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2007, 2009 
C~ent - Top loo U.S. Meeting Hotels: 2012 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 7:21 PM 
To: Raymond, David 
Subject: Family/School room block rate 

David, 

I know you gave this to me earlier but I just wanted to double check before we begin gather information about 
additional family rooms. The Family/School Administrator Block rate is $144 + taxes correct? 

Thanks, 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:36 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Hospitality Suite 

CSFhospitality.pdf 

below and attached, 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:32 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Hospitality Suite 

Joe - attached are the event orders showing what food is ordered by the Belk Bowl 

Not appearing on this is the beer and wine - they have 9 cases of wine - please do not share this with 

The Belk bowl folks - thanks 

MOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTFE 
6Ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 28202 
T7o4.335.2o22 F 7o4.335.2~o 
www.westincharlottehotel.com 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2oo7, 2oo9 
Cvent - Top loo U.S. Meeting Hotels: 2o12 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606115694 
Status: 
Page: 1 of I 
Printed; 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Monday, 23 December 2013 
Will Pitts 

(704) 644~4047 

Paige Williams 

(252) 723-’1647 

Men. 23-Dec-2013 7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Localion Hos, pitality 

7:OOPM-I:OOPM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

1 Westin-made Assorted Cookies to include Chocolate Chip, Peanut 
Butter, Sugar and Oatmeal Raisin @ $32.40 Per Dozen 

12 Warm Sourdough Pi’etzel Nuggets With Assorted Muslards & Warm 
Nacho Cheese Sauce @ $6.00 Per Person 

12 Chips and Dip Dispfay - Pita Chips, Tortilla Chips, Vegetable Chips 
and Zapps Potato Chips - Blue Cheese Dip, Hot Spinach & Artichoke Dip, 
Hummua, Guacamole and Salsa @ $4.80 

Assorted Soft Drinks Westin proudly serves Ceca-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $3.00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

,Contact Paite Williams, CSF - 2506 

Hospitaffty N $0.00 

7:0OPM-I;0,0,PM Remote Locatiol 
Setu~l Style:Existin(I 

7:00PM 

Existing Setup 

Po k Su te 250.1 / 2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity ihat is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days pr[or to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holitays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #; 6480-1606115694 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 

Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606307739 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Tuesday, 24 December 2013 
Will Pitts 
(704) 644-4047 

Paige Williams 
(252) 723-1647 

Tue, 24-Dec-2013 7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location Hospi(ality Hosp[lality N 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 
Minate Maid Battled Juice - Orange, Cranberry, Apple & Grape 

(Charged on Consumplion} @ $5.00 

12 AIt Natural Smoothies prepared with Greek Yogurt, Fresh Fruit Juice 
and Fresh Carolina Seasonal Fruit 

12 Seasonal fresh fruit and berries 

2 Breakfast paslries to include muffins, buttery croissants, danish paslry, 
and breakfast sweet breads with preserves and sweet butter 

12 Coffee Side Station to include assorted sugars and sweetners, 
creamers, stirrers and knapkins @ $3.00 Per Gallon 

Keurig to sponsor brewers and coffee 
Contact - Paige Williams, CSF - 2506 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 
Setup Style:Existlna 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 / 2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on lhe agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606307739 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone; (704) 375-2600 

Fax: (704) 335-21 I0 

EO #: 6480-1606403369 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: ~9-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Event Order 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquet~ 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Tuesday, 24 December 2013 
Will Pitts 
(704) 644-4047 

Paige Wiliiams 
(252) 723-1647 

Tue, 24-Dec-2013 7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location Hospitality 

7:00PM-g:00PM Rem,Q,tf~ Location 

7:00PM 

2 Westin-made Chocolate Brownies, Blondies and Lemon Bars @ 
$32.40 Per Dozen 

2 Westin-made Assorted Cookies to include Chocolate Chip, Peanut 
Butter, Sugar and Oatmeal Raisin @ $32.40 Per Dozen 

20 Garden Vegetable Displaywilh Baby Carrots, Radishes, PIrsnips, 
Asparagus, Celery, Cauliflower, Broccoli & Cherry Tomatoes with Ranch 
and Lemon, Basil Atoll Dips @ $6.00 

Assorted Soft Drinks Westin proudly serves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5.00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

Contact Paige Williams, CSF - 2506 

Hospi[ality N $0.00 

7:00PM-9:001PM....!~emote Location 
Setup Style:Existing 

7:00PM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 1 2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxabie in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606403369 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 

Fax: (704) 335-2~ 10 

EO #: 6480-160640413t 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Wednesday, 25 December 2013 

Wil Pitts 
(704) 644-4047 

Paige Williams 

(252) 723-I647 

Wed, 25-Oec-2013 7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location Hospitality 

7:IOAM-I:OOAM Rem o.tt..!,.tcatlon 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Boiled Juice - Orange, Cranberry, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berries 

12 Yogurt Padaits 
Vanila Yogurt layered with Fresh Berries and Topped with Granola @ 
$3.00 

24 Breakfast Burritos- Farm-fresh Scrambled Eggs, Chodzo Pepper 
Jack Cheese and Potatoes nestled in a Warm Flour Tortilla, Salsa Fresca 
@ $4.80 
12 Coffee Side Slalion to include aSsoded sugars and sweetners, 
creamers, slirrers and knapkins @ $3.00 Per Gallon 

Keurig to sponsor brewers and coffee 
Contact Paige Williams, CSF - 2506 

Hosptality N $0.00 

7:00AM-9:00AM...!~emote Location 
Setup Style:Existing 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501/2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00.noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on Ihe agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-I606404131 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606404243 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address’, 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Wednesday, 25 December 2013 
Witl Pitts 
(704) 644-4047 

Paige Williams 
(252) 723-1647 

Wod. 25-Dec-2013 7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location Hospitality Hospi,!al!ty,., Y i $0.00 

7:.0.QPM-9:00PM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

Assorted Soft Drinks Westin proudly serves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5.00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

Contact Paige Williams, CSF - 2506 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
.,Setup Style:Existina 

7:00PM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite - 2501 I2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a I2% gratuity that ~s paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prier tO your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

150 #: 6480-1606404243 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South Coilege Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 

Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606450490 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name’, 
Address: 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Event Order 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Thursday, 26 December 2013 
Will Pitts 
(704) 644-4047 

Paige Williams 
(252) 723-1647 

Thu, 26-Dec-2013 7:00AM-9:00AM Remole Localion Hospitality 

7:00AM-9:00AM R~r~q.t.� Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bellied Juice - Orange, Cranberry, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berries 

24 Buttermilk biscuits filled with shaved carolina ham, scrambled eggs 
and aged white cheddar cheese 

12 Fresh Berries with Minted Mascarpone Cream 

12 Coffee Side Station to include assorted sugars and swe~tners, 
creamers, stirrers and knapkins @ $3.00 Per Gallon 

Keurig to sponsor Brewers and coffee 
Contact - Paige Williams, CSF - 2506 

Hospitality N $0.00 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

Setup Stv~e.’Existin~l 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501/2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% g~atuity that is paid direclly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday Ihrough Friday, excluding Holidays), If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will sol, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (lisled above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450490 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-t 606450672 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed:’ 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: E~BL22A 

Department’, Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Thursday, 26 December 2013 
Will Pitts 
(704) 644-4047 

Paige Williams 
(252) 723-1647. 

Thu, 26:Dec-2013 7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Loca{ion Hospit.a.l!.!~. 

7:OOPM-I:0OPM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

18 Mez Display - Red Betl Pepper Hummus, Traditional Hummus, Grilled 
Vegetables, Assorted O[ives, Oven-dried Tomatoes, Tabbouleh Salad, 
Olive Oil, Pita Crisps and Pita Bread @ $6.00 

18 Global Cheese Display with Domestic Artisan Cheeses - Soft, Semi- 
firm, Firm and Aged-hard with Savory and Sweet Accompaniments with 
Assorted Crackers and Sliced Baguettes @ $7.20 

Assorted Soft Drinks Westin proudly serves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5.00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

Contact Paige Williams, CSF - 2506 

Hospitality Y $0.00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote LoGation 
Setup Stv[e:Existinq 

7:00PM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 t2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuily Ihat is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (lisled above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450672 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone; (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606450781 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code’, BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Friday, 27 December 2013 
Will Pitts 
(704) 6444047 

Paige Williams 
(252) 723-1647 

Fd, 27-Dec-2013 7:00AM-9:00AM Remaie Location Hospitality’ 

~:~,~ ~:.~,~ ~ ~ ,~ o~’ ~:~ ~’~:~ ~a~. ~: ;::~,;~" ~;~" ~,~.0~, :,~ ~.~Z~ ~ -.~ ~:;~ .~-~’~ :~::’~ :~ ~:~ ~,~4~ : ’,~,~.~ 

7:00AM-9:00AM R~m¢~¢ Location 

7;00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice - Orange, Cranber~, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

I2 Blueber~ and Banana Smoothie @ $4.20 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berries 

2 Breakfast pastries to inctude maffins, butte~ croissants, danish past~, 
and breakfast sweet broads with prese~es and sweet butter 

12 Coffee Side Station to include assoded sugars and sweelnets, 
creamers, stirrewrs and knapkins @ $3.00 Per Gallon 

Keurig to sponsore brewers and coffee 
Contact Paige Williams, CSF - 2506 " ¯ 

Hospitality N $0.00 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

Setu9 Style:Existinq 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk 2501 / 2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, Ihree (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450781 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 

Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606450891 
Status; 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method; 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department’, Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Friday, 27 December 2013 
Will Pitts 
(704) 644-4047 

Paige Williams 
(252) 723-1647 

Ffi, 27-Dec-2013 7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Loca([on 
Hospi.t~!i.!~,L 

Hospitality Y $0.00 

7:0gPM-9:00PM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

18 Mini Corn Dogs wilh Mustard and Catsup 
Buttered Popcorn 
Cinnamon Funnel Cakes 
Pastel Cotlon Candy 
Colodul Koo]-aid Shols @, $10.20 

Assorted Soft Drinks Westin proudly serves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5.00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

Contact - Paige Williams, CSF - 2506 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 

Setup Style:Existin~ 

7:00PM 

Existing Setup 

Polk 2501 / 2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes, This includes a 12% gratuity that is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by ~2:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR), 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450891 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 

Fax: (704) 335-2"[ 10 

EO #: 6480-1606450937 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
¯ Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Saturday, 28 December 2013 
Wil~ Pitts 
(704) 644-4047 

Paige Williams 
(252) 723-1647 

Sat, 28-Dec-2013 7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location Hospitality 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

7;00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice - Orange, Cranberry, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berries 

2 New York-Style Bagels with Cream Cheese, Preserves, Sweet Butter 
and a Toaster @ $32.40 Per Dozen 

18 Steel-cut Oatmeal with Brown Sugar, Raisins, Pecans, 2% Mifk, and 
Skim Milk @ $4.20 

12 Coffee Side Station to include assorted sugars and sweelners, 
creamers, stirrers and knapkins @ $3.00 Per Gallon 

Keurig to sponsor brewers and coffee 
Contact - Palge Williams, CSF - 2506 

¯ ..ii:;. :: i.:._ Event!Narne .- :......Type ..... ..i;. P0st := ..PROJ ~:-..::::.GTD:".!."SE¥:;:JiRental.i;....; 
Hospitality      N                           $0,00 

7:00AM-9:00AM RemOte Location 
Setup Stvle:Exist!n~ 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 250t 1 2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable safes taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity Ihat is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, Ihree (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays), if no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450937 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:29 AM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

2013-2014 Training Table Calendar.pub 

Domo, 

Please find attached the calculations for the maximum amount we can provide our student-athletes for the pre bowl 

practice meal stipend (12/14-12/20). If possible, can you please plan to provide each student-athletes with their 

(~$190.00) meal stipend at the end of practice on Saturda]l, December 14th? 

Corey and I are currently working with Tom to finalize the actual bowl stipend amount for 12/23-12/29. We will make 

sure to keep you posted as we finalize meals for the bowl. 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



August 2013 
Sun 

Scholarship Cougar: 

Student-Athletes 

11 

18 

25 

Dinner 

5 

12 

19 

26 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Lunch 

Dinner 

6 

13 

20 

Lunch 

Dinner 

First Day of Class 

27 

Lunch 

Dinner 

14 

21 

28 

Lunch 

Dinner 

15 

22 

Lunch 

Dm~er 

29 

South Carolina 

(Away) 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

17 

24 

31 

Breakfast 



September 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 4 5 6 

15 

22 

29 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

9 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

3 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

17 

Lunch 

Dinner 

24 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Scholarship Comet: 

80 Student-Athletes 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

12 

19 

26 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

13 

2O 

27 

Lunch 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

7 

Mid Tennessee State 

(Home) 

14 

BYE 

21 

Georgia Tech 

(Away) 

28 

East Carolina 

(Home) 



October 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Scholarship Count." 1 2 4 

6 

Dinner 

13 

Dinner 

(FALL BRtAzIK) 

27 

Dinner 

14 

21 

28 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

8 

15 

22 

29 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

3 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

17 

Miami 

(Home) 

24 

Lunch 

Dinner 

31 

Lunch 

Dinner 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner (Cancel) 

Lunch 

5 

Virginia Tech 

(Away) 

12 

(OPEN) 

19 

26 

Boston College 

(Home) 



November 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

&:ho/ars~ip Count:80 2 

3 

Dinner 

10 

Dinner 

17 

Dinner 

24 

Dinner 

4 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

5 

12 

19 

26 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

6 

Lunch 

Dinner 

13 

Lunch 

Dinner 

2O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

27 

U’hanksgivi~g ]3reak) 

7 

Lunch 

Dinner 

14 

Lunch 

Dinner 

21 

Lunch 

Dinner 

28 

U?mnksgiv#~g Break) 

1 

Lunch 

8 

Lunch 

15 

22 

Lunch 

29 

U?mnksgiving Break) 

16 

23 

3O 

NC State 
(Away) 

Virginia 

(Home) 

Pittsburgh 

(Away) 

Old Dominion 

(Home) 

Duke 

(Home) 



December 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

15 

Dinner ($18o40) 

22 

OFF 

29 
Breaaj?~st ($& 2@ 

Lun& ($’10.70) 

Incidental ($30. 00) 

9 

16 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Exam 

23 

Lunch ($10. 70) 

Dinner-Hotel 

incidental ($’30. 00) 

(Report to Charlotte) 

3O 

Bowl Stipend Total: 

$305.80 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Exam 

17 

Brea~/?~st ($& 20) 

Lunch ($10. 70) 

Dinner ($’18.40) 

24 

Lun&-Speedw ay 

Dinner-Dave & Buster 

incidental ($30. 00) 

31 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Last Day of Class 

Reading Day 

Brea{fas~ ($’8.20) 

Dinner ($1&40) 

Breakf!~st (58.20) 
Lunch-Hotel 

Dinner-Hotel 

Incidental (~30.00) 

(Christmas Day) 

Reading Day 

12 

Exam 

19 

Brea4~?~st ($’8.20) 

LuJ~ch-CI)S 

Lunch ($10. 70) 

Dinner ($’18.40 

26 

Breakfast ($’8.20) 

Lunch-Hotel 

Dinner-Hotel 

incidental (5"30. 00) 

Exam 

13 

Exam 

20 

Lu~eh-C1)S 

IYe Bowl Stipe,~d Total 

27 

Brea~/2~st ($& 20) 

Lunch-Hotel 

Dinner-Hotel 

incidental (5"30. 00) 

Exam 

14 

Lunch ($10. 70) 

Droner ($’18.40) 

21 

OFF 

28Breakfast Hotel 

Lunch -Hotel 

*Post ($~5.00) 

Dinner ($28.40) 

incidental (5’30. 00) 



January 2014 

12 

19 

26 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 

11 

18 

25 



February 2014 

16 

23 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 



March 2014 

16 

23 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

30 31 



April 2014 

13 

2O 

27 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 

14 

21 

28 

8 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 



May 2014 

11 

18 

25 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

5 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:38 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Bonus Proj ections 

2013 UNC Football Staff Bowl Bonus Projections.xlsx 

CONFIDENTIAL 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gwaltney, Clint 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:25 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Bonus Projections 

The attached are "best guess estimates" from information from Joyce, and on the bonus structure put forth to the Board of Governors. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or if anything should be added or omitted. 

Thanks, 
Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:20 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc. edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
FW: Parking 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:19 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Cc: aalhassan@lazparking.com 
Subject: RE: Parking 

Joe - I have confirmed 75 cars at ~10 per day and the B-3 level of the deck (lower level) wil! be designated as coaches, 

players, staff parking - we will post signage 

As you provide the rooming list ! will need to know what players are driving so that we can post parking to their 

individual folio - thanks 

I aATMOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTFE 
6ol South College St,, Charlotte, NC 282o2 
T7o4.335.2o22 F 7o4.335.211o 
w~< westincharlottehoteL corn 
Meetings South - ’~es~ of ~he South"Award: ~oo7, ~oo9 
~en~ - Top ~oo U.S. Meetin9 Hotds: ~o~ 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:59 PM 
To: Raymond, David 
Subject: Parking 

David, 

We are still finalizing our travel details down to Charlotte on the 23rd...most likely everyone will be traveling on their 

own. If that’s the case, we are trying to keep all of our cars (coaches, players, staff, etc.) in the same location. Is it 



possible to work out a deal to increase the number of cars at the ~10/night rate from 35 to possible 60 or 70? 

Also, our plan is to have everyone arrive and check-in between 1-3pm....just want to be sure that this won’t be an issue 

for guest rooms being ready. 

Thanks, 

|oe Hal�Yon 
Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 
ha~/don@unc.edu 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:07 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Extra Rooms 

Here is what I suggest: 

1 - Presidential Suite 

Larry Fedora (yes, let’s pay the extra rate) 

10 - Executive Suites 

Bubba Cunningham 

9 Football Assistant Coaches 

10 - King Corner Rooms 

Corey Holliday 

Vince [lie 

Rick Steinbacher 

Dominic Morelli 
Athletic Department HOLD (for now) 

Allocate the other 5 as you see fit (who would you put in them?) 

Rick 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:06 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Fwd: Extra Rooms 

Rick 

What are your thoughts on the expense for the Presidential Suite for Fedora? Also any thoughts on how to 
distribute the Executive Suites among the Athletic Dept Administrators and the Coaching Staff?. 

SentJFom my Verizott Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Extra Rooms 
From: "Raymond, David" <David.Raymond~westin.com> 
To: "Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc.edu>,"Holliday, Corey L" 
<chollida¥@unc.edu>,rsteinbacxher@uncaa.unc.edu,"Morelli, David Dominic" <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 
CC: "OConnor, Jodi" <Jodi.OConnor@westin.com> 

Good morning to everyone please forgive the mass email but I wanted to try to follow up on everyone’s questions from 

yesterday - First off let me say who excited we are to host the UNC Tarheels and look forward to a great week 

The presidential is available beginning on Monday 12/23 through Sunday 12/29 -the rate is {;350 per night (over a 50% 

discount) with the connecting room if required at a rate of {;144 

We do not have any more Executive Suites available in the hotel- however I can offer 10 King Corner upgrade rooms 



that Have 2 windows and overlook the stadium at the $124 rate 

We do indeed get ESPN - U/channel 13} so will have no problem showing the basketball game 

Grand D is not available on Saturday 12/21 for bag packing however I can offer you Providence 3 all day (2800 square ft) 

I think this answers the outstanding questions - don’t hesitate to reach out I will certainly do my best to accommodate - 

thanks and have a great day 

MOND  CMP 
Meeting & E~ent Manager 

THE WESTIN CHARLOTI’E 
601 South College St., Charlotte, NC 282o2 

www.wesfinchaflottehoteLcom 
Meetings South - ’~est of the South"Award: ~ooz ~oo9 
@ent - Top ~oo U,S. Meeting Hoteb: 2012 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 6:36 PM 
To: Raymond, David; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Extra Rooms 

David, 

Great to meet you today and we’re looking forward to our stay at the Westin. 

As for you questions regarding our rooms: Yes, we do anticipate using all 154 rooms in our Team block (we actually may 

need a few additional). As for the Family/Administration Block, we anticipate using a good number of these rooms but [ 

won’t have a definitive answer until later in the week. 

We should have a final decision in the next day or two about bussing the team in vs. each arriving on their own. Most 
likely we will still have everyone drive/fly in on their own and check-in on Monday between lm3 PM. Please let me know 

if you have any additional questions. 

We’ll keep you posted with any updates for our rooms. What are your thoughts on the additional Suites & Presidential 

Suite? 

Best Regards, 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 4:10 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Extra Rooms 

Good afternoon to you both and it was so nice to meet everyone and I am looking forward to a great week 

As I work through the request for extra suites and the presidential could please ask a couple of follow up questions 

The contract has the team block at 154 rooms - you mentioned 65 DD are required for the team will you then be able to 

fill the other 89 rooms with 
Athletic department attendees etc - base question are you going to fill the 1547 Then you have 100 rooms under a 

family / administration block do you anticipate 

Using all those? 

When will a decision be made as to bussing in the team or individual drive or fly in’s - very many thanks once I can get 

theses answered I can better communicate what 
Additional rooms are available - very many thanks 

MOND  CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTI’E 
601 South College St., Charlotte, NC 28202 
T ~o4.33~.2o22 F ~o4.33~.2~o 
www.westincharlottehotel.com 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2oo7, 2oo9 

Cvent - Top lOO U.S. Meeting Hotels: 2o12 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:15 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Bubba 

Corey - 

I am thinking we still do the cards. I will run that by Bubba. Can you get me the list of wives that will be invited to the 

Sunday night event and I’ll run the final plan by gubba? 

Will Webb is going to let me know soon if he can make it here Sunday night. 

Rick 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:13 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Bubba 

Just found out - should have bags on Friday. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: RE: Bubba 

Let’s go with $100, Will Webb said he can easily do as you suggested. 

We will do that UNLESS you find out you can get the bags in by Sunday. 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Bubba 

$50.00 or $100.00 depending on how generous Bubba is feeling. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic 
12c: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: Bubba 

Great idea! What amount do you think? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 11:24 AM, "Morelli, David Dominic" <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It would be best to get will to buy them and get them taken out of bowl settlement. That does away with 

questions. 



Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 10:18 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> wrote: 

He likes the bag / backpack idea and also likes the Belk Gift card as a backup plan. 

Can we buy Belk gift cards for the spouses? 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Bubba 

Still have not heard from Nike. I will call them as soon as they get in. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:16 AM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Bubba 

I am talking to Bubba about the gift plan / wive’s event (this Sunday at 6 pm) at 9 am this 

morning. 

Domo - is having the rolling bags / back packs here by Sunday an option? 

I’ll call you both after I talk to him. 

Rick 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalglei sh, Joyce L <j oyced@unc, edu> 
Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:19 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy_Dutton@unc.edu> 

Salary range 

Corey, 

We are verifying that the salary range for the Director of High School Relations 

remains 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:04 PM 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc. edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc. edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc. edu> 

2013 Belk Bowl Administrative Staffing and Hotel Needs 

Clint, 

Below is a list of potential Belk Bowl staffing / hotel needs. Let’s discuss in the AM. After we discuss, I’ll convert it in to a room 

list for Joe to include with his master list. 

Rick 

2013 Belk Bowl Administrative Staffing / Hotel Rooms 

Executive Team - Working (mileage reimbursement, per diem, hotel room for staff + spouse + dependents) 
Cunningham, Bubba (12/23 - 12/28) - up to 3 rooms 
Ille, Vince (12/23 - 12/28) - up to 2 rooms 
Steinbacher, Rick (12/23 - 12/28) - up to 2 rooms (needs 1 12/23 - 12/28 + 1 addl 12/25 - 12/28) 
Gwaltney, Clint (12/27 - 12/28) - up to 2 rooms 

Executive Team - Invited (1 hotel room for 1 night, 12/27 or 12/28) 
Ballen, Martina 
Brown, Michelle 
Creech, Karlton 
Gallo, Larry 
Kirschner, Steve 
Miller, Beth 
Montgomery, John 

Administrative Staff- Working (mileage reimbursement, per diem, hotel room for staff) 
Beale, Michael (Fan Events): 12/27 only, requesting a double room 
Best, Kevin (Athletic Communications): 12/23 - 12/28 
Best, Kevin (Athletic Communications) addl room: 12/25 - 12/28 (will pay for, but would rather not) 
Hundley, Bobby (Football Communications): 12/23 - 12/28 (wife will accompany him) 
Camarati, Jeffrey (Photography): mileage reimbursement only, will drive in and out on 12/28 
Leggette, Jon (New Media): 12/23 - 12/28 
Cleary, Ken (New Media): 12/27 - 12/28 
Pogge, Paul (Risk Management): 12/27 - 12/28 

Ticket Office Staffing (mileage reimbursement, per diem, hotel room for staff) 
Arriving in Charlotte night of 12/27 (rooms necessary night of 12/27) 

Tim Sabo 

Jason Steinberg 

Eric Morabito 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 

Arriving in Charlotte morning of 12/28 (no rooms required) 
Jacob Coggins 

Sarah Langley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:08 PM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

Bobcats Tickets 

Guys - 

We want to request 8 tickets for admin staff for Bobcats game on 12/27. Do you want me to combine that request with 

yours for 12/23 and 12/28? 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:15 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Haydon, 
Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Andrews, Jason 
<jandrews@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Atwater, Cindi 
<catwater@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Fuchs, 
Jeffrey W <jfuchs@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Kim 
Jones (kim@ramsclub.com); Sheppard, Laura Elizabeth <laura_sheppard@unc.edu>; 
Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Bowl Planning 

master planning document, 2013 Belk Bowl, 12-13-13 planning meeting.xlsx 

All, 

Please attend a Belk Bowl Planning meeting on Friday, 12/13/13 at 10 am in the Kenan Football Center 5th Floor. If you 

cannot attend please let me know. 

Attached is a Bowl Responsibility chart. Please be prepared to discuss this on Friday. 

Below is a list of the information we need to submit to the Belk Bowl by Friday. I have listed the person(s) I believe best 

suited to provide this information. Please bring this information or be prepared to discuss for your area. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

A. List of the athletic department staff with the names, mobile phone numbers, titles, spouses’ and children’s 
names attending and totals - HAYDON, MORELLI, WILLIAMS 

B. List of coaches, players, trainers, managers, and spouses with totals - HAYDON, MORELLI, WILLIAMS 

C. List of university official party, including the names, mobile phone numbers, titles, spouses’ names, home 
addresses, and totals - STEINBACHER 

D. Date and time of arrival and mode of transportation of all groups, name of carrier(s), contact person with 
the carrier, team, athletic staff, University Official Party, band and cheerleaders - HAYDON, MORELLI, 
WILLIAMS 

E. Name of School Designee for Courtesy Cars - MORELLI 

F. Team Nutritionist Name, Phone Number and Email address in order to approve food and beverage in 
Players Hospitality Room - MORELLI, HAYDON 

G. Please list the PMS colors of your school’s official colors - DONE, PMS 278 / 282 

H. All press box and sideline requests - BEST 

I. Five (S) helmets signed by the head coach for promotional use - DONE 

]. Five (S) game jerseys with Belk Bowl patch for promotional use - MORELLI 

K. Hotel rooming list for team - HAYDON 

L. Team and Athletic Department: List of up to 60 individuals who are to be issued a game credential - 



MORELLI / HAYDON 

M. Name of Band Director and Assistant Band Director, along with mobile phone numbers - FUCHS 
N. Band and Cheerleader hotel rooming lists - FUCHS 

O. Band and Cheerleaders: Names of the individuals who will need field passes, and those 

needing press box passes for the pre-game and halftime productions - FUCHS 

P. Script for each band performance: Battle of the Bands, Fan Central, Pre-Game, and Halftime 

FUCHS 

Q. Confirmation of end zone stencil delivery. Include estimated time of arrival, delivery method 

and contact information - DONE 

R. Team highlight DVD/Video (up to two minutes in length) for use at the Team Reception and 

other bowl week functions - ANDREWS / CLEARY 

S. In-game highlight reel (40 seconds in length) - ANDREWS / CLEARY 

T. Two (2) copies of institutional spot: HD format - 30 Seconds - ANDREWS / CLEARY (IF WE 

DON’T HAVE A NEW ONE, LET’S DISREGARD) 
a. The PantherVision is true 16x9 dimensions and videos should be created in that aspect ratio. 

(1280x720 HD - 1920x1080 HD) 

b. We prefer high definition digital files. OPlaMXF and Apple Pro Res are preferred formats. 
Uncompressed quicktime and avi files also work well 

c. Hard copies of HD footage are accepted as HDVCpro tapes and XDCam discs 

d. Any questions about digital files can be directed to Stephen Herbster 

U. Team Introduction Video: DVC Pro HD - ANDREWS / CLEARY 
a. Media: XD (60 seconds in length) 
i. Same format listed above for institutional spots 



2013 Belk Bowl - Responsibility Chart 

Carolina Football 

Function Owner (Secondary) 

Athletic Department Bowl Management Steinbacher (llle) 

Bowl’s Official Team Travel Coordinator Steinbacher 

Football Program Bowl Management Holliday (Morelli, Haydon) 

Budget Oversight Gwaltney (Steinbacher, Morelli) 

Tickets Sabo 

Athletic Department Staff Complimentary Tickets Sabo 

Chancellor’s Cabinet Complimentary Tickets Sabo (Norton) 

VIP Complimentary Tickets Sabo (Norton) 

Athletic Director Suite Sabo (Norton) 

Other Suites Sabo 

Priority Ticket Sales Sabo 

Student Ticket Sales Sabo 

General Public Ticket Sales Sabo 

Ticket Sales Marketing Plan Beale (Andrews, Best, Sabo) 

Credentials / Media Relations Best 

Fan Travel Packages Atwater (Anthony Travel) 

Travel Reimbursements / Per Diem Morelli (VanGelder, Williams) 

Players Morelli (VanGelder, Williams) 

Student Support Staff Morelli 

Staff Morelli 

Travel Party Management Haydon 

Football Travel Party Haydon 

Players, Coaches, S& C, FB Operations, Equipmen t, Video/IT, Sports M, H a yd o n 

Athletic Department Travel Party Steinbacher 

Administration (Exec Team, Senior Team), Academics, Ticket Staff, MI Steinbacher 

Spirit Program Travel Party Fuchs (Waiters) 

Band/Cheer/Mascots Fuchs (Waiters) 

VIP Travel Party Steinbacher 

Charlotte / Chapel Hill Press Conference Best 

Gifts Morelli (Holliday, Steinbacher) 

I Bowl Gifts (Holliday, Steinbacher) Morelli 



UNC Gifts 

Players 

Students 

Coaching Staff 

Support Staff 

Players 

Students 

Coaching Staff 

Support Staff 

Workout Gear (Players, Students, Coaching 5taft, Support Staff) 

Administration Gifts 

Coaching Staff Wives (Including special pre bowl wee~ 

Administration Gifts (Exec Team, Senior Team, Others 

T Shirts / Hats for AD giveaways 

Schedule / Events 

Chapel Hill Pre-Bowl Site Schedule 

Bowl Master Schedule 

Practice Schedule 

Bank of America Walk Through 

Team Events 

Players 5hopping Spree 

Morelli 

Morelli 

Morelli 

Morelli 

Morelli (Holliday, Steinbacher) 

Morelli 

Morelli 

Morelli 

Morelli 

Morelli 

Steinbacher (Morelli, Norton) 

Steinbacher 

Morelli 

Morelli 

Holliday (Haydon, Williams) 

Holliday (Haydon, Williams) 

Holliday (Haydon, Williams) 

Holliday (Haydon, Williams) 

Holliday (Haydon, Williams) 

Holliday (Haydon, Williams) 

Holliday (Haydon, Williams) 

Charlotte Motor Speedway Holliday 

Christmas Day Events Holliday 

Travel Party Christmas Dinner 

Team Autograph Party 

Levine Children’s Hospital Visit 

NASCAR Hall of Fame Team Reception 

Media Day 

Friday Night Movies 

Player Free Time Events 

Coaching Staff/VIP Events 

Spouses Reception / Welcome Orientatior 

Quail Hollow Country Club 

Spouses outing to the Levine Cancer Instit 

Holliday 

Holliday 

Holliday 

Holliday 

Best 

Holliday 

Holliday 

Holliday 

Holliday 

Holliday 

Holliday 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 

(Haydon, Williams) 



Children’s Outing - The Sports Connection Holliday (Haydon, Williams) 

Spouses Outing - Belk Spa and Shopping Holliday (Haydon, Williams) 

Rams Club / GAA / Fan Events Beale (Jones, Sheppard) 

Friday Night Battle of the Bands at NASC/ Beale (Jones, Sheppard) 

Friday Night Fan Central - EpiCentre Beale (Jones, Sheppard) 

Friday Night Carolina Basketball Rams CI~ Beale (Jones, Sheppard) 

Friday Night Carolina Basketball General, Beale (Jones, Sheppard) 

Belk Bowl 5K Steinbacher 

GameDay Fan Fest- Rams Club/GAA on. Beale (Jones, Sheppard) 

Team Victory Walk Beale (Jones, Sheppard) 

GameDay Video Board Support Andrews (Cleary) 

Facilities Holliday (Haydon, Morelli) 

Westin Hotel Haydon 

Official Party Hospitality Room Haydon 

Players/Students Hospitality Room Haydon 

Charlotte Country Day Practice Site Haydon 

Courtesy Cars Morelli 

Security & Escorts Haydon (Morelli) 

Charlotte Motor Speedway Haydon 

Fan Fest Beale 

Stadium Morelli 

Donor / Sponsor / VIP Activities Steinbacher 

Key Donors Montgomery 

Belk Family Montgomery 

Key Sponsors Sobba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:34 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

All - Access Credential Request 

You asked me to get you a list of all-access credential requests for the Belk Bowl: 

Bubba Cunningham 

Vince Ille 

Rick Steinbacher 

Clint Gwaltney 

Derek Lochbaum 

Paul Pogge 

Thanks! 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:50 PM 

Anderson, Melinda <mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Shrine Bowl of the Carolina’s Silent Auction 

Melinda, 

I do not have the helmet. When Corey told me the banquet was cancelled I stopped working on it but failed to 

communicate that to Mr. Owens. Corey was going to work on getting one. Can you let Mr. Owens know when it is 

ready? He also left me a message saying you and he talked about FedExing it to the Marriott in Spartanburg. Sorry 

about the mix up on this. 

Rick 

From: Anderson, Melinda 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Shrine Bowl of the Carolina’s Silent Auction 

Hi Rick, 

Mr. Jimmy Owens showed up at the office this afternoon with emails that you and he had exchanged about having 
Coach Fedora autograph a helmet for the Shrine Bowl of the Carolina’s Silent Auction. Do you have the helmet? 

Go Heels.t 
Melin da An derson 
Executive Assistant to 
Head Coach Larry Fedora 
UNC Football 
919-962-9141 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:13 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

FW: Extra Rooms 

looks like the corner kings do not connect 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:53 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Re: Extra Rooms 

The executive suites connect the corners do not 
This reply is coming from the Blackberry of Dave Raymond 

From: Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 
To: Raymond, David 
Sent: Tue Dec 10 18:52:39 2013 
Subject: RE: Extra Rooms 

David, 

For the :10 Executive Suites, they all connect to a double queen correct? 

How about the :10 Corner Kings....do they connect to double queens as well? 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Raymond, David 
(:c: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Extra Rooms 

David - 

We will pay the extra for the Presidential Suite. 

Thank you for the 10 additional King Corner upgrades in addition to the 10 Executive Suites. 

Joe and Corey will get you the final room list to reflect all of this. 

Great news on ESPNU. 

Rick 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@. westin.com] 



Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Extra Rooms 

Good morning to everyone please forgive the mass email but I wanted to try to follow up on everyone’s questions from 

yesterday - First off let me say who excited we are to host the UNC Tarheels and look forward to a great week 

The presidential is available beginning on Monday 12/23 through Sunday 12/29 -the rate is $350 per night (over a 50% 

discount) with the connecting room if required at a rate of $144 

We do not have any more Executive Suites available in the hotel- however I can offer 10 King Corner upgrade rooms 

that Have 2 windows and overlook the stadium at the $124 rate 

We do indeed get ESPN - U (channel 13) so will have no problem showing the basketball game 

Grand D is not available on Saturday 12/21 for bag packing however I can offer you Providence 3 all day (2800 square ft) 

I think this answers the outstanding questions - don’t hesitate to reach out I will certainly do my best to accommodate - 

thanks and have a great day 

MOND, CMP 
Meetir~g & Euent Mar~ager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTFE 
6ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 282o2 

T7o4.335.2o22 F 7o4.335.2:~Io 
www.westincharlottehotel.com 
Meetir~gs South - ’~est of the South"Award: 2oo7, 2oo9 
@er~t - Top ~oo U.S. Meetir~g Hotels: 2o~2 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 6:36 PM 
To: Raymond, David; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Extra Rooms 

David, 

Great to meet you today and we’re looking forward to our stay at the Westin. 

As for you questions regarding our rooms: Yes, we do anticipate using all 154 rooms in our Team block (we actually may 

need a few additional). As for the Family/Administration Block, we anticipate using a good number of these rooms but I 

won’t have a definitive answer until later in the week. 

We should have a final decision in the next day or two about bussing the team in vs. each arriving on their own. Most 

likely we will still have everyone drive/fly in on their own and check-in on Monday between lm3 PM. Please let me know 

if you have any additional questions. 



We’ll keep you posted with any updates for our rooms. What are your thoughts on the additional Suites & Presidential 

Suite? 

Best Regards, 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 4:10 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Extra Rooms 

Good afternoon to you both and it was so nice to meet everyone and I am looking forward to a great week 

As I work through the request for extra suites and the presidential could please ask a couple of follow up questions 

The contract has the team block at 154 rooms - you mentioned 65 DD are required for the team will you then be able to 

fill the other 89 rooms with 
Athletic department attendees etc - base question are you going to fill the 1547 Then you have 100 rooms under a 

family / administration block do you anticipate 

Using all those? 

When will a decision be made as to bussing in the team or individual drive or fly in’s - very many thanks once I can get 

theses answered I can better communicate what 
Additional rooms are available - very many thanks 

MOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTFE 
6Ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 989o9 

T 7o4.33~.2o22 F 7o4.33~.2~o 
www.westincharlottehotel.com 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2007, 2009 
Cvent - Top loo U.S. Meeting Hotels: 2o12 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 



This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:55 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Beale, Michael 
<michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. 
<kbest@unc.edu>; Atwater, Cindi <catwater@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Fuchs, Jeffrey W <jfuchs@email.unc.edu>; Williams, 
Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Kim Jones (kim@ramsclub.com); Sheppard, Laura 
Elizabeth <laura_sheppard@unc.edu>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; 
Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Bowl Planning 

A & B are already done. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:15 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Tile, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Morelli, David Dominic; Haydon, .Joe; Gwaltney, Clint; Sabo, Tim; 
Beale, Michael; Andrews, .Jason; Best, Kevin S.; Atwater, Cindi; Vangelder, Marielle A; Fuchs, .Jeffrey W; Williams, Andre; 
Kim .]ones (kim@ramsclub.com); Sheppard, Laura Elizabeth; Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Bowl Planning 

All, 

Please attend a Belk Bowl Planning meeting on Friday, 12/13/13 at 10 am in the Kenan Football Center 5th Floor. If you 
cannot attend please let me know. 

Attached is a Bowl Responsibility chart. Please be prepared to discuss this on Friday. 

Below is a list of the information we need to submit to the Belk Bowl by Friday. I have listed the person(s) I believe best 
suited to provide this information. Please bring this information or be prepared to discuss for your area. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

A. List of the athletic department staff with the names, mobile phone numbers, titles, spouses’ and children’s 
names attending and totals - HAYDON, MORELLI, WILLIAMS 

B. List of coaches, players, trainers, managers, and spouses with totals - HAYDON, MORELLI, WILLIAMS 

C. List of university official party, including the names, mobile phone numbers, titles, spouses’ names, home 
addresses, and totals - STEINBACHER 

D. Date and time of arrival and mode of transportation of all groups, name of carrier(s), contact person with 
the carrier, team, athletic staff, University Official Party, band and cheerleaders - HAYDON, MORELLI, 
WILLIAMS 

E. Name of School Designee for Courtesy Cars - MORELLI 

F. Team Nutritionist Name, Phone Number and Email address in order to approve food and beverage in 
Players Hospitality Room - MORELLI, HAYDON 

G. Please list the PMS colors of your school’s official colors - DONE, PMS 278 / 282 



H. All press box and sideline requests - BEST 

I. Five (5) helmets signed by the head coach for promotional use - DONE 

J. Five (5) game jerseys with Belk Bowl patch for promotional use - MORELLI 

K. Hotel rooming list for team - HAYDON 

L. Team and Athletic Department: List of up to 60 individuals who are to be issued a game credential - 

MORELLI / HAYDON 

M. Name of Band Director and Assistant Band Director, along with mobile phone numbers - FUCHS 

N. Band and Cheerleader hotel rooming lists - FUCHS 

O. Band and Cheerleaders: Names of the individuals who will need field passes, and those 
needing press box passes for the pre-game and halftime productions - FUCHS 

P. Script for each band performance: Battle of the Bands, Fan Central, Pre-Game, and Halftime - 
FUCHS 

Q. Confirmation of end zone stencil delivery. Include estimated time of arrival, delivery method 
and contact information - DONE 

R. Team highlight DVD/Video (up to two minutes in length) for use at the Team Reception and 
other bowl week functions - ANDREWS / CLEARY 

S. In-game highlight reel (40 seconds in length) - ANDREWS / CLEARY 

T. Two (2) copies of institutional spot: HD format - 30 Seconds - ANDREWS / CLEARY (IF WE 
DON’T HAVE A NEW ONE, LET’S DISREGARD) 
a. The PantherVision is true 16x9 dimensions and videos should be created in that aspect ratio. 

(1280x720 HD - 1920x1080 HD) 

b. We prefer high definition digital files. OPlaMXF and Apple Pro Res are preferred formats. 
Uncompressed quicktime and avi files also work well 

c. Hard copies of HD footage are accepted as HDVCpro tapes and XDCam discs 

d. Any questions about digital files can be directed to Stephen Herbster 
U. Team Introduction Video: DVC Pro HD - ANDREWS / CLEARY 
a. Media: XD (60 seconds in length) 
i. Same format listed above for institutional spots 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:57 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

RE: Bobcats Tickets 

know some of my guys will want to go. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:08 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe; Morelli, David Dominic 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Beale, Michael 
Subject: Bobcats Tickets 

Guys - 

We want to request 8 tickets for admin staff for Bobcats game on 12/27. Do you want me to combine that request with 

yours for 12/23 and 12/287 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:26 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Lunch on Christmas 

Question: knowing that there is never much open on Christmas day ..... should we think about letter staff/families eat in 

the team meal room after the team has finished eating and begun meetings at 12:30 PM? 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
ha, gdon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:39 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Wednesday/Thursday Lunch or Brunch 

ME, 

Getting the menus to the Hotel....need to determine if we are going with the Lunch of Brunch menu options for the 

following: 

Christmas Day: Scheduled for 11:30 AM....but the guys will be sleeping in late that day. Lunch or Brunch? 

Thursday, 12/26: Scheduled for 10:30 AM after the hospital visit. Lunch or Brunch? 

Thanks, 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.8403.2572 
ha~/don@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:24 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
RE: Coaches Reception 

Bubba Cunningham 

Tina Cunningham 

Rick Steinbacher (Val will still be in Chapel Hill) 

Vince, will you and Karen attend the Coaches Reception in Charlotte at Quail Hollow Country Club on Monday, 

December 23rd from 5 pm- 7 pm? 

Rick 

From," Holliday, Corey L 
Seat," Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:22 AM 
To," Steinbacher, Rick 
Sabject," Coaches Reception 

Rick, 

Who will be attending the Coaches Reception from the Administrative side (obviously Bubba and Tina)? I am trying to 
compose the list to see if we will need to purchase additional tickets. 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:59 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Re: Extra Rooms 

image001.png; image002.j pg 

If having one more helps solve it put me in a standard room 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 8:46 AM, "Holliday, Corey L" <chollida¥(~unc.edu> wrote: 

That’s exactly where ! was going to start, the HS and older kids ........ 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:45 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Extra Rooms 

Go for it! 

Let me know if I can help. 

Is there any relief in identifying older kids that don’t have to connect (Le. my kids only need to be on same 

floor as us ideally, do not have to connect)? 

Rick 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:41 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Extra Rooms 

Rick, 

The Corner Kings do not have connectors, causing some issues with staff with younger kids. I will work with 
Coach Fedora on how to assign the executive suits and corner kings (obviously Bubba will remain in an 
Executive Suite} unless you want to be involved in this decision also? 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:13 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Extra Rooms 

FYI ..... looks like the corner kings do not connect 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:53 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Re: Extra Rooms 



The executive suites connect the corners do not 
This reply is coming from the Blackberry of Dave Raymond 

From: Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 
To: Raymond, David 
Sent: Tue Dec 10 18:52:39 2013 
Subject: RE: Extra Rooms 

David, 

For the 10 Executive Suites, they all connect to a double queen correct? 

How about the 10 Corner Kings....do they connect to double queens as wel!? 

Thanks, 
Joe 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Raymond, David 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Extra Rooms 

David - 

We will pay the extra for the Presidential Suite. 

Thank you for the 10 additional King Corner upgrades in addition to the 10 Executive Suites. 

Joe and Corey will get you the final room list to reflect al! of this. 

Great news on ESPNU. 

Rick 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Extra Rooms 

Good morning to everyone please forgive the mass email but I wanted to try to follow up on everyone’s 

questions from yesterday - First off let me say who excited we are to host the UNC Tarheels and look 
forward to a great week 

The presidential is available beginning on Monday 12/23 through Sunday 12/29 -the rate is $350 per night 

(over a 50% discount) with the connecting room if required at a rate of $144 

We do not have any more Executive Suites available in the hotel - however I can offer 10 King Corner 

upgrade rooms that Have 2 windows and overlook the stadium at the $124 rate 



We do indeed get ESPN - U (channel 13) so will have no problem showing the basketball game 

Grand D is not available on Saturday 12/21 for bag packing however I can offer you Providence 3 all day 

(2800 square it) 

I think this answers the outstanding questions - don’t hesitate to reach out I will certainly do my best to 

accommodate-thanks and have a great day 

RAYMOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Mar~ager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTTE 
601 South College St., Charlotte, NC 28202 

~vw.wesfineharlottehoteLeom 
Meetings South - ’~est of the South"Award: ~oo7, ~oo9 
Cvent - Top ~oo U.S. Meeting Hote[s: 

<image002.jpg> 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 6:36 PM 
To: Raymond, David; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Extra Rooms 

David, 

Great to meet you today and we’re looking forward to our stay at the Westin. 

As for you questions regarding our rooms: Yes, we do anticipate using all 154 rooms in our Team block (we 

actually may need a few additional). As for the Family/Administration Block, we anticipate using a good 

number of these rooms but [ won’t have a definitive answer until later in the week. 

We should have a final decision in the next day or two about bussing the team in vs. each arriving on their 

own. Most likely we will still have everyone drive/fly in on their own and check-in on Monday between 1-3 

PM. Please let me know if you have any additional questions. 

We’ll keep you posted with any updates for our rooms. What are your thoughts on the additional Suites & 

Presidential Suite? 

Best Regards, 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 4:10 PM 



To: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Extra Rooms 

Good afternoon to you both and it was so nice to meet everyone and I am looking forward to a great week 

As I work through the request for extra suites and the presidential could please ask a couple of follow up 

questions 

The contract has the team block at 154 rooms - you mentioned 65 DD are required for the team will you 

then be able to fill the other 89 rooms with 
Athletic department attendees etc - base question are you going to fill the 1547 Then you have 100 rooms 

under a family/administration block do you anticipate 

Using all those? 

When will a decision be made as to bussing in the team or individual drive or fly in’s - very many thanks 

once I can get theses answered I can better communicate what 

Additional rooms are available - very many thanks 

MOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTFE 

6Ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 7o4.33~.2o22 F 7o4.33~.2~o 
www.westincharlottehotel.com 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2oo7, 2oo9 

Cvent - Top lOO U.S. Meeting Hotels: 2o12 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be 
proprietary, confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the 

individual(s) or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you 
have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying 
to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be 
proprietary, confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the 

individual(s) or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you 
have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying 
to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be 
proprietary, confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the 

individual(s) or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you 
have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying 
to the address listed in the "From:" field. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:06 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Re: 2013 Belk Bowl Administrative Staffing and Hotel Needs 

Meeting with Vince at 10:30 

Will advise after that. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 9:03 AM, "Holliday, Corey L" <chollida¥@unc.edu> wrote: 

Rick, 

Did you all have any discussion about Les Myers attending the game for 1 night? Les is officiNy our daily 
contact and Head of Academics for the football program, it would be great for him to be afforded the 
opportunity to attend. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:04 PM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Haydon, Joe; Holliday, Corey L; Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: 2013 Belk Bowl Administrative Staffing and Hotel Needs 

Clint, 

Below is a list of potential Belk Bowl staffing / hotel needs. Let’s discuss in the AM. After we discuss, I’ll 

convert it in to a room list for Joe to include with his master list. 

Rick 

2013 Belk Bowl Administrative Staffing / Hotel Rooms 

Executive Team - Working (mileage reimbursement, per diem. hotel room for staff + spouse + 
dependents) 

Cunningham, Bubba (12/23 - 12/28) - up to 3 rooms 
Ille, Vince (12/23 - 12/28) - up to 2 rooms 
Steinbacher, Rick (12/23 - 12/28) - up to 2 rooms (needs 1 12/23 - 12/28 + 1 addl 12/25 - 

12/28) 
Gwaltney, Clint (12/27 - 12/28) - up to 2 rooms 

Executive Team - Invited (1 hotel room for 1 night, 12/27 or 12/28) 
Ballen, Martina 
Brown, Michelle 
Creech, Karlton 
Gallo, Larry 
Kirschner, Steve 
Miller, Beth 
Montgomery, John 

Administrative Staff- Working (mileage reimbursement, per diem, hotel room for staff) 



Beale, Michael (Fan Events): 12/27 only, requesting a double room 
Best, Kevin (Athletic Communications): 12/23 - 12/28 
Best, Kevin (Athletic Communications) addl room: 12/25 - 12/28 (will pay for, but would 

rather not) 
Hundley, Bobby (Football Communications): 12/23 - 12/28 (wife will accompany him) 
Camarati, Jeffrey (Photography): mileage reimbursement only, will drive in and out on 

12/28 
Leggette, Jon (New Media): 12/23 - 12/28 
Cleary, Ken (New Media): 12/27 - 12/28 
Pogge, Paul (Risk Management): 12/27 - 12/28 

Ticket Office Staffing (mileage reimbursement, per diem, hotel room for staff) 
Arriving in Charlotte night of 12/27 (rooms necessary night of 12/27) 
Tim Sabo 

Jason Steinberg 

Eric Morabito 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 

Arriving in Charlotte morning of 12/28 (no rooms required) 

Jacob Coggins 

Sarah Langley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(3¢: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:18 AM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

RE: Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

2013-2014 Training Table Calendar.pub 

Domo & Joe: 

Please find attached an updated meal calendar for when we arrive at the bowl site. The only adjustment is Thursday’s 

dinner on :12/26. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:28 AM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu) 
Subject: Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

Domo, 

Please find attached the calculations for the maximum amount we can provide our student-athletes for the pre bowl 

practice meal stipend (:12/:14-:12/20). If possible, can you please plan to provide each student-athletes with their 

(~$:190.00) meal stipend at the end of practice on Sctturdcot, December 14th? 

Corey and I are currently working with Tom to finalize the actual bowl stipend amount for :12/23-:12/29. We will make 

sure to keep you posted as we finalize meals for the bowl. 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



August 2013 
Sun 

Scho[arship Comet: 

80 Student-Athletes 

11 

18 

25 

Dinner 

5 

12 

19 

26 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Lunch 

Dinner 

6 

13 

20 

Lunch 

Dinner 

First Day of Class 

27 

Lunch 

Dinner 

14 

21 

28 

Lunch 

Dinner 

15 

22 

Lunch 

Dirmer 

29 

South Carolina 

(A w a y) 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

17 

24 

31 

Breakfast 



September 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 4 5 6 

15 

22 

29 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

Dinner 

9 

16 

23 

3O 

No Meals 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

3 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

17 

Lunch 

Dinner 

24 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Scholarship 

80 SZudent-Ath/etes 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

12 

19 

26 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

13 

2O 

27 

Lunch 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

7 

Mid Tennessee State 

(Home) 

14 

BYE 

21 

Georgia Tech 

(Away) 

28 

East Carolina 

(Home) 



October 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Scholarship Count." 1 2 3 4 

6 

Dinner 

13 

Dinner 

(FALL BRtA~K) 

~7 

Dinner 

14 

21 

28 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

8 

15 

22 

29 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

16 

23 

3O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

Lunch 

Dinner 

17 

Miami 

(Home) 

24 

Lunch 

Dinner 

31 

Lunch 

Dinner 

11 

Lunch 

Dinner (Cancel) 

18 

25 

Lunch 

5 

Virginia Tech 

(Away) 

12 

(OPEN) 

19 

26 

Boston College 

(Home) 



November 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

&:ho/ars~ip Count:80 2 

3 

Dinner 

10 

Dinner 

17 

Dinner 

24 

Dinner 

4 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

5 

12 

19 

26 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Lunch 

Dinner 

6 

Lunch 

Dinner 

13 

Lunch 

Dinner 

2O 

Lunch 

Dinner 

27 

(Thanksgiv#~g Break) 

7 

Lunch 

Dinner 

14 

Lunch 

Dinner 

21 

Lunch 

Dinner 

28 

(Thanksgiv#~g Break) 

1 

Lunch 

8 

Lunch 

15 

22 

Lunch 

29 

(ThanksN, iv#Tg Break) 

16 

23 

3O 

NC State 

(Away) 

Virginia 

(Home) 

Pittsburgh 

(Away) 

Old Dominion 

(Home) 

Duke 

(Home) 



December 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 4 5 6 7 

O~ casiona[ ?~ea[ 

15 

Lanch-~7)S 

Dinner ($18.40) 

22 

OFF 

29 

Brea~/3~st ($8.2(?) 

Lunch ($10.70) 

Incidental ($30. 00) 

9 

16 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Exam 

Lanch-gg)S 

Dinne~ ($1&40) 

23 

Lunch ($10. 70) 

Dinner-Hotel 

incidental ($30. 00) 

(Report to Charlotte) 

3O 

Bo~d Stipend Total: 

$324.20 

3 

Lunch 

Dinner 

10 

Exam 

17 

Brea~/2~st ($8.20) 
Lunch~CDS 

Lunch ($10o 70) 

Dinner ($18.40) 

24 

Lun&-Speedw ay 

Dinner-Dave & Buster 

incidental ($30. 00) 

31 

11 

18 

25 

Lunch 

Dinner 

Last Day of Class 

Reading Day 

Breakfast ($8.20) 

Lunch-~7)S 

Dinner ($18.40) 

Breakf!~st (58.20) 

Lunch-Hotel 

Dinner-Hotel 

Incidental ($30.00) 

(Christmas Day) 

Reading Day 

12 

Exam 

19 

Brea{/?tst ($8.20) 

Lu~ck-CDS 

Lunch ($10. 70) 

Dinner ($18.40 

26 

Breakfast ($8.20) 

Lunch-Hotel 

Dinner ($1&40) 

incidental (5"30. 00) 

Exam 

Exam 

2O 

Lunch-CDS 

IYe BoM Stipet~d Total 

27 

Brea~/2~st ($8.20) 

Lunch-Hotel 

Dinner-Hotel 

incidental (5"30. 00) 

Exam 

BreaI{/3~st ($8.20) 

Lunch ($10. 70) 

Dinner ($18.40) 

21 

OFF 

28Breakfast Hotel 

Lunch -Hotel 

*Post ($15. 00) 

Dinner 

incidental (5’30. 00) 



January 2014 

12 

19 

26 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 

11 

18 

25 



February 2014 

16 

23 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 



March 2014 

16 

23 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

30 31 



April 2014 

13 

2O 

27 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 

14 

21 

28 

8 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 



May 2014 

11 

18 

25 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

5 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:27 AM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

RE: Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

Is this approved yet? 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:18 AM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic; Haydon, Joe 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

Domo & Joe: 

Please find attached an updated meal calendar for when we arrive at the bowl site. The only adjustment is Thursday’s 

dinner on ::[2/26. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:28 AM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu) 
Subject: Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

Domo, 

Please find attached the calculations for the maximum amount we can provide our student-athletes for the pre bowl 

practice meal stipend (12/14-12/20). If possible, can you please plan to provide each student-athletes with their 

(~$190.00) meal stipend at the end of practice on Saturda]~, Decem/~er 14th? 

Corey and I are currently working with Tom to finalize the actual bowl stipend amount for 12/23-12/29. We will make 

sure to keep you posted as we finalize meals for the bowl. 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:29 AM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

RE: Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

Not yet, but I hope to have it approved when Coach Fedora gets in this afternoon. Will keep you posted. 

Andre’ 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Williams, Andre; Haydon, Joe 
(~¢: Holliday, Corey L; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

this approved yet? 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:18 AM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic; Haydon, Joe 
(~¢: Holliday, Corey L; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

Domo & Joe: 

Please find attached an updated meal calendar for when we arrive at the bowl site. The only adjustment is Thursday’s dinner on 

$2/26. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:28 AM 

To: Morelli, David Dominic 
(~¢: Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu) 
Subject: Pre Bowl Practice Meal Stipend (Belk) 

Domo, 

Please find attached the calculations for the maximum amount we can provide our student-athletes for the pre bowl practice 

meal stipend (12/14-12/20). If possible, can you please plan to provide each student-athletes with their (~5190.00) meal stipend 

th? at the end of practice on Saturday, December14 . 

Corey and I are currently working with Tom to finalize the actual bowl stipend amount for 12/23-12/29. We will make sure to 

keep you posted as we finalize meals for the bowl. 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:04 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2013-14 NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision Forms 

FBSMembershipRequirementsCertification Form.pdf; ATT00001 .htm; FBSAttachmentA Form.pdf; ATT00002.htm; 
FBSAttachmentB Form.pdf; ATT00003.htm 

Please complete. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Boyd, Linda" <              > 
Subject: 2013-14 NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision Forms 

Good morning! 

Attached are the NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision Forms, which must be completed and returned to the national office no later than 
February 15, 2014. You may fax (317/917-6842) or e-mail ( <mailto:lb ) them to the national office to my attention. 
These forms are also available here 
WCM GI,OBAI, CONTEXT /ncaa/r~ca~about +the ~r~caaimembershipimembership~y~uiremer~s~ and +wa~ers/di,~dsion~ iiindex~html> on 
NCAA~org. 

Please carefully read and complete each section of the form. You will note that you should only complete Attachment A or Attachment B, but NOT 
both. If your institution will significantly exceed the minimum attendance requirement of 15,000, you are encouraged to simply complete 
Attachment A. If you complete Attachment B, please make copies and complete the form for each home contest. Failure to complete and return the 
forms by the February 15 deadline could result in the institution receiving a letter of noncompliance. Please refer to the Football Bowl Subdivision 
Membership Requirements Frequently Asked Questions document available here<k~p:i/wwwmcaa~or~im~ortalincaahome? 
WCM GLOBAL CONTEXT /~ca~/~caa/about~he+~caa/membershipimembershili~2e_quh~eme~ts+ar~d~ wa~versidi~Asion+iii~dex~h~m!&ticket ST- 
1386616867r94B 1CADB9F5AAAC722> if you have additional questions. 

I appreciate your attention to this matter. If you have any additional questions, please feel free to contact me here at the national office at 317/917- 
6222 or e-mail me at smallo~ee(@acaa.or~<mailto:smallonee(a)~caa.org>. 

Steve Mallonee 
Managing Director for Academic and Membership Affairs/ 
Division I Governance Liaison 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the 
sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 
than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Form 13-A Academic Year 2013-14 

NCAA Division I Membership Requirements Certification - Football Bowl Subdivision 

For: 
Action: 

Due date: 
Purpose: 

Directors of Athletics at Football Bowl Subdivision Institutions. 
Complete and Return to NCAA Academic and Membership Affairs (Attention: Steve 

Mallonee). Forms may be sent electronically (lboyd@ncaa.org) or by facsimile 

(317/917-6842). 
February 15, 2014. 
To assist in determining compliance with Football Bowl Subdivision membership 
requirements. 

Part I: Football Bowl Subdivision Sports Sponsorship Requirements (NCAA Bylaw 20.9.7.1). 

We confirm that our institution will sponsor a minimum of 16 varsity intercollegiate sports, including football, based on the minimum 
sports sponsorship contest and participant requirements set forth in Bylaw 20.9.4.3. This includes sponsorship of a minimum of six 
sports involving all-male teams (or mixed teams of males and females) and a minimum of eight sports involving all-female teams (of 
which a maximum of two emerging sports may be used per Bylaw 20.02.4).     YES        NO 

Part II: Football Bowl Subdivision Football Scheduling Requirement (Bylaw 20.9.7.2). 

Please complete the following: 

Date of Contest Opponent Opponent’s Membership 
Status (Football Bowl 
Subdivision, NCAA 
Football Championship 
Subdivision or other) 

Site of contest (indicate in brackets if at neutral 
site) 
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Part III: Football Bowl Subdivision Football Attendance Requirements (Bylaw 20.9.7.3). 

Once every two years, the institution shall average at least 15,000 in actual or paid attendance for all home football games. 

Institutions calculating attendance using the actual attendance method should complete and return Attachment A for every home contest. 
Institutions calculating attendance using the paid attendance method should complete and return Attachment B for every home contest. DO NOT 
COMPLETE BOTH ATTACHMENTS. Institutions that significantly exceed 15,000 in actual attendance are encouraged to use Attachment A. 

Certified Audit of Attendance Figures. In meeting the football attendance requirements of the Football Bow1 Subdivision, an institution must undertake 
an annual certified audit verifying its football attendance. The certified audit and materials (including the ticket manifest) must be available for inspection 
for a four-year period (Bylaw 20.9.7.3.2). 

We confirm that our institution averaged at least 15,000 in actual or paid attendance at home football games in either the 2012-13 or 2013-14 academic 
as certified by an audit of attendance figures.                      ~ YES    ~ NO years, 

i i i i 

Part IV: Football Bowl Subdivision Additional Financial Aid Requirements (Bylaw 20.9.7.4). 

We confirm that our institution provided an average of at least 90 percent of the permissible maximum number of overall football grants-in-aid over 
the previous two academic years (2012-13 and 2013-14).        D YES D NO 

We confirm that our institution offered a minimum of 200 athletics grants-in-aid, or expended at least four million dollars on grants-in-aid to student- 
athletes for the 2013-14 academic year.                          ~] YES    [~l NO 

Part V: Certification. 

The undersigned confirms that the information provided above or attached to this document is complete and accurate to the best of our knowledge. 

DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS SIGNATURE: DATE: 

CHANCELLOR OR PRESIDENT SIGNATURE: DATE: 

h~p://documentcenter/MSAA/AMA/alla&tiliilstrators/mallone steve/Admi~strativeCabinet/F~tba~B~w~Subdivisi~/2~3-~4FBSF~rms/FBSMembers~pRequirementsCerti~cati~/SAM:hnb/~ 25 2013 





INSTITUTION: 

CONFERENCE: 

THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
2013 FOOTBALL ACTUAL ATTENDANCE SUMMARY 

ATTACHMENT A 

Actual Attendance. For purposes of computing actual attendance figures, an individual may be counted if any one of the following 

conditions applies: 

a. Attendees are issued tickets that are collected on admission to the game and retained; 

b. Attendees enter through and are counted by a turnstile that is monitored by a representative of the department of athletics who 
verifies in writing the accuracy of the count on a per-game basis; or 

c. Attendees enter through a gate at which a representative of the department of athletics counts them individually with a manual 
counter (or an electronic scanner), and the representative provides a written statement verifying the accuracy of the count on a 
per-game basis. 

Student-athletes and cheerleaders scheduled by the institution to be at the game and students performing services at the stadium (e.g., 
concessionaires, ticket takers, parking-lot attendants, ushers, groundskeepers) shall not be counted toward meeting the actual 
attendance requirements; however, each band member who satisfies any of the above-mentioned conditions for counting student 
attendance may be included in the calculation of actual attendance. 

HOME GAME DATE ACTUAL ATTENDANCE 

TOTAL ACTUAL ATTENDANCE HOME GAMES: 

AVERAGE ACTUAL ATTENDANCE HOME GAMES: 

BY SIGNING BELOW, I CERTIFY THAT THE REPORTED ATTENDANCE FIGURES WERE VERIFIED THROUGH THE 
ANNUAL CERTIFIED AUDIT, AS REQUIRED BY NCAA BYLAW 20.9.7.3.2. 

SIGNED: DATE: 

(Director of Athletics) 

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM NOT LATER THAN FEBRUARY 15, 2014, TO: 
NCAA 

STEVE MALLONEE, DIVISION I GOVERNANCE LIAISON/AMA MANAGING DIRECTOR 
P.O. BOX 6222, INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46206-6222 

PHONE NUMBER 317/917-6222, FAX NUMBER 317/917-6842 

hgp://doctm~entcenter/MSAA/AMA/allacht~lfflstrators/mullone steve/Achni~strativeCab~et/F~tba~B~w~Subdivisi~/2~3-~4FBSF~rms/FBSA~ac~unentA/SAM:hnb/~ 1252013 





ATTACHMENT B 

2013 FOOTBALL PAID ATTENDANCE SUMMARY 

INSTITUTION: 

VISITING TEAM: GAME DATE: 

Paid Attendance. For purposes of computing paid attendance figures, tickets must be sold for at least one-third of the highest regular 
established ticket price as established prior to the season, regardless of whether they are used for admission. Tickets sold at less than one- 
third of the highest regular established price may be counted as paid attendance only if they are used for admission. Student attendance may 
be counted as paid attendance if the student pays at least one-third of the highest regular established ticket price or, if the student actually 
attends the game and any one of the following conditions applies: 

a. The student paid an athletics fee; 

b. The student paid an institutional fee of which a certain portion was allocated to the department of intercollegiate athletics; or 

c. The student paid no athletics fee, but the institution allocated to the department of intercollegiate athletics a certain portion of tuition 
income or general operating funds as the equivalent of a student athletics fee. 

Student-athletes and cheerleaders scheduled by the institution to be at the game and students performing services at the stadium (e.g., 
concessionaires, ticket takers, parking-lot attendants, ushers, groundskeepers) shall not be counted toward meeting the paid attendance 
requirements; however, each band member who satisfies any of the above-mentioned conditions for counting student attendance may be 
included in the calculation of paid attendance. 

SEASON TICKETS 
(Sold for at least 1/3 of the highest-priced ticket sold.) 

Description Printed Face Value Revenue Comps Sold 

TOTAL COUNTABLE SEASON TICKETS SOLD .............................................................................. 

INDIVIDUAL GAME TICKETS 

(Sold for at least 1/3 of the highest-priced ticket sold.) 
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TOTAL COUNTABLE INDIVIDUAL GAME TICKETS SOLD ............................................................. 

DISCOUNT TICKETS 

(Season or individual game tickets sold for less than 1/3 of the highest-priced ticket and individual game tickets sold at less than 

face value. Ticket holder is required to attend game in order to be counted.) 

TOTAL COUNTABLE DISCOUNT TICKETS SOLD .......................................................................... 

STUDENTS 
(Students must attend game or pay at least one-third of the established ticket price in order to be counted. The documentation of 

such attendance must be audited and retained for inspection throughout each pertinent four-year period.) 

TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENT TICKETS COLLECTED UPON ADMISSION TO GAME: .................. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENTERING THROUGH SPECIAL TURNSTILE OR GATE: ............. 

TOTAL BAND MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: ................................................................................ 

TOTAL PAID ATTENDANCE PER NCAA CRITERIA: ..................................................................... 

By signing below, I certify that the reported attendance figures were verified through the annual certified audit, as required by 
NCAA Division I Byla~v 20.9.9.3.2. 

SIGNED: 

DATE: 

(Director of Athletics) 

TELEPHONE: 

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM NOT LATER THAN FEBRUARY 15, 2014, TO: 

NCAA 
STEVE MALLONEE, DIVISION I GOVERNANCE LIAISON/AMA MANAGING DIRECTOR 

P.O. BOX 6222, INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46206-6222 
PHONE NUMBER 317/917-6222, FAX NUMBER 317/917-6842 

hgp://doctm~entcenter/M SAA/AMA/allacht~i~st~-ators/mallonesteve/Achni~istrativeCabinet/FootballBowl Subdivisions/2013-14FB S Fol~ns/FB SA~a chmentB/SAM:hnb/11252013 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:19 AM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa football@groups.unc.edu> 

Football Schedule (12/14-12/15) 

2013 Itinerary 12-14 and 12-15.xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached a copy of our football itinerary for Saturday, December 14th & Sunday December 15th. 

In addition, please be aware that all football student-athletes will be released to leave campus on Friday, December 20th 

after lpm. All student-athletes will be responsible for making travel arrangements to arrive at the team hotel on 

Monday, December 23rd between lpm-3pm. Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions or 

concerns. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Contact: (919) 962-9119 

Email: awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu 



NIIRTH CAROLINA FOOTBALL 

Satur’d December 14th 
7:00 AM Breakfast / Treatment 
7:DO AM Frnsh Tape 
?:3n AM Upperclassmen Tape 
8:l’lrl AM Team Meeting 
8:n5 AM Special Teams 
8:15 AM Position Neetings 

.q:n5 AM Practice 

Sunday, December’ ISth 
10:45 AM Lift (nffense) 
11:30 AM Lift (Defense) 

12:nn PM kunch/lr~atm~nt 
12:00 PM Frnsh Tape 
12:30 PM Upperclassmen Tape 
12:30 PM S~ninr’ Iq, nmmencement Phatns (Kenan Football ~enter Lobby) 



1:15 PM Team Meeting 
1:20 PM Special Teams 
1:40 PM Position Meetings 

2:45 PM Practice 
NOTE: 

MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO LEAVE CAMPUS AFTER 1PM ON 12/20 MUST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:23 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Coaches Reception 

FYI on Coaches reception in Charlotte on 12/23. 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:56 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Coaches Reception 

I will but Karen will not. Thanks Rick. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:24 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Coaches Reception 

Bubba Cunningham 

Tina Cunningham 

Rick Steinbacher (Val will still be in Chapel Hill) 

Vince, will you and Karen attend the Coaches Reception in Charlotte at Quail Hollow Country Club on Monday, 

December 23rd from 5 pm- 7 pro? 

Rick 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:22 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Coaches Reception 

Rick, 

Who will be attending the Coaches Reception from the Administrative side (obviously Bubba and Tina)? I am trying to 
compose the list to see if we will need to purchase additional tickets. 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:58 PM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Compliance Meeting (Bowl Affidavit) 

We will be there with Joyce to notarize. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:19 PM 
To: Van~jelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Compliance Meetin~j (Bowl Affidavit) 

Marielle, 

Good afternoon, I hope all is well! By any chance, are you available to attend our football team meeting on Monday, 

December 16th at 1:45 pm to review any compliance information as it relates to preparation for bowl and complete 

bowl affidavit? 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:12 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina FB Networking Night Thank You (Fedora) 

2013 Carolina FB Career Night Thank You (Fedora).docx 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Carolina FB Networking Night Thank You (Fedora) 

Corey, 

Please find attached an updated thank you message for Fedora. I cut the fat and provide a more general, yet direct 

thank you message. Please let me know if you like it. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
Subject: Carolina FB Networking Night Thank You (Fedora) 

Corey, 

Please find attached the requested thank you message for Coach Fedora. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



Carolina Football Career Networking Night 
"Thank You Message" 

Guest Employers: 

Mike Armstrong 

NC Memorial Hospital 

Brian Chacos 
UNC Athletic Department-Rams Club 

Randall Felton 

Novo Nordisk 

Bryan Jones 
Core Business at Personify 

Clayton Somers 
NC HS Athletic Association 

Richard Worrell 

Northwestern Mutual 

Thank You Message: 

I would like to personally thank you for taking time out of your schedule to 
participate in the Carolina Football Career Networking Night held on Thursday, 
December 5th. The information and time you shared with our student-athletes is 

truly valuable. I truly appreciate your support! 

Best regards, 

Larry Fedora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:13 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Corey, 

Do you have a preference on time/date we meet with Les to discuss what academics should cover in next week’s 

academic meeting? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:05 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Hi Andre’- 
Were you able to see if yourself and Corey have a time to meet with Michelle and myself next week to 

brainstorm/discuss what we should cover before the meeting with all the coaches on the :19th? 

Please let me know when you have a chance. Thanks. 

Les 

From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 5:05 PM 

To: Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Les, 

Thanks for your email! I will make sure to add a Coaches Academic Staff Meeting to the calendar for Thursday, 

December 19th at 8:30 am. I think it is a great idea for us all to meet prior to this meeting. My schedule is currently 

flexible next Monday or Tuesday. I will check with Corey to see what works best for him. 

Typically, during the spring term, we schedule Coaches Academic Staff Meetings per your request. We do not meet as a 

football coaching staff on a consistent basis during the spring term. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:48 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 



Hi Andre’- 

[ think Thursday would be our best day because it would give more grades in the system and would obviously give us a 

chance to provide more complete information. Since Thursday is our usual meeting day over there, we could look at 

doing it during that 8:30 time slot if that works for everyone. 

Also, Michelle mentioned the idea of the four of us (yourself, Corey, Michelle, Les) meeting earlier in the week to 

brainstorm/discuss what needs to be covered in the full meeting on Thursday. I know that would be beneficial from our 

end. Please let me know if that could be a possibility, maybe Monday or Tuesday. 

Last question, will our spring meeting time with the coaches be at the same time, 8:30am on Thursdays? 

Thanks. 

Les 

From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:18 PM 

To: Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L 

Subject: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Les, 

Looking ahead a little bit. Can you please let us know what is the best date to schedule our end of year Academic 

Coaches Staff Meeting? Of course, coaches would like this meeting to include finalized updates regarding fall semester 

grades and any foreseeable spring academic adjustments/issues (i.e. study table). Can you please identify a date 

between Monday December 16th -Thursday December 19th? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:14 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday/Thursday Lunch or Brunch 

Thanks. 

We’ll go with Brunch on X-mas. 

As for the 26th’ there will not be a snack after practice. 

day? 

So you defiNtely just want to do Breakfast and not brunch that 

From: Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:33 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Re: Wednesday/Thursday Lunch or Brunch 

xmas- definitely brunch. 

12/26- willl they be getting a "snack" type meal like chick fila or qdoba after practice? if yes then do brkfst, if no, brunch 

thanks 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 6:38 AM, "Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc.edu> wrote: 

ME, 

Getting the menus to the Hotel....need to determine if we are going with the Lunch of Brunch menu 

options for the following: 

Christmas Day: Scheduled for 11:30 AM....but the guys will be sleeping in late that day. Lunch or Brunch? 

Thursday, 12/26: Scheduled for 10:30 AM after the hospital visit. Lunch or Brunch? 

Thanks, 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919,843.2572 

haydon@unc.edu 

2/26- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Football admin meeting 

Vince and Corey, 

Confirming our 11 am meeting for tomorrow in Corey’s office. I have to shoot a tv show segment promoting the bowl at the smith 
center at 10:40 am so I may be 5 minutes late. Topics I have are: 

Bowl planning 
Cunningham / fedora meeting next week agenda 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:45 PM 

Will Webb <WWebb@charlottesports.org>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; 
Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Mike (;rum <mike.crum@crva.com> 

Re: Parking 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 8:43 PM, "Will Webb" <WWebb@.charlotte > wrote: 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Mike Crum <mike.crum@crva.com> 
Date: December 11, 2013, 8:44:14 PM EST 
To: "’wwebb@charlottecollegiatef~ootba11. org’" 
<w~Tebb@chaflottecollegiatefooJtball.org> 
Subject: Fw: Parking 

Will, see below. In order to accommodate UNC’s parking needs, we need an answer 
from them by tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Winston Kelley 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 07:12 PM 
To: Mike Crum 
Cc: Steve Burrell 
Subject: Re: Parking 

Mike, pls let Will know we need to order cards by tomorrow to receive in time to 
pursue agreement. We offered. The deal as proposed requires the cards (for unlimited 
in and out) since we do not have an attendent round the clock and without the cards 
they would need to pay via the machine upon each exit. We are happy to reach out to 
him too. Thanks! Winston 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mike Crum 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 03:09 PM 
To: Winston Kelley 
Subject: Re: Parking 

Approx 75 spaces. Arrive on 12/22 or 12/23 and depart on 12/29 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Winston Kelley 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 02:50 PM 
To: Mike Crum 
Subject: RE: Parking 

Happy to check with Steve and see where we think we’ll be with capacity. Should be 
strong week for the NHOF in the public spaces but we may can get some relief from 
the Tower to help with this as it should be a week with many out on vacation. Will let 
you know. In the meantime, can you get a ballpark from Will on the total number and 
the days he is looking at, or would you prefer I reach out to him directly? Thanks! 

Winston Kelley 
VP, Charlotte Regional Visitors Authority 
Executive Director, NASCAR Hall of Fame 
400 E. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

...... Original Message ..... 
From: Mike Crum 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 1:09 PM 
To: Winston Kelley 
Subj ect: Fw: Parking 

Winston, see below. Let me know if you want to make a proposal to Will to use 
spaces in the deck. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Will Webb [mailto:WWebb~charlottesl~orCSoOrg] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 12:38 PM 
To: Mike Crum 
Subject: Parking 

We need a place for UNC players to park their cars for the week of the bowl. The 
bandits at the Westin want $18 a night per car per player and that’s just too much. Can 
we get a better deal from the hall? 



Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 6:50 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Mileage rate 

Straight off the internet - 

For miles driven beginning January 1, 2013, the federal standard business rate for mileage reimbursement will be 56.5¢ 

per mile. Employers are not required to reimburse mileage at the federal rate. 

Would think this is the argument for students getting 56.5 cents - employees will have to follow state rate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:43 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Parking 

We have 100 spots at ~;:10 at the hotel. 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:38 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Parking 

have got the $10 but that is the maximum (100) after that it is $18 - sorry - as I mentioned we do not run the deck 

MOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTI"E 
6ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 7o4.33~3.2o~2 F 7o4.33~3.~11o 
www:westincharlottehotel.com 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2007, 2009 
C~vent - Top loo UoS. Meeting Hotels: 2012 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 6:53 AM 
To: Raymond, David 
Subject: RE: Parking 

OK. I ask since the Nascar Hal! of Fame parking deck is giving us the same rate but need to order access cards for people 

to use and need an answer today. We obviously would prefer to keep everyone in the hotel deck if possible but since 

unfortunately we don’t know the number of people parking, we may have to get some in the other deck so that we 

don’t run into an issue of not having enough parking at the hotel. 

Right now he have 75 spots at $10 rate. The remaining 25 on the lower leveL.are they at the $10 rate or ~;18 rate? 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:52 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Re: Parking 

They told me to get your list first and then they would see what could be done 



This reply is coming from the Blackberry of Dave Raymond 

From: Haydon, Joe <haydon@. unc.edu> 
To: Raymond, David 
Sent: Wed Dec 11 19:56:09 2013 
Subject: RE: Parking 

Hi David, 

Just checking to see if you’ve heard anything back about additional spaces, 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:53 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Re: Parking 

I will ask 
This reply is coming from the Blackberry of Dave Raymond 

From: Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 
To: Raymond, David 
Sent: Tue Dec 10 18:51:03 2013 
Subject: RE: Parking 

Thanks David. Would it be possible to get additional spaces on another level if needed? 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 6:40 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Re: Parking 

I got 75 at the $10 and there is approx 100 spaces 
This reply is coming from the Blackberry of Dave Raymond 

From: Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 
To: Raymond, David 
Sent: Tue Dec 10 18:34:01 2013 
Subject: RE: Parking 

Great. Thanks David. 

It’s confirmed that we will be driving in separately (no team buses from Chapel Hill). We’re going to try and get a 

number for the amount of players driving in but due to some new rules, we may have more players drive in alone than 

in years past. What would be the total number of spots we could get in the B-3 level? 

Thanks, 

Joe 



From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:19 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Cc: aalhassan@lazparkinq.com 
Subject: RE: Parking 

Joe - I have confirmed 75 cars at $10 per day and the B-3 level of the deck (lower level) will be designated as coaches, 
players, staff parking - we will post signage 

As you provide the rooming list [ will need to know what players are driving so that we can post parking to their 

individual folio - thanks 

MOND, CMP 
Meetfng & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTFE 
6ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 282o2 
T7o4.335.2o22 F 7o4.335.2:~o 
~ww.westincharlottehotel.com 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2007, 2009 
C~ent - Top 100 U.S. Meeting Hotels: 2012 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:59 PM 
To: Raymond, David 
Subject: Parking 

David, 

We are still finalizing our travel details down to Charlotte on the 23rd...most likely everyone will be traveling on their 

own. If that’s the case, we are trying to keep all of our cars (coaches, players, staff, etc.) in the same location. Is it 

possible to work out a deal to increase the number of cars at the ~10/night rate from 35 to possible 60 or 70? 

Also, our plan is to have everyone arrive and check-in between 1-3pm....just want to be sure that this won’t be an issue 

for guest rooms being ready. 

Thanks, 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 



confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:02 AM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

That will work Andre’. We can meet in the football center. Just as a heads up, Dr. Brown has a potential meeting she 

must attend that could possibly be scheduled during that time, but we are hoping not. We’ll give you a heads up in case 

that happens. 

Les 

From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:48 PM 

To: Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: Re: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Les, 

Thank you for your follow-up email. Are you and Michelle available next Monday at 2:30 pm? If so, would you like to 

meet in Kenan Football Center or Loudermilk. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 6:05 PM, "Myers, Leslie" <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Andre’- 

Were you able to see if yourself and Corey have a time to meet with Michelle and myself next week to 

brainstorm/discuss what we should cover before the meeting with all the coaches on the :19th? 

Please let me know when you have a chance. Thanks. 

Les 

From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 5:05 PM 

To: Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Les, 

Thanks for your email! I will make sure to add a Coaches Academic Staff Meeting to the calendar for 

Thursday, December 19th at 8:30 am. I think it is a great idea for us all to meet prior to this meeting. My 

schedule is currently flexible next Monday or Tuesday. I will check with Corey to see what works best for 

him. 

Typically, during the spring term, we schedule Coaches Academic Staff Meetings per your request. We do 



not meet as a football coaching staff on a consistent basis during the spring term. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:48 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle 
Si]bject: RE: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Hi Andre’- 
I think Thursday would be our best day because it would give more grades in the system and would 

obviously give us a chance to provide more complete information. Since Thursday is our usual meeting day 

over there, we could look at doing it during that 8:30 time slot if that works for everyone. 

Also, Michelle mentioned the idea of the four of us (yourself, Corey, Michelle, Les) meeting earlier in the 
week to brainstorm/discuss what needs to be covered in the full meeting on Thursday. I know that would 

be beneficial from our end. Please let me know if that could be a possibility, maybe Monday or Tuesday. 

Last question, will our spring meeting time with the coaches be at the same time, 8:30am on Thursdays? 

Thanks. 

Les 

From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:18 PM 

To: Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L 

Subject: Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (December) 

Les, 

Looking ahead a little bit. Can you please let us know what is the best date to schedule our end of year 

Academic Coaches Staff Meeting? Of course, coaches would like this meeting to include finalized updates 

regarding fall semester grades and any foreseeable spring academic adjustments/issues (i.e. study table). 

Can you please identify a date between Monday December 16th -Thursday December 19th? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda fv~essage Archiver, 

Wives Informational Packet.~ 



This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda fv~essage Archiver, 

Wives Informational Packet.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:16 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Bowl plans 

Dr. C[occa, 

Just to let you know, the hotel doesn’t have double-double connectors. They only have King-double connectors. I’ll put 

you in a King-Double connector and have a roll-a-way in the King room if that helps. Unless you’d prefer two Double 

rooms that are next to each other but not connected. 

Joe 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:18 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe; Morelli, David Dominic 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Bowl plans 

See Dr. Ci0cca and Dr. Spang room needs below 

From: Ciocca, Mario F 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:17 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Re: Bowl plans 

Total of 2 rooms starting on the 25th. Need 1 room starting 23 rd. thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 7:38 AM, "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu> wrote: 

Mario 

So is that a total of 2 or 3 rooms from Dec 25-29? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: FW: Bowl plans 
From: "Trulock, Scott" <trulock@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Holliday, Corey L" <chollida¥@unc.edu> 
CC: "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu>,"Spang, Jeffrey T" 



<i spang@med.unc.edu>,"Creighton, Robert A" <alex creighton@med.unc.edu> 

Dr. Ciocca’s hotel plans are below. As of now, Dr. Spang may need one room on the 27th. I will let them 

reply if there are any other updates. 

From: Ciocca, Mario F 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:29 PM 

To: Trulock, Scott 
Subject: RE: Bowl plans 

Dec 23, 24, one room, Dec 25-29 two connecting rooms with double beds. Thanks 

<image002.png> 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolina 

James A. Taylor Campus Health Services C£# 7470 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

(9:19) 966-3655 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Trulock, Scott 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:35 PM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F; Spang, Jeffrey T; Creighton, Robert A 
Subject: Bowl plans 

Please let me know your bowl plans, as it applies to hotel room needs. 

thanks 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
Coordinator of Sports Medicine for Kenan Stadium 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-0102 

<image003.gif> 

Confidentiality Notice 

This e-moil, including ony ottochments, moy contoin informotion from the University of North Corolino 5ports Medicine Deportment which moy be 

confidentiol or privileged. The informotion is intended to be for the use of the individuol or entity nomed obove. If you ore not the intended recipient, 

be owore thor ony disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the conten ts of this informotion is prohibited. If you hove received this e-moil in error, 

pleose notify the sender immediotely by o "reply to sender only" messoge ond destroy oil electronic ond hord copies of the communicotion, including 

ottochments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:42 PM 

Jenkins, Karen 15; <j enkinsc@psafety.unc, edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 
FB Post-Season Parking Permits 

Karen, 

Good evening, I hope all is well! Can you please assist us with securing temporary parking permits next week for the 

student members of our football program, who reside off-campus and are required to be here for practice? Please let 

me know if you are able to fulfill the below request. 

UNC Football Post Season Parking Permits: 

Date: Monday, December 16th -Friday, December 20th 

Time: 8:00 AM-6:00 PM 

Location: Boshamer Lot/Craige Deck 

Number of permits: 50 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Contact: (919)641-6168 

Email: awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 8:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Morelli, David 
Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Beale, Michael 
<michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. 
<kbest@unc.edu>; Atwater, Cindi <catwater@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Fuchs, Jeffrey W <jfuchs@email.unc.edu>; Williams, 
Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Kim Jones (kim@ramsclub.com); Sheppard, Laura 
Elizabeth <laura_sheppard@unc.edu>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; 
Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Chacos, Brian <brian@ramsclub.com> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
(j ohn@ramsclub.com); Spurling, James <j spurling@unc, edu> 

Bowl Planning Meeting Agenda and Football Schedules 

2013 Belk Bowl ROUGH Calendar-REVISED.rtf; 2013 Bowl Rough Draft Itinerary - 
revised.docx 

An agenda for tomorrow’s meeting is below. Also attached are the current football program schedules for practices and 

activities in Chapel Hill and Charlotte related to the Belk Bowl (subject to change). 

look forward to seeing everyone at 10 am tomorrow in the Kenan Football Center 5th Floor. 

Rick 

Agenda: 

Belk Bowl Planning Meeting 
12/13/13 

Overview- Steinbacher 

Ticket Sales & Marketing- Sabo, Beale 
Priority / General Public / Students / Military 

Media / Credentials - Best 

Travel Packages - Atwater 

Football - Holliday, Morelli, Haydon, VanGelder 
Travel Reimbursements / Per diem 
Travel Party / Room List 
Rooming Lists 
Gifts 
Chapel Hill Schedule 
Charlotte Schedule 

Events 
Facilities 

Westin Hotel 
Charlotte Country Day Practice Site 

Administration - Steinbacher 



Travel Party / Room List 
VIP Travel Party 

Sprit Programs (Band / Cheer / Mascot) - Fuchs 
Travel Party / Room List 
Schedule / Events 
Gifts 

Fan Events - Beale, Jones, Sheppard 
Battle of the Bands 
Friday Night Fan Fest 

EpiCentre / BlackFin / N Kentucky MBB Viewing 
Belk Bowl 5K 
Game Day Fan Fest (Blake Shelton) 
Victory Walk 

Donor Outreach - Bersticker 
Belk Family 
Thursday night event w/Coaching Staff’? 

Sponsor Outreach - Steinbacher 

GameDay Video Board Support - Cleary, Andrews 

Other - ALL 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:15 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu); Morelli, David Dominic; Haydon, Joe; Gwaltney, 
Clint; Sabo, Tim (tsabo@email.unc.edu); Beale, Michael (michaelbeale@unc.edu); Andrews, Jason; Best, Kevin S.; 
Atwater, Cindi; Vangelder, Marielle A; Fuchs, Jeffrey W (jfuchs@email.unc.edu); Williams, Andre; Kim Jones 
(kim@ramsclub.com); ’Sheppard, Laura’; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene (kcleary@unc.edu); Creech, Karlton W 
(kcreech@unc.edu) 
Subject: Bowl Planning 

All, 

Please attend a Belk Bowl Planning meeting on Friday, 12/13/13 at 10 am in the Kenan Football Center 5th Floor. If you 

cannot attend please let me know. 

Attached is a Bowl Responsibility chart. Please be prepared to discuss this on Friday. 

Below is a list of the information we need to submit to the Belk Bowl by Friday. I have listed the person(s) I believe best 

suited to provide this information. Please bring this information or be prepared to discuss for your area. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

A. List of the athletic department staff with the names, mobile phone numbers, titles, spouses’ and children’s 
names attending and totals - HAYDON, MORELLI, WILLIAMS 



B. List of coaches, players, trainers, managers, and spouses with totals - HAYDON, MORELLI, WILLIAMS 

C. List of university official party, including the names, mobile phone numbers, titles, spouses’ names, home 
addresses, and totals - STEINBACHER 

D. Date and time of arrival and mode of transportation of all groups, name of carrier(s), contact person with 
the carrier, team, athletic staff, University Official Party, band and cheerleaders - HAYDON, MORELLI, 
WILLIAMS 

E. Name of School Designee for Courtesy Cars - MORELLI 

F. Team Nutritionist Name, Phone Number and Email address in order to approve food and beverage in 
Players Hospitality Room - MORELLI, HAYDON 

G. Please list the PMS colors of your school’s official colors - DONE, PMS 278 / 282 

H. All press box and sideline requests - BEST 

I. Five (5) helmets signed by the head coach for promotional use - DONE 

]. Five (5) game jerseys with Belk Bowl patch for promotional use - MORELLI 

K. Hotel rooming list for team - HAYDON 

L. Team and Athletic Department: List of up to 60 individuals who are to be issued a game credential - 

MORELLI / HAYDON 

M. Name of Band Director and Assistant Band Director, along with mobile phone numbers - FUCHS 

N. Band and Cheerleader hotel rooming lists - FUCHS 

O. Band and Cheerleaders: Names of the individuals who will need field passes, and those 

needing press box passes for the pre-game and halftime productions - FUCHS 

P. Script for each band performance: Battle of the Bands, Fan Central, Pre-Game, and Halftime - 

FUCHS 

Q. Confirmation of end zone stencil delivery. Include estimated time of arrival, delivery method 
and contact information - DONE 

R. Team highlight DVD/Video (up to two minutes in length) for use at the Team Reception and 

other bowl week functions - ANDREWS / CLEARY 

S. In-game highlight reel (40 seconds in length) - ANDREWS / CLEARY 

T. Two (2) copies of institutional spot: HD format - 30 Seconds - ANDREWS / CLEARY (IF WE 

DON’T HAVE A NEW ONE, LET’S DISREGARD) 
a. The PantherVision is true 16x9 dimensions and videos should be created in that aspect ratio. 

(1280x720 HD - 1920x1080 HD) 

b. We prefer high definition digital files. OPlaMXF and Apple Pro Res are preferred formats. 
Uncompressed quicktime and avi files also work well 

c. Hard copies of HD footage are accepted as HDVCpro tapes and XDCam discs 

d. Any questions about digital files can be directed to Stephen Herbster 

U. Team Introduction Video: DVC Pro HD - ANDREWS / CLEARY 
a. Media: XD (60 seconds in length) 

i. Same format listed above for institutional spots 



December 2013 

2 

9 
EXAMS 

16 

MEETINGS 2PM 

PRACTICE - 

3:30PM - 5:30PM 

3 

10 
EXAMS 

17 
LIFT DAY 

9AM NonTravel 

10AM Offense 

11AM Defense 

24 
MEETINGS 8AM 

TEAM ACTIVITY 

10:30AM 

PRACTICE - 

1:30PM - 3:30PM 

4 
CLASSES END 

11 
READING DAY 

18 

MEETINGS 2PM 

PRACTICE - 

3:30PM - 5:30PM 

25 
MEETINGS 

12:30PM 

PRACTICE - 

3:00PM - 5:00PM 

5 
READING DAY 

12 
EXAMS 

19 
LIFT DAY 

9AM Non Travel 

10AM Offense 

11AM Defense 

MEETINGS 2PM 

PRACTICE - 

3:30PM - 5:30PM 

26 
TEAM ACTIVITY 

9AM 

MEETINGS 11:45AM 

PRACTICE - 

2:30PM - 4:00PM 

6 
EXAMS 

13 
EXAMS 

20 

MEETINGS - 8AM 

PRACTICE - 

10AM - 12PM 

27 
MEETINGS 

I:30PM 

WALK-THRU - 

3:40PM - 4:30PM 



Monday- December 
1:00pm - 3:00pm 
4:00pm 
4:30pm 
5:00pm - 7:00pm 

5:30pm 
6:30pm 
7:00pm - 8:30pm 

9:00pm - 1:00am 

23, 2013 
Arrive at Westin Hotel - Check In/Turn In Car Keys 
Team Welcome with Belk Bowl Reps 
Coaches & Spouses Meet In Lobby 
Coaches Reception - Quail Hollow Country Club 
Attire: Coat & Tie 
Note: Coaches & Spouses Only 
Team Dinner 
Players Meet In Lobby 
Players Shopping Spree 
Attire: Casual, Neat Attire 
Note: Players Only 
Free Time Good Time Shuttle 

Tuesday- December 24, 2013- Christmas Eve 
8:00am 
8:05am - 8:35am 
8:40am - 9:40am 
9:50am 
10:30am 

10:30am 
11:00am 
12:00pm 
12:45pm 
1:30pm - 3:30pm 
3:45pm - 4:30pm 
6:00pm 
6:30pm - 9:00pm 
9:00pm - 12:30am 
1:00am 

Team Meeting 
Special Teams Meeting 
Position Meetings 
Team Buses Depart for Charlotte Motor Speedway 
Team Outing - Charlotte Motor Speedway 
Attire: Bowl Sweats 
Note: Coaches & Players Only 
Team Photo In Victory Lane 
Lunch - Garage Area 
Team Buses Depart for Charlotte Country Day 
Taping/Dress for practice 
Practice 
Travel Team Lift 
Bus Leave for Dave & Busters 
Dave & Busters 
Free Time Good Time Shuttle 
Curfew 

Wednesday- December 25, 2013- Christmas 
11:00am 
11:30am 
12:30pm - 1:00pm 
1:05pm - 2:05pm 
2:15pm 
3:00pm - 5:00pm 
6:30pm 

7:30pm 
8:00pm- 11:30pm 
12:00pm 

Mass/Chapel 
Lunch/Treatment/Tape 
Special Teams Meeting 
Position Meetings 
Team Buses Depart for Charlotte Country Day 
Practice 
Travel Party Christmas Dinner 
Attire: Shirt With Collar & Dress Pants 
Team Autograph Party 
Free Time Good Time Shuttle 
Curfew 



Thursday- December 26, 2013 
9:00am 
9:15am 
9:30am 11:00am 
9:30am - 10:15am 

10:30pm 
11:45pm 
11:50pm - 12:20pm 
12:25pm - 1:25pm 
1:35pm 
2:30pm - 4:00pm 
4:15pm - 5:00pm 
6:00pm 
6:30pm 
6:45pm 
7:00pm 

9:00pm - 10:30pm 
11:00pm 

Team Meeting 
Team Buses Depart for Levine Children’s Hospital 
Spouses Outing Levine cancer Cancer Tour and Brtmch 
Team Outing - kevine Children’s Hospital Visit 
Attire: Game Jersey & Bowl Sweat Pants 
Note: Coach Fedora & Players Only 
Lunch/Treatment/Tape 
Team Meeting 
Special Teams Meeting 
Position Meetings 
Team Buses Depart for Charlotte Country Day 
Practice 
Travel Team Lift 
Team Dinner 
Travel Team Meeting 
Depart for Team Reception (walk as team) 
Team Reception at NASCAR Hall of Fame 
Attire: Casual, Neat Attire 
Note: Coaches, Players, Trainers, Managers, Video 
Free Time Good Time Shuttle 
Curfew 

Friday- December 27, 2013 
10:00am - 11:30am Media Day at Fuel Pizza 

9:4~am - 2:00pm 
lO:OOam - 4:00pm 
12:00pm 
1:30pm 
1:35pm - 2:05PM 
2:lOpm - 2:50pm 
3:00pm 
3:15pm - 3:30pm 
3:40pm - 4:30pm 

6:00pm 
7:00pm 
9:30pm 
10:15pm 
10:45pm 

Attire: Game Jersey with Bowl Sweats 
Note: Head Coach & Selected Players 
Children’s Outing - Sports Connection 

Spouses Outing - Belk Spa and Shopping 

Lunch 
Team Meeting 
Special Team Meetings 
Position Meetings 
Team Buses Depart for Bank of America Stadium 
Walk Around Bank of America Stadium 
Walk- Thru on Panthers Practice Field 
Attire: 2013 Travel Sweats 
Dinner 
Movies 
Offense/Defense Meetings 
In Your Room 
Lights out 



Saturday - December 28, 2013 (re.qular schedule from season for 3:30 .qame) 

8:45am 
9:00am - 9:45am 
9:50am - 10:10am 
10:10am - 10:50am 
11:15am 
11:45am 
12:00pm 

12:45pm 
1:00pm 
1:20pm 
3:20pm 

Wake up call 
Breakfast 
Special Teams Meeting 
Offense/Defense Meetings 
Taping 
Chapel Service 
Pre-Game Meal 
Attire: 2013 Travel Sweats 
Team Meeting 
Team Buses Depart for Bank of America Stadium 
Arrive at Bank of America Stadium 
Kick-Off: Beat Cincinnati 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:53 AM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

DOC121313-12132013122009.pdf 

Mary Ellen & Joe- 

Corey and I are going to review the staff room list to make additional requests. 

Can you both do the same for the player’s room? {Fee! free to provide staff suggestions as well). 

Rick 

From: Katherine Johnson [mailto:KJohnson@charlottesports.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Will PiEs 
Subject: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Rick and Corey, 

Happy Friday! 

Will Pitts asked me to forward on to you information regarding the Banquet Event Order and the Donated Product that 

will be provided for the VIP and Player’s Hospitality Rooms at the Westin. 

Please see attached the Banquet Event Order for the VlP Hospitality Room. Below is an outline of the donated product 

that is provided, as well as where it is allotted in terms of hospitality rooms. 

VlP Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 6 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 8 cases of 20oz Powerade 

¯ 42 cases of beer (18 regular, 15 light and 9 specialty) 

¯ 10 cases of red wine 

¯ 10 cases of white wine 

¯ Keurig will also be sponsoring brewers and k cups for coffee. 

¯ 30 Chick-Fil-A biscuits will be delivered to this room every morning except for Christmas Day. 

Player Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 12 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 
¯ 9 cases of 20oz Powerade 



Approximately ¾ of the following Snyder’s Lance product will be provided for the Player’s Hospitality Room. 

remaining ¼ will be utilized for the VIP Hospitality Room, or as needed: 

¯ 3Oct Lance Popcorn White Cheddar ¾ oz. 

¯ 21ct CCPC (Cape Cod Potato Chip) Reduced Fat 1.5oz 

¯ 21 CCPC Mesquite BBQ 1.5oz 

¯ 60 Lance Van-O-Lunch 1.62oz 

¯ 50 Lance peanuts salted 1.125oz 

¯ 60 Lance whole grain sharp cheddar whet 1.50z 

¯ 60 Lance Toastchee 1.5oz 

¯ 16 bags of mini pretzels 

The 

Please let me know if you need any additional information or if you have any questions or concerns! Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Katherine 

lllllOTTl ilIITi 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR 

P (704) 644-4047 I M I KJOHNSON@CHARLOqq-ESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOqq-E, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLOqq-ESPORTS.ORG I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 Soulh College Skeet 

Charlotte NC 28202 Uniled Slates 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-~606115694 
. Statue: 
Page:loll " 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

¯ Address: ~,725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSlte Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Monday, 23 December 2013 

Men, 23-Doc-2013 7:00PM-9:00PM Re~no[s Location Hosp[lallty Hospitality N $0,00 

7:00PM~9:00PM Remote Lo~atlon 

7:00PM 

1 Westin-msde Aesoded Cookies to Irldude Chocolate Chip, Peanut 
But~or, Sugar and Oatmea~ Raisin (~ $32.40 Per Dozen 

12 Warm Sourdough Prelzel Nuggets With Assoded Mustards & Warm 
Nacho Cheese Sauce ~ $6,00 Per Person 

12 Chips and Dip Display - Pile Chips, Tortilla Chips, Vegetable Chips 
and Zapps Potalo Chips - Blue Cheese Dip. Hal Splt~ach & Artichoke Dip, 
Hummus, Guaca~nole and Salsa @ $4.80 

Assorted Soft Drinks Waslln pmudfy serves Case-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $3.00 Each 

Bellied Spr~ng Water 

7_:.0.OPM-g:0(]PM Remote Location 
~etuo Stvla:L=xistlnc 

7:00PM 

Exisffng Setup 

Polk Su[te 251)1 ! 2502 

All charges are ~ubject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. "l’hle tndudes a 12% gratuity that is paid d~recfiy Io banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, th me (3) buslness days pdor to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will sat, serve and charge based on Ihe agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606115694 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606307739 
Status: 
Page: ~ of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name; Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PM8 Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnS[te Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Tuesday, 24 December 2013 

Tue, 24-Dsc-20’~3 7.’00AM.9:QOAM Retools Location Hospl~ali~" 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice- Orange, Cra~ber,’y, Apple & Grape 
(Cha~ged on Consurnpl~on) @ 

"12 Alt Natural Brnoothies prepared wilh Greek¥ogurt, Fresh Fruit Juice 
and Fresh Carolina Seasonal Fro[t 

12 Seasonal fresh fruitand berries 

2 Breakfast pastlles to include muffins, bulte~y croissants, danish pastry, 
and breakfast sweet breads with preserves and sweet bulter 

12 Coffee aide Stallon to include assorted sugars and sweetnare, 
creamers, stirrers and knapklns @ $3.00 Per Gallon 

Keudg to sponsor brewers and coffee_ 

Hospital~ ~q $0.00 

7:00AM-_g.;J)~)AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 / 2502 

All cha~’ges are subject to a 24% serv]ne charge (taxable In NC) plus applicable sales laxes. This In~udes a 12% gratuity that is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE’. We require guarantees by 12;00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your evenl (Monday Ihrough Friday, excluding Holidays). II= no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will sat, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Cllent’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606307739 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Faxt {704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606403369 
8talus: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19=NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlolte Spods Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlolte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquet~ 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

¯ Event Seller: 
Event, Servicer: 

Tuesday, 24 December 2013 

Tue, 24-Dac-2013 7:00PM4):OOPM Rsmo~ Lo~tlon Hospllalily Hospitality N $&00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

2 West[n-made Chocolate Brownies, Blondias and Lemon Bars @ 
$32.40 Per Dozen 

2 Westln-made Assodsd Cookies to Inolude Chocolate Chip, Peanut 
Butter, Sugar and Oatmea~ Raisin @ ~32.40 Per Dozen 

20 Garden Vegetable Display with Baby Carrots, Radishes, P&rsnlps, 
Asparagus, Celery, Cauliflower, Broccoli & Cherry Tomatoes wtlh Ranch 
and Lemon, Basil Aloli Dips @. 86.00 

Assorted 8oft Drinks Weslln proudly selves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5.00 Each 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
Setuo Stvle:Extstina 

7:00PM 

Exlsling Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 12502 

All charges a~e subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus apptioab~e salBs taxes. This in, Irides a 12% 9~atulty that is paid direot~y to bar~qu~! st~lf. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12"00 noon, three {3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no fir~al 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

C~lent’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606403369 

Date Hotel Raprese.tative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

601 South College Street 
Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375=2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

EO #: 6480- ~ 606404 t 31 
Status: 
Page; 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Wednesday, 25 December 2013 

Wed, 2~-Dec-2013    7:(}0AM-9:00/~I Romo[e Loeatton Hosp~lity 

7:00h, M-9;OOAM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottied Juice - Orange, Crenber~, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Conaurnp~ont @ $5.00 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berdes 

12 Yogurt Padaits 
Vanilla Yogurt layered wilh Fresh Berries and Topped with Granola @ 
$3.00 

24 Breakfast Burrltos - Farm-fresh Scrambled Eggs, Chodzo Pepper 
Jacl~ Cheese and Potatoes neslled in a Warm Flour Tortilla, Salsa Fresca 
@ $4.8o 

12 Coffee Side Station to Include assoded sugars and sweelners, 
creamers, stirrers and ~ap~,ins @ $3.00 Per 

Keudg 

Hospl.~,.!!.~/ N $0.00 

¯ 7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Locat_ion 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501/2502 

AIt charges ere subject to a 24% service ~harge (taxable in NG) plus applicable sales taxes. This Includes a 12% gratuity th,~t is p~ld direly to banque~ staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12;00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday Ihrough Fddsy, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based o~ the agreed figure (~isted above as AGR}. 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606404131 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2000 
Fax: (70,~) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480~16064042,$3 
Status: 
Page: t of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports 
EO Name; Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer; 

Wednesday, 25 December 2013 

Wed, 25~Der,-2013 7’:b0P~-9:00PM    Remote Lo~gon Ho.sp]lali~ Pfo~pit~lit~ Y ¯ $0.00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Locatlon 

7:00PM 

Assorted Soft Drinks WestIn proudly serves Coos-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5,00 Each 

Bottted Spdng Water 

Z:_00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
Setuo Stvle:Exietlna 

?;00PM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suits - 2501 12502 

All P_.harges are subJecl to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that Is paid directly to banquet staff, 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12.~0 noen, three (3) business days prior to your eve.t (Monday ~rough Friday, excluding H01idaya). if no 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will act, ser~e ~lld che~ge based on the agreed figure {fisled above as AGR). 

Clfenl’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-’t 606404243 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606450490 
Status: 
Page: I of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charfotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

De, p,,,artment: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Thursday, 26 December 2013 

Tr~u, 26-Dec-2013 7:00AM..9:OI)AM Remote Lo~at~on HosiP[tallly HospIt~lty N $0.00 

_7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Lo¢ati~J~ 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice - Orange, Cranberry, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

36 Seasonal t’resh fruit a~d berdes 

24 Buttermilk bls~uits filled wilh shavdd carolina ham, scrambled eggs 
and aged white cheddar cheese 

12 Fresh Berries wilh Minted Masc~rpone Cream 

12 Coffee Side Stelion to include assorted sugars and swe~lners, 
creamers° stirrers and knepkins @ $3.00 Per 

Keudg to sponsor Brewers and coffee 

7:00AM,~)’.O_0AM Remote Location 
Setup St¥[e:Existin= 

7:00AM 

Existrng Setup 

Polk Suite 250t 1250Z 

All ~argas a~e subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus appl[oabte sales laxes. This includes a 12% g=:atuity that Is paid dlrect{y to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guar~,ntees by "[2:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excludl,~g Holidays). If no linal 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the ~greed figure (llsled above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-4606450490 

Date Hotel Representative’s Slgnatu re Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South Coltege Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-21 t0 

EO #: 6480-1606450672 
Status: 
Page: ! of 1 
Printed:’ 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

. ..Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnStte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Thursday, 26 December 2013 

Thu. 26;,De¢-20t 3 7:O0PM-9:00PM Remote Lo~-alion Hosl~itallty 

.7,.;,~.OPM-9:OOPM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

18 Mez Displa}; - Red Sell Pepper Hummus, Tradlgonal Hummus, Gdl[ed 
Vegetables, Assorled Olives, Oven-dried Tomatoes, Tabbouleh Salad, 
Olive Oll, PIta Crisps and Plta Bread @ $6.00 

t8 olobal Cheese Display with DomestlcA~san Cheeses - Soft, Semi- 
firm, Firm and Aged.hard wilh Savory and Sweel Accompaniments with 
Assorted Crackers and Sliced Baguettes @ $7.20 

Assorted Soft Drinks Weslin proudly serves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on conaumpllon) @ $5.00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

HespItallr~y Y 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
Setul~ Stvle:Exlatln,] 

7:00PM 

Pol~ Suite 2501 t2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable In NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gralulty that is psid directly to banquet staff. 
GUAP.ANTEE; We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, throe (3) business days prior to your event (Monday Ihrough Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; lhe hotel will sat, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450672 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Skeet 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704),335-2110 

EO #: 6480~1606450781 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Pdnted: Ig-NOV-2013 ¯ 

Account: 

Poet As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Coda: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Friday, 27 De;ember 2013 

Fd, 27-Dec-2013 7:00AM-~!~0AM Ramo~e Lo~a~Jon Ho~pl|al(ty Hospitality’ N 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice - Orange, Cranbe~y, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

12 Blueberry and Banana Smoothie @ $4.20 

36 Seasonal fresh fPuit and berdas 

2 Breakfast pastdes to include mul~ns, but[cry croissants, danish pastry, 
and breakfasl sweet breads with preserves and sweet bul~er 

12 Coffee Side Station to Include assorted sugars and sweetners, 
creamers, stirmwrs a~d knapklns @. $3.00 Per Gallon 

7:00AM-9:0OAM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Exlstlng Setu p 

Polk 2501 / 2502 

All aharges are subject to a 24% service oharge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. Th~s includes a 12% gratuity that is .paid direc(ly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee Is provided; the hotel will set, serve and ch=rge based o~ the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Ctlent’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450781 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (?04) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #:6480-1606450891 
Status: 
Page:l of 1 
Printed:lg-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address; 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 P~edmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSlte Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Friday, 27 December 2013 

~ri, 27.De~-2013 7:00P~.~0i~M Remote Location H~p~,~!!qy, Hospitte,y Y 
. 

$0~00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote LooatLoJ~ 

7:00PM 

18 Mini Corn Dogs with Mustard and Catsup 
Buttered Popcorn 
Cinnamon Funnef Cakes 
Pastel Co~on Candy 
Colorful Koo(~Id ShoLs @ $10.20 

Assoded Soft Drinks Wesfin proudly serves Coca.Col~ Producls 
(charged o=1 consumplion) @ $5,00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

,7,;p0PM-9:00PM Remote Location 

Existing Setup 

Polk 259t 12602 

Ali crnargas are subjeot to a 24% service cha~ge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a t2% gratuity that is paid direclly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday. exdudi,g Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; ihe hotel will set. serve ~nd charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450891 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606450937 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Acco unt: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundatl0n 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSlte Contact: 
OnSits Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servlcer:. 

Saturday, 28 December 2013 

Sat, 28-Do~-2013 7:0oAr~-s:00AM RemD~e Location Hospitality Hospita!l!¥ .......... N $0,00 

7:QOAM-9:0DAM Remora Location 

7:00AM 

Minule Maid Bottled Juice - Orange. Crenberey, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumplidn) @ $5,00 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berries 

2 New York-S~la Bagels with Create Cheese. Preserves. Sweet Butter 
and a Toaster @ $32.40 Per Dozen 

18 Steel-cut Oalmeal wllh Brown Sugar’, Raisins. Pecans, 2% Milk, and 
Skim Milk@ $4,20 

12 Coffee Side Station to Include assorted sugars and sweetnars, 
eroamars0 stirrers and knapkins @ $3,00 Per Cation 

sponsor brewers and coffee 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Locat[on 

7:00AM 

Existlng Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 13502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus appltnable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that Is paid dlreclly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require gusmnteas by 12:00 noon, three {3) business days pder to your event (Monday b’nrough Friday, excluding Holidays). If no fins[ 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based Qn lhe agreed figure (tisted above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450937 

Date Hotel Representative’s Sign ature Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 3:26 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Rick, 

Dre and I were talking about this. We did have concerns about this aspect of the bowl from our past experiences. First 

question: is the amount of player hospitality snacks listed below a total amount or a per-night amount? If it’s a total 

amount then we really wouldn’t have much available per night. Rationing the amount over 4 nights (at 75% since 25% is 

for the VlP Hospitality) would equal 3 bags of pretzels, 6 bags of popcorn, :10 things of peanuts, etc. We would first ask 

if they can increase the total quantities. 

Secondly, could they add more variety to it... 

We found that in previous bowls that the guys enjoyed having chicken wings/fingers or even hot dogs as an option 

in the player hospitality suite. 

Otherwise, some additional grab-and-go type options would be: 

o Welches fruit snacks / gummi snacks 

o Chocolate-chip cookies one of the nights. 

o Beef Jerky is a good snack option that adds protein too. 

o Snickers Bars 

I assume that they got all of the product donated from Synder’s so I don’t know if they do anything else or have any 

other places willing to donate. 

Joe 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Mary Ellen & Joe- 

Corey and I are going to review the staff room list to make additional requests° 

Can you both do the same for the player’s room? (Feel free to provide staff suggestions as well). 

Rick 

From: Katherine Johnson [mailto:KJohnson@charlottesports.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Will Pitts 
Subject: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Rick and Corey, 



Happy Friday! 

Will Pitts asked me to forward on to you information regarding the Banquet Event Order and the Donated Product that 

will be provided for the VIP and Player’s Hospitality Rooms at the Westin. 

Please see attached the Banquet Event Order for the VIP Hospitality Room. Below is an outline of the donated product 

that is provided, as well as where it is allotted in terms of hospitality rooms. 

VIP Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 6 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 8 cases of 20oz Powerade 

¯ 42 cases of beer (18 regular, 15 light and 9 specialty) 

¯ 10 cases of red wine 

¯ 10 cases of white wine 

¯ Keurig will also be sponsoring brewers and k cups for coffee. 

¯ 30 Chick-FiI-A biscuits will be delivered to this room every morning except for Christmas Day. 

Player Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 12 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 9 cases of 20oz Powerade 

Approximately ¾ of the following Snyder’s Lance product will be provided for the Player’s Hospitality Room. The 

remaining ¼ will be utilized for the VIP Hospitality Room, or as needed: 

¯ 3Oct Lance Popcorn White Cheddar ¾ oz. 

¯ 21ct CCPC (Cape Cod Potato Chip) Reduced Fat 1.5oz 

¯ 21 CCPC Mesquite BBQ 1.5oz 

¯ 60 Lance Van-O-Lunch 1.62oz 

¯ 50 Lance peanuts salted 1.125oz 

¯ 60 Lance whole grain sharp cheddar whet 1.50z 

¯ 60 Lance Toastchee 1.5oz 

¯ 16 bags of mini pretzels 

Please let me know if you need any additional information or if you have any questions or concerns! Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Katherine 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIV~:~ COORDINATOR 
P (704) 644-4047 I M I KJOHNSON@CHARLOTI-ESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOTI-E, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLOTI-ESPORTS.ORG I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 3:27 PM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Room List 

2013 BELK BOWL - MASTER Room List - admin rooms.xlsx 

Joe - 

Here is the final (for now) admin room list. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I don’t think there will be many more / changes on the Master Bill side, but I do 

think I’II be adding EPO rooms next week. Please copy me when you submit the complete room list with these included. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:12 PM 

Will Webb (WWebb@charlottesports.org) 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Let’s discuss this on Sunday. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Rick, 

Dre and [ were talking about this. We did have concerns about this aspect of the bow[ from our past experiences. First 

question: is the amount of player hospitality snacks listed below a total amount or a permight amount? If it’s a total 

amount then we really wouldn’t have much available per night. Rationing the amount over 4 nights (at 75% since 25% is 

for the V!P Hospitality) would equal 3 bags of pretzels, (5 bags of popcorn, :10 things of peanuts, etc. We would first ask 

if they can [ncrease the total quant[tges. 

Secondly, could they add more variety to it... 

We found that in previous bowls that the guys enjoyed having chicken wings/fingers or even hot dogs as an option 

in the player hospitality suite. 

Otherwise, some additional grab-and-go type options would be: 

o Welches fruit snacks / gummi snacks 

o Chocolate-chip cookies one of the nights. 

o Beef Jerky is a good snack option that adds protein too. 

o Snickers Bars 

[ assume that they got all of the product donated from Synder’s so I don’t know if they do anything else or have any 

other places willing to donate. 

Joe 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe; Bingham, Mary Ellen 



Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Mary Ellen & Joe- 

Corey and I are going to review the staff room list to make additional requests. 

Can you both do the same for the player’s room? (Feel free to provide staff suggestions as well). 

Rick 

From: Katherine Johnson [mailto:KJohnson@charlottesports.orq] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Will Pitts 
Subject: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Rick and Corey, 

Happy Friday! 

Will Pitts asked me to forward on to you information regarding the Banquet Event Order and the Donated Product that 

will be provided for the VIP and Player’s Hospitality Rooms at the Westin. 

Please see attached the Banquet Event Order for the VIP Hospitality Room. Below is an outline of the donated product 

that is provided, as well as where it is allotted in terms of hospitality rooms. 

VIP Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 6 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 8 cases of 20oz Powerade 

¯ 42 cases of beer (18 regular, 15 light and 9 specialty} 

¯ 10 cases of red wine 

¯ 10 cases of white wine 

¯ Keurig will also be sponsoring brewers and k cups for coffee. 

¯ 30 Chick-FiI-A biscuits will be delivered to this room every morning except for Christmas Day. 

Player Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 12 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 9 cases of 20oz Powerade 

Approximately ¾ of the following Snyder’s Lance product will be provided for the Player’s Hospitality Room. The 

remaining ¼ will be utilized for the VlP Hospitality Room, or as needed: 

¯ 3Oct Lance Popcorn White Cheddar ¾ oz. 

¯ 21ct CCPC (Cape Cod Potato Chip) Reduced Fat 1.5oz 

¯ 21 CCPC Mesquite BBQ 1.5oz 

¯ 60 Lance Van-O-Lunch 1.62oz 



¯ 50 Lance peanuts salted 1.125oz 

¯ 60 Lance whole grain sharp cheddar whet 1.50z 

¯ 60 Lance Toastchee 1.5oz 

¯ 16 bags of mini pretzels 

Please let me know if you need any additional information or if you have any questions or concerns! 

Sincerely, 

Katherine 

Thank yo!! 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR 

P (704) 644-4047 I M I KJOHNSON@CHARLOTFESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOTFE, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLOTFESPORTS.ORG I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:36 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

2013 BELK BOWL -Hotel Internet Access 

2013 BELK BOWL - Hotel Internet Access.xlsx 

Rick, 

Attached is our initial list of guest rooms that will have internet access billed to the master account for business 

purposes. Any updates? Who from your Administration staff would you like on this list? 

Thanks, 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:40 PM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 BELK BOWL - Hotel Internet Access 

Add Clint Gwaltney. Good to go with that. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 4:36 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Morelli, David Dominic 
(:c: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: 2013 BELK BOWL - Hotel Internet Access 

Rick, 

Attached is our initial list of guest rooms that will have internet access billed to the master account for business 

purposes. Any updates? Who from your Administration staff would you like on this list? 

Thanks, 
Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 11:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Bell, Walter A IV <wbell@email.unc.edu>; Brewer, 
Gunter S <coachbrew@unc.edu>; Disch, Dan <dan.disch@unc.edu>; Gilmore, Keith 
Louis <ggilmore@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Randy Lamont <rlj ordan@unc.edu>; 
Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@email.unc.edu>; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr 
<koenning@email.unc.edu>; West, Ronald Eugene <ronwest@email.unc.edu>; 
Heckendorf, Keith J <heckendo@email.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; 
Hernandez, Luis III <louh@email.unc.edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gizzi, Christopher Aaron <giz@email.unc.edu>; Luke, 
Christopher Joseph <cluke@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Melinda 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vanderford, Teresa P <tvanderford@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin 
S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ross, Luke <lukeross@email.unc.edu> 

Family aattending bowl game 

Please respond to this e-mail letting me know what days the eligible members of your family (wife and children that are 

college age or younger) will be in Charlotte for the bowl game. If they will be there from 12/23 - 12/29 simply respond 

"entire time". I will need this information by noon on Tuesday in order to prepare per diem. Thank you for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 7:13 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 
Meal Numbers 

Domo, 
When you do get arrival times for everyone (hopefully by tomorrow), please let me know. We’ll need to put in 

guaranteed numbers for meals by Wednesday. 

Corey 

We’ll need to give final numbers for our entire group meals (Dave & Busters, Christmas Brunch and Christmas dinner). 

As a starting point, Teresa’s summary sheet has us with 134 staff, spouses and children. Then 120 players and another 

23 student support staff for a total of 277. Obviously not everyone will be there so we’ll be able to reduce that 

number. 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
havdon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 7:19 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Family aattending bowl game 

Corey, 

Should I tell Domo that all of us are (Dino, Kaitlin, Andre, Ryan)....but doing dinner as a group that evening? 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 7:16 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Family aattending bowl game 

What other operations’ staff members are going early? 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 6:47 AM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: RE: Family aattending bowl game 

Entire Time. 

We’re going on Sunday :12/22. 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Sunday, December 15, 2013 11:18 PM 
To: bsa531; Bell, Walter A IV; Brewer, Gunter S; Disch, Dan; Gilmore, Keith Louis; Jordan, Randy Lamont; Kapilovic, 
Christopher (3; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr; West, Ronald Eugene; Heckendoff, Keith J; Haydon, Joe; Holliday, Corey L; 
Williams, Andre; Hernandez, Luis Ill; Womack, Zachary Wayne; (3izzi, Christopher Aaron; Luke, Christopher Joseph; 
Anderson, Melinda; Vandefford, Teresa P; Best, Kevin S.; Hundley, Bobby; Ciocca, Mario F; Ross, Luke 
Subject: Family aattending bowl game 

Please respond to this e-mail letting me know what days the eligible members of your family (wife and children that are 

college age or younger) will be in Charlotte for the bowl game. If they will be there from :12/23 - :12/29 simply respond 

"entire time". I will need this information by noon on Tuesday in order to prepare per diem. Thank you for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 7:33 AM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Family aattending bowl game 

Domo, 

Myself, Corey, Dino, Ka[tlin and Andre’ will all be arriving on Sunday. We’ll be doing a group dinner that evening. 

Joe 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 7:16 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Family aattending bowl game 

What other operations’ staff members are going early? 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 6:47 AM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: RE: Family aattending bowl game 

Entire Time. 

We’re going on Sunday :12/22. 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Sunday, December 15, 2013 11:18 PM 
To: bsa531; Bell, Walter A IV; Brewer, Gunter S; Disch, Dan; Gilmore, Keith Louis; Jordan, Randy Lamont; Kapilovic, 
Christopher G; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr; West, Ronald Eugene; Heckendorf, Keith J; Haydon, Joe; Holliday, Corey L; 
Williams, Andre; Hernandez, Luis III; Womack, Zachary Wayne; Gizzi, Christopher Aaron; Luke, Christopher Joseph; 
Anderson, Melinda; Vanderford, Teresa P; Best, Kevin S.; Hundley, Bobby; Ciocca, Mario F; Ross, Luke 
Subject: Family aattending bowl game 

Please respond to this e-mail letting me know what days the eligible members of your family (wife and children that are 

college age or younger) will be in Charlotte for the bowl game. If they will be there from 12/23 - 12/29 simply respond 

"entire time". I will need this information by noon on Tuesday in order to prepare per diem. Thank you for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:45 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Fedora’s Tickets 

This is per our conversation in the car back from Charlotte. Let me know if you have any questions or if we need to 

discuss. 

Rick 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:44 AM 
To: Anderson, Melinda 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Fedora’s Tickets 

32 

From: Anderson, Melinda 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:07 AM 

To: Sabo, Tim 
Subject: Fedora’s Tickets 

Good Morning Tim, 

Would you please let me know how many bowl game tickets Coach Fedora will be receiving? 

Go Heels! 
Melin da An derson 
Executive Assistant to 
Head Coach Larry Fedora 
UNC Football 
919-962-9141 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 10:05 AM 

Luke, Christopher Joseph <cluke@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, Andrew 
<guandrew@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Christmas Dinner Set-up 

image001.png; image004.j pg 

Andrew and (;Luke, 
Do you think we can connect the Karaoke machine to a projector for the whole ballroom to see at Christmas 
Dinner? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Raymond, David" <David.Raymond~westin.com> 
Date: December 16, 2013, 10:00:23 AM EST 
To: "Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Christmas Dinner Set-up 

Joe the machine is $250 - delivery on Tuesday evening - pickup on Thursday am 

Christmas music will be loaded on the disc and it comes with a 13" monitor for viewing 

know nothing about these things!!!! Should I go ahead -thanks 

MOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTTE 
6ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 282o2 
T 7o4.335.2o22 F 7o4.335.~11o 
wwwowestineharlottehoteL corn 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2oo7, 2oo9 
Cuent - Top 100 U.S. Meeting Hotels: 2012 

Descd 
ptior~: 
cd:im 
age00 

Description: 
http://>#,~w.espa 
oNine.org/imag 
es/FinalESPALo 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 2:06 PM 
To: Raymond, David 
Subject: RE: Christmas Dinner Set-up 

Great. If you can give me an estimate for the karaoke machine on Monday, that would be great. 

Joe 



From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Re: Christmas Dinner Set-up 

We will have a tree and table centerpieces - I can also arrange for the karaoke machine let me know 
monday if this is definite and I will proceed 
This reply is coming from the Blackberry of Dave Raymond 

From: Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 
To: Raymond, David 
Sent: Fri Dec 13 13:50:15 2013 
Subject: Christmas Dinner Set-up 

David, 

Hope your day is going well and that you aren’t spending too much time on your phone/computer. 

Wanted to start talking about Christmas Dinner (we can discuss early next week): Coach Fedora does want 

to have the Providence Ballroom decorated. Are you able to provide a decorated tree, table ornaments 
and other decorations, etc in there? We may have someone dress up in a Carolina Blue Santa Suit so we 

may need some kind of chair for him, but that is not yet finalized. Also, we are thinking about having a 

karaoke machine for us to do Christmas Carol sing-a-longs. Is that something that you can arrange? 

Thanks, 

Director of Football Operations 
University of Nor~ C~o~a 
Phone: 919.843.2572 

haydon@~c.edu 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be 
proprietary, confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the 
individual(s) or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you 
have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying 
to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be 
proprietary, confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the 
individual(s) or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you 
have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying 
to the address listed in the "From:" field. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 11:02 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

Per below....ESPN has the bigger 2 rooms on the 3rd floor. The third room that we can use is only 300 sq ft. (it’s a little 

bit bigger than a standard 240 sq foot guest room) 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

They are not ESPN has them blocked beginning on Thursday - sorry 

MOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTI"E 
6ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 282o2 
T 7o4.335.2o22 F 7o4.335.211o 
www.westineharlottehoteLeom 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2007, 2009 
Cvent - Top loo U.S. Meeting Hotels: 2012 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:39 AM 
To: Raymond, David 
Subject: RE: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

Would either of the other two be available since they are a little bigger (600 sq feet). We plan on getting one or two 

video games in there and also setting up an addition 2-3 TVs for movies and Playstations. We’d also need a few chairs in 

there as well. 

Joe 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 



Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

The Caldwell room is available 300sq ft from Monday- Saturday 

Should I block and how do you want it set up -thanks 

MOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTFE 
6ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 28=o= 
T 7o4o335o2O2~ F 7o4°335o211o 
wwwowestincharlottehoteLeom 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2oo7, 2oo9 
Cvent - Top lOO U.S. Meeting Hotels: 2o12 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:22 AM 
To: Raymond, David 
Subject: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

David, 

Would any of the meeting rooms on the 3rd floor be available for us to use all week? We’d like to use for one room for a 

Kid’s Hospitality room that we’ll set up with video games and TVs. 

Thanks, 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

haydon@unc.edu 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 



notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 11:54 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

Sounds good. We’ll arrange for it. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 11:07 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

guess that is better than nothing. Can we get a couch, 2 TVs (one with a dvd player) and some chairs that room. 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 11:02 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

Per below....ESPN has the bigger 2 rooms on the 3rd floor. The third room that we can use is only 300 sq ft. (it’s a little 

bit bigger than a standard 240 sq foot guest room) 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

They are not ESPN has them blocked beginning on Thursday - sorry 

MOND, CMP 
Meeting & Event Manager 
THE WESTIN CHARLOTFE 
6ol South College St., Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 7o4.335.2o~2 F 7o4.33~.~Io 
www.westincharlottehotel.eom 
Meetings South - "Best of the South"Award: 2007, 2009 
Coent - Top 100 UoSo Meeting Hotels: 2012 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:39 AM 
To: Raymond, David 



Subject: RE: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

Would either of the other two be available since they are a little bigger (600 sq feet). We plan on getting one or two 

video games in there and also setting up an addition 2-3 TVs for movies and Playstations. We’d also need a few chairs in 

there as well. 

Joe 

From: Raymond, David [mailto:David.Raymond@westin.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

The Caldwell room is available 300sq ft from Monday- Saturday 

Should I block and how do you want it set up -thanks 

MOND  CMP 

THE WESTIN CHARLOTYE 
6o~ South Cdlege St, Charlotte, NC 28202 

~.westinchaflottehoteLcom 
Meetings South - ’~est of the South"Award: 2ooz ~oo9 
~ent - Top ~oo U.S. Meetir~g Hotds: 2o12 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 9:22 AM 
To: Raymond, David 
Subject: Children’s Hospitality Suite 

David, 

Would any of the meeting rooms on the 3rd floor be available for us to use all week? We’d like to use for one room for a 

Kid’s Hospitality room that we’ll set up with video games and TVs. 

Thanks, 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the 
contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 1:18 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

See below. 

Based on our discussion I think we can go with Joe and Andre’s list but not Mary Ellen’s. Do you agree? If yes, !’ll draft it 

that way for you and Mary Ellen to see tonight and then get it to Will tomorrow. 

Rick 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Sunday, December 15, 2013 5:47 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Fwd: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bingham, Mary Ellen" <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Date: December 15, 2013, 8:41:48 AM EST 
To: "Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Joe- can we check with Tom Timmermans on this? I don’t know if the normal feeding rules apply for bowl 

practices. Since we are there for a game, aren’t the feeding limitations different? I don’t think we are 

bound to fruit, nuts, bagels, bars, shakes. 

Other items to ask for, for both players and staff rooms- maybe chicken quesadillas (cut up into triangles) 

with salsa and guac, spring rolls or chicken or pork dumplings, cracker and cheese platter, fresh fruit salad, 

mini pizzas, chicken or beef skewers with dipping sauces, tomato bruschetta, mozz sticks, raw veggie 

platter with ranch to dip, mini meatballs... 

We had all that stuff and more in the staff hospitality room in Shreveport. 

On Dec 14, 2013, at 10:45 AM, "Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc.edu> wrote: 

ME, 

Even if the bowl gave in and gave us chicken fingers or hot-dogs, we probably wouldn’t be 

able to do them per compliance since they are really snack items. What are some other 

things that you consider snack type items? Soft pretzels? Nachos w/cheese? Anything else? 

Joe 

From: Haydon, Joe 



Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Andre Williams 
Subject: RE: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Rick, 

Dre and I were talking about this. We did have concerns about this aspect of the bowl from 

our past experiences. First question: is the amount of player hospitality snacks listed below 

a total amount or a permight amount? If it’s a total amount then we really wouldn’t have 

much available per night. Rationing the amount over 4 nights (at 75% since 25% is for the VIP 

Hospitality) would equal 3 bags of pretzels, 6 bags of popcorn, :10 things of peanuts, etc. We 

would first ask if they can increase the total quantities. 

Secondly, could they add more variety to it... 

We found that in previous bowls that the guys enjoyed having chicken wings/fingers or 

even hot dogs as an option in the player hospitality suite. 

Otherwise, some additiona! grab-and-go type options would be: 

o Welches fruit snacks / gummi snacks 

o Chocolate-chip cookies one of the nights. 

o Beef Jerky is a good snack option that adds protein too. 

o Snickers Bars 

I assume that they got all of the product donated from Synder’s so I don’t know if they do 

anything else or have any other places willing to donate. 

Joe 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Mary Ellen & Joe - 

Corey and I are going to review the staff room list to make additional requests. 

Can you both do the same for the player’s room? (Feel free to provide staff suggestions as 

well). 

Rick 

From: Katherine Johnson [mailto:KJohnson@charlottesports.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Will Pitts 
Subject: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Rick and Corey, 

Happy Friday! 



Will Pitts asked me to forward on to you information regarding the Banquet Event Order and 

the Donated Product that will be provided for the VlP and Player’s Hospitality Rooms at the 

Westin. 

Please see attached the Banquet Event Order for the VlP Hospitality Room. Below is an 
outline of the donated product that is provided, as well as where it is allotted in terms of 

hospitality rooms. 

VIP Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 6 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 8 cases of 20oz Powerade 

¯ 42 cases of beer (18 regular, 15 light and 9 specialty) 

¯ 10 cases of red wine 

¯ 10 cases of white wine 

¯ Keurig will also be sponsoring brewers and k cups for coffee. 

¯ 30 Chick-Fil-A biscuits will be delivered to this room every morning except for 

Christmas Day. 

Player Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 12 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 
¯ 9 cases of 20oz Powerade 

Approximately ¾ of the following Snyder’s Lance product will be provided for the Player’s 

Hospitality Room. The remaining ¼ will be utilized for the VlP Hospitality Room, or as 

needed: 
¯ 3Oct Lance Popcorn White Cheddar ¾ oz. 
¯ 21ct CCPC (Cape Cod Potato Chip) Reduced Fat 1.5oz 

¯ 21 CCPC Mesquite BBQ 1.5oz 

¯ 60 Lance Van-O-Lunch 1.62oz 
¯ 50 Lance peanuts salted 1.125oz 

¯ 60 Lance whole grain sharp cheddar whet 1.50z 

¯ 60 Lance Toastchee 1.5oz 
¯ 16 bags of mini pretzels 

Please let me know if you need any additional information or if you have any questions or 

concerns! Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Katherine 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIV[: COORDINATOR 
P (704) 644-4047 I M I KJOHNSON@CHARLOTFESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOTFE, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLOTFESPORTS.ORG I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 1:44 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Football Unit Plan 
Updated Issues / Goals 

Competitive Salaries 

¯ Director of High School Relations position 

¯ First Floor renovations / enhancements 
o Equipment Room 
o Training Room 
~ Hall of Honor 

¯ Eddie Smith Indoor Facilities issues 

¯ Kenan Field Renovations 

¯ Future Kenan Stadium renovations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 3:15 PM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 
RE: Bowl tickets 

Tim, 

Right now we are looking at 13 tickets at $85 level and none at the $100 level. 

turned in. 

I am still waiting on 6 more forms to be 

Joe 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 2:51 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Bowl tickets 

don’t need all the detail now, but any idea on how many additional clubs and lowers to plan for? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 2:49 PM 

To: Sabo, Tim 

Cc: Haydon, Joe 

Subject: Bowl tickets 

Tim, 

Just a heads up, we will try to have you the additional ticket purchases (with credit card information) from the football staff 
by the end of today or first thing in the morning. 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 3:26 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Keith Heckendorf 

Corey, 

Are we treating Heckendorf like other GA’s when it comes to ticket request? I believe during the season 
Heckendorf get two tickets, while GA’s receive four tickets. 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Touloupas, Mary Alyson" <matouloupas@unc.edu> 
Date: December 16, 2013 at 12:23:49 PM EST 
To: "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Keith Heckendorf 

Should he be treated like the other GAs (Paschall, Richardson, Sanders and McKee) in turns of tickets? 

Just let me know, thanks! 



This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda fv~essage Archiver, 

SKonicaMinol3121616490,~ (2,0M) 

SKonicaMino13121616510~ (47M) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 5:30 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Fueling Station hours 

ME and I discussed these hours for the fueling station: 

Tuesday: 6:30 - 8:00 AM 

Wednesday: 8:00 - 10:00 AM 

Thursday: 7:30 - 9:00 AM 

Friday: 8:00 - 10:00 AM 

What do you think? I know coaches aren’t supposed to eat this but do you think they’ll sneak in there? 

numbers a little? 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

ha~/don@unc.edu 

If so, bump up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Williams, Andre [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ANDRE WILLIAMS (WlLLIA46)] 

12/16/2013 11:03:50 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MarielIe A Vangelder (mvan~eld)83b]; Markos, Lance M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lance M Markos 

(markos)]; Timmermans, Tom [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tom Timmermans (ttimmerm)] 

Vanderford, Teresa P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Teresa P Vanderford (tvanderf)]; Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday 

(clhollid)]; Morelli, David Dominic [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=David D Morelli (dmorelli)] 

2013 Belk Bowl Travel Forms (Student Assistants) 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Please find attached our 2013 Belk Bowl Travel Forms for our student assBtants, At: yo~r earliest: convenience, can yo~ 

please review and provide your approval? 

Best resards, 

Andre’ 

From: uncfootball@uncaa.unc.edu [mailto:uncfootball@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 5:32 PM 

To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Message from KonicaMinolta 



This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda fv~essage Archiver, 

SKonicaNtino13121617310,~ (1,5~1) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 8:32 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Fueling Station hours 

Do we add these hours to the itinerary? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 6:06 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Fueling Station hours 

Works for me 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 5:30 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Fueling Station hours 

ME and I discussed these hours for the fueling station: 

Tuesday: 6:30 - 8:00 AM 

Wednesday: 8:00 - 10:00 AM 

Thursday: 7:30 - 9:00 AM 

Friday: 8:00 - 10:00 AM 

What do you think? I know coaches aren’t supposed to eat this but do you think they’ll sneak in there? If so, bump up 

numbers a little? 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.8403.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 8:57 PM 

Cauteruccio, Dino <dcaut@email.unc.edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Fueling Station hours 

Dino, 
Please see below for the Fueling Station hours each morning....please add to the itinerary. 

Joe 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 6:06 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Fueling Station hours 

Works for me 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 5:30 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Fueling Station hours 

ME and I discussed these hours for the fueling station: 

Tuesday: 6:30 - 8:00 AM 

Wednesday: 8:00 - 10:00 AM 

Thursday: 7:30 - 9:00 AM 

Friday: 8:00 - 10:00 AM 

What do you think? I know coaches aren’t supposed to eat this but do you think they’ll sneak in there? If so, bump up 

numbers a little? 

Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.8403.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:07 PM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Bowl tickets 

Tim, 

All but one form has been turned in and there have been no more additional tickets requested. We’ll get you all the detailed 

information on them. 

Joe 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 3:15 PM 
To: Sabo, Tim; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Bowl tickets 

Tim, 

Right now we are looking at 13 tickets at 585 level and none at the 5100 level. I am still waiting on 6 more forms to be 

turned in. 

Joe 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 2:51 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Bowl tickets 

don’t need all the detail now, but any idea on how many additional clubs and lowers to plan for? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 2:49 PM 

To: Sabo, Tim 

Cc: Haydon, Joe 

Subject: Bowl tickets 

Tim, 

Just a heads up, we will try to have you the additional ticket purchases (with credit card information) from the football staff by the 
end of today or first thing in the morning. 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:22 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

FW: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

DOC121313-12132013122009.pdf 

Below is my proposed response to the Belk Bowl, re: hospitality room catering. Please advise of any questions / 

concerns / suggestions prior to me sending this. 

Katherine, Will and Will, 

This is helpful thank you° Based on our previous experience at the bowl and feedback from other teams that have been 

there more recently, we are concerned about both the VIP Hospitality Room and the Player Hospitality Room being 

adequately catered. 

Are questions / requests are as follows: 

VlP Hospitality Room: Will beverages (Dasani, Vitamin Water, Powerade, Beer, Wine, Coffee) be replenished 

mid-week based on consumption? Can we review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

Player Hospitality Room: Will beverages (Dasani, Vitamin Water, Powerade) be replenished mid-week based on 

consumption? Can we review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

VIP Hospitality Room: Will the 5nyder’s / Lance products be replenished mid-week based on consumption? 

Can we review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

Player Hospitality Room: Will the Snyder’s / Lance products be replenished mid-week based on consumption? 

Can we review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

o The amounts you provided are not nearly enough if that is a full week amount. It will take almost that 

amount per day to be adequate. We must increase these quantities for both the players room and the 

VlP room. 

Player Hospitality Room: Can we add more variety as follows: 

o Chicken Wings / Chicken Fingers 

o Welches fruit snacks / gummi snacks 

o Chocolate-chip cookies one of the nights. 

o Beef Jerky is a good snack option that adds protein too. 

o Snickers Bars 

VIP Hospitality Room: Can we adjust the AM and the PM BEO order quantities based on consumption? Can we 

review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

VIP Hospitality Room: There is no food ordered via BEO for Christmas Night. Can we get the same level of food 

service in there the other nights? 

VIP Hospitality Room: Can we double the Chick-FiI-A biscuits to 60 for each morning (except Christmas 

morning)? 

VIP Hospitality Room: Can we have the hotel provide 60 chicken biscuits to the hospitality room Christmas 

morning in lieu of Chick-FiI-A biscuits? 



Adequate catering in these rooms is very important to the overall bowl experience. Shreveport did a fantastic job of 

this, and it was most appreciated. Please let me know if you can fulfil! these requests. 

Rick 

From: Katherine Johnson [mailto:KJohnson@charlottesports.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Will PiEs 
Subject: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Rick and Corey, 

Happy Friday! 

Will Pitts asked me to forward on to you information regarding the Banquet Event Order and the Donated Product that 

will be provided for the VIP and Player’s Hospitality Rooms at the Westin. 

Please see attached the Banquet Event Order for the VlP Hospitality Room. Below is an outline of the donated product 

that is provided, as well as where it is allotted in terms of hospitality rooms. 

VIP Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 6 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 8 cases of 20oz Powerade 

¯ 42 cases of beer (18 regular, 15 light and 9 specialty) 

¯ 10 cases of red wine 

¯ 10 cases of white wine 

¯ Keurig will also be sponsoring brewers and k cups for coffee. 

¯ 30 Chick-FiI-A biscuits will be delivered to this room every morning except for Christmas Day. 

Player Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 12 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 9 cases of 20oz Powerade 

Approximately ¾ of the following Snyder’s Lance product will be provided for the Player’s Hospitality Room. The 

remaining ¼ will be utilized for the VIP Hospitality Room, or as needed: 

¯ 3Oct Lance Popcorn White Cheddar ¾ oz. 

¯ 21ct CCPC (Cape Cod Potato Chip) Reduced Fat 1.5oz 

¯ 21 CCPC Mesquite BBQ 1.5oz 

¯ 60 Lance Van-O-Lunch 1.62oz 

¯ 50 Lance peanuts salted 1.125oz 

¯ 60 Lance whole grain sharp cheddar whet 1.50z 

¯ 60 Lance Toastchee 1.5oz 

¯ 16 bags of mini pretzels 



Please let me know if you need any additional information or if you have any questions or concerns! 

Sincerely, 

Katherine 

Thank you! 

IIIIIIYYI 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR 

P (704) 644-4047 I M I KJOHNSON@CHARLOTI-ESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOTI-E, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLOTI-ESPORTS.ORG I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 Soulh College Skeet 

Charlotte NC 28202 Uniled Slates 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-~606115694 
. Statue: 
Page:loll " 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

¯ Address: ~,725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSlte Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Monday, 23 December 2013 

Men, 23-Doc-2013 7:00PM-9:00PM Re~no[s Location Hosp[lallty Hospitality N $0,00 

7:00PM~9:00PM Remote Lo~atlon 

7:00PM 

1 Westin-msde Aesoded Cookies to Irldude Chocolate Chip, Peanut 
But~or, Sugar and Oatmea~ Raisin (~ $32.40 Per Dozen 

12 Warm Sourdough Prelzel Nuggets With Assoded Mustards & Warm 
Nacho Cheese Sauce ~ $6,00 Per Person 

12 Chips and Dip Display - Pile Chips, Tortilla Chips, Vegetable Chips 
and Zapps Potalo Chips - Blue Cheese Dip. Hal Splt~ach & Artichoke Dip, 
Hummus, Guaca~nole and Salsa @ $4.80 

Assorted Soft Drinks Waslln pmudfy serves Case-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $3.00 Each 

Bellied Spr~ng Water 

7_:.0.OPM-g:0(]PM Remote Location 
~etuo Stvla:L=xistlnc 

7:00PM 

Exisffng Setup 

Polk Su[te 251)1 ! 2502 

All charges are ~ubject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. "l’hle tndudes a 12% gratuity that is paid d~recfiy Io banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, th me (3) buslness days pdor to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will sat, serve and charge based on Ihe agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606115694 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606307739 
Status: 
Page: ~ of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name; Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PM8 Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnS[te Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Tuesday, 24 December 2013 

Tue, 24-Dsc-20’~3 7.’00AM.9:QOAM Retools Location Hospl~ali~" 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice- Orange, Cra~ber,’y, Apple & Grape 
(Cha~ged on Consurnpl~on) @ 

"12 Alt Natural Brnoothies prepared wilh Greek¥ogurt, Fresh Fruit Juice 
and Fresh Carolina Seasonal Fro[t 

12 Seasonal fresh fruitand berries 

2 Breakfast pastlles to include muffins, bulte~y croissants, danish pastry, 
and breakfast sweet breads with preserves and sweet bulter 

12 Coffee aide Stallon to include assorted sugars and sweetnare, 
creamers, stirrers and knapklns @ $3.00 Per Gallon 

Keudg to sponsor brewers and coffee_ 

Hospital~ ~q $0.00 

7:00AM-_g.;J)~)AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 / 2502 

All cha~’ges are subject to a 24% serv]ne charge (taxable In NC) plus applicable sales laxes. This In~udes a 12% gratuity that is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE’. We require guarantees by 12;00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your evenl (Monday Ihrough Friday, excluding Holidays). II= no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will sat, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Cllent’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606307739 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Faxt {704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606403369 
8talus: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19=NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlolte Spods Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlolte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquet~ 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

¯ Event Seller: 
Event, Servicer: 

Tuesday, 24 December 2013 

Tue, 24-Dac-2013 7:00PM4):OOPM Rsmo~ Lo~tlon Hospllalily Hospitality N $&00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

2 West[n-made Chocolate Brownies, Blondias and Lemon Bars @ 
$32.40 Per Dozen 

2 Westln-made Assodsd Cookies to Inolude Chocolate Chip, Peanut 
Butter, Sugar and Oatmea~ Raisin @ ~32.40 Per Dozen 

20 Garden Vegetable Display with Baby Carrots, Radishes, P&rsnlps, 
Asparagus, Celery, Cauliflower, Broccoli & Cherry Tomatoes wtlh Ranch 
and Lemon, Basil Aloli Dips @. 86.00 

Assorted 8oft Drinks Weslln proudly selves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5.00 Each 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
Setuo Stvle:Extstina 

7:00PM 

Exlsling Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 12502 

All charges a~e subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus apptioab~e salBs taxes. This in, Irides a 12% 9~atulty that is paid direot~y to bar~qu~! st~lf. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12"00 noon, three {3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no fir~al 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

C~lent’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606403369 

Date Hotel Raprese.tative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

601 South College Street 
Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375=2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

EO #: 6480- ~ 606404 t 31 
Status: 
Page; 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Wednesday, 25 December 2013 

Wed, 2~-Dec-2013    7:(}0AM-9:00/~I Romo[e Loeatton Hosp~lity 

7:00h, M-9;OOAM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottied Juice - Orange, Crenber~, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Conaurnp~ont @ $5.00 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berdes 

12 Yogurt Padaits 
Vanilla Yogurt layered wilh Fresh Berries and Topped with Granola @ 
$3.00 

24 Breakfast Burrltos - Farm-fresh Scrambled Eggs, Chodzo Pepper 
Jacl~ Cheese and Potatoes neslled in a Warm Flour Tortilla, Salsa Fresca 
@ $4.8o 

12 Coffee Side Station to Include assoded sugars and sweelners, 
creamers, stirrers and ~ap~,ins @ $3.00 Per 

Keudg 

Hospl.~,.!!.~/ N $0.00 

¯ 7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Locat_ion 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501/2502 

AIt charges ere subject to a 24% service ~harge (taxable in NG) plus applicable sales taxes. This Includes a 12% gratuity th,~t is p~ld direly to banque~ staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12;00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday Ihrough Fddsy, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based o~ the agreed figure (~isted above as AGR}. 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606404131 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2000 
Fax: (70,~) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480~16064042,$3 
Status: 
Page: t of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports 
EO Name; Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer; 

Wednesday, 25 December 2013 

Wed, 25~Der,-2013 7’:b0P~-9:00PM    Remote Lo~gon Ho.sp]lali~ Pfo~pit~lit~ Y ¯ $0.00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Locatlon 

7:00PM 

Assorted Soft Drinks WestIn proudly serves Coos-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5,00 Each 

Bottted Spdng Water 

Z:_00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
Setuo Stvle:Exietlna 

?;00PM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suits - 2501 12502 

All P_.harges are subJecl to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that Is paid directly to banquet staff, 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12.~0 noen, three (3) business days prior to your eve.t (Monday ~rough Friday, excluding H01idaya). if no 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will act, ser~e ~lld che~ge based on the agreed figure {fisled above as AGR). 

Clfenl’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-’t 606404243 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606450490 
Status: 
Page: I of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charfotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

De, p,,,artment: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Thursday, 26 December 2013 

Tr~u, 26-Dec-2013 7:00AM..9:OI)AM Remote Lo~at~on HosiP[tallly HospIt~lty N $0.00 

_7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Lo¢ati~J~ 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice - Orange, Cranberry, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

36 Seasonal t’resh fruit a~d berdes 

24 Buttermilk bls~uits filled wilh shavdd carolina ham, scrambled eggs 
and aged white cheddar cheese 

12 Fresh Berries wilh Minted Masc~rpone Cream 

12 Coffee Side Stelion to include assorted sugars and swe~lners, 
creamers° stirrers and knepkins @ $3.00 Per 

Keudg to sponsor Brewers and coffee 

7:00AM,~)’.O_0AM Remote Location 
Setup St¥[e:Existin= 

7:00AM 

Existrng Setup 

Polk Suite 250t 1250Z 

All ~argas a~e subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus appl[oabte sales laxes. This includes a 12% g=:atuity that Is paid dlrect{y to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guar~,ntees by "[2:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excludl,~g Holidays). If no linal 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the ~greed figure (llsled above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-4606450490 

Date Hotel Representative’s Slgnatu re Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South Coltege Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-21 t0 

EO #: 6480-1606450672 
Status: 
Page: ! of 1 
Printed:’ 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

. ..Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnStte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Thursday, 26 December 2013 

Thu. 26;,De¢-20t 3 7:O0PM-9:00PM Remote Lo~-alion Hosl~itallty 

.7,.;,~.OPM-9:OOPM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

18 Mez Displa}; - Red Sell Pepper Hummus, Tradlgonal Hummus, Gdl[ed 
Vegetables, Assorled Olives, Oven-dried Tomatoes, Tabbouleh Salad, 
Olive Oll, PIta Crisps and Plta Bread @ $6.00 

t8 olobal Cheese Display with DomestlcA~san Cheeses - Soft, Semi- 
firm, Firm and Aged.hard wilh Savory and Sweel Accompaniments with 
Assorted Crackers and Sliced Baguettes @ $7.20 

Assorted Soft Drinks Weslin proudly serves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on conaumpllon) @ $5.00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

HespItallr~y Y 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
Setul~ Stvle:Exlatln,] 

7:00PM 

Pol~ Suite 2501 t2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable In NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gralulty that is psid directly to banquet staff. 
GUAP.ANTEE; We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, throe (3) business days prior to your event (Monday Ihrough Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; lhe hotel will sat, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450672 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Skeet 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704),335-2110 

EO #: 6480~1606450781 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Pdnted: Ig-NOV-2013 ¯ 

Account: 

Poet As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Coda: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Friday, 27 De;ember 2013 

Fd, 27-Dec-2013 7:00AM-~!~0AM Ramo~e Lo~a~Jon Ho~pl|al(ty Hospitality’ N 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice - Orange, Cranbe~y, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

12 Blueberry and Banana Smoothie @ $4.20 

36 Seasonal fresh fPuit and berdas 

2 Breakfast pastdes to include mul~ns, but[cry croissants, danish pastry, 
and breakfasl sweet breads with preserves and sweet bul~er 

12 Coffee Side Station to Include assorted sugars and sweetners, 
creamers, stirmwrs a~d knapklns @. $3.00 Per Gallon 

7:00AM-9:0OAM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Exlstlng Setu p 

Polk 2501 / 2502 

All aharges are subject to a 24% service oharge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. Th~s includes a 12% gratuity that is .paid direc(ly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee Is provided; the hotel will set, serve and ch=rge based o~ the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Ctlent’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450781 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (?04) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #:6480-1606450891 
Status: 
Page:l of 1 
Printed:lg-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address; 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 P~edmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSlte Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Friday, 27 December 2013 

~ri, 27.De~-2013 7:00P~.~0i~M Remote Location H~p~,~!!qy, Hospitte,y Y 
. 

$0~00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote LooatLoJ~ 

7:00PM 

18 Mini Corn Dogs with Mustard and Catsup 
Buttered Popcorn 
Cinnamon Funnef Cakes 
Pastel Co~on Candy 
Colorful Koo(~Id ShoLs @ $10.20 

Assoded Soft Drinks Wesfin proudly serves Coca.Col~ Producls 
(charged o=1 consumplion) @ $5,00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

,7,;p0PM-9:00PM Remote Location 

Existing Setup 

Polk 259t 12602 

Ali crnargas are subjeot to a 24% service cha~ge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a t2% gratuity that is paid direclly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday. exdudi,g Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; ihe hotel will set. serve ~nd charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450891 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606450937 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Acco unt: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundatl0n 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSlte Contact: 
OnSits Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servlcer:. 

Saturday, 28 December 2013 

Sat, 28-Do~-2013 7:0oAr~-s:00AM RemD~e Location Hospitality Hospita!l!¥ .......... N $0,00 

7:QOAM-9:0DAM Remora Location 

7:00AM 

Minule Maid Bottled Juice - Orange. Crenberey, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumplidn) @ $5,00 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berries 

2 New York-S~la Bagels with Create Cheese. Preserves. Sweet Butter 
and a Toaster @ $32.40 Per Dozen 

18 Steel-cut Oalmeal wllh Brown Sugar’, Raisins. Pecans, 2% Milk, and 
Skim Milk@ $4,20 

12 Coffee Side Station to Include assorted sugars and sweetnars, 
eroamars0 stirrers and knapkins @ $3,00 Per Cation 

sponsor brewers and coffee 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Locat[on 

7:00AM 

Existlng Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 13502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus appltnable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that Is paid dlreclly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require gusmnteas by 12:00 noon, three {3) business days pder to your event (Monday b’nrough Friday, excluding Holidays). If no fins[ 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based Qn lhe agreed figure (tisted above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450937 

Date Hotel Representative’s Sign ature Date 



This messages contents have been archived by the Barracuda ~4essage Archiver, 

2013 Belk Bowl Wives Request form and Bow! Packet@~£ (I,lfq} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:33 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

See attached and let’s talk 

Bubba, 

We need to discuss bowl bonus plans as soon as possible. The initial "maximum" plan Clint put together is 
attached. Joyce, Kaflton, Clint and I have discussed this and there are some challenges related to the new 
incentive compensation plans which I have also attached. 

Also, some points of follow up from the Wives’ meeting on Sunday. Let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns with any of this: 

Detailed Bowl Week itinerary will be sent to wives on Wednesday, 12/18 and will include: 
o Full Week Schedule of events for all activities 
o Hospitality Room schedules 
~ Football administrative office hours (at the Westin Hotel) 

Each day in Charlotte we will post the daily schedule of events and other information in both hospitality 
rooms. 
Santa Clause is going to appear at Dave and Buster’s on Christmas Eve, not at hotel on Christmas Day. 
We are working on a detailed hospitality room plan to increase offerings in both rooms, we are also 

working on securing a third hospitality room for children of staff to use when the players are in the players 
hospitality room. 
Football is going to give the Wives their Nike Rolling Bags prior to leaving Chapel Hill as they think the 

wives will appreciate having these available for packing for the trip. They have also ordered Belk Bowl 
Bag Tags to go along with the Rolling bags. 
Football is going to deliver the Nike Backpacks to each staff dependent on the trip (putting it in their room 
during the Christmas Dinner) along with a card. 

Let me know if you have any questions and when we can discuss the bonuses. 

Rick 



This messages contents have been archived by the Barracuda ~4essage Archiver, 

UNClO,~£ 

u~,~c2o,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 1:49 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: 2013 Department of Athletics Holiday Lunch Grand Prize Winner - Mary Alyson 
Touloupas 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 1:48 PM 

To: Sabo, Tim (tsabo@email.unc.edu); Haydon, Joe; Morelli, David Dominic 

Cc: Creech, Karlton W (kcreech@unc.edu) 
Subject: 2013 Department of Athletics Holiday Lunch Grand Prize Winner - Mary Alyson Touloupas 

All - 

Mary Alyson won the grand prize. 

Tim, can you please advise how much of this she can / is going to do based on basketball game. Here is the fulfillment 

breakdown - 

Hotel Accommodations for 2 nights at the Westin (12/27 & 12/28) - We have this room on hold, once we find out Mary 

Alyson’s exact plans we will adjust as needed. 

2 Club Level Tickets-Tim, please provide to Mary Alyson 

Travel Per Diem - Domo, can we include this as cash rather than as expense report since she won this prize? 

Team Issue Bowl Gear - Domo, can you please handle? Tim, will you get Mary Alyson to send all of her sizes to Domo? 

Attend Friday Team Practice - I can follow up with Mary Alyson on this once we know her final plans 

Attend Friday Team Dinner - I can follow up with Mary Alyson on this once we know her final plans 

Personally Signed item from Coach Fedora - I’ll get this from Domo and get Coach to sign it while in Charlotte. 

Thanks and please advise with any questions. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 2:20 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: RE: Belk Bowl 

Are these 2 tickets confirmed? 

From: McRae, Lee 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:13 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: RE: Belk Bowl 

Hi Joe, 

That will be fine... 

2 tickets for Michael Day... 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 8:09 PM 
To: McRae, Lee 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: RE: Belk Bowl 

Lee, 

So sorry for the delay in getting back to you. It’s been a crazy week of bowl planning & preparation for us. As for the 

tickets, I really wish we could help Michael out with 5 but unfortunately our ticket access is very limited for bowl games 

(unlike home games in Kenan). We may be able to get him 2 tickets if he’d like that. We’ll be able to confirm that next 

week. 

All the best, 
Joe 

From: McRae, Lee 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 12:02 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Belk Bowl 

Hi Guys, 

Michael Day wants ( 5 ) tickets to the Belk Bowl on Dec. 28, 2013. 

Thanks for all of your help for the p2p staff... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:11 PM 

Will Webb (WWebb@charlottesports.org); Will Pitts (WPitts@charlottesports.org); 
kj ohnson@charlottesports, org 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
FW: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

DOC121313-12132013122009.pdf 

Katherine, Will and Will, 

This is helpful thank you. Based on our previous experience at the bowl and feedback from other teams that have been 

there more recently, we are concerned about both the VIP Hospitality Room and the Player Hospitality Room being 

adequately catered. 

Are questions / requests are as follows: 

VlP Hospitality Room: Will beverages (Dasani, Vitamin Water, Powerade, Beer, Wine, Coffee) be replenished 

mid-week based on consumption? Can we review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

Player Hospitality Room: Will beverages (Dasani, Vitamin Water, Powerade) be replenished mid-week based on 

consumption? Can we review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

VIP Hospitality Room: Will the 5nyder’s / Lance products be replenished mid-week based on consumption? 

Can we review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

Player Hospitality Room: Will the Snyder’s / Lance products be replenished mid-week based on consumption? 

Can we review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

o The amounts you provided are not nearly enough if that is a full week amount° It will take almost that 

amount per day to be adequate° We must increase these quantities for both the players room and the 

VlP room° 

Player Hospitality Room: Can we add more variety as follows: 

o Chicken Wings / Chicken Fingers 

o Welches fruit snacks / gummi snacks 

o Chocolate-chip cookies one of the nights° 

o Beef Jerky is a good snack option that adds protein too° 

o Snickers Bars 

VIP Hospitality Room: Can we adjust the AM and the PM BEO order quantities based on consumption? Can we 

review this at the Daily Briefings and adjust as needed? 

VIP Hospitality Room: There is no food ordered via BEO for Christmas Night° Can we get the same level of food 

service in there the other nights? 

VIP Hospitality Room: Can we double the Chick-FiI-A biscuits to 60 for each morning (except Christmas 

morning)? 

VIP Hospitality Room: Can we have the hotel provide 60 chicken biscuits to the hospitality room Christmas 

morning in lieu of Chick-FiI-A biscuits? 

Adequate catering in these rooms is very important to the overall bowl experience° Shreveport did a fantastic job of 

this, and it was most appreciated° Please let me know if you can fulfill these requests° 



Rick 

From: Katherine Johnson [mailto:KJohnson@charlottesports.orq] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Will PiEs 
Subject: Westin Banquet Event Order and Donated Product 

Rick and Corey, 

Happy Friday! 

Will Pitts asked me to forward on to you information regarding the Banquet Event Order and the Donated Product that 

will be provided for the VIP and Player’s Hospitality Rooms at the Westin. 

Please see attached the Banquet Event Order for the VlP Hospitality Room. Below is an outline of the donated product 

that is provided, as well as where it is allotted in terms of hospitality rooms. 

VIP Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 6 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 8 cases of 20oz Powerade 

¯ 42 cases of beer (18 regular, 15 light and 9 specialty) 

¯ 10 cases of red wine 

¯ 10 cases of white wine 

¯ Keurig will also be sponsoring brewers and k cups for coffee. 

¯ 30 Chick-FiI-A biscuits will be delivered to this room every morning except for Christmas Day. 

Player Hospitality Room: 

¯ 6 cases of .5L 24pk Dasani 

¯ 12 cases of 20oz Vitamin Water 

¯ 9 cases of 20oz Powerade 

Approximately ¾ of the following Snyder’s Lance product will be provided for the Player’s Hospitality Room. The 

remaining ¼ will be utilized for the VIP Hospitality Room, or as needed: 

¯ 3Oct Lance Popcorn White Cheddar ¾ oz. 

¯ 21ct CCPC (Cape Cod Potato Chip) Reduced Fat 1.5oz 

¯ 21 CCPC Mesquite BBQ 1.5oz 

¯ 60 Lance Van-O-Lunch 1.62oz 

¯ 50 Lance peanuts salted 1.125oz 

¯ 60 Lance whole grain sharp cheddar whet 1.50z 

¯ 60 Lance Toastchee 1.5oz 

¯ 16 bags of mini pretzels 

Please let me know if you need any additional information or if you have any questions or concerns! Thank you! 



Sincerely, 

Katherine 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR 

P (704) 644-4047 I M KJOHNSON@CHARLO~rESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLO~rE, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLO~rESPORTS.ORG I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 Soulh College Skeet 

Charlotte NC 28202 Uniled Slates 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-~606115694 
. Statue: 
Page:loll " 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

¯ Address: ~,725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSlte Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Monday, 23 December 2013 

Men, 23-Doc-2013 7:00PM-9:00PM Re~no[s Location Hosp[lallty Hospitality N $0,00 

7:00PM~9:00PM Remote Lo~atlon 

7:00PM 

1 Westin-msde Aesoded Cookies to Irldude Chocolate Chip, Peanut 
But~or, Sugar and Oatmea~ Raisin (~ $32.40 Per Dozen 

12 Warm Sourdough Prelzel Nuggets With Assoded Mustards & Warm 
Nacho Cheese Sauce ~ $6,00 Per Person 

12 Chips and Dip Display - Pile Chips, Tortilla Chips, Vegetable Chips 
and Zapps Potalo Chips - Blue Cheese Dip. Hal Splt~ach & Artichoke Dip, 
Hummus, Guaca~nole and Salsa @ $4.80 

Assorted Soft Drinks Waslln pmudfy serves Case-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $3.00 Each 

Bellied Spr~ng Water 

7_:.0.OPM-g:0(]PM Remote Location 
~etuo Stvla:L=xistlnc 

7:00PM 

Exisffng Setup 

Polk Su[te 251)1 ! 2502 

All charges are ~ubject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. "l’hle tndudes a 12% gratuity that is paid d~recfiy Io banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, th me (3) buslness days pdor to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will sat, serve and charge based on Ihe agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606115694 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606307739 
Status: 
Page: ~ of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name; Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PM8 Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnS[te Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Tuesday, 24 December 2013 

Tue, 24-Dsc-20’~3 7.’00AM.9:QOAM Retools Location Hospl~ali~" 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice- Orange, Cra~ber,’y, Apple & Grape 
(Cha~ged on Consurnpl~on) @ 

"12 Alt Natural Brnoothies prepared wilh Greek¥ogurt, Fresh Fruit Juice 
and Fresh Carolina Seasonal Fro[t 

12 Seasonal fresh fruitand berries 

2 Breakfast pastlles to include muffins, bulte~y croissants, danish pastry, 
and breakfast sweet breads with preserves and sweet bulter 

12 Coffee aide Stallon to include assorted sugars and sweetnare, 
creamers, stirrers and knapklns @ $3.00 Per Gallon 

Keudg to sponsor brewers and coffee_ 

Hospital~ ~q $0.00 

7:00AM-_g.;J)~)AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 / 2502 

All cha~’ges are subject to a 24% serv]ne charge (taxable In NC) plus applicable sales laxes. This In~udes a 12% gratuity that is paid directly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE’. We require guarantees by 12;00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your evenl (Monday Ihrough Friday, excluding Holidays). II= no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will sat, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Cllent’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606307739 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Faxt {704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606403369 
8talus: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19=NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlolte Spods Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlolte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquet~ 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

¯ Event Seller: 
Event, Servicer: 

Tuesday, 24 December 2013 

Tue, 24-Dac-2013 7:00PM4):OOPM Rsmo~ Lo~tlon Hospllalily Hospitality N $&00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

2 West[n-made Chocolate Brownies, Blondias and Lemon Bars @ 
$32.40 Per Dozen 

2 Westln-made Assodsd Cookies to Inolude Chocolate Chip, Peanut 
Butter, Sugar and Oatmea~ Raisin @ ~32.40 Per Dozen 

20 Garden Vegetable Display with Baby Carrots, Radishes, P&rsnlps, 
Asparagus, Celery, Cauliflower, Broccoli & Cherry Tomatoes wtlh Ranch 
and Lemon, Basil Aloli Dips @. 86.00 

Assorted 8oft Drinks Weslln proudly selves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5.00 Each 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
Setuo Stvle:Extstina 

7:00PM 

Exlsling Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 12502 

All charges a~e subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus apptioab~e salBs taxes. This in, Irides a 12% 9~atulty that is paid direot~y to bar~qu~! st~lf. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12"00 noon, three {3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no fir~al 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

C~lent’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606403369 

Date Hotel Raprese.tative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

601 South College Street 
Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375=2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

EO #: 6480- ~ 606404 t 31 
Status: 
Page; 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Wednesday, 25 December 2013 

Wed, 2~-Dec-2013    7:(}0AM-9:00/~I Romo[e Loeatton Hosp~lity 

7:00h, M-9;OOAM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottied Juice - Orange, Crenber~, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Conaurnp~ont @ $5.00 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berdes 

12 Yogurt Padaits 
Vanilla Yogurt layered wilh Fresh Berries and Topped with Granola @ 
$3.00 

24 Breakfast Burrltos - Farm-fresh Scrambled Eggs, Chodzo Pepper 
Jacl~ Cheese and Potatoes neslled in a Warm Flour Tortilla, Salsa Fresca 
@ $4.8o 

12 Coffee Side Station to Include assoded sugars and sweelners, 
creamers, stirrers and ~ap~,ins @ $3.00 Per 

Keudg 

Hospl.~,.!!.~/ N $0.00 

¯ 7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Locat_ion 

7:00AM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suite 2501/2502 

AIt charges ere subject to a 24% service ~harge (taxable in NG) plus applicable sales taxes. This Includes a 12% gratuity th,~t is p~ld direly to banque~ staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12;00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday Ihrough Fddsy, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based o~ the agreed figure (~isted above as AGR}. 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606404131 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2000 
Fax: (70,~) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480~16064042,$3 
Status: 
Page: t of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports 
EO Name; Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer; 

Wednesday, 25 December 2013 

Wed, 25~Der,-2013 7’:b0P~-9:00PM    Remote Lo~gon Ho.sp]lali~ Pfo~pit~lit~ Y ¯ $0.00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Locatlon 

7:00PM 

Assorted Soft Drinks WestIn proudly serves Coos-Cola Products 
(charged on consumption) @ $5,00 Each 

Bottted Spdng Water 

Z:_00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
Setuo Stvle:Exietlna 

?;00PM 

Existing Setup 

Polk Suits - 2501 12502 

All P_.harges are subJecl to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that Is paid directly to banquet staff, 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12.~0 noen, three (3) business days prior to your eve.t (Monday ~rough Friday, excluding H01idaya). if no 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will act, ser~e ~lld che~ge based on the agreed figure {fisled above as AGR). 

Clfenl’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-’t 606404243 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606450490 
Status: 
Page: I of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charfotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

De, p,,,artment: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Thursday, 26 December 2013 

Tr~u, 26-Dec-2013 7:00AM..9:OI)AM Remote Lo~at~on HosiP[tallly HospIt~lty N $0.00 

_7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Lo¢ati~J~ 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice - Orange, Cranberry, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

36 Seasonal t’resh fruit a~d berdes 

24 Buttermilk bls~uits filled wilh shavdd carolina ham, scrambled eggs 
and aged white cheddar cheese 

12 Fresh Berries wilh Minted Masc~rpone Cream 

12 Coffee Side Stelion to include assorted sugars and swe~lners, 
creamers° stirrers and knepkins @ $3.00 Per 

Keudg to sponsor Brewers and coffee 

7:00AM,~)’.O_0AM Remote Location 
Setup St¥[e:Existin= 

7:00AM 

Existrng Setup 

Polk Suite 250t 1250Z 

All ~argas a~e subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus appl[oabte sales laxes. This includes a 12% g=:atuity that Is paid dlrect{y to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guar~,ntees by "[2:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excludl,~g Holidays). If no linal 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based on the ~greed figure (llsled above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-4606450490 

Date Hotel Representative’s Slgnatu re Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South Coltege Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-21 t0 

EO #: 6480-1606450672 
Status: 
Page: ! of 1 
Printed:’ 19-NOV-2013 

Event Order 
Account: Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

. ..Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnStte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Thursday, 26 December 2013 

Thu. 26;,De¢-20t 3 7:O0PM-9:00PM Remote Lo~-alion Hosl~itallty 

.7,.;,~.OPM-9:OOPM Remote Location 

7:00PM 

18 Mez Displa}; - Red Sell Pepper Hummus, Tradlgonal Hummus, Gdl[ed 
Vegetables, Assorled Olives, Oven-dried Tomatoes, Tabbouleh Salad, 
Olive Oll, PIta Crisps and Plta Bread @ $6.00 

t8 olobal Cheese Display with DomestlcA~san Cheeses - Soft, Semi- 
firm, Firm and Aged.hard wilh Savory and Sweel Accompaniments with 
Assorted Crackers and Sliced Baguettes @ $7.20 

Assorted Soft Drinks Weslin proudly serves Coca-Cola Products 
(charged on conaumpllon) @ $5.00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

HespItallr~y Y 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote Location 
Setul~ Stvle:Exlatln,] 

7:00PM 

Pol~ Suite 2501 t2502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable In NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gralulty that is psid directly to banquet staff. 
GUAP.ANTEE; We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, throe (3) business days prior to your event (Monday Ihrough Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; lhe hotel will sat, serve and charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450672 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Skeet 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704),335-2110 

EO #: 6480~1606450781 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Pdnted: Ig-NOV-2013 ¯ 

Account: 

Poet As: 
EO Name: 
Address: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Coda: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSite Contact: 
OnSIte Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Friday, 27 De;ember 2013 

Fd, 27-Dec-2013 7:00AM-~!~0AM Ramo~e Lo~a~Jon Ho~pl|al(ty Hospitality’ N 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Minute Maid Bottled Juice - Orange, Cranbe~y, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumption) @ $5.00 

12 Blueberry and Banana Smoothie @ $4.20 

36 Seasonal fresh fPuit and berdas 

2 Breakfast pastdes to include mul~ns, but[cry croissants, danish pastry, 
and breakfasl sweet breads with preserves and sweet bul~er 

12 Coffee Side Station to Include assorted sugars and sweetners, 
creamers, stirmwrs a~d knapklns @. $3.00 Per Gallon 

7:00AM-9:0OAM Remote Location 

7:00AM 

Exlstlng Setu p 

Polk 2501 / 2502 

All aharges are subject to a 24% service oharge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. Th~s includes a 12% gratuity that is .paid direc(ly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays). If no final 
guarantee Is provided; the hotel will set, serve and ch=rge based o~ the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Ctlent’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450781 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (?04) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #:6480-1606450891 
Status: 
Page:l of 1 
Printed:lg-NOV-2013 

Account: 

Post As: 
EO Name: 
Address; 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Charlotte Sports Foundation 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 
4725 P~edmont Row Dr Ste 200 
Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 

Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSlte Contact: 
OnSite Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servicer: 

Friday, 27 December 2013 

~ri, 27.De~-2013 7:00P~.~0i~M Remote Location H~p~,~!!qy, Hospitte,y Y 
. 

$0~00 

7:00PM-9:00PM Remote LooatLoJ~ 

7:00PM 

18 Mini Corn Dogs with Mustard and Catsup 
Buttered Popcorn 
Cinnamon Funnef Cakes 
Pastel Co~on Candy 
Colorful Koo(~Id ShoLs @ $10.20 

Assoded Soft Drinks Wesfin proudly serves Coca.Col~ Producls 
(charged o=1 consumplion) @ $5,00 Each 

Bottled Spring Water 

,7,;p0PM-9:00PM Remote Location 

Existing Setup 

Polk 259t 12602 

Ali crnargas are subjeot to a 24% service cha~ge (taxable in NC) plus applicable sales taxes. This includes a t2% gratuity that is paid direclly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require guarantees by 12:00 noon, three (3) business days prior to your event (Monday through Friday. exdudi,g Holidays). If no final 
guarantee is provided; ihe hotel will set. serve ~nd charge based on the agreed figure (listed above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450891 

Date Hotel Representative’s Signature Date 



The Westin Charlotte 
601 South College Street 

Charlotte NC 28202 United States 

Phone: (704) 375-2600 
Fax: (704) 335-2110 

EO #: 6480-1606450937 
Status: 
Page: 1 of 1 
Printed: 19-NOV-2013 

Acco unt: 

Event Order 
Charlotte Sports Foundation 

Post As: Charlotte Sports Foundation 
EO Name: Charlotte Sports Foundatl0n 
Address: 4725 Piedmont Row Dr Ste 200 

Charlotte NC 28210-4279 United States 
Payment Method: 
PMS Group Code: BBL22A 

Department: Banquets 

Event Date: 
Contact: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

OnSlte Contact: 
OnSits Phone: 

Event Seller: 
Event Servlcer:. 

Saturday, 28 December 2013 

Sat, 28-Do~-2013 7:0oAr~-s:00AM RemD~e Location Hospitality Hospita!l!¥ .......... N $0,00 

7:QOAM-9:0DAM Remora Location 

7:00AM 

Minule Maid Bottled Juice - Orange. Crenberey, Apple & Grape 
(Charged on Consumplidn) @ $5,00 

36 Seasonal fresh fruit and berries 

2 New York-S~la Bagels with Create Cheese. Preserves. Sweet Butter 
and a Toaster @ $32.40 Per Dozen 

18 Steel-cut Oalmeal wllh Brown Sugar’, Raisins. Pecans, 2% Milk, and 
Skim Milk@ $4,20 

12 Coffee Side Station to Include assorted sugars and sweetnars, 
eroamars0 stirrers and knapkins @ $3,00 Per Cation 

sponsor brewers and coffee 

7:00AM-9:00AM Remote Locat[on 

7:00AM 

Existlng Setup 

Polk Suite 2501 13502 

All charges are subject to a 24% service charge (taxable in NC) plus appltnable sales taxes. This includes a 12% gratuity that Is paid dlreclly to banquet staff. 
GUARANTEE: We require gusmnteas by 12:00 noon, three {3) business days pder to your event (Monday b’nrough Friday, excluding Holidays). If no fins[ 
guarantee is provided; the hotel will set, serve and charge based Qn lhe agreed figure (tisted above as AGR). 

Client’s Signature 

EO #: 6480-1606450937 

Date Hotel Representative’s Sign ature Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:27 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Markos, 
Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 
Outstanding Bowl Forms 

SKonicaMino 13121713470. pdf 

All, 

Please find attached our outstanding student-athlete bowl forms. Please let me know if you have any additional 

questions or concerns. We are still waiting for Anthony Blue to turn in his travel form. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:35 PM 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 
Parking, 

With a rough estimate from Andre’....it looks like we’re going to have a lot of players parking. If that’s the case, we’ll 

definitely use all 50 of those Nascar parking cards. I have approx. 60 staff parking and then I’m working to get the 

student support staff numbers which I assume will probably be around 15-20 total (everyone wants money). That 
leaves 70 left for players. I guess we just have to figure out which 50 were having park across the street. 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2.572 
haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:26 AM 

Anderson, Melinda <mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Coaches Academic Staff Meeting (Spring) 

Melinda, 

Good morning!! Can you please add "Academic Staff Meetings" to Coach Fedora’s spring calendar for every Thursday at 8:30 AM 
starting on February 6th? Similar to the fall semester, our academic staff would like the entire coaching staff present at these meetings. 

Thanks so much for your assistance! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:37 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: See attached and let’s talk 

Talked to gubba, 

We are working on the bonuses, don’t a final plan yet, I’ll keep you posted. 

He is good with all else in the emai[ below. 

Rick 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:37 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: See attached and let’s talk 

Rick, 

Did you receive any feedback on any of the items listed below? 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: See attached and let’s talk 

Bubba, 

We need to discuss bowl bonus plans as soon as possible. The initial "maximum" plan Clint put together is 
attached. Joyce, Kaflton, Clint and I have discussed this and there are some challenges related to the new 
incentive compensation plans which I have also attached. 

Also, some points of follow up from the Wives’ meeting on Sunday. Let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns with any of this: 

Detailed Bowl Week itinerary will be sent to wives on Wednesday, 12/18 and will include: 
o Full Week Schedule of events for all activities 
o Hospitality Room schedules 
~ Football administrative office hours (at the Westin Hotel) 

Each day in Charlotte we will post the daily schedule of events and other information in both hospitality 
rooms. 
Santa Clause is going to appear at Dave and Buster’s on Christmas Eve, not at hotel on Christmas Day. 
We are working on a detailed hospitality room plan to increase offerings in both rooms, we are also 

working on securing a third hospitality room for children of staff to use when the players are in the players 



hospitality room. 
Football is going to give the Wives their Nike Rolling Bags prior to leaving Chapel Hill as they think the 

wives will appreciate having these available for packing for the trip. They have also ordered Belk Bowl 
Bag Tags to go along with the Rolling bags. 
Football is going to deliver the Nike Backpacks to each staff dependent on the trip (putting it in their room 
during the Christmas Dinner) along with a card. 

Let me know if you have any questions and when we can discuss the bonuses. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:11 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Credentials 

Here is what came today: 

39 Official Passes ("Good Anywhere, enter at press check in) 

10 Lot 4 Parking Passes 

200 Team Reception Wristbands for the Team Reception at the Nascar Hall of Fame on Thursday 

300 ACC School Post - Game Family Access Passes 

I am going to pull one of the parking passes and give it to Beth Miller per her request. 

I will bring everything over tomorrow and let’s review how we are using the Official Passes, the parking passes and 

identify any other needs we have. 

Certainly this does not answer Joe’s questions about bus passes and other items. 

Do you all want to do a 10 am call with Will Webb and Will Pitts to answer any and all open questions? 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 18, 2013 5:09 PM 

Atwater, Cindi <catwater@unc.edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 
2013 Belk Bowl Flight Information 
2013 Belk Bowl Flight Information.xlsx 

Cindi, 

Please find attached our 2013 Belk Bowl flight request. Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns. If a 

student has already purchased a flight, I made sure to highlight it in "red". 

Thanks again for your assistance! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Contact: (919) 641-6169 

Email: awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 7:20 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Parking List 

Bookl 1 .xlsx 

Corey, 

I started to put together a list for staff cars that will park in the NASCAR HOF deck. There are 45 listed on here right 

now. As for the hotel, I’ve guestimated about 25 spots for the full time coaches, and AD’s. That will leave 75 spots left 

for players (not sure what the number is looking like yet from the travel sheets). Thoughts? 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:38 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; 
Anderson, Melinda <mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Coaches Staff Meeting (January) 

Les, 

Coach Fedora has provided confirmation that we can hold an "Academic Coaches Staff Meeting" on Tuesday, January 

7th? At your earliest convenience, can you please provide confirmation if this will work for you and your staff? In 

addition, can you please let me know if there is a recommended time? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:51 PM 

Atwater, Cindi <catwater@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic 
<dmorelli@email. unc. edu> 

RE: 2013 Belk Bowl Flight Information 

2013 Belk Bowl Flight Information.xlsx 

C[ndi, 

Please find attached the updated flight request document. I have highlighted in "yellow" the additional flight request that 

we stil! need to book. Everyone in green is confirmed. 

Following guys do not need flights (will receive travel per diem): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Following: ~:uvs need fliRhts: 

:1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Best regards, 

An d re’ 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 5:09 PM 
To: ALwater, Cindi 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu); Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: 2013 Belk Bowl Flight Information 

Cindi, 

Please find attached our 20:13 Belk Bowl flight request. Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns. If a 

student has already purchased a flight, I made sure to highlight it in "red". 

Thanks again for your assistance! 

Best regards, 

An d re’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Contact: (9:19) 64:1-6:169 

Email: awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 19, 2013 1:27 PM 

Will Webb <WWebb@charlottesports.org> 
Will Pitts <WPitts@charlottesports.org>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu>; Morelli, 
David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Credential / Parking Request 

Will, 

Today’s call we very helpful. Thank you. 

We would like to request additional credentgals and parkgng as follows: 

Official Passes (All Access} - g 

Guest Services Passes - 8 

Lot 2 Parking Passes -4 

We can pick these up from you once we arrive [n Charlotte. 

Thanks, 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:13 PM 

Will Pitts <WPitts@charlottesports. org>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc. edu> 

Will Webb <WWebb@charlottesports. org>; Randy Wynn <RWynn@charlottesports. org> 

RE: Player Hospitality 

you are able to get them, here is our order of preference: 
st -Tuesday @ 11pm 

nd - Wednesday (Christmas) @ 10:30 PM 

rd - Monday @ 11pm. 

Thanks, 
Joe 

From: Will Pitts [mailto:WPitts@charlottesports.org] 
Sent," Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe 
Cc: Will Webb; Randy Wynn 
Subject: Player Hospitality 

Joe and Corey, 

If we are able to provide chicken tenders from one of our partner restaurants could you let me know what night and what 

time you would prefer those to be delivered (two options would be helpful)? 

Thank you, 

WILLIAM B. PITTS [ DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS 

P (704) 644-4046 I M (         I WPIqq-S@CHARLOqq-ESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLO’FI-E, NC 28210 

WWW.CH ARLOqq-ESPORTS.O RG I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail, delete and then destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:23 PM 

rfarris@j ahlaw, com 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Charlotte 

Ray, 

Great to see you last night. 

The team is practicing at Charlotte Country Day as follows: 

12/24:1:30 pm-3:30 pm 

12/25:3:00 pm-5:00 pm 

12/26:2:30 pm -4:00 pm 

12/24 and 12/25 are closed practices. 12/26 is open to the public. 

As a letterman you can attend any of them. Please let Corey Holliday know when you plan to attend 

(cholliday@unc.edu / 919-606-1503). 

Thanks, 

Rick 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher~uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:27 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc. edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc. edu> 

Belk Bowl - Summary of Meals 

Domo/Corey, could you do a quick double-check of the meals below .... 

All, 

We want to be sure that everyone is aware of the meal situation before you travel to Charlotte and so the following is a listing 

of all the meals that we will have next week. Next to each meal, I’ve included the people that are to be in attendance. For 

those meals that say ’Per Diem’ by them, the state allowable allowance for that meal will be provided to you. 

Monday~ December 23rd 
Dinner: Players Only {Everyone else receives Per Diem) 

Tuesday~ December 24th 
Breakfast: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

Lunch: Coaches & Players @ Speedway {Everyone else receives Per Diem) 

Dinner: Entire Travel Party will eat at Dave and Busters 

Wednesday~ December 25th 
Breakfast: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

Lunch: Entire Travel Party (in hotel ballroom on the 2nd floor) 

Dinner: Entire Travel Part,{ (Christmas Dinner in hotel ballroom on the !st floor) 

Thursday~ December 26~ 
Breakfast: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

Lunch: Coaches & Players only (Everyone else receives Per Diem) 

Dinner: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

Friday~ December 27th 
~ Breakfast: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

~ Lunch: Coaches & Players only (Everyone else receives Per Diem) 

~ Dinner: Coaches & Players only (Everyone else receives Per Diem) 

Saturday, December 28th 
~ Breakfast: Coaches & Players only {Everyone else receives Per Diem) 

~ Lunch: Coaches & Players only (Everyone else receives Per Diem) 

Director of Footl~ll Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:59 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; Freeman, Jason S 
<jfreeman@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email.unc.edu>; Fedora, H. Larry <larry.fedora@unc.edu>; Anderson, 
Melinda <mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hernandez, Luis III <louh@email.unc.edu>; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haake, Simon 
<sjhaake@unc.edu>; Harper, Taylor <tsharper@live.unc.edu>; Gizzi, Christopher Aaron 
<giz@email.unc.edu>; Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edu>; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 
Walter <yjeanbap@email.unc.edu>; Ross, Luke <lukeross@email.unc.edu> 

Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Cauteruccio, Dino <dcaut@email.unc.edu>; Best, 
Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Belk Bowl (12-28-13) - Pre Game Warm Up Timeline 

Belk Bowl (12-28-13) - Pre Game Warm Up Timeline.xlsx 

Attached is the pre-game time line for our Belk Bowl game vs. Cincinnati. Kick off has been set for 3:25 PM. 

Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.8403.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



Actual Time 

Game uav l imeline 
NORTH CAROLINA vs. Cincinnati 

Saturday, December 28th, 2013 

2013 BELK BOWL (Charlotte, NC) 

Game Clock Sat. Clock Sat. Duration Event 
Wake Up 

ALL PLAYERS 

Duration 

2:05 PM 80:00 30:00 1 min CLEAR FIELD: 

2:10 PM 75:00 Coach Fedora meets with Officials in Coaches Locker Room 
2:17 PM 68:00 30:00 1 min SPECIALISTS (8 min) 

QB, CENTER, RETURNERS 
PAT N GO - WR, DB, RB, TE 
TEAM OUT - STRETCH 

(Players on the field meet team in the Tunnel) 

INDIVIDUAL / GROUP WORK 
7-ON-7 

(30 Yard Line Going In)...Team lines up on 45 yd line 

2:25 PM 60:00 29:00 1 min 
2:32 PM 53:00 28:00 1 min 

2:38 PM        47:00 
27:00          1 min 

2:44 PM 41 "00 26:00 1 min 

2 LH, 2 M, 2 RH, 2 M 
*NOTE* Offense will AIternate 1’s & 2’s 

Defense will go two in a row 

2:54 PM 

2:57 PM 

31:00 

TEAM 
(20 yard line Going in)...Team lines up on 35 yd line 
6 Plays - (M) 
2 Plays - (Goal Line) 
*NOTE* Offense will Alternate 1’s & 2’s 

Defense will go two in a row 

Everyone Except Punt Move Behind End Zone 

PUNT (35-Yard Line Going In) 

PAT (3-Yard Line) No Defense 

CLEAR FIELD 

25:00 1 min 

28:00 

(7 min) 
(6 min) 

(6 min) 

(10 min) 

(3 min) 

(4 min) 

24:00 2 min 

3:01 PM 24:00 (1 min) 
3:02 PM 23:00 (1 min) 
3:03 PM 22:00 16:00 2 min 

3:17:30 PM 7:30 TEAM PRAYER 
3:18 PM 7:00 TEAM MEETING / COACH FEDORA 
3:19 PM 6:00 2:00 TEAM LEAVES LOCKER ROOM 
3:21 PM 4:00 0:00 TEAM TAKES FIELD 
3:22 PM 3:00 COIN TOSS 

3:25 PM 0:00 KICK-OFF CINCINNA UI! 

**NOTE** Strength Coach Keeps Track of Time after Stretch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:08 PM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa football@groups.unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Belk Bowl - Summary of Meals 

All, 

We want to be sure that everyone is aware of and has information regarding the meal options while we are in Charlotte 

before you begin your travels to the Queen City. The following is a synopsis of all the meals that we will have next 

week. Next to each meal, I’ve included the people that are to be in attendance (if a meal is being provided). For those 

meals that say ’Per Diem’ by them, the state allowable allowance for that meal will be provided to you. 

Monday, December 23rd_ 
~ Dinner: Players Only {Everyone else receives Per Diem) 

Tuesday, December 24th 

~ Breakfast: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

}~ Lunch: Coaches & Players @ Speedway (Everyone else receives Per Diem} 

> Dinner: Entire Travel Party will eat at Dave and Busters 

Wednesday, December 25th (Christmas Day) 
> Breakfast: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

~ Lunch: Entire Travel Party (lunch available in hotel ballroom on the 2nd floor) 

}~ Dinner: Entire Trave~ Party (Christmas D~nner ~n hote~ ballroom on the 1st floor} 

Thursday, December 26th 

}~ Breakfast: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

}~ Lunch: Coaches & Players only (Everyone else receives Per Diem} 

}~ Dinner: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

Friday, December 27th 

}~ Breakfast: Per Diem provided for entire travel party 

}~ Lunch: Coaches & Players only (Everyone else receives Per Diem} 

}~ Dinner: Coaches & Players only (Everyone else receives Per Diem} 

Saturday, December 28th 

}~ Breakfast: Coaches & Players only (Everyone else receives Per Diem} 

}~ Lunch: Coaches & Players only (Everyone else receives Per Diem} 

As always, let us know if you have any questions. 



Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

ha~/don@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:55 PM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa football@groups.unc.edu> 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
<athgallo@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Hilton, Nathan 
Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 
RE: UPDATE: 2013-2014 Football Official Visit Weekends & Junior Days 

Al!, 

Just another update regarding official visits for your planning purposes: 

We have 5 incoming football studentmathletes that will be enrolling in the spring semester. They will be arriving on 

campus Sunday, January 5th to begin their orientation/UNC onboarding (classes begin January 8th). In conjunction with 

this, 4 of them will be doing their official visits as well. Andre’ Williams has already reached out to most people that will 

be involved in the orientation process. We will be sending out additional details as we finalize the schedules, in the 

meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to contact me or Andre’. 

Also, don’t forget about the January 17th-19th weekend. We are still planning to host 15-20 recruits on official visits that 

weekend. More details to come after the Bowl Game. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 9:15 AM 
To: UNCAA-Football 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim; Brown, Michelle; Robinson, Kevin T; Gallo, Jr., Larry 
A.; Grimsley, Richie; Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Norton, Molly; Hilton, 
Nathan Scott 
Subject: UPDATE: 2013-2014 Football Official Visit Weekends & Junior Days 

For your planning purposes, here is an update regarding upcoming Official Visit Weekends and Junior Days: 

November/December Official Visits 

Weekend of November 29th - December 1st {Thanksgiving weekend): We will be hosting at least i official visit 

Weekend of December 6th - gth: Potential to host a couple of official visits 

Weekend of December 13th - 15th: Potential to host a couple of official visits 

January Official Visits 

Weekend of January :~7th - &gth: LARGE official Visits weekend (expecting to have 15-20 official visits) 

Weekend of January 24th - 26th: Overflow Official Visit weekend 



Weekend of January 31st - February 2rid: Potential to host a couple of official visits 

February/March/Apri~ Junior Days 

Wednesday, February :22th (Duke Basketba~ Game): 

Saturday, March 1st: LARGE Junior Day 

Saturday, April :~2th (Spring Game}: Junior Day 

Junior Day 

Please let me know if you have any questions, thoughts, ideas or concerns as we plan for these upcoming events. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 8:29 AM 
To: UNCAA-Football 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim; Brown, Michelle; Robinson, Kevin T; Gallo, Jr., Larry 
A.; Grimsley, Richie; Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Norton, Molly 
Subject: 2013-2014 Football Official Visit Weekends 

All, 

For your planning purposes regarding December/January Official visits: 

As we did last year, we will have ONE VERY LARGE official visit weekend after the season to host the majority of our 

commits and remaining prospects at one time. The weekend of January 17th-19th has been designated for this 

event. Also, the following weekend (January 24th-26th) has been designated for our overflow weekend for those recruits 

that are unable to attend the 17th-19th weekend. Please note that this does not mean that we won’t have official visits 

during the other weekends in December/January but that they will be smaller weekends if we do have visits. 

We will have several guys enrolling at mid-term and so their official visits will be either during the season or in December, 

but those dates have not yet been determined. Please let me know if you have any questions as we begin to prepare for 

these weekends. 

Thanks, 

Director of Football Operations 

University of No~ C~o~a 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

haydon@~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 9:02 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

RE: Levine children’s hospital 

Went by Fed ex yesterday. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 8:51 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick; Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: RE: Levine children’s hospital 

Is this covered? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:05 PM 

To: Morelli, David Dominic 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Levine children’s hospital 

You got this covered? 

If you need help with items let me know. 

Rick 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Will Webb [mailto:WWebb(&chaflottesports.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 3:57 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; John Widecan 
Subject: Levine children’s hospital 

Just a reminder to please bring 50 to 60 items for handout to the kids at the hospital. These can be pennants, small footballs, posters 
etc. these do not need to be of substantial value 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dalglei sh, Joyce L <j oyced@unc, edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11:59 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy_Dutton@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, 
Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Ad and info needed 
Assistant Football CoachDecember2013.docx 

Corey, 

Attached is the ad we used the last time we recruited. 

Please review and make an edits as appropriate. 

I also need the names, PID #’s and email addresses of 

the search committee members. 

Also, the salary range for this position is currently 

$150,000 - $250,000. Should this remain the same or does 

it need to be changed? I need to know this before we 

submit the recruitment plan because I will need to modify 

the position description. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 

Just a reminder: I am out of the office after today until 

January 6th. 



Assistant Football Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, a Division I member of the NCAA, and a member of the Atlantic 

Coast Conference, has an immediate full-time opening for an assistant football coach. Duties include coaching 

student-athletes participating in a Football Bowl Subdivision Program; promoting academic excellence and progress 

in student-athletes in total cooperation with the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes and within the 

philosophy of the University and the Department of Athletics; evaluating and recruiting prospective student-athletes; 

and other duties as assigned by the Head Coach. Strong organizational and communication skills required. Two 

years Division I coaching and recruiting experience preferred. The successful candidate will be a person of integrity 

with high ethical and moral standards who exhibits a strict adherence to NCAA, ACC, University, and Departmental 

rules and regulations. 

Bachelor’s degree required. Review of resumes and applications will begin immediately. 

IN ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS POSITION, ALL CANDIDATES MUST APPLY ON-LINE AND 
ATTACH CV/RESUME using the following web link: 

Departmental contact: 

Assistant Coach Search Committee 
c/o Corey Holliday 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Application Deadline: Until filled 

Website: http://www.goheels.com! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an Equal Opportunity Employer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 2:28 PM 

Will Pitts <WPitts@charlottesports.org>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Will Webb <WWebb@charlottesports.org>; Randy Wynn 
<RWynn@charlottesports.org> 

RE: Player Hospitality 

Thanks for the follow up....wanted to see if one other option could work. Would it be possible to do the wings and 

wedges and Thursday and move Fuel Pizza to Tuesday? 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Will PiEs [mailto:WPitts@charlottesports.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe; Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Will Webb; Randy Wynn 
Subject: RE: Player Hospitality 
Importance: High 

Joe, 

Thanks again for your help. We can confirm ll:OOpm on Monday, December 23 to the Westin with wings and potato 

wedges for the players hospitality room. Can you confirm that works for you? Unfortunately, Tuesday (after 6pro) and 

Wednesday (all day) they will be closed. Please let me know ASAP. 

Thanks, 

WILLIAM B. PITTS I DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS 

P (704) 644-4046 I M I WPI~FS@CHARLOTTESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOqq-E, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLO~FESPORTS.ORG I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail, delete and then destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Haydon, Joe [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:13 PM 
To: Will PiEs; Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Will Webb; Randy Wynn 
Subject: RE: Player Hospitality 



you are able to get them, here is our order of preference: 

st - Tuesday @ 11pm 

nd - Wednesday (Christmas) @ 10:30 PM 

rd - Monday @ 11pro. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Will Pitts [mailto:WPitts@charlottesports.orq] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe 
Cc: Will Webb; Randy Wynn 
Subject: Player Hospitality 

Joe and Corey, 

If we are able to provide chicken tenders from one of our partner restaurants could you let me know what night and 

what time you would prefer those to be delivered (two options would be helpful)? 

Thank you, 

WILLIAM B. PITTS I DIR~iCTOR OF OPERATIONS 

P (704) 644-4046 I M I WPIqq-S@CHARLOTTESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOqq-E, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLOqq-ESPORTS.ORG I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail, delete and then destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 2:51 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

2013 Belk Bowl Flight Information 

2013 Belk Bowl Flight Information.xlsx; 2013 Belk Bowl Flight Invoices.pdf 

Domo, 

Please find attached our 2013 Belk Bowl flight information spreadsheet and a copy of each invoice. Please let me know if 

you need any additional information. 

Also, I spoke with Marielle regarding covering all flights through our Special Assistance Fund. She requested for you to 

send her an email showing that we have done this in the past. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalglei sh, Joyce L <j oyced@unc, edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 2:56 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Ad and info needed 

Corey, 

We need to have a female on the committee. 

Anyone in Academics or the Business Office who 

might be potential committee members? 

Joyce 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 2:50 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: RE: Ad and info needed 

d0yce, 

The ad works and the search committee is as follows: 

Larry Fedora 
Corey Holliday 
Vic Koenning 
Randy Jordar 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
C:c: Dutton, Kathy B.; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Ad and info needed 

Corey, 

Attached is the ad we used the last time we recruited. 
Please review and make an edits as appropriate. 

I also need the names, PID #’s and email addresses of 

the search committee members. 
Also, the salary range for this position is currently 

$150,000 - $250,000. Should this remain the same or does 
it need to be changed? I need to know this before we 

submit the recruitment plan because I will need to modify 

the position description. 

Thanks, 



Joyce 

Just a reminder: 

January 6th. 

I am out of the office after today until 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 3:11 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Player Gifts- Belkie Bowl Bears 

What are your thoughts? 

From: Katherine Johnson [mailto:KJohnson@charlottesports.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Player Gifts- Belkie Bowl Bears 

Hi Joe! 

Hope you’re having a good Friday! Can’t believe bowl week is almost here. 

We would like to give each of the player’s Belkie Bowl Bears (essentially a stuffed animal bear) as a gift and were hoping 

to place them in the Player’s Hospitality room at the hotel so that they can pick up as the check in and arrive and wanted 

to make you aware and make sure that it is okay with you. We have worked this out directly with Dave Raymond to 

have them placed in the room if it does work on your end! 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns! Thank you! 

Katherine 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR 

P (704) 644-4047 I M I KJOHNSON@CHARLOqq-ESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOqq-E, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLOqq-ESPORTS.ORG [ WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 1:38 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC NLI Policy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burgemeister, Matt" <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 
Date: December 20, 2013 at 7:06:16 PM EST 
To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: ACC NLI Policy 

Hi Marielle, 

One follow-up to our conversation after reading your email. I think the policy is clear it would still 
apply in the event of a release - at least one provided by UNC. Less clear if the release is through 
an appeal though I think we would treat it the same. But our conversation would hold if it is 
declared null and void - conference NLI policy is not applicable but intra-conference transfer would 

be in this instance. 

I hope this helps, let me know if you have additional questions after talking to the football staff. 

Thanks and happy holidays, 
Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mills, Ryan Rebecca <rmpooh@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 1:00 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2014 Calendar 

2014 Staff Calendar.pub 

Ms. Ry~n Mills 
Re o 

F~tb~ 

PoOo Box 2126 
C~pel I!~, NC 27515 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, December 30, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: Fwd: 2014 Calendar 

Can you get the 2014 from my folder on the H:drive and send it to both me and Andre. Thanks 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 2014 Calendar 
From: "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email.unc. edu> 
To: "Holliday, Corey L" <chollidav@unc.edu> 
CC: 

Corey, 

By any chance, can you please send me your 2014 calendar? I would like to use it to build our Spring meal calendar and 2014 

discretionary weeks. 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



January 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 

5 

Dorms Open 

12 

AFCA Convention 

Off Season Week 1 

19 
BIG Recruiting 
Weekend 

Off Season Week 2 

26 

Recruiting Weekend 

Off Season Week 3 

6 

13 

AFCA Convention 

20 
MLK Day 

27 

7 

6P~I Team ~Ieetii~g 

14 

AFCA Convention 

21 

28 

8 

Class" Start 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 
BIG Recruiting 
Weekend 

24 
Recruiting Weekend 

31 

11 

18 
BIG Recruiting 
Weekend 

25 

Recruiting Weekend 



February 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Off Season Week 4 

Off Season Week 5 

16 

23 

10 

17 

Blue Dawn 

24 

Blue Dawn 

4 

11 

18 

Blue Dawn 

25 

Blue Dawn 

5 

SIGNING DAY 

12 

Duke Basketball game 

JR Day 

19 

26 

6 

13 

20 

Blue Dawn 

27 

Blue Dawn 

7 

HS Clinic Greensboro 

14 

21 

Blue Dawn 

28 

Blue Dawn 

8 

HS Clinic Greensboro 

15 

22 



March 2014 

16 

23 

3O 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

S P 

17 

PRACTICE 3 

24 

PRACTICE 6 

31 

PRACTICE 9 

4 

11 

R I N 

18 

25 

PRO DA Y 

5 

PRACTICE 1 

12 

G B 

19 

PRACTICE 4 

26 

PRACTICE 7 

6 

13 

R E A 

2O 

HA" Coaching (.~inie 

27 

7 

PRACTICE 2 

14 

K 

21 

PRACTICE 5 

HA" Coaching (.~inie 

28 

PRACTICE 8 

OJf Site ? 

1 

JR DAY 

BLOCK PARTY 

15 

22 

29 



April 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

13 

20 

Easter 

27 

7 

PRACTICE 12 

14 

21 

28 

Exams 

8 

15 

22 

29 

Exams 

2 

PRACTICE 10 

Invite P~ofessor to 
Practice 

9 

PRACTICE 13 

16 

Summe~" Challenge 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

StaJf Ret~eat 

4 

PRACTICE 11 

Off’Site? 

11 

PRACTICE 14 

18 

Good Friday 

25 

Last Day of Classes 

StaJf Retreat 

12 

PRACTICE 15 

19 

26 

Staff Retreat 



May 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

11 

Commencement 

18 

25 

5 

12 

19 

26 

Memorial Day 

6 

13 

SS I Begins 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

8 

NFL Draft 

15 

22 

29 

9 

NFL Draft 

16 

23 

30 

Big Hitters 

10 

NFL Draft 

17 

24 

31 

Big Hitters 



June 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

2 3 4 5 6 1 

Big Hitters 

8 

One Day Camp 

15 

22 

9 

16 

10 

17 

11 

18 

12 

One Day Camp 

19 

13 

One Day Camp 

2O 

One Day Camp 

Youth Camp 

23 

One Day Camp 

Youth Camp 

24 

Coaches Last Day in 

OJf!ce 

Skill&Lineman Camp 

Youth Camp 

6Pill Team J~leetit~g 

25 

Skill&Lineman Camp 

SS II Begins 

26 

One Day Camp 

27 

7 

One Day Camp 

14 

One Day Camp 

21 

Fedora Freak Show 

28 

29 30 



July 2014 

13 

2O 

27 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 

14 

21 

28 

8 

15 

22 

Coaches Back 

In OJfice 

29 

16 

23 

NCHSAA Clinic 

3O 

10 

17 

24 
NCHSAA Clinic 

31 

11 

18 

25 

One Day Camp 

7 on 7 Camp 

12 

19 

26 



August 2014 

10 

17 

24 

31 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

4 

11 

18 

25 

5 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 



September 2014 

14 

21 

28 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

8 

15 

22 

29 

9 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

13 

2O 

27 



October 2014 

12 

19 

26 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 

11 

18 

25 



November 2014 

16 

23 

3O 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

4 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

15 

22 

29 



December 2014 

14 

21 

28 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

8 

15 

22 

29 

9 

16 

23 

3O 

10 

17 

24 

31 

11 

18 

25 

12 

19 

26 

13 

2O 

27 
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